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PLYMOUTH CHURCH, BROOKLYN
PLYMOUTH
BROOKLYN, ON THE
THE 28TH OF AUGUST, 1874.
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PKEFACE
PREFACE.
by
great and overwhelming
The
THE great
overwhelming interest manifested by
investigation of the charges
charges
the American people
people in the investigation
against
the
Henry
Rev.
Tilton
by
Theodore
preferred
against
Henry
preferred by

Ward
'Ward

a national love for
Beecher cannot be credited to a

one who has for
a desire that one
scandal, but rather to a
scandal,
regards as a
a religious
religious
first in their regards
years stood first
years
teacher and counsellor should vindicate himself from
said
the terrible accusations made against
against him. Men said:

long
long

" If this man,
whom we
man, whom
we have loved and honored so
"If
great genius,
genius,
.pure life
life as well as for his great
long for his -pure
long
hypocrite and a
a libertine,
libertine, whom
a hypocrite
whom shall
shall be proven
proven a
?
reputation is
Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's reputation
is esteemed a
trust "
we
we trust?"
honor,
national honor,

and his countrymen
countrymen

have watched

charges against
stage of the charges
deepest
every
against him with the deepest
every stage
rejoiced
in
have
his
triumphant
and
interest,
vindicainterest,
rejoiced
triumphant
an effort to cast a
a stain upon
tion as at the defeat of an
upon
name of the Great Republic
the
of
the fair name
West.
Vest.
Republic

great interest,
spite of this great
interest, the reports
In spite
reports of the

trial, and
trial,

were
very
very
were

principal actors in
the statements of the principal

it,
it,

presented
great mass
mass of the people
people in a
a
presented to the great
The testimony
testimony was
was so volumi-

incomplete
incomplete form.

numerous and long,
nous, and the statements so numerous
nous,
long, that
daily papers
of
great daily
largest
the
even the great
even
had not
cities
papers
largest

room
room in their columns for the whole case.
The great
great
newspapers
the
of
only
majority
were
of
the
Union
were
newspapers
majority
only
13

PREFACE.
PREFACE.

14

able to publish
publish brief extracts from the statements and
summaries of the investigation,
investigation, so that the case has
gone
out
to
public
the
fragmentary and unsatgone
public in aa fragmentary

The people
people at large
yet
large have not yet
had t_he
the means
means of learning
learning the Whole
whole case,
case, which alone
can qualify
qualify them for forming
forming an intelligent
intelligent conclusion
concerning
the
matters
at
issue.
There has been a deconcerning

isfactory manner.
manner.
isfactory

mand from

all
all

parts of the country
parts
country for a connected

and chronologically
Brooklyn
chronologically arranged
arranged account of the Brooklyn
scandal,
giving its
its history,
all the docuscandal, giving
history, and presenting
presenting all
ments necessary
necessary to the

forming
opinion on
on the
forming of a fair opinion

part
part of the reader.

Such a
is offered
a work is

to the public
public in the present
present

In these pages
pages the history
history of the charges
charges
against
Beecher
Mr.
is
is
traced
from
their
inception
against
inception down

volume.

acquittal of Mr.
to the acquittal

Beecher by
by the Investigating
Investigating

Plymouth Church,
Committee of Plymouth
Church, with such comments
necessary to a proper
proper underand explanations
explanations as are necessary
standing
the
matter.
Every
of
bearing upon
document
standing
Every
bearing
upon
case, including
principal
the case,
including the statements of the principal
the
of
the
principal
evidence
actors in the controversy,
controversy,
principal

Committee,
witnesses examined by
Witnesses
Investigating Committee,
by the Investigating
tl1e events that have
the report
committee, and the
report of that committee,

—

all these
occurred since the close of the investigation
investigation-all

together with biogragiven
proper order,
order, together
given in their proper
biograconcerned.
In
of
the
principal
personages
short,
phies
short,
principal personages
phies
are

is presented
the case is
shape as
presented complete,
complete, and in such shape
own merits.
its own
it upon
will enable the reader to decide it
upon its
opinion
the
compiler
very
has
a
a
decided
While
Vhile
opinion as to
compiler
very

case,
the reasonable conclusion to be drawn from this case,
speak for themselves,
themselves, and have been left
left to
the facts speak

do so in the main.
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THE
THE

IIISTORY
TRUE HISTORY
TRUE
OF THE

SCANDAL.
BROOKLYN SOANDAL.

BROOKLYN

I.
I.

WOODHULL'S CHARGES.
MRS. WOODHULIJS
was
Woodhull was
IN
In September,
1872, Mrs. Victoria Voodhull
September, 1872,
re-elected

President of the

National Association of

speech of acceptance
acceptance
Spiritualists at Boston,
Boston, and in her speech
Spiritualists

made
Vard
Ward

a
a

upon the Bev.
personal attack upon
Rev. Henry
bitter personal
Henry
The Boston newspapers
newspapers suppressed
suppressed

Beecher.

the most of her remarks.

At length,
length, after giving
giving out

several vague
charges, she published
vague hints of her charges,
published them
full in
in full
in her journal
as Ilbocl/Lull
Woodhull cf;
<£ 0[U_,Z?ZiIL,S
Clqfflin*
_journal known as

Weekly,
November, 1872.
lWe/sly, on the 2d of November,

In this article,
article,

after asserting
asserting that Mr. Beecher was
was a
a believer in the

most advanced doctrines of free-love and the abolition
of Christian marriage,
by hermarriage, as held and advocated by
self,
asserted
she
that
Mr.
Tilton
informed
her
that
had
self,
he had discovered a criminal intimacy
intimacy between his wife
and Mr. Beecher. The statements thus made public
public
were
were given
given by
Woodhull in the form of a converconverby Mrs. Voodhull
sation between a reporter
reporter and herself.
herself.
The following
following
passages
passages contain the substance of her story
story

::

17

THE TRUE

18

THE TRUE HISTORY
OF
OF
"

It was
was brought up
brought up subsequently
ail intimate
i ntimate con .
subsequently, in an
conversation between her and me, by
Mrs.
me, by
Pauline Wright
Wright
Uavis, without any seeking on
Davis,
any seeking on my
part, and to my very
my part,
my very
great
surprise.
great surprise. Mrs. Davis had been, it
seems, a
been, it seems,
a frefrequent visitor at Mr,
* *
* * house in
quent
Mr. T *
Brooklyn-they
having long
long been associated in the
having
Woman's Rights
lVoman's
Rights
movement-and she stood upon certain
movement-and
upon
terms of intiintimacy in the family. Almost at the
macy
family.
same time to which
same
I
referred, when I was
1 have referred,
was in Washington, she called,
Washington,
called,
'°\
as she told me,
Z5-'éb
at
Mr.
me,
,

Brooklyn~they

m

`.=¢-' $3
1;5"§""'i>»fT/.f~
"».=-af
/'55

FZ'/gf!ff
-.':1f"'#»?'¢/E

* =e
* *
T .e

-»

»

;i

5*

*
* s<
* =:<
Mrs. T =z=
M,.S_

met her at the door
and burst into tears,
tears,
f _»_.-:';,:,-,,3:
f`/'I1'_v§3.afT-'A-1"
-li
:5
."'__-_
exclaiming: Oh, Mrs.
exclaiming:
'Oh,
\_'~"'l1?"
'"E'
_ 1Davis have you come
Davis!
\
you come
W*
3 ff=-'if
\\S=
to see me?
F
þÿ5 ¬='=:_
For six
\§&§f1§_*_._ -wr--;;;,=_._;
W*
~#:;=;'~ iid?-7,
months
.
_
I
I
\
have been
`f»~»l-s§7
,.' ''5-Tl"' --_;,-,...-f'-";~'
.\\
'.§»
-Tl" '
\~\ %§/vs
*-»/4
shut up
"1 '=3'
up
from
V'
the world,
"`
world,
\\
"":
1%
\
X
and
I
I
thought
A
no one
\
one
"'i
thought no

ff;

Z/f f '__._,`
þÿ//'ij/
¬;,,/ig,/f
f

"5T"¢
I

Q

W' -if £4 .j_/T__= ,,<<»
av/
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would ever
ever come
come again
again
to visit
visit me.'
me.' In the in-

r

terview that followed,
followed,
"° * 3*
Mrs. *
* * spoke freely
spoke freely
of a long series of
long
in-

\`

\.

\

\

_

\\

~\

\

Mrs.
MRS. VICTORIA
Victoria C. Woodhull.
WOODHULL.

timate

and so-called
criminal relations on
on
her part
part with aa certain clergyman- of th. /
the
clergyman;
of the facts by Mr
discovery
* Tf
/
u
by Mr. T *'i' ** *g
of
of the
tne
abuse
she had
a
e „ff
c
uffered from him
suffered
h.m in consequence,
consequence, and of her hea
hearttbroken condition.
t,on
She seemed to a,iude
allude to «»
the
whole
Jang a
as to something
„
thing
already
something
generally
already
known
generally
known, or
-own in a. considerable circle,
known
and impossible
impossible to
circle,
to' be
? and'
concealed,
and attributed the long
concealed,
long absence of Mrs.
Mr7
"

.

i

.

>

,

thtrji

-

T™*

*2
Z
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knowledge of the facts.
facts.
knowledge
recovering
from
as she stated at the time,
the
time, recovering
child
of
six
miscarriage
of
a
months.
a
a
The
a miscarriage

Davis from the house
was,
She was,
effects
efiects of

19

to her

was induced by
miscarriage was
by the ill-treatment of Mr.
miscarriage
* *
"'
*"'
*
*
rage at the discovery
in his rage
T
discovery of such intimacy,
intimacy,
the
great
probability
believed,
as
he
and,
that
was
as
she was
believed,
and,
great probability
*E* *
Q*
*
*
him.
Mrs.
enceinte,
T
by
confessed to
enceinte, but not by
intimacy with this clergyman,
Mrs. Davis the intimacy
clergyman, and that
it had been of years' standing.
it
years' standing. She also said that she
*
* *
loved him before she married Mr. T *
'*,
i', and that
burden
lier sorrow
sorrow was
of her
now
now the
was greatly augmented
greatly augmented
knowledge
that
the
clergyman
by
the
was untrue to
knowledge
by
clergyman was
rupture with her
her.
She had not only
only to endure the rupture
the
husband,
certainty
that,
notwithstanding
but
also
husband,
certainty that, notwithstanding
his repeated
repeated assurance
assurance of his faithfulness to her,
her, he had
illicit intercourse,
had
extraordirecently
illicit
under
most
intercourse,
recently
person.
nary
circumstances, with another person.
Said Mrs.
nary circumstances,
soul
from
that
house,
my
Davis 'II came
bowed
Davis:
came away
house, my
away
down with grief
grief at the heart-broken condition of that
ought not to leave
poor
woman,
poor woman, and I felt that I ought
stripped the mask from that
Brooklyn until I had stripped
Brooklyn
scoundrel/
hypocritical
infamous,
scoundrelf
infamous, hypocritical
" * * It seems
T *'" * °5'*, in agony
seems that Mr. T
agony at the
perfidy and his
wife's periidy
deemed
his
wife's
discovery
what
of
he
discovery
Stanton's residence
pastors treachery,
pastor`s
treachery, retreated to Mrs. Stanton's
Tenafly, where he detailed to her the entire story.
at Tenafiy,
story.
:

'

"

Said Mrs. Stanton

::

'
<

a manifestation
I never
saw such a
never saw

He raved and tore his hair,
of mental agony.
agony.
hair, and
'
verge of insanity.'
upon the very
seemed upon
he,
insanityf Oh !' said he,
very Verge
that that damned lecherous scoundrel should have de'

!

'

same time have
my bed for ten years,
filed my
years, and at the same
come like a
friend
Had he come
professed to be my
my best friend!
perhaps
could
I
guilt,
man to me
man
me and confessed his guilt,
perhaps

professed

!

"

"
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OF

have endured

it, but
it,

to have him creep
creep like a snake

pollution behind him,
into my
house, leaving
him, and I
leaving his pollution
my house,
esteeming him all
see, and esteeming
so blind as not to see,
all the while

—

is too much.
saint
oh it
it is
as a
a saint-oh!
!

And when

I think

upon whom I had bestowed all
how for
for years
she, upon
all my
my
years she,
heart's
I
heart's love,
love, could have lied and deceived me
me so,
I
lose
so,
humanity. I do not believe there is
all
is any
all faith in humanity.
any
in
left
in
any
truth
left
anybody
honor,
world.'
the
world.'
Mrs.
honor, any
anybody
tome
Stanton continued and repeated
me the sad story,
story,
repeated to
is unnecessary
recite, as I prefer
which it
it is
prefer giving
giving it
it
unnecessary to recite,
*
* *
*
*
*
himself told it
it to me,
me, subsequently,
as Mr. T
Tsubsequently,
lips."
own lips."

with his

own

—

* *
* *
* conpossible that Mr. T *
it possible
Keporter. "Is it
REPORTER.-"Is
fided this story
story to
!

believed
believed!

you ?
you?

It seems
seems too monstrous to be

"

—

Mrs. WOODHULL.-"
Woodhull. " He certainly
MRS.
certainly did.
more, I
more,

persuaded
am persuaded

And what

is
is

that in his most inmost mind he

am

will not be otherwise than glad
glad when the skeleton in
world, if
if thereby
thereby the abuses
is revealed to the world,
his closet is
vipers under the cloak of social conwhich lurk like Vipers

exposed and the causes removed.
may be exposed
servatism may
*
* *
tt*
*
*
things than
looks deeper
Mr. T
deeper into the soul of things
most."
is braver than most."
men, and is
most men,

—

acquaintance with Mr.
Keporter. " How did your
REPORTER.-"
your acquaintance
* * *
* begin ?
T *
begin?"

—

Upon the information received
Upon
from Mrs. Davis and Mrs. Stanton II based what II said
in the Weekly,
Weekly, and in the letters in the Times and
Woodhull. "
Mrs. WOODHULL.-"
MRS.

I was
nearly determatter, I
was nearly
referring to the matter,
World referring
Wbrlcl
I, equally
that what I,
so
still not quite
mined though still
quite so-that
equally
mined--though

—

—

with those who gave
gave
for

w holly
wholly
T

me
me

believed, but
information, believed,
the information,

social
important social
a most important
other reasons,
reasons, to be a

reasons being,
being, as
my reasons
exposed, my
circumstance, should be exposed,
circumstance,
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world, and I
you, not those of the world,
explained to you,
I have explained
agitation
cause inquiry
inquiry and create agitation
took that method to cause

appeared in the
day that the letter appeared
The day
*
*
office, No. 44 Broad
came to my
World Mr. T * * * came
II/'orlrl
my office,
asked
Whom do
letter, asked:
me the letter,
and, showing
street, and,
street,
showing me
*,' I said, 'I
mean
'lIr. T * * '*,'
that?" 'Mr.
by tl1at?"
you
mean by
said, 'I mean
you mean
*
* *.'
*
*
knew,
I then told him what I knew,
*.'
you and Mr.
you
I
a
and
felt
that
I
had
a
of
it,
that
mission
what I thought
thought it,
of the world,
knowledge ofthe
it to the knowledge
to bring
world, and that I had
bring it
I
I said to him much else on
do
so.
on
to
nearly
determined
nearly
it.
it.

regarding
regarding

'

:

'

'

Woodhull, you
are the
Mrs. Voodhull,
you are
ever met who has dared to,
to, or
or else
person I have ever
first person
first
truth.'
acknowledged that
He acknowledged
me the truth.'
who could,
could, tell me
said:
the subject
subject; and he said
:

;

'

them, were
true, but declared
were true,
had heard them,
yet know the extent of the depravity
depravitj* of
that I did not yet
the

as I
facts,
facts, as

that

—

man meaning
man--meaning

Rev.- * *
Rev;

*.

But,'
'But,'
'

do
said he,
he, 'do
'

I have carried my
any steps
not take any
steps now.
now.
my heart as
* *E*
* *,
breast
months,
for
for
the
a stone in my
sake
of *
months,
*,
my

my wife,
is broken-hearted as I am.
am.
I have had
wife, who is
my
courage
to
endure
rather
add
than
to
more
more to her
courage
weight
weight of sorrow.

For her sake I have allowed that

I have curbed my
feelings
to go
my feelings
go unscathed.
urged me
me to throttle and-strangle
when every
and strangle
every impulse
impulse urged

rascal

you over to my
my wife,
take you
you will
wife, and you
dragged before the public;
find her in no
no condition to be dragged
public

him.

Let

me
me

;

compassion on
and I know you
on her.'
her.'
And II
you will have compassion
agreed with him on
went and saw
her, and I
I agreed
saw her,
on the propropriety
priety

of delay."
delay."

—

during this interview that Mr.
Vas it
Reporter.
it during
REPORTER.-"
" Was

T

*

'*°
*

* explained to you all
you
you all that you
explained
the matter?
matter?"
*

now know

now

of

"

—

Mrs.
Oh, no.
His reve`lations
MRS. Woodhull.
VoODHULL.--"" Oh,
revelations were
were
sundry times,
made subsequently
times, and during
during months
subsequently at sundry
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friendly intercourse,
brought the sub~
subof friendly
intercourse, as occasion brought
ject up."
ject'
up."

resumed, saying:
saying "" Mr. T***
T***
Mrs. Woodhull then resumed,
:

* '*' *
on his
first began
began to have suspicions
suspicions of Mr. * * * on

a long
long lecturing
return from a
lecturing tour

He questioned
questioned

his

own

own

through
West.
through the Vest.

daughter privately,
privately, in his
daughter

little
little

study, regarding
transpired in his absence.
regarding what had transpiredjn
study,
iniquitous horror that was
me
was revealed to me
The tale of iniquitous
said, enough
enough
was/
was,' he said,
'
'

'

'

'

1

fa

^

`
þÿ / ¬'T

A

-

,,é:e&2e'===='f--

j§,:~_
¥

stranger to stone,
stone, to
stranger
sa
n
°thing
of
a husa
y nothing
say
band and father/
fatherf
It
was not the fact of
was

fgrgq

'
`

a
to turn the heart of a
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which h1s
his house had
whlch

ik
"aff
'Wh/'ff
~:'e,¢;!'
ff'/N
ftzgjff
W/WmWw
fi

-

but, in add1t1on
addition to
but,
that,
the
terrible
that,
orgies
said
so he said-of
of
orgies-so

—

:r

L-f

-

intimacy alone,
alone,
intimacy

scene,
been made the scene,
anc
tne boldness with
and* the

/

-

'

""7" 7i

/"

which

-r '

/

yi ,

ytfl

.

been

JlJffW

presence
resence
P
children
Children

euzajbeth cady

confronted
tale

she

he,
he,

' and
'and

her with
had

told

I

went

the child

me.

me.

—

""

things
things

said

.

carried

the

stanton.
mrs. ELIZABETH CADY smivron.
uns.

mad/
mad,'

had

matters

'

T"

Y-

My
My

to

and
wife

on

on

of

his

J. hese
'These

drove

my
my

in
in

wife

me

me

and

damning
the damning
did

not

deny
deny

She was
attempt any
any palliation.
was
charge nor
nor attempt
the charge
palliation.
felt sure that the child would not
then enceinte ;; and I felt
wedding-ring from her
child.
I stripped
be my
stripped the wedding-ring
my child.
* *
* *
*
* from my wall
picture
finger.
the
I
of
Mr.
tore
my
finger.
picture

THE
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pieces.
and stamped
it in pieces.
stamped it

I did not do.

Indeed,
Indeed,

23

I do not know

only look back to it
I only
as
it as

what

a time too
a

horrible to retain any
it.
She
any exact remembrance of it.
it was
was buried. For two weeks,
miscarried the child and it
weeks,
mlscarried

night
day, I might
might have been found walking
night and day,
walking to
grave, in a
a state bordering on
and from that grave,
bordering on distracthe
I could not realize
fact that I was
tion.
was what I

stamped
We
ring with which we
stamped the ring
soil
that
covered
our troth deep
our
deep into the soil
infidelity.
friends, many
my
wife's
Wife's
my
infidelity. II had friends,
many
I

was.
was.

had plighted
plighted

the fruit of

and firm and

good, but I could not go
grief, and I
good,
go to them with this grief,
I
suppose
remained
have
silent
should
through
life had
suppose
through life

not an
an occasion arisen which demanded that I should
seek counsel.

* *
"'
*
*
Mr. *
learned that I had discovered

fact, and what had transpired
the fact,
transpired between my
my wife
myself, and when I
I was
was absent he called at my
and myself,
my

compelled or
or induced his victim to sign a
house and compelled
sign a
statement he had prepared,
declaring that so far as he,
he,
prepared, declaring
*
*,
Mr. * *
was
concerned,
was
there
was
was no
no truth in my
*,
concerned,
my
charges,
and
that
there
had
never
never
been
any
criminal
charges,
any

intimacy
intimacy between them.
I

Upon learning
learning this,
Upon
this,

as I did,
did,

of course,
course, again
again outraged
outraged and could endure
longer.
no
secrecy
no
I
had
one friend who was
one
was like a
a
longer.
secrecy

felt,

felt,

brother, Mr. Frank Moulton.
brother,

I went to him and
I
*
* *
* *
were
were both members of *
"'
°"'
My
Church.
*,
My friend took aa pistol,
pistol, went to Mr. * * *,
* *
5* *
and demanded the letter of Mrs. T *
pen*, under peu-

stated the case fully.
fully.

Ve
We

.

alty
alty

of instant death."
death."

Mrs. Woodhull
WVoodhull here remarked that Mr. Moulton had
himself also since described to her this interview,
interview, with

aljectibeseeching

* * not
all
all the piteous and abject beseeching of Mr. * *
piteous
to be exposed
exposed to the public.
public.
4

"
Mr. Moulton obtained the
"Miz

letter,"
letter,"

said Mrs. W.,
W.,
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me that he had it
it in his safe, where he
me
safe,
keep it
it until required for further use.
should keep
After
required
" and told
"and

this, Mr. T
T "'* * *'s house was
was no
no house for him,
this,
him, and
he seldom slept
slept or
frequented
or eat there,
the
but
house
there,
frequented
Moulton, who sympathized
sympathized deeply
of his friend Moulton,
deeply with
T ** "f* ** was
him. Mrs. T
was also absent days
days at a time,
time,
* *
*
*
*
*
and, as
as Mr. T
me, seemed bent on
informed me,
on
and,
life.
went,
destroying
as
I
said,
her
life.
as
I
see
her,
have
to
her
went,
said,
destroying
7

and found her indeed a wretched wreck of a
a woman,
woman,
greater than she could bear.
were greater
whose troubles were
She
facts before me.
me.
made no
no secret of the Riots

* * *'s
Mr. 5°
*'s
cruelty
in
selfish,
cowardly
endeavoring
to
shield
himselfish, cowardly cruelty
endeavoring
self and create public
public opinion
opinion against
T ** 'R* **
against Mr. T

added

poignancy
poignancy to her anxieties.

as to what should
different as

She seemed in-

herself, but
become of herself,

labored under fear that murder might
on her
might be done on
account.

" This was
affairs at the time that
was the condition of afihirs
"This
* *
* *
* came
came to me.
me.
Mr. T *

attempted to show him
I attempted

embroglio, and the folly
folly that it
it
the true solution of the embroglio,

was
representative man
man like him,
man of the
was for a man
him, a representative
whining over
over inevitable
ideas of the future,
future, to stand whining
events connected with this transition age
age and the social
are in the midst.
we are
I told him
revolution of which we
* *
*
* *
were neither in 5*
nor
that the fault and the wrong
wrong were
nor
* *
*
*
*,
T
nor in himself;
himself; but that it
it was
was in the
in Mrs. T
*, nor
live, while
still live,
we still
false social institutions under which we
men and women
the more
more advanced men
women of the world have
them
spirit;
everyin
and
outgrown
that,
practically, everythat, practically,
outgrown
spirit;
life, by professing a
conformity
living a false life,
body is living
bodyis
by professing a conformity
they
and
which
they do not feel and do not live,
which they
live,
they
grown boy
can
more than the grown
boy can
any more
can
can not feel and live any
early childhood.
re-enter the clothes of his early

I recalled
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splendid passages
to his attention splendid
passages of his

25
Q5

own rhetoric,
rhetoric,

own

in which he had unconsciously
all the freedom
unconsciously justified
justified all

now condemning,
now
it came
came home to
condemning, when it
own
door, and endeavoring,
endeavoring, in the spirit
own door,
spirit of a tyrant,
tyrant,

was
that he was
his

to repress.
repress.
$$S

•$»

" Mr. T
"

JjS

'k "'
*
*

•{•

*$•

*'s conduct toward Mr.
*'s

•!»

<fc

*
* *
*
* *

and.
toward
and.toward

magnanimous
magnanimous
mean
mean simply just and right
rightsimply just

his wife began
began from that time to be so

—

and grand
by which
grand-by
so unlike that which
so
been,
it stamped
been, that it
stamped

I

most other men's
men's would have

him,
mind, as one
one of the
him, in my
my mind,
that lived,
one capable
capable of playing
noblest souls that'
lived, and one
playing a
great
great

role in the social revolution,
is
revolution, which is

now

now

so

rapidly
progressing.
rapidly progressing.
"
"
never could,
I never

however, induce him to stand
could, however,
wholly, and unreservedly,
principle, upon
unreservedly, and on
on principle,
wholly,
upon the
therefore,
feared
that
free-love platform
and
always,
I
always, therefore,
platform;
But he
he might
go backward.
might for a time vacillate or go
* '*'*
*
*,
saying
him,
opened
to
house
to
his
Mr.
*, saying
him, in the
opened
*
*
*
*
Mr.
presence
*z F You love each other.
presence of Mrs. T
* '*'*
*
your
*,
woman
if
it
if
it
in
this
distressed
be
is
a
is
a
woman;
*,
your
life less
power
power to alleviate her condition and make her life
a burden than it
a
it.
now is,
is, be yours the part to do it.
it now
part
yours
You have nothing
From that time
me.'
nothing to fear from me.'
* "' *
* "' * *
*****
s, so to speak, the slave of Mr. T * *
Mr. *i*
wa
was,
speak,
;

:

'

;

and Mr. Moulton. He consulted them in every
every matter
* *
Mr. T * *
time
that
of any
at
this
importance.
was
It
was
any importance.
*
* *
* *
* *
freme, and I met him freto me,
introduced Mr. *
"'
Moulton's.
quently
*'s and at Mr. Moulton's.
quently both at Mr. T * *'s

We discussed the
bearings, and I
bearings,

social

varied
freely in all
problem
all its
its Varied
problem freely

* *
* *
*
agreed
found that Mr. *
agreed with

nearly
upon the question."
all my
nearly all
question."
my views upon
* *
*
* *
Reporter.
mean to say
"Do you
you mean
REPORTER.-"Do
say that Mr.
"
disapproves of the present
marriage system
disapproves
system ??
present marriage

—

"

"
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—

—

mean to say just
this-that
that
Mrs.
Woodhull. "I mean
lI1{S.WOODHULL.-"I
say just this
* * *
*
*
*
is
is
grave
love,
the
of
marriage
Mr.
told me
me that marriage
love,
grave
feel
couple that he did not feel
and that he never
never married a couple
condemned."
condemned."
* *
* 'E* give for
REPORTER.-"
Reporter. " What excuse
excuse did Mr. *
give
not avowing
avowing these sentiments publicly?"
publicly ?
Mrs. XVOODHULL.-"
MRS.
Woodhull. " Oh,
coward's inevitaOh, the moral coward's
was
ble excuse-that
excuse that of inexpediency.
inexpediency.
He said he was
I-Ie

—

"

—

—

twenty
church that he preached
preached
twenty years
years ahead of his church;
thought his people
the truth just
just as fast as he thought
people could
;

* *

Then, Mr. * * *,
*, you
'Then,
you are defrauding
people.
you do not
You confess that you
your people.
frauding your
preach
the
truth
as
know
it,
while
they
pay for
you
it,
preach
they pay
you
your best
and persuade
giving them your
persuade themselves you
you are giving
'I
thought.'
I
replied
know
that
our
He
whole
social
thought'
replied:
system
marriage, as it
is corrupt.
I know that marriage,
corrupt.
it exists
system is
to-day,
is the curse
curse
of
society.
We
is
shall
never
never
have a
a
to-day,
society.
better state until children are begotten
begotten and bred on
on the
plan. Stirpiculture
Stirpiculture is
scientific
is what we
need.'
scientific plan.
we need.'
Then,'
Then,'
*
*
I,
said I,
Mr. * * *,
why do you
you not go
your pulpit
*, why
go into your
pulpit
?
preach that science
He
replied
and preach
If
I were
I
science?'
were to
replied:
so, I should preach
do so,
preach to empty
empty seats. It would be the
ruin of my
church.'
'Then,'
I, 'you are as big a
'Then,' said I,
my church.'
'you
big
fraud as any
any time-serving
time-serving preacher,
preacher, and I now
now believe
you
all frauds.
are all
I gave
gave you
you credit for ignorant
ignorant
you are
honesty,
I
but
find
you
all
all
alike
alike-all
all
trying
hide, or
or
to
honesty,
hide,
you
trying
afraid to speak
A sorry
pass has this Chrisspeak the truth. A
sorry pass
tian country
come
come
to,
paying
lie to
40,000
to, paying 40,000 ministers to lie
country
it.
bear it.

I said to him,
him,

:

'

'

'

'

'
4

'

:

''

—

it
it from

Sunday
Sunday

Sunday, to hide from them the truth
to Sunday,

that has been given
given them to promulgatef
promulgate.'

"

—

Reporter. " It seems
REPORTER.-"
seems you
pains
you took aa good
good deal of pains
* 'F* *
* out."
to draw Mr. *
out."

—

Mrs. WOODIIULL.-"I
Woodhull. " I did.
MRS.

thought him a
I thought

man

man
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tl1e truth,
for the
a good
who would dare a
truth, and that,
that,
good deal for
life
and
had,
entertaining
life he had,
lived
the
having
entertaining the
having
private
private

I could perhaps
did, I
persuade
convictions he did,
perhaps persuade

it was
policy to come
come out and openly
openly
was his true policy
him that it
be
a
consistent
radithorough,
and
his
principles,
radiavow
avow
thorough,
principles,
life in
in some
if not
justify his life
some measure,
cal, and thus justify
measure, if
cal,

wholly,
Wholly,

to the public."
public."

—

* *
w Was Mr. "'* *
* aware
aware that you
REPORTER.--"
Reporter.
you knew
"
*
*
*
*
*
*
T
'
?
to
Mrs.
?
his
relations
of
"

—

Woodhull. " Of course he was.
MRS.
Mrs. WOODHULL.-"

It
It was
bewas be-

first consented to
I knew of them that he first
cause that I
cause
me until he knew
never receive me
meet me. He could never
I
of
real
the
was
he wore
real
character
was
aware
wore under
that I

the mask of his reputation.
reputation.

Is
it not remarkable how
Is it

brings down the most
knowledge of this sort brings
a
little knowledge
a little

top -lofty
top-lofty

stilts on which they
they lift
from the stilts
lift themselves

above the

common
common

?"
level '?"

REPORTER.-"Do
Reporter. — "Do

moral coward '??

* * *
you
still regard
you still
regard Mr. * * *

as

a

"

"

—

MRS.
Mrs. WOODHULL.-"I
Woodhull. " I have found him destitute of
this tremendous demand
courage enough
moral courage
enough to meet this
him.
upon
In
minor
things,
things, I know that he has
upon
courage.
He could not be induced to take
manifested courage.
the bold step
him, simply
simply for
for the sake
demanded
of him,
I
step

of truth and righteousness.
righteousness.

despair
entirely despair
I did not entirely

of him until about a year
I was
was then contemago.
year ago.
plating
way Hall speech
speech on
on Social Freedom,
Freedom,
plating my
my Stein
Steinway
and prepared
prepared it
it in the hope of being able to persuade
hope
being
persuade
"ff
if
*
*
*
*
Mr.
to preside
for me,
me, and thus make a
way for
a way
preside for
himself into a consistent life
platform.
life on
on the radical platform.
I made my
my speech
speech as soft
I
soft as I conscientiously
conscientiously could.
toned it
it down in order that it
him.
frighten
it might
not
might
frighten

When it
it was
Vhen
was in type, I went to his study and gave
type,
study
gave
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him

a
a copy
it carefully
to read it
carefully and give
give
copy and asked him to
his
candid
it.
Meantime
I
his
opinion
concerning
me
I had
opinion concerning it.
il' * *
I was going
told
to
told Mr. T * * * and Mr. Moulton that I
going to
me

* *
* *
* to
to preside,
ask Mr. *
they agreed
agreed to
to press
press the
the
preside, and they
I
to them that the only
matter with him.
I explained
explained to
only
was in
in coming
coming out as soon as
safety
as possible
possible an
an
safety he had was

social freedom,
freedom, and thus palliate,
advocate of social
palliate, if
if he
his
could not completely
justify, his practices
practices by
founding
by founding
completely justify,
I
them at least
principle.
least on
on principle.
I told
told them that this
this ininme would bridge
Both the
bridge the way.
me
way.
with
in
this
I
was
me
for
in
this
gentlemen
agreed
me
view,
and
I
was for
view,
gentlemen agreed

troduction of

my desire
desire would be accomaccoma time almost sure that my
I
a note
A
few
before
sent
lecture,
I
days
before
the
A
plished.
lecture,
days
plished.
a

* *
This
Mr. * *
for me.
me.
asking
asking him to preside
preside for
'*' * *Z*
alarmed him.
it to Messrs. T * * * and
He went with it

to

it in
in the affirmaaffirmaMoulton, asking
Moulton,
asking advice. They
They gave
gave it
it
him
eminently
considered
it
they
telling
tive,
tive, telling
eminently fitting
fitting
they

me as
by me
pursue the course indicated by
that he should pursue
in
such
a
but
it
was
not
in
urged
way as
his
safety,
it was
his only
urged
way
only safety,
indicate that they
to indicate
request was to
they had known the request
have been made.

Matters remained undecided until

I went over again
again to press
press
lecture, when I
the day
day of the lecture,
"'
*
*
*
a
I
had
then
long
private ininto a decision.
I
Mr.
decision.
long private
all the arguments
terview with him,
arguments II could to
him, urging
urging all
said
he agreed
perfectly
He
induce him to consent.
agreed perfectly

on
say, but that he could not stand on
with what II was
was to say,
He
me.
the platform
Stein way Hall and introduce me.
platform of Steinway
I am
am a moral
floor.
sink
through the floor.
I
should
said,
I
said,
through
'

'

am not
it, and I am
I know it,
subject, and I
this subject,
on this
coward on
you
speak what you
go there to speak
you, who go
fit to stand by
by you,
fit
lie.'
truth; I should stand there a living
know to be the truth;
living lie.'
on his knees beside me,
got upon
He got
me, and takupon the sofa on
hands, while the tears streamed
my face between his hands,
ing my
ing

'
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SCENE IN PLYMOUTH
CHURCH — MOULTON CALLS PROF. RAYMOND
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THE

off.
begged me
cheeks, begged
me to let him off
down his cheeks,
disgusted with what seemed to
thoroughly disgusted
thoroughly

nimity,
nimity,

room under the control
I left the room

Becoming
Becoming
pusillame pusillame
a feeling
of a
feeling of

my friends what
reported to my
contempt for the man,
man, and reported
contempt
again
me
took
then
They
me
he had said. They
again with them and
* * *
* said to him:
him
persuade him. Mr. T *
endeavored to persuade
*
*
*
infall
go
and
got
have
you
to
*,
day
some
Mr.
'Mr.
fall; go
got
'*, some day you
counwoman and win the radicals of the countroduce this woman
think,'
you
your
fall.'
Do
will
break
it
try, and it
you think,' said
your fall.'
try,
'
*
*
world ?'
come out to the world?'
*,
thing will come
that this thing
Mr. * * *,
it
* *
* *
more certain in earth
is more
Nothing is
replied
Mr. T *
Nothing
replied:
*
*
*
* and this may
heaven, Mr.
or heaven,
or
tt;
may be your
your last chance
:

t

;

'
'

'

''

:

;

ruin.'
yourself from complete
save yourself
to save
complete ruin.'

u
"
* * * replied
]yj;
r 5°
Mr.
replied:
:

a
never endure such a
'II can
can never
'

it twentycome, let me
me know of it
it must come,
if it
I if
twentylife.
my
own
advance, that I may
take
own life.
four hours in advance,
my
may
thing I'
I cannot,
cannot, cannot face this thing
" Thoroughly out of all
on my
all patience, I turned on

terror.

Oh

!

!

patience,
my
go
if
am compelled
if I am
compelled to go
begin by
telling the
platform alone,
alone, I shall begin
by telling
upon that platform
upon
you
are
alone,
and
why
audience why
am
I
am
not with
alone,
why you
why
again left the room.
room.
I afterward learned
me,'
me,' and I again
5° *
* * frightened at what I had said, promthat Mr. *
said, prom*, frightened
*
* *
* *, that he would
parting
with
T
ised,
before
Mr.
T
ised,
*,
parting
bring his courage
preside
courage up
up to the terrible
if he could bring
preside if
"Thoroughly

6
Mr. ** *
said
'Mix
heel and said:
:

*,
*,

ordeal.
"
It
"It

ward

'

was four minutes of the time for me
me

was

to the
T * ** ** and
T

asking
asking

platform
platform

at

Steinway
Steinway Hall when Mr.

Mr. Moulton came
came into the ante-room

* *
* *.
for Mr. *

When I told them he had not
Vhen

come they
they expressed
expressed astonishment.

come

to go
forgo for-

I told them I

should faithfully
faithfully keep
keep my
word, let
consequences
lets the consequences
my word,
be what they
they might.
might.
moment word was
At that moment
was sent
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me

that there was
was an
an organized attempt to break up
organized attempt
up
meeting, and that threats were
were being
the meeting,
made
against
being
against

me

my life if I dared to speak
speak what it
it was
was understood I
my
*
* * then insisted on
speak.
intended to speak.
Mr. T
on going
going

on the platform
me and presiding,
platform with me
presiding, to which I
finally agreed,
agreed, and that I should not at that time
iinally
on

mention Mr. ** 'i'* *."
*."
In spite
Voodhull
spite of the asterisks with which Mrs. Woodhull
sprinkled
had so plentifully
her
statement,
it was
was
statement, it
plentifully sprinkled
known

persons
persons embraced in her sweeping
sweeping
the Bev.
Rev. Henry
Ward
Beecher,
Vard
Beecher, and
Henry

that the

charges
were
charges were

Theodore and Mrs. Tilton.

Her
I-Ier charges
charges

created the
profound
sensation,
and
drew
from
Mr.
Beecher
profound sensation,
following card,
the following
later:
card, aa few days
days later

most
most

To

the
Editor or
of THE
the Brooklyn
THE EDITOR
BROOKLYN Eagle
EAGLE:

~

:

—

Sir: In a
life in Brooklyn, it
SIR:-In
a long and active lite
long
Brooklyn, it has rarely
rarely

happened
happened
questions
questions

Eagle and myself
that the Eagle
on
myself' have been in accord on

concern to our
am,
I am,
of common
common concern
our fellow-citizens.
acknowledge the unsolicited confor this reason,
conreason, compelled
compelled to acknowledge
fidence and regard
regard of which the columns of the _Eagle
Eagle of late
tidence

testimony.
bear testimony.
application
application

city to learn that
I have just
just returned to the city

has been made to Mrs. Victoria Woodhull
Voodhull for

letters of mine,
mine, supposed
supposed
letters

certain

to contain

infamous stories against
me.
against me.

information

respecting
respecting

no objection
I have no
objection to

it deems fit, that IIrs.
Mrs. "foodWoodstate, in any
have the Eagle
tit,
Eagle state,
any way
way it
who
hull,
may
of
person
persons,
have
letters
or
any
or
or
other
or
letters
hull,
may
any
person
persons,

publish
mine in their possession,
my cordial consent to publish
possession, have my
only
will
connection, and at this time,
In this connection,
I
them.
time,
only add
have,
some time past,
that the stories and rumors
rumors which
have, for some
past,

been circulated about
general and
general

me
me

are
untrue, and I
are untrue,

stamp
stamp them in

utterly untrue.
in every
particular as utterly
every particular

Respectfully,
Respectfully,

Beecher.
Ward BEECHER.
Henry
HENRY VARD

:
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was accepted
Beecher's denial was
Mr. Beecher`s
accepted by
public as
by the public
Woodhull's charges.
effectually disposing
disposing of Mrs. Voodhull's
charges. In aa
effectually
matter

veracity between
of veracity

Voodhull
Woodhull

public
public

opinion
opinion

Mr.

Beecher and Mrs.

naturally
naturally

the

sustained

former.

The matter would probably
probably have died

a

natural

death had Mr. Tilton been willing
it should.
willing that it

'

In

December, 1872,
revived the public
December,
1872, he revived
public interest in the
which
scandal,
was
beginning
was
to
die out,
scandal,
out, by
beginning
by the publipublication of the following
letter
following letter:
No. 174 LIVINGSTON
Livingston STREET,
et,
Street,

1

Brooklyn, December 2'
1872.
7,1872./
BROOKLYN,
27,
MY
Friend:
My Complaining
COMPLAINING FRIEND:

How

"
letter of bad advice.
your good
good letter
Thanks for your
You say,
say, "How
easy
give
lie to the wicked story
forit foreasy to give the lie
story and thus end it
ever
stop and consider.
ever!"
The story
" But stop
story is
is a whole library
library
!

—

—

statements a hundred or
or more
and it
of statements-a
more-and
it would be strange
strange
of them were
if any
were not correct,
correct, though
any are.
though I doubt if
assertions
give a
a general
encyclopaedia
denial
to
such
of
To give
an
general
encyclopaedia

if some
some
if

would be

as vague
vague and irrelevant as to take up
up the Police
say,
its
twenty-four pages
its twenty-four
pages of illustrations,
illustrations, and say,

Gazette,
Gazette, with

" This is
a lie."
is a
lie."

"

all,

all, a

special
special

requires, if
if answered at
libel requires,
So extensive a libel

it
furthermore, it
its several parts
denial of its
and, furthermore,
parts;; and,

requires, in
particular case,
in this particular
case, not only
things
only a denial of things
requires,
things that remain
explanation of the things
misstated,
misstated, but aa truthful explanation
if
story, if
In other words,
in mystery.
mystery.
unstated and in
words, the false story,
by the true
all, should be confronted and confounded _by
met at all,
me to speak
one.
Now, my
friend, you
speak; but when the
Now,
my friend,
you urge
urge me
;

it sheathed.
truth is
is a
God's mercy
a sword,
sword, God's
mercy sometimes commands it
ones,
little
and
little ones,
If you
wife
my
you think I do not burn to defend my
heart
wife's
vife's
my
But my
you know not the fiery spirit within me.
me.
you

fiery spirit

all resentments.
is more
is
more a fountain of charity,
charity, and quenches
quenchesiall
"
"
alone,"
ourselves
She says,
no
suffering,
save
no
to
Let
there
be
alone,"
says,
suffering,
From the
and forbids a
injury of others.
a vindication to the injury

beginning,
beginning,

on my
she has stood with her hand on
my

lips, saying,
saying,

lips,

OF
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"
speak for
her, you
for her,
prompt me
ine to speak
you
So, when you
"Hushl"
Hush " So,
you prompt
Moreover,
more Christian mandate of silence. Moreover,
countervail her more
!

is myself
myself
of the public
chief, victim of'
all, the ehief_
public displeasure
displeasure is
all,
I
shall
try
the
happily
case,
as
this
is
is
long
alone, and,
case,
try with
happily
alone,
and, so long
breast, lest
lest it
it shoot
answer within my
own breast,
my answer
keep my
patience to keep
my own
patience
through other hearts.
forth like
like a thunderbolt through
Yours, truly,
truly,
Yours,
THEODORE
Theodore TILTON.
Tilton.

after

considerable comment at the
was generally regarded
was
by Mr.
generally regarded as a denial by
Til ton of the rumors
rumors that had been in circulation for
Tilton
some
some time.
letter excited
This letter

time, and
time,

II.

PLYMOUTH CHURCH

PLYMOUTH CHURCH TAKES

ACTION IN THE
THE

MATTER.
IT
It seems
seems that

Mr.

Tilton,
Tilton,

not

content with

the

repeated to Various
letter quoted
above, repeated
various persons
persons the
quoted above,
subsequently emsubstance of the charges
substance
charges which he subsequently
bodied in his statement to the committee.

_

These comcom-

ing to the ears
ears of Mr. Wm.
Wm. F. Vest,
West, a
a member of
ing
Plymouth
Church,
that
gentleman
informed
Mr. Tilton
Plymouth Church,
gentleman

cite him before the church on
of his intention to cite
on the

charge
charge

against the pastor.
of circulating
pastor.
circulating scandals against

Mr.

Tilton stated to West
Vest that he had ceased his attend-

Plymouth Church for sevupon
upon the services of Plymouth
longer a
eral years,
years, and considered himself no
no longer
a member
himself
as ameameof that body,
body, and refused to regard
regard
ance
ance

its discipline.
discipline.
nable to its

This conversation occurred in

6th of October,
On the (ith
October, at the close of
vacation, Mr. Vest
formally charged
the summer
summer vacation,
West formally
charged
Tilton, "" a
church," With
with hava member of the church,"
Theodore Tilton,

August, 1873.
August,

ing
ing

promoted scandals derogatory
derogatory to the
circulated and promoted

Hi
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injurious to
Beecher, and injurious
to the
integrity of Mr. Beecher,
Christian integrity
i

reputation
reputation of the church.

Friday, October 31,
after
31, 1873,
On the evening
1873, after
evening of Friday,
oiiicial
ot'
church
meeting,
the
official
body
of
the
the usual prayer
body
prayer meeting,
Tilton's name
name "be
"be dropped
recommended that Mr. Tilton's
dropped from

church."
Mr. Tilton,
this church."
Tilton,
membership of this
role of membership
the role
ol the intention ot'
of the Society,
Society,
who had been informed of
this occasion,
occasion, and
on this
present on
was present

was

rose and addressed

follows
meeting as follows:
the meeting

Gentlemen Twenty-three
Twenty-three years
years ago
and GENTLEMEN:
ago I _joined
joined
most
ofthe
the
precious
many of
my life
life
this
this church,
precious memories of my
church, and many
Four years
walls.
ago I ceased my
these walls.
memcluster around these
cluster
years ago
my memthat time until
until to-night,
to-night,
bership, nor have I ever been,
been, from that
bership,
I did
rootf Retiring
Retiring from Plymouth
Church,
once under this
this roof.
Church,
Plymouth
the
my name
name from the roll,
because
not ask fbr
for the erasure of my
roll,
circumstances were such that
that I could not publicly
state
them
publicly
without wounding
wounding the feelings
myself.
During
feelings of others beside myselll
During
these years
of' my
story has filled
filled the land,
years of
my absence a story
land, covering
covering
it like
this church.
it
like a mist,
mist, that I have slandered the minister,
minister of this
LADIES
Ladies

AND

:

The speaker
speaker was
was interrupted
cries from two or
interrupted by
by cries
three of "" Order!
Order
!

orderl""
order
!

Mr. Shearman stated the

point
question of slanslanwas no question
point of order to be that there was

der before them.

The Moderator decided that Mr.

Tilton was
resumed:
was in order,
order, and the latter resumed
Last summer
summer Mr. Beecher published
published an explicit
explicit card exemptexemptthis
this injustice.
Notwithstanding this
this public,docupublic #docuinjustice. Notwithstanding

ing me
me from
ing

my behalf,
behalf, a committee of this
this church,
its action,
church, by
action,
my
by its
rise
in
has given
rise
injurious
statements
the
to
in
public
press
given
injurious
public press that
my
claim
of
is
me
in
non-membership
is
made
me
in
order to evade
by
my
non-membership
by

ment in

my just
just responsibility
responsibility to the church as a member.
I,
therefore,
I, therefore,
my
membership,
not
from
of
to-night,
any
obligation
any obligation
membership,
to-night,

come
come here
since I

am

am

not a

member, and
member,

not examined

committee,
any committee,
by any
by

no committee has examined me,
prompted
for no
for
will, prompted
me, but of my
my free will,
mater
self-respect, and as a
life, and in
by
a ma
ter vital
vital to my
by my
my self-respect,
my life,
n
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in Mr. Beecher's
order to say
Beecher's presence,
say in
presence, surrounded here
here by
by his
his
have slandered him I
I am
am ready
ready to answer for
for
it to the
the man
man whom I have slandered.
it
slandered. If,
If, therefore,
therefore, the
the minif I
that if
friends, that
friends,

ister
ister

now

now

of this
this church has
lias anything
anything whereof to accuse
and
I
shall
speak
shall answer,
answer, as God is
is my
my judge.
speak

me let
let him
me

judge.

At the close
close of Mr. Tilton's
Tilton's remarks,
remarks, Mr. Beecher

Said
said

:

Mr. Tilton has been absent for
for four years.
It
years.
It has not been
for
for the sake of excusing
excusing himself,
himself, or evading
evading any
any process,
process, or
avoiding
any
proper
responsibility.
To
my
knowledge
avoiding any proper responsibility.
my personal
personal knowledge
he was absent because he believed that
his relation
that his
relation to the
church had been separated
his own
own act.
It cannot have
act.
It
separated by
by his
regular, but it
been regular,
it was
was valid.
valid. The Roman Church holds that
that
child cannot die
die and go
a child
to
without
it
heaven
it
be
baptized,
go
baptized, exit go
cept
purgatory, and yet
yet irregular
irregular baptism
is albaptism is
alcept that it
go to purgatory,
valid. Persons honestly
lowed to be valid.
honestly believing
believing themselves to
if they
be married are considered married,
they show good
good intention
married, if
in the matter.
in
present
present

For four years
years past
past Mr. Tilton has not been

at any
any of

meetings.
our meetings.

You have known it
it and never
never

it in
social gathering.
in any
gathering.
protested
against it
Vith
With
any meeting
meeting or social
protested against
for nearly
nearly four years
the distinct
he
had
knowledge that for
asdistinct knowledge
years
of' a
sumed the position
position of

man that had withdrawn from the
man

it to go
permitted it
church,
you have permitted
church, you
go on.
go back
now to go
sanction of his action ;; and now
for the sake of drawing
for
drawing into the church a

discipline,

discipline,

is
is

It is
is substantially
substantially a

of'
of your
your

own action,
own
action,

troublesome case of

the spirit
according to the
spirit and adneither wise nor according

this church.
ministration of this

I d_esire
don't believe that l.Ir.
Mr. Tilton
say further that I don't
desire to say
his
his
proper
has desired in
in any
to
shirk
responsiwhatever
any way
proper responsiway
might be
bility,
proper charge
bility, or to avoid or evade any
any proper
charge that might
made by
any charge
by the church. He asks if'
if I have any
charge to make
I have none. Vhatever
Whatever differences have been
far as I am
between 'us
us have been amicably
and, so far
am
amicably adjusted,
adjusted, and,
against
against him.

concerned, buried.
concerned,

no charges.
charges.
I have no

This whole matter has

not 'been
my consent. This whole matter has been against
been with my
against
I
the
brethren
who
my
judgment.'
said
to
were
were
interested
have
to
my judgmentf
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believe,
honestly, I believe,
it, but who have acted sincerely
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it,
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" You

proper business of
matter, stop
this matter,
only, to take up
will only,
stop the proper
up this
nothing.
can do nothing.
which
you
point
at
a
reach
and
church,
the church,
you can
point
I
it
not
to be
hold
it
and
began,
where you
you began,
You will
will end just
_just Where

my

certainly not to be,
for, certainly
wise,
be, according
according to my
wise, not to be called for,

judgment,
judgment,

church.'
'the matter of the church/
'the

That which I held

still/'
from the beginning,
beginning, I hold still."

put and
was put
question was
debate, the question
After some
some further debate,
Plyroll of Plydropped from the roll
name was
was dropped
Tilton's name
Mr. Tilton's
yeas, and 13
by a vote of 210 yeas,
mouth Church members by
nays.
nays.
III.
III.

THE

THE CONGREGATIONAL COUNCIL.

dropping Mr.
Plymouth Church in dropping
The action of Plymouth
THE
Tilton's
Tilton's

name from

name

rolls was
was considered by
its
its rolls
by two

pastors of Brooklyn,
Storrs,
S. Storrs,
Congregationalist
Brooklyn, Rev. R. S.
Congregationalist pastors
Pilgrims, and Rev. Vm.
Wm. Ives
of the Church of the Pilgrims,

Budington,
Budington,
Church, as
Church,

of

the

Clinton

Avenue

Congregational
Congregational

Congregational polity,
polity, and they
they
violative of Congregational

addressed a remonstrance to Plymouth
Plymouth Church,
Church, stating
stating
insisting upon
their views,
views, and insisting
upon what they
they considered
the proper
proper course
course to be pursued
pursued in the premises.
premises.
PlyPly-

mouth Church declined to admit their interference,
interference, and
asserted its
its right,
independent body,
body, to manage
manage
right, as an independent
affairs in its
affairs
its own
way. The result of the controown Way.

its
its

was the summoning of an
versy was
Advisory Council of the
versy
summoning an Advisory
Congregational
PlyChurches
of
the
United States.
Congregational
Ply-

mouth Church protested
protested against
against this action as an
an un-

warrantable interference with its
its

affairs, and refused
affairs,

to

take part
part in the Council.
The Council met in Brooklyn
March,
Brooklyn on the 9th
9tli of March,
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A

1874, and held daily
on the morn1874,
daily sessions up
up to 12.30 on
Sunday, the 29th. It was
ing of Sunday,
was presided over
Rev.
ing
presided over by
by Eev.
Bacon, of Yale College.
Dr. Leonard Bacon,
College.
Exactly
what
Exactly
or accomplished
this Council decided or
never yet
accomplished has never
yet
to
outside
the
public.
By
been made plain
plain
public. By that great
great
body of dispassionate
was
critics, the whole matter was
body
dispassionate critics,
attempt upon
upon the part
part of the complaining
an attempt
viewed as an
complaining
publication of the scandal conclergymen to force the publication
clergymen
and
Tilton
Til
Mr.
ton and Mr. Beecher.
Mrs.
cerning
The
cerning
Herald, of March 29,
New York Heralrl,
29, clearly
clearly summed up
up
the
following
public
judgment
in
article:
the public judgment
following article
forthe
the general
general cause
cause of religion,
It would have been better for
Itwould
religion,
if the reverend gentlemen
gentlemen who composed
if
composed the Brooklyn
Brooklyn Council

had remained

at

home.

willingly, parties
parties
willingly,

to

They have
They

made, perhaps
been made,
perhaps un-

the most wretched

farce ever
ever enacted,
enacted,

and have become the laughing-stock
man who believes
every man
laughing-stock of every
in fair play.
the
better
play.
They
have
wasted
part
They
part of a week in
neglecting their
trying
Beeeher's business and neglecting
trying to mind Mr. Beecher's
own.
own.

The Council was
was convened,
convened, and the Council adjourned,
adjourned,

an attempt
revenge
is that of an
only record left
left is
and the only
attempt to take revenge
genius.
him
a
made
on a
a brother minister because the Almighty
genius.
Almighty
Well,
Vell,

it
seems
it seems

to be one of'
of the inalienable rights
rights and priviprivi-

leges of ecclesiastical
ecclesiastical
leges

human nature to call
call a
a council.

they do they
ministers will quarrel,
they are
quarrel, and when they

ill
sistent
sistent in their ill

more willing
temper and more
temper
willing

Even

permore per-

more

to sacrifice
sacrifice the

man

man

class of men
men in
they have chosen for a
a victim than any
any other class
they
history of the Church shows that a
the community.
community. The history
clergymen, when
blood, and that clergymen,
religious
is full
full of bad blood,
religious quarrel
quarrel is
all to
satisfied until they
they tear him all
they
man, are not satisfied
they attack a man,

pieces.
pieces.

We
Ve

think the gentlemen
in whose fertile
fertile brains the Council
gentlemen in
They have learned the
They

originated
genius for strategy.
strategy.
originated have a genius
lesson,
lesson, that

flooring a heavilyweight contemplates
contemplates flooring
light weight
when a light
heavily-

timbered
tirnbered man,
man, he should choose a time when circumstances
guard,
little off'
off his guard,
is a
a little
seem
seem to be against the latter,
latter, when he is

against
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heroically from the shoulder.
boldly and heroically
If
and then strike boldly
happen to be too quick
weight should happen
the heavy
quick and should
heavy weight

blow, it
it is
a correis well to hold a
recover
recover himself after the first blow,

on the subject;
subject ; in which case,
case, like the squid, which
spondence
squid,
spondence on
around, and
all around,
exudes a
a black substance that stains the water all
can sneak away under cover
escapes, the assailant can
so escapes,
cover of the
away
gentleman ; that no
a Christian gentleman;
is a
assertion that he is
no one
one has

ever
ever

dared to call his fair

whom

name
name in question, while his brother,
brother,
question,

he hates with a
a velvety
eloquence, is
is known
velvety rhetoric and eloquence,

pitch about him.
to have pitch

We are a little
little afraid that Dr. Storrs
Ve

—

much his affection is
is so ardent that he
loves Mr. Beecher too much-his
tries
tries to love

him to death.

He pronounced
He
over him
pronounced a eulogy
eulogy over

it may be
the occasion of his twenty-fifth
twenty-Hftli anniversary,
anniversary, and it
may
still,
feeling,
or,
better
all his kindly
that the effort
eifort exhausted all
st-ill,
kindly feeling, -or,

on
on

having got
may be that,
got his hand in at that kind of elothat, having
may
Plymouth
wants
the
pastor to die a violent death,
quence,
he
death,
Plymouth pastor
quence,
opportunity
that he may
have
an
an opportunity of exhibiting the versatility
may
versatility
exhibiting
of his rhetoric.

it
it

Brooklyn Council will long
long be remembered for several
The Brooklyn
reasons.
reasons.

First,
First, for the character of the

gentlemen who corncomgentlemen

goodly a company
company as has been gathered
was as goodly
It was
gathered
year.
pastors
many
a
together
a
Noted
for
churches;
many
year.
pastors of noted churches
together

posed it.
it.
posed

is without
men, whose
or
Whose Christian character is
Without spot
business men,
spot or
presidents and officers of our
our -colleges, whose
names
blemish ;; presidents
Whose
names
colleges,

have been familiar to us for half a generation
generation; directors of the
enterprises of America--all
America-— all bowed
most important
missionary enterprises
important missionary
opening prayer
their heads reverently
reverently to the opening
prayer in Clinton Avenue
,•

Church.

They
They

were
were ready
consider, and able to settle the
ready to consider,

Better than that,
that, they
they
always believed in fair
play; and they
fair play;
men who have always
they
jury, to hear any
ready, as a
stood ready,
a grand
grand jury,
any facts and to decide
the law.
by a
Dr. Storrs opened
a splendid piece of
opened the case by
splendid piece

questions of theology
gravest questions
polity.
theology or polity.
gravest

were
Were

men

rhetorical fireworks.

special plea,
a special
He delivered a
plea, very
very forcible

The conspicuously
conspicuously absent Beecher had a
stronger magnetic
infiuence over that grave
men than
stronger
magnetic influence
grave body
body of men
Storrs,
words all
a sting
sting in them,
all had a
or Budington,
Budington,
Storrs, whose words
them, or

and very
very dishonest.

evidently determined to be relentless;
was evidently
relentless.
who was

It was
was perper-
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beginning that these gentlemen
fectly evident from the beginning
gentlemen intended
fectly
an awkward position.
position.
They presented
to put
neighbor in an
They
presented
put their neighbor
These propproppropositions for consideration and decision.
five
five propositions
they
said,
to Congregationalism,
ositions were
were related
Congregationalism, they said, but
that they
knew
delegate
every
they related to Mr. Beecher only.
only.
every delegate
one of them,
carefully,
very
They
worded
were
were
them, if
very carefully, but each one
They
Had Mr. Tilton
reduced to plain
English, would read thus :--Had
plain English,
without
making public
Church
any right
making
public
Plymouth
any
right to leave Plymouth
only object
object which
all
scandal?? The only
all he knew about the recent scandal
was simply
Budington had in calling
Storrs and Budington
calling the Council was
simply
gossip.
over the embers of that old and burnt-out gossip.
to rake over
This brings_us
why the Council will be
brings, us to the second reason
reason why
long
is that, after it
it had been convened,
remembered, which is
that,
convened,
long remembered,
its
an injury
was to do an
its real business was
minister, in
injury to aa brother minister,
it signally failed.
delegates were
which it
The delegates
were informed that
signally
they
advice.
The
question
was
at once
were
to
give
were
was
once asked,
asked, To
they
give
question
whom ? Certainly
not
Beecher
for,
the
first
to
place,
in
first
Mr.
; for,
Certainly
place,
he
never asked for it,
it, and, in the second place, he felt
hc had never
perfelt
and,
place,
perfectly
his
competent
to
attend
to
own
affairs.
only
The
own afi`airs.
fectly competent
only parties
parties
quarrel who needed advice,
advice, then,
in the quarrel
were Drs. Budington
then, were
Budington
and Storrs,
it was
was too late to say anything to them, for
Storrs, and it
them,
say anything
they
already
acted
the
case,
prejudged
Mr.
had
in
Beecher
and
they
already
case, prejudged
condemned him as
as a
a man
man unworthy of fellowship.
be
sure,
To
sure,
unworthy fellowship.
they
they would have been glad
glad to shift the responsibility
responsibility of their
unwarrantable interference upon
upon the Council,
Council, but they
men
they had men
and not partisans
with, and they
now stand,
stand, after the
partisans to deal with,
they now
adjournment,
self'-elected
adjournment, alone in their unenviable position,
position, the self-elected
smelling
the
Congregational
body.
committee
of
smelling
Congregational body.
The truth is,
is, Mr. Beecher has excited the rancor
rancor of certain
parties
by
his
popularity
independence.
and
someparties by
popularity
independence. He has something
inside
of
him
do
possess
the
most
ministers
which
not
thing
possess-the
ability
to
make
widely
himself widely
and widely loved.
himself'
ability
widely known Hlld
a great
clergy to find
great desire on
There is
is a
on the part of some
some of the clergy
part
out exactly
The people
people
something is
is by vivisection.
exactly what this something
by
heart
some
it is
is simply brains and heart;
but
some
enough that it
know well enough
simply
can have more
more heart or brains than
than
ministers insist that no
one can
no one
:

—

;

—

;

—

The underthey,
petition to this effect ::-The
they, and have written a petition
to

!
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signed,
signed,
petition
petition
pieces.
pieces.

gasping
gasping

you
you

for
for

fame and

unable to get
get

39
it, respectfully
it,
respectfully

lie down quietly
to lie

They hope
hope
They

to

and allow them to cut you
you in
quietly and
End
find some
some radical difficulty
difficulty in
in your
your

process is
If it
it should happen
happen that,
is over,
over,
that, after the process
unwilling to put
together again,
again,
they should be unable or unwilling
put you
you together
they

system.
system.

you
you will

at least
least have the satisfaction of

dying
dying

forthe
for the benefit

enjoy the
the supreme
of others,
happiness
others, and your
your detractors will enjoy
supreme happiness
of knowing
you are out of the way.
way.
knowing that you
Ve submit that this
this is
is asking
asking too much.

We

The Council,
Council,

which was
was evidently
evidently convened for the purpose
purpose of holding
holding an
an
on
the
of
or
at
least
on
body
least
of
compelling
him
inquest
Beecher,
Beecher,
body
inquest
compelling
to

swallow such

medicine as will
will

soon

soon

render an
an

inquest
inquest

necessary, is
is another black spot
on the page
page of religious
spot on
hisnecessary,
religious hisare some
envious
souls
so small that they cannot
There
some
tory.
tory.
they
safely stowed away
be happy
they see Beecher safely
away in Greenhappy until they
their disappointment
many a long
long year
May their
disappointment last
last many
wood. }[ay
year yet!
yet

Why
YVhy

little more
more friendly
friendly and a
clergymen be a little
a little
little
clergymen
cannot
wait
until
they
patiently
Why
the
they
Vhy
patiently
is finished? They
will then
They will
glorious work of Mr. Beecher is
glorious
opportunity to carry
avenue, pronounce
pronounce
have an
an opportunity
carry him to Clinton avenue,
their lachrymals
lachrymals for a few drops
drops of
squeeze their
their eulogies
eulogies and squeeze
if
like
it
sorrow;
or,
if
they
it
better,
they
hypocritical
can take
better, they can
they
hypocritical sorrow; or,
dissecting room,
room, and give
give every
him to the ecclesiastical dissecting
every gray
gray
cannot

less rancorous?
less

put his knife into his dead
head and every
every tyro
tyro the chance to put
body.
body.
let your
your betters alone. Quarrel
Quarrel
Go home,
home, gentlemen,
gentlemen, and let
if you
must, but do not wear your
your knuckles to
you must,
with each other,
other, if
hitting a
giant.
the bone in
in vainly
hir. Beecher has been
a giant.
Mr.
vainly hitting

doing a hard day's
day's work while you
you have been drawing
drawing your
your
doing
not
right
and
has
the
to
be
interfered
with.
He
earned
salaries,
salaries,
right
and
all
all
perfectly competent
competent to mind his ovn
own business,
the
is
is perfectly
business,
as
same,
do
it
well
of
is
the
and
to
it
as
and
ask
is
to
do
people
you
same,
you
people
has
done
it.
It
is
that
it.
is pretty
pretty poor
poor work,
work,
faithfully as he
faithfully
seems to
which you
doing the last
last four days,
days, and it
it seems
you have been doing
Pry,
common folks that you
common
acting the part
part of Paul Pry,
you have been acting
with very
little credit to yourselves.
very little
your
Gentlemen, find your
yourselves. Gentlemen,
gingham umbrellas and go
go home.
gingham
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The ultimate decision of the Council,
Council, as
as it can
as far as
can
understood, was
was that Plymouth
Plymouth Church was
be understood,
was wrong;
wrong;
but,
for
sake
of
harmony
and
the
peace,
it
counselled
it
but,
harmony
peace,
that there be no
no withdrawal of fellowship between the
fellowship
Plymouth
several churches.
Church,
uncerPlymouth Church, in the uncertainty
decision, claimed that the victory
tainty of this decision,
victory rested
it, while the complaining parties
with it,
complaining parties claimed that
it
was
it was a
a vindication of them and a
a warning to Plywarning
Ply-

mouth Church not

we have been

we

to repeat
its offence.
repeat its

as
"So far as
"So

able to make it out,"
Herald,
out," said the Herald,

"the
clergy and lay
"the clergy
say to Mr.
mean
to say
delegates mean
lay delegates
You have done nothing
Beecher by
verdict, 'You
by that verdict,
nothing that
i

requires censure
and you
you must
must not do it
it
again/
censure
requires
againf
Whereupon Plymouth
'»Vhereupon
Plymouth Church seizes upon
upon the first

clause and insists that the Council decided in its
its favor;
favor ;

and the congregations
congregations of the accusing
accusing churches seize

upon
is in
upon the last clause and insist that the verdict is
their favor.

—

This fact remains
that it
remains-that
it took the wisWis-

opinion
days to put
dom of the whole country
put the opinion
country four days
hieroglyphics.
of the majority
majority into hieroglyphics.

needed just
_just

now
now

is another Council
is

lan^uafre
one and then in
language of this one

want still
still another

What
Vhat
to

is greatly
is
greatly

interpret the
interpret
we shall
we

eood time
good

to interpret
one,
doings of that one,
interpret the doings

and so on
on indefinitely."
indefinitely."
IV.

SPEECH.
DE. BACON'S
BACON'S SPEECH.
DR.
Though
THOUGH

its utterwas so enigmatical
the Council was
enigmatical in its

was much
Moderator, the Rev. Dr. Bacon,
ances, its Moderator,
Bacon, was
ances,
upon
his
comments
it.
more to the point
in
more
upon it.
point
a lecture in
1874, he delivered a
On the 2d of April,
April, 1874,

plainer and
plainer

explained the bearings
New Haven,
New
bearings of the
Haven, in which he explained
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In closing
closing

his remarks,
allusions
following allusions
his
remarks, he made the following

to Mr.

Tilton:
Beecher and Mr. Tilton

:

My
My theory
theory
a

of all
all these transactions and troubles
troubles proceeds
on
proceeds on

belief
highest Christian integrity
belief in
in the highest
integrity of Mr. Beecher.

believe that the infamous
believe
for it.
it.
have no basis
basis for

women who have
women

[Applause.]
[Applause]

I

started this
started
this scandal

their testimony
If it
it was
testimony
was their

it would not be worth kicking
alone,
alone, it
kicking a

dog
for.
dog for.

But II do not

his infirmity,
let unprincipled
is to let
doubt that he has his
intirmity, which is
unprincipled

men know

men

too much of him.

friend to publicans
sinners.
publicans and sinners.
friend

his being
I do not object
object to his
being a
Our Lord was. But the harlot

who washed his
his feet
feet with her tears and wiped
wiped them with her
tresses

was
was

harlot; so one
one must hedge
a repentant
hedge himself in
in a
repentant harlot;

And you,
you, as you
preach, be on your
you go
go out to preach,
your guard,
guard,
in your
to
lest
to
lov
become
liable
to
anxiety
do
lest in
good
the
low
you
liable
your anxiety
good
you

little.
little.

sins.
their sins.
charged with their
be charged

Another part
part of my
theory is,
Beecher's magnanis, that Mr. Beecher's
my theory
magnanis
I
never
a.
man
of a larger
imity
is
unspeakable.
never
knew
man
larger and
a
unspeakable.
imity

more generous
generous mind.

in relations
One who was in
relations to him the

most intimate possible,
said to me,
"If I wanted to secure his
possible, said
me, "If
highest
love, I would go
go into a church-meeting
highest love,
church-meeting and accuse him
of crimes."
is his
crimes."
This is
his spirit.
spirit.
But I think he may
may carry
carry it
it

far.
too far.

A

A

lite
man whose life

man

is
is a treasure to the Church uni-

country, to his age,
age, has no
no right
right to subject
country,
subject the
in it
faith in
it to such a strain.
strain.
one has said that Plymouth
Plymouth
faith
Some one
versal,
versal, to

his
his

is like
like Dogberry's.
Church's
dealings with offenders is
Church's dealings
comDogberry's. The com"
him
parison was
apt "If
If any
will not stand,
was apt:
let
go
stand, let
any one will
go and
parison
guard and thank God that you
gather
are rid of such a
you are
gather the guard
:

pillory
knave." So of Lance,
knave."
Lance, who went into the stocks and the pillory

his
save his
to save

for stealing
dog
geese.
dog from execution for
stealing puddings
pnddings and geese.

let the dog
dog die.
die.
I think he would have done better to let

And

I

let venventhink Mr. Beecher would have done better to have let
geance
on the heads of his slanderers.
come on
geance come
his Master,
men.
Master, and not before men.
But he stands before his

I

fullest confidence in his character,
feel the fullest
hope ever
ever to feel
character, and to
hope
see

more and more.
his influence enlarge
enlarge and round out more

No
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last one of his
one could give
give such a
a course of lectures
lectures as this
this last
his

one

—

—

here-which
here
which was
was the
the best-and
and show unconsciously
best
unconsciously such aa
reach of spiritual
and
spiritual experience
growth,
being pure
pure
experience
growth, without being
and noble.
noble.

[Applause.]
[Applause]

And in
in

this
this

feeling
feeling

the
the Council

himself said
said to me,
me, as we
we went out
in
which
he
paid
high
Storrs's address,
after Dr. Storrs's
church after
address, in
paid high
Dr.

shared.
shared.

of the
the

Q-

tribute
tribute

" That passage should be
work,
work, "That
passage
to be Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's funeral
for it
it could never be
funeral eulogy,
saved to
eulogy, for

lIr. Beecher's
Beecher's character and
to Mr.

excelled."
excelled."
V.

REPLY TO DR. BACON.
TILTON'S REPLY
MR. TILTON'S
copied by
was extensively
BAGON'S speech
DR.
Dr. Bacon's
by the
extensively copied
speech was

in
country, and drew forth in
all parts
press of all
parts of the country,
press

editorial comments very
many instances editorial
very unfavorable
many
of
on
June,
adthe
21st
on
Tilton, who,
to Mr. Tilton,
June, 1874,
1874, adWho,
reply to Dr. Bacon
following reply
dressed the following

::

—

concarefully read your
I have carefully
SIR:-I
Sir:
your New Haven address confive
the
on
same
five
and
also
your
essays
on
same
also
late
Council,
the
late
cerning
Council,
your
essays
cerning
just concluded in The Independent
subject, just
Independent.

subject,

my
extraordinary misrepresentations
numerous and extraordinary
The numerous
misrepresentations of my
will
to
will
perpetuate
my
position which these writings
perpetuate
my
yours
writings of yours
position
the data
me to lay
lay before you
you
the
me
compel
corrected,
if
not
if
injury,
corrected,
compel
injury,
on your
your part,
misrepresentations which,
their correction :-misrepresentations
for their
which, on
for
part,
for
are
for
you
incapable
wholly unintentional,
are of course wholly
unintentional,
you
incapable of
wrong.
wilful
man
man
a
any
doing any
wrong.
doing
:

—

hitherto unpublished
inspection some hitherto
your inspection
producing to your
In producing
unpublished
need
first to state a few
first
I
case,
in this
this case,
documents
and
papers
papers
sufficient to explain
sequence, sufhcient
facts
facts in chronological
explain the docuchronological sequence,
mentary evidence which follows.

mentary

years a member of Plymouth
fifteen years
I.
I. After I had been for fifteen
Plymouth
intimate friend of thc
the
an
an
meanwhile
become
had
and
Church,
Church,
he
had
committed
that
in
in
1870
me
me
to
came
came
knowledge
pastor,
pastor, knowledge
name or characterize.
an offence which I forbear to name
me an
against me
against
immediately
I
self-respect,
Prompted by my
immediately and forever ceased
my self-respect,

Prompted by
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I informed him of this
this deterdeter-

his ministry.
attendance on
ministry.
on his

in the presence
January, 1871,
early as January,
mination as early
1871, in
presence of a mutual
friend, Mr. Francis D. Moulton.
friend,

afforded me
me
rules of Plymouth
The rules
Plymouth Church afforded
two methods of retirement

—

:
:-one
one

to

a
a

choice
choice between

ask for
letter of
for a formal letter

less formally
dismissal
to dismiss myself
dismissal;; the other,
other, to
myself less
formally

longed absence.
longed

latter.
I chose the latter.

by proproby
doing, my
my chief
In so doing,

rise to curious inquiries
into the
desire
giving rise
desire was
was to avoid giving
inquiries into
in
had
been
reasons for
a
church
in
which
I
abandoning
for my
my abandoning
invite
boyhood;; and therefore I did not invite
brought
up from boyhood
brought up
attention to the subject
dismissory letter,
asking for
for a dismissory
attention
subject by
letter, but
by asking

—

staying away-relying
away relying on
on
silently staying
adopted
adopted the alternative of silently

the rule that a prolonged
finally secure to
prolonged absence would finally
dismissal involving
publicity to the case.
involving no
no publicity
Several powerful
powerful reasons prompted
prompted
this alternative,
this
alternative, among
among which
communicated to

He

me

me

me
me

me

me a

to the adoption
adoption of

—

The pastor
pastor
were the following
following :-The
in writing
signed by
his name.
apology signed
by his
name.
writing an
an apology
were

:

me to protect him from bringing reproach
me
protect
bringing reproach
to the
the cause of religion.
religion.
alleged that an
an exposure
exposure would
He alleged
forbid him to reascend his
pulpit.
These, and other similar
his pulpit.
These,
disposition to disregard
disregard ; and I acted
reasons,
no right
right or disposition
reasons, I had no
them
a.
desire
see
conscious
Mr. Beecher protected
upon
with
to
a
upon
protected

also
also appealed
appealed to

;

rather than harmed.
rather

—

II. At length
II.
my absence from the church-an
church an absence of
length my
which not three members of the congregation,
beside the pastor,
congregation, beside
pastor,
to
in
knew the cause-began
excite comment
cause
began
private
circles.
private circles.

—

Some of the members hinted that I had lapsed
lapsed into a lament-

—

able change
change of religious
religious views-Whereas
my views continued
views whereas my
to be the same
for many
same as they
they had been for
many years
previous ; and
years previous;

though
find their honest expresexpresthough they
they had long
long before ceased to find
sion in the formal creed which I had professed
sion
professed in my
my childhood at the altar
altar of Plymouth
Plymouth Church,
Church, yet
my religious
yet my
religious faith
faith

had not changed
changed from that early
original more
more than the views
early original
of some
some of the most honored members and otiicers
officers of the same
same
church had changed
changed within the same time.

Other persons
persons insinuated that I had adopted
adopted un-Christian
marriage
divorce :-whereas,
whereas, touching
marriage and divorce:
touching

tenets concerning
tenets
concerning

—
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marriage,
always held,
held, and still
still hold,
hold, with ever-increasmarriage, I have always

common
common to all
all Christendom and touching
divorce, the substance of what I held was,
was,
dom;
touching divorce,
and still
still is,
abrogation of our unjust
unjust New York
is, the needful abrogat-ion
more humane legislation
code, and the substitution of the more
legislation of
code,
New England
West.
and
the
Vest.
England
persons fancied that I had become a Spiritualist
Other persons
Spiritualist of an
an
ing
firmness, the one and only
only view
View
ing firmness,
;

—

extravagant
type :--whereas
whereas I have never yet
yet seen my
my way
way
extravagant type
all
certainly not to be so much a
clear to be a Spiritualist
Spiritualist at all-certainly
:

Spiritualist as
Spiritualist

mouth Church

—

prominent members of Plysome of the most prominent
Ply~

some

be.
are known to be.

°

All these suppositions,
suppositions, and many
others, but never the right
many others,
right
(and still
still are) to explain my
one, became current in the church (and
one,
are)
explain my
the
true
reason for which has
reason
membership
;
suddenly sundered membership;
suddenly

never by
flock.
by his Hock.
been understood always
always by
pastor, but never
by the pastor,
whisperings, near
near
III. At length,
many calumnious whisperings,
length, after many
weekly
they
travel),
a
paper
magnify
as they
(since
tales
tales
evil
weekly
travel),
paper
magnify
(since

far
and far

York, in November,
New York,
1872, published
November, 1872,
published a wicked
some
in
which
some
persons
horrible scandal
Scandal-a
a publication
persons in
publication
its origin and animus to
its
in
attributed
church ignorantly
origin
ignorantly
in

—

and
the

me;
me;

whereas I had previously
spent many
many months of constant and
previously spent
it: an endeavor in which,
unremitting endeavor
enclcavor to suppress
which,
suppress it:
unremitting
many
motive, but a
a foolish judgment,
with an earnest motive,
judgment, I made many

my reputation,
ill-directed sacrifices of my
money, and
position, money,
reputation, position,
things precious,
flair
all which losses of things
prospects in life;
life
for all
fair prospects
precious,
let mine alone be the blame.
was the folly,
since mine alone was
folly, let
;

publication of
surreptitious publication
IY. In May,
1873, occurred the surreptitious
IV.
May, 1873,
H.
Beecher,
VV.
Bowen,
W. Beecher,
by H. C. Bowen,
agreement signed
tripartite agreement
a
a tripartite
signed by
concerned,
was concerned,
which, so far as I was
agreement which,
an agreement
and myself:
myself' :-an

—

object to pledge
had for its
its object
pledge

culating charges
charges which
culating

Beecher.

me

me

cirusing or cirto silence against
against using

Mr. Bowen

had made against
against Mr.

written, would have
This covenant,
covenant, as originally
originally written,
Bowen's,
Mr.
of
never to speak, not only
never
Bowen's, but also of
only

me
me
speak,
grievances against
own personal
my own
against Mr. Beecher. I refused
personal grievances
my
paper
in the amended paper
position in
My position
paper.
original paper.
to sign
My
sign the original
against
charges
grave charges against Mr.
was this: Mr. Bowen had made grave
was
charges Mr. Bowen had been induced to
These charges
Beecher.
bound
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I cheerfully
cheerfully agreed
agreed never
never to circulate the

Mr. Bowen had recalled.
charges which IIr.
charges
William F. Vest,
West, a member of
1873, Mr. Villiam
V. In August,
Y.
August, 1873,
Church, hitherto a stranger
stranger to me,
me, came
Plymouth
came to my
my resiresiPlymouth Church,
his
friend
request)
my
accompanied
(at
by
Mr.
B.
dence,
F.
dence, accompanied (at
request) by my
told
me
the
summer vacation was
me
summer
and
that
when
Carpenter,
was
Carpenter,
on the
me before the church on
(Mr. I/V.)
cite me
over
over he (Mr.
W.) meant to cite
pastor
declaring,
scandals
the
charge
circulating
against
of
in
pastor 5 declaring, iu
charge
circulating
against
acted
as
if
the
if
Mr. C.'s
that
lIr.
Beecher
had
Mr.
reported
C.'s presence,
reported
presence,
false, and urging
urging that I
scandalous tales
tales were
were true rather than false,
owed it
it to myself and the truth to go forward and become a
a
myself
go
willing
witness
in
an
in
an
I
investigation.
peremptorily
declined
willing
investigation.
peremptorily
to join
join IVIr.
Mr. West in his
his proposed
proposed investigation,
investigation, and declared
that as I had not been a member of Plymouth
Plymouth Church for
;

several years,
years, I could not be induced to return to that church
for any
any purpose
purpose whatever,
whatever, least
least of all
all for so distasteful
distasteful a purpurpose as to participate
participate in a
a scandal.
Mr. Vest
West had meanwhile
pose

discovered that my
my name
name still
still remained on
on the church-roll;
church-roll;
from which circumstance he determined to assume
assume that I was
was
still a
still
a member,
member, and to force me
me to trial.
trial.
Accordingly,
a few
Accordingly,
weeks later,
later, he brought forward charges which were nominally
brought
charges

nominally

—

made against
against myself
myself but really
really against
against the pastor:-charges
pastor:
charges
if
which,
if
I
may
characterize
them by the recently published
which,
may

by
recently published
Plymouth Church,
Church, were
were "an
an
Plymouth
investigating
one
one
man
man
under
investigating

"
language
present Clerk of
language of the present
indirect and insincere method of
the false
false pretence
pretence of investigating another."
investigating another."
Some leading
members, including
especially the pastor, deleading members,
including especially
pastor,
sired my
sired
in
defeating
lIr.
Mr.
my co-operation
co-operation
West, and I cheerfully
cheerfully
defeating
West,
it.
gave
To this end,
end, I wrote--with
wrote— with their pre-knowledge and
gave it.
pre-knowledge
their urgent
at their
urgent desire-a
desire—a letter
letter declining to accept a copy of the
^

charges
charges addressed to

me
me

declining

as

a
a

accept

copy-of the

member, on
on the ground
ground that
member,

I

had,
years previously, ceased my connection with the
had, four years
previously,
my
church.
For this letter,
letter, I received, on
day after
after
received, on the next day
sending
pastor's prompt and hearty thanks.
sending it,
it, the pastor's
thanks, An under^

prompt

standing
standing

hearty

was then had between Mr. Beecher and myself, in an
an
myself,
interview at the residence of Mr. Moulton, that Mr. Vest's
West's
Moulton,
indictment against
against me
me was
was to be disposed of in
in the following
was

disposed

following
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simple resolution to the effect that,
way, namely,
way,
namely, by
by a simple
that, whereas
had, four years
years previously,
previously, terminated my
membership
I had,
my membership;; and

my name
name still
still remained on
by inadvertence my
on the roll;
whereas by
roll;
therefore resolved that the roll be amended in accordance with
was to put
put Mr. Vest's
quietly out of court
This was
West's case quietly

the fact.
fact.

bringing up
without bringing
up the scandal.
indignation, I learned on
my surprise
on the morning
To my
morning of
surprise and indignation,

October 31,
was to be presented
presented at
31, 1873,
1873, that the report
report which was
church
held
on
that
evening,
on
meeting
be
would
the
not be in
meeting to
evening,
simple form already
the simple
indicated, but would declare that whereas
already indicated,
slandering the
flhe pastor ;; and whereas I
I had been charged
pastor
charged with slandering

had been cited before the church to meet the charge;
charge; and whereas
excuse for
for not appearing
non-membership as an
an excuse
I had pleaded
pleaded non-membership
appearing
dropped,
that
should
resolved
I
be
therefore
trial
for trial;
dropped, etc.
;

me to
imputation, thus foreshadowed to me,
gross imputation,
This g1`OSS
me, led me
on
person
in
at
church
on that evening, there to await the
appear
the
evening,
person
appear
it came
came to
report, when it
reading of the forthcoming
report. This report,
forthcoming report.
reading
namely,
intelligence,
novel
following
brought
me
the
me
be read,
read, brought
intelligence, namely,
following
was put
"Whereas
"Vhereas a copy
put into the hands of the
charges was
copy of the charges
request made of
a 1'egue.s'tmade
October, and a
said Til
ton on
Tilton
on the 17th of October,
of him
October," etc.
that he
/La should answer
same by
by the 23d of October,"
answer the
the same
was that drew the
it was
I do not know to this
this day
day whose hand it
an offenfrom an
saved
above report,
am
I
am happily
therefore
and
happily
report,
I have
which
statement
sive personality
say that the
personality when I say
for
truth
here quoted
diametrically the opposite
is diametrically
opposite of the truth;
quoted is
answer the charges,
instead of my
my having
charges, I
requested to answer
having been requested
had been requested
to
answer
not
'not
answer them.
requested
the above report
reading of the
After the public
report I arose in the
public reading
if I had slanpresence,
Beecher's presence, that if
Mr. Beecher's
said in lIr.
meeting and said
meeting
;

.

—

to which he
face :-to
it to his face:
answer for it
dered him I would answer
charge
no charge
manner that he had no
public manner
replied in
an equally
in an
replied
equally public

against me.
whatever to make against
proceedings
church's singular
growing
VI. Next,
Next, growing out of the church's
singular proceedings
you
Congregational Council of which you
came the Congregational
case, came
in this case,
were Moderator.
were

—

which I have mentioned as
facts and events
events-which
The above facts
sum*will serve as a sufiidetails
omitting their details-will
briefly as possible, omitting

briefly

possible,

—

:

:

—

:
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to base the correction of the unjust
unjust

unwittingly given
you have unwittingly
and injurious
given of
injurious statements which you
responsibility in the case. Vith
participation and responsibility
With the Conmy
my participation

ably disgregational
you have so ably
disusages which you
gregational theories and usages
no concern--you
concern you are
are probably
cussed, I have no
cussed,
probably right
right about them.
all the essential facts
facts growing
growing out of my
my relationship
relationship
But as to all
Church,
wholly
you
misinformed
to Plymouth
have
been
misinformed-as
as
Church,
Plymouth
you
wholly
will
by
the
following
proofs
will
see by
you
following proofs:
you
I. You say
retired from the church,
I.
giving no
no anchurch, giving
say that I retired
to
doing
any
proper
officer;
so
ofiicer
in
other
nouncement of my
;
my
doing
any proper
stole
out
secretly,
letting
no
that
stole
no
one
in
I
one
in
words,
authority
words,
secretly, letting
authority
language concerning
Your language
my purpose.
purpose.
concerning me
know of my
me is
is as

—

—

follows
follows:

" His position was
"His
position was that he had terminated his membership
membership
years previously
not by
the church (as
four years
its
by requesting
previously-fnoi
requesting the
(as ' by
by its
done) to drop
name from
its 1'oII,'
roll" etc.
rules he might
from its
drop his name
might have done)

You

ask
then ask:

,

"Is
"Is this
this the beautiful non-stringency
non-stringency of the covenant which
connects the members of that church with the body,
body, and with
ofa
a covenant is
other ? What
Vhat sort of
is that which can be diseach other?
moment, not merely
any moment,
nor by
by
solved at any
consent, nor
merely by
by mutual consent,
giving notice to the other,
by aa silent volition
either party
other, but by
party giving
either?"
in
in the mind of either?"
is a
a thorough
manner in which
The above is
thorough misstatement of the manner

left Plymouth
I left
Plymouth Church.

first occasion of my
my meeting
meeting the chief officer
officer of
On the very
very first
my
retirement
from
after
it,
I
gave
notice
to him
the church,
it,
church,
my
gave

of that retirement.

repeated this notice to
a later period,
At a
period, I repeated

oiiicers of that body.
other officers
body.

In evidence of this
this

fact,
fact,

I adduce

by Mr. Thomas S.
a recent card by
S.
following extract from a.
the following
published in The IndeShearman, Clerk of Plymouth
Church, published
Shearman,
Plymouth Church,
says:
I-Ie says:
1874. He
pendent, June 18,
18, 187-1.
pendent,
" Long before any charges were
preferred against
him, Mr.
any charges were preferred
"Long
against him,
distinctly informed the Clerk of the church and various
Tilton distinctly
withofficers and members (myself
(myself included)
other oiiicers
included) that he had withname
ought
roll."
and,
to
that
his
name
to
be
the
roll."
drawn,
taken
and
off
drawn,
ought
of
"
"aa
heart," or "
have
that
I
malicious
"a
a
either
II. You say
heart,"
say
opinion.
this
this
brain."
fountain-head
of
I know the
crazy brain."
opinion.
crazy
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While
was in session in Brooklyn,
Vhile the Council was
Brooklyn, the following
following
Brooklyn
Union of SaturSatur~
Brooklyn Uition

paragraph appeared
appeared in the
startling
startling paragraph
day,
28, 1874:
day, March 28,

MR.
MR.

SHEARMAN ON
THE
ON THE

SHEARMAN

SITUATION.

approached Mr.
reporter approached
a UlliOH
Union reporter
"At
"At the close of the services a
Beecher for the purpose
Council,
getting his views as to the Council,
purpose of getting
but he declined to be interviewed. Mr. Shearman,
Shearman, the Clerk
was communicative. He said he had
of the church,
however, was
church, however,
course the Council would
yet, what course
no intimation as yet,
received no
Beecher, he said,
on Mr. Beecher,
pursue.
In regard
said, so
pursue.
regard to the scandal on
out of his mind,
(Tilton)
was
far as
he
was
as Tilton was
was concerned,
mind,
concerned,
(Tilton)
Tilton,
reasonably. As for Mrs. Tilton,
balance, and did not act reasonably.
off his balance,
a half-crazed
halflcrazed
she had occasioned the whole trouble while in a
under the
while
and
condition.
She had mediumistic fits,
Hts,
the most inof
spoke
strange
often
power
that
possessed
her,
her,
spoke
strange power
possessed
credible things,
were impossible,
impossible,
possible that were
things, declared things
things possible
Mr. Tilton
Beecher.
rest
and among
Mr.
the
had
slandered
among
acknowledged that all the other things
himself had acknowledged
things she had
mediumistic trance were
were false
told him in her mediuinistic
false and impossible;
impossible;
on Mr.
then why,
why, asked Mr. Shearman,
Shearman, should the "scandal on
words ?
Beecher be the only
crazy words?"
only truth in her crazy

My
l[y

attention

was not called

was

to the

above paragraph
paragraph until

Council had adjourned,
its members had gone
adjourned, and its
gone to
their homes.
At first,
first, I was
was not willing to believe that the
willing
aftei
after the

—

Clerk of Plymouth
Plymouth Church-the
Church the same
name had
same officer
oiiicer whose name
been

officially

officially

signed to all
all the documents which the church
signed

—

sending to the Council
had just
could have been guilty
Council-could
just been sending
guilty
an outrage
against
truth
and
of such an
decency as the above
outrage against
decency
paragraph contained :-particularly
particularly against
lady whose devout
paragraph
against aa lady
:

—

religious faith and life
life are at the farthest possible
possible
religious

spiritualism or fanaticism
spiritualisrn
following sworn
cured the following
sworn

remove from

remove

Accordingly,
of any
any kind.
proAccordingly, I proby the reporter
reporter certifying
certifying
statement by

report
to the accuracy
accuracy of his report:

Kings County,
KINGS
COUNTY,

ss.

Union, being
being
Edwin F. Denyse,
Denyse, reporter
reporter of the Brooklyn
Brooklyn Union,
duly
deposed as follows:
sworn, deposed
duly sworn,
At the close of the Friday
Friday evening
in Plymouth
meeting i11
Plymouth
evening meeting
Church,
member
another
I,
in
company
with
March
in
27,
1874,
Church,
27, 1874, I,
company
of the press,
press, requested
requested Mr. Thomas G. Shearman,
Shearman, Clerk of the
church,
us for publication
any facts or comcomchurch, to communicate to us
publication any

:
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ments or opinions
the
opinions which he might
might wish to make concerning
concerning the
in session:
session whereupon
Congregational
Congregational Council then in
whereupon Mr. Shearin our
man
stated in
our hearing,
hearing, and for
man stated
for the purpose
for which we
we
purpose for
asked him to do so,
the allegations
in the previous
so, the
allegations contained in
previous
And I do solemnly
swear that
that this
this paragraph
paragraph.
solemnly swear
is a
paragraph.
paragraph is
correct and moderate report
Shearman's statements,
report of Mr. Shearman's
statements, both
in letter
letter and spirit.
in
that I solicited,
spirit. And I further testify
solicited, as a
testify that
reporter,
reporter, the above statement from Mr. Shearman because he
name had been affixed
aflixed in
was the Clerk of the church,
in
church, whose name
that capacity
capacity to the documents which Plymouth
Plymouth Church had
sent to the Council,
Council, and because an opinion
opinion from such a high
high
officer
official authenticity
officer would have an official
authenticity and importance.
importance.
me this
this 1st
Sworn to before
before me
lst day
day of ]
April,
V Enwm
1874,
Edwin F.
$\ DENYSE.
Denyse.
1874,
April,
FRANK Crooke,
the Peace. J
Justice of
Frank
CROOKE, Justice
of the
:

.
_

Shortly after
after the appearance
Shearman's reported
appearance of Mr. Shearman's
Shortly
reported
in the Union,
interview in
gentleman sent to me
me through
[Dzion-, that gentleman
through Mr.

F. D. Moulton a

letter, the substance of which was that
that he
letter,
referred
in
had
referred
in
the
above
not
tome
conversation
to
me or
S.)
family,
I
my
but
to
other
persons.
This
declined
letter
letter
to
my family,
persons.

(Mr.
(Mr.

S.)

and returned it
it to the writer,
writer, with a demand upon
upon him
and unjust
Furthermore, I
unjust statements. Furthermore,
required
my accepting
accepting from Mr. Shearman
required as a condition of my
receive,
receive,

to retract his
his untrue

any
apology
any apology

this apology
at all,
all, that this
presented to
apology should be presented

in writing
in the presence
in
writing in
presence of the Rev.

me
me

Henry
Ward Beecher.
Henry Vard

Moulton's house,
Mr. Moulton's
house, in Mr.
letter was as
Mr. Shearman's
Shearman's apologetic
apologetic letter

This was
was promptly
promptly done at
Beecher's presence.
Beecher's
presence.
follows
follows:

Brooklyn,
2, 1874.
BROOKLYN, April
April 2,
Union
paragraph in the Brooklyn
Having seen a paragraph
SIR :-Having
Sir
Brooklyn Uizion
containing a report
of Saturday
Saturday last,
last, containing
alleged to
report of a statement alleged
have been made by
me concerning your family and yourself, I
by me
concerning your family
yourself,
seriously incorrect,
this report
is seriously
desire to assure
assure you
incorrect, and
report is
you that this
a statement.
that I have never authorized such a
is unnecessary
It is
actually said
unnecessary to repeat
repeat here what I have actually
am now
now satisfied
satisfied that what I did
upon these subjects,
subjects, because I am
upon
some
say w
as erroneous,
erroneous, and that the rumors
was
rumors to which I gave
say
gave some
credit were
were without foundation.
foundat.ion.
deeply regret
I deeply
an act of unintenhaving been misled into an
regret having
am
earliest occasion to
glad
tional injustice,
injustice, and am
glad to take the earliest
rectify
it.
I beg,
all that I said upon
beg, therefore,
therefore, to withdraw all
upon
rectify it.
DEAR
Dear

:

—

r
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,
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the occasion referred to as
as incorrect (although
(although then believed by
by
me), and to repudiate
repudiate entirely
imputed to me
me as
me),
entirely the statement imputed
unjust to all
untrue and unjust
all parties
parties concerned.
Yours obediently,
obediently,
Shearman.
T. G. SHEARMAN.

Theodore
Tilton, Esq.
Esq.
THEODORE TILTON,
The above-named
above-namerl calumny,
Shearman thus
G. Shearmau
calumny, which Mr. T. G.
retracted, is
my
is but one
one of several similar falsehoods against
retracted,
against my
parties
wife and myself
myself which have been fostered by
by interested parties
of Plymouth
which,
explain the action of'
Plymouth Church:
Church falsehoods which,
to explain
:

have been corrected in the same
same way,
way, and
in
still
which in others still await to

some instances,
in some
in
instances,

»%?'§ *"

gg'

»

<7

either in this
corrected
in'
in a court
eithcgof justice.

be corrected

,gg

y

way or
way
111.
III.

. ~`i:gL;5Z,§§¢§;
-zagfe..-.-..,
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responsibility
my responsibility
ceased my
to that church when I termi-

"
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my
my

membership
membership four

years ago.
ago. Iaftcrwarrls
I afterwards volunyears
responsirenewed my
my responsi°

tarily
tarlly
_

_

bility
bility

on the
church on

the

to

evening of October 31,
1873,
31, 1873,
evening
person
at
one
1n
one
appearing
in
by
person
by appearing
.

.

i

meetings, and
of its
its public
public meetings,
_

//' J
»

FRANK
FRANK

nated
natecl
-

'

/Z

/7 +

/t///1/V
t
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I-v
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answer, that I
T
I answer,

first
first

i

i i:

Plymouth
1
P1
the
tie
ymout h

to

Church ? n
Church'?"

/

/

A

"

'

_

Y

" When did
You ask, '<\/hen
xounszf,

'll
> e
sponsible
sponsl

þÿ m_ ¬;.®
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Justice.

ton cease to be reMr. Til
Tilton

;:é5;§§i5'*

._.-

D

o

in a

CARPENTER.

];_
B. (;ARpEXTER_

answer then and
offering to 3.l]SVCI`
oifering
presence,
pastor's presence,
there, in the pastor's
there,
slanI
had
S1311that
the charge
Cllflrge
dered

him.

Less than

two

Plyresponsibility to Plymy responsibility
ago, I still
furthei renewed my
months ago,
still further
correspondence:
following
will
the
appear
by
Church, as will appear by
mouth Church,
following correspondence:

May 4,
Brooklyn,
4, 1874.
BROOKLYN, May
Church;
Plymouth Church,Beecher, Pastor of Plymouth
Ward BEECHER,
Henry V..RD
Rev. HENRY
REV.
and
Mr.
MR.
Pastor
Pastor;
Associate
Halliday,
B.
REV. S.
S.
Rev.
;
HALLIDAY,
Clerk:.Shearman, Clerk
Thomas G. SHEARMAN,
THOMAS
you, to the church of
through you,
I address,
Gentlemen:
GENTLEAIEN:-T
address, through
are
statement,
following
the
officers,
are
which you
you are
following statement, which you
officers,
you

—

—

:
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through the Examinto the church through
liberty to communicate to
at liberty
in any
ing Committee,
mode, private
public.
private or public.
Committee, or in
any other mode,
ing

Bacon, D.D.,
The Rev. Leonard Bacon,
LL.D., Moderator of the
D.D., LL.D.,
fit,
fit, since the adjournadjournpublish, and reiterate,
proclaim, publish,
body, to proclaim,
ment of that body,
reiterate, with

Council, has seen
recent Congregational
Congregational Council,

like official
Official
something like
signal
weight of something
signal emphasis,
emphasis, and with the weight
authority,
quote, namely
namely:
authority, a grave
grave declaration which I here quote,
" to vindicate
" It was for
"It
tbr the Plymouth
Plymouth Church,"
Church," he says,
says, "to

its memone of its
imputation from one
memits
against a damaging
its pastor
damaging imputation
pastor against
alacrity
the pastor
great alacrity--the
But with great
pastor himself consenting
consentingVINDICATION "
AWAY THE OPPORTUNITY OF VINDICATION"
.
IT THREW
THREW AWAY

—

bers.
bers.

.

"
" in which
"
act," he continued,
That act,"
continued, "in

.

.

THE Plymouth
PLYMOUTH Church
CHURCH
the

VINDICATING
THE OPPORTUNITY
OPPORTUNITY OF
OF VINDICATING
THREW AWAY
THKEW
AWAY THE

ITS PASfor remonstrances from neighborTOR,
was what gave
TOR, was
gave occasion for
neighbor"There
There are many,"
"
"not
churches"
ing ohurches"
also, "not
many," he says
says also,
ing
felt
church
who
had
but
elsewhere,
felt
that
the
in
Brooklyn,
in
only
elsewhere,
only
Brooklyn,
issue had
by evading
not fairly
fairly met the question,
question, and by
evading the issue
THE OPPORTUNITY
OPPORTUNITY OF VINDICATING ITS PASAWAY THE
THROWN AWAY
THROWN
TOR."
TOR."
The Moderator's
Moderator's declaration is
is thus made three times over
over
THREW
Plymouth Church,
in dealing
with my
that the Plymouth
Church, i11
case, threw
dealing With
my case,
.

AWAY

.

.

THE

OPPORTUNITY OF

VINDICATING THE PASTOR.
PASTOR.
AWAY ITS OPPORTUNITY OF VINDICATING
This declaration so emphatically
emphatically repeated
repeated by
by the chief
and
forth
of
the
Council,
put
by
him
mouth-piece
apparently
Council,
put
mouth-piece
by
apparently
exposition of the Council's views,
compels me,
as an exposition
views, compels
me, as the
third party
controversy, to choose between two alternaparty to the controversy,
tives.
tives.
is to remain contentedly
One of these is
contentedly in the dishonorable
man who denies to his former pastor an opportuof
man
position
a
pastor
opportuposition
nity
an Offence
offence
nity for the vindication of that pastor's
pastor's character :-an
more heinous because an unsullied character and reputation
the more
reputation
office.
are requisites
requisites to his sacred office.
The other alternative is
is for
for me
me to restore to his church their
their
lost
lost oppo1°tunity
opportunity for his vindication by
by presenting
myself volunpresenting myself
same trial
trial to which the church would have power
tarily for the same
power
tarily
to summon
summon me,
me, if
if I were a member
member::-aa suggestion
suggestion which
my past
(judging from my
experience) will subject
past experience)
me afresh to
subject me
(judging
the unjust
reviving a scandal,
scandal, for the suppression
suppression
imputation of reviving
unjust imputation
of which II have made more
more sacrifices
all other persons.
sacrifices than all
persons.
alternatives
Between these two alternatives-which
which are all
all that the
and which are both equally
Moderator leaves to me
me--and
equally repugrepugnant to my
feelings
duty
requires
me
me
to
choose
the second.
my feelings-duty requires
I therefore give
give you
if the pastor,
or the Examinyou notice that if
pastor, or
ing
Committee, or the church as aa body,
ing Committee,
body, desire to repossess
repossess
:

—

—

—

—

—
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opportunity which the Moderator laments that you
the opportunity
you have
hereby restore to you
thrown away,
lost opportunity
away, I hereby
you this lost
opportunity as
freely
as if
if you
you had never
never parted with it.
it.
parted
freely as
(if such be your pleasure) to cite me
you (if
I authorize you
me at any
your pleasure)
any
thirty days
time within the next thirty
appear at the bar of PlyPlydays to appear
on the charge
charge heretofore made against
trial on
mouth Church for trial
against
namely, that of "
circulating and promoting
me, namely,
promoting scandals deme,
"circulating
rogatory
pastor, and injurious
rogatory to the Christian integrity
integrity of the pastor,
injurious
to the reputation
church."
reputation of the church."

My
stipulation concerning
concerning the trial
trial is,
is, that it
it shall not
My only
only stipulation
nor
the
in
of
be held with closed doors,
nor
absence
the
pastor.
doors,
pastor.
keenly that the Moderator has imposed
imposed on
I regret
on me
me the
regret keenly
necessity
necessity for making
making this communication,
communication, for nothing
nothing but necessity
it.
sity would extort it.
good which I seek to achieve by
The practical
by this proposiproposipractical good
tion is
is that,
that, whether accepted
or declined,
declined, it
it will in either case
accepted or
effectually put
an end forever to the Moderator's
grave charge
charge
Moderator's grave
put an
effectually
that Plymouth
me of an
an
Plymouth Church has been deprived
deprived through
through me
opportunity to vindicate its
or that its
its pastor,
its pastor
pastor has been
opportunity
pastor, or
any act of mine deprived
opportunity
by any
deprived of an
an
by
opportunity to vindicate
himself.
Truly yours,
himselfl
Truly
yours,
Theodore Tilton.
THEODORE
TILTON.
i

To the above communication I received the following
following reply
reply
from the Clerk of the church :
:

Dear
DEAR

—

Brooklyn,
May 18,
18,
BROOKLYN, May

1874.

enclosing a
Your note of the 4th inst.,
a letter
Sir
SIR :-Your
letter
inst., enclosing
Halliday, and myself,
duly
Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, Mr. Halliday,
was
addressed to lIr.
was
myself,
duly
:

received.

This letter has been read by
by Mr. Halliday,
Halliday, with whose concurrence it
it has been submitted to the Examining
Committee;
Examining Committee
its contents to present a question which should
and we
we all
all deem its
present question
committee, and which should not be subbe decided by
by that committee,
whom, therefore,
mitted to the pastor
therefore, the
church, to whom,
pastor of the church,
its
letter
shown, though
letter has not been shown,
though he has been advised of its
substance.
am incommittee, I am
Having consulted the members of the committee,
Having
accepting your
no reason for accepting
formed by
your
by them that they
they see no
it before the church.
proposition,
or even
even laying
laying it
proposition, or
Whatever View
view may
Vhatever
by others,
others, the
may be taken of the case by
no necessity
Examining
necessity
Examining Committee and the church have seen no
charges which
vindicating any
for vindicating
any member of the church from charges
never¬1'in the twenty-seven
no one
one has made,
no
twenty-seven
made, and the church has þÿ116V
history adopted
its history
years of its
can, thereadopted such aa course. No one can,
years

:

:

:
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opportunity to the
responsible for
for the loss
loss of an
an opportunity
fore,
fore, hold you
you responsible
it never yet
done, and probably
church to do that which it
yet has done,
probably
do.
will do.
never will
Ve do not understand your
your letter
letter as implying
that you
you have
implying that
If the committee
contrary.
charges to make,
make, but to the contrary.
any
any charges
it, they would have readily entertained
had so understood it,
they
readily entertained and
fully
fully investigated
investigated them.
It is
is proper
that your
It
your name
name was
dropped from the
was dropped
proper to add that
simply because of the statements made by
you after
roll, not simply
by you
after
roll,
months,
charges had been preferred
against you,
you, but because months,
preferred against
charges
if
any charges
charges were
you distinctly
stated
years, before
were made you
distinctly stated
if not years,
before any
oflicers and members ofthe
pervarious officers
of the church that you
to Various
you had peryour connection with it,
it, thus bringing yourmanently abandoned your
manently
bringing yourself
expressly within the terms of our
our rule upon
upon this
this subject.
subject.
self expressly

We

Yours,
Yours, truly,
truly,
THOMAS
Thomas G. SHEARMAN.
Shearman.

TILTON.
MR. THEODORE
Theodore Tilton.
Mr.
7
*

by Mr. Shearman seemed
As the above
above communication by

to

bear no Official
official but only
only a private
signature, I addressed to
private signature,
to
him the following
note
following note:
174 LIVINGSTON
Livingston 'STREET,
Street,
\
Brooklyn, May
23, 1874. j
BROOKLYN,
May 23,

'

MR. THOMAS
Thomas G. SHEARMAN,
Shearman, Clerk of Plymouth
Plymouth Church:
Church
Mr.
SIR
recent
communication
addressed
to
the
Pastor, the
Sir :--My
My
Pastor,
Associate Pastor,
Pastor, and the Clerk of Plymouth
Plymouth Church is
is acknowledged
you in a note which you
seem to have signed
signed
you seem
by you
knowledged by
merely
private individual,
officer of the
individual, and not as an oiiicer
merely as a private
:

—

church.

attention to the fact
that I did not address you
I call
call your
your attention
fact that
you in
your private
solely as Clerk of Plymouth
Plymouth Church.
your
private capacity
capacity but solely
I therefore respectfully
respectfully request
by you,
you,
request to be informed by
definitely
writing, whether or not I am
liberty to
am at liberty
definitely and in writing,
regard
letter as an
reply to mine.
an official
official reply
regard your
your letter

Yours,
truly,
Yours, truly,

THEODORE
Theodore TILTON.
Tilton.
Mr. Shearman's
reply was
Shearman's reply
follows
was as follows:

—

81 HIOKS
Hicks Street,
STREET,
Brooklyn,
May 29,
BROOKLYN, May
29, 1874.

\
J

DEAR
Dear SIR
In reply
letter of
Sir :-In
your inquiry
inquiry whether my
my letter
reply to your
inst. was
official answer
inst., I
18th inst.
answer to yours
was an Official
yours of the 4th inst.,
express
feel at liberty,
beg to say
liberty, without the express
beg
say that I did not feel
authority of the church itself,
sign that letter
letter as its
its Clerk.
itself; to sign
authority
:
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May 4
proposition of May
proposition
Clerk of the church I
lay the proposal
proposal before the
lay
to the church for so
responsible
so
myself
holding
holding myself responsible

stated that
letter stated
as the letter
far as
In so
so far
official
was
since
declined,
was
it
was
was declined,
ofHcial;; since
now, to
decline now,
then, and decline
declined then,

church
doing.
doin

itself,

itself,

your
your
as
as

.

The
Tge

regarded
letter of 18th inst.
inst. must be regarded
remainder of the letter
what I believe to be the unaniofficers of the church.
mous opinion
mous
opinion of the Officers
Your obedient servant,
servant,
Thomas G. Shearman.
SHEARMAN.
THO)IAS

my

as my individual statement of

~

Tilton.
Me.
THEODORE TILTON.
MR. Theodore
answer to my
Shearman, in answer
be seen
seen that Mr. Shearman,
my
official
partly
as
me
official
his previous letter
to me
letter
characterizes
inquiry,
characterizes
partly
previous
inquiry,
It will
will thus

—

though how he could originally
unofficial
and partly
originally have
partly unofiicial-though
two parts
between
dividing
its tvo
line
expected
me
me to draw the dividing
parts
expected
without this subsequent
explanation, I
subsequent explanation,

am
am

a loss to underat a

it has
(now that it
portion of his letter (now
But the official
official portion
query.
your
answer
sufficient
to
me) is
pointed out tc
answer your query.
is sufficient
to me)
been pointed
Plyresponsible to the Plycease to be responsible
Mr. Tilton cease
"When did Mr,
"Vhen
that, setting
setting aside all
all
respectfully submit that,
Church?"
mouth Church
I respectfully
'?"
the church-roll,
concerning
technicalities concerning
and
previous
technicalitics
cavils
church-roll, I
previous
Plyresponsibility
fairly said to have ceased my
may
be
my responsibility to Plymay
fairly
informed
mouth Church when the Clerk of that church officially
ofiicially
officially
was officially
me
me that my
my voluntary
voluntary offer to return and be tried was

stand.

declined.
essays you
you were
were
IV. In your
your five essays

ignorance of
through ignorance
led, through

led,

erroneous and injurious
injurious statethe facts,
facts, to make several other erroneous

my

explanations
case ;; but the corrections and explanations
ments concerning
concerning my case
given
themselves
correct the
which I have already
will
of
already given
others.

It now
why I have
now remains for me
me to give you some
give you some reasons why
you the
prompted, after years
years of reticence,
reticence, to lay
lay before you
been prompted,
grave
matters
Nothing
this
contained
in
communication.
Nothing could
grave

me
foregoing facts except
me to make my present use of the foregoing
except
my present
particuthe conviction which the events of the last year,
year, and particu-

induce

my mind that
have forced upon
upon my
acting in his interest
agents acting
Beecher, or
or his legal
Mr. Beecher,
legal and other agents

larly
last half year,
larly of the last
year,

sacrifice
by his consent,
consent, have shown themselves willing
and by
willing to sacrifice

:

:
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I have come slowly
name for
his.
slowl y
for the maintenance of his.
good name
my good
my
my personal
personal friends
slowly than my
friends have
this _judgment-more
judgment more slowly
to this

—

done but that I
done;
;

am

am

not mistaken in

you
it, you

it,

shall see
shall

by
by a few

illustrative
instances
illustrative instances:
church, at a public
you how the church,
I have already
public
1
already shown you
by an oiiicial
Friday evening,
official
on Friday
1873, by
meeting,
31, 1873,
evening, October 31,
meeting, on

I.
I.

in every
leadmorning in
document which was
was published
every leadpublished the next morning
in
the
to
public
falsely
New
York,
understand
journal
in
Xew
gave
ing
York,
gave
public
falsely
ingjournal
vhen I had really
answer charges,
that I had been cited
cited to answer
that
charges, when
really

requested not to answer them
been requested

—

ecclesiastical
piece of ecclesiastical
piece
grievous to 1ne
me because
misrepresentation
more grievous
was the more
misrepresentation which was
authentic, and
it
subsequently accepted
accepted by
was subsequently
it was
by the Council as authentic,
still widely
public.
it is
is still
widely believed by
because it
by the public.
The
Christian
Beecher's journal,
II.
Union, publidied
II. Mr. Beecher's
published
Uzion,
journal,
circle of readers,
official falsehood to awide
readers, and took no
this othcial
a wide circle
this
no
:-a
a

:

notice of the correction which I addressed at the time in
in a
brief note to the Couucil.
Let me
brief
me ask you
Council.
you to weigh
weigh the
this omission by
by that journal.
journal.
of' this
peculiar gravity
gravity of
My case,
case, as
peculiar
My
two
the
the
presented
by
protesting
churches,
Council
to
was
presented
by
protesting churches, was
based by
by them,
any private
private or accurate knowledge
knowledge of
them, not on any
the facts,
facts, but
published misstatements of those facts
but solely
facts
solely on the published
by
Church.
I
was
described
the
two
Plymouth
by
was
churches
by Plymouth
by
to the Council as follows:
follows

" Specific charges of grossly un-Christian conduct are pre"Specific
charges
grossly
presented against
against him by
to which charges
church, to
charges
by a brother in the church,
he declines to
to answer"
answer," etc.

You will remember

promptly addressed to you
that I promptly
you a reply
reply

to the above,
in which I used the following
above, in
following explicit
words
explicit words:

:

" Gentlemen of the Council,
"Gentlemen
Council, every
every
that I did not decline to answer."
answer."

You,
You,

as

man
man among you knows
among you

Moderator of the Council,
Council, courteously
me the
gave me
courteously gave
why
my letters
letters could not be oflicially
officially laid
why my

ecclesiastical reasons
ecclesiastical

before that body
body;; but can you
me any honorable reason
give me
reason
you give
any
defence should not have been published
published in
in The Chris-

why
my
why my

tian Uzion?
Union?
stroyed,
stroyed, and

If every
every other American journal
journal should be dethe files
files of The Christian Union should

only
only

:
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remain,
that journal's
journal's report
report of my
represent me
remain, that
me as
my case would represent
culprit, first,
a culprit,
first, who had slaudered
slandered a clergyman;
clergyman ; next,
next, who had

been summoned before
before the church to answer
for this
answer for
this calumniation ;; next,
tion
next, who had evaded this
this summons
summons by resorting to the

by resorting
non-membership; and last,
last, who on account of
nou-membership;
this moral poltroonery
this
poltroonery had been dropped
Such
roll.
dropped from the roll.
is the record which Mr. Beecher's
is
Beecher's journal
journal contains of my
case,
my case,
safe shelter
safe
shelter of

up
up

date.
to date.

III.
III. During
During the Council,
there seemed a probaCouncil, and when there
probathat
bility
that
Plymouth
bility
Plymouth Church would receive condemnation and
be disfellowshipped
by the neighboring
neighboring churches,
disfellowshipped by
churches, Mr. Beecher
inspired
his church to the
the Council,
closing with
inspired a message
message from his
Council, closing
these
these words :

" We hold that
"Ve
that it
it is
is our right,
may be our
our duty,
duty, to
right, and may
avoid the evils
evils incident to a public
explanation or a public
public
public explanation
trial;
that such an exercise of our
our discretion
discretion furnishes us
trial; and that
for the interference of other churches,
good ground
no good
ground for
churches, provided
provided
'we
neither retain within our
ice neither
our fcllowslztp,
nor dismiss by
fellowship), nor
letter, as
by letter,
in regular
standing, persons
persons who bring
bring open
dishonor
the
upon
regular stctncltng,
open
'upon the
Christian name."
name."

This adroit
adroit insinuation
iusinuaticn against
against

me

me is
is

what you,
you, as Moderator

ofthe
Council, know to have been the turning
of the Council,
in the
turning point
point in
fortunes of

cil's
cil's

tribunal.
Plymouth
Plymouth Church before that tribunal.

The Coun-

verdict borrows almost these identical words.

It says,
says,
" The accused person has not been retained in the church, nor
church,
person
church."
commended to any
You, too,
too, quote
quote these words
any other church."
You,
"

borrowed
—
-borrowed

church's plea
plea and from the
thus doubly
doubly from the church's
"
say,
Council's verdict--and
Council's
verdict
and you
you then logically
logically say, " Therefore the
[me] were
charges against
against him [me]
were
abnormal method in which the charges

—

of was
was overlooked."
overlooked."
excusatory
Council, on
on reading
reading the above excusatory
In other words,
words, the Council,
in
it
it the one
found
sent
Church,
petition
Plymouth
to
it
up
it
by
petition
up
by Plymouth Church,
the
Congrewithin
and only
ground
church
for
for
retaining
that
Congreonly ground
retaining
because
was
was
ground
and
gational
fellowship;
and
this
one
this
one
only
gational fellowship ;
only ground
disposed
disposed

Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's final
final appeal
appeal

represented
to the Council represented

me

me as a

person
church, nor been
in his
liad neither been retained in
his church,
person who had
roll
recommended to any
any other,
other, but who was dropped
dropped from the roll

:
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This docu~
docuname."
on the Christian name."
on
bringing
defence
ungenerous
Church's
Church's
Plymouth
constituting
ment
ungenerous
Plymouth
ment-constituting
you in good
by you
accepted by
was accepted
Council
before the Council-was
faith, and has
good faith,
words
cruel
words:
following
the
me
point against
you to point
since led you
following
against me
it known that
"made it
say, "made
Plymouth Church,"
"The
"The Plymouth
Church," you
you say,
which he has
dishonor
for
the
responsible
longer
were
no
were
they
responsible
longer
they
They
name of Christ.
on the name
bring on
brought or may
They dropped
dropped
may bring
brought
excomthey excomroll of the church. In one word they
him from the roll
roll was exeXdropping from the roll
a dropping
for such a
him, for
municated him,
" dishonor
for bringing "dishonor
for

—

—

church."
communication from the church."
communieation

You

never could have uttered the preceding
injurious words
preceding injurious

church -agents given
me
me had not Mr. Beecher and his church-agents
given
putting before
ingeniously
for
so doing by
materials
the
you
doing by ingeniously putting
you
interpreted
Moderator, interpreted
the Council a document which you,
you, as Moderator,
saying
Church's
way
of
Plymouth
another
Church's
only
as being
saying that
way
Plymouth
being only
name and had thereon the Christian name
brought dishonor on
I had brought
against
against

fore been excommunicated.

_

say that,
I will
will not say
that, in my
my unsucbrought
this unhappy
no
management of this
scandal,
have
I
cessful management
unhappy scandal,
brought no
"
on the Christian name
all
1" the one
name which,
of
all
"dishonor
dishonor on
name :"
one name
which,
me.
Do not misunderstand me.

infinite sorrow
sorrow I look back
With
Vith inHnite

others,
others, I most seek to honor.

through the last
last few years,
which, by
by the
through
years, and see instances in which,
false
position,
disof
false
fatality
my
peculiar
I
have
brought
fatality
my
position,
brought peculiar ""dis-

—

all which I freely
honor on
on the Christian name:"
namez"-all
freely acknowl-

edge,
yet to repair.
edge, and hope
hope yet
repair.

—

man
man shall gainsay me-that
gainsay me that

—

solemnly aver--and
But I solemnly
no
aver and no

the reason
reason

why Plymouth
why
Plymouth Church

an investigation into the scandal with which I was
was
avoided an
investigation
I, but another man, had " brought

charged,
was not because
charged, was

1;

man,

"brought

And yet
peryet this other perclergyman,
son,
a
church
permitted
cnurch
brand
me before the
his
to
me
son,
clergyman, permitted
Council with an
an accusation which,
which, had I been in his place
place and

dishonor on
on the
the 'Christian
name."'
'Christian name.'"

mine, I would have voluntarily
he in mine,
voluntarily borne for myself
myself instead
of casting
on another.
casting ou
a further instance by
IV. I will adduce a
by a quotation
quotation from a
letter which I had occasion to address to Mr. Beecher,
letter
Beecher, dated

May
1,1874:
1874:
May 1,
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Beecher:
Henry
HENRX' Ward
XVARD BEECHER
:

—

Carpenter mentions to me
Mr. F. B. Carpenter
Sir
me your saying to
SIR:-Mr.
your saying
conditions, involving
involving certain disavowals
him that under certain conditions,
me,
a sum
by
sum of money vould
or could be raised to send me,
me, a
money would or
by me,
Europe for
a term of years.
years.
with my
for a
family, to Europe
my family,
me to state explicitly
explicitly that so
so long
long as
The occasion compels
compels me
my breast,
together in my
breast, I
life and self-respect
self-respect continue to exist together
directly or
or indirectly,
shall be debarred from receiving,
receiving, either directly
indirectly,
or
pecuniary
any
or other favor at your
hands.
your
any pecuniary
on my
my part
part you
The reason
you know so
so well,
well,
reason for this feeling
feeling on
it.
the
you
that I will spare
of
statement
it.
spare you
Yours, truly,
Yours,
truly,
Theodore TILTON.
Tilton.
THEODORE
:

perceive that in Mr.
V. Take another instance. You will perceive
the
officially declining
given
above
Shearman's
above-the
letter
Shearrnan's letter,
letter, given
ofricially
declining
church,
be
tried
my
offer
to
return
the
to
he says,
says, under
to
tried-he
church,
my

—

—

May 18,
date, hlay
date,
18, 1874:
" Your note of the 4th inst., enclosing a letter
inst., enclosing lettes addressed to
Beecher, Mr. Halliday
myself, was
was duly received.
Mr. Beecher,
Halliday and myself;
clulyreceived. This
letter
Mr. Halliday
it
letter has been read by
concurrence it
by Ilfr.
.Halliday with whose concurrence
CommitteeP
Examining C'ommittee."
has been submitted to the Evaminlng
Halliday saw
And yet,
saw this letletyet, a month and aa half after Mr. Halliday
"

a month after Mr. Shearman had officially
ter, and a
ter,
othcially replied
replied

to

it,
it,

Brooklyn Union of June 19 contained the following
following sinthe Brooklyn
statement, by
reporter who visited Mr. Halliday
gular statement,
by aa reporter
Halliday:
gular
" from a
"
In an
an extract,"
extract," says
Union,
letter
a
"In
"from
the
letter
written to
Union,
says
Tribune, it
it is
is stated that Mr. Tilton had addressed
the Chicago
Chicago Yhibune,
Church/ The ]h°ibune`s
Tribune's
a note to the Trustees of Plymouth
Plymouth Church.'
only
correspondent
Mr.
not
expresses
declares
that
Tilton
'not
correspondent
only expresses his
willingness
answer any
as a
summons as
a witness durany summons
Willingness but desire to answer
ing
days.'
(Mr. Tilton not
A
A Union reporter
thirty days.'
ing the next thirty
reporter (Mr.
accessible) called on
upon
being accessible)
Halliday to-day,
and, upon
to-day, and,
on Rev. Mr. Halliday
being
presenting
person who
was assured that the person
him, was
presenting the extract to him,
corresponded
Chicago Tribune must have been misincorresponded with the Chicago
The very
was adletter was
stating that the letter
formed.
very fact of his stating
an
said, was
was an
dressed to the Trustees of Plymouth
Plymouth Church/
Church,' he said,
temporalities
of
absurdity/
only
to
The
trustees
attended
the
temporalities
absurdity?
only
which, howletter, of
church.
lib. Tilton had written such a
a letter,
of which,
If Mr.
lf
knowledge, it
it would have been either addressed to
no knowledge,
ever,
ever, he had no
At the
or members.
church, to its
its pastor,
to some member or
the
or to
the church,
pastor, or
presented
Friday evening
evening meeting
meeting no
last
no such letter
letter had been presented
last Friday
'
'

'

''

'
'
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certain that none
none had since
since been
for consideration,
vas certain
consideration, and he was
must
say
he
although
received,
had
in
he
must
been
absent
Massasay
received, although
He added that he had reason
reason for
a week.
He
for believchusetts about a

little sore
Mr. Bacon
Mr. Tilton _felt
ing
felt a
a little
sore about what Rev. Jlfr.
ing that llfr.
take
said of
him.
writing
letters
whether
would
But
he
to
had .said
of
writing letters
say."
about it
it he couldnH
couldn't say."

And yet
yet Mr. Halliday,
Shearman's testiAnd
Halliday, according
according to Mr. Shearman's
mony
given,
my
forty
days before thus
had
above
read
letter
mony
given,
my
forty days
that
denying
ever
seen
or
he
had
ever
seen
or heard of it.
it.
denying
A
appeared in the Brooklyn
A similar statement to the above appeared
Brooklyn
Eagle, at the same
same time (June
(June 20),
follows
as follows:
20), as
Eagle,
" The trustees of Plymouth
deny that Theodore Tilton
Ply mouth Church deny
has addressed a
a letter to them olfering
offering himself as a witness,
witness, and
expressing
a
desire
answer
charges
against
a
to
answer
certain
expressing
charges against Mr.
Beecher,
during the next thirty
thirty days.
days.
They say
Beecher, during
They
say that the whole
story
end."
is false from beginning
story is
beginning to end."
solitary or
or unique-of
unique of
are recent specimens
not solitary
The above are
specimens-not
I

"

—

—

Beecher's agents
agents have not hesitated
the manner
manner in which Mr. Beecher's
use the
to use

Brooklyn
Brooklyn

misreprepress, on
on numerous
numerous occasions,
occasions, to misreprepress,
community
in
reside,
i11
I reside,
which
community

pervert my
case to the
sent and pervert
my case
and to the public
public at large.
large.

you to the evidence that
VI. Furthermore,
regret to point
point you
Furthermore, I regret
Plymouth Church,
Church, or rather the attorney
attorney who now
now acts as its
its
Plymouth
Clerk,
attempting to make up
plausible record
up aa false but plausible
is attempting
Clerk, is
concerning this case,
appealing to it
it in future
case, for the purpose
purpose of appealing
concerning
my disadvantage.
disadvantage.
was to this end that Mr. Shearman into my
It was
geniously
me, dated May
May 18,
incorporated in his letter
letter to me,
18, 1874,
1874,
geniously incorporated
the following
following words
Words :
" We do not understand your letter as implying that you have
"Ve
you
your
implying
any
make, but the contrary.
contrary.
If the committee had
any charges
charges to make,
If
so understood it,
it, they would have readily entertained and fully
they
readily
_fully
investigated them."
them"
investigated
object of the above record is
is to enable the
The manifest object
any
church to say,
five years
years hence,
if I ever
ever had any
say, a year
or live
hence, that if
year or
long ago
ago
charges to make against
Beecher, the church had long
against Mr. Beecher,
charges
given me
me an
an abundant opportunity
given
opportunity to make them. Mr. ShearIndependent,
man is
man
is still
still more
communication to The Independent,
more bold in his communication
church
dated June 18,
church:
therein
says
He
of
the
1874.
18,
says
:

:
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"
in the proper
officers have,
proper way,
"Its
Its officers
way, without parade,
given
have, in
parade, given
investigation
that
every
could reasonably
facility
reasonably be desired,
for
desired,
for
investigation
facility
every
critics;"
even, by the
even
by the most captious
captions critics."

The above statement by
Shearman is
is made in
in a letter
letter
by Mr. Shearrnan
put forth by
by him ostensibly
ostensibly in
in my
which was
was put
my interest,
interest, and
already accused of having
which I am
am already
inspired.
This leads 1ne
me
having inspired.

disavow the declaration which I
to disavov

and

last quoted
have last
quoted as insincere

at variance with the truth.

VII. Not

to multiply
needlessly, there is
is one other
multiply instances needlessly,

my

to which my self-respect
self-respect

plicituess.

plicitness.

Beecher as
referred to

compels me
me
compels

to allude with painful
painful ex-

In your
your New Haven speech
speech you
you characterized Mr.
magnanimous of men,
men, and in the context
the most magnanimous
me
me

as a
a knave and dog.
dog.

left the public
You left
inpublic to in-

fer
fer 'that
that I had become in
some despicable
in some
way the creature of
despicable way
Mr. Beecher's
magnanimity. Early
Early in April
Beecher's magnanimity.
April last
last I called Mr.
Beecher's attention to the offensiveness
oifensiveness and injuriousness
Beecher's
injuriousness of your
your
informed
him
that
I
should
statement,
and
insist
insist
on
its
on
its
correcstatement,
tion either by
by him or
or me.

In order to provide
an
provide him with an

easy
way to correct it,
it, involving no
feelings,
easy way
involving no humiliation to his feelings,
following letter:
letter
I addressed to you
you the following

Brooklyn,
April 3,
3, 1874.
BROOKLYN, April

Leonard BACON,
Bacon, D.D.:
Rev. LEONARD
REV.

My

—

reading the T1°ibtme's
Dear Sir
Tribune's reMY DEAR
SIR :-I
I have just
just been reading
on the Brooklyn Council, in which
your Yale speech
port
speech on
port of your
Brooklyn Council,
following paragraph
occurs the following
paragraph:
:

:

" Another part of my theory is
Beecher's magnamagna"Another
part
my theory is that Mr. Beecher's
man ot'
of a
larger and
is unspeakable.
never knew a man
a larger
nimity is
nimity
unspeakable. I never
generous mind.
One who was
was in relations to him the
more generous
more
' If I wanted
to secure
secure his
said
me,
most intimate possible
to
me, 'If
possible
meeting and accuse
accuse him
love, I would go
highest love,
go into a church meeting
highest
is his spirit.
it too
of crimes. This is
may carry
carry it
spirit. But I think he may
man whose life
life is
is a
far.
a treasure to the Church universal,
far. A man
universal,
it
no right
subject the faith in it
to his country,
age, has no
country, to his age,
right to subject
Plymouth Church's
one has said that Plymouth
to such a strain.
strain. Some one
Church's
comparison is
dealing
is
is like Dogberry's.
dealing with offenders is
Dogberry's. The comparison
gather the
If any
stand, let
let him go,
any one
apt ''If
one will not stand,
apt:
go, and gather
So of
kuave.'
you are
are rid of such a knave.'
guard, and thank God you
guard,
his dog
save his
pillory to save
dog
Lance, who went into the stocks and the pillory
Lance,
stealing puddings
from execution for stealing
geese. I think he
puddings and geese.

A

:
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let the dog
die.
And I think Mr.
better to let
would have done better
dog die.
let Vengeance
vengeance come
come on
Beecher would have done better to have let
on
slanderers."
the heads of his slanderers."
if there be any
Setting
mirth, if
Setting aside the satire and mirth,
any criticism
me in these words in sobriety
sobriety and earnestness,
directed toward me
earnestness,
me the following
following act of justice
you to do me
then I beg
beg you
justice:
letter I am
am now
Please forward to Mr. Beecher the letter
now writing,
writing,
on his word of honor, whether I
you, on
and ask him to inform you,
honor,
whether I have spoken
slanderer
have been his slanderer--whether
spoken against
against him
my just
Plywhether I have evaded my
just responsibility
falsely
responsibility to Plyfalsely-whether
Church whether I have treated him other than with
mouth Church--whether
highest possible
fairness—and whether he has not acknowlthe highest
possible fairnessfand
terms, that my
in
ample terms,
my course towards
me,
large
to
edged
me,
large and ample
edged
in tin's
this sorrowful business has been marked by
him in
by the magnamagnanimity
you apparently
apparently intimate has characterized his tonimity which you
wards me.
me.
If you
you write to Mr. Beecher as I have indicated,
indicated, I will
thank you
a line as the words or substance of his reply.
fora
reply.
you for
am truly yours,
great respect
With great
respect I am
truly yours,
Theodore
THEODORE Tilton.
TILTON.
.
.

.
.

.
_

—

—

—

me the following
me
following:
Haven,
April
10, 1874.
HAVEN, April 10,

reply to the above letter you
In reply
you sent

New
NEW

Theodore
THEODORE Tilton,
ESQ.:
TILTON, Esq.:
Beech er's confidence,
being in Mr. Beecher's
confidence, I have
DEAR
Dear Sir
Not being
SIR :-Not
ought to do with your
doubted what I ought
your letter written a week
willing to demand of him that
and am
not-and
am not
was not
ago.
not-villing
ago. I was
in a
a matter on
me to his confidence in
on which he
he shall admit me
:

—
—

—

chooses to be reticent.
reticent. But as the letter seems to have been
me, I have now
written for him quite
now sent it
it to
quite as much as for me,
any reply.
without asking
or expecting
him Without
reply . . .
expecting any
asking or
With
am yours
yours truly,
Vith the best wishes for your
welfare, I am
your welfare,
truly,
....

Leonard
LEONARD BAOON.
Bacon.

It
now between two and three months since I received
is now
It is
foregoing letter
you the foregoing
from you
letter ;; and as I have not heard that
Mr. Beecher has made a reply,
lI1'.
reply, either to you
or to me,
me, I am
am at
you or
last forced to the disagreeable
disagreeable necessity
last
of
borrowing
reply
a
necessity
borrowing reply in
follows
his own
own words,
as
follows:
words,

Brooklyn,
Jam. 1,
BROOKLYN, Jan.
1, 1871.
and humble myself
myself be-

Tilton's forgiveness,
I ask Theodore 'l`ilton's
forgiveness,
fore
my God. He
fore him as I do before my
ter man
man in my
my circumstances than I

would have been a
a betI can ask
have been.
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nothing except
nothing
except that he will remember all the other breasts that
would ache. I will not plead
plead for myself.
even wish that I
myselfi I even

were
were

dead.
dead

.
.
.
....

H. W. Beecher.
BEECHER.

The above brief

extract from Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's

own testimony
testimony

own

will be sufficient,
sufiicient, without

adducing the remainder of the docuaddueing
ment,
imputation
ment, to show that I have just
just ground
ground to resist the imputation
am the creature of his magnanimity.
that I am
magnanimity.
In conclusion,
common impression that I have circulated
conclusion, the common
impression

and promoted
against Mr. Beecher is
is not true. I
promoted scandals against
man
in
Brooklyn, during
man
Brooklyn,
during the whole extent
of
the last
ofthe
last four years,
on this subyears, has spoken
spoken to so few persons
persons on
ject as I have done.
mere handful of my
A mere
A
intimate
friends
ject
my
who had aa right
-who
to
case
understand
are
the
only
case-are
the
persons
right

doubt if any
any other

—

—

only

persons

whom I have ever
whom
ever communicated the facts.
To all
all other
persons
I
been
dumb
resisting
have
all
all
questions,
refusing
and
persons
dumb-resisting
questions,
refusing
to

—

explanations.
all explanations.

public have heretofore considered my silence as inexIf the public
my
plicable, let
my sufficient motive be now
let my
now seen in the just
just forplicable,

bearance which I felt morally
morally bound to show to aa
me
me a written and absolute apology.
apology.

man who had

man

sent

But my
my duty
duty

to continue this forbearance ceased when the
apology
was violated to my injury by its
spirit
apology was
my injury by its author
or his agents.
agents.
These violations have been multitudinous alspirit of that

—

ready, and they
forcing me
me
ready,
they threaten to multiply
multiply in the future
future-forcing
in
to protect
advance
them
particularly
against
protect myself
myself against
against
;-particularly against
cunning devices of the Clerk of the church,
the cunning
church, who,
who, acting
acting as
an
an attorney, appears to be conducting this business against me
attorney, appears
conducting
against me
;

as

—

if it
a case at law.
it were
were a

Had

right to expect
the fair spirit
Plyexpect from Plyspirit which I had a right

—

—

mouth Church
pastor's sake-been
sake been shown
at least for its
its pastor's
Church--at
on Mr.
toward me,
me, I would have continued to rest in silence on
my
and
of
Beecher's apology,
never,
during
Beeeler's
the
remainder
of'
never, during
life,
my life,
apology,

any public
public word of mine to allude to
would I have permitted
permitted any
the offence
or the offender.
oH`ence or
oH`ender.
injurious measures
But the injurious
measures which the author of this apology
apology
me
me without protest
protest

has since permitted
permitted his church to take against
against
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—

measures leading
his part
on his
1ny case
misrepresentation of my
leading to the misrepresentation
part--measures
by the Council
by the church to the Council,
and character by
Council, and by
on

—

injuries to me,
me, which
gross injuries
involving gross
general public-involving
all
these in:-all
your
writings
by
aggravated
have been greatly
greatly aggravated by your writings
before
my
put
me
me
one
end,
have
conjoining
to
dictments,
e11d,
my counput
dictments, conjoining
to the general public

—
man —a
:

trymen in the character of a base and bad man-a character
trymen
life. Under the
foreign to my
my nature and life.
is foreign
which,
trust, is
which, I trust,
upon
unjustly
odium
weight of this odium-unjustly bestowed upon
accumulating
accumulating weight
nor charity can
me neither patience
me-neither
keep
charity can demand that I keep
patience nor

—

—

silent.
silent.

In your
your capacity
capacity

as

its
ex -Moderator of the Council,
ex-Moderator
Council, and as its

chief expositor,
expositor, you
your animadyou have labelled the theme of your
"
"
You have
Tilton."
Theodore
the
celebrated
case
Tilton."
versions,
case
of
versions,
"
its consequences,
declared that "
transaction, with all
all its
the transaction,
consequences, belongs
belongs
public
to history,
is in every way a legitimate subject
and
is
history,
every way
legitimate subject of public

criticism."
criticism."

your
If, therefore, your

If, therefore,

importestimate of the historic import-

not), I
ofthe
is true (though
is not),
ance of
the case is
(though I hope
hope it
it is

now
now finally
finally

me as playplayappeal
you as its
its chief historian not to represent
appeal to you
represent me
ing
dishonorable part
part in a case in which,
or dishonorahle
an unmanly
which, so far
ing an
unmanly or
as I can
can yet
no
see, I have failed in no
yet see,

duty
duty

save
save

myself.
to myselfl

Truly
yours,
Truly yours,

_

Theodore Tilton.
THEODORE
TILTON.
VI.

BEECHER DEMANDS AN

MR. BEECHER DEMANDS AN INVESTIGATION.

The publication
THE
publication of this letter of Mr. Tilton brought
brought
matters to a crisis.
crisis.

Up
Up

to this time Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, for
for

which will appear
a further stage
appear at a
stage of this
narrative, and which all
all good
good men
men will appreciate and
narrative,
appreciate
reasons
reasons

Whether they
respect, whether
or not,
respect,
not, had exthey indorse them or
erted himself to prevent
unhappy scandal from
prevent this unhappy
coining
to
a
public
trial.
trial.
Mr.
Tilton
had by
by his letter
coming
public
to Dr. Bacon made it
it necessary that,
all
necessary that, in justice
justice to all
parties,
the
truth
should
be
known
Beecher,
Mr.
and
parties,
known;
Beecher,
;

:
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Lis
conscious of his

own

own

rectitude and confident of the

one course
course open
result, had but one
result,
open

—

to him
him-to
to demand the

searching investigation
investigation into the facts
fullest and most searching
following
He accordingly
accordingly addressed the following

of the case.

prominent members of'
a number of the most prominent
of
letter to a
are named in this
his congregation,
congregation, who are

document,
document,

investigate the charges
charges made against
asking them to investigate
against
asking

Tilton
him by
by Theodore Tilton:

:

BROOKLYN
Brooklyn,, June
Lute 27,
27, 1874.

—

present state of the public
In the present
public feeling,
Gentlemen
feeling, I
GENTLEMEX :-In
my friends,
friends, and to the church and the Society
Society over
owe it
it to my
owe
over
have
some
proper
some
am pastor,
investigation
which I ani
to
made
of
of'
pastor,
proper investigation
insinuations, or
or charges
charges made respecting
rumors, insinuations,
respecting my
my conduct,
the rumors,
conduct,
late publications
by the late
as compromised
publications made by
comproniised by
by Mr. Tilton.
tli ought that both the church and the Society should be
I have thought
Society
liberty of asking
represented,
asking the f`ollowing
following gengenrepresented, and I take the liberty
inquiry, and to do that which truth and
tlemen to serve
this inquiry,
serve in this
I beg
justice may
require.
beg that each of the gentlemen
gentlemen named
justice
may require.
it
separately
will consider this
this as if
it
had
been
personally
.if
separately and personally
him, namely:
namely
sent to him,
I/ze O/Lure/L-Henry
Church Henry IV.
From the
Augustus Storrs,
Storrs, Henry
Henry
Fhom
W. Sage,
Sage, Augustus
M. Cleveland.
From the
the Society-Horace
Claflin, John Vinslow,
Winslow, S.
Society
Horace B. Claflin,
S. V.
:

—
—

White.
Vhite.
I desire you,
an imby an
yourselves by
you have satisfied
satisfied yourselves
you, when you
partial andthorough
and thorough examination of all
evidence, to
all sources of evidence,
partial

communicate

to the

church,
Examination Committee,
Committee, or to the church,

such action as then may
right and wise.
you right
seem to you
may seem
Beecher.
Henry XVARD
Ward BEECHER.
HENRY

willingness
gentlemen having
These gentlemen
having signified
signified their willingness
to undertake the task confided to them,
them, Mr. Beecher

Plymouth Church
notified the Examining
Examining Committee of Plymouth
it in the
of his action,
of it
requested their sanction of'
action, and requested

following
following

letter:
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July 6,
6,
.Daly

—

1874.

Brethren :-II enclose to you
Dear BRETHREN
DEAR
you a letter in which II have
gentlemen
from
the church,
church, and three from the
requested three gentlemen
requested
:

Plymouth Church (gentlemen
of Plymouth
unimpeachable
(gentlemen of unimpeachable
repute, and who have not been involved in anv
trials
repute,
any of the trials
passed
during
have
we
which
we
through
the
year),
to
make
a
passed
through
during
year),
impartial
examination
of
thorough
all
and
all
charges
or
insinuaor
impartial
thorough
charges
Society
Society

against my
my good
tions against
report the same
same to you
name, and to report
good name,
you;
respectfully request
request that you
now respectfully
will
and I now
give
this comcomyou
give to this

your behalf also.
mittee the authority
also. It seemed wise
authority to act in your
proceed from me,
me that the request should proceed
me
me, and without
foregoing
knowledge,
and
that
should
give
your
you
it auyou
your foregoing knowledge,
give to it

request

to

thority
thority

to act in

your
a thorough
investigayour behalf in so far as a
thorough investiga-

tion of the facts should be concerned.

Ward

Henry 'YARD
HENRX'

Beecher.
BEECHER.

The desired authority
authority was
was given
given to the above-named

Committee, which at once
once entered upon its
Committee,
upon its labors.
Here,
upon
the
threshold
investigation, let us
of
the
us
Here, upon
investigation,
pause
glance at the actors in this unhappy
aii"airpause and glance
unhappy affair
the accused,
and
alleged
victim.
the
accused, the accuser,
accuser,
alleged

VII.

-

BEECHER.
HENRY
WARD BEECHER.
HENRY WARD
Dr. LYMAN
Lyman BEECHER
Beecher had ten children.
DR.

The eighth
eighth
of these was
by
far
the
was the subject of this memoir,
and
memoir,
by
subject
Henry
Ward
most brilliant member of the family.
"lard
ihmily. Henry
Beecher was
on the
was born in Litchfield,
Connecticut, on
Litchfield, Connecticut,
one
regarded
24th of June,
was
was
His
1813.
father
June,
regarded as one
one of the
of the most intellectual men
day, and one
men of his day,
EngNew
New Engablest champions
of
in
Christianity
orthodox
Christianity
champions
all enjoyed
His children have all
land.
good fortune
enjoyed the good
of becoming
becoming noted for their intellectual ability.
ability.
5
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HENRY `WARD
WARD BEECHER.
BEECIIER.

HENRY

genius and eloquence,
In spite
eloquence,
acknowledged genius
spite of his acknowledged
Beecher's
and the extensive reputation
reputation he enjoyed,
enjoyed, Dr. l3eecher's
eight hunsalary never
never exceeded the beggarly sum
salary
beggarly sum of eight
dollars, and on
dred dollars,
on this pittance he was
was obliged to
obliged
pittance
rear his large
wife, the mother of Henry,
large family.
Henry,
family. His wife,
the
old,
died when the lad was
was but three years old,
and
years
was
little fellow,
fellow, thus deprived
deprived of a
a 1nothcr's
mother's society,
society, was
little
conwas
conwas
himself.
His
father
much
to
flxthers
time
s
left very
himselff
very
labors, and he had
engaged in his theological
stantly
theological labors,
stantly engaged
chilsociety of his chilopportunity to cultivate the society
little
little opportunity
dren,
dren, while thoroughly
thoroughly devoted to them. His atten-

:
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Henry Vard
Henry
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to have been confined to

requiring him to swallow a weekly
weekly dose of Catechism
requiring
theology
gloomy
was
and the peculiarly
peculiarly gloomy theology of which he was
"
set an example
exponent, and to "set
the exponent,
example to the village,"
village,"
ministers' children.
N
Noo wonlot of most ministers'
woncommon lot
the common
man looks back upon
der the man
religious training
upon the religious
training of
repelling.
gloomy and repelling.
his childhood as gloomy
Stowe, his sister,
Mrs. Stowe,
sister, thus speaks
speaks of his childhood:
" The childhood of Henry
was unmarked by the
Vard was
Henry Ward
by
as a
gift from any
child's
toy
a gift
any
older
child`s
a single
of
possession
toy
single
possession
early,
Very
too,
duties
fete.
strict
fete.
single
or
a
or
person,
Very early, too,
single
person,
daily portion
upon him. A daily
devolved upon
portion of the work of
establishment, the care of the domestic animals,
the establishment,
animals,
wood,
or
tasks
in
piling
the
garden,
of
and
the cutting
wood,
garden,
piling
cutting
and
vigor
gave
and
muscles
tone to
his
strengthened
gave vigor
strengthened
From
F
rom his father and mother he inherited
nerves.
his nerves.
"

healthy organization
muscle,
a perfectly
solid, healthy
brain, muscle,
organization of brain,
perfectly solid,
and nerves,
system under
nerves, and the uncaressing,
uncaressing, let-alone system

was brought
up gave
gave him early
which he was
brought up
early habits of
vigor and selflreliance."
self-reliance."
vigor

At the age
four, he entered school,
school, commencing
age of four,
commencing his
education under the Widow
Vidow Kilbourn,
where
he learned
Kilbourn,
the alphabet,
alphabet, and hemmed Marm Kilbourn's
Kilbourn's towels and

check aprons.
aprons.

child, with
He was
was a rather backward child,

a dull memory,
a thick,
thick, indistinct utterance. The
memory, and a
latter defect was
was due partly
partly to timidity,
timidity, and partly
partly to

a

an affection of the tonsils.
tonsils.

puriThe stern,
stern, gloomy,
gloomy, puri-

tanic discipline
discipline to which he

was
was subjected chilled him,
him,
subjected

an

and kept
kept back the natural sweetness of his disposition.
disposition.

Some idea of the character of the religious
religious impressions
impressions

implanted
perusal of
may be formed by
implanted in his mind may
by a perusal
incident, which is
is related by Mrs. Stowe :
the following
following incident,
by
little fellow,
manage
When a very
very little
"Then
fellow, and barely
barely able to manage
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Henry
was driving
driving
Henry was

steady-going old family
the steady-going
horse,
family horse,

—

his stepmother
lady for whom
Whom he
stepmother-aa lady

the

—

always
always entertained

profoundest respect
in the chaise.
profoundest
respect-in

drive,
drive,

During
During the

the church-bell began
departing soul,
soul,
began to toll for a departing

some one having
just died in the village.
having just
village. Mrs. Beecher
"
turned to the boy,
and
said
solemnly "
to
him
Henry,
boy,
solemnly:
Henry,
you think of when
what do you
When you
tolling
you hear a bell tolling
like that ?? "
Astonished,
and
awe-struck
at
having
Astonished,
having his
thoughts
inquired
Henry blushed and hung
into, Henry
thoughts inquired into,
hung his
some one

:

"

head,
reply.
head, too much confused to reply.
"2"
good lady,
the good
think,
lady, "I think,

"I
think,"
"I think,"

continued

was
was that soul prepared?
prepared?

gone into eternity."
has gone
eternity."

It
" The effect on
on the child's
child's
"The

mind,"
dread, like
Stowe, "
was a shiver of dread,
"was
mind," says
says Mrs. Stowe,
being turned out without clothing
among
icy
the being
clothing among the icy

winds of the Litchfield hills.
hills.
nite,
nite,

infivague sense
sense of infiThe vague

underlying all
all the footsteps
inevitable doom undcrlying
footsteps of

life, added
life,

to a natural disposition
disposition to

yearning
yearning and

melancholy."
melancholy."
height of his fame as a
afterwards, at the height
Years afterwards,
gospel of Christ,
expressed
preacher of the
thc gospel
Christ, he thus expressed
preacher

period of his
himself concerning
concerning his feelings
feelings at this period
life
life :
:

with
with

"
"
I think that to force childhood to associate religion
religion

is to violate the
dry morsels is
such dry

of the New Testament,
Testament, but of
I know

if I
one thing,
thing, that if

one

am
am

common
common
'

'

spirit, not

spirit,

sense
sense

as

only
only
well.

lax and latitudinarian,'
latitudinarianf

a part
part of it.
it.
is to blame for a
the Sunday
Sunda}' Catechism is

The

I could not go
dinners that I have lost because I
go through
through
' justification,' and 'adoption,'
'
sanctification,' and '_justiHcation,'
'adoption,' and
'sanctificationf

I do
I
memory
heavily on
on my
lie heavily
such questions,
my memory!
questions, lie
not know that they
any blossoms.
brought forth any
they have brought
all
all

!

many of those truths
a kind of grudge
I have a
against many
grudge against
am not conmy childhood,
was taught
that I was
childhood, and I am
taught in my
me.
up a particle
scious that they
particle of faith in me.
they have waked up
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—

old aunt in
in heaven-I
is
heaven I wonder what she is

take it
it that she

now

now sits
sits

beauteous,
beauteous, clothed

in white,
sit chanting
children,
white, that round her sit
chanting cherub children,
and that she is
larger range
is opening
range
opening to them from her larger

fraught with thought
sweet stories,
one fraught
stories, every
every one
taste,
thought and taste,
to
a higher plane.
and feeling,
and
them
lifting
up
higher plane.
feeling,
lifting
up

Esther did me
One Sunday
Sunday afternoon with my
me
my Aunt Est-her
more good
more
Sundays in church with my
good than forty
forty Sundays
my
father,
He thundered over
over my head,
father
my head, and she sweetly
sweetly
me down in
in my
heart.
me
my heart.
she would read Joseph's
J oseph's history
history to

instructed

The promise
promise that

me on
me
on Sunday
Sunday was
was
through
through
the entire week
if I was
to break my
was tempted
tempted tc
my
week; and if
I
said,
Aunt
promise,
No
Esther
is
is
going
to
read
said,
'No;
promise,
going
on
Sunday and II would do,
on Sundayg'
do, or I would not do,
do, all
all
for
through
the
week,
for
sake
the
of
getting
that
sweet
week,
through
getting
instruction on
on Sunday.
parents I
I say,
say, Truth
Sunday. And to parents
is graded.
is
of
God's
Some
parts
God's
are
truth
for
children,
graded.
parts
children,
some
parts are for
some parts
for the nascent intellectual
intellectual period,
period, and
some
for later spiritual
some parts
parts are for
spiritual developments.
developments. Do
last things
not take the last
things first.
first.
Do not take the latest
processes
bring them prematurely
processes of philosophy
philosophy and bring
prematurely to
the understanding.
understanding. In teaching
your children,
teaching truth to your
children,
are to avoid tiring them."
you
them."
you
tiring
When he was
was ten years
years old,
was sent to the
old, Henry
Henry was
school of the Rev. Mr. Langdon,
Langdon, at Bethlehem,
Bethlehem, Connecticut.
He was
was stout and well grown
grown in body,
body, but
very backward in education. He spent
spent a
a winter at
very
this school,
this
boarding at a neighboring
neighboring farm-house. He
school, boarding

enough
enough

to draw a silver
silver thread of obedience
;

i

;

;'

did not learn much,
much, and the greater
spare
greater part
part of his spare
time was
was passed
passed in studying
studying Nature,
Nature, that great
great book
from which he has learned the profoundest
profoundest lessons of
his life.
his
life.

With
Vith his gun
gun in hand,
hand, he would roam
roam for
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hours over the Connecticut

hills, killing
killing no
no game,
game, but
hills,
beauty of the prospect,
prospect, studying
studying
enchanted with the beauty
its
drinking
beauty,
listening
in
its
and
the landscape,
beauty,
landscape, drinking
listening
flitting over
over the
dreamily to the sound of the birds Hitting
dreamily
gurgle
the
brooks
breaking
fields,
and
the
of
lields,
gurgle
breaking down
rocky channels. In this way
through
through their rocky
way the habit
him,
grew
upon
him
and shaped
born
with
of reverie,
him, grew ,upon
reverie,
shaped
though
one
To this day,
one
of
the
hardest
his character.
though
day,
reverie, or day-dreamnation, this love of reverie,
day-dreamof the nation,
workers ofthe
one of his most marked characteristics.
ing, constitutes one
ing,
poor progress
progress made
father, disheartened at the poor
His father,
ripe age
age of ten,
ten, turned
boy who had reached the ripe
by
by this boy
sister,
Catharine
Miss
eldest
his
Beecher,
over to
him over
sister,
Beecher,
flourishing young
ladies' school in
a Hourishing
then the head of a
young ladies'
a great
Here he made himself a
Hartford.
great favorite with

Catharine, at the end of six months,
months,
girls, but Miss Catharine,
girls,
task, and returned him to his father,
abandoned the task,
father,
do
nothing
with
could
him.
she
declaring
that
nothing
declaring
When
was twelve years old,
Vhen he was
years old, his father removed to
assume the charge of a
Boston to assume
a church in that city.
charge
city.
This transfer to the midst of a
marked
large city
had
a
a large
a
city
Henry Ward.
His father entered him at
effect upon
Vard.
upon Henry
School, and begged
the Latin School,
begged him not to disgrace
disgrace him
any
stupidity.
This appeal
longer by
any longer
by his stupidity.
appeal aroused the
little
fellow's pride,
pride, and he went at l1is
manlittle fellov's
his studies so manfully
soon acquired
knowledge of Latin
fully that he soon
acquired a fair knowledge
English branches.
and the English
This cost him severe and
unremitting
labor, and his health began
began to decline. As
unremitting labor,

the

relaxation his father advised him to enter upon
upon a
course of biographical
biographical reading;
seem that
reading; but it
it would seem
a
a

own subjects,
subjects, for he read
great
Captain
Cook, Lord Nelson,
Nelson, and the great
Captain Cook,

boy to choose his
he left the boy
the lives of

own

naval commanders of the world.
World.

He was
was

so

charmed
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with these recitals
recitals that he was
was filled
tilled with a desire
desire to
become a sailor.
sailor.
Once or twice he resolved to run

away
away

to sea,
sea, but the home-ties

study
study

of mathematics as a means
means of preparing
preparing himself

were
were too strong
for him.
strong for
his
His father,
father, perceiving
his
inclination,
wisely
appeared
perceiving
inclination, wisely appeared
to fall
fall in with it,
it, and persuaded him to undertake the
persuaded

in the navy,
navy, well knowing
knowing that time
would cure what was
a fancy
was only
only
ifmoy on the part
part of

for
for

a

position
position

his son.
In consequence
consequence of this
this agreement,
was sent
agreement, Henry
Henry was
to the Mount Pleasant Institute at Amherst.
Here he
became the room-mate of'
of his instructor in mathematics,
mathematics,
for whom he conceived
man named Fitzgerald,
Fitzgerald, for
Fitzgerald
Fitzgerald soon discovered that
no natural aptitude for
Henry
mathematics, and
Henry had no
aptitude for mathematics,

a young
young

warm

a warm

man

attachment.

himself' to cultivate it
exerted himself
it in him.

His efforts
efforts were

ultimately rewarded by
Henry's obtaining
obtaining in conseultimately
by Henry's
them
a
this science.
quence
of
a
respectable
knowledge
quence
respectable knowledge of this
Henry took lessons in elocution from Prof.
At Amherst Henry
John E. Lovell,
guidance he succeeded
Lovell, under whose able guidance
in overcoming
overcoming the thickness and indistinctness of speech
speech
such
a
re~
a
drawback
to
him.
He
which had proved
proved
mained at Amherst for three years,
years, devoting
devoting himself
to hard and faithful study,
study, and took rank as one of the
pupils in the school.
brightest
promising pupils
school., At
brightest and most promising

the close of his preparatory
course, he entered Amherst
preparatory course,
with distinction in 1834.
College,
it witl1
graduated from it
1834.
College, and graduated
entering the Mount Pleasant Seminary,
Seminary,.
Soon after entering

life.
shaped his whole future
future life.
an event occurred which shaped
A
A

religion was
in the place,,
was held
great revival of religion
great
place,
Henry that he resolved to become
impressed Henry
which so impressed
gospel, and from this time all his
a
a minister of the gospel,
view.,
studies had this ultimate object
object in view.
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leaving college
college
Upon leaving
Upon

having removed
having

he went to Ohio,
Ohio, his father

in
to Cincinnati in

1832,
1832, to enter upon
upon the
He at once
once began
began his

Seminary.
presidency of Lane Seminary.
presidency
study in the Seminary.
course
theological study
Seminary. His precourse of theological
preStowe, to whom his sister Harriet
ceptor was
was Professor Stowe,
ceptor
was
later.
was married a
a year
year or two later.
Upon completing
Upon
completing his
studies Mr. Beecher was
was ordained into the ministry
ministry of
Church.
the Presbyterian
Presbyterian
"As the time drew near in
was
in which Mr. Beecher was
"As
the
ministry,"
assume
the
Mrs.
work
of
says
Stowe,
assume
Stowe,
ministry," says
"
had
"he
He
melancholy.
the
he was
was oppressed
by
a
deep
oppressed by deep melancholy.
exalted
ideas
of
to
be
done
what ought
ought
most
by
by a
He had transferred to that
that proproChristian minister.
to

fession all
all those ideals bf courage,
enterprise, zeal and
courage, enterprise,

knightly
daring wl1ieh
which were
were the dreams of his boyhood,
boyhood,
knightly daring
first hoped
realize in the naval proand which he first
prohoped to realize

fession.
fession.

He

felt
felt

that the

holy calling
calling
holy

stood

high
high

it from any
that to enter it
any unholy
unholy
and
or
enter
motive,
or
not
a
in it,
to
do
a
worthy
it,
work
motive,
worthy

all others;
others;
above all

was

was a
a

treason to all
all honor.

"
His view of the great
"His
object of the ministry
ministry
great object

was

was

sincerely and heartily
same with that of his father,
father,
sincerely
heartily the same
to secure the regeneration
of
individual
heart
the
by
regeneration
by
the Divine Spirit,
Spirit, and thereby
effect the regenerregenerthereby to effect
ation of human society.
society.
The problem
problem that oppressed
oppressed
him was,
was, how to do this.
this.
His father had used cereertain moral and

intellectual

weapons,
weapons, and used them

strongly
effectively, because employing
employing them with
strongly and effectively,

So many
many other considerations had
qualify and limit that faith,
faith, so
come
come into his mind to qualify

undoubting
undoubting

faith.
faith.

inquiry, that were
many
new modes of thought
thought and inquiry,
many new
partially
partially inconsistent with the received statements of
felt he
his party,
party, that he felt

grasp and wield
could never grasp
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efficient.
them with the force which could make them efficient.
no comfort to him that he could wield the
It
was no
It was
party so as to dazzle and
weapons
theological party
weapons of his theological

all the time conscious in his
confound objectors,
objectors, while all
more
profound and perplexities
more profound
own
own soul of objections
objections
perplexities

Like the shepherd
bewildering.
old, he
more bewildering.
shepherd boy
boy of old,
sin
stalking
through
world,
the
of
saw the giant
saw
stalking through
world, defygiant
defyliving God,
longed to attack
ing the armies of the living
God, and longed
ing
armor in which he had been equipped
him
him; but the armor
equipped
was no
no help
an encumbrance.
for the battle was
help but only
only an
"
"His
His brother,
him, had already
brother, who studied with him,
already
an unbeliever and thrown up the design of
become an
up
design
preaching, and he could not bear to think of adding
preaching,
adding to
his father's
father's trials
deserting the standard.
trials by
by deserting
Yet his
distress and perplexity
perplexity were
great that at times he
were so great
seriously contemplated
contemplated going
other proprosome
going into some
seriously
more

;

(

fession.
fession

.

.

.

.
.....

....

" In his last theological term he took a
a Bible class in
theological
cc

the city
city of Cincinnati,
began studying
Cincinnati, and began
studying and teach-

ing
ing

the Evangelists.
Evangelists.

With the course
course of this study
Witvli
study

and teaching
period of spiritual
clairvoyance.
came a
a period
teaching came
spiritual clairvoyance.
His mental perplexities
great
the great
perplexities were
and
were relieved,
relieved,

was solved. The shepshepherd boy
laid
in a
aside
and
found
his
cumbrous
armor,
armor,
boy
question
what to preach'
preach
question of 'what
'

'

was

clear brook a
a simple
simple stone that smote down the giant;
giant;

and

from the clear waters of the gospel
narrative,
gospel narrative,
'
with
new
a new
white stone
name,'
was to be the talisman of his ministry.
ministry.
name,' which was
so,
so,

Mr. Beecher drew forth that

c

To present
present Jesus Christ personally
personally as the Friend and
Helper of humanity,
humanity, Christ as God impersonate,
Helper
impersonate, eternally
a necessity
by a
nally and by
necessity of his nature

helpful
helpful and

remedial, and restorative,
restorative, the Friend of each individual
remedial,
soul,
and
this was
thus
the Friend of all
all society
was the
soul,
society-this

—

'
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on as a
a worthy
one thing
thing which his soul rested on
object
worthy object
ministry.
He afterwards said,
entering the ministry.
said, in
entering
his
feelings
at
time,
this
'I
speaking
of
I
was
like
the
was
feelings
time,
speaking
story
whom
in
the
to
a
a fairy
man
gave a
a purse
purse with
man
story
fairy gave
of
money
in
it,
single piece
which
he
always
a single
it,
money
piece
always found
spent it.
it.
I thought
again as soon as he had spent
I
thought I knew at
again
I
it
found
preach.
it included everyleast one thing
to
everything
preach.
"
thing.'
thing.'
entering the minisMr. Beecher married soon after entering
life in charge
began his pastoral
try,
charge of aa church
pastoral life
try, and began
the Ohio river,
river, about
Indiana, on
on
Lawrenceburg, Indiana,
at Lawrenceburg,
plain, humwas a
a plain,
twenty
twenty miles below Cincinnati. It was
his salary
salary
and
over which he presided,
little church over
ble little
presided,

in

'

"

was poor.
poor.
was
was small and his work hard,
hard, for the church was
was
was
sexton
work;
all
all
the
church
did
about
he
He says
work;
says
sweeping the church
pastor, sweeping
bell-ringer as well as pastor,
and bell-ringer
all,"
own hands. " I did all,"
fires with his own
making the fires
and making
"
"
preach
that
come to hear myself
but come
drily,
he said drily,
but
myself preach-that
do."
they
they had to do."
was soon
soon
short, as he was
was short,
Lawrenceburg was
stay at Lawrenceburg
His stay
and
small
then
a
Indianapolis,
in
church
called to a
Indianapolis,
"

—

struggling
capital.
although the State capital.
place, although
struggling place,

eight
spent eight
He spent

—

eight years
years
years
charge-eight
years in this charge
labor, which constituted
full of hard and useful labor,
filled full,
filled
life.
great
the
his true education for
great work of his life.

Sunday, and five
on Sunday,
conducting two services on
Besides conducting
city, he
parts
various
meetings in the week in
parts of the city,
meetings
congregation, three
his congregation,
gave,
gave, with the consent of
parts
in other parts
missionary
work
year to missionary
months of each year
on horseback.
State, through
of the State,
through which he travelled on

was here that he learned how to preach.
It was
preach. He did not
soon
trust everything
text-books, but soon
everything to his Bible and text-books,
man.
study was
was man.
learned that his chief study

He

found it
it
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human nature to preach
necessary
preach to
necessary to understand human
well
enough
sermons
were
Doctrinal
successfully.
it
sermons
were
it successfully.
enough
must teach
men he must
was to save
way, but if
iu their way,
if he was
save men
in
daily lives.
carry their religion
them how to carry
religion into their daily
hopes,
successfully, he must enter into their hopes,
To do this successfully,
daily
thoughts,
plans,
fears,
and
so
so
that
he
could
daily thoughts,
plans, fears,
preach
on the topics uppermost in their minds
topics uppermost
preach to them on
"
Then came
all the week.
"Then
came the question, how shall
all
question,

uppermost in the thoughts
man know that which is
is uppermost
man
thoughts
many
places
public resort,
resort,
?
He
went
into
the
places of public
many?
gather and hear the
where men
men were
were accustomed to gather
one
one

of

news
it his practice
news and made it
practice

converto listen to their conver-

In this way
began to know the people
people to
way he began

sations.

whom he preached
pastors know their ilocks,
flocks,
whom
preached as few pastors
and he was
was enabled by
knowledge
by this knowledge

to

apply
apply

his

teachings to their daily
lives, and to send them forth
teachings
daily lives,
to their duties warned

by
by

his intelligent
intelligent counsel and

his reproofs
reproofs or
or cheered

sympathy.
sympathy.

by
by

practice,
This practice,

modified at times as circumstances have required,
required, he
steadfastly continued,
has steadfastly
it lies
lies the secret of his
continued, and in it

success as
as a
a preacher.
gentleman, not long
success
long since
preacher. Said aa gentleman,
himself a
a member of a
-himself
a different denomination
denomination-

—

me
me more
more good
any I hear
good than any
They
never
never
fail
to
upon
some topic
touch
topic
They
upon some
of importance
engaged my
thoughts during
importance that has engaged
my thoughts
during the
week. Dropping
Dropping all
all technicalities,
steering
and
technicalities,
steering clear
of the vexed questions
me in
questions of theology,
theology, he talks to me
such a
a way
that
I
able
am
am
to
carry
Christ
into
the
way
carry
most trifling
my daily
daily affairs,
carry him
triiiing of my
afhiirs, and to carry
'
'

Beecher's sermons
sermons do
Beecher's

elsewhere.

there as my
my Sympathizer
Sympathizer and Helper,
Helper, as well as my
my
Judge."
It is
is not surprising
surprising that Mr. Beecher
Judgef
"

3

became one
one
became

of the most famous preachers
preachers in the West,
West,
and that his ministry
ministry was
was very
bringing
very fruitful in bringing

"
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people into
peopleinto

the church.

His people
people were
were devotedly
devotedly

writing of him after a
One of them writing
"
more than twenty
years says,
lapse
says, " It is
is not to be
twenty years
lapse of more
attached to him.

wondered

at that the few of his flock who yet
yet remain

among
among

always speak
speak
always

us
us

of

'

'

Henry
Henry'

'

with beaming
beaming eyes
eyes

voices."
and mellowed voices."
"
"
time," says
The Western States at this time,"
says Mrs. Stowe,
Stowe,
much
of
scenes
open vice.
"were the scenes
"were
Gambling,
open
Gambling,

were all
all rife
rife in the
drinking,
drinking, licentiousness were

commu-

commu-

these, Mr. Beecher lifted up
against each of these,
nity, and against
nity,
up
course of sermons
sermons on
A
A course
on those subjects
testimony.
his testimony.
subjects
Indianapolis, and afterwards published
preached in Indianapolis,
published
preached
Lectures to Young
Men,'
under the title
title of 'Lectures
Young lIen,' excited
great sensation
sensation.
in the day
day of their delivery
delivery aa great
social
peculiar
talent,
Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's
convivial
talent, his convivial
peculiar
powers, and his habits of close Shakespearian
observaShakespearian obserVa~
powers,
human
key
the
of
him
nature.
tion,
gave
Many
tion, gave
key
Many a
gambler
were
drunkard, in their better bours,
hours, were
gambler or drunkard,
man who met them as aa brother,
brother,
attracted towards a
a man
'

.
.
....
.

and seemed

parts of
to value and aim for the better parts

their nature.

When
W'hen

Mr. Beecher left
left

touching interviews
gome of his most touching

some

Indianapolis,
Indianapolis,
and parting
parting gifts
gifts

were
men of this class,
were from men
class, whom he had followed in
their
wanderings and tried to save.
their wanderings
Some he could

some
some were
were too far in the whirlpool
whirlpool for his
arm
arm to pull them out.
One of them said when he
pull
heard of his leaving,
on
leaving, 'Before
anybody on
Before anything
anything or
or anybody
I
earth,
have
do
I
he
would
love
Beecher.
know
earth,
save, and
save,

'

saved

me

me

if he could.'
if
could.'

"

West, and
Mr. Beecher was
was much attached to the lVest,
to

its
its

people,
people,

but the climate was
was not suited to the

obliged to make a
health of his family,
was obliged
family, and he was

change.
change.

Plymouth
organized
just been organized
Plymouth Church had just

as
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Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, and in

August, 1847,
a call
call from the
1847, Mr. Beecher received a
August,
congregation to become its
its pastor.
accepted it,
it,
congregation
pastor. He accepted
his
resigned
charge
Indianapolis,
removed
in
to
Brookresigned
charge
Indianapolis,
lyn,
and
was publicly installed
was
Pastor ot'
of Plymouth
Plymouth
lyn,
publicly
on
Church,
November, 1847. He at once
Church, on the 11th of November,
announced in Plymouth
Plymouth Church his determination to
Christ
preach
among the people
people not as an
an absolute
among
preach
of
doctrines,
system
as
bygone
persona
not
historical
doctrines,
system
bygone
personbring all
age, but as the living
all
God, and to bring
age,
living Lord and God,
the ways
his
ways and usages
of
society
the
to
test
of
usages
society
standards.

He announced

also

that he

considered

temperance and opposition
slavery as parts
temperance
parts of the
opposition to slavery
Gospel
preach them to the people
people
Christ, and should preach
Gospel of Christ,
preaccordingly.
Consequently,
agitation which preaccordingly.
Consequently, in the agitation
ceded the Compromise
1850, Plymouth
Compromise Measures of 1850,
Plymouth
slavery.
uttered
its
Pulpit
its
against
the
thunders
sin
of
against
slavery.
Pulpit

one of the
From that time Mr. Beecher ranked as
as one

exponents of the Anti-Slavery
foremost exponents
Anti-Slavery sentiment of
slavery as a personal
Viewing slavery
country.
the count.ry.
Viewing
personal as well as
he
regarded
the
pulpit
a national sin,
a
sin,
regarded
pulpit as the proper
proper
place for its
its denunciation 5 and though
though his
his course laid
place
open to the charge
preaching politics,"
politics," he
him open
charge of ""preaching
the line of his convictions,
went on
on consistently in
convictions,
consistently
;

doing what he believed to be his duty,
doing
duty, and yielding
yielding
"
popular clamor.
When the battle of the
nothing to popular
Vhen
nothing
was
settlement of Kansas was
on, and the East was
was going
going on,
wolves, Mr.
sending forth her colonies as lambs among
among wolves,
sending
necessity of going
Beecher fearlessly
fearlessly advocated the necessity
going out
Plymouth
subscription was
was raised in Plymouth
armed,
armed, and aa subscription
family
every
Church to supply
supply every family with aa Bible and a
"

rifle.
riffle.

A

was then raised,
raised, and the
great commotion was
great

professedly Chrisgift from a professedly
inconsistency
inconsistency of such aa gift
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on.
was much insisted on.
tian church was

Since then,
then, more
more
England
in
New
has
out
church
one
fitted
solthan one
England
diers and prepared
more than
war, and more
prepared munitions of war,

preached warlike sermons."
sermons."
one
one clergyman
clergyman has preached

upon the Pastorate of Plymouth
Soon after entering
entering upon
Plymouth
became
regular contributor to
a regular
Church,
Church, Mr. Beecher
weekly paper
paper devoted to religious,
The Independent,
religious,
Lzclependezzt, a weekly
political topics,
social, and political
social,
topics, and which he had helped
helped to
were marked
His articles were
niarlied with a
a star,
star, and
popular, adding
very popular,
success
became very
adding very
very much to the success
establish.

At a
a subsequent date he became the
subsequent

journal.
of
the journal.
ofthe

sermons were
editor of The Independent,
were reguLzdepenclent, and his sermons
reguby
a
stenographer,
published
in
that
a
and
by stenographer,
published

reported
larly
larly reported

His
and
Papers,"
Papers," and
written and
paper.
paper.
lected

first
first

contributions were
were subsequently
subsequently colcol" Star
in book-form
book- form as the "Star

reprinted
reprinted

were
were eminently successful.
eminently

He

has since

published
among
volumes, among
published a number of volumes,
Norwood, a
following ]Torwooc?,
a tale of New Engwhich are the following:
Eng:

land

life;

life;

several

Lecture-Room
volumes of Lecture-Room,

Ilfen
Lectures to Young
Young Men

;
;

Talks;
Ytzl/us;

Preaching, three
on P)'6((C]Ll.]?g,
Lectures on

The Life
volumes;
volumes; Fruits,
Fruits, Flowers and Farming;
Farming ,- T/ie
Life of
of
the Christ,
Jesus Z/ze
first
volume
of
which
has
the
first
been
0'/zrist,
published and
published;

twelve volumes of Sermons.

been

contributor to

;

also

a
a constant

Ledger, and is
is
Ledger,

now
now

He has

the New
New

York

The O'/irisiian
Christian Union.
the editor of T/ie
Uizion.

Besides these labors,
over twenty-five
labors, he has been for over
twenty-five

years constantly
constantly in the lecture field,
field, and has made
years
numerous addresses to public
assemblies
upon
numerous
upon the
public
questions of the day.
day.
questions
pastoral duties have been
In all
all this busy
life his pastoral
busy life

discharged
discharged with strict
is preaching
is
preaching;

;

fidelity.

fidelity.

The business of his life
life

these other labors are his recreations.

Plymouth
His sermons
sermons have not been preached
preached to Plymouth
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is.' Eeported
large as that is.'
by a
Congregation alone,
alone, large
Reported by
Congregation
weekly, and given
published weekly,
given to
they are published
stenographer,
stenographer, they
are
read
they
by
thousands,
Better
still,
world.
World.
the
still, they
by thousands,
it may
may be said that Mr. Beecher preaches
so that it
preaches to
in
the
world.
Of
these serlargest congregation
the largest
congregation
English
leading authorities of the English
one of the leading
mons
mons one
"
are
without
They
equal
said:
said
has
world
literary
"They
equal
literary
day.
Everywhere
sermons of the day.
among
Everywhere
published sermons
among the published
a
man
of high
man
hands
of
a
the
in
ourselves
find
we
we find
high and
fearlessness, of broad and
thorough fearlessness,
noble impulses,
impulses, of thorough
all his
consecrated all
has
who
his
sympathies,
generous sympathies,
generous
wealth of intelligence
intelligence and heart to the service of
gospel."
the
preaching
gospel."
preaching
organized as an experiment,
experiment,
was organized
Plymouth
Plymouth Church was
struggling
weak,
congregation.
poor,
first
first
was
at
a
and was
poor, weak, struggling congregation.
organized, and
is now
now the most compact,
It is
It
compact, the best organized,
congregations
prosperous
most
one
of
the
one
prosperous congregations in America.
personal services of
is due to the eloquence
This is
eloquence and personal
it the elements
Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, who has drawn into it
is an
an independent
its strength.
up its
which make up
strength. It is
independent
no
control
is
to
no
subject
of a synod
synod
and
is
establishment,
establishment,
subject
or other religious body, but manages its
its
affairs in its
religious body,
manages its aflhirs
:

own way.
own
way.

The control of the

affairs of the church is
is

vested in a
a Board of Trustees,
Trustees, of which Mr. Beecher is
is

simply
no authority over
6%-QZ9LiCi0. He has no
simply aa member ex-officio.
authority
this Board,
preside
its members to preside
by its
Board, unless called by
its
its

great
deliberations.
His views naturally
naturally have great
weight
are
the
members,
the
are
with
but
trustees,
who
members,
trustees,
weight
practical
men,
frequently
him.
business
against
decide
men, frequently
practical
against
over
over

The support
support

is derived from the rental
of the church is

fifty
of its
its pews,
forty and fifty
pews, which amounts to between forty
thousand dollars per
per annum.
annum.
The pastor
pastor receives aa

—

handsome salary-said
salary
said

to

be $25,000
$25,0005,000
be

per
per

annum;5

annum
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receipts go
the rest of the receipts
treasury of the
go into the treasury
Besides the church proper,
church.
proper, the Plymouth
Plymouth
Congregation support two missions. "
No church in
"No

Congregation support
body of lay
the country
teachers,
larger body
country furnishes a larger
lay teachers,
and
missionaries
exhorters,
every
department
in
exhorters,
every department of
labor."
human and Christian labor."

is a
Plymouth Church is
a plain
Plymouth
plain brick building,
building, and
Orange street,
stands in Orange
street, between Hicks and Henry
Henry
Brooklyn,
just
in
a
way
out
of
Fulton
little
streets,
streets,
Brooklyn, just
way
The interior is
is simple, but attractive,
street.
attractive, elegant
simple,
elegant
hall, around the four
a vast hall,
is a
and comfortable. It is
gallery.
Over the
of which sweeps
sweeps an
an immense gallery.
sides of'
first.
entrance is
a second gallery,
is a
gallery, above the first.

The

prepreis white,
vailing
white, with a tinge
tinge of
vailing color of the interior is

is of a bright,
The upholstery
bright, cheerful red.
upholstery is

pink.
pink.

The

seats in the

body
body
At

arranged in
of
ol' the church are arranged

is
the lower end of the church is
"
Plymouth
containing merely
simple platform,
a simple
a
merely the "Plymouth
platform, containing

semi-circular rows.

pulpit is
The pulpit
is a light
light
brought
wood
olive
made
of
graceful stand,
and graceful
brought from
stand,
is the
pulpit
the
Above
the Garden of Gethsemane.
pulpit is
pastor's chair.
Pulpit"
Pulpit" and the pastor's

gallery
gallery

John

containing
containing the

Zundel, prince
Zundel,
prince

church will

seat

at

which

presides.
presides.

The

organ,
magnificent
magnificent organ,
of

organists,
organists,

twenty-five
twenty-tive

hundred

people,
people,

but

nearly three thousand are gathered
gathered in the vast interior
nearly
at every
every service.
By
pew-holders must be
By the rules of the church all pew-holders
comin their seats ten minutes before the hour for the comseats
their
then
service, and until
mencement of the service,

are

held

for them.

is
o'clock the church is
o'cloek

provided with
ously provided
ously
are always
number are
always

At twenty
past ten
twenty minutes past
courteare
courte~
who
strangers,
free to strangers,
seats

in

by
by

whom a
the ushers,
ushers, of whom

attendance.

is
The interior is
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opening of the service there
the opening

standing room
room left.
left.
even standing
not even
The

platform
platform

is
is

usually profusely
profusely and tastefully
usually
tastefully

flowers, among
among which aa child or two
decorated with flowers,
great.
Sometimes
if the crowd below be great.
itself if
seats itself

platform and the
little ones are thick along
the little
along the platform
steps,
steps,

fails to bring
pleasant
sight which rarely
a sight
bring aa pleasant
rarely fails

pastor's face as he enters.
smile to the pastor's

study
enters from his study
platform.
platform.

little door
by
by a little

Mr. Beecher

the
at the back of
ofthe

He dresses simply
black, and his
simply in clerical black,

self-possessed.
manner is
manner
is quiet, natural and self-possessed.
quiet,

He reads

if he were
talking to his people,
people, easily
the Bible as if
were talking'
easily and
unaffectedly,
unalfectedly, and his
earnest.

!

It is
is

singing, and such
in the singing,

going a hundred miles
It is
is worth going
miles to

singing
is
it is!
singing as it
hear.

manner
manner in prayer is
quiet and
prayer is quiet

He joins
joins heart-ily
heartily
simply
grand.
simply grand.

"
r
"
The gem
service," says
riter,
gem of the whole service,"
writer,
says a recent w
" is
sermon and these sermons
is the sermon;
sermons are characteristic

"

;

They come
come warm
warm and
They

man.
of the man.

fresh from the

heart, and they
heart,
hearer, giving
they go
go home to the hearer,
giving him food

thought for days
for thought
days afterward.
attention of his auditors from the

_
.

.

.

He enchains

first,
first,

the

they hang
and they
hang

upon his utterances until the close of the sermon.
sermon.
upon
"
" He knows human nature thoroughly, and he talks
thoroughly,
people of what they
to his people
they have been thinking
thinking of during
during
the week,
week, of trials that have perplexed
them, and of
perplexed them,
joys
joys which have blessed them. He takes the clerk
and the merchant to task for their conduct in the walks
of business,
warns them of the snares
snares and pitfalls
pitfalls
business, and warns
lie along their paths.
which lie
He
strips
the
thin
guise
along
paths.

strips

guise

of honesty
questionable transactions of Vall
Wall
honesty from the questionable
Street,
up to public
public scorn.
He startles
Street, and holds them up

many a one
one by
by his suddenpenetration and denunciation
many
sudden- penetration
5

¢
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supposes to be the secrets of his heart.
of what that one
one supposes
is extraordinary.
power is
His dramatic power
He can
hardly
can hardly
extraordinary. He
it breaks forth almost withit, since it
it,
simply unavoidable with him.
is simply
is
He
Ile

be responsible
responsible for
will.
out his will.

It

moves his audience

moves

to

to tears,
brings a
a mirthful smile
tears, or brings

power that is
their lips,
is irresistible.
lips, with aa power

His

are drawn chiefly
illustrations and figures
nature,
ligures are
chiefly from nature,

They please
please
They

striking.
and are fresh and striking.

the subtlest

him, and illuminate the mind
philosopher who hears him,
philosopher
a flood of light.
of the average
light.
He can
can
Ile
average listener with a
with
his
people
the
terrors
of the law,
law, but he
startle
people
'

preach the Gospel
Gospel of Love.
prefers to preach
God's love for
God's
prefers
are
scattered
lost,' he says, 'is
those who areyscattered and lost,'
says, is intenser
and deeper
deeper than the love even
a mother
mother.
even of a
you home more
more than you
long to
longs to bring
God longs
bring you
you long
has
calling,
calling,
calling,
there.
He
been
get
calling, calling, calling, and
get
answer.
you are
are found,
found,
for your
And when you
listening
listening for
your answer.
bosom
of
Jesus,
and
you
head
on
you lay
your
on
the
and you
Jesus,
lay your
you
glad as he will be who
rest, you
you will not be so glad
are at rest,
one
joy over
over one
declared that,
a
like
shepherd,
a
that,
shepherd, he had joy
over ninety
more than over
sinner that repented
repented more
ninety and nine
repentance/
just persons
no repentance'
just
persons that needed no
" Religion is
it is
is perfect
perfect love,
love,
is
abiding
him
an
an
to
Religion
abiding joy
joy; it
in it,
and casteth out fear.
no gloom,
no terror in-it,
fear.
It has no
gloom, no
gave you
gayety
says to his people:
If God gave
you gayety
and he says
'If
people
careworn by
it.
and cheer of spirits,
by it.
spirits, lift
lift
up
up the careworn
Wherever you
Vherever
you go,
go, shine and sing.'
sing.'
'

'

.

.

....
.

7

"

;

:

" The

"

'

sum and substance,
substance, the burden

sum

all his
of all

is Christ: 'Behold
preaching is
God, that
Behold the Lamb of God,
preaching
taketh away
I present
present Jesus to
away the sin of the world.
'

atoning Saviour;
your atoning
sin
you as your
God's sacrifice for sin;
Saviour; as God's
you
living way
as that new
new and living
way by
a sinful
by which alone a

can ascend and meet a pure
just God.
creature can
pure and just

I

;
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sin11er.
this question
O man
you as a sinner.
this
man I
question home to you
of transgressions,
in iniquities,
iniquities, tainted and
transgressions, habitual in

bring
bring
full
full

!

will you
before God,
God, what will
you do
this Jesus that comes as God's
God`s appointed
sacrifice
appointed sacrifice
with this

tarnished, utterly
utterly undone
tarnished,

for
Saviour??
for sin,
IVill
sin, your
only hope,
your only
hope, and your
Will
only Saviour
your only
Vill
and
him?
personal
accept
Will
you,
by
you
living
you accept
you, by personal
living
I ask not
faith, accept
accept him as your
your Saviour from sin?
sin ?
faith,
me into a
that you
go with me
a discourse upon
upon the
you should go

relations of Christ's
Christ's
to the

his death
of his sufferings,
death;
sufferings, of his

life,
life,

law of God,
God, or

to the

government of God.
government

Vhatever
philosophy of those relations,
Whatever may
may be the philosophy
relations, the
faith rather than of philosoone of faith
philoso-

matter in hand is
is

phy and
phy;
;

the question
question

is,
is,

will you
you take Christ to be

"

'

soul's Saviour?
Saviour?'"
your soul's
your
His sermons are extempore.
extempore.

He

studies the subject
subject

going into the pulpit,
pulpit, and blocks out the
just
just before going
notes from which he preaches
preaches his discourse.

He

says
says

in order to give
he exerts himself most in bad weather,
give
weather, in
his people
come to church
his
people an additional inducement to come

in rainy
rainy weather.

" Once,"
Once," he

"

said,
said,

"
"it
it

snowed

or

effort
every Sabbath in a certain winter,
rained every
winter, and the effort
this rule came
faithful to this
I had to make to remain faithful
near
came near

me."
killing
killing me."

'

Attached to the church,
church, and under the same
same roof,
roof,
study, committee
large lecture-room,
are a
a large
lecture-room, the pastor's
pastor's study,
parlor.
rooms,
rooms, and an elegant
elegant parlor.

In the

social
last, social

last,

gathergather-

bringfor the purpose
ings
times, for
ings are held at stated times,
purpose of bringwith
intercourse
ing
familiar
the
parishioners
into
more
more
ing
parishioners

the pastor
pastor and with each other.

peoall his peovisit all
To visit

ple
impossibility, for they
they
ple at their houses would be an impossibility,

Jersey
city, Jersey
are scattered over
over Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, New York city,

Long Island.
Long
evening
the Friday
Friday evening

City,
City, and the neighboring
neighboring towns of

In

the lecture-room are held
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Mr. Beecher delivers
delivers his
his famous
"
This is
"Lecture-Boom
Talks."
Lecture-Room Talks."
is a plain
plain and simple
simple

at which
meetings,
meetings, at

comfortable seats,
provided with comfortable
seats, and a grand
grand
provided
baize
platform covered with green
low platform
green baize
On a lov
table.
The attendance is
is
chair and table.
are the pastor's
pastor`s chair
are members of
but
of
large,
those
present
the
congregalarge,
present
congregation.
these
tion.
rarely
attend
these
meetings.
Strangers
The
meetings.
Strangers rarely
are utterly without
Without
elfort
of
form,
the
proceedings
effort
of the
form,
proceedings
utterly
hall,
hall,

piano.
piano.

to make them the occasions of free
free and
pastor
being to
pastor being

familiar interchanges
thought.
interchanges of thought.

Mr. James Parton

these meetings,
thus describes one of these
meetings, which may
may serve
'
a specimen of all:
as a
all
specimen
:

"

" Mr. Beecher took his
after a
a
on the
the platform,
his seat on
and, after
platform, and,

in a low tone,
short pause,
these
short
the exercises
exercises by
by saying,
pause, began
began the
saying, in
tone, these

'Six twenty-two.
words: 'Six
twenty-two.'

5

leaves of hymn-books
"A rustling
hymn-books interpreted
"A
interpreted the
rustling of the leaves
which
this
otherwise
mystical
utterance,
might
meaning
of
this
utterance,
mystical
meaning
might have
a
discourse
numthe
upon
prophetic
been taken as announcing
upon
announcing
prophetic numThe piano
confirmed
the
then
interpretation
and
bers.
the
bers.
interpretation;
piano
and
unanimous
burst
into
one
of
those
joyous
one
company
singings
thosejoyous
company
singings
;

feature of the services
this church.
services of this
which are so enchanting
enchanting a feature
Loud rose the beautiful harmony
voices, constraining
harmony of voices,
constraining every
every
unused
sing.
in
those
Vhen
most
to sing.
song,
even
When
in
the
one to join
_join
song,
in the same
same low tone,
it
it was ended,
tone, pronounced
ended, the pastor,
pronounced a
pastor, in
his
one
rose
his
feet
which
brethren
to
name,
upon
one
of
the
feet,} and the
name, upon
slightly inclined
rest slightly

their heads
heads.

The

prayers
prayers were
free from the routine
all brief,
all
quiet and simple,
brief, perfectly
perfectly quiet
simple, and free
expressions.
or regulation
regulation expressions.

.

....
.
.

were but two or three of
There were

them,
singing; and when that part
them, alternating
part of the exalternating with singing;
The
spoken.
ercises was concluded,
scarcely
had
Beecher
Mr.
scarcely
spoken.
concluded,
manin the most spontaneous
pleasant manspontaneous and pleasant
last hymn
after the last
There was
was a pause
pause after
hymn died
in
the tone of
began,
in
still
seated,
and
still
Beecher,
away,
then Mr. Beecher,
seated, began,
away,
manner:
this manner:
conversation, to speak
conversation,
speak somewhat after this

meeting
meeting

ran
ran

alone,
alone,

ner
ner.

.
....
.
.

"'When/
"'When,'

in
began to walk as a Christian,
'I first
lirst began
said he,
Christian, in
he, 'I
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zeal I made many
many resolutions that
zeal

Well meant,
were well
meant,
resolutionsthat Were

indiscreet.
but indiscreet.

at least
in
least once,
once, in

Among others,
others,
Among

I remember I resolved to pray,
pray,
I
some way,
every
that I was awake.
way, every hour that

tried faithfully
faithfully to
tried

keep
keep

this resolution,
this
resolution,

but never
never having
having suc-

until
suffered the pangs
day, I suffered
ceeded a single
self-reproach, until
single day,
pangs of self-reproach,
me that
only wisdom possible,
that the only
satisfied me
reflection satis'ded
reflection
possible, with re-

gard
gard

to

it.
such a resolve,
resolve, was to break it.

that
remember, too,
I remember,
too, that

upon religion
speak upon
I made a resolution to speak
religion to every
every person
person with
in
the
steamboats,
in
on
streets,
anywhere.
whom I conversed,
conversed,-on stearnboats,
streets, anywhere.

—

failed, as I ought;
in
In this,
this, also,
also, I failed,
ought; and I soon learned that,
that, in

in other sowings,
seasons,
the sowing
seed, as in
sowings, times,
sowing of such seed,
times, and seasons,
man may
and methods must be considered and selected,
selected, or a man
may
religion loathsome.'
own object,
loathsomef
defeat his
his own
object, and make religion
"

" In language like
this hex
he introduced the topic
language like this
topic of the even-

How

ing's conversation,
conversation, which was,
was, How far,
far, and on what occasions,
occasions,
ing's

may invade,
invade, so to speak,
and in
in what manner,
person may
manner, one person
speak, the
his
and
his
of
to
moral
personality
another,
speak
him
upon
conanother,
personality
speak
upon
The pastor
own opinion,
his own
expressed his
pastor expressed
opinion, always
always
in a talk of ten minutes'
minutes' duration,
conversational tone,
tone, in
duration,
dition.
dition.

in
in the

course

applauded, not censured,
of which he applauded,
delicacy which
censured, the delicacy

causes

people to shrink from
most people

doing
doing

it.

it.

in the
in

He said that a
I-Ie

man's personality
for every
personality was not a macadamized road for
man's
every vehicle
rather
a
will,
sacred
enclosure,
to drive upon
at
but
will,
enclosure, to be
upon
if at
entered,
entered, if

all,
all,

with the consent of the owner,
owner, and with deferHe maintained,
maintained, however,
however, that

his feelings
ence to his
feelings and tastes.

there were times and modes in which this
this might
properly be
might properly
done, and that every
perform of this
this nature.
every one had a duty
done,
duty to perform
When he had finished his observations,
observations, he said the subject
subject was
open
brother
instantly
a
open to the remarks of others ; whereupon
whereupon
instantly
;

and made a
a very
very honest confession.
"
"
He said that he had never attempted
attempted to perform
duty
perform the duty

rose

in question
question without

having
palpitation of the heart,
heart, and aa
having a palpitation
He had often reflected
reflected

complete
man.
complete turning
turning over of his inner man.

upon
this curious fact,
was not able to account for it.
it.
He
fact, but was
upon this
had not allowed this repugnance
repugnance to prevent
doing the duty;
prevent his doing
duty;
but he always
always had to rush at it
it and perform
it by
perform it
by a sort of coupcoupif
de-main,
for,
if
he
allowed
himself
think
to
about
the matter,
for,
de-main,
matter, he
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could not do it
it at all.
all.
He concluded by
by saying
He
saying that he should
very much obliged
be very
any one
one if
if he could explain
explain this
obliged to any
mystery.
mystery.

May it
it not be the natural delicacy we
feel,
'May
delicacy we feel,
ought to feel,
and ought
approaching
in
the
interior
consciousness
of
feel,
approaching
person ?
another person?
"Another brother rose. There was
"Another
was no
no hanging back at this
hanging
meeting;
no awkward pauses;
were no
pauses; every
every one
one seemed full
meeting; there were
new speaker
of matter.
The new
was not inclined to admit the exexspeaker was
planation
suggested
by
the
pastor.
Suppose/
he,
we
said
planation suggested by
pastor. 'Supposef
he, we
were
see a man
man in imminent danger
danger of immediate destruction,
were to see
destruction,
The pastor
pastor said:
said
"The

11

'

:

'

''

'

and there was
was one
one way of'
one, which we
we saw,
saw,
way of escape,
escape, and but one,
not, should we
we feel any
any delicacy
delicacy in running
running up
and he did not,
up to
urging him to fly
him and urging
Is it
it not a
a want of
of'
Hy for his life? ls
part that causes the reluctance and hesitation we
on our
our part
faith on
we
all feel
feel in urging
urging others to avoid a
a peril
all
more momoperil so much more

mentous ??
1nent.ous

'

"
Mr. Beecher said the cases were
were not parallel.
parallel.
"Mn

Irreligious
Irreligious

persons, he remarked,
remarked, were
were not in imminent danger
danger ofimmediof immedipersons,
ate death;
death;

might
they might
they

die to-morrow;
all probability
to-morrow; but in all
probability

not, and an
an ill-timed or
they
or injudicious
injudicious admonition
they would not,
might
We must accept
accept the doctrine of
repel them. We
might forever repel

probabilities,
it in this particular, as
probabilities, and act in accordance with it
particular,

in all
all others.

"Another brother had aa puzzle
puzzle to present
"Another
present for solution.

He

repugnance to which allusaid that he too had experienced
experienced the repugnance
surprised
sion had been made;
but
what
was, that the
made;
surprised him most was,

more he loved a person,
nearer he was
was related to him,
him,
person, and the nearer
more difficult
converse with him upon
the more
difficult he found it
it to converse
upon his

more

spiritual state.
Why is
is this?
'I should like to
'I
Vhy
spiritual
answered/
said
if
question
he,
if
there
is
answer to
is an
an answer
he,
question ansvered,'
''

have this
it/
it."

" Mr. Beecher observed that this was
experiwas the universal experi-

"

ence, and he
ence,

was conscious himself of a peculiar
peculiar reluctance and

was

embarrassment in approaching
approaching one of his
subject
question.
subject in question.

on
own household on

ovn

the

we
thought it
it was
He thought
was due to the fact that we

us than we
we do
rights of those near
near to us
respect more
more the personal
respect
personal rights
difficult to break in upon
upon the
it was
more diilicult
was more
those of others,
others, and it
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are accusour ordinary
Ve are
accusroutine of our
familiarity with them. We
ordinary familiarity
highly embarrassing
embarrassing to jar
a certain tone which it
it is highly
tomed to a
_jar

upon.
upo11.
" Captain Duncan related
related two amusing anecdotes to illustrate
illustrate
amusing
"Captain
religious conwrong way
introducing religious
conthe right
way and the wrong
way of introducing
right way
sitting one
one day_
day a
a sort of lay
lay
office there was
was sitting
In his oflice
versation.
topic in the
noted
for lugging in his favorite topic
preacher,
who
was
Who
was
preacher,
lugging
captain came
abrupt manner.
in,
most forbidding
A sea captain
manner.
A
came in,
forbidding and abrupt

who was
was introduced

to this individual.
" l Captain Porter/ said he, with awful solemnity, 'are
a
he,
you a
"'Captai11 Porter,'
solemnity, are you
i

''

in Israel ??
"
"
The honest sailor was
was so
so abashed and confounded at this

captain
captain

salutation, that he could only
an incoherent
novel salutation,
only stammer out an

reply;
was evidently disposed to give the tactless zealot
reply; and he was
evidently disposed
give

mind, expressed
language of the quartera
a piece
piece of his mind,
expressed in the language
quarterdisgusted
man took his leave,
leave, the disgusted
When the solemn man
deck. Vhen
''

If ever
ever I should be coming to your oliice
your office again,
coming
again,
here, I wish you
me word,
should be here,
would
send me
word,
you
stay awayf
away.'
stay

captain said,
said,
captain
and that man
man

and I'll
I'll

"A few days
"A
days after another clergyman
clergyman chanced to be in the
office, no
no

office,

came in,

himself, and another captain
captain
other than Mr. Beecher himself,

a
came in, a

roistering, swearing,
good- hearted
swearing, good-hearted
roistering,

fellow.

conThe con-

fell upon sea-sickness,
versation fell
a malady to which Mr. Beecher
upo11 sea-sickness, a
malady
is
liable.
one of the few sailors
captain
was one
sailors
is peculiarly
The
liable.
peculiarly
captain also was

always sea-sick in going
who are always
going to sea,
sea, and gave a
gave a moving
moving
Mr.
Beecher, after
lIr.
after'
Beecher,
sufferings

cause.
account of his sufferings from that cause.

listening
attentively to his tale,
said,
tale, said,
listening attentively

Captain Duncan,
Duncan,
'Captain
'

if
I was;
ifI
was

preacher to such sailors as
a preacher
your friend here,
here, I should repre~
as your
repre^
as an
an eternal voyage,
voyage, with every
every man
on board in the
sent hell as
man on
agonies of sea-sickness,
sea-sickness,
agonies
coming.'
coming'

always imminent,
imminent, but neverthe crisis always
never'

"
"
This ludicrous and most unprofessional
unprofessional picture
picture amused the
the

old salt exceedingly,
exceedingly, and

won
won

his entire good-will
th&
good-will toward the

' That's a
Mr. Beecher left,
said, 'That's
left, he said,
a
it,
good
fellow,
Captain
like
him,
I'd
hear
Duncan.
I
and
I'd
like
to
hear
good fellow, Captain
him,
him talk more.'
n1ore.'
"
"
Captain Duncan contended that this free and easy
way of
Captain
easy way

author of

it

•

so
so

that,
that, after

gg
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address was
was just
characters.
thing for such characters.
just the thing

Mr. Beecher
had shown him,
to
his
great
surprise,
man
that
man
could be a
a
a
him,
great surprise,
being although
decent and comfortable human being
was
he
was
a
mina
although
gained his confidence and good-will
so gained
good-will that he
ister,
ister, and had so
thing to him at their next interview.
any t/:ing
Captain
say any
could say
Captain
expression of his disdisDuncan finished his remarks by
by a decided expression
canting regulation
regulation phrases
phrases so
so frequently
frequently ememapproval of the canting
approval
which
people,
are
perfectly
religious
nauseous
are
nauseous
ployed
by
to
men
men
perfectly
ployed by religious people,
of the world.
" This interesting conversation lasted about three-quarters
"This
interesting
three-quarters

an hour,
hour, and ended,
ended, not because the theme seemed exhausted,
of an
exhausted,
only given
given enough
We
enough ofit
of it
was up.
"Ye have only
but because the time was
up.
company
again
its spirit.
The
some little
little idea of its
convey some
to convey
spirit.
company again

hymns, and the meeting
meeting was
one of their chcerfiil
cheerful hymns,
was
broke into one
dismissed in the usual manner."
manner."

Europe, where
Mr. Beecher has several times visited Europe,
enjoys a
reputation equal
equal to that which he has built
a reputation
he enjoys

among his own
well does he
own countrymen.
up
up among
countrymen. And Well
pulpit orator,
deserve it.
it.
As a pulpit
orator, he has not his peer
peer
English-speaking
nations,
and
there
is
among
is
no
the
no
nations,
among
English-speaking
great talents have been more
man
on earth whose great
man on
more
faithfully given
Christianity.
is a
He is
cause of Christianity.
given to the cause
faithfully
heavily-built
with
destout,
man,
powerful
muscular
a powerful
a
stout, heavily-built man,
velopment, looking
looking more
prosperous farmer with
more like a
a prosperous
velopment,
merry
heart
and
a
a preacher.
a clear conscience than a
a merry
preacher.
face is
earnest, impassioned
His nice
is that of a born orator,
orator, earnest,
impassioned
genius.
simply, and lives in a
a
and full of genius.
He dresses simply,
years
sixty-one
careful and frugal
now
is
new
manner.
is
manner.
He
frugal
sixty-one years
is full
Yet he is
old, and is
is beginning
old,
age.
beginning to show his age.
an
capacity for work,
of energy,
work, and an
energy, with a boundless capacity
it.
of it.
performance of'
untiring industry
untiring
industry in the performance
is an
man is
an honor to his country
Such a man
country and to his
For
is a
a national treasure.
age,
For
reputation is
age, and his reputation
prominent place
place
many years
many
years Mr. Beecher has held a prominent

;
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regards of his
in the regards

countrymen.
countrymen.
come
come to

old political enemies have

political

89
39

Even many
many of his
love and honor him

genius.
for his true manhood and his great
for
great genius.

When the
Vi/'hen

were put
recent infamous assertions were
concerning
put forth concerning

was a general
outcry of indignaindignageneral outcry
community.
community.
he
which
The proud
silence
maintained
for
so long
was
long was
proud
at
and
when,
last,
yielding
appreciated,
desire
to
the
When,
last, yielding
appreciated,
deny the charges
charges made
of his friends that he should deny

private
his private

life,
life,

there

was a

portion of the
tion from the respectable
respectable portion

against
general but emphatic
emphatic terms,
him, he did so in general
terms,
against him,
was accepted
accepted by
by the great
great mass
his denial was
mass of his coun-

When these charges
charges took a
Wlien
a more
more definite

trymen.
trymen.

form in the statement of Theodore Tilton,
Tilton, Mr. Beecher

promptly demanded of his church,
church, to which he was
was
promptly
primarily
responsible, an
an investigation
investigation of all
all the reprimarily responsible,
concerning
his
alleged
ports
This invesimmoralities.
alleged
ports concerning
made, carefully,
tigation
was made,
carefully, deliberately,
deliberately, and without
tigation Was
resulted
in
triumphant
the
haste,
and
haste,
triumphant vindication of
the

character of Mr. Beecher.

The verdict

of the

Investigating
was hailed with satisfaction
Investigating Committee Was
men and Women
women throughout
throughout the length
length and
by
good men
by good
That there were
were dissatisfied
breadth of the Union.

—

spite of the overwhelming
who, in spite
persons
persons Who,
overwhelming
persons-persons
and
the absence of proof
in
his
behalf
testimony
proof
testimony

—

guilty
true
is true;
against
him, made haste to declare him guilty-is
against him,

question that the confidence
but it
is also true beyond
it is
beyond question
of the great
great mass
mass of his

countrymen in him has never
countrymen

even greater
regard him with even
wavered,
they regard
wavered, and that they
greater
trithrough
so tritrial he has passed
affection for
for the trial
through
passed

umphantly.
umphantly.
The

common
common

sense

of the

people susAmerican people

tained the Verdict
verdict of the committee.
the verdict and the evidence

Looking beyond
Looking
beyond
based,
upon
it
was
which
it
was
based,
upon
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they
they beheld aa

man whose long
long and busy
busy

man

life had been
life

Christianity, in the constant and
spent in the cause of Christianity,
spent

lift
noble endeavor to lift

men up
up

men

out of their baser selves

—

fit for the kingdom of God-a
God a
and make them fit
kingdom

man
man

in

one gross,
gross, ignoble
ignoble or
or un-Christian
whose utterances not one
sentiment can
found charged with the most shamecan be found-charged
ful crimes,
liar, an
crimes, branded as a hyprocrite,
an adulterer,
adulterer,
hyprocrite, a liar,
and a
having
a defamer of the man
was charged
charged with having
man he was
injured,
and
they
refused
these
charges.
to
believe
injured,
they
charges.
Common sense
sense revolted from believing
belie vino: these things
things of
one whose whole
w hole life
life contradicted
them.
To ask
one
them to credit such slanders was
was to insult their intel-

—

r

They trusted the evidence of nearly
nearly forty
They
forty
years
of
purity
the
result
devotion,
has
vindiand
and
tl1e
devotion,
years
purity
cated
Beecher's uprightness
cated both Mr. Beecher`s
uprightness and the correctness of the popular
popular judgment.
man ever
ever had a
ness
a
judgment. No man
greater
triumph
man
ever
deserved
it more.
no
no
man
ever
it
more.
greater triumph;
Writing
just
the
to
a
upon
after
by
friend
attack
him
Vriting
just
upon
by
said,
"Living
or
dying,
Mrs. Woodhull,
Mr.
Beecher
said, "Living
Voodhull,
dying,
am the Lord`s.
Lord's.
it and I know it.
it.
After
I am
He knows it
that it
happens."
Many
it matters little
what
a
man
little
man
happens." Many
sight
the
God,
has
has stood clear of guilt
in
of
but
God,
sight
guilt
been _judged
his
fellow-men.
Mr.
Beecher
judged guilty
guilty by
by
ligence.
ligence.

;

has not been called UPO11
trial.
upon to bear this trial.
Innocent
of wrong
wrong before God,
God, he has also been vindicated in
discan afford to disthe sight
sight of his countrymen,
countrymen, and he can
dirty imaginations
the handful whose dirty
imaginations lead
fatally
so fatally
them still
repeat the slanders which have so
still to repeat
recoiled
upon his assailants.
reeoiled upon

regard
regard

Holland, in the October number of ScribDr. J.
J G. Holland,
_

ners
Magazine, well expresses
ner'.s~ Ilfagazzfne,
expresses the sentiments of the
more
more cultivated class of the community, in the followcommunity,
ing
ing

article

'

:
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I

of this
our readers care to refer to the number of'
If any
any of our
will
find
January,
they
under
the
title,
dated
1873, they
magazine
title,
January, 1873,
magazine
"
Scandal," all that we
ever
we have ever
The Popular Capacity for Scandal,"
"The

Popular Capacity

Plymouth Church,
concerning the scandal in Plymouth
Church,
say concerning
cared to say
exploded.
never
was
There
never
was any probaand
forever
recently
exploded.
any probarecently

The idea that Mr. Beecher,
pure
it.
bility in it.
Beecher, who had carried aa pure
bility
life, should after having lived to be nearly sixty
name through
nearly sixty
through life,
having
family, and been subjected
a family,
old, reared a
years
subjected to the most treyears old,
vitality, gone
upon his vitality,
way to seduce
mendous drafts upon
gone out of his way
flock,
member
of
own
the
wife
of a
his
personal
a personal
own Hock,
an
an innocent
name

simply preposterous.
her, was
was simply
preposterous.
friend to whom he had married her,
is greater when it
it is
is remembered that his
absurdity of it
it is
The absurdity
greater
one in which the nobler
life had not been a brutal one,
life
one, but one
sentiments

had

always
always

receiving special
special culture.
been those receiving

against him is
is probably the last
last toward
The crime charged
probably
charged against

never was
Ve say
was
which he would have been tempted.
tempted. We
say there never
regarded
probability
in
it,
purely
physiological
from
a
any
it, regarded purely
physiological
any probability
view and when we
we remember that the person who
point
person
point of view;
;

cling to the nest which he professed
originated
it continued .to
to cling
professed
originated it
to believe

was dishonored by
against its
its purity,
by repeated
repeated crimes against
purity,

was

all practical
grew in all
practical results to impossibility.
improbability grev
impossibility.
the improbability
that
these
is strange
two
circumstances
Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's
It is
circumstances-Mr.
strange

—

spiritual character of his culture,
age,
culture, and
age, his relations and the spiritual

his accuser's
accuser's condonation of the offence

—

which he professed
professed

to

believe his wife had 'committed-had
committed had not opened
eyes of
opened the eyes
public to the facts and rendered the scandal impossible.
the public
impossible.

There are other circumstances that ought
ougdiL to have been taken
If the public
public had fully
fully looked in the face

into consideration.

the organized
self-justified nastiness in which this scandal
organized and self-_justified
was bred,
was
they would have seen that it
was an
it was
an attack on emibred, they
nent purity
purity before which it
But it
it
it writhed in condemnation.

is
is all
all over now.

Ve
none but a
We suppose
a fool
fool
suppose that none

now believes

now

that hir.
Mr. Beecher ever had criminal conversation with the weak
woman whose name
woman
name

has been coupled
this business,
w ith his in
in this
business,
coupled with
T

pretends
and that none
none but a
a worse than fool
fool either wishes or pretends
to believe it.
it.

Saying
ought to be covered,
covered, but
Saying this the case ought

unhappily, even
is still
still blamed.
even Mr. Beecher is
unhappily,

Why
Vhy

did he not
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said before? Why
come out and say
all he has said
say all
Vhy did he submit
him
to the manipulation
which
to
be so little
little worldlyproved
manipulation
proved
worldlywise ? Vhy
wise?
Why did he hold any
people whom
any communication with people

come

he ought
were unsafe associates?
associates ?
Why did he,
he,
ought to have known were
Vhy
and why
not, do a thousand things
why did he not,
things besides?
Ve
Beecher's champion,
champion, but we
We are not Mr. Beecher's
like to
we would like

ask a few questions.
questions.

"That
What

business have you,
oh, inquisitive
you, oh,
inquisitive
did
slightyou
give
Vhy
you give the slight-

mistakes ?
public, with a man's
man's mistakes?
public,
est credence to this
this

Why

wretchedly improbable
improbable story,
story, and put
put him
wretchedly

such long
long and inexcusable torture?
his
his

to

He denied this
this s_ory
s.ory over
his denot believe his

signature explicitly
why did you
own signature
you
explicitly; why

own

nial??
nial

;

Had

in the habit of deceiving
deceiving you?
he been in
you?

this
Did this

filth that has swept
the land originate
tidal-wave of filth
swept over the
originate with
him ?? Has he not been sinned against,
against, privately
publicly,
privately and publicly,
That he was
this
management of this
in the management
was unwise in
and
not
for
affair is
for your
for your
your
affair
is a matter for
your commiseration

from the first
first ?
?
blame.

The

demnation.

fact calls
calls for
sympathy and not for
your sympathy
for your
your confor your
fact
for which
The people
people and the press
press have done that for

their knees before Mr. Beecher. The
on their
ought to go
go down on
they
they ought
that has been metcd
of
meted out to him to
the
advice
sly
knavery
sly knavery
for
bc forgiven,
confess and be
forgiven, the apologies
apologies that have been made for
preacher,
his usefulness as a Christian preacher,
ground of his
him on
on the ground
man and his
the distinctions that have been drawn between the man
give credence to anything
work,
anything that made
work, the readiness to give
sources, the bandying
untrustworthy sources,
against him from the most untrustworthy
bandying
against

—

gross that all
all who
jest
these are offences so gross
name
name as a _jest-these
their
in
in
should
heads
shame.
hide
If
them
of
have been guilty
guilty
his indignation,
it
becomes
it
forgive or withhold his
Mr. Beecher can forgive
indignation,

of his
his

silent.
public to be silent.
the offending
offending public

There is
is a
a

portion of the great
special
public who
great public
special portion

ought
ought to

we propose to
we
propose
numconsiderable
numthat
there
was
a
be
denied
It
cannot
say.
say.
not
who
country
in
this
in
this
of
clergymen
large aggregate
of the large
ber ofthe
country
clergymen
aggregate
but
who
his
had
trial,
on
on
stand
Mr.
Beecher
by
did
not
only
trial,
by
only

have a few honest words said to them,
them, and those

they could
his humiliation that they
such a
a degree
degree of satisfaction in his
it.
not contain it.

in the
There are clergymen
clergymen who have aided in

its impression
helped to confirm its
circulation of this scandal and helped
impression
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—

indistrusted his
his inhim, distrusted
mind men who envied him,
public mind-men
upon the public
upon
of
his
doctrines.
his doctrines.
believe in
in the soundness
fluence, and did not believe
fluence,
Christianity
How much Christianity

in any
is it
it supposed
is
any
supposed there can be in
ofa
in the downfall of
least satisfaction
satisfaction in
a
minister who can
can take the least

in him who does not refuse
refuse
Hov much in
How
professional brother?
professional
such
a brother until
until
his
is
his
guilt
is
unagainst
anything
guilt unanything against
is
l
It
make
a
man
sick
enough
?
is
to
Bah
man
sick
to
proved
?
deniably
enough
deniably proved
is
There
of
them
who
does
is
not
one
such
dastards.
contemplate
contemplate
to believe

!

not live
live in
in a glass
glass house.
closeted, more
closeted,

or

less,
less,

There is
is not one
one of them who is
is not
women
women

with

in
distress; and he only
in distress;
only

ofa
enemy to make him the subject
needs to have an
subject of
an observing
a
observing enemy
causeless as that which has befallen
befallen
scandal just
cruel and causeless
just as cruel

Mr. Beecher.

by one another in
If clergymen
in
clergymen cannot stand by

like
emergencies like
emergencies

this,

this,

can they
they blame the public
for believing
public for
believing

can

said against
them ?
that may
anything that
may be said
against them?
anything

" It is
"It
is a dirty
dirty bird,"
bird,"

etc.
etc.

congratulate
Ve congratulate
We

Mr. Beecher on his
his relief'
relief from the horrible

We

iucubus that
that has so long
incubus
all
long rested upon
upon him. Ve congratulate
congratulate all
faith in
in his purity
him, with faith
by him,
purity and integrity
who have stood by
integrity
unshaken.

Ve congratulate
congratulate
We

the Christian Church at large,
large, and

Plymouth Church in
in particular,
particular, on the restoration to public
the Plymouth
public
ofthe
confidence of
the strongest
strongest

man

man

of the Christian pulpit.
pulpit.

congratulate the country
one of its
its greatest
congratulate
country that one
greatest

men

men

"re
We

stands re-

deemed to its
its respect,
respect, and that one
its proudest
one of its
names has
proudest names
emerged from a cloud of slander that can
can never
never hide it
it again.
emerged
again.

VIII.

THEODORE

THEODORE TILTON
TILTON.
_

Theodore TILTON
Tilton was
THEODORE
was born in New York city,
city, on the
2d of October,
1835.
His
father
was
was a shoemaker,
October,
shoemaker, and
made every
give his son a
a good
good education.
every sacrifice to give
He passed
through
the
public
credit, and
passed through
public schools with credit,
entered the Free Academy,
Academy, now
now the Free College of'
College of

New

York.

He remained

in this institution only
only two

OF
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STREET, BROOKLYN.
LIVINGSTON STREET,
TILTON, NO.
THEODORE TILTON,
No. 174 LIVINGSTON
RESIDENCE
OF THEODORE
RESIDENCE OF

years,
years,

enough to obtain a diploma.
not long
long enough
diploma.

After

on the New
Academy he became aa reporter
reporter on
Academy
good
acquired a good
capacity he acquired
Tribune, in which capacitp
York Ylibznze,
writer, and was
was considered
reputation
reputation as aa short-hand writer,

leaving
leaving the

age of
In 1855,
1855, at the age
Richards.
twenty,
twenty, Mr. Tilton married Miss Elizabeth
children,
seven
seven
parents
of
are
the
Tilton
Mrs.
children,
Mr. and
parents
a
a

young
careful,
careful, steady
steady young

man.
man.

present.
living at present.
of whom four are living

:¢
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ever entered upon
life with
upon life
Til ton.
prospects than Mr. Tilton.
His fidelity
fidelity
flattering prospects
more
more iiattering
men

ever

on the Tribune,
tal7l°ibzme, and his talfriendship of Horace Greeley.
won him the friendship
ents,
ents, Won
Greeley. He
rapidly, passing
his
very rapidly,
among
matured very
time
books,
passing
among books,
very
little
care
little
to
for
pleasures
and seeming
the
seeming
very
pleasures or

reporter
as a
a reporter
to his duties as

on

youth.
Previous to his marriage
marriage he beyouth.
Plymouth Church,
a member of Plymouth
it was
was here
came
came a
Church, and it
his
wife,
with
who
was
that he became acquainted
was also
wife,
acquainted
was married by
a member of that congregation.
congregation. He was
by
between
whom
and
Beecher,
himself
a warm
Mr. Beecher,
warm friendfriendship strengthened
sprang up.
strengthened as time
This friendship
ship sprang
up.
ship
at
least
upon
Mr.
on,
Beecher's
part.
paspassed on,
upon
part. The paspassed
Plymouth Church recognized
tor of Plymouth
recognized the talents of his
friend,
and
exerted
himself to push
push him forforyoung
young friend,
Mr. Tilton professed
ward.
professed the warmest and most
Beecher, and there can
devoted love for Mr. Beecher,
can be no
no
feeling
that, for a
was
sincere.
a time at least,
this
was
doubt that,
least,
feeling

frivolities
frivolities of

one of the editors of
was at this time one
Mr. Beecher was

very early
Mr. Tilton began
began very
early in his
sermons
in
sermons
shorthand
for that
Beecher's
career to report
career
report `Beecher's
Independent.
TJie Dzdepenclenzf.
The

its editors,
editors, soon
soon after began
by
by its
began
paper.
In 1861,
same
upon
1861, upon
to write articles for the same paper.
the retirement of Doctors Bacon,
Bacon, Storrs and Thompson
Thompson
Independent, Mr.
of The Lfclependent,
from the editorial department
department
Tilton was
was made
its editor,
Beecher became its
editor, and Mr. Tilt.on
absence
in Europe
During
his assistant.
Europe
During Mr. Beecher's

encouraged
journal,
and, encouraged
journal, and,,

of the
charge ofthe
in 1863,
1863, Mr. Tilton assumed the editorial charge
proof
both
it to the satisfaction
paper,
propaper, and conducted it
Soon after his return from
prietor and subscribers.

prietor
DzdeThe IndeEurope,
resigned the control of T/ze
Europe, Mr. Beecher resigned
editor.
its
Tilton
became
its
chief
Mr.
pendent,
and
pewlent,
Til ton's career had been emiUp to this time Mr. Ti1ton's
.
Up
.
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nently
nently
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successful.

He
He

was not only
popular editor,
editor,
only aa popular

was

but an
acan equally popular lecturer,
equally popular lecturer, and aa writer of ac~

knowledged ability.
was the controlling
controlling power
power of
knowledged
ability. He was
Congregational
journal
the leading
leading Congregational _journal of the country,
country, and
warranted in entertaining
his friends were
were
entertaining the most
exalted hopes
hopes for his future.
some years
years after assuming
assuming the control of The
For some
T/fc
Independent, Mr. Tilton`s
Tilton's career
career afforded unbounded
Dzclependent,
satisfaction to his friends.
change set in.
in.
Then a
a
change
During
however, the friendship
time, however,
During this time,
friendship between Mr.
Beecher and Mr. Tilton had apparently
apparently been undisturbed.

Mr. Tilton exerted himself to induce Mr.

Beecher to visit his house as an
an intimate friend,
friend, and
a warm
warm
the result was
Beecher, who cherished a
was that Mr. Beecher,
family, became a
regard
a frequent
regard for the Tilton family,
frequent and

honored visitor at their house.
length, however,
At length,
however, aa change
change set in.

Clouds began
began
Perhaps his
sky of
to overcast the fair sky
of Tilton's future.
Perhaps
success had been

too easy.
easy.

May 1,
About May
1870, he
1, 1870,

became the editor of the Brooklyn
Union, a
a daily
evenBrooklyn Uziozz,
daily evenThe
ing
proprietor of T/ze
Bowen, the proprietor
ing journal
journal owned by
by Mr. Bowen,
Independent,
on the latter
Dzclependent, in addition to his labors on
journal.
reason
journal. But by
by this time Mr. Bowen had had reason
to become seriously
seriously dissatisfied with Mr. Tilton's
conTilton's conduct of T/ze
The Independent.
Lzclepemlezzt. For several years
years Mr.
Tilton's doctrines,
doctrines, as
Tilt'on's
as set forth in The
T/ze Independent,
Lzdependent, had
aroused a storm of indignation
opposition among
among
indignation and opposition
its subscribers,
subscribers, principally
its
this
West,
where
in
the
VVest,
principally
"
" After much discussion
paper was
was widely circulated.
paper
widely
newspaper, in
this led to the starting
The Advance newspaper,
starting of T/ze
Tilton,
Chicago,
Independent.
Mr. Tilton,
supersede The
T/ze Lzdepeowlent.
Chicago, to supersede

leading religious
while editor of T/ie
The Independent,
religious
Liclependent, aa leading
inspiration of the
tha
newspaper,
deny the inspiration
had come
come to deny
newspaper, l1ad
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Scriptures
Divinity of Christ.
Scriptures and the Divinity

His social views
a radical change
about this time also underwent a
change in the

Much of this crept
crept into the
The Lzclependemf,
Independent, and letters of

direction of free love."
editorial columns of

stoppages of the paper
remonstrance and stoppages
came so frefrepaper came
subscribers,
Mr.
quently
Bowen
from
that
to
resolved
subscribers,
quently

change in its
make a change
its editorial management.
Still, remanagement. Still,
Tilton
as
friend,
garding
a
and
appreciating
as
what
he
friend, andappreciating
garding
paper in the past,
past, he wished to make
had done for the paper
pleasantly as possible
the change
all parties.
change as pleasantly
possible to all
parties. In
early part
the early
1870, he put
December, 1870,
part of December,
put this resolve
"
" Owing to the marked change in Mr.
into execution.
Owing
change
Tilton's religious
social views, Mr. Bowen felt
Tilton's
felt conreligious and socialviews,

give him notice that his services as editor
strained to give

Independent would terminate at a
T/ze Lidependent
of The
a day named in
day
the notice."
notice."

After making
making this change,
change, Mr. Bowen entered into a
contract with Mr. Tilton to continue him as chief con-

The Independent,
tributor t0
to T/Le
Indepemleni, and editor of the Brooklyn
Brooklyn
years, with a liberal salary
Daily UU;-ion
Union for five years,
Daily/
salary for each
position.
position.
worldly prospects
prospects came
change in his worldly
With this change
came a
feelings for Mr. Beecher.
is
change
It is
change in Mr. Tilton's feelings
change, or
hard to ascertain the exact date of this change,
or the
true cause
cause of

judging from
it, but,
but, judging
it,

published testithe published
testi-

probable that Tilton remony in the case,
case, it
it is
is most probable
mony
garded
some way
responsible
in
some
Beecher
as responsible
garded
way for his loss
of his editorial chair,
chair, and believing
this, his friendship
believing this,
friendship

changed
changed

upon rehe resolved upon
It
It would even
even seem
seem that he was
was willing
willing to
to bitter enmity,
enmity, and

venge.
venge.
perish
himself, if
if he could drag
perish himself,
drag his enemy
enemy down with
was
however, was
him.
cause of his misfortunes,
misfortunes, however,
The true cause

the loss of public
public confidence in him in consequence
consequence of
7
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change
change of sentiments. Even before his enforced withdrawal from the editorial chair of The LeideIndehis radical

pendent,
many who had once
once honored him had lost
pendent, many
faith in him.
Grave charges
charges were
were whispered
whispered about

New York and Brooklyn
concerning his moral characBrooklyn concerning
ter,
ter,

and

these, whether
these,

affected his usefulness to

true or
or

false,
false,

so

seriously
seriously

T/ie
The Lzdepemlent,
Independent, that Mr.

Bowe11
Bo wen had no
no choice but to remove
remove him.

Indeed,
Indeed,

were so open
these charges
widely circulated,
charges were
open and so widely
circulated,
within a few days
that "
"within
after
making
th
s contract
this
days
making
(that
five years
(that for five
years mentioned above),
above), Mr. Bowen re-

ceived such

information of

Tilton's
Tilton's

immorality as
immorality
between himself,
himself,

alarmed him,
him, and led to an
an interview
Tilton and Oliver Johnson,
Bowen, on
on
Johnson, at the house of Bowen,
day of December,
this interview
the 26th day
December, 1870. At this
to
retain
his
Mr. Tilton sought
place
and
Bowen's conBoven's
consought
place
fidence

to join
an attack on
on Mr.
_join Bowen in an
This interview resulted in the insolent letter
letter

offering
by offering
by

Beecher.

which Mr. Tilton wrote and signed
on the 27th of
signed on
that
demanding
Mr.
December,
Beecher
leave PlyDecember, demanding
PlyBrooklyn. That evening
pulpit and Brooklyn.
mouth
Mr.
Bowen,
imouth pulpit
Bowen,
evening
letter to Mr. Beecher.
on
on his way
way home,
home, delivered this letter
on reading
Beecher, on
Mr. Beecher,
reading

it, expressed
expressed his astonishment

it,

letter, and denounced its
its author.
at the receipt
receipt of such aa letter,
some
Mr. Bowen then derided the letter,
letter, and gave
gave him some

why he had reduced Tilton from
why
The Lzdependent
Independent to the subordinate
editorship of T/ie
the editorship
Tilton's social
contributor, saying
saying that Mr. Tilton's
position of contributor,
position
was
paper, and he was
religious views were
were ruining
ruining the paper,
and religious
consistently retain
considering whether he could consistently
now considering
now
Brooklyn Union or chief contribhim as editor of the Brooklyn
some
T/Le Independent.
utor of The
Independent. They
They conversed for some
opinion,
wishing
Mr.
Beecher's
Mr.
Bowen
Beecher's
which
time,
time,
wishing
opinion,
account of the reasons
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Mr. Beecher said he did not see
see
Mr.
how Mr. Bowen could retain his relations with
strongly of the threatenspoke strongly
Tilton.
Mr. Beecher spoke
he had just
just had conrevelation
ing letter and the
ing
given.
was freely
freely given.

was

cerning
Tilton's
cerning Tilton's

Mr. Bowen read
and said that if
if trouble

domestic affairs.

Tilton's threatening
Tilton's
threatening

letter,
letter,

Beecher."
by Mr. Beecher."
came, he would stand by
came,
own resolution were
were comThis conversation and his own
com-

day,
municated to Mr. Tilton by
by Mr. Bowen the next day,
face
face
with
the
himself
to
and the former saw
saw
against Beecher for the
loss of his income.
His rage
rage against

overwhelming, and
advice he had given
given Bowen was
was overwhelming,

was increased by
learning that Mr. Beecher had advised
by learning
unhappy doMrs. Tilton,
Tilton, who,
in consequence
who, in
consequence of her unhappy
produced
was produced
mestic life,
life, which unhappiness
alleged was
unhappiness she alleged
her
husband's
course,
had
applied
Mr.
Beecher
by
husband's course,
by
applied to
for advice,
advice, and had been advised by
by him to leave her
husband. Mrs. Tilton was
was then very
ill, and Tilton,
Tilton,
very ill,
was

taking advantage
condition, extorted from her aa
taking
advantage of her condition,
document implicating
implicating Mr. Beecher-a
Beecher a document evincing her love for her pastor,
pastor, and charging
ing
charging him with
having
made
proposals
indecent
was his
havingimade
proposals to her. This was
first
step in his plan
plan of revenge
first step
upon
his
former
friend.
revenge upon

—

The others will occur in the course of the statements to
be made in other parts
parts of this book.
About the lst
1st of January,
January, 1871,
The Golden Age
Age
1871, T/Le
newspaper
was established in New York by Mr. Tilton
newspaper was
by
and his friends,
its editor.
friends, and he became its

This journal
This
journal
advocacy
of
the
which
had
views
advocacy
caused Mr. Bowen to dispense
dispense with his services as editor

was devoted

was

to the

of The Independent.
Dzclependent.
ment of

The
T/ze

Biography of
of
Biography

Some months after the establish-

Age,
Golden Age,

Mr.

published a
Tilton published
a

Mrs. Victoria l7W>ooZ7mZZ.
lllrs.
Woodhull.

intimacy
His intimacy
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woman had

woman

some time disgusted
for some
disgusted his re-

maining reputable
friends, and this public
public indorsement
maining
reputable friends,
and laudation of her made it
it plain that they had not
plain
they
they had been obliged
obliged to
been mistaken in the estimate they

form of him of late.
late.

He was
was

a changed
changed man.
indeed a
man.

In the meantime Mr. Beecher had cause
cause to believe
that he had been misinformed as to the extent of Mr.
Tilton's
naturally experienced
experienced a
Tilton's derelictions,
a very
very
derelictions, and naturally
regret for the advice he had given
keen regret
given Mrs. Tilton

counselling
seeing that his advice to
counselling separation,
separation, and seeing

Mr. Bowen had caused that gentleman
gentleman to execute his
his
purpose
connection
Tilton, his regret
to
end
with Tilton,
regret
purpose
self-reproach that became
was increased to a degree
was
degree of self-reproach
man of his sensitive disposition.
very painful
very
painful to aa man
disposition. In
it to be his duty
duty at any
any
this state of mind he believed it
sacrifice to himself to overlook Tilton's
Tilton's treatment of

himself,
good
himself, and endeavor to assist him to aa return of good
It would

seem that Tilton,
Tilton, on
on his part, was
part, was
kindly to Mr. Beecher as long
indisposed to feel
feel kindly
long as
not indisposed
easy but as
as his pocket
financially easy;
was financially
pocket grew
light,
he was
grew light,
deepened,
his
and
sense of his injuries
revengeful
his sense
injuries deepened,
revengeful
March,
uncontrollable.
In
feelings
became
he sucMarch,
feelings
sum
the
sum of $7000
from
ceeded in recovering
Mr.
Bowen
$7000
recovering
as a forfeit
forfeit for the cancellation of his contract by
by that
"
" Tripartite
in
April,
the
famous
gentleman,
and
April,
Tripartite
gentleman,
or
"Covenant"
was
negotiated
"Covenant"
was
between
Agreement"
negotiated
Agreement"
and
Tilton.
It
as
Bowen,
was
follows
Beecher,
was
follows:
Beecher, Bowen,

fortune.

seem

;

" We three men, earnestly desiring to remove
remove all
all causes of
"\Ve
men, earnestly desiring
real or fancied,
fancied, and to make
existing between us,
us, real
offence existing
for injuries
injuries done or
or supposed
supposed to be done,
reparation for
done,
Christian reparation

provide concord,
goodefface the disturbed past,
and to eiface
concord, goodpast, and to provide
future, do declare and covenant,
each
to
will and love for the future,
covenant,
other, as follows
the other,

:
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"
"
I.

credit, perhaps withhaving given
given credit,
Bowen, having
I, Henry C*
perhaps
I,
Henry C. Bowen,
affecting Henry
consideration, to tales
out due consideration,
tales and innuendoes affecting
Henry

them, as
being influenced
by them,
as was
was natural
Ward
induenced by
Vard Beecher,
Beecher, and being
man who receives impressions
impressions suddenly,
suddenly, to the extent of
man

to a
a

repeating them (guardedly,
(guardedly, however,
however, and
repeating

within limitations,
limitations,

and not for the purpose
injuring him,
him, but strictly
strictly in the
purpose of injuring
confidence of consultation),
now feel that therein I did him
consultation), now
wrong.
wrong.

Therefore,
charges and imputations
all the charges
Therefore, I disavow all
imputations

me as having
me made
by me
me
having been by
Henry
Ward
Beecher,
declare,
fully
and
Vard
I
and
without
Beecher,
declare, fully
Henry
that
reserve,
nothing
which
me
prevent
I
from
know
should
me
reserve,
nothing
prevent
him
extending
and
most
cordial
friendship,
confidence
to
the
extending
friendship,
that have been attributed to
against
against

Christian

fellowship.
fellowship.

And

I

expressly
expressly

all the
withdraw all

charges,
imputations and innuendoes imputed
iuiputed as
having been
as having
charges, imputations

made and uttered by
by me,
me, and

by
set forth in a
a letter written by
on the lst
1st of January,
January, 1871 (a
(a copy
copy of
is hereto annexed), and I sincerely regret having
which letter is
annexed),
sincerely regret having
made any
imputations,
charges or
or innuendoes unfavorable to
any imputations, charges

me
me

to Theodore Tilton

on

Mr. Beecher.
the Christian character of lIr.

And

I covenant and

promise
never, by
or deed,
deed,
promise that for all future time I will never,
by word or
recur
repeat,
or
allude
to, repeat, or
any or
or either of said charges,
recur to,
to any
charges,
imputations
imputations and innuendoes.
"
"
II. And I,
I, Theodore Tilton,
Tilton, do,
friendly
do, of my
my free will and friendly
spirit
toward
Henry
hereby
agree
Ward
Beecher,
and
Vard
covenant
Beecher,
spirit
Henry
hereby
agree
_

that I will never
again repeat,
never again
repeat,

any
any of the

otherwise,
or otherwise,
by
or word or
by mouth or

allegations,
imputations, or
or innuendoes contained
or imputations,
allegations, or

my

in my letters
any other injurious
letters hereunto annexed,
annexed, or any
injurious imputaimputations or
or allegations
suggested
or
growing
these, and
by
allegations suggested by
growing out of these,

never again
again bring
bring up
up or
or hint at any
any difference
or
that I will never
diiference or
complaint
ground
of
heretofore
the
said
Henry
existing between
Henry
ground complaint
existing
or myself,
Henry Vard
Ward Beecher.
C. Bowen or
myself, or the said Henry
"
" III. I, Henry Vard
Beecher, put
put the past
past forever out of
I, Henry Ward Beecher,
sight and out of memory.
memory. _I
I deeply
regret the causes for suspisight
suspideeply regret
us.
cion,
between
jealousy
estrangement
and
have
come
which
come
cion, _jealousy
estrangement
It is
is a joy
Bowen
me to have my
joy for me
old
Henry
C.
regard
for
my
Henry
regard
and Theodore Tilton restored,
restored, and a
me to resume
resume
happiness to me
a happiness
and
the old relations of love,
to
each
both
love, respect
and
reliance
respect
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of them.

If I have said
said anything
the reputation
reputation
anything injurious
injurious to the

of either,
their standing
detracted from their
standing and fame as
either, or have detracted

Christian gentlemen
church, I revoke it
it
gentlemen and members of my
my church,
reinstate them to the
all,
heartily covenant to repair
repair and reinstate
all, and heartily

my

extent of my power.
power.
"
"
H. C.

(Signed)
(Signed)

Bowen,
BOWEN,

"THEODORE
"Theodore Tilton,
TILTON,
"

H. W. Beecher."
"H.
BEEOHER."

" Brooklyn, April 2,
"BROOKLYIQ
April 2,

1872."

tl1e above remarkIn order to properly
comprehend the
properly comprehend
able document,
document, the reader should understand that Mr.

Tilton had,
Bovven, begun
begun
had, since his dismissal by
by Mr. Bowen,
to

charge
endeavoring to ruin him in
charge Mr. Beecher with endeavoring

procuring his
business and his domestic relations by
by procuring
discharge
by Bowen,
Bowen, and
discharge by

making
proposals
making indecent proposals

His charge
this time had not grown
charge at this
grown
was limited to improper solicitation
adultery, but was
to aclulzfery,
improper

to Mrs. Tilton.

part of Mr. Beecher.
on the part

on

carefully deMr. Tilton carefully

was innocent of any crime,
clared that Mrs. Tilton was
any crime, and
her
as
a
woman
who
had
been insulted
spoke
a pure
pure woman
spoke of

Vhen Mrs. Woodhull published
When
pastor.
published her
by
by her pastor.
in
November, 1872,
Tilton, though
though he
infamous story
November,
1872, Tilton,
story
in
print,
did not at once
did
so veronce deny
deny her charges
charges
print,
November, he said
bally
bally to friends. On the 18th of November,
gentleman's
to the Rev. Mr Halliday,
Halliday, according
according to that gentlemaifs
"
testimony,
testimony, "

My

is as pure
light," and
pure as the light,"
My wife is
ever accused her of criminal intidenied that he had ever
inti"
"
When his letter to aa ComVhen
Com~
macy
macy with Mr. Beecher.
" was
in
December,
it
Friend
it
published
was
plaining
was
Was
December,
published
plaining
"

Woodhull's story.
regarded
story.
regarded as a virtual denial of Mrs. Voodhull's
spoke of his supposed
From time to time,
however, he spoke
time, however,
supposed

very
wrongs to friends. At last,
becoming very
last, his affairs becoming
wrongs
accusation
against
his
of
form
the
changed
bad,
he
against
bad,
changed

Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, and charged
charged him with the deliberate
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numerous acts of
seduction of Mrs. Tilton,
Tilton, and with numerous
The evidence shows that,
adultery with her.
that, so far
adultery
scandal, he went about
endeavoring to quiet
quiet the scandal,
from endeavoring
his
retailing
alleged
the
of
story
dishonor, maintaining
maintaining
retailing
alleged dishonor,
story
public
in public
friendly
relations
during
a
part
time
of
this
during part
friendly
regarded as the seducer of his
man whom he regarded
with the man
Then followed the charges
by Mr. lVest,
West,
wife.
brought by
charges brought
rolls of
ton's name
name from the rolls
Tilton's
dropping of Mr. Til
the dropping
^Plymouth Church,
Church, the Congregational
Council, and
Congregational Council,
Plymouth
brought about the publicaspeech which brought
Bacon's speech
Dr. Bacon's
publicacharges
against
Mr.
Beecher.
of
his
Mr.
Tilton
tion by
Beecher.
charges
against
by

IX.

MRS. ELIZABETH

R. TILTON.

name has become
painfully
conspicuous in this unhappy
is a
scandal, is
painfully conspicuous
unhappy scandal,

Tilton, whose
Mrs. Elizabeth
MRS.
ELIZABETH R. TILTON,
so

native of New York.

During
During

name

her childhood her father
hither

died,
died, and her mother removed to Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, where she

opened
opened aa boarding-house.
boarding-house.

Elizabeth attended several

schools, .and
finally passed
Institute,
,and finally
schools,
passed to the Packer Institute,
where,
the
at
disage
eighteen,
she
graduated
of
where,
age
eighteen,
graduated with distinction. At school she was
was a favorite with her teachers and companions,
was regarded
one of the
was
and
companions,
regarded as one
"
best scholars in the school.
She was
was a
a strangely
strangely
"

earnest little
little

inspired the kindest rebrunette, that inspired
brunette,
gards in her teachers,
teachers, and a kind of awe
awe in her schoolgards
mates."
mates."
leaving
her mother
Upon
school,
she
assisted
Upon leaving school,
in the conduct of the house,
house, and became a
a member of

Plymouth Church. About this time she became acPlymouth
quainted
quainted with Theodore Tilton,
Tilton, then aa promising
young
promising young
man and universally popular.
man
After
an
an acquaintance
universally popular.
acquaintance
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of
of a year
two, she married him.
year or two,
and she was
was twenty-two
old.
twenty-two years
years old.

This was
in 1855,
was in
1855,

Tilton became the
Mrs. Tilton
the mother of
of seven
seven children,
children,
four of
of whom are now
four
now living.
She was devotedly
living.
devotedly
attached to
to her husband,
husband, and as she proved
herself a
proved herself
wife and mother,
good wife
good
life was
was for
for many
mother, her married life
many
years
happy one. She was
a happy
was naturally
naturally of a
years a
a religious
religious
temperament,
to rear her children
children in
temperament, and endeavored to
in
the midst of
of religious
associations, and to
to surround her
religious associations,
home with the same
same safeguards.
safeguards. Her husband bears
to
her
testimony
innate goodness
goodness and purity
purity of chartestimony
char"
"
I think,"
"
acter. " I
says
he,
she
certainly
hours
spends
think," says he,
certainly spends
on
on her knees some
some days;
days II don't
don't suppose
suppose a day
day ever
passes
over
that
Elizabeth
the
if
sun,
could
if
he
passes
peep
sun,
peep
through
knees."
through the windows,
windows, would not see her on her knees."
And yet
this
yet Mr. Tilton would have people
people believe that this
;

saintly soul,
soul, whose
saintly

life was one
life

purity, according
his
according to his
purity,

was

of prayer
Christian
prayer and Christian

own confession,
own
confession, was an impure
impure

woman and

an
an adulteress.
Mrs. Tilton is
"under
is "
under medium height,
height, with black
hair and eyes,
is interesting,
face that is
eyes, a face
interesting, though
though not
an
beautiful,
with
an
expression
indicates
that
unusual
beautiful,
expression

woman

sensibility
sentimentality rather than intellectual
intellectual
sensibility and sentimentality

force or refinement.

Her appearance
appearance is
is modest,
modest, and
her air
is peculiarly
air is
Her inanconfiding.
manpeculiarly sincere and eonfiding.
ners are easy
a simple
easy and natural,
natural, with a
simple grace
grace which
is
is more
more pleasing
for
in polite
for
pleasing than what passes
elegance
elegance in
polite
passes
society.
Her
is
profoundly
prevailing mood is profoundly serious,
serious,
society.
prevailing

lit
lit

up
joy, and sometimes
up with occasional gleams
gleams of joy,

At times,
times, when
her feelings
pleasantly excited,
glows
excited, and her face glows
feelings are pleasantly
expression, she appears
handsome;
with expression,
at
really
other
appears really handsome;
wearied, or unexcited,
times,
times, when depressed,
unexcited, her
depressed, or wearied,

breaking
playfulness.
breaking into aa beautiful playfulness.
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is dull and unattractive.
is lustreless,
face is
lustreless, and her face
eye is
eye
mother, deis a good
dehousekeeper, and an excellent mother,
good housekeeper,
She is

more for
for them
children, and doing
votedly
doing more
votedly fond of her children,
talkand spending
in reading
more time in
spending more
reading to them and talkmost mothers. Her tastes and
ing with them than .most
sentimental, and religious,
habits are domestic,
domestic, sentimental,
religious, rather
her
reading has not been
aesthetic or literary;
than aesthetic
reading
literary;
favorite pictures
pictures are valuable for
for
extensive, and her favorite
extensive,
ins:

their
artistic excellence or imtheir sentiment rather than artistic

She has had seven children,
aginative
children, four of
aginative power.
power.
eldest
is
a
whom are living.
The
daughter of more
living.
is
more
daughter

maturity of mind and force of character.
than ordinary
ordinary maturity
more than the other
She resembles her father
Dither much more

—

children-so
children
recognized as his
so much that she would be recognized
his

daughter
by those who are familiar with his features.
daughter by
youngest children
The two youngest

are boys.
boys.

Mrs. Tilton's
Tilton's

former home,
Livingston street,
home, on
on Livingston
was once
once peculiarly
peculiarly
street, was
attractive and charming
affection that filled
charming by
filled its
by affection
its
rooms with a climate of summer
rooms
summer and a fragrance
fragrance as of
blooming
roses ; it
tastefully furnished,
furnished, graced
it was
was tastefully
blooming roses;
graced with

exquisite
pictures, made poetic
poetic
exquisite pictures,

by
by

the disposition
disposition and

arrangement of its
ideal element visiits contents,
contents, and the ideal
visiarrangement
It
seemed
It
to

ble and palpable
palpable in every
every apartment.
apartment.
realize the ideal of home."
realize
home."

With Mr. Tilton's
Tilton's change
change of views the wife's
wife's dream
happiness vanished,
of happiness
vanished, and her pleasant
pleasant home became
a place
all bravely
her yet
yet she bore all
bravely
place of torment to her:
until her moral courage,
her
firmness,
and
her
veracity
courage,
firmness,
a

:

veracity

gave way
way before her husband's
husband's resolute purpose
purpose to use
gave
her as an instrument of crushing
Mr.
Beecher.
The
crushing
torments to which
which she was
was subjected
subjected are set forth with
fearful intensity
own words elsewhere in these
intensity in her own
pages.
pages.

They
until, unable
They continued until,

to

bear them
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longer, she fled from her home on
on the llth
11th of July,
Julj-,
longer,
in
family
and
i11
the
sought
friends,
shelter
of
her
1874,
1874,
friends,
sought
family
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ovington.
Ovington.

X.

THE

THE INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE.

THE
The committee appointed
appointed by
by Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, with the

approval
Examining Committee of the church,
church,
approval of the Examining
charges against
against him,
him,
to investigate
investigate the charges

was composed
composed
was
most
prominent members of Plymouth
Plymouth Church,
of the
Church,
prominent
men
men well known in New York and Brooklyn for perBrooklyn
perintegrity and for ability
sonal integrity
ability in their respective
respective
callings.
Callings.

Henry "VV.
HENRY
W. Sage,
is a
Chairman, is
a Deacon of PlyPlySAGE, the Chairman,
mouth Church,
Societv.
Church, and one of the Trustees of the Society.

He

is widely
as a business man,
is
man, being
being one
one of
widely known as

the most extensive lumber dealers in the country,
country, and
reputation for unswerving
unswerving integrity,
enjoying a
a reputation
integrity, and
enjoying
practical good
good sense.
strong,
strong, practical

regarded as one
is regarded
one of
He is

the leading
leading citizens of Brooklyn.
Brooklyn.

known, and
known,

is
is shown by
by

His liberality
liberality is
is well

his donations of

$10,000
$10,000 to
"

Preaching"
"Lyman
Lectureship on
on Preaching
Lyman Beecher Lectureship
"
in Yale College,
College, $300,000
College
Sage College
$300,000 to found the Sage
for Women"
for
for the
YVomen" in Cornell University,
and
$40,000
$40,000 forthe
University,

found the

"

"

erection of a
a church in Ithaca,
place.
Ithaca, N. Y.,
Y., his native place.

AUGUSTUS
Augustus Storrs
is a
Sroims is
a member of the commission
firm of Storrs Brothers.

highly
is well known and highly
He is

and
respected
Brooklyn and
respected in the business circles of both Brooklyn

New

York.

He is
is a
a member of the Board of Trustees

a
Society, and a
Plymouth Church,
of the Society,
of Plymouth
Church, Treasurer of'
citizen.
wealthy,
Wealthy, kind-hearted and public-spirited
public~spirited citizen.
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HENRY M. CLEVELAND
Henry
Cleveland

is a
is
a
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Connecticut, in
native of Connecticut,

a large
part of his life
was passed,
which State a
life was
large part
passed, and
to which he rendered valuable service as a
mema mem-

ber of the State Board of Education.

a
He has been n

member of Plymouth
is
Plymouth Church for fourteen years,
years, and is
one of the Examining
Examining Committee. He is
one
is a paper
paper merchant, and a member of the well-known house of H.
chant,
Hulbert & Co. of New York.
Horace
HORAGE B. CLAFLIN
is a member of the Board
Claflin is

C.

of

Church, and has been connected
Plymouth Church,
Trustees of Plymouth
its most prominent
prominent members
Society as one of its
with the Society
its organization.
organization.
since its

is well known throughout
throughout
He is

drythe commercial world as the head of the famous dry-

goods
goods

largest establishhouse of H. B. Claflin & Co.,
Co., the largest

its kind in the world.
ment of its

inHis reputation
reputation for in-

courtesy is
is known
tegrity, business ability,
ability, and kindly
kindly courtesy
tegrity,
to the whole country.
country.

John
Winslow is a lawyer,
JOHN VINSLow.is
lawyer, and District Attorney
Attorney
Kings
posifor Kings county,
having been appointed
county, having
appointed to that position by
by Governor Dix,
Dix, and is
is a member of the legal
legal
firm of Winslow
Vlfinslow & Van Cott. He and his partner,
partner,
Judge Van Cott,
among the foremost
Cott, are regarded
Judge
regarded as among
members of the Brooklyn
Brooklyn bar.
Y. VVHITE
S.
White is
S. V.
is the Treasurer of Plymouth
Church,
Plymouth Church,
and one of the most active leaders in its
its Sunday-school
Sunday-school
work,
broker, doing
doing business in
Work. He is
is a banker and broker,
New York,
is well
Well and favorably
York, where he is
favorably known.
inmen selected by
These were
were the men
by Mr. Beecher to investigate the charges
charges made against
against him. He delibvestigate
prominent members of the Soerately chose the most prominent
erately
truth,
ciety,
interested
most
in establishing
those
establishing the truth,
ciety,
and in whose impartiality
impartiality and judicial
judicial fairness he knew
he could confide. He chose six prominent
prominent citizens of

:
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Brooklyn,
high characters would command the
Brooklyn, whose high
public in their decision.
confidence of the public

The sessions

principally
of the committee were held principally

at the residence of Mr.

Augustus Storrs,
Storrs,
Augustus

in Monroe

Brooklyn.
place, Brooklyn.
place,
inviting Mr.
by inviting
The committee began
began their labors by

a detailed
appear before them and make a
Tilton to appear
charges against
statement of his charges
against Mr. Beecher. Mr.

follows:
Tilton replied
replied as follows
No. 174 Livingston
LIVINGSTON STREET,
Street,

Brooklyn,
13, 1874.
BROOKLYN, July
July 13,
To THE
IXVESTIGATTNG
COMMITTEE:
Investigating
Committee
the

\
J

:

—

on
Gentlemen
When,¬U,
on Friday
you at your
þÿGEX'fLE)IEN21lvi1
last, I met you
Friday last,
your
appointment
the
connnittee
not then
invitation,
of
your
committee
had
invitation,
appointment
your
been made known to the public.
public. You sat in aa private
private
capacity.
capacity.
Moreover, one of your
previously given
lIoreover,
your legal
legal advisers had previously
given
hope that if,
if, on
appearance
would
preme a hope
me
on my
before
you,
I
premy appearance
you,
judicious reticence concerning
of
the
serve a
a judicious
concerning the worst aspects
aspects
might
moderate
case,
I
thereby
facilitate,
through
you,
such
a
case,
might thereby facilitate, through you,
public
presentation of Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's offence and apology
public presentation
apology as
close, rather than prolong,
would close,
prolong, the existing
existing scandal.
kindly
I rejoiced
in this
this hope,
rejoiced in
hope, and promptly
reciprocated the kindly
promptly reciprocated
feeling which was
all
toward
all
was reported
me as shared by
you
feeling
reported to me
you
by
myself
myself and family.
family.
Accordingly, when I inet
in conference,
met you
you in
conference, my
Accordingly,
my brief statement was,
was, in substance,
the
First, that
following
points:
two
substance,
following points: First,
my
letter
to
aggression,
letter
Bacon
written,
of
Dr.
was
was written, not as an
an act
my
aggression,
self-defence
great and
but of self-defence-arising,
arising, as therein set forth,
forth, from great
grievous provocation
by your
church, the Brookprovocation by
grievous
your pastor,
pastor, your
your church,
Council, and the ex-Moderator's
lyn Council,
supposed
my supposed
on my
ex-lIoderator's criticisms on
lyn
uniting to defame me
conduct all uniting
conduct-all
me before the world,
world, and to
upon me
me an
an unjust
inflict
punishment
by another;
infiict upon
done
for
acts
another;
unjust punishment
by
having by
myself
second, that having
that
defended
far
letter
and second,
letter
by
myself so far
thought the occasion required
required me
my
reply,
I
felt
as I
felt
I thought
me to carry
carry my reply,
:

—

—
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farproceed further against
unwilling
against Mr. Beecher without farunwilling to proceed

ther public
necessity.
public provocation
provocation or other necessity.

upon me
me by Mr. Beecher him~
now laid upon
himis now
necessity is
Such a necessity
by
request
a
direct
him
by
publication
a
of
to
you
in
the
self,
request by
you to
publication

self,

inquire officially
by his offence
officially into his character as affected by
inquire
which
referred.
I
to
and apology,
referred*
apology,
only before your
a direct challenge,
me a
He thus offers to me
challenge, not only
your
public, which I hereby
accept.
but before the public,
hereby accept.
full and
therefore,
therefore, give
give you
you notice that I shall prepare
prepare a full

committee,
committee,
I,
I,

detailed statement in accordance with the terms of your
comyour com"
" to furnish such facts, as are
are within
mittee's invitation to me,
mittee's
me,
facts,
" which compromise the
touching matters "which
knowledge," touching
my
compromise
my knowledge,"
Henry Vard
Ward Beecher."
Beecher."
character of Rev. Henry

you within
week or
or ten
Within a Week
I shall be ready
ready to lay
lay this before you
myself
find
shall
able
to
set the
soon thereafter as I
days,
myself
days, or as soon
strict array
array
numerous
numerous facts
facts and evidences in such strict

as that I can

all, with my oath to their exact truth,
all,
truth,
my
sworn before a.
magistrate.
a magistrate.
sworn
appointment of a
by you
I await the appointment
cona day
mutually conday by
you mutually
in
presentation
this
statement
in
person
venient for my
Of
this
of
before
my presentation
person

them, each and
cover them,

your committee.
your
Meanwhile I shall make public
public my
present note to you,
you,
my present
Beecher's letter
because Mr. Beecher's
is a
a preliminary
letter to which this is

prelimiiiary

response
public by
by him.
response has been made public
I am
am truly yours,
truly yours,

With
Vith great
great respect,
respect,

Theodore
THEODORE Tilton.
TILTON.
XI.
XL

MR. MOULTON'S
APPEARANCE.
MOULTON'S FIRST APPEARANCE.
MR.
Mr. FRANCIS
Francis D. Moulton,
MOULTON, in view of the determination of Mr. Beecher to have the charges
against him
charges against
investigated,
respond to the invitainvestigated, and of Mr. Tilton to respond

tion of the committee,
committee, determined to endeavor to supsuppress
press the investigation
investigation at the outset.

He had

been the

confidential friend of both Mr. Beecher and Mr. Tilton,
Tilton,

:
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and he had conceived the idea that publicity would be
publicity
ruinous to Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, notwithstanding
notwithstanding his confessions
to others of his

belief in Beecher's
Beecher's innocence,
innocence, and his
written declaration to Mr. Beecher that he had nothing
nothing
to fear from an
an exposure
For
exposure of the whole matter.
some purpose of his own, Mr. Moulton seems
some
seems
purpose
own,

to have
desired to keep
keep Mr. Beecher in the position
position he had so
foolishly occupied
for several years
years past,
foolishly
occupied for
past, when he had
unwisely
tl1e control of the
unwisely submitted himself to the

"mutual friend,"
"mutual
own great
great loss
loss and discomfort.
friend," to his own
Exactly
Mouiton's purpose
was the reader
Exactly what Mr. lIoulton's
purpose was
will be able to judge,
reading the statements,
etc.,
judge, after reading
statements, etc.,

which are to follow.
On the present
occasion, Mr.
present occasion,
Moulton appeared
appeared before the committee,
committee, and read the
following
following

paper
paper:

Gentlemen of
GENTLEMEN
or

the Comfrrrena
Committee

THE

:

I appear
appear before you,
you, at your
your invitation,
invitation, to make a statement
which I have read to Mr. Tilton and Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, which both
deem honorable,
and
in
the fairness and propriety
propriety of which, so
honorable,

which,
am
am concerned,
they both concur.
concur.
The parties
parties in
in this
concerned, they
case are personal friends of mine,
mine, in whose behalf I have
personal
endeavored to act as the umpire
umpire and peacemaker
for the last
last
peacemaker for
four years,
years, with a
a conscientious regard
all
for
all
the
interests
interests
regard
far
far as I

involved.
I regret
your sakes the responsibility
for your
on me
me of
responsibility imposed
regret for
imposed on
appearing
anything, I must speak
say anything,
speak the
appearing here to-night.
to-night. If I say
truth.

I do not believe that the simple
curiosity of the world
simple curiosity

at large,

large,

or

committee, ought
ought to be gratified
even
this
even of
this committee,
gratified

through any
through
any recitation by
by

me
me

my posof the facts which are in my
posrelations
through
my
to
the
through my

session, necessarily
in confidence,
session,
confidence,
necessarily in
parties.
parties.

The personal
personal differences of which I

am

am

aware,
aware, as the

settled honorably
chosen arbitrator,
once been settled
arbitrator, have once
honorably between

the parties,
parties, and would

except on
never
been revived except
on
never have

account of recent attacks,
attacks, both in and out of Plymouth
Plymouth Church,
Church,
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upon the character of Theodore Tilton,
made upon
Tilton, to which he
settled,
is to be settled,
If the present
reply necessary.
thought
present issue is
necessary.
thought aa reply
either
either
themselves,
parties
the
opinion,
by
be, in my
it must be,
themselves,
it
parties
my opinion, by
committee, each taking
your committee,
separately before your
together
taking the
together or separately
fully
am
As I am
own
his
own utterance.
his
of
responsibility
fully conversant
responsibility
if
shall, as between these parties,
evidences, I shall,
with the facts
facts and evidences,
parties, if
final
to
order
final
in
truth,
the
state
to
my duty
it my
necessary, deem it
truth,
duty

necessary,
settlement,
may be well informed before
settlement, and that the world may
either. I therefore
nouncing its
its judgment with reference to either.

nouncing

judgment

proprosugsug-

you deem
if then you
heard; that if
first be heard;
parties first
to you
you that the parties
to speak
so,
I
will
do
appear before you,
necessary that I should appear
it
it necessary
so,
you,

gest
gest

speak

nothing but the truth.
truth, and nothing
the truth,
truth, the whole truth,
to-night,
to-night, as I

I hold

lIr. JBeecher
Beecher
opinion that Mr.
hitherto, the opinion
have
have held hitherto,

an offence against
frankly state that he had committed an
should frankly
against

necessary to apologize,
for which it
it was
was necessary
Mr. Tilton for
apologize, and for which
in the language
ofthe
the letter,
letter, part
he did apologize
part of which has
language of
apologize in

frankly that he deemed
quoted that he should have stated frankly
been quoted;
;

against Dr.
it necessary
it
necessary for Mr. Tilton to have made the defence against
Beecher)
that
(Mr.
he
Leonard Bacon which he did make,
and
make,
(Mr. Beecher)

this painful
party to the reopening
reopening of this
should refuse to be a party
painful
If
would
subject.
had
this
statement,
he
have stated
he
made
this
statement,
subject.
truth, and it
no more than the truth,
it would have saved him and you
you

no more

responsibility of a
the responsibility
a further inquiry.
inquiry.

is better
It is

now
now that

the committee should not report;
report; and in place
place of aa. report,
report,

Mr. Beecher himself should make the statement which I have
suggested
or that if
if the committee does report,
suggested ;; or
report, the report
report
he a
a recommendation to Mr. Beecher to make such a
should be
statement.

Moulton's course was
Mr. Moulton's
was very properly treated by
very properly
by
as an
an unwarrantable interference, and
the committee as
interference,

they
accept his proposition,
they declined to accept
proposition, and announced
their intention of proceeding
proceeding with the investigation.
investigation.
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XII.

TILTON'S
MR. TILTON'S

SWORN
SWORN STATEMENT.
STATEMENT.

The
THE committee having
having resolved to proceed
proceed with the
Mr. Tilton,
in
accordance
with their
Tilton,
invitation,
appeared
them
on
the
before
on
20th
of July,
invitation, appeared
July,

investigation,
investigation,

following communications
and read the following

to them

:

—

Gentlemen
In communicating
THE Committee:
or the
GENTLEMEN of
Comufrren 1-In
communicating to
detailed
statement
of
the
facts of evidences which you have
you
you
you
days expecting
my hands,
been several days
let me
me remind you of
hands, let
expecting at my
you
the circumstances which call
call this statement forth.
forth; In my
my recent
letter
letter to Dr.

Bacon I alluded

to

Henry Ward
Vard Beecher.
the Rev. Henry

an
an

offence and an
an apology
apology

by
by

To whomsoever else
else this al-

scorned indefinite,
it was
was plain.
lusion seemed
indefinite, to Mr. Beecher it
plain.

The
committed
by
him
the
apology
was
made
by him
was
was
by him;
him;
apology was
by
momentous
were his own,
vere among the most momentous
both acts were
own, and were
among
life.
Of all
Plymouth Church,
all men
occurrences of his life.
men in
in Plymouth
occurrences
or in
Church, or
offence
offence

;

Henry
Vard Beecher was
was the one
one man
man
Henry Ward
concerning this offence and apology,
who was
was best informed concerning
apology, and
Neverone man
man who least needed to inquire into either.
the one
inquire
while
possessing
perfect
a
knowledge
of
both
theless,
these acts
theless,
possessing a perfect knowledge
himself, he has chosen to put
put on
on a public aifectation
done by
by himself;
public affectation
them, and has conspicuof ignorance
concerning them,
conspicuignorance and innocence concerning
appointed
committee
of
ously
a
of the ablest men
of
of'
six
men
ously appointed
together
with
two
attorneys,
to
inquire
into
what
his church,
church, together
attorneys,
inquire
the world,
world, the Rev.

as the unaccountable mystery
you to regard
he leaves you
regard as
mystery of this
apology, as if he had neither committed the one
one
offence and apology,
other, but as if
nor
if both were
were the mere
mere figments
nor offered the other,
iigments

of another

man's
imagination, thus adroitly
man's imagination,
adroitly prompting
prompting the
am
ani a person under some
some
person

public to draw the deduction that I
public

fraud.

delusion, living
living in a dream and forging
delusion,
forging aa
this
explanation
Furthermore,
in
order
cast
over
to
over
Furthermore,
explanation the

delicate

glamour
glamour which always
always lends aa charm

or
hallucination or

to the defence of

wife, has
Mrs. Elizabeth R. Tilton,
Tilton, lately
honor, lIrs.
a woman's
VOI'Xl3.l1'S honor,
lately my
my wife,
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been prompted
reside among
away from her home to reside
among Mr.
prompted away
Beecher's
in
his
Beecher's friends,
friends, and to co-operate
him
with
in
his
ostensibly
co-operate
ostensibly
honest and laudable inquiry
into facts
inquiry into
facts concerning
concerning which she too,
too,

well as he,
for years
well
years past
past had perfect
perfect and equal
equal knowlhe, has for
The investigation,
edge with himself
himself.
investigation, therefore,
therefore, has been pubedge
pubas

licly pressed
pressed upon
me by
by Mrs. Tilton,
licly
upon me
Beecher, seconded by
by Mr. Beecher,
Tilton,
in so doing,
both of whom,
in assuming
whom, in
doing, have united in
assuming before the
the non-existence of the grave
public
facts into
into
grave and solemn facts
public the
they have conspired
which they
for
the
to
investigate
for
purpose,
the
conspired
purpose, not
investigate
but
of
the
This
of eliciting
denying
truth.
truth.
joint
eliciting
denying
joint assumption
assumption
has
them,
which
to be in
in good
by
seemed
your
committee
to
good
by them, which
your
has
led
faith,
naturally
into
an
examination
in
you
an
in which you
you
faith,
naturally
you
find on
their part
expect to find
on their
nothing but innocence and on
on my
expect
part nothing
my
part nothing
slander. It
It is
is now
now my
part
nothing but slander.
duty, from
my unhappy
unhappy duty,
which I have in
in vain hitherto sought
sought earnestly
delivered,
earnestly to be delivered,
to give
facts and evidences for
give you
you the facts
for reversing
your opinion
reversing your
opinion
on
this subject.
In doing
this painful,
on this
subject.
say heartrending,
doing this
painful, I may
may say
heartrending,
duty, the responsibility
for making
making the grave
duty,
responsibility for
grave disclosures which
first to
I am
am about to lay before you belongs, not to me,
me, but first
lay
you belongs,
this examination,
Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, who has prompted
examination, and
prompted you
you to this
in a
conspiracy which
next to Mrs. Tilton,
joined him in
a conspiracy
Tilton, who has _joined
many hearts.
and
hearts.
wretchedness
to many
fail to be full
cannot fail
full of peril
peril
examination
by
in
first
brief
call you
my
first
to
Witness
that
I call
witness
in
my
by your
your
you
inquire
not
implored
you
to
and
committee I begged
inquire into the
implored you
begged
all,
facts
facts of this
bury them beyond
this case,
case, but rather to seek to bury
beyond all
had
this
this
entreaty
for
all
possible
for
all
concerned
Happy
revelation.
possible
entreaty
Happy
opportunity for
been heeded!
last opportunity
for
It is
is now
now too late.
late. The last
heeded
reconciliation and settlement has passed.
passed. This investigation,
investigation,
undertaken by
dangers against
by you
ignorance of dangers
you in ignorance
against which Mr.
Beecher should have warned you
will shortly
advance, will
shortly prove
prove
you in advance,
itself, to your
your surprise,
surprise, to have been an
an
act of wanton and
itself,
Beecher, as
a& its
its
wicked folly,
for which the Rev. Henry
Ward Beecher,
folly, for
Henry VVard
" space for
originator
public
sponsor,
will
and
find
no
hereafter
no
"space
originator
public sponsor,
This
it carefully
tears."
repentance, though
carefully and with tears."
repentance,
though he seek it
accountdesperate
only,
me,
man
must
hold
and
not
man
himself
me,
desperate
only,
!

carry to
able for
for the wretchedness which these disclosures
wi.ll carry
disclosures will
brought
his
his own
own home and hearth as they
already brought to
they have already
8'
8
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mine.

I will add that the original
original documents referred to in

my posposare, for the most part,
sworn statement are,
the ensuing
part, in my
ensuing sworn
papers
are
other
the
in
and
a
few
a
apology
the
that
session ;; but
papers
apology
hands of Mr. Francis D. Moulton.
'

TILTON'S
TI
LTON'S

Truly yours,
Truly
yours,
Theodore TILTON.
Tilton.
Tnnoooaa

STATEMENT.
SWORN
SWORN S'l`A'l`EMEN'l'.

instigated the appointVard Beecher has instigated
Whereas, the Rev. Henry
appointVhereas,
Henry Ward
his church and society
of
six
members
ofhis
of
consisting
committee
ment of aacommittee consisting
society
aspersions upon
upon his character by
alleged aspersions
report upon
inquire and report
to inquire
by
upon alleged
Tilton, formerly
Theodore Tilton
formerly the
Tilton; and whereas, Mrs. Elizabeth R. Tilton,
co-operate
openly deserted her home, in order to co-operate
Tilton, has openly
wife of Mr. Tilton,
conspiracy to overthrow the credibility
a conspiracy
with Mr. Beecher in a
credibility and good
good
'l`l1eodore
man and citizen
therefore, Theodore
repute
citizen; therefore,
repute of her late husband as a man
published demand
required, and by
Tilton,
'l`ilton. being
by the published
being thus authorized and required,
now and
Vard Beecher,
Henry Ward
Beecher, and being
upon him by
made upon
being now
by the Rev. Henry
responsibility for
'l`ilton from further responsibility
by act of Mrs. Tilton
hereafter released by
;

;

Beecher— theretouching her relations with Mr. Beecher-therethe truth touching
ofthe
concealment of
oath, the following
following
forth, under solemn oath,
hereby sets forth,
Theodore Tilton hereby
fore, 'l`heodore
fore,
facts and testimony
testimony:
on the second of October, 1855,
'l`hat on
I. That
I.
1855, at Plymouth
Plymouth Church, Brookmarriage between Theodore Tilton and Elizabeth M. Richards
lyn, a
a marriage
lyn,
Ward Beecher,
by the Rev. Henry
marriage,
was performed
was
Beecher, which marriage,
Henry Vard
performed by
was
was dishonored and violated by this clergyafterwards,
thirteen years
afterwards,
by
clergyyears
man through
man
mother, as hereinthrough the criminal seduction of this wife and mother,
after set forth.
foi a
a period
extending both before
That for
II.
H. 'l`hat
period of about fifteen years,
years, extending
marriage, an
an intimate friendship
and after this marriage,
friendship existed between TheoHenry "lard
Ward Beecher. which friendship
Tilton and the Rev. Henry
was
dore
(lore 'l`ilton
friendship was
degree that in consequence
a degree
cemented to such a
consequence thereof the subsequent
subsequent
friend's wife was
was a
dishonoring by
a crime of uncomuncomdishonoring
by Mr. Beecher of his friend's
wrongfulness and perfidy.
mon
mon wrongfulness
pertidy.
That about nine years
Vard Beecher began,
II T. 'l`hat
Ill.
began,
years ago
ago the Rev. Henry
Henry Ward

continued, a friendship
Tilton,
and thereafter continued.
friendship with Mrs. Elizabeth R. Tilton,
religious sensibility
sensibility he often exex~
for whose native delicacy
delicacy and extreme religious

pressed
pressed

to her husband a

admiration visiting
high admiration;
high
visiting her from time
;

to

years, until the year
time for years,
time
1870. when, for reasons hereinafter stated,
stated.
year 1870,
visits
during
many tokens and attenhe ceased such visits;
during which period,
period, by
by many
;

won

the affectionate love of Mrs. Tilton,
Tilton, whereby,
long
whereby, after long
by him upon
moral resistance by
her, and after repeated
by her,
upon her
repeated assaults by
tions,
tions, he

won

overmastering arguments,
arguments, accomplished
accomplished the possession
possession of
mind with overrnastering
period hereher person
maintaining with her thenceforward during
during the period
person ; maintaining
;

inafter stated the relation called criminal intercourse ; this relation being
being
;

—
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wrong
during that period
her during
period as not criminal or morally
morally wronghis arguments
clergyman to satisfy
arguments as a clergyman
satisfy her
such had been the power
power of his
scruples against
religious scruples
against such violation of virtue and honor.
religious
or thereabouts,
thereabouts, Mrs.
'1'hat on the evening
10, 1868, or
IV. That
IY.
evening of October 10,1868,
Henry Ward
Elizabeth R. Tilton held an interview with the Rev. Henry
in a tender state of mind,
being then in
his residence, she being
Beecher, at his
young child ; and during
during this
owing to the recent death and burial of a young
owing
this pastor
commerce took place
place between this
pastor
an act of criminal commerce
interview an
part being,
on her part
parishioner, the motive on
this parishioner,
and this
being, as hereinbefore
regarded by
stated, not regarded
stated,
by her at the time criminal or wrong
wrong; which act
criminality between these same
by a similar act of criminality
same parties
parties
was
was followed by
pastoral visit
during a pastoral
visit paid
paid by
Tilton's residence during
at Mr. Tilton's
by Mr. Beecher to
evening, followed also by
subsequent Saturday
on the subsequent
her on
Saturday evening,
by other similar
regarded by
by
regarded

;

;

acts on various occasions from the autumn of 1868 to the spring
1870,
spring of 1870,
occasionally other
places being
the places
aforesaid, and occasionally
being the two residences aforesaid,
pastor would invite and accompany
accompany her,
her, or at which
places to which her pastor
places

by previous
appointment these acts of wrong
being
he would meet her by
previous appointment;
wrong being
first to last,
part, from first
consciously wicked,
wicked, but
on
on her part,
last, not wanton or consciously
by the
perceptions, occasioned by
through a blinding
arising through
blinding of her moral perceptions,
arising
influence exerted on her mind at that time to this end by
powerful intluence
by the
powerful
;

religious preceptor
Henry Ward Beecher,
Beecher, as her trusted religious
preceptor and
Henry
guide.
guide.
Ward Beecher
Henry "lard
by the Rev. Henry
V.
visits made by
Y. That the pastoral
pastoral visits
frequent
so
the
became
year
to Mrs. Tilton,
Tilton, during
1868,
frequent as to excite
during
year
comment,
being in marked contrast with his known habit of making
comment, being
making
Tilton's
few pastoral
parishioners, which frequency
calls on
on his parishioners,
frequency in Mrs. Tilton's
pastoral calls
during his absence in the
case is
is shown in letters written
written to her husband during
five or six
during the period
West; these letters giving
giving evidence that during
West;
period of five
weeks twelve different pastoral
pastoral calls on Mrs. Tilton were made by
by the
Rev. Henry
infrequent
Henry Vard
Ward Beecher,
Beecher, which calls became noticeably
noticeably infrequent

Rev.

on Mr. Tilton's return

on

to his home.

YL

VI. That previous
intimacy, one of the
previous to the aforesaid criminal intimacy,

which Mrs. Tilton alleged
for her encouragement
excepencouragement of such excepalleged for
Ward Beecher was
was the fact that
Henry Vard
Henry
she had been much distressed with rumors
rumors against
purity,
against his moral purity,
and wished to convince him that she could receive his kindness,
yet
kindness, and yet
resist his solicitations
purity
inspire in him,
him, by
solicitations; and that she could inspire
by her purity
and fidelity,
an increased respect
of womanhood.
fidelity, an
respect for the chaste dignity
dignity ol'

reasons
reasons

tional attentions from the Rev.

;

Previous to the autumn of 1868 she maintained with Christian firmness
towards her pastor
pastor this position
position of resistance,
always refusing
refusing his
resistance, always

amorous pleas,
amorous
pleas, which were strong
oft-repeated
and in a letter to
strong and oft-repeated;
" To love is
her husband.
husband, dated February
February 3.
is
as follows
3. 1868, she wrote as
follows: "To
praiseworthy, but to abuse the gift
is sin.
strong. No
No
Here I am
am strong.
gift is
praiseworthy,
;

:

demonstrations or fascinations could cause

me
me

my

wornanhood."
to yield
yield my womanhood."
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VII. That the first
suspicion which crossed the mind of Theodore
first suspicion
Tilton that the Rev. Henry Vard
was abusing
abusing or
or might
might abuse
Henry Ward Beecher was
reverence which Mrs. Tilton bore towards her pastor
the affection and reverence

pastor
was an
an improper
caress given
given by
by Mr. Beecher to Mrs. Tilton by the
improper caress
by
while seated by her side
side on
on the floor of his library overlooking
by
library overlooking
engravings. Mr. 'l'ilton
Tilton a
a few hours afterwards asked of his wife an
an
engravings,
was
_
.

.

_

.
.

explanation
permission of such a
a liberty,
liberty, whereat she at first
explanation of her permission
fact, but then confessed it,
denied the fact,
it, and said that she had spoken
spoken
chidingly to Mr. Beecher concerning it.
On another occasion Mr.
chidingly
concerning it. On
Tilton, after leaving
leaving his house in the early
early morning, returned to it
it in the
Tilton,

morning,

forenoon, and on
on going
going to his bedchamber found the door locked,
locked, and
forenoon,
on knocking
knocking the door was
when on
was opened
opened by
by Mrs. 'I'ilton,
Tilton, Mr. Beecher

was seen
seen within apparently
apparently much
was
much confused and exhibiting
exhibiting a
a flushed face.
Mrs. Tilton afterwards made a
a plausible
plausible explanation,
explanation, which from the
reposed in her by
by her husband was
confidence reposed
was by him deemed satis-

by

factory.
factory.

VIII. That in the spring
spring of 1870,
VIH.
1870, on
on Mr. 'l`ilton's
Tilton's return from a
a
winter's absence,
winter's
absorption
absence, he noticed in his wife such evidences of the absorption
her mind in Mr. Beecher,
of
ofher
an estrangement took
Beecher, that in aa short time an

estrangement

place
herself, in consequence of which she
place between her husband and herself,
consequence
went into the country
country earlier than usual for a
a summer
sojourn.
summer sojourn.
After
an
an absence of several weeks she voluntarily returned to her home in
voluntarily

Brooklyn.
Brooklyn.

On

the evening
evening of July
July 3,
1870, when,
3, 1870,
there,
when, and then and there,

a few hours after her arrival,
within a
arrival, and after exacting from
exacting f`rom her husband

a solemn promise
promise that he would do the Rev. Henry
Henry Vard
Ward Beecher no
no
harm,
nor communicate to him what she was
was about to say,
harm, nor
a
say, she made a
circumstantial confession to her husband of the criminal facts hereinbefore stated,
stated, accompanied
accompanied with citations from Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's arguments
arguments
reasonings with her to overcome
overcome her long-maintained
and reasonings
long-maintained scruple
scruple against
against
yielding
his
desires,
declaring
she
to
and
that
had
no
wrong
committed
no
desires,
yielding
declaring
wrong
or her marriage
marriage vow,
vow, quoting,
quoting, in support
to her husband or
support of this opinion,
opinion,
that her pastor
pastor had repeatedly
repeatedly assured her that she was
was spotless
spotless and
chaste,
chaste, which she believed herself to be. She further stated that her
commerce with him had never
never proceeded
proceeded from low or
sexual commerce
or vulgar
vulgar
thoughts
on her part
part or
always from pure
or his,
his, but always
affection and a
a
thoughts either on
pure aifection
religious love.
high
She stated,
stated, furthermore,
furthermore, that Mr. Beecher habithigh religious
"nest-hiding," and he
ually characterized their intimacy
intimacy bythe
by the term "nest-hiding,"
ually
pain and sorrow
were ever made known.
if his hidden secret were
would suffer pain
sorrow if
necessary for
was often burdened by
by the deceit necessary
She said that her mind was
her to practice
practice in order to prevent
prevent discovery,
discovery, and that her conscience
had many
many times impelled
impelled her to throw off this burden of enforced falsehusband, so that she would no
no
full confession to her husband,
hood by
by making
making aa full
particular she said that
In particular
lie.
longer be living
perpetual lie.
longer
living before him aa perpetual
premaking this confession aa few months preshe had been on
on the point
point of making
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might die. She
severe illness,
a
a severe
illness, when she feared she might
repeatedly that he loved
affirmed also that Mr. Beecher had assured her repeatedly
any other woman,
ever loved any
woman, and she felt justified
justified
her better than he had ever
viously, during
viously,duri11g

save the necessary
him, save
intimacy with him,
before God in her intimacy
necessary deceit which
in her mind.
suffered
accompanied it, and at which she frequently
frequently

accompanied it,

by Mrs. Elizabeth R.
IX. That after the above-named confession by
by her husband
country to await such action by
Tilton she returned to the country
considerations,
the
after many
whereupon,
considerations,
take,
fit
to
as he might
see
see
fit
as
many
take,
whereupon,
might
but had
gone astray,
was that she had not voluntarily
astray, but.
chief of which was
voluntarily gone
artfully misled
been artfully

reverence
religious reverence
through religious
through

for the Rev.

Henry
Henry

a desire to
spiritual guide,
Ward Beecher as her spiritual
also, from a
Vard
together, also,
guide, together,
wrong,
protect the family
shame, Mr. Tilton condoned the wrong,
open shame,
family from open

protect
and he addressed

to his wife such letters of affection,
affection, tenderness and

as he felt would restore her wounded
respect as
respect
tially produce
produce
tially

spirit, and which
spirit,

did parpar-

that result.

arose between Theodore
December, 1870,
X. That in December,
1870, differences arose
Henry
augmented by
were augmented
Bowen which were
Henry
by the Rev. Henry
Henry C. Bowen
consequence whereof and at the
Ward Beecher and Mrs. Beecher,
Vard
Beecher, in consequence
a paper
expressed in
iti writing in a
wish of Mrs. Elizabeth R. Tilton expressed
paper put
put
writing

Tilton and

a. harinto the hands of Francis D. Moulton,
Moulton, with aa view to procure
procure a
an
Beecher. such an
between Mr. Tilton and Mr. Beecher,

monious interview

by Mr. Moulton at his then
was arranged
interview was
arranged and carried out by
on Clinton street,
residence on
street, Mr. Beecher and Mr. Tilton meeting
meeting and
speaking then and
speaking

Mrs.
Tilton's confession
first time since ll
rs. Tilton's
there for the 5l'St

was aa stateThe paper
paper in Mr. Moulton's
)loulton's hands was
'1`he
Tilton of the substance of the confession which she had

of six months before.

ment

by Mrs.
by

peace
made, and of her wish and prayer
before made,
prayer for reconciliation and peace
This
between her pastor
'l`his paper
pastor and her husband.
paper furnished to Mr.
that Mrs.
Beecher the first
yet received that'Mrs.
first knowledge
knowledge which he had as yet
a confession.
Tilton had made such a

At

this interview between Mr.

was sought
permission was
sought by
by Mr. Beecher to conBeecher and Mr. Tilton permission
conbeing
sult with Mrs. Tilton on
evening. This permission
on that same
same evening.
permission being
granted, Mr. Beecher departed
departed from Mr. )[oulton's
Moulton's house,
house, and in about
granted,
an hour returned thither,
half an
thither, expressing
expressing his remorse
remorse and shame,
shame, and
declaring that his life
life and work seemed brought
sudden
to
a
a
end.
declaring
brought
same evening
house, found
Later in the same
on returning
Tilton, on
evening Mr. Tilton,
returning to his house,
his wife weeping
weeping and in great
meant
great distress,
distress, saying
saying that what she had meant
peace had only
given pain
for peace
only given
anguish; that Mr. Beecher had just
just
pain and anguish;
her, declaring
called on
on her,
him and that he would
declaring that she had slain hirn
give
probably
probably be tried before a council of ministers unless she would give
him a
a written paper for his protection.
paper
protection. Whereupon
Vhereupon she said he dicpaper for
tated to her,
copied in her own
own handwriting,
her, and she copied
handwriting. aa suitable paper

him

use to clear himself before a
a council of ministers.
to use

having kept
kept no
no copy
having
copy

Mrs. Tilton

of this paper,
paper, her husband asked her to make a
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in writing of
distinct
distinct statement in
writing of her design
design and

wrote
whereupon she wrote
whereupon

follows
as
as follows

meaning
meaning

in
in giving

it,
giving it,

:
:

Midnight.
30, 1870
December 30,
18'i0-Midmyht.
Husband z-II desire to leave with you,
going to bed,
bed,
DEAR Hussnnn
before going
MY Dear
you, before
Ward Beecher called
Henry Vard
statement that Mr. Henry
evening,
a
called upon
me this
this evening,
a statement;
upon me
defend him
him against
me if
a Council
Council
and asked 1ne
ifII would defend
in a
against any
any accusation in
solemnly, that I vould,
Ministers
and I replied
would, in
in case
case the accuser
accuser
of Ministers;
of
replied solemnly,
husband. He
any other person
He (H. W.
was
was any
W. B.)
dictated a
a
person than my`husband.
B.) dictated
own, to be used by
letter, which I copied as
against any
any
as against
letter,
copied as my
my own,
by him as
except my
accuser except
other accuser
was designed
my husband. This letter was
designed to vindicate
against all
save only
Mr. Beecher against
was ready
all other persons
persons save
only yourself.
yourself. I was
ready
letter because he said with pain
to give
letter in
this letter
in your
give him this
pain that my
my letter
your
"
addressed
him,
to him, dated December
December 29,
had struck him dead,
29, "had
hands
dead, and
usefulness."
ended his usefulness."
You
pledged to do our
You and II are
are pledged
our best to avoid
publicity.
grant a
a speedy end to all
all further anxieties.
publicity. God grant
speedy
Affectionately,
Elizabeth.
EL1z,;BE1~H_
Affectionately,

My

:

—

;

my

Moulton, on
31, 1870,
On the next day,
on being
1870, Mr. Moulton,
being
day, namely,
namely, December 31,
above-named
transaction
by
Mr.
Tilton
of
the
Beecher,
'1`ilton
Mr.
informed by
Beecher,
by
by
him (Mr. Beecher)
on him
called on
a reconreconcalled
residence, and told him that a
Beecher) at his residence,

(Mr.

by Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's nefarious
suddenly made impossible
ciliation seemed suddenly
ciliation
impossible by
procuring the letter which Mrs. Tilton had thus been improperly
act in procuring
improperly
promptly, through
make falsely.
persuaded
through Mr. Moulfalsely. Mr. Beecher promptly,
persuaded to make
an expression
ton,
Tilton, with an
ton, returned the letter to Mr. Tilton,
expression of shame and
The letter was
was as
as
manner he did.
sorrow for
it in
in the manner
for having
sorrow
having procured
procured it
follows
follows:

December 30,
30, 1870.
gave a
a letter
by sickness I gave
Wearied with importunity
importunity and weakened by

Ward Beecher under
Henry Vard
friend Henry
ine and
that would remove
all difficulties
difficulties between me
remove all
almost
it-almost
now revoke. I was
was persuaded to it—
letter I now
persuaded
recall
weakened state of mind. I regret
a weakened
in a
it, and recall
regret it,
implicating my
my
implicating

the assurances
assurances that
my husband. That
my
was
when I was
forced
forced-when
all
all its
its statements.
E. R. Tilton.
Tnxrou.

—

never offered any
explicitly Mr. Beecher has never
I desire to say
any improper
say explicitly
manner becoming
a manner
solicitation,
me in a
becoming aa Chrissolicitation, but has always
always treated me

improper

Elizabeth
'l`n.ToN.
ELIZABETH R. Tilton.

tian and a
a gentleman.
gentleman,

returning the above document to Mr.
At the time of Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's returning
At
requested Mr. Moulton to
Tilton through
through Mr. Moulton. Mr. Beecher requested
the next day,
on
street,
on
Columbia
residence,
in
his
call
at
street,
call
residence,
day, which he did

A

ensued. in
long interview then ensued,
1. 1871.
A long
evening of January
on the evening
January 1.
great contrition
contrition and rewhich Mr. Beecher expressed
expressed to Mr. Moulton great
Tilton; taking
morse
morse for his previous criminality with Mrs. 'l`ilton;
taking to himself
on

previous criminality

shame

for

a clergyman
as a
having
corrupt
clergyman to corrupt
having misused his sacred office as

case of exposure,
her mind,
exposure,
mind, expressing
expressing' aa determination to kill himself in case
pen and receive from his (Mr.
a pen
Mr, Moulton to take a
and begging Mr.
(Mr.

betfging
Tilton, in the hope
lips an
Beecher's) lips
an apology
hope
conveyed to Mr. Tilton,
apology to be conveyed
Beecher's)
apology
'l`he apology
Tilton's forgiveness.
Mr.
'l`ilton's
secure
would
secure
an appeal
that such an
forgiveness. The
appeal
which Mr. Beecher dictated

to Mr.

was as follows
follows:
Moulton was

:
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BEEcHER's
[In
[In

trust with F. D.

H9

11§)

APOLOGY.
Moulton.]
Moulton]

—

1`IOUL'1'0NZ-II ask through
Friend Moulton
through you
MY DEAR
Dear FRIEND
you Theodore '1`ilton's
Tilton's
My
myself befbre
before him as I do before my
forgiveness, and I humble myself
my God.
forgiveness,
:

man in my circumstances than I have
a better man
He would have been a
my
nothing, except
except that he will remember all
I can
can ask nothing,
I
all the other
been.
I
will not plead
I will
plead for myself.
myself. I
I even wish that
breasts that would ache.
suffer. I will
will die before any
were dead. But others must live to suffer.
any one
one
I were
I
inculpated. All my
but myself
thoughts are running
running out
my thoughts
myself shall be inculpated.
lying there,
praying
my friends,
towards my
friends, and toward the poor
there, and praying
poor child lying
guiltless, sinned against,
iblded hands.
is guiltless.
She is
against, bearing
bearing the
with her folded
pray to
transgression of another. Her forgiveness
humbly pray
forgiveness II have. I humbly
transgression
it into the heart of her husband to forgive
God to put
forgive me.
me. I have
put it
Beecher.
H. VV.
Moulton, in confidence.
W. BEECHER.
trusted this to Moulton,

document, the last sentence and the sifrnature
In the above document,
signature
are in the
O
of the Rev. Henry
Henry Ward Beecher.

handwriting
handwriting

friend:
following letter to a friend
XI. That Mrs. Tilton wrote the following
Street,
)
Livingston STREET,
174 LIVINGSTON
Brooklyn,
January 5,
5, 1871. j
BROOl{I.YN, January
against my
Friend :-~A
Dear
A cruel conspiracy
DEAR FRIEND
my husconspiracy has been formed against
band,
my mother and Mrs. Beecher have been the chief actors.
band, in which my
ELIZABETH
TILToN.
Elizabeth R. Tilton.
truly,
Yours truly,
:

.
.

.

.

—

_
.

wishing to bind Mr.
following month Mr. Moulton, wishing
XII. That in the following
spirit, elicited
good spirit,
'|'ilton and Mr. Beecher by
Tilton
expressions of a good
by mutual expressions

from them the following
correspondence
following correspondence:

:

MOULTON.
MR. MOULTON.
TO MR.
MR. TILTON TO

MR. TILTON

Brooklyn, February
February 7,
7. 1871.
BrcooRI.vN,
you, you
you have
In several conversations with you,
MY
FRIEND :~In
My DEAR
Dear Friend
yesterday you
you said the
asked about my
my feelings
feelings toward Mr. Beecher, and yesterday
me an
expression
an expression
time had come
come when you
you would like to receive from me
cheerfully, that notwithvery cheerfully,
therefore, very
say, therefore,
II say,
of this kind in writing.
writing.
standing
great suffering
suffering which he has caused to Elizabeth and
standing the great
discounteno wrong.
wrong, shall discountemyself, I bear him no
no malice.
malice, shall do him no
myself,
exposure of his
any exposure
proposed) for any
nance
nance every
(by whomsoever proposed)
project (by
every project
all) shall endeavor to act
myself at all)
secret to the public.
I know myself
public, and (if
(if I
to Mr. Beecher as II would have him in similar circumstances act toward
me
case have led me
I ought
offices in this case
me.
own good
ought to add that your
good odices
me.
your own
to a
a higher
I might
feeling than I
higher moral feeling
might otherwise have reached. Ever
'1`HEODORE.
Theodore.
yours, affectionately,
affectionately,
yours.
To Frank Moulton.
:

On

the

—

same day Mr. Beecher wrote
same
day

following:
to Mr.
M r. Moulton the following:

MOULTON.
MR. BEECHER
BEECHER TO
MR. MOULTON.
TO MR.
Mr DEAR
My
Dear

—

Friend MoUI.'roN
Moulton :-II
FRIEND
:

am glad
glad

am

February 7,
7, 1871.
February
book, etc.
you a book,
to send you

one of them
no one
Many,
up to me,
me, but to no
Many. many
many friends has God raised up
me as
has he ever
serve me
ever given
given the opportunity
opportunity and the wisdom so to serve

:
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'l`heodore's friend
friend and Elizabeth's.
Elizabeth'S.
proved Theodore's
you have. You have also proved
you
on three unhappier
Does God look down from heaven on
unhappier creatures that
God's intent
of God's
these ? Is
Is it
it not an intimation 'bf
more need aa friend than these?
tried and proved
all that each one
lias in you
one of these has
you a tried
proved
of mercy
mercy to all
in you
Vould to God, who
you are we
we thus united. Would
But only
friend??
friend
only in
orders all
all hearts, that by
by his kind mediation Theodore, Elizabeth, and
will have the hardest task in
in
Theodore will
again.
I could be made friends again.
I
he not proved
lias lie
such a
a case; but has
proved himself capable
capable of the noblest
it' Elizabeth knows how generously
generously he has carried
tilings?
things? 1I wonder if
never speak
can never
himself toward me. Of course, II can
again withspeak with her again
know, even
even then, it
it would be best
best.
out his permission,
permission, and II do not know,
....
.
.
.

Mr. Moulton on the

'l'ilton if
if he would permit
permit
day asked Mr. Tilton
same day

same

'l'ilton replied
Tilton, and Mr. Tilton
Beecher to address a letter to Mrs. 'l`ilton,
Mr. Beet-her
replied
follows
whereupon
whereupon Mr. Beecher wrote as follows:

in the affirmative,
atlirmative,

MH. BEECHER TO MRS. TILTON.
MR.

Brooklyn, February
Bnootcnvx,
7, 1871.
February 7,
'l`n.roN :-Vhen
:— When II saw you
Mas.
you last II did not expect
Mrs. Tilton
expect ever
me than
he alive many
many days.
to see you
days. God was kinder to me
again, or to be
you again,
The friend whom God sent to me.
me. Mr. Moulthoughts. 'l`he
own thoughts.
were my
my own
all friends that I
I ever had, able and willing
ton. has proved,
willing to
proved. above all
this terrible emergency
life.
His hand it
it was that
me in this
my life.
help me
cuicrgein-y of my
help
was ready
hurst on
on our
our heads. You have no
ready to burst
up the storm that was
tied up
power to serve you
excepted) who has it
it in his
friend ('l`heodorc
(Theodore excepted)
power
you so
will do it
delicacy and honor,
honor. It does my
it with such delicacy
vitally, and who will
vitally,
an uufeigned
in Mr. Moulton an
unfeigned respect
sore heart good
respect and honor
good to see in
will be as true a.
kill me
if I
lt would kill
1 thought
It
me if
a
for you.
thought otherwise. He will
you.
happiness as a brother could be to a sister's.
sister's.
your honor and happiness
friend to your
we have a common
'l'he
common ground.
In him we
ground. You and I1 may
may meet in him. The
But is
is there no future?
No wiser, higher.
future ?
is ended.
higher, holier future?
past is
past
priest in the new
new sanctuary of reconciliaMay
sanctuary
May not this friend stand as aa priest
my most
most unhappy
Theodore and my
tion and mediate and bless '|'lll'0li0l`C*
unhappy self? Do
fail
its
fail ol'
of
its end.
earnestness
judgment.
earuestness
believe
You
in my
my judgment.
not let
let my
my
wholly and gladly
)1oult0n's hand, and there I
myself wholly
I
put myself
I have put
gladly in Moulton's
This is
is sent,
sent with 'l`heodore's
you.
consent. but he has not
Theodore's consent,
must meet you.
am very earnest
by his own
Will you
it to me
me by
own hand?
hand ? 11 am
it.
read it.
very
you return it
for all
all our
our sakes,
in this wish for
sakes, as such a letter ought not to be subject
subject to
unhappy friend,
even
even a chance of miscarriage.
friend,
miscarriage. Your unhappy
Beecher.
H. W.
IV. BEECHEP..
hIY Dear
DEAR
My

my

a year
Til ton's confession her mind
XIII. That about a.
year after Mrs. 'l`ilton's
iixed opinion
remained in the fixed
opinion that her criminal relations with Mr.
impressed her
Beecher had not been morally
morally wrong,
wrong, so strongly
strongly had he impressed
to the contrary
change took place
contrary; but at length
length a change
place in her convictions
;

letter addressed by
on this subject,
subject, as noted in the following
following letter
by her to her

on

husband
husband:
:

MRS. TILTON
TILTON TO
TILTON".
TO MR.
MR. TILTON.
Schoharie.
Scnonnnu-1. June 29, 1871.
ministry of Catharine
the ministry
first
for the first
opened for
my eyes
Gaunt, a
a character of fiction,
fiction, my
eyes have been opened
was when I
experience, so that I see clearly
clearly my
time in my
my experience,
my sin. It was
MY
My

—

To-day through
through
Dear
DEAR Theodore
Tusononez-To-da.y
:

:
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A

it to
knew that I
grow to
suffer it
to grow
to a
a passion.
1 was
was loved, to suffer
passion. A virtuous
love. But it
woman should check instantly
instantly an
an absorbing
absorbing love.
it appeared
appeared to
woman
Thar.
false light.
the love II felt
me
That the
felt and received could harm no
light.
in such false
me in
believed unfalteringly
this
unfalteringly until
you. II have believed
until four
four o'clock
o'clock this
one, not even you.
vision dawned upon
upon me. II see
see now, as
afternoon, when the heavenly
heavenly vision
done you.
never before, the wrong
wrong II have dune
you. and hasten immediately
never
immediately to
a penitence so sincere that henceforth (if reason
ask your
pardon, with a
your pardon,
penitenee
(if reason
may trust me
me implicitly.
Oh my
Theodore, though
you may
though
remains)
implicitly. Oh!
my dear Theodore.
remains) you
restful or
or congenial
yet my
opinions are not restful
my soul, yet
my own
own
your
congenial to my
your opinions
purity are
are a
a sacred and holy
holy thing
me. Bless God,
integrity
thing to me.
integrity and purity
with me, for
for ali
Gaunt, and for
ali the sure
leadings of
for Catharine Gaunt.
sure leadings
of an
an all-wise
all-wise
now I feel
loving Providence. Yes;
Yes nowI
feel quite
quite prepared
prepared to renew
and loving
renew my
my
it as the Saviour requireth,
marriage
you, to keep
requireth. who looketh
keep it
marriage vow with you,
Never before could I
Vhen
at the eye
heart.
say this.
this.
When you
eye and the heart-_
I say
you
me with true feeling,
purified, and
yearn
of the tried,
tried, purified,
feeling, be assured of
yearn toward me
restored love of
ELIZABETH.
of
Elizabeth.
!

;

Mrs. Tilton followed the above letter
letter with these:
these
TILTOX.
TILTOX TO
TO MR. TILTON.

MRS. TILTOX

never need the
0.
you never
O, my
my dear husband, may
may you
a. good woman,
misled by
by a
man.
good woman, as II was by
by a.a good
good man.

July 4,
4, 1871,
July
of being
discipline of
being
discipline

[Xo Date]
Date.]
[Xu
life
life was
was to be made known to
to father.
father.
His head would be bowed indeed to the grave.
grave.

mourn greatly
greatly

I would
I

mourn

if
if

my
my

[Xo Date.]
Date.]
[No
ill health is
its discovery.
is on
on account of my
Ile
my ill
sin and its
my sin
discovery.
Do not think my
life»record II have carried to my
my Saviour. No;
No my
my prostraprostrasins and life-record
My sins
tion is
is owing
suffering II have caused you.
owing to the suffering
you.
;

confession, and about
year after Mrs. Tilton's
one year
XIV.
XIY. That about one
Tilton's_confession,
conhrmation of the same,
V. C.
Beecher`s confirmation
C.
same, Mrs. Y.
after Mr. Beecher's
year after
a halt year
Tilton. save
save that he had been
total stranger
stranger to Mr.
Woodhull, then a total
)Ir.'l`ilt0l1,
Vfoodhull,

presented
presented

friends, a few
company of friends,
to her in a company

the Il'o1'ld.
World.

Monday. May
Monday.
May

days previous,
previous, wrote
days

22. 1871.
1811, the following
following statement,

in

namely:
namely:

eminence, who lives
lives in concuI
public teacher of eminence.
T know of one
one man.
man. a public
public teacher of almost equal
equal eminence.
binage with the wife of another public
binage
against morality.
morality. I shall make
All three concur
in denouncing:
concur in
denouncing offences against
lives.
it
some of these lives.
analyze some
it my
my business to analyze
20* ISTI.
VICTORIA
New
York, May
Yictoria C.
Woodhull.
Nkw Yonn,
1871.
C. XVOODHULL.
May 20,

On

the day
day of the publication
in the Tforld.
World, Mr.
publication of the above card in

Tilton
Voodhul1 a request
imperative
Tiiton received from Mrs. Woodhull
call on
on imperative
request to call

business at her oiiice;
office
on going
and. on
thither, a copy
copy of the above card
going thither,
" the parties
was
Woodhull. who said that "the
was put
put into his hand by
byT Mrs. \'oodhull.
parties
;

were the Rev.
referred to therein were
Theodore Tilton."
Tilton."

Following
Following

Henry Vard
"Ward Beecher and the wife of
Henry
Woodhttll deannouncement Mrs. Woodhull

this

tailed to Mr. Tilton. with vehement

speech, the wicked and injurious
speech,
injurious
story which she published
Tilton,
year following.
following. Meanwhile,
Meanwhile. Mr. Tilton,
story
published in the year
Voodhull
desiring
to
guard
against
any
possible
temptation
Mrs.
Woodhull
to
to
desiring
guard against any possible temptation

122
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publish
publish

the grossly
grossly distorted
distorted version
version which she gave to Mr. Tilton
Tilton (and
gave
(and
which she afterwards attributed
him), he sought by many personal
attributed to him),
sought by many personal
services and kindly
kindly attentions
attentions to influence
influence her to such a
services
a good- will togood-will to~
family as
wards himself and family
all disposition or
as would remove
remove all
in
desire in
disposition or desire
her to afflict
a publication.
publication.
Mr.
atiiict him with such a
11r. Tilton's
'1'ilton's efforts
efforts and
association with Mrs. Woodhull
in April, 1872,
\'oodhull ceased in
association
April, 1872, and six months
afterwards,
1872, she published
published the scandal which
afterwards, namely,
2,1S72,
namely, November 2,
he had labored
labored to suppress.
suppress.
That on
on the third day
XV. 'l`hat
XV.
thereafter the Rev. Thomas
'l`homas K. Beecher,
day thereafter
Beecher,
Elmira, N. Y.,
Y., wrote
of
wrote as
follows :
of Elmira,
as follows
:

Elmira. November 5,
ELMIRA.
5, 1872.
only carries
Mrs. AVoodhull
\'oodhull only
carries out Henry's
against which I
IIenry's philosophy,
plnlosophy, against.
recorded my
my protest
protest twenty
twenty years
years ago.
ago.

XY1. That in May,
1873, the publication
publication by
XY1.
by one
Beecher's
one of Mr. Beecher`s
May, 1873,
tripartite covenant between II.
partners of
a tripartite
ofa
W. Beecher,
H. C.
C. Bowen,
partners
Bowen, H. \'.
Beecher,
and Theodore Tilton
'|`ilton led the press
to charge
press of the country
country to
charge that Mr.
Mr. Beecher some
some heinous wrong,
Tilton had committed against
against Mr,
wrong, which
Mr. Beecher had pardoned
To
was the reverse.
reverse.
pardoned; whereas the truth was
remedy
false public
impression, Mr. Moulton requested
remedy this fitlse
public impression,
requested Mr. Beecher
;

prepare a
to prepare
a suitable card,
relieving Mr. Tilton of this injustice.
card, relieving
injustice. In
answer to this
answer
this request
his embarrassments,
request Mr. Beecher pleaded
embarrassments, which
pleaded hie

prevented
his saying
anything without bringing
bringing himself under suspicion.
prevented his
saying anything
suspicion.
Mr. Tilton
to
prepare
a
'1`ilton then proposed
own, containing
a
card of his own,
proposed
prepare
containing aa few
lines from the recently quoted
lines
for the purpose
recently quoted apology,
apology, for
purpose of showing
showing that
Beecher, instead of having
Tilton, had
Mr. Beecher,
having had occasion to forgive
forgive Mr. 'l`ilton,
forgiven by
by him. Mr. Beecher then wrote a
had occasion to be forgiven
a letter

Moulton, which,
Tilton, was
on being
was successful
Moulton,
which, on
being shown to Mr. 'l`ilton,
Mr. Beecher said in it,
it, under date
Sunday morning,
1873
1,
of Sunday
June
1873:
1,
morning,

to Mr.

appealing to Mr. Tilton's
Tilton's feelings.
in appealing
feelings.
:

MR. BEECHER
MR.
BEECHER TO
TO MR.
MR. MOULTON.
MOULTON.
My
— I am
MY Dear
DEAR Frank:
FRANK :-I
no
am determined to make no

more resistance.
more
even if temporarily
Theodore's temperament
temperament is
temporarily
'I'heodore's
is such that the future,
future, even
would be absolutely
any
earned, vould
absolutely worthless,
me liable at any
earned.
worthless, and rendering
rendering me
stultify all
all the devices by
we
hour of the day
day to be obliged
obliged to stultify
by which we
saved ourselves. It is
publicais only
only fair that he should know that the publication of the card which he proposes would leave him worse
worse off
oft" than beproposes
") was
The
fore.
agreement (viz.,
"tripartite covenant ")
was made after
'l`he agreement
(viz., the "tripartite
made
He
was written.
my
you to him (viz..
apology ")
through you
my letter through
(viz._ the ""apology
") was
_He
wr1tten_.
He
a year.
H9 had enjoined
He had condoned his wife's
had had it a
wife's fault.
year.
betray his
upon
lns
solemnity, not to betray
me. with the utmost earnestness and solemnity_
upon me.
HS T. T.,
wife,
nor leave his children to a
With
a man
a blight.
Vith such a
man as
T-,
wife, nor
blight
With a
there is
depend upon
no possible
is no
possible salvation for any
any that depend
upon him. "flth £1

þÿ ¬I1_]01HQd
'|_`-

.
.
.
....

use
it.
There is
no use
strong nature.
nature, he does not know how to govern
is no
govern it
strong
trying further. I have a
feelimr upon
a strong
it brings great
in trying
me, and it
strong feeling
great
upon me,
brings
peace, that I am
spending my
Sunday, and preaching
am spending
peace,
my last Sunday,
preaching my
my last
sermon.
Sermon.
.
.
.
....

:

:

;
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letter portrayed
portrayed on
on
of spirit
hopelessness of
foregoing letter
The hopelessness
spirit which the foregoing
to reconsider
question of
of dedereconsider the question
led Mr. Tilton to
the part
its writer led
of its
part of
the
Beecher which
misery to
to Mr. Beecher;
of producing
fending
producing misery
fending himself at the cost of
against
prevailing calumnies against
determination by Mr. Tilton to allow the prevailing
;

by

following
by the following
was further
further strengthened
himself to go
strengthened by
go unanswered was
of Mr.
editor of
office editor
thereafter from the oiiice
by him two days
days thereafter
by

note received

Beecher's journal:
journal
Beecher's

OLIVER JOHNSON

THEODORE

OLIVER JOHNSON TO THEODORE TILTON.

Street, June
Junt 4,
1873.
Twelfth STREET,
East '1'wELFTH
4, 1873.
128 Easr
I saw
saw you
tell you
frankly that when I
BIY
Theodore -.—May II tell
Dear THr1oDoRE:-May
My DEAR
you frankly
inspired
young man
man who inspired
me to be the noble young
seem to me
did not seem
last, you
you did
last,
You were yielding
an act
ago.
years ago.
affection so many
many years
warm affection
my warm
yielding to an
my
perfidious,
thinking would be dishonorable and periidious,
which I
help thinking
I could not help
for the circum.
it is
for me
every allowance for
me to make every
easy for
is easy
although it
and, although
dreadfully shocked.
was dreadfully
frenzy, I
I was
stances that had wrought
wrought you
you to such a frenzy,
wrung by
is wrung
let me. as an old friend,
friend, whose heart is
My
by
My dear Theodore, let
acting
tell you
you were then acting
terrible suffering
your terrible
you that you
suffering and sorrow, tell
your
till you
conquer
you conquer
peace of mind till
never have true peace
ignobly, and that you
ignobly,
you can never
man who
of injuring
all purpose
purpose and thought
yourself and dismiss all
thought of
injuring the man
yourself
our lips
none are so
lips can frame, none
promises our
has wronged
all the promises
wronged you.
you. Of all
we
injured us, and whom we
sacred as those we make to those who have injured
proportion as
they are sacred just
just in proportion
professed to forgive;
have professed
forgive; and they
they are made.
injury to those to whom they
their violation would work injury
On that
wrongs you
You cannot paint
blackly the wrongs
paint too blackly
you have suffered.
plea in abatement, but I
I beg
no plea
point
beg you
you to remember that
point II make no
forgiveness noble and godlike.
godlike.
nothing can change
change the law which makes forgiveness
nothing
I
day, with strong
night and day,
crying and tears, befor you
I have prayed
strong crying
you night
prayed for
wronging yourself
yourself by
by violating
violating yo'ur
you from wronging
seeching God to restrain you
seeching
your
solemn engagements.
happy in the thought
To-night II am
am happy
thought that you
engagements. To-night
you
the
1
act which 1 so much dreaded.
committing
have been preserved
preserved from committing
In a letter written by
by Mr. Beecher, in order to be shown to Mr. Tilton,
Mr. Beecher spoke
follows
spoke as follows:
BEECHER TO
TO MR.
MR. MOULTON.
MR. BEECHER
MOULTON.

No

man

diiiiculties that environ me
can see the difficulties
me unless he stands
To say
say that I
I have a church on
on my
is simple
my hands is
simple
enough, but to have the hundreds and thousands of men
men pressing
pressing me,
me,
enough,
each one
suspicion, or anxiety.
anxiety, or zeal, to see the tendenone with his keen suspicion,
cies which, if
if not stopped,
stopped, would break out into a
a ruinous defence of me
cies
me;
to stop
to prevent
seeming to do it;
it
prevent any
stop them without seeming
any one questioning
questioning
allay prejudices
prejudices against
against 'l`.,
T., which had their beginning
me to meet and allay
me;
beginning
I was
years before;
before to keep
keep serene, as if
was not alarmed or disturbed
if I
disturbed; to
years
be cheerful at home and among
was suffering
among friends when II was
suffering the torments of the damned
nights often,
often, and yet
yet to come
come
damned; to pass
sleepless nights
pass sleepless
up fresh and fair
fair for Sunday-all
Sunday all this may
may be talked about,
about, but the real
up
thing cannot be understood from the outside,
outside, nor
grindnor its
its wearing
wearing and grindthing
ing on
on the nervous
nervous system.
ing
system.
man

can

where II do.

;

;

;

;

;

—

still another letter,
In still
letter, written for the same
purpose as the above,
above,
same purpose

Mr. Beecher said

::
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TO MR.
MR.
MOULTON.
MR. BEECHER
BEECHER TO
MR. MOULTON.
Tilton) all
right, that shall
If
ray destruction would place
all right,
If my
shall
place him (Mr.
(Mr. Tilton)
willing- to
not stand in the way
No one
one can
arn willing
can
to step
step down and out. No
way; II am
that. That I
Sacrifice rae
offer more
I do offer.
otfer. Sacrifice
rue without hesitation,
oiier
more than that.
hesitation,
way to his
your way
safety and happiness thereby.
see your
if
if you
his safety
can clearly
you can
clearly see
happiness thereby.
sacrifice on
on my part.
part.
In one
Nothingone point
could desire the sacrifice
point of view II could
Nothing
in which I
can
as the power of great darkness in
so bad as
can possibly
I spend
power
great
possibly be so
spend
death
as
sweeter
far
than
much of my time. I look upon
any
as
sweeter
far
much
l`riend I
upon
any friend
world.
Life would be pleasant
pleasant if
in the world.
if I could see
see that rebuilt
have in
shattered.
But to live
which is
is shattered.
live on
on
the sharp
sharp and ragged
ragged edge
edge of
fear, despair, and yet to pat on
anxiety,
an appearance of
remorse, fear,
despair,
yet
put on an
anxiety, remorse,
appearance
much longer.
serenity
cannot be endured much
aiu well
well
happiness, cannot
longer. II am
serenity and happiness,
you cease
nigh
cease to trust me,
I am
am alone;
me, to love ine,
me, 1
discouraged. If you
nigh discouraged.
alone; I
person in the world to whom
whom II could go.
do not know any
any person
go.
;

my

my

above-quoted and other similar
'lfilton yielded
similar letters,
Mr. Tilton
letters, and
yielded to the above-quoted
made no
no defence of himself against the public odium which attached to
made
against
public
unjustly.
him unjustly.

That the marriage
XVI. That
'1`ilton, until
marriage union between Mr. and Mrs. Tilton,
broken by
was more
more than common
common harmony,
Beecher, was
affection,
harmony, affection,
by Mr. Beecher,
and mutual respect.
were regarded
for
regarded for
respect. Their house and household were

As
feeling
by all their guests,
years, by
an ideal home.
As evidence of
of the feeling
as an
guests, as
years,
up to the time
and spirit
this wife entertained for her husband,
husband, up
spirit which this
by Mr. Beecher,
of
Mrs, Tilton,
Of her corruption
Beecher, the following
Tilton,
following letters by
by Mrs.
corruption by
written
honor, will testify
Written only
loss of honor,
only aa few months before her loss
testify::

MRS.
MR. TILTON.
MRS. TILTON
TILTON TO
TO MR.
TILTON.

.

Tuesday
January 28,
28, 1868.
'l'nEsn.iv Morning,
Monxxxc, January
Beloved:
Don't you
Bsnovun :-Uon't
()hrist's charphase of Christ's
you know the peculiar
peculiar phase
a lover is
so precious
precious to me
me because of my
as a
is so
acter as
my consecration and
you ? I learn to love you
my love to him. II have
devotion to you?
you from my
learned to love him from loving
couple you
I couple
Nor do
loving you.
you.
you with him.

My
LIY

—

I feel it
And as
it one
as every day I adorn myself conone whit irreverent.
irreverent.
every day
myself con~
sciously,
as a
a bride to meet her bridegroom,
lift
so in like manner
manner I
I lift
sciously, as
hridegroom. so
imploring hands that my
my soul's
soul's love may be prepared.
prepared. I,
little
I, with the little
imploring'
may
girls, after you left us,
overflowing- eyes
eyes and hearts,
hearts, consecrated
us, with overflowing
girls,
you
ourselves to our
you.
our work
and to you.
night
waking thoughts
thoughts last night
My waking
were
I bless
were of you.
were of you.
rising thoughts
morning were
you. My rising
thoughts this morning
you.
you; I honor you;
you. God sustain us
us and help us
you;
you; I love you.
help us both to

My

My

keep
our vows.
vows.
keep our

MRS.
MR. TILTON.
MRS. TILTON
TILTON TO
TO MR.
TILTON.
Evening, February
Saturday EVENING,
SATURDAY
1, 1868.
February 1,
know, as
as far as
keep this
capable, I love you.
Now to keep
I know,
as I am
am capable,
Now
you.
generous is
is the ideal before me.
I am
fire
me.
am only
contire high
only perfectly
perfectly conhigh and generous
These latter months I1 have
tented and restful when you
are with me.
me.
you are
yearned for the hour when you
you would be at home
thought, looked,
looked, and yearned
thought,
with longings
longings unutterable.
well
0, Well
O,
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MRS.
TILTOX TO
TO MR.
MR. TILTOST.
MRS. TILTON
TILTON.

—

Monday, February
1868 9 o'clock
February 3,
a. M.
3, 1868-9
m.
o'clock A.
Moxnav,
I bring
bright morning?
morning ? A large,
large,
beloved, this bright
bring to my beloved,
throbbing heart,
heart, full of love,
love, single
single in its aim and purpose
purpose to bless and
throbbing
acceptable, sweet one?
him ? Is it
cheer him?
one ?
it acceptable,

my

What
may
YVhat may

A

MRS. TILTON
TILTON TO
TO MR.
MR. TILTON.
TILTOX.
MRS.

Monday MORNING,
Morning, Febrztary
Moxnav
February 24,
1868.
24, IS68.
couple your
love, your presence
your love,
Do you
you wonder that I couple
your presence and relation to
Saviour's ? I lift you
me with the Saviour's?
you up
me
keep you
you in that
up sacredly
sacredly and keep
reverence, respect
exalted and holy
holy place
place where I reverence,
respect and love with the fermy whole being.
being.
Whatever
vency
capacity I have I offer it
Vhatever capacity
you.
it to you.
vency of my
" I shall hardly venture
The closing
closing lines of your
your letter are
are these words : '~I
hardly
a great
again upon
friendship
your love shall be enough
enough for
for the
great friendship-your
again
upon a
" enough " seems
days." That word "enough"
remaining days."
seems aa stoicism on
on which you
you
remaining
have resolved to live your
life; but I pray God he will supply you with
your life;
pray
supply you
pure and with wifely
friendships
wifely love,
love, which your great heart demands,
demands,
friendships pure
your great
withholding not himself as
as the chief love,
withholding
love, which consumeth not though
though
T
burn, and whose effects are
it
are always
alwa3 s perfect
it burn,
rest and peace.
Again, in
perfect
peace.
Again,
"
one of your
you close with " Faithfully
one
Faithfully yours."
your letters you
yours." That word
"faithful" means
means aa great
great deal. Yes,
"faithful"
Yes, darling,
darling. I "believe
it. trust it,
it, and
believe it.
you the same
same surety
give
surety with regard
myself. I am
am faithful to you,
give you
regard to myself.
you,
always, and shall forever be,
have been always,
be, world without end.
Call not
this assurance impious
are
some
things
there
some
we
know.
Blessed
be
impious;
things we
God!
'o l
:

—

En;

;

MRS. TILTON
TrLTON TO
TO MR.
MR. TILTON.
TILTON.
1868 Saturday Evsxnvc.
February 29,
Home,
Evening.
29, 186S_SATURDAY
Homin, February
grandly as
as my
beloved ? Other friendever love so grandly
Ah,
ever man
man ever
Ah, did ever
my beloved?
" fall to nought" when I come
come to you.
you. Though
Though
ships, public
public atfairs.
affairs, all
all "fall
nought
ships,
have felt your
your love,
love, and am
am very
you are
are in Decorah,
Decorah, to-night,
to-night, yet
yet I1 have
very
you
felt
since Monday, and was
so
was so
grateful for it.
it.
I had not received a line since
grateful
Monday,
indulged myall your
hungry
your letters and indulged
myhungry and lonesome that 1 took out all
long to pour
now I long
pour out into
feast, but without satiety.
self as at a feast,
satiety. And now
"

heart, of my
your heart.
your
my abundance. T am conscious of three jets to the
and yourself
to w
whom
as one
one
over an
tom as
my soul-to
soul
to the Great Lover
fountain of m
yourse _to
am eternally wedded ; my
I am
my children ; and the dear friends who trust and
While we
we are
are in the
me. I do not want
want another long
long separation.
love me.
separation. Ilfhile
flesh,
together.
Hesh, let us abide together.
'

eternall;

— _yets
ILam consézious oflfthree

—

;

;

MRS. TILTOX
TILTOX TO

MR. TILTON.

Wednesday Morne,
Morn, .llIa1'ch,
IVEDNESDAY
March. 1368.
1868.
0, how almost perfectly
O,
winter, my heart
perfectly could I minister to you
you this winter,
perpetually. I am
glows so perpetually.
am conscious of great
awakening toward
glows
great inward awakening
live, I shall teach my children to begin
begin their loves where now
now
you. If I live,
you.
I am.
am. I cannot conceive of anything
more delicious than aa life
life conseanything more
crated to a
a faithful love. I insist that I miss you
you more
more than you
me,
you do me,
but soon
Wife.
soon I shall see my beloved.
Your
Dear IVIFE.
Own DEAR
YOUR OWN

my

my

my

In addition to the above many
many other letters by
by Mrs. Tilton to her
prior to her corruption
corruption by
by Mr. Beecher served to
husband prior
a
to show that a

Christian wife,
degree above set
wife, loving
loving her husband to the extreme degree
forth,
only have been swerved from the
forth, could only

path
path

by artful
of rectitude by

:
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and powerful
powerful persuasions,
religion and enforced
persuasions, clothed in the phrases
phrases of religion
by
guide.
by strong
strong appeals
appeals from her chief Christian teacher and guide.
explain
Mr.
Beecher's
story purporting
apology
XVIII. That the story
to
Beecher's
explain
purporting
apology
by engaging
as having
having been written because he had offended Mr. Tilton by
engaging
separation from her husband is
project of a separation
false, as
as will
his wife in the project
is false,
seen
be seen

by
by

following let-ter
only three days
letter written only
the following
days after the date of

the apology
apology

~

TO

MOULTON.

MRS. TILTON
TILTON TO MR. MOULTON.
MRS.
Street, Brooklyn,
174 Livingston
Lrvrxosroiv Srnmzr,
January 4,
Bnooxnrx, January
4, 1871.
Mr. FRANCIS
Francis D. BIOULTONZ
Moulton
MR.
My DEAR
Dear Friend:
My
your question
In regard
FRIEND:-In
regard to your
question whether I have ever
sought
separation from my
husband, I indignantly
deny that such was
my husband,
was
sought a separation
indignantly deny
ever the fact,
as I have denied it
ever
it a hundred times before.
The story
story
fact, as
that I wanted a
a separation
separation was
was a
a deliberate falsehood,
by my
poor
falsehood, coined by
my poor
mother, who
vho said she would bear the responsibility
mother,
responsibility of this and other
might make,
statements she might
husband's enemy,
enemy,
make, and communicated to my
my husband's
Beecher. and by
Mrs. II.
II, W.
V. Beecher,
feel
by her communicated to Mr. Bowen. I
Ifeel
outraged
by the whole proceeding,
proceeding, and am
am now
now suffering in consequence
outraged by
suffering
consequence
more than I am
more
am able to bear.
am yours very truly,
I am
yours very truly,
Elizabeth
Euzanern It.
Tilton.
R. T1x:roN.

—

:

That during
during the first
first week in January,
XIX. '1`hat
1S71, a few days
January, 1S71,
days after
the apology
was written,
written, Mr. Beecher communicated to Mr. Tilton,
apology was
Tilton,
through Mr. Moulton,
an earnest wish that he (Mr. Tilton) would take
Moulton, an
through
(Mr. Tilton)
Europe and reside there for a
his family
a term of years at Mr.
family to Europe
years
Similar
repeated by
olfers have been since repeated
by Mr.
Similar offers
Beecher tc
through the same
te Mr. Tilton through
same channel.
A message
message of kinA
dred tenor was
was brought from Mr. Beecher to Mr. Tilton last summer
summer by
by
brought
Mr. F. B. Carpenter
as will appear
appear from the following
affidavit
Carpenter as
following atfidavitz

Beecher's
Beecher's expense.
expense.

AFFIDAVIT OF
OF F. B. CARPENTER.
AFFIDAVIT
CARPENTER.
Homer, N. Y.,
Y., July
July 18,
Houma,
18, 1874.
Sunday. June
On Sunday,
June 1,
1873, two days
days after the surreptitious
publication
1, 1873,
surreptitious publication
of the tripartite
tripartite covenant between II.
IT. V.
W. Beecher.
II. C. Bowen,
Beecher, II
Bowen, and
Theodore Tilton,
Tilton, I walked with Mr. Beecher from Plymouth Church to
Plymouth
the residence of F. D. Moulton,
ir Remsen street.
On the way
way to Mr.
Moulton, in
Moulton's house Mr. Beecher said to me
me that if
if Mr. Tilton would stand
by
vould share his fame,
fortune. and everything
posby him he would
fanze, his fortune,
everything he possessed with him (Tilton).
Francis
FRAKCIS B.
B_ Carpenter.
CARPENTER,
(Tilton).
Sworn to and subscribed before me
me this eighteenth
eighteenth day
day of July,
July, 1874.
William
T. Hicok,
VILL1An1 'I`.
Notary Public.
Hxcoii, Notary
.

Mr. Carpenter,
Carpenter, in communicating to Mr. Tilton the above affidavit,
communicating
aiiidavit,
says
letter accompanying it,
no hesitation in giving
giving you
says in a let-ter
accompanying it, " 1 have no
you
the statement,
statement, as I understood at the time that it
it was
was for me
me to repeat
repeat
in substance tc
te you.
you. and I did so
so repeat it.
it.
It was
was at this interview
"

repeat

Mr. Beecher spoke
spoke to

me
me

The charge
charge that Mr.
Tilton ever
ever attempted to levy blackmail on
on Mr. Beecher is
is false
on the
attempted
levy
false; on
of his apology
apology to you."
you."

;
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attempt by
by Mr. Beecher
always resented every
every attempt
contrary,
contrary, Mr. Tilton has always
obligation.
pecuniary obligation.
put him under pecuniary
to put
a

a

on
XX. Not long
public, Mrs. Tilton wrote on
long after the scandal became public,
writing-desk, the following
husband's writing-desk,
left on
on her husband's
slip of paper,
following
paper, and left
slip

exposure has come, my
words: "Now
''Now that the exposure
words
my whole nature revolts to
with
the influence of Mr.
Through
you."
standing
or
you
with
join
Through
standing
you."
you
join
diligently propagated
propagated that
long been diligently
opinion has long
Beecher's friends,
Beecher's
friends, the opinion
alleged facts were
were
Tilton, and that the alleged
the scandal was due to Mr. Tilton,
imagfor supposed
supposed and imagrevenge himself for
malicious inventions by
by him to revenge
spoken
Many words were spoken
by Mr. Beecher. Many
inary
wrongs done to him by
inary wrongs
eulogy of Mr.
by Mrs. Tilton to the praise
from time to time by
praise and eulogy
:

quoted through
extensively quoted
being extensively
congregation,
through his congregation,
Beecher, which being
was
Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's slanderer,
slanderer,
was
Tilton
Mr.
that
impression
the
heightened
impression
heightened
this way
In this
way
for the statement.
Mrs. Tilton being
authority for
being herself the authority
one of her relatives have been the chief causes of the
Mrs. Tilton and one

They
They have had aa habit of
naming
naming
things by
of these things
way of circulatby way
way of denial has been a mischievous way
way Mr. Tilton has been made to appear
appear a
ing them broadcast. In this way
ing
every effort in his power
power to suppress
suppress the
defamer, whereas he has made every
defamer,

difficulty
great difficulty
great

of suppressing
suppressing the scandal.

" Mr Tilton believes such and such things,"
things," and their
saying,
saying, "Mr

charged with propagating.
propagating.
injurious
injurious tales which he has been charged

On all
all

systematically referred to his wife in terms favorable
occasions he has
has systematically
to her character.

Further, Mr. Tilton would not have communicated
Further,

to

except for the
the committee the facts contained in this statement,
statement, except

"Ward Beecher and Mrs. Elizabeth
Henry Vard
perverse course
course of the Rev. Henry
perverse
in the public
degrade and destroy
destroy him in
public estimation.
R. Tilton to degrade
XXI. That one
one evening,
evening, about two weeks after the publication
publication of Mr.
Tilton's letter to Dr. Bacon,
Tilton's
Tilton, on
on
Bacon, Mrs. Tilton,

coming home
coming

at a
a late hour,
hour,

informed her husband that she had been visited at a
a friend's
friend's house by
by a
investigation, and had given
committee of investigation,
sweeping evidence acquitting
given sweeping
acquitting
Mr. Beecher of every
was the 'first
charge. This was
-first intimation that Mr.
every charge.
Tilton received that any
-any such committee was
was then in existence. Furthermore, Mrs. Tilton stated that she had done this by
lawyer,
by advice of aa lawyer,
whom Mr. Beecher had sent to her, and who,
who, in advance of her appearappearing
committee, arranged
questions and answers
answers
ing before the committee,
arranged with her the questions
which were to constitute her testimony
testimony in Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's behalf. On

giving this untrue testimony
the next day,
day, after giving
testimony before the committee,
suffering from pangs
she spent
many hours of extreme suffering
spent many
pangs of conscience at
falsely.
expressed to her husband the hope
testified falsely.
having
She expressed
hope that
having testified
perjury, but that the motive was
forgive her perjury,
save Mr.
was to save
God would forgive
all reproach
remove all
Beecher and her husband, and also to remove
reproach from the
cause
cause

of religion.
religion.

She also expressed
one of her
expressed similar contrition to one

intimate friends.
Finally, that in additien to the foregoing
foregoing facts and evidences,
evidences,
XXII. Finally,

;
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other confirmations
conhrmations could be adduced if
if needed to prove the following
prove
following
that the Rev. Henry
Henry Ward
Vard Beecher,
Beecher
as pastor and friend of Mr. Tilton and
family, trespassed
trespassed upon
pastor
family,
upon the
sanctity
friendship and hospitality
long endeavor to seduce Mrs.
sanctity of friendship
hospitality in a long
Elizabeth R. 'l.`ilton;
Tilton that by
use of his priestly
by the artful use
priestly authority with
recapitulated statement:
statement namely,
namely,
recapitulated
:

authority

;

being his pupil
religion, he accomplished
accomplished this seduction
her, she being
pupil in religion,
seduction; that
for a period
year and a half,
half, or thereabout,
period of a year
thereabout, he maintained criminal
intercourse with her,
her, overcoming
overcoming her previous
scruples against
previous modest scruples
against
such conduct by
it with a false
investing it
false justification
justification as sanctioned by
by investing
by
love and religion;
religion; that he then participated
conspiracy to degrade
participated in a conspiracy
degrade
'l,`heodore 'l`ilton
Theodore
Tilton before the public,
public, by
by loss of place,
place, business and repute
repute;
that he abused Mr. 'l`ilton`s
Tilton's forgiveness
pledge of protection by
forgiveness and pledge
;

protection by

thereafter authorizing
authorizing a series
series of measures by
by Plymouth
having
.l'lymouth Church having
for their object
for
putting of a stigma
object the putting
stigma upon
upon Mr. Tilton before the
church,
an ecclesiastical council,
church, and also before an
council, insomuch that the
moderator of that council,
council, interpreting
interpreting these acts by
M r. Beecher and
by Mr.

his church,
church, declared publicly
publicly that they
they showed Mr. Beecher to be the
most magnanimous
'l`ilton to be a knave and dog;
dog that
men, and Mr. Tilton
magnaniinous of men,
;

when Mr. Tilton thereafter,
thereafter, not in malice,
malice, but for
for self-protection,
self-protection, wrote
a letter
letter to Dr. Bacon, alluding
alluding therein to an offence and apology
by the
apology by
Ward Beecher,
Rev. Henry
Beecher, he (Mr.
Beecher) defiantly
defiantly appointed
appointed a
a
Henry Vard
(Mr. Beecher)
committee of his church members to inquire
injury done him
inquire into the injury
by Mr. Tilton by
allusion, and implying
implying that he (Mr.
(Mr.
hy
by the aforesaid allusion.
apology, and
Beecher)
Beecher) had never been the author of such offence and apology,
Tilton was
was a slanderer;
slanderer that to make this inquiry
inquiry bear grievgrievthat Mr. 'l`ilton
previously
(Mr.
Beecher)
Mr.
he
with
against
Tilton,
connived
ously
Tilton,
Beecher)
previously
against
(Mr.
ously
(Mr. Beecher's)
testimony in his (Mr.
Tilton to give
Mrs. E. R. 'l`ilton
behalf;
give false testimony
Beecher's) behalf;
Tilton and family
course towards Mr. 'l`ilton
that Mr. Beecher's course
family has at last
Tilton's household and home,
resulted in the open
home,
open destruction of Mr. Tilton's
Theodore Tilton.
'l`nEono1¢E
TILTON.
life.
and in the desolation of his heart and life.
of July,
Sworn to before me,
me, this twentieth day
day ot'
July, 1874.
Burgmyer, Notary
Notary Public.
Timo.
Theo. Buncnvnn,
;

—

you
laid before you
Having laid
'run Committee
COMMITTEE 1-Having
OF the
Gentlemen of
GENTLEMEN
restricted
purposely restricted
sworn st-Jtement,
statement, which I have purposely
the above sworn
no
relations of Mr. Beecher with Mrs. Tilton only,
to relations
only, and with no
:

youran explanation due to yourother person
person or persons,
explanation
persons, I wish to add an
suggestion
a
a
me,
by me,
selves. In the Golden Age,
Age, lately
suggestion
lately edited by

comyour comwas made,
was
made, not with my
consent, that your
my knowledge
knowledge or consent,
mittee,
mittee,

in order to
in

comprise, in
justly constituted,
be _justly
constituted, should comprise,
six
Beecher,
Beecher, siX

addition to the six members appointed
appointed by
by Mr.

others appointed
appointed by
myself.
by myself.

proposal would I
To no
no such
proposal

have consented,
consented, for
for I have never
never wanted any
any tribunal whatever
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Neither your
your commit-tee,
committee,
committee
on
nor an
an enlarged
on the plan
plan
enlarged

investigation of this
subject.
this subject.
for the investigation
for

constituted,
kind, could in
in
any kind,
just mentioned,
mentioned, nor any
any other committee of any
just
me
lay
before
me
to
persuaded
or
compelled
or
have
you
and of itself
itself
compelled
lay
you
persuaded
it
preceding statement. Distinctly
the facts
facts contained in the preceding
Distinctly be it
comby your
facts have not been evoked by
understood that these facts
your comauthority which I recognize
you as a
any authority
mittee because of any
recognize in you
yielded
been
would
they
have
up to
Nor
tribunal of inquiry.
they
yielded up
inquiry.
reference,
however
committee
board
of
constituted
or
any
other
reference,
any
contrary, I have divulged
law)
but, on the contrary,
divulged
(except
hut,
(except a court of law);
openly published
published desolely because of the openly
the above statement solely
directly to me
me by
by the Rev. Henry
mand for it
it made directly
Vard
Henry Ward
Tilton. These
Beecher, aided and abetted by
Beecher,
by Mrs. Elizabeth R. Tiltonf
alone, and not your
these alone,
your committee
two parties
have by
committee-have
parties--these
by
prevailed with me.
me. No
their
Xo other authorities or
their action prevailed
or influences (except
(except a court of law)
law) could have been powerful
enough
powerful enough
to have extorted from me
me the above disclosure.
For the sake
as

at present
present constituted,

;

—

—

one of these parties
gladly would I have continued to hide
of one
parties gladly
these facts
facts in the future as I have incessantly
incessantly striven to do in

the past.
past.

But, by
by
But,

the joint
joint action of Mr. Beecher and Mrs.

Tilton,
Tilton, I can withhold the truth only
only at the price
price of perpetual
perpetual

infamy
infamy

my name
name

to my

in addition to the penalty
penalty which I already
already

suffer
suffer in the destruction of
a
ofa

which you
yourselves dwell.
you yourselves

home
horne once

as

pleasant
pleasant as any
any in

Respectfully,
Respectfully,

Theodoee
THEODORE TILTON.
Tilton.

_

It was
was agreed
agreed between Mr. Tilton and the committee that
these statements should not be made public at that time.
public

the afternoon of the 21st of July,
July, however,
Brooklyn
however, the Brooklyn

published
published

the statement,
statement.

On

Argus
Argus

This publication
was regarded
first
publication was
regarded at first

as a breach of faith on
on the part
it
part of Mr. Tilton,
Tilton, but it

appeared
appeared

subsequently
Maverick, editor of the Argus,
subsequently that Mr. Maverick,
Argus, who had
assisted

Mr. Tilton in copying
copying his statement,
statement, had published
it
published it
on his
his own
own responsibility.
Mr.
Maverick's
hIaverick's assumption
responsibility.
assumption of the
responsibility,
did not clear Mr. Tilton in the public
public
hoWever,~did
responsibility, however,

on

estimation of having
having been concerned in the publication
publication of his

testimony.
direct testimony.
9
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in View
The committee,
this publication,
view of this
publication, decided to print
committee, in
print
his
that the public
his cross-examination,
in order that
public might
cross-examination, in
might have his

whole story.
story.

This testimony
testimony was published
by the committee
published by

on the 25th of July.
July.

XIII.
TILTON'S
TILTON'S CROSS-EXAMINATION.
Mn. sA<;E's
SAGE'S LETTER.
MR.

Tilton's direct testimony
MR. TILTON'S
Mr.
having been published
published withtestimony having
out the

knowledge
knowledge

or consent of the Committee of InvestigaInvestiga-

and fragmentary
his testimony
testimony
fragmentary and inaccurate reports
reports of his
under cross-examination having
been
published
by moans
means unpublished by
having

tion,
tion,

known

to the committee

and without its
its consent,
consent, whereby
it is
is
whereby it

said that Mr. Tilton feels
feels that injustice
him,
injustice has been done to him,
is believed that in
it
it is
all parties
in fairness
parties the whole of Mr.
fairness to all

Tilton's
Tilton's testimony
testimony should be made public
public at once.

H. V.
Sage, Chairman.
W. SAGE,

Brooklyn,
BROOKLYX, July
25, 1874.
July 25,

THE

THE CROSS-EXAMINATION.

Brooklyn,
July 20,
20, 1874.
BROOKLYN, July
The committee met at eight
eight o'clock.
o'clock.

All the members were
A
A
present with a
a written statement.
Mr. Tilton was
was present
and
preliminary
between
the
committee
took
place
conversation
preliminary
place
and- in
Mr. Tilton as to the wisdom of
of' publishing
publishing his statement and

present.
present.

regard
regard

to his
his willingness to

willingness

submit to a cross-examination.

He

use as they
claimed that,
that, while they
they
they had a right
right to make such use
same right
pleased
copy of said statement,
statement, he had the same
right
pleased of their copy
with respect
willingness to subhis willingness
respect to his copy,
copy, and expressed
expressed his

mit to such cross-examination,
requested that he might
cross-examination, but requested
might not

through.
until he had read the statement through.
be interrupted
interrupted until

He

then read the statement.
reading of the statement another brief
brief' conversation
After the reading
subject of its
its publication,
suggeston the subject
publication, the committee suggestensued on
vwould
publication
until
i±
postpone
such
itwould
be
wise
ing
that
to
publication until
ing
postpone

SCANDAL.
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declinheard, and Mr. Tilton declinafter
testimony should be heard,
all the
the testimony
after all
ing
ing

The cross-examination of

the matter.
to be restricted
restricted in
in the

Mr. Tilton then proceeded
proceeded:

:

—

Truiev-Are
General Tracy
give the date of the transaction
Are you
you able to give
which you
Beecher's house at the time of the
3'ou say
say you
you witnessed at Mr. Beecher's
date.
examination of the engraving?
engraving ? A. II cannot state the date.

speak of from your
you received the information you
you speak
your
Q. At the time you
wife you
Brooklyn Union,
you were
were the editor of the Lidependent
Independent and of the Brooklyn
Union,
I was.
I
believe ? A. I
I believe?
after that inyour wife continue to attend Plymouth
Plymouth Church after
inQ. Did your
summer time
formation?
formation ? A. Yes, sir;
sir
that was
was in the summer
time; she went into
;

;

the country
country and was
was absent a
long time;
time she has always
along
always continued to
;

attend once or twice a year;
Plymouth Church.
year she is
is a
a member of Plymouth
country ? A.
regularly after
after returning
returning from the country?
Q. Did she attend regularly
;

`

'

she attended occasionally
for communion service,
service, and would
sir
No, sir;
occasionally for
;

in quietly
steal in
building so as to be unobserved.
quietly at the corner of the building

pretended discovery
discovery to
your discovery
Q. Previous to announcing
announcing your
discovery or pretended
Mr. Beecher,
Henry C.
you had fallen into troubles with Henry
C. Bowen, had
Beecher, you
you
not ? A. Yes, sir.
sir.
you not?
long before?
How long
before ? A. Two days.
days.
Q. How
Q. You had ceased
Q.

Independent
you
Independent when you
sir; I
I ceased to be the editor of the
sir;
on the first
Independent
first day
January.
Independent on
day of January.
Was not your
valedictory
published on
December?? A.
on the 22d of December
Q. Vas
your valedictory published
sir, but my
engagement ended on
my engagement
on the 31st.
Yes, sir,
you not entered into a contract with Mr. Bowen to be the
Q.
Q. Had you
editor of the Union and contributor to the Dzdependent
Independent before you
you
made any
any announcement to Mr. Beecher of this pretended
pretended discovery,
discovery,
on your
your part,
part, and did
and had not Mr. Bowen discovered immoralities on
to be the editor of the

made this announcement?

A. No,
No,

he not threaten to break the engagement
engagement with you
you ??

A.

No, he
No,

did not.

allegations against
you, and did not you
you
Q. Did he not make such allegations
against you,
day ofmeeting
appoint a day
of meeting at his house,
and he appoint
house, when,
when, in the presence
presence of
friend, the allegations
allegations against
against you
a mutual friend,
you should be stated,
you
stated, and you
should make an
an explanation,
you meet in the presence
presence of a
explanation, and did not you
mutual friend for
for that purpose?
Mr. Johnson wished me,
purpose ? A. No, sir;
sir
me,
about Christmas time, to see Mr. Bowen;
Bowen he said there was
story
was some
some story
afloat concerning
concerning me;
me II think Christmas was
was Sunday,
see
Sunday, and II went to see
him on
on Monday
we had a few words concerning
matter he did not
Monday; we
concerning the matter;
" If there is
tell me
me what the story was;
tell
said, "If
story afloat,
afloat, bring
is any
any story
story was; I said,
bring
the author of
ot' it
it here and let
let us
us see what it
in a
it is;"
we then went on in
is; We
conversation concerning
concerning Mr. Beecher.
;

;

;

;

;

"

-

_
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did not Mr.
on
day, and did
on that day,
you, while
did not you,
you, and did
against you,
against
Ward
Rev.
Henry
the
out against
against
Henry Vard
after that
until after
charges until
ot' those charges
never
never heard of

you and Mr. Bowen
Q. Did not you
repeat the charges
Bowen begin
charges
to repeat
begin to
charges, break
listening to those charges,

listening

meet

A. I
did not
not; II
I did
letter to Mr.
it to bear the letter
interview, when Mr. Bowen went from it
had anything
anything
Mrs.
Beecher
Beecher
r.
or
M
Beecher
Beecher;;II never knew that Mr.
to do with Mr. Bowen's feelings.
feelings.
Beecher ? A. No,
against Mr. Beecher?
allegation against
an allegation
you make an
Q.
Q. Did not you
an
allegation.
made
an
he
out
went
allegation.
after Mr. Johnson
sir
sir; after
of the
tho end of
did toward the
an allegation?
allegation? A. II did
Q. Did not you make an
Beecher?
Beecher ?

;

;

Q.

you

interview.

very
Q. You made a very

*Q

~

,V

;g`5;:;

'

'D

the oifence
offence that he had
you?
against you?
committed against

1

"7
jul

V

A. Yes.
a
o
thatt ocon tl
It was
Q. It
-

»,_,

H.

was
caion, wihssitnnotiltli);
_

7./M/y
=wl
.dit f1` _ Nl
//it

,,

casion,

/Q'l§;¢/ ` ;ir.¢;R;%%)///Z
i

I

,,
,

I/

g

'

V

tilytl

'
_

H\

pflyyaf
.yirlw Mi

y

/

_

that

y,

/

wi/
Q4/I/j é'

a

A

/

/M/
,

letter.
letter.
l

1

it on
Was it
on that ocQ. Vas
letter
casion that that letter

/%
/ %/%

was
upon bewas
agreed
agreed upon
'Mr.
" Bow°"'
tween you
Y ou andlI.B
en?
en ? A. Yes, it
it was.

,f

-'

,W
'

Beecher

Plymouth
Plymouth
pulpit ? A. II remember
pulpit?

»/

.ly

Mr.

should quit
quit

_

:.

agreed
agreed

»

\,
y ;'*__:
,

//V)

not, that

you and
upon between you
upon
Llowen demanding
Mr. Bowen
"

.

1

it

the letter was
was

'

_

to

you not,
Mr. Bowen,did
Bowen, did you
against Mr. Beecher, of
against

'~"~

§%

allegation
allegation

distinct
distinct

'

,

_

f/i/, /7'/
JW.,

_

was that
Q. And was
Q.
agreement the result of
agreement
you
his statement of the offences against
against Mr. Beecher which he and you
part of Mr. Bowen, yes.
knew of? A. On the part
yes.
your part
many.
Q. On your
part?? A. I made one statement and he made many.
Will you
you state what offence you
against Mr. Beecher to
Q.
Q. Vill
you stated against
on that occasion?
occasion ? A. Mr. Johnson,
Mr. Bowen on
Johnson, having
having introduced the
subject
me, " Mr. Tilton,
Tilton, you
suhiect to Mr. Bowen, said to me,
say as much
you do not say
there;
go there;
Plymouth Church as a Brooklyn
ot'
paper should ; you
you do not go
of Plymouth
Brooklyn paper
OLIVER JOHNSON.

"

;

you not go
go
why do you
why

Q.

"

?"
?

II asked you
against Mr. Beecher to Mr.
you stated against
you what offence you
came to
answer your
own way.
way. II came
your question
question in my own
A. II must answer

Bowen?
Bowen ?

my

;
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you the trusth,
truth, and not fragments
fragments of the truth. Mr. Bowen wanted
you
to speak
speak more
more in the paper
Plymouth Church. Mr. Johnson
paper of Plymouth
'•
said, "Perhaps
Perhaps Mr. Tilton
Til ton has a reason
reason for not going
going to Plymouth
Plymouth
said,

tell
tell
me
Hie

And thereupon
thereupon Mr. Bowen was
was curious to know the
tiie reason.
And
a solitary
solitary phrase,
was a
personal domestic reason
a personal
reason
I, in a
phrase, said that there was
Church."
Church."

I,

—

why II could not go
go there consistently
consistently with my
that Mr.
why
my self-respect
self-respect...t.hat
Beecher had been unhandsome in his approaches
is
my wife. That is
approaches to my
the sum
sum and substance of
or all
all I have ever
ever said on
very
on this subject
subject to the very
few people
spoken of it.
it.
people to whom I have spoken
was on
on that occasion that you
agreed upon
you agreed
Q. It was
Q.
upon the letter which demanded Mr. Beecher to leave the pulpit?
was the
pulpit ? A. Yes,
sir, that was
Yes, sir,
precise
precise occasion.
was on the 26th of December
December??
Q.
Q. You think that was

no recolA. II have no

is that
dates
lection of
my mind is
the only
ofdates;
only identification that I have in my
;

was near
it
it was

Christmas.

were you
When were
Union ?
you dismissed from the Union?
Q. When
Q.

night
A. The last night

I think.
year, I
of the year,
Of
was it?
31st, was
it ?
sir.
Yes, sir.
A. Yes,
Q.
Q. The 31st,
Vhen did you
first learn that Mr. or Mrs. Beecher had in any
any way
way
Q. When
Q.
you first
communicated facts to Mr. Bowen which inflamed him in the matter of

your
dismissal ? A. I learned that from Mr. Beecher himself on
on the
thc
your dismissal?
day
was written;
apology was
written it
it was
was the 2d,
2d, possibly
3d, of
day after his apology
possibly the 3d,
January; it
it was
was in Mr. Moulton's
in; it
it
came in;
Moulton's front room;
room; Mr. Beecher came
January;
;

was an unexpected
unexpected meeting;
an expression of great
meeting he burst out in an
great sorexpression
row
row to me,
hoped the communication which he had sent to
me, and said he hoped
me
by Mr.
me by
.Moulton was
Mr..Moulton
was satisfactory to me
me; he then and there told Mr.
satisfactory
Moulton he had done wrong,
as some
some others had (referring
not
so
much
(referring
wrong,
to his wife,
wife, who had made statements to Mr. Bowen that ought
ought to be
unmade),
unmade), and he there volunteered to write a letter to Mr. Bowen concerning
cerning the facts which he had misstated.
Uo you
say that that was
you say
was the first
first time that you
Q. Do
Q.
you knew that Mr.
Beecher or Mrs. Beecher had given
information or
or had
any iul'ormation
given Mr. Bowen any
I did not
any conversation with him ou
had any
sir
on the subject?
subject ? A. Yes,
Yes, sir;
know that Mr. Beecher had given
given Mr. Bowen any
any such information
information;
Til ton had intimated to me
was something.
something.
Mrs. Tilton
me that there was
When did Mrs. Tilton intimate that to you?
you ? A. In December she
Q.
Q. II/'hen
told me
me of visits which Mrs. Beecher had made to her and of testimony
testimony
they wanted to get.
which they
get.
What time in December ?? A. I do not know.
Q. What
Q.
Was it
it before or after the publication
publication of your
Q.
Q. Vas
valedictory in the
your valedictory
numIndependent? A. I do not remember;
a numme a
Tilton spoke
remember; Mrs. '['ilton
Independent?
spoke to me
ber of times of the enmity
enmity which Mrs. Beecher had for some
some strange
strange
reason connected with Mrs. Morse (Mrs.
was a.
a
mother) there was
'I`ilton's mother);
(Mrs. Tilton's
conspiracy
conspiracy between Mrs. Morse and Mrs. Beecher before September;
September; the

was an

;

;

;

;

;
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Tilton's confession was
was made also to her mother.
mother, and
truth is
is that Mrs. '1'ilton's
and
the
daughter,
naturally wanted to protect
she made a
the mother naturally
protect
daughter,

part in
kind of alliance with Mr. Beecher, and Mrs. Beecher took part
part to protect
protect Elizabeth.
on their part
was a desire on
there was

it
it;

Til ton referred some
some time in December to the
Q.
Q. You say
say that Mrs. 'l`ilton
your matters?
matters ? A. Not that
fact that Mrs. Beecher had interfered in your

matters, but that Mrs. Morse and Mrs. Beecher
my matters,
she had interfered in my
me.
colleaguing together
were colleaguing
together with reference to me.
fix that date?
date ? A. It was
was many
many times.
Q.
Q. Are you
you able to tix
of
ol'
it
before
22d
Was
any
it
December,
Was
the
of
think you?
you ? A. Yes,
Yes, I
Q.
December,
Q.
any

summer, but do not know.
think early
early in the summer,
was Mrs. 'I`ilton
Tilton separated
you with
Q.
Q. Any
Any time in December was
separated from you
Not
that
I
?
remember;
a
A.
Mrs.
Tilton
went
a
few
weeks to
her family
remember;
family?
mother's.
a visit at her mother's.
make a
sending for your
your wife to come
come to
Q. Do you
Q.
you remember the occasion of sending
office while she was
you? A. Yes,
was
was separated
the Union odice
Yes, she was
separated from you?
at her mother's.

were about to be dismissed
telling her that you
you were
Q. Do you
Q.
you remember telling
you and live with you
you to
from the Union,
Union, and that she must return to you
prevent
prevent it?
that ? A. Not a shadow;
shadow it
it would
tell her anything
you tell
Q. Did you
Q.
anything of that?
or the other.
no difference one way
have made no
way or
by a servant by
by the name
name of
a letter by
day send a
you on
on that day
Q. Did you
Q.
;

was to return your chilperson in whose house she was
directing the person
Ellen,
Ellen, directing
your chilMrs.
it
absence??
A. I do not recollect it;
your house in her absence
dren to your
bring them home;
home I
Morse had the children,
children, and II told Ellen Dennis to bring
;

;

do not remember the time.
by her?
her ?
Did you
you send aa note by
Q.
Q. 'Did
message.
message.
came??
Q. And the children came
Q.

;

I sent
I

quite
peremptory
quite a peremptory

Yes, or were brought;
brought II think there
A. Yes,

was only one.
was
only
come late in the
Q.
Q. Did your
your wife come
personally
remember II think I went personally
remember;
staying away;
away I have
doing wrong
wrong in staying
doing
;

A.

;

that ?
evening
evening after that?

A. II do not

Elizabeth, and told her she was
was
for
for Elizabeth,

many
no distinct recollection of so many
no

details.
details.

statement, which you
you
it that this statement,
was it
How long
Q. How
Q.
long after that return was
was writhands, was
Moulton's hands,
placed in Mr. Moulton's
was placed
say
say she made, and which was
knowing; the date of her
means of knowing;
no means
know II have no
ten?
ten ? A. I do not know;
was on
on the
giving
giving the letter for the interview with Mr. Beecher I think was
;

29th of December.

an interview
was to bring
giving the letters was
object of giving
Q.
bring about an
Q. The object
might be a reconciliation,
reconciliation, and
between you
you and Mr. Beecher, that there might
you from dismissal from the Indesaving you
that Mr. Beecher might
might aid in saving
that my
my retirement from the
thought
Mrs.
Tilton
No.
pendent
?
A.
thought
pendent?
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in some
papers was due in
way to Mr. and Mrs. Beecher, and she thought,
thought,
some way
papers
as I
was very
indignant against
against Mr. Bowen, unless there was
was some reI was
very indignant
conciliation between Mr. Beecher and myself,
myself, her secret would be ex-

posed, and
posed,

me

she begged
begged

me

to have

an interview with him,
him, and wrote a

an

note to that effect.
effect.

note?? A. I
I decline to answer.
you that note
Q. Have you
it?? A. II decline to answer.
Will you
you produce
produce it
Q. Vill
already.
swer because you
fact already.
you know the fact

I decline to anI

say that note was written on
on the 29th day
day of December?
December ? A.
Q. You say
Q.
I think there is
is a record on the subject
subject here (in
(in the statement which he
had read)
read) somewhere.

—

by you
By Mr. HILL-Can
Hill Can you
you to Ellen? Do
Bo
you refer
refer to a note written by
By
time?? A. I
fix the time
I do
you think that had a date attached which would Hx
you
not know
something to do with the reknow; II remember Ellen to have had something
;

turn of one of the children;
children; I
1 think that note was written to Mrs.
Morse.
Vas not
Q. Was

the subject
subject of
of the interview between you
you and Mr. Beecher
dismissal ?
preventing your
your dismissal?
inducing
inducing him to aid in preventing
purpose of
than it
it had with this
investigation the sole purpose
this investigation;

for the purpose
for
of
purpose of

A. No
Xo

more

more

;

I were in
that interview was
felt that Mr. Beecher and I
was this:
this Mrs. Tilton felt
:

for her sake, at her request,
danger
coming into collision;
collision
for
this
request, II had this
danger of coming
was solely
solely in reference to Mrs. Tilton.
interview; it
it was
interview;
days before your
dismissal, and pending
your final
final dismissal,
pending the quesquesQ.
Q. It was two days
tion whether you
you should be retained or not ?? A. My
My dismissal from the
came after that interview;
interview it
it took effect the last night
Union came
night of the
;

;

year
nothing to do with that.
my interview with Mr. Beecher had nothing
year ; my
Tracy It was two days
By General TRACY-It
quesit, and pending
By
days before it,
pending the ques;

—

you would be dismissed or retained,
not?? A. No,
tion of whether you
was it
it not
retained, was
sir,
think, show that my interview with
sir, these documents themselves. II think,

my

Mr. Beecher was
was after my
Union.
my dismissal from the U5u'on.
was on
on the 29th.
29th, and your
was on
on the
Q. That interview was
your dismissal was

Then that interview was
was before your
your dismissal.
dismissal, and pending
pending the
question
A.
dismissed, was
was it
it not?
question whether you
you would be retained or dismissed.
question of my
The question
my dismissal was
was
flash of an
an eye;
eye I
I
decided in the Hash
never knew that there was
never
was any
any such question
question ; I,
days preI. two or three days
pre3Ist.
31st.

;

:

vious to the interview with Mr. Beecher, had filled
filled up
contracts, one
one to
up contracts,
be editor of the CD1-ion
Union for five
years, and the other to be chief contribEve years.

utor ofthe
of the Independent,
Independent, and there was
no pending question.
was no
pending question.
Vas not your
your contract to be editor of the Elton
five years,
Union for five
Q.
Q. Was
years,
and to be chief contributor of the Independent,
previous to the
Independent, signed
signed previous

publication of your
valedictory in the Independent?
your valedictory
were
Independents A. They
publication
They were
signed very
very near
near that time.
signed
Was not the interview at which Mr. Johnson was present
Q. Vas
present at Mr.
Bowen's house on
December ? A. Yes,
on the 26th of December?
Yes, sir.
sir.
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The interview with Mr. Beecher vas
was on
on the 29th?
Q.
Q. 'l`he

A. I
I cannot

precisely.
say precisely.
say
final dismissal
Your final
Q.
dismissal from the Union was
was on
on the
the 31st
3Ist'??
Q. Your
say yes,
yes, unless the letters will
not say
will show.

A. II cancan-

tell us
us why
Will you
Q. Vill
it was
was that having been possessed of
Q.
you tell
why it
having
possessed

this
this iniii-

formation for
any desire to communicate it
for six months without any
it to Mr.
seized with a
Beecher,
a desire
were seized
inl`ormation
desire to communicate that information
Beecher, you
you were
him on
because Mrs.
to him
on or
December ? A. Yes,
sir
or about the 29th of December?
Yes, sir;
;

Tilton feared that Mr. Beecher,
Bowen and II were
were in danger of
Beecher, Mr. Bowen
danger of such
collision that the family secret would be exposed, and felt
felt
a
a clash and collision
family
exposed,
a necessity
for
begged
that there was
a
reconciliation,
she
was a
for
a
and
and
reconciliation,
necessity
begged

prayed me
me
prayed

Beecher and on
on her account and
Beecher;
an interview with him.
why the difficulty
Will you
explain why
you explain
Bowen in
Q.
Q. Vill
dithculty you
you had with Mr. Bowen
regard
Independent and the Union would involve the necessity
necessity of
regard to the Independent
to be reconciled with Mr.

would have
for her sake I said IIwould

;

an

family secret which you
Tilton
your
you obtained from Mrs. '|`ilton
exposing the family
your exposing
was not
not through
through fear of my
exposing it;
it;
six months before?
my exposing
A. It was
Mrs. Morse and Mrs. Beecher were
were sometimes in collision,
collision, and Mrs.
always made me
me believe that Mr. Beecher knew this secret,
secret, until
Tilton always
me, 1 took it
it for granted, all summer
summer long,
in December,
told me,
December, when she told
granted,
long,
me, and what she had told her
that she had told him what she had told mc,

supposed that Mrs. Beecher was
was co-operating with Mrs.
mother,
mother, and I supposed
co-operating
Morse.

you to remain in
complain of Mr. Beecher for not aiding
you complain
Q.
Q. Did you
aiding you
the Independent?
Independent ? A. No,
it.
No, sir
sir; I would have scorned it.
;

statement ?
You have read Mr. Wilkeson's
Vilkeson's statement?
Q.
Q. You

You know Samuel Wilkeson
Vilkeson??
Q.
Q. You

A. I have not.

A. Yes.

say to him about that time that Mr. Beecher had not beQ.
Q. Did "you
you say
not, and Mr. Wilkeson will not
matter ? A. I did not,
you in that matter?
friended you
dare to say
say that under oath.

You say
say you
you never
Q. You
never complained of Mr. Beecher for not helping
Q.
helping you?
you?
complained
saying
unjust
to
me
not helping
for
being
me
and saying
me,
but
being unjust
helping me,

A. No,
No, not for
that I ought
ought to
they were
were
that they

be turned out; I understood that he said to Dr. Spear
Spear
going
Independent;; Mr.
going to have Mr. Tilton out of the Independent
Charles Briggs
something about this
know something
"I know
me that;
said, "I
that; he said,
Briggs told me
thing I heard some
some such thing."
thing."
thing;
you accepted
say that Mr. Beecher apologized
Q. You say
Q.
accepted the
apologized and that you
;

apology
apology??

A. II read the account of that
that in the document.

apology
accept the apology
or did you
not. as
a matter of fact,
as a
fact. accept
you not,
accepted the
A. I accepted
which Mr. Beecher made,
forgive the offence
offence??
made, and forgive
it
as much largeness
apology
thought it
largeness as I thought
forgave the offence with as
apology and forgave
possible for a Christian man
man to assume.
assume.
was
was possible
Friendly relations continued after that between you
Q.
you and Mr.
Q. Friendly
friendly
you can
can understand what such relaBeecher? A. Well,
Vifell, not friendly;
you
you,
Q. Did you,
Q.

;
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they were
were relations which Mr.
be they
were not hostile
tions would be;
hostile; they
they were
an iron hand ; he compelled
Moulton forced with an
compelled them.
not, after or
or not,
you or
or about the time of the tripartite agreement,
Q. Did you
Q.
tripartite agreement,
;

;

;

regard to him?
him ? A.I
have taken pains
friendly sentiments in regard
express friendly
A. Ihave
express
pains to
all
quarters
make it appear
Mr.
all
that
in
Beecher and I were
were not in hosmake
quarters
appear
self-respect many times in doing it.
suppressed my
tility, and I have suppressed
my self-respect
tility,
many
doing it.
Q. Did yon
ever
Q.
you ever

you
you

state this offence of Mr. Beecher as
as committed against
against

to Mr. Storrs
Storrs??

Vas
Q. Was
Q.

never did.
A. I never
did.

stated in your
your presence
him ? A. No,
No, sir
presence to him?
sir; he read
made and that I helped
helped her to make.
a
a statement that Mrs. Tilton made

ever
it
it ever

;

you go
go with her when she made that statement to Dr. Storrs?
Storrs ?
Q. Did you
Q.
A. I did not.
or read to Dr. Storrs any
ever state or
Q.
Q. Did you
you ever
any statement of the
you charged
A. No
Beecher??
offences which you
charged against
against Mr. Beecher
No; I showed
a letter which Elizabeth and myself
wrote, and which I still
Dr. Storrs a
still
myself wrote,
;

preserve; Mr. Carpenter
as counsellor;
counsellor; my
Carpenter and I went to Dr. Storrs as
my
preserve;
go, but she preferred
was to have Elizabeth go,
intention was
fev
preferred to write aa few
lines.

You took what she wrote and what you
Q. You
Dr.
Q.
you helped
helped her to write to Dr.
as the statement of the offence which you
Storrs and showed it
it to him as
you
charged Mr. Beecher with?
charged

A. No,
No, I did not charge
charge Mr. Beecher with

all.
any
any offence at all.

am trying
trying

against Mr.
get at what offence you
to get
you stated 'against
A. Elizabeth stated that.
that.
Yes, sir
it, and gave it
And you
you have it,
read?? A. Yes,
Q.
gave it to Dr. Storrs to read
Q. And
that
began
this
way,
on
stated
It
on a
a
?
was
stated?
A.
in
How
How
was
the
offence
Q.
began
way,
Q.
1870, she had informed her husband that
sunnner of 1870,
certain day,
day, in the summer
Q.
Q..II

am

Beecher?

all that
a wife to him,
Mr. Beecher had asked her to be a
him, together
together with all
appear
that
to make it
it
she
did not
was
solicitous
was very
appear
very
saw it
it
it, those who saw
accept his proposition,
proposition, and,
and, happily,
reading it,
happily, in reading
accept

this implies;
implies; she

naturally
naturally
perfectly
perfectly

inferred that she

was a
accept his proposition
it was
a
did not accept
proposition; it
;

correct statement.

it with my
A. She wrote it
You and she wrote it
it??
Q. You
my assistance.
Q.
was
and
it
was read by him in
Storrs,
You
took
that
to
Dr.
You
statement
Q.
Storrs,
Q.
by

your
presence ? A. Yes,
sir.
Yes, sir.
your presence?
it to him my selfwas read also by
by Mr. Beecher?
Beecher ? A. I read it
Q.
myselfQ. It was
to
no
use of it.
it.
it
it
I
made
no further use
Mr. Beecher objected
and
objected
prepared a
document, did yon
a document,
Q.
Q. You prepared
history of this
giving aa history
you not. giving
Mr.
to
Bowen.
case ? A.. No, not in this case,
relations
case?
case. but of my
my
Elizabeth's
was stated in that document
document?? A. Yes;
Q. It was
Q.
Yes; this letter of Elizabeth's
was
was quoted in it.
it.
quoted
Storrs ? A. Yes.
And it
it was
was read to Dr. Storrs?
Q. And
Q.
you also quote
Q. Did you
Q.
quote the letter of apology
apology in it? A. Just as I did
-

A

in the letter to Dr. Bacon?

;
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quoted the apology
apology as an
an apology
apology for
for the offence?
offence ?
Q. You quoted

You

cited as proof
proof that
apologized for
for that offence?
that_ he had*
had'apologized
wishing to make the oifence
A. Yes, II put
put that in,
offence more
more than that;
that
in, not wishing
II was solicitous not to have the worst of the case known.

stated and

voluntarily to Dr. Storrs,
Storrs, did you
not?? A. II did, in
you not
Q. You went voluntarily
wanting
distress,
counsel.
great
distress,
wanting
great
get correct counsel you
you misstated the case? A. Yes,
Q. And so as to get
in the Union;
it was a statement necesyour statement in
as you
ill your
Union ; it
you did in

Woodhull's statement II was
was out of town,
town,
made after Mrs. Voodl1ull's
sary to be made;
sary
filled the country,
country, and Mr. Beecher had taken no
and the thing
thing had filled
no
notice of it
eight days
days old,
old, and I
it was
was seven or eight
I went to Dr. Storrs
it; it
story; II said,
for
me about the story;
said, " Do not ask me
me for
for
for counsel
counsel; he asked me
some facts
facts by
judge give
me some
can judge;
give me
me
that;
said, " Give me
that;"" he said,
by which II can
;

;

"

;

"

;

gave an
an account of my
that which can
can be proved;"
affairs very
very
proved;" so II gave
my affairs
largely, about Mrs. \'oodhull,
Woodhull, and so on;
on; the origin
largely,
origin of that document
for something
something that would put
was seeking
seeking for
put before the public
public a plausible
plausible
a chain of facts
Woodhull tale;
answer to the Voodhull
tale and I
I conceived that by
facts
by
it away.
I read it
it to Mr. Beecher and he
we
perhaps, explain
explain it
we might,
might, perhaps,
away. I
I saw
saw that he would not or could not stand
long sigh,
sigh, and I
burst into a long
and Elizabeth burned it
it
it or tore it
it to pieces.
upon it;
upon
pieces.
others, did you
it to others,
you not?
not ? A. 'l`o
To a few friends.
friends.
Q. You showed it
it to George
George
Q. To whom besides Dr. Storrs? A. II think II showed it
Q.
it to one
Bell
one or two.
Bell; II showed it
it to Mr. Beecher?
Beecher ? A. No
you show it
Q.
No; II think not
not; II think II
Q. Did you
showed him the document in the tripartite
tripartite confession.
many years?
years ? A. Yes, sir.
sir.
Q. You have known Mr. Beecher many
personal friend? A. I
I used to regard
regard him as such.
Q.
Q. Is he your
your personal
showing him something
something on
on the subject?
Q.
Q. You remember showing
subject? A. II
showing him the letter in proof
proof which explained
explained my
going
my going
remember showing
Union ; whether II showed him the docout of the Independent
Independent and the Union;
say II showed it
it to a number of people,
people, hoping
ument I
I cannot say;
hoping that it
it
it did not,
not, so it
it disappeared.
would do good
good: but it
disappeared.
A. No;
it ?
No Mr.
upon it?
Q.
Q. You say
say Mr. Beecher refused to stand upon
in
I was
was in
Moulton asked Mr. Beecher to come
come and hear me
it
me read it;
felt
feel bad at such a document, but he felt
hopes Mr. Beecher might
might not feel
hopes
by it.
it.
slain by
And, just as on other occasions, he refused to stand by
Q. And,just
by a stateoffence?? A. No
drev a long
of the offence
ment ofthe
sigh.
No; he drew
long sigh.
I did not understand
refusing ? A. No ; I
Q. You understood him as refusing?
was a

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

that.

Why
Q. Why
Q.

,

did you
you abandon the document?

A. Because there

was no
no

was

it.
success in it.

Was it
it not because he did not
Why was
was there no success in it
it?? IVas
Q. Why
Q.
he wanted that
reject it;
it
A. Because he did not accept
accept or reject
thing was
was buried.
made, and so the thing
no statement should be made,
it??
accept it
accept

;
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Budington ? A. I never
ever state the offence to Dr. Budington?
Q. Did you
Q.
you ever
two weeks ; I heard that he went to see Dr. Bacon,
saw him until within tvo
Bacon,
and I went to see him.
you not frequently
Q.
your wife?
Q. Have you
purity of your
frequently asserted the purity
strange technical use of words
always had a strange
A. No
words; I have
No; I have always
conveyed that impression
pains
always
impression; I have taken pains
always used words that conveyed
was
devoted
woman;
that
necessarily
carried
that
a
she
was a
Christian
to say
woman;
necessarily
say
was like the statement that I carried to Dr. Storrs
it was
the other
Storrs; I do
other; it
statement as he took it
caught the idea of that statement;
it I
I do not
not think he caught
whole I have said that Elizabeth was
was a tenit covered the whole;
think that it
woman, which I think she is.
der,
is.
der, delicate,
delicate, kindly
kindly Christian woman,
stated
was
pure
not
?
No.
that
she
was
?
A.
Q. Have you
Q.
pure
you
an angel?
angel ? A. No
was as pure as
you not stated that she was
Q. Have you
No;
Q.
pure as an
me in Mrs. Bradshaw's
Bradshaw's presence
Halliday says
presence
Mr. Halliday
says I said that ; he asked me
my wife was
was as pure
whether or not I had not said that my
"No,"
pure as gold.
gold. "No,"
you allude was
was
said, " Mr. Halliday,
I said,
Halliday, because the conversation to which you
that
said, 'Go
Go and ask Mr. Beecher himself and he will say
she
this
I said,
this:
say
is an expression
expression which he used
it is
is as pure
is
used; I have sought
pure as gold
gold ;' " it
sought
I
a good
character; I have always
so
T
give Elizabeth a
to give
good character;
always wanted to do so;
is better than most of
think she deserves a good
good character ; II think she is
goodness
point of actual moral goodness
better than I am
us
us-better
am; I do not believe in point
drawbacks,
that
a
barring
some
a soul as
some
there
is
in
so
white
is
this
company
drawbacks,
barring
company
saw

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

_

;

;

"

'

:

;'

"

;

;

;

—

;

Elizabeth Tilton.
gentlemore of the gentleQ.
Q. Did you
that, in substance,
substance, to one or more
you not state that,
I
with whom you
you were
were lunching
substance,
yes
and
?
A.
In
state
substance.
luncliing?
yes;

men
men

it now,
it
now,

;

but I did not use the phrase
phrase that she had never violated her

chastity.
Chastity.

you not say
say that she was
was pure ?
Q.
Q. Did you
pure? A. No.
you not use expressions
Q. Did you
you intended to be understood
Q.
expressions which you
as meaning
meaning the purity
purity of the woman?
woman ? A. II did,
did, exactly.
exactly. There are
many- ways
produce such impressions,
can produce
impressions, and I have
manyways in which you
you can
written this document to produce
produce the

By
By

—

same
same impression.
impression.

Mr. 'VHITE_}IF.
White Mr. Wilkeson,
Wilkeson, in his testimony,
testimony, stated in substance
that he had a
a long
you in regard
Beecher`s
long conversation with you
regard to Mr. Beecher's
offences, and that in answer
inquiry as to what these offences
answer to his inquiry
offences,
of, you
wife,
improper addresses to your
your wife,
of,
you said that he had made improper
and that he then said to you
you that he had heard from another person
person
whom he named to you,
whom
it referred to more
implication,
more than the implication,
you, that it

consisted

that it
it referred to adultery.
adultery, which you
No
you denied. Is that true
A. No;
true??
the conversation was
was about Mr. Bowen
a flushed
me with a
came to me
Bowen; he came
;

;

and rose~colored
rose-colored eulogy
eulogy on Mr. Beecher for me
was desired
sign it
it was
me to sign;
that Mr. Bowen's
Bowen's charges
charges should be withdrawn,
me,
was said to me,
withdrawn, and it
it was
;

" Suppose Mr. Bowen is
willing to blot this out,
no interest
is willing
out, you
"Suppose
you have no
"
"
to keep
" No,"
it afloat?
afloat ? "
No," I said. "" Well,
if Mr. Bowen will withdraw
Well, if
keep it
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"
you agree
I said,
those charges,
charges, will you
agree to consider them blotted out ??"
said,
"
" Certainly." I was
thought that
was exceedingly glad to have it done,
done, for I thought
Certainly."
exceedingly glad
against Henry
every
wife I said
'/'ard Beecher endangered
charge against
endangered my
every charge
Henry Ward
my wife;
;

it twenty times over,
or conveyed
that II would sign
an idea
over, or
idea; but
twenty
sign it
conveyed such an
was brought
brought to me
sign it was
when the paper
me to sign
a compliment
compliment to Mr.
was a
paper was
Beecher,
was to look up
filial reBeecher, rose-colored,
rose-colored, in which I was
up to him with filial
;

" I won't
said, "I
spect.
won't sign
1 said,
world," and II cut
sign that to the end of the world,"
spect.
a few lines and would not use
out a
use them.
signing the paper
Q.
Q. It is not with reference to the circumstances of signing
paper
speaking, but with reference to the question
that I am
am speaking,
question which he puts
puts to
offence.
A. He
put to me
you as
me any
any such question;
question
He did not put
as to the offence.
you
;

Wilkeson is
much of aa gentleman
gentleman to ask a
Mr. Vilkeson
a
is too much
wife had committed adultery.
adultery.

man
man

whether his

Vilkeson says
Q. Mr. Wilkeson
Q.
you took the paper
says you
paper away
away to make such emendasigning it,
it, and that after,
as you
you chose before signing
tions as
after, perhaps,
perhaps, the second
night, on
on its return,
ne'er would sign
return, you
sign anynight.
you said to him that you
you never
any-

required you
you to let
on Henry
A. I1 said
that required
let up
Vard Beecher?
up on
Henry Ward
that my
self-respect would not permit
permit me
my self-respect
me to do it;
it; I told him also,
or
also, or
I told other persons,
persons, that I would keep
keep to the line of that necessary
necessary

thing
thing

reconciliation which Mr. Moulton had planned,
planned, but that as for going
going to

church, or
Mr. Beecher's
or signing
Beecher's church.
letter, I would wait to the end
signing such aa letter,
first, and I
sign it.
of the world first,
I did not think Mr. Bowen would sign
it.
You expressed
expressed confidence in the paper
paper you
By
Cr.1~tvsL,Nn-You
you
By Mr. Cleveland
signed
Beecher, did you
No; I expressed
signed in Mr. Beecher,
you not? A. No;
expressed friendliness
towards him.
says, in substance, that in speaking
speaking
Mr. Wilkeson says,
Mr. White
By
Wi-nre-1Ir.
By Mr,
spoke of Mr. Beecher as not
your dismissal from the Union
Uiion you
of your
you spoke
you would follow him to his grave?
assisting yon,
you. and said that you
grave? A. If
assisting
that
ever
Wilkeson communicated the impression
I
Mr.
ever
wanted money
M
r. Willreson
impression
money
it is false;
from Henry
communicated,
false; Mr. Beecher has communicated,
Henry Ward Beecher, it
by him,
him, but I would
through
Moulton, requests
requests that I be assisted by
through Mr. Moulton,
if I suffered from hunger or
money
a penny of Mr. Beecher's
if
not take a
Beecher's
money
hunger
penny
thirst; and II said that if
if directly
or indirectly he (Mr.
comthirst;
(Mr. Moulton)
directly or
indirectly
Moulton) communicated to me
any of his (Mr.
r. Beecher's) money it
me any
Beecher's)
money it would break our
(M
T
ilkeson was
is a
sweet, lovable
friendship
was very friendly to me
a sweet,
me; he is
friendship; Vilkeson
very friendly
is an
memory is
it is
man, and it
an unaccountable thing
is so bad
man,
bad; he
thing that his memory
getting old;
old
I have a letter in which he wants that apology
is getting
apology de-

—

—

;

W

;

;

;

up.
livered up.
His next
will read to you
Vilkeson's testimony
Q.
Q. IIwill
you from Mr. Wilkeson's
testimony: ""His
was
troubles."
Mr.
Beecher
help
him
his
A.
was
that
did
complaint
not
in
troubles."
help
complaint
:

complaint was
That's
'1`hat`s a lie
was that Mr. Beecher had been unjust
lie; my
unjust to
my complaint
help.
would not have taken his help.
helped me
I vould
me,
me, not that he had not helped
me; I
Tracy
relations
TRACY-I
toward
General
I ask you
whether
your
By
Mr.
you
your
By
January 1,
Beecher,
1, 1871,
Yes, sir;
sir;
Beecher, since January
1811, have not been friendly?
friendly? A. Yes,
;

;

—
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January, 1871,
1871, when he
feelings towards him since January,
my relations and feelings
put out
began
church
the
when
time
the
to
down
apology,
began to put
made the apology,
friendly.
were
throat,
the
by
me
me by
and
take
hand
throat,
friendly.
its right
its
right

my

up to the befriendly up
now friendly,
are not now
Q.
they were friendly
friendly, but they
Q. They
They are
sir
Yes, sir;
that
A. Yes,
matter??
of the church in this matter
action
the
of
ginning
that
ginning
were not in collision
were
we
in the sense that we
were
were friendly
say, they
is
is to say.
friendly
they
;

with each other.
friendship ?
they not those of friendship?
Vere they
Q.
Q. Were

they were
were
No, they
No,

A.

not.

was made,
apology was
mean by saying, after that apology
made, that
Vhat did you
Q.
by saying,
Q. What
you mean
harmed,
for his
than
rather
protected,
Beecher
Mr.
harmed,
see
to
desired
you
protected,
you

A. So I did.

against you
offence against
olfence
you??
mean
you mean
Q. Do you

ings toward
ings

man

a
a man

feelyour real feelexpressed your
to say
say that that sentence expressed
wife
A.
Yes
your
wife?
?
had
seduced
believed,
Yes;
;
who, you
your
you believed,

my

apology and I had given
was under obligation
I was
given my
obligation; I had taken his apology
;

exposed.
I would not have him exposed.
word that I
Q. Is
Q.

man can
can
is an
an offence for which one man
it
it your
your sentiment that that is
a code of honor among genis a
another ? A. II know there is
to another?
among gen-

apologize
apologize

but I cannot see
offence
an offence;
man cannot condone such an
man
is made by
apology is
an apology
man cannot forgive,
what offence aa man
forgive, where an
by the
if a
a
is committed
it to the person
it is
person
committed; if
person committing
committing it
person against
against whom it
man believes in the Christian religion
religion he ought
to
I sometimes forman
ought to;
not I do know the line of difference.
gave and sometimes I did not;
gave
handwriting (showing
was
on which was
your handwriting
(showing a
a slip
slip of paper
Q. Is that your
Q.
paper on
W. B.
written " H. IV.
Grace, mercy
mercy and peace.
Sunday
morning.
T.")
T.
B.-Grace,
peace. Sunday morning.
TT) ??
that one
A. I remember that;
one morning
me in the street
morning Mr. Beecher met me
and told me
gave him
me how much pleasure it
him; I have sent kindlier
pleasure it gave
a
tlemen that a

;

;

;

;

—

"

;

;

things than
things

that to him.

you feel
feel as you
spoke ? A. I did;
did Mr. Moulton said two or
Q.
Q. Did you
you spoke?
"
times, "Mr.
three times,
Mr. Beecher is
is in great
you do somecan't you
somegreat depression;
depression; can't
;

thing
thing

to cheer him?"
him ?" one
one

morning
morning

I
I walked to the church with

him;
him;

in many
feelings of kindness toward him
many circumstances I manifested feelings
him;
it would be a lie
it
lie for me
me to say that I had a warm
warm friendship for Mr.
say
friendship
Beecher,
kindly to him as if
if the offence had not been
Beecher, and that I felt as kindly

committed
committed;
;

if
if

I had been a
a

man
man morally great,
morally great,

it
I would have blotted it
was competent
competent to forgive
forgive in a large
large
best moods,
moods, but at other times I did not
not;

out and trodden it
it under foot
foot; I
;

degree
degree;

;

I

am

I forgave
forgave him in

my
pay

was

not a very
very large
man.
large man.
quoted extensively
your wife written prior
Q. You have quoted
extensively the letters of your
prior
to the time you
you say
say that she said this intercourse began have you
you not
am

—

began-have

her letters written to you
you also since that time and during
during that time
time??
A. No
came home to be editor of the Union,
Union,
No; because at that time I came
and have not lectured since.
;

you whether you
during
Q. I ask you
you have not letters from her written during
the time that you
say this was
was going on,
No, not
then?? A. No,
you say
going on, and since then
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since because I have not had occasion since to have letters;
written since;
letters
I
;

;

have been at home.
say that these relations went on
on during your
Q.
Q. I understand you
you to say
during your
were written by
you any
by your
your wife at that
absence have you
absence;
any letters that were
time? A. No.
you between
were written to you
Q.
Q. Have you
you not letters from her that were
;

1870??
1868 and 1870

A. 1I think
think_II have.

you be kind enough
committee??
Q.
Q. Will you
enough to produce
produce them to the committee
I do not know
knov whether I will or not.
I
any letters from Mrs. Tilton complaining
complaining
Q. Have you
Q.
you any

to

A.

you
you??

A.

Yes, II have.
Yes,
you. not many
complaints
many letters from her stating
Q.
Q. Have you-not
stating forth her complaints
letters
and her grievances
No she very
very rarely
rarely wrote such letters;
she
grievances?? A. No;
;

;

used occasionally
occasionally to write

me
me

begging intercession in regard
regard to
letters begging

theology.
complaining ot'
of my
my views in theology.
her mother,
mother, and complaining
complaining in other
you never
never receive letters from her complaining
Q. Did you
Q.
A. In what respects
respects??

respects
respects??

Well,
Q. Vell,

regard to people
in regard
people who were
were in the habit of frequenting
frequenting

your house at your
your solicitation
solicitation?? A. I have had letters from her
your
mother, complaining
Stanton; Mrs. Tilton
Anthony and Mrs. Stanton;
mother,
complaining of Susan Anthony
very
thought
astray she is
is very
me astray;
were leading
thought Mr. Johnson and others were
leading me
orthodox
strong and earnest
and she wrote me
me letters expressing
orthodox;
expressing strong
hopes
hopes that I would be intensely
intensely orthodox.
complain ot'
any
of any
ground, or in any
society on
on that ground,
Q. Did she complain
Q.
any female society
way? A. No.
way?
your
any ladies at your
complain of the presence
Q. Did she never complain
Q.
presence of any
house ? A. I do not think of
house?
any
ot' any
nor Susan Anthony?
Anthony? A. She said she would
Q. Not of Mrs. Stanton nor
Q.
;

;

consider it
it an
an insult if
if they
they

came
came

to the

house
house;

;

of
I do not remember ot'

any
any others.
Q.
Q.

Woodhull
Mrs. Voodhull

came

came

a
a

great
deal,
great deal,

didn't
didn't

she?

A.

was
She was

three times in my
on two other
my house,
once to meet Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, and on
house, once
occasions.
only.
times?? A. Three only.
Q. Only
Only three times
Sunday
did, on Sunday
say she came
came to meet
meet Mr. Beecher
Q.
Beecher?? A. She did,
Q. You say
afternoon,
my house.
afternoon, at my
you know when that was? A. I think Mr. Moulton made
Q. Do you
Q.
acquaintthat interview;
it must have been in 1871 or 1872,
1872, because my
interview; it
my acquaintis that it
it
Woodhull began
began in May,
ance with Mrs. Voodhull
May, 1871
1871; my
impression is
my impression
always
was
weather Mrs. Vootlhull
was warm
warm weather;
Woodhull and her husband came
came; she always
came with her husband.
came
house ? A. Yes ; my
my
wite complain
being at your
Q. Did your
Q.
your wife
complain of her being
your house?
wife came
came home, and Mrs. Woodhull and Mr. Moulton were there sitting
sitting
,

;

;

;

;

parlor.
in the front parlor.
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except that Elizabeth expressed
What happened
Q.
Oh, nothing
nothing except
Q. What
happened ?? A. Oh,
expressed
the
woman
against
her indignation
I
told Elizabeth that she was
was too
Woman;
indignation against
our family
family dedangerous a
much of the welfare
a woman,
Welfare of
ot' our
woman, and that too much
dangerous
;

was wiser than I was.
pended
on her
was.
her; Elizabeth vas
pended on
you excuse
excuse your acquaintance with Mrs. Woodhull
Q. Did you
Vi/'oodhull to your
your
Q.
your acquaintance
exciting her fears
wife by
not; I explained
explained that acquaintance;
fears?? A. I did not;
by exciting
acquaintance;
way to get
get along
I told her the way
prevent this
Voodhull, and prevent
along with Mrs. Woodhull,
out, was
coming out,
was to keep friendly with her;
her it
it was
was a fatal policy,
policy, but
coming
keep friendly
only thing
thing that we
we could do.
it seemed the only
then it
;

;

Vas the time that Mrs. Tilton expressed
Q. Was
Q.
expressed her indignation
indignation at Mrs.
Woodhull's
being at your
Voodhull's being
first time that she had seen
seen Mrs.
your house the first
Woodhull.
your knowledge?
Nl/oodhull. to your
impression is
saw her
is that she saw
knowledge? A. My
My impression

Age
office once.
once.
It may
may have been before or
or after.
Age oihce
think Mrs. Woodhull
came in to see me
"Ioodhull came
me while Mrs. Tilton was
was there.

in the Golden

I

With that exception,
was the time when Mrs. Tilton expressed her
Q.
Q. Vith
exception, was
expressed
indignation
indignation

Woodhull's
at Mrs. Voodhull's

she had seen
seen her
her??

being
being

at your
your house the first time that

A. I do not know.

Oh,
Oh, no
no; Mrs. Woodhull and
;

Colonel Blood had taken tea at our
our house.
Q.
came in and found her there
there?? A. Yes.
Q. Before Mrs. Tilton came
At whose invitation did they
At mine.
Q. At
there?? A. At
Q.
they take tea there
it the iirst
first time Mrs. Tilton saw
saw Mrs. Voodhull?
Woodhull ? A.
'Was it
Q. Was
Q.

I do

not know.

being there,
always expressed
expressed indignation
indignation at her being
Q. Mrs. Tilton always
there. did
Q.
A. Yes,
a violent feeling
had a.
Yes, she hud
her; she had aa
feeling against
against her;
safe
was in
woman's
Woodhull was
the mistake was
voman's instinct that Mrs. Voodhull
was not safe;
Woodhull
friendly
Blood
instead
Mrs.
not being
with
of
was the
Woodliull; that was
being friendly
was at fault for that;
that; nobody
blunder;
blunder; I was
nobody else.
she not-?
not?

;

;

indignation at your
expressions of indignation
Q.
Q. Did Mrs. Tilton continue her expressions
your
always felt
A. Yes;
Yes; Mrs. Tilton always

acquaintance with Mrs. Woodhull?
¥Voodhull?
acquaintance

undertaking to do anything
that the policy
was a mistaken one
one of undertaking
anything with
policy was
Mrs. Woodhull
writing the sketch
my writing
Vooclhull; Mrs. Tilton objected
violently to my
objected violently
;

Voodhull's husband
her Mrs. Woodhull's
it to her;
part of it
I read part
anted me
me to rewrite it,
wanted
wrote a biography
biography about her,
it, because my
her, and w
my
would
rue the
thought
I
rue
she
Tilton
said
vivid
style
was
was more
more
Mrs.
thought
vivid;
style

of Mrs.

Woodhull
Voodhull;

;

;

r

;

day
day;
;

was far wiser than 1I was.
she was
was.

was
it was
your wife that it
never succeeded in convincing
convincing your
Q.
Q. Then you
you never
opposite
had
the
she
to
placate
Mrs.
Woodhull?
No,
necessary
A.
Woodhtill?
opposite
No,
necessary
placate
opinion
strong repugnance
repugnance to Mrs. Woodhull,
lV00dl\1ll, and
opinion; Mrs. Tilton had a strong
;

—

two or
or three other public
public women
Mrs. Stanton and Susan Anwomen-Mrs.
some
thony
not
permit
would
to
come
she
them
come
into the house,
house, and some
permit
thony;
of her letters were
frequently with
them she was
were very
was frequently
very violent against
against them;
meetings,
them for a long
time, and took part
women's meetings,
long time,
part with them in women's
and then she took a violent antagonism
antagonism to them after her troubles

to

;

;

came

came on.
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Woodhull know ot'
of the antipathy of Mrs. Tilton to her
Q.
her??
Q. Did Mrs. \'0O(]l11ll
antipathy
you
could
see
women's eyes;
A. Yes
it
eyes they
they flashed fire;
fire
the
see
it
in
the
woinen's
Yes; you
moment they
saw each other their eyes
flashed tire.
fire.
they saw
eyes flashed
moment
then, when
when the women
women came
together,
Q. It was
was perfectly
came together,
Q.
evident, then,
perfectly evident,
antagonistic
thoroughly.
they were
?
Oh,
yes
that they
A.
were thoroughly
Oh,
thoroughly antagonistic?
yes; thoroughly.
so ?
bitterness she
A. I cannot say
Q. Bitterly
Q.
Bitterly so?
say that Elizabeth had bitterness;
had aa certain strong
strong moral and religious
religious repugnance.
repugnancc.
Mrs. Woodhull's sentiments and denounce
Q. Did not she discard 1Irs.Voodhull's
Q.
them? A. Mrs. Woodhull
expressed her sentiments.
Voodhull had not then expressed
them?
1872 ? A. This was
1872 when I wrote the sketch
Q.
was not in 1872;
Q. Not in 1872?
anything on
on the subject
subject of free
Woodhull she had never
of Mrs.
1Irs.Voodhull
never said anything
free
suffrage.
spiritualism and wo1nan's
woman's suffrage.
were spiritualisin
love
love; her ideas were
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

THE SECOND DAY'S
DAY'S EXAMINATION.
EXAMINATION.

'1`HE SECOND

By
By

July 22,
1374.
22, 1874.
July
your
manuscript,
Q.
Mr.
Tilton,
page
General Tracy
on
of
on
51
Tilton,
TRACY_Q.
your manuscript,
page

—

say, "in
December,
arose
X, you
1870, differences arose
"in
X,
December, 1870,
you say,
between Theodore Tilton and Henry
were augmented
O. Bowen,
Bowen, which were
augmented
Henry C.
Henry Ward
by
Vard Beecher and Mrs. Beecher,
Beecher, in consequence
consequence
by Rev. Henry
Tilton, expressed
expressed in
whereof,
whereof, and at the wish of Mrs. Elizabeth R. Tilton,
paper put
you do not state then
writing,
of," etc.;
etc.; you
writing, in aa paper
put into the hands of,"
was Mrs. 'I`ilton's.
Tilton's.
it was?
A. It was
in whose handwriting
handwriting it
was not,
not, sir.
it not in your handwriting
Vas it
sir.
Q.
Q. Was
your handwriting?? A. It was
sign it? A.
get
Did
you
not
statement
and
write
that
Q.
you
Q.
get her to sign
No, sir.
sir.
No,
it in any manner?
Q.
Q. Did you
any manner? A. I did not.
you dictate it
original
Did
write
the
you
Q.
Q.
original?? A. I did not.
you
was neither one
one nor
nor
Q.
Q. Was she well or sick at the time? A. She was
was ailing.
the other
other; she was
ailing.
previous ? A. Well,
Q.
Vell, I do
miscarriage just
Q. Had she not suffered aa miscarriage
just previous?
it came
came
long before
tell the date
not know how long
date; whether it
before; I cannot tell
ill, I know.
was
she
was
before or after I dc not know
ill,
know;
time.
the lime.
bed ? A. Most of
ofthe
IVas she not in bed?
Q.
Q. Was
paper ? A.
Was she not in bed at the time of the writing
Q.
writing of this paper?
Q. Vas
I do not remember.
A. I
it in bed or not?
you remember whether she wrote it
Q.
Q. Do not you

subdivision

in

;

;

;

;

do not.
miscarriage a
a few days
days
Q. Do not you
Q.
you know that she had suffered a miscarriage
miscarriage before.
No ; 1 knew she had suffered aa miscarriage
A. No
day of December?
December ? A. II do not remember the
Q. Before the 24th day
Q.

before
before??

;

date.

death ?
was very sick,
Q.
very sick, and sick unto death?
Q. Do not you
you know that she was
death she was
was ill,
ill, but
was sick unto death;
A. No,
No, I do not know that she was
;

not

dangerously
dangerously

so.
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A. She did

writing of that letter?
to her the writing

herself.
herself.

particular state of your
Q.
Was she conversant with the particular
Q. Was
your difficulty
difficulty
A. It was
was

Bowen from time to time and from day
with Mr. Bowen
day to day
day??

always informed her what troubles I had.
day to day
day
day; I always
consequence of the interference
this
letter
was written in consequence
You say
was
Q. You
Q.
say
precisely; I say
No, not precisely;
of Mr. and Mrs. Beecher? A. No,
say that the letter
should
be
reconciled.
was written through
her
that
and
I
was
desire
he
through
say that " in December,
December, 1870,
When you
arose between
you say
1870, differences arose
Q. Vhen
Q.
Henry C. Bowen, which were
were augmented
augmented by
by the
Theodore Tilton and
and Henry
Beecher;
Beecher
and
Ward
consequence
Mrs.
in
whereof,
Vard
Rev. Henry
Beecher;
whereof,
consequence
Henry
Tilton, expressed
and at the wish of Mrs. Elizabeth R. Tilton,
expressed in writing
writing in aa
of Mr. Francis D. Moulton,"
hands
you say
say
put
into
the
paper
Moulton," why
why do you
paper put
difficulty being
augmented by
by Mr.
was in consequence
it was
that it
consequence of that dilhculty
being augmented
not from

;

"

was written or
or this writing was
made ?
and Mrs. Beecher that this letter was
writing was made?
me was
was in the middle of the summer.
Tilton's confession to me
summer.
A. Mrs. 'l`ilton's
shortly afterward that she had taken occasion to let
me shortly
me
confession, but she did not
Mr. Beecher know that she had made this confession,
confession,
he
knew
of
her
that
I supposed
do that.
confession, but he did not
supposed
met Mr. Beecher in the street,
was about to speak
know of it.
it. I met
street, and he was
speak
him
excited
my
suspicion
that
me. I did not speak
to
to me.
him;
my suspicion of the fact
speak
confession
so I said to her,
'l`ilton's confession;
he could not have known of Mrs. Tilton's
her,
" Elizabeth,
tell me
me that Mr. Beecher knew what you had
Elizabeth, did not you
you tell
you
don't know it."
it."
She then informed me
me ? to my
me that
told me?
my mind he don't
then, I
she could not bear to let him know that she had confessed
confessed; tl1en,I
think, her sickness came,
came, though
though my
my recollection of dates,
dates, as I have
think,
She informed

;

;

"

;

very
very near
or very
near the close
poor. Toward the close of the year,
very poor.
year, or
of the year,
change in the editorship
editorship of
year, Mr. Bowen wanted to make a change
the Independent.
Independent. Mrs.
Mrs. 'l`ilton
Tilton was
was at Mrs Morse's;
lIorse's; she had gone
gone to
said,
is
said, is

stay
a little
a notice or letter,
little while. Mr. Bowen sent me
me a
letter, saying
stay there a
saying
that he wanted the termination of my contract as editor of the IndepenIndepenmy
dent to take place
place six months subsequently.
subsequently.
I said to myself
instantly,
myself instantly,
If Mr. Bowen wishes
"If

'•

me
me

give
must give
to terminate the Independent,
Dzdependent, 1I must

him notice to terminate the

Union ; but before that I will send to
Union;
Elizabeth to come
come to the Union office,
proposition to
office, and state this proposition
her."
She came
her."
came down,
her; II said.
"Now. I cannot
said. "Now.
down, and I informed her;
afford to edit only
only one
one of these papers;
papers if
give up
one, I canif I am
am to give
up one,
;

When Mr. Bowen proposed
proposed that I should give
Vhen
give up
up
one
instantly said,
said. ""As
one and retain the other,
other, I instantly
As he proposes
proposes that I shall

keep the other."
other."
not keep

give up
up the Union,
will give
Union. and that will leave
lecture." After that,
about the 23d or 24th of December,
free to lecture."
that, about
December, Mr.
came to have a consultation with me
Bowen came
me and make new
new contracts,
contracts,
give up
up the Didependent.
Independent. I
give

me
me

by which he
hy

be editor of the L/dependent
Independent and I
should he

a
u

special
special

con-

tributor of the Independent
Union ,'; that
the U71z'on
ofthe
Indcpemlent and for five years
years editor of
10
I0

"
;
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contract was
was signed
signed during
during the last week or ten days
1870, and II
days of 1870,
a valedictory in the Independent, speaking
valedictory
Bowen,
Independent, speaking well of Mr. Bowen,
and he spoke
oi me.
me. Somewhere about the 23d or 24th or 25thspoke well ol

published
published

25th—

between the publishing
betweeu
valedictory and the making
publishing of that valedictory
making of those two
or three contracts-Mr.
contracts—Mr. Johnson came
came to my
my house and said,
"Mr.
said, "Mr.
Bowen has heard something
something prejudicial
concerning you;
you I think you
prejudicial concerning
you
had better go
go and see him."
him." It was
was Saturday night.
plump to
Saturday night. II went plump
his house and saw
saw him, and said, "Mr.
said, "l[r. Bowen.
Bowen, Mr. Johnson says
says that
"
you know something
something prejudicial
prejudicial to me."
me."
you
Mr. Bowen said,
said, " I have my
my
new editors in consultation, and it
new
it is
is Saturday
consultation,
come on MonSaturday night
night; come
day." Monday
Monday was
was a
a. holiday.
was tl1e
day."
the actual Christholiday. Either Sunday was
;

;

mas
mas

Sunday

or else

Monday
Monday

with Mr. Johnson.

was, Il do not reinember
remember which.
was,
I think this was
was on
on the 25th.

I went on

We
Ve

Monday
Monday

had a little
little talk.

was
was mentioned that some
some story had come
come to Mr. Bowen. I said,
story
said,
Bring
person who told it
it into my
presence, and we
we will have the
"Bring the person
my presence,
matter settled."
settled."
I then went on
on talking
talking about the new
nev contract which
was to enter upon
I
I was
upon two or three days
hence, as the editor of the
days hence,
@zz`on
for five
Union for
tive years;
years; he said that I ought
more of Plymouth
ought to make more
Plymouth
Church, and go
" Perhaps
Church Mr. Johnson said,
Church,
go to Plymouth
Plymouth Church;
said, "Perhaps
this young
man has a reason for not going to Plymouth Church;"
young man
going
Plymouth Chureh;"
gave him in a
I gave
a line to understand that I had lost my respect for Mr.
my respect
Beecher,
a man
man maintaining my pride and self-respect,
Beecher, and could not, as a
maintaining my pride
self-respect,
go there
all the particulars
particulars that I
I chronicled
there; at that Mr. Bowen stated all
go
of Mr. Beecher in that letter,
letter, only
more vividly;
only more
vividly; at that Mr. Bowen
It
"

;

;

made a challenge
Mr. Beecher would retire from the ministry,
ministry, and
challenge that l[r.
said he would bear
said
bear

it
it and fortify it
witli facts,
facts, and I signed
it and he
signed it
fortify it with
it
Mr.
in a few hours M
r. Moulton came
came in and I told him what II had
carried it;
done, and he said,
said, "You
are a damned fool.
"You are
fool. Mr. Bowen should have
done,
signed the letter as well as yourself;"
morning I went to the
signed
yourseli`;" the next morning
;

Union
office, and perhaps
little note to Mr.
Uhion otlice,
perhaps the morning
morning after II wrote aa little
Bowen, the substance of which was
was going
was that I was
personal
Bowen,
going to have a personal
was the manly
interview with Mr. Beecher;
Beecher; that I thought
thought was
manly thing;
thing; Mr.
Bowen,
Bowen, the next morning,
morning, after he had instituted this demand for the
saying that he would fortify
retirement of Mr. Beecher,
fortify it.
it with
Beecher, and after saying
" Sir,
Sir, if
if you
you ever reveal to Mr.
facts,
said,
the
came
to
Union
and
office
came
Lhion
said.
facts,
Beecher the things
you;"
things that II told you
you and Mr. Johnson I will cashier you;
" I will, at my discretion,
utterly unit
UUit went through my blood;
will,
through 1ny blood I said. "I
my discretion, Utterly
;"
three
two
or
days,
influenced by
after
or
you
inftuenced
and
he
was
then,
a
rage
was
a
in
days,
by you ;"
rage; then,
and while
Independent under the
while I was
was writing my first
writ.ing my first article for the Lzclependent
guess
new
came (I
as contributor instead of editor,
new arrangement,
editor, there came
(I guess
arrangement, as
contracts
it
breaking
of
notices
my
it was
was the last night
two
the
year)
contracts;
night
breaking my
year)
a week,
those two contracts had been made within a
were not to take
week, and were
effect until the first
first of the year,
were broken the last night
night of
year, and they
they were
and
them,
the year,
night
around
with
or
before
ent
or
Frank
I
the
I
to
w
went
them,
before;
year,
night
"

;

;

r

;

;
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showed them to him immediately;
immediately; the next day
letter to
my letter
day II wrote my
came crowding
crowding together
fast
Bowen; events came
together pell-mell
pell~mell so thick and fast

Mr.

that I
I do not know how to disentangle
disentangle them.

Why do you
it was in consequence
difficulty being
being
Q. IVhy
say that it
consequence of the difficulty
you say
A. Elizabeth saw
Beecher??
augmented by
by Mr. and Mrs. Beecher
saw that Mr.
augmented
Slle was afraid
afraid that the collision
collision would
Bowen and II were
were in collision;
collision
she
extend to Mr. Beecher and me,
if possible,
me, and she wished me, if
possible, to make
him that peace
peace with him;
peace could be brought
brought about only
by his
his knowing
peace
only by
knowing
what II knew of his relations with Mrs. Tilton;
Tilton therefore,
a
therefore, she wrote a
womanly, kindly
kindly letter
letter to him;
him I do not remember the phraseology
womauly,
phraseology; II
only one
remember only
one phrase;
phrase it
it was
was peculiarly
hers; she said she loved
peculiarly hers
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

her husband with her maiden flame ; Mr. Moulton will
will probably
probably recall
the whole phraseology.
phraseology.
;

YVhat was
was the substance of
of the letter?
letter ?
A. The substance of the
Q.
Q. What
letter
I do not recall;
letter was
letter I
recall
the letter
was returned to her
her; whether she has
it
I do not know;
know the object
letter was to make peace
it or not I
object of the letter
peace;
;

;

;

felt that if
she felt
if Mr. Beecher and I
I could be reconciled,
reconciled, she herself and II

was a sort of mountain of clouds overmore reconciled;
more
reconciled; there was
coming us.
coming
Who had reported
reported to her the fact
your difficulty
fact that your
Q. Who
Q.
difficulty was being
being
augmented
by Mr. and Mrs. Beecher
Beecher?? A. I
I do not know
reported
augmented by
know; she reported
init to me;
it was
it
me it
was through
through her that I learned that Mrs. Beecher was inaffairs ; it
it was
was through
terfering with my
my affairs
terfering
through Mrs. Tilton that II learned of
Mrs. Beecher's
was so
me I do not think Mr. Beecher was
Beecher's antagonism
antagonism to me;
would be

;

;

;

;

Was.
largely
it as his wife was.
largely involved in it

affairs
your affairs
Beecher's interference with your
Q. Had you
Q.
you known of Mr. Beecher's
aifairs-not
not with my business
prior
that ? A. I cannot say
prior to that?
my affairs
say with my
affairs; with my domestic affairs;
no, as I recollect,
recollect, Elizabeth went
affairs; no,
affairs;

—

my

my

sometimes to the Health Lift.
one
one

saw her
came there and saw
Mrs. Beecher came

day.
day.

Beecher, through
through
was that
know: Mrs. Beecher,
that?? A. I do not know
Q. What date was
Q.
enemy therefore
Beecher's enemy;
Mrs. Morse, got
got the idea that I was Mr. Beecher's
Mrs. Beecher was
being my
was very
my
very violently
violently my
my enemy
enemy; Mrs. Beecher being
;

;

;

enemy,
against her husband,
was bent on
feeling that I was
on a battle against
husband,
enemy, and feeling
sought to make an
and, as I understand,
understand, wanted
an alliance with Elizabeth,
Elizabeth, and,
sought
Elizabeth to go
part company,
go away
away from me
company, and she would not do
me and part
it
it-the
me
the trouble having
that- Elizabeth had made me
having hinged
hinged on the fact that~
and Mrs. Morse a confession,
confession, but had not told Mr. Beecher that she had
done so;
so I
one way
difficulty, and that
I said there was only
only one
way out of the difficulty,
was
was that Mr. Beecher must know it.
it.
say that to Elizabeth? A. I do not know about that.
you say
Q.
Q. Did you
felt
that ? A. I do not know
you said it
it previous
Q. Had you
know; I felt
previous to that?
greatly chagrined
chagrined at her not having
him, as she said she had
had; I
greatly
having told him,
could not understand why
why Mr. Beecher should speak
speak to me
me in the street,
street,
and I instantly
it."
instantly said,
said, " He does not know it."

—

;

;

;

"
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Avas that he spoke
it was
spoke to you
Q. You do not know when it
yon in
in the street 7
?
is that it
it could not have been much later than his
impression is
A. My impression
first coming
country.
first
coming back from the country.
was that? A. All II can remember of that is
is the picture
Q.
Q. When was
picture
man with a kind of sunburn on him
of the man
will ask Elizabeth
if you
you will
him; if
tell you
all
all of these things
large mass of complithings she can tell
you; there was a large
compli;

;

explained.
cations that were afterward explained.

sick on the evening
Q. Was not Mrs. Tilton sick
evening of the 30th of December
bed?? A. II do not know whether she was or not.
and in bed
one of your
complaints was
Q. Do not you
you know that one
your allegations
allegations or complaints
that he obtained that retraction from her when she was
was sick in bed?
bed ?
lying in bed.
A. II know that she was lying
you not charge
upon her because she was
Q. Did you
charge him with imposing
imposing upon
sick? A. Yes.
sick?? A. II remember the picture
Q.
picture of her lying
lying
Q. And was she not sick
ailing
ailing

on the bed.

on

What physician
it may
Q.
Parker; it
Q. IVhat
physician attended her? A. II think Dr. Parker;
may
he was
have been Dr. Stiles
was subsequently
subsequently our physician.
Stiles; lie
physician.
;

first letter which you
35, in
Q. This first
you quote
quote from Mrs. Tilton,
Tilton, on page
page 35,
is praiseworthy,
says :-"Love
praiseworthy, but to abuse the gift
which she says
" Love is
is sin
sin;
gift is
am strong;
strong no
temptations or fascinations,"
here I am
no temptations
fascinations," etc.,
you
etc., what did you
by that ?? A. II understood this-that
understand by
this
that she was
was in the receipt
receipt
him, and that she had once or twice felt
of visits from him,
felt that perhaps
perhaps he
an undue influence upon
upon her
was
was exercising
her; II know that once II was
exercising an
:

—

;

;

—

;

afraid she did not give
give

me

me a

correct account of his visits
visits; there were a
;

many visits mentioned in her correspondence.
correspondence.
great
great many
letters here
here?? A. No.
Q. Have you
Q.
you the letters
them?? A. All the originals
were to bring
originals
Q. I thought
Q.
bring them
thought that you
you were
will carry
carry before Judge
Keynolds or any
from which II have quoted
any
Judge Reynolds
quoted II will
Judge,
presence of General Tracy
Judge, in the presence
Tracy; I have great
great confidence in
if
you, gentlemen,
gentlemen, but II do not propose
originals here;
here; if
you,
propose to produce
produce the originals
go with me
you
your number to go
me before any
magisany magisyou will release one of your
;

will produce
trate I will
produce

will,
them
them; Mr. Moulton will,
;

of course,
course, be asked to propro-

duce his for examination, line for line
suppose you
you would
line; I do not suppose
snatch them away
away or
or keep
keep them,
them, but at the same
same time II propose
if
propose that if
;

originals General Tracy
Tracy should go
you were
were to see the originals
go with me.
you
originals before this committee ??
you refuse to produce
Q.
Q. Do you
produce the originals
I do not refuse to

A.
to
in
produce
the
the
presence
them
committee
produce
presence of

*
parties.
some
some outside parties.
to
you
produce
refuse
Do
Yes,
Q.
Q.
you
produce them to the committee alone? A. Yes,
some friend here with me.
unless I can have some
you not take that position
Why did you
Q. Why
Q.
position yesterday
yesterday?? A. Because
a
only
a
chat.
had
yesterday
we
we
only
yesterday
promise to produce
them ? A. Yes,
Yes, and I
Q. Yes,
Yes, but did you
you not promise
produce them?
'

do now.
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A. I
an odicer?
officer ?
presence of an
I decline
except in the presence
Q. But you
you decline except
unless I
I can
perfectly certain that they
they will
will be returned to me
can be perfectly
I
me; I
don't
is only
don't want you
it is
only a necesyou to consider that as a disparagement;
disparagement; it
;

this discussion;
shall see the originals,
sary
discussion you
you shall
will
sary element in this
originals, but II will
only
only show them under safeguards.
safeguards.
,•

Why

qualification ? A. For this reason:
reason : you
you
you make that qualification?
"Thy do you
six gentlemen
find the facts,
gentlemen determined,
if possible,
facts, but to
determined, if
possible, not to find

Q.
are

am
am alone. There are eight
eight of you
you and II
I should hand over to you
single man,
man, and if
if I
Beecher's
you now
now Mr. Beecher's
single
apology
it to me.
me. Though
mean
perhaps you
you would not return it
Though I do not mean
apology perhaps
mean to give you the chance.
That
to make that implication,
implication, I
I do not mean
give you

I
vindicate Mr. Beecher, and I

am

am a
a

is
is frank.

—

Mr. Him,-Let
Hill Let me
kindly, speaking
me say
say kindly,
speaking on behalf of both of the
may speak
speak for
themselves that the suggestion
suggestion
counsel-the
counsel
the committee may
for themselves-that
theory is
is altogether
altogether groundless.
groundless.
of such a theory

—

—

—
—
—
death.
Mr. Claflin
—This committee could not
CLAFLIN_Tl1lS

TRACY-It
is not only
It is
General Tracy
groundless, but outrageous.
outrageous.
only groundless,
Mr. HILL-I
Hill I think you
unjust.
you are unjust.
Tn.roN-I
is a
Mr. Tilton
I have been informed that this is
a matter of life
life and
_

not alford
afford to take that position.
position.

you.
It would not do to take those letters from you.
am perfectly
willing to bring
Mr. Tilton
T1x.roN--I
I am
bring several friends of mine
perfectly willing

—

letters you
and make an
an examination of these letters;
them but under
you shall see them;
is all;
if
that is
all
if Mr. Tracy
Tracy were
were in my
position he
proper
my position
safeguards--that
proper safeguards
;

;

—

;

ground.
same ground.
would take the same
Tracy No, he would not,
General 'I`RAcr-No,
not, II beg
beg your
your pardon.
pardon.
Q.
Q. At the beginning
beginning of the acquaintance
acquaintance of Mr. Beecher with your
your
or your
your wife,
did not you
family not with you
wife, but with your
your family
you or
family-did
you
family-not
frequently to your
your house?
house ? A. Yes,
Yes, sir
invite him frequently
sir; and II was always
always
came.
proud when he came.
very proud
very
visit
you desired him to visit
you not say
Q. Did you
frequently that you
say to him frequently
I
and
he
always
did,
scolded
him
because
frequently
?
A.
house
your
did,
always
frequently?
your
first part
our life
life we
were in Oxford
during the first
we were
oftener during
did not come
come oftener;
part of our
visits
came the frequency
very rarely
away that he very
street,
street, so far away
rarely came;
frequency of his visits
Livingston street.
I purchased
purchased the house in Livingston
place after 1
took place
it
forgotten the year
that?? A. I have forgotten
When was that
say it
Q. When
year; I should say

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

years ago.
ago.
nine, or ten years
eight, or nine,
was seven,
seven, or eight,
little woman
your house that
woman at your
was a little
you say
say that there was
Q. Did not you
always wanted him to
time I always
did, many
many aa time;
loved him dearly?
dearly ? A. I did,
;

come oftener.

come

frequently spoke
Q. You frequently
spoke

to him of the

not ?
you not?
that your
your wife bore to him,
him, did you
knew it.
it.
it ?
always knew it?
Q.
Q. You always

affection
high esteem and aifection
high
it and I
did he knew it
A. I did;
;

did, because
always did,
A. I cannot say
say that I always

;
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felt that Mr. Beecher
life, II felt
at first,
first, during
my married life,
during the early
early years
years of my
me, and II think loved
rather slighted
slighted my
my family
family; he was intimate with me,
it did
did not
house, and it
very often to my
me
me ; but he did not use to come very
my house,
;

;

oftener.
come oftener.
I wanted him to come
please
me; I
please me
A. I
I cannot say
I was
it not?
it wounded you,
say that I
Q. And it
you, did it
to
matter
of
have
him there;
it
of
pride
there
a
was
a
it
I
was
boy
mere
wounded
wounded; I was
pride
boy;
;

;

;

;

first was
was modest and frightened
Elizabeth at irst
frightened; she did not know how to
was a slow process
process by
it was
talk with him,
him, or how to entertain him, and it
by
;

it
which he obtained her confidence so that she could talk with him
him; it
for her, and had
great reverence for
Greeley he had great
was the same with Mr. Greeley;
was a woman
woman that he
opinion of her
an exalted opinion
her; II do not think there was
for than Mrs. Tilton.
higher regard
regard for
had a higher
for him also
also?? A. Yes.
Q. And did not she have a high
high regard
regard for
me, and
too ? A. That was known to me,
was known to you
Q.
Q. And that was
you too?
;

was

;

;

I was very
glad of it.
it.
very glad
come and
often ? A. He used to come
came to your
Q.
Q. Mr. Greeley
your house often?
Greeley came
we kept
summer a week or two at a time ; we
stay
kept bachestay sometimes in the summer
;

yes,
yes, he

lor's hall;
lor's
hall
;

Greeley
came
Greeley came

;

;

day when Mr.
was always
always a white day
come in my
absence
never would come
say
my absence;
say that he never

came often
often;

came

he used to

;

it
it

a good
was not a
good habit.
off lecturing?
lecturing ? A. I
I did.
did.
him
come when you
you were off
to come
you
urge
urge
you
you not impress
necessity and desire
upon Mr. Beecher the necessity
you
impress upon
family and see your
your wife
call upon
that you
your family
upon your
you had that he would call
during your
your absence?
absence ? A. II did.
frequently
frequently during
Tilton, you
your
Q.
religious character of your
Q. Now,
Now, Mr. Tilton,
you have stated the religious
will you
it again
wife's religious
wife will
wife;
again?? A. My
My wife's
religious character I
you describe it
allusion, undertaken to set forth in the
if you
will pardon
pardon the allusion,
have, if
you will
have,
writing a work of fiction
book that I have spent
fiction called
spent a year
year in writing-a
" Tempest Tossed "
"-aa name
strangely borrowed from my
own heaving
name strangely
heaving
my own
"Tempest
is a character,
say
breast;
Mary Vail;
Vail; II do not want to say
character, Mary
breast; in that novel is
I drew that character for Elizabeth.
public that I
vainly before the public
Elizabeth, but I
vainly
did ; there is
is a
a chapter-the
chapter the ninth,
won't be certain about the
ninth,II think (I
(I won't
number)
which is
is called "
Mary Vail's
Yail's Journal;"
is good
Journal " I know it
it is
number)-which
good
"Mary
because I
I made it
it up
in
up from Elizabeth's
cleft in
Elizabeth's letters,
letters, and my
my heart was cleft
find in these letters some
twain to find
crept into
some of the same
same sentences that crept
this chapter;
chapter I changed
changed them considerably,
considerably, to make them conform to
I could,
the story
feeling, that if
if in this novel I
could, as a mere
story; I had this feeling,
it go
subordinate part
character, and have it
part of the story,
go
story, paint
paint that character,
quietly, in an
an underhanded way,
was Elizabeth (for
forth, that that was
quietly,
Way, forth,
(fdr I
it faithfully)
think I drew it
it would be a
answer, as coming
a very
very thorough
coming
thorough answer,
faithfully) it
say,
from me,
me, to the scandals in the community,
people would say,
community, and that people

he said it
it
Q. Did
Q.
Q. Did

V

;

—

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

respects his wife,"
•'Theodore respects
"Theodore
to-day.
Wife," as II do to-day.
it a truthful character of Elizabeth?
Elizabeth ?
Q. Was it

drawn

as

well as the original
warrant.
original would Warrant.

it was not
A. It was
was; it
;

;
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well as the original
original would warrant;
as well
warrant
was not drawn as
it was
say it
Q. You say
a higher
higher character
purity of
of life
life would warrant a
then her devotion and purity
'°
in that book? A. Yes, unless you
Vail" in
than you
Mary Vail"
you
given '-Mary
you have given
victim.
was made a victim.
meaning to the word purity
attach a technical meaning
purity; she was
;

in that book falls
falls below the original
Q.
original??
Q. You say
say that that character in
it a
a prominent,
A. Yes, because I
I did not make it
prominent, but a subordinate
character.
this drama who are
in this
any other persons
figure in
Q. Are there any
persons that figure
''Tempest Tossed?" A. No, except
by mere
mere
described in
in that book,
book, "Tempest
except by
suggestions.
suggestions.

there ?
Is not your
Q. Is
your true friend described there?
'|`n,rox-You
mean Mr. Moulton ??
You mean
Mr. Tilton

—

—

A. No; ot'
of the characters in "Tempest
"Tempest
is true to life;
is the only
only one that is
life
the character ot'
of
'l`ossed" Mary
Tossed"
Mary Vail is
partly suggested
suggested by
woman that II
woman was
was partly
the colored woman
by a colored woman

Tracy Yes.
General
Gener-al 'l`R,icv-Yes.

;

knew.
ot' your
letter of
your wife where she deQ.
Q. You have brought
brought forward the letter
new light, as having read the characnew
light,
having

having received
¬1'S@li`U,S
as having
herself
scribes þÿl1
ter

of Catharine Gaunt in

"

Gaunt ; "

" Griltith
Griffith

;

"

have you
you read the

Yesterday II said no,
Ihave
have
no. but I
character of Catharine Gaunt? A. Yesterday
yesterday morning
morning said
impression that II have
an impression
have; a.a friend of mine yesterday
;

"The Terrible 'Veinptation
Temptation;"
singular result from "The
Charles
that it
it is
is a singular
;
"
The Terrible Temptation
Reade has written a book called " 'l`he
'l`emptation;"" II have
"

;

never

on second thought
thought II think II have read "" Grifread that book, but on

it on
is that I
impression is
I read it
on a journey,
my impression
fith
fith Gaunt;"
Gaunt;" my
journey, and that I
it and asked her to read it.
something to Elizabeth about it
it.
wrote something
" Catharine Gaunt
Gaunt"" was that of
of "Catharine
did.
A. II have no
no idea that II did.
in your
change in
your religious
religious views since you
were
Q. Has there been a change
you were
sir, very
am happy
happy to say;
say II think there
married ?? A. Yes, sir,
decided, II am
very decided,

guilt
you think that the guilt
Q. Did you

adultery
adultery??

;

is
is

in every
every sensible man's.
man's.

you know whether the change
your religious
religious convictions
Q. Do you
change in your
ot' great
of
great grief
grief and sorrow to your
your wife
wife?? A. It was
was
was a great
great
anguish to her
source
me once
source of tears and anguish
denying
once that denying
her; she said to me
ot' Christ in her view nullified our
the divinity
our marriage
almost and I
divinity of
marriage almost;

was a
a source
source

;

;

think next to the sorrow
it has caused that
sorrow of this scandal it

more than anything
anything

woman
woman

to

else she has suffered
suttered ; because I
I cannot look
as the Lord God ; I
Lord
Jesus
Christ
think
the
I
her
upon
breast has
upon
it; she is
is almost an enthusiast on
been wrenched with it;
ofthe
the
on the subject
subject of
sorrow
sorrow more

;

;

divinity of her Saviour.
divinity
is the
you? A. Yes;
Yes; she is
Christian, do you?
Q. You think her a Christian,
barring her faults ; better than any
Christian I know of,
any minister.
otl barring

best

;

}^ou not think that she is
on the whole, do you
is about as white
Vell, on
Q. Well,
A. Yes,
Yes, whiter than ourselves.

most Christians?

as
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is
is

Then you
you would not
not qualify
when you
Q.
Q. Then
qualify the expression
expression when
you say
say that she
the
best Christian
Christian you
know, barring
not you
the best
faults?? Do
Do not
you know,
barring her faults
you think

Christian you
that she is
you know with her faults
is the best Christian
faults?? A. No,
No, I
that, because there has been a
would not say
say that,
a strong deceit
strong deceit wrought
wrought out
that comes
the weakness of her character
comes from the
in Elizabeth that
character; she has
;

—

had three strong
Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, her mother
strong persons
persons to circulate among
among-Mr.
and

me
me

all ; her life
life is
in sentiment she outdoes
us all
is shipwrecked,
outdoes us
; in
;
shipwrecked, but she
blame; I1 will
day.
will maintain that to my dying
blame;
dying day.

;

my

not to
is
is not

in these exigencies
you know that in
Do not you
Q.
Q. Do
exigencies
think
?
A.
I
she did
from her pastor
did; and he
pastor?
make them the net and the
orthodox views to make
;

she sought
sought consolation

took advantage
advantage of her

mesh

in which he enenhim in aa contempt
snared her,
for which I
I hold him
no English
her, and for
contempt which no
English
words can
can describe.
.

religious views has been the subject of
The change
Q. The
Q.
your religious
change of your
subject

a
a great
great

pari, has
lias it
on her part,
it not ?? A.
deal of conversation and anguish
anguish and labor on
yes of letters
entreaties, many
Oh,
a time
letters and prayers
Oh, yes-ot'
prayers and tears and entreaties,
many a

—

oft.
and ol`t.

When you
say that this
you say
Q.
this has been the tiling
Q. \'hen
thing which has enabled her
you think that was
was the cause
ensnared, do you
mean by
by that that you
cause
ensnared,
you mean
judgment and advice of her
why, in some
degree, her confidence in the judgment
some degree,
why,

to be

was lessened ?? A.
was increased,
increased, and why
your influence over
pastor
over her was
vhy your
pastor was
thoroughly so.
largely so,
so, thoroughly
Oh,
Oh, yes
yes; largely
;

you found that she was
was leaning
more strongly
Q. Then when you
Q.
leaning more
strongly than
and
consolation
of her pastor,
and
advice
on your
formerly
on
ol'
less on
the
consolation
on
pastor,
your
formerly
religious sentiments?
it naturally to your change in
you attributed it
own, you
own,
naturally
your change in religious
my view
Elizabeth to hold my
same time 1 did not want
want lilizabelh
A. Yes
viev; I
Yes; at the same
a Mohammedan.
or a
said she might
Catholic or
might be aa Catholic
;

;

a source
wore a
your views were
source of danger
Q.
danger to the
Q. Did she not feel that your
on
Yes ; she would not let the children have playthings
A. Yes
playthings on
(lie appointed the time),
came to our
John G. Whittier came
our house (he
Sunday John
appointed
time),

children
children??

;

Sunday;

;

Elizabeth's
met Mr. Johnson;
and Mr. Greeley,
Johnson; and it almost broke Elizabeth's
Greeley, and met
New England,
whom she reverenced,
man in New
heart to think that the best man
reverenced,
England, whom
Sunday night;
appointed Sunday
never received visitors on
on
should have appointed
night; she never

Sunday.
Sunday.
reverence for
Q.
great reverence
Q. Is it not aa feature in her character that she has great
whom she believes to be pure
men
men whom
life, and noble in thought
thought
pure in life,

those

hem of their garments.
A. Yes
Yes; she would kiss the hem
garments.
is it
it not? A. UncomQ.
character, is
Q. That is aa marked feature of her character,

spirit ?
and spirit?

monly so.
monly
Q. Does
Q.

;

it
it

A.
one sense
sense??
not almost go
go to the extent of idolatry
idolatry in one
man
man with a
a

a
women who look upon
many women
great many
a great
Well, no;
upon a
`Vell,
no; there are a

is the peer
ol'
worship Elizabeth never
never did that
sense
that; Elizabeth is
sense of worship;
peer of
it was
reverences; it
was not vanity
was
it was
same time she reverences;
any man
vanity-it
man; at the same
any
woman regards
as a silly
never regarded
reverence;
regards
silly woman
regarded Mr. Beecher as
reverence; she never
;

;

;

—

—
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was a
a wise,
captive she was
wise, good
silly woman
woman taken captive;
was not a silly
she was
him
him; she
a
are
particularly
people, particularly
many people,
taken captive
a great
woman
captive ; there are
great many
woman
feel greatly
call on
on them, would feel
greatly
if President Grant should call
women, who, if
think she would;
she regarded
but if she
would butif
flattered
regarded President Grant
I do not think
flattered ; I
in his
his hand,
Gospel in
of high
religious nature, coming with the Gospel
as a
man of
a man
as
high religious
were famous or
or
evangelical religion,
to evangelical
religion, then, whether he were
and devoted to
;

;

;

;

;

she would reverence him.
lowly, she
lowly,
the idea
idea of
of ababreverence the
So
must there not be connected with her reverence
Q.
I think
character ? A. Yes, I
religious character?
of religious
well as
as of
solute
of life,
solute purity
life, as well
purity of
all that
essence of
of all
days, as the essence
early days,
in early
Elizabeth regarded
regarded Mr. Beecher, in
upon him very
thing she looked upon
I thing
apostolic I
very much as she
religious, apostolic;
was religious,
Apostle Paul.
upon the Apostle
would look upon
upon him
fact looked upon
in fact
that?? A. Yes, and in
And
that
understood
you
Q.
you
I ever loved a
a woman.
woman.
man as
well as
as I
as well
so in
life ; I
I loved that man
in my
early life
my early
;

;

wife so much
your wife
it not true that there is
nothing that your
is nothing
is it
Q. And is
Exactly so.
woman as
as impurity
in man
man or
or woman
abhors in
impurity?? A. Exactly

impure, however,
persons were impure,
any persons
fact that she believed that any
Q. The fact
l1er rewould
destroy her
them,
reverence
if
it were otherwise,
otherwise, she might
if it
destroy
might
A. It
days.
in those days.
It would in
for them.
it not?
them, would it
spect and reverence for

spect

gentleman
a gentleman
illustration the instance of a
gave in
in illustration
[Here
[Here Mr. Tilton gave
sympathized with
saying that he sympathized
by saying
by
remarking
lift up
in self-respect,
and hoped
self-respect, remarking
up her head in
hoped that she would lift

his wife felt
felt had insulted her
his

wl1o
who

her,
that

sexes.]
temptation to the sin of the sexes]
temptation had been temptation
Tilton's chief temptation
Tilton's

vindictively, but the fact
it vindictively,
fact
resuming : II do not think he did it
Mr. Tilton resuming
in her blood.
it at all
all burned in
that he could have done it
impropriety ? A. She
any suggestion
Was she not distressed at any
Q.
suggestion of impropriety?
Q. Vas
is more so now
now than ever, because in
in her
particularly so ; and she is
was particularly
sucha
mind but when it
it had
a thought
thought was never in her mind;
days such
early
early days
:

;

;

through
passed through
passed

came out with this contrition
it came
her experience
contrition; I think
experience it
;

that hers is
is the truth of the case
is one
one of the white souls
case; she
souls; that is
away from her home;
never
ought to have been taken away
never ought
you, gentlemen,
gentlemen,
home; you,
;

;

man."
it, Mr. Tracy;
Tracy " Thou art the man."
it; you
you did it,
Will
state
more
you
you have done what you
more distinctly
you
Q.
you
distinctly than you
letter of February
says
understood by
3, 1868, in which she says:by that letter
February 3,
" Love is
am strong.
gift is
is praiseworthy,
is sin.
sin.
There I
I am
praiseworthy, but to abuse the gift
strong.
did

"

it

;

;

:

"

No temptation
temptation or fascination could

hood?"

cause

cause

me

me

to

womanyield my
my womanyield

quoted that letter to show how strong
were at
A. I quoted
strong her views were

that time.

you quote
it for
for the purpose
purpose of showing
showing that at that time she
Q. Did you
quote it
was being
was
being tempted?
tempted? A. II have heard her say
say the substance of that
over and over again.
again.
Vhen? A. I do not know when
years ago,
Q. When?
when; a long
ago,
long time ago,
ago, years
when he (Mr.
(Mr. Beecher)
Beecher) used to go
go there;
there it
any
it was not because I had any
suspicion of him then
felt that when Mr. Beecher
then; Elizabeth always
suspicion
always felt
;

;

;
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went
him
him;

to such and such a place,
were
place. there were

I
I do not think she did at

women

women

that would flatter
flatter

she has always
all
for
stickler for
all;
{l.l\'{].yS been a stickler
the honor of her sex
will represent
sex."
my sex."
herself, " 1I will
sex; she said to herself,
represent my
show him purity
purity of sentiment,
sentiment, and
Q. In other words,
words, she wanted to shov
ot'
is what she meant,
of communion of
of mind without passion
passion?? A. That is
;

;

"

;

I think.
I

is exactly
is what you
Q. That is
you understood her to mean? A. That is
exactly
what I1 understood her to mean.
sir.
Q.
Q. For years
years?? A. Yes, sir.
'l`hat is
is the way
upon the relation between them
1l191Ilf0l'
Q. That
for
way you
you looked upon
earlier years.
years
say for
for the earlier
years.
ought to Say
yea1's?? A. II ought
\'hen did you
you first
first bring
wile's attention the fact
fact that you
you
Q. When
bring to your
your wife`s
feared that there was something
something wrong
wrong?? A. Elizabeth so blotted that
of it
out of my
my mind that II did not think ol'
it again.
again.
it
ago? A. Yes,
How long
long ago
it, it
Q.
Yes, as II recollect it,
Q. How
ago was it? Years ago?
must have been during
lived in Livingston
during the early
early years
years when we lived
Livingston
in our
our present
street, in
present house.
IIow long
long have you
Q.
Q. How
you lived there?

A. II do not know.
years, I
I remember.
Mr. \'iNsLow--About
Winslow About ten years,
General 'Fuser-It
great many
years ago?
Tracy It was
was a great
many years
ago? A. Yes.

—
—

Was
Q. Vas
Q.

it
?
it before 1868 ?

—

A. Long
Long before.

CI.,rLIN-In
In '64,
probably.
Mr. Claflin
'6~L, probably.
General Tracy—
'l`nAcv-Vas
1865?? A. About 1862.
Was it
it before 1865
live at the beginning
beginning of the war? A. I
Q. Where did you
Q.
you live
much ashamed that II

am

am never

am
am

very
very

able to answer such a question.
question.

it was in the early
Q.
Q. You say
your living
living at No. 174
say that it
early years
years of your
street??
A. Yes;
Livingston street
Yes pictures
Livingston
pictures are vivid to me, and II remember
ol' my
spoke to her
my parlor;
where Elizabeth was sitting
sitting in the corner of
parlor; II spoke
it when we
we came
about it
came home.
How long
was it
subject to
it that you
you have mentioned that subject
Q. How
Q.
long since was
it
any
you put
put it
She
blotted
it out
A.
it in this communication ?
any one until you
communication?
;

of my
my mind.
it to any
any one?
speak of it
Q.
Q. Did you
you ever speak
wrong as concerning
concerning her in the circumstance.
wrong

all
A. She blotted out all

You never
never mentioned it
Beecher ?
it to Mr. Beecher?
Q.
Q. You

young
was very
very young
A. I was

in those days
of such things,
utterly unsuspicious
unsuspicious oi'
things. and when II spoke
spoke
days and utterly
it
and then said it
it
was
little confused and denied it;
was a little
:" I had in those
but that she had said,
"You must not do that :"
said, "You
something of
ofthe
days something
the same
same reverence for Mr. Beecher that I have since
days
lost.
so eminently
eminently lost.
it, she
to her about it.

;

was

was so,
so,

I
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Beecher ?
Q.
Q. Do you
you know who was present
present besides your
your wife and Mr. Beecher?
Nobody.
A. Nobody.
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was nobody
three you were looking
nobody there but you
you three-you
looking at
A. Yes.
By
þÿVINSLO"'--ll/V
¬1'Eyou
Were
you sitting
sitting on
floor ?
A. Not the whole
on the iloor?
By Mr. Winslow
time I remember that those two were
of the time:
sitting down on
were sitting
on the floor
with the pictures
am a restless sort of man,
man, and I do not know
pictures; I am
where I was;
it was
was aa long
long time ago.
was it
ago.
Do you
that
you say
you saw
saw it
it with your
own eyes
With my
my
Q. D0
say
you
your own
eyes?? A. Vith
Q.
Q. There

engravings ?
engravings?

—

:

;

;

eyes.
own eyes.
D0 you
you remember whether Mr. Beecher looked at you
you first
first?? A.
Q.
Q. Do
I was
was standing up,
No
it
No; he did not know that I noticed it;
think; I
standing up, I think
have to bring
up the picture
my mind;
mind I do not remember exactly
bring up
picture in my
exactly
whether I was standing
was in a
chair I knov
sitting
perhaps I was
a chair;
know
standing or sitting;
perhaps
pictures were
that there was a kind of portfolio
were
out, and that the pictures
portfolio folded out,
folded down (indicating
sitting on
hands) she was
was sitting
on the floor or
(indicating with the hands);
stool, and he on
on
floor.
on a stool,
on the floor.
ITe was
Vere you
you where he could see you?
you ? A. He
was looking
looking at the
Q. Were
own

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

pictures.
pictures.

It' he had looked up,
up, would
w-ould he have seen you?
you? A. Yes.
Q. If
Q.
?
By General TRACY-YOIL
Tracy You. were looking
some pictures
room ?
looking at some
pictures in the room
By
things were on
Yes these things
lap.
A. Yes;
on her lap.
part of her person
person did he touch? A. Her ankles and lower
Q. What part

—

;

limbs.

By
By

—

Mr. Winslow
Wrnsnow-Not
Not above the knee?
knee ?

probaA. No. If he had he proba~

was a question
bly
it was
question in my
my mind whether a
struck; it
bly would have been struck
minister could consider that a
a proper
proper sort of caress.
;

slyly ?
Was it
it done slyly?
Q.
Q. Vas

slyly his right
left
very slyly;
A. Yes,
Yes, very
right or left
;

arm was

arm was

under her dress.

By
By

—

General Tract
TRACY-How
they sitting?
sitting ?
How were they

A.

impression
My
My impression

is
is

floor by
by her side,
that she was
was sitting
sitting on
little stool,
on the Hoor
some little
on some
stool, and he on

against the chair and
put up
up against
were, perhaps,
some pictures
pictures were,
perhaps, put
brushing up
by an
was
was by
an accidental brushing
up of her dress that I
saw
saw his hand on
on her ankle.
was accidental or casual with him?
him ? A.
it was
Q.
Q. Do you
you know whether it
and that

some

folded,
it
folded, and that it

I only
only know that I asked her.
intentional?? A. II
was accidental or intentional
you know whether it
it was
Q. Could you
spoke
it
i,t and then confessed it,
it, and said
of
it
sheat
first
denied
to
her;
she
at
first
it
spoke
her;
that she had chidden him;
it after
importance to it
him I did not attach much importance
the explanation
explanation was
was made.
;

accidental ?
were in doubt whether it
it was
was intentional or accidental?
Q. You were
It was merely
merely a suspicion.
suspicion.

A.

THE BEDCHAMBER
THE
BEDCHAMBER SCENE.

How about the bedchamber scene?
scene ?
Q. How
Q.

A. That was
was a long
long while

ago,
my mind too.
ago, and that was blotted out of my
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was it?
it ?
Q. When was
Q.
while ago.
ago.

I do
the year;
A. I
year it
it was a
do not remember the
a good
;

—

By

after the
the ankle
scene??
ankle scene
A. Before.
Before.
Mr. Wixsnow-Before
Winslow Before or after
long ? A. II do not know.
Q. How long?
1808 ? A. II do not know.
Q.
Q. Before 1868?
in Livingston
you were living
Q.
Q. After you
Livingston street? A. Yes; II remember
living in
it was
the left
the room
it by the picture;
it
was in
in the
picture
left hand
the
again, I
I identify
room; again,
identify it
left
was the
story, and it
it was
the left
room
front rooms on the second story,
room; II have two front
hand of
of these two rooms
I
came; I
rooms; II knocked at the door and Elizabeth came
was surprised at finding
was surprised that it
was
me Mr.
was locked
it was
locked; she was
Hnding me;
surprised
surprised
of Ottoman
Beecher was sitting
red plush
chair a sort of
in a
a red
sitting in
plush rocking
rocking chair-a
I
chair-with
face colored
colored like
a rose when I
like a
chair
with his
his face
his vest unbuttoned
unbuttoned; his
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

saw him.

saw

that?? A. I
long ago
was that
ago was
I do not know.
Q.
Q. How long
in Livingston
this time?
time ?
lived in
Q. How long
Livingston street at this
long had you
you lived
not remember.

A. Do

for two or three years?
you lived
years ? A. That II do not
lived there for
Q. Had you
years.
know; II should say
lived there, perhaps,
I had lived
say I
perhaps, two years.
Vas it
war??
A. That II do not know.
it during
during the war
Q. Was
visit to Fort
it was
was before or after
after your
Q. Do you
you know whether it
your visit
Sumter? A. No.
occasion ? A.
you on that occasion?
Q. The explanation
explanation was satisfactory
satisfactory to you

Entirely
Entirely

so.

it be,
it?
A. Yes; I
atyon let
let it
nothing to it?
I atbe, and attributed nothing
Q. So that you
if the door had been simply
tributed nothing
it
if
nothing to it;
simply shut, II should have
thought
being locked,
locked, I
it.
it, but the door being
I wondered at it.
thought nothing
nothing of it,
that
to
room?
A. One
Was there more
more than one door leading
room
?
Q.
Q. Vas
leading
in from the hall.
hall.
comes in
door comes
any other door leading
room from the other
Q. Was there any
leading into the room
room??
A. There is
room
is a middle door communicating
communicating between the two
;

rooms.

-

'I'wo sliding
sliding doors?
doors ? A. Yes.
Q. Two
room??
hall to the other room
Q. And was there a door leading
leading from the hall
is the plan
A. Yes ; that is
plan of the house.
room that Mr. Beecher and your wife were
were in was
room
was a room
Q. And the room
your
communicating with another room
doors ? A. Yes.
communicating
sliding doors?
room with sliding
A. A
What was that room used for
for that Mr. Beecher was in?
in ?
Q. Vhat
Q.
;

bedroom.

Was there a bed in it
it??
Q. "Tas

A. Yes,
sir.
Yes, sir.
room a sitting-room
is.
Q. Is the other room
sitting-room?? A. It is.
try that door which led into the sitting-room
you try
Q. Did you
sitting-room?? A. No.
door.
came and knocked at the hall door.Q. Why?
Q.
YVhy? A. Because II came
sitting-room from the
you know,
know, they
gone into the sitting-room
Q.
Q. For aught
aught you
they had gone
hall, and from there Mr. Beecher may
gone into the bedroom?
hall,
may have gone
A. Yes
I
will
the
of
the
doubt.
give
them
benefit
I
Yes;
give
;
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EXPLANATION.
SATISFACTORY EXPLANATION
TI-IE SATISFACTORY
THE
.

A. Yes.
satisfaction ?
your satisfaction?
explained to your
Was it
it explained
Q.
Q. Was
you? A. The annoyance
annoyance
explanation that satisfied you?
was the explanation
What was
Q.
Q. Vhat
some of the neighneighour children and some
my wife said that our
of the children
children; my
;

were
bors' children were
bors'

making
making

a
a

a quiet
noise, and she wanted to have a
noise,
quiet talk

in.
with Mr. Beecher, and so she locked herself in.
That satisfied me;
me; it
it was
was entirely
entirely reasonreasonyou? A. '1`hat
Q. That satisfied you?
Q.

suspicion.
it as a suspicion.
only quote
able I only
able;
quote it
leading from this
sliding doors leading
you remember whether the sliding
Q.
Q. Do you
were shut;
shut; II remember
were open?
room to the sitting-room
room
open? A. They
'|`hey were
sitting-room were
vhite doors coming
coming together;
together the
saw the two white
it because I looked in
it
in; II saw
forget pictures.
pictures.
mind I do not forget
my mind;
is distinct to my
picture
picture is
opened immediately?
immediately? A. Yes;
Yes; I
Was the door opened
CLAFLIN--'VBS
By
By Mr. Claflin
anything wrong
there vas
was anything
wrong at
do not want you
thought the1'e
you to think that I thought
;

;

;

;

—

all.
that interview at all.

only reason you
was the only
you have for
room was
Q.
Q. The picture
picture of the room
sir.
was shut?
A. Yes,
sitting-room door was
ing that the sitting-room
Yes, sir.
ing
satisfy you
thing was
so satisfy
was
explanation so
you that that thing
Q. Did the explanation
Q.

believ-

blotted

your remembrance ?? A. Yes.
from your
never regarded
you have never
Q.
Q. So you
regarded that circumstance as evidence of

any one?
one ? A. No.
wrong in any
wrong
that ?
you ever mentioned that?
Q.
Q. Have you

A. I rather think I have.
A. Because afterwards there arose circumstances which
given of these two
feel that the explanation
explanation which she had given
me feel
made me
events was
was not true.

Q.
Q.

Why?
Why?

.

—

Winslow To whom did you
By Mr. V1NsLow--To
I think to my
By
my
you state it? A. I
mother; I do not recollect;
recollect; II never
never made any
it, you know,
any blazonry
blazonry of it,
mother;
you know,
abroad ; I never
never thought,
was any
any wrong
wrong in it
it until in
thought, really,
really, that there was
the light
of
that
was
subsequent
events
say
there
was any
any
I
do
now
not
now
light
subsequent events;
say
wrong in it;
it; Elizabeth always denied stoutly to me
anything wrong
wrong
me that anything
wrong
always
stoutly
had taken place
place at that time.
Vhat kind of a room
coinsitting-room ?? A. It
was the comroom was
was that sitting-room
It was
Q. What
mon
mon sitting-room
sitting-room of the house.
right hand part
was the sitting-room,
left hand part
Q.
Q. The right
part
part was
sitting-room, and the left
was a bedroom communicating with it
was
sliding doors?
doors ? A. Yes.
it by
communicating
by sliding
where you
is Where
you receive your
your intimate friends? A. Yes.
Q. That is
Q.
you had found Mr. Beecher with your
sitting-room,
vife in the sitting-room.
your wife
Q.
Q. If you
you
you should have expected
expected to find him,
you would have found him where you
would you
you not
not?? A. Yes.
locked, you
you would not have thought
anythought any
Q.
Q. If the door had not been locked,
thing of it
we
it?? A. No
him we
seen him;
thing
No; II should have been happy
happy to have seen
were
were in the best possible
possible relations in those days;
was a more
more
days nobody
nobody was
;

;

'

;

;

;

welcome guest
guest at our house than he.
Q.
Q.

Tilton, can
can you
say whether this scene was
was before the
Now, Mr. 'I'ilton,
you say
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date of that letter of February
February 3,
3, 1868
1868??
A. Yes,
it must have been a
Yes, it
long
that, I think;
von't be certain;
certain; it
it must
must have been a
long time before that,
think; I won't
a
long time before 1868.
long
say that her letters informed you
Q.
Q. You say
you that Mr. Beecher had made
`

pastoral visits at your
twelve pastoral
weeks ?
your house in five weeks?

A. I have those

letters.

By
By

Hill— You have all
Mr. IIILL_-YOU
all the letters from which you say you disyou say you disthat the twelve visits were
were made when you were
were away?

covered

you

A. Yes.

away?

And those you
produce ? A. I think that perhaps
Q.
Q. And
perhaps I will.
will.
you will produce?
By
It was
was written here (in
TRACY-It
Tilton's
Mr.
By General Tracy—
Tilton's
communica(in
tion) six and changed
changed to five weeks-vhich
weeks— which is
is correct?
correct ? A. (after
(after some
tion)
some
explanations.) It is
is correct as it
it is
is there.
explanations.)
You say,
a year
Q. You
you state as
Tilton, for a
as Mrs. Tilsay, Mr. Tilton,
Tilyear after what you
ton's
ton's confession,
confession, she insisted

to you
you that she had not violated her
Yes
was in a sort of vaperous-like
vaporous-like cloud
Yes; Elizabeth was
cloud;
was between light
she was
it was
was wrong;
wrong;
light and dark;
dark; she could not see that it

marriage
vov??
marriage vow

A.

;

;

my

she maintained to her mother in
my presence
presence that she had not done
wrong she cannot bear to do wrong
wrong ; a sense of having
wrong is
wrong;
is
having done wrong
;

enough
enough

;

to crush

her

she naturally
peace a
a conscienown peace
naturally seeks for her own
verdict she never would have had these relations if
tious verdict;
if she had supsupposed
they were
were wrong
never does anyanyposed at that time that they
wrong; Elizabeth never
thing that at the time seems
seems wrong;
wrong; for such a
large moral nature,
a large
thing
nature,
there is
is a
a lack of a certain balance and equipoise;
equipoise; she has not a
a will
;

;

;

;

guides and restrains
that guides
never does at any time that
restrains; but Elizabeth never
any
which does not have the stamp
stamp of her conscience at the time upon
upon it.
it.
you say
say that she did or did not insist that she had violated her
Q.
Q. Do you
;

marriage vows?
vows ?
marriage

was saying
saying that ""itit never
never seemed to
A. She always
always was
now
now see that I have wronged
wronged

her wrong
Theodore, I do not
wrong;"" and ""'1`heodore,
you."
you."
;

meaning by
"To love is
What do you
as meaning
is praiseQ,.
Q. \'hat
by "To
you understand her as
praise? "
worthy, but the abuse of love is
A. I rather think she meant
is sin
sin?"
worthy_
carrying love to too great
an extent.
carrying
great an
relations ?
Vould not that include criminal relations?
A. Yes.
Q.
Q. Would
saying that the
Q.
Q. Then you
her, as early
1868, as saying
you understand her,
early as 1868,
abuse of the gift
gift of love by
by adultery
adultery would be aa sin? A. Yes.
is a lady
lady of intelligence,
intelligence, is
A. She is
some
is she not?
is in some
Q.
Q. She is
respects
a
a
lady
of
has
a
extraordinary
intelligence;
she
remarkable
respects
lady
extraordinary intelligence;
gift
gift

at times which

anybody might
might envy
anybody
envy;

;

is nothing
nothing low about
there is

Elizabeth.

very few
fewr ladies of
A. There are very
was
Institute; I do not
was educated at the Packer Institute;

lady of large
large reading?
reading ?
Q.
Q. Is she a lady
larger reading;
larger
reading; she

think she took quite
course she reads much to her blind aunt
quite aa full course;
;

children I used to read a good
her she was
a good
and to the children;
good deal to her;
was a
good
;

;

—
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" Life of
to
of his
to her sheets of
his "Life
of Christ"
Christ " and
"

many things.
things.
to read to her many
chapters of " Norwood ; " I
I used to
many chapters
many
"
" Life of
do you say
Vhat
of Christ " and " Norwood "What
say about the "Life
Q.
that he carried
A. Yes, or
exactly to
criticise ?
carried them to her to criticise?
or not exactly
"

;

"

"

a particular
is not a
she is
a critic
critic in
in the sense
sense that she can
can take a
criticise
criticise;
particular
of it
tell whether a
change the language
language of
a
phrase
it; but she could tell
phrase and change
;

;

little
little speech
into Rose Ventworth's
Wentworth's mouth was
was one
a
speech put
put into
one a
be likely
say.
likely to say.

woman would

woman

He took those chapters
chapters to read to
for that purpose,
having aa
to her for
Q. IIe
purpose, having
for her opinion
regard for
high
opinion in
in that matter-not
matter not as
as high
high regard
regard for
for her
high regard
opinion
a strictly
strictly critical
critical sense?
sense ? A. No
in the sense
sense whether
in a
No; but in
opinion in
it
larger than that,
it was
was womanly,
womanly, and larger
it touched human
that, whether it

—

;

I remember that he took her the Hrst
first sheet of
sympathy
of the
I
or not.
sympathy or
"
"
" Life
said he had not read it
Life of
of Christ ; " she wrote to me
me saying,
saying, " He said
it

"

;

to

else."
else."

anybody
anybody

I do not know.
`Vhen did
A. I
did he write " Norwood ?? "
Q. When
did he write his
his "Life
"Life of
When did
of Christ?"
his first
first volume of
of his
Q. II/'hen
think.
was after
It was
after " Norwood,"
A. It
Norwood," II think.
after "Norwood?"
It was published
published after
"Norwood?" A. II do not know about
Q.
Q. It
"

"

"

that.
that.

-

it to her to read?
read ? A. II know, because she
Q. You know he took it
it in her letters;
I believe she told
told the truth
wrote it
letters
yon ask about
I
truth; you
" Norwood " and the "Life
" Life of Christ
"Norwood"
brought the opening
opening
Christ;"" he had brought
also chapters
part
Norwood."
chapters of " Norwood."
Christ," and II think also
part of the " Life of Christ,"
for the purpose
purpose of
Q.
Q. You understand that he brought
brought them to her for
criticism? A. Yes.
A. Oh,
an admirable critic?
yourself would regard
critic ?
Q. You yourself
regard her as an
yes;
I always
always liked
Elizabeth; sometimes
liked to take everything
everything II wrote to Elizabeth;
yes; I
I ran
when II thought
particularly nice I
ran down
thought II had written anything
anything particularly
;

;

;

"

"

was
she never praised
and read it
it to her;
her she w
as one.ot'
one. of the best of critics;
critics
praised
an
an article
article because it
only when she liked it.
it was
was mine or his,
his, but only
it.
warped by
by her affections in that?
that ?
Q. You found her judgment
judgment not warped
is the particular
if a lady
A. No, that is
particular feature of her character;
character if
lady was
sitting
playing, and Elizabeth loved that lady
very
sitting at the piano
piano and playing,
ladyvery
much, she would tell
tell her about the playing
that it
it was
was good,
good, or that
playing-that
it
it was not-but
not but she would not say
playing was
say that the playing
was good
good because
she loved the woman;
it was
woman she would not say
say so unless it
was good
good ; II was
was
also quite
if Elizabeth liked what I wrote she did not like
like it
it
quite certain that if
on
on my
though she was
was glad
glad when I wrote a good
good thing;
it was
account, though
my account,
thing; it
an honest criticism
if I had been a
a minister none
none of this trouble would
criticism; if
have come;
come; she was
was always
always in sorrow
sorrow that I
minister which
I vas
was not a minister-which
is the only
is
possess thank God that I
belong to
I do not belong
only virtue that I possess;
the priesthood
priesthood or the church;
it may
may not be
an acceptable
acceptable statement
bean
church; it
r

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

—

;

to the committee.

`
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Tilton, that tl1e
mean by that,
the want of strong
strong- religious
you mean
religious
Q. Do you
by tl1at, Mr. 'l`ilton,
she
i11
missed
character
A.
was
in
you?
what
feature in your
No, Mr.
No,
you?
your
it was
l10t like
though I sl1ould
should not
that; because,
like to say
was not that;
say it
Tracy, it
it
because, though
Tracy,

religious 1na11
man than most men
111Ol'E
men of my
am a more
yet II am
of myself,
religious
my acmyself, yet
man of religious
religious sympathies,
sympathies, who thoroughly
am aa man
thoroughly
quaintance — that is,
is, I am
quaintance-that;
religious creeds
despises religious
one of tl1e
thirtyl1ates and despises
the thirtyhates
creeds; I do not believe in one
nor in the divinity
divinity injunceither of the Catechisms, nor
nor in cither
injuncni11e articles, nor
nine
divinity of Christ,
Christ, in tl1e
the sense in
Scriptures, nor in the divinity
ofthe
the Scriptures,
tion of
writings to be eniiooded
enflooded by
I believe his writings
by the Divine
I
is held.
which it
it is
spirit.
man ought
ought not to
It. was
A
was not that II lack religious
A man
breath. It
religious spirit.
himself, but I
religious spirit;
spirit; I
perhaps, of himself,
I do not lack the religious
I
say
that, perhaps,
say that,
tl1e creeds;
creeds; I
I
am fond of religious
love God,
God, and a1n
sentiment, but I hate the
religious sentiment,
saw tl1e
the
anti-slavery controversy;
was
hate them during
during the anti-slavery
controversy; II saw
was taught
taught to l1ate
now put
put it
it down there
negroes, and I
selling negroes,
I despise
churches selling
despise aa church ; now
generally despise
despise
despise tl1e
the church,
say that I
I despise
(to a reporter)
church, and generally
reporter); say
(to
;

;

;

ministers.
its ordiwas that
tl1at lack of reverence
reverence for the church and its
it was
Q.
\'ell, it
Q. Well,
divinity of Christ as she held it
it
and your
your lack of belief in the divinity

nances
nances

that she missed in

you?
you?

A. Yes.

over it?
it ?
grieved over
Q.
Q. And she grieved

it
grieved over
over it
yes, indeed
A. Oh,
Oh, yes,
indeed; grieved
;

with tears.
in you
you she found in Mr. Beecher, did
Q. And what she found wanting
wanting i11
why I
advantage of it;
it; that is
is why
did, and he took advantage
A. Yes,
Yes, she did,

sl1e
she not?

if
anguish; if
life i11
in penitence
penitence and anguish;
ought to spend
spend the rest of his life
say
say he ought
hold, a11d
and gone
gone to
same religio11s
religious views that I
I hold,
Mr. Beecher had held the same
never could have made
divinity of Christ, he never
denying the divinity
that house denying
the
and
love
which she bore to him
to
affection
and
approach
her,
any
her,
any approach
affection
it could not
would never
mean the strong
never l1ave
existed-II mean
have existed
strong atfection-it
have
done
possibly
so.
possibly
never have existed
enthusiasm for him which Sl1C
Tl1e c1'1tl1usias1n
she felt
felt would never
Q. The

—

—

that case
i11 t}1at
in
case??

A. No.

it was
was that feature in his character which
Q.
Q. You have no doubt that it

it not?
roused her enthusiasm and made him to her a
poem, did it
a sort of poem,
A. Yes, a sort of apostle;
1 think she
sl1e regarded
apostle I
regarded Mr. Beecher almost as
;

extravagant
though
an extravagant
is an
in; that is
though Jesus Christ himself had walked in;
expression,
it literally;
expression, but you
you must not take it
literally; I know that she wanted
ought
to make the children look upon
reverence she ought
upon the clergy
clergy with reverence;
I
an intense Roman Catholic,
to be an
Guion a mystic
like Mme. Guion-a
Catholic, like
mystic; think
a
suppose fl
she certainly
certainly spends
don't suppose
spends hours on
some days;
days I don't
on her knees some
through
peep
over
tl1e
if
could
day
ever
passes
over
the
if
he
Elizabeth
that
sun,
peep through
passes
day
;

—

;

;

daughter,
the windows,
my oldest daughter,
on her knees,
knees, and my
windows, would not see her on
come
mother here has co1ne
is like
Florence,
like her mother;
me, is
Florence, though
though she looks like me,
night;
publication last night;
this great
this
calamity on
was that publication
great calamity
on my
my house
ho11se; there was
;

;

she saw
saw

{l,l1(l
it; and

it

;

this

morning what
morning

did she do?

I heard a noise in the

—
;
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parlor playing
in the front parlor
playing

on the

ot' this calamity
standing in the midst of
a. heroine,
heroine, standing
melodeon like a
rnelodeon
calamity like a

me; I can
can stand all
all
sea; she gets
rock in the sea;
gets that somewhat from me;
storms she gets
storms;
gets also from her mother the religious
religious inspiration
inspiration; Flor;

;

ence
ence

this

that she

a genius
genius for religion,
religion, when you
you would suppose
suppose
(General Tracy)
would have been crushed ; you
you (General
Tracy) are not

morning had
morning

;

room than she was
was this morning at that musical
stronger in the court room
stronger
morning

instrument.

your daughter
Q.
Q. You use the expression
regard to your
daughter "genius
expression in regard
"genius for
"
religion;
of your
your wife ?? A. Yes
Yesreligion; " does not that express
express the character ol'
is more
is an
even more
more so
more intellectual
an abler and
even
so; my daughter
intellectual; she is
daughter is
;

more

more

my

stable woman,
woman,

;

though not
though

so sentimental,
sentimental, and less demonstrative;
demonstrative

are both great
great characters.
they
they are
an intimacy
is a character who could have an
Q. Well,
Vell, she is
Q.
intimacy and reverence
temperament
and enthusiasm for a man
man of Mr. Beccher's
Beccher's þÿt
and religious
¬lIll') ¬l`lllI}('l1l'»
religious
an extreme length
length without the
it to an
teaching and carry
convictions and teaching
carry it
passion or criminality
thought of passion
thoughts of
thought
criminality?? A. I do not think the thoughts
were in her breast at all;
all
passion and of criminality
I think they
were
criminality were
they were
passion
only of her love and reverence.
altogether
altogether in his ; I think she thought
thought only
Q.
Q. Such a character would not excite the thought
thought of jealous}'
jealousy as to
slightest I never
slightest feeling
never had the slightest
her
her?? A. Not in the slightest;
feeling of jealjeal;

;

;

regard to Elizabeth.
ousy in regard
ousy
was manifesting this enthusiasm and all
all that
Q.
Q. The fact that she was
manifesting
suspect her motives and purity
originally
would not lead you
you to suspect
?
purity originally ? A. It
it did.
did.
would not;
not; later it
period ?
Q.
Q. For how long
long aa period?

A. I do not know
know; I remember I wrote
;

some letters which,
which, if
if she has kept
them, would fix
fix the date;
date there
her some
kept them,
was a time when I felt that Mr. Beecher was
was
was using his influence greatly
using
greatly
;

upon her.
upon
Q.
Q. To control her in her domestic relations with
to win

her he was
was always
her;
always trying
trying
;

you
you??

A.

No, but

get her to say
to get
say that she loved him

better than me.
it ?
A. I don't
don't think she ever did.
Q. She never would say
Q.
say it?
felt or believed it,
Q. You do not believe she ever felt
it, do you
Q.
No;
you?? A. No
is to say,
that is
one sense she loved him ; she loved his religious views,
say, in one
religious views,
she loved him as an
an evangelical
don't think that on
on the
evangelical minister ; but I don't
;

;

whole he was
canwas as much to her as I was
still, of course,
course, Mr. Tracy,
was; still,
Tracy, I cannot question
question her motives;
motives if
if she should say
say he was
more to her than I
was more
was
was I cannot dispute
it.
dispute it.
;

;

Q.
30,
Q. You set out aa letter that she wrote on the night
night of December 30,

your house,
house, referring
after you
referring to the retraction she had
you returned to your
given to Mr. Beecher;
Beecher did she write that letter or did you?
you ? A. She
given
;

wrote

it.
it.

Q. Did you
Q.
you
11

dictate it
it??

A. No.

;
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Q.
Q.

Why
Vhy

did she write
vrite it
it??

A. Because I asked her to make a calm

designed in this letter to Mr. Beecher.
statement of what she had designed

She
agony that she told me
me she could not recall her
a state of agony
was
was in such a
letter to him
him; she said she had given
given him this letter that he might
might
ministers
I asked her
a
of
himself
a pen
in
council
l1er to take a
fortify
pen at the
himself'
ofininisters;
fortify
give the exact circumstances and explain
end of the evening
explain what
evening and give
letter
it, and she wrote that letter;
it was
was only
it
by it,
day
she meant by
only the next day
came back,
back, and then this one
that the other letter came
one ceased to be of any
any
me in that business as so-damnable
so -damnable in Mr.
importance; what struck me
importance;
confessing
and
me
was that after coming
to
me
and Mr. Moulton
Beecher was
coming
confessing
see her a
a few
his criminal relations with Mrs. Tilton,
Tilton, and then asking
asking to see
corner to see her,
her, he should have come
come back
minutes, and going
minutes,
going around the corner
again
hour, expressing
an hour,
half' an
heartbrokenness, whereas
expressing his absolute heartbrokenness,
again in half
her; I say
was damnable and
it was
pocket this retraction from her;
he had in his pocket
say it
;

;

;

nefarious.

you saw
sav Mr. Beecher at Mr. Moulton's
say that when you
lIoulton's
Q.
Q. Do you
you say
Yes, he was
was present?
present? A. Yes.
was present in this way
house Mr. Moulton was
present
way
alone, and when he
-II wanted a lengthy
lengthy interview with Mr. Beecher alone,
key in 1Ily])OCl{(2I,
a11d put
my pocket,
room I locked the door and
came into the room
came
put the key

—

it
Elizabeth's confession;
and narrated in order Elizabetlfs
confession; it
tion than I have here
here;

;

was a
long one,
one, and it
it
along

was

me

any more
it with any
to touch it
more elaboraquestioned about it
it ; it
was a.
a
I do not wish to be questioned
it was

would have been indelicate for
vould

me

;

long story.
story.
long
present ?
Vas Mr. Moulton present?
Q. Was
Q.

of the interview;
interview
A. Not at that part
part of'
;

interview that we
was; the interviev
together
was opened
ve three together
after the door was
opened he was;
with
was on
on the stairs while Mr. Beecher talked vith
had was
short
I was
was very
very short;
;

was to bring
bring me
vas
1ne and Mr.
time we
all three had an
interview.
an interviev.
together; the next 'time
Beecher together;
we all
retraction, you
you say
say in your
communication, Mr. Beecher re'l`his retraction,
Q. This
Q.
your communication,
that true
through Mr. Moulton
is
Yes, sir.
you through
is
A. Yes,
sir.
turned to you
true??
Moulton;
Mr. Moulton on
on the stairs;
stairs; that interview

;

ever delivered
Q. Was that retraction ever
Q.

to

you?
you?

A. I have got
got

now.

it
it nov.

Q.
Q.

longs
longs

it not in the possession
Is it
Moulton??
possession of Mr. Moulton

me

to me;

;

it beA. Yes,
Yes, but it

Mr. Moulton had a
a safe place
not, and he has
place and I had not,

my
my papers.
papers.
you mean
mean to say that Mr. Moulton delivered that retraction to
Q.
Q. Do you
say
your actual keeping.
keeping, and that you have had possession
it for any
possession ot'
of it
your
any
you
some
some of

length of time?
length

A. He did deliver it
was sent back to
it to me,
it was
me, and it

him.

you whether Mr. Moulton delivered that retraction to you
Q.
Q. I ask you
you
and you
hand;
you kept
kept it? A. Mr. Moulton put
put that retraction into my
my hand
exactly what I did with it-whether
it
whether I carried it
it to my
my sate
safe or not-I
not I do
exactly

—

remember
remember;

—

a number of papers
I took a
papers and put
put them in his keeping
keeping
because I had no
no safe place.
place.

not

;
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possession of that paper?
paper ? A. I
you think you
How long
long do you
Q.
Q. How
you had possession
retraction till
it was
was brought
till it
saw the ret1'action
remember I never saw
do not remember;
brought back to
never took it
it away
away from Mr.
it
it
it may
me
me; then I read it;
may be that I never
;

;

;

was put into my hand
it was
was sent back to me;
me it
it was
Moulton's
Moulton's house
house; it
put
my hand; I
it.
a copy
it, and I made a
copy of it.
read it,
;

;

shorthand ?
Q.
Q. In shorthand?

;

A. Yes.

it longer
longer than that?
that ? A. Yes ; long
ever have it
long enough
enough to
Q. Did you
Q.
you ever
forty copies
copies in shorthand.
make forty
it to Mr. Moulton,
you returned it
kept it
it and has it
it
Q. But you
Moulton, and he has kept
Q.
A. Yes
now
now??
Yes; unless he has been robbed.
say Mr. Beecher wrote Mrs. Tilton,
Tilton, with your
your
Q.
Q. The letter which you
you say
as published,
directs her to return it
permission,
it to him through
through
see, as
permission, I see,
published, directs
;

;

hands ?
your
your hands?

A. Yes.

Was it
through your
your hands?
it returned to him through
hands ?
Q.
Q. Was
by me.
ine.
to Mr. Moulton by

A. It

was returned

was

you make a copy
copy of it? A. I did.
Q. Did you
Q.
advantage of Mr. Beecher's
you took advantage
Beecher's direction to have that
Q. Then you
Q.
copy, and you
letter returned to him through
hands, to make aa copy,
your hands,
through your
you
preserved a
a copy
copy of the letter? A. I did,
did, exactly;
exactly; and I
made and preserved
for it
it in this late emergency.
good use
use for
emergency.
have found a very
very good
"
"
"
apology
"That
call
What
you
call
the
Beecher's handQ.
Q.
you
apology "-isis that in Mr. Beecher's

—

is not.
writing ? A. It is
writing?
Q. In whose handwriting
Q.
handwriting

it ?
is
is it?

A. In Francis D. )Ioulton's,
Moulton's, except
except

is Mr. Beecher's.
Beecher's.
sentence, which is
the last sentence,
"II trust this to Moulton in confidence,"
is in Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's handQ. "
confidence," is
Q.

A. Yes.
"
confidence " are underscored,
in conddence
underscored, are they
they not?
not ?
Q.
Q. The words ""in

?
writing,
is it
it not ?
writing, is

A. I

do not know.
is written on
on how many
many half sheets of paper?
paper ?
Q.
Q. That document is
A. I do not think on any;
any it
it is
is on
on sheets as big
big as that (legal
cap).
(legal cap).
many two or three
Yes, large
large sheets.
three?? A. Yes,
Q.
Q. On how many-two
you know whether the last sentence,
sentence, " I trust this to Moulton
Q.
Q. Do you
in confidence,"
confidence," is
is separated
separated by
space from the rest? A. I do not
by a wide space
know Frank can
can show it
it to you.
you.
know;
;

—

~

"

;

it not separated
separated
Q.
Q. Is it

by aa wide space?
space ? A. No,
No, not by
by
by

a

wide space.
space.

Q.
someis not here someQ. I ask you
you whether the last sentence of the letter is
where (indicating
(indicating with the hand),
"II trust this to Moulton
hand), and the line "

W.

in confidence,
confidence, H. W. Beecher,"
(indicating) ?
Beecher," down there (indicating)?

it is
is
A. No, it

not.

Q.

Is it
it not at the bottom ofthe
of the

page ?
page?

of the page.
page.
writing ?
it not away
Q. Is it
Q.
away from the writing?
the letter.
letter.

may be at the bottom
A. It may

part of
is a part
A. No,
is not
it is
No, it
it is
not; it

present when it
it was
was written?
written ?
were not present
Q. You were
Q.

would not have been written.

;

A.

No otherwise
No;
;

it
it

;
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it would have been spoken ?
Q.
Q. Because it
spoken?

spoken
spoken

me

to me a
a

day
day

or
or

A. Yes,
Yes, the substance was
was

two afterwards in Mr. Moulton's bedchamber.

You say
if you
you had been present
Q. You
it would not have been written f?
say if
present it
A. Yes.

is not addressed to you,
Q.
you, is
it ?
Q. That letter is
isit?
A. It was
was addressed to
Mr. Moulton,
it was
was brought to me
me on
on the authority of Mr. Beecher
Moulton, but it
brought

himself;
was brought
it was
brought to
himself; it
it before
it

me greatly
greatly

me

me

authority

my

to my surprise;
surprise Mr. Moulton
;

put
put

evidence that I
1 should maintain peace;
peace I did not ask for
unsolicited.

1ne as

;

it came
it
it
came
it;
on the Tth
7th of January
January to you
Q. You quote
you from Mr.
quote a letter dated on
Beecher. Was
\Vas your
your suit with Bowen then pending?
pending ? A. My
My suit with
Bowen was
was pending from the first
first of
pending
of January
January to the middle of the next
year I think it
it was
was in April,
April, 1872;
1872 I never
never sued him;
him Mr. Moulton
year;
wanted to assume
assume the management
my affairs \vith
with Mr. Bowen;
management of my
Bowen; Mr.
Moulton, when sick,
" I want to keep
us to him,
him, and said,
Moulton,
said, "I
sick, summoned us
keep
you on record,
record, and bind you
you to good-will."
good-will."
you
controversy ? A. II had a
Q.
a controversy
Q. You had aa controversy?
agreed not
controversy; I agreed
to do anything
)[onlton's discretion
anything but at Mr. Moulton's
me
discretion; Mr. Bowen owed me
" He has got to pay that
said, "He
$7000, and Frank said,
$T000,
got
pay that; but I would rather
pay it
it myself than that it
it should bring
collision, and I
pay
myself
bring Mr. Beecher in collision,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

"
will agree
you shall have it,
ifI
I have to pay
pay it
it myself; " therefore,
agree that you
it, if
myself; therefore,
thing
me
remain
with
long
me
as
as
like—
I
like-a
a
year
or
ten years.
years.
thing
long
year
Frank was
was determined that peace
peace should be kept.
kept.
any proceedings
W'ere there any
proceedings to perpetuate
Q.
Q. Were
taken?? A.
perpetuate testimony taken

let
let this

testimony

Frank thought
ought to come
come to a settlement,
settlement, and said,
thought Mr. Bowen ought
said, ""II
think I will put
put this in court ; " and Mr. Ward
\Vard instituted some
some proceedproceedings
was the mere
it was
mere suggestion
suggestion of a
a suit,
my knowledge
ings; it
suit, done without my
knowledge ; I
think it
it was
was to perpetuate
Johnson's testimony
I
perpetuate Mr. Johnson's
testimony; have forgotten.
forgotten.
was in 1872 ?
?
Yes, it
A. Yes,
Q.
it must have been in March.
Q. That was
You say
say you
you put
your matter against
Q. You
put the management
management of your
against Bowen
in the hands of Moulton?
Moulton ? A. I did.
you that it
Q.
it was
was absolutely indispensable
Q. Did not he represent
represent to you
absolutely indispensable
or material that you and Mr. Beecher should keep on
friendly terms in
you
keep on friendly
reference to this controversy
controversy with Bowen?
A. No. The sum
sum and
essence of his management
management was
essence
was the management of my relations to
management
my
;

"

;

;

;

Mr. Beecher;
Beecher; he regarded
incident I could not afford
an incident;
regarded Mr. Bowen as an
keep peace
my oilice,
office, and Mr. Moulton said,
to lose my
said, " You have got
got to keep
peace
with Mr. Beecher for the sake of yourself
family;"" Mr. Moulton
yourself and family
always made Mr. Bowen subsidiary
also, till
me also,
till I
subsidiary to Mr. Beecher-and
Beecher and me
always
;

"

;

—

revolted, after Dr. Bacon's
Bacon's letter.
revolted,
was never
never regarded
regarded as important
you mean
it was
mean to say
Q. Do you
Q.
important that
say that it
Beecher,
friendly
you and Mr. Beecher,
friendly relations should be maintained between you
particle;
having reference to your
your difficulty
having
difficulty with Bowen? A. Not a.a particle;
it ;
it
liked
the more
the
Mr.
Bowen
Beecher,
more I quarrelled
with
Mr.
better
Beecher,
quarrelled
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dead, Mr.
controversy, Mr. Beecher should be dead,
a
a result of the controversy,
one that would uplift
uplift
of the mourners,
mourners, but one

one
Bo
wen would not be one
Bowen

never wanted
the horn of gladness
gladness; he never
Beecher he
war with Mr. Beecher;
always
always wanted war
perhaps
downfall; perhaps
and would rejoice in his downfall;
;

;

rejoice

peace
Beecher he
peace with Mr. Beecher;
is an
an enemy
enemy of Mr. Beecher,
Beecher,
is
;

not to say
say that;
that; it
it is
is
I ought
ought not

people, but it
it is
is true.
speaking of
the motives of people,
ofthe
speaking
signed until
was not signed
Q.
treaty was
Q. The tripartite treaty

after

tripartite

February
7,
February 7,

A. No.

1871?

Mr. Moulton of that date written for the
Q. Was
1Vas not your
Q.
your letter to
No I wrote
him ? A. No;
wrote it
reply from him?
it because
calling out a
a reply
purpose
purpose of calling
if
gave
my
if
had
the
idea
that
I
it
Frank insisted upon
Frank
gave my word he
upon it;
;

;

would have

bound
me bound;

me

;

he wanted

me

me

to write the utmost of what I

letter.
could of good-will
good-will in this letter.
corresponding
get
a
And
And
did
he
a
Q.
Q.
get
corresponding

answer
from Mr. Beecher ??
answer
me that he was
was going
A. Perhaps
so ; I do not think that he informed me
going
Perhaps so
to get
get an
an answer
answer from Mr. Beecher.
answer from him afterward,
afterward,
He informed you
an answer
you that he had got
Q.
Q. He
got an
it.
Yes, he showed it
me and I copied
did he not
it to me
not??
A. Yes,
copied it.
Bo you
your letter was
was not written in order to draw cut
you say
Q.
Q. Do
say that your
an
Frank,
an answer
A. No;
it to please
answer from Mr. Beecher?
No; I wrote it
please Frank,
because he wanted me
perhaps there may
a sense
sense in which I was
to perhaps
me to;
was
may be a
to write what I could of good-will,
good-will, and Mr. Beecher what he could of
good-will perhaps
your phrase;
perhaps there may
may be correctness in your
phrase there was
was
good-will;
no collusion on
part with Mr. Beecher
it was
was Mr. Moulton's
no
my part
on my
Moulton's ironBeecher; it
like way
way of compelling
things to go
compelling things
go on
on in peace
peace and harmony;
harmony he is aa
;

A

;

;

;

;

;

man
man

strength of will.
of desperate
will.
desperate strength

you produce
Q.
you quote
quote on
pages
on pages
Q. Now,
Now, will you
produce all the letters which you
" My dear Frank, I am
113 and 114 of your
beginning,
communication,
communication,
your
beginning, "My
Frank, am
determined to make no
more resistance. Theodore's
Theodore's temperament
no more
temperament is
is
future, even
even if
temporarily earned,
such that the future,
earned, would be absolutely
if temporarily

absolutely

worthless, and rendering
rendering me
me liable at any time of day ? " etc.
worthless,
any
day?"
cannot Mr. Moulton can.
cannot;
you aa copy
it ?
Q.
A. Yes,
am not wrong.
wrong.
Q. Have you
copy of it?
Yes, I think I am
produce a
a copy ?
know I am
am sorry
Q. Can you
you produce
copy? A. I do not know;

A. I

;

sorry I can-

;

not tell you;
you; I have aamass
mass of phonographic notes; whenever these
phonographic notes;
letters came,
came, whenever there was
was anything in them that Frank wanted
anything
me
see, he would read them to me
me to see,
me ; whenever Mr. Beecher said anyanything that he thought,
thought, being
being read to me,
thing
me, would gratify my feelings and
;

gratify

my

feelings

conduce to a
a compromise
compromise or
or peace
us, speaking
speaking of the kindness
peace between us,
with which I treated him,
difficulties, Frank read them to me,
him, or of his diiiiculties,
me,
and as I wrote shorthand,
always used to make a
a copy
copy of them.
shorthand, I always
is that the only copy that you have of these papers ?
Q. And is
Q.
A. It
only copy
you

papers?

is
is

the only
copy I have of Frank's
Frank's papers.
papers.
only copy
Q. Copies
never being
compared with
Copies in shorthand being
being read and never
being compared
`
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the originals
originals??

A. When
Vhen Frank read to

me

three or
or four or five sen-

me

dovn.
tences I would write them down.

—

Did you
you compare
compare them with the originals
By Mr. Hall
HALT.-Did
A. What
What
By
originals ?? A..
comparing them with the originals?
mean by
originals ?
mean
by comparing
are an
an exact transcript
transcript of the originals?
Q.
originals ?
Q. Do you
you know that they
they are

do you
you

A. Yes.

You wrote them from your
your phonographic
notes ? A. You will
Q.
Q. You
phonographic notes?
perfectly correct-every
correct every one,
one, absolutely.
absolutely.
find these extracts all perfectly
By
By

—

—

Wixslow Do you
you remember the purport
purport of what you
Mr. \'1NsLov-Do
left
you left
one of Mr. Beeeher`s
A. My impression
is that this one
Beecher's letters to
impression is

My

out?

Frank was
was very long
very long;

it would certainly occupy tour
it
of a sheet of
certainly occupy four pages
pages ofa
a long argument
foolscap
difficulties that
was along
it to show the difdculties
argument in it
foolscap; there was
;

;

it would have made this statewas in;
in
if
if I had quoted
he vas
quoted the whole it
but
it would have made it
it a
a cumbered document.
it
ment much stronger,
stronger,
you have not quoted?
quoted ? A. A
A great
great deal;
deal
Q. Is there something
Q.
something that you
quotation that violates the whole spirit
nothing in that quotation
is nothing
but there is
spirit of
;

the letter.

admitting what you
did except
no reason
reason for admitting
you did
except to avoid
Q.
Q. Had you
you no
only it
it alluded to interviews
A. No
instance, in this
No; only
; for instance,

length
length??

;

—

;

" The
am greatly
greatly distressed with what the deacon said,"
way
" I am
said," or
or "The
way:-"I
on in this way
way ; " many
Eagle must not go
go on
Brooklyn
many things
things might
might be
Brooklyn Eagle
are unimportant
added that are
were important
important at
unimportant in this exhibit but that were
:

"

;

the time.

No man
can see the difficulties
man can
ditiiculties that environ me,"
me,"
Q. On page
103, " No
Q.
page 103,
etc., did you
Only a fragment
letter?? A. Only
etc.,
you quote
fragment of
quote the whole of that letter
"

is not a
quotations.
a whole letter in all these quotations.
it; there is
I
A. I do not know
see
no
stars ?
no
stars?
Q. In making
Q.
making these quotations
quotations
it is
put in stars to show
whether it
is the omission of the printer,
printer, but I put

it

;

where the connection was
paragraph which
was broken oif
off;; where I took a
a paragraph
was long
end
is no
no need
it was
was continuous from beginning
to
there is
long and it
beginning

was

of stars.
ot'

was published,
Friend," that was
"To a Complaining
Q. Your letter.
letter, "To
Q.
published. to
Complaining Friend,"
everybody
nobody everybody
was written to nobody;
A. That was
was
put
was saying,
saying, " You ought
scandal," and I put
answer the Woodhull
Voodhull scandal,"
ought to answer

whom was
was that written?
whom
written ?

:

"

my wits together
answer.
my
together to frame aa possible
possible answer.
" To a Complaining Friend"
was a
a
say that the letter "To
Q. Then you
Q.
you say
Complaining Friend " was
fiction?
public card.
was written on
on purpose
A. Yes, it
it was
a public
purpose as a
How long
was that
Voodhull scandal was
that??
Q.
Q. How
long after the Woodhull

was pubpubA. It was

long time after that date;
lished a long
longer than two or three weeks,
date not longer
weeks,
was not pubpubit was
I think,
think, perhaps
is that it
days my
impression is
perhaps not ten days;
my impression
;

;

ingenious card,
a long time after;
an ingenious
after I thought
lished until along
thought I had written an
card,'
" It is
is a fine
but it
it did not amount to anything
anything ; Wendell
VVendell Phillips
said, "It
Phillips said,
;

;

was not
your wife was
thing; you
you ought
thing
ought to have said that your
thing but for one thing;
it
say that,
but I could not say
guilty; "but
that, and the card went for nothing;
nothing; it
guilty;"
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was one
one of

a

number of ingenious
it thinking
subterfuges I wrote it
thaf
ingenious subterfuges;
thinking that
;

would please
Elizabeth I read it
it to her before it
it
please Elizabeth;

it
it
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;

was printed
printed and she

was

me violently
violently about it,
it was
was
it; afterwards she spoke
spoke to me
it, and said it
another way
of perpetuating
way of'
perpetuating the scandal.
you with publishing
publishing it
it for that purpose ?
Q. And charged
charged you
purpose? A. No,
liked

it

;

that.
not that.

effect of that publication
Q. But did not she say
publication would
say that the effect
to perpetuate
it was
was
perpetuate the scandal and revive it? A. Yes,
Yes, after it
published.
published.
be

Voodhull scandal was
was dying
Q. The Woodhull
Q.
people,
dying out of the minds of the people,
not,
was published?
published ? A. I
not, then,
then, when that was
I think not;
not I
I did not
it was;
is a death of which I
know the time when it
was it
it is
I have had no
no notice

was it
it

was

;

;

I thought
thought II did a crafty
yet
I
crafty thing
thing in that card,
card, but it
it failed.
failed.
yet;
Woodhull scandal was
was not dying
dying out of the
Q. II asked whether the \"oodhull
minds ofthe
of the people,
it would not have died out but for
for
people, and whether it
don't know;
know; you
that? A. Well,
a better judge
judge of that than I
Well, II don't
you are a
;

am
am;
;

Q.
Q.

I
it.
I think I heard less of it.

Do you
Doyou

not know that the publication
publication of that letter revived the
A. Yes,
yes everything
everything revives the talk;
talk the
Yes, yes;

scandal ?
talk and the scandal?

appointment
appointment

;

;

of an investigating
investigating committee revived it
it in the

same way.
same
way,

in
in general
general terms.

What other publications
Q.
Q. Vhat
publications have you
you made since the publication
publication of
the Woodhull
Voodhull scandal,
letter "To
scandal, and the letter
"To aa Complaining
Friend," and
Complaining Friend,"
letters to the Council?
the Bacon letter and letters

A. The letter " To a ComCoin"

"

Friend " was
was

put in tl1e
the Eagle
plaining
comment ii'
if it
it
put
Eagle with a ferocious comment;
plaining
printed with a bad comment, I think it
it would have had a
had not been printed
but that letter
letter did harm.
effect
good effect;
good
;

;

Q.
Q. You

say, that
mean to say,
A. It
allaying it?
it ?
allaying

stead oi'
of

mean

it
it

revived or perpetuated
perpetuated the scandal inin-

in the sense
it purported
did harm in
sense that it
purported to

a denial which did not deny,
if it
it was meant for a
be a denial,
denial, looked as if
deny.
that Mr. Tilton. a direct man,
andlit
and it left
man. who
left about this impression
impression-that
if'
if he could have denied this
it,
knows what he means
means and could say
say it,

—

squarely would have done it
it;
squarely
;

the impression
impression

was that it
it was
was
was written

to

it did not deny.
deny,
deny.
deny, but that it

guilt? A. Tell,
implication of guilt?
Well.
it a strong
it not carry
carry in it
strong implication
Q.
Q. Did it
perhaps
might
might inferentially
inferentially say
so I think you
you might
perhaps in aa sense you
you might
say so;
say that
if I had never said a word on
all, from
on the subject
that; I think if
say
subject at all,
;

;

the beginning
beginning down, it
it would have been a
a great
great deal better.

long
Q. The scandal would have died out long
Q.
only been kept
writings
kept alive by
your
?
only
by your writings? A.

It has
it not?
ha?
ago, would it
ago,
fool. I
I
I have acted like a fool,

admit.

—

By Mr. TRACY-'VB
Tracy We
By

all
all concede that,
that, and do not need to call witnesses

to prove
it.
prove it.

Xow, when the Council was
was
Q. Xow,
Q.

in session,
it
session, that took the form,
form, did it
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not, of an
proper dropped
dropped
an ecclesiastical
ecclesiastical controversy,
not,
controversy, in which the scandal proper
no
is
out
?
A.
There
is
no scandal proper.
out of sight
sight?
proper.
itself dropped out
Well, this scandal itself
controversy
Q.
Q. Well,
dropped out of sight,
sight, and the controversy
was it
not ? A. In a
an ecclesiastical question,
question, was
over
a technical
was
it not?
was
over an

everybody
everybody said that that Council revived the business.
you know that your
your letters revived the scandal? A. Yes;
Yes; or
or
Q. Did you
Q.
reviving it had life
life in it.
it
it did not need reviving-it
it.
largely call out the letters by
your letters to the Council largely
by
Q. Did not your
Q.
Bacon ? A. I think Dr. Bacon took aa sublime indiH`erence
Dr. Bacon?
indifference to my
ray
place he sent them back from the Council;
Council I do not
not
letters in the first place;
now
vas any extract from my letters to the Council
now recollect that there was
any
my
that was
all by Dr. Bacon
was if
if he
vas introduced at all
Bacon; perhaps
by
perhaps there was;
made any
was
a
most
unimportant
to
one.
allusion
at
all
them
it
was a
one.
any
unimportant
You knew that the effect of your
your letters to the Council would be
Q.
Q. You
scandal, did you
to revive the scandal,
A. No,
No, I did not;
not; I wrote them
you not?
sense; but
sense;

—

;

;

;

;

to vindicate myself;
care whether
myself; I did not care

they
they

revived the scandal

or not.

you know what the effect would be? A. I thought
Q.
Q. Did not you
thought of
vindicating
defence; the
vindieating myself;
myself; I had been attacked and I wrote aa defence;
itself; I was
scanscandal had to take care of
was not so tender toward the scanofitself;

dal that I should refrain from defending
defending myself
myself if
if it
it would revive it
it even.
is evident.
Tilton's letter to you,
quoted February
Mrs. '|`ilt.on's
Q. That is
Q.
9,
you, quoted
February 9,
" Ah
did angel
angel ever
ever love so
so grandly
grandly as
as my
my be1868, and commencing,
1868,
commencing, "Ahl
loved " In that letter,
letter, on
on page
page 164,
occurs " And the
164, this sentence occurs:
loved!
originally wrote it,
us." You
You originally
dear friends who
\'l1O love us."
it, and you
you have erased
" us " and put in "me."
" me."
is correct?
What is
correct ? Vhat
you know which is
is in
Do you
put
;" it
the
it is
is " me
it is
is " me
me " (examining
the original
me ;"
first
original?? A. I think it
(examining
draft of the communication).
communication).
Moulton, denying
denying
came Mrs. Tilton to write that letter to Moulton,
Q.
Q. How came
Frank, as
as soon
ever thought
thought of separating
separating from you?
you ? A. Frank,
soon
that she had ever
us, undertook to
as he undertook to make the compromise
compromise between us,
straighten out whatever was
was a story
was wrong;
story that Mrs. Morse
wrong there was
straighten
her, or
set afloat about my
being divorced,
a note to her,
divorced, and Frank wrote a
my being
went to see her,
her, and she wrote this note.
it at your suggestion?
Q. Did not she write it
your suggestion? A. I do not think she
did;
forgotten that
suggestion; I had forgotten
it at Frank's suggestion;
did; I think she wrote it
!

"

"

!

"

:

"

"

"

"

;

letter until I found it
it among
papers.
among the papers.
Hill Did not you
Mr. HILL-Did
suggestion to her about writing
writing
you make any
any suggestion
did I
that letter ?? A. I do not recollect distinctly;
distinctly it
it may
may be that II did;
I
do not know
co-operated
Frank.
with
know; co-operated

—

;

;

;

—

controversy signed
signed letters
Tracy Has she not during
General TRACY-HHS
during this controversy
that you
Storrs,
you have written for her
her?? A. No
No; she wrote aa letter to Dr. Storrs,
a
a delicate statement of
a part
phraseology, of a
part of which I suggested
suggested the phraseology,
;

false, did not conl1r. Beecher,
was not false,
her relations to Mr.
it was
which, while it
Beecher, which,
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more than halt'
half of the truth
vey
truth; the remainder she wrote herself;
herself; she
Vey more
in it.
it.
was going
going to state too much in
any other letter that she has ever written at your
Q.
Q. Is there any
your dictahad
written
it, in this controversy ?
Well,
after
you
it,
tion, and signed
controversy? A. Well,
signed
you
know I do not recollect any
I do not know;
any at present.
present.
comyou remember aa letter that she wrote Mr. Moulton,
Q.
Moulton, coinQ. Do you
falsehood
last
you
a
night
I
told
"?
Francis,
"
?
A. I
Dear
mencing
Francis,
night
you
rnencing
;

was

_

;

"
"'

saw it.
it.
never saw
you, on
on any
you remember that Mr. Moulton reported
Q. Do you
reported to you,
Q.
any occawas her
a statement that what you
sion, that she had made a
sion,
you claimed was
a time
instance. and at a
confession she had made at your
your solicitation and instance,
of
that
anything
description,
her,
or
and
to
were also confessing
were
when you
her,
anything
description,
confessing
you
it, and took Moulton to your
were angry
you were
that you
your house to have
angry about it,
a statement or not,
not, and that Mr.
see
see whether she would make such a

him

repeating the statement in your
presence, you
coming
your presence,
you
coming in and repeating
she had not,
so, and she said sl1e
asked her whether she had ever said so,
not, and
"
is the liar
A.
liar ?"
?
said, "Then
"Then you
you see who is
you turned to Moulton and said,
you
Moulton

as that
any such phrase
phrase as
I do not remember any
that; Frank Moulton said to
is better than mine),
mine), that
nearly as I can
can recollect (his
me,
me, as nearly
memory is
(his memory
ot' criticism on
on me
me (which she did not very often
Elizabeth,
Elizabeth, in aa mood of
very
(which
;

"had said that I had made to her confessions against
have),
against myself
have), 'had
myself cor-

responding
responding with the confession which she had made to

ine against
me
against

her-

if it
it was
was so.
which was not true
squarely if
vhich
true; and Frank asked her squarely

self,
self,

;

you ?? A. I do not remember.
Q.
Q. Did he ask her or did you
What did she say?
Q.
Q. Vl1at
No," and then Frank aftersay? A. She said "No,"
"

wards told

me
me

she said the opposite.
opposite.

Now did you
you not know that the very
very next morning
morning she wrote to
Q.
Q. Now
'•
Mr. Moulton a
a letter beginning,
falseDear Francis,
Francis, I told you
beginning, "Dear
you two falsehoods,"
proceeded to say
am in
is when I am
hoods," and proceeded
substance, " the fact is
say in substance,
"

the presence
presence of Mr. Tilton he has such a
am
a control over
over me
rae that I am
"
not responsible
say whatever he
say," or,
am obliged
obliged to say
responsible for what I say,"
or, "II am
wills that I should say
is that I
say; but the truth is
;

.reported the story
had .reported
story

just
you had heard it"?
it "?
some
A. I do not;
not; I know that she had some
just as you
conversations with him,
him, which she reported
greatly
to
me
being
me
as
reported
being greatly like

a see-saw-saying
see-saw— saying one thing
it.
thing and unsaying
unsaying it.
Q.
Q. Have you
you ever had doubts of her sanity
sanity??
Q.
sir.
Q. Never? A. No,
No, sir.

A. No.

ever threatened to put her in an
Q.
sir.
an asylum
Q. Have you
you ever
put
asylum?? A. No. sir.
ever
ever
circulated
story
the
among
acquaintances
her
Q. Have you
you
story among
acquaintances or
friends that she was
becoming insane? A. No,
was becoming
No, but that her mother

was
was one
one time about then when she was
was a little
little delirious.
was; there was
"When ? A. I do not remember;
Q.
remember her mind wandered a little in
Q. Vhen?
sickness
a
a taint of insanity
never had a
you know we
we have a
sickness; she has never
insanity; you
" You say an
customary
are
"You
an extravagant thing, my friend,
friend,
you
customary phrase,
phrase,
say
extravagant thing, my
you
;

;

;

;
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insane;"
is the only possible way in which Elizabeth
insane ;" that is
has
only possible way
11as been
insane she is
is not insane at all.
all.
insane;
you have quoted
Q. Mr. Tilton,
your wife here to prove
Tilton, you
Q.
quoted the letters of your
prove
what the character of your
was in the beginning
your home was
beginning of 1868 and
through ISGS?
1868 ? A. I quoted
it was
was previous
through
previous to her
quoted them to show what it
;

surrender to him.

Q. You have stated,
were acts of criminality,
Q.
stated, Mr. Tilton,
Tilton, that there were
criminality,
Beecher's house,
first at Mr. Beecher's
house, and secondly,
your own
own house;
house do you
you
secondly, at your
pretend
acts ?
personal knowledge
A. Only
pretend to have aa personal
knowledge of those acts?
Only the
knowledge of Mrs. Tilton's
Tilton's confession—
that is
confession-that
is all
was absent at
knowledge
I was
;

all;

;

the
tl1e time.

was in college
college with you?
Q. Mr. Moulton was
you ? A. Yes,
Yes. sir.
Q.
sir.
your friend from your
your college
college days?
Q. He has always
days ? A. Yes,
Y"es,
always been your

to the end of my life.
my life.
Q.
him?? A. Yes,
Yes, but he has not done
Q. Your novel is dedicated to him
me the honor of reading
it
me
I will never
never dedicate another.
reading it;
say that you
reported this scandal to the Voodhull
Q.
Woodhull
Q. You say
you had not reported
sir, and I hope he will be
sir,
hope

;

women
or woman;
woman but you
women or
deny that you
you had
frequently spoken
l1ad frequently
spoken
you do not deny
harshly
Oh, not harshly;
harshly; II have spoken
spoken
harshly of Mr. Beecher to her? A. Oh,
often critically
always with a
a view to have her do no
no harm
him, but always
critically of him,
expressed my
to him ; I expressed
my opinion
about
him.
opinion
How came
came she and Mr. Beecher to have an
Q. How
an interview?
interview ? A. I do
Q.
;

;

not remember the circumstances;
circumstances; I think Frank Moulton devised il;
it;
a number of interviews with her at Frank's
Mr. Beecher had a
Franlfs house and
one
one

at mine.

AVas not the object
get Mr. Beecher committed to her views
Q. \'as
Q.
object to get
of free love?
of the fourteenth and fifteenth
A. No;
No; to her views ot'
amendments of woman's
woman's suffrage;
suffrage
Mr. Butler and I championed
championed it,
it,
and we
we wanted Mr. Beecher to do the same.
same.
AVas it
get him to preside
Steinway Hall?
Hall ? A. That was
it not to get
Q.
was
Q. Vas
preside at Steinway
not at my
mine it
it was
was in regard
Frank's; I think at niine
my house but at Frank's
regard to the
fourteenth and fifteenth amendments.
Well, an
get him to preside
an eitort
effort was
was made to get
Q.
Q. Vell,
preside there and introduce
exposition of this scandal was
her at Steinway
an exposition
was threatened
Hall, and an
Steinway Hall,
if he did not preside
preside there? A. Frank received at letter from Colonel
it angered
angered Frank a
a good
good deal.
threat it
Blood that he thought
thought was
was a
a threat;
By
see the letter from Colonel Blood,
Did you
YVINs1.ow-Did
Blood, in
By Mr. Winslow
you see
exposed if
it' Mr.
it was
was threatened that this scandal would be exposed
which it
meeting? A. I do not
Steinway Hall meeting?
preside at the Steinway
Beecher did not preside
;

;

:i

;

—

think that is
was
is so;
it was
so if
if it
was I did not know it
it; I do not think there was
any
it.
any truth in it.
preside, had he HOV?
not? A.
importuned to preside.
A- Yes §
Q. Mr. Beecher had been importuned
Q.
there came
Woodhulls not being
beingcame a note from Colonel Blood about the Voodhulls
were unpopular,
unpopular,
received in some
was because they
it was
some hotel
hotel; they
they said it
they were
;

;

`

;

;
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something in the letter
help ; there was
was something
Beecher's help
and they
they wanted Mr. Beecher's
was angry,
regarded as
as unhandsome,
which Frank regarded
unhandsorne, and I knew he was
angry, and
like
and
said
blackmail
it
it,
it
looked
about
strongly
himself
expressed
; it
it,
strongly
expressed
use us.
us.
one of the first indications of their attempting
was
was one
attempting to use
;

;

was threatened that in case
case he
that Mr. Beecher was
Q.
Q. Do you
you not know
published
?
A.
this
should
be
meeting
scandal
published?
meeting

preside at that
did not preside

ever heard it
it suggested.
is the first time that I have ever
It is
suggested.
Woodhull
A. Not that I have
?
by
threatened
Mrs.
VVoodhull?
Was
he
not
Q.
by
Q. I/Vas
of.
any knowledge
knowledge of.
any
soliciting Mr. Beecher to preside
object of soliciting
Was not the very
Q. Was
preside at
Q.
very object
and
Moulton,
you
Mr.
part
of
meeting
on
the
the Steinway
Hall
on
Moulton, in order
you
meeting
part
Steinway
obligation, so that she should not make
Woodhull under obligation,
place Mrs. Woodhllll
to place
was to be a
Precisely so : we
we did not know there was
a.
the publication
publication?? A. Precisely
wanted
publication
keep
on
and
to take
we
our side,
we wanted to keep
her
on our
side,
publication;
spent a
a considerable
every
it; her husband had spent
possible occasion to do it
every possible
was about
speech what it
Steinway Hall speech;
length of time to devise this Steinway
it was
length
put
them in
gave Frank and me
and
he
I do not know
me the proofs,
know; she gave
put
proofs,
folly that we
not, for
never looked at them ; it
drawer I never
our folly
it was
was our
we did not,
his drawer;
Mr.
Beecher
wanted
have
was
she
I might
known
what
was in that speech
might
speech;
unpopular she was,
preside I told Mr. Beecher that however unpopular
to preside;
was, he
might
little sort of a
a speech (and I
might go
go and preside,
preside, and I sketched aa little
speech (and
think Frank sketched one)
it he
one) that,
that, if
see his way
if he could see
way to do it
might make:
woman who is
Here is
is a
make :-""Fellow-citizens
is going
Fellow-citizens-Here
a woman
might
going to
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

probably speak
speak on
believe but that
on what you
you do not believe;
She will probably
is
reason why
why she should not be heard. It is
is no
no reason
is because I disagree
disagree
speak.
speak.

;

with her that I would introduce her.

I have the

I like free speech.
speech.

a little
carry a
her." I said to him that he was
was able to carry
honor of presenting
presenting her."
speech
it would put
sort, and I felt that if
presided, it
if he went and presided,
put
speech of that sort,

her under the same
obligation to him as I fancied that I had put
same obligation
put her
under to me
writing her biography
me in writing
biography ; I considered that I had secured
her good-will
good-will by
by writing
if
writing that and other things,
things, and I thought
thought that if
;

Mr. Beecher would do some
signal service of that kind,
kind, which he could
some signal
do and which would be noted as
as such,
it would fix her under gratitude,
such, it
gratitude,
and we
we would all
all be fixed;
fixed Frank had done her some
service Frank had
some service;
been very
very friendly
services, and he had
her; he had done her many
friendly to her
many services,
;

;

;

great
great respect
respect for her.

You pressed
pressed that argument
argument on
on Mr. Beecher?
Q. You
Q.

A. Yes,
Yes, and Frank

also.

over, and if
if
safety? A. Yes;
Q.
it over,
"Think it
Q. As aa matter of safety?
Yes; I said,
said, "Think
you
find
End
that
you
can,
it."
go
do
and
it."
you
you can, go
you know whether the letter from Colonel Blood had been reQ.
Q. Do you
ceived at that time?
time ? A. I do not know.
preside? A.
rejected your
Q. Mr. Beecher rejected
arguments and refused to preside?
Q.
your arguments
He did not refuse,
come
if he saw
saw his way
way clear he would come
refuse, but said that if
and let us
us know.
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he did
let you
know ? A. He did
did not let
you know?
let us know.
did not let
Q.
Q. But lie
instead?? A. I
but II had no
I did
did not vant
want to;
presided instead
to
you presided
Q. And you
idea
was going
going to be.
be.
speech was
idea of
of what the speech
;

Q.
Q.

your hands and you
in your
you might
might have
the proofs
proofs were in
did know
proof's had been brought
brought
know; the prool's
Yes; but II never did

Although
Although

known?

A.

;

I
they were for
I may
for Mr.
may have had the idea that they
it was not the printed
speech that
speech but it
that did
Beecher to see the speech;
did
printed speech

Franks
to Frank's

study
study;
;

;

the

damage
damage

it
; it
;

in response
response
was the interjected
interjeeted remarks in

was

to the

audience;
audience;

she said violent
things.
violent things.
A. Yes, I
life at that time?
I had;
had; II am
am
Q.
Q. Had you
you written her life
it.
of
certain
it.
pretty
pretty
you done to put
put her under obligations?
things had you
obligations ?
'What other things
Q.
Q. What
I did
of the Fourteenth and
I will
will tell
tell you
A. I
did; II wrote that idea of
you what I
of the solidest
solidest weeks of my
Fifteenth Amendments, and spent
my life
life
spent three of
printing it
it into a tract; it
it was
was her
in working
it into an argument
working it
in
argument and printing
;

it, and I
express it,
I worked it
it up
in one
idea, but she did not know how to express
idea,
up in
did that was
was one of the
pieces of writing
of the most elaborate pieces
of
writing II ever did;
ofa
writing of
a sketch;
sketch; then,
the second was
was the writing
also, when
services
great services;
then, also,
great
proposition, I
an elaborate reply.
I made an
reply.
Senator Carpenter
Carpenter attacked that proposition,
yourself, and deliberately
deliberately intended to go
meeting yourself,
go ??
Q. You went to the meeting
came to the Golden Age
not Frank came
it rained and
A. No, I
I did not;
oilice; it
Age office
o'clock, and I
I went to see who was
half-past seven o'clock,
preside
it
was late,
was to preside;
it was
late, half-past
preside at all
there was
we got
expectation that II would preside
got there at ten
was no expectation
all; we
was so great
great that we
minutes to eight
o'clock, and the crowd was
we could not
eight o'elock,
way, and we
we went to the rear,
get
in at the front way,
large
rear, and went into a large
get in
iiushed and excited because
ante-room, and there was Mrs. AVoodhull,
Voodhull, flushed
11I1tC~I`0O1H,
in the circle
circle of the two cities
man in
was not a brave man
cities to
there was
to preside
preside at
her meeting
come, and one or two others that had
meeting; Mr. Beecher did not come,
felt that there was no
were not there;
there; she felt
been invited were
no courage
men,
courage in
in men,
"
and I said, " II will
will preside
going on
on alone,
alone, andIsaid,
and she was going
preside at your
meeting;
your meeting;
it was not more than ten minutes
minutes--II do not believe five
it
five 1ninutes-foreminutes forethought I went on the platform
remarks, and introintrothought;
platform and made a few remarks,
duced her
was the way it
came about.
her; that was
way it came
letters from your
your wife in 1868 to show the affection she
Q. You quote
quote letters
bore you
in 1870 you
you thought
thought you
you
you at that time, and then you
you say
say that in
discovered that her mind was
was absorbed in Mr. Beecher to too great
great an
an
extent.
Between the beginning
beginning of 1868 and the spring
spring of 1870, had
there been any
happiness of
any act on
part calculated to disturb the happiness
on your
your part
your wife?
wife ? A. Not that I reyour home or alienate the affections of your
your
member.
existing beQ.
Q. Had there been no affection of aa marked character existing
was calculated to disturb the happilady which was
tween you
you and another lady
happiness
wife?? A. No. II think not.
ness ofa
of a wife
inquiries concerning
concerning Mr.
[Here followed a series of circumstantial inquiries
[Here
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

"

"

—

;

;

—
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equally circumstantial deTilton's relations with different women,
women, and equally
Tilton's
anything improper,
on his part
or of a*ny connection between
nials on
part of anything
improper, or
any
wife's estrangement
him.]
these stories and his wile's
estrangement from him.]

made charges
Do you
charges against
against you,
Q.
Q. Do
you know that
you, and that that
reasons why
why Mr. Bowen discharged
was
one of the reasons
you
was one
discharged you?? A. I cannot
operated on
on Mr. Bowen.
say
say what operated
discussed, was
was it not
was one
one of the things
Q. That was
Yes, the
not?? A. Yes,
Q.
things discussed,
but, Mr. Tracy, I decline this examination;
only
examination you
discussed; but,M1'.'l`racy,
thing discussed
only thing
you
have introduced names
names here,
consequences
here, and you
you must take the consequences;
-_

;

;

are charges
charges against
against one
names I took pains
one of the names;
there are
pains to introduce
are written charges
no
concerning a
no names
a lady
names; there are
charges made and filed concerning
lady
whom you
you have named;
named now,
now, I do not take the responsibility
whom
responsibility of re;

;

;

viving it.
it.
viving

—We

Tracy
have to mention
General TRACY-We

names here,
here, but I think they
they

names

won't be mentioned in the record.
won't

was the character of
against
Vhat was
Q.
made against
ot' the charges
Q. What
charges that
you
made any
any until afterwards
never knew that
afterwards; Mr.
you?? A. I never
Bowen said there had been a
a story told prejudicial to me
me; he would not
story
prejudicial
by whom,
me by
said, " If there
tell me
tell me
me the story
whom, and he would not tell
story; IT said,
is
story
the story
story face
prejudicial
who
tells
is any
to
me,
bring
person
tells
the
mc, bring
any story prejudicial
person
" That is
to face with me
said, "That
is fair
me;"" Mr. Bowen said,
fair;"" after that I heard
-_

_-

;

;

"

;

;

;

that she wrote a
a letter.

Was there any
you at
lady that was
was in the habit of seeing
Q. Vas
Q.
seeing you
any other lady
enough,
your
house ? A. If there was,
you suppose
little enough,
was, do you
your house?
suppose I would be little
as a
a gentleman, to name
name it?
it ?
I am
am not a minister.
gentleman,

—

it ?
Tracy Then perhaps
perhaps you
you might
A. I should
General TRACY-Then
might mention it?
not
scorn to
honor, and I should scorn
are ladies that I know and honor,
not; there are
;

answer such a question.
question.
were in the
were any
you whether there were
Q.
Q. 1 asked you
any other ladies who were
visiting your
habit of
of' visiting
your house,
house, and whose visits disturbed the quiet
quiet and
answer
take
her
happiness
her,
and
of
may
ask
your
wife
You
?
A.
wife?
You
her,
answer; I
happiness
may
your
scorn to answer
answer; Elizabeth shall have the benefit of any
any statement she
pleases to make concerning
names this examination I understand
concerning any
pleases
any names;
respected or
point of perfectly
woman that I have respected
perfectly well;
no woman
the point
well there is
is no
answer

;

;

;

;

honored whom
house, which is
is not the pracwhom I have not brought
my house,
pracbrought to my
tice always
always of men
ladies
if
if Elizabeth has been
men in their relations with ladies;
troubled concerning
lady, take her testimony upon
concerning my
my attentions to any
any lady.
testimony upon
;

that subject.
subject.

—

that, and I shall do it,
I will do that,
General Tracy
TnAcY-I
it, because you
you have
brought
controversy the character of your
home; you
you have
brought into the controversy
your home
said that her affections were
proper and essential
it is
is proper
were alienated,
alienated, and it
you attriattrithat we
we should show that that was
was not the cause to which you
buted it.
it.
was due in her
Ttlton I say
Elizabeth's change
change of mind was
Mr. TILTON-I
say if Elizabeth's
;

—
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for other ladies,
opinion
ladies, take
opinion to the fact that I had loves and affections for

I vill
deny her.
her testimony
fact I
will not deny
testimony for that Fact;
;

will state the truth of that? A. She will
will
Q.
Q. You are confident she will
is welcome to.
appear, and that she is
state what she wants to have appear,

—

By
By

you had affections
say generally
you say
Mr. HILL-\'on't
Hill Won't you
generally whether you
No 21IlS\'Gl'.
answer.

for other ladies which your
your wife knew of?

—

on that point
you refuse to be examined on
'l'nAcv-l)o
Do you
By General Tracy
point??
By
point.
No I don't
don't refuse to be examined on that point.
No;
who have been inti~
intiQ. Then state whether there are not other ladies vho
Q.
your house,
house, often and repeatedly,
society at your
mate with you,
repeatedly,
your society
you, and in your
of mind of
quiet and peace
peace of
and in a manner
manner calculated to disturb the quiet
Stanton and Miss Anthony
Mrs.
brought
I
I
think
wife?
A.
your
I
I
Anthony
brought
your
we1'e radithey were
was because she thought
it was
there she hated them, but it
thought they
there;
A.

;

;

cals,
cals, and so on.

it stated or intimated that you
you had undue
ever hear it
Q. Did you
you ever
No, no.
your house?
house ? A. No,
familiarities with those ladies at your
mean criminal familiarities,
don't mean
Tracy I don't
General TRACY-I
familiarities, but undue

—

room or appearing in their room
room
as visiting
visiting their room
appearing
I
didn't
I didn't;
I cannot imagine
imagine any
they were dressed?
dressed ? A. No, I
they
any
why anybody
anybody should.
reason why
lady besides the two that you
any other lady
you have mentioned
Was there any
Q.
Q. Vas
\'oodhull always
annoyed Elizabeth? A. Mrs. Woodhull
who annoyed
annoyed her when
always annoyed
tire at every
always took fire
person who did not
she came;
came; Elizabeth always
every person
ordinances she always
come
always loved all
come within the limit of the orthodox ordinances;
all
were connected with the church;
church my
the women
women who were
my life
life was
was outside,
outside,
nearly all
all my
generally happened
it generally
my public
public friends were
and it
were
happened that nearly
another, and she could not bear it,
way or another,
radical in one way
it, and it
it annoyed
annoyed

familiarities,
familiarities, such

before

;

;

;

her.
visits and attentions of another ladv
Don't you
you know of the visits
Q.
lady that
Q. Don't
very much?
much ? A. No.
your wife very
disturbed your
[A
questions then followed concerning another lady, which
[A series of questions
N

concerning

lady,

Tilton answered at first
first frankly,
Mr. 'l`ilton
frankly, and afterwards with anger, claiming
anger, claiming
that the lady
an intimate and valued friend of his wife as well as
lady was an
himself.]
l1imself.]

General Tracy—
Do you
TRACY_D0
your quitting
quitting
you know that about the time of your
name
name and _-'s's were
were associated together
together by
by
public rumor
rumor ?^
A. By
By Henry
Henry Vard
Ward Beecher;
Beecher and he wrote an
an apology
public

the lhzion,
Union, in 1869, your
your

?P

;

apology

Bowen, which I possess,
Bowen,
was his slander.
it was
it
it
slander, and I
recalling it.;
possess. recalling
can
can produce
it
the first
first thing
thing Mr. Beecher did. within a
a week after his
produce it;
apology on
on the 4th of January,
was to write to Mr. Bowen a retraction
apology
January. was
of what he had said in regard
regard to
Wlxen was
was it
it that he said it
it until he had
it?? A. I never heard of it
Q. When
unsaid it;
it was
it
it
was a
a voluntary
thing in making
making his retraction he con-_
convoluntary thing;
fessed the fact;
fact I had never
never heard that he had spoken
spoken unhandsomely
unhandsomely
to Mr.

;

;

--_
.

;

;

;
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me

apologized to
until he apologized
put
my hands.
put into my

mean
Q. You mean
and

-'s
's

and wrote the retraction;
retraction that retraction was
was
;

to say
public
say that public

the

at

me

time
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you
you

rumor did
did not connect your
your name
name
the Union,
Union, or about that

rumor

were on
on

time ?
time?

Tiltox
[Mr. TIL'roN
[Mn

admitted that there was a
in one of the New
a paragraph
paragraph in

elope together.
York papers
they were
were going
together. He was
papers that they
was then on
going to elope
the Union.
Other questions
visits to the lady,
questions followed,
his visits
lady,
folloved, concerning
concerning his
which he explained
explained as natural and proper.]
proper.]
A. I carried it
knowledge of your
wife ?
it come
come to the knowledge
it to the
Q. Did it
your wife?
it was during
wife it
summer of 1870, when I edited
knowledge of my
during the summer
knowledge
my wife;
eight months;
only edited it
it eight
months it
it never was
was a good
the Union;
good paper
Union ; II only
paper
begging pardon
pardon for
for improprieties.
since
before or since-begging
improprieties.
you made the acquaintance
"Woodhull, did you
you
Q. Afterwards you
Q.
acquaintance of Mrs. \'oodhull,
year, 1871.
not?
not ? A. The next year,
for
in
in the presence
your attachment for
presence of
express your
Q. Did you
you ever express
Ask my
wife
A.
my
take
her
answer
you
may depend
wife?
wife
?
your
wife;
answer;
you may
depend that
your
or any
in the absence of my
lad}?-, in
wife, what
my wife,
I never
never said to
I
any other lady,
in her presence
I have no secrets from Mrs. Til_
w ould not have said in
Til.
I
I would
presence; I
any but for this
ton II never had any,
any, and never should have had any
ton;
any secrets from Mrs. Tilton until within this
break-up
this
break-up; II never had any
we have not harmonized as in
last year
in former
last
two, during
during which we
year or two,
etc.,

;

;

—

--

;

;

--

r

;

:

;

years.
years.
you had committed adultery?
you ever admitted to her that you
adultery ?
Q. Have you
anything of the kind.
A. I never admitted to her anything

say that you
mean to say
you have not,
not, do you?
you ? A. Mr.
gentleman to another.
one gentleman
charge your
your wife with having
General TRACY-YO11
Tracy You charge
having committed adulnot ? A. I
I say.
let my
you have or not?
mean to ask you
tery
my
you whether you
tery; TI mean
say. let
wife make the charge,
if
to.
if
she
wishes
to.
charge,
it till
A. You may
doomsday.
question.
may ask it
till doomsday.
Q.
Q. II ask you
you the question.
answer?? A. I do not;
say I will take my
not I say
Q.
Q. You decline to answer
my wife's

Q. But you
you

Tracy, talk to
Tracy,

don't
don't

mean

me

me as one

—

;

;

answer.
it to
How could she know that you
if you
had, if
you had not confessed it
you had.
Q. How
I ask you
you whether you
you had not been guilty
guilty of the crime? A. II
decline to hold a conversation with you
subject.
you on
on the subject.
your commission of adultery?
Q. Have you
adultery?
you not admitted to others your
A. Mr. Tracy,
Tracy, have you
you committed adultery
adultery??
wife with that crime.
General TRACY-I
Tracy I have not charged
my wif`e
charged my

her?

—

—

Mr. Tiltox
If I
Tn/rox-It`

am

am

in this
charged with the crime of adultery
to be charged
adultery in

I wish my
you
wife, in whose interest you
my wife.
you.
New
Now let her choose. If you.
gentlemen, suppose
fight this battle in reference to my
my
eentlemen.
suppose that you
you are to fight
we
character I will
Yesterday we
will make it
it ten times harder than you
you see. Yesterday

business I wish to know it.
it.
speak,
speak,

if she chooses.
to make the charge
charge if
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if you
peace but if
you mean
were
mean to draw the sword the sword
were on
on the edge
edge of peace;
shall be drawn.
;

Don't you
you think it.
it is
is pretty
Mr. Hill—
.HILL-fD0l'1't
pretty well out?
Tiltox There
is
one thing
was born for and that is
Mr. þÿ'l'Il.TON--Th
¬l`is
¬ one
is war.
thing that I was
acquaintance of Mrs. Woodhull
Voodhull in the absence
Q. Did you
Q.
you make the acquaintance

—

A. 1I don't;
don't remember whether shc
she was
or present.
was absent or
present.
it was
was while she was
you remember whether it
Don't you
was at home or
or not
Q. Don't
Q.
were associating
Woodhull ? A. I knew Mrs. Woodyou were
that you
Voodassociating with Mrs. Voodhull?

of -_-??

year.
a whole year.
hull a
questions interjected,
involving reference to another
Q. [After
Q.
interjeeted, involving
[After several questions

Do you
or not information was
was communicated
you know whether or
were living with Mrs. Voodhull?
your
Woodhull ? A.
A, I never
never
living
you were
your wife that you
lived with her.

woman]
woman]
to

you remember whether your
your wife was
was told that you
you were
were living
Q.
Q. Do you
living
never heard of it
A. I never
it till
?
now I saw
something the day
her?`
till now;
with her
sav something
day
;

a salacious newspaper.
yesterday in a
newspaper.
before yesterday
Chicago
Times?
Yes.
A.
The
Q.
Chicago
Q.

it?? A. Yes.
Q.
you read it
Q, Have you
Don't you
Q. Don't
you know that information of precisely
Q.
precisely the character then
Woodwas communicated to your
wife
by
published was
your
by the mother of Mrs. Vood-

published

intimacy vith
with Mrs. Woodhull
never heard of
during your
\'oodhull?? A. I never
hull during
your intimacy
the
Claflin
was with Mrs. Claflin;
a thing;
such a
thing; I remember that Mrs. Morse was
;

night and made a
one night
came at the foot of her stairs one
old,
old, crazy
crazy woman came
that, and got
some sort of trash
hideous racket of some
trash; Mrs. Morse quoted that,
got

woman

quoted
it.
frightened about it.
quite frightened
quite
are not insane.
all the mothers of your
hope all
Tracy— I hope
General TRACY-I
your friends arc
same time communicated that
Clatlin at the same
Don't
Don't you
you know that Mrs. Claflin
wife; II understood
saw my
my wife;
to your
your wife? A. I did not know that she saw
may be,
it may
Morse's it
a visit at Mrs. )Iorse's;
be, perhaps,
perhaps, that
that that woman
that
woman made a
;

;

was there at the time.
Mrs. Tilton was
regard
wife's mind has been disturbed in regard
your wife's
Don't you
Q.
Q. Don't
you know that your
public women?
associations with public
your
infidelity to her by
own infidelity
own
by your
part, it
is
it is
on your
Mr, Tracy,
is made. Mr.
pretence is
your part,
if that pretence
Tracy. on
No, sir;
A. No.
sir; if
associated
never
have
never
I
I
false
is
is
it
it
part
on
her
on
is made
false;
if it
it is
if

your
to your

unmanly
unmanly;

part

;

;

women.
public women.
with public

Areformers. A.
mean I'0f0I'II1C*l'Sprostitutes; I moan
don't mean
mean prostitutes;
I don't
'I`R,xo'f-I
General Tracy—
over
over
and
annoyed,
been
had
Elizabeth
that
before
annoyed,
said
yes; I
Oh,
Oh, yes;
all persons out of the realm of religious
religious
by my
airain, by
again,
my associations with all persons
orthodox ideas.
do
acquaintances do.
lady acquaintances
your lady
among your
whom among
Q. In that class of people
people whom
Q,
though I
Miss Anthony,
though
I include Mrs. Stanton and Mjss
Anthony,
A.
include?
you
you
house;
seen those people since Elizabeth ordered them of the house;
have not seen

people

in
one she lived in
was one;
Lucy Stone was
know Lucy
don't know;
persons I don't
beyond
beyond those persons
one
one
at
reformer
was
a
was
very often
come very
Boston she did not come
often; Elizabeth
Boston;
;

;

;

;
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rights' meetings,
woman's rights'
time, and had the getting
getting up
up of woman's
time,
meetings, and had the
campaign, but now
children take the tickets;
arranged the campaign,
now she
tickets; she arranged

can't
can't endure them.

JULY

SESSION OF
OF JULY

23, 1874.
23,

present and examined,
examined,
all the members were
were present
At the session all

his
letter from his
present, the letter
with Mr. Tilton,
Tilton, who was also present,
his statement. 'The
The other letters
wife which he had quoted
quoted in
in his
letters
in the hands of Mr.
which he had quoted
quoted from he said were in

Frank

Moulton.

After

some conversation

some

the committee

adjourned.
adjourned.

XIV.
MR.

BEECHER'S DENIAL.
BEECHERHS

THE
The publication
publication of Mr. Tilton's
Tilton's statement in the

Brooklyn Argus
Argus drew from Mr. Beecher the following
Brooklyn
following
emphatic
his assertions,
denial
assertions, and defence of Mrs.
of his
emphatic
Tilton.
It was
was published on
It
July:
published on the 22d of July:
I do not propose,
this time,
time, to make a
a detailed examinapropose, at this
tion ofthe
of the remarkable statement of
Mr. Theodore Tilton,
ot°Mr.
Tilton, made

before the Committee of Investigation,
Investigation, and which appeared
appeared in
Brooklyn Argus
the Brooklyn
July 21,
Argus of
21, 1874.
ofduly
I recognize
recognize the many
it of transcendent
many reasons which make it
importance to myself,
myself, the church,
cause of public
public
importance
church, and the cause
morality, that I shall give
give a full
full answer to the charges against
morality,
charges against
me.
me. But having
Investigation to
having requested
requested the Committee of Investigation
search this matter to the bottom,
bottom, it
it is
is to them that I must look

my

for my vindication.
for

But I cannot delay
delay for
for an hour to defend the reputation of'
reputation of
hour_
Mrs. Elizabeth R. Tilton,
Tilton, upon
in connection with
upon whose name,
name, in
mine, her husband has attempted
pour shame.
mine,
attempted to pour
One less
less deserving
deserving of such disgrace
disgrace I never knew. From
childhood she has been under my
my eye,
eye, and since reaching
reaching
womanhood she has had my
my sincere admiration and affection.
affection.
I cherish for her a pure
feeling, such as a gentleman might
pure feeling,
gentleman might
honorably
to
offer
a
offer
Christian
woman, and which he might
might rehonorably
woman,
12
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TILTON S
HENRY
PURCHASING TILTON'S
BEECHER PURCHASING
HENRY WARD
WARD BEECHER.
NEWSBOYS.
MENT FROM
FROM THE
THE NEWSBOYS.
MENT

ceive and reciprocate
reciprocate without

scruple.
moral scruple.

STATESTATE-

1
I reject
reject with

indignation
upon her honor or
or
indignation every
every imputation
imputation which reflects upon

my
my

own.
own.

My
My regard
regard

Tilton was
perfectly well known to my
was perfectly
for Mrs. Tilton
my
when serious difficulties
difficulties sprang
it
sprang up
up in her household,
household, it

family;
family;

was
was

my

to my wife that she resorted for counsel
counsel;;

and both of us,
us,

acting
it subsequently appeared, withand, as it
acting from sympathy,
sympathy, and,
subsequently appeared,
out full
full

knowledge,
gave unadvised counsel which tended
knowledge, gave

to

harm.
I have no
no doubt that Mr. Tilton found that his wife's
vif'e's confi-
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and reliance
increased,
greatly increased,
judgment had
had greatly
upon my
my judgment
reliance upon
in
ofa
had
his
influence
consequence of a marked
his influence
diminished, in consequence
social
was taking place
religious and social views, which was
change in
in his
his religious
taking place
change
Her mind was greatly
greatly exercised
exercised lest
lest her
her
during those
those years.
years.
during
childre11
vitally
by views
views which she
she deemed vitally
children should
should be
be harmed by
false and dangerous.
false
dangerous.
I was
the reality
reality of
impendaroused to
to the
of impendI
was suddenly
suddenly and rudely
rudely aroused
of
domestic
thedisclosure
of
disclosure
domestic
distress,
sickness,
ing
danger
the
of
of
by
sickness,
distress,
ing danger by
of the
the likelihood
likelihood of separation,
perhaps
death, of
separation, and the
the
perhaps unto death,
member
I
had
of
a.
of
which
family every
tenderly
scattering of a family
I
every
tenderly
scattering
the discovery
the state
loved.
The effect
effect upon
me of
of the
discovery of the
of Mr.
loved.
state of
upon me
Tilton's feelings,
the condition
condition of his
his family,
family, surpassed
Tilton's
surpassed in
in
feelings, and the
I had ever
that I
sorrow
anything that
ever experienced
sorrow and excitement anything
experienced
in
counsel had
presence, influence
influence and counsel
my life.
life.
That my
in my
my presence,
and
to
family
sorrow
alienation,
in my
my
brought
beloved
gave, in
to
a
family
alienation, gave,
brought
to
þÿlll] ¬11s
which
I
tate of mind,
poignancy
my
suffering
then
a
to
state
hope
mind, poignancy
my suffering
hope
feel.
man may
may ever feel.
no other
other man
dence
dence
while
while

be suspected
Even to
the privileges
suspected of having
having offered,
to be
offered, under the
privileges
of a
sacred relation,
to a wife
of
relation, an
a peculiarly
an iudecorum
indecorum to
wife and
peculiarly sacred

mother,
mother,

could not but deeply
deeply wound any
any one
one who is
is sensitive
sensitive
There were peculiar
peculiar reasons for
for

to the
the honor of womanhood.

alarm in
in this
this case
on other
other grounds,
grounds, inasmuch as I
case on
I was
was then
subject
certain malignant
malignant rumors,
to certain
flagrant outbreak in
in
rumors, and a flagrant
subject to

this family would
this

family

bring
an added injury,
injury, derived
bring upon
upon them an

from these
these shameless falsehoods.
falsehoods.
the time that
that my
Believing at the
my presence
presence and counsels had
Believing
however
tended,
unconsciously, to produce
social catastrophe,
tended,
unconsciously,
produce a social
catastrophe,
represented
gave expression
to my
my feelings
feelings in
in an
an
represented as imminent,
imminent, I gave
expression to
interview with a mutual friend,
in cold and cautious,
cautious, selfselffriend, not in
defending words,
words, but eagerly,
eagerly, taking
upon myself,
myself, and
defending
taking blame upon
heart
pouring
my
friend
in
out
the
heart
to
my
friend
in
the
strongest
language,
pouring
my
my
strongest language, overvith the exaggerations
of
burdened with
impassioned
exaggeratious
impassioned sorrow. Had
I been the evil
evil

man Mr. Tilton now
now represents,
represents,

man

I should have
It
vas my horror of the evil
It was
evil
my
with morbid intensity
at
the
intensity
very
very

been calmer and more prudent.
prudent.

filled
imputed
imputed that filled

me
me

shadov of it.
shadow
it.
Xot only
jSTot
my friend affected
only was
was my
affected generously,
generously, but he assured
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me
me

expressions, if conveyed
that such expressions,
Tilton, would
conveyed to Mr. Tilton,

feeling, allay
allay anger,
anger, and heal the whole trouble.
soothe wounded feeling,
fragments of what I had been sayHe took down sentences and fragments
say-

ing
ing to use them as a mediator.

A

A full statement of the circumunder which this memorandum was
was made I shall give
give
Investigating Committee.
to the Investigating
apologies were
That these apologies
were more
more than ample to meet the facts
ample
stances

case is
is evident,
were accepted,
of the case
our interevident, in that they
they were
accepted, that our
friendliness, that Mr. Tilton subsequently
resumed its
its friendliness,
subsequently

course
course

and that he has continued for four years,
years,
and until within two weeks,
weeks, to live with his wife.
original charge
charge had been what is
conceivable, if the original
now
Is it
is now
it conceivable,
he
the
offence,
only
that
have
alleged,
would
condoned
not
with
offence,
only
alleged,
the mother of his children,
children, but with him whom he believed to
ratified
it in writing,
ratified it
writing,

have wronged
wronged them?

absurdity, as well as the
The absurdity,

falsity

falsity

story is
is apparent, when it
it is
is considered that Mr. Tilton
of this story
apparent,

wif`e's infialleges that he carried this guilty
now alleges
guilty secret of his wife's
his
and that
up
in
own
own breast,
months,
locked
delity
six
for
months,
breast,
up
delity
nov

it to me,
then he divulged
me, only
might be a reconciliaonly that there might
divulged it
language,
in
every
Mr. Tilton has since,
me.
tion with mc.
since,
every form of language,
orally,
in
written
witnesses,
statements
of
multitude
to
a
a
and
witnesses, orally,

in

and

declared

documents,
printed documents,
printed

his

faith

in

his

wife's
wite's

purity.
purity.

conme, every
After the reconciliation of Mr. Tilton with me,
every conpropriety and honor demanded that the family
sideration of
of' propriety
family
afiiiirs
seelusion which domestic affairs
in that seclusion
trouble should be kept
kept in

have a
a right
right

a sanctuary;
as a
to claim as
sanctuary;

it
and to that seclusion it

it should be confined.
determined that it

was
was
Everv
Every line and word of
published
which have been published
now make. My
which I now
My
two
comprises but two
subject
subject comprises

grief,

grief,

my private
my
private and confidential letters
are in harmony
harmony with the statements

and that of my
my desire

innocent

published
published

elements:
to shield

correspondence
on
this
correspondence on

my
The expression
expression of my
pure and
the honor of a pure

woman.

woman.

I do not purpose
purpose

analyze
to analyze

and contest

exat this time the eX-

tvo allegations
paper of Mr. Tilton
traordinary
Tilton;; but there are two
allegations
traordiuary paper
special
without
pass
permit
to
which I cannot permit
They
special notice. They
pass
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only two incidents which Mr. Tilton pretends
refer to the only
pretends to
one, an
personally: the One,
an alleged scene
have witnessed personally:
alleged scene in my
my

engravings ;; and the other a
a chamber
looking over
over engravings
house while looking
concerning these are
are
own house. His statements concerning
own

scene in his

absolutely
false.
absolutely false.

Nothing
Nothing

ever occurred,
of the kind ever
nor any
occurred, nor
any
They
are
now
are
now brought to my
They
brought
my

things.
semblance of any
any such things.
time.
first
notice for the first

every statement which connects
To every

me dishonorably
dishonorably

me

with

Tilton, or which in anywise
impugn
Mrs. Elizabeth R. Tilton,
anywise would impugn

purity of this beloved Christian Woman,
woman, I give
the honor and purity
give
comprehensive and solemn denial.
explicit, comprehensive
the most explicit,

Henry Ward
HENRY
VARD Beecher.
BEECHER.
Brooklyn, July
July 22,
BROOKLYN,
22,

1874.

manly and well-timed denial of Tilton's
charges
This manly
Tilton's charges
well received by
was
was Well
by the public.
public.

XV.
X
V.
MRS.

TILTON'S
STATEMENT.
TILTON'S
STATEMENT.

Tilton had left
Mrs. TILTON
left her husband's
husbands house on
on the
MRS.
of July,
July, previous
11th Of
previous to his appearance
appearance before the
publication
committee,
the
of
his shameful charges
and
Of
committee,
publication
charges

against
of Mr.
her, and had taken refuge
against her,
refuge in the family
family Of

Ovington, friends who stood by
by her bravely
Ovington,
bravely in her

Goaded to desperation
desperation by
by the charges
charges Of
of her
husband and their publication,
this
poor
woman, on
on
publication,
poor woman,
July, addressed the following
the 23d of July,
communicafollowing
troubles.

tion to the public,
public, through
through the medium of the Brook-

lyn Eagle
Eagle ,lyn
To

the EDITOR
'run
Editor of
OF the
THE Brooklyn
BROOKLYN EAGLE:
Eagle:
To pick
pick up
anew the sorrows
sorrows of the last
last ten years,
years, the stings
stings
up anew
and pains
pains I had daily
daily schooled myself
bury
to
and
forgive,
myself
bury
forgive,
makes this imperative
imperative duty,
by the malicious
duty, as called forth hy
statement Of
of my
husband, the saddest act of my
my life.
life. Beside,
my husband,
Beside,
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EESIDENCE,
'r1L'roN's REs1DENcE,
'rHEoDoRE TILTON'S
MB. THEODOBE
o1-* MP..
HALLWAY OF
THE HALLWAY

THE

i
NO.
No.

LIVING174 LIVXNG-

BBOOKLYN.
STBEET, BROOKLYN.
STON
sToN swam-rr,

my
contradicts this act of my
of following
following the Master
comcomalmost
life-faith
my life-faith
perversion of my
pen and a sense of the perversion
pen,
delivers.
himself,
God,
till
himself;
till
aside,
God,
now to stand aside,
me now
pels
pels me
and pr.vilege
call
call
urgent
privilege
an
an
act
urgent
this wanton
see in tins
Yet I seein
twenty-two
the
to
detail
detail
in
twenty-two
reply
from which I shrink not. To reply

my
thought
my thought
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if
I shall
shall not attempt
present.
attempt at present.
Yet if
articlesof
arraignment I
articles of arraignment
I
shall
not
hesiand
all
of
called
them,
hesiall
to each
called upon
upon to testify
them, I shall
testify to

that I reply
to
for my
Suffice it
it for
my purpose
do so. Suffice
reply to
purpose now that
the most glowing
glowing charges.
one or
or more of the
charges.
the feigned
my l1usband's
husband's compulsory
Touching
compulsory
feigned sorrow of my
Touching the

tate to
to

solemnly
revelations,
revelations, II solemnly

that long
the Woodhull
Voodhull
long before
before the
avow that
direct
insinuation
direct
statement,
by
and
statement,
by

him,
publication,
publication, II knew him,
to

friend the subhave repeated
relative and friend
repeated to my
my very
very near relative

accusations which shock the
the
stance of these
the moral sense of the
these accusations

that
Many
times, when hearing
Many times,
hearing that
ill of him,
me to chide
certain persons
spoken ill
certain
him, he has sent me
persons had spoken
there I learned he had been
them for
for so doing
doing; and then and there
that I was
before me
calumnies against
me with his
his calumuies
myself, so that
against myself,
speechless.
speechless.
in his
his statement that he had "persistently
The reiteration
reiteration in
"persistently
striven to hide"
hide
these so-called
his
so-called facts,
facts, is
is utterly
utterly false,
false, as his
these
this da_y.
entire
day.
entire community
community this
;

"

hatred to Mr. Beecher has -existed
these many
the
existed these
many years,
years, and the
determination to ruin Mr. Beecher has been the one
aim
of
one

his life.
life.
his
Again,
Again,
offered
offered

the perfidy
holiest love a wife ever
the
perfidy with which the holiest

has

recklessly discovered
been recklessly

in
in

this
this

reaches well nigh
and, added to
sacrilege; and,
nigh to sacrilege;

publication,
publication,

this, the enhull,
Wood
Voodhull, to make my
my
parallel.
own words condemn me,
own
no parallel.
me, has no
letter quoting
of
quoting the reading
reading of
Most conspicuously,
my letter
conspicuously, my
"Griffith Gaunt."
character'
Gaunt."
Had Mr. Tilton read the pure
"Griffith
pure character
that I lifted
lifted myself
of Catharine,
Catharine, he would have seen that
myself beside
this,

deavor, like
like the early
deavor,
early scandal of Mrs.

—

it-as
it
as near as any
an ideal.
affect an
ideal. But it
it was
was herher
any human may
may affect
character, and not the incidents of fiction
fiction surrounding
character,
it,
surrounding it,,
to

which I

referred.

Hers was no sin
sin of criminal act or

thought.
thought.

A like "confession
"confession "
A
"

in
with hers,
hers, I had made to Mr. Tilton in

my

and pastor,
my
one year
pastor, one
year' before.
And I now
misrepresentations
now add that,
all misrepresentations
that, notwithstanding
notwithstanding all
and anguish
friendship
anguish of soul,
my acquaintance
owe to my
and' friendship
soul, I owe
acquaintance and
telling
telling of my love to my friend

with Mr. Beecher,
no other human instrumentality, that
Beecher, as to no
instrumentality,

encouragement in my
life, and that growth toward the
encouragement
my mental life,
growth
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Divine nature which enable

me

me

to

hope
walk daily
lively hope
daily in a lively

of the life
life beyond.
beyond.

The shameless charges
charges

are
seven, eight,
eight, and nine are
in articles seven,

fearfully
every particular.
particular.
fearfully false in each and every

The letter referred

to in Mr. Tilton's
Tilton's tenth

paragraph
was
paragraph was

representations that
by representations
importunity, and by
me by
by importunity,
obtained from me
pending difficulties
in his then pending
him
to
use
use
for
it was
was necessary
it
necessary
death, having
nigh
unto
was then sick,
wen.
I was
with Mr. Bo
Boven.
death,
sick, nigh
having

days before.
suffered a
a miscarriage
only four days
miscarriage only

I signed
signed what-

or understanding its
ever
ever he required, without knowing
understanding its import.
import.
knowing or
required,

paper I have never
never seen,
The paper
seen, and do not know what statements
contained.

it
it

mine, addressed to Mr. Franeighteen, a
In charge
a letter
letter of mine,
charge eighteen,

quoted to prove
never desired a separation
cis Moulton,
Moulton, quoted
separation
prove that I never
by Mr. or
or was
was advised by
or Mrs. Beecher to leave my
or
husband,
my husband,
own concocting,
Tilton's own
was of Mr. Tilton's
I reply,
reply, the letter was
concocting, which

—

my own
an act which,
me
me to copy and sign as
ovn-an
which, in
copy
sign as my
him,
have
help
to
I
done
my weakness and mistaken thought
him,
my
help
thought
during these unhappy
unhappy years.
too often during
years.

he induced

the home was
harmony of
The implication
ofthe
was unbroken
implication that the harmony
till
till

is a
it as a frequent guest and friend,
Mr. Beecher entered it
friend, is
frequent guest

years
lamentable satire upon
himself, years
upon the household where he himself,
its
and
desecrated
laid
corner
Free
Love,
before,
its
the
stone of
before,
Love,

atmosphere
so that the atmosphere
altars up
up to the time of my
my departure;
departure; so

was
was not only godless, but impure for my children.
And in
only godless,
impure
my
daughters,
effort and throe of agony, I would fain lift
my
lift
this eH`ort
my daughters,
agony,
and all womanhood from the insidious and diabolical teachings
teachings
of these latter days.
days.

His frequent
frequent efforts
efforts

to prove
prove

me insane,
insane, weak-minded,
weak-minded,

me

in-

significant, of mean
mean presence,
all rank in the category
significant,
category of heartpresence, all
selfishness, and falsehood,
lessness, selfishness,
falsehood, having
its climax in his
lessness,
having its
ever have
present
am or
or ever
present endeavor to convince the world that I am

guilty
or a guilty
been unable to distinguish
an innocent or
distinguish between an
love.

In

summing
atiirm myself
summing up
up the whole matter,
matter, I affirm
myself before

never
be innocent of the crimes laid upon
me;; that never
upon me
Henry Ward Beecher in
have I been guilty
adultery with Henry
guilty of adultery

God

to

;
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nor has
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me an indecorous
indecorous

me an

proposal.
improper proposal.
improper
further charge
To the
charge that
I was led
led away from
from my
my home by
that I
by
the further
advice
of
a lawyer whom
the
advice
of
friends, and by
the
a
Beecher's friends,
Mr. Beecher's
by
lavyer
or
or

to me, and who,
Mr. Beecher had sent to
who, in
in advance of
of my
my apapwith
me
tl1e
the
before
arranged with me the questions
committee, arranged
questions
pearing
pearing before the committee,

my testimony
testimony in
in Mr.
my
Beecher's
this is
is again
again untrue,
answer, that
that this
behalf, I
I answer,
Beecher's behalf,
untrue, having
having
tew moments
until introduced
introduced to
to him a few
the lawyer
never seen
seen the
lawyer until
constitute
to constitute
to

are
answers which are
and answers

of the
the committee,
before
step-father, Judge
committee, by
by my
Judge
arrival of
the arrival
before the
my step-father,
the
I
and
in
further
statement
the
following
further
reply
submit
I
in
;
Morse
following
Morse;
reply
of
the separation
separation from my
the committee,
before the
action before
of my
committee, and the
my
my action
husband.
husband.

M r. Til
Tilton's
answer to
The publication
of Mr.
ton's letter
letter in
in answer
to Dr.
publication of
suspected, when on
on "Iednesday
Wednesday
Bacon,
Bacon, II had not known nor suspected,
the Golden Age,
to me to
brought home the
it to
evening he brought
to
Age, handing
handing it
evening
dovn
its
I
well
with
blindread. Looking
its
columns
well
down
I
saw,
nigh
blindread.
saw,
Looking
nigh
into execution the
threat
the almost daily
ing eyes,
eyes, that
that he had put
daily threat
ing
put into
of his
his life
life-""that
that he
to crush out Mr. Beecher;
he lived
lived to
Beecher; that
that the
the
in him; he had always
been
Beecher's
battles was in
Mr.
God of battles
Beecher's
always
all that
that lay
in his
his path,
path, wife,
superior, and all
wife, children,
children, or reputareputalay in
superior,
before this
this purpose."
fall before
if need be,
be, should fall
purpose."
tion, if
tion,
I saw enough
I did not read
read it.
it.
I
reading. My
My spirit
spirit
enough without reading.
before.
rose within me
me as never before.
"
tell me
this quotation
said, " tell
Theodore," I said,
me what means
means this
"Theodore,"
quotation
me
Beecher ? Two years
years ago
from Mr. Beecher?
ago you
come
me at midto
you
letters and papers
night saying:
saying: "Elizabeth,
all letters
concerning my
my
Elizabeth, all
night
papers concerning
difhculties
Boven are burned,
difficulties with Mr. Beecher and Mr. Bowen
burned, defor I have nothing
now don't
don't you
stroyed ; now
nothing to defend
me, for
you betray
betray me,
stroyed
with."
myself
myself with."

—

"

"

;

"
" Did you believe that?
that ? " said
said he.
he.
you
"I
certainly did,
did, implicitly,"
implicitly," I said.
said.
"I certainly
"

"

" Vell,
let
Well, let

me

me tell
tell

—

you they
you--they

all
all live
live ; not one
is destroyed."
one is
destroyed."

said to intimidate me,
me, it
was said
it had quite
If this
this was
contrary
quite the contrary
fearless, nor seen so clearly
effect. I had never been so fearless,
effect.
clearly before
dealing.
was dealing.
with whom I was

Corning
Coming

to

me

me a
little
a little

later,

later,

" I want you to read
"I
he said:
said
you
:

it
it;
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you
it a
a vindication of yourself.
You have not stood
you will find it
yourseK You
before the community for five years as
as
you
now
do."
now
do."
years
community
you
by the wickedness hid behind so
Roused still
st-ill further by
a
so false a
mask,
replied: "Theodore,
"Theodore, understand me,
mask, I replied:
me, this is the last
me
me publicly to walk through
this filth.
filth.
My
publicly
through this
My
no vindication
at
this
late
character needs no
hour
from
vindication
this late
you. There
you.
was
a time,
you spoken
spoken out clearly,
was a
clearly, truthfully and manfully
time, had _you
truthfully
manfully
me, I had been grateful,
for me,
now I shall speak and act for
grateful, but nov
time you
you call
call

speak

Know,
if in the future
see a
future I see
a scrap of paper
Know, also,
also, that if'
scrap
paper
referring
to any human being, however remote, which it
it seems
seems
referring any
being,
remote,
to me
might use
you might
use or
or pervert
pervert for your
me you
your own
own ends,
ends, I will demyself.
myselff

JJ
stroy it."
it.
stroy

" This means
"This
means battle on
on your part, then," said he.
your part, then,"
"
" Just so
so far,"
far," I replied.
replied.

I write this because these words of mine he has since used
harm.

to

my
my

morning
The next morning
now 1 had decided to

nov

by my
my husband
by

my brother,
I went to my
brother, and told him that
had been treated

act in this matter ;; that I

as a
a nonentity
nonentity from the beginning,
plaything,
beginning, aa plaything,

always seemed to
to be used or let
let alone at will ;; that it
it had always

I was
was a
a party
little concerned.
a little
party not a

me
me

I then showed him a
a card

I had made for publication.
publication.

He respected
motive, but still
He
still advised silence on
on my
my part.
respected the motive,
part.
far,
to
appearing
in
public
prints;
as
the
far,
appearing
public prints;

yielded to him thus
I yielded

counselling with myself
myself and no
no ot/ter,
other, it
it occurred to me
but counselling
me that
among
the
brethren
my
communion
might
heard.
of
own
I
be
among
my own
might
Not knowing
any church committee,
committee, I asked the privilege
knowing of any
privilege
parlors of those who had always
of such an
an interview in the parlors
always

been our
our mutual friends.
for the

learned,
Mr. and Mrs. Ovington
Ovington then learned,

night,
first time,
first
time, that the committee would meet that night,

and advised me
me

to see those gentlemen, as

gentlemen,

perhaps
perhaps

goodliest
the goodliest

persons
accordingly did.
select.
This I accordingly
persons I could select.
children,
There, alone,
my husband and children,
cause of my
There,
alone, I pleaded
pleaded the cause

being that their hearts were
the result being
vere moved in sympathy
sympathy for

—

years, and for
my family
pastor had shared for years,
my
family-aa feeling
feeling their pastor
suffering.
which he was
was now
now suf'f`ering.
home, I found my
my husband reading
On going
going home,
reading in bed. I told
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conceal anything
anything
I had been,
that I did not conceal
been, and that
him where I
who the
the
He
habit
was
asked
his
me.
as
from
was
habit
his
from him,
him,
and
bade
dressed
himself,
no
dressed
said
rose,
more
no
said
were
himself,
gentlemen
more; rose,
;
gentlemen
;

;

me

me

forever.
good-bye forever.
good-bye

my husband
by my
following I was
was awakened by
The midnight
midnight following
voice
kind
said he
voice he said
tender,
bed. In a
very tender,
a very
my bed.
by my
standing by
standing
into his
his room,
followed him into
instantly, followed
wished to see me. I rose instantly,
"
me into
lap, said
said " he
into his
his lap,
the bedside,
and sitting
sitting on the
bedside, he drew me
gave him such
that nothing
nothing ever gave
me; that
was
me, loved me;
was proud of me,

proud

me
me

satisfaction as to hear
real peace
peace and satisfaction
real

well spoken
of;; that,
well
that,
spoken of

that he
committee, he had learned that
meeting
meeting member of the committee,
the
in
committee,
motive
the
seeing
to
mistaken
as
in seeing
to my
had been
committee, and
my
had
been
thoroughly
to assure me
that he
me that
had hastened to
thoroughly
a

his rash treatment of
since his
wretched since

me

me

the night
etc.
the
before," etc.
night before,"

hearts and lives
lives
there we
Then and there
we covenanted sacredly
sacredly our hearts
in the one human heart I
my trust in
renewing my
-I
utterly : renewing
I most utterly

—

:

loved.
loved.

Theodore wrote a.
stateThe next day,
were
a statehappy we
we were!
day, how happy
call
to
the
committee
when
they
should
call
to present
upon
the
present
ment to
they
upon
acceded. This document,
all of which I heartily
heartily acceded.
him,
document, God
him, to all
this affair,
vindicathistory of this
knows, was
was the true history
affair, completely
knows,
completely vindicat!

the honor of my
my pastor.
pastor.
In the afternoon
ing my
ing
my honor and the
his friends.
friends.
left me
it to his
he left
me to show it
in the evening,
He returned home early
happiest
passing the happiest
early in
evening, passing
for years
hours I had known for
years ; renewedly
renewedly assuring
me
that
there
me
assuring
was
in grateful
for him away
was no rest for
away from me. So in
grateful love to the
dear Father,
I
Father, I slept.
slept.
Oh, that the end had then come!
come
Oh,
;

!

"
would not then have received the cruel
cruel blow " which made a

outright."
woman mad outright."
morning he mlled
The next morning
called upon
upon our friends,
friends, Mr. and Mrs.
and
there,
Ovington,
with
shocking
a
bravado,
began a wicked
there,
Ovington,
shocking bravado, began
with
tirade,
adding
oath
shameless
slanders
and
the
violence
tirade, adding
of
which
I
him
to
be the
against
Mr.
lIr.
now
believe
Beecher,
now
Beecher,
against

woman

author.

In the afternoon
his invitation from the committee to meet them

This fearful
day.
fearful scene I learned next day.

he showed

me
me

that evening.
evening.

—

it
hurt-but
but carried it
my hurt
I did not then show my
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heavily
heavily

calmly
calmly without,
without, all

but

within,
within,

night,
night,

till
till

early
early

morning.
morning.
Reflection upon
Ovington's convinced me
me
upon this scene at Mr. Ovington's
notwithstanding
my
husband's
recent
husband's
professions
to
me,
notwithstanding my
professions
me,
his former spirit
was unchanged ;; that his declarations of repentspirit was
unchanged
repentthat,
that,

ance and affection were
were only
only for the purpose
purpose of gaining
my asgaining my
sistance to accomplish
his
ends in his warfare upon
accomplish
upon Mr. Beecher.
light of these conclusions,
conclusions, my
duty appeared
In the light
plain.
my duty
appeared plain.
ance

quietly, and having
I rose quietl_y,
dressed, roused him only
having dressed,
only to say:
say:
" Theodore,
Theodore, I will never
never take another step by your side.
The
step by your
"
end has indeed come
comel"
"

!

He

followed

me
me

Mrs. Ovington's
breakfast, saying I
Ovington's to breakfast,
saying
unduly excited and that he had been misrepresented
was unduly
was
permisrepresented per-

—

haps
but leaving
haps-but
leaving

to

me determined

me

as

before.

How to account for the change
How
twenty-four hours have
change which twenty-four
mind, then many
capable of working
been capable
years past,
past, I
working in his mind,
many years
with their mysteries
leave for the eternities vith
mysteries to reveal. That he
is
an
is an

unreliable and unsafe guide
whose idea of truth-loving
is
guide vhose
truth-loving is

my

self-loving, it
is
it is
late, sad hour to discover.
self-loving,
my misfortune in this late,

Elizabeth R. Tilton.
ELIZABETH
TILTON.
July
23, 1874.
July 23,

The comments of the press
Tilton's
press showed that Mrs. Tilton's
was
of
the
public
was accepted by the great mass
mass
great
accepted by
public

statement

as correct.

The publication
was folfolpublication of her statement was

lowed, on
on the 31st of July, by
lowed,
July, by her cross-examination
before the committee,
official report
committee, the official
report of which

was
was

immediately
immediately published
published by
by them.
XVI.

TILTON'S CROSS-EXAMINATION.
MRS. TILTON'S
official report of the cross-examination of Mrs. Elizabeth
The official
report
Committee,
Committee, as communicated

Investigating
R. Tilton before the Investigating
by
chairman of
the
to the press
press by

full,

full, as

follows
follows:

that committee,
given in
is given
committee, is
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Brooklyn, July
July 31.
BROOKLYN,

—

stated,
Hill You stated,
By
By Mr. HILL-You

I
think, the date of your
your marriage
I think,
marriage in your
your
so
1855.
A. I believe so-1855.

examination??
former examination

—

life housekeeping
housekeeping or boarding?
boarding ? A.
you begin
Q. Did you
begin your
your married life
on Livingston
my mother, on
Boarding with my
Livingston street.
Boarding
boarding with her?
first
long did you
you remain boarding
her ? A. My
My first
Q. About how long
was in Oxford street;
street I think that was
was in the spring
spring of
housekeeping was
housekeeping
;

1860.

Q.
Q.

How

How long
long did you
street ?
you remain in Oxford street?

A.

Nearly
Nearly

three

years, I think.
years,

We

you go
Q. And then where did you
go?? A. Ve went to board with mother
again
years ; and then
own house
my own
then from there II went to my
again about three years
Livingston street,
in Livingston
street, where I remained until within a few weeks.
;

Q. Please

state

to the committee what Mr. '[`i1ton's
Tilton's conduct

was
was

early part
you in the early
part of your
life, so far as personal
your married lile,
personal
toward you
concerned, in sickness or in health?
was concerned,
attention was
health ? A. I wish these

gentlemen
gentlemen

to understand that, to a
I take the blame
a very
extent, T
very large
large extent,

of the indifference my
my husband has shown to me
all my
my
me in all
was not to have the attention

myself
upon
upon myself
life
life;
;

at first
tirst I understood very
very well that I

genius must not be
many wives have
that many
have; II realized that his talent and genius
very
to a very
also
to myself;
myself; that I made him understand also;
gave him
I gave
life
I attribute to that the later sorrows of my
large extent I
my life;
large
;

narrowed down

;

;

cirneglect under other cirregarded as neglect
understand, that what might
might be regarded
owing
to
as neglect
in
neglect
in
him.
me
regarded
by
me
him,
owing
regarded by
rise
for himself and to rise
name for
his business and to his desire to make a name

to

cumstances would not be

before the world.

by
Q. To what extent was that attention to outside matters carried by
Q.
iirst three
family ? A. At the birth of the first
him to the neglect
neglect of his family?
saw
sicknesses but when he saw
severe and prolonged
children. I had very
prolonged sicknesses;
very severe
seeing him I always
on seeing
was sick, because on
me,
never felt
felt that I was
ine, he never
always tried
was charged
charged upon
presence. It was
to seem
felt so desirous of his presence.
seem well;
upon
well; I felt
;

When 'l`heodore
Theodore c.
cr
brother " \'hen
my brother;
by
my mother and my
by my
" She has
me "She
sick."
They said of me:
the doctor comes,
never sick."
comes, you
are never
you are
They
me many
many

me

a
a

time

"

:

:

never a
a
never

for being
<renius for
being sick."
sick."
genius

upon
your husband bestowed upon
Will you
you state just
just what attention your
Q. I'ill
Q.
it
any other illness if
you in case of sickness during
your confinement, cr any
you
during your
truthI
may
whatever.
had
no
attention
you
them
I
had
whatever,
Well.
no
?
them?
A.
Vilell.
may
you
give; I do not
fully say,
say. from him.
any more
more than aa stranger
him, any
stranger would give;
fully
part to
on his part
inability on
as from an
an inability
think it
was from neglect
it was
neglect so much as
was very
fact, I was
understand that I was
suffering; though,
was sick and suffering;
very
though, in fact,
seriously
seriously

ill.
ill.

severity
length and severity
some idea of the length
[rive the committee some
Q.
Q. Please give
A.
them??
of your
one of them
your illnesses in these three instances,
any one
instances. or in any

April
At the birth of my
girl I was
was sick from the middle of April
little girl
my second little
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bed; I sat up
September, confined to my
until September,
first time in the
my bed;
up for the first
little while.
ot' September
middle of
September aalittle
~

Morrill
Theodore,
Who was
your physician
was
Q. Vl1o
can
Theodore, I can
Q.
your
physician?? A. Dr. Morrill;
never
gave
any
sympathy
in
time
me
you,
truthfully
all
that
never gave
me
tell
he
you,
any sympathy at all;
truthi`ully
evening, or
or late
night; at
see how I did in the morning
late at night;
called to see
morning and evening,
a degree that he would
was absorbed in chess to such a
period he was
this period
degree,
known
him
night;
I
up at night,
have
to stand up
all
sometimes be up
night;
up
night,
chess, and to be found in
upon aa problem
for bed,
ready
bed, engaged
problem in chess,
engaged upon
ready l`or
gone to bed at all.
that same
all.
same condition in the morning,
morning. without having
having gone
subject
the
of
respect
remonstrance
that
Was
his
on
in
Vas
on
conduct
Q.
subject
respect
Q.
by my
my mother.
part of your
the part
your mother and others? A. Frequently
Frequently by
by my
Q.
sir, and also by
nurse, who
my nurse,
Q. Ever in your
your presence?
presence? A. Yes, sir,
was
a faithful woman;
woman she would often speak
was a
speak to him and of him in his
many times
presence
thoughtless and heartless
heartless; I have known her many
presence as thoughtless
;

;

;

;

harshly of him.
to speak
speak harshly

EARLY
EARLY MARRIED
MARRIED

LIFE.
LIFE.

engrossed with actual business at this time?
was he engrossed
Q. How much was
Q.
if Theodore
always thought
more busi'l`heodore had more
A. Not very
much; I always
thought that it
very much;
ness
ness

he would have less time for sentiment and romance.
romance.

as editor
How much
spend in actual business as
much time did he spend
Q.
editor??
Q. How

A. In
life I think he was
years of his editorial life
a pretty hard worker;
the early
early years
was a
pretty
worker;
then, and never
never wrote much at home.
he never
never had his study
study at home then,

any message
you recollect any
came to you or
Q. Do you
Q.
message which came
you or to the family
litmily
your condition,
giving the reason
from your
reason why
condition, giving
doctor, in regard
your doctor,
regard to your
vhy
was of such a
your illness was
a lingering character?
A. Yes. sir;
rememsir; II rememyour
lingering
"There IS
is care
ber that Dr. Putnam said,
care and trouble on
on that woman's
woman's
said, "'l`here
mind, and I1 cannot help
it with medicine."
He said that there was
medicine."
was
mind,
help it
something
was
it was
something he could not reach by
method, and that it
by the ordinary
ordinary method,
trouble.

Vhat was
was the trouble in point of fact?
Q.
Q. What
fact? A. Well,
one of you
Vell. any
point
any one
you
gentlemen, I think,
my family
think, would have cared for my
as much as Theogentlemen,
Family as
dore did. I was
was left entirely
my servants,
vith my
they were
were very poor
entirely with
servants, and they
very poor
I could not have my mother with
servants.
vith me.
was imposme. because it was
my
impossible for her to live with us
us on
on account of
the disagreement
ofthe
disagreement between Mr.
Tilton and herself.

Q.
you thought
thought it
it would be better if
if your
Q. You intimated that you
your husmore fully
more
occupied; will you
you
explain further what you
fully occupied;
you explain
meant by
meant
remark ? A. He
He spent
spent a great
great deal of his time at home
by that remark?
band had been

in moods of dissatisfaction
dissatisfaction with the surroundings,
yearning and vanting
wanting
surroundings, yearning

other ministrations
nothing in our
our home that satisfied him.
was nothing
rninistratiohs; there was
was that? A. It was
duties; I
on account oi'
of my
was on
Q.
Q. Why
Why was
my domestic duties;
;

think it was
was because I could not minister to him in the way
way he wanted

me

me

—

literary, and I could not
that is,
was largely
to
life was
to-that
is, in reading
reading ; his life
largely literary,
;

—
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three little
little children, all
all about the
the same
meet him there
same age,
age,
there; II had three
;

at
at

that time.
time.
at that
friends persons
his friends
to you at
that early
Q. Were his
Q.
persons who were congenial
congenial to
early
I
h'iends that
that he brought
time?
to my
was happy
in the friends
sir
I was
time ? A. Yes, sir;
brought to
my
happy in
;

felt as
to my
if they
an addition
addition to
as if
they were
were an
life.
house, and II felt
1ny life.
Tell me who your guests were at the time.
time.
Q.
Q. Tell
A. I
there were
not think when we
we boarded with mother that
I do not
that there
were many
many
when we
left rn0ther's
folks
we left
the church folks;
mother's and went into
except
into Oxford
except the
street, literary
ever
literary people
people came to the house, and that has been so ever
ill his
they would sometimes call
call in
his absence, and when he came
since
came
since; they
tell him so
laughingly tell
so and so
so had been there during
home II would laughingly
during the
"What did
did you
you have to
day,
to say?"
say?" II would reply,
reply,
day, and he would ask, "Vhat
' Vell
am a
Well II am
a 'first-rate
first-rate listener
listener if
I am
if they
if not, I
am aa
they are good talkers
talkers; if
myself."
good
good chatterer myself"
said that as
as an
an expression
expression of
Q.
of doubt as
Q. Did you
as
you understand that he said
to your
entertain people
ability to
to entertain
your ability
people ?? A. Yes, sir;
sir there is
is not a
a shadow
of it;
I
ot' doubt of
it
lived under that always;
I have lived
always he was
of
was very
critical
very critical
;

;

'~

;

;

;

;

about my
my language
Theodore's induence
influence I
I do not think I
I
language; when under Theodore's
anything freely
naturally.
said anything
ever said
freely or naturally.
;

Q. Please
A.

of his?
his ?
of

state what you
tried to
you did
did or tried
to do in
in receiving
friends
receiving these friends
I
tried to
receive them kindly
I tried
to receive
pleasantly, always;
always and
kindly and pleasantly,
;

is not one
I
one of
of them that will
will not bear witness to
I think there is

it
they
it;
they
home hospitable
hospitable
;

were
always had a great
great desire
w
ere welcome;
welcome II always
desire to make my
my
came into
into it;
a sunshine
one that came
little picture
we had aa little
picture of a
it; we
thc first
first year
year Theodore brought
brought it
it home, and I
I said,
said, " Our home
house; the
r

;

to every
every

"

will
will always
like that."
that."
always be like

THE FIRST SEEDS OF DISCORD.
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I want to ask you
his attention to domestic wantswants
in regard
you in
Q. I
regard to his
anything about them
A. He did not know anything

to the needs of
family ?
of the family?
at

all
all;

;

I
myself altogether;
altogether often he vas
was critical
I took charge
critical
charge of them myself
;

about it.
it, and I
"Well, alone II can do no better;
better; but with
I would say,
say, '~Vell,
"
"
"
I
think
I
can
better
and
he
I do not call
you
do
much
l
call
I
can
would
say,
I
you
say, "I
this is
upon you
go to the offtice
office to do my work;
work this
is yours
the other
upon
you to go
yours-the
!

my

—

;

is
mine."
is mine."

What was the character of his criticisms?
A. They
were very
criticisms ?
They were
Q.
Q. Vhat
very
unreasonable,
w ould speak
severely about
unreasonable. indeed ; he would
me harshly
speak to me
harshly and severely
any
little extravagance,
extravagance, as he considered it;
fastidious, and
very fastidious,
it; he was very
any little
must have the best of everything;
realize the cost.
everything but he didn't
didn't realize
r

;

;

U0 you
manageyou mean
mean that he found fault with your
Q. Do
your domestic managewith
ment
ment??
A. Yes, sir
and
servants,
of
management
ray
servants,
sir; with my
my management
my
my
management of the household matters generally.
generally.
my management
it harshly
speak of his referring
severely how did he
Q.
harshly and severely;
Q. You speak
referring to it
treat you
generally when II
A. II fail
description ?
fail generally
you in matters of that description?
;

;
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therefore, I do not think I can
to be severe,
severe, and,
can imitate or
or
and, tlxerefore,
frequently make some
some very
him;
him; he would frequently
very impulsive
impulsive remark ;
taking me
I remember his taking
me to task and scolding
scolding me
me severely before the
severely
dealings there;
there; but directly
directly after making
butcher in regard
regard to my
my dealings
making a
always apologize,
severe
me lie
apologize, and say
say that he was
severe remark to me
he would always
was
apology was
was in private;
private; it
sorry;
it is a
a sorry story, indeed.
sorry; but the apology
sorry story,
Were his demands extravagant?
extravagant ? A. Very
Very much
much so
was very
Q.
Q. Yere
so; he was
very
particular with regard
regard to his diet,
own
diet, and the table linen and his own
particular
the
glass
china
apparel,
must
be
very
things
nice
these
and
and
but
nice;
glass
apparel,
very
things
so that the expenses
money, so
we were
cost money,
were subjected
were
expenses which we
subjected to were
largely
increased, while I would have liked very
it
largely increased,
very well to have had it

attempt
attempt

describe

;

;

;

different

Now, state to the committee what it
really disturbed
was that first really
it was
Q.
Q. Now,
first I was
was jealous
A. 1 think that first
jealous

family ?
peace of'
of mind in your
your peace
your family?
your
of
ladies.
ot' his attention to the ladies.

\'hen were
were you first
Q.
Q. "When
you Hrst sensible of that?

A. I think not until the

winter of 1866.
1806.

upon your
ot' Mr. Tilton upon
Q. Do you
Q.
your conduct in
you recall any
any criticism of
was
every one
manner to every
prior to 1869?
A. Oh,
one was
respect prior
any respect
Oh, yes;
yes; my
my manner
any
of
trouble
I
my
was the beginning
of'
Theodore I think that was
a trouble to Theodore;
a
trouble;
beginning
my
;

;

interesting in every
every one
something that vas_
was interesting
he would
saw something
one; persons
persons that lie
in, and enterit a perfect bore to talk with,
find it
with, I would be interested in,
perfect
Tilton, and he said I gathered
was aa great
tain
gathered
tain; that was
annoyance to Mr. 'l`ilton,
great annoyance
frequently had to
about me
me the most distressing
distressing sort of people,
people, and he frequently
repulsive to him
were pleasant
me were
were repulsive
many persons
away many
go
him;
pleasant to me
persons that were
go away;
very little to me
me who they were
came it mattered very
but all
all who came-it
they were-II took
not that I wanted such and such persons,
in
an interest in;
an
persons, but the house
one
give
should
you
me credit for that one
feel
that
and
I really
was open,
was
give me
really
you
open,
one
almost
every
to be
something
in
gift) of seeing
a
(if it
it is
is
a
gift
of
mine
something
everyone
seeing
gift)
(if
gift
even those
miserable-even
the poor
in--the
interested in—
poor and the rich and the miserable—
sav

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

women who have

women

troubled

me

so
me so

lately.
much lately.

FIRST VISITS.
BEECH ER's FIRST
MR. BEECHER.'S
COMMENTS ON MR.
regard
if
at all,
with
you,
if
\'hen did he begin
all, in regard
Q. When
you,
begin to talk
Q.
COMMENTS ON

your
to your

no
friendship for Mr. Beecher
Beecher?? A. I think I had no
association with and friendship
is the first that I
1866 that is
personal visits from Mr. Beecher before 1866;

personal

;

very much.
remember seeing
seeing him very
regard to
was
What
What
was the criticism in regardto
Q.
Q,
Tilton made?
A. II would like to
which Mr. 'l'ilton
manner with Mr.
you my
my manner
it will show you
think it

yourself
Mr. Beecher and yourself
here, for I
a little here,
go back alittle
go
Beecher;
Beecher; when I lived in
filled
filled
was the first
first of this taint with which Mr.
Oxford street,
street, that was
early as 1865;
1865; Theodore then used to begin
my
hnsband's mind as early
begin to
my husband's
wrongdoings with ladies with which he
Bee(-l|er's wr<mg-doings
me about Mr. Beecher's
talk to me
-_-

Tilton) had heard from Mr.
(Mr.
(Mr. Tilton)

-,,

day
and night
night after night,
night, and day
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after day,
on that
Beecher; he seemed to be worried on
day, he talked about Mr. Beecher
me, Mr. Tilton immecame to see me,
subject, so that when Mr. Beecher came
subject,
;

diately began
began
diately

to have suspicions;
suspicions but in order that I
;

might
perfectly
might be perfectly

Mr.
transparent to my
respect to my
my interviews with llr.
transparent
my husband with respect
I was
memoranBeecher whenever I
was alone with him, I used to make a memoranall tl1e
dum, and charge
charge my
the details of the conversation that
my mind with all
might repeat
Tilton; it
it was
was so in
passed between us,
us, that I might
passed
repeat them to Mr. Tilton;
gentleman who came
came to see me,
me, and with whom I sat
regard
regard to every
every gentleman
very closely
alone
was very
questioned, but especially
alone; II was
closely watched and questioned,
especially in
regard
Beecher; II attributed those criticisms from Theodore to
regard to Mr. Beecher
visit from Mr. Beecher that I was
Mr. --'s's criticisms;
criticisms I never had a visit
was
I thought
not questioned;
question me
till I
thought II had told
questioned Theodore would question
me till
all that we
we talked about,
and, perhaps,
perhaps, a day
day or two afterward,
afterward, I
him all
I
aboutyand,
would throw out a remark which Mr. Beecher had made, and Theodore
;" I would say:
You didn't
didn't tell
tell me
yesterday ;"
would say,
say, "You
me that yesterday
say: " II forfor" " You lie," he would say, " you didn't
mean
to
tell
me ; " " Oh.
didn't
it
mean
tell
me
got
lie,"
say, "you
got it;
mean to tell
tell you,
for two or three years
you, but II forgot
forgot it,"
it;" for
years I
yes, II did mean
yes,
tried faithfully
faithfully to repeat
repeat to my
my husband everything
everything that I said and did,
did,
till
it made him more
more suspicious
suspicious than ever;
till I
I found it
ever he believed that II
left
purposely, while I was
many things
things purposely,
was conscious of never
left out many
never meanmeaningly
omitting anything;
anything II wanted Theodore to know everything
everything that
ingly omitting
I often said that if
passed
us I
if he would only
only come
come home and
passed between us;
be there he would know all.
all.
;" be kind enough to explain
say that he would say
say " You lie
lie ;"
Q. You say
Q.
enough
explain
manner was in doing that?
to the committee what his manner
A. It was
was paspasdoing
sionate and angry;
no coniidence
angry he had no
confidence in me;
me in those days
days II sufsuffered a great
deal
the last two or three years
I have not felt
felt so badly.
badly.
great deal;
years I
say that these suspicions
suspicions and criticisms continued for about
Q.
Q. You say
three years?
years ? A. They
present day,
day, I
I think.
They have lasted up
up to the present
;

;

;

;

"

"

"

"

"

;

"

;

;

;

;

"

;

;

;

THE FIRST CRIMINAL
CRIMINAL CHARGES.

TI-IE

When
Q. When

did his complaints
complaints against
against you
you
criticism to that of accusation,
accusation, or something
something

change from
change

the form of

more than mere
mere

more

criticism?

A. In the latter part
part of the winter,
winter, and in the early
early spring
1869-70
spring of 1869-'IO
he began
me, assuming
assuming that I had done wrong.
wrong.
began to talk to me,
Q. In what respect
respect ?? A. With Mr. Beecher.
Q. Criminally
days and nights
nights
Criminally?? A. Yes
Yes; I have been with him days
talking this matter over;
over but I would like
like to have you
talking
you know that these
conversations lasted for years,
years, and that the change
change of his thought
thought from
" old to the new," as he called it,
the "old
it, was
was gradual;
gradual I used to think that
new,"
his suspicions
me were
were caused by
by his not being
being at rest in his own
own
suspicions of me
;

;

;

mind.
guilty of criminal intimacy
intimacy
Q. When he assumed that you
you had been guilty
with Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, how did you
subject ? A. For a time I was
was
you treat the subject?
13
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very
angry, and expressed
expressed myself
could;;
very angry,
myself to him as strongly
strongly as II possibly
possibly could
I became angry,
way.
angry, and said II would not be talked to in that way.
different times
times-whether
it at different
whether you
you received
Q.
Q. State how you
you received it

—

A. I
it in various ways,
I received it
according to
ways, according
I would think it
it best
the manner
manner in which he introduced it;
it; sometimes I
I have often taken the plausible
quiet I
dealing with him,
to be quiet;
plausible mode of dealing
some other; I
lift his mind from that subject
subject to some
and tried to lift
other; I have acted
it
it

silently
silently

or denied it
it??

;

1llO0(]S as far as I could.
according
according to his moods

Q.
QQ State whether or not you
you invariably
invariably denied that you
you ever had any
any
intimacy with Mr. Beecher? A. II have indeed;
criminal intimacy
indeed; II remember
me with this in my
me
my presence,
presence, but often became
me about it,
it, and that seemed to me
me
unparme unpar-

that he not only
only charged
charged

so audacious as to write to

donablc.
donable.
that??
When did he begin
begin that
Q.
Q. Vhen

A. In the

summer of 1870, when

summer

I

was

away.
away.
was the character of that which he wrote to you
Vhat was
this parQ.
Q. What
you in this
parquite at length
length of his own
He sometimes would write quite
A. lle
own state

ticular?

—

—

we call free-love
i`ree~love doctrines
doctrines-were
we
were the
to
absorbing theme with him then;
him
one absorbing
then; II remember replying
him; II
replying
far as I
letter, but so tar
I can recollect there was
was a direct,
direct, not
have not the letter,

theories-what
what
of mind;
mind; his social theories

;

exactly, but affirmation.
question
question exactly,
was your reason
Q.
Q. What was
your reason for adopting
adopting these various methods in
felt that he was
was in a morbid
receiving
accusations?? A. Because II felt
receiving these accusations

own II
state of
ol' mind from troubles of his own;
;

was not quite
quite willing
willing

to treat

was

began to publish
the matter seriously
regard to myself
myself until he began
publish it
it
seriously in regard
abroad.
quiet Mr. 'l`ilton,
Til ton,
Q,
Q. What did you
endeavoring to soothe and quiet
you do in endeavoring
regard to yourself
and relieve his mind from the impressions
yourself
impressions he had in regard
and in regard
life ?? A. II read to him a great
great deal aloud ; I have
regard to social life
read to him nearly
hall'
not
night;
could
sleep; he never has
the
half
he
sleep;
nearly
night;
been a good
good sleeper
sleeper for years
years and years.
years.
What did you
particularly in regard
you do particularly
Q.
Q. Vhat
regard to his accusation against
against
you?
never
could
anything
but
deny
A.
I
never
do
it.
I
you?
deny it.
anything
sir; always.
always.
Q.
Q. Did you
you always
always deny
deny it? A. Oh. yes,
yes. sir;
subject how he introduced it?
lie said on
on the subject-how
Q.
Q. Please state what he
it seems
seems to me
it now,
me that he would be
A. Well,
Well, as I look back upon
now, it
upon it
very
glad to bring
acknowledge some
me into such a
some
a state that II would acknowledge
bring me
very glad
wrong: all
all his influence.
influence, in his conversation,
conversation, was
was exerted in that direcwrong;
tion
it, and he
Bible; he read it,
tion; he would talk of the Bible;
it, and thought
thought of it.
was becoming
becoming persuaded,
was
regard to the
was making
up his mind in regard
persuaded. and was
making up
life he was
was about to lead
life
again and again,
me again
"That
lead; and he would ask me
again, " What
you think about this
woman/ etc. ;";"
do you
Whosoever looketh upon
this?? 'Whosoever
upon a woman,"
really,
my friends,
subject I do not think he
was morbid on
on that subject;
friends, he was
really, my
anything else;
II sought
else
sought relief from it
day and night,
ever talked about anything
it day
night,
;

—

;

"

;

'

;

;
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till 3
o'clock in
in the morning,
morning,
I
or 4 o'clock
3 or
keep me
me awake till
he would keep
you he
I assure
assure you;
came from his
his giving
giving un
it came
un his
his
this particular
discussing of
of this
particular subject;
subject; it
discussing
altogether it
it was
was a breakdown.
religious faith
faith; altogether
religious
;

;

TILTON JEALOUS OF OTHERS BESIDE MR. BEECHER.

MR. TILTON JEALOUS

did he say?
oifensive allegations,
say? A. As
Q.
Q. In making those offensive
allegations, what did
"
often
will not deny
any way,
way, he said,
deny that you
you have had crimi.
crimias any
often as
said, " You will
saying he had seen
nal intercourse,"
intercourse," and he tried
frighten me
me by
by saying
tried to frighten
seen certain
things.
tain things.

I remember that once
things did
did he say
say he had seen? A. I
once
Q. What things
saw
saw me
me sitting
in Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's lap
lap at home,
sitting in
;" I
in
in the parlor;
I said, "You
red chair in
in reply
reply to
this I
to this
"You didn't
didn't ;"
in the red
I do
parlor; in
not know what you,
gentlemen, will
will think, but you
you certainly
certainly can see that
you, gentlemen,
in and year
a continual talk,
year in
such a
year out, would have its
its influence
influence
talk, year
came to be really
really quite
quite indifferent, except
upon me;
me; II came
in regard
my
upon
except in
regard to my
anxiety about him
it was a sort of morbid jealousy
jealousy that he had;
had II was
was
him; it
anxiety
worn
sick with it.
worn out and sick
it.
it only
in respect
respect to Mr. Beecher that he made those accusations,
Q. Was it
only in
respect to other people
also ? A. In respect
only,
or in
in respect
respect to Mr. Beecher only,
people also?
at that time
began to think that II had great
time; about 1870, II believe, he began
great

pretended he
or twice he pretended

;

;

'

;

for several people
admiration for
people beside Mr. Beecher.
hesitate to mention names?
names ? A. No, sir,
sir, he did not.
Q. Did he hesitate
many different
different persons
mention ? A. Two or three
Q. How many
persons did he mention?

gentlemen acquaintances.
acquaintances.
gentlemen
you any
charge or accusation even with reQ. Did he ever make to you
any charge
definite time or place
place of any
any criminal
spect to Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, naming
naming any
spect
any definite
never connected any
A. Oh!
it.
Oh no, never; he never
any time with it.
you had been guilty
guilty of any
pretend to you
you that you
Q. Did he ever pretend
any imhis (Beecher's)
No ; he
(Beecher's) house? A. No;
propriety
propriety with Mr. Beecher at his
wondered why
why I went there on
on two or three occasions ; II went on

act?

!

-

;

great deal at the time
errands
errands; II attended Mr. Burgess
time of his death
Burgess a great
;

was
(he was
(he
see

a poor
poor man),
man), and II went to Mr. Beecher two or three times to

him in regard
regard to that

man.

man.

you ever meet Mr. Beecher
Q. Did you
A. Never at all
all; not once.

at other places
places

appointment Z'?
by appointment
by

;

any
upon any
any accusations against
against you
you upon
Q. Did Mr. Tilton ever base any
you had made to him, either with respect
an event
admission which you
respect to an
Yes; he
Beecher's or your
your house,
any other place
at Mr. Beecher's
place?? A. Yes;
house, or any
against me
me in his public
based an
an accusation against
public statement upon
upon an interroom, and I
view which I had with Mr. Beecher in my
my second-story
second-story room,
deny
deny

it
it in my
public statement.
my public

you of
any conversation with you
any time,
Q.
Q. In any
time, did he accuse you
you at any
wrongdoing
upon any
any admission by
wrongdoing with Mr. Beecher based upon
by you?
you?
A. No,
sir.
No, sir.

;;
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IN 1870 DENIED.
THE ALLEGED CONFESSION IN

THE ALLEGED

any
it true that in July,
Q.
July, 1870, you
you confessed to your
your husband any
Q. Is it
Beecher
with
Mr.
A.
No.
?
Beecher?
act or acts of impropriety
impropriety
wrongs of criminal intimacy
intimacy with Mr.
any wrongs
Q.
Q. Did you
you admit to him any
sir.
Beecher at other places
No, sir.
places ?? A. No,

summer of
please state what conversation occurred in the summer
Now please
Q.
Q. Now
1870, along
July, between you
you and your
your husband
1870,
along about the month of July,
my statement not that I
rv;-lation to that subject.
\'ell, I said in my
in relation
subject. A. Well,
had made a
a confession similar to that which Catharine Gaunt had
one time,
made at any
many conversations
time, but that I had said things
things in many
any one
story as,
gathered up
up just
out of which there might
as,
just such a story
might have been gathered
point, I felt that she
Gaunt's up
up to aa certain point,
reading Catharine Gaunt's
on
on reading

had told.
Schoharie had you
your husband from Schoharie;
Q.
Q. You wrote a letter to your
you at
No, I had not
through ? A. No,
life of Catharine Gaunt through?
that time read the life
not;
;

point, and being
I had read the life
life of Catharine Gaunt to a certain point,
being

myself, I sat down and wrote
it in regard
touched very
very strongly
regard to myself,
strongly with it
this letter to Theodore.

—

Had you
Mr. Winslow
Vms1.ow-IIad
you at that time any
any reference to adultery,
adultery, or
thought
No, sir.
thought of it? A. No,
What did you
to ?
you refer to?
A. I will try
answer that question
Q.
Q. What
try to answer
question;
feeling of my
the one
one absorbing
life has been Theodore Tilton
Tilton;
my whole life
absorbing feeling
any human being,
Beecher, I assure you,
nor any
ever
neither Mr. Beecher,
you, nor
being, has ever
for
taken away
away from that one
him
but
one fact,
must
say
I
love
that
I
fact, my
him;
my
say
helpfulness in my
felt
great helpfulness
own soul from having had the friendfelt very
my own
very great
having
people, as many
Beecher, and also of other people,
ship
men.
women as men.
ship of Mr. Beecher,
many women
_

;

—

You stated that in the summer
Mr. Hill
Him,-You
summer of 1870 you made confesyou
sion in respect
Gaunt, and that you
no one
one
respect to Catharine Gaunt,
you made it at no
time ? A. No
time?
gathered up
not; I think that Theodore gathered
No; I did not
up from all
our
our talks that summer that I really found in Mr. Beecher what I did
really
summer
;

;

him he got
gave it
it to him
that, I know
him;
got that,
know; I gave
him; but I often
had given
me what you
given to me
others, I
you give
give to others,
say I should find in you
dare say
Beecher."
you what I find in Mr. Beecher."
;" what did you
Q.
you spoke
spoke of your
your " sin ;"
Q. In your
your Schoharie letter you
you
mean
mean by that
that?
?
A.
Theodore's
nature
felt, on
Theodore's
being
a
proud
one, I felt.
a
on
by
being
proud one,
reading
book, that I had done him wrong, that I had harmed him
reading that book,
wrong,
taking any
in taking
one else in any way, although, on
looking it
it over,
any one
over, I do
any way, although, on looking
not find in

;

;

;

said,
Theodore, if
if you
said, ""Theodore,
you

"

not think but that I should do it
it has been so much to
it again,
again, because it

my

my soul.
Taking any
Q.
if I had
Q. Taking
any one else in what respect
respect?? A. I do not think if
known as
as much as I do now
encournow of Tilton that I should ever
ever have encour-

aged Mr. Beecher's
acquaintance
Beecher's acquaintance;
aged

doing it,
I think I did wrong
wrong in doing
it, inasmuch as it
it hurt Theodore
much
myself underas I can
can make myself
; I do not know as
;

;

:
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in
I mean
mean when II say
I was
was aroused in
stood but do you
stood;
say that I
you know what I
I
self-assertion
I
never knew before with
self-assertion
which
had
a
I
that
I
myself—
myself-that
was always
always a
a damper between me
me and Theodore, but
there was
Theodore there
Theodore;
there never vas
me and Mr. Beecher;
Beecher with Mr. Beecher II had
was between me
;

;

;

of consciousness of being
being more;
more; he appreciated
me as Theodore
sort of
appreciated me
did
myself another woman;
woman ; II felt
felt that he respected
felt myself
not II felt
did not;
respected ine;
me II
a
a

;

;

in
think Theodore never saw
saw in

me what

me

Mr. Beecher did.
did.

—

SAGE-D0
Mr. Sage
say that Theodore put
Do you
you mean to say
put down self-respect
self-respect
it up
in
lifted it
you while Mr. Beecher lifted
in you
felt a bit
bit of
Yes; II never felt
up?? A. Yes
embarrassment with Mr. Beecher, but to this
this day
day II never could sit
sit
;

down with Theodore without being
selllconscious and feeling
his sense
being self-conscious
feeling his

of
inequality with him.
of my
my inequality

WHAT THE

JUST IVHAT

IVAS.
SIN WAS.

—

Mr. `WrNsLoW-W'ill
Winslow Will you
state, in
you state,
words, what was
was that sin
in a few Words,
sin
of in
which you
I felt
letter?? A. II do not think that I
you spoke
in that letter
felt that
spoke of

anything
was due to my
more than giving
giving to another what was
my husanything more
band-that
band
that which he did not bring
bring out, however.
"Ihen you
him, what do you
refer to?
to ?
you speak
speak of what was due to him,
Q. When
you refer
I
think
feel
sin
about
A. Why,
I
do
I
feel
any
great
sin
all of
not
I
my
nature
Vhy, the all
nature;
any
great
ofmy
it was
it

—

;

it
it now.

By
By

let your
your affections,
affections,
Mr. HILL-Do
thought you
you let
Hill— Do you
you thought
mean that you
you mean
Beecher
and so
for
Mr.
unduly,
so
for
your regard,
out
respect,
go
unduly,
your
regard, or your
go
your respect,
felt that, because
censured yourself?
yourself? A. No, sir;
sir; II do not think II ever felt
or

I did not think I harmed Theodore in
in his pride
pride
in that
I
that; II harmed him in
life at all;
by allowing
all; I
I think that
my life
any one
else to enter into my
one else
by
allowing any
;

was sin.
sin.

mean to be understood
you do not mean
your sin, you
Q. When you
you speak
speak of your
let me
me tell
as going
little more:
more
going further than that
tell you
you a little
that?? A. No
No;; let
me
Theodore,
accusations, would often talk to me
up to that time,
Theodore, up
time, in his accusations,
I
said
he
knew
about
hour
me the effect
effect
that
carried
by
he
show
the
to
me
by

nearly crazy
my personal
I would become nearly
gentlemen, and I
crazy
my
personal presence
presence with gentlemen,

my

in my conscience;
no one
one who
conscience he would say
say that he knew there was no
"
carried such an
an influence as I did;
say, " Theodore, I do not
did I
I would say,
;

;

think that is
is a fact;
fact if
if I did,
did, I would never
never speak
speak to another
all my
life."
all
my life."
;

influence ?
Q.
Q. Did he define that influence?

man

man

in
in

inA. He said I had a sensual in~

fluence
myself while
fluence; I used to become impregnated
impregnated with this idea of his myself
;

under his influence,
influence, and I wondered if
it over
it was so,
if it
so, and would think it
and over;
try
me in that way by the hour, and try
over he would often talk to me
way by
to persuade
me that it
it was
persuade me
was true;
true and then, when I used to get
get out from
under his influence,
felt that way
influence, I was
was perfectly
perfectly sure that no
no man
man ever felt
way
toward me.
me.
Mr. SAGE-Was
Sage Was there in the sin which you
anything that
you referred to anything
;

;

.

—

;
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was
was giving to Mr. Beecher any affection that bewas unjust,
unjust, or that was
giving
any
longed
to
husband?
A. No,
your
husband
No, sir
?
wifely feeling
feeling
longed
sir; I think that the wifely
your
which II gave
gave to my
pure as anything
give
my husband was pure
anything that II could give
him ; there was
nothing more
was nothing
more than coniidence
hiin
confidence and respect
respect which
;

;

gave to Mr. Beecher,
if they
Beecher, and I teach my
they
gave
my daughters
daughters that if
given to mine they
give to their husbands what I have given
they will
will do enough
give
enough;

I

like to have you,
you, gentlemen,
I would like
gentlemen, realize how very
very severe that was
it has been day
to me,
week the
me, because it
day after day
day and week after week-the

—

effect of my
that that was the effect
my presence
upon persons
it made
presence upon
persons; it
me to distress myself
me sick and caused me
me
it kept
me in embarrassmyself; it
kept me
thing to live
live under.
it was a.
a hard thing
ment
ment; it

hearing
hearing

;

;

;

—

it make you
Cleveland Did it
feel that you
you feel
Mr. CLEVELAND-Did
you were beneath him,
him,
will tell
equal? A. Oh, certainly;
and not his equal?
tell you
little incident
alittle
certainly; II will
you a
feeling in regard
explain this feeling
my personal
to explain
(my presence
presence
regard to my
personal appearance
appearance (my
know) ; I had often been invited to go
mean, II know)
was always
was
go with him to
always mean,
and, very
very much against
against my
will, I
my will,
meet his friends,
I have gone:
never
friends, and,
gone; I never
appear as
never could dress as other ladies
a3 a lady;
could appear
lady; of course I never
my taste
was not my
did
them,
taste; and when I have been there with them,
did; that was
"
desire,
he
has
at
his
own
to
own
turned
around
me
me and said,
"I
going
would
I
desire,
said,
going
if you
by my
you were not by
give $500 if
was so insignifiinsignifiside," meaning
my side,"
meaning that II was
give
cant that he was ashamed of me
me; and I remember perfectly
perfectly in two or
going to hotels,
being short of stature was
three instances of going
was
hotels, where my
my being
trial to him,
said, "I
"I wish you
you would not keep
a
a dreadful trial
him, and he said,
keep near
if I had not been invited by
me
me;"" II would not have gone
him, and I
gone if
by him,
him, dear friends ; and I would have cut
did not go
go save to accompany
accompany him,
taller
arm to have been five
tive inches taller;
he seemed to be unoff my
oil"
my right
right arm
as the Lord made me
I
I
I
willing
that
I
do
should
be
not know what else
me;
willing
was a large company
was ; one occasion I remember very
very well
it was
it
well; there was
large company
all his friends
friends-a
our house;
house they
gathering of
a gathering
of friends at our
they were all
people and he particularly
particularly requested
woman's
me not to come
woman's rights
come
rights people-and
requested me
night it
me that he did not want
near him that night;
it was very
very evident to me
mean to state,
comparisons made between us
seems very
very mean
it
state, but it
us; that seems
comparisons
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

hurt

me
me

very much to know it.
it.
very
MR.

TILTON7S

ADMISSION TO HIS WVIFE.

Hill— In July,
you any
Mr. HILL-In
1870, had you
July, 1870,
any conversation with Mr. Tilton
sir, I had.
own habits and his associations?
own
associations ? A. Yes,
Yes, sir,

regard tohis
to his
in regard

always
He had always
was the character of this conversation?
What was
conversation ? A. He
Q.
Q. IVhat
converall
all these converin
and
his
me
opened
his
me
freely
thoughts
to
heart
very
thoughts
very freely opened
matf
no matme no
never had a thought without telling
sations, for II think he never
telling me;
thought
dismany disgreat many
it hurt, he would tell
it, and he made a great
tell it,
ter how
bow much it
;

closures to

me

me

life that summer.
of his life
summer.

Q. Did he make any
Q.
any
sir.
ladies ? A. Yes,
ladies?
Yes, sir.

confession to you
criminality with other
you of criminality
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sir.
was about July,
tiiat was
say that
you say
July, 1870 '?Z A. Yes, sir.
Q. And did you
you confessed
says you
have noticed his statement in which he says
You
Q.
Q.
was
say that the confession was
you say
time and you
adultery to him about that time;
adultery
I
that his
mean
lt was;
I do not mean
_-S.. It
was
A.
you
?
him
to you?
from
the other way
way-from
;

—

;

me referred to
one; his talk with me
confession at that time referred to one
mind
what to do in
my
was
up
making
I
was
when
I
time
the
making
up
my
was
was
it
several ; it
state, and in
in conperson who had reached such a state,
a person
with
living
to
regard
living
regard
said
he
lie
wished
he
me
me to
into
grown
had
he
ideas
into;
grown
nection of those
lecturing or anywhere
away from home on lecturing
was away
anywhere
understand that when he was
if he desired the gratification
gratification of himself he would
visiting with friends,
friends, if
;

;

visiting

`

do it,
it.

published statement, where you
refer to in your
you refer
your publisliedstatement,
Q.
Q_ State what you
wherereferyou
impressions with relerspeak of your
your going
people to correct impressions
speak
going to other people
The world
you?? A. Therworld
anticipated you
finding that he had anticipated
ence to him,
him, and finding
t0 kU0W
it; he
seem to
know it?
not sewn
about him; he did ll0t
filled with slanders ^about
was filled
he
I
lie declared that I
so
me, and he said so;
came from ine,
thought everything
thought
everything came
upon my
my
him, and he insisted upon
about
him,
talk
all
this
of
all
was the originator
originator
correcting
impressions.
correcting these impressions.
A. Yes.
tl1e summer
summer of 1870?
you remember that that was in the
Q. Do you
;

give you
I will give
you one
one instance which occurred with Elizabeth so-and-so.
"
you to
me, and II want §'0l
against me,
Said he,
woman has been talking
lie, " That woman
talking against

immediately did.
Well, I immediately
it."
go
her, and put
put an end to it."
Vell,
go around and see her,
her, and said that
The next day
call on
on her,
day I put
on my
put on
my things
things and made aa. call
I was
was surprised that she should add to the stories already in circulation
I
surprised
already

—

-that
it for
that I should have thought
thought that she would have avoided doing
doing it
"
my
Besaid, " Mrs. Tilton,
didn't ?
Tilton, do you
sake; and she said,
my sake
you know why
why I dirln't'?
;

cause the night
your husband had told stories ofyourself
of yourself to such
night before your
and such a person,
person, that came
came to me
alme directly,
and
was
was
going to alI
not going
directly,
low an accusation of that character to stand against
against you."
you." _I
I found
where II went not only
only the accusation,
now
accusation, but the details which he has now
published.
published.

Mr. Sage—
S.GE-H6
He was charging
charging you
was
same crime that he was
you with the same
A. Yes;
Yes and it
it was
was a very
very singular
singular thing
thing for him
to do;
do I would go
go back from these calls utterly
say
utterly speechless;
speechless I could say
I10
more to þÿih
no IHOYB
these,
¬S@
people, and I said to him. "'I'heodore.
"Theodore, what made you
people,
you

committing himself?
committing

;

;

send

me

me

;

"

there ?if "

He would deny
deny that

as were
were attributed to

him
him;
:

things
he had ever said any
any such things

there was
was no talking
talking with him

he
;-he
;

very
was very
was

unreasonable.

DEXIALS
DEXIALS

OF SPECIFIC IMPROPRIETIES.
IMPEOPEIETIES.

—

Mr. Hilt
by
HILL-I
I want to call your
your attention to the allegation
allegation made by
your
scene in Mr.
published statement with respect
respect to a scene
your husband in his published

Beecher's house,
Beecher's
engravings,
were looking
you were
looking' at engravings,
house, wherein he states that you
and that there was
was an
an improper
improper caress
any truth in that?
that ?
was there any
caress; was
;

;
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sir
I said in my
A. No,
it was
was not true
No, sir;
you must conmy statement that it
true; you
my public
public statement a
a part
sider my
ot' my
part of
my testimony.
testimony.
When ¬Il
Mr. Winslow
þÿ"VINSLOW-~\'l)
did you
Hrst learn ol'
of that
that?? A. In 'l`heodore's
Theodore's
you first
;

;

—

statement.

—

Hill— Let me
By Mr. Him.-Let
your attention to another charge-that
me call your
charge that he
By
Tilton)
yourself
and Mr. Beecher in the second-story
discovered
(Mr.
Tilton)
yourself
(Mr.
second-story
bedroom of
I also deny.
ot' your
house?? A. That 1
deny.
your house
deny that it
it was
was as he stated it,
Q.
Q. Do you
you deny
it, or do you
you deny
deny that he
He
there
found
A.
us
there?
us
often
?
in
our
found you
common
common
sitting-room,
you
sitting-room,
and he has invited Mr. Beecher there
was up
there; my
my writing-desk
writing-desk was
up there,
there,
;

we
we

more
more

often than in the parlor,
great deal;
deal Mr.
parlor, a great
everybody else went up
Greeley
there
there
were foldingwere
Greeley and almost everybody
up there;
foldingdoors between the bedroom and the sitting-room,
were almost
sitting-room, and they were
and

sat there

;

;

they

always open,
was locked was
was genergeneralways
open, and the door which Mr. Tilton said was
we entered the room
locked, and we
ally locked,
room by the other door leading from the
ally
by
leading
sitting-room.
hall into the sitting-room.
you recollect an
an occasion when Mr. Beecher was
Q.
Q. Do you
was in either of
rooms, and Mr. Tilton came
came to the hall entrance of the bedroom
these rooms,
bedroom??
Yes, because that has been the
A. Yes,

one thing
thing that he has always
always talked

one

about to me.
mc.

Explain that occurrence? A. Well,
Q.
Q, Explain
Well, I think Theodore had been
with us
us for quite a
season that morning;
quite a little season
out; Mr.
morning; he had gone
gone out;
was sitting
large chair,
Beecher was
up a small one
chair, and I had drawn up
one;
sitting in the large
Mr. Beeeher
Beecher had in his hand a little manuscript
manuscript that lie
was* going
he was
going to
read ; II do not remember what it
it was
bedroom, to
from the bedroom
was; the door from,
the hall was
sitting-room
was shut,
shut, and I had shut the door leading
leading from the sitting-room
;

;

was
open I had no
no sooner done that
was usually
usually kept
kept open;
(which
were playing in
(which I did to keep
keep out the noise of the children that were
playing
the hall)
hall) and sat down by
Mr. Beecher,
came
ot`Mr.
Beecher, when Theodore came
by the side of
to the hall,
hall, which

;

to the other door;
elapsed since he went out.
door; not five minutes had elapsed

Was there any
Q.
Q. \'as
any hesitation
slightest.
slightest.

in

A. Not the

opening
opening the door?

Were the folding
were wide open.
Q. Vere
Q.
No; they
folding doors closed? A. No;
they were
open.
The door leading
was locked
was
locked; but that was
leading to the hall from the bedroom was
;

My closing
was seldom closed,
closed,
closing the other door,
door, which was
My
perhaps
perhaps did make Theodore suspicious.
suspicious.
Was Mr. Beecher flushed when Theodore came
came in? A. Not
Q.
Q. Vas
not uncommon.
uncommon.

at all.
all.

Q. At what time in the day
Q.
day

did that occur?
occur ?

A. About 11 or 12

o'clock.
o'clock.
was there and left you, and returned
Q. He was
Q.
you,

in five
iivc minutes or
or less
less??

A. Yes.

was there,
was there,
up-stairs
you
Theodore was
Q.
there, up-stairs;
there, arid you
Q. Mr. Beecher was
together, and Theodore went out
were
there all
all of you
sitting together,
were there;
were sitting
you were
and came
five minutes
it was
was not more
more than that.
came back in five
minutes?? A. Yes
Yes; it
;

;

;
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A SLAVE
SLAVE TO HER
HER HUSBAND'S
HUSBAND'S WILL.

A

Tell us
us with regard
regard to the paper
paper which Mr. Tilton says
Q.
Q. Tell
says you
you wrote
December, 1870, wherein you
you stated that Mr.
Beecher had been guilty
guilty of improper
improper approaches
approaches to you?
Well, the
you ? A. Vell,
to him the latter
latter part
of
part of

paper
I wrote then was
was only
only a couple
far as I
couple of lines,
I can
can
paper which I
lines, so far
remember. It
It was
was written,
written, as I
I have told
told you
you already,
already, at aa time when
I
was pretty
I was
If ever I was
my mind. If
it was
by
was worried,
was by
pretty nearly
nearly out of my
worried, it
this
But what Theodore made me
this constant talking.
talking.
tell
me write II cannot tell
am conscious of doing it
am
I am
very many
many occasions;
occasions; I
on very
am
doing it on
for Mr. Tilton many
conscious of writing
writing for
his dictation,
dictation, or
things under his
many things
copying
off and giving
giving them to him.
copying them off

to this
this day;
day I
I
;

—

Mr. I'1NsLow-Things
Winslow Things that were false?
A. Oh, yes;
false ?
yes that is
is why
why II
expect before you
appear utterly
forlorn.
expect
you to appear
utterly miserable and weak and forlorn.
What did he say
say to you
you write them?
them ? A. He had
Q. W'hat
you to make you
in
very
great
embarrassments
in
every
way
especially
time, when
great
very
every way-especially at that time,
social scandals were
these social
were upon
upon him.
if you
What benefit did he tell
tell you
come if
you would make these
Q. Vhat
you would come
;

—

statements?
statements ?

A. He said this
this statement was
help him in the matter
was to help

with Mr. Bowen;
Bowen II did not understand how it
it was
but, instead of going
was; but,
going
it, he went to Mr. Moulton with it,
it, and that quite
to Mr. Bowen with it,
quite
;

;

startled me.
me.

—

ILIILI.-YOU
You
Mr. Hill
sir.
Yes, sir.
Yes,
tell
Q.
Q. Can you
you tell
was
Q. If there was
false ?
true or false?

say that the paper
paper was about two lines
lines long?
long ?
say
us

what was

anything
anything

in it?
in

A.

A. No, sir.
sir.

in
it which reflected on
in it
on Mr. Beecher,
it
Beecher, was it

A. False.

any improper
improper suggestions
suggestions or request
Q. Did Mr. Beecher make any
request to
it
I
have
done
Why,
utterly
false
no,
sir
it
was
I
many
things
you
?
A.
no,
sir;
false;
IVhy,
utterly
many things
you?
like
paper.
like signing
signing that paper.
it that you
off
How happened
happened it
things copying off
you did these many
Q. How
many things-copying
for you,
say
statements which Mr. Tilton had prepared
you, and which you
you say
prepared for
on your mind ?
were
? A. I
operated on
I
false
what was
was the influence that operated
were false-what
your
it; I
why II did it;
I do not know why
it;
always been unable to account for it;
have always
if I am
there is
is a
power that Theodore has over me,
a certain power
especially if
am
me, especially
me when I
hardly ever came
came to me
was in any
any other condition
I was
sick
sick; and he hardly
" Well,
very frequently
Well, it
frequently would say
it
I very
to do anything
sort, and I
say:
anything of that sort,
little to me;
if you
me; I shan't
shan't be here very
very long
long anyway,
anyway, and if
you
matters very
very little
;

;

—

—

;

"

:

will do it."
it."
me
me to do this,
this, II will
a condition of mind on
Winslow Had you
on this occaMr. ¥Vn<sr.ow-Had
you arrived at a
sir.
sion in which you
A. Yes,
your will?
will ?
you could not exercise your
Yes, sir.
will altogether
altogether that influenced you?
it his will
Q.
Q. Was it
you? A. Yes.
will was
was not acting?
one or two
feel that your
acting? A. I did;
Q. Did you
did; one
Q.
your will
you feel
regard to the
that with regard
letters
letters that I sent West will bear witness to that-with

want

—

—
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same matter.

I wrote a
a letter to Mrs.

same

i-

one ten minutes,
minutes, and in
in one

a statement just
the next ten minutes I wrote another letter to her with a
statementjust

was written under Mr. Tilton's
first was
contrary to that of the first
'l'ilton's
first; the first
contrary
having
written,
myself:
after
I
to
said
influence
written,
influence;
having
myself: " Why,
Vhy, I have stabbed
Beecher," and I wrote in the second letter: "For
"For God's
God's sake don't
Mr. Beecher,"
don't
listen to what I said in the first."
first."
;

"

;

TWO
TWO

LINES WRITTEN
IVRITTEN IN DECEMBER.
DECEMBER.

suggested the words of that two-line letter in 1870
Who suggested
1870??
Q.
Q. IVho
hardly any
any mind or consciousness in those days.
Tilton ; I had hardly
days.

A. Mr.

;

or did he suggest
suggest them
them??
Q.
copy, or
Q. Did he write the words for you
you to copy,
it; I have never written a
copied it;
a
He always
A. He
always wrote the letter and I copied
small
very
regard
matter,
except
one
letter,
one
to
this
own
in
letter of my
own
matter,
letter,
except
very
my
regard
mother; I do
was with regard
about which I desire to confess
it was
confess; it
regard to my
my mother;
gave her a
seen it
or not
it or
not know whether she has seen
not; in that letter I gave
entirely
were
wrote
that,
but
the
others
were
cruel
stab
I
very
that,
stab;
entirely of Mr.
very
;

;

;

Tilton's concocting.
concocting.
'1'ilton's

.

—

you to write those letters,
Sage When ¬H
Theodore desired you
Mr. þÿSAGE-Vh
letters, which
wrote, and you
copied,
were
you
much
under the inso
he dictated and wrote,
were
so
in~
you copied,
you
fluence of his will that you
no power
never
you had 110
power of your
your own? A. I never
was about.
my will when he was
exerted my
any power
or did his will so dominate you that
Q. Had you
will, or
Q.
power of will,
you any
you
obliged to act under his
were obliged
you
A. I have often thought
his??
you were
thought whether

any power,
a inesmeric
was :1
I had any
mesmeric condition brought
power, or whether his was
brought to
certainly was
me I certainly
was indifferent to any act that I was
bear upon
was doing,
doing,
upon me;
any
as he willed me
me to do.
except to do as
except
;

Hill— Was that statement prepared
Mr. HILL-Vas
your sickness at the
prepared during
during your
time of your
1870?? A. Yes, sir.
sir.
miscarriage in 1870
your miscarriage
'l`hen
Q. Then
Q.

this peculiar
peculiar influence of Mr. Tilton over
over you,
you, to which
wtiich you
you

aggravated by
refer, was
was aggravated
condition ?
refer,
by your
your physical
physical condition?

Yes
Yes;

A.

;

never
I never

see the
light again.
expected
thelight
expected to see
again.

Winslow— Was that letter addressed to anybody
Mr. V1xsLow-Was
anybody??

A. It

was
a
was a.

mere statement.

mere

say what he was
was going
Q.
it ?
was
? A. He said he was
Q. Did he say
going to do with it
it
use
going
to
use
it if
if he wanted it
me to understand that it
it regoing
it; he gave
gave me
ferred to his difficulties
difficulties with Mr. Bowen.
Q.
Yes, sir;
sir' I had
sick-bed?? A. Yes
Q. Did you
you write that letter from your
E'our sick-bed
pen and paper
ink,
brought to me.
me.
ink, pen
paper brought
;

r

1

lying down or sitting
Q. Were you
Q.
you lying
sitting up
up?? A. Lying
Lying down.
it in the daytime or in the evening ?
Q.
Q. Was it
daytime
evening? A. In the night.
night.
Q.
importune you
Q. How long
long did Mr. Tilton importune
you for this letter?

minutes it
it was
About five minutes;
was a matter of indillerence
indifference to
;

gave it
or not.
it or
gave

me
me

A.
whether I

;;
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STORRS.
STORKS.

—A

as we understand, by you to
letter
Mr. HILL-A
letter was
was written,
M-ritten, as
Hill
to Dr.
Dr.
by
of Dr. Storrs.
Vill
the circumstance
for the
describe the
Storrs.
Will you
you describe
the use of
or for
Storrs, or

tell what was
the time
it was
to you at
time??
under which it
was written, and tell
was said
said to
at the
" a
three or four
four months writing
writing what he called
called "a
A. Theodore had been three
"

roll two or
was written
written on foolscap,
foolscap, and it
it made a.
a roll
or
to
to me
me one
one morning
morning after
after
breakfast in
in the
the presence
parlor, in
presence of
of Mr. Carpenter,
in the parlor,
stayed
breakfast
Carpenter, who had stayed
in about 'fifteen
at
our house over
said that
that in
fifteen minutes he wanted
over night,
at our
night, and said
Dr. Storrs by
to meet Dr.
by appointment,
appointment, and that he had a letter
letter on
on which
this whole story,
would hinge
show it,
hinge this
it, and that
story, and that he wanted to shov
sign it;
it; I
allow him to
to copy and sign
I never would allow
me to
to read that
he wanted me
little fragments,
did not believe
in little
me except
except in
believe in
to me
in it
story
fragments, because II did
it;
story to
I allow
allow the
he wanted Florence to hear
nor would I
the children to hear it;
it
often ; and before
it often
before he had this
this letter, he asked Annie Tilton
often and often
it
Florrie to
into the parlor
and Florrie
to go
go down into
parlor and listen
listen to
to it;
it
they
said no;
no
they said
it was
was my iniiuence
did not care to
story he said
said it
they
to read the story;
they did
my influence that
this morning
made them refuse;
refuse well,
morning he had the letter
letter written;
written it
fills
it ills
well, this
" I Want
want
side of
of my
writing, as
it
he said,
of a note-sheet of
my writing,
as I
I copied
one side
said, "I
copied it;
it is
is the hinge
meaning
you
copy that, because it
hinge of
of the whole matter,"
matter," meaning
you to copy
" Mr.
"true
line of
statement " I
firsts line
of it
it was, "1Ir.
the whole or "
true statement;"
the Hrsb
I think the
Beecher desired
desired me
his wife,'with
implies;"
me to be his
wife, -with all
all that that implies
said,
;" II said,
" I can't
"I
said he,
can't write that;"
something aa great
great deal
deal
that " said
he, ""II must have something
better than I
said I,
now,
write;" said
it;" "Well,
I can write;
I, "I
"I cannot write it;"
Well, now,
;
it
true statement ; " it

three
or
three or

was

in diameter;
diameter he came
inches in
came
more inches
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

"

" that is
Elizabeth," said
said he, "that
is not
come, Elizabeth,"

is
is

"

"

said
after all
said
after
all;"
;

anything
anything
"

not true,
?
true, and what will
will Mr. Beecher say
say?"

I, "it
"it
I,

There stood Frank Car-

there was the writing-desk
parlor, and
penter
right by
by my
in the parlor,
side
penter right
my side;
writing-desk in
he said
fifteen minutes, and I
it.
said that I
I had but fifteen
I sat down and wrote it.
;

—

Mr. v1NSI.0W_"7hat
"Wixslow What use was he going
it ?
going to make of
of it?

A. He was
was

going to take it
it to Dr. Storrs.
going
Q. Why
Why did he want to show

it
don't think he
it to Dr. Storrs?
Storrs ? A. I
I don't
gave
any reason, except
him
appointment with him;
an appointment
gave any
except that he had made an
he said the whole story
all right,
exception that he wanted
story was all
right, with the exception

something from me.
me.
something
it true, as Mr. Tilton says,
Is it
says, and as he said
said before this committee,
Q. ls
that you
you wanted to make a stronger
made ? A. It
stronger statement than he made?
is absolutely
is
I thought
absolutely false;
false
it
thought it
strong as it
wickedly strong
it was dreadfully,
dreadfully, wickedly
was II knew there was
was trouble,
some way
trouble, and I thought
thought it
it would in some
Was;
way
serve Theodore,
was the
Theodore, and bring
bring peace
household; he said that was
peace to his household
best way
fix it
way he could fix
was some
it was
some scheme to get
get him out of the
it; it
;

;

;

;

Voodhull trouble.
Woodhull
say that it
it would get
"Woodhull trouble?
get him out of the Voodhull
Q. Did he say
A. He said that the writing
would but whether
writing of the whole statement would;
he said so that morning
morning or not II don't
don't know.
;

;
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What part
part did Mr. Carpenter
Carpenter take in this? A. No part; he
Q.
Q. Vhat
part;
fire and looked on
stood by
me one
one way
by the iire
on; he did not advise rue
way or the
other.
;

Carpenter says
left the room
room and readily assented to it;
Q. Mr. Carpenter
says you
you left
readily
it;
did you
you leave the room
room??
A. No,
No, sir;
sir
there are three parlors
parlors; he stood
in the back parlor
parlor by
by the tire,
fire, and I went to the desk in the middle
;

;

room.

room.

Was Theodore with you
any ofthe
Q.
of the time?
time ? A. Part of the time.
Q. Vas
you any
say you
you told Mr. Tilton you
Q. You say
you could not write that letter;
letter
was
Q.
was
;

that conversation before you
went to the desk?
you went
room,
room, before I took my
my seat at the desk.

A. It was
was in the middle

Q.
conversation, or your
objection to
Q. Could Mr. Carpenter
Carpenter hear your
your conversation,
your objection
the letter when you
No, it
was a
it?? A. No,
it was
a conversation in
you made it
a low tone of voice.
a

writing
writing

THE
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THE LETTER
LETTER ADMITTED.
ADMITTED.
year?
Q.
Q. Have you
you seen Dr. Storrs within a year?
his study.
study.

A. I went

to see
see him at

was that? A. About a week after he called the Council
Q. When was
Q.
Council; I
had been in considerable trouble about this letter of mine,
mine, and knowing
knowing
that Dr. Storrs had seen
seen it.
one morning,
it. I went one
morning, without consultation
alone, and asked Dr. Storrs to hear me
with Theodore,
'l`heodore, alone,
me; he could not
appointed the next morning,
that morning,
morning, at 9 o'clock,
o'clock, for an
an
morning, but he appointed
interview
was a
a little while before the session of the Council
interview; that was
Council; I
saw him all
saw
all alone
before,
alone; I told him I went to his church the Sunday
Sunday before,
and that I meant
meant to have seen
seen him there and asked an
an interview then,
then,
and he said that he
never saw
on Sunday
saw any one
any one on
church; then I
Sunday after church
he never
I had been very
told him I
very little
little to church,
lately, but that my
daughter
church, lately,
my daughter
enjoyed his services,
had attended his church and enjoyed
services, and I thanked him
(he had introduced her into his Sunday-school);
for
Sunday-school)
ibr his kindness to her (he
say
on purpose
to
him
that
I told him that I had called on
to
there was
was a
a
purpose
say
him, as I understood,
understood,
letter in the statement which Mr. Tilton showed him,
that I had written,
written, and that I wanted him
comhiin to know that I had not coinposed
that
letter,
and
was
any
way
that
the
author
it
it
was
not
of
in
was
it
it
was
letter,
posed
any way;
false, and that it
it was
was added to the statement in order to have some
some word
false,
from mc;
me and said,
me Dr. Storrs looked up
said, ""II wish I had known
up at me
ago, because on
on that letter alone I believed Mr. Beecher to
a week ago,
that a
be a
a guilty
guilty man."
letter ?
a letter?
Did he inquire
came to copy
"YINSLOW-Did
Mr. Winslow
copy such a
inquire how you
you came
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

A. No.
ifII
No he wanted to know if
explain to him
Did you
you explain
him?? A. No;
Mr. HiLir—
HILL-Did
a fearful
it was
was a
done I said I did
great sin I had done;
knew of the great
did; he said it
said, " Yes,
thing,
Yes, I realize it
it; I have frequently
frequently done such
thing, to which I said,
;

;

;

"

;

that."
things
as that."
things as
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influence of
to him the
of Theodore upon you
the influence
you?? A.
explain to
Q.
Q. Did you explain
hurry.
was in
in a
a hurry.
at length
sir, not at
length; he was
No, sir,
the simple
for the
that
correcting that
of correcting
to see
see him for
simple purpose
purpose of
Q.
Q. You went to
to see
Dr.
then going
he was
Budington;
Dr.
see
going
to
A.
was
sir;
Burlington;
Yes,
sir;
impression?
impression?
like me
his
to see
see his
me to
I wanted to
further he Would
would like
talk further
to talk
if I
said that if
and he said
;

wife.
wife.
sir.
since ? A. No, sir.
Storrs since?
Q. Have you had any conversation with Dr. Storrs
never met him.
sir
never
Budington ? A. No, sir;
Dr. Budington?
Q. Did you
you know Dr.
Storrs?? A.
Dr. Storrs
to see Dr.
were going
you were
tell Theodore that you
going to
Q.
Q. Did you tell
it out.
out.
soon found it
sir
but he very soon
No, sir;
pubwas publetter which was
HILL-I
to call
attention to a
a letter
Mr. Hill
call your attention
I want to
dated
February
in
his
Brooklyn,
husband
7,
7,
his
lished
in
statement,
February
lished by
by your
Brooklyn,
your
it?? A. No,
did you
to you;
you did
apparently from Mr. Beecher to
1871, apparently
you ever see it
;

;

—

;

sir;

sir

;

I never
never
I

there.
it was
saw it
until it
printed there.
was printed
saw
it until

FOR MR. MOULTON.
HER DISLIKE FOR
to have anyit?? A. I
anyI was never willing
ever hear about it
Q. Did you ever
willing to
I have never
although Mr. Tilton was
thing
to do with Mr. Moulton, although
was; I
thing to
;

I never had anything
him;
been a
anything to do with him;
his house ; I
cordial visitor
visitor at his
a cordial
told me
me that whatever communication I
on these
I had on
early told
Mr. Tilton early
to Mr. Beecher and Mrs. `Woodhull
Woodhull must come
come
in regard
regard to
matters in
"II shall
shall have nothing
any
said, "
through Mr. Moulton
Moulton; but II said,
nothing to do with any
through
if Mr.
shall be trusted as I
I have been hitherto, and if
third party;
party II shall
to me
come
Beecher or any
shall not come
me it
it shall
any one
else has anything
anything to say
one else
say to
Mr.
to
or three times
there
through
Moulton;"
well,
two
came
me
Moulton;"
well,
through
une
letters which purported
papers and letters
come from Mr. Beecher, but II
papers
purported to come
did not look at them, because they
they came
came through
Moulton II did
through Mr. Moulton;
this one, one day
not care anything
day when II was sitting
sitting in
them; this
anything about them
the parlor,
me and said it
it was
parlor, Mr. Moulton brought
very important
brought to me
was a very
important
in that way,
letter
any letter
letter from him in
way, and he said,
said,
letter; II refused to receive any
" let me
"let
it went in
me read it
it to you,"
something, but it
in one
you," and he did read something,
of the other,
ear and out of
was
other, so much so that II do not remember what was
it ; I
did not see the handin it
I know there must have been a letter,
letter, but I did
writing
it in
in my
my hands;
hands after
after readwriting or anything
it; I did not take it
anything about it
it away.
ing it
it he carried it
away.
ing
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

recall anything
letter that he read which makes
Q.
Q. Can you
you recall
anything in the letter
this is
is the one
you
one?? A. I
I remember something
something about his
you think that this
me to have Mr. Moulton as a confidant
urging
only thing
thing that
urging me
confidant; the only
impressed itself
itself upon
upon my
my mind was that Mr. Beecher desired me
me to
impressed
accept Frank Moulton in some way,
way, as in him we
ground;
we had a common ground;
accept
I have a recollection of some
some such statement,
rebelled, in
statement, against
I rebelled,
against which I
the letter
letter which Mr. Moulton read to me.
me.
" My dear Husband-I
letter beginning,
you recollect a letter
beginning, "My
Husband I desire
Q. Do you
to leave with you,
going to bed,
bed, a
a statement that Mr. Henry
Henry
you, before going
;

—
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Ward
me this evening
evening and asked me
Vard Beecher called upon
me if
if I would
upon me
defend him against
against any
a council of ministers," and endany accusation in a
ministers,"
Affectionately, Elizabeth"
ing,
Elizabeth" ?? A. Yes,
is not my letter.
Yes, sir
ing, " Adfectionately,
sir; but that is
"

rnyletter.

;

How was
was it written
written??
Q.
Q. How

A. In the

same
same way
way

those which I have
already explained
no other explanation
explanation for any
any of them
already
explained; I have no
them; that
was written in bed;
bed Mr,
Mr. Tilton vrote
wrote it
it first, and I sat up in my sick-bed
was
first,
up
luysick-bed
as
as

;

;

;

copied it.
it.
and copied

—

Is that true of all
Mr. Cleveland
Cr.EvE1.,ND-Is
all the letters that have that signisignificance ?
A. Yes, sir,
sir, so far as my authorship of them is
ficance?
is concerned.
my authorship
Winslow Was he excited? A. He was
Mr. V1ssLow-Vas
always
was
always very
very much
public difficulties.
excited about his own
own public

—

Q.
Q. Had he been out that

evening?
evening?

."--,
_

`

,

.

_

A. Yes;
he had
Yes; hehad

been to Frank Moult0n's.
Moulton's.

<1

—

Mr.
Hill What time did
Mr.H1LL--`\'liattin1edid
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Vhen he first
Q.
came
msn came
Q When
in, what did he say ?
in,
say? A. I
'

do not_
not remember.

/

'

;

.

v

were
were greatly disturbed.
greatly

;

2

-,LI

get home?
home ? A. My
My
get
nurse
nurse had gone to bed,
bed, and
gone
bed I was
he found me
me in bed;
was
very
nerves
sick, and my
very sick,
my nerves

he

QU

—

Mr.
Mi-. Winslow
What led
v1NSL0w_vh=it1ed
A. His bringbring~
ing
me pen and ink and
me me
Pen
to this act?
act ?
°

V,/ i tyggf r 1,
/7 " , /1? /I'
/Q
'

/f FQKS

6

MISS SUSAN
ANTHONY.
SUSAN B. ANTHONY.
MISS

'

of

paper
paper; he had the letter
already
already written.
;

What did he
Mr. Hill—
HILL--WVhat
say about it? A. Really,
say
Really,
positively tell
you I canI positively
tell you
not remember
felt often
remember; I felt
;

utterly despairat that time utterly
despair-

ing and miserable,
it mattered to me
me but little
little what I did.
miserable, and it
ing
Was it
it when you were
miscarriage ? A. Yes.
Q. Was
Q.
you were sick from a miscarriage?

THE
RETRACTION GIVEN
BEECHER.
THE RETRACTION
MR. BEECHER.
GIVEN TO
TO MR.
evening? A. Yes.
Q. Do you
Q.
you recollect Mr. Beecher calling
calling that evening?
`When?? A. But a few hours before I wrote that letter.
Q.
Q. When
was
you remember that interview with Mr. Beecher
Beecher?? A. It was
Q. Can you
Q.
a
was very
one to the other;
a very similar one
other I was
was half unconscious and was
very
very
ill-prepared
darkened, and the
was all
see either of them
room was
all darkened,
my room
them; my
ill-prepared to see
nurse had gone
hers she opened
gone to hers;
opened the door and said that Mr. Beecher
;

;

;
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.

•

certainly do not know what to tell
tell you
you about that
; I certainly

;

either.

for Mr. Beecher?
some paper
paper for
Beecher ? A. Yes.
Q.
Q. Do you
writing some
you remember writing
Q. Can you
cannot 1I
you recall the contents of that paper
No, II cannot;
paper?? A. No,
;

think it
it was
was to do something
something for him,
somehim, because Theodore had done someagainst
him.
thing
thing against

Q.
ters??
ters

Is it
it true that he said anything
anything to you
you about a council of minisA. I do not remember everything
very
everything about it
it; I have tried very
;

my

to get
get into my mind those scenes,
scenes, but

friends,
hard, dear friends,
hard,

they are utterly
utterly
they
gone
gone out of my
my brain.
tell Miss Anthony
Anthony that
that you
Q.
you had committed adultery
adultery
Q. Did you
you not tell
wrong with Mr. Beecher,
or other wrong
anything to that effect?
A. No,
effect ?
No,
Beecher, or anything
sir.
sir.

ever tell
tell any
being that you
Q.
guilty of
Q. Did you
you ever
any human being
you had been guilty
wrong-doing
Beecher ? A. I never
never voluntarily
voluntarily did so;
so once
once
wrongdoing with Mr. Beecher?
me in Mrs. _-'s's carriage to the house of a lady to
my
my husband took me
carriage
lady
whom he had been telling
me and Mr. Beecher
telling stories about me
Beecher; I went
will
and when we
my will;
against
"II have brought
we got
got there,
said, "
there, he said,
against my
brought
for herself,
speak for
Elizabeth to speak
herself, whether I have slanclered
slandered her,"
her," and I did
him; it
it was
was the same
not deny
deny him;
same thing
thing as when I copied
signed letters
copied and signed
;

;

;

which Theodore had prepared,
prepared, and I am
I do not
am reminded of this;
this
"
it was
know whether it
was treachery, but many times he has said,
said, " You have
treachery,
many
;" he found
gone to Dr. Storrs, and now
now he knows that you
guilty ;"
you are guilty
gone
;

out that I had been to Dr. Storrs,
was very
very angry.
Storrs, and he was
angry.
Vhat did he say?
I do not know ; but he was
was very
say ? A. I
Q. What
Q.
angry, as
very angry,
;

was violent in manner.
manner.
you
may well suppose
be he was
suppose he would be;
you may
always left
left his prespresVas he ever profane?
profane ? A. Very
Q. Was
often; and I always
Q.
Very often
ence when he began
began to swear.
health,
in your
your low state of health,
Mr. CLEVEIiAND_DO
it possible,
Cleveland Do you
you think it
possible, in
when talking
might have left
left the
talking to people
troubles, that you
people about your
you might
your troubles,
something criminally
impression
was something
wrong,
upon their minds that there was
impression upon
criminally wrong,
without intending
ever did;
did I understand
I ever
intending to do so
so??
A. Ido
I do not think I
that.
that Miss Anthony
lady have both reported
Anthony and another lady
reported that I made
full of anguish
confidants of them, and it
have, full
contidants
it came
came in this way;
anguish of
way; II have,
soul,
many times talked freely
one occasion Susan
freely to them
on one
soul, many
them; and on
all night,
Anthony
stayed all
night, and I
I talked with her.
Anthony stayed
;

;

—

;

;

WHAT SHE TOLD

IVHAT SHE TOLD

MISS

ANTHONY.

ANTHONY.

—

about ?
Mr. Hill
Anthony come
come about?
How did that interview with Miss Anthony
HXLL-How

A. In this way:
came with Mrs. Stanton one
way She came
one afternoon to
our
our house,
house, and they
proposed going
going to Mrs. -'s 's to dinner. Mrs.
they proposed
Stanton and my
we
first, early
early in the afternoon,
afternoon, and We
my husband went Hrst,
understood that Theodore was
and
myself
was coming
coming back to bring
Susan
myself
bring
there.
The evening
I was
was not going,
going, however.
evening came,
came, and Miss
:

;
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didn't come,
very much annoyed
Anthony was very
annoyed to think that Theodore didn't
Anthony
stories about 'l`heodo1'e's
Theodore's
evening with stories
all that evening
filled my
and she filled
my mind all
11 o'clock
o'clock ; Mrs. Stanton remained at
came home about ll
infidelities. He came
infidelities.
began in
in a very
very
Vhen Theodore came
came in,
all night.
in, Susan began
Mrs.
ra< -_-'s s all
;\£
night. When
hiin
him
with
after
and
charged
her,
for
not
coming
him
for
chide
to
her,
way
charged
angry
coming
angry way
very angry
angry at
me about ladies
telling me
what she had been telling
ladies; and he grew
grew very
;

'

;

in the
Susan— so much so that she ran up-stairs
Susan-so
up in
up-stairs and locked herself up
thing;
t'o me,
"You have done this thing;
followed, and he said t'o
front room
me, "You
room ; II followed,
;

"
"
said, " I
I
No," II said,
it into her mind ; " " No,"
talking and putting
you have been talking
putting it
you
he
was
was so
that
manner;"
in
against Theodore
mannerg"
never was the one to talk against
first time he threatangry that II feared he would be really
crazy; for the first
really crazy
angry
own room,
room, and was so much excited
ened to strike me
ine; he went into his own
"

;

;

;

apply water to
aud apply
sleep with him and
was alarmed
that I
I was
alarmed; II thought
thought II would sleep
was
safe and
was not safe
;

it
me; she said it
let me;
feet, but Susan would not let
his head and feet.

room and went to bed
that I
I should not stay
him; so II went into her room
stay with him
was he
with her;
her but during
frequently to see how he was;
night II went frequently
during the night
for
night 1I told Susan of my
was restless
sleep, he was
did not sleep,
restless; that night
my alarm for
;

;

;

;

it seemed to
in a state when it
saw his brother in
never saw
Theodore
Theodore; II told her II never
I went on further
crazy
crazy than Theodore then was, and I
being
having seen
seen this exhibition of his,
tell her how he was,
was, she having
to tell
his, of his being
" that he
in the conversation, "that
of his striking
angry,
also, in
her, also,
striking; II told her,
angry, and ofhis
another, and with Mr. Beecher
vith infidelity
infidelity with one and another,
charged me
me with
had charged
his
table,
many
he
at
and
that,
when
lie
sat
particularly,
times, he had said
table,
that,
many times,
particularly,
a similar occaon a
belonged to;
to " on
that he did not know whom his children belonged
there,
Woodhull's being
it by
by Mrs. Voodhull's
I spoke
was aroused to it
sion I
being there,
spoke to -; II was
Clan in and the
visit from Mrs. Clafiin
and by
by being
being very
very much outraged
outraged by
by a visit
two sisters of Mrs. Voodhull,
Woodhull, whom II called the police
police to take away
away;
;

was more
more
me that he was

me

;

"

;

;

1

poured out my
my soul to her.
poured
Claflins away?
away?
Wixsnow-You
police to take the Clatlins
Wixslow
You called the police
vent oft*.
ofil
it went
they seeing
seeing it
A. Yes
Yes; and they

--

sat with me,
me, and I1

—

Mr.

;

—

Hill You say
say that you
your soul to --??
By
you opened
By Mr. Him,-You
opened out your
put
tell her what unjust
Nothing more
more than to tell
unjust accusations had been put
A. Nothing
me by
upon me
my husband.
upon
by my
Anthony take
Q.
Q. Did you
you in each instance with her and with Miss Anthony
never
false ?
it never
A. No
the trouble to say
No; it
say that these accusations were false?
me to do it
persons, and I
occurred to me
it; II took them to be reasonable persons,
if it
even wondering
wondering if
it was
was so.
never thought
thought of their even
an important
important statement of your
your
Q.
Q. I want to call your
your attention to an
you have written out a confession or an
ndmission of your
husband that you
an admission
your
guilt
it through
Beecher, and that you
guilt with Mr. Beecher,
you intended to send it
through your
your
step-father to the church;
church is
is that so
so?? A. Oh,
never heard
Oh, dear no
no; I never
step-father
;

;

;

;

of that before.

was
you ? A. There was
were Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's calls
calls upon
Q.
Q. How frequent
frequent were
upon you?
no regularity
all; I think never oftener than once in three or
regularity in them at all

no

four weeks.

;

;
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far as you
you know, when Mr. Beecher
Q. Was there ever a.a time, so far
as twelve times within five
Eve or six
so
often
six weeks, as Mr.
called upon
you
called
upon you
in his
his statement?
I do not think he called
called as often
statement ? A. I
Tilton alleges
alleges in

I
called
I do not think he can have called

that
that;

as

;

more than once in
in two

more

or

three weeks.

Explain the circumstances under
Q. Explain
get rested from Theodore's
Theodore's
A. II went to get
in
out by
by them; II went to Mrs. --'s,'s, in
for
found
— there ; she had been there for

—

T

;

MB.
mr.

which you
you left
left to go
go Vest?
West ?
constant talkings
tal kings ; I
I
;

Ohio,
Ohio,

was worn

was worn

in
in the tall
fall of 1870,
l870, and

time
some time.

some

.

....

.

.

TILTON,S
tilto:nt 's BOASTS.
boasts.

you a conversation with your
you went West,
jour husband
Vest, had you
Q.
Q. Before you
in
his treatment of her?
her ? A. Yes.
regard to -, and his
in regard
,

A. This came
came out in his
it?
was the substance of it?
Q.
his talks
talks
Q. What was
with me
persons with whom he had been
me about persons
spoke in
in this
this way;
way
been; he spoke
listen to that
always had to hear it,
me listen
.... he made me
that; II always
it, and to hear
;

.

.

.

_

;

all
all sorts of things.
things.

West, and saw
saw _-, did you
you have any
any conversaQ. When you
you went W'est,
tion with her about your
your interview with Mr. Tilton in
in respect
respect to her?
her ?
,

told
A. Yes, and she told

me
me

it was
it

was so;
so she said she often thought
thought of telling
telling
;

it would add to my
my
home, but that she feared it
burdens ; that she tried
was a father to her,
tried to think Mr. Tilton was
her, and did
all that,
mean anything
wrong, and all
that, and that she concluded not to
not mean
anything wrong,
me
me

before she left
left
;

tell
tell me.
and-returned
returned together
York ?
Q.
Q. You and
together to New York?
1

and I talked the matter over as to whether

L

A.

Yes
Yes; Mrs.
;

should stay
stay with

thought she could be a great
great help
help to me
her or myself,
me in my
my state
myself, and II thought
find my
of health,
expected to find
my house as I
health, so she returned with me;
me I expected
;

different
off my
it, but it
it was
was altogether
altogether ditferent;
my husband had sent off
my
it,
my
I was
servants
was
servants; mother said she would remain and oversee matters while I
he took into the house a
left
away
for a few days,
away; she did for
days, and then left;
possession.
middle-aged maiden lady,
lady, and she had entire possession.
middle-aged
What was
was her name? A.
Q. Vhat
talking over these troubles
you iind
find that Theodore had been talking
Q.
Q. Did you
with her so that she was completely
completely possessed
possessed of his ideas about them ??
A. Yes, sir
reason to believe that she ministered to
sir; and I have every
every reason

left
left

;

;

;

;

.
--.

;

in every
every way.
way.
him in
hira
Mr. HILL-Do
Hill Do you
you

—

was
mean
mean in a criminal way?
do I was
Yes, I do;
way? A. Yes,
utterly turned out of house and home;
home when I got
there, there seemed
utterly
got there,
to be no place
soon they
they had not expected
sn soon;
me; they
place for me
they
expected my
my return so
thought II was to remain West all
all winter;
winter; I fonnd
found her at the head of
thought
the table and taking
taking my
my place
place entirely,
entirely, and Mr. Tilton backed her up
up in
;

;

;

;

all
all this ; I
I never
never could have a
a word to say;
me wherever II
say; she followed me
went ; if
if I went into the china closet or anywhere else,
was behind
anywhere else, she was
:

;

14

;
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my
was about;
on
my shoulder to see what I was
about; this went on
was persuaded
persuaded that she had been told to take possession
possession
of the house and occupy
occupy it.
it.
you
recollect
an interview at the breakfast table,
Do
an
Q.
table, referred to
Q.
you
by --, at which you
were grieved
person did in your
your
you were
by
grieved by
by what this person
presence
Yes he sat at the table,
head, and I oppotable, she at the head,
presence?? A. Yes;
opposite,
on
side; Miss --, who was
on one
one side;
was up-stairs,
site, and Theodore and
up-stairs,
come down
had not come
was full
full of feeling,
presdown; II was
feeling, and could eat nothing
nothing; presleft the table,
ently
(the
head) said
Well, I
table, and
said: " Well,
ently I left
(the person
person at the head)
getting crazy;"
is getting
think Elizabeth is
don't
erazy;" and Mr. Tilton said,
said, " 1, don't

me
me looking
looking

over
over

until finally
finally I

was

,

;

-_

,

;

;

"

--

:

"

,

getting demented ?'Z " " No,"
is getting
you think Mrs. Tilton is
No," said L, indigyou
indig"
is
it
a
wonder
to me
is
a
nantly,
but
me that she has not been in the lunatic
lunaticnantly, "but it
"

"

,

or something
or
criticised that remark of
that; Miss
something like that:
Theodore followed me
me into the parlor,
parlor, and said to me
me that I
must discharge
discharge that girl
girl immediately; I
was at the piano at the time
immediately; I was
time; I
piano
frequently
was in trouble,
frequently went there and touched a few notes when I was
trouble,
as a
a sort of relief;
as
spoke to me
me defiantly and violently, and
relief; Mr. Tilton spoke
defiantly
violently,
heard it,
it, and came
---heard
came in and said to him, " You are
are not going
going to
?" He was
on my account ?
was very
scold Mrs. Tilton on
her, and
my
very angry
angry with her,
if I had said that he had guiltily approached her,
asked her if
etc., rather
guiltily approached her, etc.,
boastingly; and she replied
you did,
him. "Yes,
sir, you
"Yes, sir,
did, and you
boastingly;
replied to him,
you know
" at that lie
you
did
took
of
her
threw
he
hold
and
her
against
;
you
wall;
against the wall
after that scene
scene Mr. Carpenter
having
came to ask me
ine about it,
it, he having
Carpenter came
heard of it;
was present, and he said to me,
me, " I wish you
it; Theodore wa3
present.
you to
make that straight
Carpenter," and I immediately
immediately denied it.
malte
it.
straight with Mr. Carpenter,"
a day
she ? A. Yes,
left the house within a
or two,
Q.
two, did she?
Yes, she
Q.
day or
mother's.
my mother's.
went to my
How long
was she absent from the house?
A. She never
never came
Q. How
came
Q.
long was
afterward sometimes she would come
come and stop
stop with me
to stay
me
stay there afterward;

asylum,"
asylum,"

's
--'s;

---

;

;

"

"

"

;

"

i-

;

over
over

night.
night.

PAINFUL
PAINFUL EXPLANATIONS.
EXPLANATIONS.
an interview with her,
Q. She states that she had an
her, in which you
Q.
you said
might go
go away
school, that her expenses
paid do
that she might
away to school,
expenses would be paid;
;

that ? A. Yes,
Yes, sir.
you recollect that?
sir.
you
or any
you had with your
state what interview you
Q. Please stale
Q.
any
your husband or
's going away ?
about --'s
one else about.
came home from a visit
one
going away? A. He came

with Mr.

-_

at Mr. Monlton's
Moulton's house.

He

learned there that Mr.

-

" Something
story, and was
him, and he said,
was using it
had this story,
said, "Something
using it against
against him,
brought
been
stop that girl's
must be done to stop
had
talk."
Mother
brought into
girl's talk."
and
something
write
the matter in some
to
some way, and he wanted me
me
something
way,

give
give

it
it

will
to copy
copy and sign.
sign.
said, "If
I said,
"If you
you will write it I
seamas
seamstreet,
She was
was then at Mrs. -'s,'s, in
street,
if she
He said if
He
He would not allow her to stay
our house.
stay in our

to

-_

take it
it to her."
her."
stress.

--

paper as
as he wanted,
$500 or
would sign
wanted, he would promise
promise her $500
sign such aa paper
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I
"You
said "
You had better not do that;
that but if
if any
any good
year.
I said:
good
$600 aa year.
it be done to educate her;
this trouble,
let it
all this
her " he said,
said,
come out of all
can come
trouble, let
"
in -_-, who has an institution
will send her to Mr. _-, in
institution for
I will
for
Yes, I
"Yes,
for her getI thought
thought at last
last there was
was an
an opportunity
opportunity for
ladies ; " I
getyoung
young ladies
am sure she did not know what she was
was doing
ting
an education
education; II am
doing
ting an
:

;

;

,

"

,

"

;

;

was very
paper
more than II did
any
did; she was
very simple-minded
simple-minded; II handed the paper
any more
sign your
"Just copy
copy that and sign
your name
name to it,"
it," and she
to her,
her, and said, "Just
did right
anything about it;
it
away II do not think she thought
her
right away;
did
thought anything
all that [the
going to school and all
[the paper
mind was
wa3 bent on
on going
paper thus signed
signed
stories told
told about Mr. Tilton's
Tilton's behavior]
behavior] ; afterafterwas a retraction of the stories
was away
me a great
great
ward,
ward, when she was
away at school, Theodore threatened me
" You don't
"You
said
away because of
don't think I sent her away
many
many times, and said:
it was because of the story
I told her about you
story I
own case
I said
my 'own
case; it
you; " I
my
of
the
that
I
not
I
allow
it
very
differently
and
I
would
it
I thought
matter,
thought very diiferently
represented that he sent her away
away because of some
to stand so;
so he represented'
given her about me, whereas it
it was
was directly
directly the consecret that he had given
;

;

;

;

;

:

;

"

;

;

trary.
trary.

—

Mr. CLEVELAND-Where
Cleveland "Where did the money
money come
come from? A. II think
Mr. Moulton furnished it.
it.
Mr. Hill
HILL-What
What was the character of your
your private
private discussions with
Tilton ? A. He would take me
Mr. Tilton?
me into a room and lock the door;
this
door this
he has done days
was
days and days
days; II think the reason he locked the door was
to keep
me locked up all
day long
long
me; he has kept
keep the children from me
kept me
up all day
this has occurred innumerable times
many
it was
was this
this which
time; this
many a time
times; it

—

;

;

;

;

;

life.
wearied my
my life.
Mr. SAGE-While
Sage— While he had you
complete
you locked up,
up, did his mind obtain complete
dominion over yours,
you lost
lost your
will?? A. I think it
own will
it
yours, so that you
your own
did
deal.
did; I suffered a good
good deal.
;

Mr. Hill—
Hxu.--How
How

numerous
numerous were
were those interviews?
interviews ? A. They
They sometimes took place
place two or three times a week.
manner mild and conciliatory
Q. Was his manner
conciliatory or violent?
violent ? A. It varied
according
always bore down upon
according to his moods
upon me
me heavily
heavily in
moods; but he always
the way
way of accusation.
;

Mr. Cleveland—
CLnv1~:LANn_Did
Did you
feel in those interviews that his mind
you ever feel
might
unsettled ? A. I really
did.
might be unsettled?
really did.
Mr. Hill—
HILL-Do
Do you
having an interview with Mr. Beecher
you recollect having
with regard
your domestic difficulties,
regard to your
difliculties, toward the end of 1870, about
the time of Mr. '1`ilton's
Tilton's valedictory in the Independent, one
days
valedictory
Independent, one or two days
before your
sickness ? A. Yes,
Yes, sir.
sir.
your sickness?
'

HER TALK
HER
TALK WITH
WITH

MRS. BEECHER.
BEECHER.

Q. Please state what occurred at that interview? A. I told him I
wanted to talk with him about my
my difficulties
ditiiculties at home;
home he almost inin"
stantly,
saw the character of my
stantly, when he saw
message, said,
said, " Well,
will
Well, I will
my message,
;
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send Mrs. Beecher to you;
you she will be a mother to you;
you tell
tell her all
all that
to say;"
say;" he did not seem
seem to have any
any advice to give
give
particularly
adviser, so
particularly; he preferred
preferred that Mrs. Beecher should be the adviser,
;

;

you
like
you would like
;

he brought
me, at mother's house,
house, and introduced me
brought Mrs. Beecher to me,
me
to her,
moments he left
left me;
me she asked me
her, and after a few moments
me to tell
tell her
story of my
the story
troubles, and inquired
why it
it was
was that I thought of a
a
my troubles,
inquired why
;

thought

separation.
separation.

you go
all your
go over all
your troubles to her
Q.
her?? A. Yes,
Q. Did you
Yes, in a degree;
degree I
told her a good
good deal of the same
same sort of thing that I have told you here
thing
you
;

to-night.
to-night.

you recollect what Mrs. Beechei-'s
Q. Do ymu
Beecher's advice to you
you was?
was ? A. I
think I do,
do, pretty
pretty well
very differently from
well; she looked at the matter very

differently

;

what I did;
did I was
was vacillating in my mind what I should do
said,
vacillating
my
do; she said,
did she know that her husband had been faulty
faulty in that manner,
manner, she
would not live
live with him a
a day;
day she said she had always known Theo;

;

always

;

dore's
dore's

tenderness;
felt a
a little
little uncomfortable in talking to Mrs.
tenderness; I felt
talking
Beecher,
was very
very much prejudiced
prejudiced against
against TheoBeecher, because I knew she was

dore
dore;

;

I

was
was

my

not very
greatly helped
by that interview with
very greatly
helped in my mind by
saw
saw her twice;
twice I thought
thought I had better make my

Mrs. Beecher;
Beecher I only
only
;

mind up
up
it was
it
was a
it
it;
;

my
my

my

;

for myself;
live with him,
thinking
him, thinking
myself; and II finally
finally concluded to live

morbid

state that he

was in,
was
in, and that he would soon
soon get
get out of

talks with Mrs. Beecher were
were long
painful, and I cannot
long and painful,

all that was
recall all
was said.

you recollect whether you
you went back home in consequence
consequence of
Q. Do you
the fact that Mr. Tilton had sent for the children?
children ? A. He had sent for
the children,
children, and he had taken the baby,
baby, and then I went back after
that.
REFUGE AT

HER

CHILDREN,S

GRAVES.

trouble, with reference to
your anxiety
anxiety and trouble,
you did,
did, in your
Q. State what you
Q.
you found her occupying
occupying in your
your
position which you
--, and the position
any one
one in the world;
world she
me more
more than any
house ? A. I think she hurt me
house?
anybody
contempt than anybody
greater contempt
me with greater
was
was more
more severe, and treated me
this Miss

,

;

speak of it
it to my
my
ever did,
did, and to such an
an extent that I could not speak
else ever
it ; I
tell mother about it
any side
husband,
never took any
husband, as he never
side; nor could I tell
trouble, and embarrasall this trouble,
did not feel
feel like revealing
revealing to her all
;

;

place for my
my
was a place
ment,
feel that there was
ment, and humiliation
humiliation; I did not feel
wandering in the
head in that house,
house, and frequently
frequently I went out wandering
streets night
night after night
waterproof cloak on,
my waterproof
on, and
walked, with my
streets;
night I walked,
go back and creep
anywhere, feelwould go
lie down anywhere,
creep into the basement and lie
ing
utterly wretched;
wretched once
once I went away
home, thinking
thinking that I
away from home,
ing utterly
would not come
purse at home,
home, and
come back, but I found that I
my purse
left my
I had left
had to return;
owns alot
a lot in Greenwood, and there I have
return; Mr. Tilton owns
babies I went there with my
on, and with the
two babies;
waterproof cloak on,
my waterproof
;

;

;

;

;
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felt peace;
hood over
graves, and felt
peace I
the two graves,
I
on the
over my
lay down on
my head, and lay
the grounds orhad been there
of the
the keeper
before the
ora little
little while
while before
there but a
keeper of
I did
did not regard
regard his
his order
order
dered me
me off;
paid no
no attention
attention to
to him; I
off; II paid
" I order
until
order you
said, "I
you off
off these
these
until he came
came again
again in
in a
a few moments and said,
;

"

" If
If there
feet and said:
on my
me?? " I
rose on
said
grounds
there is
is
I rose
grounds; do you hear me
my feet
actually
one spot
that is
it is
is these
these two graves
is mine, it
graves ;"" and he actually
spot on earth that
bowed down before
common Workman,
workman,
before me
was a
a common
me in
in apology
apology; though he was
"

:

;

;

;

" I did
it
it was very grateful
did not
it was
was very
said, "I
very hearty,
hearty, and it
grateful to me:
me : he said,
know that
there on
that these were yours;"
left me;
me; II stayed
on the
yours; " and he left
stayed there
little
rest of
of the day.
little graves
graves the
the rest
day.

of that
suffering
Were experiences
that character common
common during
during your
Q. VVere
experiences of
your suffering
in
of Mr. Tilton's
persons into
into your
in consequence of
Tilton's introducing
introducing other persons
your
his treatment of
of you
family,
in consequence
of his
consequence of
no
Yes;; but no
family, and in
you?? A. Yes
one ever knev
same time,
knew it,
it now
time,
it, and I
to tell
tell it
I cannot endure to
now; at the same
;

little of it
I
it as
will all
all think the matter over well,
I trust you will
well, and use as little
you can.

Q.
Q. After Mr. Tilton had
for your
make for
your family
family?? A.

left
did he
left the Independent
provision did
Independent what provision
I
I suffered
suffered very
very much indeed from want
Want; II
;

have sometimes had no fire
Ere ; many
no food,
many and many
many a time II have had no
the winter was
and Theodore has been utterly
indifferent to it;
was very
utterly indifferent
it
very
severe ; I
I sent away
away the servants,
servants, and no
myself in
in that house;
house
no one
one but myself
;

;

;

inasmuch as it
it was
was a marked house, there came
scarcely one human
came scarcely
of all
I had not a friend
friend to call
being
all the church people,
people, and I
call on
on me;
me my
my
being of
I
lived
Theodore
came
brother only
only called
called once
lived
myself
by
came there to
once;
by myself;
;

;

;

sleep, but he
sleep,

did not look into the matters to see whether I
did
I had this,
this,
that, or the other thing;
thing he always
his meals with Mr. Moulton.
that,
always took his
it was on
on your
your account or
his account?
Q. Do you
or on
on his
account ? A.
you think that it
;

I
it was
I think it
was on account of the family
pubfamily troubles ; II think that the pubVoodhull matters was
the Woodhull
was the cause of my
social neglect.
neglect.
my social
;

licity
licity of

—

Mr. STORRS-IIVEFE
Storrs Were the Woodhull
W`oodhull

women
women

there?
there ?

A. Not the Wood-

hull women;
women; Mrs. Voodhull
Woodhull never came
came to see me
me after
after I
I returned from
the country;
country but two or three times she had taken her meals there;
there and
;

;

on one occasion Mr. Tilton wanted to have her stay
I
Sunday, and I
stay over Sunday,
refused to have any
any Sunday
class.
Sunday visitors of that class.
on one

[Several
questions followed touching
bringing other
upon Mr. Tilton's
Tilton's bringing
[Several questions
touching upon
Mrs. Tilton said,
said, with regard
some of the
regard to some

ladies into his
his house.
ladies she specially
ladies
specially

named, that she had never
was anyanynever thought
thought there was
named,

thing criminally
criminally wrong
wrong in their relations with Mr. Tilton.]
Tilton.]
thing
Mr. CLEvELAND-In
Cleveland — In looking
on all
all these years
years with Theodore, do
looking back on
you
feel conscious that you
tried to do everything
you tried
you could for him
you feel
everything that you
as a good
wife, and as a good
do I have
children?? A. I do;
good wife,
good mother to your
your children
not one
one pang
on that score;
score I
I really
really yet
yet do not see how
pang of conscience on
I could have done differently.
I
differently.
now, in this culmination and breaking
family,
your family,
Q. So that now,
breaking up
up of your
;

;
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you are responsible
you do not feel that you
feel that II
responsible?? A. I do not
not; I feel
you
sake, and that he alone is
is responsible
have borne and suffered for his sake,
responsible
;

my

family.
disruption of my family.
for this disruption

XVII.

THE
THE CASE IN COURT.
The proceedings
were necessarily
THE
necessarily
proceedings of the committee were
slow, and
slow,

desirable
it was
it
was

as

against Mr. Beecher
against

that

all
all

the charges
charges

should be submitted before his

reply
made, he
he preserved
While the investiwas made,
preserved silence while
reply was
going on,
on, except
gation was
was going
gation
except in the instances that have
public was
patience of the public
been mentioned. The patience
was very
very
tried, but there was
was
no
sorely
no help for it.
it.
tried,
help
sorely

A

William J. Gaynor,
hope
A young
man named VVilliam
young man
Gaynor, in the hope
of compelling
enevidence, encompelling the publication
publication of all the evidence,
Brooklyn,
tered a
Riley, of Brooklyn,
a complaint
complaint before Justice Riley,
against Theodore Tilton for libelling
libelling the Rev. Henry
against
Henry
Beecher, and procured
procured his arrest. After a
Ward
a preVard Beecher,
prehis
Tilton
released
liminary
examination,
was
on
Mr.
was
on
liminary examination,
The
adjourned
several
appear.
case
was
promise
to
was
appear.
adjourned
promise
finally
was
brought
a
close
by the withtimes,
and
was
to
times,
finally brought
by
New York
his
complaint
Gaynor.
The
of
by
drawal
complaint by Gaynor.
published the following
Sun,
29, published
Sun, of July
following account of
July 29,

the affair:

A
A blue-eyed
blue-eyed young
young

man,
man, well dressed and sober,
sober, walked to
Riley's
desk
in
Justice
court
room,
Myrtle avenue
the
avenue and
room, at Myrtle
Riley's
street, Brooklyn,
Adelphi street,
Brooklyn, yesterday
Adelphi
afternoon, and said that he
yesterday afternoon,
swear out a
a complaint against Theodore Tilton for
wished to swear
complaint against
Henry Ward
libelling the Rev. Henry
Vard Beecher.
libelling
moment, and wonThe Justice looked at him steadily
wonsteadily for a moment,
young man
looked
dered whether the young
He
sane,
man was
was crazy.
sane, and
crazy.

was in earnest. He said that his name
name was
was WilPlace, Brooklyn;
Brooklyn
liam J.
J. Gaynor
Gaynor; that he lived at 38 First Place,
lawyer, but recently
that he was
was formerly
formerly aa Boston lawyer,
recently had been

said that he

was

;
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Brooklyn newspaper.
reporting for
for a
newspaper. He said
said he knew enough
a Brooklyn
reporting
enough
that any
community could
about law to know that
any member of the community
complaint against
against an
an offender,
offender, and he asserted
his right
make aa complaint
asserted his
right
to
heard.
heard.
be
to
The Justice
Justice read the affidavits,
warrant, and put
put
aliidavits, made out a warrant,
officer Thomas Shaughnessy.
Shaughnessy.
it in
in the hands of ofhcer
it

officer went to 17
4 Livingston
Livingston street,
174
The officer
to see Mr.
street, and asked to
the way
pointed out the
The servant pointed
Tilton's library.
library.
way to Mr. Tilto11's
eX~editor of'
of the Golden Age
lay at full
The ex-editor
Age lay
full length
on the
length on
locks
a pillow for
his
chestnut
his
head.
locks
making
his
for
his
He
lounge,
making pillow
lounge,

Tilton.
Tilton.

sleeves
in his
his shirt
shirt sleeves
was in
was
feet, lookand stocking
stocking feet,

41:37 'ff'Q*T¢_=
.;,»

oil
ing serene.
ing
painting
painting of Elizabeth R.
Tilton, representing
the
Tilton,
representing the
"black-eyed,
curly-haired
black-eyed, curly~haired

Lizzie Richards as she
looked when young
Tilyoung Tilton
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married her,
her, hung
hung

his
directly
directly over his

head.

The posture
is unique.
posture is
unique.

The
The figure
figure

is
is

bent for~
for-

ward as if
if listening,
listening, and

the

dark

curls
curls

i

hang
hang

straight
side of
on each side
straight on

the face.
face.

i._:

....

r

`

Mr. Tilton greeted
greeted the
oflicer
officer

and

took

s

the

folded paper.
saw
paper. He saw
its
its legal
and
form,
whirled
form,
legal

or

WILLIAM

GAYNOR.
TVILLIAM J. GAYNOR¢

himself about on
on

the

lounge,
lounge,

bringing
himself to a sitting
bringing himself'
leaning forward
sitting position,
position, and leaning
patiently
patiently

read the papers.
papers.

LAUGHING AT THE

LAUGHING- AT THE OFFICER.
OFFICER.

Vhen
When Mr. Tilton had finished
oiiicer
officer

and laughed.
laughed
,

minute.'
minute."

reading, he looked at the
reading,
"
right, wait a
Then he said:
"It's
said
all right,
It's all
:
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A

A Sun

reporter
was
reporter was

ushered

in at this
this

moment,
Mr.
moment, and lIr.

Tilton,
up from the desk where he had just seated himTilton, looking
looking up
just
self to write, said
write,

:

:

"
"
afternoon.
Good afternoon.
Have you
you come
come to see me
Here's
me to jail ?
jail Here's
the officer.
There's the warrant."
officer. There's
warrant."
He wrote a note to Mr. James H. Bates,
Bates, the business partner
partner
of Petroleum V. Nasby (D. R.
K. Locke) in an
an advertising

Nasby (D.

Locke)

advertising

agency,
ofiicer went into Schermerhorn street to
agency, and with the officer
find "his
'his friend.
friend. He had an
an engagement with him to ride down

engagement

Coney
Coney

Island to dinner,
was anxious to let
let Mr. Bates
dinner, and was
know that he could not keep
it, and the reason
reason why.
keep it,
why.
He met Mr. Bates and explained,
He
explained, and asked him to call
call at
Justice Riley's
Riley's court in an
an hour, and perhaps he might be able
hour,
perhaps
might
go after all.
He said he
to go
lie was
all.
was arrested,
arrested, and might be sent to
to

might

jail
jail

for all
all that he
hc knew.
knev.

officer and reporter,
reporter,

He

humming
humming

walked

Greene with the
a
a tune to himself, and talking
himself,
talking
to Fort

about a flood
Hood he saw
saw in Pittsburg in war
war time.
Pittsburg
Reaching
the
court
room,
he
asked
for Judge
room,
Reaching
Judge Riley.
Riley.

The Judge
Judge took his seat,
Tl1e
no complainant
was no
seat, but there was
complainant in
sight.
There were
were one
of the Argus,
Argus, a
one or
or two editors ofthe
a few court
sight.
officers, and two or
the room,
or three strangers in
olheers,
room, besides the
strangers
"
" Mr. Tilton ?"
Judge
Judge
Riley
said
and
the
clerk.
:
?"
Judge
Judge Riley
(arising)
Did you
you speak
speak to me?
Mr. Tilton
TIL'roN (arising)-Did
Judge Riley
You are
Yes.
are arrested on
RILEY-Yes.
on the complaint of
Judge
complaint
William
Gaynor, as set forth in these affidavits.
Villiam J.
J. Gaynor,
afiidavits.
affidavits, and Mr. Tilton asked to see
The Judge
Judge read the atiidavits,
:

—

—

them.
"
Plow do you
plead ?? "" asked the Judge.
"How
you plead
Judge.

MR.
MR.

am
"I
"I am
Tilton,
Tilton,

TILTON
TILTON EXPLAINS.
EXPLAINS.

not an
an expert in the language of the law," said Mr.
expert
law,"
language

lam
am

deliberately, "
and I
"and
deliberately,

guilty or
guilty

not

guilty.
guilty.

unable to say
say whether I

am

am

The card bearing
was
bearing my
my signature
signature was

knowledge and consent,
with my
my sworn
sworn statemy knowledge
consent, but my
printed
with
my
by the facts as
ment was
I stand by
ment
was not printed
my consent.
printed
printed

they
are set forth.
forth.
they are

cedure?"
Cedure?"

Will you
explain to
Vill
you explain

me
me the legal
legal

propro-
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explained that the charge
was that he published
The Judge
Judge explained
charge was
published

bring into contempt
contempt and disgrace
disgrace
writings to scandalize and bring
the writings
the

Vard Beecher.
the Rev. Henry
Henry Ward
"
"
that ; " said Mr. Tilton.
Oh, no,
no, not thatg"
Oh,

" I made the charges
charges

"

in
in self'-defence,
self-defence, and abide by
facts."
by the facts."
"

If the facts
is no
libel."
"If
facts are true,"
"there is
no libel."
true," said the Judge,
Judge, "there
" The facts
" and
with
facts are true,"
true," said Mr. Tilton,
emphasis,
Tilton,
emphasis, "and

"

I plead
plead not guilty."
guilty."
The plea
was entered.
plea was
"
" Vhen
will you
?"" asked the Judge.
When will
you be ready
trial ?
Judge.
ready for trial
" Any time,"
said lIr.
Mr. Tilton.
"Any time," said
"
"
"
To~n1orrow
To-morrow morning
morning at 10 o'clock
o'clock '?? " inquired
inquired the Judge.
Judge.
"
Yes," answered Mr. Tilton.
"Yes,"

You
"You

"

will give
in the
give bonds in

sum

sum

your appearappearof $2500
$2500500 for your

ance," said the Judge.
ance,"
Judge.
said,
his hand through
hair, and said,
Mr. Tilton ran
ran his
through his
his bushy
bushy hair,

" I will give you my word of honor."
"I
honor."
give you my
"
"
All right,"
right," answered the Judge.
Judge.

Mr. Bates'
Bates' carriage
arrived, and hfr.
Mr. Tilton bowed to
Mfr.
carriage had arrived,
the court

officers, and was
was
officers,

driven down the Coney
Coney Island road

to dinner.

The ofiicers
closed their books and started out,
officers closed
out, and the bluebeard, who
eyed
well-dressed, sober,
sober, and with red beard,
man, well-dressed,
eyed young
young man,
had made the complaint,
office.
private office.
came out of the private
complaint, came
" Theodore Tilton,
Officer
"Theodore
Officer Shaughnessy wrote in
in his report
Tilton,

Shaughnessy

report:

:

S., 174 Livingston
Livingston street,
street, libel."
libel."
38, U. S.,
38,
The blue-eyed
man was
was William J.
J.
blue-eyed young
young man

asked how Theodore took it.
it.
"
officer replied,
An officer
replied, " Good-naturedly."

Gay nor.
Gaynor.

He

Good-naturedly."
" Now," said Gay nor, " this
will come
come to a climax.
thing will
"Now,"
Gaynor, this thing
Henry
Ward
Beecher,
Mrs.
Frank
Woodhull,
Moulton, Mrs.
Henry Yard Beecher,
Voodhull,
Moulton,
and
Tilton,
everybody
will
will
to
The commithave
testify
here.
Tilton,
everybody
testify
tee could never make them testify.
I
whether
don't
know
don't
testify.
Beecher is
is innocent or guilty, but I want to see, and the only
guilty,
see,
only
way to see is
is in
in a
judicial tribunal."
a judicial
tribunal."
Gaynor said he did not
way
Gaynor
know Tilton and neither liked nor
simply as
nor disliked him,
him, but simply
a citizen
citizen he wished to bring
bring the scandal to a focus,
help to
focus, and help
crush it
it either
in proving
either in
its truth or falsity.
proving its
falsity.
"
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ton says
Mr. Til
Tilton
says that he does not know his complainant,
complainant, and
never to his knowledge
knowledge seen him. When
says that he has never
Vhen he
says
returned from Coney
Island,
late
night,
where,
said,
late
last
he
Island,
where,
Coney
night,
said, the
"
sea never
n1ore splendid, he said : " If
If' the comsea
never looked to him more
com-

splendid,

:

friends, I
plaint
comes from Mr. Beecher or his friends,
plaint comes

am
am glad
glad

of

it,

it,

is not an
if' it
an honest prosecution it
is very
but if
it is
prosecution it is
very trifling."
trifling."
ex-Judge
Morris
sent
word
to
to call
call on
on him this
Mr. Tilton
ex-Judge

morning.
morning.

He

Gay
nor was
was
Gaynor
years.
years.

will appear
appear before

a
a

Judge
Riley
Judge Riley

at ten o'clock.
o'clock.

lawyer
in Pemberton square,
Boston, for two
square, Boston,
lavyer i11

For six months he has been reporting
reporting the courts for the

Brooklyn Argus.
Argus.
Brooklyn
Justice's Court the next morning
scene in the Justice's
is
The scene
morning is

Dally Graphic:
thus reported
Grap/Lic:
reported by
by the New York Daily
room on
Long before ten o'clock
o'clock this morning
morning Justice Riley's
Long
Riley's court room
street,
Brooklyn,
was
The
news
avenue
was crowded.
Myrtle
Adelphi
avenue and Adelphi
nevs
street,
Brooklyn,
Myrtle
appear
was to
that Theodore Tilton was
answer the charge
appear to answer
charge of libel
fill
even to dll
against Henry
a crowd that threatened even
lVard Beecher drew a
against
Henry Ward
Willoughby
Many
women
were
avenue.
women
were
down
to
avenue.
the sidewalks half way
Villoughby
Many
way
were well dressed,
present.
on
Some were
some had evidently
dressed, and some
evidently thrown on
present.

hastily to run
bonnets and shawls
run in from neighboring
shavls hastily
neighboring houses.
will be settled,"
settled," was
expression frequently
frequently heard.
the matter vill
was an
an expression

Woodhull be here
? "
Mrs. Voodhull
here?"

Now

"
"Now

" Will
Vill

"

"
"
" Do you suppose he had himself
arrested ??
himsclfarrested
you suppose
?" and a
this
going
make
of
to
out
this?"
going

"

" What
What do you
you suppose
suppose Beecher is
is

"

hundred other questions
throng, or
or
questions exhibited the conjectures
conjectures of the throng,
their ignorance
ignorance of the matter in hand.

THE
THE SCENE
SCENE

IN
IN

COURT.
COURT.

Judge
He called a
was promptly
promptly on
on the bench.
Judge Thomas M. Riley
Riley was
At
At
precision.
cases with much judicial
number of
ot' minor cases
energy and precision.
judicial energy
preceded
was preceded
He was
ten minutes past
'l`ilton entered. He
o'clock Theodore Tilton
past ten o'clock
by
pressed against
ex-Judge Samuel D. Morris,
Morris, his counsel. The crowd pressed
against
by ex-Judge
otiicers
them. Judge
two court officers
shonldered his way
Judge Morris shouldered
through, tvo
way through,
acting as advance guard.
vainly attempted
guard. The
'1`he crowd vainly
acting
attempted to fall back to
get a fair view of Mr. Tilton. His head and flowing
nearly aa
flowing hair rose nearly
get
foot above the

mean
mean

level of heads in the court

room.
room.

seltl
He looked self,
He

possessed, but wore
wore his almost habitual expression
long sufferexpression of heroic long
possessed,

A

never
Judge Riley
ing.
just inside of the bar. Judge
was made just
A pause
Riley never
ing.
pause was
The machinery
case.
up. He was
was busy trying a
looked up.
machinery of the law did
busy trying a case.
It was
WZS
a seat.
paused to look for a
Seat.
an instant. Mr. Tilton paused
stop for an
not stop
William J. Gaynor,
just behind the chair of Villiam
Gaynor, who obtained the warrant
just

for his arrest.

,
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THE COMPLAINANT.
solemn-looking young
man with a literary
Mr. Gaynor
young- man
is a
a solemn-looking
in his
Gaynor is
literary cast in
this juncture
countenance and reddish whiskers and moustache. At this
juncture he
looked so very
very much as if
if he were unaware
unaware of
of
very unconcerned and so very
Mr. '1`ilton's
Tilton's presence
presence that his solemn face
face came
came to wear
wear an
an air
air of posipositive melancholy.
was a moment of painful
melancholy. There was
painful interest
tive
interest to the news~
newslegal gentlemen
paper
gentlemen
representatives and legal
paper representatives
Judge Morris exclaimed in a loud whisper
Judge
whisper:

inside the bar, and then

:

"
"
Tilton."
This way,
way, Mr. Tilton."

" This
"This

way "
way"

led
led

through
narrow passage
passage into a
a room
room directly
directly in
in
through aa narrow
In this
this room
room Mr. Tilton sat with Judge
Judge Morris and
a half dozen other gentlemen,
gentlemen, who had pressed
way in,
after
in. until
until after
pressed their way
o'clock.
eleven o'clock.
He discoursed only
only in brief replies,
replies, and was
was vigorously
vigorously

rear of the court.

in relation
relation to the details
details of the scandal.
reticent in

AN; INTERVIEIV
IVITH
INTERVIEW WITH
AN

TILTON.

" Did you
"Did
Gaynor ?? "" he was
was asked.
you see Gaynor
"
"
"
" No;
don't
Is he here ?'?
No II don't know him. Is
"
"
called on
Yes. He is
is in
He says
says that he called
in the court room.
on you
you
representative of a
during the existence of the present
present trouble as a representative
during
;

certain newspaper."
newspaper."
" that I
" I suppose," said
"I
I have been called upon
upon by
suppose," said Mr. Tilton, "that
by forty
forty
different newspaper
newspaper representatives
representatives recently,
recently, and though
though I think II should
I probably
if I should meet him alone,
yet I
know each one of them if
alone, yet
probably

pick each of them out in a throng
throng of people."
people."
should not be able to pick
"
"
Vhat
had, do you
think, for
What motive could he have had,
you think,
"
"

making
this comcommaking this

plaint ??
plaint

"I
I do not understand what right
I
I do not know.
right he had to do so. I
if he believed as he professes
professes
can readily
readily understand how Mr. Beecher, if
complaint, but how this man
man could have
to,
to, could swear to such a complaint,
"

possessed of facts sufficient
become possessed

to

warrant
is a mystery
mystery
warrant him to do so is

to me."
me."
Mn.

Judge
Judge Morris

TILTONJS

COUNSEL.

sat near Mr. Tilton, but spoke
only once
once or
spoke to him only

He is
is a rather stern gentleman,
gentleman,

twice during
during the whole time of waiting.
waiting.

short-cropped black whiskers and moustache.
with
with short-cropped
doesn't
really doesn't
tions he says
says he really

past eleven Justice Riley
At a
a quarter
Riley
quarter past

morning's calendar.
He had finished his morning's

A

DISCONTINUANCE
A DISCGNTINUANCE

—

Justice RILEY-I
Riley I

came
came

When
When asked quesques-

chilling sort of way.
know, in aa chilling
way.
came
came

waiting-room.
into the Waiting-room.

He addressed Judge
Judge Morris.

RECOMMENDED.

RECOMMENDED.

in to suggest
suggest a
a discontinuance of this case.

I

for pressing
it, and I have no doubt
do not knoj?r
grounds there are for
know what grounds
pressing it,
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INTERVIEWED BY
THEODORE
TILTON INTERVIEWED
BY REPORTERS.
THEODORE TILTON
complainant would consent to a
that the complainant
a discontinuance.

if this
Or, if
Or,

an adjournment
suppose you
won't do,
adjournment of the case
won't
Monday.
case until Monday.
do, suppose
you agree
agree to an
complainant and arrange
can see the complainant
arrange the matter with him.
You can
Morris
are placed
Judge
peculiar situation that it
it
Judge Mounts-We
placed in such aa peculiar

—We

us to see (emphasizing
won't
word) this complainant.
won't do for us
complainant.
(emphasizing the word)
Justice Riley
Well, then I suggest
RILEY-Vell,
suggest that I talk with him. I think
case ought
the case
Attorney.
ought to be broached to the District Attorney.
Judge Morris went tc the sofa on
Here Judge
on which Mr. Tilton had been

—

reclining
reclining

at full length
(his favorite posture)
length (his
posture) and held a short conversa-

Riley retired for a
a minute,
Justice Riley
minute, and when he respoke in a
turned spoke
was announced
it was
a low tone to Judge
Then it
Judge Morris. '1`hen

tion with him.

that the case would go
go on.
on.

DENIED.
A
PRIVATE HEARING
HEARING DENIED.
A PRIVATE
case on the calendar had been passed
passed up
up the
As soon as the last case
"
" Will Mr. Gaynor step inside
said, "Will
?
said,
Gaynor step inside?"

Judge
Judge

SCANDAL.
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J udge's parlor
Mr. Gaynor
accordingly arose and walked into the Judge's
parlor at
Gaynor accordingly
it was
Immediately it
was intimated that the case was
was
the back of the bench. Immediately
great rush of reporters
artists,
to be heard privately,
reporters and artists,
privately, and there was a great
room was soon
little room
soon most inconveniently
and the little
inconveniently crowded and unbear-

ably hot.
ably
private.
be private.

hearing should
is impossible
It is
suggested that the hearing
impossible to say
say who suggested
But Mr. Gaynor
room, and
Gaynor very
very soon backed out of the room,

was still
on the bench,
still sitting
Judge Riley,
Riley, who was
bench, that he would
informed Judge
sitting on
hearing in private.
private.
The Judge
Judge accordingly
'1'he
decline to conduct the hearing
accordingly

"The
The complainant
said: "
opened the door and said
complainant
opened
of
this
hearing
case."
case."
private
private hearing
:

declines to agree
agree to

a.
a

Then there was a
a rush of the reporters
again back to the
reporters and artists again
'

room.
court room.

COURT AGAIN.
OPEN COUiiT
IN OPEN

As soon as order was restored the Judge, addressing counsel for Mr.
"
"
"
said: " Have you
Tilton,
suggestion to make T?
you any
any suggestion
Tilton, said
:

—

a suggestion
sir, I
suggestion to offer. I have spoken
I have a
Yes, sir,
Mr. Morris
lIonR1s-Yes,
spoken to
was made at
the complainant
here, asking
asking him whether this complaint
complainant here,
complaint was
libelled, and I am
am insuggestion of the party
the suggestion
inparty alleged
alleged to have been libelled,
own responsibility and entirely withown
responsibility
entirely
alleged to have been libelled,
libelled, or any
alleged
any
is aware
is
aware that complaints
complaints of this kind
by the person
alleged to have been
by
person alleged
libelled,
some friend of that person,
libelled, or by
by some
knowledge and conperson, with his knowledge
sent.
It is
is not in harmony with the judicial procedure ofthis
judicial procedure of this State that
harmony
a complaint
by a stranger.
stranger, without the
complaint of this kind should be made by

it on his
formed that he has made it

person
knowledge
knowledge of the person
your Honor
friend of his.
Now, your
are usually
properly made
usually and properly
out the

knowledge
knowledge

of the party
party libelled or of the friends of the party
and, while
party ; and,
;

Mr. Tilton is
is ready
charge preferred
against
ready and willing
willing to meet any
any charge
preferred against
him at any
I
time
and
presented.
any
place,
properly
in
when
any
any place,
properly presented. submit

that the forms of law and judicial
judicial procedure
procedure should not be called into
requisition for the mere
mere purpose
requisition
purpose
cheap notoriety
notoriety to any
any person.
cheap
person. I

—

of gratifying
giving
gratifying idle curiosity
curiosity or giving
therefore submit,
submit, in view of the status

quite ready
comes
comes forward quite
ready
and willing
to
the
charge
submit
whether,
view
of
meet
the status
I
in
whether,
willing
charge-I
case, the ends of
justice would not be best served by
terminate
of this case,
ofjustice
by its terminat~
your Honor is
is of a
ing here. If your
a different opinion
move the adjournopinion II move
ing
adjourncase till
Monday, and in the meantime II shall see the legal
till Monday,
ment of the case
legal
representative of the people
county and take his view as to what
people of this county
representative
of this case-Mr.
case Mr. Tilton. be it
it understood,
understood,

—

should be done.

—

Riley I think myself
it would be a good
comJudge
Judge Rxmav-I
myself it
good thing
thing for the complainant to allow the case to discontinue here. I cannot tell
good
tell what good
plainant
end would be served by
hearing of the case before me.
by a hearing
I haven't
me.
haven't any
any
idea what caused him to come
come and make the complaint here.
complaint
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THE
THE COMPLAINANT
QUOTING LAV.
COMPLAINANT QUOTING
LAW.

—

Gaynor What the counsel has stated with regard
Mr. Gavxoa-\'hat
regard to the proproor right
priety
right which I had to make
make the complaint
against Mr. Tilton
priety or
complaint against
Tilton I
entirely without foundation,
think is entirely
foundation, and when he says
your Honor
says that your
knows that my
is not in accordance with the judicial procedure
my action is
judicial procedure
State, and that I am
of the State,
am acting
acting unwarrantably, I reply
your
unwarrantably,
reply that your
Honor knows,
knows, and counsel knows,
knows, and every member
every member of the community
community
knows,
knows, that whenever aa violation of the laws of the State is
is committed
it
option of any
it is
is the option
any member of that community to make a
a complaint,

community

complaint,

and cause
cause such violation of its laws to be punished.
man has
punished, If this man
guilty of libel,
been guilty
guilty of a
libel, he has been guilty
a violation of the laws of the
State,
punishment, and I have a
State, and he deserves punishment,
a right
come forward
right to come
and bring
justice.
If he had committed murder it
bring him to justice.
is my duty,
it is
my duty,
it is
is the duty oi'
every member of the community, to bring him to jusit
duty of every
community,
bring
jusa man
tice. If a
a horse it
man steals a
it is
my duty,
is my
it is
is the duty of every
duty, it
duty
every
member of the community
community who is
member
aware of the fact,
is aware
fact, to bring him to
justice.
justice.

man

If a
a

man

bring

libels one
one of his

fellow-citizens he violates the law

the same
as the murderer or
same as
or the horse-thief;
horse-thief, and it
it is
is my duty to en~
enmy duty
justice.
deavor to bring
It may
a little unusual
it may be
bring him to justice.
may be a
unusual; it
may
more
more usual to bri-ig such cases before a
a Grand Jury,
bring
Jury, where probably
;

probably
nothing at all
all would be done with the case.
case.
But I have a
a right to have
nothing
right
on this charge,
him arrested on
it is
is his privilege
privilege if he choses to waive
charge, and it
an examination and wait for a
an
a Grand Jury.
Jury.
_

APPLAUDING THE

PLAINTIFF.
APPLAUDING THE PLAINTIFF.
greeted with a round of applause
applause as
was greeted
as he closed.
The speaker
speaker was
again whether the complainant
I would ask again
Mr. Morris
Monms-I
complainant represents
represents

—

libelled
or whether,
whether, as
as I
or
alleged to have been libelled;
the party
party alleged
;

am
am informed,
informed,

on his own
own responsibility.
responsibility.
he has caused this warrant to be issued on
my own
free will,
will, as a member
ol' my
own frec
come forward of
Gaynor I have come
Mr. Garson-I

—

community
community who

is
is interested in the observance of the laws of the
applied. I
here to see that the laws of the State are applied.
nobody. I wish to
am in collusion with nobody.
am
nobody. I have consulted nobody.
ascertain whether the laws of the State have been violated.

of the

State, and
State,

I

am
am

—

of the State have been
deny that any
any of the laws ofthe
Mr. Morris
BIORRIS--II deny

your
is not the suggestion
violated,
suggestion which I have made to your
violated. but that is
very glad
glad to see
is so anxious to
Honor. I am
am very
see that the complainant
complainant is
see
see

the laws of the State upheld.
upheld.

But it
it must be perfectly manifest
perfectly

to

public, that that is
your Honor.
Honor, and will be manifest to the public,
is not the
your
complainant. His motive is
is simply
notoriety.
motive of this complainant.
simply notoriety.

—

impugn
Riley Do not impugn
Judge Rrmav-Do
Judge
the case
case must be heard.

motives.

is improper.
That is
improper.

I think

:
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ADJOURNED.

ADJ OURNED.

till Monday,
Monday, until
I ask that the case stand over till
þÿTVIORRIS-Tl'l
Then ¬Il
I
Mr. Morris—
this county.
county.
legal representative
I can
can consult with the legal
I
representative of the people
people of this
parties
all the other parties
I wish to have Mr. Beecher and all
Mr. Gaynor
GAvNoR-I

—

till then.
am willing
willing to let
let the case rest till
am
o'clock on Monday
Monday
is adjourned
adjourned until ten o'clock
Riley The case is
Judge RILEY-The
Judge
next.
morning
morning

subpoenaed.
subpcenaed.

I

—

finally disdisadjourned, and was
was finally
The case was
was several times adjourned,
his charge.
having withdrawn his
missed, Mr. Gaynor
missed,
charge.
Gaynor having

XVIII.

BEECHER
MR. BEECHER

DEMANDS

DEMANDS HIS LETTERS.

ofthe
the public
sorely
As has been stated,
patience of
stated, the patience
public had been sorely
in the investigation.
investigation.
tried
delay in
tried by
by the delay

This was
was unavoidable,
unavoidable,

It was necessary
for the charges
in full,
full,
charges to be made in
necessary for
all the evidence sustaining
sustaining them to be taken before Mr.
and for
for all

however.

properly answer
answer them.
Beecher could properly

This was
was a slow process.
process.
Beecher
idle.
His
meantime, however,
Mr.
idle.
was
not
In the meantime,
however,
stated by
the
comprehensively stated
course is
is thus comprehensively
Albany
Evening
by
Albany Evening

Journal

.-

While many
many of the papers
clamorously censuring
¥Vhile
censuring Mr.
papers have been clamorously
for apparently
paying no heed to the charge
Beecher for
apparently paying
charge of Mr. Tilton,
Tilton, it
it
great preacher
anticipated their impetuous
impetuous demand and has
seems
seems the great
preacher anticipated
been quietly
quietly doing
doing what honor and truth seemed to require.
At the
require.
time
when
the accusation was published
very
published he wrote a
a letter to reprereprevery
sentative members of his church asking
asking them to investigate
investigate the matter.
He did this,
this, as appears,
appears, upon
own prompting.
upon his own
regular
prompting. Even the regular
examining committee knew nothing
some days afterward.
it until some
examining
nothing of it
days
now, we
we are told,
And now,
told, the examiners have about concluded their labors.
Doubtless those who have been ready
ready to believe Mr. Beecher guilty
guilty
loudly called upon
and who have loudly
upon him to clear his skirts will
will now
now corncomquiet investigation.
plain of this quiet
investigation.
They will
will insist
insist that it
it ought
ought to have
plain
They
taken place
full eye
place in the full
eye of the public
public and in the full
full blaze of their
garish capitals.
capitals.
They will
will not readily
readily forgive
forgive the pastor
pastor of Plymouth
Plymouth
garish
They
that he has prevented
"scandal," with charge
charge and countercharge,
countercharge,
prevented this "scandal/'
from being
being spread
spread as a dainty
dainty dish before the country
every day.
They
day. They
country every
will intimate that the conclusions of a
will
a secret investigation,
investigation, though
though they
they
may exonerate him from every
every imputation,
imputation, will
will always
open to susalways be open
may

!
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we presume, the result will be preUpon that point,
point, however,
however, we
Upon
presume,
presented in such a way
way and with such proofs
all reasonable
proofs as to disarm all
objection.
objection.

picion.
picion.

light of this disclosure,
Beecher, throughout
throughout
In the light
disclosure. the course of Mr. Beecher,

extraordinary chapter
this extraordinary
chapter of history,
history,

honorable, and
seems dignified,
dignified, honorable,

seems

first found publicity
publicity in
The imputation
against him first
imputation against
Woodhull.
the shameless,
lying, outrageous
outrageous story
story of the vile Voodhull.
Mr.
shameless, lying,
was then told in
public prints
prints that he ought
a few of the public
ought
in not a
Beecher was
was the pertinent
an answer.
answer. But his only
only answer
answer was
pertinent question
to make an
question
anybody passing
whether anybody
passing under a
a window and flooded with a
a bucket of
self-respecting.
self-respecting.

filth would stop
Elth
nasty scullion.
stop to enter into a controversy
controversy with the nasty

reputation and character of a lifetime weigh
If the reputation
weigh nothing
nothing against
against the
slanders of the most leprous
creatures, then they
they are
leprous and infamous of creatures.
practically
is concerned,
is idle to
concerned, it
it is
practically worthless, and, so far as the world is

spend
spend

life in
a life
in acquiring
good
acquiring a good

name.

Forty thousand charges
charges from
Forty

name.

—

sensational and bedizened harlots-upon
harlots upon whose face,
Shakespeare
face, as Shakespeare

—

says, shame is
should have counted nothing
is ashamed to sit
sit-should
against
says,
nothing against
Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, and he only
obeyed the dictates of a
self-respect
a manly
only obeyed
manly self-respect

when he refused to handy
bandy words with the disreputable
disreputable being
being in whose
libidinous utterances the enamored Mr. 'l`ilton
Tilton heard the inspiration
inspiration

of Demosthenes!
Demosthenes

In that determination time has fully
fully vindicated him.

The letter of

Mr. Tilton himself furnishes the proof
story of the Voodhull
Woodhull
proof that the story

was false from beginning
end.
What Mr. Beecher disdained to
\'hat
beginning to cud.
answer, beyond
beyond a
a single
denial, the very
was
man whom he was
answer,
single incidental denial.
very man
accused ot'
has
himself
of wronging
effectually
disproved.
Mr.
Beecher
wronging
effectually disproved.
acts with a
a calm faith and composure
composure which inspire
inspire confidence.

was

In Mr. Tilton's
letters of Mr. Beecher had
Tilton's statement certain letters
been produced.
produced.

were from the first
first regarded
regarded by
These were
by the

public as the only
Tilton's document.
public
only serious part
part of Mr. Tilton's

Mr.

conclusively that
Tilton and his
his friends held that they
proved conclusively
they proved

Mr. Beecher was
was guilty
guilty of the

acts

against him;
charged
him; that,
that,
charged against

in short,
short, they
any other theory.
theory.
they could not be reconciled with any
were staggered
Many of the warmest supporters
Many
staggered
supporters of Mr. Beecher were

them, and on
"If Mr.
on all
remark, "If
all sides was
was heard the remark,
by them,
by
only explain
laugh
Beecher will
to laugh
will only
explain these letters,
afford
aiford
can
he
can
letters,
him." The malice
at all
all the rest that has been said against
against him."
his enemies and the anxiety
of his
anxiety of his friends both overlooked
these
the fact
that
fact
letters were perfectly
perfectly consistent with the
letters
Beecher's innocence
theory
they were
were in fact
fact the
innocence; that they
theory of Mr. Beecher's
productions of a mind conscious of its
its innocence though
though sorely
sorely
productions
;

:
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REPORTERS ENDEAVORING
A MEETING
THE INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE
STORBS,S HOUSE.
MR. STORRS'S
HOUSE.
COMMITTEE AT MB.
OF THE

TO OBTAIN
OBTAIN ADMISSION
REPORTERS ENDEAVORING TO
ADMISSION' TO A BHIETING-

tried
tried

by
by

trouble.

On the 27th of July,
July, the New York World

published
following able analysis
analysis of these
published the following

letters, which
letters,

time, and is
attracted much attention at the time,
is so important
important a
feature of the case that

reproduce it
we reproduce
it:

we

rejoinder does not charge
Mr. Beecher's rejoinder
charge Tilton with forging
forging the ex-

traordinary
are skilfully
strung along
along the thread of his
skilfully strung
traordinary letters which are
indictment. If forged,
it is
is incredible that Mr. Beecher should not have
forged, it
made

engraving scene, the
haste to pronounce
pronounce them forged.
forged. The engraving
"
"
absolutely
scene, he made haste to pronounce
invention,
an
an
scene.
invention,
absolutely
pronounce
,;
'•
false."
Nothing of the kind,''
false."
ever occurred,
semkind," he says,
occurred, nor any
"Nothing
any sem.
says, "ever

chamber

15
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The general
general charge
any such thing."
charge of the indictment,
blance of any
too,
thing." 'l`he
indictment, too,
all the ibrce
force of language.
language. ""To
every statehe made haste to deny
deny with all
To=every

me dishonorably
ment which connects me
Tilton, or
or
dishonorably with Mrs. Elizabeth R. Tilton,
anywise would impugn
impugn the honor and parity
which in anywise
of this
beloved
purity oi'
this
explicit, cornprehensive,
I give
comprehensive, and solemn
Christian woman,
woman, I
give the most explicit,
deny writing
writing the letters which Tildenial."
But Mr. Beecher does not deny
'l`ilcontrary, he pronounces
pronounces none
publishes as his.
On the contrary,
of them
none ot'
ton publishes
" Every line and word of my
general
says of them in general:
forged,
"Every
forged, and he says
my
been
published
is in harmony
which
have
private
and
confidential
letters
published is
private
harmony
published correspondence
now make. My
correspondence
with the statements which I nov
vith
My published
:

—

elements the expression
my
t.wo elements-the
subject comprises
on this subject
expression of my
comprises but two
pure and innocent
grief, and that of my
my desire to shield the honor of aa pure
grief,
woman."
woman."
on

That "grief"
"grief" and that "
desire " would not misbecome Mr. Beecher
"desire"
"grief" and that
The expression
expression of that "grief"
'l`he
man. with aa
"desire"
lightly in favor of a
"desire" should weigh
a chivalrous man.
weigh but lightly
cold and critical judge
searching for the truth. Every
Every line and word
judge searching
Beecher's private
harmony
of Mr. Beecher's
private and confidential letters must be in harmony
with, must make not the slightest
with, the theory
theory that his relawith,
slightest discord with,
if Tilton's
Tilton's charge
charge were
were true.
il'

tions with Mrs. Tilton were
were not criminal,
criminal, else 'I`ilton's
Tilton's indictment.
indictment, which

contains (apart
letters) not the slightest
proof, nothing
(apart from the letters)
slightest p'rooj§
nothing but
unsupported
is fatal to Mr. Beecher.
unsupported allegations,
allegations. is

Plenty of time was
was
Plenty
presumed that
presumed

to be

by 'l`ilton
Tilton to prepare
taken by
prepare his indictment. It is
is
lie accumulated therein all
he
all the proofs
proofs within his

reach to support
support his allegation
allegation of aa criminal connection between his
wife and his former friend.
His mind is
an untrained one,
is an
one, of the sentimental sort,
sort, teeming
teeming with cheap
cheap rhetoric,
rhetoric, with no
no logic
logic and no
no knowl-

edge
edge

evidence, but he probably
of the rules of evidence,
probably did his best to set forth

what evidence he had to support
support his charge.
charge.

The letters of Mr. Beecher

himself,
of Mrs. Tilton herself,
herself, constitute,
constitute, we
we repeat,
repeat, all
himself; and ol`
all the eviof
passionate
dence in support
those
affirmations, which Mr.
support
passionate and bitter afiirmations,
"
Beecher has met
met by " the most explicit, comprehensive, and solemn

by
explicit, comprehensive,
denial," and which Mrs. 'l`ilton
Tiiton has met
met by
affirming "before
denial,"
before God,"
God,"
by affirming
"never have II been guilty
"never
adultery with Henry
Henry Vard
Ward Beecher in
guilty of adultery
thought
or deed,
nor has he ever offered to me
deed, nor
an indecorous or
me an
or imthought or
"

proper proposal."
proper
proposal."
sharp and searching
It is
is a
a sharp
question, crim. con. or no
no erim.
crim.
searching test of the question,
lay Mr. Beecher's
con.,
Beecher's private
private and confidential letters now
con., to lay
now disclosed

by
Tilton. letters written for no
no eyes
Tilton
or Mrs. 'l`ilton
by Tilton,
eyes but those of Tilton or
Moulton, alongside
ot' his guilt,
guilt, and the theory
theory of'
of his
Moulton,
alongside of the theory
theory of
is a
a test
innocence. It is
test to which Mr. Beecher appeals
appeals and to which at
any rate he must submit,
it may.
submit, be the result what it
any
may.
Mr. Beecher's
own letters are six in number and may
Beecher's own
as:
may be described as:
or
or

1. His letter of contrition,
1.
January 1,
1, 1871.
contrition, to Moulton,
Moulton, January

°
•
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of gratitude,
1871.
to Moulton, February
February 7,
7, 1871.
His letter
letter of
gratitude, to
1871.
7, 1871.
February 7,
to Moulton, June 1,
4.
letter of
non-resistance. to
of non-resistance,
4. His letter
1873.
1, 1873.
2.
2.

3.
letter of
Tilton,
of advice,
advice, to
to Mrs.
Mrs. Tilton,
3. His letter

to Moulton (no
date given).
5.
of torment, to
given).
letter of
5. His letter
(no date

of "" sacrifice
to Moulton (no
6.
letter of
me," to
sacrifice me,"
date given).
given).
6. His letter
(no date
is as
as follows:
of contrition
1.
contrition is
follows
letter of
1. Mr.
Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's letter
[In

trust with
with F.
trust
F. D.
D. Moulton.]
lIoulton.]

—

MY
ask through
Dear FRIEND
Friend Movurox:-I
Moulton : I ask
My D1-:AR
Tilton's
through you Theodore 'l`ilton's
before my
I humble myself
before him as
forgiveness, and I
as I
I do
do before
my God.
forgiveness,
myself before
man in
better man
in my
my circumstances than I1 have
He would have been aa better
that he will
been. II can
except that
will remember all
can ask
ask nothing,
been.
all the
the other
other
nothing, except
will not plead
that would ache.
breasts
that
breasts that
ache. I
I will
for myself.
myself. 11 even wish that
plead for
1
I
others must live
die before
live to suffer.
suffer.
will die
were dead.
dead. But others
I will
I were
before any
any one
shall be ineulpated.
inculpated. All my
my thoughts are running
but myself
myself shall
running out
towards my
friends, and toward the
the poor child
child lying
lying there,
my friends,
there, and praying
praying
with her
folded hands.
hands. She is
the
guiltless, sinned
her folded
is guiltless,
sinned against,
against, bearing
bearing *the
of
I
another.
Her
have.
I
to
forgiveness I have. I humbly
transgression
transgression of another.
forgiveness
humbly pray
pray to
God to
of her husband to
I have
put it
it into
into the heart of
to put
to forgive
forgive me.
I
trusted this
Bmccnsn.
this to Moulton, in
trusted
in confidence.
confidence.
H. W. Beecher.
con.?? Let the
the test
Crim. con.
YVith
con. or
or no
crim. con.
applied.
With which
no crim.
test be applied.
" must be "
" Every line
and
word"
"in
line
does this
this letter
letter tit?
fit ?
word
in
harmony "
"Every
harmony"
with one
the other theory.
one or the
theory.

The charge
is crim. con.
charge made by
by Tilton is

No lesser
fault than crim. con. could engage
lesser fault
the attention of the whole
engage thc
known
as
now.
If
Mr.
Beecher
ever
Mrs. 'l`ilton's
Tilton's love
love for
public
has
for
now.
If
as
public
him to surpass
for her husband, yet
did not withdraw from her
yet did
surpass her love for
it by
tenderness. that
reciprocal tenderness,
encourage it
by reciprocal

society,
did not refuse to
society, did

indeed is
is a.
fault, enough
enough when
clergyman a most grave
a grave
in a clergyman
grave fault,
grave fault, in
to make him Wish
feel that the
discovered to
wish himself dead, to make him feel
in an
of his
an open
end of
open and public
his career at last
last was come
come in
public shame which
of
an ethical
ethical teacher, as a
a preacher
pen as an
tongue
preacher of
tongue and pen
fault would
But neither that fault
the Christian religion.
fault nor any
less fault
any less
religion.
move public
certainly
judgment as
as
relentless a judgment
certainly move
public opinion
opinion to so stern and relentless
man might
such a man
refuge from in
in suicide.
suicide.
yet anticipate,
anticipate, and think to take refuge
might yet
It would take a fairer
fairer account than he of his otherwise well-spent
It
well-spent life,
life,
at su
such a
a moment. Men of the world would condemn the fault, but not
sin assuredly,
him u
sin no
utterly.
pious would say:
say a sin
no more.
terly. The pious
go; sin
assuredly, but go
But no such fault,
fault, repented
repented of with tears and anguish,
anguish, pardoned
pardoned and
now alleges
his wife's
pardonable, is
is that which Tilton now
alleges against
pastor.
wife's pastor.
against his
pardonable,
He charges
charges criminal conversation. Crim. con. or no
is the
no crim. con.? is
test which must be applied
searching
applied to his own
own letters.
letters.
searching test
" I will
"I
will die
die before any
any one
myself shall be inculpated."
one but myself
inculpated." These
words and the remainder of the letter
letter of contrition were
by
were omitted by
Tilton when he quoted
first sentences at the close of his letter to
quoted its
its first
Dr. Bacon, written to prove
prove himself more
more magnanimous
magnanimous than Mr.
Beecher. Without inquiring
inquiring why
why Tilton should have stopped
stopped short of
must silence
silence his
his

:
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quotation, let
them in his quotation,
let them be reconciled with the crim. con.
con. theory,
theory,
Note that Tilton alleges
alleges (though Mrs. Tilton denies) the

if possible.
possible.

(though

denies)

fact
fact of her confession of crim. con.
earlier, July 3,
con. six months earlier,
1870;
July 3, 1870;
alleges
own silence during those six months alleges that he met Mr.
alleges his own

during
Mr.
months; alleges
«'
Beecher for what he calls "a
a harmonious interview
interview"" and to comply
comply
" wish and prayer for reconciliation and peace
Tilton's "wish
with Mrs. Tilton's
prayer
peace be;" alleges
tween her pastor
tween
pastor and her husband ;"
alleges that Mr. Beecher then for the
first time became aware
first
aware of what Tilton describes as
as the six months old
;

" confession " of his wife
"confession"
alleges that he then and there granted perwife; alleges
granted per~
mission to Mr. Beecher to have a
a private
private interview with Mrs. Tilton at
which Mrs. Tilton gave
gave him a
a written exculpation against everybody
exculpation against everybody
except her husband;
husband alleges
alleges that that exculpation distinctly allirms
affirms in
except
;

exculpation distinctly

;

that even
even her husband could not truly charge Mr. Beecher
truly charge
with crim. con.,
nor so much
much as
as an
an "improper
"improper solicitation."
con., nor
solicitation."
Note also
a
a

postscript
postscript

that Mr. Beecher describes the letter of contrition (which is
(which is not in his
handwriting but is signed
signed by
by him)
him) as
as having
handwriting
having been taken down by aa

by

friend, "sentences
fragments of what II had been saying,
"sentences and fragments
saying, to use
use them
friend,
" taking blame upon myself and pouring out my
as a
a mediator,"
mediator," while "taking
upon myself
pouring
my

heart to my
my friend in the strongest
language, overburdened with the
strongest language,
" I will die
exaggerations of impassioned
impassioned sorrow."
sorrow." One sentence was,
was, "I
exaggerations

any one
myself shall be inculpated."
before any
one but myself
inculpated."
reconciled with the theory
theory of crim. con.?

And how can
can that be
And

Does Mr. Tilton,
Tilton, then,
then, charge
charge his wife with crim. con. with other
alleged.
Was Mr. Beecher confessing
It is
is not alleged.
confessing crim. con.
"las
con. with

men?

confessed, but of which only
Mrs. Tilton which Mrs. Tilton too had confessed,
only Mr.

—

unilateral crim. con.
was guilty,
Beecher was
con.??
guilty,-uni-lateral

That

is absurd.
is

Or was
was

taking to himself wholly
everybody else (say
Mr. Beecher taking
(say
wholly and shielding
shielding everybody

charge of somehow having
Mrs. Beecher for example)
example) from the charge
having caused
conjugal rupture?
"I
will
die
before
any one
"I
a conjugal
one but myself shall be
rupture?
any
myself
"

inculpated " is
is difficult to put in harmony with any crim. con. theory.
inculpated
put
harmony
any
theory.
Unless explained
something not now
now disclosed to the public it
is not
by something
explained by
public it is
reconcilable with the crim. con.
con. theory.
theory.
fits equally the crim. con.
con. and the
The rest of the letter of contrition fits
equally
w hole of the letter,
letter, including
including the phrase,
no crim. con. theory.
phrase,
no
theory. The whole
any one
is
inculpated."
coi^listent
is
"I
"I will die before any
one but myself shall be inculpated,"
cozfisteut
myself
r

explanation offered in Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's rejoinder.
with the explanation
rejoinder.

" When
"When serious

"

sprang up
my wife
household, it
it was
was to my
difficulties sprang
wife that she reup in her household,
as it
it subsympathy, and as
acting from sympathy,
sorted for counsel,
counsel, and both qfus,
of us, acting
appeared without
sequently appeared
sequently
which tended to harm.

full
full

unadvised
knowledge, gave
gave unadmlsed
knowledge,
_

counsel
counsel.

I have no
no doubt that Mr. Tilton found that

ingreatly 'injudgment had greatly
confidence and 'reliance
reliance upon
upon my
his w{fe's
wife's cmmdence
my judgment
a marked
consequence of a
creased,
hzs influence
dimz`m'shed in consequence
creased, while his
þÿ2'71_fl1.L ¬7lC6had diminished

change in his religious
religious and
change
years."
those years."

during
was taking
social views which was
taking place
place during

::
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letter, instead of a rea letter,
were indeed a
if the letter of contrition were
Finally,
Finally, if
omitting some
some
grief made in detached sentences,
sentences, omitting
port of outbursts of grief
port
a reconciliation,
were best suited to effect a
and preserving
reconciliation, then the
preserving what were
plead in
in Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's
might plead
by Moulton might
last two sentences taken down by
last
he
and his forgiveforgivewhich
has,
her
forgiveness
represent
for
they
has,
favor,
for
favor,
forgiveness
they represent
equally accessible to sincere contrition. But
desires, as equally
ness which he desires,

separate sentences in such a memorandum cannot fairly
comparison
fairly
comparison of separate
against him,
him, without what
more than against
in
favor any
Mr.
Beecher's
Beecher's
weigh
any more
weigh
intervening words not recorded. But the
is
knowledge of intervening
is lacking,
lacking, aa knowledge
no
separate
of
each
consistency
separate sentence with the crim. con. or the no
consistency
a
a

light.
criin.
theory does throw light.
crim. con. theory

perfectly
Every sentence should be perfectly
Every
is not consistent
One sentence is

one or the other theory.
consistent with one
theory.

with the crim. con. theory.
theory.
II. Mr.
II.

later, is
is as
letter of gratitude
gratitude to Moulton, a month later,
Beecher's
Beecher's letter

follows:
follows

—

Mr

Mr Dear
DEAR FRIEND
Friend MoUr.'roN
Moulton ::-II

glad
am glad

am

February
7, 1871.
February 7,
book, etc,
etc.
you aa book,
to send you

one of them
no one
me, but to no
Many, many
up to me,
Many,
many friends has God raised up
me as
has he ever given
wisdom so to serve me
given the opportunity
opportunity and the visdom
Elizabeth's.
Theodore's friend and Elizabeth's.
you have. You have also proved
proved 'I`heodore's
you
unhappier creatures that
Does God look down from heaven on
on three unhappier
more
Is it
God's intent
more need a friend than these?
these ? Is
it not an
an intimation of God's
tried and proved
proved
of mercy
you aa tried
mercy to all
all that each one
one of these has in you
But only
Would to God, who
friend?
friend ?
you are we
we thus united. Vould
only in you
orders all
Elizabeth, and
all hearts,
hearts, that by
by his kind mediation Theodore, Elizabeth,
I could be made friends again.
Theodore will
will have the hardest task in
I
again.
but has he not proved
such a case;
capable of the noblest
case
proved himself capable
things
generously he has carried
wonder if
if Elizabeth knows how generously
things?? I[wonder
himself toward me.
speak with her again
can never speak
again withme. Of course, II can
out his permission,
even then, it
it would be best
best.
know, even
permission, and II do not know,
;

.
.
....
.

This is
is indeed the extravagance
extravagance of impassioned
impassioned sorrow. But crim.
con. or no crim.
erim. con. is
is the test for
for the searcher after facts.
first
facts.
In the first
is to be noted that this letter
place
it is
letter is
is alleged
alleged by
by 'l'ilton
Tilton to be of the
place it
same day
same
day and date with one
one from Tilton

to Moulton which he cites as

follows
follows:

Brooklyn,
February 7,
7, 1871.
BROOKLYN, February
BIY
DEAR Friend:
My Dear
FRIEND :-In
In several conversations with you,
you have
you, you
asked about my
my feelings
feelings toward Mr. Beecher,
yesterday you
you said the
Beecher, and yesterday
time had come
come when you
you would like
like to receive from me
an expression
me an
expression
this kind in
of this
in writing.
say, therefore,
therefore, very
very cheerfully,
cheerfully, that notwithwriting. II say,
standing
great suffering
suffering which he has caused to Elizabeth and
standing the great
myself, I
I bear him no
no malice,
shall do him no
wrong, shall discounteno wrong.
malire,'shall
myself,
nance
nance every
every project
project (by
proposed) for any
any exposure
(by whomsoever proposed)
exposure of his
secret to the public.
I know myself
(if I
public, and (if
myself at all)
to act
all) shall endeavor to
to ltfr.
Mr. Beecher as
as I would have him in similar circumstances act toward
me. II ought
own good
your own
good ofhces
offices in
me
in this case have led me
ought to add that your
to a higher moral feeling than I
might otherwise have reached. Ever
I might
ahigher
feeling
yours, affectionately,
Tnaonoms.
affectionately,
Theodore.
yours.
To Frank Moulton.

—
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If crim. con. was
was understood by Tilton to have been confessed by Mr.
by
by
Beecher and by
Tilton, this is
is the most extraordinary
an inby Mrs. Tilton,
extraordinary letter an
jured husband ever
ever wrote.
vrote.
jured
"A
month,
A little
little month,
Ere yet
righteous tears
yet the salt of his most righteous
"

Had left
flushing in his galled
left the flushing
galled eyes,"
eyes,"

can promise
and he can
promise to a common
shall endeavor to act
"shall
common friend that he "
to Mr. Beecher as I would have him in similar circumstances act toward
me."
injured husband rise so
ine."
Does an
an injured
so easily
easily to that plane
plane of moral
feeling,
and, reaching
pen put
feeling, and,
altitude, does he with the turn of a pen
reaching that altitude,
put
" in similar circumstances " think
himself in place
Beecher, and "in
place of Mr. Beecher,
how he would like to have an
hov
an injured
injured husband behave to him,
him, Tilton,
Tilton,
caught
con.??
caught in crim. con.
"

But Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's own
own letter to the same
same mediator,
same day
mediator, of the same
day
flagrant hostility
is in equally
and date,
to
the idea of a lately
date, is
equally flagrant
hostility
lately discovered
and pardoned
is "Theodore,
"—a most
pardoned crim. con. It is
"Theodore, Elizabeth and II"-a
familiarity if
ill-timed familiarity
if the wrong
wrong had been crim. con. He praises
praises the
" You have also proved
him, and then adds
mediator for his service to him,
adds: "You
proved
Theodore's
Elizabeth's," and sees no
'l`heodore's friend and Elizabeth's,"
no hindrance to the ""kind
kind
by which " Theodore,
Theodore, Elizabeth and I could be made friends
mediation " by
an absurd impertinence
again
expectation
again;"" an
impertinence and aa most preposterous
preposterous expectation
:

"

"

;

if the wrong had been crim. con.
if
But it
it shocks nobody.
wrong
nobody. The two letaccording
common mediator.
Mr.
Tilton, are addressed to a common
according to Tilton,

ters,
ters,

Beecher is
is not surprised
ease with which Tilton puts
surprised by
by the ease
puts himself in
his place,
if he were
were detected in crim.
place, and does as he would be done by
by if
con.

a
a

is not shocked by the tone of Mr. Beecher's
Tilton is
Beecher's letter praying
by
praying

renewal of the triple
friendship, its
or at.
at
its unconscious air of pastoral,
triple friendship,
pastoral, or

least personal,
personal, domination.

such a
a case."
case."

On

"
"
Theodore
'Uieodore will have the hardest task in

according to Tilton himself,
helps
the contrary,
it helps
himself, it
contrary. according

"
to bind Mr.
"ito
Mr, Beecher and

expressions of a good
good
Mr. Tilton by
by mutual expressions
Crim. con..
con., then.
then, or
Of Mr. Beecher's
or no
Beecher's letter of
no crim. con. '?
P
gratitude,
must be
by itself,
he said that,
it is
is not absolutely
it must
that, read by
itself, it
gratitude, it
absolutely inconsistent with a detected crim. con., though
though very
upon any
very extraordinary
extraordinary upon
any
spirit."
spirit."

theory
human nature.
theory of human

light of Tilton's
by the light
Read by
Tilton's

letter
letter and of the circumstances detailed

by Tilton himself,
himself,
by

companion
companion

it
is
it is

consistent

with a
no crim. con.,
a wrong
a theory of no
con., of a
wrong done to both husband and
theory
imagine himself to have done "in
wife, of a
a wrong
can imagine
"in
wife,
wrong which Tilton can
can say
similar circumstances,"
l[r. Beecher can
"he would have
circumstances," and where Mr.
say "he
light of Tilton's
man in my
circumstances." Read in the light
man
Tilton's
my circumstances."
Beecher's letter is
is not consiscompanion
facts, Mr. Beecher's
companion letter and recital of facets,
Every line and word should be perfectly
con.
tent with crim. con.
Every
perfectly consistent
theory.
with one
sentences, and its
tone, are
Some sentences,
its whole tone,
one or the other theory.

been a better

not consistent with the crim. con. theory.
theory.
Beecher's
III. Mr. Beecher's

own letter of advice

own

still the
to Mrs. Tilton of still

same
same

:
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gives and receives
receives light
light from the
foregoing letters.
letters. Like
the two foregoing
date gives
day
day and date
ot his
the rather
artful phrase
in Mr. 'I`ilton's
Tilton's letter
letter about "
any exposure ot
his
rather artful
phrase in
"anyexposure
the impression
impression that
that the wrong
wrong done by
by Mr. Beecher
it confirms the
secret," it
secret,"
a. conjugal rupture, of
to a
something tending
tending to
was something
conjugal rupture, of which the consummastorm ready
if
"storm
ready to burst on our heads."
heads." Even if
ot' both the
thc Tillons
r.
the
Tiltons had been sealed, such a rupture
lips of
rupture with which M
Mr.
the lips
was wholly or partly chargeable would have been likely, while
Beecher was
wholly
partly chargeable
likely,
human tongues
wag at their
their present
slight impulsion,
impulsion, to have
tongues Wag
present rate and slight
loose a
let
cleave the
a storm to drown Plymouth
Plymouth Church itself,
itself, and cleave
let loose
general ear with horrid
horrid speech.
speech. Creatures like
like the Woodhull live
live and
general
newspaper reporters
reporters interview her at every
print, and newspaper
stopping-place
every stopping-place
print,
from San Francisco to New York, and newspapers
print what, for
for her
newspapers print
seX's sake, we
we hope
hope are not her words.
sex's
Mr. Beccher`s
Beecher's letter
letter of
of advice to Mrs. Tilton,
Tiltold by
by Mr. Til.
we are told
'l`ilton, we

loose the
tion
let loose
tion would let

ton,
ton,

"

permission
was addressed by
by his
his permission:

Brooklyn, February
February T,
BnooKLvN,
7, 1871.
M Rs. 'I`n;roN:-\`hen
I saw
DIY DEAR
Tilton: When I
Dear Mrs.
saw you
you last
last I
I did
did not expect
expect ever
me than
again, or to be alive
alive many
many days.
days.
was kinder to me
God was
to see you
you again,or
own thoughts.
friend whom God sent to ine,
were
my own
me, Mr. Moulwere my
thoughts. The friend
all friends
I ever had, able and willing
friends that I
proved, above all
willing to
ton. has proved,
ton,
this terrible
in this
terrible emergency
His hand it
emergency of
of my
life.
was that
me in
my life.
it was
help
help me
tied
was ready
on our
tied up
up the storm that was
our heads. You have no
no
ready to burst on
it in
(Theodore excepted)
in his power
power to serve you
friend (Theodore
excepted) who has it
you so
will do it
it with such delicacy
delicacy and honor. It
vitally, and who will
It does my
my
vitally,
in Mr. Moulton an
an unfeigned
sore heart good
good to see in
unfeigned respect
respect and honor
for
kill me
if I
It would kill
me if
I thought
will be as true a
you. It
for you.
thought otherwise. He will
to~ your
friend tohappiness as a brother could be to a sister's.
sister's.
your honor and happiness
The
common ground.
may meet in hirn.
him. 'l`he
In him we
we have a common
ground. You and I1 may
is ended. But is
is there no future
future?? No wiser,
wiser, higher.
higher, holier future?
past is
past
a. priest in
new sanctuary of reconciliathis friend stand as a
May
priest in the new
sanctuary
May not this
bless Theodore and my
D0
tion and mediate and bless
unhappy self?
self?
Do
my most unhappy
fail of its
You believe in
in my
judgment.
let my
my earnestness fail
its end.
my judgment.
not let
I have put
Moulton's hand, and there II
myself wholly
wholly and gladly
gladly in Moulton's
I
put myself
is sent with Theodore's
Theodore's consent, but he has not
must meet you.
you. This is
read it.
it. Vill
it to me
hand?? I1 am
Will you
by his own
own hand
am very
very earnest
me by
you return it
this wish for
for all
all our sakes,
letter ought
subject to
in this
sakes, as such a letter
ought not to be subject
even
even a
a chance of miscarriage.
miscarriage. Your unhappy
unhappy friend,
friend,
W. BEECHER.
Beecher.
H. W,

My

—

Tilton's conthis letter is
The essential fact apparent
in this
is that, with Tilton's
apparent in
Mr. Moulton to Mrs. Tilton as her best
sent, Mr. Beecher commends Mr.
sent,
absurdly difficult
difficult to reconcile with the crim. con.
adviser. That fact
tact is
is absurdly
in the letter
theory.
letter of gratitude
gratitude to Moulton, Mr.
theory. In this letter, as in

detiner
is accepted
all parties
Beecher undertakes to be and is
by all
Beecher
accepted by
parties as the definer
defmer of
of their new
relations, as the moral adviser and definer
new and future relations,
them. That is
wife, but
wrong done to husband and wife,
is consistent with a
a wrong

absurdly
Every line and word
absurdly inconsistent with aa detected crim. con. Every
should be perfectly
Its heated
perfectly consistent with one or the other theory.
theory.

—

:
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conjugal
phrases
suggestion of the worst of conjugal
phrases here and there tolerate the suggestion
criin. con. theory.
with
crim.
the
consistent
is
not
is
purport
whole
Its
wrongs.
theory.
purport
wrongs.
is two years
Beecher's letter of non-resistance to Moulton is
years
IV. Mr. Beecher's

by the
was called out,
It was
out, Tilton says,
says, by
covenant, dated April
2, 1872, in which
tripartite covenant,
the tripartite
2,
of
April
publication
publication
earnestly desired to restore
signers, ""earnestly
covenant Tilton, with the other signers,

1. 1873.
its date,
date, June 1,
later in its

we once
once
fraternity in which we
love, and fraternity
each to the other the respect,
respect, love,
interpreting Tilton
'I`ilton as
aa
comments
public
the
by
together,"
interpreting
lived happily
public
by
happily together,"
by Tilt.on's
Tilton's proproman, and by
injured man,
injuring and Mr. Beecher as the injured
the injuring
show by publishing a few lines from the letter of contrition
posal to shov

posal

by publishing

case:
was the case
that the reverse was

more resistance.
no more
to make no
am determined
Frank:— I am
Dau: FRANK:-I
My
MY Dear
even if
if temporarily
future,
future, even
is such that the
temperament is
Theodore's
'l`heodore's temperament
temporarily
any
me liable at any
rendering me
earned, would be absolutely
absolutely worthless, and rendering
by
we
the
devices
all
all
stultify
to
obliged
day to be obliged
by which we
hour of the day
stultify
publicafair that he should know that the publicais only
saved ourselves. It is
only fair
worse off than beproposes would leave him worse
tion of the card which he proposes
was made after
covenant ") was
(viz., the "tripartite
agreement (viz.,
The agreement
fore. 'l`he
"tripartite covenant")
was written.
He
apology ")
") was
my letter through
(viz., the " apology
through you
you to him (viz.,
my
enjoined
He had enjoined
fault.
wife's fault.
He had condoned his wife's
year.
it a
a year.
had had it
betray his
me, with the utmost earnestness and solemnity,
upon me,
solemnity, not to betray
upon
'l'. T.,
T.,
man as T.
With such aa man
nor leave his children to a blight.
wife, nor
wile,
blight
Vith a
a
upon him. With
depend upon
any that depend
possible salvation for any
no possible
is no
there is
use
is no
'l'here
no use
There is
it
govern it.
strong
strong nature, he does not know how to govern
great
brings great
it brings
me, and it
feeling upon
strong feeling
m
ln trying
upon me,
trying further. I have aa strong
last
my
and preaching
Sunday,
last
my
spending
am
am
I
that
my
peace,
preaching
Sunday,
my
spending
peace,
sermon.
sermon.
"

....
.
.
.

_

....
.
.
.

enjoining upon
publishes himself in this letter as enjoining
Tilton publishes
upon Mr. Beecher
wife
to betray
betray his Wife

solemnity not
"with
with the utmost earnestness and solemnity
"

Tilton), nor
(Mrs. Tilton),
(Mrs.

of the note
The rest ot`

a blight."
leave his children to a
blight."

a detected crim. con. in every
theory of a
consistent with the theory
every line and
a theory
theory to the most impartial
suggest such a
word. It would suggest
impartial mind. It
is
is

Beecher's dearest friend to tolerate the suggestion.
suggestion.
compel Mr. Beecher's
would compel
quoted may
we have quoted
may suggest
Tilton's
phrase we
suggest fifty
But the phrase
things: Mrs. 'I`ilton's
fifty things
"wife's fault,"
greater love for Mr. Beecher than for her husband ; some
some "wife's
fault,"
greater
" all the devices by
condoned, it
it distinctly affirms
which Tilton had condoned,
by
distinctly alfirms; "all
we (Tilton and Mr. Beecher) saved ourselves
which we
public misourselves" from public
(Tilton
Beecher)
conception
judgment which would have
reproach, and the harsher judgment
conception and reproach,
:

;

;

"

conjugal rupture
a C0hjugal
followed 3
Beecher
anywise chargeable
chargeable to Mr. Beecherrupture in anywise
it distinctly
admits but among
these it
one phrase
phrase
among these fifty
things that one
distinctly admits;
fifty things
;

suggest the guilty
does not suggest
guilty partner
partner in a
a detected crim. con.

Him aa
Him

" enjoin
clergyman,
ever "enjoin
daily, did an
injured husband ever
an injured
clergyman, before the public
public daily.
with utmost earnestness and solemnity"
Every
betray his wife? Every
solemnity" not to betray
perfectly consistline and word of 'Mr.
Beecher's own
own letters should be perfectly
"Mr. Beecher's

theory, crim. con. or not crim. con.
one or -the
the other theory.
ent with one

phrase
phrase

snith the crim. con.
con. theory.
is not-consistent
not consistent :with
is
theory.

That
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THE LEW
NEW YORK
PRESS FOLLOWING
REPORTERS
YORK PRESS
A WITNESS
FOLLOWING A
WITNESS ON
ON HER
REPORTEBS FOR
FOR THE
HER
RETURN FROM
THE COMMITTEE
FROM THE
COMMITTEE ROOM.
ROOM.
BETURX
remaining letters of Mr. Beecher to Mr. Moulton
V. and VI. The two remaining
explicitly anticipate,
purport. Both explicitly
akin in their purport.
anticipate, with a sensitivethe publication
publication by
ness
unbecoming however misjudging,
ncss not unbecoming
that
misjudging,
by Tilare
are

ton of his letter of contrition would terminate the usefulness,
usefulness, the happihappi-

The latter anticipates
anticipates
"
fatal
publication would be equally
Tilton,
to
that the publication
says
but
Tilton,
equally
says sacrifice
hesitation, if
if you
you can
can clearly
way to his safety
me without hesitation,
me
safety
clearly see your
your way

pastor and preacher.
preacher.
ness,
ness, and the career of the pastor

"

and happiness
happiness thereby."
thereby,"

MR. BEECHER
MR. MOULTON.
BEECHER TO MR.
MOULTON.

No man
man

difficulties that environ me
see the difficulties
me unless he stands
say that I have a church on
where I do. To say
on my hands is
simple
is simple
enough, but to have the hundreds and thousands of men
men pressing
me,
enough,
pressing me,
each one
or anxiety,
one with his keen suspicion,
zeal, to see the tendensuspicion. or
anxiety. or zeal,
which, if
if not stopped,
cies which.
me;
stopped, would break out into aa ruinous defence of me
seeming to do it;
to stop
stop them without seeming'
any one
one questioning
it; to prevent
prevent any
questioning
allay
prejudices
against
T.,
which
beginning
me to meet and allay prejudices against 'l'.,
had their beginning
me:
as if
was not alarmed or disturbed
years before
if I was
serene. as
disturbed;; to
before; to keep
years
keep serene,
be
among friends when I was
was suii`erin,q
suffering the torhe cheerful at home and among
sleepless nights often.
often, and yet
yet to come
ments of the damned
come
damned; to pass
pass sleepless
may be
all this may
hut the real
no
he talked about,
about. but
nn fresh and fair for Sunday
Sunday-all
thing cannot be understood from the outside,
outside, nor
grindnor its wearing
thine'
wearing and grind-

can
can

my

;

:

;

:

ing on
on
ing

nervous system.
the nervous
system.

—
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BEECHER

MR. BEECHER TO
MR.
TO

MOULTON.

MR. MOULTON.
MR.

If my
place him (Mr.
(Mr. Tilton)
Tilton) all right,
right, that shall
my destruction would place
shall
way II am
not stand in the way;
am willing
willing to step down and out.
No one
one can
step
can
more than that. That I do offer.
offer more
offer.
Sacrifice
me without hesitation,
Sacrifice me
hesitation,
can
clearly
if you
see
your
way
can
to
see
safety
his
and
happiness
you
thereby!
clearly
your way
safety
happiness thereby.
In one
one point
point ot'
of view I could desire the sacrifice on
on my
my part.
part.
Nothing
Nothing
possibly be so
can possibly
so bad as
as the power
can
of
great
power
great darkness in which l1 spend
spend
much of my
my time. 1 look upon
upon death as
as sweeter tar
far than any friend I
any
have in the world. Life would be pleasant
if I
I could see
see that rebuilt
pleasant if
which is
is shattered.
But to live on
on the sharp
sharp and ragged
ragged edge
edge of
anxiety, remorse,
fear, despair,
despair, and yet to pat on
an appearance
remorse, fear,
anxiety,
appearance of
yet
put on an
serenity
happiness, cannot
cannot be endured much
much longer.
am well
serenity and happiness,
longer. I1 am
nigh
discouraged. If
It' you
cease to trust me,
me, II am
nigh discouraged.
me. to love me,
am alone;
alone; I
you cease
do not know
any person
ltnow any
go.
person in the world to whom I could go.
;

Both of these letters in their lines and words appear to us consistent
appear
They are
are neither ot'
of them inconsistent,
inconsistent, howThey
ever,
no crim. con.
con. theory.
theory.
ever, with the no
with the crim. con. theory.
theory.

Thus, then,
case stands. Judging
Judging Mr. Beecher by
'I`hus,
then, the case
by his own
own letters,
letters,
with no
no other light than they cast upon one
another, or
or than is cast
'iight
they
upon one another,
upon them by
by Tilton himself,
all the explanations made
upon
himself, and excluding all

excluding

explanations

by
by

friends, and all the light which Mr. Beecher himself may yet
his friends,
light
may yet
throw by
detailing the primary facts in the case and the set of circumthrov
by detailing
primary
stances under which each letter was
written
was written;
taking crim. con.
CDH. or
or no
no
;

taking

crim. con.
con. as
as the single
single test to be applied
applied in the careful analysis
analysis ot'
of every
every
"
line and word of Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's own
own most " private and confidential
private
letters," we
we reach this result.
letters,"

All the letters are
are consistent with the no
no crim. con.
theory. Two of
con. theory.
the letters are consistent with either theory.
theory. Four of the letters are
inconsistent with the crim. con. theory.
theory.
"
" If his occulted guilt
guilt
Do not itself unkennel in one
one speech,
speech,
is a
a damned ghost.
ghost that we
It is
we have seen,
seen,
imaginations are as foul
And men's
men's imaginations
stithy."
Vulcan's stithy."
As Vulcan's

In order to present
shape, and to exexpresent his defence in proper
proper shape,
Tilton,
Mr.
Beecher
by
very
naturally
by Tilton,
very naturally

plain
letters quoted
plain the letters
quoted

originals, that he might
might
desired to obtain possession
possession of the originals,

memory by
an examination of'
of them. These had
memory
by an
by Mr. Beecher to the keeping
been intrusted by
keeping of Mr. Francis
"
"
of himself and Tilton. Just
D. Moulton,
Moulton, the " mutual friend " of'

refresh his

why Mr.
why

private correspondence
correspondence
placed his private
Beecher should have placed

of a
is a circumstance hard to underthe hands of'
a third party
in the
party is
great error upon
was a
upon his part,
and
a
a foolish act,
a great
stand. It was
act,
part,
grievously atoned for it.
certainly he has grievously
and certainly
it.
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publication of
Upon the publication
Upon
applied
Moulton for
Mr.
to
applied
trusted to him.

Dear
My
MY DEAR

statement, Mr. Beecher
Tilton's
T
ilton's statement,
return of the documents inthe return

His letter was
was

—

Moulton :-II
Mr. Mourfroxv
MR.
:
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as
as

follows
follows:
July 24,
24,
July

am
am making
making

1874.

statement, and I need
a statement,
out a

by Tracy,
me, by
Tracy, all
you send me,
your hands. Will you
papers in your
the letters and papers
an inventory
numbered, and an
inventory
papers ? Let them be numbered,
my papers?
originals of my
the originals
can see and compare,
as I can
compare,
you as
as soon
soon as
taken,
taken, and I will return them to you
may
as the case
be.
copies,
extracts
or
case may
get
dates,
make
dates,
copies,
get
all letters
letters of
Difficulty," and all
"Bowen's Heads of Dililculty,"
me "Bowen's
you send me
Will you
are
you
sister,
if
any
?
with
if
sister,
any
you?

my
my

—

grant you
you to see
see
God grant

again ?
are you
sick
I heard you
were sick-are
you were
you about again?
times.
gratefully,
Yours gratefully,
Moulton.
F. D. lIOULTON.

peaceful
peaceful

Beecher.
H. W. BEECHER.

no reply.
reply.
To this note Mr. Beecher received no

waiting
After waiting

days, during
it was
several days,
was ascertained that Mr. Moulton
during which it

Brooklyn, a
had left
a messenger
was despatched
despatched to his summer
summer
left Brooklyn,
messenger was
following note:
note
residence with the following
Brooklyn, July
July 28,
28, 1874.
BROOKLYN,
The Committee of Investigation
Investigation are waiting
Dear FRIEND
Friend :-The
My
MCY DEAR
waiting
too, earnestly
earnestly Wish
mainly for you
I, too,
wish that
closing their labors. I,
mainly
you before closing
your mind and memory
memory of everything
you would come
come and clear your
you
everything that
you also to bring
bring all letters and papers
can
on the case. I pray
papers
can bear on
pray you
relating to it
it which will
will throw light
upon
it, and bring to a
a
result
this
it,
relating
light upon
bring
:

—

protracted
protracted case.

<

I trust that Mrs. M. has been reinvigorated,
your
reinvigorated, and that her need of your
care will not be so great
great as to detain you.
care
you.

F. D. Moulton,
Esq.
Mourfron, Esq.

W. BEECHER.
Beecher.
H. W.

Truly
yours,
Truly yours,

messenger did not succeed in finding
The messenger
finding Mr. Moulton at
summer residence at Narragansett,
his summer
Narragansett, and 'after
after a
a vain search
for him returned to Brooklyn,
for
and
left
left
the
note
at
Mr. MoulBrooklyn,
ton's
ton's house.

Eemsen STREET,
49 Rmzsss
Street, Baooxtrrr,
Brooklyn, August
August 4.
4. 1874.
BEECHER :-I
Mr.
l[R. Beecher
:— I received your
July 24.
informing
24, informing
your note of July
me
me that you
are making
making a statement,
papers
statement, and need the letters and papers
you are
in my
hands, and asking
me to send to you for the purpose of having
my hands,
asking me
you
having
purpose
extracts or copies
copies made from them, as
as the case may
may be,
may
you may
be, that you
use
use them in your
your controversy
controversy with Mr. Tilton.
MY Dear
My
DEAR

A

I should be very
very glad
glad to do anything
may do,
do, consistent with
anything that II may
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my
my

sense
is due to justice and right, to aid
you will
will
sense of what is
aid you
if you
justice
right,
you; but if
reflect that I hold all
papers intrusted
me at the
desire
all the important
reflect
intrusted to me
the desire
important papers
and request,
request, and in the confidence of both parties
parties to this unhappy
;

unhappy

will see
you will
see that I cannot
cannot in
in honor give them or
or any
you
give
any of them to
either party
against the other. I have not given
or
party to aid him as against
given or
affair,
affair,

shown to Mr. Tilton any
any documents or
or papers
aifairs
papers relating
relating to your
your affairs
once adjusted.
since the renewal of your
your controversy,
controversy, which had been once
adjusted.
deeply I regret
your position
I need not tell you
as foes each to
regret your
position as
you how deeply
doubt, fully
fully believe,
as you, I have no
believe, honlong and,
my long
the other after my
no doubt,
and, as
you,
est and faithful
faithful effort
effort to have you
you otherwise.
all the papers and information I have until both
sacredly hold all
I will sacredly
papers

request me
shall request
or to deliver them into
me to make them public,
public, or
or both,
both, or
the hands of either or
or to lay
or I
committee, or
lay them before the committee,
am
if I can
can be so
am compelled
them, if
justice to produce
produce them,
compelled in aa court of justice

parties
parties

compelled.
compelled.

by my
by
my
by
regard for
for
by it in this regard;
am
am bound to
to believe
believe and
only set forth
preparing you
you will
assume
will only
assume that in the statement you
are preparing
you are
regret that I am
My regret
am compelled
My
compelled

to this course
course is softened

injured
belief that you
substantially injured
you will not be substantially
all
you, and I
are of course
all the facts are
course known to you,

;

the exact facts;
facts; and,
and, if so,
will only
so, the documents,
documents, when produced,
produced, will
only
state,
confirm, and cannot contradict,
so
you may
you will
that
confirm,
contradict, what you
state,
may
you
suffer no
no loss.
If, on
on the contrary--which
contrary which I cannot presume
you desire the possespossesIf,
presume-you
sion ofthe
of the documents in order that you
prove
your
a
you may
in a
statement
may prove your
manner not to be contravened by
manner
disby the facts set forth in them to the disadvantage
aiding you
Tilton, I should be then aiding
you in doing
advantage of Mr. 'l'ilton,
doing that
which I cannot believe the strictest and lirmest
firmest friendship
friendship for you
call
you call
upon me
me to do. With
Vith grateful
upon
your kind confidence
grateful recollections of your

—

and trust in me,
me,

—

I

am
am

truly yours,
very
yours,
very truly

Moulton.
F. D. MoULroN.

Rev. HENRY
Henry Ward
Beecher, Brooklyn,
N K
WARD Bsscnsa,
Y.
Brooklyn, N.

Mr. lIoulton's
Moulton's action in this matter up
up

writing of this
to the writing

7
ery greatly, but it
it seems
perplexed the outside public
note had perplexed
seems
public n'very

greatly,

as his
Beecher had regarded
regarded him as
friend.
comply with Mr.
The refusal of Mr. Moulton to comply
friend.
Beecher's very
opened the
own letters opened
Beecher's
very proper
proper demand for his own
" mutual
eyes of all
all parties as to the true position of the "mutual

up
that up

eyes

friend."
friend."

period Mr.

to this period

parties

position

use documents intrusted in
Tilton had been able to use

confidence to Moulton,
Moulton, and when Beecher asked for an
an inspecinspec-

tion of the originals,
was refused.
originals, he was

public from this
The public

moment became satisfied that Mr. Moulton had
moment

dropped
dropped the

"
mutual friend,"
war
character of "mutual
friend," and had joined
joined Tilton in the war

:

;
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presented his
his jusjusupon
upon Beecher. Mr. Moulton has since then presented
found
in
but
will
be
he
has
in
pages,
these
which
not
tification,
titication,
pages,
suspicion of betraying
in relieving
relieving himself of the suspicion
betraying the
succeeded in
in him by
for the benelit
by Mr. Beecher for
confidence reposed
reposed in
benefit of

Tilton.
Mr. Beecher,
Beecher,

now perceiving
now
perceiving the

true position
position of

Moulton,
Moulton,

a. peremptory demand for
addressed him a
for the production
production of all
all
peremptory
in Moulton's
Moulton's possession
possession before the committee.
his
papers in
his papers
His

follows:
Moulton's reply
reply were
letter
were as follows
letter and Moulton's
Brooklyn, August
August 4,
4, 1874.
BROOKLYN,

Moulton, Esq.:
Esq.
F. D. Mourxron,
bearing date
SIR
Your letter bearing
Sir ;-Your
:

:

Allow

—

me

me

Aug. 4,
is
4, 1874, is
Aug.

this moment
moment received.

my

to express
express my regret
regret and astonishment that you
you refuse

me

me

to see certain letters and papers
papers in your
your possession,
possession,
charges made against
against me
me by
relating
Tilton, and at the
relating to charges
by Theodore Tilton,

even
permission even
permission
reasons

given
given

for
for the refusal.

assurances of personal
On your
personal friendship,
friendship, and
repeated assurances
your solemn and repeated
unquestioning confidence with which you
you inspired
inspired me
me with your
in the unqucstioning
your
for safe-keeping
fidelity, I
I placed
placed in your
safe-keeping various letters
honor and fidelity,
your hands for
letters

me from my
my brother,
brother, my
sister, and various
addressed to me
my sister,
various other parties;
parties
affairs not immediately
also memoranda of affairs
Tilton's
immediately connected with Mr. Tilton's
matters.

I
you confidential notes reI also from time to time addressed you
own self,
self, as one
own
one friend would write to another. These

lating
my
lating to my

for two parties,
parties, nor
were never
never placed
nor
papers were
your house to be held for
papers
placed in your
They were
were to be held for me. I did not wish
way. They
to be used in any
any way.

them

my

scattering, from my careless habit
to be subject
subject to risk of loss or scattering,
They were
were to be held for
for me.
me.
They

in the matter of preserving
preserving documents.

you were
were only
only a
a friendly
friendly
papers were concerned, you
In so far
far as these papers

my wishes.
trustee, holding
holding papers
papers subject
subject to my
trustee,
upon me,
me, and has used letters
letters
Mr. Tilton has made a deadly
deadly assault upon
papers. Are
copies of these papers.
and fragments
fragments of letters, purporting
purporting to be copies
What are their dates?
garbled? Vhat
these extracts genuine?
they garbled?
genuine? Are they
put in '?Z
left out,
What, if
if anything,
anything, has been left
Vhat,
out, and what put
if
for these papers
You refuse my
pleas, that if
papers on the various pleas,
my demand for
that
if
if I make
I
need
them
I speak
statement
I
do
not
speak the truth in my
them;
my
you,
will be an
injury to Mr. Tilton, and that you,
a successful use of them it
it will
an injury
any act that
as a friend of both parties,
parties, are bound not to aid either in any
;

shall injure
injure the other.

But

upon
upon

attempted
I
any one, but to repel
an injury
injury attempted
injure any
repel an
I do not desire to injure
'These
These
care.
committed
sacredly
to
your
the use
use of papers
your
papers
sacredly

me by
me
by

they have been hawked for sale
documents have been seen
seen and copied;
copied they
;
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my confidential
purport to be 'my
confidential
New York newspaper
in New
offices; what purport
newspaper offices
are on
on the market.
you are
notes to you
papers of which you
originals of papers
you
a sight
But when I demand a
sight of the originals
refuse,
defend
myself,
you
may
you
because
trustee,
that
I
a
refuse,
are only
a
are
myself, you
may
you
only trustee,
access to your
depository
parties
'l`ilton has access
Mr. Tilton
are the friend of both parties!
are
your depository
;

!

me

for materials with which to strike me;

;

but I

am

am

not

permitted
use
permitted to use

myself.
defending myself.
them in defending
any papers
papers which Mr.
committee any
I do not ask you
place before the cormnittee
you to place
forthwith place
that you
you
i'Ol'tIlVllll
demand
you.
I
do
But
given
Tilton may
have
place
given you.
may
or deposited
paper which I have written or
before the committee every paper
deposited
every

Truly
Truly yours,
yours,

with you
you.

Beecuer.
H. W.
W. BEECIIEII.

MR. BEECHER.
TO MR.
BEECHER.
ANSWER
ANSWER TO

MOULTON'S
MR.
MR. MOULTON'S

August 5,
Brooklyn, August
5, 1874.
46 Remsen
Rmisns Street,
STREET, BROOKLYN,
Rev.
BEECHER:
WARD Beecher
REV. Henry
HENRY Ward
never
acquaintance and friendship
Sir :--In
In all our
our acquaintance
My
MY Dear
DEAR Sm
friendship I have never
August 4.
It seems
seems
4.
a letter of the tone of yours
received from you
yours of August
you a
:

:

—

same ill
ill advisers who
by the same
inspired by
unlike yourself,
yourself and to have been inspired
a committee of
affairs before u.
private atfairs
your private
lamentably carried your
had so lamentably
public.
your
your church and thence before the public.
during
past four
remind
you
that
me
In reply
let
me
during the whole of the past
you
reply
documents, notes and memoranda which you
you and Mr.
years
all the documents,
years all
me, have been so intrusted because they
Tilton have intrusted to me,
they had a
a
'l`ilton
your mutual differences. I hold no
no papers, either of yours
reference to your
papers,
yours
" memoranda of
as bear on
his, except
except such as
on this case.
You speak
or his,
or
speak of "memoranda
immediately connected with the Tilton matter."
affairs not immediately
You
probably
your difficulties with Mr. Bowen,
Bowen,
probably allude to the memoranda of your
a direct reference to your
your present
but these have a
present case
case with Mr. Tilton,
Tilton,
were deposited
deposited with me
by you
and were
me by
you because of such reference. You
speak also of
a letter or
or two from your
your brother and sister,
ofa
sister, and I am
am sure
sure
speak
you
forgotten the apprehension
we entertained lest Mrs.
you have not forgotten
apprehension which we
Hooker
fulfil a design
lloolcer should fulfil
forcshadowed to invade your
your
design which she foreshadowed
to your
your congregation
your intimacy
vith
congregation a confession of your
intimacy with

pulpit and read
pulpit

Mrs. Tilton.

You speak
speak of other papers
"subject to your
wishes." I
your wishes."
papers which I hold "subject
hold none
none such,
such, nor
nor do I hold any
Tilton's wishes.
The
any subject
subject to Mr. Tilton's
papers
hold, both yours
were not given
yours and his,
papers which I hold,
his, were
given to be subject
subject
to the wishes of either of the parties.
holdobject of my
parties.
But the very
very object
my hold~
ing them has been,
been, and still
is, to prevent the wish of one party from
still is,
ing
prevent
party

being injuriously
injuriously
being

You

against the other.
exercised against

incorrect in saying
saying that Mr. Tilton has had access to my
my
"
" depository of materials "
on
on the contrary,
contrary, I have refused Mr.
llr. Tilton
;
"depository
are

;

such access.
to

me and

me

During the preparation
During
preparation

of his sworn
sworn statement he

came
came

said his case
case would be incomplete
permitted him to
incomplete unless I permitted

:

;
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all he could rely
rely upon
upon were
I refused;
were
use all
all the documents, but I
refused; and all
writings of yours
yours
such notes as he had made from time to time from writings
me to be read to him, and passages
of which
which you
you had written to me
passages ot'
Mr. Tilton has seen only
only a part
lips in
in shorthand.
caught from my
he caught
part
my lips
possession, and would be more
more surprised
surprised to learn
my possession,
in my
of the papers
papers in
possibly be.
be.
you can possibly
the entire facts of the case than you
oiiices II know not;
newspaper offices
may have existed in newspaper
Vhat
rumors may
What idle
idle rumors
not
`

nut come
come from me.
me.
they have not
but they
"
your letter
letter you
you say,
you to place
place before the
In closing
closing- your
say, "II do not ask you
"have given
papers which Mr. Tilton may
any papers
committee any
I do
given you;
may 'have
you; but I
forthwith place
place before the committee every
you l`o1~thv`ith
demand that you
every paper
paper
deposited with you."
you." In reply
reply I
which I
I have written or deposited
I can
can only
only say
say

cannot justly place
place before the committee the papers
that I
I cannotjustly
papers of one of the
same
same with the papers
papers of the other,
other, and I
I caucan-

doing the
parties without doing
parties

honorably except
except either by
by legal
process compelling
compelling me,
not do this honorably
me, or
legal process
in writing,
writing, not only
by consent in
yourself, but of Mr. Tilton,
Tilton, with
else by
only of yourself,
whom II shall
shall confer on
on the subject
subject as speedily
possible.
speedily as possible.
will, I
trust, see a greater
I trust,
justice in this reply
You will,
spirit of justice
reply than you
you
greater spirit
have infused into your
4.
your unusual letter of August
August 4.
FRANCIS
respectfully,
Very
Francis D. MoULToN.
Moulton.
Very respectfully,

now in
in a most unhappy
predicament for
for
Mr. Moulton was
was now
unhappy predicament
His pretence
parties was
pretence of friendship
friendship for both parties
was exexfor him to speak
necessary for
his
absolutely necessary
speak in his
ploded, and it
it was absolutely
ploded,

himself:
himself.

own defence.

own

preliminary step,
As a preliminary
step, he addressed the follow-

Tilton, asking
asking his
his consent to the step
step demanded
ing note to Mr. Tilton,
ing

of him by
by Mr. Beecher:
Beecher
Brooklyn,
5, 1874.
Bnoonrivx, August
August 5,
Tnnonome:
Theodore Tnfros,
Tilton, Esq.:
Esq.:

My

—

MY DEAR
July 28. a letter from
Sm :-I1 have received, under date of July
Dear Sir
:

IVard Beecher,
Henry Ward
expresses the wish that I
Beecher, in which he expresses
Henry
" clear my mind and
would go
go before the Investigating
Investigating Committee and "clear
my
memory of everything
everything that can
referring, of course,
on this case,"
can bear on
case," referring,
memory
the Rev.

to the controversy
controversy between you
you and him.
I cannot, in view of my confidential relations with you,
any
you, make any
T
statement before the Investigating
release me,
Committee, unless you
Investigating Committee,
3 ou

my

as Mr. Beecher has done, explicitly from my obligation to
maintain
explicitly
my obligation
your
your confidence.

If you
will express
you will
me clearly
clearly a request
go before the
express to me
request that I should go
Investigating Committee and state any
all facts within my
any and all
my knowlInvestigating
edge concerning
concerning your
any
edge
your case with Mr. Beecher. and exhibit to them any
or all
all documents in my
relating thereto,
my possession
thereto, I shall,
shall, in view of
possession relating

:
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Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's letter,
letter, consider myself
myself at liberty
liberty to accede to the request
request
ol' the committee,
of
committee, to state such facts and exhibit such documents.

Very respectfully,
respectfully,
Very
Francis D. Moumox.
FRANCIS
Moulton.

To this
this letter
letter Mr. Tilton replied as follows:
follows
replied
Brooklyn, August
BROOKLYN,
5, 1874.
August 5,
FRANCIS D. MOULTON,
Francis
Moulton, EsQ.:
Esq.

:

1IY Dear
DEAR S1R:~In
My
Sir :— In response
response to your
day, mentioning
mentioning
your note of this day,
Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's request
request that you
you should exhibit to the committee the
facts and documents hitherto held in confidence by you touching his

by you touching
difference with me,
hereby give
me, I hereby
own congive you
you notice that you
you have my
my own
sent and request
request to do the same.
Yours truly,
truly,
Theodore 'I`11:roN.
'I`HEoDonE
Tilton.

XIX.

MR. MOULTON'S
MOULTOX'S SECOND
SECOXD APPEARANCE.
AFTER
After the receipt
receipt of
the noteof
ofthe
note~of` Mr. Tilton,
Tilton, given
given above,
above,
Mr. Moulton had no
BIV.
no longer
longer any
reason for
for withholding the ininany reason

withholding
Accordingly, on
on the night
night
Accordingly,

formation demanded of him.

of
the 5th of August,
August, he appeared
before
the
committee,
and
read
appeared
committee,
the following
them:
following document to them

:

—

OF the
'rim Commrnnz-I
Gentlemen of
Committee: I have received your
GENTLEBIEN
your invitation to
appear before you.
on any
proper occasion,
occasion, to disdisappear
you. I have been ready,
ready, on
any proper
all the facts and documents known to me
close all
me or in
in my
possession remy possession
lating
subject-matter of your
your inquiry,
lating to the subject-matter
inquiry, but II have found myself
myself

embarrassed because of my
my peculiar
conpeculiar relations to the parties
parties to the C011all of them,
troversy.
Friendly
for years
years to all
them, and at the time of the outtroversy.
Friendly for
feeling toward each,
break of this miserable business having
each,
having the kindest feeling
now fallen upon
calamity that has now
upon all.
I endeavored to avert the calamity
all. Most

it became necessary
by all
all parties,
fully and confidently
confidently trusted by
necessary that II
fully
parties, it
simple truth of every
every fact and circumstance
should know the exact and simple
some sort the
was made by
of the controversy,
controversy. as I was
by mutual consent in some
affair, and,
and, after the estrangement,
comarbiter of the affair,
estrangement, the medium of com-

saying in writing
munication between the parties,
parties, each saying
writing to

me

me

such

were desired to be said or written to the others;
others and in such
things
things as were
person
gave the information or showed the communication to the person
case I gave
;

aCected by
it. Under these circumstances I
intended to receive or be aifected
by it.
liberty to give
felt at liberty
give testimony
testimony or facts thus obtained in the
have not felt

by law to
a tribunal not authorized by
sacredness of confidence before a
quire them,
them, however much otherwise
quire

I

might respect
respect
might

its
its

re-

members and
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whom I received the
parties from whom
the consent of the parties
request of Mr. Beecher
or request
l'ith
With the consent or

disclosures and documents.

all tlre
give all
tlte
sorrowingly, to give
myself ready,
ready, sorrowingly,
Tilton, I have held myself
Mr. Tilton,
committee, and
inquiry of the committee,
objects of inquiry
facts that I know about the objects
copies of
papers II have to the committee,
produce whatever papers
committee, and leave copies

or

produce

stipulation
one stipulation
it, with perhaps
if they
they desired it,
the same
them, if
same with them,
perhaps the one
I
cross-examined,
be
orally
or
or
to
evidence
my
that if
if I have to give
cross-examined,
orally
give my
reporter, in order that I should
phonographic reporter,
might
bring with me
me a phonographic
might bring

my

protection.
own protection.
an exact copy of my testimony,
have an
my testimony, for my own
copy
"Ward
\'ard
Beecher and Mr.
Henry
Rev.
from
the
to-day in receipt,
I am
am to~day
Henry
receipt,

absolving
Theodore Tilton,
Tilton, of their consent and request,
request, thus absolving

me

me

there-

you,
appear before you,
my confidential
conddential relations toward them, to appear
by
by from my
differand to give
give to you
you the facts and documents with reference to the differences between them.
ences
evidence, and Mrs.
me that as Mr. Tilton has given
It appears
given his evidence,
appears to me
own, in
requested to add his own,
likewise, Mr. Beecher should be requested
Tilton likewise,
parties in the case
case shall have been indeprincipal parties
order that the three principal
responsibility before I am
am called to adduce
own responsibility
pendently
on their own
pendently heard on
all.
my possession,
possession, derived from them all.
the facts in my
fully released from my
confidential ream now
now fully
my conddential
Nevertheless,
Nevertheless, since I am
my only
only
parties involved in this sad affair,
Iations with the parties
lations
affair, and since my

truth, the whole truth,
truth, and nothproper statement must consist of the truth,
proper
why
but
I
sce
no
reason
it
truth,
no
special
reason
it
may
ing
I
see
the
truth,
ing
special
why
may not be made at
well as at another,
another, but as my
my statement will necessarily
one time as wel]
necessarily inin-

papers, II must ask a
great multiplicity
multiplicity of facts and papers,
a little
little delay
delayclude a great
Accordingly, 1 suggest
suggest Saturday
copy them. Accordingly,
Saturday evening,
evening,
to arrange
arrange and copy

August 8,
8,
August

as

an evening
evening convenient for

an

me

me

my

to lay
lay my statement before

'

the committee.

The committee adjourned
adjourned at midnight
midnight and passed
passed silently
silently

away.
away.

XX.
FRAXCIS
FRANCIS D. MOULTON.
MOULTOX.

(THE MUTUAL
MUTUAL FRIEND).
(THE
FRIEND).
figured so prominently
Mr. Moulton
prominently in the controversy
lIR.
MIOULTON' has Hgured
controversy

knowledge of him is
that some
some knowledge
is necessary to a
proper undera proper
necessary
standing
the
case.
of
standing
He is
is about thirty-two years of age, and is
man
is said to be a man
thirty-two years
age,
education and commanding
commanding business talents.
After
talents.

of fine
fine

passing
college, he received an
appointment to
an appointment
passing through
through college,
16

the
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Military Academy
Academy
Military

then

at

Vest
West Point,
Point, but declined it
it because of his
the
Upon
recommendation
of Peter
Upon

delicate health.

(jooper,

Esq., he was
Cooper, Esq.,
was received into the mercantile establishment

of Voodrutt`
Woodruff & Robinson,
York.
Robinson, of New Ygrk.
tion to business he soon

By diligent
applicaBy
diligent applica-

won the confidence
coniidence of the iirm,
firm, and

won

was rapidly
rapidly advanced,
advanced, becoming,
becoming,

was

house.

a

man
man

at length,
partner in
in the
length, a partner
He has been a
a very
very successful merchant,
merchant, and is
is now
now
of considerable wealth. "" In manners
manners he impresses
impresses one
one

as being
gentleman
being a gentleman

of refinement,
refinement, with just
just enough
enough of the

way
way

in his make up
of the world in
preclude the idea of effemiup to preclude
He
nacy.
wears
a
heavy
brown
moustache
that looks as if
if it
it
nacy.
heavy

were never combed or cared for.
for.

were

business-like.
business-like.

His manner
manner is
is direct and

He is
is slightly over the medium height, straight
slightly
height, straight

and muscular.

He

talks freely,
freely, but when discussing
discussing business

speaks rather slowly
slowly and with precision.
precision.
speaks

His admiration for
for

Butler, his
General Butler,
his personal
personal friend,
friend, whom he has consulted

this case,
is based upon
in this
upon that gentleman's
gentleman's force of character,
character,
case, is
success
with which he uniformly
uniformly accomplishes
accomplishes his

and the
ends."

It has been a matter of surprise
surprise to the outside world that
lIr. Beecher
Mr.
Beech er should have honored Mr. Moulton with such an

extraordinary
friendship.
extraordinary degree
degree of his friendship.

little
little to draw the two men
men together.
together.

Certainly there seemed
Certainly
man
man of world-

was a
One was

wide fame,
fame, of advanced age,
scholarly tastes and pursuits,
age, and scholarly
pursuits,
and a
a clergyman
scarcely known out of his own
own imclergyman ; the other scarcely
mediate circle,
circle, simply
simply a
a man
man of average
abilities, a.
young man,
man,
a young
average abilities,
and one who made no
no pretensions to religious life
life
thought.
or
pretensions
religious
thought.
;

"

"
writing in 1868,
had inhersays Mrs. Stowe,
Stowe, writing
1868, "had
says
genius for friendship.
friendship.
ited
ited from his father what has been called a genius

"Mr.
Beecher,"
Mr. Beecher,"

He

an enthusiastic personal
personal
was never
never without the anchor of an

attachment for somebody."
somebody."
are apt
predisposition to friendship
friendship are
(to
Men with such a predisposition
apt to (to
own words) " slop over."
own
Certainly Mr.
words) "slop over." Certainly

Beecher's
use Mr. Beecher's

unwisely in selecting
selecting Mr. Moulton as his
Beecher did choose unwisely

coniidant.
intimate friend and confidant.

Moulton,
however, had been
Moulton, however,

story of
friend, and Theodore had confided to him the story
Tilton's friend,
Tilton's
came
came to Mr. Beecher with profeswrongs.
He
He
his
his imaginary
profesimaginary wrongs.
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sions
his desire
desire to
for him and of his
to settle
the warmest esteem for
settle
sions of the
and
a
and
the
being
peaceably
quietly,
a
prepossessing
the controversy
being prepossessing
controversy peaceably
quietly,
the pastor's
and most plausible
friendship, which was
won the
pastor's friendship,
was
man, Won
plausible man,
characteristic
unrcserve.
with
characteristic
unreserve.
given
given
"
"
We find
find Moulton,"
Moulton," says
says the
the Investigating
Investigating Committee,
Committee, in
in
" quietly becoming
final report,
their
report, "quietly
becoming the
the friend
their final
friend of both parties
parties
--the
friend. Mr. Moulton,
the mutual friend.
Moulton, as he discloses
discloses his
his charchar-

—

acter in
in these
these proceedings,
to be a very
very plausible
plausible man,
man,
proceedings, appears
appears to

will than conscience.
with more
conscience.
more vigor
vigor of will

One thing
is unfortu~
thing is
unfortu-

that from this
nately clear,
this time on
obtain and
on he contrived to obtain
clear, that
nately
confidence of lIr.
in his
Mr. Beecher both in
hold the
the confidence
his ability
ability and purpurto
the
in
faith.
There
was
keep
the
pose
to
peace
in
good
faith.
certainly
was certainly
pose
keep
peace
good
room for
for an
an honest peacemaker.
peacemaker. Mr. Beecher knew he had been
room
accused
of
an
that a reputable
falsely
impure offence,
offence, and that
an impure
reputable
falsely
Woman
woman by
by some
some means had been induced to make the accusation. It
It is
is true the charge
force
tion.
charge had been withdrawn,
withdrawn, and its
its force
in a sense broken.
Still
Still the fact
fact remained-he
remained he had been
was in

—

accused.
accused.
N
" Mr. Beecher naturally
felt that the situation
situation was
critical.
naturally felt
was critical.
For him,
world-wide fame,
fame, to be even falsely
clergyman of World-wide
falsely
him, a clergyman
accused was
To
would
a
save
a
prevent publicity
publicity
calamity.
was
calamity.
prevent
in
still
felt-and
and in the light
results may
still greater
greater calamity.
light of results
calamity. He felt
may

—

—

?
that a public
public charge
charge of such an
right ?--that
was right
in his
his letter
offence
letter to Moulton of
it in
offence would,
would, as he expressed
expressed it
'
make a conflagrationf
conflagration.' For reasons of malice and
February 5,
5, 'make
February
it
was preparing
preparing to make
apparent
revenge,
it
became
revenge,
apparent that Tilton was
a deadly assault
This
lIr.
Beecher
Mr.
him.
believed it
Was
assault
it was
upon
deadly
upon

We
we

not say
say he

was

his
all possible
his supreme
possible honorable means.
prevent by
by all
means.
duty to prevent
supreme duty

Moulton professed
Tilton's purpose,
professed to deprecate
deprecate Tilton's
purpose, and declared
if Mr. Beecher would trust to
to him he could and would prevent
if
prevent
it.

it.

And so

now began
now
began

a

series
letters and steps
series of letters
steps under the
Mr.
object,
object, as lIr.

direction of the mutual friend,
friend, having
having for
for their
their

Beecher believed,
believed, the suppression
suppression of the scandal and the restorin
ation,
some
in
measure,
if practicable,
position and
some
ation,
measure, if
practicable, of Tilton to position

employment."
employment."
That Mr. Moulton understood the charge
charge against
against Mr. Beecher
at this
this time to be "
improper solicitations
Tilton" is
is
solicitations of Mrs. Tilton"
"improper
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he regarded
alleged by
the offence
offence alleged
regarded the
by
apologized for
for and forgiven.
be apologized
forgiven. It
wrong to
to him to imagine that
an outrageous
would be an
imagine that he could
outrageous wrong
to
ought under any
hold that Tilton ought
circumstances
to renew
renew
any
the fact
that
fact that
evident
evident from the
that
could
Tilton
one that
as one
Tilton as

or accept
accept the
his
his friendly
relations with,
with, or
friendly relations

of,
bounty ot,
bounty

the

man he

man

believed
wife.
believed to be the seducer
seducer of his wife.
Tilton's
was Mr. Moulton aware
aware of the
Not only
the true nature of Tilton's
only was
first
first

charge against
against Mr. Beecher,
Beecher,
charge

believed Mr.
he also
also believed

but

About the lst
1st
Beecher to be
be innocent of wrong
wrong in the matter.
at the illBeecher, becoming
of June,
June, 1873,
ill1873, Mr. Beecher,
disheartened
becoming
success
success

efforts to
of his efforts
to keep
keep the scandal quiet,
quiet, had half formed

its course, and make his defence in a
a
a
a resolution to let
let it
it take its
course,
Moulton,
he
statement to the public,
public, and on
on that day
wrote
to
Moulton,
day
"
clear ; I am
am not in haste
is clear;
shall write for
for the
haste; I shall
"My mind is

My

;

the
public a
a statement that will bear the light
ofthe
light of
public

Day.
Day.
are
are

God will take

care
care of

me
me and

guilty man.
strange
man.
strange words for aa guilty

—

timent conscious rectitude
a
timent-conscious
rectitnde and a

mine."
mine."

Judgment
Judgment

Certainly
Certainly

these

one
They breathe but one
They

sensen-

consequent
consequent trust in God.

however, did not wish publicity.
Moulton, however,
Mr. Moulton,
publicity.

He replied
He
replied to

beginning his
must be
Mr.
his letter thus
thus: "" If the truth must
lIr. Beecher,
Beecher, beginning
know
you
can
stand
if
the
whole
spoken,
let it
it be.
I
case was
was
case
you can
spoken,
"Apparently fearing
fearing this might
published to-morrow."
to-morrow." "Apparently
might rather
published
tend to determine Mr. Beecher to publish
publish the whole case than
other lines with a
out
these
otherwise,
he
and
crossed
a pencil
otherwise,
pencil
In this new
new effort,
on
same
paper,
and commenced anew.
anew.
on
the
same
effort,
paper,
:

these words occur
occur

:

:

''

lished to-morrow/
to-morrow.' ""

case were
were pubpubYou can
can stand if the whole case

may now
Whatever
now
Vhatever Mr. Moulton may

allege,
allege,

against him.
his Written
written words must stand against

Mr. Moulton gave
gave Mr. Beecher very
very bad advice during
during the
"
"
affair,
and
under
the
influence
iniiuence
of
the
mutual
affair,
"
Mr. Beecher exhibited a degree
degree of timidity
friend " lIr.
and
moral
timidity
progress of the
progress

cowardice which he has bitterly
bitterly paid
paid for.

Yet all this while

was using
own
own showing,
showing, was
using his
influence over
him
for
benefit.
Nor
did
Mr.
Tilton's
Beecher
over
Tilton's beneiit.
Moulton, who,
by his
he trusted Moulton,
who, by

suspect the
suspect

" mutual friend"
friend "
true character of the "mutual

until the

Tilton's statement containing
containing copies
copies of letters
of
of' Tilton's
letters
keeping, and the refusal of the "" mutual
Moul ton's keeping,
confided to Moulton's

publication
publication
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"
friend " to allow Beecher access to the originals
papers,
originals of these papers,
confidence reposed
the
using
was
was
Moulton
that
seem
made it
it seem
reposed in
using

him for
for Tilton and against
against Beecher.

popularly supposed
is popularly
Graphic, which is
The New York Graphic,
supposed to

Moulton, and to express
speak
sentiments, gives
gives
express his sentiments,
speak for Mr. Moulton,
reasons for his refusal
Moultou's
as the gist of Moulton's
is regarded
what is
gist
regarded
folrequest (see
Beecher's request
of Mr. Beecher's
6) in the folAugust 6)
(see edition of August
" It is
the
papers
once
in
glance
that
Mr.
at
a
is
obvious
lowing
: "It
papers
glance
lowing
destroyed
Beecher's
Beecher's hands would be at his disposal
might be destroyed
disposal and might
:

some
by some
by

friends."
of his indiscreet or over zealous friends."

—

In asking
asking

—

that of July
letter-that
24-Mr.
Mr.
his first
first letter
for these papers
July 24
papers in his
an
take
an
number
and
inventory
Beecher asked Mr. Moulton to
inventory

ib in Moulton's
placed it»
Moulton's power
This placed
for.
papers he asked for.
of the papers
power
of
any
suppression
of
Such
or
them.
destruction
the
to prove
suppression
any
prove

destruction

or

suppression would
suppression

have

fatal
been fatal

to

Mr.

supposed that either
it is
is not for a moment to be supposed
Beecher, and it
Beecher,

upon
inflicted such damage
his friends would have inflicted
he or any
any of his
damage upon
means
pointed out to Mr. Moulton the means
or at least have pointed
his case,
case, or
fastening such action upon
of fastening
upon them.
in this scandal has been peculiar,
peculiar, and
Mr. Moulton's
Moulton's position
lIr.
position in

it not in
in the manner
he has come
come out of it
manner he must have desired.

Many
Many

hard things
things have been said of him,
many serious charges
charges
him, many
made against
him
confessed
that
the
most
seit
must
be
but
it
against him;
;

injuries he has experienced
affair have been those
rious injuries
experienced in the affair

he has inflicted upon
by his
upon himself by

own admitted
own

acts

and his

published
published statements.

XXI.

MR. MOULTON'S
THIRD APPEARANCE.
MOULTON'S
THIRD
ON the 10th of August,
On"
Moulton's apapAugust, to which date Mr. Moulton's
pearance
had
postponed
been
mutual
gentleman
by
consent,
that
pearance
postponed by
consent,
gentleman
appeared before the committee,
committee, and laid before them copies
appeared
copies of

some
some of the documents he had been requested
requested
official
official

produce. The

to produce.

report of this
this session of the committee is
is
report

as

follows:
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'1'he committee met at 3 P.
The
p. M.
m.
All the members were present.
present. At
about 5
o'clock Francis D. Moulton, who was expected
5 o'clock
opening
expected at the opening
of the session,
session, made his appearance,
appearance, when,
when, with the consent of the committee,
statement, prefacing
mittee, he read the following
it with the remarks:
following statement,
remarks :
prefacing it
" I submit to you,
"I
you, Hrst,
first, the invitation signed
signed by
by your
your chairman,
chairman, July
July
27,
27, 1874; next,
next, the invitation of your
your chairman,
chairman, signed July 28, and

next, the invitation of your
your chairman, signed
signed
of these invitations
invitations on
on the table before him.)
him.)

signed July 28,
August 4,"
(laying copies
August
4," (laying
copies

STATEMENT

STATEMENT OF
OF MR. MOULTON.

GENTLEMEN ox-'
Gentlemen
of 'ms
the Committee
Connrrrea :—
:-Vhen
last before you
When II was
was last
I stated
you I
that II would,
would, at your
your request,
request, produce
produce such documents as II had,
had, and
make such statement of facts as had come
come to my,
my. knowledge
knowledge on the subyour inquiry.
ject of your
inquiry. I fully
do, and have prepared
ject
fully intended so to do,
my
prepared my
statement of facts as sustained by
by the documents,
documents, and made an exhibit
all the papers
of all
papers that have come in
in any
any way
way into my
possession, bearmy possession,
on the controversy between the parties.
ing
ing on
controversy
parties. That statement must,
must, of
course,
less force upon
course, bear with more or less
upon one or the other of them.
reflection, aided by
On mature reflection,
by the advice of my
friends, I
my most valued friends,
have reconsidered that determination, and am
am obliged
say to you
you
obliged to say
feel compelled,
that I
I feel
compelled, from a sense of duty
parties, to my
duty to the parties,
my relation
to their controversy,
controversy, and to myself,
myself, neither to make the statement nor
produce the documents.
to produce
TVhen
Hrst became a party
When TI first
unhappy controversy
party to the unhappy
controversy between
Tilton, I
I had no
no personal
Beecher and Tilton,
any document in
in
knowledge, nor any
personal knowledge,
my possession
know of
my
possession which could affect either. Everything
Everything that I know
papers, has come
fact, or have received of papers,
come to me
me in the most sacred
fact,
purpose of composing
confidence, to be used for the purpose
composing and settling
all
confidence,
settling all
preventing, so far
difficulties between them,
far as possible,
dilhculties
possible, any
them, and of preventing,
any
private affairs
affairs being
brought to the public
knowledge of their private
being brought
knowledge
public notice.
For this purpose
all their matters have been intrusted to me,
purpose all
me, and for
them, it
it would be not for the purpose
none
now use
none other. If I should now
use them,
purpose
of peace
peace and reconciliation,
a controversy
reconciliation, but to voluntarily
voluntarily take part
part in a
controversy
which they
fit to renew
renew between themselves. How
How faithfully,
they have seen fit
faithfully,
duty to the parties
earnestly, and honestly
my duty
parties for
for
earnestly,
honestly II have labored to do my
for myself,
me to settle for
peace, they
The question
peace,
they both know. 'I'he
question for me
myself, and
party in a
is now,
anything to aid either party
a renewed
other, is
no other,
now, ought
ought I to do anything
by use of that which I received and have used
controversy by
controversy
u_sed only
only to proproconscience, I think I ought
mote harmony
my honor and conscience,
harmony?? On my
ought not.
misconstruction and vituperation
And at the risk of whatever of misconstrnction
vituperation may
may
come
my own
come upon
own judgment,
me, I must adhere to the dictates of my
upon me,
judgment, and

my

preserve,
least, my own
own self-respect.
self-respect.
preserve, at least,
is a mere
again to the fact that yours
voluntary triI call attention again
mere voluntary
triyours is
voluntary and not compelled
by a
a voluntary
bunal, and whatever I do here is
is done by
compelled
bunal,

—
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having the power
Whether before any
power to
any tribunal having

compel
compel the

ever produce
produce
testimony and statement of fact,
production
fact, I shall ever
production of testimony
I
statements,
I reserve to
these
confidential
or give
of
give
any
these papers,
statements,
any
papers,
never come.
come.
hope may
emergency, which I hope
judge of the emergency,
myself
may never
myself to judge
a
sympathy
with
a renewal
in
have
been
I
never
as
wish-as
wish
Against
my
sympathy
Against my
given to the pubpubpart of these documents have been given
a part
of this conflict
confiict-a
is but just,
just,
lic.
In so far,
lic.
far, confidence in regard
regard to them has ceased. It is

—

—

parties, that the whole of those documents,
documents.
therefore,
therefore, and due to the parties,

given, shall be put
portions
put into your
your hands,
only have been given,
portions of which only
request of the committee. II have,
have,
in response
response to the thrice-renewed request
produce here and place
I produce
therefore,
copies of them which I
therefore, copies
place in the hands
request, that after they
they have been
hope and request,
of the committee,
committee, with the hope
me.
If
to
any
controversy
they
be
me.
returned
examined by
them,
may
them,
by
they may
any controversy
copies, or of the documents on
authenticity of the copies,
on
shall arise as to the authenticity
speak. With this exceptionmyself open
exception
point, II shall hold myself
that point,
open to speak.
my own
uprightness of my
own honor and the upriglitncss
except in defence of my
my course
course
except
purity and candor of
business, the purity
all this unfortunate and unhappy
in all
unhappy business,
sustain»-I
which II appeal
I do not
not
parties to sustain
appeal to the consciences of both parties
never be called upon
propose,
hope I may
upon hereafter to speak,
speak, either
may never
propose, and hope
the facts,
any paper
received from
as to
paper that II have ret-civcd
facts, or to produce
produce any
parties involved herein.
either of the parties
Faaxcts D. )lor:i.TON.
Fraxcis
Modlton.

—

will appear
letters will
appear in Mr. Beecher's statement,
statement, with

[The
[The

an explanaexplana-

an

each.]
tion of each._|

THE DEBATE
DEBATE WITH
YVITH THE
THE COMMITTEE.

THE

,

—

Mr. Winslow
W'rNsLow--Mr.
Mr. Moulton,
Moulton, the committee desire

1ne
me to ask you
you
notwithstanding the position
some questions,
some
questions, notwithstanding
position you
you take here in your
your written statement. You are
are well aware,
as you
show, by
aware, as
you show,
by the three invitations which the committee have sent you,
we are
are in good
iaith purpuryou, that we
good faith
an investigation.
suing
You will remember that we
we were
were appointed
by
suing an
investigation. You
appointed by
pastor of Plymouth
the pastor
Church, with the sanction and approval
Plymouth Church,
approval of the
examining committee of that church,
inquire into all
all these matters
church, to inquire
examining

relating
relating

that

to the

comes
comes

alleged
grievances of Mr. ']`ilton.`
Tilton.*
alleged grievances

to us
us is
is not limited.

No

The

letter of authority
authority

restrictions are
are put
put upon
any
upon us of any
Ve are invited to examine all
kind.
all the sources
sources of evidence,
evidence, and we
we
have looked upon
you as one of the principal
principal sources
sources of evidence. Ve
upon you

We

We

have waited some
some two or three weeks to get
get your
your testimony,
am
testimony, and I am
sure II express
feeling of the committee when I express a sense
sense of
express the feeling
express
disappointment at the position
you take. Of
Ot' course
course we
we know that we
we
disappointment
position you
r
are not a court with compulsory
are
compulsory powers.
Vee are.
are, as you
mere
powers.
state, a mere
you state,
voluntary
can do exactly
exactly as you
we await your
voluntary tribunal. You can
you please
please; we
your
pleasure; but what I desire to know is,
pleasure;
is, in behalf of the committee,
committee,
whether you
so deliberately
you have so
purpose as to make it
it
deliberately formed this purpose
beyond recall,
things now
now stand.
recall, as things
beyond

W

;
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Moulton—In reply
Mr. 1Iot'i.rox-In
you have said,
reply to what you
said, and with reference to
appearance
here, so
you are
so far
lar as
as you
are concerned in
in this committee,
appearance here,
committee, I1
call your attention to the language of your own
call
this:
your
language
your own invitation, namely, this:

my
my

invitation, namely,

We

"
"
bring all
you bring'
We earnestly
all letters and documents in your
your
earnestly request
request that you
possession which are
are referred
referred to by Theodore Tilton in his
his statement

possession

before
before the committee."

I
I

by
comply with
comply

the request
request of
of this
this committee,
committee,
produce copies
copies of the letters
and produce
letters referred to by
Tilton, the authenby Mr. Tilton.
ticity of which I am
a few nioinents
moments to establish.
am ready within a
establish.
ticity
ready
mean
Do you
to
have
us
understand,
Mr. Moulton,
mean
us
Q.
you have
Q. Do
understand,
you
Moulton, that you
personally
compared the originals
originals with
vith these copies,
so that you
personally compared
copies, so
you know
knowledge that they
own knowledge
your ovvn
of your
A. I1 mean
are correct?
mean to state
they are

what
exactly what
exactly

I have stated.
You have not stated anything
Mr. AVinslow
anything on
ViNsi.ow-You
on that point.
point.
Yes, I stated that these are
letters which
Mr. Moulton
are copies
Mocnrox-Yes,
copies of the letters
requested,
referred
in
Mr.
Tilton's
you
documents.
to
in
Theodore
Tilton`s
you requested,
your own
Do you
they are
own personal
Q. Do
are copies,
Q.
you state of your
personal knowledge
knowledge that they
copies,

—
—

somebody else to make copies
you trusted to somebody
or
copies and compose
or have you
compose
sir;
willing
beg pardon,
I
am
to
authenticate
am
A. I beg
these copies
pardon, sir;
willing

them?

copies

whenever you
they should be authenticated.
you wish that they
you now
Moulton, to go
now be induced,
on, notwithstandQ.
induced, Mr. Moulton,
Q. Cannot you
go on.
give
has
happened,
and
us
a
what
ing
us
a
your knowlfull statement of all your
give
happened,
ing
edge
matters?? A. I stand upon
edge in these matters
upon the communication which I
to-day, sir.
have made to you
sir.
you to-day,
And
that
you
do
mean to change?
change ? A. Not without sufficient
And
not
mean
Q.
Q.
you
reason.
reason.

—

Of course
Mr. Winslow
Wrxstow-Of
course I
A. Yes.
Yes, sir.

am
am now
now referring
referring

to the present
present moment.

—

AYixslow There is
Mr. \'rxsr,ow-There
is another point that I would like
like to ask you
point
you
Considering
letters. I
Considering the great
great importance
importance of these letters,

about.
about, Mr. Moulton.

submit to you
it would not be fair and proper
you whether it
proper that the originals
originals
be produced,
authenticate the copies.
produced. notwithstanding
notwithstanding your
your readiness to authenticate
copies.
You know that in a court copies
You
origicopies would not be received where the originals could be produced
you not be willing
willing to produce
produced; and would you
produce them
long
enough to have them looked at and examined ??
long enough
;

—

Mr. Moulton
In answer
MoUI.'roN-In
answer to that question
question I will say,
any
say, I have not any
now, nor
any desire,
originals from
desire now,
nor have I had any
desire, to withhold these originals
willing now,
a few minutes,
you
am willing
minutes, to produce
or within a
now, or
you; and I am
produce them.
;

You may
may

if you doubt
send any
your committee to see them if
any member of your
you

authenticity.
the authenticity.

—

I do not put
ground of doubt,
on the
Mr. Winslow
on the ground
it on
VINSLOV-I
doubt, but on
put it
business-like
regularity.
ground
of
ground
regularity.
Pardon me;
I call your
Mr. Moulton
MoUL1'oN-I'ardon
me; I
language of
your attention to the language
made;
and
if the authenticity,
if
this statement which I have just
authenticity. by
by
just
doubted, I hold myself
is doubted,
either party,
ready to
myself ready
party, of these documents is

—

authenticity.
prove
prove their authenticity.

s

—
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—

Mr. Winslow
VrNsx.ow-I
feel called upon
I do not feel
it on any
ground of
upon to put
put it
any ground

doubt,
no reason
is no
reason of doing
doing it.
it.
doubt, because there is

—

Mr. Moulton
Mounrox-I
I do not think there is,
sir.
is, sir.
Mr. W1NsLoW-It
is merely
Winslow It is
customary business regumerely aa matter of customary
regu-

—

larity.
larity.
_

Moulton— I have in good
Mr. MOULTON-I
good faith come
come here,
presented
here, and have presented

to you
copies of the original
original documents ; if
if you
you doubtdoubt
you copies
Mr. V1xsLow-Do
Winslow Do not put
it in that way,
way, please.
put it
please.
;

—

is
is

Mr. Moumox-Pardon
Moulton— Pardon me;
me; II referred to my
my
any
remove the doubt.
any doubt II shall remove

communication if
if there
communication;
;

Winslow— You were about to say
Mr. V1Nst.ow-You
something of your
your willingness
say something
willingness
for them while you
to send for
you are here,
here, and let us see them.
Mr. Moulton—
you won't
0, well,
won't doubt them,
MOULTON_O,
well, you
them, II think.
we should conclude that we
Q. If we
we wanted to see them at some
some other
time,
you send for them '?Z A,
time, would you
A. Certainly,
sir.
Certainly. sir.
\'ithin the present
present week? A. Certainly.
Q.
Certainly. I am
am willing
Q. Within
willing to go
go
with all
all the members of your present committee, or any one that you
your present committee,
any
you
may
some time during the present week, and show to any accredselect, some
may select,
during
present week,
any
ited member of this committee the original
original

documents. Is that a fair
fair
answer to that question
question??
Mr. V1xsLow-That
Winslow That is
is satisfactory.
satisfactory.
Mr. Hall
Perhaps that question
HALL-Perhaps
question could be determined,
determined, so far as the
committee are concerned,
moment.
concerned, at the present
present moment,
Moulton I want the action in reference to these documents deMr. Mourxrox-I
answer

—

—

—

termined according
according to the

expression
expression of the document which I have
submitted to you.
you.
Mr. Winslow
Well, if
if for any
we want to see the originals, I
Wrssnow-IVell,
any reason we
originals,

—

is no
understand you
say there is
no objection?
objection?
[Mr. Moulton assented.]
you to say
[)Ir.
assented]
inquire whether your
White I want to inquire
Mr. IVHITE--I
your objection
objection to giving
giving a

—

upon the
fuller
fuller statement is
is based upon

wording
of the letters which seem
seem on
on
wording ot'

bringing with you
you the originals
originals ofthe
it to bringing
construction to limit it
of the letletstatement before the com'i'ilton's
ters or papers
papers referred to in Mr. Tilton's
com-

one
one

mittee,
seems to
it seems
mittee. as it

me
me

that the
thc letter is
is susceptible
susceptible of another explaexpla-

nation, and one
one which certainly was
nation.
certainly was the understanding
understanding of the committee ??

—

your question;
Moulton Yes, sir,
Mr. Monnrox-Yes,
answer your
sir, I will answer
question; I wish to say,
say,
now in the request
just now
and do say,
request of your
acquiesced just
your
say, that I have acquiesced
facts, or
chairman,
or the
all reasons
reasons for the non-production of facts,
chairman, and that all

non-production

non-exhibition of documents,
documents,
have just
you.
just read to you.
Mr.

—

Whtte Well,
VHm-1-Vell,

given
is given

is

in the

communication which I

all
first request,
as I understand it,
it, the first
antedating all
request, antedating

of these,
testimony in
your testimony
us and give
give your
come before us
these, called upon
upon you
you to come
regard to any
any charges
charges which might
regard
might affect the character and the Christian standing
Beecher, in the letter referred to of Theodore Tilton
standing of Mr. Beecher,
to Dr. Bacon.
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—

Moulton Your original
original letter did not say
say any
Mr. MoUL'roN-Your
any such thing.
thing.
you aa copy
here, that we
we may
may see what it
it did say
Q. Have you
Q.
copy here,
say??
presented
presented

you at the
to you

beginning
beginning

A. I

of this interview the letters from

chairman, with reference to which I appear
your chairman,
is a
it is
a fact
appear; and as it
your
fully answered these thrice-repeated
that I have fully
requests, I submit that
thrice-repeated requests,
;

answer is
is sufficient.
this answer

—

A

Mr. Sage
Allow 1ne
me to ask you
SAGE_All0V
Moulton ?
question, Mr. Moulton?
you one question,
Certainly.
Mr. Moulton
Moui.1°oN--Certainly.
mine, which is
Mr. Sage
One letter of mine,
me, contains a
a request
SAGE-One
is before me,
request
you the originals
all letters and papers
to bring
bring with you
originals of all
papers referred to in
Tilton's statement to the committee.
Mr. 'I`ilton's

—

—

—
—

Mr. V1xsLow-He
by his agreement.
agreement.
Winslow He has covered that by
l[r.
If you
or question,
Mr.
or if
1[r. Moulton
Moumox-It'
if you
them, you
question, or
you doubt or
you require
require them,
you
shall have them.

"When shall we?
we ?
Mr. Sage—
S,-ics-\'hen

—

all together
together to my
can go
go with me
my
me all
Mr. Moulton
My dear sir,
sir, you
l1oUi/rox-My
you can
if you want to.
house if
you
unequivocal that we
we can
is unequivocal
Sage The answer' is
can have possession
Mr. SAGE-The
possession??
you can
can have possession,
possession, but that you
Moulton Not that you
you can
can
Mr. Moot/roN-Not

—

—

see them.

you mean
enough to examine them
Well, do you
mean possession
possession long
them??
Q.
Q. Vell,
long enough
sir, in accordance with my statement.
A. Yes. sir,
my
to, which are
are produced
The letters that are
are referred to,
by
IVHITE-Tlie
Mr. White
produced by

—

number, each of them,
a request
here, three in number,
you here,
them, refer to a
request before
you
appear
give
made,
testimony.
one of
and
your
to
made,
appear
give your testimony. I desire simply,
simply, as one
requests
it is
is my understanding
the committee,
committee, to state that it
my understanding of those requests
cover the same
thing that was
that they
same thing
was embodied in the statement,
statement, in
they cover
early in July,
July, that you
appear and give
give your
your testimony
testimony
request of early
you appear
the request
Tilton letter to Mr. Bacon;
regard to the matters involved in the '1`ilton
in regard
Bacon;
one
they refer to that again,
and as they
it as my
understanding, as one
again, I claim it
my understanding,
committee, that this request
simple producproducof the committee,
is not limited to the simple
request is

papers but it
it does include
include in it
tion of papers;
it the request
request to give
give your
your testitrying to
mony in regard
is what I have been trying
all the matters. That is
regard to all
mony
;

appear here.
make appear
I repeat
again that
Mr. Moulton
Mouurox-I
repeat again
you to-day,
to-day, the request
request
interview with you

—

fully,
fully, in my
my
your comcomof the chairman of your

I have answered

mittee.
replied
I
answer to a
a question put by Mr. Tracy, Mr. Moulton replied:
In answer
question put by
Tracy,
this
committee,
the
communication
to
in
my
have stated explicitly,
connnunication
explicitly,
my
upon which I deny
grounds
deny to this committee the statement of facts
grounds upon
:

and the exhibition of documents that have

confidence.

—

come
come

my

into my possession
possession in

Tracy Then you
General TRACY-Then
you do not mean
mean to put
upon the
put that refusal upon
sir.
committee's invitation to you?
you ? A. No,
form of the committee's
No, sir.
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it was
Winslow
was voted
On motion of Mr. Cleveland,
Voted that Mr. Vinslov
Cleveland, it
Moulton, and examine and verify
verify
go with Mr. Moulton,
be authorized to go
informal
After
some
conversation
regard
in
some
the documents.
regard to

publication of the proceedings
present session,
session, Mr.
the publication
proceedings of the present
The committee remained in consultation
Moulton retired.
retired.
o'clock, and then adjourned
adjourned to meet again
seven o'clock,
again on
on the
until seven

Tuesday, the 11th
evening of Tuesday,
evening

inst.,

inst., at

eight o'clock.
o'clock.
eight

XXII.

DEFEXCE.
ME. BEECHER'S
BEECHER'S DEFENCE.
MR.
having declined to testify
Moulton having
comMr. :MSOULTON
MR.
testify before the comor to submit to that body
mittee, or
mittee,
body the statement he had prepared,
prepared,
no reason Why
there was
was no
why Mr. Beecher should further delay
delay his

was accordingly
on the 13th
13t*h of
defence, which was
defence,
accordingly submitted on
Committee
On
this
day
the
Investigating
met
at eight
August.
day
Investigating
eight
August.
library.
morning in Mr. Beecher's
The commito'clock
o'clock in the morning
Beecher's library.
chairman, Mr. Beecher
having been called to order by
tee having
by the chairman,
following statement:
read the following
statement

—

Gentlemen
of THE
the COMMITTEE
Committee :-In
Gnxrnsnnv or
In the statement addressed
:

to the

July last I gave
the 22d of July
an explicit,
explicit, comprehensive,
comprehensive, and
gave an
solemn denial to the charges
charges made by
by Theodore Tilton against
me.
against me.

public cn
on
public

That denial I

now repeat
repeat and

now

reaffirm.
reaflirm.

I also stated in that communi-

cation that I should appear
more detailed
a more
appear before your
your committee with a
statement and explanation
explanation of the facts in the case. For this the time

one of the
now
now come.
Four years
come.
fell from one
years ago
ago Theodore Tilton fell
proudest
America, where he represented
proudest editorial chairs in America,
represented the cause

has

of religion,
religion,

humanity
humanity and patriotism,
patriotism, and

in a
a few months thereafter

representative of Victoria "Woodhull
became the associate and representative
Voodhull and the

reputaBy his follies
follies he was
was bankrupt
By
bankrupt in reputation, in occupation,
occupation, and in resources.
resources.
history, of which I
The interior history,
tion,
am now
am
now to give
give a brief outline,
emis the history of his attempts
attempts to so emoutline, is
history
ploy
rne as to reinstate him in business.
business, restore his reputation,
ploy me
reputation, and
place
upon the eminence from which he had fallen. It is
a
is a
place him again
again upon
sad history,
full meaning
meaning of which I have but recently
history, to the full
recently awakened.

priest
cause.
priest of her strange
strange cause.

Fmtangled in a
a wilderness of complications,
lately a
Entangled
complications, I followed until lately
false
false theory
hope, believing
theory and a delusive hope,
believing that the friend who had
assured me
me of his determination and ability
passionate
ability to control the passionate
vagaries
Tilton, to restore his household,
vagaries of Mr. Tilton,
household, to rebuild his fortunes

—
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LADIES BRINGING
TO MR.
MR. BEECHER.
BEECHER.
BRINGIXG BOUQUETS
BOUQUETS TO

and

to vindicate me,
would be equal
equal to that promise.
promise.
me, would

failure has made clear to

me
mc what

His self-confessed

for a
a long
suspect
long time I did not suspect-

My narrative does not represent
a single
My
represent a
single
standpoint, only
only as
as regards
my opinion
begins
standpoint,
regards my
opinion of Theodore Tilton. It begins
at my
my cordial intimacy
intimacy with him in his earlier career,
career, shows my
my lamenhopeful affection for him during
tation and sorrowful but hopeful
during the period
period of
his initial wanderings
wanderings from truth and virtue ; it
it describes my repentance
my repentance
befalling him of which I was
over evils befalling
over
was made to believe myself
myself the
the real motive of
Mr. Tilton.
ofMr.

;

my

finally despairing
persevering and Hnally
him and his
cause, my persevering
cause,
dcspairing efforts to save hirn

myself not absolutely
family
dishonorable, and my
my
any sacrifice of myself
family by
by any
absolutely dishonorable,
growing
growing' conviction that his perpetual
perpetual follies and blunders rendered his
impossible. I can
is and has been from the
recovery impossible.
can now
now see that he is
recovery
difficulty
selfish
and
this
a
schemer, pursuing
beginning
seldsh
reckless
of
schemer,
didiculty
pursuing a.a
beginning
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of
of mingled
mingled greed
plan
greed and hatred, and weaving about me aa network of
plan of
to which my
lies, to
my own
own innocent
plots and lies,
suspicions, misunderstandings, plots
suspicions,
of kindness towards him-have
him have
acts — nay, even my
words and acts-nay,
my thoughts of
must be kept
of him must
These successive
successive views of
contribute.
to contribute.
been made to
kept
last four
in
the last
four years.
years.
through the
explain my
my course through
in view to
to explain
the real
real nature of
blind so
That I
I was
going
of the intrigue
so long
long as to the
was blind
intrigue going
was due partly to
on
overwhelming public
public engageengageown overwhelming
my own
me was
on around me
partly to my
of this
affair and all
all papers
papers and
this affair
complete surrender of
partly to my
my complete
ments, partly
into the hands of'
Moulton, who was
was
of Mr. l\Ioulton,
it into
questions
questions connected with it
suffered
manage it
it successfully.
intensely confident that he could manage
successfully. II suffered
intensely
of Mr.
me of
Mr. Moulton was chary
inquired little,
little.
much, but II inquired
ehary to me
Tilton's
contidences to him, reporting
a general
general
occasionally in
in a
me occasionally
Tilton's confidences
reporting to me
passion only
only as elements of
of passion
of
way Mr. 'l`ilton's
Tilton's words and outbreaks of
way
control and as additional
trouble which he was able
additional proof
proof of
of the wisable to
to control
wisof leaving
it to
to him.
His comment of the situation
dom of
situation seemed to me
me
leaving it
as
I
was
in
incessant
immersed
cares and duties,
as
I
was
in
at the
the time complete,
duties,
complete,
relieved from considering
considering the details
details of
glad to be relieved
of and
and only
only too glad
fact of which remained,
origin and the fact
remained, in
wretched complications,
the origin
in
complications, the
all friendly
soul. 1
perpetual burden to my
friendly intervention, a perpetual
my soul.
spite
1
spite of all
in the papers
I would not talk
talk about it
would not read in
it, I
papers about it,
it; II made
for a
Moulton for
of inforlong period
only channel of
a long
period my
my confidant and my
my only
infor-

—

;

mation.
From time to time suspicions
suspicions were aroused in
in me
me by
by indications that
Mr. Tilton was acting
acting the part
part of an
an enemy;
enemy but the suspicions
were
suspicions were
repeatedly
his own
own behavior towards me
in other moods and
me in
repeatedly allayed
allayed by
by his
by the assurances of Mr. Moulton, who ascribed the circumstances to
by
It is
misunderstanding or to malice on
part ol'
of others.
on the part
is plain
plain to me
me
misunderstanding
now that it
it was
until Mr. Tilton had fallen
now
was not until
fallen into disgrace
disgrace and lost
lost his
salary that he thought
thought it
assail me
it necessary
me with charges
charges which he
salary
necessary to assail
six months. The domestic offence
pretended to have had in mind for
for six
pretended
which he alleged
alleged was very
very quickly
quickly and easily
easily put
put aside, but yet
yet in
in such
a way
way as to keep
keep my
my feelings
up, in
in order that I
I might,
might, through
through
feelings stirred up,
my friends,
friends, be used to extract from Mr. Bowen $TO00,
$7000, the amount of a
my
claim in
in dispute
dispute between them.
for that sum
The check for
sum in hand, Mr.
Tilton signed
an agreement
agreement of peace
peace and concord_not
concord not made by
by me, but
signed an
accepted by
by me
me as sincere.
sincere. 'I'he
The Golden Age
Age had been started. He
accepted
had the capital
capital to carry
carry it
it on
on for a while. He was sure that he was
was to
;

—

social revolution. With returning
lead a
a great
returning prosperity
prosperity he had appargreat social
apparently no
no griefs
griefs which could not be covered by his signature to the
ently
by
signature
articles
articles of peace.
peace. Yet the changes
changes in that covenant made by him before

by

signing it,
it, and represented to me
me as necessary,
necessary, merely
merely to relieve him
signing
represented
from the imputation
having originated
originated and circulated certain old and
imputation of having
shameless slanders about me,
were really
really made, as now
appears, to leave
now appears,
me, were
him free
free for
for future operations
operations upon
me and against
against me.
me.
upon me
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was or
long as
as he was
or thought
on the road to a
a new
new success
was on
success his
So long
thought he was
as friendly
as he knev
knew how to make
make it.
me was
was as
conduct towards me
it. His
friendly as
superiority and magnanimity
magnanimity and his patronizing
assumption
patronizing manner
manner
assumption of superiority
were trifles
trifles at which I could afford to smile and which I bore with the
were
humility, since I still retained the profound
greater humility,
impression made
made
profound impression
greater
following narrative,
as explained
explained in the following
me,
narrative, that I had been a
upon
as
a
me,
upon
him, and that his complete
cause of overwhelming
complete restoracause
restora~
overwhelming disaster to him,
standing and household happiness
a reparation
reparation justly
was a
tion to public
public standing
happiness was
justly
only
one
required
me,
make.
of
and
the
one
which
I
could
me,
only
required
genius for blunders,
blunders, he fell
a peculiar
But,
every step
fell almost at every
step
But, with a
peculiar genius
difficulties,
every such instance it was
new complications
and
new
was
difficulties, and in every
complications

into

bring coercion to bear upon
upon my
my honor,
honor, my
his policy
my conscience,
conscience, and
policy to bring
my exeX~
purpose of procuring
procuring his extrication at my
my affections for the purpose
me well. IIe
He has said again
'l`ilton knew me
pense. Theodore Tilton
again
again and again
pense.

my

me they
they must
me
must
my nature. To this he
sympathetic side of my
work upon
l1e has addressed
upon the sympathetic
gain influence over
over
if they
to his friends that if
they wished to gain

years, using
using as
as a
a lever without scruple
steadily for four years,
scruple my
himself steadily
my atfriends, to my
own household,
my family,
tachment to my
even
household, and even
family, to his own
my friends,
Not blind to his faults,
my
faults, but resolved to
my old affection for himself.

favorably and hopefully
hopefully as
as possible,
as favorably
ignorant of his
on him as
look on
possible, and ignorant
earnestly, even
desperately, for his salvation.
even desperately,
deeper malice,
salvation.
malice, I labored earnestly,
deeper
trying to feed the insatiable egotism
years I have been trying
For four years
egotism to make
great as
as he conceived himself to be.
as great
man as
To restore to popupoputhe man

my

one who in the midst of my efforts in his
larity
public confidence one
larity and public
patronized disreputablc
disreputable people
behalf patronized
doctrines, refused when I
people and doctrines,

sought
them, and ascribed to my
separate himself from them,
sought him to separate
my agency
agency
increasing ruin which he was
the increasing
was persistently bringing upon himself,
persistently bringing upon himself,
my utmost to avert.
and which I was
was doing
doing my
anything for such a
was hard to do anything
It was
a
tried to fill
a sieve with water.
fill a

man.

man.

might as
as well have
I might

In the earlier stages
stages of the history
history he

actually
purpose
diiiiculties apparently
no other purpose
actually incited and created difficulties
apparently for no
than to drive me
me to fresh exertions.
wi'd views
I refused to indorse his wild

and associates.

him, mention
The best I could do was
was to speak well of him,
speak

those good
good qualities
still believe him to possess in
qualities and abilities which I still
possess
higher moods,
things which
concerning
his higher
silence
moods, and keeping
keeping
concerning the evil things

was
by public
public rewas assured and believed had been greatly exaggerated
greatly exaggerated by
so had
bad as
as my
my friends did. I trusted to the
I could not think him so
still lived in him,
aphim, to Mr. Moulton's
Moulton's apgerms of good
good which I thought
thought still
germs
over him,
self-sacrifice.
power of my
persistent self-saeriice.
parent power
my persistent
him, and to the power
power over
parent
me at first as the schoolmate
came to me
schoohnate and friend of Mr.
Mr. Moulton came
without regard
him, I always
always suspected.
suspected, Without
Tilton, determined to reinstate him,
Tilton,
regard
on further acquaintance
acquaintance with me,
me, undertook and
to my
my interests,
interests, but on
me. He said he
doing wrong
wrong to me.
promised to serve his friend without doing
promised
peace and harmony
was to be done,
done, so as to restore peace
clearly how this was
saw
saw clearly
harmony
I

port.
port.

;
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all misunderstandings.
happy end to all
to Mr. 'I'ilton's
Tilton's home and bring
to
bring aa happy
misunderstandings.
I
which
counselled
I
absolutely
he
Many things
absolutely refused, but II never
things
for me, after
after friendship
doubted his
his professed
grown up
professed friendship
up
friendship for
friendship had grown
to do I
I did,
it seemed to
between us, and whatever he wished me
me to
did, unless it
in him was the only
only element that seemed
me wrong.
me
wrong. My confidence in
secure

in that confusion of
of
in

tormenting perplexities.
tormenting
perplexities.

in this
To him I
freely in
this troublous time,
felt that secret
I wrote freely
time, when II felt
on around me
me and echoes of
vilest slander
machinations were going
of the vilest
going on
me were
of my
in unexpected
were heard of in
concerning me
some of
my
unexpected quarters
quarters; when some
concerning
relatives were set against me
tattle of a crowd of malicious
near relatives
against me and the tattle
hostile to me
grounds, was borne to my
me on
on other grounds,
women, hostile
I
women,
ears; when I
my ears
;

;

faith in
in 'l`heodore
for him;
last remnant of faith
had lost
Theodore or hope
him when II
lost the last
hope for
unspeakable remorse
remorse that everything
heard with unspeakable
everything that II had done to stay
stay
his destruction had made matters worse and worse;
worse that my
my attempts
his
attempts
;

;

public trial
trial (involving
keep
flood of scandal as has
keep him from aa public
[involving such aa Hood
let loose)
loose) had been used by
now been let
new troubles
troubles;
by him to bring
bring up
up new
to

his dictation,
unhappy
dictation, signing
unhappy wife was, under his
signing papers
papers and rein short,
cantations and I
I knew not what;
what that,
short. everything
that, in
everything was breakI had sought
up, and the destruction from which I
sought to save the family
ing up,
ing
family

that his

;

was likely
likely

was

to be emptied
emptied

on other families,
church, the community,
families, the church,
community,

on

with iniinite
own innocence was
infinite horrors of woe for
for me, that my
my own
was buried
heaps and heaps
under heaps
heaps of rubbish, and nobody
nobody but my
my professed
professed friend

—

—

-if
he could save us.
if even
even he-could

To

his assurances that he could still
still do
his

faith as to maintain,
I
gave at least so much faith
I gave
maintain, under these terrible
trials, the silence which he enjoined.
enjoined.
so

having attempted
attempted through
Not until Mr. Tilton, having
through Frank Carpenter
Carpenter to

my

me in
l1is letter to Dr.
openly assailed me
in his
raise money
money from my friends,
raise
friends, openly
simple denial of the slanderous
(save by
did II break that silence (save
Bacon, did
by simple

on the appearance
first
appearance of the first
year before),
me a year
against me
rumors against
when, on
before), when,
immediately, without consulting
consulting Mr.
open attack from Mr. Tilton,
Tilton, II immediately,
open
investigation with a committee of my
for a thorough
Moulton, called for
thorough investigation
my
church.

I
I

am
am

publicity, or the details
not responsible
delay, the publicity,
responsible for the delay,
I have so long
long dreaded and
All the harm which I

of that investigation.
investigation.

I
I could not further prepreearnestly
pass.
earnestly striven to avoid has come to pass.
and truth. The time has
full surrender of honor ahd
it without a full
vent it
so

speak in vindication of myself.
can freely
arrived when I can
myself.
freely speak

I
I labor under

making a statement. My
memory of states of
disadvantages in making
My memory
great disadvantages
great
is clear and tenacious,
my memory
memory of dates and
the mind is
tenacious, better than my
all of which I
singuI have been singudetails. During
details.
During four troubled years,
years, in all
public labor,
having established and conducted the
larly burdened with public
labor, having
larly
Christian
Christitm
theological
theological

Union, delivered courses of lectures,
lectures, preaching
preaching before the

seminary
seminary

delivered each winter

of Yale College,
"Life of Christ,"
Christ,"
College, written the "Life

lyceum
lyceum

—

lectures in all
all the north and west
all
west-all

great church and its
its outlying
these duties,
duties, with the care of the great
outlying schools
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THE

chapels, and the miscellaneous business which falls upon
and chapels,
a clergyupon a
clergyany other public
public man,
kept in regard.
man more than upon
man, I have kept
upon any
regard.
now, with the necessity
explaining actions and letters
And now,
letters resultAnd
necessity of explaining

man more

time, I find myself
myself in a
a
ing
complex influences apparent
ing from complex
apparent at the time,
know my
my innocence without being
being able to prove
prove it
it with
position where I know
position
I
am one
explanations.
one upon
whom trouble works inwardly,
inwardly,
Iam
detailed explanations.
upon whom
silent, but reverberating in the chambers of my
me outwardly
making
outwardly silent,
reverberating
making me
my
is a
a pent-up
pent-up Hood,
flood, and pours
soul
length I do speak
soul; and when at length
speak it is
pours
measure or
a tendency
I inherit a
sadness the
without measure
or moderation.
tendency to sadness-the
;

—

positive hypochondria
hypochondria in my
my father and g1`t1l`1(liI1lll(§I`grandfather
of positive
see very
and in certain moods of reaction the world becomes black and I see
very
despairingly.
I were
were
speak
feel
give
If
I
in
as
I
such
moods
I
to
as
feel
should
despairingly.
speak
give

remains in

me
me

false colors and

exaggerative
proportions of everything.
everything. 'l`his
This manifesexaggerative proportions
contrast to the hopefnlness
hopefulness and courage
courage which I

tation is
is in such

ordinary times that none
me
in ordinary
none but those intimate with me
would suspect
suspect one,
full of overflowing spirit and eager gladsomeness,
one, so full
overflowing spirit
eager gladsomeness,
to have within him a
gloom and despondency.
despondency. Some of my
my
a care
care of gloom
letters to Mr. Moulton reflect this morbid feeling.
feeling.
He
it,
IIe understood it,
earnestly reproved
me for indulging
indulging it.
it.
and at times earnestly
reproved me
experience
experience

my

With this preliminary
preliminary review II proceed
Vith
proceed with my narrative.
a reporter
sermons. He
was first known to me
my sermons.
He
Mr. Tilton was
me as a
reporter of my
youth, just
was
a youth,
school, and working
was then a
on the New York
just from school,
working on
this paper
passed to the Independent,
From this
paper he passed
L/depmztlent, and became
great favorite of Mr. Bowen. \`hen
When about 1861
1801 Drs. Bacon,
Bacon, Storrs,
Storrs,
great
resigned
their
places
and Thompson
Independent,
I
editor
of
became
the
Thompson resigned
places
Independent,
a contributor.
its start a
to which II had been from its
One of the inducewas that Mr.
ments held out to me
my assistant,
assistant, and
me was
I[r. Tilton should be my
wholly from routine office
relieve me
me wholly
]n this relation 1I became
ofhce work.
ln
We
galleries and print"Ie used to stroll to galleries
very
printvery much attached to him.
shops, and dine often together.
was opening freshly, and with
shops,
together. His mind was
opening freshly,
all questions.
upon all
pour out my
my ideas of civil
enthusiasm upon
questions. I used to pour
affairs, public
public policy,
policy, religion,
religion, and philanthropy.
affairs,
philanthropy. Of this he often spoke
spoke
grateful appreciation,
appreciation, and mourned at a later day
day over
with grateful
over its cessacessawas my
August was
tion.
month, but my
my family
repaired to my
August
my vacation month,
family repaired
my
during September
September and Octofarm in June and July
July and remained there during

Observer.

a
a

confining me
My labors confining
me
My

my

city I took my meals in the families
to the city
year to year
year
year I became so familiar with their childaily almost as in my own
own house.
dren and homes that I went in and out daily

ber.

of friends,
friends, and from

my

habit, and urged
urged me
same
Mr. Tilton often alluded to this habit,
me to do the same
of his wife's
extravagant terms ofhis
wife's
by his house. He used often to speak
speak in extravagant
by
sought
me. After I began
began to visit
house, he sought
visit his house,
esteem and affection for me.
papers down there and
it attractive.
bring my
He urged
me to bring
to make it
urged me
my papers
my writing
writing in,
pleasant to write at the
it was
study to do my
use
was not pleasant
use his study
in, as it
Independent. IVhen
When I went to England
England in 1863,
1863, Mr. Tilton
oiiiee of the Independent.
office
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paved the
took temporary
temporary charge
charge ofthe
of the Independent.
my return II paved
Independent. On my
way for
of it, my
for him to take sole charge
charge ofit,
my name
name remailiing
remaining for a
year, and
way
ayear,
then he becoming
continued
becoming the responsible
responsible editor. Friendly
Friendly relations continued
until 1866,
upon me
me by
1866, when the violent assaults made upon
by Tilton in the
ot' my
dison account of
Independent,
my Cleveland letter,
letter, and the temporary
Inclependené, on
temporary disot' the publication
otf
continuation of
sermons in that
.that paper
paper broke off
publication of my
my sermons
it.
Although Mr,
Mr. Tilton and I remained personally
connection with it.
Although
personally

my
my

was a coolness between us in all
all matters of
yet there was
on good
on
terms, yet
good terms,
relations
were
and
late
were
very
kindly,
as
as 1868-9,
social
186S-9, at
Our
politics.
very
kindly,
politics.

Page some
some fifty
portrait.
Page
titty times for a portrait.
Moulton, whose wife was
first met and talked with Moulton,
was here that I first
was not a
though he was
a member,
member, nor even
even
a member of Plymouth
Church, though
Plymouth Church,
never received from
a regular attendant. During
period I never
During this whole period
aregular
I sat to
request, I
his request,
It

was

slightest hint that there
any member of his family,
Mr. Tilton,
Tilton, or any
family, the slightest
my familiar relations to his household. As
was
was any
any dissatisfaction with my
an extended lecof 1369,
going upon
upon an
lecthink, as the winter ol'
late,
1869, when going
late, I think,
I wish you
turing
tour, he said: "I
you would look in after and see that Libby
Libby
turing tour,
is not lonesome or does
is
docs not want anything,"
anything," or words to that effect.
eH`ect.
ol' my
word, did Mr. Tilton complain
Never, by
sign or word,
visits in his
Never,
by sign
complain of
my visits
family until after he began
began to fear that the Independent
family
Independent would be taken
from him
nor did he break out into violence until on
on the eve of disposhim; nor
dispossession from both the papers
the Indepemlenf
Independent and the Brooklyn
Brooklyn Union,
Union,
papers-the
owned by
ot' intimacy
years of
'1`ilton's
intimacy in Mr. Tilton's
by Mr. Bowen. During
During these years
family,
was treated as a father or elder brother.
Children were
born;
were born;
family, II was
children died. They
They learned to love me,
me, and to frolic
frolic with me
if I
me as il'
was one
was
ot' themselves. I loved them,
one of
for Mrs. Tilton a true
them, and I had for
and honest regard.
me an
an alfectionate
affectionate mother,
mother, a devoted
regard. She seemed to me
wife;
one far above the common
common race
race of
wife; looking
looking up
up to her husband as one
men, and turning
turning to- me
me with artless familiarity and with entire conficonfix
men,
familiarity
dence.
Childish in appearance,
was childlike in nature, and I would
appearance, she was
nature,
as soon
soon have misconceived the conhdence
confidence of her little
little girls
ungirls as the unstudied affection she showed mc.
me.
"

;

—

Delicate in health,
air, she was
was boundless in her
health, with a self-cheerful air,
for those in trouble,
beyond her strength
strength for the
trouble, and labored beyond
poor.
charge at one
one time of the married women's
women's class at
poor. She had the charge

sympathy
sympathy

the Bethel Mission School,
School, and they
they perfectly
worshipped her there.
perfectly worshipped

I
I

gave Mrs. Tilton copies
copies of my
my books when published.
published. I sometimes sent
gave
down from the farm flowers to be distributed among
among a dozen or
or more
more
families, and she occasionally
occasionally shared. The only
only present
present of value I ever
ever
families,
gave
was
on
her
was
on
my return from Europe
Europe in 1863,
1863, when I distributed
gave
my
of my
journey to some
souvenirs of'
some fifty
more persons,
persons, and to her I
my journey
fifty or more
gave a
a simple
simple brooch of little
little intrinsic value.
supposing
So far from supposing
gave

my presence
that my
presence and influence were
were alienating
alienating Mrs.
Hrs. Tilton from her
family
relations, I thought,
on the contrary,
it was
giving her
was giving
family relations,
thought, on
contrary, that it
17

l
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encouraging her to hold fast upon
man evidently sliding
strength,
upon a man
strength, and encouraging
evidently sliding
associations, and liable to be ruined by
by unexampled
into dangerous
selfdangerous associations,
unexampled selfvery critical period
life,
conceit. I regarded
regarded Mr. Tilton as in a very
period of his life,
it fortunate that he had good home influences about
and used to think it
good
him.

years of our
During
our friendship,
very sorDuring the later years
friendship, Mrs. Tilton spoke
spoke very
me about the tendency
me
tendency of her husband to great
great laxity
laxity of
doctrine in religion
gave me
me to understand that he
religion and morals. She gave
Christ, the inspiration
inspiration of the Scriptures,
denied the divinity
Scriptures, and most
divinity of Christ,
faith, while his views as to the sanctity of the mararticles of orthodox faith,
marsanctity
riage relation were
undergoing constant change
were undergoing
change in the direction of free
riage

rowfully to
rowfully

love.

July, 1870,
part of July,
sick, and at her reIn the latter part
was sick,
1870, Mrs. Tilton was
depressed, but gave
me no hint
She seemed much depressed,
gave me

quest
quest I visited her.

me.
I cheered her as best I could
of any
having reference to me.
any trouble having
was our
our last interview
prayed with her just
and prayed
just before leaving.
leaving. This was

before trouble broke out in the family.
family.

it
it because it
I describe it

was the

was

story.
its character has a bearing
and its
my story.
bearing upon
part of my
upon a later part
say that at no interview
sufficient to say
intefviezv
is suflicient
it is
all my
Concerning
my other visits it
Concerning all
dict anything
Ilfrs. Tilton and myself
place between Mrs.
which ever took place
myself did
anything occur
propriety
bettveen
a
between
a brother
'not have occurred with perfect
might not
which might
perfect propriety
man of honor and the
father and child,
child, or between a man
sister, between a
and sister,
of
afather
anything ever happen
nor did anything
friend ; nor
wife of his dearest friend;
happen which she or

last,
last,

wife of
sought to conceal from her husband.
I sought
myself,
open trouble between Mr. Tilton and myself,
any open
Some years
years before any
a
the
Independent
aroused
leaders
the
of
in
forth
set
as
as
his doctrines
Lzdependent
indignation among
storm of indignation
Congregationalists in the
representative Congregationalists
among the representative
organ,
still very
was still
West;
my organ,
largely supposed
supposed to be my
very largely
West; and as the paper
paper was
all
indignantly
disclaimed
all
I
diselaimed
reply,
In
subject.
the
on
to
bn
was written
I was
reply, indignantly
subject.
brother
My
by Mr. Tilton.
expressed by
views
the
for
responsibility
My
expressed
responsibility
prominent in the remonstrance adwas prominent
Edward,
Illinois, was
Edward, then living
living in Illinois,
course
the
course of his paper
dressed to Mr. Bowen concerning
paper under Mr.
concerning
was
was understood that Mr. Bowen agreed
that,
It
Tilton's management.
'I`ilton's
agreed that,
management.
proceedings arising
remonstrance, to
consequence of proceedings
in consequence
arising out of this remonstrance,
but
instead of that,
views,
peculiar
his
suppress
that,
or
views,
Mr.
Tilton
remove
remove
peculiar
suppress
firmer in the saddle than before,
before, and his loose notions
Theodore seemed 'firmer
This led to
editorially.
began to be shadowed editorially.
of marriage
marriage and divorce began
Independent
the Independent
to supersede
Chicago,
in
Advance
the
of
supersede
the starting
Chicago,
starting
Tilton's
was made to feel that Mr. Tilton's
Bowen was
in the Northwest, and Mr. Bowen

Northwest,

business, and Mr. Tilton may
was seriously
may
management was
injuring the business,
seriously injuring
management
was being
opponents of his
by opponents
have felt that his position
being undermined by
position was
was in league.
league.
pretended to believe I was
whom he subsequently
views with whom
subsequently pretended
" feeling hard " toward me
me I ascribed to this
of his "feeling
intimations
Yague
Vague
no step
misconception. I had in reality
step to
to harm him.
reality taken no
misconception.
"
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December, 1870,
young
Vest in December,
Tilton's return from the "West
After Mr. Tilton's
1870, aa young
educated, and treated
whom
educated,

girl
family,
girl whom Mrs. Tilton had taken into the family,

is before the committee)
testimony, I understand, is
(her testimony,
own child (her
an own
an
committee)
urgent request
an urgent
me with an
was sent to me
request that I would visit Mrs. Tilton
She said that Mrs. Tilton had left her home and gone
at her mother's.
gone
consequence of ill-treatment of her husband. She
mother's in consequence
to her 1nother's
cruelty and abuse on
seen of cruelty
on the
gave an
an account of what she had seen
then gave
more, when with downyet
me
and
shocked
that
husband
part
the
of
me;
yet more,
part

like

was

;

night
cast look she said that Mr. Tilton had visited her chamber in the night
immediately visited Mrs.
and sought her consent to his wishes. I immediately

sought

of her home life,
an account ofher
mother's, and received an
Tilton at her mother's,
life, and of
management of aa woman
woman
despotism of her husband,
the despotism
husband, and of the management
nightmare dream.
whom he had made housekeeper, which seemed like aa nightmare
whom

housekeeper,
back, or separate
was whether she should go
The question
separate forever from
go back,
question was
see them,
them, whose
my wife to see
bring my
permission to bring
her husband. I asked permission
own; and
thought better than my
all domestic relations I thought
judgment
my own;
judgment in all
accordingly
accordingly

a
a

second visit was
was made.

was that my
was extremely
extremely indignant
indignant
The result of the interview was
my wife was
Tilton, and declared that no
toward Mr. Tilton,
no consideration on
on earth would
an hour with a
induce her to remain an

man who had

man

treated her with a
9.

hundredth part
cruelty.
as strongly
I felt
felt as
strongly as
as she did,
part of such insult and cruelty.
did,
hesitated, as I always do, at giving
but hesitated,
giving advice in favor of a
a separation.
separation.
always_do,
It was
was agreed that my wife should give her final
final advice at another visit.
visit.
agreed
my
give
ready to go,
go, she wished a final
The next day,
final word
was
day, when ready
word; but there was
company,
present, and so
were present.,
so I wrote on
on a scrap
company, and the children were
scrap of
paper, " I incline to think that your
your view is
is right,
paper,
right, and that aa separation
separation
a settlement of
and a
wisest, and that in his present
of support
support will be wisest,
present desperate
near him is
is far more
more likely
likely to produce
perate state her presence
presence near
produce hatred
than her absence."
absence."
Mrs. Tilton did not tell
tell me
me that my presence had anything to do
my presence
with
;

"

this trouble,
nor did she let
trouble, nor

anything

me know

that on
on the July previous he had
July previous
extorted from her a confession of excessive affection for me.
me.
evening of December 27,
On the evening
1870, Mr. Bowen,
on his way
27, 1870,
way home,
home,
Bowen, on
called at my
my house and handed me
me aa letter from Mr. Tilton. It was,
was, as
nearly
can remember,
following terms;
terms
nearly as I can
remember, in the following
me

:

Henry
Ward Beecher
BEECHER :-For
:— For
HENRY WARD

reasons which you
you explicitly
explicitly know, and
which I forbear to state,
state, I
I demand that you withdraw from the pulpit
you
pulpit
and quit
quit Brooklyn
Brooklyn as a residence.
Theodore TU,~1~0N_
'FHEODORE
Tilton.
I read it
it over
over twice,
" This man
twice, and turned to Bowen and said: "This
man is
is
crazy
is sheer insanity,"
and
other
like
crazy; this is
words.
Mr.
Bowen proinsanity,"
professed to be ignorant
ignorant of the contents,
contents, and I handed him the letter to
;

We

read. We at once fell
fell into a
a conversation about Mr. Tilton. He
He gave
gave

me
me

some
some account of
of' the reasons why
why he had reduced him from the editor-
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ship
of the
ship of

to the subordinate position of
Independent to
Lzdepemlent
position of contributor,
namely,
Tilton's religious
social views were
namely, that Mr. 'l`ilton's
were ruining'
religious and social
the
ruining- ihe

But he said
paper.
it was
said that as
as soon as it
was known that he had so far
paper.
far
witl1 Tilton,
broken with
Tilton, there came
came pouring
in upon him so
so many
many stories
stories of
pouring in
of
'l`ilton's
ton's private
Mr. Til
life and habits
habits that he
lie was
was overwhelmed, and that
private lil`e
nov
now considering
consistently retain him on
considering whether he could consistently
on
the Brooklyn
Brooklyn U3zz`on,
Union, or as chief contributor of
of the Independent.
Independent. lle
He
narrated the story
of the atiair
affair at Winsted,
WinsteU, Conn.,
like stories
some like
story ofthe
stories from
Conn., some

he was

the Northwest, and charges
charges brought
brought against
against Mr. Tilton in
his own
in his
own otlice.
office.
\'ithout
Without doubt he believed these allegations,
allegations, and so did
did I.
The other
I.
facts previously
facts
me seemed a full
full corroboration.
previously stated to me
\'e
"We confor some
versed for
some time,
time, Mr. Bowen wishing
wishing my
my opinion.
opinion. It
It was
was frankly
given.
given.
ton.

frankly

I
I did not see how he could maintain his
his relations
relations with Mr. TilTilThe substance ofthe
full conversation was
of the full
that 'l`ilton's
was that
Tilton's inordiinordi-

l1is fatal
in blundering
fatal facility
facility in
nate vanity,
vanity, his
genius),
blundering (for
(for which he had aa genius),
and ostentatious independence
independence in his
his own
own opinions
opinions and general
general im-

practicablencss would keep
practicableness
keep

the U/lion
Union at disagreeinent
disagreement with the political
political
it vas
party for
for whose service it
was published;
published; and now,
now. added to all
party
all this,
this.
these revelations of these promiscuous
promiscuous immoralities
imnioralities would make his
his
connection with either paper
paper fatal
fatal to its
its interests.
II spoke
interests.
strongly and
spoke strongly
emphatically under the great
great provocation
threatening to me
emphatically
me and
provocation of his threatening
the revelation II had just
just had concerning
concerning his d_omestic
domestic affairs.
affairs.

Mr. Bowen derided the letter
letter of Tilton's
Tilton's which he had brought
brought to
me,
earnestly that if
if trouble came
came of it
it I
might rely
I might
rely upon
upon his
me, and said earnestly
friendship.
in the further quarrel,
quarrel, ending
ending in
in
friendship. II learned afterward that in
'I'ilton's
Tilton's peremptory
Bowen's service, this
expulsion from Bowen's
this conversation
peremptory expulsion
was repeated
repeated to Mr. Tilton. II believe that Mr. Bowen had an
an interview
and received

my wife,
some further
furlher information about Tilton from my
wife, to
Tilthat
doubt
Mr.
Tiland
I
have
no
although
no
him;
I
him;
although

some

whom I
I had referred

his place
ton would have lost
lost his
my
place at any
any rate, II have also no doubt that my
Vhen
influence was
was decisive,
"When I
final overthrow.
decisive, and precipitated
precipitated his final

came

came

to think it
I felt
felt very
all over I
it all
very

1lr.'l`ilton's
Mr. Tilton's impending
impending disaster.

unhappy
unhappy

at the

contemplation
contemplation

of

I
much, and at one
I had loved him much.

time he had seemed like
like a son
son to me.

"My
My

influence had

come just
just

come

at the

first unfolding,
time of his first
developtin's early
early developunfolding, and had much to do with this
ment.

I
externally to bring
bring him before the public.
public.
I had aided him externally

Ve
"We

in the great
had been together
together in
great controversies of the day
day until after the
our social relations had been intimate.
war, and our
war,
It is
is

true that his nature always
exaggerated
always exaggerated

his

own excellencies.

own

me with affectionate admirawas but a boy
up to me
Vhen
"When he was
boy he looked up
years he felt
felt himself my
some years
very comtion. After some
comtion.
my equal,
equal, and was very
me, and reached the position
position
panionable and when he had outgrown me,
panionable;
;

of the first
first

man

man

always smiled
always

of the age.
was kind and patronizing.
age. he still
still was
patronizing. I had
had believed Umat
i)\at a

at -these
these weaknesses of vanity,
vanity, and
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with some
some knocks among strong men,
among strong men. and by
by sorrows
that temper
yet fulnl
fulfil a
a useful and brilliant career.
soul, he would yet
temper the soul,
all looked dark
But now
now all
vas to be cast
east forth from his eminent posidark; he was
posi-

larger experience,
larger
experience,

;

tion, and his affairs
aft`airs at home did not promise
promise that sympathy
sympathy and strength
strength
tion,
which make one's
one's house,
been, in times of adversity,
house, as mine has been,
adversity, 2.a
refuge from the storm and a
a tower of defence.
refuge

Besides a
a generous
generous suffering
suffering I should have had a
a selfish reason
reason for
if I had dreamt that I was
was about to become the instrument by
such, if
such,
by
fight his way
which Mr. Tilton meant to fight
way back to the prosperity
prosperity which
he had forfeited.
It now
now appears
appears that on
on the 29th of December,
1870,
December, 1870,
having learned that I had replied
replied to his threatening
Mr. Tilton having
threatening letter
opinion of him as
expressing such an
an opinion
as to set Mr. Bowen finally
finally
by expressing
by

bring him face to face with immediate ruin,
ruin, extorted
against him,
him, and bring
against
wife, then suH`ering
suffering under a
severe illness,
illness, a document in~
a severe
infrom his wife,
criminating me,
an elaborate attack upon
me, and prepared
me.
criminating
prepared an
upon me.
evening, December 30,
seven o'clock,
1S70, about seven
o'clock, Francis
On Tuesday
30, 1870,
Tuesday evening,

my house, and with intense earnestness said,
D. Moulton called at my
said,
Tilton.
me to see Mr. 'l`ilton."
I replied
go with me
I wish you
'•I
you to go
replied that I could
as I was
was just
just going
prayer-meeting. With
I'ith the most
m^' prayer-meeting.
most
not then,
then, as
going to my
"

1

'

positive
positive

said, "You
must go;
go; somebody
manner
manner he said,
You must
somebody
"

care
else will take care

him, not knowing
knowing what trouble had
went with him,
vaguely thinking
now learn the solution
him, but vaguely
agitated
might now
thinking that I might
agitated him,
way I asked what was
threatening letter. On the way
was the
of the recent threatening
visit, to which he replied
replied that Mr. Tilton would inform
reason of this visit,
reason
entering his house Mr. Moulton locked
elfect.
On entering
me. or words to that effect.
me.
about
not being
being interrupted.
something
saying
the door,
door, saying something
requested
interrupted, He requested
was under the imme to go
me
parlor. I was
go into the front chamber over the parlor.
was going
pour out upon
upon me
me his anger for
pression that Mr. Tilton was
going to pour
anger
pression
separation given
given to his
colleaguing with Bowen and for the advice of separation
colleaguing
me as aa witness,
wife.
wit`e. I wished Mr. Moulton to be with me
witness, but he insisted
that I should go
go by
by myself.
myself.
me coldly,
coldly, but calmly.
or two,
two.
Mr. Tilton received me
calmly. After aa word or
me with a memorandum in his hand,
hand, he began
an
standing in front of me
standing
began an
charged me
me in substance with acting
acting tor
an
time
in
an
for a long
oration. He charged
long
sought his downfall ; had spread
that I had sought
spirit
spread injurious
injurious
unfriendly
unfriendly spirit;
him was
influence to undermine
was using
rumors
rumors about him;
using my
my place
place and induence
more ¬that II
him. and much þÿU101'
him
him; had advised Mr. Bowen to dismiss him,
He
Ile then declared that I had injured
cannot remember.
injured him in his
producing discord
joined with his mother-in-law in producing
family relations ; had joined
family
wife's affections
separation, had alienated his wife's
adections
a separation,
house, had advised a
in his house,
corbeing, had corme more
more than any living
him. had led her to love me
from him,
any living being,
lying and
insincere, lying
taught her to be insincere,
nature, and taught
rupted her moral nature.
of the meeting."
meeting."

I

;

;

;

;

;

rupted
charging
by charging
hypocritical, and ended by
hypocritical.
to her.

proposals
that I had made wicked proposals

Until he reached this I had listened with

contempt under
some contempt

some
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bully me.
the impression
impression that he was
was attempting
attempting to bully
me. But with the last
charge
produced
a
be
paper
purporting
he
a
to
a certified statement of a
a
charge
produced paper purporting
previous confession made to him by
by his wife of her love for me,
me, and that
previous

an
I had made proposals
proposals to her of an

impure
impure

He said that this
He

nature.

July, six months previous
confession had been made to him in July,
previous; that his
;

any such document to
permit any
of honor and affection
alfection would not permit
original and should now
now
remain in existence
existence; that he had burned the original
sense
sense

;

destroy
only copy;
paper into small pieces.
destroy the only
pieces.
copy; and he then tore the paper
a statement,
was absolutely
absolutely thunderIf I had been shocked at such a
statement, I was

by requesting
struck when he closed the interview by
requesting

me

me

repair at once
to repair
once

was waiting
waiting for me,
house, where he said Elizabeth was
me, and learn
his house,
lips the truth of his stories in so
so far as they
they concerned her.
from her lips

to
'to

thunderbolt
This fell
fell like a thunclerbolt

on me.

on me.

it be possible that his wife,
wife,
Could it
possible

regarded as the type
goodness, should have made
whom II had regarded
whom
type of moral goodness,

statements ?
such false and atrocious statements?
would he dare to send

me
me

if she had not,
yet if
And yet
not, how

confirmation of his
to her for condrmation

forth like a
sleep-walker, while
a sleep-walker,
I went tbrth

charges?
charges?

were flying in the sky.
clouds were
flying
sky.

away. 'l`hc
There had been a snow
snow storm,
was breaking
breaking away.
The winds
storm. which was
through the leafless
all this was
was peace
whistling through
leailess trees,
were out and whistling
were
trees, but all
peace
compared
Moult on went with me
I believe that Moulton
me to
compared to my
my mood within.
the door of Tilton's
'l`ilton's house. 'l`he
The housekeeper
housekeeper (the
(the same
woman of wl1on1
same woman
whom
Til ton had complained)
complained) seemed to have been instructed by
Mrs. Tilton
him, for
by him,
evidently expected
she evidently
me at once
once up
Tilton's
me, and showed me
expected me,
up to Mrs. 'l`ilton's
lay upon
Mrs. Tilton lay
upon her bed,
as marble,
marble, with closed eyes,
room.
room.
bed, white as
eyes,
a trance, and with her hands upon
as
as in a
bosom, palm
upon her bosom,
palm to palm,
palm, like
upon it,
it, the picture is
one
some tbrms
forms
one in prayer.
prayer. As 1I look back upon
picture is like some
seen upon
monuments
monuments
in Europe.
Europe.
carved in marble that II had seen
upon
no motion,
gave no
no sign
She made no
my presence.
presence.
motion, and gave
sign of recognition
recognition of my
" Elizabeth, Theodore has been making
I sat down near her and said,
said, °'Elizabeth,
making
very serious charges
me, and sends me
me to you
confirmation."
charges against
against me,
very
you for confirmation."
no reply or sign.
it was
was plain
She made no
plain that she was
was conscious
reply
sign. Yet it
listening.
I repeated
some of his statements-that
statements that I had brought
and listening.
brought
repeated some
family, had alienated her fromnhim,
discord to the family,
from him, had sought
sought to break
family, had usurped
usurped his iniiuence,
up the family,
influence, and then,
as I could,
could, I
then, as well as
up
added that he said that II had made improper
improper suggestions
suggestions to her,
her, and
she had admitted this fact
that .she
July.
fact to him last July.
you made such statements to him?" She
said, "Elizabeth,
I said,
Elizabeth, have you
answer. II repeated
repeated the question.
no answer.
made no
cheeks,
question. Tears ran down her cheeks,
very slightly
slightly bowed her head in acquiescence.
said, u You
acquiescence. I said,
and she very
opened
mean that you
all he has charged."
charged." She opened
cannot mean
you have stated all
explain
how
in a slow and feeble way
to
her eyes
sick
eyes and began
began in
explain
way
importunity; that he had conbeen, how wearied out with importunity:
con.
she had been,
loves, and said that he could not hear
bear to think
alien loves,
own alicn
fessed his own
was better than he;
he; tllat
that she might
rethrmation
that she was
might win him to reformation

—

"

"
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than him, and that

ca11not give
on with future concord. II cannot
go on
give her
repent and go
they would repent
they
but
tenor
I
received
them
the
of
her
representations.
only
I
language,
only
representations.
language,
strongest language
in the strongest
language of her course. II
impatiently, I
I spoke
spoke to her in
impatiently,
any improper
improper advances to you?"
'"Have I1 ever made any
said to her: "Have
you?"
said
"No."
Why did you
She said
said: "
Then II asked:
asked ""Why
say so to your
you say
No." '1`hen
your husdeeply distressed.
distressed. " My
friend " (by
band ?2 " She seemed deeply
My friend"
(by that designadesigna" I
I
am
but
I
could
not help
called
am
sorry,
it.
me),
I
tion she almost always
help it.
always
me),
sorry,
do ? " II told
told her she could state in writing
What can
can II do?"
writing what she had
for her writing
writing materials which I
told me.
me. She beckoned for
now
now told
I handed
secretary standing
standing near by,
by, and she sat up
her from her secretary
in bed and
up in
:

:

"

"

"

a brief
brief counter-statement.
wrote a

I had ever offered
a sort of postscript,
In a
explicitly that I
postscript, she denied explicitly
solicitation to her,
improper solicitation
her, that being
any improper
charge made
any
being the only
only charge
by Mr. Tilton,
Tilton, or sustained by
me by
against me
by the statement about the conagainst

fession which he had read to
fession
time.

me.

me.

I dreamed of
I

That was
was horrible enough.
enough.

no

no worse

The mere
mere thought
thought

charge
charge

at that

that he could

it and could have extorted any
any evidence on
on which to base it,
it, was
was
make it
take
senses.
Neither
of
its
utter
to
consciousness
away
my
my
its
enough
away my
my
enough

part

Tilton's retraction of her part in
in it
it could
falsehood,
falsehood, nor Mrs. Tilton's

remove

remove

me that
my heart and head. Indeed,
the shock from my
Indeed, her admission to me
husband
so wicked a
circumstances
to
her
a
she had stated under any
any
was
if she was
all.
It seemed to me
me as if
crowning blow of all.
falsehood was the crowning
some
was in some
was overthrown, and that II was
die, that her mind was
going
going to die,
left by
by her death with this
might be left
up in it,
dreadful way
way mixed up
it, and might
me.
.terrible
terrible accusation hanging
hanging over me.
Moulton's house, where II said
in a dream, to Mr. Moultou's
I
like one in
I returned, like
I confessed
has
been said that I
home.
went
It
little
and
soon
soon
very
little
very
that,
false. Is it
it likely
is utterly
guilt and expressed
likely that,
utterly false.
guilt
expressed remorse. This is
stultihed
in my
with Mrs. 'l`ilt0n's
Tilton's retraction in
pocket. II should have thus stultified
my pocket,
myselt
myselt

??

my house and
evening, Mr. Moulton called at my
On the next day,
day, at evening,
on
her husband's
husband's
Tilton,
on
that
Mrs.
said
He
Tilton,
bedroom.
my
came
came up
up into my
done,
return to her after our interview, had informed him what she had done,
me, said that
and that II had her retraction. Moulton expostulated
expostulated with me,said
matters, but
the retraction under the circumstances would not mend matters,
great
and wife and do great
husband
discord
between
fresh
awaken
only
only
said, had
me. Mrs. Tilton,
Tilton, he said,
injury
helping me.
injury to Mrs. Tilton without helping
course
me, and of course
in writing
recanted in
already recnnted
writing the retraction made to me,
already
Meanwhile. Tilton had
he no
no end to such contradictions.
there might be
letter, acknowledging
first letter,
wii`e's iirst
destroyed
acknowledging the confession, and Mr.
destroyed his wife's
disadvantage, and made dismean advantage,
a mean
Moulton claimed that II had taken a
visit her,
obtaining
her, in obtaining
Theodore's request
honorable use of Theodore's
request that II should visit
not in existence. He
from her a
a written contradiction to a document notin
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said that all
all difhculties
difficulties could be settled without any such papers, and
any
papers,
it up.
He was
was under great
that I
1 ought
great excitement.
He made
ought to give
give it
up. He
threats, but he opened
opened his overcoat,
no
no verbal threats,
overcoat, and with some
some emphatic
emphatic
remark showed a pistol,
pistol, which afterward he tool;
remarli
took out and laid on
on the
near which he stood. I gave
gave the paper
paper to him,
bureau near
him, and after aa few
moments' tall;
talk he left.
left.
moments'
a day
Within
or
\`ithin a
two after this Mr. Moulton made me
me the third Visit,
visit,
day
study in the third story
time we
we repaired
repaired to my
my study
story of my
and this ti|ne
my house.
is right
right that II should allude to the
it is
interview, it
Before speakingspeaking of this interview,
through which I had gone
gone duringprevious days-the
suffering through
days the cause
cause
during the previous
suffering
Tilton.
was the strange change in Mrs. 'l`ilton.
Nothingof which was
strange change
Nothing had seemed
all my
my acquaintance
to me
more certain duringacquaintance with her,
mc more
her, than that she
during all
was singularly
singularly simple,
simple, truthful,
Deceit seemed absowas
truthful, and honorable. Dcceit
nature, and yet
yet she had stated to her husband
lutely foreign
foreign to her nature,
lutely
falsehoods, she had not when daily
strange and awful falsehoods,
daily I
I called and
those strange
given me
slightest hint,
say of such accuaccume the slightest
prayed with her given
hint., I will not say
prayed

—

was any
family ditiiculty.
any serious thmily
difficulty.
She had
sal ions, but even
even that there was
sations,
my
a
a
and
wife
a
December,
me
to
to a
called
me
consultation
suddenly,
in
Deceinhcr,
my
suddenly,
husband, .still
leaving me
ignorant that she
me ignorant
separation from her husband,
still leaving
possible
possible separation
I was
was bewildered
weapon against
I
me.
put into his hands such a weapon
had put
against me.
saintly woman
woman communicating
communicating a very
very
with a double consciousness of a saintly
was boundless.
needless treachery
treachery to her friend and pastor.
My distress was
pastor. My
was blameworthy,
however, that she was
moment feel,
a moment
feel, however,
I did not for a
blameworthy, as
supposed that she had been overborne
ordinarily be thought,
would ordinarily
thought, but supposed
site did,
did,
by sickness and shattered in mind until she scarcely
scarcely knew what sh-e
by
in
her
went
soul
out
to
for
responsible
My
her
acts.
was no
no longer
and was
My
longer responsible
foresight, for I thought
prudence and foresight,
myself for want of prudence
II blamed myself
pity.
thought
pity.
a
me. I had a
all this had been the result of her undue affection for me.
that all
punishment
blame,
take
any
and
would
any
I
bear
profound
feeling
that
I
blame,
any
punishment
any
profound feeling
put back
only emerge
poor child could only
if that poor
if
emerge from this cloud and be put
if
thought,
if
not the
I
as
been,
I
I
had
from
which
into the happiness
been,
thought,
happiness
had
daughter
own
my
her.
If
own
withdrawing
of
the
tho
occasion
cause, yet
cause,
daughter
my
withdrawing
yet
scarcely have been
calamity could scarcely
grief at Tier
her calamity
case, my
been in similar case,
my grief
appreTilton, I apprefury of Mr. Tilton,
anger and fury
greater.
Moreover, from the anger
Moreover,
greater.
accuby the accusupported by
and, supported
charge was
was made by
hended that this charge
him, and,
by him,
against me;
me; and
once publicly
was to be at once
sation of his wife,
wife, was
pressed against
publicly pressed
against
of denial to interpose
it was.
if
if it
interpose against
was, I had nothing
nothing but my
simple word ot'
my simple
charge,
thought that this charge,
it.
In my
it.
my then morbid condition of mind, I thought
if not in absodisaster, if'
great disaster,
entirely untrue,
although
untrue, might
although entirely
might result in great
on me,
rae,
dependent on
entirely dependent
great interests which were entirely
lute ruin.
The great
'I`he
was writing, my
the church which I had built up,
up, the book which I was writing, my
engaged in the minisnow engaged
brother's name,
family, my brother's
own immediate tE1mily,1ny
own
name, new
me and be
live after me
might
hoped
name which I had hoped
name
the
sisters,
try,
my
sisters,
might
try, my
encouragement to those
strength and encouragement
source of strength
degree a source
some slight degree
in some

slight
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cause for which I had deme, and above all,
who should succeed me,
all, the cause
me that my life-work
my life,
voted my
life, seemed imperilled.
imperilled. It seemed to me
my life~work

was

was

abruptly and in disaster.
to end abruptly

My
My

earnest desire to avoid a pubpub-

How from it,
accusation, and the evils which must necessarily
lic
lic accusation,
it, and
necessarily flow
it, has been one
one of the leading
now have resulted from it,
which now
leading motives

that must explain
during these four years
years with reference to
explain my
my action during
this matter.
distressing condition that Mr. Moulton
was in such a sore and distressing
was kind and conciliatory
however,
His manner
manner was
seemed, howeve1',
conciliatory ; he seemed,
seeking Tilton's
'1`ilton's downfall,
to be convinced that I had been seeking
downfall, that I had
leagued
him, and that
by my
my advice
against him,
that I had by
leagued with Mr. Bowen against
argument or perperdestroying his family.
come
come near destroying
any argument
family. I did not need any
It

was

found me.
me.

;

remedy the
me to do and say
suasion to induce me
anything which would remedy
say anything
had
certainly
the
occasion
if
been
if not
believed
I
then
injury
I
of
which
certainly
injury
having
But Mr. Moulton urged
urged that having

the active cause.

—

wronged
the
so-the
wronged so

means of support
support suddenly
reputation
wrong meant his means
wrong
suddenly taken away,
away, his reputation
family
that
gone,
destroyed,
I
had
done
it.
He
assured
his
and
it.
me
me of
gone,
family destroyed,

own
own knowledge that the
knowledge
impurities of life,
vhich
life, and which
impurities
his

which II had heard of Mr. Tilton's
stories vhich
'I`ilton`s
I had believed and

repeated
Bowen,
repeated to Mr. Bowen,

were all
always been faithful to his wife.
all false,
false, and that Mr. Tilton had always
I was
was persuaded into the belief of what he said,
said, and felt
felt convicted of
persuaded
its meanest form.
slander in its

reputation, in position,
in reputation,
position,

He-drew
Hefdrew the picture
picture of Mr. Tilton wronged
wronged

wronged
wronged

in purse,
purse, shattered in his family
family
where he would otherwise have found a refuge,
same time
refuge, and at the same

looking upon
upon me
me
looking

out of his

deep distress,
distress, while I,
I, abounding
friends,
deep
abounding in friends,
ample
means, he drew that picture
ample means,
my prospicture-my
prosperity overflowing
overflowing and abounding,
abounding, and Tilton's
Tilton's utter degradation-I
degradation
perity
was
was most intensely
intensely excited indeed;
indeed I felt
felt that my mind was
was in danger
my
danger
giving way
of
up and down the room
room pouring forth my heart
ofgiving
way; II walked up
pouring
my
in the most unrestrained grief
grief and bitterness of self-accusation,
selfLaceusation, telling
telling
what my
were of the obligation of friendship and of
the sacredness
ofthe
my ideas were
obligation
friendship
of the household
denying, however,
an intentional wrong,
wrong, seeing
seeing that
however, an
household; denying,
if I had been the cause,
if
cause, however remotely, of that which I then beheld,
remotely,
beheld,

—

most popular,
popular, and with

—

;

;

;

I

never
never could forgive myself, and heaping all
own
forgive myself,
heaping all the blame on my
my own
The case,
it then appeared
appeared to my
case, as it
was strongly against
my eyes,
eyes, was

head.

strongly against

me. My
My old fellow-worker had been dispossessed
dispossessed of his eminent place
place
and influence,
influence, and I had counselled it.
it.
family had well nigh
His family
nigh been
broken up,
up, and I had advised it;
long sick and broken
it; his wife had been long
in health and body,
fully believed it,
I, as I fully
it, had been the cause
cause of
body, and I,
all
all this wreck,
wreck, by
friendship
by continuing
continuing that blind heedlessness and friendship
which had beguiled
beguiled her heart and had roused her husband into a fury
fury
of jealousy,
jealousy, although
although not caused by
by any
any intentional act of mine. And
should II coldly
coldly defend myself?
myself? Should I pour
indignation upon
pour indignation
upon this
lady ? Should I hold her up
contempt as having
lady?
her up to contempt
having thrust her affection

me.

;
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unsought ?
upon
me unsought?
upon me

upon the man
man and his household
Should I
I tread upon
in their great
great adversity?
adversity ? I gave
gave vent to my
feelings without measure.
my feel-ings
disclaimed with the greatest
I disclaimcd
all intent to harm 'l`heodore
greatest earnestness all
Theodore

in his home or his business,
sorrow I both blamed
business, and with inexplicable
inexplicable sorrow

and defended Mrs. Tilton
Til ton in one
one breath.
Mr. Moulton was
was apparently affected by
was that,
soliloquy, for it
it was
that,
by my
apparently
my soliloquy,
rather than a
a conversation.
He said that if
Tilton could really
if Mr. 'l`ilton
really be
persuaded
my feelings
feelings towards him,
was sure
him, he was
persuaded of the friendliness of my
that there would be no trouble in procuring
gave
procuring a reconciliation. II gave
him leave to state to Theodore my
my feelings.
feelings. He proposed
proposed that I should
write a letter.
our interview.
I declined,
I
declined, but said that he could report
report our
He then prepared
talk, and sat down at
prepared to make a memorandum of the talk,
of my talk
tool; down, as II supposed,
my
table, and took
talk;
my table,
supposed, a condensed report
report ofmy
still pouring out my wounded feelings over
for I went on
on still
great
pouring
my
feelings over this
this great
Tilton's family.
desolation in Mr. 'l`ilton's
was not a dictation of sentence
family. It was
mere
mere amanuensis,
amanuensis, and I composing
composing for him. Mr.
own shape
Moulton was
was putting
shape parts
was sayparts of that which I was
putting into his own
sayThis
with
manner,
explanations.
paper
own
profuse
own
in
my
ing
manner,
paper of Mr.
profuse explanations.
ing
my
mere memorandum of points to be used by him in
in
was a mere
Moulton's was
Moulton's
points
by
it contains matter and points
points derived
setting forth my
my feelings.
feelings. That it
setting
were put
by him,
is without doubt
me is
from me
him,
doubt; but they
they were
put into sentences by
as he understood them, not as my
expressed as
and expressed
words, but as hints of
my words,
my
letters, to be used by
by him in conversing
conversing with Mr. Tilton.
figures and letters,
my figures

after sentence,
sentence, he a

;

nor have I
I ever
me nor
ever
nor did II read it,
it, nor
lie did not read the paper
He
paper to me
remember, until the publication
it read that I
I remember,
heard it
publication of Mr.

it or
or
seen
seen it

thoughts that
now reading
reading it,
it thoughts
Tilton's recent documents
Tilton's
it, I see in it
documents; and now
nor
paper,
nor are
but
it
discourse
it
is not my
my
of
is
my
the
matter
point
to
discourse;
paper,
my
point
is a.
a
a correct report
is it
it a
sentences, nor
nor is
my sentences,
those my
report of what I said. It is
;

;

mere string
string

mere

of hints hastily
hastily made

helps to
by
an unpractised
hy an
unpractised writer as helps

how II felt
felt toward his family.
representing to Mr. Tilton hov
his memory
memory in representing
family.
proper sense
any proper
if it
it be set forth as in any
If more
more than this be claimed
claimed-if

—

my
my

its sentences,
it.
Some of its
it and denounce it.
letter, I then disown it
sentences,
letter,
say that I had obtained
am made to say
and particularly
particularly that in which II am

even in substance. I
Tilton's forgiveness,
Mrs. Tilton's
forgiveness, I never could have said even
nobody preforgiveness
her.
from
nor asked any
had not obtained nor
her, and nobody
preany forgiveness
tended that II had done

so.

Neither could I ever have said that I hum-

as before
myself before Tilton as
bled myselfbefore

to God and to the
self, as I

self,

was.
this was.

man

man

—

except
God
God-except

sense that both
in the sense

mydeeply injured,
I thought
injured, I humbled mythought I had deeply
is useless to analyze
But it
it is
prepared as
paper prepared
analyze aa paper

certainly did.
certainly
The remainder

its
its best comment.

it will be
concerning it
of my
my plain
plain statement concerning
separate half
was written on
on three separate
This document was

finished Mr. Moulton asked
was
After it
it was
was
it
not
my letter. He replied
it
was
no
replied that
no;
myletter.
was
way indicate that he was
more weight
if I
I would in some
some _way
it
it would have more
weight if

sheets of large
large letter paper.
paper.
sign it.
it. I said
if
if I would sign

me
me

;
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authorized to explain
some dis~
dispen, and at some
my pen,
explain my
my sentiments. I took my
tance below the writing
writing and upon
margin I indicated that I
upon the lower margin

Moulton, and I signed
signed the
had committed the document in trust to Mr. Moulton,
line thus written by
me.
by me.

A

A few words

more
more

as to its
fate.
its further fate.

Moulton, of his own
Mr. Moulton,
own

accord,
using it
would, in two or three days,
it he would,
accord, said that after using
days, bring
bring the

any
me about disclosing
me, and he cautioned me
memorandum back to me,
disclosing in any
it would
that there was
was a
difficulty between Mr. Tilton and me,
me, as
as it
a difficulty

way
way

him,
quarrelled with him,
injurious to Tilton to have it
be injurious
it known that I had quarrelled

myself
I did not trouble myself
me to have rumors
me
rumors set afloat.
about it
it until more
more than aa. year
afterwa1'd, when Tilton began
began to write
year afterward,
wonhereafter) and was
was looking
up his case
case (of
(of which hereafter)
looking up
up
up documents. II wonas well
well as
as to

it for greater
the old memorandum, and desired to see it
dered what was
was in tl|e
greater
certainty; so one
one day
memorandum,
certainty;
day I suddenly
suddenly asked Moulton for that memorandum,
it to me."
and said :'"You
You promised
me."
promised to return it

He seemed confused for a
He
" Certainly." I answered. He replied that the
moment, said,
I ? "
said, " Did I?"
replied
Certainly,"
" That
destroyed. On my
paper had been destroyed.
again, "That
question again,
paper
my putting
putting the question
years, in
ago " and during
paper was
was burned up
long ago;"
up long
during the next two years,
paper
destroyed.
it as destroyed.
various conversations,
own accord
accocd he spoke
conversations, of his o\'n
spoke of it
authorized, the destruction of this paper.
for, nor
nor authorized,
I had never asked for,
paper.
was not allowed to know that the document was
was in existence until
But I was
"

"

;

weeks past,
within a few'
New York,
York, within'
few'weeks
a distinguished
distinguished editor in New
past, assured
that Mr. Moulton had shown him the original,
original, and that he had ex-

me
me

amined my
signature to be sure of its
genuineness. I know that there
its gennineness.
my signature
was a
a copy
it
since
this
was
was
of
it
statement
was
in preparation.
copy
preparation.

"While
as my
my work,
Yhile II rejected
conwork, or an accurate conrejected this memorandum as

densation of my
statement, it
it docs,
does, undoubtedly,
my statement,
undoubtedly, correctly
correctly represent
represent
myself with great
that I was
was in profound
sorrow, and that I blamed myself
profound sorrow,
great
severity for the disasters of the Tilton family.
light
severity
family. I had not then the light
now
now have.
was much then that weighed heavily upon my
There was
weighed heavily upon my
conscience, which now
heart and conscience,
now weighs
weighs only
on my heart.
I have not
only on
my
light which analyzes
the light
analyzes and disseminates things.
one blow there
By one
things. By
opened
a revelation full
me a
full of anguish
an agonized family,
opened before me
anguish; an
agonized family,
whose inmates had been my
greatly beloved
my friends,
friends, greatly
beloved; the husband
ruined in worldly
worldly prospects,
pieces, the
crumbling to pieces,
prospects, the household crumbling
woman, by
by long
long sickness and suffering,
suffering, either corrupted
deceit, as her
corrupted to deceit,
woman,
alleged, or so broken in mind as
husband alleged,
as to be irresponsible;
irresponsible and either
was her enthusiasm for her pastor, as
it was
way
I
as
was
believe. that
was
made to believe,
way it
pastor,
was the germ
germ and beginning
beginning of the trouble. It was
was
was for me
me to have foreprevented that mischief. My
stalled and prevented
My age
age and experience
experience in the

that I

;

;

;

me more
me
on my
guard. I could not at that time
more on
my guard.
tell what was
tell
was true and what not true of all
all the considerations urged
urged

world should have put
put

upon
me by Mr. Tilton and Moulton.
There was
me in
was aa grief
upon me
by
grief before me
which lay
warm friends,
friends, and they
alleged that I
lay those who had been warm
they alleged
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had helped
helped to plunge
plunge them therein.

That seemed

No mother who

soul witl1
with sorrow and anguish.
anguish.

enough
enough

to

fill my
my

fill

has lost
lost a child but will
will

understand the wild self-accusation that grief
grief produced,
all
against all
produced, against
blaming herself for
for what things
for what she
reason, blaming
reason,
things she did do and for
neglected to do,
do, and charging
heedlessness,
neglected
charging upon
upon herself her neglect
neglect or heedlessness,
the death of the child,
ordinarily every
child, while ordinarily
eve1'y one knows that she had
worn herself out
out. with her assiduities.
worn

this II met Mr. Tilton at )Ioulton's
Soon after this
Moulton's house. Either Moulton
for he was
in bed.
The subject
was very
very late in rising,
was in
was sick or was
subject of
rising, for
was
and
toward
Tilton
was introduced.
I
made
a stateI
feelings
my
conduct
my feelings
vhich I had acted in counselling
ment of the motives under which
counselling Bowen, of
feelings
my
my feelings

family, disclaiining
disclaiming with horror
in regard
h01'1'or the
regard to Mr. Tiltou's
Tilton's family,

lay in human
expressing desire to do whatever lay
of wrong, and expressing
thought
thought ofwrong.
I had occasioned, and to reunite his family.
power
family.
power to remedy
remedy any
any evil I
IIe played
played the part
an injured
injured man,
man,
was silent and sullen. ITe
Tilton was
part- of an
"That is
all that
emphasis, "That
is all
but Moulton said to Mr. Tilton,
Tilton, with intense emphasis,
say. and you
can say,
you ought
accept it;
it; as our
our honorable
a gentleman
gentleman can
ought to accept
This he repeated
repeated two or three times,
Tilbasis ofreconciliation."
of reconciliation."
times, and 'l`iltalk. \`e
up under Moulton's
We shook
ton's countenance cheered up
Moulton's strong
strong talk.
ton's
friendly vay.
way. Not very
very long
parted in a friendly
long afterward 'l`ilton
Tilton
hands and parted
me to his house,
glad to have good
good old
asked me
house, and said that he should be glad
e'er took a meal after
times renewed. II do not remember whether II ever
certainly was
was invited by
by him to renew
this under his roof,
renew my
roof, but II certainly
my
never resumed my
intimacy with the family;
I never
formerly.
I
visits as formerly.
my intimacy
family; but
soon after my
once or twice II went there soon
once
my reconciliation with Mr. Tilton
and at his request,
request.

particularly remember a scene
I
I particularly
scene which took place
place

at his house when he talked

mood.

about his wife and

mourning
IIe began
He
began by
by mourning

his
l1is sorrows
sorrows; he
;

me
me

very gracious
gracious
in a very

was very
desolate; the
very desolate

was

;

quite dark.
future seemed quite

impressing us with his great
After impressing
great patience,
patience,
wife, saying
me to his wife,
saying that II had taken upon
he grew
generous, praised
praised me
grew generous,
upon
past troubles and had honorably
all blame of past
honorably exculpated
myself
her, and
myself all
exculpated her,
very inagnanimously,
telling me
me that his wife likewise had behaved very
magnanimously, had
telling
was blameless,
blameless, and he closed his
blamed herself and declared that I was

homily
increasing hope
hope and
homily with increasing
it
misery
misery he did not know but that it
cheerful home than he had before.

saying that deep
cheer,
l1is
as was
was his
cheer, saying
deep as

would work out in the future a more
more

my

I restrained my smiles at the ab-

it evaporate
even
surdity ofthe
of the thing,
so, and even
thing, well content to have it
surdity
evaporate so,
was generous
generous in his way.
This seemed to me
me the end of
thinking
thinking he was
way.
man, who had no
With a sensitive and honorable man,
no ulterior detrouble.
it would have been the burial of the difficulty.
signs to accomplish,
accomplish, it
difficulty. I
signs
wrong on
given up
up the idea of intentional wrong
on my
'l`ilton had given
supposed Mr. Tilton
my
supposed
now,
I plainly
part
forgiven my
my unintentional wrong.
wrong.
plainly understand now,
part and forgiven
was to be kept
of mind was
suspect, that my
my trouble ot'
what I did not then suspect,
kept
on my
might be used to act on
alive and nourished so that I might
my friend in se-

—

:
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money which Mr. Tilton claimed to be due
curing
curing from Mr. Bowen the money
compensation for his expulsion
as compensation
newspapers.
expulsion from the two newspapers.

mv mind
Mr. Moulton and Mr. Tilton both strove to obliterate from my
rumors that had been circulated about Mr. Tilton.
all belief in the rumors
all
explaining, arranging,
arranging, etc.,
on in silencing,
etc., that
going on
was much going
There was
silencing, explaining.
as now.
now. But of one thing
was conI did not understand as well then as
thing I was

hud the highest
vinced, viz.: that Mr. Tilton had
vinced,
highest sense of marital purity,
purity. and
preservation
strayed from the path
never strayed
that he had never
virtue; which preservation
path of virtue
very solemn scene
xne in a
a narrative of his life,
he owed,
life, to a very
owed, as he told me
eve ofhis
of his leaving
pointed out to him
who, on
on the eve
father, who,
with his father,
leaving home,
home, pointed
snares, and the evils to be
temptations and snares,
amorous temptations
the nature of amorous
He declared that he had always
always been
He
practices.
dreaded from unlawful practices.
was glad
glad to believe it
I was
it
by the memory
kept spotless
memory of that scene.
spotless bythe
kept
it was
was that he should be made to suffer by
by evil
felt how hard it
true,
true, and felt
explain some
some testimony
testimony which had
foes. I could not explain
and slanderous foes.
said, there is
undoubtedly some
is undoubtedly
but, I said,
some misunderme but,
been laid before ine;
Theodore, though
I knew the whole I should find Theodore,
if I
standing, and if
though with
standing,
good. These views I often expressed
obvious faults,
faults, at heart sound and good.
expressed
to intimate friends in spite
spite of their manifest incredulity,
incredulity, and what in
now call their well-deserved ridicule. Mr.
I must now
light of the facts I
the light
me the kindest view of Mr.
presenting to me
no occasion of presenting
Moulton lost no
hand. he complained
Tilton's
'l`ilton's character and conduct. On the other hand,
complained that
him. and did not assist
or him,
assist- him in
Mrs. Tilton did not trust her husband or
help Theodore. I knew that she distrusted Moulton,
his effort to help
Moulton, and
of her husband.
I was
urged to use
felt bitterly
was urged
felt
by the treatment ofher
bitterly hurt by
inspire
to
confidence
Moulton.
with
her
in
and
influence
to lead her
my
Moulton,
inspire
my
Accordingly, at the instance of Mr.
to take a kinder view of Theodore.
Accordingly.
were written on
same day-February
Moulton. three letters were
on the same
day— February 7,18717, 1671
purpose, to be shown to Mrs. Tilton and to reconcile her
on
one common
common purpose,
on one
husband and my
to her husband;
was designed
designed to effect
my letter to her of that date was
giving her confidence in Mr. Moulthe further or
or collateral purpose
purpose of giving
ton.
This will be obvious from the reading
reading of the letters.
following is
my letters of that date from a copy
The following
is the full
full text of my
copy
of
one
your
committee,
for
this
perverified by
I
have
not
to
hour
been
committee,
by
peryour
mitted to see the originals
or of any
thein or
originals either of them
any other papers
papers which
deposited with Moulton for safe-keeping:
safe-keeping
I had deposited
;

;

;

BEECHER

TO
BEECHER TO

MRS.
MRS.

TILTOX.
TILTOX.

Brooklyn.
BRooK1.rN. February
T, 1871.
February 7,
When I saw
saw you last I did not expect ever
Tiltox :-Then
Dear Mas.
Mrs. Tlnrox
'AIY
My DEAR
you
expect
days.
was kinder to me
to see you
again, or
or to be alive many
me than
God was
you again,
many days.
were my
own thoughts.
thoughts. The friend whom God sent to me
Mr. Moulwere
me-Mr.
my own
ton
ever I had able and willing
willing to
has proved
proved above all
all friends that ever
ton-has
help
life.
emergency of my
His hand it
was that tied
me in this terrible emergency
it was
help me
mylife.
up the storm that was
upon our
was ready
our heads.
up
ready to burst upon
:

—

—

—
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am not the less
less disposed
I am
disposed to trust him from finding
finding that he has
your welfare most deeply
deeply and tenderly
tenderly at heart. You have no friend
your
(Theodore
excepted) who has it
it in his power
power to serve you
you so vitally,
(Theodore excepted)
vitally,
and who will do it
it with so much delicacy and honor.
I beseech of you,
I
you,
delicacy
if my
if
yet any
let my
any influence,
influence, let
my wishes have yet
my deliberate judgment
judgment in this
matter weigh
weigh with you.
lt does my
you.
It
my sore heart good
good to see in Mr.
Moulton an
an unfeigned
unfeigned respect
respect and honor for you.
It
if he
me if
Jt would kill
kill me
you.
thought otherwise. He will
will be as true a friend to your
thought
your honor and haphappiness
sister's.
piness as aa brother would be to a sister's.
In him we
a
we have a common
common ground.
ground. You and I may
in him.
may meet in
The past
past is
is ended.
But is
is there no
no future? No
No wiser,
higher, holier
wiser, higher,
future? May
priest in the new
new sanctuary
sanctuary of
May not this friend stand as aa priest
you, Theodore, and my
reconciliation, and mediate and bless you,
my most unhappy
let my
my earnestness fail
fail of its
You believe in
its end.
happy self? Do not let
judgment. II have put
my
in Moulton's
put myself
myself wholly
Moulton's hands,
hands,
my judgment.
wholly and gladly
gladly in
and there I
I must meet you.
you.
'l`his
This is
is sent with 'l`heodore's
Theodore's consent,
not read it.
it.
Will
consent, but he has not
it to me
return it
you
me by
hci7ids ?
by his hands
you 'return
II am
am very
all our sakes,
in this wish,
sakes, as such a letter ought
ought
wish, for all
very earnest in
not to be subject
subject to even
even a chance of miscarriage.
misear1'iage.
Your unhappy
friend,
W. BEECHER.
H. VV.
Bkecher.
unhappy friend,
»

'

BEECHER

BEECHER TO
TO

MOULTON.

MOULTON.

_

February 7,
7, 1871.
February
BIY
Dear Mr.
My DEAR
Moulton z-II am
MR. BIOULTOX
am glad
glad to send you
a book which you
you a
you will
relish, or which a
man on
a man
on a
a sick-bed ought
ought to relish. II vish
wish II had more
more
relish,
like it,
like
one every
every day,
it, and that I could send you
you one
day, not as aa repayment
repayment of
your great
great kindness to me,
never be repaid,
me, for that can never
your
repaid. not even by
by
love,
give you
freely.
Many,
many friends has God raised up
up to
love, which II give
you freely.
Many, many
but
no
one
to
me
no
one
of
them
he
ever
given
has
ever
the
and
the
opportunity
me;
given
opportunity
wisdom so to serve
serve me
is implicit.
me as you
you have. My
My trust in you
implicit.
You
you is
have also proved
proved yourself
'1`heodore's friend and Elizabeth's.
Does God
Elizabeth's.
yourself Theodore's
look down from heaven on three unhappy
more need a
unhappy creatures that more
friend than these
it not an intimation of God's
these?? Is it
God's intent of mercy
mercy to
all that each one of these has in you
all
you a tried and proved
proved friend
friend?? But
all hearts,
only in you
we three united. Vould
Would to God, who orders all
hearts,
only
you are we
that by
by your
your kind mediation Theodore,
Theodore, Elizabeth, and I could be made
friends again.
case; but
again. Theodore will have the hardest task in such a case
has he not proved
proved himself capable
capable of the noblest things
things??
I wonder if
if Elizabeth knows how generously
generously he has carried himself
toward me
again, except
me??
Of course I can never
never speak
speak with her again,
except with
and I do not know that,
then, it
his permission
best.
it would be best.
that, even then,
permission-and
My
is, to see her,
full sympathy
sympathy of her nature,
nature, at
her, in the full
My earnest longing
longing is,
rest in him, and to see him once more
trusting her and loving
more trusting
loving her with
even a better than the old love. I am
even
am always sad in such thoughts.
thoughts. Is
always
way out of this night?
there any
night ? May
arise ?
any way
May not a day
day star arise?
Truly yours
yours always,
always, and with truest love,
love,
Truly
Ward BEECHER.
Beecher.
HENRY
Henry NVARD
:

—

;

;

—

no recollection of seeing
seeing or hearing
hearing read the letter of Mr. TilIn my
letter to Mrs. Tilton I alluded to the fact
my letter
many days.
that I did not expect
expect when I saw
saw her last
last to be alive many
days. That
symptoms which I first
first
a series of symptoms
statement stands connected with a
campaign,
w<
Fremont
speaking
in
I
nt
1856.
went
through
the
experienced
through
campaign, speaking
experienced
I have

same date.
ton of the same
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days in the week. On renewair three hours at a time three days
open air
in the open
very seriously
felt I must have given
literary labors I felt
given way
way; I very
seriously
ing my
my literary
ing
paralysis, or something
apoplexy or paralysis,
to have apoplexy
was going
I was
that
thought
something
going
thought
On two or three occasions while preaching
preaching I should have
of the kind.
table.
Very
often I came
the
came
to
on
held
on
not
had
if
I
if
pulpit
in
the
Veryoften
fallen
fallen
pulpit
;

years I have gone
gone into
near falling
During the last fifteen years
falling in the streets. During
strong
impression
very
with
a
times
hundred
one
one
suppose
very strong impression
the pulpit
pulpit I suppose
preached more
more serit alive.
alive. I have preached
come out of it
never come
that I should never

near

felt all
all the while
being would believe,
believe, when 1I felt
any human being
mons than any
mons
say
it then or I
must
I
people
1
my
to
say
to
that whatever II had got
say it
my people
say
got
a physiIf I
it.
1 had consulted a
never would have another chance to use it.
physiwork." But I
first advice would have been " You must stop
cian his first
stop work."
"

stop work. I read the best
was in such a situation
situation that I could not stop
was
ovcrwork and
nervous prostration,
symptoms of nervous
on symptoms
medical books on
prostration, and overwork

my

my

points
own judgment
paralysis,
judgment of my case. The three points
paralysis, and formed my own
and
I
must
sleep,
good
go
digestion,
were: I must have good
I marked were
and
go
good digestion, good sleep,
:

on working.
on
working.

These three things
were
things were

to be reconciled,
reconciled, and in regard
regard to

my diet and stimulants and medicines 11 made the most thorough
my
thorough and
body so that II could get
searching trial ; and as the result managed
get
searching
managed my
my body
;

it.
it without essentially
the most work out of it
essentially impairing
impairing it.

If I had said
sai'd

family it
it would have brought such distress and
a word about this to my
my family
brought
anxiety
on the part
many
anxiety on
part of my
my wife as I could not bear. -_ I have for many
steadily taxed my
years so steadily
that there have been
years
my mind to the utmost thatitherehave
when
I
periods
have
could
not
afford
to
people
sympathy
express
even sympathy
periods
people express even
with me.
me.
To have my
my wife or friends anxious about it,
it, and showing it
showing it
`

to me,
me, would be just
just the drop
drop too much.

-

came again
same condition just before going to
again into the same
just
going
England, and it
was one
one of those reasons whyl
it was
why I was
was wishing to go.
England,
go. The
wishing
war was
height. I
war
was at its
its height.
I carried my
country in my
heart, I had the
my country
my heart.
In 1863 I

came

Independent
was working,
working, preaching,
preaching, and lecturing
lecturing conIndependent in charge,
charge, and was
tinually.
was likely
likely to be prostrated
prostrated again.
tinually. I knew I was
again.
In December,
ot' these troubles brought
December, 1870,
1870, the sudden shock of
brought on
on
again these symptoms
symptoms in aa more
more violent form. I was
was very much deagain

very
mind, and all
in mind,
all the more
more because it
it was
was one
one of those things
things that
say anything
I could not say
about I was
was silent with everybody.
anything about;
everybody. During
During
years these symptoms
the last four years
symptoms had been repeatedly brought on
on by

pressed
pressed

;

repeatedly brought

my
my

by

intense work, carried forward,
forward on the underlying
underlying basis of so much
sorrow
sorrow and trouble.
-

My
My

friends will bear witness that in the pulpit I have very frequently
pulpitvery frequently
alluded to my
my expectation
feel that I have more
more
expectation of sudden death. I feel
than once already
already been near
near a
a stroke that would have killed or
or paralyzed

paralyzed

me,
me now,
me, and I carry
now, as I have so often carried in years
carry with me
years before
this trouble began,
began, the daily
daily thought
thought of death as aa door which might
might
open for me
me at any
all cares and labors,
labors, most welcome
open
moment, out of all
any moment,
rest.
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was kept
in a
state of
year 1871,
the year
of suspense
1871, II was
a state
During
of the
kept in
suspense
During the whole of
family, for
the future
future of
as to
doubt, not
for the reunion and
and doubt,
to the
of the family,
not only
only as
striven so
to the degree to
so earnestly,
which 11 had striven
of which
as to
happiness of
earnestly, but as
degree
happiness
to attack
which I1 might
attack and misconstruction,
which
misconstruction, and
subject to
might personally
personally be subject
the church and magnified
the trouble be brought
into the
brought into
magnified by
by publicity.
publicity,
in Mr. 'l`ilton's
sought to
to investigate in
church sought
Tilton's
religious
The officers
oflicers of the church
investigate
religious
conduct, and on
latter point I
deceived
on the latter
mo1'al conduct,
views and moral
point 1 had been deceived
was not
not in fault.
fault.
As to the religious
views I still
As
into the belief that he was
still
religious views
for the better, as
it was
change for
was proposed to
hoped
better, as it
proposed to drop
drop him from
hoped for aa change
non-attendance, and as
for non-attendance,
me his
the list
as he asserted
list of
asserted to me
of members for
might have been done,
wife still attended
attended the
withdrawal, this
his wifelstill
this might
the
done, but his
withdrawal,
for his
restoration.
recollect having
having with him a
hoped for
a
his restoration.
I recollect
church and hoped
it not
conversation,
me that he thought
not
conversation, in which he dimly
dimly intimated to me
thought it
position.
He
be
He seemed to be
unlikely
might go
go back into his old position.
unlikely that he might
when
T was
urged
by
And
so,
Exregret the past.
I
was urged
And
the
a mood to regret
in a
so,
by
past.
steps, I said I
some steps,
I was
was not without hopes
amining Committee to take
take some
hopes
amining
Tilton will
by patience
will come
patience and kindness 'I`ilton
come back again
old
that by
again into his old

delayed a
again.
of us
I therefore delayed
one of
us again.
a
church works and be one
our members were
were
Many of our
long time. Many
a long
this point for a
upon this
point
upon
this
were many
impatient, and there were
and impatient,
many tokens of trouble from this

decision

anxious
quarter.
quarter.

party had got
got hold of the
Suffrage party
wing of the Female Suffrage
one wing
Meanwhile one
IIeanwhile
never been intiform, such as
as had never
story in a
a distorted and exaggerated
exaggerated form,
story
distortgd
suspect what
I did not then suspect
or his friends.
me by Mr. Tilton or
mated to me

by
know, that
now
now
know,

originated with Mr.
false rumors
atrociously false
these atroeiously
rumors originated
diminishing,
of diminishing,
cAil growing,
instead
saw
only
evil
saw
the
growing,
only
silence, and therefore could
was pledged to silence,
I was
while
and perceived
that
pledged
perceived
was forever persevering
one was
some one
defence, some
own defence,
not speak
persevering in falsemy own
speak in my
difficulties
were imthese
dimensions,
and
diiliculties were
continually
in
growing
hood,
dimensions,
hood,
I

Tilton himself.

I

growing continually

Wopdhull
mensely
by the affiliation of Mr. Tilton with the IVoodhull
mensely increased by
clique.
clique.
article, shadowTToodlmll advertised a
a forthcoming
1871, Mrs. `Woodhull
May, 1871,
In May,
forthcoming article,
family, but without
Tilton's family,
an
ing
an account of the disturbance in Mr. 'l`ilton's
ing
delayed, ostensibly
was delayed,
using
names. It was
ostensibly by
hy Mr. Tilton's influence with
using names.
suspension of her
During
1872.
November. 1972.
Mrs. "Woodhull, until November,
During this suspension

Voodhull,

publication,
publication. she became
was made welcome
She was

the heroine of Mr. Moulton and Mr. Tilton.

to both houses,
toleration, but not the
houses, with the toleration,

1 heard the most extravagant
I
consent, of their wives.
eulogies
cordial consent,
extravagant eulogies
as a
a genius,
was represented
among
She was
genius, born and reared among
represented as
society to
rude influences, but only needed to be surrounded by
by refined society

upon her.
upon

intiuences,
only
communing nature. I did not know much about her ;
a noble and communing
was
unfavorable, her real character was
were unfavorable.
and,
and, though
impressions were
my impressions
though my
At
times.
At
the
three
her
world.
I
met
to
the
known
really
known
then
not
really
was cold and haughty,
was gracious, at the second she was
haughty,
first
first interview she was

show

;

gracious,

threatening, for I had peremptorily
angry and threatening,
was angry
but at the third she was
perernptorily
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give at Steinway
was about to give
Steinway Hall.
refused to preside
preside at the lecture she was
The most strenuous efforts had been made by
Mr.
by both Mr. Tilton and Miz
identify myself
myself
Moulton to induce me
me to preside
preside at this lecture and to identify
publicly with Mrs. Woodhull.
publicly

It

represented
was represented

was

to

me

me

that I need

doctrines, especially
expressly give
give assent to her doctrines,
not,
not, in so doing,
doing, expressly
especially with

regard
regard

to the

marriage
relation, upon
upon which point
beginning to
point she was beginning
marriage relation,

vievs which I,
I, in common
more explicit
common with
be more
in opposition
explicit in
opposition to the views
it was
was plausibly
urged that II could
all Christian men,
men, entertained;
entertained but it
all
plausibly urged
;

upon the simple
ground of adat the lecture and introduce her upon
simple ground
free speech
as I understood that
speech and liberty
vocating free
vocating
liberty of debate. But as.I
preside
preside

she was
was about to

avow doctrines which I
avow
ubhor, I
I would not be induced
I abhor,

give her public
public countenance;
countenance and after
plausible argument
by this plausible
argument. to give
by
meeting, Without
without any
any
urge me,
me, up
very day
the meeting,
continuing to urge
up to the very
continuing
day of the
personal
distinct threats,
my personal
threats, but with the obvious intimation that my
advice, Mr. Tilton himsafety would be better secured by
by taking
taking this advice.
safety
self went over
over to New York and presided
presided at the meeting,
meeting, -where
where Mrs.
understand
first
as
for
the
first
Woodliull
I
for
time
in
Woodhull gave
vent,
public,
vent,
gave
public, to a
full
full exposition
exposition of her free-love doctrines.
The very
thought II should have been asked under any
very thought
any circumstances.
preside or be present
any excuse, to preside
meeting, was
was
and upon
upon any
present at such a meeting,
Whatever my
inexpressibly galling
galling to me.
might have
inexpressibly
my astonishment might
Mr., Moulton in asking
been,
been, the motive of Mr. Tilton and Mr.,Moulton
asking such aa thing
thing
perception as II now
have),
(as
now have),
(as to which II had not at the time as clear aa perception
the request
humiliating one. At about the same
was nevertheless a humiliating
same
request was
;

Woodhull formed aa part.
circle, of which Mrs. Voodhull
time I found that the circle,
part,
scandals, organized,
classified, and perwas the centre of loathsome scandals,
perorganized. classified,
petuated
greedy and unclean
unclean appetite
appetite tbr
for everything
petuated with a greedy
everything that was
foul and vile.
vile.
The moment that any
man or woman,
woman, became noted as
any one,
one, whether man
reformer, or attained any
any degree
degree of eminence among
among the advocates of
a reformer,
liberal sentiments,
it seemed as if
if those who claimed a monopoly
monopoly of
sentiments, it
reform selected such persons
special victims of charges
persons as the special
charges and filthy
filthy
was by
I
slanders.
I was
no means
means the only
was made the
only clergyman
by no
clergyman who was
butt of their private
gossip, while it
it seemed as if
if no
no
private gossip,

woman

woman

was left
left out of their pool
pool of scandal.
tinction in the land was

any disof any
dis-

All the history
history

their past
lives, and even
of their
even the graves
graves of their friends,
friends, were
were raked over
over
past lives,
It was

to furnish material and pretexts
loathsome falsehoods.
pretexts for their loathsorne

inexpressibly disgusting
disgusting to me,
me, and I would not associate with these
inexpressibly
theory
people.
some strange
strange theory
people. Yet Mr. Tilton and Mr. Moulton had some
always made
concerning
the management
management of this particular
particular affair,
atfair, which always
concerning the
it in
it
their judgment
in'their
for them to maintain friendly
necessary for
friendly relations
judgment necessary
Tilwith the group
group of human hyenas.
circle, and from Mr. 'l'ilhyenas. From this circle,
ton's intimate associations with it.
ton's
many rumors
it. many
rumors and suspicions
suspicions arose
among my
own congregation,
congregation, which led them to press
press me
me with ques'among
my own
ques13
18
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originate investigations,
affairs of Mr.
tions, and to originate
investigations, especially
especially into the affairs
alone, as they
generally believed,
Tiltpn, from whom alone,
rumors against
against
believed, the rumors
they generally
Tiltpn,
this II was
me originated.
was constantly
vehemently assured by
constantly and vehemently
me
originated. In this
by
Mr. Moulton that they
in my
zeal in
they were mistaken, and yet
yet their zeal
my defence
made them impatient
impatient of my
my silence,
in a summary
summary
silence, and anxious to deal in
Had I
I allowed them to do this,
it was
manner
Tilton.
manner with Mr. 'l`ilton.
was obvious
this, it
all his former
enraged that all
that Mr. Tilton would have been greatly
greatly enraged
me
me would have been confirmed, and that he would
was necessary
have had every
necessary to induce him to break up
up
every motive which was
some such public attack upon me
the peace
peace between us, and to make some
public
upon me as
he has finally
finally made.
II have no
for Victoria Woodknowledge of Mr. Tilton's friendship
"Woodno knowledge
friendship for
public already
has that he manifested
hull, other than that which the public
already has-that
his
for her publicly,
His admiration for
publicly, that he wrote her biography,
biography, and that
he presided
presided at her Steinway
Steinway Hall lecture,
lecture, II mention only
only because he
great indignation
indignation and odium.
against himself great
aroused against
The winter following
following (1871-72),
(1871-72), Mr. Tilton returned from the lectureEngagements had been cancelled,
cancelled, invitations withfield
field in despair.
withdespair. Engagements
the prejudice
drawn,
repugnance with which he
drawn, and he spoke
prejudice and repugnancc
spoke of tfie
I urged
everywhere met as indescribable.
urged him to make a prompt
1
was everywhere
prompt
women
and their doctrines.
I told him that no
repudiation of these women
I
no
repudiation

suspicions of
unjust suspicions
unjust

—

man

man

rise against
against the public
could rise
pubiic confidence with such aa load.

Mr.

regard himself as in the wrong
'1`ilto11's vanity
Tilton's
vanity seldom allows him to regard
wrong or
never be made to believe that his failure
his actions faulty.
failure
faulty. He could never
to rise
rise a.gain
again

was caused by
partnership with these women,
by
women, and by
by his partnership

work, which work should make the public
his want of sensible work,
feel that
public feel
he had in him power
good.
Instead of this he preferred,or
preferred, or professed
professed
power tor good.
to think, that II was using
him; that II was
was allowusing my
my influence against
against him;

ing
generously to the front to deing him to be traduced without coming
coming generously
fend him,
him, and that my
working against
against him, to which I
my friends were working
replied,
were changed,
changed, not Almighty
Almighty God
replied, that unless the laws of mind were

himself could lift
lift him into favor if
if these women
women must be lifted
lifted with
him. Nevertheless, II sought
sought in every
peace and concord
every way
way to restore peace
was made to feel
to the family
feel had been injured
was
me, and was
family which I was
injured by
by me,
dependent
on my
for recovery.
dependent on
my influence for
recovery.

one thing
thing was
But one
was constant and
ing
ing

me.

apparent— when Theodore,
Theodore, by
by lecturapparent--when
otherwise,
was prosperous, he was very genial and affectionate to
othervise, was
prosperous,
very genial
Whenever he met rebuffs and was
Vhenever
was in pecuniary trouble,
pecuniary trouble, he scowled

or
or

threateningly upon
upon me
me as the author of his troubles.
troubles, and Moulton himthreateningly
self seemed at times to accuse
accuse me
me of indifference to Tilton's
Tilton's misfortunes.
It was
was in the midst of complications like these, though it
may be that
these, though it may
complications
a partof
part of these events happened
afterward, that in a thoroughly
thoroughly
happened shortly
shortly afterward,
worried and depressed
discouraged by
mood. discouraged
by the apparent
helplessness
depressed mood,
apparent helplessness

of extricating
extricating Tilton from his

difficulties,
didiculties, or of

saving
saving

his family
family from

:
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even more
more destrucit with even
upon it
blight which he has since fastened upon
the blight
its members than I
I then feared,
feared, I wrote a letter to Mr.
upon its
effect upon
tive eifect
wickedly
even more wickedly
given extracts even
Moulton, of which Mr. Tilton has given
for he has represented
garbled
represented two extracts
quotations; for
garbled than his other quotations
letters, and has
separate letters,
points of two separate
constituting points
from this letter as constituting
were written in or after June,
they were
impression that they
June,
artfully given
artfully
given the impression
;

He further says
was dated February
5, 1872.
this letter was
says
1873,
February 5,
1873, whereas this
being shown to him. I
purpose of being
for the purpose
was written for
that this letter was
plainly
letter shows plainly
done, as the letter
being done,
thing being
no idea of such aa thing
had no
letter,
use of that letter,
face, and did not authorize any
its face,
on its
enough on
any such use
enough
by me
me to be written and received in the most
supposed by
was supposed
which was
" I am
informed."
am now
now informed."
follows, as "I
was as follows,
sacred confidence. This letter was
my memory
memory couconoriginal would doubtless refresh my
An inspection
inspection of the original
An
me.
cerning the circumstances ; but this Mr. Moulton denies to me.
cerning
;

BEECHEB

MOULTON.

TO MOULTON.
BEECHER TO

Monday, February
February 5,
LIONDAY,
5, 1872.
expect to pass
pass through
through
to-day, and expect
Friend :-II leave town to~day,
FRIEND
Friday.
from Philadelphia
Haven; shall not be here until Friday.
Philadelphia to New Haven;
He was
going to B--_
cars going
B
was
ago I met T. in the cars
About three weeks ago
go on
me to go
on with my
my work
At the end he told me
kind. We talked much.
were the
far as his feelings
anxiety, in so far
without the least anxiety,
feelings and actions were
apprehension.
occasion of apprehension.
returning home from New Haven (where
(where I am
am three days
days in the
On returning
week delivering
oflectures
delivering a course
course of
theological students),
students), I
I found
lectures to the theological
was going
felt hard towards me,
saying that T. felt
me, and was
going to see
a note from E. saying
kindly added:
added : ""Do
West. She kindly
Do not
or write me
me before leaving
leaving for the Vest.
we
be cast down. I bear this almost always,
always, but the God in whom
whom we
will delzber
trust will
deliver us all safely.
safely.
"
"II know you
you do and are willing
willing abundantly
help him, and I also
abundantly to help
know your
your embarrassments."
of warning,
also
embarrassments." There were
butalso
were added words
wordsof
warning, but
of consolation,
is beloved of God. and that her prayers
prayers for
consolation, for II believe E. is
me
it seems that
me are sooner
sooner heard than mine for myself
myself or for her. But it
a
a change
change has come
even
come to T. since II saw
saw him in the cars. Indeed.
Indeed, even
felt more
feeling in society,
the
since he felt
andthe
more intensely
intensely the force of feeling
society, and
felt that I
humiliations
humiliat-ions which environ his enterprise,
enterprise, he has growingly
growingly felt
had a power
you
power to help
help which I did not develop,
develop, and II believe that you
have participated
is dearer
feeling
it is
is natural you
you should. T. is
participated in this feeling-it
to you than I
your
can be. He is
is with you.
lie open
open to your
you. All his trials lie
you_than I can
eye
see you
personal relations,
you but seldom,
my personal
relations, enviseldom, and my
eye daily.
daily. But I see
ronments, necessities,
dangers, and perplexities
perplexities you
you cannot
necessities, limitations, dangers.
ronments,
nor imagine.
great year
see nor
gone through this gr-ent
year of trouble,
imagine. If II had not gone
I would not have believed that any
one could pass through my expe*
any one
pass through my experience and be alive and sane.
bpen the centre
circles, each of which required
required
I have been
c-entre of three distinct circles.
clear-mindfdness and peculiarly
inventive, or
viz.
peculiarly inventive,
or originating
originating power,
power, viz.:
clear-mindedness
1.
1. The great
r:hu'rch.
great church.
2. The newspaper.
newspaper.
2.
3. The book.
3.
bnolc.
The first
first I could neither get
get out of nor slight.
sensitiveness of
slight.
The sensitiveuess
BIY DEAR
Dear
My

:

—

.

We

—
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many
people would have made any
my people
many of my
any appearance
appearance of trouble or
an occasion of alarm and notice, and have excited
any
any remission of force an
notice,
where it
it was
was important
important that rumors
rumors should die and everything
everything be
so

quieted.
quleted.

The
'l'he newspaper
newspaper

I
I did roll
roll oft'-doing*
off— doing but little
little except
give general
general
except give
in so doing,
doing, I was
was continually
by
continually spurred
spurred and exhorted by
those in interest. It could not be helped.
helped.
" The
'l'he Life of Christ."
Christ." long
long delayed,
up the capital
capital of the
delayed, had locked up
firm and was
was likely
lirm
them finished it
it 'must
must be. Vas
Was ever book
likely to sink them-finished
born of such sorrow as that was?
was ? The interior history
history of it
it will
will never
be written.
During
all this time you,
you, literally,
were all
all my stay
I
I
comfort.
During all
literally, were
stay and comfort.
should have fallen on
on the way
inspired
way but for the courage
courage which you
you inspired
and the
thc hope
hope which you
you breathed.
was profitable.
back, hoping
came back,
hoping that the bitterness
My vacation was
profitable. I came
passed. But T's
of death was
was passed.
T's trouble brought
cloud, with
brought back the cloud,
even
even severer suffering.
suffering.
For, all
all this fall
fall and winter,
felt that you
For,
winter, II have felt
you
did not feel
feel satisfied with me,
me, and that II seemed both to you
you and Tilton
contenting myself
myself with a
as contenting
a cautious or
or sluggish
willing to save
save
sluggish policy
policy-willing
myself,
willing to risk anything
myself, but not willing
anything for Tilton. II have again
again and
again
probed my heart to see whether I1 was
was truly liable to such feeling,
again probed
truly
feeling,
and the response
response is
is unequivocal
unequivocal that II am
am not.
man can
No man
can see the difficulties that environ me,
unless
he
stands
me,
where I do. To say
say that I have a church on
ou my hands is
is simple
simple
enough but to have the hundreds and thousands of men
men pressing
me.
enough:
pressing me.
one with his keen suspicion.
suspicion, or anxiety,
anxiety, or zeal;
each one
zeal; to see tendencies
if not stopped
stopped would break out into a ruinous defence of me
which if
me; to
stop
one questioning
questioning me;
me
it; to prevent
seeming to do it
stop them without seeming
prevent any
any one
prejudices against
T. which had their beginning
beginning years
to meet and allay
allay prejudices
against 'l`.
years
if I
I was
was not alarmed or
before this
keep serene,
or disturbed;
disturbed to be
serene, as if
this; to keep
was sutfering
suffering the torments
cheerful at home and among
friends, when I was
among friends,
sleepless nights
of the damned ; to pass
come up
up fresh
pass sleepless
nights often, and yet,
yet, to come
may be talked about,
and full
full for Sunday.
about, but the real thing
Sunday. All this may
thing
outside, nor
its wearing
grinding on
nor its
cannot be understood from the outside,
on
wearing and grinding
the nervous system.
system.
judgment, and earnest
put more
more thought,
God knows that I have put
thought, and judgment,
prepare a
desire into my
a way
my efforts to prepare
way for T. and E. than ever I did for
fold.
myself a
a hundred fold.
myself
public, I have never
never lost an opportunity
As to the outside public,
opportunity to soften
all
falsehoods, and to excite a kindly
kindly feeling
prejudices,
feeling among
among all
prejudices, to refute falsehoods,
am known among
public men,
whom I met. I am
'whom
men, and generamong clergymen,
clergymen, public
generally, the makers of public
opinion, and I have used every
public opinion,
every rational enally,
deavor to restrain the evils which have been visited upon
T., and with
upon T.,
success.
increasing success.
increasing
preprejudice are long.
catastrophe which preBut the roots of this prejudice
long. The catastrophe
cipitated
cipitated him from his place
place only
only disclosed feelings
feelings that had existed
long.
avare of the feelings
long. Neither he nor you
you can be aware
feelings of classes in
explain
grounds than late rumors. I mention this to explain
society
on other grounds
society on
why I know with absolute certainty
certainty that no
statement, letter,
no mere
mere statement,
letter, teswhy
timony,
timony, or affirmation will reach the root of affairs and reinstate them.
will. But chronic evil requires
requires chfrom'<:
chronic remedies.
Time and work will.
place him all
all right,
If my
my destruction will place
right, that shall not stand in the
willing to step
step down and out. No
more than
way. I am
No one can
am willing
offer more
can offer
way.
if you can clearly
offer. Sacrifice me
me without hesitation if
that
that; that I do oifer.
clearly
you
safety thereby.
thereby.
see your
your way
happiness and safety
way to his happiness
directions, and
directions,
"

—

my

My

~

—

my

my

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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it. I should be deanything would be gained
I do not think that anything
gained by
by it.
stroyed but he would not be saved. Elizabeth and the children would
stroyed

have their future clouded.
Nothing
on ray part.
of view I could desire the sacrifice on
one point
In one
my part. Nothing
point ofview
possibly be so bad as the horror of great
can possibly
can
darkness, in which II spend
spend
great darkness,
I look upon
much of ray
any friend
upon death as sweeter-faced than any
my time.
rebuilt
if I could see that
Life would be pleasant
I l*tve
lnve in the world.
pleasant if
edge of anxiety,
on the sharp
live on
shattered; but to live
which is
is shattered;
ragged edge
anxiety,
sharp and ragged
serenity
put on
all the appearances
on all
yet to put
fear, despair,
remorse, fear,
remorse,
appearances of serenity
despair, and yet
longer.
happiness, cannot be endured much longer.
and happiness,
me, to love me,
cease to trust
am well-nigh discouraged.
I am
trustme,
me,
you too cease
well-nigh discouraged. If you
whom I could go.
go.
person to whom
I have not another person
I
am alone.
I am
it shall be well
whatever it
it may
may be here,
all-whatever
"Well,
here. it
Vell, to God II commit all
your heroic friendship,
with sincere gratitude
gratitude for your
there
there-with
friendship. and with sinaffection, even
not,
me not,
though you
cere alfection,
even though
you love me
H. W.
IV. B.
am yours
I am
yours (though
(though unknown to you),
you),
`

—

—

is as follows
partly quoted,
is here partly
The letter of Mrs. Tilton,
Tilton, which is
quoted, is

:
:

—

glad I was
was to
How glad
Monday next. How
Tuesday. I leave for the West Monday
TU1-:sDAY.--I
Theodore's mind has
Sunday morning!
learn you
were your own
morning! Theodore's
you were
your own self Sunday
proposes an
an interview with
been hard toward you
late, and I think he proposes
you of late,
If so,
I
or note before leaving
leaving home.
you
by word or
so, be not cast down.
you by
T
we trust will deliver us
bear this almost alw
ays. but the God in whom we
always.
abundantly to help
him, and
safely.
all
all safely.
you do and are willing
I know you
willing abundantly
help him,
anticipate my
your ernbarrassments.
embarrassments. I anticipate
my western trip,
I also know your
trip, where
may be alone with him,
I may
exceedingly.
him, exceedingly.
now come
I now
come in my
my narrative to give
an account of the origin
origin of the
give an
foregoing
tripartite agreement.
Shortly
agreement.
somewhat famous tripartite
Shortly after the foregoing

letter was
was written Mr. Tilton returned to the city thoroughly
city thoroughly dismayed
dismayed
with the result of his lecturing
lecturing tour.

The Golden Age,
Age, which had

then been established for about twelve months,
months, had not succeeded,
succeeded, and
was understood to be losing
was
losing money.
pecuniary obligations
money. His pecuniary
were
obligations were
pressing,
although his claim against
against Bowen for the violation of his
pressing, and although

two contracts had a year
year previously
put under the exclusive conpreviously been put
trol of Moulton with a
settlement, no
arrangement had as yet
a view of settlement,
no arrangement
yet
been effected.
About this time Mr. Moulton,
Moulton, who was
elfected.
was sick,
sick, sent for
me and showed me
me
galley proof
a galley
by Mr. Tilton
me a
an article prepared
proof of an
prepared by
for the
the Golden Age
(and which has since been published
Age (and
published in the Brooklyn
papers), in which he embodied a
a copy
a letter written by
by him to
lyn papers),
copy of a
Bowen, dated January
Mr. Bowen,
charged Mr. Bowen
1, 1871,
1871, in which he charged
January 1,
with
w ith making
my moral character. This
making scandalous accusations against
against my
was
was the first
first time that I had ever
ever seen these charges,
charges, and I had never
heard of them except
except by
by mere
rumor, Mr. Bowen never having
mere rumor,
having at any
any
time said a.
I was
on the subject.
subject.
was amazed at this proposed
a word to me
me on
proposed
publication.
giving circuobject of giving
publication. II did not then understand the real object
lation to such slanders.
My first
first impression
impression was
was that Mr. Tilton
My
designed,
cover of an
an attack upon
another, to
me in the name
name of another,
designed, under cover
upon me
open
a way
way for a publication
pretended personal
personal grievances.
grievances.
Open a
publication of his own
ownpretended
T
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protested against
strongest terms,
I protested
was
terms, but was
against the publication
publication in the strongest
informed that it was
was not intended as a
a hostile act to myself, but to Mr.
myself,
Bowen.

my

I did not any the less insist upon
any
upon my protest
protest

against
against this pubpub-

On its being
being shown to Bowen lie
he was
On
was thoroughly alarmed,
thoroughly alarmed, and
an
speedily consented to the appointment
bring about an
speedily
appointment of arbitrators to bring
lication.

was that Mr. Bowen
Bowen
amicable settlement. 'l`he
The result of this proceeding
proceeding was
was
that
agreement
paid
Mr.
Tilton
over
a
a written agreement
was entered
$7000,
over
and
37000,
paid
concord, and future
Bowen, Tilton,
Tilton, and myself
into by
myself of amnesty,
amnesty, concord,
by" Bowen,
offensive
article,
was
agreed
peace.
It
was
that
the
the publication
article,
publication of
agreed
peace.
an effect upon
produced such an
a.
which had produced
upon Mr. Bowen and secured a
was
settlement, should be destroyed
happy
destroyed without seeing
seeing light.
light. It was
happy settlement,
was permitted
peculiarly base,
base, that this article
treachery, peculiarly
article was
an
an act of treachery,
permitted to
it was
publication, and that it
was pubget into hands which would insure its
its publication,
pubget
destroyed,
had
vestige
of
it
been
nor
lished.
I was
was assured that every
destroyed, nor
every vestige
comparatively recent period
until a
a comparatively
period did I understand how Mr. Tilton
responsible for
publication without seeming
secured the publication
seeming to be himself responsible
the deed.

myself
vainly attempting
money both from myself
Finally,
attempting to obtain money
Finally, after vainly
pubits suppression, the Voodhull
Woodhull women
women pubas the price
my wife as
and my
suppression,
price of its
Tilton scandal in the November of 1872.
lished their version of the 'l`ilton
were so
so distorted,
by them were
so minute,
details given
minute, though
distorted, that
though so
given by
as the real author
suspicion was
was universally
universally directed toward Mr. Tilton as
suspicion
justly calls,
this, which he so justly
of this,
calls, ""aa wicked and horrible scandal,"
scandal,"
though it
it is not a
a whit more
more horrible than that which he has now
now
though
so wicked,
wicked, because those abandoned women
fathered,
women did
fathered, and not half so

The

not have personal
personal

knowledge
knowledge

of the falsity
as Mr. Tilton
falsity of their story,
story, as

lias
has of his.

To rid himself of this incubus,
incubus, Mr. Tilton drew up
'l'o
up aa voluminous paper
paper
called "A
"A true statement,"
statement," but which is
is familiarly called "" Tilton's case."
familiarly
I had some
some knowledge
its composition, having heard much of
Ihad
read;
ofits
it read;
ofit
knowledge of
composition, having
some documents were
were only
only referred to as
some
as on
on file,
Hle, and others had

but

not yet
yet been manufactured.
Tilton's furor for compiling statements
compiling
was one
one of my
my familiar annoyances.
was
Moulton used to tell me
me that the
annoyances. Monlton

way to manage
only
manage Theodore was
was to let him work off his periodical
only way
periodical
passion
on
some
document, and then to pounce
on
some
such document,
upon it
it and suppassion
pounce upon
sup"
press
it.
This particular
was a
special plea
a special
or abatepress it.
particular " true statement " was
plea or
"

ment of the prejudices
Woodhull partnership.
partnership. It was
was aa
prejudices excited by
by his Woodliull
muddle of garbled
garbled statements,
statements, manufactured documents and downright
am told
right falsehoods. This paper
paper I know he read to many,
many, and I am
it to not less than fifty persons, in
that he read it
fifty persons, in which he did not pretend
pretend
immorality upon
contrary, he explicitly
wife
on
to charge
on the contrary,
charge immorality
upon his wife;
explicitly
denied it,
it, and asserted her purity, but charged me
improper overovercharged me with improper
purity,
;

was this paper
to her.
It was
Storrs. and
paper which he read to Dr. Storrs,
attempt
his
mind,
leading
to
the
to
prosecute
poisoned
thus
therewith
mind,
leading
attempt
prosecute
poisoned
tures

:
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the interference of neighboring
churches,
neighboring churches,
After the lVoodhull
Woodhull
1

calling of the Congregational
and the calling
Congregational Council.

published, and while Mr. Tilton seemed really
really desirous for a
was published,
story was
story
protecting his wife,
short time of protecting
wife, I sent through
through him the following
following

letter to her

:

—

My

M Rs, Tilton:
Tnxrox :-I
I hoped
Mr Dear
Diem: Mrs.
hoped that you
you would be shielded from
knowledge of the great
great wrong
wrong that has been done to you,
the knowledge
you, and
you to universal womanhood. I can
can hardly
hardly bear to speak
through you
it
through
speak of it
a matter than which nothing
nothing can
can be imagined
more painful
or allude to a
or
imagined more
painful
pure and wolnanly
womanly nature. II pray
pray daily
daily for
"that your
a pure
your faith
to a
for you
you "that
not."
You yourself
power of prayer.
prayer.
fail
fail not."
God
yourself know the way
way and the power
your refuge
many sorrows
has been your
sorrows before.
will now
He will
now hide you
you
refuge in many
pavilion until the storm be overpast;
overpast; the rain that beats down the
in his pavilion
pass at length,
flower to the earth will pass
stein, bent but not
length, and the stem,
again and blossom as before. Every
broken, will rise again
woman on
on
broken,
Every pure
pure VOIl12tl1
will feel
earth will
feel that this wanton and unprovoked
is aimed at you.
unprovoked assault is
you.
but reaches to universal womanhood.
woinanhood.
your dear children
Meantime your
will love you
you with double tenderness,
'l`heodore at whom the shafts
tenderness, and Theodore
in his heart of hearts.
are hurled, will hide you
you in
I
am glad
I am
glad that revelafrom the pit
given him a
a sight
sight of the danger
tion froin
danger that has before
pit has given
by spurious
spurious appearances
promises of usefulness. May
May
been hidden by
appearances and promises
him in courage
God keep
keep hiin
courage in this arduous struggle
struggle which he wages
wages
against adversity,
adversity, and bring
seven
bring him out through
trial, like gold
against
through much trial,
gold seven
express the
times refined.
retined. 11 have not spoken
spoken ofmyseltl
of myself. No words could express
sharpuess and depth
my dear and honored
sorrow in your
my sorrow
behalf. my
sharpness
depth of my
your behalf,
by the side of those he loves,
friend.
God walks in the fire
tire by
loves. and in
regret the discipline,
nor I shall regret
heaven neither you
'l`heodore nor
you nor
nor Theodore
discipline, how
May He restrain and turn those
hard soever
it may
soever it
now.
seem
now.
may seem
May
over to do all
all this sorrowful harm
poor creatures who have been given
poor
given over
comto those who have deserved no
no such treatment at their hands l I coinbring
mend
you to my
mother's God, my
rnend you
my dear friend! May
my mother's
May his smile bring
perpetual summer
light
summer to you.
you.
darkness, and his love be a perpetual
light in darkness,
Henry VARD Beecher.
truly yours,
yours,
HENRY
Brzmctmn.
Very truly
Very
!

Ward

Voodbeginning with the outbreak of the WoodThe whole series of events beginning
story repeatedly
repeatedly broughtnie
hull story
brought me a terrible accumulation of anxieties and
again with
up again
now started up
perils.
Everything
had threatened before now
that
perils. Everything

new

new

violence.

Tilton's
'l`ilton's behavior

was
was

inexplicable and uncontrolat once
once inexplicable

"
" to a complaining friend"
His card "to
produce the effect he
complaining friend did not produce

lable.

great magpretended
it, of convincing the public of his great
magexpect from it.
convincing
public
pretended to expect
its
nanimity. Then his infamous article and letter to Mr. Bowen made its
nanimity.
publication
that
the
suggested
been
appearance
Eagle.
in
the
It
had
publication of
suggested
appearance
Eagle.
counteracting
on counteractina'
"tripartite covenant
covenant" would have aa good
good effect on
the "tripartite
prothe slanderous stories about Mrs. Tilton and myself
myself which Theodore protlllli
that
of
publication
the
but
his
foolish
fessed to regard,
which
card
and
regard,
publication
MoulMr. Moul_
so much to revive and render mischievous.
article had done so
cov"tripartite
get
who
the
the
gentleman
held
from
vho
to
ton urged
me
me
get
gentleman
"tripartite covurged
came out with
Vilkeson came
it for us,
us. when suddenly
copy of it
enant " a copy
suddenly Mr. Wilkeson
manner I made strenpublication in this manner
lts publication
it
it on
on his responsibility.
responsibility. Tts
"

"

unavailing efforts
uous but
but`unavailing

uous

prevent.
to prevent.

He had originally
kept
originally kept

a cojy
Coy-y
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it.
of it.

(Everybody in this business seems
seems to have copies
copies of everything
everything
(Everybody
paper Theodore went into a
a
On the appearance
appearance of that paper

except myself.)
except
myself.)

him, he said,
rage. It put
put him,
a " false position
public, and
position " before the public,
said, in a
rage.
publish another card giving
giving a
he said he would publish
a statement something
something like
Bacon, that is,
matter,
what he afterward wrote to Dr. Bacon,
as I recollect the matter,
is, as
an offence and that he had been
declaring
commit te an
been the
declaring that I had coinmitted
"

"

1

magnanimous party
was necessary
necessary to decide what
party in the business. It was
magnanimous
to do with him.
strangely urged
exonerating
a
from
me exonerating
a
Moulton strangely
card
urged
fronrrne
do) from the authorship
Theodore (as
particular
(as I could honestly
honestly do)
authorship of the particular

scandals detailed in his article to Mr. Bowen and alluded to in the covecovenant.

something. This
perhaps write something.
I said I would think it
it over,
over, and perhaps
was
Friday morning,
covenant appeared
appeared on
on Friday
Saturday. The covenant.
was Friday or
morning,
Friday or Saturday.
and the alarm was
was sounded on
immediately that Theodore would do
on me
me immediately
up my
my mind
something
if not restrained.
On Sunday
something dreadful if
Sunday I made up
garbled extracts of which
to write to Mr. Moulton the following
letter, garbled
following letter,
are given
given in Mr. 'l`ilton's
Tilton's statement:
statement

BEECHER TO MOULTOX.

BEECHER TO MOULTON.

Morning, June 1,
Sunday Monmxc,
SUNDAY
1, 1873.
tranquil and the heaven is
is tranquil
is
The whole earth is
Dear
DEAR Friend
FRIEND:-The
life.
serene,
one who has about finished his world life.
serene, as befits one
was confused.
Saturday. My
I could do nothing
nothing on
on Saturday.
My head was
II have determined to make
crystal.
it like crystal.
But a
a good
good sleep
sleep has made it
MY
My

:

—

is such that the future,
temperament is
future,
'l'heodore's
no more resistance. Theodore's
temperament
worthless, rilled
tilled with
even
if temporarily
temporarily earned, would be absolutely
even il'
absolutely worthless,
any hour or
or day,
day, to be
me liable,
rendering me
abrupt changes,
liable, at any
abrupt
changes. and rendering
we saved ourselves.
obliged to stultify
stultify all
all the devices by
by which we
obliged

no more

publication oi'
of the card
It
It. is
is only
fair that he should know that the publication
only fair
worse off
oft' than before.
which he proposes
proposes would leave him far worse
through you.
you, was
was written.
was made after my
agreement was
my letter,
The agreement
letter, through
wife's fault.
He had enjoined
He
enjoined
He had it
it a year.
He had condoned his wif`e's
year.
betray his
upon
solemnity not to betray
me with the utmost earnestness and solemnity
upon me
wife, nor
nor leave his children to a
I
a blight.
blight.
I had honestly
honestly and earnestly
wite,
earnestly
purpose.
joined in the purpose.
joined
Then,
settlement
this
was
was
was
It
was
signed
by
him.
not my
made
and
'l`hen,
signed by
making. He
He revised his part
it should wholly
so that it
making.
part so
wholly suit him, and
it.
stood unquestioned
signed¬<]ll9~
It Stood
more than ayear.
a year.
unblamed for more
þÿSl2f1
ll1(11f>Stioned and unblamcd
it was
wan published.
Then it
Nothing but that. '|`hat
That which he did in pripublished. Nothing
private, when
Wllefl made public,
charges me
me with
fury, and he charges
V0»l@,
public. excited him to fury,
making him appear
appear as one
was his own
own
It was
one graciously
pardoned by
by me! lt
making
grat-inusly przrdrrneri
deliberate act,
act, with which he was
it, and
saw it,
till others saw
perfectly content till
was perfectly
then he charges
charges a
a grievous
on me
me I
wronsr home on
grievous wrong
is clear.
publication a
a
II am
am not in haste. II shall write for publication
My mind is
statement that will bear the light
will take
judgment day.
lisrht of the judgment
day. God will
care of me
When I
me and mine.
Vhen
night.
deep night.
it is
is deep
When
When Il look on
on earth it
look to the heavens above II see
breaking. Butch!
But oh that II
see the morning
morning breaking.
faithful, earnest,
undyC0uld
could put
your faithful,
put in golden
earnest, undydeep sense of your
my deep
golden letters my
too, has
ing
fidelity, your
life, too,
friendship. Your whole life,
ing fidelity.
your disinterested friendship.

my

!

My

!

been to

me

me one

ot' God's
of
God's comforters.
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is such as
as she that renews
renews a waning
waning faith in womanhood. Now,
It is
Now,
Frank, I would not have you
any more
more energy
energy on
on a
a hopeless
hopeless task.
Frank,
you waste any
With
man as
as T. 't`.
T. there is
is no
possible salvation for any that
no
With such aa man
possible
any
depend upon
upon him. With a
strong nature,
a strong
nature, he does not know how to
depend
it.
govern
govern it.
With generous
generous impulses,
is self.
self.
impulses, the under-current that rules him is
With
affections, he cannot love long
long that which does not repay
Vith ardent affections,
repay
praise.
a strong theatric nature, he is
Vith a
With
him with admiration and praise.
nature,
strong
imposed upon
constantly
a position-a
position
a great
great strokestroke
upon with the idea that a
constantly imposed
d'etat is
success.
coup dclat
is the way
a coup
a
Besides these,
lias a hundred
these, he has
way to success.
him, but these named traits make him absolutely
good things
absolutely
things about him,
good

—

unreliable.
Therefore there is
trying.
use in further trying.
a strong
strong feeling
I have a
feeling
is no
no use
upon
it brings great peace with it,
it, that I am
am spending
my last
me, and it
upon me,
brings great peace
spending my
good God,
preaching my
my last sermon.
sermon. Dear,
God, I thank thee.
Sunday and preaching
Dear, good
Sunday
pain of lite
beginning to see
life is
am indeed beginning
see rest and triumph.
is but
I am
ll'il1|`llI)Il. The pain
emancipation is
is wordless,
a moment, the glory
glory of the everlasting
wordless, incona
everlasting emancipation
Frank, 1I shall know
becoming glory.
my beloved Frank.
ceivable,
ceivable, full of becoming
glory. Oh, my
fellowship with you,
you, and look back and smile
you
there, and forever hold fellowship
you there,
loving
past.
at the past.
Your loving
H. W. B.
are intimations in the beginning
beginning and end of this letter that I
There are
that, I merely
With regard
Vith
regard to that,
merely refer to
bodily
symptoms,
concerning
my
concerning my bodily symptoms, and add that
day II felt
point is
is that I
symptoms upon
on this day
felt symptoms
me.
The main point
was
on
upon me.
I was
worried out with the whole business,
business, and would have been glad
glad to
felt the approach
felt
approach of death.

previous
my previous
my

statement

death, of which I long
escape by
long had little
I could see no
little dread. Icould
no end
escape
by death,
stop short
but death to the accumulation of torture,
torture, but II resolved to stop

and waste no
no more
making matters worse.
worse. I felt that Mr.
more time in making
Moulton had better stop
stop too,
thing come
come out. II detoo, and let the whole thing
then to make a full
termined t-hen
full and true statement,
now make,
make,
statement, which I now
and to leave the result with God. Mr. Tilton had repeatedly
urged
repeatedly urged
me, as stated in my
letter, not to betray
felt bound by
by
betray his wife,
me,
wife, and I felt
my letter,
every
sense of honor,
honor, in case I should be pressed
my
by inquiries
every sense
inquiries from my
pressed by
church or
or family
family as to the foundations of rumors
might reach
rumors which might
them, to keep
only that I would
promise I meant only
promise. By
By this promiseI
them,
keep this promise.
betray the excessive affection which his wife,
not betray
I had been told,
wife, as I
told.
certainly did not
It certainly
had conceived for me,
me, and had confessed to him.
existence, its
its bea fact in existence,
refer to adultery.
adultery.
If there had been such a
betray
pledge
a
not
to betray
and
a
well
as
have
as
me
trayal
would
ruined
me
her,
pledge
trayal
myself
myself would have been too absurd to be mentioned in this letter. In
gloomy,
was calm and reserved, rather than gloomy,
reply to this note,
note, which was
reply
a half sheets of
day aa letter of three and a
same day
Mr. Moulton wrote that same
as follows:
follows
copy paper.
began as
paper. He began
copy
:

—

sympathy with
You know TI have never been in sympathy
Fnmsn:-You
MY Dear
DEAR Friend:
My
you have written this
spoken as you
you have often spoken
the mood out of which you
I
I know you
you can
can stand
it be.
spoken, let it
morning. If the truth must be spoken,
morning.
it shows
opinion it
was published
to-morrow, and in my
if
if the whole case was
my opinion
published to-morrow,
a selfish faith in God.

I

:
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Having proceeded
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to have

perceived
perceived that

in my
my deterpublish the whole case
case than otherwise;
otherwise; and as this was
was
mination to publish

me

was rather likely
likely to determine
the tone of this letter was

me

policy, he crossed out
opposed to the whole line of his policy,
opposed
pencil the whole of this and commenced anew:
anew
the pencil

one dash of
with one

MOULTON TO BEECHER.
BEECHER.

MOULTON

Sunday, June 1,
1, 1873.
SUNDAY,
Friend :-Your
FRIEND
Your letter makes this first
first Sabbath of summer
summer
a vault. You never
dark and cold like a
never inspired
inspired me
me with courage
courage or
or
if I had listened to you alone my hands would have dropped
hope, and if
hope,
you
dropped
my
helpless long
long ago.
ago. You
You don't
don't begin
begin to be in the danger
danger to-day
helpless
to-day that has
many times before. If you
faced you
you now
it
now look it
it square
you many
square in the eyes,
eyes, it
away again.
will
cower and slink away
will cower
never been in
again. You know that I have never
sympathy with,
with, but that I absolutely
absolutely abhor the unmanly
unmanly mood out of
which
whic i your
morning came.
came. This mood is
is a
a reservoir of
your letter of this morning
were published
published to-morrow.
mildew.
if the whole case were
You can stand if
it shows only a
my opinion,
whining into
In my
go whining
opinion, it
only a selfish faith in God to go
if you could with a
a truth that you
heaven, if
courageous enough,
enough,
you are not courageous
heaven,
you
with God's
God's help
try to live on
on earth. You know
God, to try
help and faith in God,
that I love you,
you, and because I do I¢shall
try and try,
I shall try
try and try
in the
try, as in
" Theodore charges you
past.
You are mistaken when you
charges you
past.
you say
say that "Theodore
with making
making him appear
graciously pardoned
one graciously
by you."
you." He said
appear as one
pardoned by
the form in which it
it was
was published
published in some
papers made it
so
some of the papers
it so
appear, and it
was from this that he asked reliei
it imrelief.
it was
II do not think it
i1nappear,
possible
May God bless
possible to frame a letter which will cover the case. May
you.
protect you.
you. Yours,
Yours,
Frank.
Fenix.
you. I know he will protect

Dear
My
MY DEAR

:

—

sympathy

perceive
apparently failed
In the haste of writing
failed to perceive
writing Mr. Moulton apparently
on one
what he had written in the Hrst
first instance,
instance, on
one side of a half sheet of

purpose of the
paper,
paper, and used the clean side of that half sheet for the purpose
given. But it
it will be seen
seen
shape he had given.
letter, which he sent in the shape
letter,
reaffirmed his main statesuccession, reatiirmed
that he deliberately,
deliberately, and twice in succession,
on which I could not
ment that there was
was nothing
ment
nothing in the whole case on
despair
stand. He treated my
my resolution as born of such morbid despair
strongly to maintain
urged me
me strongly
he had often rcproached
reproached me
for, and urged
me for,

safely
safely
as

graciously alalyielded to his persuasion,
my faith in him. Tilton yielded
persuasion, and graciously
my
exonerating
publication of a
a card exonerating
by the publication
lowed himself to be soothed by
coveauthorship of the base lies to which the tripartite
him from the authorship
tripartite cove.
judg.
against my
my calmer judg~
once more,
nant referred. So once
more, and this time against

peace with him.
patched up
ment,
ment, I patched
up a hollow peace
perplexed case,
case,
judgment with this perplexed
grievously erred in judgment
That I have grievously
path and
wrong path
am. I chose the wrong
no one is
no
is more
more conscious than I am.
beginning, and have indeed travguidance in the beginning,
accepted a disastrous guidance
accepted
suppress
prolonged efforts to suppress
edge " in my
ray prolonged
ragged edge
rough and ragged
elled on
on a " rough
through the
spread so much desolation through
this scandal,
scandal, which has at last spread
desiring to keep
I cannot admit that I erred in desiring
land. But I
keep these matters
"

"

out of sight.
sight.

men
all Christian men
you and to all
respect I appeal
In this respect
appeal to you
personal sacrifice ought
ought not to have
any personal
almost any

judge whether
to judge
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suffer the morals of an
an entire community,
been made rather than to suH`er
community,
filthy details of'
corrupted by
by the filthy
especially ofthe
of the young,
and especially
of
young, to be corrupted
amplified, for the gratification
gratification
scandalous falsehoods,
falsehoods, daily
daily iterated and amplified,
curiosity and the demoralization of every
every child that is
impure curiosity
is old
of impure
of'
to
read.
enough
enough

history requires
requires that one
of this history
one
The full truth of'
it.
especially
especially as Mr. Tilton has invited it.

me
me

more fact should be told,
told,

more

Money
Money has been

obtained from

sums, but I did not at
in the course of these affairs in considerable sums,

suggestions that I should contribute to Mr. I`ilton's
first
niton's
Hrst look upon
upon the suggestions
savoring of blackmail. This did not occur
pecuniary wants as savoring
occur to me
me
pecuniary
$2000. Afterward I contributed at one
until I had paid,
one time,
time,
perhaps, $2000.
paid, perhaps,
paid over in five $1000 bills
money had been paid
bills-to
$5000.
to
S5(J00. After the money
I
in-I
the
live in
— I felt
very much dissatishouse
felt very
raise which I mortgaged
mortgaged
Finally a
it.
square demand and a
a square
a threat were
were
fied
Eed with myself
Finally
myself about it.
friends, that if
if $5000 more
more was
was not paid,
me by
by my
my confidential friends,
paid,
made to me

—

This I saw
saw at once
once
its boldest form,
paid a
cent of it,
it, but
acent
was blackmail in its
form, and I never paid
exposure.
requested the fullest exposure.
challenged and requested
challenged
inwardly satisfied that Tilton
summer of 1873 II became inwardly
But after the summer
inevitably, a ruined man.
man. I no
no longer
inherently and inevitably,
was,
was, inherently
longer trusted either
came to feel that his kindness was
was but aa snare,
I came
I
or his honor.
his word or
snare,
friendship treacherous. He did not mean
mean well by
by
professions of friendship
and his professions
all the more
more on
on this account.
me,
household; but I suffered all
me, nor by
by his household;
up under my
my influence and in my
my church,
church, I could
uould
As he had grown
grown up
never free myself
degree of responsibility
responsibility for his misdomyself from a certain degree
wrong-doing son,
a wrong-doing
great
ings, such as visits a father for a
son, and in times of great
ings,
amounted
a
a
mania.
sometimes
almost
to
depression this feeling
mental depression
feeling
Among
overwhelming
desperate efforts to restrain him from overwhelming
Among the last desperate
myself, the church, and the whole community
community with
family, myself,
himself, his family,
himself,
scandal, which he had by
accumulated, were
were
the fetid blood of scandal,
by this time accumulated,
charges of Mr. West,
subsequent proprothose connected with the charges
\Vest, and the subsequent
prosecution
of' the church. The prosecution
ceedings of the Examining
Examining Committee of
ceedings
felt bound to prevent.
of Mr. Tilton I 'felt
any form I would strive to
prevent. In any
belching forth of a
a scandal;
it was
was peculipeculiprevent the belching
scandal but in that form it
prevent
presented no
upon which my
my guilt
arly
no square
square issues upon
guilt or
arly distasteful. It presented
issue, on
on which Mr.
innocence could be tried. It was
was a roundabout issue,
escaped possibly
possibly by
by showing
showing that he believed the
Tilton could have escaped
" circulated " them,
by
them, or by
me, or
stories he told about me,
or that he had not "circulated
so, or
or by
by
mere failure on
on the other side to prove
the mere
prove that he had done so,
Any such
a monomaniac, and not responsible.
responsible. Any
the decision that he was
was a
yet
half-way
overthrow, and yet
me in the attitude of overthrow,
half-way decision would leave me
Moreover, I felt
was
no party
felt that Mr. Tilton thought
thought I was
party to the case ! Moreover,
against him-and
setting
him and I was
was bound he should not think
ray church against
setting my
it had not been for me
that
if it
me he would have been dropped two
that; for if
dropped

public.
would be laid before the public.
charges \vould
Tilton's
'I`ilt0n's charges
was

;

"

!

—

;
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me that he
non-attendance, and for his distinct notice to me
years before for non-attendance,
years
postExamining Committee to post»
got the Examining
was out of the church. I had got
was
still attend the
was letting his wife still
action because he was
usual
pone
the
letting
pone
good.
thought that would gradually
church; and I thought
gradually influence him for good.
church;
hopes that he would give
me with hopes
up his bad
give up
Indeed he had deluded me
life.
associates and reform his life.
cirright to claim him as a member under the cirno
no right
public trial. Mr. Moulton incumstances for the sole purpose
purpose of his public
as the Exameverything must be done to prevent
trial, as
sisted that everything
prevent that trial,
was likely to be equally divided whether the facts
ining Committee was

women

women

we had
I felt
felt that we

likely

ining

equally

was out of the church or not.
Tilton's plea,
sustained Mr. Tilton's
plea, whether he was
my pledges
him, and do
carry out my
was so determined to carry
I was
pledges to Moulton for him,
ready to
was ready
himself, that I was
him, even
even from himself,
all in human power
all
power to save him,
resignation,
of
a
wrote
a
letter
scandal.
I
stop
the
that
would
if
resign
resignation,
stop
resign if
declaring that I had striven for
me, but declaring
not referring to charges against me,

that

charges against

referring

family in the
secrecy concerning
years
aifecting a family
concerning aa scandal affecting
years to maintain secrecy
letter was
was
This
resigned.
herewith
failed,
I
church,
and
that
as
I
had
failed,
church,
resigned.
it would be
me how futile it
never sent. A little
little calmer thought
never
thought showed me

A

—

trouble a
to stop
stop the trouble-a

—

it
but I showed it
mere
mere useless self-sacrifice
self-sacrifice-butI

to Mr.

my

it in my
original of it
I have found the original
If I could at this moment remember any
house. IfI
any of the other letters which

copied it.
it.
Moulton, possibly
Moulton,
possibly he copied

all
Moulton, I would do so. If he has preserved
I have written to Mr. Moulton,
preserved all
him
must have a large
feeling, he must
effusions of feeling,
large collection. I wished liixn

my
my

all before the committee.
to bring
bring them all

I should have been glad
get
glad to get

may contain to 'refresh
refresh -my
they may
my recollection of facts and
such hints as they
sequences.
sequences.
they would
fair publication,
publication, for though
full and fair
no fear of their full
I have no
though they
grief and despondency,
doubtless make a sad exposure
my weakness,
weakness, grief
exposure of my
despondency,
they do not contain a line confessing
guilt as has been charged
confessing such guilt
charged
they

upon
me,
upon me,

or
or

a word inconsistent with my
aword
nor any other spirit
innocence, nor
spirit
my innocence,
any
more
remorse over
over a great
great and more
remorse
more and more

than that of a generous
generous
irreparable evil.
evil.
irreparable

But however intense and numerous
numerous may
expressions of grief,
grief,
may be these expressions
they cannot possibly
anxiety which I constantly
constantly felt
felt for the
they
possibly overstate the anxiety
future (the
(the perils
it is
is now
now clear I did not exaggerate),
nor the
perils of which it
exaggerate), nor
sorrow
remorse which I felt
injury
sorrow and remorse
the
felt originally
on
account
of
on
injury
originally
which I supposed
supposed I had unwittingly
unwittingly done to a beloved family,
family. and aftergreater injury
injury which I became satisfied I had done by
ward for the greater
by my
my
unwise,
proved
it proved
that
injury,
only
as it
unwise, blind and useless efforts to remedy
remedy
injury, only
own name,
expense of my
my own
at the expense
name, the happiness
family, and
happiness of my
own family,
my own
peace of my
my own
the peace
own church.
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—

Gentlemen of
In the note requesting
requesting your
or the
run Committee
COMMITTEE :-In
your appointappointGENTLEMEN
investigation of all
full investigation
ment I asked that you
you should make full
sources of
ment
all sources
:

no way
way influenced or inYou are witnesses that I have in no
inor duties.
your proceedings
proceedings or
I have wished the investigainvestigaterfered with your
searching, that nothing
tion to be searching,
nothing could unsettle the results.
information.

policy of suppression
gain by
by any
any policy
suppression or compromise.
compromise.
I have nothing
nothing to gain
For four weeks II have borne and suffered enough,
go B
a
enough, and I will not go
will not walk under a
a rod or yoke.
I will
step further. I will be free.
yoke. If
step
tell all
all he knows now.
man would do me
me aa favor let him tell
any man
now.
any
lay down the law of honor,
is not mine to lay
honor, or regard
regard to the use of
It is

other persons'
my own
own
persons' confidential communications. But in so far as my
writings are concerned,
is not a
a letter nor
nor document which I am
am
concerned, there is
writings
any and call upon
afraid to have exhibited,
any living
living
upon any
exhibited, and II authorize any
person to produce
produce and print
print forthwith whatever writing
person
writing they
they have from

any
source whatsoever.
any source
It is
is time,
morals, that this matter
decency and of public
time, for the sake of decency
public morals,

brought to an
should be brought
an end.

an open
pool of corruption
It is
is an
open pool
corruption exhaling
exhaling
vapors.
vapors.
For six weeks the nation has risen up
upon scandal.
up and sat down upon
Not
great war
war nor
a great
nor a
Nota
a revolution could more
filled the newspapers
newspapers
more have Hlled
deadly
deadly

than this question
thousand-fold, and,
magnified a
a thousand-fold,
and,
trouble, magnified
question of domestic trouble,
spot on the human body,
drawing to itself every
every morbid
body, drawing
spot

like
l-ike a
a sore

humor in the blood.
Whoever is
is buried with it,
Vhoever
it,

it
it is
is time that this abomination be buried

below all
all touch or power
power of resurrection.

XXIII.

CROSS-EXAMINATION OF
BEECHER.
CROSSJFJXAMINATION
OF MR. BEECHER.
statement, Mr.
IMMEDIATELY
Immediately after the conclusion of his statement,

Beecher was
was cross-examined
cross~examined by
by the various members of the
committee.

This examination was
was as follows:

—

Storrs You spoke
By Mr. Sronns-You
By
spoke

of Mr. Tilton being
being a
a reporter
reporter for the

was it
Observer;
it not the Times? A. '1'he
reporter
never had a
a reporter
The Observer never
Observer; was
use that
in the sense in which we
we use
we now
now have,
have, or the sense in which we
pubterm,
worker, a man
man of all
all work,
work, in the editorial and pubterm, but he was a worker,
connecof the Observer. I know nothing
nothing about his connec-

lishing departments
departments
lishing

tion with the Times.

By Mr. SAGE-I
Sage — I would
By
this case,
case, and how he

like to inquire
like
inquire

came

came

first entered
how Mr. Moulton first

confidant ?
to be your
your confidant?

was
A. Mr. Moulton was
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Tilton, and Mr. Tilton,
schoolmate and friend of Mr. Tilton,
Tilton, when his various
troubles came
came upon
Bowen,
upon him in connection with Mr. Bowen,

complicated
complicated

to Mr. Moulton and made him his adviser and helper.
helper.

That is the
case.
came into the case.
us how you
you came
came to write that letter of despondency
you tell
tell us
Q. Can you
Q.
despondency
February 5,
Moulton ? A. I would come
1872, to Mr. Moulton?
come back from
dated February
5, 1872,
lecturing, and would be perfectly
perfectly tagged
lagged out,
a whole week's lecturing,
out, and the
a
thing on
there
on getting
some confounded developdevelophome
would
be some
first thing
getting
opening on
ment opening
longer
ment
on me,
me, in this state of mind in which I had not longer
me. So I would work the whole week out.
resistancy or
or rebound in me.
any
any resistancy
happened time and time again.
is the way it
again.
one of these
And that is
On one
And
On
way it happened

went

way
way

that he
he

came

went to Mr. Moulton's
Moulton's store.
occasions I went

always
Mr. Moulton had always

with the greatest
greatest personal
personal kindness. He
He never
never had refused
by
night
to
see
me
or
to
never
saw him out
day
or
me.
by
or
see
me
or
listen
to
me.
I
never
saw
by day
by night
treated

me
me

as if
me after the first few months. He
He treated me
me as
if he
me
see him and his
On this occasion I went down to the store to see
proposed to walk with him,
was cold toward me.
me. I proposed
face was
him, and he walked

of mood toward

me.
loved me.
with

me

me

it seemed to
in such a
a way that it
way

him to have

me
me

Now
Now anything
anything

me
me

as

though
though

it was
it
was irksome to

him, and as
though he wanted to shake
as though
with him,

all but kills me.
like that all
me.

me
me

off.
off.

push myself
myself
push
myself upon
pushed myself
any human
human being
being
anybody; to feel that I have pushed
upon anybody;
upon any
upon
by him
who does not want me
is enough
enough to kill me;
me and to be treated so
so by
me is
seem to me
as though
it seem
me as
at that time made it
though the end of the world had
don't wish to
I don't

;

come.
come.

was the only
only
For he was

man

on the globe
on
globe that I could talk with on

man on

was shut up
every human being.
being.
up to every
I could not go
go to
I was
children, I could not go
my brothers
wife, I could not go
go to my
my children,
go to my
my
my wife,
He was
my church. He
was the only one
go to my
person
and sisters,
sisters, I could not go
only one person
subject.
this subject.

got that rebuif
rebuff from him it
talk and when I got
it seemed
whom I could talk;
to whom
;

was the product
kill me,
me, and the letter was
product of that mood
would kill
was thrown.
into which I was
as

though
though

it
it

—

When¬I1
was
was
By Mr. Sage
þÿSAGE-Vh
By

this interview with the pistol
pistol??

A. The first
first

was at Mr. Moulton's
Moulton's house,
interview was
house, December 30,
30, and the next was
was
day.
own on
on the next day.
at my
my own

INTERVIEW.
A THREATENING
A
THREATENING INTERVIEW.
Mr. Moulton's
Moulton's house a threatenyou consider the interview at Mr.
Q. Did you
Q.
source that the door was
some source
ing interview? I have heard from some
was locked?
ing
is stated in my
A. That is
my statement.
impression from that act of
What was
was your
your impression
locking the door?
door ? A.
Q. Vhat
Q.
oflocking
it, nor
nor care a snap
snap about it.
it.
only reI did not think anything
I only
anything about it,
were away
His family
away visiting,
family
it afterward.
membered it
family were
visiting, and the family
was
came in he not only
was alone for several days
only locked
days; and when he came
put it
it in his pocket.
the door,
pocket. I must have
door, but he took the key
key out and put
come to my memory.
He said someor it
it would not have come
somenoticed it,
it, or
my memory. He
;
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being interrupted
tiling about not being
interrupted
thing

in
in any
any way.
way.

The servant girl
girl was in
in

1 think.
the house, 1

Then Mr. Tilton locked the door when you
you went into the
Q. 'I`hen
A. Not that II remember.

room

room

with him?

charge of adultery?
adultery ? A.
Q. Did Mr. Tilton at that time make any
any charge
sir.
No, sir.
)[oulton's manner
manner at that time when he demanded
was Mr. Moulton's
Q. What was
'l`ilton's threatening
the retraction of Mrs. Tilton's
it as
threatening?? A. II should describe it
being
exceedingly one
one of intense excitement.
being exceedingly
it impress
any sense of personal
personal danger?
danger ?
you with any
Q.
Q. Did it
impress you

A.

sir.
No, sir.

Was
Q. Vas

it
it the result of that evening
full and free
evening conversation,
free
conversation, and full

expression
yon, that he came
came to be your
your confidant,
confidant, and that he
expression from you,
that was
seemed to sympathize
was the result,
sympathize with you
sir
result,
you?? A. No, sir;
;

probably,
probably,

of SOIIIG
some months'
months' intercourse.

'I`IL'l`()N,S PROSPERITY.
tilton's
PROSPERITY.
anysuppose that you
community would have heard anyQ. Do you
you or the community
you suppose
of
Mr.
Tilton
his
had
he
been
with
of
troubles
family
a
thing
these
thing
family
am morally certain that the thing would have
hare
successful man?
man ? A. II am
morally
thing
if Mr. Tilton had gone
gone
been buried deeper
deeper than the bottom of the sea if
tood which he had
right
on to a prosperous
prosperous career and he had had the food
right on
starvos for
for want of
been accustomed to
'l`ilton is
man that starves
is a man
to; but Mr. Tilton
flattery;
ever make him happy
can ever
no power
on God's earth can
flattery; and no
happy when
power on
is not receiving
he is
receiving some incense.
first met Mr. Moulton
understand, by
by your
your statement, that you
Monitor*
Q.
Q. II understand.
you first
A. The first
at Mr. Page's
is that correct?
first meeting
meeting with llr.
Mr.
Page's studio ; is
Moulton that ever
distinctly as
him — I think of him as distinctly
ever led
led me
mc to know him-I
a thousand other men
— was, that II had undoubtedly
undoubtedly met him before,
before, but
men-was,
;

;

not in
in a
a way
way that had made any
impression upon
upon me.
me. II date my
any impression
my knowlpainted at
edge of the man
man from that time. He was
was having
having his portrait
portrait painted
edge

one
same time,
on one
time, and we
we met there occasionally.
occasionally. II remember that on
door, or to
we
we walked from Page's
Page's studio clear down to his door,
Fulton Ferry,
way; and I recollect
public matters all
all the way;
Ferry, and talked of public
the

same

occasion

being impressed
impressed with the feeling
fellow, and that
an acute fellow,
was an
being
feeling that he was
literary
he had strong
tastes
tastes-as
he
as
has.
strong literary
call at
ever visited his house in a social way
way prior
prior to his call
Q. Had you
Q.
you ever
your house on
on this business? A. Never.
Never,
your
you had no
relations -with him? A.
no intimate personal
Q.
Q. Then you
personal relations~with
None.
Tilton's
came to you
came rather as Mr. Tilton's
Q.
Q. So that when he came
you he came

—

friend than otherwise?
otherwise ?

Altogether.
A. Altogether.

was becoming
come to believe that that relation was
When did you
you come
Q. W'hen
Q.
becoming
tell you,
it was
some
was some
you, but it
one of mutual friendship
friendship?? A. II cannot tell
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was made during
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consultation

they held as to how Mr. Bowen should be managed,
which they
do,
managed, so as to do,
Til ton.
Once or twice he said to me,
said, justice
as they
me, when
they said,
justice to Mr. 'l'ilton.
is the right
right thing."
tiling."
something, " Then that is
I told him something,
"

I recollect that

some
on one occasion I made a confidential statement to him about some
otherwise, and he said
they never
never could have found out otherwise,
matter that they
impression
don't recollect the words,
(I don't
words, I only
only have a recollection of the impression
(I
mind) that I never
never should regret
regret putting
putting confithat was made on my
my mind)
some statement that I had made. He
It sprang
sprang from some
dence in him.
on

at. my
if to encourage,
encourage, as it
it
pleasure at
gave token of his pleasure
him, as if
my trust in him,
gave
having put
regret having
put contrust, and he said that I never should regret
full trust,
a full
were, a
were,
which I shall regret
him-which
fidence in him
regret to the day
day of my
my death.

—

so-called apology
apology
Q. In the course of your
Q.
your conversation when the so-,called
anything to you
say anything
written, did he say
was
was written,
was
you to the effect that there was
an apology might
cover?? A. He
nothing about the case but what an
apology might cover
nothing
only that Mr. Tilton had been
impression on
on my
made the impression
my mind not only

Tilton was
was saturated with the conviction
injured, but that Mr. 'l`ilton
greatly injured,
greatly
was using my whole power
\'hcn my
my disclosure
that I was
power against
against him. When
using my
was made to him he listened with a kind of increof my
feelings was
my real feelings
if he was
was acting
part.
But when I shed tears,
dulity,
tears, and my
my voice
acting a part.
dulity, as if
room with unfeigned
broke, and I walked up
distress, he
broke,
up and down the room
unfeignecl distress,
finally he
lie said,
ii' that is
said, " Now,
Now, if
seemed to be touched,
is the way you
touched, and finally
way you
if Mr. Tilton could be made to see it,
feel,
it, this whole thing could be
feel, if
thing
"

settled."
settled."

" He would have been a
Tf you
a better man
man in my
my
Q. If
you used the words, "He
circumstances than II have been,"
been," what did you
mean by
by them?
them ? A. I
you mean

do not know,
I'm þÿS1`lI'
know, I'm
sure. ¬. The conversation ran
ran on
on hypothetically
hypothetically in respect
betrayal of a friend in an
an hour of emergency,
emergency, in respect
respect to
spect to the betrayal

undermining Mr. Tilton just
just at the time when Mr.
Mr, Bowen and all
all the
undermining
world were leaving
him in respect
respect to a want of fidelity.
is
leaving him;
fidelity. And there is
one thing
thing that you
mind--a
a thing
thing that I have never
never menmenyou are to bear in mind
;

—

tioned to any
any of you.
a very
very strong
strong iniiuence
influence upon
upon me.
me. I
you. and that had a
never can
never
can forget
When the war
war broke out my
forget a kindness done to me. Vhen
my
son
son went into a Brooklyn
Brooklyn regiment
being seven
seven months in a
regiment and after being
camp at Vashington,
"Washington, he played
pranks on some
camp
some of the oliicers
officers
played a series of pranks
and got
got himself into great
great trouble,
trouble, and Colonel Adams recommended

him

to resign,
came to me.
me. VVell,
Well, it
it broke my heart.
resign. and he came
I had
my
but one
one boy
boy that was
was old enough to go.
go. that I could offer
offer to my
counenough
my country;
was in the office
office with me.
Theodore, who was
try; and I told Theodore,
mc.
He made the
case his own.
Mr. Tilton has a
a great
great deal in his upper
upper nature. If he
could be cut into,
into, and his lower nature could be separated from the
separated
upper, there is
is a great
great deal in his upper
upper nature that is
is capable
upper,
capable of great
great
sweetness and beauty.
any rate he took up
my case. He suggested
suggested
beauty. At any
up my

himself that the thing
thing to do would be to get
get him transferred into the
19
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regular
correspondent
regular army.
army. He said that he knew Sam Wilkeson, a correspondent
ot'
Washington, and had great
of the Tribune, who was at that time in Vashington,
great
on that night
right on
influence, and that he would go
go right
night and secure this
moment/s delay,
He did,
did, without a moment's
delay, start and go
thing.
thing.
go to Washington,
Vashington,
through Sam Wilkeson,
and he secured,
secured, through
Vilkeson, from Simon Cameron, then
appointment of Henry
in
Secretary
Var, the appointment
Secretary of War,
Henry as a second lieutenant in
I have felt
Artillery service. I
in the doing
felt ever since that in
the Fourth Artillery
doing
royal service.
that thing
service. I have felt
felt it.exquisitely
thing he did the most royal
it.exquisitely ; and
there has not been a time when I
I have done anything
anything that hurt Tilton
me ; and when it
thing has not come
come back to me
it seemed as though
though
that that thing
an hour of his need and trouble stepped
helped
in an
I
1 had in
stepped aside and even helped
felt it
it very
down, II felt
acutely.
push him down,
to push
very acutely.
am not
on February
T, 1871. II am
Q. Here are three letters written on
February 7,
saying that you
in saying
quite
you correctly
you did
correctly in
quite sure whether I understood you
Theodore's letter to Moulton of that date? A. II have no resee Theodore's
not sec
it.
was an
an arrangement
I only
membrance of it.
among
only know that there was
arrangement among
an influence to bear upon
bring an
us
us to bring
upon Elizabeth in consequence
consequence of her
;

;

"
am a man
man walking
Moulton, I am
I
him, "
I used to say
Moulton,
walking in
say to him.
doing whatis at loose and doing
work, and Theodore is
full of work,
air and full
open air
the open
we can
come down and talk to you
can come
pleases; and we
ever he pleases;
you and have

state of mind.

counsel ; but what human being
being has Elizabeth Tilton to talk with her
it is
is
up at home sick and unbefriended, and it
is shut up
trouble she is
in her trouble--she
;

—

let her go
not generous
go
generous for us to let

unthought
unthought

of and uncared for."

I
I

was

somebody who should think of her.
saying that there ought
always
ought to be somebody
always saying
occurs:
same date to Mr. Moulton this occurs:
the same
your letter of thc
Q.
Q. In your
all hearts,
mediation,
hearts, and by
"Would
Vould to God, who orders all
by his kind mediation,
"

again. Theodore
Theodore and Elizabeth and II could be made friends again.
Precisely
case."
a case."
Precisely what did you
you
will have the hardest task in such a
will
all a
a muddle to me,
is all
me, as I
sentence ? A. It is
last sentence?
Why that last
mean ? Vhy
mean?
no vivid recollecmy mind. I have no
working of my
precise working
don't
don't recall the precise
precise moods under which
ofthe
the making up of the letter, or of the precise
tion of
making up
sentence, or of that sentence.
give the reason of the sentence,
I cannot give

I wrote.

were on.
we were
I only
general drift which we
only know the general
is made in certain
it because criticism is
to it
attention
your
call
call
I
Q.
Q,
your
growing out of
trouble
marital
Tilton's
Tilton's
Mr.
to
growing
it referred
quarters that it
quarters
it agoing
isn't
isn't it
see
friendship??
ageing back to friendship
0H`¢=n¢;e, A. Well,
Vell, but see:
your offence.
:

your
it the restoration of the family
family??
Isn't it
Isn't
again?
you three should be made friends again?
is that you
What you
Q. Vhat
you ask for is
Q.

all co-operate.
we should all
A. Yes
co-operate.
Yes; that we
A.
say that Theodore will have the hardest task?
Q.
Q_ And you
you say
to the bitbrought
been
had
circumstances
brought
by
that
family
a
was
There was
by
family
adversity, when Mr.
profound adversity,
terest antagonisms
antagonisms at aa time of the most profound
for his posiname, for
for
his
his
name,
for
livelihood,
posistruggle
Tilton had got
got to struggle
was in a situhe was
together,
put
Everything
household.
his
for
for
and
together,
put
tion,
Everything
tion,
;
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way for restoration
ation in which he had got
every way
got to exert himself in every
was that she should co-operate
co-operate with
manner and the point
in every
point was
every manner;
;

as with his friends.
him,
him, as

If she had her sorrows
sorrows to bear at

home, he
home,

likely may
suggested those
it likely
is what I think it
That is
may have suggested
don't remember.
say that it
it is,
is, because I don't
Elizabeth,
don't say
words ; but I don't
Elizabeth,
against
Theodore,
and
felt
bitter
felt that
was
know,
was at times immensely
you
'l`heodore,
know,
against
immensely
you

had his too.
;

suppose that she
aggrieved one
she had been the aggrieved
one; and I had been led to suppose
now suppose
so much aggrieved
like
had not been anything
aggrieved as I now
suppose she
anything
;

has been.

same letter of February
Q. In the same
Q.
February

"
say : "
Of course I
7 you
you say:

can never

can never

again without his permission,
permission, and I don't
don't know that
speak with her again
speak
Why
best."
you say
Because,
it would be best."
even then it
Vtfhy did you
say that? A. Because,
or in its
its immediate
either at the time of that letter from Mr. Bowen or
vicinity, Mr. Tilton,
Tilton, as I have the
vicinity,

impression
by Mr.
now, sent word by
impression now,

that) forbidding
Bowen (though
forbidding
(though I cannot be sure of that)

me
me

ever to enter

again.
his house again.

was that
Vhen was
that??
Q. When

A. It was
was in the vicinity of that whole business,
business,
vicinity

way it
but in what way
came, or
or what the precise
it came,
it was,
Was, I cannot
precise date of it
tell.
only know that the message
tell. I
I only
was conveyed to me
me from him,
him, but
message was
conveyed

whom, or
or how,
by
how, or when,
when. I have forgotten.
forgotten.
was a distinct thing
It was
thing in
by whom,
on one or two occasions,
my
he, on
my memory,
occasions, took pains
memory. and afterward he,
pains to
it after he had become reconciled.
revoke it
same letter occurred the words (which Mr. Tilton, in his
Q.
Q. In the same
Tilton,
[which
statement,
appear to come
come from another letter,
statement, makes appear
letter, but which,
Which, in fact,
fact,
are from the same
are
same letter), "Vhen
saw you last I did not expect ever
letter), " When I saw
you
expect
to see you
days." What was
was in your
you again,
again, or be alive many
many days."
your mind when
you
them ? A. Just what I have stated in my
already.
you wrote them?
my statement already.
"
else?? A. No. I know I frequently
Q.
said
"I
I
wish
Q. Nothing
I was
was
Nothing else
frequently
;" and Theodore Tilton,
dead ;"
Tilton, he came
came in and said he wished he was
was dead ;
and Mr. Moulton was
was frequently in a
a state in which he wished he was
was
frequently
dead
am living
friends, every
dead; and Mrs. Moulton said,
said, ""II am
every one
one of
living among
among friends,
whom wishes he was
was dead,"
something like that. I do not know that
dead," or something
was smarter than that,
it
it was
it in a
a way
way that was
that, but she put
was very
put it
very ludicrous.
Every
one of us
us used to be echoing
Every one
We were vexed and
echoing that wish. We
;

;

plagued
together, and I used the familiar phrase, "" I wish I was dead."
plagued together,
dead."
phrase,
is that you
you referred in that line to contemQ. The outside gossip
gossip is
plated
plated suicide.

—

Mr. Bsnoman-How
Beecher How do you
you propose
cure the gossip
propose to cure
gossip??
Mr. IVINSLOW-I
Winslow— I cannot say.
say.
But I Want
want to know if
if anything of that
anything
kind was in your
mind ? A.
A, It was
was not.
My general
purpose in the
your mind?
My
general purpose
matter of this whole thing
thing was
was this— (and I kept it
it as the motto of my

this-(and

kept

my

life)—by patient
patient continuance in well-doing
well-doing to put
put to shame those who
life)-by
falsely
meant to put
I meant
me.
falsely accused me.
put down and preach
preach down this trouble.
Of course,
Ot'
course, in my
felt as though
though the earth had come
come to
my dismal moods I felt
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an end. Now,
interpreting these special
letters everybody
everybody is
is irresisti.-'
irresisti-'
Now, in interpreting
special letters
bly tempted
suppose that everything
bly
tempted to suppose
everything I said was said narrowly
narrowly in
regard
considering the foregoing
foregoing state of my
text, instead of considering
regard to their text,
my
mind whereas,
interpreted by
whereas, my
past
mind;
my utterances were largely
largely to be interpreted
by the past
as well as by
interpret them preby the present
present or the future. II cannot interpret
preI
a
cisely,
as
can
a
note of hand, or a
A man
a check.
A
man that is
is poetical,
cisely,
poetical, a
man
man that is
is oftentimes extravagant,
extravagant, a man
man that is
is subject
subject to moods such
as make me
me what I am,
am, cannot narrowly
And yet,
yet,
narrowly measure his words. And
from this writing
over four years,
years, in every
writing of over
every conceivable condition,
condition, in
this large
large correspondence,
correspondence, proceeding
proceeding from a mind speaking
speaking in hyperhyperall manner
bolical moods,
moods, and in all
manner of states,
states, about everybody
everybody and everyeverythis mass
ofthis
mass they
thing
they have got
— out of
only these few equivocal
equivocal things.
thing-out
got only
things.
" Devices " did not refer to me
me but to him
him-his
his whole style
style of acting.
acting.
was born for
war, and Moulton was
for war,
Q.
was probably
probably
Q. Theodore said he was
for diplomacy?
diplomacy ? A. Yes.
born for
— "Were the plan
Cnavrznnrm-Vcre
By Mr. Cleveland
by which from time
By
plan and method by
to time these things
were
were
managed, by
suggestion or by
by Mr. Moulthings
managed,
by your
your suggestion
ton's
suggestions from time to time,
ton's? ? A. I
I made suggestions
time, generally
generally without any
any
;

—

"

"

and the essential course
affairs, so far
course of affairs,
far as it
it has not been forced
upon us from outside influences,
(Moulton's) procuring.
influences, has been of his ()Ioulton's)
upon
procuring.
managed this whole matter with Mr. Tilton?
Tilton ? A. Yes
Q. He managed
Yes; he

effect,
effect,

;

—

represented himself always
having all
all the reins in his hands-as
hands as
represented
always as having
having
if must should come
come to must he
having in his hands such power
power that if
could compel
compel aa settlement. He intimated to me
me time and again that
again
he had such materials in
in his hands respecting
that, as he said
respecting Theodore that,
once,
If Theodore does not do as I say
say I'll
I'll grind
grind him to powder."
powder."
once, "If
" I understand was
" earning the future"
future
V1Nsi.ow--The
Mr.
Winslow
The
By
was to
By
"earning
"

—

scandal ?
procure
procure the silence and burial of the scandal?

A. No, it
it wasn't
wasn't either.

was to get
something to do and
It referred to the plans
get something
plans by
by which Tilton was
it, and get
get some
some praise
it and be content.
do it,
praise for it
all the plans
devices," did that refer to all
arrangements
Q.
Q. The ""devices/'
plans and arrangements

taken ?
and steps
steps that had been taken?

A. It referred to this.

If I had been

left to manage
left
myself, I should have said "yes"
manage the matter simply
"yes" or
simply myself,
"no."
"no." That would have been the whole of it;
it; but instead of that the

matter went into Moulton's
is a man
man that loves
Moulton's hands;
hands; and Moulton is
He
intrigue
Lady Montague
Montague said of somebody,
that, as Lady
intrigue in such aa way
way that,
somebody, " Ile
would not carve a cabbage
it from behind and
on it
cabbage unless he could steal on
"

it by
plainest he liked to
do it
by a device,"
things and the plainest
device," and the smallest things

consulting with parties
do in the sharpest
was consulting
sharpest way.
way. He was
parties here and there
great deal of whispering
and elsewhere,
whispering was
was taking
place, and
elsewhere, and a great
taking place,
finally
it would turn out that
Hnally it

something
was not going
something was
going to be done that

do, and he did not tell
tell me
he said he would do,
me why,
guess.
why, and II had to guess.
was this wide circuit of various iniiuences
influences through
There was
was
through which he was
all the time.
moving
moving all
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" condoned his wife's
wife's fault,"
you mean
mean by this
fault," what did you
by this??
meaning
a
a general meaning, but the genand
meaning
general meaning,
gen~

"

A. Condoned has a
a legal
legal

peace, to overlook,
meaning of condoned is
pass over,
is to pass
overlook,
over, to make peace,
meaning
and I use
a literary man
use it,
as a
a lawyer.
use the word as
as a
it, not as
literary man would use
lawyer. If I
legal phrase
phrase the word would have been " offence,"
used it
it in a
a legal
offence," not " fault."
fault, do you refer to some
some particular
Q.
Q. In using
using the word fault,
particular act of Mrs.
you
general in respect
respect to
Tiltoa ? A. I refer to the complaints
complaints he made in general
Tilton?
impression conveyed
me
her.
You know perfectly
was the impression
conveyed to me
perfectly well what was
from the beginning
beginning to the end-and
end and that was
was that I had stolen into his
home, and that I had taken advantage
home,
advantage of the simplicity
simplicity of his wife to
steal her affection to myself
myself and away
away from him.
you
you mean
mean to say
say that you
you had that in your
Q.
Q. And do you
your mind when you
fault ?
used the word fault?
A. I suppose
suppose I did.
same letter that he had "enjoined
upon you
you most
Q.
Q. You say
say in the same
"enjoined upon
"
earnestly
solemnly not to betray
in what respect
respect?? A.
earnestly and solemnly
betray his wife "-in
difficulty into which his household had been
Not to betray
betray this whole difficulty
Consider how it
man and cultiit is.
is.
I appeal
cast.
appeal to every
every sensitive man
if any greater evil can
befall
than to have a
a
vated nature in the world if
can
any greater
woman, aa wife and mother,
mother, made the subject
subject of even
even investigation
as
woman,
investigation as
respects her moral character.
no greater
For no
woman
a woman
can befall B.
respects
greater harm can
house, with discussions as to the
than to be talked about from house to house,
the offence,
grade of offence and the probable
ofthe
cause of
offence, and the cause
grade
probable nature of
everything about it.
offence and everything
the oifence
woman dead is
it. Next to stabbing
is
stabbing aa Woman
public suppose
to talk about her virtue,
if the public
virtue, and if
suppose that in order to ineral

"

"

—

—

vulgar, physical,
terpret
gross indignity,
terpret these letters I must refer to aa vulgar,
physical, gross
indignity,
plane
living
a
where
a
are
on
I
do not live.
rememthen they
on
vhere
live. You must rememliving
plane
they

was aware
involving my
my name,
aware that in addition to the trouble involving
ber that I was
name,
jealousy accused his wife of
Mr. Tilton had also in fits of jealousy
Of criminal inti-

macy
macy with

gentlemen, of whom I was
was not one,
several gentlemen,
one, and had asserted

first, were
all her children,
in the presence
were
children, except
presence of witnesses that all
except the first,
the children of these gentlemen
gentlemen respectively.
respectively. In his decent moods he

was
very anxious to have such accusations unknown to the world.
was very
World. The
an ineffaceable blight
blight upon
mere rumor of them would
upon his children.
vould cast an
Nothing would have induced me
explanation, but that Mr.
me to make this explanation,
Nothing
precisely the same
Tilton has deliberately
same kind
deliberately chosen to cast aa blight
blight of precisely
all that is
is left to
upon those very
subsequent course,
course, and all
upon
very children by
by his subsequent
is the power to speak of this abominable accusation with the scorn
scorn
me is
me
power
speak
a horrible falsehood deserves.
which such a
some points
points which have already
can refer to some
Q.
Q. You can
already been considered
"
a strange
feeling upon
for a
a moment.
"II have a
am spending
upon me
me that I am
strange feeling
spending
my last Sunday
Sunday and preaching
my last sermon."
you refer to the
sermon." Do you
preaching my
my
same condition of health and mind that you
described ? A. I
same
you have described?
great
refer to the fact simply
was my state of mind during this great
simply that that was
during
my
trouble, although
if you were to collect all
language I have used at
all the language
trouble,
although if
you

mere rumor
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impression that I had
it might produce an
times, it
various times,
might produce an impression
days, and
stormy days,
unparalleled distress. I have had stormy
sea
sea of unparalleled
my life
causes in my
more from this than probably all other causes
more

probably

wallowed in a
a
have suffered

put together.
together.
put

religious peace
peace
more religious
Yet,
together, I have had more
Yet, taking
years together,
taking the four years
men since I
sufferings of men
insight into the wants and sufferings
profound insight
more profound
and more
an exexacquainted with trouble and despair.
have become acquainted
despair. I have had an
life that is worth all the
regions of Christian life
perience in the higher regions

higher

perience

get it.
through to get
it.
go through
sorrow
sorrov and suffering
suffering that I have had to go
Mr. Tilton
course of these matters 1Ir.'I`ilton
course
the
true
in
it
or
that
it
or
not
Q.
Is
Q.
family
should
not be
secrets
his
of
the
a strong desire that
expressed a
family

expressed strong
Always.
known
known?? A. Always.

except when he fell
mood, except
was
was his mood,
was very
it was
were times in which it
There were
very
out,
or
bring
or
to have
to
obliged
to
longed
be
bring out,
evident that he perfectly
obliged
perfectly longed
family, in order that he
story on
on his family,
out, a
a scandalous story
bring out,
somebody bring
somebody
still
so magnanimous
as to be so
might
magnanimous as still
might have the credit with the world as

At least that
At

into a
a strange mania at times.
strange

stay at home and live with his wife.
to stay

haste. I shall write
am not in haste,
say, "
You say,
My mind is clear. I am
Q.
Q. You
"My
judgment
light of the judgment
a
a statement that will bear the light

public
for the public

day
? "
day?"

it.
A. I have done it.

purpose
present purpose
any present
Had you
however, then. Had
it, however,
You didn't
didn't do it,
Q.
you any
Q. You
many times that I had better
a good
thought a
then ? A. I thought
it then?
of doing
good many
doing it
a memorandum of the
me, and make a
sit down,
down, before my
memory failed ine,
my memory
busy I
so busy
was so
reasons of my
But I was
events, and the reasons
course
course of events,
my conduct.
it.
possible to do it.
it, and every year it
could not do it,
every year it became less possible
profound
you
express
a
in
a
a
a
which
Here
comes
clause
comes
Q.
you express
profound confidence
Q.
own feelings?
feelings?
represent your
your own
correctly represent
Moulton's fidelity.
in Moulton's
fidelity. Does that correctly

was not the man
man that I should select
although Mr. Moulton was
does, although
It does,
fidelity to
one particular
thought that in that one
man. I thought
an ideal man.
particular of fidelity
by the amount of
ever met,
man I ever
was the most remarkable man
friends, he was
met, by
friends,
willing to
give, by
was willing
willing to give,
was willing
time he was
by the amount of anxiety
anxiety he was
doing
by
the
suppose
is
agreeable
of
work
which
I
more
is
encounter,
more
encounter, by
doing
agreeable to
suppose

A.

as an
as

—

seeing different parties,
that is,
me-that
parties, and of ferreting
him than to me
is, of seeing
ferreting out
things back to their source which I utterly
stories and running
utterly abhor
running things

—
saource-which

—

and consequently
relations-and
in social
keep
social relations
consequently trying
trying to keep

me

me

me

good heart,
heart,
in good

and presenting
presenting to

me

never
never failed to do.

When I brought
Vhen
brought to Moulton what seemed to be bad

the best sides of 'I`ilton's
Tilton's character,
character, which he

" Don't believe a
things I learned of Tilton,
a
said, "Don't
and treacherous things
Tilton, he said,
;" and the next time I would
things I will make inquiries
inquiries ;"
word of such things:
:

see
see

a plausible
plausible explanation
explanation of the whole thing,
thing, and
him he would have a

though it
every
was no
Tilton; that he shed every
it was
no use
use to attack Tilton;
felt as though
I felt
only in referagainst him. I have said this not only
was aimed against
arrow
arrow that was
ence
ence

impressions he
to the impressions

produced upon
upon me,
me, but
produced

until the time of the

an abiding
abiding faith of Mr. Moulton's
was in an
Moulton's truth.
Council I was
reply
reply

Until the

suspicion of his
Bacon's letters,
never had a suspicion
letters, I 'never
of Mr. Tilton to Bacon`s
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was dealing
dealing with me;
me; and
good
sincerity with which he was
good faith and of the sincerity
published, and Mr. Moulton,
on my
my visiting
when this letter was published,
Moulton, on
visiting him in
operation or no
no documents,
proposed no
no counter operation-or
documents, no
it, proposed
reference to it,
no
Tilton, subsequently,
subsequently, published
staggered, and when Tilton,
help I was
was staggered,
published his
help-I
committee, when that came
came to this committee,
came out I never
statement, after he came
statement,
He never
never sent for me,
heard a
nor visited me,
a word from Moulton. He
me, or
me, nor

—

—

did a thing.
I waited
thing.
waited for him to say,
say, or do something,
something, for I had said
u As things are
last year,
year, "As
to Moulton within the last
coming, you
never are
things
coming,
you never
Tilton; he is
going to manage
manage Tilton;
is going
going to manage
you." I ha'e
have said to
going
manage you."

once or twice,
twice, "" Moulton,
Moulton, Tilton is
him once
is longer-headed
you are,
are, and
longer-headed than you
" The time is
he has outwitted you
him, "The
is coming
comingyou;"" and I have said to him,
;

in which I see distinctly
you have got
Tilton's statedistinctly you
got to choose between 'l`ilton's
mine." He
He said,
said, "There
ment and mine."
"There never
never will be,
be, but I
I shall stand by
by

you
you

He

to the death."
death."

said that to

me
me

in the last conversation I had

with him.
all that has happened,
happened, what is
feeling as
is your
Q.
Q. In view of all
your present
present feeling
A. I have no
no views to ex-

—

to the conduct of Moulton-his
Moulton his sincerity?
sincerity ?

"

press.
press.

an
Q. In case of an
Q.

Tilton and yourself,
yourself, now,
issue between '1`ilton
now, in this pubpub-

lished issue which exists

between you
you and Tilton?

A. I have

no

no

expectation of help
expectation
help from Moulton.
paper, in document, or in
any secret of yours
Q.
Q. Has Moulton any
yours in paper,
light this
yours that you
of any
you would not have see the light
any act of yours
aware ot
of.
am aware
hour
hour?? A. Not that I am

knowledge
knowledge

doubt?? A. I have none.
you any
any doubt
Q.
Q. Have you
all he
all he has and tell
tell all
produce all
now call
upon him to produce
call upon
you now
Q. Do you
Q.
do, I do.
knows
knows?? A. I do,
light of recent discloreason, in the light
By
Cleveland — Have you
you reason.
By Mr. CLEVEI.AND_H3'0
tour
those
four years?
during
to
you
sures, to doubt his fidelity
sures,
years? A. The
fidelity
you during
fidelity
friendship and fidelity
years of friendship
during the four years
impression made by
by him during
impression
seem to
surprise and indignation
present surprise
was
was so strong
strong that my
indignation do not seem
my present
rub it
it out.

I

am
am

in that kind of divided consciousness that I

was in

vas

—

sinnerswas a
a saint and chief of sinners—
that she was
Tilton-that
respect
respect to Elizabeth Tilton
all that
all
great
that
was
so great
was
confidence
contidencc
my
and Mr. Moulton's
Moulton's hold upon
upon my
'

has come
come

dream.
me
February
V1Ns1,ow-In
Winslow—
In your
your letter of February

now

now

affects

me as a

speak of
you speak
By
5, 1872, you
5,
By Mr.
could
how
a
of
defence
out
ruinous
breaking
the possibility
of
a
you
out;
you breaking
possibility
me conducted
defence of you?
there be any
you? A. A defence of me
any ruinous defence,
;

A

full of church zeal and personal
partisan feeling,
by
feeling.
ignorant people
people full
by ignorant
personal partisan
nothing of the facts,
knowing
facts, and compelling
knowing nothing
compelling this whole avalanche of
community, might
upon the community,
wind to descend upon
might have been ruinous. I

think
Q.
Q.

now

now as
as

I then felt.
felt.

injurious ?
It would then be injurious?

I would say
say ruinous.

A. Il/'here
Where you
say injurious,
injurious,
you would say
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ME. BEECHER SUPERVISING
SUPERVISING HIS
HIS F1\RD[-WORKFARM-WORK.

DIR. BEECIIER

speak of remorse,
fear, and despair?
suppose I felt
felt
Q.
remorse, fear,
Q. You speak
despair? A. I suppose
Whether I was
\Vhe1her
was justified in so
all.
so feeling
is a
question.
When
them all.
at question.
"lheu I
justified
feeling is
was an
an old lawyer named Calvin Fletcher,
Fletcher,
lived in Indianapolis
Indianapolis there was
lawyer
man of large
large brain,
brain, who stood at the head of the bar.
England man
a
a New England
man. He took a
a peculiar
peculiar fancy
fancy to me,
was a Methodist,
He was
Methodist, Christian man.
me,
come and see me
was a
a young
young minister
me often when I was
and he used to come
a great
and I would see him a
great deal. He would make many
many admirable

was to
never admitted anybody
one of which was
was that lie
he never
suggestions, one
anybody was
suggestions,
" I hold myself
party
who
complaint.
the
made
he,
Says
blame except
he,
party
complaint-. Says
myself'
except
everybody do right
right by
by me
if they
responsible for having
me; and if
having everybody
they do not
responsible
duty.
And now,"
he, "in
in
is because I do not do my
And
it is
do right
now," said he,
my duty.
right it
life
do
you
take
blame
yourself,
don't
your
upon
and
during
life
don't
preaching
you
upon
during
your
yourself,
preaching
"

;

"
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is your busiblaming everybody. It is
your
scolding your
you be scolding
your church and blaming everybody.
you
it sank down into my
it
Well,
right."
are
are
my heart
your
folks
Ve1l,
that
see
right."
ness to see
ness
your
prayer
my prayer
day to this. If my
spring of influence from that day
and became a spring
come
do
not
come
to
people
If
the
fault.
is
my
is
it
it
right
go right
people
meetings
1ny
meetings do not go
go
coming. If things
for their not coming.
blame
things
one
to
go
one
the
am
I
am
church,
church,
quarmyself. I have foreseen quarreason in myself.
my family
wrong in my
family I find the reason
wrong
burst
and
would
they
alone,
left
them
left
had
if
I
and,
if
alone,
they
rels in the church, and,
doing my
own
my
own
given, and doing
thus given,
advice
the
under
acting
but
break out
acting
out;
difficulty in my
no difficulty
duty, I have had no
my church.
duty,
lover, says
says
committee, from a free lover,
the committee,
to
letter
anonymous
An
Q.
Q.
anonymous
your philosophy
you
a reservation in your
you have a
that you
philosophy which would enable you
having
or relations with Mrs. Tilton,
Tilton, having
wrong conduct or
no wrong
to say,
say, I had no
doing was
was
charged with doing
are charged
you are
own mind a belief that what you
your own
in your
am not versed in
subject ? A. I am
on the subject?
ideas on
your
are
What
"That
right.
your
right.
New EngEngon the New
the philosophy and casuistry of free love. I stand on
;

philosophy

casuistry

brought
was brought
doctrine, in which I was
land doctrine,
stay by
wife, and that he stay
one wife,
have one
her,
by her,
every
his neighbors'
neighbors' wives. I abhor every

man to
a man
it is
is best for a
up, that it
up,
and that he do not meddle with
manifestation of the free love

every advocate of the
theory, and I abhor every
seen in theory,
doctrine that I have seen
free love doctrine that I have known.
seriously who
it seriously
anybody who took hold of it
you ever know anybody
Q.
Q. Did you
susceptible of
they were susceptible
provided they
No, sir;
by it? A. No,
was not ruined by
was
sir; provided
ruin.

I have had

women

women

write to
Write

me
me

if I did not send them 00
$10
that if

they were
were ruined before.
I wrote in reply
ruined, and I
were ruined,
they
reply that they
they were
Vas
a copy
copy of books. Was
having sent Mrs. Tilton a
speak about having
You speak
Q. You
Q.
gave them out to
No; I gave
A. No;
specially to her?
courtesy specially
an act of courtesy
that an
a
copy to 8.
come out I would give
When one
one book would come
Vhen
friends.
give aa copy

my own
own books
great distributer of my
a great
I have not been a
an intimapleasure, and from an
it would be a real pleasure,
where it
it would be so.
tion that it
never met the Woodyou never
your recollection that you
you clear in your
Q.
Q. Are you
that is,
am perfectly
clear
more than three times? A. I am
hulls more
is, to
perfectly clear-that

friend, and
friend,

only in
—
-only

so on.

cases
cases

—

speak
speak

to them.

Q. State the times and places
Q.
places??

A.

On

one
one

walking
was walking
occasion,
occasion, I was

Tilton's house,
house, when he
with Mr. Moulton in the general
general direction of Tilton's
was going
going to be there. I at first
first hesitated,
hesitated,
said that Mrs. Woodhull
Voodhull was
" Come in,
" Very well."
her."
said
I said:
said
just see her."
"Come
and he said:
in, and just
"Very well." I
some conversation down in the parlors,
went in,
parlors, I went upupin, and after some
stairs into this famous boudoir room,
waiting, and. like
room, where she sat waiting,
a spider
a
me on
on my
entrance, and reached out
spider to a fly,
fly, she rushed to me
my entrance,
both hands,
hands, with the utmost earnestness,
was
earnestness, and said how rejoiced
rejoiced she was
to see me.
me. I talked with her about five
tive minutes,
minutes, and then went downstairs.
stairs. My
My second interview with her was
was on
on one
one occasion when I had
been with some
twenty or thirty
thirty gentlemen
some twenty
gentlemen to look at the warehouse
:

:
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Wioodrutf & Robinson.
establishment of Woodruff

We

Ve were on the steamer that

And when I came
came up,
up, Moulton
He never told me
me there was
was to be any
any

chartered for the occasion.
had been chartered

town."
me to town."
said, " Come with me
said,
When II came
came there,
was to be something
company. Vhen
there, I learned there was
company.
something
in the evening,
evening, and that there were to be there a number
in New York in
"

was Mrs. Voodhull.
ladies, among
Woodhull. I was placed
placed at
of literary
among whom vas
literary ladies,
ofthe
the table,
Moulton, II think,
think, on
on her left.
left.
the head of
Mrs.
table, near Mrs. Moulton,

Woodhull
WVoodhull was next

else she
to me,
me, or else

not remember which.

first and I was
was first
was next.

was

I do
1

At that table she scarcely
scarcely deigned
deigned to speak
speak to

for politeness
I
I addressed a few words to her,
during the
her, for
sake, during
politeness sake,
was no sort of enthusiasm between us. My
My third and
dinner, but there was
Moult on's house. She had addressed to me
was at Moulton's
last interview was
last
me a
open all
all the scandal if
letter, saying
threatening
if I did
saying that she would open
threatening letter,
preside at the Steinway
not preside
Steinway Hall,
llall, and in reply
reply to that Mr. Moulton
letter, I
I should see her and say
advised that instead of answering
answering her letter,
say
She brought
I had to say.
say.
brought with her her great
without witnesses what I
great
was in type,
type, and my
policy was
was to let
It was
let her talk,
subject.
my policy
talk, and say
subject.
say
saying, " You know you
little,
on saying,
you believe so
did, and she went on
little, which I did,
I said nothing,
nothing, and so on,
and so,"
so," and I
point, until I
T
on, from point
point to point,
said,
Woodhull, II do not understand your
your views;
views II have
said, at last,
last, Mrs. \`oodhull,
never read them thoroughly;
thoroughly as far
far as I do understand them,
them, I do not
believe in them,
am in favor of
ot' free discussion,
yet prethem, and though
though I am
discussion, yet
presiding
is a thing
anybody, and II shall not
siding at meetings
meetings is
thing II seldom do for anybody,
it for you,
do it
am not in sympathy with your movement."
you, because II am
sympathy
your movement."
me.
me.

"

"
'•

;

;

Has Mrs. \'oodhull
Woodhull any
Q. Islas
Q.
any

letters

of yours
yours in her possession?
possession?

A. Two,
Two,

I suppose,
suppose, unless she has sold them.
Upon what subject?
subject? A. She enclosed a letter to
Q. Upon

one
me
me with one
from my
sister, Mrs. Isabella Hooker,
Hooker, inviting
me to be present at the
my sister,
inviting me
present
Suffrage
briefly in
replied briefly
Suffrage Convention at Washington.
Vashington. To that letter II replied
the negative,
few statements in respect
my ideas of
negative, but made aa t`ew
respect to my

women's
women's voting.
voting. The other letter was
was just
just before her scandalous pubpubShe wrote to me
me aa whining
letter
saving that her reformatory
whining
saying
reformatory
movements had brought
brought upon
upon her such odium that she could not proprocure lodgings
cure
lodgings in New York, and that she had been turned out of the
lication.

Gilsey House,
think, and asking
a very
very significant
me in a
House, I think,
significant way
Gilsey
asking me
way to interpose
or some
To that letter I replied
replied
some other relief
relief' for hor.
her.
pose my
my influence or
very
regretted when anybody
persecution for
very briefly,
briefiy, saying
saying I regretted
anybody suffered persecution
ot' their sincere views.
the advocacy
views, but I must decline interference.
advocacy of

—

Olaftjn These are two letters,
By
letters. the signatures
signatures of which she
By Mr. (7r.Arr.rN-These
was reported
by these letters
myself. It was
reported that by
showed to Mr. Bowen and myself.
deep. I told Bowen, before
were to be sunk forty
you
you were
forty thousand fathoms deep.
I knew of
was
letters, and that was
ot' the existence of the letters,
there, that T
I went there,
made
the
journey
clear
ConnectiBowen
down
from
all
contained.
all they
Connecti<
journey
they
purpose to go
on purpose
cut on
go up
up there.
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ever meet her at Tilton's
Winslow Did you
first
By
Tilton's'? ? A. The 'first
you ever
By Mr. IVINSLOW-Did
Tilton's.
saw her was
was at Tilton's.
time I ever
ever saw
meet her there any
ever meet
time?? A. Not that I rere~
Q.
Q. Did you
any other time
you ever
If I saw
saw her I

call.

perfectly
am perfectly

am

sure
sure

that I would know it.
it.

I

remem-

remem-

well on
ber her Well
on account of the transcendent description
description I had heard of

Hooker's feelings
feelings toward her.
her,
her, and because of Mrs. Hooker's

Mrs. Hooker

as Joan of Arc would a
regarded her as
a vision of the Virgin
Virgin Mary,
Mary, and
regarded
great expectations,
when I went to see her,
saying
myher, I went with great
expectations, saying to myHere is
is this woman
self, "
"Here
woman who is lauded everywhere, and must be a
a
self,
everywhere,

power
power

head."
to rise to the head."

—

By
By

Mr. Winstow-Can
Winslow Can you
tell us
us what became of Mrs. Woodhull's
Woodhull's
you tell
letter ?
threatening
it.
A. Mr. Moulton opened
threatening letter?
opened it.
Q.
Q.

Now

as to what occurred in your
library and in his bedchamber
your library
bedchamber-

ankle,
wife's ankle,
I refer to the occasions in which he said you
you touched his wife's
a flushed face in the bedchamber of his house
and were
house??
were found with a

deny that either of these scenes
scenes ever
emphatically deny
ever occurred.
A. I do emphatically

—

one part
part of your
you say
say that in
Q. In one
By Mr. White
\Vni'r1~:-Q.
your statement you
By
Tilton, and that
many immoralities of Mr. Tilton,
December,
1870, you
December, 1870,
you heard of many
your statement you
a later part
you
a
you
part of your
you believed in their existence. In
belief that Mr. Tilton
deceived
a
into
abelief
subsequently
been
had
you
say
that
subsequently
you
say
reconcile
was
was not in fault in respect
you reconcile
respect to his moral conduct. How do you
me from
came to me
statements?? A. Because when the matter came
these two statements
was under the
Tilton's family,
through the visit of Tilton's
Bowen, and through
Mr. Bowen,
family, I was

One of the very
first things
things.
persuasion of the truth of these things.
full persuasion
very first
things
was to
to which Mr. Moulton and Mr. Tilton had addressed themselves was
Tilton's moral conduct.
disabuse my mind of this belief concerning
concerning Mr. 'I`ilton's
my

with circumstantial and
own purity
subject of his own
Tilton alluded to the subject
purity With
specially tends to convince
Moulton's
conduct
and
Moulton's
historical statements,
specially
statements,
all the allegations against
respecting such matters
me
me that all
against Mr. Tilton respecting

allegations

were
were false.
false.
Mr. Moulton or Mr. Tilton,
Tilton, or to
Q. Did you
any time to
Q.
you admit at any
any relations with Mrs. Elizaever had any
had ever
you
that
person,
other
any
you
person,
any
or said any
or with her,
her, or
any word
or ever
ever commit any
Tilton, or
beth R. Tilton,
any act to
do or say
man
man to hold,
Christian
hold,
a
a
for
say with
unfit
be
would
which
her,
to her,
do, or say
hold, do,
daugha father to hold,
say with his daughor for a
the wife of his friend,
friend, or
ever admit this in any
you ever
did you
sister-did
any form or
a brother with his sister—
ter, or
or a
ter,
words ? A. Never.
in any
any words?
any such relations,
relations, do
fact, hold any
ever, in fact,
you ever,
Tracy—
By
Q. Did you
Mr.
TRACY-Q.
By
Never.
A.
word
?
word?
any
such
utter
or
any
act, or
any
any such act,
you have alluded to one
By Mr. Cleveland—
Q. In your statement you
CLEVELAND-Q.

By
payment
$5000
payment of $5000.

your
parany other money
you furnished any
Have you
money to those par$5000.
ties
ties?? A. I have furnished at least $2000
$2000 beside the $5000
money ? A. To Mr. Moulton.
you pay
whom did you
Q. To whom.
Q.
pay that money?
partly
sums, partly
various
A.
In
?
sums
In
various
sums?
sums,
Q.
partly in cash and partly
Q.
in checks.
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checks ? A. I have several. I don't
you any
Q.
don't reQ. Have you
any of those checks?
member how many.
1na11y.
they ? A. I
I have some
\Vhere are they?
some of them here
here-one
Q.
one of'
of June
Q. Where
on the Mechanics Bank,
23,
Moulton,
23, 1871, drawn on
Bank, to the order of Frank Moulton,

—

handwriting and one
and indorsed in his
one of
of`November
November 10, 1871, payable
hishandwriting;
payable
;

Moulton, and indorsed in his handwriting;
of' Frank Moulton,
to the order of
handwriting and
;

May 29, 1872, to the order of F. D. Moulton, and also indorsed
one of May
"
in his handwriting.
of' these that are marked "
for deposit
handwriting. Each of
deposit"" across
the face have been paid.
paid.

-

you can recollect,
how much money
Q.
recollect, ho\v
Q. As nearly
nearly as you
money went into the
Moulton ? A. I should say
hands of Mr. Moulton?
S7000.
say II have paid
paid $7000.
To what use did you
was to be appropriated 'I
money was
Q. 'l`o
suppose that money
you suppose
appropriated ?
was to be appropriated
it was
A. II supposed
supposed that it
appropriated
way.
difficulties in some
some way.
from his difficulties

You did not stop
Q.
Q. You
stop to inquire
inquire how or
sent

me
me

to extricate Mr. Tilton

why?
why?

" I wish you would send
saying "I
a note saying:
you

a

:

A. Moulton sometimes
me
ine your
check," for so
your check,"

much.
usually respond
of' Mr. Moulton for money
Q.
money
Q. Did you
you usually
respond to the demands of
during those months `?? A. I always
during
always did.
you come
come to pay
Q.
$5000 in one
Q. Under what circumstances did you
pay the S5000
it was
was represented to me
me that the whole difficulty
sum ? A. Because it
sum?
represented
difliculty
by that amount of
no\v settled by
of' money,
could be now
money, which would put
put the
on a
secure footing,
& secure
footing, that they
affairs
afl`airs of the Golden Age
Age on
they would be able
going on
of them the safety
on, and that with going
on of'
safety of'
to go
of Tilton would
go right
right on,
of the whole thing.
be assured,
was
assured, and that would be the settlement of`
thing. It was
save Tilton pecuniarily.
to save
pecuniarily.
any documents shown to you
by Moulton? \Vhat
What did
Q.
Q. Were there any
you by
he show you
was the result of
of'
you before you
you made the payments
payments?? A. It was
general statements,
statements, and I finally
intimations and general
him: ""II am
am
Enally said to him
came to do it
it in this way
I came
willing
There was
was a
a dis$5000."
willing to pay
pay $5000."
way: 'l`here
:

:

Moulton was
was constantly
cussion about that paper.
advancing money,
paper.
constantly advancing
money,
'l'he paper
me. to help
help Tilton. The
paper was
was needy.
as he said to me,
evening
needy. One evening

We were
together in the back parlor,
\Ve
were alone together
parlor, and
from
a
a
Moulton took out of
of' his pocket
letter
was read to me,
It was
pocketme,
in which the writer mentioned contributions which the writer had made
of this letter had
I understood from him that the writer of'
to Theodore.
him
given
some
down
in
cash,
and
then taking
some
thousands
dollars
of
of`
cash,
given
taking out
recollected, were
were on
on bluish paper
two time checks or
or drafts which,
which, as I recolleeted,
paper
each of them
although I am
were two checks,
am not sure
sure of that. There were
checks,each
-although
amounting
it
one or
or two thousand"
thousand dollars more,
more, and I should think it
amounting to one
memory about quantities
amounted in all
all to about $?6()00,
although my
$6000, although
quantities
my memory
it produced
produced the imand figures
allowance, but it
is to be taken with great
figures is
great allowance,
thousand doltwo
or
pression
him
one
one
in
the
writer
had
given
me
that
me
pression
given
letter, it
it was
was not
lars in cash down,
explained in the letter,
down, and,
as the writer
writ-er explained
and, as

was at his house.
I was

.
---_

—
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in money
money at that time,
convenient to give
give the balance in
time, but that the
writer had drawn time drafts which would be just
just as useful to him as
is what I
I call
call
said, " That is
money, and Moulton slapped
table, and said,
slapped the table,
money,
"

"
it was."
was."
said, " Yes, it
was stupid,
I was
friendship," and I
Afterward,
stupid, and said,
friendship,"
it
in
about
the morning
Why," said
it
said
I got
when I
got home, and thinking
thinking
morning-"" \Vhy,"

—

fool!
I, " what a fool
I,
"

!

I
meant."
I never dreamed what he meant."

"
I
him and said to him, " I

willing
am willing

am

Then

I went to
I

to make a contribution and put
put the

—

like this-"
V ell,
this
said something
something like
al, he said
" That
controversy." \\
beyond a controversy."
thing beyond
thing
life."
I made in my
my life."
it would be the best investment that ever I
thought it
he thought
five thousand
a mortgage
mortgage of live
put a
savings bank and put
I
I then went to the savings
bank's lawyer
given me
by the bank's
was given
me bythe
which was
on
on my
my house. II took a.a check \vhich
la\vyer
Moulton's suggestion
it would be
suggestion that it
in the bank, and on Moulton's
put it
it in
and put
his order,
money in
order, I
in 'Live
five
I drew the money
a check drawn to his
better than to have acheck
one thousand dollar
forgotten which,
which, but
dollar bills,
bills, I
I have forgotten
hundred dollar or one
roll in
in my
my hand,
large, for
for I carried the roll
they were large,
I
hand, and these
I know that they
spoke in
in the most glowing
glowing
I gave
gave into his hands. From time to time he spoke
I

was feeding
feeding it
it out
said that he was
terms, and said
terms,

to Theodore,
Theodore, and he said that

at the time of the first
first instalment he gave
gave Theodore

$500

at once, and

it a promissory
that he had sent with it
promissory note for
for Theodore to sign,
sign, but
it,
it back to him,
him, saying
saying that he
it, and sent it
prospects in the end of paying
paying loans,
loans, and that he could not honsaw no prospects
therefore, expect
expect them, and refused to sign
orably, therefore,
sign any
any note,
note, and Moulorably,
ton laughed
laughed significantly
significantly and said that Tilton subsequently
subsequently took the
giving any
money without giving
money
any note.
you receive any
any note of security
ol' debt
security whatever,
whatever, or evidence of
Q. Did you
from Mr. Moulton,
any offer
offer to return the money
money to
Moulton, or has there been any
it was never
Nothing of the kind ; it
you ? A. Nothing
never expected
expected to be returned by
by
you?

that Theodore did not sign
sign
saw no

f

;

either party.
party.
said anything
anything
Q. Has Moulton said
tively recent period?
period? A. About
tively

to you
you about money
money in a comparacomparathe time of the publication
publication of the

Bacon letter, I think
think I
I had been given
given to understand that he had offered
if he would not publish
gold to Tilton if
$5000 in gold
letter, and that at
publish that letter,
the then stage
affairs Moulton felt
felt profoundly
profoundly that Tilton could not
stage of affairs
come out with a disclosure of all
come
this matter without leaving
all this
leaving Moulton
in an
an awkward position,
position, and that he offered $5000 in gold if
gold if Tilton would
not publish
publish that letter.
letter.

It led to some
some little
little conversation about a supsupply
I had better give
give him my
my whole fortune
ply of money,
money, and he said that I
than have Tilton go
on in his course.
go on

you had better give
Q. That you
your whole fortune to Mr. Tilton?
Tilton ?
give your
Yes,
go into this fight.
fight.
Yes, rather than have Tilton go
Q. Was that before or after the publication
letter ?
publication of the Bacon letter?
I can't
can't be certain about that,
it was
was about that time.
that, it

A.

A.

question you
matter,
Q. Did Mr. Moulton ever question
you in regard
regard to this matter,
whether you
you had ever spoken
on that to any
expressed any
any
spoken on
one, or expressed
any one,
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anxiety
A. He
it?
He did,
anxiety in your
your mind about it?
did, not many
many weeks ago,
ago,
among
the
interviews
last
interviews I had with him.
among
the publication
Q.
that Bacon letter
Q. Since the
letter?? A. Yes,
publication of that
it
Yes, I think it
was
on the Sabbath day
was on
after the appointment
Committee. I
of this
this committee.
day after
appointment of
preached
once on
on that
the afternoon
that day,
of that day he saw
on the
preached but once
afternoon of
day, and on
saw
_

day

me,
conversation "
me in
in a
a conversation:
You have never
me, and said to me
"You
never mentioned
about that five
tive thousand dollars."
I said
dollars."
said yes,
to one
one or
or two
two
to, to
yes, I had to,
persons.
to Oliver Johnson for
for one,
was saying
persons. II mentioned to
one, because he was
saying
something to me
me one
one day about what some
some of Tilton's
friends were
something
Tilton's friends
day
were
saying,
saying, and I incidentally
never repeated, I
incidentally mentioned to him,
him, which he never
repeated,
"
suppose, to anybody.
said
never admit that
"II will never
shall
suppose,
anybody. Moulton said:
that; I shall
it always."
deny
deny it
always."
you any
any objections
state what Tilton's
Q.
Tilton's friends
Q. Have you
friends were
were saying
objections to state
saying
to Oliver Johnson and others;
others
what did Oliver Johnson say
to you ?
say to
you?
A. On one
one occasion he reported
me that among
Tilton
friends of Tilton
reported to me
among the friends
he had heard reproaches
was endeavorI neither was
me, that I
reproaches made against
against me,
help
in
reputation
ing
or
to
Theodore
or
in any
help
ing
reputation
any other way,
way, and that the
expression
was this,
this, that I had been the instrument of his being
expression was
being thrown
off the track in life,
reinstate him. I replied in
life, and that I would not reinstate
replied
as reputation
reputation was
substance that so
was concerned I not only
so far
far as
only longed
longed and
tried to do what I could for
Tilton, but that his association with the
for Tilton,
Woodhull
was fatal
any head against
\Voodhull was
fatal to him,
him, and I could not make any
it.
against it.
:

:

;

;

And
And

regard to the other,
other, I said to him that I had been willing to
with regard
willing
paid $35000
$5000 to him.
that recently
recently I paid

help him materially,
materially, and
help

you see
see and have a
a conversation with Tilton soon
Q.
soon after
after the
Q. Did you
payment
morning
following
?
A.
On
Sunday
$5000
of
the
the
?
S5000
payment
Sunday morning following the paypayment of $5000,
was going
going to church in the morning,
$5000, as
ment
as I
I was
morning, I met Mr.
Tilton standing
standing right
through
arm
right opposite
opposite the house. He put
put his arm
through
mine,
walking
was
in
his
beatific
While
along
most
and
was
mood.
\Vhile
beatitic
mine,
walking along down
way of grace,
to the church he was
was talking
all the way
grace, mercy
talking all
mercy and peace
peace to
mollifying.
me,
$5000 is
is very
time. I recollect thinking
me. and at that time.
thinking that $55000
very mollifying.
any
the
Mr.
Claflin
at
note
By
Did
you
CLAFLIN-Did
time
receive
which the
any
By
you
committee have in evidence as
as follows
follows :

—

W. B.:
B.
H. W.
Grace,
Grace, mercy
mercy and peace.
peace.
Sunday
LIORNING.
SUNDAY Morning.

T.
T.
T- T-

on Sunday
He sent it
it on
A. Yes. He
wife, who had it laid
Sunday morning
morning by
by his wife,
pulpit stand.
my pulpit
on
on my
May 1,
was dated about May
Cleveland If your
By
1, 1873,
1873,
mortgage was
your mortgage
By Mr. CLEVELAND-If
was
mortgage was
course, was
was paid
money, of course,
the money,
your mortgage
paid to Mr. Moulton after your
hour I went with
Yes, sir. I did not keep
an hour;
made
made?? A. Yes,
keep the money
money an
it into
Bank, where I drew it,
it directly
it
it, and put
put it
directly from the Mechanics Bank,
and
within
a
few
hours.
same day,
Moulton's hands on
on the same
a
Moulton's
day,

—

;
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T do not know.
house'?? A. I
Q. At his house
Q.
part of
during the latter part
you have trouble with Mr. Tilton during
Q. Did you
do
not know the
A.
I
1873?
I
1873
?
of
1st
the
June,
before
month
that month;
a
him but he made a
months in which II have not had trouble with him;
on account of
May,
month
of
the
of
end
May, 1873, on
special outburst at the
;

;

special
publication
the publication

agreement which led to my
tripartite agreement
my letter to
of the tripartite

1, 1873.
Moulton, June 1,
some
Tilton refers to some
in which '1'ilton
1874, in
May 1,
1, 1874,
is a
a letter dated May
Q. Here is
receive that
you
Did you
money.
offering
your
about
of
Carpenter
money.
story
offering
your
Carpenter
story
that Mr.
knew ¬V
humbug. II þÿl§I1
It was a magnificent
sir.
letter?
A. II did, sir.
letter ?
magnificent humbug.
his
for
pockets
in
for
gold
my
pockets
gold
Tilton knew that he had been tinkling
tinkling my

for a sham
published for
to be published
months and years,
years, and he wrote that letter
and mask.
money
Carpenter's relations to the money
you understand by
What did you
Q. Vhat
by Carpenter's
Q.
was putputwas that he was
Carpenter was
of Mr. Carpenter
knowledge of'
first knowledge
matter?? A. My first
matter

My

concern him. That was
nose into this business which did not concern
ting
ting his nose
day, " What under
one day,
impression. I asked Moulton one
Moulton's impression.
also Mr. lIoulton's
"

meddling with this mathere, and meddling
Carpenter doing
is Carpenter
the sun
sun is
doing around here,
"
goodsummarily damned him and represented
ter?? " He summarily
ter
represented him as a gooddidn't he tell
tell
busybody. II suggested
well-meaning busybody.
natured and well-meaning
suggested why
why didn't
presence
him distinctly
distinctly that his presence
purposes.
some useful purposes.
serves us
us some

was not wanted.
was

" Well,
He said:
said
Vell, he
"

:

\`hen
When

going on
on in
we hear of things
things going
put Carpenter
New York,
we put
track,
place in New
any place
the clubs or any
York, we
Carpenter on the track,
all the rumors,
we use
use him to find out what we
rumors, and so we
we
and he fetches all
only did that,
get otherwise."
otherwise." And I did find that he not only
could not get
that, but
good-natured men
that Mr. Carpenter
one of those good-natured
was one
philanmen whose philanCarpenter was
trying to settle quarrels
itself in trying
difficulties by
thropy
by
quarrels and difficulties
thropy exhibited itself
everything he could hear said,
said, by,
for, or against
picking up
up everything
against a man,
man. and
picking
by, for,
parties where it
carrying it
it to the parties
it would do the most harm possible.
possible.
carrying
He was
was a kind of genial,
good-natured fool ; and in all
all this matter he has
genial, good-natured
more than a helper.
helper. He has never once
been a tool more
once done anything
anything
the
kindest way,
in
except
way, and never
never once
once done anything
anything in the whole
except
of this matter,
matter, from beginning
beginning to end,
was not a
a stupid
stupid blunder.
end, that was
my mind from the beginning
I made up
was silent to everyeveryup my
beginning that as I was
body in this matter,
him, Carpenter.
matter, II would be especially
Carpenter. I
body
especially silent to him,
recollect but one interview with him that had any
any particular
particular significance.
significance.
He
me once
He came
came to see me
once when the Council was
was in session, and our
our docusession,
ment was
was published.
published. There was a
a phrase
it that Tilton
phrase introduced into it
thought pointed
pointed to him,
him, and Tilton that night
night was
was in a bonfire dame,
flame,
thought
and walked up
and
down
the street with Moulton. I was
was in Freeland's,
Freeland's,
up
and in comes
comes Carpenter,
Carpenter, with his dark and mysterious
mysterious eyes
eyes; he sat down
on
on the sofa,
sofa, and in a kind of sepulchral
sepulchral whisper,
whisper, told me
some matf
matme of some
ters.
Says
I, " That is
all nonsense
is all
nonsense ;"" that it
it meant --, and --, and
Says I,
Carpenter was
was rejoiced
rejoiced to hear it,
it, and then went out.
On another occaCarpenter
;

;

"

;

,

,
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sion he
sion

to me, and, in
in a
a great
to
great

glow
of benevolence, said
said there
there was
glow of
and that II was
was to take the
halt' a million was
it, and half
editorship of
of it,
was to be raised
raised almost by
by the tap
tap of
of
editorship
I was
a drum.
was greatly
greatly amused, but said
said to him, gravely,
I
gravely, "Vell,
a
"Well, OarCar-

came

came

New York,

to be a
in New
a newspaper established in

if I
leave the pulpit,
I think it
pulpit, I
penter,
I should ever leave
it very
likely I
I should
penter, if
very likely
more natural to me
me than anything
into journalism.
It would be more
go into
anything
go
journalism. It
That was
else."
was the amount of
of that conversation.
else."
One other occasion

recollection of;
of, in
in April,
some recollection
was when Mr. Moulton
April, and that was
buy the Golden Age of
of Tilton, and send him to
buy
came in
in and talked with
witli me
me about it.
Carpenter came
it.
Europe,
Europe, and Carpenter

I
I have

some

foot to
had a
on foot
a plan
plan on

I
that conversation;
conversation my
distinctly that
very distinctly
my eyes
eyes were beginning
recollect very
beginning
I recollect
was beginning
tell on
My education vas
on me
me aa little,
little,
beginning to tell
My
;

to
enlightened.
to be enlightened.

Mr. Carpenter,
Carpenter, that
that is
is a
a matter
don't know but that if
nothing to do with. II don't
which II can have nothing
if Tilton
for some
family and live
his family
live there for
Europe with his
some time,
wishes to
to go
go to Europe
distinctly,
and II said
Carpenter, distinctly,
said to Mr. Carpenter,

"
•'

raise that amount of
his friends
friends would be willing
willing to raise
of money;
that his
money; but
talk with somebody
is a matter you
you must talk
me."
that is
else, and not with me."
somebody else,
his documents you
if Tilton printed
printed his
you would never
you say
say that if
Q. Did you
ascend that pulpit
pulpit again?
again? A. II never said that, and II should never
he.
talk
about the thing
man as he.
talk abort
thing with such aa weak man

Q.
came

Vho
Who

subject of
going to Europe
introduced the subject
of going
Europe when Carpenter
Carpenter

did.
you ? A. He did.
you?
you have made and the letters
letters you
you have
Q. In the statement which you
published
great agitation,
agitation, sorrow
suffering, even to
express great
sorrow and suffering,
you express
published you
anguish.
your public
you reconcile that with the tone of your
anguish. How do you
public
to see

ministration, and with the declarations of peace
ministration.
peace and trust which have
fallen
fallen from you
in the lecture-room?
lecture-room ?
you from time to time in
in the same way
explain it
A. II explain
it precisely
I do the words of Paul,
precisely in
way as I

who said
said that he died deaths daily,
daily, that he
offscouring of the
lie was the otfscouring

—

—

all the churches-and
all this
this burden
the care of all
churches and yet,
yet, with all
most
transcendent
he
as
in
on his mind,
described
himself
living
the
in
mind,
living
religious peace
literature.
peace and joy
on record in
in human literature.
religious
joy that stands on
me
"Godly
'l`he
sorrow worketh joy."
The first
first effect
effect of these troubles to me
joy."
"Godly sorrow
in them even
even
was most anguishful
lay in
anguishful and depressing,
depressing, and oftentimes II lay
as a ship heaves on
no
can make no
on the sea in times of calm, when she can
ship

earth having
earth-having
on

a little
little came
lie still.
still. But after a
progress,
came
progress, and yet
yet cannot lie
was
lifted
and by
mind
was lifted
the
my
of
the
Ghost
power
Holy
my
by
power
Holy
man
things,
is my
myself, "It
"It is
things, and II said to myself,
my business as a man
to live
live the doctrines I
preaching."
I have been preaching."

I have
I

the reaction,
above these
and minister

telling
always been telling
always

up under
men how to bear up
telling men
people how to manage
sorrow, and telling
people
manage sorrow.
sit down.
flinch, whine or sit
their troubles.
troubles. II determined that II would not tlinch,
on me.
me.
I would stand up,
up, and I did not care how much the Lord piled
piled on
if I rose
I believed he would not put,
more than I could hear, if
put on
on me
me more
to

V

it, and
it,

I went
I
offered, and I
it offered,
I took work whenever it

through
through

the work
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and grew
it, and at intervals
intervals had experiences
grew strong
of peace,
peace, and
strong under it,
experiences of
I had never known before
resignation, and of divine comfort which I
of resignation,
life. And, in
of all
in all
all my
in the retrospect
retrospect of
all this
this trouble, I
I can say
in
truly
my life.
say truly
that I
I

am

am

capable of interpreting
better capable
VVord of
of God
interpreting the comfort of the Word

sorrowing heart than ever II should have been
to the sorrowing

if I had not passed
ifI
passed
I
this discipline.
discipline.
I have lost
lost children;
children I
through
I have lost
lost brothers;
brothers I
through this
I
many friends
friends who have died,
died, and some
have had many
some who would not die,
die,
I have never been more
all this
this I
yet under all
and yet
more sustained than
than II have
;

;

this.
in
in this.

Notwithstanding your
great suffering
suffering during
Q. Notwithstanding
last four
four years,
years,
your great
during the last
do you
feel that your
you feel
for labor and usefulness are imor powers
powers for
your health or
I work because I
I like
I worked because my
paired ? A. I
like to work.
I
paired?
my
Whole
saying to me,
whole soul was
was saying
me, "" G0
Go forward and preach."
I never
preach." I
measured how long
I never
long the shadow was of my
life.
I
never put
put a question
question
my life.
myself once
once whether II was higher
to myself
higher or lower than other Christian
To be called the first
iirst preacher
in America or the world is
is
preacher in
me.
I
throwing a
a shadow at me.
only throwing
I have but one
one feeling
feeling about this,
this, and
only
that is,
is, just
just as long
particle of strength,
live, every
every particle
strength, and iinaginaf
imaginalong as II live,
tion,
body and soul,
my country
country
tion, and feeling,
soul, II give
feeling, and reason, and body
give to my

ministers.

and to my
I have. II never
is all
my kind, and that is
all the ambition I
never had better
health than II have to-day.
today. II do not think the machinery
machinery is
is worn
worn out
shall do again
in
again what II did in
yet,
propose to be idle,
idle, and II shall
yet, and II do not propose

the beginning
life.
my life.
beginning of my

for permission
anybody for
anybody
permission
The channels II am
am working
working
fifteen years
to work fifteen
years yet.
yet.

I
I never asked

now.
work
anybody now.
shall not ask anybody
work; II shall
How here or there,
propose
may
there, but I propose
may flow
;

to

in

Mr. Beecher's
was received as conclusive.
Beecher's statement was
truthfulness, and was
stamp of truthfulness,
It bore in
every line the stamp
in every
the
more reputable
reputable porand
by
porpublic
the
regarded
by
regarded by
public
by

himself but as
tion of the press
press as not only
vindicating himself
only vindicating
and
Moulton.
Tilton
The
demolishing
completely
completely demolishing
is shown in the following
following
press is
general sentiment of the press
general

editorial from the
editorial

New
Mm York

Wiburw
Tribwie of August
August I4
14

::

this
we print
Mr. Beecher has spoken.
print this
spoken. If the statement we
time
reasonable
within
a
to
the
world
had
given
been
morning
given
morning
now be dead.
charges, the scandal would now
after
after Mr. Tilton's
Tilton's charges,
growth imkilling the poisonous
poisonous growth
Delay has made the task of killing
Delay

measurably harder;
harder
measurably

;

but

still
we believe that candid readers will still

we

recital with the conviction that
nervous recital
rise from Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's nervous
rise

he has been the victim ofa
of a monstrous conspiracy.
conspiracy.
20
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case against
against Mr. Beecher rested
The case
rested-

mainly, On
On his
First and mainly,

own

own

letters ,;

;
Second,
Tilton's confessions ,Seconcl, On Mrs. Tilton's
Third,
On
Moul
ton's
private
declarations
Mr.
lIoulton's
pastor
that the pastor
T/zird,
private

had confessedithe
confessed the crime to him;
him ; and
Fourth,
Tilton's claim that he had likewise confessed
Fouiyfh, On Mr. Tilton's
it to him.
it

grounds for believing
If the first
first of these grounds
believing the monstrous
charge could be removed,
removed, the rest would not support
support it.
it.
The
charge
worthless, because Mrs. Tilton had retracted and
was worthless,
second was

judge most prejudiced
explained to such an
an extent that even
even the
thejudge
prejudiced
explained
against Mr. Beecher could go
go no
no further than to hold her testiagainst
weight on
worthmony
no 'weight
was nearly
on either side.
The third was
nearly wo1'thmony of no
reason of Mr. iIoulton's
Moulton's extraordinary
extraordinary conduct and
by reason
less by
general
character
is
but it
it is
general character;
;

now utterly
by the proutterly demolished by
proexplicitly
admitting
letters,
letters, explicitly- admitting

now

Moulton's
duction of one
one of Mr. Moulton's

might be published
case might
that the whole case
published to the world the next
day,
day, and Mr. Beecher could stand.

from the

And

the fourth has not,
not,

by uiiprejudiced
unprejudiced people
first, been regarded
regarded by
people

first,

as
as

any
of any

exposure will seem
seem contemptible.
value,
value, and after Mr. Beecher's exposure
contemptible.
on
case then rests solely
Beecher's
own
The case
on
Mr.
Beecher's
own letters.
Does
solely

he explain
explain them?

He certainly
He
certainly shows that they
they have been

strously garbled.
garbled.
strously

that in which he speaks
speaks of
The long
letter-that
long letter

mon-

mon-

—

sharp and ragged
living
on the sharp
ragged edge
edge of anxiety,
anxiety, remorse,
remorse, fear
living on
despair
proves to have been nearly
and despair-proves
nearly four times as long
long as

—

Tilton, seems
given by
by Mr. Tilton,
the part
seems thoroughly consistent with
part given

thoroughly

explanations, and in several points
Mr. Beecher's
points quite
Beecher's explanations,
quite inconguilt.
sistent with the idea of his guilt.
The confession itself
itself was
was
or read by
by him,
him, some
were
some of the sentences in it
it were
never
never written or
him, and it
it wholly related to his mental disnever
never uttered by
by him,
wholly
finding
himself,
as
he
thought,
some way
responsible
way responsible
tress at finding himself,
thought, in some
for Tilton's
Tilton's business and social ruin. For the rest,
rest, the detailed
dealings with Tilton and Moulton
Moul ton furnishes a peraccount of his dealings
per-

of apoplexy, especially
explanation. The fear ofapoplexy,
especially under

fectly natural explanation.

fectly

probable death,
death,
mental trouble,
trouble, accounts for the allusions to his probable
like
preaching
sermon,
the
never
and
expectation
of
never
another
like;
sermon,
preaching
expectation
paid seven
seven thousand dollars to
and the admission that he has paid
andthe

:

scsixniu..
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Tilton,

Tilton, and only
only stopped
stopped when

tive
five

little
manded (though
(though given
given with too little
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thousand more
more were
were de-

detail),

detail), seems to

throw a

flood of light
this
on some of'
of the motives that have led to this
light on
`

shocking
business.
shocking business.
will measurably
clear away
The statement will
measurably clear
away the clouds that
have been dark and thick about Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's name.
If it
it had
in all
sooner, it
it would,
would, in
all probability,
come sooner,
probability, have ended the scandal.
For that we
we must look now
now to the cross-examination, which cancancross-examination,
not yet
collateral proofs,
yet be weighed,
proofs, and to the calm and late
late
weighed, to collateral
in such cases,
judgment
exacting in
cases, but generpeople always
always exacting
judgment of a people
generin the end to bejust.
ally sure in
be just.
will probably
They will
his
probably regard
ally
They
regard his

unwise, his
his friendships
unworthy, his
his heated lanunwise,
friendships as unworthy,
in
critical
moments
guage
in
critical
and
his
as
unsafe,
his
course
through tl1e
the
unsafe,
guage
through
miserable' business as weak,
whole miserable
weak, but not wicked.

course as

XXIV.
MR. MOULTONS
MOULTON'S FIRST STATEMENT.

Beecher's statement and the
THE
publication of Mr. Beecher's
The publication
report
report

his cross-examination by
by the committee placed
placed
of his

false friend and a
position of a
a false
a party
party
Mr. Moulton in the position
to a
To relieve himself from the
conspiracy.
a shameful conspiracy.

odium of these charges,
published, on
on the 21st of
charges, he published,

August,
August,
to have

statement, which he is
is said
his first
first important
important statement,

prepared with
prepared

the aid of Judge
Judge Morris and

General B. F. Butler,
only sought
Butler, in which he not only
sought to
vindicate himself but endeavored to crush Beecher as a

means

means

to that end.

to the committee,
committee, but

was not presented
His statement was
presented
was addressed to the public
direct.
public direct.

was

Mr. Moulton gives
reasons for this course in the
gives his reasons
"
To the Public,"
Public," which precedes
letter addressed "
precedes his

statement.

These documents are as follows;
follows
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THE PUBLIC:
To the
Public:

party almost accidentally
I became a party
unhappy controaccidentally in the unhappy
versy between Mr. Beecher and Mr. Tilton.
a
I had been a
versy
friend of Mr. Tilton since my
my boyhood,
boyhood, and for Mr. Beecher I

always entertained the warmest admiration.
had always
learned, for the first
In 1870 I learned,
first time,
time, that Mr. Beecher had
so grave
given l[r.
Mr. Tilton so
cause of ofience
that, if
the truth
ifthe
a cause
offence that,
grave a
given
public, a
n great national calamity would ensue.
ensue.
should be made public,
great
calamity

very
I believed that the scandal would tend to undermine the very
social order,
foundations of social
beneficent power
lay low a bcneficcnt
fbundations
order, to lay
power for
country, and blast the prospects
in our country,
good in
prospects and blight
good
blight the
of
rising
of'
the rising
one
of
the
most
promising
of
brilliant
family
one ofthe
and
promising
fhmily
generation.
still
it and still
the generation.
disaster
men of
as I deemed it
men
ofthe
This disaster-as
to
try
and
it-I
determined
regard
it
I
avert.
try
regard
For nearly
nearly four years
years I have labored most assiduously
assiduously to

—

—
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consequences of their acts,
men from the consequences
acts,

men

—

whether of'
of unwisdoln
acts which have already
already
unwisdom or
passion
or passion-acts
seriously involved them in a
a needless and disastrous quarrel,
seriously
quarrel,

which is
pretext of'
pouring on
on the community
of pouring
is made the pretext
community aa flood
own families,
families, and
own

of impurity
impurity and scandal deeply
affecting their
deeply affecting

its vorvorthreatening
if not stilled,
stilled, to draw into its
threatening like aa whirlpool,
whirlpool, if'

tex the peace
of mind
peace of'

More than

good repute
repute of'
of a
a host of
of' others.
and good
" transgression of
of the "transgression
of'
that, because ofthe
saw that,
I saw

all,
a load of
another," innocent children would he
be burdened with a
another,"
on their
obloquy which would weigh
heavily and cruelly
weigh most heavily
cruelly on
obloquy
all,

young lives.
young
All these considerations determined

an active part
part
me to take an

me

in the transactions which have since become so
so notorious.

This decision involved

me

me

in

anxiety and labor,
labor, for
great anxiety
great

which the hope
hope of
saving these interests could bc
my only
combe my
of' saving
only coinpensation.
that
reward
has
me,
now
failed
Even
and
instead
now failed
pensation.
me,
of it
it an attempt is
of'
of the shame
part of'
a part
on me
me a
attempt is made to throw on
disgrace which belongs
and disgrace
belongs to the actors alone.
of them,
them, whom I have zealously
One of`
endeavored to serve,
serve,
zealously eudeavored

has

seen

fit,
fit,

all the power of'
with all
power of his vast influence and
to visit
on me
visit on
me the penalties
penalties of his

writer,
matchless art as a writer,

—

own wrong-doing--at
wrong-doing at the same
same time publicly appealing to me
me
publicly appealing
make known the truth,
truth, as if
if it
it would justify
his
attack
justify
on me
on
mel
own

to

I feel
feel that the failure
failure of my
my exertions has not been owing
owing to
I worked faithfully
faithfully and sincerely, under
sincerely,
the almost daily
daily advice and direction of Mr. Beecher, with his

any fault of
of' mine.
any

Beecher,
and beaming
gratitude, until,
until, as
approbation,
beaming gratitude,
I think,
think, in an
an evil hour for him,
him, he took other advisers. I have
failed
now, strangely
strangely enough,
enough, he seems
failed; and now,
seems to desire to punish
punish
me
me for the sad
sad consequences
consequences of the folly,
folly, insincerity and wicliwick-

fullest
fullest approbation, confidence

;

insincerity

edness ot`
of his
his present
present counsellors.
Mr. Beecher,
in his
his statement,
statement, testifies
testifies that he brought on
this
Beecher, in
brought on this
investigation
knowledge or advice.
investigation without my
my knowledge

Even while mourning
mourning what seemed to me
me the utter unwisdom
of this
this proceeding,
proceeding, I have done all
all I could honorably do to
honorably
avert the catastrophe.
saw with
catastrophe. I have kept silent, although I saw

kept silent, although
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sorrow
sorrow

that this
this silence was
was deeply injuring the friend of my
deeply injuring
my

boyhood.
boyhood.

—

Prompted
duty not
Prompted by
by a sense of duty-not

—

to one
one only,
all the
only, but to all

parties
I denied the united and public
involved-I
parties involved
public appeals
appeals made
to

me
me by Mr. Beecher and Mr.
by

in

my possession
partly
my
possession-partly

—

Tilton to produce
produce the evidence

because II felt
felt that the injury
injury thereby
thereby

less calamitous than the destruction
done to Mr. Tilton was
was far less

which must come
all the interests I had for years
come on
on all
years tried to
conserve,
and
especially
Mr.
Beecher
himself,
on
if I should
lIr.
on
conserve,
himself, if
especially

comply
comply
_

with this
this request.
request.
But I stated clearly
clearly that in one
one emergency I should speak
emergency
speak-

namely,
in defence of my
own integrity
integrity of action,
if it
it should
namely, in
action, if
my own
be wantonly
wantonly assailed.
left Mr. Beecher untrammelled by the facts
I left
facts in my
by
my hands to
defend himself,
necessity of attacking
me.
me.
himself, without the necessity
attacking

By
By

of Mr. Beecher affecting
affecting my
my
the published
published accusations -of
the
advice
own self-respect,
friends,
and
of
public
own
friends,
self-respect,
public

my
character, my
character,

imperative that "the
it imperative
"the truth,
truth, the whole truth,
truth, and
justice make it
w
now
fully
should now be fully declared.
nothing but the truth
nothing
public, therefore,
therefore, the statement I had prepared
I give
give to the public,
prepared
bring before the committee,
committee, without the alteration or addition
to bring
of a sentence and scarcely
scarcely a
word certainly without the change
ofa
a. word-certainly
change
syllable
Beecher's statement
of a
a single
since
—
single syllable-since I read Mr. Beecher's

justice

"

—

and evidence,
evidence, or because of it.
it.
it in
This paper
paper I withheld from the committee when before it
of
earnest
solicitation
effort
for
the
peace,
last despairing
effort
at
despairing
peace,
also
some of Mr. Beecher's
of
some
friends, and with the approval
Beecher's friends,
approval
a
a

some of the most valued of my
own.
my own.

some

now
committee, but to the public,
now give it
to the committee,
give it to
public, beprincipals
production concerns myself
myself rather than the
production
the principals
strife.
It is
against public
my own
own protection
protection against
strife.
is made for my
public

I do not
cause its
its
cause
in the

accusations,
controversy.
accusations, and not to aid either party
party to the controversy.

For the needless and cruel necessity
necessity that now
so imperatively
now so
imperatively
for
profound
its production
the
most
compels
I
its
have
production
profound grief
grief-for
compels

—

namely, that the discloa single
single alleviation,
is but a
which there is
alleviation, namely,
more harm to
can scarcely
sure of the facts at this time can
sure
scarcely work more
first tried to befriend by withholding
him whom I at first
by withholding them from

1
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in January,
the
they would have caused
caused him in
than they
January, 1871,
public than
the public
1871,
the public
public most assuredly
assuredly would
for my
but for
when, but
interference, the
my interference,
the whole truth.
truth.
have been
in possession
possession of
of the
put in
been put
This publication,
forces me,
publication, to
to which Mr. Beecher forces
me, renders
renders
four years
constant and sincere
fruitless
of constant
sincere eiforts
efforts to
years of
fruitless four
to save him.
the same
It
in almost the
same position
leaves him and Mrs. Tilton in
It leaves
in
position in
their own
far as
them, excepting
excepting in
in so
so far
as their
which I
I found them,
own late
late disindisinin
untruthfulness
their
statements
untruthfulness
in
solemn
their
genuous
may
genuous
may lower
the
of
the
them in
estimation
world.
in the estimation of the world.
I reserve to
the right
to review the
to myself
I
right hereafter
hereafter to
the statestatemyself the
ments of
of

Mr. Beecher in
the facts
in contrast with thefacts as shown by
the
by the

others which I
documents herewith subjoined
at my
I have at
my
subjoined and others
which
not
to
be
hand-the
did
of
seem
to
hand
the production
necessary
production
necessary

—

until
until

published evidence of
of the
the published
some portion
portion ot'
of Mr. Beecher

contradiction.
demanded contradiction.
FRANCIS D. BIOULTON.
Francis
Moulton.

(Signed)
(Signed)

STATEMENT
STATEMENT OF FRANCIS D. MOULTON.

—

rm: Committee
COMMITTEE z-I
I need not repeat
G1=:NrL1-:MEN
my great,
of the
Gentlemen or
repeat to you
you my
great.
feel obliged
and, with the
very
obliged to answer your
your invitation and,
great sorrow to feel
very great
you the exact facts
put before you
facts which have
parties, to put
of the parties,
permission of
permission
knowledge in
my knowledge
in the unhappy
come to my
unhappy affair
or come
affair
to me
me or
been committed to
:

I shall
shall use no
doing I
no words of characterizaso doing
under investigation.
investigation. In so
of
the
or
of
parties,
inculpation
nor shall
shall I
attempt
I attempt
ofthem
of
tion of any
or
of
them
parties, nor
inculpation
any
exactly state the fact,
necessary to exactly
leavfact, leavto ascribe motives, save when necessary
intering the occurrences, their acts of omission and commission, to be intering
or narrative I,
themselves. In giving
I, of course,
giving conversations or
will attempt
first, and will
attempt
give only
in most cases give
can in
only the substance of the first,
upon my
they so impressed
to give
impressed themselves upon
my mind
only when they
give words only
latter only
seems to
in my
memory, and of the latter
as to remain in
only so much as seems
my memory,

by
preted by
preted

me

material.
in the kindintimately, in
I
I have known Mr. Theodore Tilton since 1850 intimately,
I
I have known Rev.
friendship.
social and personal friendship.
est relations of social

me

personal

acquaintance
an acquaintance
casually as an
Henry
Henry Ward Beecher since 1869, and then casually
beginning of the
up to the beginning
upon his ministrations up
and an
an attendant upon
speak.
shall speak.
I shall
occurrences of which I
on the
Independent, on
valedictory, as editor of the Independent,
Tilton's valedictory,
Seeing Mr. Tilton's
Seeing
differences
I inferred that there had been some diiferences
22d of December, 1870, I
learning
between himself and Mr. Henry
proprietor, but learning
Henry C. Bowen, the proprietor,
editor
and
journal
that
contributor
to
retained
as
had
been
that Tilton
journal

C
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supposed
also proprietor,
proprietor, I supposed
was also
of the Brooklyn
Union, of which Bowen was
Brooklyn Union,
time,
Up to that time,
personal or unkind. Up
were not personal
that the differences were
seen
Tilton's house, and had seen
although II had been a frequent
frequent visitor at '1'ilton's

although

phases of social intercourse, II had
all the phases
himself and Mrs. Tilton under all
disagreement or unkindness
slightest disagreement
never heard or known of the slightest
were
existing between them, but had believed their marital relations were

existing

day of December, 1870,
On the 26th day
an interview with Mr.
he
came home from an
came
at
'[`ilton's
Tilton's
Mr.
being
house,
home
being
just
manner that he had just
some excitement of manner
me with some
Bowen, and told me
had
Bowen
interview
in
that
and
that
Bowen,
with
a
had a conference
Beecher, and had challenged
against Beecher,
challenged him
made certain accusations against
pleasant.
almost exceptionally
exceptionally pleasant.

(Tilton),
(Tilton),

open letter, which
public, to write an open
duty to the public,
a matter of duty
as a
draft,
original draft,
me the original
Beecher, of which he showed me
to take to Beecher,

was
Bowen was

is as follows
which is

::

—

"A."]
DRAFT MARKED "A/']
[FIRST DRAFT-~MARKED
[FIRST

1870— Brooklyn.
December 26, 1870-Baooxnxrr.
Bi~n~:cnr-:nz:
IVARD Beecher
HENRY
Henry Ward
explicitly understand,
you explicitly
reasons which you
that, for the reasons
SIR :-I
Sir
:— I demand that,
Church, and
Plymouth Church,
immediately cease from the ministry
you
ministry of Plymouth
you immediately
a residence.
Brooklyn as a
city of Brooklyn
that you
you quit
quit the city
Tilton.
Tni-zonons
Theodore TILTON.
(Signed)
(Signed)

" for reasons which you
explicitly
you explicitly
Tilton explained
explained that the words "for
request of Bowen, and he further
were interlined at the request
understand " were
prepared to believe his charges
was prepared
stated that he told Bowen that he was
charges
"

Surprised
improper advances to Mrs. Tilton. Surprised
because Beecher had made improper
"
can't
me I can't
Don't ask me;
replied, " Don't
Vhat`Z"
? " when he replied,
at this,
him, " What
this, II asked him,
"
possible you
yon could have been so foolish as
it possible
you." I then said, " Is it
tell you."
tell
Bowen's assertion,
to sign that letter on the strength
assertion, and not have
strength of Bowen's
"

;

sign
Bowen sign
sign

He

was to carry
carry it
say, he was
it to Beecher?"
it
it too,
too, although,
you say,
although, as you
me his word that he would sustain the
gave me
answered, " Mr. Bowen gave
"

prove them whenever called upon."
upon."
charges,
charges, and adduce the evidence to prove
" I fear that you will iind
find yourself
yourself mistaken. Has the letter
I said,
said, "I
you
" Bowen said he would take it
answered, "Bowen
it immediately."
immediately." I
gone '?Z " He answered,
gone
afterwards learned from Beecher that Bowen had done so,
so, because on
on
"

January following
1st of January
gave me
received, as
the lst
me the copy
copy he received,
following Beecher gave
by a memorandum made at the time on
envelope, and II find
I find by
on the envelope,
original draft was
was
by a later memorandum on
on the envelope
envelope that the original
by
given to me
me by
same month. I insert here the
on the 5th of the same
by Tilton on
given
following
stated, made at the time,
time,
following memorandum of the facts above stated,
the
when
it
was
giving
hour
it
made
:
was
giving
:

Brooklyn.
26, 1870.
BROOKLYN. December 26,
a note to Mr.
to-day that
tha,t he had sent a
me to-day
Theodore Tilton informed me
demanding that he,
he,
bearer. demanding
was the bearer,
Beecher, of which Mr. H. C. Bowen was
Beecher,
Brooklyn.
city of Brooklyn.
quit the city
Beecher, should retire from his pulpit
Beecher,
pulpit and quit

:
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one.
H. C.
C. Bowen knew the contents of
of it,
it, and
in this
this demand.
said
said that he, Bowen, would sustain Tilton in
3.45 P.
p. M.
m.

letter was an
an open
The letter
open

called on me
at my
after that Mr. Tilton called
me at
In aa day
my house and
day or two after
said
call on
was going
said that he had sent word to Bowen that he was
going to call
halt' an hour, or shortly;
up into the
that Bowen came up
Beecher within half
shortly
oiiice
great anger,
anger, and told
told him if
if he should say
office with great
say to Beecher what
;

he,
he,

his (Beecher's)
Bowen, had told
told him concerning
(Beeeher's) adulteries,
adulteries, he would
concerning his

dismiss him from the Independent
Independent and the Union.

told him that
Tilton told

he had never
never been influenced by
by threats, and he would not be in
in the

present
present

case, and he
case,

What

letter of dismissal.
Bowen's letter
dismissal.
subsequently
subsequently received Bowen's

those charges
will apoear
were and the account of the interview will
charges were
appear

in the following
in
letter, addressed to Bowen
following letter,

by
bearing date the
by Tilton, bearing

in
1st of January,
January, 1871, which also gives
gives in substance and in

what Tilton had said

to

me
me

more detail

in the two conversations which I
I have

mentioned:
mentioned

TILTON TO BOWEN.
Brooklyn,
1, 1871.
BROOKLYN, January
January 1,
Bowen :
C. Bowan:
SIR:-I
Sir
I received last evening
your sudden notices breaking
my two
breaking my
evening your
contracts-one
contracts
one with the Independent,
Independent, the other with the Brooklyn
Brooklyn
HENRY
Mn. Henry
Mr.
:

—

—

Union.

With reference to this
this act of yours
will make a plain
yours II will
plain statement of
ffacts.
acts.
I recollect aright)
(if I
It was during
early part
part of the rebellion (if
aright)
during the early
me that the Rev. Henry
Vard Beecher had
Henry Ward
when you
you first
first intimated to me
if you
committed acts of adultery
which, if
him, he
adultery for which,
you should expose
expose him,
would be driven from his pulpit.
referyour referpulpit. From that time onward your
ences
always accompanied
accompanied with the
ences to this subject
subject were frequent,
frequent, and always
exhibition of a
injury to your
a deep-seated
your heart.
deep-seated injury
letter which you
In a letter
me from Woodstock,
Voodstock, June 16,
you addressed to me
"I
feel that I must
said: "
I sometimes feel
you said
1863, referring
referring to this subject,
subject, you
silence, that I
I must no
no longer
suffer as a dumb man,
break silence.
longer suffer
man., and be made
to bear a
me would make a
a.
a load ofgrief
of grief most unjustly.
unjustly. One word from me
revolution throughout
said
'revolution
and you
know
Christendom, I had almost said-and
throughout Christendom,
you knofco
'it
it.
You have just
just a little
little of the evidence from the great
great volume
in my
possession.
solemnly
am not pursuing
I am
my possession
phantom, but solemnly
pursuing aa phantom,
brooding over an awful reality."
reality."
brooding
The underscorings
Subsequently
underscorings in this extract are your
your own.
Subsequently to the
date of this letter,
letter, and at frequent
till now,
now. you
t`rom then till
frequent intervals from
you
have repeated
moment expel
repeated the statement that you
you could at any
expel Henry
Henry
any moment
Ward Beecher from Brooklyn.
Vard
Brooklyn. You have reiterated the same
same thing
thing not
only to me
me but to others.
only
Moreover, during
year just
just closed your
your allusions to the subject
subject
Moreover,
during the year
were uttered with mo1'e
were
more feeling
heretofore, and were not unfrefeeling than heretofore,
quently
coupled with your
quently coupled
your empnatic
emphatic declaration that Mr. Beecher ought
ought
not to be allowed to occupy
public position
occupy a public
position as a Christian preacher
preacher
and teacher.
On the 26th of December, 1870,
house, at
an interview in your
1870, at an
your house,
which Mr. Oliver Johnson and I were
were present,
inspoke freely
present, you
freely and inyou spoke
:

—

.
.
....
.

...

....
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among the families
visitor among
to a
a woman,
woman, now
now aa widow,
widow,
husband's death you
whose husband's
was hastened by
by his knowledge
you had no
knowledge
no doubt was
that Mr. Beecher had maintained vith
with her an
an improper
improper intimacy.
intimacy. You
You
your knowledge
knowledge of several other eases
cases of Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's adulavowed your
teries.
Moreover, as
as il'
if to leave no
on the mind of either Mr.
no doubt on
Moreover,
Johnson or myself,
you
myself, you
you informed us that Mr. Beecher had made to you
guilt, and had with tears implored
implored your
forgiveness.
a confession of his guilt,
your forgiveness.
a
After Mr. Johnson retired from this interview,
interview, you
3-011 related to me
me the
case of a woman
woman whom
whom you
(as nearly
nearly as
can recall your
your words)
words)
you said (as
as I can
that
t at
During
you were
were full
anger towards Mr.
your recital of the tale you
full of anger
During your
lie ought
ought not to remain
You said,
Beecher.
said, with terrible emphasis,
emphasis, that he
longer in his pulpit.
pulpit. You
immediately suggested
suggested that a
a demand
a week longer
You immediately
a
should be made upon
quit his sacred ollice.
office.
You volunteered to
upon him to quit
an open
letter, which you
open letter,
you
bear to him such a
a demand in the form of an
hand and you
pledged yourself
yourself to
present to him with your
your own
own hand;
you pledged
would present
make namely, that he
sustain the demand which this letter should make-namely,
immediately cease
reasons which he explicitly
explicitly knew,
knew, immediately
cease from
should, for reasons
ministry of Plymouth
Plymouth Church and retire from Brooklyn.
Brooklyn.
his ministry
phrase ""for
The first draft of the letter did not contain the phrase
for reasons
explicitly knew," and these words (or
which l;c
(or words to this effect)
effect)
he explicitly
were
incorporated in a
a second,
You urged
urged furthermore
were incorporated
second, at your
your motion. You
(and very
emphatically) that the letter should demand not only
only Mr.
(and
very emphatically)
pulpit, but cessation of his writing
Beecher's abdication of his pulpit.
writing for the
Beechc-r's
a
Christian Union,
point
you were
Ch1~istz'an
on which you
were overruled.
This letter
Union, a
point on
you presented
Shortly after
you
presented to Mr. Beecher at Mr. Freeland's house. Shortly
presentation you
you sought
sought an
me in the editorial office
its presentation
an interview with me
Brooklyn Ulli07l,(1llI`l!lg
which, with unaccountable emotion in
Union, during which,
of the Brooklyn
your manner,
rage, you
you threatened with a loud
manner, jour
your
your face livid with rage,
voice that if
if I
ever should inform Mr. Beecher of the statements which
I ever
you had made concerning
adultery, or should compel
you to adduce
concerning his adultery,
compel you
you
the evidence on
you agreed
on which you
agreed to sustain the demand for Mr.
Beecher's withdrawal from Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, you
you would immediately
Beecher's
deprive
immediately deprive
me
me of my engagement to write for the Independent and to edit the
my engagement
Independent
Brooklyn Union,
Union, and that in case
case I should ever
ever attempt
Brooklyn
attempt to enter the
offices of those journals
journals you
ejected by
by force. II told
oliices
me ejected
you would have me
according to the
you that I should inform Mr. Beecher or anybody
anybody else,
else, according
you
employer.
of my judgment,
my employer.
uninfluenced by
by any
any threat from my
dictate ofmy
judgment, uniniiuenced
You then excitedly
excitedly retired from my
Hardly had your
Hardly
your violent
my presence.
presence.
words ceased ringing
ringing in my
your summary
summary notices
my ears,
ears, when II received your
breaking my
Brooklyn Union.
Independent and the Brooklyn
breaking
my contracts with the Independent
surprise and
To the foregoing
my surprise
facts, I
I have only
foregoing narrative of facts,
only to add my
regret
been,
by your
act, of what has been,
your own
own act,
regret at the sudden interruption,
interruption, by
on my
a faithful friendship
years.
on
my part
you, 9.
part towards you,
friendship of fifteen years.
Truly yours,
yours,
Truly
Tilton.
(Signed)
Theodore T1L'roN.
Tusonoau
(Signed)
against Mr. Beecher as an
dignantly against
an unsafe
dignantly
congregation. You alluded by
name
by name
of his congregation.

clgse

.
_

.
.

.
.

;

—

In this letter II have omitted the sentence quoted
quoted as the words of Mr.
"

that
after the Words,
words, that"words, " as nearly
your words,
can recall your
nearly as I can
something
desiring to say
say that it
simply desiring
it contained a
a charge
charge of a rape,
rape, or something
simply
ravishment, of a woman
very
woman other than Mrs. Tilton,
Tilton, told
very nearly
nearly like ravishment,
the
if desired,
record,
but,
if
spread upon
the
in words that are unfit to be spread
but,
desired,
record,
upon
inspection of the committee.
original is
is for the inspection
original

Bewen,
Bowen,

"

:
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of the
evening, the 30th of December, being
On Friday
being the night
night of
Friday evening,
prayer-meeting, 'I'ilton
Tilton came
came to me
me and said, in subPlymouth Church prayer-meeting,
Plymouth
his wife's
in
wife's request
Beecher, in
stance, that by
request he had determined to see Beecher,
by his

a coniession
confession of his wife of the intercourse
order to show to Beecher a
(Tilton) had never up
between them, which he (Tilton)
up to that time mentioned
fact of the confession,
confession, of which his wife had
to him (Beecher),
(Beecher), and the fact
told him that she had never told Beecher,
Beecher, although
although her confession had
in
been made in
previous
in
writing,
which
writing
(Tilton) had
in July
writing,
July previous
writing he (Tilton)
afterwards destroyed;
that, if
destroyed but that his wife, fearing
if the Bowen accufearing that,
;

were made public,
sations against
against Beecher were
public, the whole matter would be
known and her own
own conduct with Beecher become exposed,
exposed, had renewed
in her own
own handwriting,
me to read,
her confession in
read,
handwriting, which he handed to me
which was
first knowledge
knowledge II had of its
was the lirst
its existence.
tell
Tilton did not tell

once
once

me how
me

his wife

came

came

to make the confession in
in

may state here,
Indeed, II may
here,
for
asking confessions of the acts of all
for all,
all
all, that II refrained from asking

July, nor
nor
July,

did I
ask.
I at that time or ever after ask.

the parties
parties further than they
they chose to make them to

me voluntarily
me
voluntarily

for
for

for which I
was acting.
acting.
the purpose
I was
purpose for
Tilton wanted me
me to go
go down and ask Beecher to

come
come up
up and see
him at my
I said to Mr. Beecher,
house, which I did.
did.
I
Beecher, " Mr. Tilton
my house,
wants you
come and see him at my
my house immediately."
asked:
you to coine
immediately." He asked
"
" He wants to make some
"IVhat
II replied:
"He
some statement to you
What for?"
for ? "
replied
you
"

:

in reference to your
your relations with his family."
family."
one
one

He

in the back room
room to go
say that he
in
go down and say

then called to some
some

should not be at the

we went out together.
prayer-meeting, and we
prayer-meeting,
together.
It was
was storming
remarked: "There
"There is
is an
an approapprotime, when he remarked
storming at the time,
priateness
storm," and asked me,
"What can II do
do?? What
Vhat can
me, "W11at
priateness in this storm,"
:

I said,
am not a Christian,
I
if you
said, " Mr. Beecher,
you wish I
Beecher, II am
Christian, but if
will show you
you how well a heathen can
can serve you."
you." VVe then
my
then went to my
house,
over the parlor,
house, and I showed him into the chamber over
parlor, where Mr.
I do
do?"
? "

"

We

Tilton was, and left
left them together.
together.

an hour Mr. Beecher came
In about an
came
had seen
seen the confession of Elizabeth. I said I
had.
he, "
This will
Said he,
"This
will kill
kill me,"
me," and asked me
me to walk out with him.
I did so,
we walked to Mr. Tilton's
Tilton's house together,
so, and we
in.
together, and he went in.
On the way
said: "
"This
This is
is a
a terrible catastrophe
it comes
comes upon
me
way he said
catastrophe; it
upon me
as if
if struck by
by lightning."
lightning."
He went into Tilton's
'l'ilton's
house and I returned home. Vithin
Within an
an hour
he returned to my
house, and we
we left my
my house again
again together
my house,
together and I
walked
Walked with him to his house. Tilton remained at my house while
my
Beecher was
was absent at Tilton's
Tilton's house,
house, and when he returned there was
was
no
no conversation between them. When
"Then we
we arrived at Beecher's house
he wanted me
me to stand by
by him in this emergency
procure a
a reconemergency and procure

down and asked

me
me

if I
if
I

:

ciliation if
if possible.
possible.

;

I told him I would.
would, because the interests of wo-

men, children,
men,
children, and families

were involved,
involved, if
if for no other reason.

That

—
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interview that
ended the
the interview
that night.
night.
this evening nothing
was said
said
During this
nothing was
truth or
by Beecher as to
to the
the truth
or falsity
of Mrs. 'l`ilton's
Tilton's confession, nor
nor did
did
falsity of
by
obtained from her
he inform me
me that
that he had obtained
her any
any recantation
recantation ofthe
of the conconafterwards learned
learned he had done.
fession,
done.
fession, which II afterwards
to my
I
I returned to
Tilton, in
in
my house and had some conversation with Tilton,
me
the details
details of
of the conthat he had recited
recited to
to Beecher the
me that
con-

which he told
told

remarl; which Beecher made was,
fession
the remark
of his
wife's adulteries, and the
fession of
his wife's
11
"This
Theodore," and that
that that
that was
was all
all the
all a
This is
is all
a dream, Theodore,"
the answer that
that
II then advised Tilton that,
for the
the sake of
to him.
of his
Beecher made to
that, for
his

Wife
for the sake
sake of
of Beecher's
Beecher's family,
family, the matter should
family and for
wife and family
The next morning
be kept
morning as II was
up.
was leaving
kept quiet
quiet and hushed up.
leaving home
for
great anger
came to my
my house and with great
for business Tilton came
anger said
said that
mean act
Beecher had done a
a mean
gone from that
that interview
interview of
of
act; that he had gone
last
procured from Elizabeth aa recantation and
night to his
his house and procured
last night
ol' her confession.
said for
for that act he would smite him;
confession.
He said
retraction of
him
;

;

that there could be no
no peace.
peace.
of
the
of
meanness
of that
you
of
you

He said
said

man

man

is
is

:

:

" You see that what I
"You
I have told
told

now

evident."

Tilton said
said that

last night
of last
night had asked his
his permission
Beecher at the interview of
permission to go
see Elizabeth and he told
and see
was
told him he might
might go,
go, which statement was
confirmed by
by Beecher himself, and Beecher left
left him for
for that purpose.
purpose.
I said
"Now don't
don't get
said to Tilton: "Now
angry; let
let us`see
us'see if
if even this
this cannot
I
get angry;
I
will go
I will
that retraction from him."
go down and get
get that
I
going to my
my business, so that II was unable to go that mornI was then going
ing,
evening, sav
saw Beecher, and told
told him that I
I thought
ing, but went that evening,
thought

be arranged.
arranged.

—

he had been doing
doing aa very
first,
act treacherous, tirst,
very mean and treacherous act-treacherous,
in
he
not
tell
me
towards me, from whom he wanted help,
did
in
that
tell
ine
on
help,
last night
way to his
his house last
night what he had procured
Tilton,
procured from Mrs. Tilton.
way
and that he could not expect
in this
this matter unless he acted
my friendship
friendship in
expect my
our

truthfully and honorably
honorably towards me.
me.
truthfully

" Mr. Beecher,
I
"Mr.
said
I further said:
:

you have had criminal intercourse with Mrs. Tilton;
Tilton; you
you
you have done
injury to Tilton otherwise. Now when you
it
great injury
you are confronted with it
great

you
permission of the man
man
you ask permission

get from
visit his
his house, and you
to again
you get
again visit

woman who

has confessed you
you have ruined her a recantation and resave you."
you."
traction ofthe
of the truth for
won't save
for your
safety. That won't
mere personal
personal safety.
yourmere

that

woman

At

fact of his
that interview he admitted with grief
sorrow the fact
grief and sorrow

sexual relations with Mrs. Tilton. expressed
expressed

indignation that she
some indignation

some

consequence
had not told him that she had told her husband, and that in
in consequence
of
volcano
that
fact
upon
of being
been
being in
in ignorance
he
had
walking
upon a volcanoignorance
to what he had done in
in connection with Bowen and with referHe said that he
sympathized with Bowen,
Tilton's family.
family.
lie had sympathized
ence to Tilton's
consequence of stories
against Tilton,
and had taken sides with him as against
Tilton. in consequence

referring
referring

in circulation in
in regard
regard to him, and especially
specific
which were in
especially of one specific
case where he had been informed that Tilton had had improper
improper relations
letter from his Wife
wife will
whom he named, and to whom a.a letter
woman whom
with a
a woman
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make a
this statement, and had so stated to Bowen.
part of
of this
a part
me
me
me
gave me
gave

told
told

And he

charges, and
that he would write to Bowen and withdraw those charges,

letter which he wrote and sent to Bowen,
the rough
a letter
of a
rough draft of
"
"
produced, marked " C ":
which letter
letter is
is here produced,
:

BOIVEN.
BEECHER TO BOWEN.

BEECH ER TO

Brooklyn, January
January 2,
2, 1871.
BROOKLYN,
last Tuesday
I saw
IIIY Dear
DEAR Mr.
MR. Bowen
Bowr~:x:-Since
Tuesday II have reason
Since I
saw you
you last
regard to Mr.
of which I
I spoke
spoke to you
in regard
only cases ot'
you in
to think that the only
Tilton were exaggerated
I should be unexaggerated in
in being
being reported
reported to me, and I
anything II said, though
though it
it was but little,
little, weigh
on your
willing to have anything
your
willing
weigh on
am informed by
by one
mind in
in a matter so
so important
important to his welfare. 1I am
on
judgment and integrity
greatly rely,
means
on whose judgment
integrity II greatly
rely, and who has the means
of
an opinion
opinion better than any
of us, that he knows the whole
of forming
forming an
any of
stories are not true,
matter about Mrs. --, and that the stories
true, and that the
stories.
I
I
same is
I do not wish any
reply to this.
is the case with other stories.
this.
I
any reply
it only
justice that I
I should say
Truly
yours,
thought
thought it
only due to justice
say so much.
Truly you1's,
H. IV.
(Signed)
W. BI-:1':cHl<:R.
Bekcher.
(Signed)

My

:

—

,

Mr. Beecher told

me

that Mrs. Beecher and himself, without

me

knowing
knowing

ofthe
expressing
of the confession of Mrs. Tilton to her husband,
husband, had been expressing'
Tilton, and taking
taking an
an active interest with
great sympathy
great
sympathy towards Mrs. Tilton,
II said
said: "
")Ir.
Beecher, I
Mr. Beecher,
I want that recanta" Well," said he,
for it."
I do without
come for
it."
shall I
tion
lie, " what shall
tion; I have come
" I
don't know;
I
replied
know II can
can tell
tell you
will happen
it?"
it
I don't
happen with
? "
I replied:
you what will
if I give
it to you?"
it."
"What will
will you
give it
it."
He asked : " \`liat
you ? " II answered:
answered
you do if
" I will
"I
will keep
keep it
it as I
I keep
keep the confession. If you
honorably, II will
will
you act honorably,
it with my
life. Mr.
life, as I
I would protect
protect the other with my
protect
my life.
my life,
protect it
this morning,
Tilton asked for
for that confession this
'II will
morning, and II said:
said
will never
never
it to you;
it from my
my hands until I have exgive
give it
you; you
you shall not have it
lIr. Beecher gave
for peace.'
effort for
gave me
hausted every
every effort
me back the paper,
paper,
peace.' " Mr.
I now
the original
original ot`
of which I
now produce
Tilton's handwriting,
produce in Mrs. Tilton's
handwriting,
marked "D,"
follows
"D," as follows:

her against
against her husband.

:

"

"

;

"

:

;

"

:

:

:

'

"

:

MRS. TILTON,S
TILTON'S RECANTATION.
RECANTATION.
December 30, 1870.
\'earied
Wearied with importunity
importunity and weakened by
gave a letter
by sickness II gave
inculpating
my friend Henry
Henry Vard
Ward Beecher under assurances that
inculpating my
remove all
all ditliculties
that would remove
difficulties between ine
me and my
1ny husband. That
I now
now revoke. II was persuaded
letter I
persuaded to it-almost
it— almost forced
forced-when
when II was
was
in a
a weakened state of mind. II regret
it, and recall all
all its
its statements.
regret it,

—

E. R. '1'1L'roN.
Tilton.

(Signed)
(Signed)

I
explicitly Mr. Beecher has never
I desire to say
never offered any
any improper
improper
say explicitly
solicitations, but has always
me in a manner
manner becoming
becoming aa Chrissolicitations,
always treated me
gentleman.
tian and a gentleman.
(Signed)
ELIZABETH
Elizabeth R. Tnxron.
Tilton.
(Signed)
left with
Afterwards Mr. Tilton left

me

me

another letter,
letter, dated the

same

same

night
bearing on
on the same
same topic,
topic, to
rccantation, December 30, bearing
night of the recantation,
was in his wife's
be kept
kept with the papers,
wife's handwriting.
is here
handwriting. It is
papers, which was

produced
follows
E," as follows:
produced and marked " E,"
"

:

—
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TILTON's RETRACTION
MKS.
OF
MRS. TILTON,S
RETRACTION OF

—

My

HER
RECANTATION.
HER RECANTATION.

1870 Midnight.
December 30,
30, 1870-Midmylit.

Dear Husband:
I desire to leave with you,
you, before going
HUsBAND :-I
:MY DEAR
going to sleep,
sleep,
evening-,
a statement that Mr. Henry
Vard Beecher called upon
me this evening.
Henry Ward
upon me
asked me
ine if
any accusation in a Council
if II would defend
deI`end him against
against any
replied solemnly
solemnly thatI
that I would in case
accuser
case the accuser
of Ministers,
Jlfinisters, and I replied
fy"
W. B.)
B.) dictated a
was any other person than my husband.
was
He (H. W`.
a
any
my
person
as my
own, to be used by
against any
letter, which I
my own,
as against
I copied
by him as
letter,
any
copied as
This letter was
other accuser
designed to vindicate
accuser except
was designed
my husband. 'l'his
except my
all other persons
persons save
was ready
readyMr. Beecher against
save only yourself.
against all
only yourself. I was
pain that my
your
to give
\'lIh pain
give him this letter because he said with
my letter in
invyour
" had struck him dead, and
December 29,
him, dated Decenlber
hands addressed to him,
29, "had
dead,
usefulness."
ended his usefulness."
pledged to do our
our best to avoid publicity.
You and II both are pledged
You
publicity. God
Affectionately.
grant
a speedy
all further anxieties.
grant a
Affectionately,
speedy end to all
Elizabeth.
(Signed)
ELIZABETH.
(Signed)
a

i

When
Vhen

on there,
I went home with the recantation,
Tilton
recantation, I found Tilt
there, and

showed it
it

to him.

expressed his surprise
He expressed
He
surprise and gratification
gratification that I

get it,
how very
should have been able to get
it, and I then showed to him hov
very
foolish it
it would have been in the morning to have proceeded angrily
morning
proceeded angrily
against Beecher,
Beecher. I made another appeal
that, notagainst
peace, saying
appeal for peace,
saying that,
withstanding great
difficulties appeared
if they were
properly
the way,
withstanding
great diiliculties
appeared in the
way, if
they were properly
beaten out of the way.
dealt with they
He expressed
He
they could be beaten
way.
expressed his willingness
peace.
lingness and desire for peace.
request, to go
When
an agreement,
saw Beecher I made an
go and
Vhen I saw
agreement, at his request,
went
to
his
see him on
1.
accordance
on Sunday, January 1.
in
with
I
house
vith
Sunday, January

engagement. He
He took me
me again
again
the engagement.
me into his study, and then told me
study,
great surprise
of his great
surprise that Elizabeth should have made the confession of

commerce with her to her husband,
letting him
commerce
uithout letting
him.
husband, without
anything about it,
it, making
making his destruction at any
anything
any moment
possible,
He expressed
grief at
warning to him. He
possible, and without warning
expressed his great
great grief
wrong which he had done as aa minister,
minister, and friend to Theodore,
this wrong
Theodore, and
at his request
me the following
request I took pen
pen and paper,
paper, and he dictated to me
following
all of
handwriting except
paper,
my handwriting
"I have
is in my
ol' which
vhich is
words, "I
except the words,
paper, all
confidence," and the signature,
signature, which latter
trusted this to Moulton in confidence,"
It is
are in Mr. Beecher's.
Boecher's.
is here produced
produced and marked " F "":
his criminal
(B.)
(B.) know

"

:

LETTER
OF CONTRITION.
LETTER OF
CONTRITIOX.
Brooklyn, January
1, 1871.
Bnooicnrx,
Ja,nua'ry I,
[In trust with F. D. Moulton]
Moulton.]
[In
Moulton
Tilton's
I ask through
DEAR Friend
FRIEND MoUm'oN:-I
DIY Dear
through you
you Theodore '['ilton's
forgiveness,
my God.
forgiveness, and I humble myself
myself before him as I do before my
He would have been aa better man
man in my circumstances than I have
my
all the other
can ask nothing
nothing except
except that he will remember all
been. I can
myself. I even
hearts that would ache. I will not plead
even wish I
plead for myself.
must live and suffer.
were dead
were
dead; but others must
implicated. All my
any one
I will die before any
one but myself
myself' shall be implicated.
my
running towards my
thoughts
friends, towards the poor
poor child lying
my friends,
lying
thoughts are running

My

:

;

—
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—

is guiltless
sinned
there and praying
praying with her folded hands. She is
guiltless-sinned
forgiveness I have.
against;
transgression of another. Her forgiveness
against; bearing
bearing the transgression
may put
humbly pray
be may
it into the heart of her husband
I humbly
put it
pray to God that he

to forgive
me.
forgive me.
I have trusted this to Moulton in confidence.

W. Bencnsn.
Beecher.
H. W.

(Signed)
(Signed)

was intrusted to
This was
did.
which I did,

me

confidence, to be shown only
only to Tilton,
Tilton,
in conddence,

me

no other fact or act than the confession
It had reference to no

of sexual intercourse between Beecher and Mrs. Tilton,
Tilton, which he at that
not, but confessed.
confessed, and denied not,
interview confessed,

He also at other
He

us in relation to this unfortunate
subsequently held between us
interviews subsequently
adultery with
affair unqualifiedly
guilty of adultery
unqualifiedly confessed that he had been guilty
spirit of grief
grief and sorrow
sorrow at the enormity
always in a
a spirit
Tilton, and always
Mrs. Tilton,
enormity

against Mr. Tilton's
Tilton's family.
of the crime he had committed against
family. At such
feeling of the relation
"he had sustained
much feeling
relaticnhe
speak with much
times he would speak
spiritual adviser,
adviser, and trusted friend.
His selftowards them as pastor,
pastor, spiritual
wrought under such circumstances
condemnation at the ruin he had wrought

was so bowed down with grief
complete, and at times he vas
grief in
was
was full and complete,
done
wrong
that
he
of
put
the
he
had
threatened
to
consequence
an end
an
wrong
put
consequence
gave to me
me the letter the first draft of Which,
He also gave
life.
which,
to his life.
given,
is
in
is
above
reference to which he said that Bowen
marked " A,"
A,"
given,
him that he had told Bowen that Tilton must be crazy
it to him;
had given
crazy
given it
"

;

a letter as that
to write such a
that; that he did not understand
;

it, and that
it,

your friend in this matter."
matter." He
"I will be your
He then
Bowen said to him,
him, "I
me at my house of the
made a statement which Tilton had made to me
my
(Tilton) ; said that Bowen had been
charge
charge that Bowen had made to him (Tilton)
;

Tilton, as
himself, because
very treacherous towards Tilton,
as well as towards himself,
very
(Beecher) had had a reconciliation with Bowen,
he (Beecher)
Bowen, of which he told me
me
terms, and that Bowen had never
the terms,
never in his (Beecher's)
(Beecher's) presence
presence spoken
spoken

of or referred to any
any allegation
allegation of crime or wrong-doing
wrong-doing on
part with
on his part
any
woman whatever. He
He gave
gave me,
me, in general
reconciliation,
any woman
terms, the reconciliation,
general terms,
and afterwards gave
gave me
me two memoranda,
memoranda, which I here produce,
produce, which
show the f.81'1TlS
terms of the reconciliation. The first is
handwriting of
is in the handwriting
Bowen, containing
containing five items,
me were
were the terms
Bowen,
items, which Beecher assured me
which Bowen claimed should be the basis of reconciliation. It is
folis as follows,
is marked " G " :
lows, and is
"

"

~

:

TEEMS.
bowen's TERMS.
BownN's
publish sermons
sermons and lecture-room talks.
First — Report and publish
talks.
First-Report
Second New edition Plymouth
Plymouth Collection and Freeland's
Second-New
Freeland's interest.
Third—-Explanations to church.
Third--Explanations

—
—Write me a letter.
Fourth
Fourth-`Write
every quarter
quarter what has been said to my
— Retract in every
injury.
Fifth
my injury.
Fqfth-Retract
me a

letter.

in

The second paper
is a pencil
pencil memorandum of the reconciliation
reconciliatidn with
paper is
Bowen in Beecher's
Beecher's handwriting,
handwriting, giving
giving an
an account of the affair.
affair.
It is
is
marked "
H," as follows
"H,"

::
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WITH BOIVEN.
BOWEN.

RECONCILIATION IVITH
RECONCILIATION

About February,
a long
1870, at a
Freeland's house,
February, 1570,
house,
long interview at Mr. Freeland's
purpose of having
for the purpose
reconciliation between Bowen
final reconciliation
Bowen
having aa full and final
and Beecher,
Beecher, Mr. Bowen stated his grievances,
were all either of
grievances, which were
a business nature or
or of my
my treatment
treatment of him personally (as per memoa
personally (as per memorandum in his writing).
writing).
randum
everything was
After hours of conference everything
was adjusted.
adjusted. We
Ve shook hands.
We pledged
pledged each other to work henceforth without jar
Ve
jar or
I said
or break.
" Mr. Bowen. if you hear anything of
him "Mix
to him:
Bowen,
me not in accordance
you
anything ot' me
with this agreement
harmony, do not let it rest. Come straight
straight to
agreement of harmony,
me
once, and I will
same by
me at once,
will do the same
by you."
you."
He agreed.
IIe
lecture- room I stated that all
were
all our
our differences were
agreed. In the lecture-room
over,
were friends again.
public recognition
recognition he was
we were
was
over, and that we
again. This public
present and heard,
expressed himself as greatly
greatly pleased
pleased with. It
heard, and expressed
present
was
all this that
was after all
that I asked Mr. Howard
Howard to help
help ine
me carry out this
carry
reconciliation, and to call on
little difon Mr. Bowen and to remove
remove the little
dif:

ferences between them.
yeconciliaition.
erences

_ietween

Howard called,
Mr.
called, expressed
M
gratification.
r. lloward
expressed his gratification.
it
Then it
was
any provocation,
provocation, he,
Bowen, told Mr.
was that without any
he. Mr. Bowen,
Howard that this reconciliation did not include one
matter, that he
one matter,
'*
[Bowen)
knew that about Mr. Beecher which if he should speak
it
[Bowenl "knew
speak it
out of Brooklyn."
would drive
Howard protested
dri'e Mr. Beecher out
protested with
Brooklyn." Mr. Howard
horror against
against such a
statement, saying:
Bowen, this is
a statement.
"Mr. Bowen,
is terrible.
saying: "ML
a statement unless he has the most
most absolute
No man
man should make such a
replied that he had this evidence,
evidence." To this Mr. Bowen
Bowen replied
evidence."
evidence, and
said,
(Howard) might
might go
pointedly, that he (iloward)
go to Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, and that
said, pointedly,
give his consent that he (Bowen)
Mr. Beecher would never give
tell
(Bowen) should tell
Mr.
secrcV'
I
r. Howard
owarc this
tns see1'e
."
ever made
made known to Mr. B. what this Secret
Mr. Bowen at no
710 time had ever
secret
was,
it led him to think
was, and the hints which Mr. Beecher had had of it
that it
it was
matter, and not the slander which he now
now iinds
finds it
was another matter,
it to
be.
e.

No

llfr. gecelzezi uffiuld neger

Lhat

In that interview Beecher was
was very earnest in his expression of regret
very
expression regret
at what had been done against
against Tilton in relation to his business connecconnec-

Bowen, and besought
besought me
save him
me to do everything
Bowen,
everything I could to save
from the destruction which would
upon him if
story of his
vould come
come upon
if the story
(Beecher's)
divulged. In comcom(Beecher's) intercourse with Mrs. Tilton should be divulged.
pliance with the directions of Beecher,
Beecher, January
1, 1871,
1871, I took the
pliance
January 1,
paper marked "F,"
Tilton, detailed to
F," which he had dictated to me,
me, to Tilton,
paper
him Beecher's
Beecher's expressions
sorrow,
spoke
regret
and
of
sorrow,
expressions
regret
spoke to him of his
agony of mind,
mind, and again
again appealed
agony
appealed to him to have the whole matter
quiet, if
To this
kept quiet,
no other reason,
if for no
reason, for the sake of the children.
kept
I found him writing
Tilton assented.
writing the letter to Bowen of that date
" B."
produced, marked "B."
which I have before produced,
He told me
me also of the
He
the Dzdepenleft
Indepenhe
left
a penalty,
when
contracts he had with Bowen with a
penalty,
dent,
Brooklyn Union and special
dent, to be editor of the Brooklyn
special contributor to the
one hundred dollars per week,
Independent
salary of one
per week, with another
Independent at aa salary
equal amount for his editorship
a
salary
of equal
Brooklyn Union and a.
salary'of
editorship of the Brooklyn
produce, beprofits.
portion
Copies of these contracts I cannot produce,
Copies
portion of the profits.
were delivered to Bowen after the arbitration of the
cause both papers
papers were
tion with

"
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These contracts provided
provided

by mutual consent,
they could be terminated by
months'
that they
upon six months'
consent, or upon
notice,
party who
notice, or upon
upon the death of either party,
party, or at once by
by the party
paying to the other the
wished to break or annul them paying
five hundred dollars.
iive

sum
sum

of twentytwenty-

Tilton insisted that that sum,
sum, with his arrears of
suit against
against Bowen

bring
salary, was
was justly
him, and that
that he should bring
justly due him,
salary,

an authorization to settle his affairs
gave me
affairs
settled, and he gave
me an
unless he settled,
paper I gave
with Bowen, which paper
gave to Mr. Bowen when I went down to

retaining this copy.
copy, marked
treat with him,
him, retaining
MOULTON ,S

`

I ":
"I":
"

AUTHORIZ ATION.

Brooklyn,
2, 1871.
BnooIcx.YN, January
January 2,
Bowen:
Mr. H. C. Bow1~:N:
Sir
hereby authorize Mr. Francis D. Moulton to act in my
Sm :-[I hereby
my behalf
all my
in full
full settlelnentwvith
ol' all
settlement with you
you of
my accounts growing
growing out of my
my conUnion.
Independent and the Brooklyn
tracts for services to the Independent
Brooklyn Daily
Daily Uizion.
(Signed)
Theodore
Tnizonontx Tilton.
',l_lIL'I`()N.
(Signed)
:

—

Acting
Beecher, I told Tilton that this controversy
Acting in the interest of Beecher,
controversy
if possible,
it might
Bowen, if
possible, should be peacefully
peacefully settled
settled lest it
Bowen,
might reopen
reopen
Beecher's conduct in Tilton's
Tilton's family
the other matters relating
relating to Beecher's
family and
the charges
assented,
charges made by
against Beecher. To this Tilton assented,
by Bowen against
giving me
me the authorization above quoted.
quoted.
giving
with

At my
my

earliest convenience

I called
I

upon Bowen at his ofdce
office upon
upon
upon

telling him that I wanted .him to settle with me,
this
this business,
business, telling
me, as I

was
was

authorized by
settle
by Tilton
by this letter (handing
(handing him the letter)
letter) to settle
Tilton by
for
tor the

breaking
breaking of his contract with Tilton as contributor to the

Independent
Brooklyn Union.
Unimt. II also handed him
Dzdependent and as editor of the Brooklyn
an
an article written by Tilton for the Independent, which he (Tilton)
by
Lidependent.
(Tilton)
was in part
claimed was
'was
part performance
contract, which article -was
performance of his contract,
subsequently
by Bowen through
subsequently returned to Tilton by
through me. Bowen said
that he did not consider that he owed Tilton any money at all
all for
for breakany money
ing
that he had terminated them,
contracts-that
ing the contracts—
them, having,
having, in his opinion,
opinion,
"
sufficient reasons
reasons for so doing. "" Well,"
suthcient
said, "
Mr. Bowen,
your conVVell," I said,
doing.
Bowen, your
tracts are specific."
" knew they were, but they provided
5P@Ci5C-" He said he "knew
they were,
they provided
for arbitration in case of any diiferences
differences
between the parties."
any
parties." I replied,
substance, ¬,that
that the arbitration only referred to differences
Pliedi in þÿSHbSil&1'1C
only
between the parties
Parties as to the articles to be published
published as editor and concontributor
trlbutor by
Tilton, and as to Bowen's
by Tilton,
Bowen's conduct as publisher, and that

b'fl"'@9"

there Was
was aa fixed

there
view

sum

sum as

publisher,
The

penalty
the contracts.
ofthe
penalty for breach of

inter-

terminated with his refusal to settle the claim I demanded, which
demanded,
refusal
refusal I reported
advising him still
still not to sue
sue Bowen.
reportf-d to Tilton, advising
The following
following correspondence
correspondence is
is with reference to my
meeting Mr.
my meeting
Bowen on
on this business. The letter marked "J
"Jl"
1" is
is my note to Mr.
view

my

Bowen, and
Bowen,
21

2":
his reply,
reply, marked "J
"J 2":
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MOULTON TO
TO BOWEN.
Brooklyn, January
9, 1871.
Baooxnvx,
January 9,
MR.
.IIENRY C.
Mr. Henry
C. Bowiziv.
Bowen.
DEAR SIRI-.R(1lQl`l'll)g
Dear
Sir
to
a
a recent interview with you,1
Referring
you, 1 would state
that in consequence
consequence of
of illness
illness I
I have been detained at home,
home, and as I
it oI`g1-cat
deem it
of great iinpcii-tance
importance to the interests of all
all concerned in the
affairs about which we
affairs
we talked that you
I should meet at an
an early
early
you and I
if you
you will
will call at my
moment, if
house, No. 143 Clinton street,
street, II shall be
my house,
glad to see you
you at any
any hour convenient to yourself
Truly
glad
yourself to-morrow. Truly
yours,
(Signed)
F. D. Moulton.
Monmon.
yours,
(Signed)
'

:

—

BOWEX TO
TO MOULTOX.
MOULTON.

BO\'EX

90 \'!LI.0V
Willow S1'm~:1t:'r,
Street, Brooklyn,
January 10,
10, 1871.
Bizooitnvx, Javzztary
SIR :--I
Sir:
am not very
will try
try to call
call ax
at your house
I am
very well myself,
myself, but will
your
Thursday evening
eight o'clock.
I am
am engaged to-morrow evening.
o'clock.
I
Thursday
evening at eight
engaged
evening.
I can
can go
evening it'
if you
inform me
it will
me that it
will be convenient
go this evening
you will int`orm
for you
me.
Unless II learn from you to the contrary
will see
you to see me.
contrary II will
you
on Thursday evening.
you
respectfully,
you on
Tllll1'S(1tLy evening. Very respectfully,
(Signed)
HENRY
Henry C. BOWEN.
Bowen.
(Signed)
MR. F. D.
I). Moulton.
Mr.
Mouifrox.

—

Very

In pursuance
pursuance of this correspondence
correspondence wc
we met at my
my house and entered
into negotiations
negotiations about the settlement ofthe
of the contract with Tilton. At
that time,
during the interview,
Bowen the letter
letter of January 1
time, during
interview, II showed Boven

—

ofJanuary

—

of Tilton (which
(which he--Tilton-had
he Tilton had placed
placed in my
my hands to use in accordance with
with«ny
ance
own discretion),
given, marked " B." Bowen
any own
discretion), heretofore given,
"

during
reading ofthe
of the letter seemed to be much excited,
during the reading
excited, and at only
only
ot'
one point
of
the letter questioned
accuracy of its
its statements,
point
questioned the accuracy
statements, which
states as follows: "that
alluding by
"that alluding
by name
name to a woman,
woman, now
a widow,
now a
widow,
whose husband's
husband's death no
no doubt was
was hastened by his knowledge that
by
knowledge
Mr. Beecher had maintained with her an improper
intimacy." To that
improper intimacy."
he said,
"I didn't
didn't make that allusion
said, "I
it."
1 went on
on
1
allusion; Mr. Tilton made it."
;

to the close of
ot' the letter and finished

it, when Bowen said

it,

Tilton told Beecher the contents of this letter?"

Said he,
"What shall I do
he, "Vhot
do??

lias."
has."

said in confidence.

God

We

"'e

What
Vhat

"
me.
me. " Has
I replied,
Yes, he
replied, "Yes,

to

"

I said at that interview

was
was

struck hands there, and pledgor!
pledged ourselves to

that no
no one
one there present
present would reveal anything
spoken."
anything there spoken."

I said to him:
him "It
be an
easy matter to confirm what you
"It would he
an easy
you say
say
or prove
you say
is false.
Oliver
was
there,
is
was
Mr.
false.
Johnson
there,
prove that what you
say
:

and I have submitted this letter to Mr. Johnson,
pres'l'ilton's
Johnson. in Mr. Tilton's
preswas no
me
obligatory confidence imposed
no obligatory
me that there was
imposed

ence,
tells
ence. and he tells

of the parties
save a
on
anything said at this interview,
on any
a
ooncerniner anything
interview, save
any ot'
parties concerning
special
nothing should be said concerning
special pledge,
concerning
given. that nothing
pledge, mutually
mutually given,
Mr. Johnson also
Mr. Beecher's demonstrations towards Mrs. Tilton.
'l'ilton.
says and this confirms what you
one point,
regard to one
point, namely,
namely,
says--and
say in regard
yo11 say
by Theodore Tilton,
that the allusion to the widow was
was made by
Tilton, and that

—

was caused by
you said you
no doubt that her husband's
husband's death was
by his
you had no
you
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Beeeher. Quoting
improper intimacy
your
knowledge
Quoting your
knowledge of her improper
intimacy with Mr. Beecher.
whatever.'
it whatever.'
you said,
language, he says
said, 'II have no doubt about it
language,
says that you
Beecher were
regard to Beeeher
says that your
your statements in regard
Mr. Johnson also says
adulteries, but plain
plain and straightforward
straightforward charges
not intimations of his adulteries,
charges
'

He says
says that you
you said that you
five cases
you knew of four or tive
Beecher's adulterous intercourse with women.
women. Mr. Johnson
of Mr. Beecher's

same.
of the same.

plainly declared that Mr. Beeeher
says
Beecher
says also that you
you at that interview plainly
guilt to you."
had confessed his guilt
him " Mr. Tilton states
you." II also said to him:
"

:

can't stand it
you said,
it any
that you
owe a duty
said, 'II can't
any longer.
longer. You and I owe
duty to
this matter. That man
man ought
society
week
eek in
society in this
ought not to stay
stay another w
'

7

pulpit.
his pulpit.

It isn't
our families to have him in
isn't safe for our
in this city.'
city."' "

I

" Mr. Johnson also states that at the interview of
him: "Mr.
also said to him
:

your house,
Willow street,
December 26 at your
voluntarily pledged
house, Villow
street, you
you voluntarily
pledged
your word to Mr. Johnson that you
you would take no further measures in
your
regard to Mr. Tilton without consultation with him (Mr.
Johnson), and
regard
(Mr. Johnson),
that you
same thing
you had said substantially
substantially the same
thing to him previously,
previously,
during private
him."
you and him."
private conversations between you
during
was a very
I then said to Bowen that I thought
man,
thought he was
very treacherous man,
and 'for
this reason,
a reconciliation with
'for this
reason, that I knew he had had a
it-which
which was perfected
Beecher-or
Beeeher or rather II was informed of it
perfected in the

—

—

forty-eight hours from that time he had
house of God,
God, and that within forty-eight
if he chose,
Beecher out
could, if
avowed to Mr. Howard that he could,
chose, drive Mr. Beeeher

of town.

that, prior
was also informed that,
I told him further that II was
prior to that
Beecher's character to
made no charge
charge against
against Beecher's

reconciliation,
reconciliation, he had

said: "
"l[r.
Mr. Bowen, II have
Beeeher, but only
back; and I said
Beecher,
only behind his back
in
own handBeecher
and
Beeeher
your own
you
the points
points of settlement between
your
between you
is no reference to any
writing,
charge of crime of any
any kind
any charge
writing, and there is
:

;

Beecher."
against
against Beeeher."

no denial of these assertions of
Mr. Bowen made no

reply
contrary, abashed and dejected,
on the contrary,
dejected, and in reply
mine,
mine, but seemed, on
charges which you
say to these charges
"What do you
you have
to'my question, "What
you say

to'my question,
Beecher ?? " he declined
made against
against Beeeher

"
to say
them, but
anything about them,
say anything
"
" I am not your
answered "Iam
your
" What can
do ?? " I answered:
I
can
repeated
the
question,
repeated
question'
you what course you
pursue; but
you should pursue
dictate to you
adviser I1 cannot dictatg
adviser;
and
Mr. þÿB@
Beeeher,
Tiltfm and to MF¬Ch ¬l`,
you
great injustice
injustice to Mr. Tilton
you have done great
I should
the injury.
of repairing
injury.
means
earliest
means
to
take
the
you
ought
repairing
you ought
to the Independent,
Independent.
just for you
it would be but just
think it
you to restore Tilton
him."
it to him."
offer it
should
if
if
you
back
don't believe he would go
but I don't
go
you
didn't know ;
" How can
I told him I didn't
now
? "
now?
that
do
"How
can
I
was
was:
His reply
reply
expressed
He again
diiiiculties. He
own difficulties.
a way to settle his own
again expressed
he must find a
H

:

;

;

"

:

;

way
money between himself and
his willingness
willingness to arbitrate the question
question of money
Tilton growing out of the contract. I told him that I would not arbi-

growing

Sh0l1ld
provision of the contract provided
trate
trate; that a plain
provided that he should
plain provision
leave,
it.
Mr. Bowen rose to leave,
fulfil it.
pay
pay what I demanded, and he must fulfil
be
and said before leaving,
leaving, whenever I wanted to see him he would
;
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my

elid, on
on
on this subject;
subject and he did,
come to my house and confer on
to come
house
visit
me
my
sent
for
at
whenever
I
occasions,
me
subsequent
visit
several
several subsequent occasions,
my

happy
happy

on this matter.
him to consult on

;

The
The

giving so
so accurately
accurately
means
means I have of giving

as to the conversations had
the conversation between myself
myself and Bowen as
meeting with
prior
my meeting
that
with Tilton and Oliver Johnson are,
are,
prior to my
an interview with Oliver Johnson in the
him, I had an
as I
Bowen, as
1 told him,

Bowen,

a memodiscussed, and a
was discussed,
rnernoTilton, where the whole matter was
presence
presence of Tilton,
gave his recollection
statement, in which he gave
randum of Oliver Johnson's
Johnson's statement,
were present,
'I`ilton and Johnson were
26, when Tilton
of the interview of December 26,
present,

my

copied out
presence, and copied
by Tilton in shorthand in my presence,
was taken down by
in my
memorandum
has
been
which
at the time in Johnson's presence,
presence,
statement, one
one after
since, and from which I read each statement,
ever
possession
ever
since,
possession
"
"
":
the other, to Mr. Bowen. I here produce it, marked "K
was

my

produce it,

the other,

K

statement.
Johnson's STATEMENT.
Oliver JOHXSON'S

OLIVER

(Willow street,
street, No. 90)
20 (Willow
of December 26
90) Mr. Bowen
(H. C. B.)
B.) would
his word to Mr.
M r. Johnson that he (H.
regard to Mr. Tilton without consultation
no further measures
measures in regard
take no
substantially the same
same
Bowen likewise had said substantially
with Mr. Johnson. Mr. Bowen
private conversations between
during private
previously during
thing to Mr. Johnson previously

At the interview
voluntarily
pledged
voluntarily pledged
thing

persons.
those two persons.
on any
any of the parties
obligatory confidence imposed
no obligatory
There was
was no
parties
imposed on
pledge mutually
mutually
save a
a special
special pledge
anything said at this interview save
concerning
concerning anything
Beecher's demonstraconcerning Mr. Beecher's
nothing should be said concerning
given
given that nothing
tions towards Mrs. Tilton.
regard to H. W. B.
says that Mr. Bowen's
Bowen's statements in regard
Mr. O. J. says
straightB.'s adulteries,
V. Bfs
were not intimations of H. W.
were
adultcrics, but plain
plain and straightfive
or Eve
same. H. C. B. stated that he knew four or
charges of the same.
forward charges
women.
cases of Mr. B.'s
Bfs adulterous intercourse with women.
cases
plainly declared that H. IV.
W.
says that H. 0.
O. J. says
C. B. at this interview plainly
B. had confessed his guilt
guilt to H. C. B.
any longer.
You and I owe
it any
I cannot stand it
0. B.
B.-I
owe a duty
H. G.
longer. You
duty to
man ought
stay another week in his
society
ought not to stay
society in this matter. That man
our families to have him in this city.
city.
pulpit.
is not safe for our
pulpit. It is
was made by
by T. T.,
T., and H. C. B. said he
'l`he allusion to the widow was
The
husband's death was
was caused by
by his knowledge
knowledge of
had no
no doubt that her husband's
it
"I have no
"I
intimacy with H. W. B.
no doubt about it
improper intimacy
her improper
whatever."
whatever."
`

—

an end of the statement as
To make an
as to the controversy
controversy between Tilton

Bowen, I further state that various negotiations
and Bowen,
negotiations were
were had between
Bowen and myself,
an arbitration in which H.
myself, which resulted finally
Enally in an
B. Claflin,
referees ; that there
were referees;
Claflin, Charles Storrs and James Freeland were

was very
very considerable delay
delay arising
own absence South in the
my own
arising from my
early spring
during the
on account of sickness,
sickness. Mr. Bowen's
Bowen's absence during
early
spring on
fall and winter on
summer, and Tilton's
Tilton's absence during
lecturing
on his lecturing
summer,
during the fall

was

tour; so that the
April,
the arbitration did not terminate until the 2d of April,
tour;
1872.
was determined upon
upon by
by rne,
me, and my
This arbitration was
my determination given
given to Mr. Claflin in the following
following note which I sent,
sent, marked

"K2":
LAKZH:
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MOULTON
TO CLAFLIN.
MOULTON TO
Brooklyn,
BRooK1.YN, April
1, 1872.
Apfrzl 1,
full consideration of all
all interests other
After full
MY
DEAR Mr.
MR. Claflin
ULAFLIN :-After
My Dear
grounds which he
on grounds
Theodore's, I have advised him to arbitrate on
than Theodore's,
hope will
will accord with your
judgment
will explain
your judgment
you, and which I hope
explain to you,
Cordially yours,
yours,
all concerned.
and kind wishes towards all
Cordially
Francis
FRANCIS D. IIIOULTON.
(Signed)
Moulton.
(Signed)
:

—

myself appeared
Tilton and Bowen and myself
appeared before the arbitrators,
all
arbitrators, and all
Tilton's statement was
In 'I'ilton's
was included the letter marked

made statements.

put into type,
"B,"
"B," before given,
given, which he had put
type, which fact influenced

me
me

to consent to the arbitration in order to do away
away with the necessity
necessity

publication.
for its publication.

—

full hearing
After full
nothing having
hearing-nothing
having been submitted

except the business differences of Tilton and Bowento the arbitrators except
Bowen
an award that Mr. Bowen should pay Tilton the
the arbitrators made an
pay
dollars, for which he (Mr.
seven thousand dollars,
sum of seven
(Mr. Bowen)
sum
Bowen) drew his check

spot and the contracts were
upon
were given
given up
up
upon the spot

to him.
After the above settlement a
a paper,
paper, which has since been called the
" tripartite agreement," was
signed by
agreement," was signed
"tripartite
by Bowen and Tilton. Beecher signsign-

ing it
inducing cause
it subsequently.
cause to this arbitration was
was the fact
ing
subsequently. The inducing
that Tilton had commenced a suit against
an article
against Bowen, and prepared
prepared an
for the Golden Age,
Age, in which he embodied'
embodied* his letter (marked
(marked ""B")
B ") to

a statement of the circumstances.
Mr. Bowen and a

He

submitted that

me, and II begged
begged him to withhold it
it from publication.
article to me,
publication.

I

brought Beecher and Tilton together,
together, and Beecher added his enalso brought
treaties to mine.
prevent its publication
To prevent
suit, which
publication and close the suit,
Tilton's
might work injury
agreed to submit Mr. Tilton's
others, I agreed
might
injury to Beecher and others,
arbitration, to which I had been invited before by
claim to arbitration,
Bowen,
by Mr. Bowen,

but which I had refused,
In this interview between
refused, as before stated.
Beecher,
we can
can settle the whole
Perhaps we
Beecher, Tilton and myself,
said, ""Perhaps
myself, I said,
matter if
ifI
I can see Mr. Claflin,
well, and underGlaflin, for Claflin knows Bowen well,
stands the importance
importance of all
interests."
Beecher said he would
all these interests."
send Claflin
upon the matter. In
might confer with him upon
Olatlin to me,
me, and I might
consequence
of
conferred upon
upon the
this
and
Claflin
me
we
on
Mr.
Glaflin
called
on
me
we
consequence
At the con" tripartite covenant,"
covenant,"
clusion of the arbitration the parties
signed the "tripartite
parties signed

matter, and subsequently
was agreed
agreed upon.
upon.
matter,
subsequently the arbitration was

was drawn up
(as I understand)
up (as
which was
understand) by
by Mr. Samuel Wilkeson. It
it
was first
signed by
by Bowen. In the form in which it
was
first signed
it was
was first
first drawn it

bound the parties
any wrong
comparties to say
nothing of any
say nothing
wrong done or offence committed by
fully exonerated him therefrom.
Bowen
After Bowen
Beecher, and fully
by Beecher,
had signed
signed it
it it
it was
was handed to Tilton to sign,
was
sign, and he refused. He was
willing
sign an
agreement never to repeat
an agreement
repeat again
again the charges
Bowen,
of
Bowen,
willing to sign
charges
saying
if for no
no other reason,
reason, if
if the matter should thereafter
saying that if
thereafter ever
come
light, it
come to light,
it would appear
appear that there had been something
something between

Beecher and Mrs. Tilton,
Tilton, and it
it might
inmight be used as evidence to the in-

W

"
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himself and family
of Beecher, and therefore
therefore it
jury
of himself
well as
as well
as of
it was
was not
jury of
family as
for the
the interest
interest of
or Beecher to
Tilton or
to sign
in the
for
of either
either Tilton
sign it
it in
the form first
first
"
that "
confided to
to me.
proposed.
tripartite covenant " was confided
of that
proposed. No copy of
"tripartite

No

Appended
Appended

to this
this covenant
it
to
covenant and 1nade
made aa. part
of it
part of

of the
was a
a copy of
article for
for the Golden Age,
that it
proof-sheet
it might be known ex~
exproof-sheet article
Age, so that
" tripartite covenant
it referred.
referred,
covenant"
actly
How that "tripartite
actly to what scandal it
came to be published
it was
came
part of
that settlement it
was
of that
published II know not. As aa part
that
vrite a
letter to Bowen to be published
in
that Tilton should write
a letter
published in
certain comments to
to be made by
the Independent,
Independent, with certain
by Bowen. The

arranged
arranged
original
original

draft of
of these,
in full
full recantation and withdrawal of
all charges
draft
of all
charges
these, in

and matters of
difference between Tilton and
of difference
":
duced and marked " L "

is herewith proBowen, is
pro-

"

:

BOlVEN.
RECONCILIATION OF TILTON AND
AND BOWEN.

Theodore Tilton.
Tilton.
old friend
W'e have received the following
"We
friend
following note from an old

:

:

or the
OFFICE of
rue Golden
GOLDEN AGE,
Office
Age,

(Original
(Original date blotted,)
blotted,)
NEW Yomi,
1872.
New
York, April
3, 1872.
April 3,

HENR' 0.
C. Bowen,
Esq.
Henry
Bowax, EsQ.
Drum Sm;-In
DIY Dear
Sir — In view of misapprehensions
lately found
My
misapprehensions which II lately
existing among
among our mutual friends at the West,
Vest, touching
existing
touching the severance
in the Independent
ol`
it
our relations in
Brooklyn Union, II think it
of our
Independent and the Brooklyn
for your
Would
if we should publicly
would be well,
publicly
well, both for
your sake and mine, if
still exist,
say
that, while our political
theological differences still
exist, and
say that,
political and theological
all other disagreements
will probably
probably widen,
widen, yet
will
yet that all
far as we ever
disagreements (so
(so far
had any)
reciprocal friendliness and good-will.
any) have been blotted out in reciprocal
good-will.
Truly
Truly yours,
yours,
THEoDoRE Tilton.
TILTON.
(Signed)
Theodore
(Signed)
It
Tilton's pen
long since Mr. Tilton's
It is
is so long
Indepenpen has contributed to the Independent that we
we give
give to his brief note his old and familiar place
place at the head
:

\'hile we never agreed
of these columns. While
agreed with some of his radical
he intimates,
we owe
never shall),
opinions (and
quite likely,
we never
owe
intimates, we
likely, as lie
yet we
opinions
(and quite
shall), yet
hearty response
to his request
response which his honest
request as above printed
printed the hearty
elicit from
purposes,
integrity elicit
purposes, his manly
manly character, and his unstained integrity
'l`he abuse and slanders heaped
The
all
vho know him well.
well.
all who
heaped upon
upon him by
by
some
eountenanced by
unfriendly journals
journals have never been countenanced
by the IndepenIndepensome unfriendly
present administration,
Regretting
opposition to the present
we nevnevdent.
administration, we
Regrctting his opposition
its editor.
Age and its
ertheless wish abundant prosperity
prosperity to the Golden Age
H. C. B.

was subsequently
The above proposed
voluntarily changed
changed
subsequently and voluntarily
proposed card was
still stronger
more friendly
by
stronger and more
friendly notice of Mr.
by Mr. Bowen into aa still
Tilton.

it
was signed
signed it
After the tripartite
tripartite covenant was

came
came

to the

knowledge
knowledge

of

was still
still spreading
spreading scandals
Beecher,
Beecher, as he informed me,
me, that Bowen was
a
was angered
angered and proposed
him, at which he was
proposed to write Bowen a.
about him,

points that had been settled in their reconciliation and
letter stating
stating the points

agreement,
agreement, and the reason

Boweu's mouth should be
why Mr. Bowen's
why

5

closed in

—
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I
find among
to such slanders.
I find
my papers
papers a pencil
pencil and ink
among my
in that letter,
memorandum ot'
of the statements intended to be embodied in
letter,

regard
regard

my

to my judgment
It is
which was submitted to
his handjudgment by
by Beecher. It
is in
in his
"
" M."
marked
It
is
follows:
M."
produced,
It
reads
as
writing,
and
is
writing,
produced,

BEEGHER'S

STATEMENT OF

B()WEN'S

SETTLEMENT.

listen to
I.
to unfounded rumors.
I. That he allowed himself to listen
II. That
'l`hat he never brought
me (2) nor in
in any
brought them either (I)
II.
proper
(1) to me
(2)
any proper
he only
only whispered
manner to the church; (3) that lie
even that
whispered them, and even
only when he had some
some business end in
in view.
only
III. 'l`hat
III.
That he did not himself believe that anything
anything had occurred which
for the utmost trust shown.
unfitted me
me for
By continuing
continuing for
fifteen years
for twelve to fifteen
conspicuous attendant
(1)
(I) By
years a conspicuous
at Plymouth
Plymouth Church.
me as editor of the Independent.
By contracts with me
(2) By
(2)
Independent.
sermons, etc..
By continued publications
my sermons,
etc., making
making the privi(3) By
publications of my
privi(3)
lege of doing
Freeland's one of
even as late
late as the interview at Freeland's-one
so
legie
doing so-even
these points
points of settlement.
Freeland's (and
(and a reconciliaBy a settlement of all
all di@icullies
difficulties at Freeland's
(4) By
(4)
in which not a,
tion which was
together), in
single hint of
was to lead to work togetlier),
a single
was business.
any
immorality, but every
any personal
personal immorality,
every item was
IV. As a result of such agreementagreement
familiarity at his house.
was to resume
resume my
(1)
(1) II was
my old familiarity
give his family
family to show that I
write ¬him a
a letter that he could give
(2)
(2) To þÿVl'll]
had restored confidence.
To endeavor to remove
remove from him the coldness and frowns of the
(3) 'l`o
(3)
parish, as one who had ivijwreol
injured me.
parish,
was published,
published, and which was
(4) A card to be published,
published, giving
giving him the
(4)
right to put
le<:ture-room talks,
put in Independent
talks, etc.
right
Lidepemlenl sermons and le|:ture»room
was at
I was
was invited to go
Woodstock and be his guest,
guest, as I was
(5) I
(5)
go to Voodstoclc
Grant's reception.
Grant's
reception.
is with Claflin,
V. Of the settlement by
by a committee whose record is
Claiiin, II
have nothing
I did not see Mr. B. during
nothing to say.
during the whole process,
process, nor
nor
I
say.
do I
I remember to have spoken
spoken with him since.
VI.
YI. Now the force
stttleinent that he did not
'aol liimsey
himself believe
force of
of the statement
that I had done anylliing
standing as
anything immoral
irrmtoral which should affect my
my standing
a man,
is
citizen, and a minister, illustrated by
man, a citizen,
facts, is
by the foregoing
foregoing facts,
demonstrated by
by his conduct when he clitl
did believe that Theodore Tilton
committed immoralities.
immoralities, his dispossession
dispossession of Lzclepepolenl,
Independent, his ignominiignominious
ous expulsion
expulsion from B. U.,
pay him the salary
U, his refusal to pay
salary and forfeit
of contract.

—

—

A

As a
a part
transaction, Beecher sent
part of this transaction,
marked "" N ""::

N

me

me

following note,
note,
the following

'

BEECHER TO MOULTON.
MOULTON.

BEECHER

MONDAY.
Monday.
Friend :-II called last evening
FRIEND
agreed, but you
you had
evening as agreed,
stepped
Claflin.
He
stepped out. On the way
way to church last evening
evening I met Clatlin.
says
any such treacherous whisperings,
is in a
a right
right state.
says B. denies any
whisperings, and is
1 mentioned my
I
letter.
He liked the idea. I read him the
my proposed
proposed letter.
draft ofit
of it (in
(in lecture-room).
it.
back, and said better not send it.
lecture-room). He drew back,
I asked him if
I
if B. had ever
ever made him statement of the very
very bottom
facts
bo/tom facts;
if
if there were
were any
any charges
charges I did not know. He evaded and intimated
DIY DEAR
Dear
My

:

—

;
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hardly would be right
right in telling
me. I think he would
if he had he hardly
that if
telling me.
telling you-ought
you ought to. 1I have not sent any
note, and have
any note,
be right
right in telling
destroyed that prepared.
prepared.
destroyed
an appeal to church and then a
a council.
'l`hc
The real point
is, to an
appeal
point to avoid is,
give every
possible chance lor
conflagration, and give
a contlagration,
parties,
for parties,
It would be a.
every possible
an hundred-fold this scandal,
evasions, and increase an
hidings and evasions,
for hidings
scandal,

—

healing anything.
anything.
without healing
soon as I return.
see you
as soon
I
I shall see
you as
always have,
your wisdom,
have, and
everything to your
Meantime I confide everything
wisdom, as I always
Meantimc
t'or future.
lull trust for
with such success hitherto that lL have full
full and confidential talk.
Yours,
fail to see C.
U. and have a full
Don't
I)on't fail
Yours,
ever.
tripartite covenant nothing
From the time of the tripartite
nothing occurred to disturb
of them,
them, so
Tilton, and Bowen, or either oi'
the relations between Beecher,
Beecher, 'l`ilton,
&
Claflin's
Woodhull
in
\'oodhull
Claiiin's
Weekly
I know, until the publication
far as I
Weekly
publication

story concerning
of an
an elaborate story
Beecher,
concerning the social relations between Beecher,
appeared it
it again came
Tilton,
again came
publication appeared
Tilton, and Mrs. Tilton. After that publication
was
was making
making declarations deby the publication
publication of the
was followed by
was done by Mr.
me was
covenant," which Beecher informed me
"tripartite
by
"tripartite covenant,"
its publicaa party
publicawas not a
Wilkeson, and also that Beecher was
Samuel \'ilkeson,
party to its
an account
There afterwards appear:-d
appeared an
it.
anything about it.
tion nor
nor knew anything
Claflin, and Mrs. \'oolhull,
Woodhull, pubpubBowen, H. B. Claflin,
of
ot' an
an interview between Bowen,
an attempt
attempt was
was made to obtain
Brooklyn Eagle,
Eagle, in which an
lished in the Brooklyn
showing that Beecher was
she might
was
any letters which 'she
from her any
might have showing
conduct, which attempt
guilty
oi` criminal conduct,
attempt failed. Whereupon
\'hereupon Beecher
guilty of
2 ":
"N 2"
me the following
addressed me
note, which I here produce,
produce, marked "N
following note,

of Beecher that Bowen
to
the knowledge
tothe
knowledge oi'

rogatory
rogatory

This

to his character.

was

:

BEECHER TO MOULTON.
MOULTON.

BEECHER TO

evening any
till half-past ten.
I need to see you
Can you
you this evening
any time till
half-past
you
Vill you
you call at 124.
or shall I?
appointment ? Will
I ?
make appointment?
At what hour?
hour ?
124, or
it.
Answer by
Keep it.
by telegraph.
telegraph.
1 send Claflin's
I
Olatiin's letter. Keep
H. V.
W. B.
Howard's, 74 Hicks,
Hicks, and should you
I shall take tea at Howard's,
you call,
it be
call, let it
your rooms.
go round to your
there.
want to show you
there. Or will I go
rooms.
I want
you a
a proproposed
posed card.
I also

produce
28, 1873,
1873, which
produce aa letter of Claflin to Beecher of June 28,

above, marked
was
was enclosed with the above,

N

"
" N 3 ":

"

:

CLAFLIN
CLAFLIN TO BEECHER.
BEECHER.

New York,
New
Yomc, June 28,
28, 1873.
Beecher :--II have yours.
was distinctly
It was
distinctly understood
Dear Mr.
Mn. Bmtem-is
DIY DEAR
yours.
was entirely
entirely private
private and not to be reported.
reported.
Voodhull was
on Woodhull
that the call on
you of
the least consequence
consequence
had no
no letters from
l`rom you
ofthe
Voodhullhad
Bowen Woodhull
I told Bowen
entirely satisfied after the interview
else, and I was
was entirely
or anybody
to him or
anybody else,
solicitation,
Bowen's earnest solicitation,
was entirely
that I was
right. I went there at Bowen's
entirely right.
you and might
might satisfy
him, as I think it
it did.
knowing
it could not harm you
satisfy him,
knowing it
All present
meeting.
AH
was "in
in bad faith to publish
It was
present must have
publish the meeting.

My

:
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Woodhull professed
professed to have,
been disgusted
disgusted at the utter lack of what Woodhiill
have,
H. B. (JLAFLIN.
Truly your
your friend,
friend,
Claflin.
but could not produce.
produce. 'l'ruly
if you
pass the store. I am
S.-Wish
P. S.
Wish you
me if
you pass
am
you would call and see me
always in at about eleven o'clock
o'clock A.M.
H. B. U.
C.
always

—

we met in pursuance
pursuance of his note,
Beecher,
note, produced
produced to me
me aa
Beecher, when we
memorandum of a.a card which he proposed
proposed to publish
publish in the Eagle,
Eagle, and
me leave to alter the same
which he submitted to my
my judgment,
gave me
same
judgment, and gave
as I thought
'1'hat paper
is herewith produced,
fit..
paper is
That
4" :
"N4":
thought tit..
produced, marked "N

BEKCHER'S PILOPOSED
BEl£CHE[t,S
PxiOPOSED CARD.
CARD.
Brooklyn, June,
BROQKLYN.
Jane, 1873.
I have seen in the morning
morning papers
papers that application
application has been made to
t0
Voodhull for
Mrs. Victoria Woodhull
for certain letters of mine supposed
to_ contain
supposed to.
information respecting
respecting certain inllnnous
infamous stories against
against 1ne.
me. She has
letters, one
declining an
two business letters,
one declining
an invitation to aa suffrage
suffrage meeting
meeting
declining to give
and the other declining
give her assistance solicited.
and
all
of
in
the
all
These,
letters
mine
hands
of
other
any
persons,
they
These,
any
persons, they
I
publish.
have my
I will only
only add in this connection
my cordial consent to publish.
rumors which have for
for a time been circulated about
that the stories and rumors
and I stamp
me are grossly
me
particular as
l111tl'l1C,&111d
stamp them in general
grossly untrue,
general and in particular
false.
utterly talse.
utterly
saw the editor of the Brooklyn
Brooklyn _Eagle
I saw
Eagle at his office,
office, and after consultation with him the card was published
published as follows

::

EDITOR or
BROOKIJYN Eagle
the Editor
of THE
the Brooklyn
To THE
EAGLE:
life in Brooklyn
Sir :-In
it has rarely
rarely happened
SIR
In a
a long
long and active life
Brooklyn it
happened that
myself have been in accord on
the Eagle
common conEagle and
on questions
conami myself
questions of common
cern to our
our fellow-citizens. II am
am for this reason
reason compelled
compelled to acknowlcern
edge the unsolicited confidence and regard
of the
edge
regard of which the columns ofthe
lute bear testimony.
just returned to the city
city to learn
testimony. II have just
Eagle of late
Eagle
[Mrs.] Victoria Woodhull
that application
\'oodhull for letters
application has been made to [Mrs]
respecting certain infamous
of mine supposed
supposed to contain information respecting
any
Eagle state,
against me.
objection to have the Eagle
stories against
me.
no objection
[I have no
state, in any
[I
person or persons
persons
way
it deems fit,
any other person
tit, that Mrs. Woodhull]
way it
Voodhull] or any
who may
possession, have my
my cordial conmay have letters of mine in their possession.
time] I will only
only
sent to publish
publish them. In this connection [and
[and at this time]
past, been
add that the stories and rumors
have, for some
some time past,
rumors which have,
general and in parparcirculated about me
me are
stamp them in general
are untrue,
untrue, and I stamp
ticular as utterly
utterly [untrue].
[untrue].
Bespectfully,
Respectfully,
Beecher.
WARD BEECHER.
(Signed)
Henry
HENRY Ward
(Signed)
:

—

:

may
In order that the emendations made by
by myself
myself and Mr. Kinsella may
be observed at a glance,
glance, I have enclosed in brackets the words which
was
are not in the original.
original.
It will be thus seen
seen how much of this card was
the composition
upon the
composition of Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, and how much he relied upon
its preparation.
preparation.
of others in its

judgment
judgment

publication,
I would have submitted this card to Mr. Beecher before publication,
but he was
excepted from
was absent.
For obvious reasons I held myself
myself excepted
this call for publication,
publication, as
as was
by Beecher. I know
was well understood by
nothing further of the relations ot'
of Bowen and Beecher in this connection
nothing
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importance to this inquiry.
is of importance
which is
inquiry. II have traced them thus far becontinually threatened the
it continually
stage of it
at
each
controversy
cause that controversy
stage
an account of
Beecher, an
of Tilton and Beecher,
trouble
the
of
settlement
peaceful
peaceful
now resume.
now
parties arose
curious complication
complication of the relations of the parties
It
journal.
in herjournal.
her
story
the
of
Voodhull
Woodhull
Mrs.
by
from the publication
story
publication by
Hooker, the
public notoriety
is
is a matter of public
notoriety that Mrs. Isabella Beecher Hooker,
on the
Woodhull on
cause of Mrs. Voodhull
espoused the cause
Beecher, had espoused
sister of Beecher,
adoptstill further of adoptand had been accused still
suffrage,
woman suffrage,
woman
of
question
question
social tenets.
ing
ing her social

which I

Another

Tilton had been communicated to her.
Beecher's relations to Mrs. 'l`ilton
Beecher's
Hooker to
a subject
subject of communication from Mrs. lIooker
This had been made a
Hooker
Mrs.
Woodhull,
Mrs.
publication
by
Voodhull,
after
the
her brother, and.
publication by
full and
addressed the following note to her brother, which contains so full

following

I need not
all the facts and circumstances that I
an exposition
clear an
exposition of all
letter
to
Beecher
lIooker's
Hooker's
Mrs.
produce
I
I
explanation.
of
a
word
add a
produce
explanation.

5 ":
"N 5":
under date of November 1,
1, 1872, marked "N

BEECHER.
HOOKER TO BEECHER.

MRS.
MBS. HOOKER

Hartford,
1, 1872.
Hnrtrronn, November 1,
"
still believe in that
you still
In reply
Brother :-In
DEAR
Dear Beornnn
your words "ifif you
reply to your
never heard a
a
me say
let me
etc., let
woman," etc.,
personally I have never
woman,"
say that from her personally
year ago,
I heard that when
subject, and when, nearly
word on
on this subject,
ago, I
nearly aa. year
you to introduce her at
here in this city
expected you
city she said she had expected
rebuking letter,
letter, to which
indignant and rebuking
a most indignant
I wrote her a
Stein way, I
Steinway,
its cahn
by its
calm assertion that
me by
manner that astounded me
replied in a manner
she replied
myself.
you as true aa friend to her as II myself.
she considered you
asking him to show it
Tilton, asking
it to you
if he
you if
I enclosed this letter to Mr. Tilton,
I
all meant.
He never
it all
never replied
replied nor
me what it
nor
thought
best, and to write me
thought best,
requested; but II have a copy
it at your
me as I requested;
returned the letter to me
copy of it
your
February, after that,
on returning
returning from
In the month of February,
that, on
service.
spend Sunday.
Jersey
Washington, II went to Mrs. Stanton's to spend
Sunday. At Jersey
Vashington.
on in the same
same train with me,
come on
it
me, it
City II met Mrs. W.,
IV., who had come
City
way to bring
bring Mrs. Stanton over
urged me
me in aa hasty
over
seemed, and who urged
seemed.
hasty way
suffrage consultation as to spring
spring convention,
Monday for aa suffrage
convention. Re.
Reon
on Monday
friendship between you,
membering
you, and of her
membering her assertion of the friendship
Moulton's house (I
is the
meeting
(I think this is
meeting you
occasionally at Mr. Moulton's
you occasionally
name), I thought
replied that if
if I
be
I could he
test, and replied
thought I would put
put this to test,
name),
you at the same
same time I would come. She promised
sure of seeing you
promised to
if possible,
you if
secure
secure you
keep my appointment,
possible, and II fully
fully meant to keep
appointment, but
I remembered an
on
Sunday
I
an appointment
appointment at New
New Haven whichl
which I should
Sunday
on
I stopped
if I
miss if
passed by.
by. dropping
dropping her a
a letter
stopped in New York, and so II passed
Curiously enough
by the way.
was staying
staying at your
your
Catharine, who was
by
way. (Juriously
enough sister Catharine.
house at this
casually, the latter of that same
same week
week:
here, casually,
me here,
time, said to me
this time,
,;
Belle, Henry
Henry went
went over
Monday, but
over to New York to see you
"Belle,
you last Monday,
VV. either had
couldn't
find you."
was that Mrs. W.
couldn't iind
you." Of course my
my inference was
Sunday Mrs.
During that Sunday
power
you, or you
were secretly
secretly friends. During
pover over you,
you were
her, when in the
precisely what Mr. '|'ilt.on
Tilton had said to her,
Stanton told me
me precisely
fled to the house of Mrs. ---, and before them
discovery he fied
rage
rage of discovery
story of his own
infidelities as confessed to his wife
own intidelities
both narrated the story
:

seeing

—

my

:

,
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long after she went
and of hers as confessed to him. She added that not long
steps, and on
on enencoming down the front steps,
Moulton's and met you
to Mr. Moulton's
you coming
just had Plymouth
Plymouth
Moulton, who said : " Ve have just
met Tilton and Moulton,
tering met
tering
"
showing aa manuscript.
our feet and here is his confession "-showing
Church at our
manuscript.
AnShe added that Mrs. Tilton had made similar statements to Miss Ana corroboration of this,
thonv. and I have since received from Miss A. a
this,
confidence,
particulars, being
being bound in confidence,
me particulars,
give me
although she refuses to give
"

:

We

—

although

she thinks.
load, you
may be sure. I
heavy load,
a heavy
you may
day to this I have carried a
From that day
From
was already
it with
\`lth my
husband, because he was
could not share it
already overburmy husband,
if he went
brain-wise, but I resolved that if
alarmingly affected brain-wise,
dened and alarmingly
leaving you
go with him,
must, I would not go
as he probably
abroad, as
him, leaving
you alone
abroad,
probably must,
come of revelation. I withstood the
might come
were, to bear whatever might
as it were,
as
stead, and at
Mary in my
last, and sent Mary
entreaties of my
my stead,
my husband to the last,
feared,
t'elt and feared,
all that I knew and felt
moment I confided to her all
the last moment
might be prepared
that she might
prepared to sustain her father should trial overtake
peraccompanying letters from them you
reading the accompanying
By reading
them. By
you will percome to the conclusions
ceive that from outside evidence alone he had come
testimony that could
through the most reliable testimony
only through
which I reached only
predisposition of my
every predisposition
against every
well be furnished in any
my
any case and against
they would hasten home to me
me and thus lose
Fearing that they
own
own soul.
Fearing
anxieties
(for,
owing
other
of
this
and
journey
to
the
of
all the benefit
journey (for, owing
up to that very
very
grown worse
worse rather than better up
business, John had grown
business,
beginning to promote
promote sleep
sleep
high Alps
Alps was
was beginning
time,
time, though
though the air of the high
by cable,
"No trouble here-go
here go to
restoration), I telegraphed
and restoration),
cable, "No
telegraphed by
am rejoiced
rejoiced to hear of them in Milan in
by recent letters I am
Italy," and by
Italy,"
From the day
came the
day those letters came
comfortable health and spirits.
spirits. From
my thoughts
hour, it
me, and
an hour,
it seems
seems to me,
matter has not been out of my
thoughts an
prayer has ascended that I might
unceasing prayer
might be guided
guided with wisdom
an
an unceasing
is the truth I am
am further from understanding
understanding this
and truth. But what is
same as told
morning than ever. The tale as published
is essentially
essentially the same
morning
published is
in fact,
fact, it
it is
is impossible but that Mr. Tilton is
me-in
is the authority
to me
impossible
authority for
it. Mrs. T.
recognize a verisimilitude,
it,
verisimilitude, and,
and, as I understand it.
it, since I recognize
only reply
was
reply I made to Mrs. Stanton was
was the sole revelator.
The only
was that
if true you
a philosophy of the relation of the senses
so far ahead
if
senses so
you had aphilosophy
you dared not announce
announce it,
it. though you consented to
of the times that you
though you
live by
it.
bring
That this was
was in
wrong, and God would bring
by it.
my judgment
judgment wrong,
all
all secret things
to
light
his
own
only
own time and fashion,
fashion, and I could only
things
light in
imperwait.
I added that I had come
were an
an impercome to see that human laws were
tinence,
get no
further, though
of a possiglimpses ofa
no further,
tinence, but could get
though I could see glimpses
possible new
life that at present was
new science of life
present was revolting
revolting to my feelings
feelings and
judgment that I should keep
however,
conviction, however,
my judgment;
keep myself
myself open
open to conviction,
and should converse with men,
especially women,
women, on
on the whole submen, and especially
as I knew the truth I should stand by
no
ject,
it, with no
ject, and as fast as
by it.
attempt
agrees
probably agrees
Channing probably
attempt at concealment. I think that Dr. Channing
you in theory,
theory, but he had the courage
with you
concourage to announce
announce his conacting upon
He refused intercourse with an
an
victions before acting
upon them. He
uncongenial
long time,
left her and married a
time, and then left
uncongenial wife for aa long
woman whom he still
mother,
still loves,
daughter with her mother,
woman
loves, leaving
leaving a darling
darling daughter
pays photographers
photographers to keep
pictures
to-day he pays
keep him supplied
and to-day
supplied with her pictures
they can
as often as
as they
can be procured.
procured. I send you
you the article he wrote when.
friends, he and his wife went to the YVest
West and
abandoned by
by all
all their friends,
stayed for years.
by calumny
abuse, to-day
they are
stayed
years. Crushed by
calumny and abuse,
to-day they
highly than ever,
esteemed more
ever, and he is
is in positions
positions of public
more highly
public trust

—

—

my

my

my

;

in Providence.
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You will
will perceive
perceive my
my situation, and, by
all that I
by all
I have suffered
suffered and
am willing- to Sutter
am
suffer tor
lor your
jour sake, II beg
willing
you to condde
confide to me
beg you
me the whole

truth.
Then I
I can help
truth.
you as no one else
else in
in the world can
help you
can.
The
moment that I
I can
can know this
this matter as God knows it
will help von
it he will
you
and me
me to bring
bring everlasting
everlasting good
good out ot'
this seeming
of this
It'
evil
If 11 could
seeming evil.
say trutht`ully
truthfully that I
this story to be a
I believe this
say

help

fabrication of Mr
story
Mr. and
Mrs. 'I'ilton's
rilton's imposed
imposed upon
a credulous woman-mere
woman— mere medium, whose
upon a
to
susceptibility
from
impressions
in
spirits
susceptibility
impressions
the Hesh
flesh and out ot'
spirits
of it
it is
is to
be taken into account always— the whole
thing dies.
always-the
dies.
But ii'
if it
it is
thing
is
essentially
there
is
true,
is but one honorable way to
essentially true,
in
meet it.
it
in mv
way
judgmy judgment, and the precise
precise method occurred to me
me in
in bed this
this morning,
morning and
I
was about writing
I was
writing you
it when your
suggest it
you to suggest
letter came.
your letter
will write you
I
you aa sisterly
letter, expressing
expressing my
I will
sisterly letter,
my deep
deep conviction that
this whole subject
this
subject needs the most earnest and chaste discussion—
discussion-that
that
own mind has long
my
my own
been
occupied
long
in doubt on
is still
still in
occupied with it,
it, but is
on
many
points—
I
that
have
I
observed for
for years
years that your
many points-that
your reading
reading and
thinking
been
has
profound on this
thinking
this and kindred subjects,
profound
subjects, and now
now the
time has come
come for
for you
you to give
give the world,
world, through
through your
own paper,
paper, the
your own
conclusions you
you have reached and the reasons therefor. If
If you
you choose
I will
will then reply
I
letter, giving
giving the W01TlilIl'S
woman's view (tor
reply to each letter,
(for there is
is
surely a man's and a wo1nan's
woman's side to this
this beyond
surely
beyond everywhere
everywhere else),
else), and
this
means
by
this
means
attention
will
bo
will
be
diverted
by
from personalities
personalities and concentrated on
on social philosophy-the
philosophy— the one subject
subject that now ought
ought to occupy
occupy
all thinking
all
thinking minds.
It seems to me
It
me that God has been preparing
preparing me
me for
for this work, and
for years
you
II send you
you also, for
years and years.
years.
you a reply
reply I] wrote to Dr. Todd
long ago,
1 could never get
published without
ago, and which 1
wit li out my
long
mv name
mime
get published
for the sake of
(which,
ot' my
(which, for
withhold), although
although
my daughters,
daughters, II wished to withhold),
Godkin. of the i`atz`on,
Nation, Holbrook,
of the Herald of Health. Ward, of the
Holbrook, ofthe
Independent, and every
told me
it. all
all told
me it
it
Lzflepcnclent,
every mother to whom l have read it.
was
was the best thing
on the subject,
subject, and the men
men said they
thing ever written on
they
would publish
it if
if they
publish it
dared, while M
rs.
Mrs.'
urged
me to give
give my
my
they dared,
urged me
name and publish,
name
publish, and said she would rather have written it
it than anyanyelse of its
its length
thing
in the world,
it were
if it
were hers she would print
world, and if
print
thing else
length in
it
II send also a copy
it without hesitation.
a. letter I
copy of a
I wrote John Stuart
Mill on
sending me
an early
early copy
on his sending
me an
his " Subjection
Subjection of`Vo1nen,"
of Women."
copy of his
and }1is
all the thinking
am sure that nearly
his reply.
men and women
women
reply. II am
nearly all
thinking men
are somewhere near you,
rally to your
your support
if you
bold,
you, and will rally
support if
you are bold,
stating your
in stating
frank, and absolutely
your convictions. Mrs.
Mrs. Burabsolutely truthful in
avow her belief in
Channing she was
was ready
ready to avow
leigh
in social freeleigh told Dr. Channing
treedom when the time came
came ; she was weary now,
reprieve,
weary now, and glad
glad of a reprieve,
but should stand true to her convictions when she must. My
My own
own conconis that the one
is in supposing
viction is
one radical mistake you
you have
have made
supposing
made is
that you
attempt to
your time,
time, and in daring
you are so much ahead of your
daring to attempt_to
¬C@1V@
you, þÿd
deceive
lead when you
you have anything
anything to conceal. Do not, I pray
pray YOU,
love,
yourself with the hope
any other love,
hope that the love of your
church, or any
your church,
yourself
human or divine, can
can compensate
compensate the loss of absolute truthfulness to
half 11 have sufsufown mental convictions.
I have not told you the halt'
your own
I
your
you
fered since February;
February; but you
what my
my husband
knowing what
imagine, knowing
can imagine,
you can
for the truth,
truth,
is
it was
is to me.
was no common
and for
me. that it
common love II have for you
you and_
nearly
all mankind, women
and for
for all
women as well as men,
men, when I decided to nearly
compelled
break his heart,
already lacerated bythe
heart, already
by the course I had
had been compelled
without. me
to pursue,
me at his
by sending
sending him away
perhaps, without
away to die,
die, perhaps,
pursue, by
side.
-side.
(to the Burton
I wish you
some time (to
you would come
come here in the evening
I
evening some
.1

1-
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you anywhere
New York you
cottage),
anywhere in New
you appoint,
appoint, and at
cottage), or I will meet you
Belle.
yours,
BELLE.
any time. Ever yours,
any
placed them.
Read the letters from John and Mary
Mary in the order I have placed
1 have mentioned
I will send these now,
now, and the other documents I
you will meet me.
1 know whether you
me.
till I
day, waiting
another day,
waiting till
a letter to her
same month Mrs. Hooker addressed a
On the 3d of the same
4,
Thomas K. Beecher,
Beecher, which I produce,
brother, the Rev. Thomas
produce, marked "N 6 "":

N

MRS.

THOMAS
REV. THOMAS
TO REV.
HOOKER
HOOKER TO

[Please return this letter to
[Please

K.

you have
me when you

me

:

BEECHER.
BEECHER.
done with

it.]
it.]

Hartford, Sunday,
3, 1872.
HARTFORD,
Sunday, November 3,
hope you
are better
The blow has fallen,
Brother Tom
Dear BROTHER
DEAR
Ton :-The
fallen, and I hope
you are
our interview.
might have been but for our
you might
prepared for it than you
prepared
_II
"
"
is
wrote H. a
a single line last week thus,
help you
you?? " and here IS
thus, " Can I help
single
help me.
you cannot help
me.
If
woman you
his reply,
reply, "
If you
you still
"If
still believe in that woman
though 1I do not need much
much
can perhaps,
you think of her as
as I do you
perhaps, though
you
you can
they
help.
they spring,
spring, and
help. I tread the falsehoods into the dirt from whence
whence
and
heroic, and would give
give
are thus far heroic,
go on
way rejoicing.
on my way
go
rejoicing. My people
people are
me willing to
Their love and confidence would make me
their lives for me.
me.
'l'heir
willing
a pavilion
bear far more
more than I have.
Meantime the Lord has a
pavilion in which
peace, committing
he hides me
I abide in peace,
me until the storm be overpast.
overpast.
committing
myself to Him who gave
gave himself for me.
me. I trust 'you
coungive neither counmyself
'you give
put afloat.
tenance nor
nor credence to the abominable coinage
coinage that has been put
are mere
upon a garment
The specks
mere spangles
specks of truth are
spangles upon
garment of falsehood.
The truth itself
'l'he
Thank you
is made to lie.
lie.
you for love and truth and
itself is
silence, but think of the barbarity of dragging nil poor, dear child of a
a
silence,
barbarity
dragging
poor,
woman into this Slough.
slough. Yours truly."
woman
truly."
Now, Tom.
Tom, so
can see,
see, it
it is
lias dragged
so far as I can
dragged the dear child
Now.
is he who has
into the slough
is now
now sending another
there, and who is
slough and left her there,
sending
woman
woman to prison
is innocent of all -crime
crime but a
a fanaticism for the
the.
prison who is
as revealed to her,
truth as
her, and I,
I, by
am consenting unto her
silence, am
by my silence,
consenting
death.
Read the little
little note she sent me
me long
long ago,
when, in a
a burst of enthuago, when,
siasm
over a
a public letter of hers
siasm over
liers which seemed wonderful ,to
to me,
me, I told
public
her how it
it affected me,
me, and mark its prophetic
prophetic words :
:

—

My

my

&

my

_

_

:

New York,
NEW
8, 1871.
YORK, August
August 8,
Mr Dear, Dear FRIEND
I was
:--I
was never
never more
more happy
my life
D_EAR, Dana Friend :—
life than
happy in all my
am this morning,
I am
you whom
whom I have learned
learned to love so
morning, and made so by
by you
much. FFOH1
From
you,
whom I had expected
YOU, from whom
censure, I receive the
1¥1l10l1expected censure,
first
deep, pure
f1l'SlG deep,
approval and love. I know my
pure words of approval
course has
my course
often been contrary to your wishes, and it
Often
it has been my
my greatest
greatest grief
your wishes,
_C0Hfl'3Fy,
grief to
know that it
it was
was so,
you have so nobly
But all
so, since you
know
nobly been my
my defender.
the time I knew it
it was
was not »I
whom you
-I for whom
all womanhood,
vomanhood,
you spoke,
Spoke, but all
and I was
was the more
more proud
was general
general and not
proud of you
your love was
you that your
personal.
I am
am often compelled to do things
my sensitive
personal.
things from which my
compelled
soul shrinks,
most of my
censure of most
shrinks, and for which I endure the censure
my friends.
But I obey
can know,
know, and
obey a Power which knows better than they
they or I can
which has never
Whlch
hope. I should be a
a faithless
me stranded and without hope.
never left me
servant indeed were
required to do what I cannot
now when required
were I to falter now
fully understand.
full faith.
None of
understand, yet
yet in the issue of which I have full
fully
the Scenes
selscenes in which I have enacted a part
were what I would have selpart were
fishly chosen for my own
children, my
happiness. I love my
home, my
my home,
my children,
fishly
my own happiness.
f

My

But

my
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husband, and could
husband,

live
live a sanctified life
life with them and never desire
desire contact with
witli the wide world.
But such is
is not to be
my mission. II know
what is
is to come,
come, though
though II cannot yet
divulge it.
it.
daily prayer
yet divulge
is
My daily
prayer is
that Heaven may
may vouchsafe 1110
me strength
strength to meet e'erythin¢f
everything which I
know must be encountered and overcome. My heart is,
is, however too
full to write you
lull
all I wish. 1
I see the near approach of the
you all
grandest
approach
revelation the world has yet
yet known,
known, and for
for the part
part you
you shall play
in it
it
play in
thousands vill
will rise up
call you
was not for
up and call
you blessed. It was
for nothing that
and
I
you
met so singularly.
1 niet
you
singularly. Let us watch and pray,
we faint not
pray, that we
by the wayside
we reach the consummation.
by
wayside before we
consummation,
Ve shallthenlook
shall then look
back
back with exceeding
exceeding great
great joy
all ve
we have been called upon
joy to all
upon to suffer
for the sake of
tor
of a cause
cause more
more holy
holy than has yet
come upon
upon earth. A°-ain
yet come
Again
I
for
your
1 bless you
letter.
Affectionately
you
your
Aftcctionately and faithfully
faithfully yours,
yours,
IYICTORIA 0.
Victoria
G. Woodhull.
WooDuULL.

my
My

My

hodever

graxidest

We

tairlit

Oh,
my dear brother,
brother, I fear the awful struggle to live
Oh. my
live according
according to
struggle
law has wrought
wrought an
an absolute demoralization as to truthfulness,
truthfulness, and so
he can
talk about " spangles
can talk
on a.
a garment
garment of falsehood,"
falsehood," when the garspangles on
garment is
is truth and the specks are
specks arc the falsehood.
first letter to
His first
me was
tome
was so different from this.
this. I
I read it
it to you, but
you,
will copy
will
copy it,
it, lest
lest you
you have forgotten
its character:
forgotten its
"

April 25,
25, 1872.
Aprzl
IIELLE :-I
Belle:
was sorry when I
I met you
I was
sorry
you at Bridgeport
Bridgeport not to
have had longer
longer talk with you
in May.
meeting in
May. I do not ininyou about the meeting
tend to make
mal~:e any
speeches on
on any
any topic
any speeches
topic during
during anniversary
anniversary week.
Indeed.
he out of town.
I do not want
I
want you
Indeed, I1 shall be
any g7'0U'/ld
ground
you to take any
this _year
year except
upon sqfrage.
You know my
suffrage.
you.
exicept upon
my sympathy
sympathy with you.
and
Probably
you
I
are
nearer together
together than any
our family.
Probably you
any of our
family. II canreason nov.
not give
now. II am
am clear; still,
will follow your
your own
own judgjudgstill, you
givo reason
you vill
ment.
I
I thank you
your letter. Of some
some things
I neither talk,
talk, nor
nor
you for your
things [neither
will Ibe
I be talked wzlh.
For love and sympathy
sympathy II am
with.
am deeply thankful.
deeply
only help
help that can
The only
can be grateful
me or useful is
is silence and a
grateful to me
silencing influence on
on all
all others.
A
A day
converse. It is
come for converse.
is
silencing
day may
may come
not now.
Living
dead, my
me. and do not talk
Living or dead,
Belle, love me,
my dear sister Belle,
me or sutin'
suffer others to in your
about me
presence. God love and keep
you.
your presence.
keep you.
God keep
keep us
all.
us all.
Your loving
loving brother,
H. W.
VV. B.
brother,
IIY D1-mn
My
Bear

—

story
is his own.
The underscoring
own. and when I read in that horrible
underscoring is
horrible story
begged a few hours'
kill himself,
hours' notice,
notice, that he might
that he begged
himselfl my
my mind
might kill
me the moment I
flew back to this sentence,
sentence, which suggested
suggested suicide to me
moment
" Living or dead, my dear sister Belle, love me,"
read it:
it
me," and 1I believed
dead, my
Belle,
"Living
even that.
even
Tom. can't
go to brother Edward at once
give him these
you go
once and give
Now. Tom,
can't you
mine, and tell
you have counletters of mine,
tell him what I told you;
you; and when you
as brothers should, counsel
me if
selled together
come to me
if
me also,
also, and come
together as
counselme
It looks as
if he hoped
can.
as if
my love. At
you
hoped to buy
buy my
my silence with my
you can.
course. I shall keep
present,
is dearer than all
all things
keep silence,
silence, but truth is
things
present, of course.
always stand as
else, and if
if he will not speak
it in some
some way I cannot always
else,
speak it
way
" God help us
lie.
a lie.
consenting to a
all."
"God
consenting
help us all."
Yours in love,
Belle.
BELLElove,
:

_

I am
can't come
come to me,
am utterly
utterly alone,
you can't
If you
me, send Edward.
alone, and my
my
woman even
my own
even as for my
heart aches for that woman
own flesh and blood.
I
unselfish
her, but I know her to be pure
and
do not understand her,
and
unselsh
pure
absolutely driven by
some power
by some
absolutely
power foreign
foreign to herself to these strange
strange
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which are always
always in
in behalf of freedom,
freedom, purity-truth,
purity truth, as she
utterances, "which
always to befriend the poor
understands it--always
it
poor and outcast, and bring
bring low
in high
'l`he word about meeting:
hypocrites in
places.
The
only the proud,
proud, the hypocrites
meeting
only
high places.
at Mrs. Phelps's
Phelps's house I have added to the copy.
copy. If
If you
you see Henry
Henry tell
tell

—

him

of
this.
of this.

The reply
reply

to this
this letter
letter

by
by the Rev. Thomas K. Beecher

to his
sister
his sister

—

is
follows, and needs but a single
single remark-the
remark the thought
thought of a good
good
is as follows,
as

testimony in
in this case.
testimony
This is
is produced,
produced, marked

to the value of

postscript.
the postscript.

man

man

I
refer to the last
I refer
last sentence of
of

N

" N 'T
": :
7 "

"

REV. THOS. K. BEECHER
BEECHER TO HIS SISTER.
EEV.

Elmira,
November 5,
5, 1872.
ELMIRA, I'ovembe1'

—

DEAR Belle
BELLE :-To
for speaking
To allow the Devil himself to be crushed for
speaking
Dear
als at
cowardly and contemptible.
the truth is
is unspeakably
respect, as
at
unspeakably cowardly
contemptible. II respect,
Woodhull, while II abhor l1er
her philosophy.
present
philosophy. She
present advised, Mrs. \`oodhull.
philosophy, against
Henry's philosophy,
only carries out Henry's
my proagainst which I recorded my
proonly
years ago,
parted (lovingly
(lovingly and achingly)
achingly) from him,
test twenty
ago, and parted
twenty years
"We cannot work together."
saying "Ve
together." He has drifted, and 1I have hardsaying
am sharp-cornered and exacting.
I am
till I
ened like
like a crystal
help
sharp-cornered
exacting. II cannot help
crystal till
by prayer.
help him through
except by
him except
prayer. I cannot help
through Edward. In my
my
is following
Henry is
judgment Henry
expediency, and.
and,
following his slippery
slippery doctrines of expediency,
judgment
progress and the nobleness of human nature.
in his cry
nature, has sacrificed
cry of progress
Hands off,
integrity.
is down, and then my
clear, exact, ideal integrity.
my
off, until he is
clear,
my church, and my
my purse
my home, my
purse and heart are at his service.
pulpit, my
pulpit,
\'oodhull is
is my
present
Of the two, Woodhull
at present
my hero, and Henry
Henry my
my coward, as at
all its
against the whole batch and all
protest against
acluised. But II protest
advised.
its belongings.
belongings.
I was not anti-slavery
anti-family. But, as I
am not anti-l"a.mily.
I wrote years
ago,
anti-slavery; II am
years ago.
its abominations.
slavery because of its
whenever II assault slavery
assail
abominations, II shall assail
the church,
sjate, the family,
all other institutions of selfish
selfish
church, the svtate,
family, and all
:

;

usage.
usage.
I return the papers.
Henry. You must be true to
You cannot help
You,
papers.
help Henry.
Voodhull.
am glad
circle as yet,
glad ofit.
Woodhull. II am
am out of the circle
of it.
When the
yet, and am
" Cease ye
stiffer as a Christian,
storm-line includes me
Christian, saying
me II shall suffer
saying: "Cease
ye
from man."
man."
Don't
Don't write to me.
truth, and when you
me. Follow the truth,
you need me
me cry
cry out.
Ton.
(Signed)
Yours, lovingly,
Tom.
Yours,
lovingly,
(Signed)
:

—

am so overworked
and hurried that I see upon
P. S.
S.-I
I am
upon review that
letter sounds hard
hard-because
because ct'
of its
its sententiousness.
senlentiousness. But believe me,
me,
suffer with you.
You are in a tight
Belle, that I
dear Belle,
tight place.
place.
T see and suffer
you.
I can
having chosen your
But having'
principles I
can only
only counsel you
you to be true and
your principles
take the consequences.
consequences. For years,
you know, II have been apart
years, you
apart from
all of you
anthropology
all in the wrong
all
you except
you all
wrong as to anthropology
except in love. II think you
and social science.
But I h_onor
honor and love them who suffer for convicin due time.
all
In this
this world all
will come
tion's
come in
tion's sake.
My turn to suffer will
My
pray, take good
So eat, sleep,
Christians shall suffer tribulation.
good aim
sleep, pray,
called.
even hereunto were
we called.
say even
were we
and shoot,
comes say
shoot, and when the ache comes
present.
But I
can't help
help Henry
Henry at present.
I repeat-You
repeat You can't
print and add:
no
add You have no
P. S.
S.-I
my letter to enclose print
I unseal my
on Henry's part.
offence on
yet ofany
of any otfence
proof as yet
testimony would be
I-Ienry's part. Your testimony
proof
Tilton, wife,
wife, Moulton and Co. are witnesses. Even
allowed in no court. Tilton,
move, remember that
hearsay. So ifyou
if you move,
Mrs. Stanton can
can only
only declare hearsay.
probably
information, and we
we shall not probably
you are standing
on uncertain information,
standing on
you

—

my
1ny

—

—

:

—
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If Mr. and Mrs. Tilton are
ever get
get the facts,
facts, and I'm glad
it.
glad of it.
brought
nothing will
Perjury
is
will be revealed.
good reason
reason is
brought into court nothing
Perjury for good
with advanced thinkers no sin.
sin.

will be observed
It will

having
having refused

Mrs. Hooker that she speaks
speaks of
Europe with her husband,
husband, and that she remained
Europe

in the letter of

to go
go to

emergency of his life.
at home in
life.
in order to protect
protect her brother in this emergency
A letter came
came into
my hands with the others from Mr. Hooker to his

A

my

Florence, Italy,
wife, under date of Florence.
3, 1871, which tends to
wife,
Italy, November 3.
all this matter had been discussed between Mr. Hooker and
show that all
by Mrs. Woodhull.
his wife long
\'oodhull. I extract so
long before the publication
publication by

much from the letter as refers to this subject.
subject.

The remainder is
is a
a
a loved wife,
an absent
husband to a
an
wife, about
wholly
independent matters which have nothing
nothing to do with this controwholly independent
kindly
kindly communication of
versy.
versy.

It is
is

produced, marked
produced,

MR.

N

"
"
"
N 8 "

HOOKER
HOOKER TO
T0

:

:

HIS WIFE.
HIS
IVIFE.

Florence.
Sunday, November 3,
Fconnxen, SUNDAY,
3, 1872.
Vrrn :-I
you were
were not pained
MY
Pnsorors Wife
Mr Precious
I hope
pained by
hope you
by what llI wrote
YV. B.
getting much more
Friday about the II.
13. matter.
am getting
II. V.
I ain
on Friday
I
On
more at
upon it
it in any
peace about the matter,
any other light,
matter, but II cannot look upon
peace
light,
right out about it
and it
it is
it and then let
is a relief to ine
me to speak
my mind right
let
speak my
till I had sworn
it rest.
1
sworn a little.
it
I could not have been easy
little. The only
easy till
only
thing that II can
of the concealment of the thing
can think of
mitigation
is this
ofis
thismitigation ot'
excuse, or
or at least explanation,
seems to me
explanation, may
some excuse,
and it
it seems
me that some
may be
viz. : that a consideration of the happiness
happiness of both Mr. T.
found here-viz.
here
'l'.
and his wife required
or seemed to,
to, and the very
it, or
possible further fact
required it,
very possible
that he preferred
it, but took the advice of a few of his leadpreferred to disclose it,
ing friends in the church, and was
therm they
agreeing to
was overruled by
Jhey agreeing
by thenn
ing
This would
take the responsibility
responsibility of the concealment.
vould take off
off somewhat from the hypocrisy
original crime as
hypocrisy of the thing,
thing, but leaves the original
ot' this.
But enough
open
Only
let me
me reenough of
open to condemnation as ever.
Only let
all that occurs,
me informed of all
quest
you to keep
occurs, and do not rely
rely upon
quest you
keep me
upon
an extract from the
my getting
getting the news
news from the papers.
I see by
my
by an
papers.
Boston Advertiser that Mrs. W. has employed
employed two
lawyers (it
tvo Boston lawyers
(it
gives their names)
Woman s
gives
names) to bring
against the Republican
bring suit against
Republican and TVom0m's
it looks as if
so that it
is near
near at hand. I want to
if the exposure
Journal,
Jowrzzal. so
exposure is
say one
more, however. Can you
you not let the report
one word more,
report get
say
get out after
the H. matter becomes public,
public, without being
exactly responsible
it,
being exactly
responsible for it,
kept up
friendship with Mrs. W.
that you
hope of influencVV. in the hope
you have kept
up friendship
publish the story,
ing
its truth
story, you
and that
truth-and
ing her not to publish
having learned its
you having
substantially the fact as II have understood it
is substantially
and that you
gave up
is
it-and
you gave
up
as to be at home and comfort H. when the
going to Europe
me so as
Europe with me
going
as you
expected
it
course
of
summer
truth came
came out, as
it
to
do
in
the
the
course
summer?
?
you expected
give the appearance
This will give
your affiliation with her,
her,
appearance of self-sacrifice to your
your not coming
explain your
coming abroad with me
a fact which has a
and will explain
me-a
l{Il0V that you
very unwife-like look. I know
you will otherwise be regarded
regarded as
very
we shall
shall be regarded
living in
W'.'s views,
holding Mrs. W.'s
views. and that we
regarded as living
holding
practising her principrincidiscord, and probably
some discord.
some
probably (by
many people)
(by many
people) as practising
great relief to me
me to have your relations to Mrs. W.
\'.
ples.
your
ples. It would be a great
way, so creditable to your
is not half the
explained
your heart. There is
explained in this way,
all along
along in my
it that there has been all
untruth in it
approval
my pretended
pretended approval
:

—

—

:

—

—

—

:
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me an
an honest man.
man. 1I
yet people
Woodhull's course, and yet
oi'
of Mrs. Woodhull's
people think me
of an
average man,
an average
enough about that to ruin the character ot'
have lied
lied enough
man,
it.
damaged myself
.
probably damaged
and have probably
myself by
by it
.

.

_
.

.

sister, Mrs. Hooker,
of his sister,
Hooker,
rue all
alarm, and handed me
all the letters,
letters,
in trouble and alarm,
came to me, in
he came
27, which II herewith
together
together with one under the date of November 27,
it
Times, to which it
produce, with the enclosure cut from the Hartford Times,

After Beecher had seen these

enclosure
N 99 "

produce,

It is
is marked

alludes.
alludes.

"

"
li

MRS.

letters
letters

:
:

HOOKER

HOOKER T0
BEECHER.
TO BEECHER.

Hartford, Wednesday,
Hanrronn,
W'i~:nNEsnAY, 27,
27, 1872.
enclosed, clipped
clipped from the Times ot'
Read the enclosed,
of this
Bnormm -Read
DEAR
Dear Brother
I
below.]
I can
can endure no
no longer.
I
longer.
[See enclosure below.]
last evening.
city
evening. [See
city last
will read,going
you to write a paper
read, going
must see you
you and persuade
paper which I will
persuade you
sole charge
ot' the services.
charge of
lshall
taking sole
pulpit, and taking
I
shall
alone to your
your pulpit,
you meet me
a. iz.
m. train Friday
me at
leave here on 8 A.
morning, and unless you
Friday morning,
house, opposite
go to Mrs. --'s s house,
Forty-second
opposite
Forty-second street station II shall go
Association, No.
Twenty-third street,
Men's Christian Association,
Young Men's
street, where
Twenty-third
Young
see you during
Mrs.
said
kindly
during
day.
I
the
to me,
to
I shall hope
day.
kindly
hope
you
now widows,
when last
last in New York, ""My
widows, living
living
My daughter
daughter and II are now
you to come
come there,
quietly
pleasant home, and II want you
our pleasant
there, without
quietly in our
in New York, unless you
warning, whenever you
you are in
warning,
you have other friends
visit."
whom you
prefer to visit."
you prefer
if on a shopping
trip, and stay
it seems
So II shall go
go as it'
seems
stay as long
long as it
shopping trip,
best.
I
I hesitate
else, but I
Tilton's to anywhere
anywhere else,
I would prefer
prefer going
hesitate
going to Mrs. Tilton's
to ask her to receive me.
I
into
1 feel
that paper,
feel sure, however, that words from her should go
go
paper,
and with her consent II could Write
high.
write as one commissioned from on high.
Do not fail
fail me,
me at noon on
me, I pray
on Friday
hope
pray you
Friday as you
you; meet me
you hope
to meet your
name I
I beseech you.
own mother in heaven. In her name
your own
you, and II
will take no
will
no denial.
denial. Ever yours
yours in love unspeakable.
unspeakable.
(Signed)
BELLE.
Belle.
(Signed)

—

?

—
_

--

;

[Enclosure mentioned
[Enclosure

in above lctter.]
letter.]

AND MRS. TILTON.
BEECHER AND
of
Perkins,"
York
the
New
Commercial,
prominent Republican
Republican
Perkins,"
Commercial, a prominent
BEECHER

"
"Eli
Eli

a

paper, has this to say
paper,
say:

—

—

" Nast's
Nast's very
boldness his terrible agqrcssiveness-is
aggressiveness is what chalvery boldness-his
lenges admiration and makes Harpers
Harper's Weekly
lenges
Weekly a success.
" When
\'hen I asked him if
if he didn't
didn't think it
it a great
great undertaking
undertaking to attack
Mr. Greeley,
Greeley, he said :
" 'Yes;
Yes but I knew he was
was an
an old humbug.
was right,
right, and
humbug. I knew I was
I
I knew right
alone, too.
too. The
vThe
right would win in the end. I was almost alone.
people were fooled with Greeley,
Beecher, and
people
Greeley. as they
they are fooled with Beecher,
he will
will tumble further than Greeley
yet.'
Greeley yet.'
" We
"Ie had a talk about Beecher and Tilton. and putting
putting this with other
conversations with personal
Tilton, and with newspaper
Mr. Tilton,
personal friends of Nr.
newspaper
"

"

:

"

'

;

"

am satisfied that a terrible downfall surely
surely awaits
in New
Nev York. II am
the one
it."
one who has erred and conceals it."

men
men

22
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me of
his sister,
in her
of his
his apprehension
apprehension that
Beecher then informed me
that his
sister, in
do
his
in
this
he
should
as she underthat
his
in
presenting
this
duty
truth
anxiety
duty
presenting
anxiety
protecting Mrs. Woodhull from the consequences
in protecting
consequences of
it, and in
of
stood it,

was then suffering,
published the truth,
suffering, would
having published
truth, from which she was
having
his pulpit
Voodhull pub1i¢a_
insist upon
publicago
pulpit and insist
upon declaring
declaring that the Woodhull
go into his
me to do what in
in me
substantially true ; and he desired me
lay to
me lay
tion was substantially
disaster. II suggested
suggested to him that he should see Mrs.
prevent
prevent such a disaster.
speak to her kindly,
this course, and
Hooker, speak
kindly, and exhort her not to take this
;

far shake her confidence in
in the truth
that Tilton should see her and so far
in
safe in
story as to induce her to doubt whether she would be safe
of
of the story

making
making

the statement public.
public.

In this
this course Beecher agreed,
agreed, and such

upon Mrs. Hooker as
were brought
arguments and inducements were
brought to bear upon
arguments
all
three
to
of
prevent
all
us,
of
in the power
were in
us,
doing that
prevent her from doing
power
exposure of the whole busian exposure
brought on
on an
which would have certainly
certainly brought
myself as to the
During
ness.
During the consultation between Beecher and myself
suggestion was ever
Hooker's intentions,
intentions, no suggestion
meeting Mrs. Hooker's
means
means of meeting
any
sister was then or had been at any
his sister
of Beecher that his
part of
made on the part
other time insane.
letters I
I received from Beecher, and they
All these letters
they are those to which

letters of his
instant, as the letters
4th instant,
in his
his communication of the 'ith
alludes, in
he alludes,
that I
I
believe
and
did
not
I
which
me,
to
delivered
brother
sister
and
me,
sister
and II submit to the
I thought—
give him up,
could honorably
thought-and
up, because I
honorably give
this conpart of this
that they
was right
they form a part
committee,
thinking-that
committee, II was
right in thinking—

my keepalleged, simply
as he therein alleged,
keepgiven to my
simply given
safely on
on account
which he could not keep
papers,
other
safely
his
keep
of
part
as
ing
papers,
part
ing
preserving documents.
own carelessness in preserving
of his own
exceedingly anxious that Tilton should repudiate
repudiate the
was exceedingly
Beecher was
for its
its publication,
and denounce her for
Woodhull,
by
Voodhull,
publication,
statement published
by
published
ofa
a card to be
book, the form of
and he drew up,
my memorandum book,
up, upon
upon my
it to
me to submit it
signature, and asked me
over his signature,
Tilton, over
published by Tilton.
troversy, and were not,
not,
troversy,

published by
purpose, which
for that purpose,
him for

I here
I

produce marked
produce

"

N

"

" N 10 "

:

:

TILTON.
for tilton.
card FOR
proposed CARD
BEECHER'S PROPOSED
beecher's
one who has
hoped well and much of one
In an unguarded
unguarded enthusiasm II hoped
stories, and
never again
again notice her stories,
proved
unprincipled. I shall never
utterly unprincipled.
proved utterly
concerning me
me and mine.
repudiate her statements made concerning
now
now utterly
utterly repudiate
for
"Theodore
"Theodore may
substantially
may for
say to Tilton,
me to say
Tilton, substantially:
Beecher told me
:

come
all his misfortune has come
choose, say
if he choose,
purpose, if
own
own purpose,
say that all
Indepenthe
and
Union
the
from
dismissal
his
Indepenof
on account
upon him on
upon
him he
against him;
on account of the offence which II committed against
dent,
dent, and on
yet
does
that
he
me and Bowen
; yet the fact
may take the position
against me
position against
may
done him
has
theories
and
her
Woodhull
Voodhull
Mrs.
of
advocacy
is,
is, that his advocacy
support
in order to get
Now,
rising.
his
support
prevents
get
which
rising.
the injury
prevents
injury

his

;

;

from

me
me

and from

Plymouth
Church, and in order
Plymouth Church,

to obtain the symsym-
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card and unless
community, he must publish
publish this card;
pathy
pathy of the whole community,
to Tilton in
same thing
same
the
said
also
He
He
thing
rise."
rise."
cannot
it he
he does it
" You
Beecher "You
in substance to Beecher:
answered
Tilton
this
To
presence.
my presence.
my
save
save
my
to
It
was
was
acquaintance.
Woodhull's
IVoodhull's
my
acquaintance.
sought Mrs.
why I sought
know why
acts, the facts about
your
of
acts,
consequences
the
from
your
yours
consequences
family and yours
family
now been published,
They have now
published, and
They
which had become known to her.
of
consequences
the
from
you
save
to
consequences
woman
woman
you
I
vill not denounce that
I will
done."
done."
have
yourself
you yourself
what you
apology
paper of apology
the paper
resume After I had carried to Mr. Tilton
To resume:
assurances
received
had
and
adultery,
Beecher's
Beecher's
adultery,
which had reference to
immediately
kept quiet, I immediately
all between Tilton and Beecher should be kept quiet,
that all
in
his profesprofuse
was
was
He
profesprofuse
conveyed that information to Beecher.
conveyed
exwere my
my
he said were
what
for
me
me
to
gratitude
and
sions of thankfulness
gratitude
on
sick, and while on
was taken sick,
I was
Soon after that I
;

:

:

ertions in his behalf.

following letter
7th of February,
on the Tth
sick-bed, on
February, I received the following
sick~bed,
"
"
:
0
marked
Beecher,
from Beecher,

my
my

"

"

:

MOULTON.
TO MOULTON.
BEECHER
BEECHER TO
February
7, 1871.
February 7,
a book which you
you a
glad to send you
am glad
Moulton:—I am
MR. BIOULTONZ-I
you
DEAR Mr.
My Dear
MY
ought to relish. I wish I had
a sick-bed ought
man on
on a
relish, or which a man
will relish,
repaya repayday, not as a
every day,
you one every
it, and that I could send you
more
more like it.
can never be repaid,
for that can
great kindness to me--for
repaid, not
ment of your
your great
freely.
you freely.
even
even by
love, which II give
give you
by love,
one of them
no one
me; but to no
Many,
up to me
many friends has God raised up
Many, many
me as you
opportunity and the wisdom so to serve me
ever given
has he ever
you
given the opportunity
implicit.
You have also proved
You
is implicit.
have. My
yourself
proved yourself
you is
My trust in you
on
Elizabeth's.
Does God look down from heaven on
Theodore's friend and Elizabeth's.
'l`heodore's
more need a friend than these
these??
three unhappy
unhappy creatures that more
mercy to all,
God' s intent of mercy
one
an intimation of God'
it not an
Is it
all, that each one
proved friend ?? But only
are we
we
you a tried and proved
of these
these has in you
only in you
you are
God, who orders all
all hearts,
Vould to God,
hearts, that by
your kind
three united. Would
by your
again.
Theodore, Elizabeth and I could be made friends again.
mediation Theodore,
Theodore will have the hardest task in such a case
case; but has he not
capable of the noblest things?
proved himself capable
proved
things?
if Elizabeth knows how generously he has carried himself
I wonder if
generously
towards
me.
course, I can
Of course,
can never
never
except with
speak
again, except
speak with her again,
towards me,
his permission, and
My
even then it
it would be best.
My
permission, and II do not know that even
longing is to see her in the full
earnest longing
full sympathy
sympathy of her nature at rest
earnest
to
him, and to see him once more
H1
in hlffl,
1
even
more 1rusting
rusting her,
her, and loving her with even
a better than the old love. I am
am always
always sad in such thoughts. Is there
way out of this night?
any
night ? May
May not aa day-star
any way
day-star arise '??
Truly
yours always,
always, with trust and love,
love,
Truly yours
(Signed)
Henry
WARD Beecher.
BEEGHER.
HENRY "Ward
(Signed)

me—

;

;

thoughts.

On

conveyed to
the same
same day
was conveyed
day there was

me
me

request to
a request
from Beecher a

might write to Mrs. Tilton.
all parties
Tilton that Beecher might
Tilton, because all
parties had
then come
no communication become to the conclusion that there should be no
or Beecher and Tilton,
except with my
my
tween Beecher and Mrs. Tilton or
Tilton, except
a promise
knowledge
promise from Beecher that he
consent; and I had exacted a
knowledge and consent
;
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would not communicate with Mrs. Tilton,
Tilton, or allow her to communicate
with him, unless I
1 saw the communication, which promise,
believe,
promise, 1I believe,
1 soon found,
part, faithfully
faithfully kept-,
was, on
kept, but,
but, as I
on his part,
found, was not on
on the
Tilton.
part
part of Mrs. '1'ilton.

Beecher to write to Mrs. Tilton,
Permission was given
given to Beeeher
Tilton, and the folfol"
is
his
here
lowingletter,
produced,
is
letter,
lowing
produced, marked " P " ::

P

BEECHER TO

BEECHER TO

MZY DEAR
Dear
My

"

MRS. TILTON.

Brooklyn,
February 7,
I3nooKLrN, February
7, 1871.
Tufrox :-Vhen
saw you last
MRS. Tilton
Mrs.
When II saw
ever
you last 11 did not expect
expect ever
:

—

many days.
God was kinder to me
days.
or to be alive many
you again,
to see you
me than
again,or
were
own thoughts.
thoughts. The friend whom God sent to me,
M r. Moulwere my own
me, Mr.
all friends that I
1 ever had, able and willing
ton, has proved,
proved, above all
willing to
emergency of
life.
His hand it
it was that
my lite.
help me
of my
me in
in this terrible emergency
help
was ready
tied up
upon our
ready to burst upon
our head. II ain
tied
up the storm that was
am not the
finding that he has your
less disposed
disposed to trust him from finding
your welfare most

my

The

tenderly at heart. You have no
no friend (Theodore
deeply and tenderly
(Theodore excepted)
excepted)
deeply
power to serve you
vitally, and who will
who has it
it in his power
it
will do it
you so vitally,
with so much delicacy
I
delicacy and honor.
1 beseech of you.
you. if
if my
my wishes have
let my
my deliberate _judgment
judgment in
any influence, let
in this matter weigh
yet any
weigh with
yet
you. it
It does my
an unfeigned
unfeigned
my sore heart good
good to see in Mr. Moulton an
you.
for you.
kill me
you. lt
would kill
It vould
if he thought otherwise.
respect
me if
respect and honor for
thought
will be as true a
a friend to your
your honor and happiness
He will
happiness as a brother
sister's.
we have a common
could be to a sister's.
In him we
common ground.
ground. You and II
'l`he past
is ended.
may
The
in him.
past is
But is
is there no
future 'Z-no
no future?
no
may meet in
wiser, higher,
May not this friend stand as a priest
priest in
in the
wiser,
higher, holier future? May
new
new sanctuary
sanctuary of reconciliation and mediate and bless you,
Theodore,
you, Theodore,
and my
my most.
most unhappy
unhappy self? Do not let
tail of its
let my
my earnestncss
its end;
earnestness "fail
end;
you
in my
myself wholly
"in
you believe in
my judgment.
judgment. 1I have put
put myself
wholly and gladly
gladly'in

—

Monlton's hands, and there II must meet you.
Moulton`s
you. This is
is sent with Theodore's consent,
dore's
it.
consent. but he has not read it.
'return it
W/'ll
me by
Will you
you return
it to me
by his
hands ? 11 a1n
for all
am very
all our
in this wish for
our sakes,
sakes, as such a letletvery earnest in
ter ought
Your
miscarriage.
ought not to be subject
subject to even a chance of miscarriage.

unhappy friend,
friend,
unhappy
(Signed)
(Signed)

H. V.
W. BEECHER.
Beecher.

This was
was a letter of commendation, so that Mrs. Tilton might
might trust
me,
fully as Beecher did.
husband, as fully
did.
In the
me, as between her and her husband.
meanwhile Mr. Beecher's
were
Beecher's friends were

continually annoying
annoying him and
continually

writing
rumors that were
were afloat with regard
writing him about Tilton and the rumors
regard to
both, and on
on the 13th of February
February Beecher received the following
following letter
both,
from his nephew.
nephew. F. B. Perkins,
Perkins, which he (Beecher)
(Beecher) handed me,
me, with
a draft of a reply.
reply, on
same February.
February, which he sent withon the 23d of the same
again, and upon
out showing
me again,
that draft I1 made the following
upon that.
showing me
following note. 1I
R," and " S " respecrespecherewith produce
Q," " R,"
produce these documents, marked " Q,"
"

"

"

"

tively
tively::

BEECHER.
PERKINS TO BEECIIER.

PERKINS

Box 44,
STATION D,
44. Station
\
York. February
YORK.
February 13. 1871. j
you
some consideration II decide to inform you
After some
IIY Dear
DEAR Uncle
Uuomc:-After
of a matter concerning
you.
Tilton has been justifying
justifying or excusing
concerning you.
excusing his

My

:

—

New
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women by alleging that you have been detected in
recent intrigues
intrigues with women
by alleging
you
same having
having been hushed up
the like adulteries,
up out of consideraadulteries, the same
tion for the parties.
parties. This I know.
lnay, of course,
You may,
course, do what you
you like with this letter. I suppose
suppose
thought it
such talk dies quickest
it best to let you
hav; thought
you
quickest unanswered. II hav~
being said about you,
know what is
is being
you, and by
by whom,
whom, however
for, whether
however; for,
in
not,
it
you
or
has
been
act
the
matter
it
displeasing
or
to
me
to
suppose
me
not,
displeasing
you
suppose
such things
thought other peothings done without your
your knowledge.
knowledge. I have thought
peobase,
but
ple base,
Theodore Tilton
'I'heodorc
'l'ilton has in this action dived into the very
ple
very subcellar
very backhouse of infamy.
infamy. In case you
Cellar of the very
you should choose to
of this,
this. I am
am responsible,
let him know ot`
don't seek any
responsible, and don't
any concealment.
Very
truly yours,
yours,
Very truly
Beecher. (Signed)
]'{ENRY Ward
VAnD BEECHER.
To Rev. Henry
(Signed)
F. B. PERKINS.
Perkins.
"
can't Say
say Tilton Said
said "
S.
I C=1I1'i
P. S-~1
was referring
He was
adulteries."
referring to his
vith Mrs.
late intrigues
and others.
others, however he may
mav have described
intrigues with
am informed of is
them. What I am
implicating you
is the excuse
excuse by
by implicating
you in
"
"
" similar " affairs.
affairs.
(Signed)
F.
B. P.
F_ B,
P_
(Signed)
;

—

_

PERKINS.
TO PERKINS.
BEECHER
BEECHER TO
February 23,
23, 1871.
February
Mr. Tilton formerly
against me
meformerly said against
haswilhdravjn,smd
frankly confessed
he has
and I know the substance of it
it-he
wilhdrawn, and ['1'anl§ly
confronted,
that he had been misled by
one who,
who, when confronted,
by the statements of one
from his charges.
charges.
backed down l`rom
_[ am
am in part to blame for his indignation.
In some
some sense
sense I
indignation. For I lent
part
reports about him,
ear to reports
a credulous ear
a
hfm, which I have reason to believe
or wholly
exaggerated or
were
were exaggerated
explanwholly false. After aa full conference and explanano misunderstanding,
remains between us no
tion,
tiou, there reinains
goodmisunderstanding. but mutual goodcourse
Of
the
place
exasperation.
have
taken
of
Ol'
will and reconciliation
place
exasperation.
soon run
run themselves out of
rumors that will soon
I shall not chase after rumors
silently on
on any
lriends will put
If my
my friends
if left
breath if
left alone.
any
put their foot silently
talking, the miserable
without f(1]}CZ.7lg.
coal or
or hot embers, and crush them out. 'wilhmzt
Brooklyn.
are in Brooklyn.
a little time as they
ina
New York in
lies
as dead in New
lies will
will be as
they are
affectionate solicitude,
solicilnde. and
your atibctionate
you for your
But I do not any
any the less thank you
replied curlier, but
I should have replied
name.
good name.
your loyalty
loyalty to my
for your
my good
earlier,
immewas out of town. I had to go
I was
your
came when I
go out again
again immeyour letter came
still-born
fall
still-horn-will
fall
slander
this
meddle,
diately.
If the papers
papers do not meddle.
diately.
course there
be got
got up.
sensation should he
If a sensaz'1`o1i
as Julius Ccesar.
dead as
Umsar.
up. of course
annoyance,
are enough
enough bitter enemies to fan the matter and create annoyance,
are
uncle,
am your affectionate
though
no final
Snal damage.
your aifectioliatc uncle,
though no
damage. I am
H. W.
VV. B.
(Signed)
(Signed)

— Whatever
My
MY Dear
DEAR Fred
FRED:-`Wl1atever
:

THE ABOVE.
ABOVE.
RELATION TO THE
IN RELATION
MOULTON IN
NOTE BY
BY MOULTON
consideration,
over for consideration,
agreed to hold this letter over
W. Beecher agreed
W.
NOTE

but
H.
letter, but
approved of the letter,
first approved
me again.
seeing me
it before seeing
sent it
again. I at first
offered a substitute,
T. T..
T., who oti`ered
ennsult wilh
with 'l'.
substitute, the
finally concluded to consult
'dually
W. B.'s
B.'s reply
pencil on
on copy
copy of H. IV.
substance of which will be found in pencil
reply
to P.
to:
copy of the substitute referred to
a copy
is a
following is
The following
the
mind of Theodore
poisoned
as
now
as
now learn,
learn.
mine,
I
of
An enemy
mine.
poisoned
enemy
T. being
concerning me.
me. T. 'I'.
Tilton bytelling
by telling him stories concerning
being angered
angered
him, which II
against him,
against
me because I had quoted
quoted similar stories against
against me
:
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same party,
through a
I, through
a
had heard from the same
party, retaliated. Theodore and I,
upon mutual explanawere brought
explanamutual friend, were
together, and found upon
brought together,
ofthe
the same
same slander.
were the victims of
tions that both were

No

was received from Perkins in this conneccorrespondence was
further correspondence

following note to Tilton herewith proexcept the following
knowledge, except
protion to my
my knowledge,
T"
duced and marked " T":
"

:

PERKINS TO
TO TILTON.

May 20, 1ST1.
1871.
llfay
I would have said to
by, I
Tn.1'oN :-If
Mr. Tilton
If there had not been others by,
say now:
now: Our acquaintance
is
you at meeting
acquaintance is
meeting you
you this noon what II say
you
will please
you will
if we
we meet again
at an
me.
an end
please not recognize
end; and if
again you
recognize me.
F. B. I'muuNs.
Perkins.
(Signed)
(Signed)
:

—

;

Tilton, who was
Meanwhile Mrs. Morse,
Morse, the mother-in-law of Mr. Tilton,
was from
was
was
informed both by
Tilton, learned from her daughter
daughter the
by Mr. and Mrs. Tilton,
relationship heretofore existing
criminal relationship
herself,
existing between Beecher and herself,
and who could not understand why
settled, and
why that matter had been settled,
it had been adjusted,
who had not been told how it
adjusted, and who had had a.a
Tilton, accusing
accusing him of not having
quarrel with Tilton,
most bitter quarrel
having so carried
had, and who had called upon
his affairs
affairs as to keep
upon
keep what fortune he had,
Tilton and Mrs. Tilton,
Beecher about the relations between 'l'ilton
Tilton, and who
filled the minds of Mrs. Beecher and
me, filled
had, as Beecher had informed me,
had,
infidelity and improper
'I`ilton's infidelity
improper conduct to his
himself with stories of Tilton's
January 27,
wife,
following letter to Beecher,
wrote the following
wife, vrote
Beecher, under date of January
as
appears
my
memoranby
me the next day,
1871, which he delivered to me
1871,
day,
appears by my memorananswer which he said he produm thereon,
thereon, together
together with the draft of an answer
prois herewith produced,
letter is
posed
produced, marked
posed to send to Mrs. Morse. Her letter
" U," and Mr. Beecher's
are as folreply, marked "V,"
"V," and are
Beecher's draft of reply,
folU,"

time to time an inmate of his family
family in Livingston
had, as II
Livingston street, had,

"

lows:
lows
:

TO MR.
MRS. MORSE
MORSE TO
MR. BEECHER.
II. V.
[Received January
January 27,
W.
27, 1871
1871; received from H.
[Received
1871.]
18T1.]
Mu.
fit to pay
Brroher :-As
seen fit
any
Mr. BEECHER
As you
you have not seen
pay any
;

B. January
January 28,

—

attention to the
at your
over tvo
two weeks since,
since, I will take this
your house now
now over
method to inform you
you of the state of things
Livingston street. 'l`he
The rethings in Livingston
mark you
was an
an enigma
enigma at the time,
time, and
me at your
own door was
you made to me
your own
"
every day
day adds to the mystery.
mystery. " Mrs. Beecher has adopted
adopted the child."
every
"
"
" What
Vhat child?
Elizabeth."
child ? " I
I asked.
You replied, " Elizabeth."
:

request I left
request

replied,

Now

"

remark ? Neither
I ask what earthly
earthly sense was there in that remark?
Mrs. B.. yourself
I can
nor I
can have done anything
anything to ameliorate her condiyourself nor
tion.
She has been for the last three weeks with one
one very
very indifferent
girl.
away, leaving
leaving my
my sick and
T. has sent
with the others away,
girl.
fire
distracted child to care
care for all
all four children night
night and day,
day, without tire
in the furnace or anything
[sic] in the
anything like comfort or nourisment [sic]
" She is
house. She has not seen any
any one. He says,
says, "She
is mourning
mourning for her
house.
sm."
sin."
one twenty-four
If this be so, one
is
shot, II think, is
twenty-four hours under his shot,
lifelong sin,
enough
sin, however henious [sic].
enough to atone for a lifelong
[sic]. II know that
any
bring more
affairs would bring
change in his affairs
more trouble upon
upon her and more
more
any change
......
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I
for a moment when I
I asked Mrs. B. as to
I did not think for
it, ol'
of course, as she said you
you would
your call
call there, supposing
supposing she knew it,
your
her.
not go
go there without her.
I
making any
any misunderstanding
misunderstanding if
if there was
was any;
[sicj of making
any
was inocent [sic]
I was
done so,
ail though
though her married hte
life dune
so, and we
we
keep quiet.
say keep
you
quiet. II have all
you say
It
brought him
liim to destruction, made me
[sic].
It has brought
me
now
now see our eror [sic].
conit'ortable home, and brought
brought his
me from aa comforiable
utterly miserable,
miserable, turned me
utterly
it' his
I don't
his honest debts were
were paid
don't believe if
paid he
beggary. I
family to beggary.
own family
breackiast [sicj.
their breackfast
buy their
enough to buy
would have enough
[sic]. This she could endure
given to this
this recent and most
publicity he has given
and thrive under, but the publicity
what's taken the lite
her. I
life out ot'
is what's
I know of
of her.
all trouble is
of
crushing
crusliing of all
they in turn have told
told others.
I
twelve persons
I
persons whom he has told, and they
live under from his
we could live
his neglect
we had as much as we
had thought
thought we
neglect
this is
is the deathblow to us both,
ungovernable temper.
and ungovernable
both, and II
temper. But this
Do you
doubt not Florence has hers.
you know when II hear of your
hers.
your crackmisery you
ing your
jokes from Sunday
you
ing
Sunday to Sunday,
Sunday, and think of the
misery
your jokes
u There is
Psalmist
have brought
upon us, II think with the Psalmist:
is no
brought upon
no
God."
God."
Admitting
all he says
says to be the invention of his
his half~di-unken
half-drunken
Admitting all
is the same, for
for all
brain, still°the
still the effect
all he's
effect upon
upon us is
he's told believe it.
it.
brain,
Now he's
I
night and day.
he's nothing
target of her night.
day.
nothing to do, he makes a target
I am
am
driven to this
this extremity:
all sulfering
for her release from all
suffering by
by
extremity; to pray
pray for
God's
if th(
re's a heaven I
God's taking
taking her himself,
himself, for
I know she`ll
she'll go
for if
there's
go there.
" Here I
"Here
I feel
The last
last time she was
said
feel I
was in this house she said:
I have no
no
on the other side II know II shall be more
more than welcome." Oh,
Oh,
home, but on
how my
my precious
precious child!
child
you in thinking
your
my heart bleeds over you
my
thinking of your
sufferings.
Can you
in the matter?
you do anything
anything in
matter ?
sufferings.
Must she live
live in this suliering
suffering condition of mind and body
body with no
no
aleviation ?? [sic]
[sie]
You or any
live with him when he is
is doing
one else who advises her to live
doing
any one
all
all he can to kill
kill her by
is anything
by slow torture, is
anything but a friend.
friend.
I
I don't
don't know if
if you
you can understand a sentence I`ve
I've written,but
written, but I`m
I'm relieved somewhat by
by writing.
writing. The children are kept
me, and I have
kept from me,
not seen my
[sic] child but once
once sinceher
since her return from this house.
my dieing
dieing [sic]
I
I thought
thought the least you
your name
name to a paper
paper to
was to put
you could do was
put your
help to reinstate my
(in the Custom House).
House). Elizabeth was as
my brother (in
help
disappointed as myseitl
myself.
still without employment,
a sick
He is
is still
employment, with a
disappointed
wife and tive
five children to feed,
everything else
feed, behind with rent,
rent, and everything
suffering.
sujfering.

;

"

:

:

!

behindhand.
If your wife has adopted Lib [sic] or you sympathize with her,
pray
Ifyonr
her, I pray
adopted
you sympathize
[sic]
you do something
something for her relief before it
it is
He swears
swears so soon
is too late.
late.
soon
you
as her breath leaves her body; he will
public, and
as_her
bodyhe will make this whole thing
thing public,
this prospect,
is one
one thing
thing which keeps
keeps herliving.
her living. II know of no
no
prospect, II think, is
other.
She's
She's without nourisment [sic]
[sic] for one
one in her state, and in
want actual want. They
want-actual
They would both deny
it, no doubt,
ifs true.
doubt, but it's
deny it,

—

BEECHER

BEECHER TO
TO MRS.

Mus. Juncn
Mrs.
Judge Monsn:
Morse

:

MORSE.

—

My DEAR_iIADA!I
Dear Madam :-II should be very
MY
very sorry
sorry to have you
you think I had
no _interest
interest in your
your troubles. My
My course
hitherto should
course towards you
you "hitherto
satisfy you
you that II have syinpathized
But Mrs.
sympathized with your
Satisfy'
your distress.
Beechcr
Beecher and I,
I, after full
full consideration,
consideration. are of one mind-that.
mind that, under
present
circumstances, the greatest
greatest kindness to you
all will be,
be, in
3'ou and to all
present circumstances,
:

no

—

so far as we
we are
are concerned.
concerned, to leave to time the rectification of all
all
the wrongs,
prove real or
or imaginary.
wrongs, whether they
they prove
imaginary.
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It
in the letter
It will
will be observed that in
of Mrs. Morse she says
letter of
says Tilton
with the others away.
I
away.
purposely omit the name of
I purposely
of

ha.s
has sent

--

this
desirable that
this young girl.
was a
a reason why
it was
was desirable
that she
girl. There was
why it
she
should be away
That reason, as
as given
Brooklyn.
me by
away from Brooklyn.
given me
by Mr.

and Mrs. Tilton, was
was this:
this: She had overheard conversations by
by them
concerning Mrs. '1`ilton's
Tilton's criminal
criminal intimacy
concerning
intimacy with Beecher, and she had
friends of
reported these conversations to several
several friends
of the family.
family.
Being
reported
Being
the
of her prattling,
and
knowing
young,
not
consequences
it seemed
knowing
consequences of
young,
prattling, it
tvo families,
proper,
for the safety
safety of the two
families, that she should be sent to a
proper, for
distance to school, which was
was accordingly done.
She was
distance
was put
put at a boardaccordingly
school
her
at
the
West,
and
the
expenses
of
stay
ing
\'est,
ing
stay there were privately
privately
of
paid
through me
me by
difficulty of
by Beecher, to whom II had stated the difficulty
paid through
us that it
in Brooklyn;
having the girl
it was
having
girl remain in
Brooklyn; and he agreed
agreed with us
otfered to be at the cost of
best that she should be removed, and offered
of her
mc from time to time as they became
bills were
The bills
were sent to me
they
due--a
away
a part
due
part of them through
through Mrs. Tilton. Previous to her going
going away
V
letters to Mrs. Tilton, marked
following letters
and " X,"
she wrote the following

schooling.
schooling.

—

"W"
"

were sent to
and they
they were

me by
me
by

"

Mrs. T. as part;
of these transactions
transactions:
part of

-_

My

"

:

TO MRS. TILTON.

TO

—

l3noo|;r.'N. January
Brooklyn,
January 10,18'I1.
10,1871.

tell you
MY Ilmn
Tilton :-II want to tell
Deaf. Mus.
Mrs. 'I`Ii/rox
something. Your mother,
mother,
you something
offering me
attempted to hire me
me by
repeatedly attempted
me dresses
by offering
Mrs. Morse, has repeatedly
tell them stories
stories injurious
persons and tell
injurious to
go to certain persons
and presents,
presents, to go
that the kind
your husband. II have been persuaded
the character of your
persuaded that,
demon~
were dishonorable demonfor years
attentions shown me
me by
by Mr. Tilton for
years were
at the time thought
were
never at
1 never
strations.
I
thought that Mr. Tilton's caresses were
use of by
a purpose.
I do not want to be made use
for such a
I
for
by Mrs. Morse
purpose.
on my two best friends,
friends, you
you and your
else to bring
your
any one else
or any
my
bring trouble on
husband. Bye-by,
Bye-by,
:

1

.

--

Tilton's handwriting
These notes are in Mrs. 'I'ilton's
handwriting and on the

-

same paper
paper

me.
used by
by her in correspondence
correspondence with me.
THE SAME.
SAME.
SAME TO THE
FROM THE SAME

FROM THE

January
12.
January 12.
me
story that Mr. Tilton once
lilted me
once lifted
'l`1r.'roN:-The
The story
Mrs. Tilton:
MY Dear
Dmn Mus.
own and attempted
screaming to his own
me screaming
ca1'r1°ed me
from my
attempted to
my bed and carried
truly,
Yours truly,
lie.
is a wicked lie.
violate my
my person
person is

My

—

-__

-_-

a friend of Mrs.
was at school she did inform a
young lady
Vhile
While this young
lady was
family relations. These stories
Tilton, Mrs. P.. of the stories of the family
Tilton,
knowledge of my
my friends,
came to the knowledge
friends,
were written to Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, and came
upon their minds unfavorable to Mr. Tilton,
Tilton, and
an impression
creating an
impression upon
creating
I, therefore,
therefore, took
might possibly
reopening of the scandal. I,
might
possibly lead to the reopening
P., to
they came
came from Mrs. P.,
back, and found that they
them
trace
to
pains
pains
upon Tilton
therefore, called upon
I, therefore,
whom the school-girl
school-girl had told them. I,
if these stories could not be stopped.
and asked if
stopped. Soon afterwards he
November, 1872,
1872, written by
8th .of
me a letter dated the Sth
,of November,
by
produced to me

produced
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me on the back thereof,
thereof, to disabuse Mrs. P.'s
P.*s
Mrs. Tilton, with a note to me
The letter
letter is
is here produced,
produced, marked
girl's disclosures.
mind as to this girl's

HY""Y":
MRS. TILTON'
TILTON TO

MRS. P.
Brooklyn, November 8,
8, 1872.
BROOKLYN,
extremity, burdened
come to you
DIY D1-:AR
Dear Mas.
Mrs. P. :-II come
My
you in this fearful extremity,
promised sympathy
sympathy and love
love.
your promised
by
by my
my misfortunes, to claim your
felt obliged
these two years.
obliged to deceive
years, that my
I have mistakenly
mistakenly felt
my
me which /te
against me
false accusations against
never has to
husband had made false
he 'never
her or any
any one.
In order that he may
adding the
on his defence,
defence, thus adding
may not appear
appear on
part
terrible exposure
lawsuit, will
will you
implore silence on her part
you implore
exposure of a lawsuit,
feel against
one
indignation which she may
may feel
against him;
him for the one
against any
any indignation
against
only ray
symray ol'
of light
midnight gloom
gloom is
is his entire symhope in this midnight
only
light and hope
pathy and co-operation
co-operation in my
my behalf.
pathy
A word from you
will
A
will change
change any
any unfriendly
unfriendly spirit
D
spirit
you to Mr. Dwhich dear mother may
given him against
may have given
against my
my husband.
You know I
I have no
no mother's
mother's heart,
will look charitably
upon
heart, that will
charitably upon
all, save you.
you.
Affectionately, your
child,
your child,
all,
Affectionately,
:

—

....
.
.
.

--

;

ELIZABETH.
Elizabeth.

(Signed)
(Signed)

Of course you
will destroy
letter.
destroy this
this letter.
you will
produce out of the order of time-a
time a letter
letter of Mrs. Tilton.
Also, II produce-out
marked
Y
Y 2,"
me a year
money for
for the purpose
purpose
2," sent to me
year afterwards for money
of paying
young person's
person's school expenses,
expenses, and also a
a statement of
paying this young
accounts and letter of transmission,
transmission, and note acknowledging
acknowledging receipt
receipt for
quarter
ending June,
school, marked
June, 1871,
quarter ending
1871, from the principal
principal of that school,
"Z
2."
1" and "Z
"Z 1"
"Z Q."
All these sums
sums were
were paid
by Beecher,
Beecher, and I forforpaid by
warded the money
money to settle them through
through Mrs. '1`ilton,
Tilton, or sent
sent the

—

—

";
'

money directly
request
money
directly to the principal
principal of the school at her request
'

BIRS.
MRS. TILTON
TILTON

T0 DIOULTOX.
TO
MOULTOX.

Dr-:An Fnarccrs
Dear
:_-Be
Francis :—
Be kind enough
enough

to enclose

to-morrow's mail.
in to-morrow's

it
i_t

(Signed)
(Signed)

Tuesday. January
'l`UlcsDAY.
January 18, 1872.
me $50 for
me
for
I want
I

to send

---_.

Yours gratefully,
gratefully,

Elizabeth.
ELIZABETH.
Statement of
Account.
of Accotml.
-_

_

MISS
MlS3

i

::

FEMALE SEMINARY.
Female
Seminary.

-

TO
To
For board1ng..............
boarding
For tuition,
primary class
tuition, primary

Dr.
j) r

--

.

_

$76.50
$76,530

....

.
_

For
washing
Forwashing
For fire
fire (2
montbs)
(21nonths).
For music (double
(double lessons),
lessons), $36
piano, $4.50
$36, use piano,
For advanced items:
Books
and
stationery
4 .14
$4-14
stationery
Books
S
Music
5
10
5.10
...........

.....

............

.

.......

.

.......

.

;

.....

.

.

_

.

.....

............

10,30
10.80
793
7.23
4*00
4.00
40.50
40^50

........

'

.....

........

_

.......

Physician and medicine
Physician
Seat in church
Amount
June. 1871.
June,

.....

.....

............

____
.

,

,___

____

_

6
_OO
6.00

1
1,00
_00_.16_24
16.24

____

$155.27
S 15527
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Jane 8,1S71.
June
8, 1871.
Tilton
you with this a statement of Miss --'s's bill
Mrs.
I send you
LTRS. Times:-I
bill
school year.
for the past
past half school-year.
is
is doing
very well in her studies,
is quite
doing very
quite a favorite with us.
studies, and is
well, but I think,
is not very
Sometimes she is
very well,
on the whole,
whole, her health is
is
think, on
-_-

:

—

-__

improving.
improving.

us a visit,
Could you
you not come
come and make us
bring Mr. Tilton with
visit, and bring
with
you both good.
good.
A
A little
little rest would do you

you
you??

Very
Very respectfully
respectfully yours,
yours,
making
progress
in
very
good
music,
and in some
music.
some of her comcommaking very good progress
branches, as arithmetic,
mon
mon branches,
arithmetic, geography,
geography, and spelling.
spelling.
__

i

.1

is
is

Seminary,
SEMINARY, December 18,
18, 1873.
Moulton, Esq.
F. D. BIOULTON,
Esq.
DEAR
Dear SIR:-Yours
Sir: Yours containing
containing check for $200
full for Miss -'S 's
$20000 in full
all her indebtedness to this date.
pays all
school-bill is
sehool~bill
is received. This pays
Very truly
Very
truly yours,
yours,
--

—

-__

was very anxious to ascertain through
Beecher was
very
through

me
me

-1

the exact condi~
condi-

Tilton's feelings
far the reconciliation was
how fur
tion of 'l`ilton's
was
him, and hov
feelings towards him,
real,
real, and to

get
seem to free him
writing that would seem
get a statement in writing

imputation thereafter.
(Beecher)
(Beecher) from imputation

I
I

more than once applied
more
applied

to

get a
a statement of his feelings
Tilton to get
Beecher, and received
feelings towards Beecher,
'ith of February,
on the 7th
the
following
1871,
from him,
him, on
1871,
letter, which I
February,
following letter,
"AA"
produce,
produce, marked "AA"

:

:

MOULTO N.
TILTON TO MOULTON.

TILTON TO

Brooklyn,
7, 1871.
Bnooknviv, February
February 7,
me, you
several conversations with me,
you have
yesterday you
Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, and yesterday
you said the
an expression
expression
me an
like to receive from me
time had come
wlien you
come when
you would like
that,, notwithsay, therefore,
of them in writing.
therefore, very
very cheerfully,
cheerfully, 1hat,.notwith<
writing. II say,
standing the great
suffering which he has caused to Elizabeth and
standing
great suffering
no wrong,
myself, II bear him no
no malice,
malice, shall do him no
wrong. shall discountemyself,
nance every
every project
nance
(by whomsoever proposed)
any exposure
exposure of his
project (by
proposed) for any
all) shall endeavor to act
secret to the public,
myself at all)
public, and (if
(if II know myself
towards Mr. Beecher as I would have him in similar circumstances act

Friend :-In
11Y Very
Vnnv Dear
DEAR FRIEND
My
— Pn
about my
feelings toward
asked about
my feelings
:

towards me.
me.
a
a

I ought
me
own good
oflices in this case have led me
good offices
ought to add that your
your own
higher moral feeling
feeling than I
I might
higher
might otherwise have reached.

to

Ever yours
affectionately,
yours atfectionately,
(Signed)
(Signed)

Tilton.
Theodore
THEODORE Tn.'roN.

To Frank
'['o
FRANK Moulton.
Mooixrox.

mar the
From that time everything
Nothing occurred to mar
was quiet.
everything was
quiet. Nothing
harmony
Tilton and Beecher, or the kindly
existing between '|`ilton
harmony existing
kindly relations
between Tilton
'l'ilton and Mrs. Tilton,
Tilton, during
during the summer
summer of 1871, except
except idle
was
gossip
gossip which floated about the city
city of Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, and sometimes was

at in the newspapers,
hinted at
no support in any facts
newspapers, but which received no
any
support
known to the gossiper
or through
writer, or
any communication of
gossiper or the writer,
through any
no letters from
Mr. or Mrs. Tilton or Mr. Beecher. And
And I received no

subject upon
topic until his return,
Beecher alluding
upon any
return, on the
alluding to this subject
any topic
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his vacation, showing
in fact
fact the settlement
showing that in
30th September,
September, from his

was enablingenabling him

was

to regain
his health and spirits.
spirits.
regain his

I
I

produce
this note,
produce this

BB "
":
"BB

"

marked

:

BEECHER TO MOULTGN.
MOULTON.

BEECHER

1871.
Saturday, September
30, 1871.
SATURDAY,
September 30,
FRIEND
feel bad not to meet you.
warms to
Friend :*II feel
you.
My heart warms
he here, if
knovn that I
I should be
il' you
you, and you
might have known
you loved me
you,
you might
as
Soberly,
as much as I
I do you.
it's an inconstant world l
Vell, it's
you. Well,
Soberly, II should
for work,
be glad
ready for
glad to have you
hearty II am, ready
work, and hoping
hoping
you see how hearty
for a bright
for
bright year.
year.
I
nothing for
for three
three months, but have "
gone to
literally done nothing
I have literally
"gone
men and see
seem almost strange
strange to come
come back among
see
grass."
grass." Things
Things seem
among men
in earnest.
business going
going on
on in
I
will be here on Monday
A. M.
I am, my dear Frank, truly
Monday at ten a.
m.
I
I will
truly
Hnxnv VARD Beecher.
BEECHER.
and gratefully
Henry
(Signed)
gratefully yours,
yours,
(Signed)
LIY DEAR
Dear
My

:

—

My
!

my
Ward

lull in
it may
advantage of
Taking
of this
this lull
in the controversy
Taking advantage
controversy it
may be as conanywhere to state the relations of Mrs. Tilton to the
venient here as anywhere
if
I shall
shall be pardoned
matter and her acts towards the several parties.
parties.
I
pardoned if
for
be
I do it
must
unhappily
it with care, because my
for
us
both,
I
statement,
unliappily
my
hers.
I
I had been on terms
diametrically
diametrically opposite
opposite to one published
published as hers.
I
visiting at Mr. 'I`ilton's
Tilton's house.
familiar, visiting
very
I had seen and known Mrs.
very familiar,
Tilton well and kindly
1 believed wholly
part, and I
hers, and,
and,
kindly on my
my part,
wholly so on hers,
as
I have before stated,
stated, I
I had never known or suspected
as I
suspected or seen any
any

exhibition of inharmony
inharmony between her and her husband during
during those

many familiar visits,
infidelity upon
no suspicion
visits, and of course II had no
many
suspicion of infidelity
upon
the part
'drst intimation ol'
part of either towards the other. The first
of it
it which
came

to

me was

me vas

in
ot' which I
I
in the exhibition of her original
confession, of
original confession,

spoken.
have before spoken.

The

30th of December, 1870.

first
first

time I saw that confession was on the

The first
first communication I had from Mrs.

'I'illon after I
Tilton
I had read her confession on
on the Friday
Friday evening,
evening, as before
stated,
was on
on the next morning,
stated, was
morning, the 31st of December, 1870, the date
letter showing
being fixed by
by the fact cited in her letter
showing that she gave
being
gave her retraction to Beecher on the evening
letter from her is
is as
evening previous.
previous. The letter
follows, marked " CU
CO " :
follows,
"

"

:

MRS. TILTON
TILTON

TO MOULTON.
MOULTON".

SATURDAY Monivnvo.
Saturday
Morning.
want you
me the greatest
greatest possipossiyou to do me
gave Mr. Beecher
have,
have, and the one 1I gave
at his dictation last evening,
evening, ought
both
to
be
destroyed.
ought
destroyed.
bring both to me
Show this note to
Please bring
me and IIwill
will burn them.
They will see the propriety
request.
Theodore and Mr. Beecher. They
ot` this request.
propriety of
Yours truly,
truly,

FRIEND Frank:
Dear Friend
Mv DEAR
FRANK :-I
My
—I
ble favor.
My letter which you
you

TILTON.
E. R. Tilton.

(Signed)
(Signed)

I could not of course accede to this request
Tilton, because I
request of Mrs. Tilton,

had pledged
myself to Beecher that her retraction on
on the one side,
side, and
pledged myself
her confession to Tilton on
which are the papers
papers she refers
on the other
other-which

—

—
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M r. Beecher"gave Mr.
have, and the one
one I gave
Beecher"
you have,
letter which you
"my
my letter
given up,
should not be given
up, but should be held for the protection
protection of either
"

to as

against
against the other.

as

day of January,
on the 1st day
January,
my interview with Beecher on
I learned in my
his
and
others that Mrs. Tilton
by
told
wife
been
had
he
that
1871.
by
1871,
on account of his supposed
supposed infiinfiseparation from her husband on
a separation
desired a
delities to her,
her, and that Mrs. Tilton had

applied
applied

to

Mrs. Beecher for

first I had heard of
of any
any.
advice upon
being the Hrst
subject. This being
upon that subject.
his
marriage
vows,
either
the
next day
to
Tilton
of
asserted infidelity
vows,
marriage
day
infidelity

lilton if
if it
it were
were so,
so, and if
if she had
second day
day after I asked Mrs. 'lilton
on that or any
any other account,
a separation
separation from her husband on
account,
desired a

or
or

ever
ever

wishing
wishing

assure
to assure

myself
myself

of the facts upon
upon which I was
was to act as mediame that she had
She stated to me

tor and arbitrator between the parties.
parties.

application had been
separation from her husband,
a separation
not desired a
husband, but that applicationhad
to Mr. and Mrs. Beecher through
through her 1nother,
mother, upon
upon her own
own

made

responsibility, to bring
bring it
it about,
January she sent
on the 4th day
day of January
about, and on
responsibility,
the following
letter, which,
which, although
although dated J'anuary
January 4,
was
4, 1870, was
following letter,
actually written January
is a connnon
enough
common enough
4, 1871, and dated 1870,
1870, as is
actually
January4,
But it
mistake by
beginning of a
year.
it bears
by most persons
a new
new year.
persons at the beginning
internal evidence of the time of its
its date,
date, and also I know that I received
mc
me

it at
it

it being
impossible that it
that time,
time, it
being impossible
it should have been a year
year prepreI produce
D D " :
it, marked " I)
produce it,
"

vious.

"

:

MRS. TILTON TO MOULTON.
MOULTON.
MES.

Livings
Livingston
Street,
17~L
174 LIVINGSTON
STREET,
Brooklyn,
January 4,
Bnookux, January
4, 1870

1
(

Fnaxcrs D. Mourfroxz
Moulton
Mr. Francis
Friend: In regard
ever
Dear FRIl&NDI»~Ill
MY
My Dean
question whether II have ever
regard to your
your question
indignantly deny
separation from my
my husband,
deny that such was
I indignantly
husband. I
sought a
a separation
teas
sought
it a
a hundred times before.
story that
The story
ever the
fact, as I have denied it
I/Lefact,
was a deliberate falsehood,
a separation
separation was
falsehood, coined by
my poor
poor
by my
I wanted a
responsibility of this and other
who said
mother,
mother, vho
said she would bear the responsibility
might make and communicated to my
statements she might
my husband's enemy,
enemy,
W, Beecher, and by
by her communicated to Mr. Bowen. I
Mrs. H.
li. V.
feel
[feel
am now suffering in consequence
by the whole proceeding,
proceeding, and am
outraged
outraged by
novsut'f`ering
consequence
I am
am able to bear. I am
very truly,
truly,
more than I
am yours,
more
yours, very
:

—

Eliz. R. TILTON.
Euz.
Tilton.

(Signed)
(Signed)

As bearing
bearing upon
husband's infidelity
of her husband's
infidelity and her desire
upon this topic
topic ot'
produce
January
letter
dated.
another
1871, written
13, 1871,
produce
dated.January 13,

separation, I
for separation,

and
Mrs, Tilton,
by Mrs.
Tilton, anrl
by

addressed to the person
name I have heretoperson whose name
the. one
the
one with whom Bowen had alleged
alleged an
an

still suppress,
fore and still
suppress, as

improper connection with Tilton,
Tilton, and because
improper

of
ot' which improper
conimproper con-

nection Beecher had been informed Mrs.
M rs. Tilton was unhappy
unhappy and desired
the separation.
separation.

"
is marked " EE
EE "
It is
"

::
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l..

174 Livingston
Street,
Livrxosrox STREET,
)
Brooklyn,
January 13,
13, lbTl.
1571. j
Baooiinvs, JLl7lLLll'I'_l/
made very
and SISTER
Sister :-I
very glad
Friend AND
I was
letter,
was made
My Dear
DEAR FRIEND
Mv
glad by
by your
your letter,
most grateful,
actually hunger.
me
for
for youi
your love to me is most grateful, and for which I actually hunger.
loved, and can
say with Mrs. Browncan say
me, have loved and been loved,
lL:e me,
You,
You, li.;e
:

ing,
mfr.
D
"
'•

—

enough 1I think we've
fared,
Well enough
we've fared,
heart and I."
I."

My
My

I respond
when or
you an
or
find in you
an element to which 1
But I 'rind
respond ; when
of the human mind to understand.
enough ot'
philosopher" enough
not philosopher
not
;

human

—

how,
am
how, I am
I cannot
cannot

feel.
only feel.
reason
reason-only
morning of my
on the morning
my sickness,
sickness, and tinged
reply on
a reply
I wrote to you
tinged with
you a
day arrived I was
so that when mail day
was safely
approaching disaster,
safely
fears of approaching
disaster, so
destroyed
a fair prospect of returning health.
sufferings, with a
I destroyed
over
over my
prospect
returning
my suhcrings,
your spirit.
might shadow your
am now
tone might
now around my
lest its morbid tone
it lest
it
spirit. 1 am
my
want to do well. All these ampoorly what JI want
amagain, doing
house again.
doing very
very poorly
darling,
when,
know,
your
last
and
you
in
failures,
letter
to
are failures, you know, darling,
when,
bitions are
your
you tell
tell indirectly of your life with
good, true letters
Theodore those good,
Theodore-those
letters-you
indirectly
your
admired and sincerely
caught and felt the self-sacrifice,
sincerely
your parents,
seltlsacrifice, admired
parents, I caught
your
qualities of heart and mind.
I am
a more
your rare
rare qualities
am a
appreciated
more demonappreciated your
Gr/d manifested in his children than
strative and enthusiastic lover of G<>d
fill me
you till
me with admiration and
believe, and my
will believe,
you
my memories of you
you vill
your card-picture,
card-picture, which we
we have,
have, in such
up your
delight.
caught up
delight. I have caught
it again and again, praying with tears for God's
moments, and kissed it
God's
moments,
again
again. praying
us three the beautiful promise
blessing to follow you.
you. and to perfect
perfect in us
blessing
promise
our nature. But,
my sweet and dear l, I realize in these months
of our
But, my
our acquaintance
how almost impossible
it is to bring out these blosof our
impossible it
acquaintance how
brzbzg
our heart's
heart's growth-Gods
growth God's gifts
Our
soms
us to human eyes.
soms of our
gifts to us-to
eyes.
up
literally by vulgar and base minds that
pearls
are
and
flowers
are caught up
pearls
caught
literallyby vulgar
so destroyed
surround us
every side,
side, and so
or abused that we
us on
on every
we know
destroyed or
them no
no longer
as our
own, and thus God is
our own,
is made our
our only hope.
longer as
only hope.
dear, dear sister.
My dear.
sister, do not let us
us disappoint
My
expect
disappoint each other. I expect
much from you
draining or weariyou do of me.
me. Not in the sense
sense of draining
you-you
ness
spirit, but trust and faith in human
ness to body or
human hearts. Does it
it not
body or spirit.
exist between us
lias suffered much
I believe it
much with
us??
My husband has
it!
My
me in a9- þÿCl'l1
cruel ¬lC0riSpiracy
H19
conspiracy made by
an
with an
by my
my poor
mother-with
poor suffering:
suffering mother
energy worthy
worthy of a
a better cause-to
J was
by saying!
sayimr that Iwas
cause to divorce us
us by
energy
seeking it
it because of Theodore's
feeling mine.
Theodore's infidelity.
infidelity, making
seeking
making her feeling
These slanders have been sown
am quoted
sown broadcast.
I am
everywhere
quoted everywhere
as the author of them.
way to Mr. Bowen,
Coming
Coming in this form and way
they caused his immediate dismission from both the Independent and
they
Independent
Union. Suffering
Suffering thus both of
nothing of these
us so unjustly-_(I
unjustly (I knew nothing
ofus
plans)
anxiety night
day brought
disapbrought on
a disapon my
night and day
my miscarriage: a
plans)-anxiety
pointment I have never
known a love babe it
it promised, you
never before known-a
pointment
promised. you
know. I have had sorrow
sorrow almost
alnrnst beyond
beyond human capacity
capacity dear
It is
is my mother !
That will explain
your filial
filial heart.
Theomy
explain volumes to your
dore has many
many secret enemies. TI find,
a
my mother.
mother, but with a
find. besides my
faithfulness renewed and strenfrthened
by experience
will, by
strengthened by
experience we
we will.
silence,
by silence,
time, and patience.
patience, be victorious over
over them all.
all.
time.
hope are
are
My faith and hope
My
very briqht.
now that IT am
briarht, now
is
am off the sick-bed. and dear Frank Moulton is
very
a friend indeed.
a
(Hp
is managing
"We
mana^ine: the case
case with Mr. Bowen.)
We have
(T-Te is
weathered the storm,
"Let
our Best. "Let
storm. and. I believe,
believe, without harm to our

—

—

,

—

—

—

!

—

—

—

—

—

.
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not your
troubled," dear sweet-I
sweet— I love you.
you. Be assured of it.
your heart be troubled,"
it.
I
I could come
I wish I
come to you.
I would help
I
help you
you in
in the care of
your loved
you.
ofyour
'•
for that II can
do.
ones, for
can do.
heart
bounds
towards all."
all."
Then your
"My

My

your

spirit would be free
free to write and think.
spirit
But hereunto II am
am not called.
called.
My spirit
willing.
is willing.
My dear chi)chilMy
spirit is
My
all well.
dren are all
well.
Floy, on
on her return at the holiday
holiday vacation,
vacation, found me
ine
Floy,
we concluded
sick, and we
to keep
keep her with us,
us, and she has entered the
sick,
Packer. Our household has indeed been sadly
sadly tossed about and the

children suffer
suffer with the parents
parents; but the end has come, and II write that
you
may have joy
for that has past!
joy and not grief;
grief, for
II am
past
am glad
glad you
you love
you may
II have kissed her for you
Alice.
many times. II will
will teach all
all my
you many
my darlings
you and welcome your
Ralph is
is a fine,
fine,
lings to love you
your home-coming.
home-coming. Ralph
beautiful boy,
baby very precious
only baby-very
boy, and to be our only
precious therefore.
Carroll is
'I`heodore's parents
is visiting
parents at Keyport.
hope your
your mother
visiting Theodore's
Keyport. 1I hope
is
is now
now better and that you
you have reached the sunshine. Our spirits
canspirits can~
not thrive in Natures
Nature's gloom.
I am
am
your parents.
parents.
gloom. Give much love to your
faithfully and fondly,
yours, faithfully
yours,
fondly,
;

!

—

SISTER
Sister ELIZABETH.
Elizabeth.

(Signed)
(Signed)

requires a word of explanation.
explanation. It will be observed that
This letter requires
course of the correspondence
correspondence between Bowen and Beecher there
in the course
had been claimed infidelities
infidelities on
with
part of Tilton w
on the part
ith a certain lady
lady
T

name

not disclosed,
disclosed, although
all the parties, and
although well known to all
parties,
against Tilton connected him with that lady,
much of the accusations against
lady,
whose

name is
is

and it
it was
was averred that they
they

came from his
came

wife.

The above

letter
letter was
was

written to that lady
lady long
long after the accusations had been made against
against
Tilton, and after they
they had been communicated
'[`ilton,

to his wife,
bring
wife, and II bring

bearing
on the question
question whether Mrs. Tilton desired a
bearing on

it
it in here as

husband, as had been alleged,
separation
on account of his ininseparation from her husband,
alleged, on
fidelities with this lady.
fidelities
lady.
had, as a necessary
precaution to the
I have already
already stated that I had,
necessary precaution
thc parties
parties interested,
all the parties
parties
of the family
peace ofthe
interested, interdicted all
family and the
peace
other except the husband and
having communication with each other-except
from having

—

—

was known to me,
wife-unless
wife unless that communication was
me, and the letters sent
me. Mr. Tilton and Mr. Beecher, as II have
through
me or shown to me.
through me
regard,
complied with their promise
faithfully complied
before stated,
stated, both faithfully
promise in that regard,

spring of 1871,
away sick in the spring
I was away
1871, as before
my return Beecher placed
Soon after my
stated, and went to Florida.
stated,
placed in
handwriting, ununsigned letter from Mrs. Tilton,
an unsigned
my hands an
Tilton, in her handwriting,
my
1871." I
"Received March 8,
8, I8'T1."
dated, but marked in his handwriting,
dated,
handwriting, "Received
":
it, marked " FF "
produce it,
here produce
so far as I know.

"

:

BEECHER.
TILTON TO BEECHER.
MRS. TILTON
Wednesday.
WEDNESDAY.
used??
it used
all as it
Friend::-Does
Does your
iM'Y Dear
DEAR FRIEND
your heart bound toward all
was
till II was
you till
tell you
myself again.
I did not dare to tell
again.
am myself
So does mine l I am
sung in my
four weeks,
weeks, and he has
sure but the bird has sung
sure;
my heart these _four
B9" Spring has come."
Become."
never again
again to leave.
me never
covenanted with me
"Spring
this, and not to trouble
gladden you
it would gladden
thought it
cause I thought
cause
you to know this,

—

My

!

;

!
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like to
I should like
write. Of course I
now write.
in any
way, II now
any way,
you in
or embarrass you
Beyond
for the Beyond!
can wait for
joy but can
you my
share with you
myjoy;
Plymouth, I will
will
go to old Plymouth,
may once again
Vhen
again go
When dear Frank says
says I may
thank the dear Father.
!

;

cirpastor, under the circommunication from Mrs. Tilton to her pastor,
faith.
faith.
of
good
a
breach
me
be
to
me
to
seemed
promise,
good
cumstances and her promise,
it might
might
if unanswered, it
hoping, if
kept, and hoping,
peace kept,
But desirous to have the peace
its exit to Tilton,
Tilton, or inform him of its
not be repeated,
repeated, II did not show it

Such

a

istence.
istence.

letter, of that
April 21,
another letter,
Friday, April
On Friday,
21, 1871, Mr. Beecher received another
is here proIt
is
to
me.
me.
gave
which
he
Tilton,
progave
date,
date, unsigned,
unsigned, from Mrs. Tilton,
"
follows
GO," as follows:
duced,
duced, marked " GG,"
:

BEECHER.
TO BEECHER.
TILTON T0

MRS. TILTON

April 21, 1871.
Friday, April
FRIDAY,
inyour inwill
will you
you use your
My
destroyed?
papers in his possession
My heart
fluence to have the papers
possession destroyed?
injustice of their existence.
day at the injustice
bleeds night
night and day
returned,
:— As Mr. Moulton has returned,
Beecher :-As
Mn. Bmzcrmn
Mr.

I
stated, I
request, for reasons before stated,
comply with this request,
I could not comply
As I
Tilton's attention
call Mrs. Tilton's
Tilton, nor did I call
letter to Tilton,
did not show this letter
it.
to it.
On

May
May

the 3d of

Mr. Beecher handed

me

me

unstill
letter, unstill another letter,

handwriting, of that date,
Tilton's handwriting,
signed, but in Mrs. Tilton's
date,
signed,
"
"
produced, marked " HH " ::

is here
which
w hich is
T

HH

produced,

BEECHER.
TILTON TO
TO BEECHER.
MRS. TILTON
Brooklyn,
May 3,
3, 1871.
Bnoom.YN, May
for lifa
life or death would be happier
future either for
happier
all the sad
you forget
feel that you
could I but feel
forget me. In all
you forgave
forgave while you
was to entirely keep from
my endeavor was
year my
past year
complications
entirely keep
complications of the past
alone, leaving
myself alone,
ignorant of
all suffering
you
leaving you
you all
suffering; to bear myself
you forever ignorant
large untiring
generosity, and nest-hiding!
love, a large
nest-hiding
weapons were
were love,
it.
it.
My
untiring generosity,
My weapons
now II ask forgiveness.
knov. But now
utterly we
forgiveness.
we both know.
That I failed utterly
MR.
Mr.

Beecher — My
Bnicormn:-lIy
:

;

The contents of this letter were so remarkable that I queried
queried within

my

was
own mind whether I ought
it to Tilton
Tilton; but as II was
ought not to show it
my own
believe, that they
assured by
by Beecher,
believed, and now
now believe,
Beecher, and verily
verily believed,
they were
;

him, I thought
unanswered by
it best to retain it
it in my
own possession,
possession, as
by him,
thought it
my own
I
now. But
its reception
I have done until now.
reception what remained
But from the hour of its
was
Tilton's character for truth or propriety
of faith in Mrs. Tilton's
propriety of conduct was
wholly lost,
lost, and from that time forth I had no
no thought
wholly
thought or care for her
reputation
it affected that of her children.
reputation only
only so far as it

After this I do not know that anything
anything occurred between myself
myself and
ordinary
or more
than
the
Mrs. Tilton of pertinence
to
this
inquiry,
more
ordinary
pertinence
inquiry,

no
courtesies or civilities when I called at her house,
house, and I received no
other communication from her until shortly
shortly before the question
question of the
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arbitration of the business between Bowen and Tilton was
was determined

upon. I had learned that Mrs. Tilton had been making
upon.
making declarations
which were
it to be
were sullying the reputation of her husband,
husband, and giving
sullying
reputation
giving it
a
understood that her home was
was not a

happy
one, because of
want of
ol' the want
happy one,
sympathy between herself and
and her husband,
husband, and because he
sympathy
regularly and as often as
as she
did not accompany
accompany her to church as regularly
thought
would
thought
he
ought
to
do,
it
be
for
the
chiland
she
it
well
do,
thought
ought
thought
speaking of her unhappiness,
do, and sometimes speaking
dren to do,
unhappiness, without despecially the cause,
fining specially
cause, thus leaving
fining
leaving for the busybodies
busybodies and intermeddlers to infer causes
causes of unhappiness
unhappiness which she did not state. I
duty to the parties
regard, and I
thought it
it my
parties to caution her in that regard,
my duty
thought
thought she ought
ol' others,
said to her that I thought
not, in the presence
others, to
ought not,
presence of
differences in religious
or opinions,
upbraid
religious feeling
feeling or
opinions,
upbraid her husband with their differencesin
was not well for her to make any
and that it
it was
any statement which should
unhappy in it,
or that she was
it, because it
unhappy, or
was unhappy
it
show her home unhappy,
religious
religious

inquiries as might
it up, as well as the settlelead to such inquiries
llllglltf break it
up,
maintain
was
was
so
desirous
to
for the sake of both famiso
she
ment,
which
ment,
own.
and her own.
Beccher's
Mrs. þÿB
¬ ¬Cll ¬l`lS
lies
lies-)Irs.

might
might

—

"
"
II."
II."

letter, marked
This conversation drew from her the following
following letter,

MRS.
MRS.

MOULTON.
TILTON
TILTON TO
TO MOULTON.

Sunday
February 11,
Morning, Felrruary
1872.
SUNDAY BIORNING,
11,1872
sought opportunity
Francis :-All
All the week II have sought
opportunity
DEAR Frtend
FRIEND FRANCIS
My Dear
MY
car as
as Theodore does,
as I cannot work in the car
you. but as
to write
vrite you,
does, and the
given to rest,
our stopping
time at our
rest, eating,
places must be necessarily
necessarily given
eating,
stopping places
lecture-going, I have failed to come
come to
say nothing
and sight-seeing,
nothing of
oflecture-going,
sight-seeing, say
you
before.
you
things
me last Sabbath evening
was given
given to you
It was
evening two things
you to reveal to me
witl1 his peace)
you abundantly
(for which G
od bless you
God
First, the truth
peace) : First,
abundantly with
(for
namely, whenever
I remembered
felt, namely.
or felt,
seen or
þÿ'll)]L ¬1l ¬l) ¬7`
that until then I had never
never seen
myself
shadowing of Theodore I became
conversing with others to the shadowing
myself in conversing
hindered the reconstrucwas that J
Ihindered
'reconstrucAnd the second truth vas
his enemy
.7!
And
þÿC77 ¬77l]/
more than
else.
one else.
tion more
tlzcan any
any one
am immovable. Henceforth
Whenever I become convinced I know I am
\'henever
is cast into the depths
ray lips,
silence has locked my
depths l Theo.
key is
lips, and the key
enemy of no
no one.
need fear me
me no
no longer,
longer, for II would be the enemy
great work of the past
equal to the great
I have not been equal
past year.
year. All I have
mother, husdone is
is to cause
cause the utter misery
my mother,
best-my
misery of those I love best
children
band. Mr. B.,
B., and my
my dear children!
you will never
greatly I prize
But how greatly
prize your
your counsel and criticisms you
you.
only convince,
me ; only
all terrify
know. You do not at all
convince, and I bless you.
terrify me
forgive me
you forgive
me
you'll do,
I'm sure you'll
line, which I'm
Pardon this hasty
do, since you
hasty line,
Good-night.
so much else.
else.
Affectionately,
Good-night. Affectionately,
Elizabeth.
ELIZABETH.
(Signed)
:

—

:

!

—

!

;

(Signed)

covenant," April
2, 1872, Tilton
After the signing
April 2,
signing of the "tripartite
"tripartite covenant,"
wil`e's confescontaining his wife's
desired that I should return him the paper
paper containing
fallits possibly
sion,
order, as he said,
said, to relieve her anxiety
possibly fallsion, in order,
anxiety as to its
should
that
this paper
desirous
she
was
was very
hands,
and
wrong
ing
into
hands,
paper
very
ing
wrong
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it solely
I held it
for her protection,
protection, and under pledge
solely for
destroyed. As I
be destroyed.
pledge
gave it
told me
it into
it to him, and he told
me afterward that he gave
I gave
to him, I
gave it
She also
also confirmed this
this statedestroyed it.
it.
her hands, and that she destroyed
'

ment.

—

—

Some time after
after that--it
that it is
is impossible
for
impossible for

me

me

to fix
fix the date precisely
precisely

-I
I learned from Beecher that Mrs. Tilton had told him that when shrshe
her confession to her husband of her inddelity
infidelity with him (Beecher)
(Beecher)
of his
made* a like
like confession to her of
her husband had made
his own
own inddelities
infidelities

made

with several other

women. This being
an entirely
entirely new statement o1`
of
being an
never having
conversations
Tilton, in
in all
all my
my conversation?
having heard Mrs. Tilton,
although she had admitted freely
with her,
freely her own
own sexual intercourse
her, although
fact to me, and
fact

with Beecher, make any
any claims that her husband had confessed his
infidelity,
was considerably
considerably surinidelity, or that he had been unfaithful to her, II was
at this

prised
prised

iutimation
intimation made at so late
late a
it to
a period,
period, and II brought
brought it

the attention of Tilton, in
in the form of a very
very strong
strong criticism of his
his
course towards me, that he had kept
fact, which
kept back so important
important aa fact,

might have made a
a great
great difference as to the course that ought
might
ought to be
taken. Tilton promptly,
promptly, and with much feeling,
feeling, denied that he had
ever made any such confession,
his wife ever claimed that he
hc
confession, or that his
any
me to see Mrs. Tilton. and satisfy myself upon that
had, and desired me
had,
satisfy myself upon
point and he went immediately
house, that II might
might see
me to his house,
point;
immediately with me
;

Mrs. Tilton before he should have the opportunity
after he
her, after
opportunity to see her,
had learned the alleged
alleged fact.
fact.

"Ie
We

went to tl1e
the house together
together and found

'l'ilton said to me:
On our way
way to the house,
me:
house, Tilton
U
" Frank,
trying to keep
family together
is the use
use of my
my trying
keep the family
Frank, what is
together when

her in
in the back parlor.
parlor.

this sort of thing
all the time said against
against ine?
me ?
this
is being
being all
thing is

You are all
all the

me

peace, and forget
forgive,
that I must keep
keep the peace,
forget and forgive.
while these stories are being
arriving
my prejudice."
prejudice." On arriving
being circulated to my

time telling
telling

me

at the house I
step into the front parlor,
parlor, where we
we
I asked Mrs. Tilton to step
question to her: "Elizabeth,
you
two were alone. II then put
put the question
Elizabeth, did you
tell Mr. Beecher that when you
tell
your confession to your
your husband
you made your
of your
same time made a
infidelity with Beecher, your
your infidelity
your husband at the same
" I
women ?? " I said,
said, "I
confession to you
Confession
you of his own
own infidelity
intidelity with other women
want to know if
satisfaction."
if this is
own satisfaction."
She answered:
answered
my own
is true,
true, for my
" Yes."
"Yes"
I then stepped
I
parlor, where her husstepped with her into the back parlor,
band was
Your wife says
tell
was Waiting,
waiting, and I
I said to him: "Your
says that she did tell
Beecher that you
with
other
the
infidelity
confessed
women,
at
your
you
your infidelity
women,
"

"

:

"

you."
time she made her confession to you."

Elizabeth immediately
said
immediately said:

:

"
"
tell you
didn't tell
"Why,
quesyou so. I could not have understood your
I`Vhy, no, II didn't
your ques~
it isn't
tion,
ever made any
confession,
isn't true that Theodore ever
tion, because it
any such confession,

and II didn't
didn't state it
Beecher, because it
it is
is not true."
true."
it to Mr. Beecher,
I was
was very
surprised at the denial,
very much shocked and surprised
I
denial, but of course
nothing more
could say
say nothing
upon that subject.
more, and did say
more upon
subject,
nothing more,
say nothing
and left
left and went home. The next morning
morning I received the following
following
23
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Tilton, without date,
date, so that I am
give the
letter from Mrs. Tilton,
am unable to give
of this transaction;
was after the tripartite
transaction but I know it
it was
exact date ot'
tripartite
;

covenant.

"
The letter is
is here produced,
JJ""
produced, and marked " JJ

:
:

TILTON TO
TO MOULTON.
MRS. TILTOX
MOULTON.

—

Dear
Francis::-II did tell you
DE¢R FRANCIS
you two falsehoods at your
your last visit. At
question, thinking
you had reference
entirely misunderstood your
your question,
first
tirst I entirely
thinking you
your house,
intelligently
to the interview at your
house, the day
day before. But when I intelligently
myself on
on record
replied to you,
replied falsely.
now put
put myself
replied
you, I repliecl
falsely. I will now
truthfully.
truthfully.
I told Mr. B. that at the time of my
my confession T. had made similar
AVhen
persons. Vhen
himself, but no
as to persons.
me of himself,
no developments
confessions to me
developments as
it so?" I told ray
satisfaction, "Vas
"Was it
your own
own satistiiction,
you then asked,
asked, for your
my
you
T., "You
"You know I was
was obliged
After you
lie.
second lie.
obliged
you had left I said to 'l`.,
now
Frank, and I now
now say,
say, rather than make others suffer as I
/ 'now
to lie
lie to Frank,
impossibility for me
me to tell
tell the
is a physical
do,
it is
do, II must lie
lie; for it
physical impossibility
;

truth."
angry, troubled face
lace been before
Yet I do think,
T.'a angry,
think, Francis,
Francis, had not T.'s
me, I would have told you
me,
you the truth.
perperfect coward in his presence,
am a perfect
I
I am
his, per~
any fault of his,
presence, not from any
timidity.
years of timidity.
long years
haps, but from long
haps,
implore you,
you, as this is
a side issue,
is a
me into
I implore
issue, to be careful not to lead me
temptation.
further temptation.
or Mr. B.,
any one. An
An effort made for
may show this to T. or
You may
B., or any
Wretchedly,
truth.
truth.
\fretchedly,
Elizabeth.
ELIZABETH.
(Signed)
(Signed)

me, because nothing
was wholly unsatisfactory to me,
This letter was
nothing had
wholly unsatisfactory
day previous
occurred the day
possibly have referred.
previous to which she could possibly
Woodhull
day of November,
November, 1872,
on the 2d day
After the publication,
1872, in Voodhull
publication. on
Beecher's conduct in
tb
Weekly, of the story
& Claflin's
Clatlin's Wcekiy,
story of Tilton and Beecher's

my name
name

Tilton, and as my
relation to Mrs. 'l`ilton,

as
was mentioned in the article as

was

was conpossessing peculiar
one
one possessing
subject, I was
upon the whole subject,
peculiar knowledge
knowledge upon
by my
tinually asked by
even by
strangers, upon
upon their
my acquaintances,
acquaintances, and even
by strangers,
tinually
was true;
tbund
true; and I found
was, whether that publication
ascertaining
ascertaining who II was,
publication was

A

answer
A refusal on
on my part to answer
making an
an answer.
answer.
making
my part
ot" the charges.
a confession of the truth of
would have been taken to be a
charges.

difficulty in
great
great difbculty

confidence, I
inquired who had no
Therefore,
no right
þÿ'l`ll&'I'
¬I'O1` ¬,when people
people inquired
right to my
my confidence,
statement,
phrase as,
answered them in such phrase
as, without making
making a direct statement,
would lead them to infer that the charges
charges could not be sustained.
cases I doubt not that the inquirers
fact,
In some
supposed that I,
some cases
inquirers supposed
I, in fact,
truth but upon
directly
upon that point
point I was
denied their truth;
was very studious not directly
very
myself. Finding
to commit myself.
was working injury to
my very
Finding that my
very silence was
working injury
;

the cause
cause of the suppression
scandal, I told Tilton that I wished
suppression of the scandal,
to be authorized

by
deny it.
it.
by his wife to deny

thought
thought

it certainly could not possibly be true to the extent,
it
extent, and
certainly
possibly
breadth, in which it
it was
was stated in that
in the circumstances with the breadth.

I

newspaper. Soon after I received the following
following paper,
Without date,
date, from
newspaper.
paper, without
is produced and marked " KK" :
Tilton, which is
Mrs. Tilton,
produced
"

KK"

:
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TO MOULTON.
TILTON TO
MRS. TILTON
lIoUL'roN:
Mr. Moulton
MR.
husband's sake and my
For my
niy husband's
my children's,
FRIEND :-For
DEAR Friend
1/IY Dear
children's, I
soul, that I am
am innocent of the
all my
wo1nan's soul,
testify, with all
hereby testify,
my woman's
hereby
alleged against
my husme.
I have been to my
crime of impure
against me.
impure conduct alleged
My early
a true wife
band a
wife; in his love II wish to live and die. My
early affection
flame ; all
all the more
more for what he has
its maiden tlame
still burns with its
for him still
wrongs. His plan
plan to keep
private and public
public wrongs.
sake, both private
borne for my
keep
my sake,
approved, and the
me I never approved,
ago threatened against
back scandals long
against me
long ago
as he has
so much as
f`ew would have risked so
unavailing but few
it unavailing;
result shows it
conspiracy began
began against
him, two
sacrificed
sacriticed for others ever since the conspiracy
against him,
years
ago.
years ago.
others, he has forborne to use
use it,
alHaving had power
power to strike others,
it, and alHaving
No wound is
great to me
is so
me as the
so great
lowed himself to
to be injured
injured instead. No
day for
accusers.
I bless him every
is among
my accusers.
imputation
among my
every day
imputation that he is
swerves not,
not, and for standing
standing my
my champion
his faith in me,
me, which swerves
against
champion against
all
all my
my accusers.
ELIZABETH R. Tilton.
TILTON.
Elizabeth
(Signed)
(Signed)
~

:

My

:

—

;

;

;

V

Upon
Upon

the strength
strength of that I thereafterwards said that Mrs. Tilton

denied the story.
story.

About the 16th December,
December, 1872,
1872, Mr. Carpenter
Carpenter and

up the reports,
Dr. Storrs undertook to look up
intention, as I unreports, with the intention,
statement, or as being
being concerned in
some public
advising some
public statement,
derstood, of advising
derstood,
investigation of the matter,
some investigation
some
matter, and Mrs. Tilton wrote for them
bearing that date,
date, which I produce,
LL" :
paper bearing
produce, marked "LL"
following paper
following

the

"

:

MRS.

TILTON,S

STATEMENT.

December 16, 1872.
by my
duty, I
I informed my
my duty,
my husband that Mr.
In July,
July, 1870, prompted
prompted by
pastor, had solicited me
Beecher, my
YV. Beecher,
me to be a
H. W.
a wife to
my friend and pastor,
all that this implied.
implied.
him,
Six months afterwards my
my
him, together
together with all
impelled by
by the circumstances of a
husband felt irnpelled
a conspiracy
conspiracy against
him,
against him,
in which Mrs. Beecher had taken part,
part, to have an
an interview with Mr.
Beecher.
In order that Mr. B. might
my hus~
husmight know exactly
exactly what I had said to my
band I wrote aa brief statement (I
(I have forgotten
forgotten in what form),
form), which
my
Late the same
evening Mr. B.
same evening
my husband showed to Mr. Beecher.
came
came to me
me (lying
time), and filled
me with distress,
filled me
distress,
(lying very
very sick at the time),
saying
him, and wanting
if I meant to appear
saying I had ruined him,
wanting to know if
appear
against him. This I certainly
certainly did not mean
mean to do,
do, and the thought
thought was
was
against
agonizing
to
me.
I
me.
1
then
a
signed
a
paper
he
wrote,
which
clear
him in
to
wrote.
agonizing
signed paper
ca-se
case of a trial.
trial.
In this instance,
others, when absorbed by
by
instance, as in most others,
one great
.harmony of my
is entirely
entirely dismy mind is
great interest or feeling,
feeling, the harmony
turbed, and I found on
on reflection that this paper
was so drawn as
as to
turbed,
paper was
place
me most unjustly
unjustly against
on the side of Mr.
place me
against my
1ny husband, and on
So,
long-suffering
Beecher.
So, in order to repair
repair so cruel a blow to my
my long-suffering
husband,
an explanation
explanation of the first
first paper,
signature.
husband. I wrote an
paper. and my
my signature.
Mr. Moulton procured
procured from Mr. B. the statement which I gave
gave to him
in my
now holds it.
agitation and excitement,
excitement. and now
it.
my agitation
This ends my
my connection with the case.
TILTON.
(Signed)
Elizabeth R. Tilton.
ELIZABMH
(Signed)

—

P. S.
is made at the request
This statement is
S.-This
request of Mr. Carpenter,
Carpenter, that
it may be shown confidentially to Dr. Storrs and other friends,
it
friends, with
may
confidentially
whom my
consulting.
my husband and I are consulting.
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This paper
was delivered
delivered to
to me,
and the theory of
the confession
paper was
me, and
confession
theory of the
then was
was that Mr. and Mrs. Tilton
Tilton should
should admit no
no more
more than the
solicitation
to make
make an
an explanation
solicitation; but that endeavor to
business
explanation of the business
fell through, and after
after it
it was
fell
those interested,
was shown to
interested, as
to those
was told,
through,
as I
I was
told,
the paper
the
me.
paper remained with me.
;

I received
no further
received no
communication from Mrs. Tilton
further communication
until the
Tilton until
the 25th
of
June of this year
year (1874), and that communication came
ofJune
came to me
me in
in this
(1874),
wise.
When
'When Tilton showed me
me his Dr.
Dr, Bacon letter
most strongly
letter I most

strongly

and earnestly
against its
advised against
its publication,
him in subearnestly advised
said to him
publication, and said
stance that,
that, while
while I admitted
admitted the wrong and injustice of
stance
Bac0n's
wrong
injustice of Dr. Bacon's
charges, that he (Mr. T.) had
lived by the magnanimity of Beecher, and
charges,
(Mr. T.) hud lived
bythe magnanimity Beecher,
was aa dog
dog and a
that he was
a knave,
believed he had acted a
a proper
knave, when I believed
proper
manly part
part in
in endeavoring to shield
and manly
shield his family, yet that its
its publica-

endeavoring

family, yet

publica-

tion
stir the public mind that an
tion would so
so stir
an investigation would be forced
public
investigation
upon
some manner
manner which I could not then foresee,
upon him and Beecher in some

foresee,

and that the truth would in all probability have to come
come out,
much
or so
so much
probabilityhave
out, or
of it
it that Mrs. Tilton and Beecher
would be dishonored and destroyed,
destroyed,
and he himself
himself be subjected
subjected to the severest criticism.
criticism.
Notwithstanding

Notwithstanding

my

advice,
was so
so wrought up with the continued assaults upon him
vice, he was
my ad
wrought up
upon
by the friends
friends of Beecher,
on the publication
publication of the
by
Beecher, that he determined on
letter.

He said to me,
me, in substance,
He
as the course
course I had advised in the
substance, that as
matter in regard
investigation had been so
so
regard to the church investigation

completely set
completely
by Beecher's
l`$eecher's friends,
so far ignored
all propositions
friends, and they
by
they had so
ignored all
propositions
coming from me
me as
mode of disposing
as to the best mode
disposing of the matter,
matter, they
they
coming
evidently did not any
longer intend to be guided
guided by
by my
my counsel or
evidently
any longer
aside

wishes and
wishes;
;

(Mr. T.)
T.)
(Mr.

if
if

Beecher and his friends set

me

me

aside
aside in the matter,
matter, he

why he should any
longer yield
why
any longer
yield
modification that Iwas
The only
I was
only modiiication

my

could see no
no reason
reason

my

treaties or
or follow
my lead.
of the Bacon letter was
was this

to my enen-

able to get
get

z It originally read that Beecher had comcomoriginally
"
against him and his family
crime."
mitted against
family " aa revolting
revolting cri1ne."
I insisted that that should be changed
changed into " an
an offence committed
:

"

against me,"
me," which was
done, and the letter was
was
was done,
against

published
published

in that

form.
The reasons
reasons which actuated

me

me

to require
change
require this change

by
by

Tilton in

peace might
might still be
were in the hope
his letter were
hope that reconciliation and peace
possible.
an offence only, and
As the letter as
as amended would state an
As
only,
possible.
also that

an
an apology sufficient in the mind of Tilton had been made for
apology
come out
come

offence, if Beecher,
Beecher, in reply
that oifence,
letter, should
reply to the Bacon letter,
it
and state that it

for
against Tilton,
was true he had committed an
an offence against
'I`iltOn, f0l°

was

accepted
apology, which had been accepted
ample apology,
which he had made the most ample

by
hy

satisfactory, and as the matter was
Tilton as satisfactory,
was nobody's
nobody's business but

any
parties interested,
a party
party to any
never become a
that of the parties
interested, he would never
or
investigation of the subject,
subject, and that Tilton had acted not unjustly
investigation
unjustly or
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done, that in such case the affair
unfairly towards him in what he had done,
affair
unfairly
peace maintained. But if
if the
quieted and peace
might possibly
possibly have been quieted
might
letter, all hope
words "revolting
crime" remained in the letter,
hope of reconcilia"revoltiug crime"
investigation would be impossible.
impossible.
After
escaping the fullest investigation
tion or
or escaping
Beecher, his friends and
the publication
publication of that letter I so advised Mr. Beecher,
unheeded; and I also gave
gave Mr. Beecher the
was unheeded;
counsel,
counsel, but that advice was
a letter,
with him for which he asked in a
a consultation with
same
same advice at a
letter,
produced.
days
hereafter, in its proper
place,
be
Some
which will hereafter,
proper place,
produced.
days subfollowing letter,
Tilton, I received the following
letter,
sequent
sequent to this advice of mine to Tilton,
of date June 25,
Mrs, Tilton,
1874, from Mrs.
Tilton, which is the last communica25, 1874,
subject.
tion I have had with or
It is
is herewith proor from her on
proon the subject.

duced, and marked
duced,

MM

"
" :
"
MM ":

TILTON T()
TO MOULTON.
MOULTON.

MRS. TILTON
MRS.

June
874.
Jtme 25,
25, 11874.
Mr. Moulton:
It is
is fitting 1 should make quick endeavor to undo
Ma.
Mourxroxz-It
fitting
quick
injustice towards you.
my injustice
my
you.
I learned from Theodore last night
opposed the pubpubni;__fht that you
you greatly
greatly opposed
lication of his statement to Dr. Bacon. I had coupled
you with Mr.
coupled you
Carpenter as
as advising
advising it.
it.
Carpenter
Forgive
accept my
gratitude.
rue, and accept
Forgive me,
my gratitude.
(Signed)
Eliz.
Euz. R. Tilton.
TILTON.
(Signed)

—

Having now
placed before the committee my
now placed
my statement of the facts
Having
concerning
Tilton, and the documentary
concerning Mrs. Tilton,
documentary evidence that I have to
support them,
nearly all that
them, and as they
support
they are diametrically
diametrically opposed
opposed to nearly
Mrs. Tilton appears
published statement,
statement, I deem it
it ray
appears to declare in her published
my
duty
myself, and my
position in this terrible business,
business, to say
say that
duty to myself,
my position
during this affair Mrs. Tilton has more
more than once
once admitted to me
me and to
during
another person
whom I do not care
care to bring into this
person to my
my knowledge
knowledge-Whom

—

—

bring

controversy
the fact of her sexual relations with Beecher,
controversy-the
Beecher, and she
never
once denied them,
never has once
them, other than in the Written
written papers
papers prepared
prepared
for a purpose
already exhibited;
exhibited but on
on the contrary, the
purpose which I have already
contrary,
fact of such criminal intercourse being well understood by Beecher,
being
;

by Beecher,

Tilton and Mrs. Tilton to have taken place,
place, my
my whole action in the matwas based upon
ter was
fact, and was
an endeavor,
upon the existence of that fact,
was an
endeavor,
faithfully carried out by me
faithfully
protect the families
by me in every
every way
Way possible,
possible, to protect
of both parties
a public
public disclosure of Mrs.
parties from the consequences
consequences of a
Tilton's admitted infidelities
Tilton's
intidelities to her husband.
I now
now return to the documentary
evidence, and the necessary expladocumentary evidence,
necessary explathereof, which I have of the condition of the affair as regards
nations thereof,
regards
Beecher himself,
fall of 1871,
as disconnected with the affairs
himself, after the fall
1871, as
of Bowen which I have already explained.
already explained. At about this time I

MM

"
received the following
following letter,
letter, marked "" MM 2 ":

:
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WOODHULL TO
T0 BEECHER.
BEECHER.

MRS. IVOODHULL
MRS.

East Thirty-eighth
Street, 19th,
15 Easr
Tnmfrv-EIGHTH STREET,
19th, 11th,
11th, 1871.
W. BEECHER
Beeoher :
Rev.
REV. H. IV.
Dear
For reasons
interested as
as well as
DEAR Sir
Sm :-For
reasons in which you are
deeplyinterested
you are deeply
cause of truth,
an interview with you,
myself,
truth, I desire to have an
myself, and the cause
you,
without fail,
fail, at some
some hour to-morrow. Two of
your sisters have gone
Without
ot' your
gone
way to assail my
purposes, both by
by the means
out of their way
means
my character and purposes,
numerous private
private letters written to various
of the public
Various
public press
press and by
by numerous
persons
injure me
whom they
me and thus to defeat the political
persons with whom
they seek to injure
political
ends at which I1 aim.
You doubtless know that it
to
my power
back,
ways
You
it is
is in my
strike
and
in ways
back,
power
more
can come
me but II do not desire
come to me;
more disastrous than anything that can
anything
justice from those from whom I have a
simply desire justice
to do this.
I simply
a right
right
course on
to expect
expect it
on your
me to
it; and aa reasonable course
your part
part will assist me
you will understand me.
it.
speak guardedly,
I repeat
repeat
it.
me.
I speak
guurdedly, but 1I think you
to speak
that I must
an interview to-morrow,
speak toinust have an
am
to-morrow, since I am
Hall, and what lI shall or
evening at Steinway
Steinway Hall,
morrow
morrow evening
or shall not say
say
upon thc
the result of the interview.
depend largely
will depend
largely upon
very truly,
Yours very
truly,
Victoria
(Signed)
Vicromk C. Woodhull.
WOODHULL.
(Signed)
answer
by
bearer.
Please
return
P. S.
answer
by
:

—

:

;

;

.
_

The foregoing
foregoing letter occasioned Mr. Tilton much
much anxiety
anxiety lest Mrs.
"Woodhull, in proceeding
proceeding against
Beecher and his sisters,
sisters, would
Voodhull,
against Mr. Beech_er
thereby involve Mrs. Tilton.
thereby
Accordingly, knowing
were to
Voodhull were
Accordingly,
knowing that Mr. Beecher and Mrs. Woodhull
have an
an interview at my
came to it,
on the next day, he came
it, uninmy house on
day,
vited, and urged
urged Mr. Beecher to preside
on that evening
vited.
evening at Steinway
preside on
Steinway
left, Tilton repeated this urgency to Beecher.
After Mrs. W. left,
repeated
urgency
that evening
Tilton and finding
evening I went to Steinway
no
Steinway Hall with Tilton;
finding no
one
one there to preside, Tilton volunteered to preside himself,
which, I
preside himself, which,
preside,

Hall.

On

;

believe,
Voodhull's
believe, had the effect of preventing
preventing Mrs. WoodhulPs

proposed attack
proposed
on the Beecher family
family at that time.
On the 30th of December,
1871,
December, 1871,
desiring that he would
Beecher, desiring
Mrs. Woodhull
Voodhull also sent a letter to Beecher,
speak at a
held on
a woman's
Washington, to be
woman's suffrage
suffrage convention in Washington,
beheld
on
speak
the 10th,
10th, 11th,
11th, and 12th of January
following.
That letter Beecher forJanuary following.
warded to me,
me, with the following
January,
following note of the date of 2d of January,
"
1872, herewith produced
marked ""NN ":
and
1872,
produced
on

NN

:

BEECHER
MOULTON.
TO MOULTON.
BEECHER TO
Brooklyn, TUESDAY
Tuesday Evening,
January, 1872.
BROOKLYN,
EVENING, 2d January,
Moulton :-1.
My DEAR
Dear MoULroN
W.'s letter to me,
1. I send you V.
a reply
DIY
me, and a
you Y. W'.'s
reply
which I submit to your
your judgment.
judgment. Tell me
me what you
too
it tou
you think. Is it
long ? Will she use
publishing ? I do not wish to have it
use it
it for publishing?
it so used.
long?
T
mean to speak
suffrage
I do not mean
on the platform
eitlzer of the two suffrage
speak on
platform of either
What influence I exert I prefer
societies.
on my own
hook; and
prefer to do on
my own hook
I do not mean
mean to train with either party,
it will not be fair to press
press
party, and it
me in where I do not wish to go.
you. Judge
Judge for
But I leave it
me
it for you.
go.
me. I have leaned on
me.
on you hitherto,
it.
never been sorry
sorry for it.
you hitherto, and never
coming out so early
was mistaken about the Oh. Union coming
2. I was
early that I
:

—

;
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could not get
It was
get a notice of G. Age
it.
Age in it.
was just
just the other way,
deway, to be dplayed, and I send you
proof of the Hrst
firs I page,
article,
rough proofof
layed,
you a rough
page, and the Star article.
a line or so will
In the paper
paper to-morrow a
will be inserted to soften a
a little
little
the touch about the Lib. Christian.
Clzristian.
I ought
3. Do you
ought to keep
keep a copy
3.
W.? Do
V. WY?
you think I
copy of any
any letters to Y.
you
it would be better to write it
it again,
again, and not say
say so much?
you think it
letter to me,
Will you
if you
me, and send the other if
you judge
judge it
it wise?
you keep
keep the letter
Will you
4.
4. Will
morning saying
saying what you
you
you send a line to my
my house in the morning
conclude ??
I am
am full
full of company.
company.
Yours truly
truly and alfectionately,
affectionately,
(Signed)
IV. B.
H. W.
(Signed)

There is
is a
a paragraph
paragraph in this note
note which needs a word of explanation.
explanation.
I had advised Beecher,
Beecher, in order that he

might show that there was
was no
might
unkindly
Tilton, to publish
Christian
nnkindly feeling
feeling between him and Tilton.
publish in the C'lw-zstiau
a reference to the Golden
Union a
Golflen Age.
agreed to do so,
Age. He agreed
so, but instead
of that he had a
a notice which II thought
thought was
was worse than if
if he had said
nothing,
paragraph of this letter is
is to a
a
nothing, and the allusion in the second paragraph

—

I had written to Beecher upon
letter which I
upon the two topics
this and
topics-this
Mrs. Woodhull.
Woodliull.

A

A retained copy
copy of my
my letter II he°rewith
herewith submit,
submit, and marked "" 00
OO "":

:

'

MOULTON
MOULTON"

My

TO BE
BEECHER.
ECHER.

T0

—

DIY Dear
DEAR SIR:-First
First with reference to Mrs. Voodhull's
Woodhull's letter and
Sir
answer: I think that you
your
you would have done better to accept
accept the ininyour answer
if lecture interferes your letter in
vitation to speak
Vashington, but if
speak in Washington,
your
reply is
publication.
is good
will bear publication.
reply
good enough,
enough, and will
Vi1h
tell you
With relation to your
frankly, as
Age I tell
your notice of the Golden Age
you frankly,
of' it,
your friend,
am ashamed of
it, and would rather you had written
friend, that I ani
your
you
nothing. Your early
early associations with and your
your present
present knowledge
nothing.
knowledge of
man who edits that paper are grounds
the man
upon which you
might to
you might
grounds upon
paper
have so written that no
no reader would have doubted that in your
your opinion
opinion
Theodore Tilton's
was unquestionable.
Tilton's public
public and private
integrity was
private integrity
unquestionable. If
the article had been written to compliment
it
compliment the Independent
it
would
Dwlependent
receive my
unqualified approval.
approval.
my unqualified
:

:

On the 5th of February,
February, 1872,
1872, I received from Mr. Beecher the letter
"
" P P ":
which I here produce,
produce, of that date,
date, and marked "P
:

BE ECHER TO MOULTOK.
MOULTON.
BEECHER

Monday, Febfruary
February 5,
5, 1872.
MONDAY,
expect to pass
pass through
through
to-day, and expect
FRIEND
Friend :-II leave town to-day,
till Friday.
from Philadelphia
New Haven. Shall not be here till
Friday.
Philadelphia to New
was
About three weeks ago
going to B. He was
ago II met T. in the cars going
hc told me
go on
on with my
me to go
kind. Ve talked much. At the end he
my work
were the
without the least anxiety,
feelings and actions were
anxiety, in so far as his feelings
occasion of apprehension.
apprehension.
the
days in the
(where I am
am three days
On returning
returning home from New Haven (where
week delivering'
delivering a coursc-'of
course of lectures to the theological
theological students),
students), I found
a
a note from E. saying
going to see
felt hard toward me,
was going
sec
saying that T.
me, and was
T. felt
for the West.
Vest.
or write me
me before leaving
leaving For
always,
kindly added:
She kindly
added " Do not be cast down. I bear this almost always,
MY Dear
DEAR
My

:

—

We

"

:
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but the God in whom
whom ve
we trust vill
will deliver us
all safely.
us all
do,
safely. I know you
you do,
and are
are willing
him, and I also know your
willing abundantly
abundantly to help
help him.
your embarrassments." These were
were words of warning,
warning-, but also of consolation,
iutssinents."
consolation, for
is beloved of God,
E. is
God, and that her prayers
I believe lil.
me are sooner
sooner
prayers for me
But it seems
heard than mine for myself
or for her.
a change has
seems that a
myself or
change
came to T.
ever since he has felt
cars.
Indeed, ever
come
'I`. since I saw
saw him in the cars.
Indeed,
more intensely
intensely the force of feeling
feeling- in society,
humiliations which
society, and the lnnniliations
more
help
environ his enterprise,
enterprise, he has growingly
growingly felt that I had aa power
power to help
develop, and 1l believe that you
you have participated
which I did not develop,
participated in this
feeling.
It is
T. is
yon than Ictm
lean be.
'l`.
is dearer to you
is natural you
feeling.
you should.
lie is
lie open
daily. But I see you
open to your
l[e
is with you.
you. All his trials lie
your eye
eye daily.
you
but
in; personal
environments, necessities,
personal relations;
hut seldom, and my
necessities, limitarelations; environments,
or imagine.
perplexities, you
imagine. If I had
tions, dangers
you cannot see
dangers and perplexities,
sec or
tions,
sorrow. II would not have believed
through this great
great year
gone through
not gone
year of
of so1'row,
or sane.
sane. I
through my
that any
any one
ctlive or
one could pass
pass through
my experience
experience and be alive
required
one of
ol' which required
have been the centre of three distinct circles,
circles, each one
viz. :
clear-iniude-lness and peculiarly
peculiarly inventive or originating
clear-minde.lness
power, viz.
originating power,
1

:

The great
grcaf church.
2. The newspaper.
2.
nezvspuper.
The book.
3. 'l'he
3.
first I could neither get
nor slight.
The first
seaisztfveness of
slight. The sensitiveness
get out of nor
so in-my
many ofmy
of my people
people would have made
any appearance
appearance of trouble or
or
so
-made any
excited,
any
an occasion of alarm and notice,
notice, and have excited,
any remission of force an
was important
rumors should die and everything
it was
important that rumors
when it
everything be
quieted.
quieted.
off, doing but little except give general
The newspiper
doing
except give general
l'1CVS[)L[)L)l' I did roll offf
direction-;,
so doing
spurred and exhorted by
was continually
directions. and in so
doing I was
continually spurred
by
those in interest.
helped.
It could not be helped.
"Life of Christ,"
long delayed,
capital of the
The "Life
Christ," lon;
delayed. had locked up
up the capital
it
was likely
likely to sink them.
Was
firm, and was
Finished it
Vas ever
ever
mast
'must be.
firm,
wis? The
as th
that
sorrow as
it wms?
'l`he interior history
book born of such sorrow
it will
history of it
1.
I.

'

never
never be written.

-

literally, were
were all
yon. literally,
all
During
my stay
During all this time you,
my
stay and comfort.
comfort. II
should have fallen on
on the way
you inspired
inspired
way but for the courage
courage which you
and the hope
hope which you
you breathed,
breathed.
was profitable.
Myy vacation was
came back.
back, hoping
B!
profitable. II came
hoping' that the bitterness
of death was
was passed.
T.'s troubles brought
brought back the cloud, with
passed. But 'I`.'s
even severer
severer sufferinfx.
suffering.
all this fall
For all
even
fall and winter I have felt that
you did not feel
me, and that I seemed,
feel satisfied with me,
seemed, both to you
you
you and
e^s contenting myself vith
T.. as
policy, willing
contenting myself with aa cautious or sluggish
sluggish policy,
willing to
myself, but not to risk anything
save
sive myself.
T.
again and again
I have again
anything for 'l`.
again
probed my
my heart to see whether I was
was truly liable to such feeling,
probed
feeling, and
truly

response is
is unequivocal
the response
diffiNo man
man can
am not.
can see the diufiunequivocal that I am
cu'.ties that environ me
cu`ties
ln: unless he stands where I
I do.
To
'l'o say
a church on
but
on my
say that I have a
simple enough
enough-but
my hands is simple
to have the hundreds and thousands of men
men pressing
me. each one
pressing me.
with his keen suspicion,
or anxiety,
see tendencies which,
which,
suspicion. or
zeal; to see
anxiety, or zeal;
if not stopped, vould
ir'
me; to stop
stop
ofme;
stopped, would break out into aa ruinous defence of
seeming to do it;
them without seeming
questioning
prevent
any
one
one
to
it;
me;
questioning' me;
prevent any
to meet and allay
allay prejudices
beginning
T.. which had their beginning
prejudices against
against T.,
years
or disturbed;
if I was
was not alarmed or
this; to keep
disturbed;
serene, as if
years before this
keep serene,
to be cheerful at home and among
was suffering
among friends,
friends, when I was
suffering the
torments ofthe
of the damned ; to pass
often, and yet
yet to come
sleepless nights
come
pass sleepless
nights often.
full for Sunday-all
up
Sunday all this may
may be talked about,
about, but the
up fresh and full

—

;

;

—
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outside, nor its
its wearing
wearing and
real thing
real
thing cannot be understood from the outside,
nervous system.
grinding
system.
grinding on the nervous
more thought,
thought, and judgment,
judgment, and earnest
put more
God knows that II have put

my

for T. and E. than ever I did
efforts to prepare
prepare a way
desire into my elforts
way for
I have never lost an
public, I
an
myseif
a hundred-fold. As to the outside public,
myselfahundretl-fold.
prejudices, to refute talsehoods,
falsehoods, and to excite
opportunity
opportunity to soften prejudices,
all whom I
I met. I am
am thrown
kindly
among all
among
clergykindly feeling
feeling among
among clergymen. and
generally the makers of public
public opinion,
opinion, and I
men,
mcn, public
generally
public men,
repair the evils which have been
have used every
every rational endeavor to repair
visited upon
increasing success.
T., and with increasing
upon 'l'.,
But the roots of this prejudice
prejudice are long.
long. The catastrophe
catastrophe which
only disclosed feelings
precipitated him from his
his place
place only
feelings that had existed
precipitated
lie nor you
can be aware
aware of the feelings
feelings of classes in
long.
long. Neither he
you can
society, on
grounds than late rumors.
rumors. II mention this to explain
on other grounds
society,
explain
mere statement,
why
no mere
/ know with absolute certainty
statement, letter,
lette1', teswhy I
certainty that no
or
affirmation
will
the
of
affairs
and
affairs
reinstate
timony,
will
reach
root
them.
timony,
for

Tum
WILL.
and wont;
work will.
Time AND
evil requires
But chronic evil
my destruction
requires chronic remedies. If my
all riglit.
would place
right, that shall not stand in the way.
wr ay. II am
willing
am willing
place him all
offer more
step down.
one can
can offer
to step
down, and out. No one
more than that. That II do
offer.
me without hesitation if
can clearly sec
if you
offer.
Sacrifice me
you can
way
your way
clearly see your
I
happiness thereby.
thereby.
I do not think that anything
to his safety
anything
safety and happiness
it. I
gained by
I should be destroyed,
would be gained
by it.
destroyed, but he would not be
saved. E. and the children would have their future clouded. In one
point
on my
Nothing can
part. Nothing
point of view II could desire the sacrifice on
my part.
possibly be so bad as the horror of great
great darkness in which I
I spend
spend
possibly
much of llly
upon death as sweeter-faced than any
my time. II look upon
I
any friend I
if I
have in the world. Life would be pleasant
I could see that rebuilt
pleasant if
which is
is shattered ; but to live on
on the sharp
sharp and ragged
ragged edge
edge of anxiety,
anxiety,
all the appearance
despair, and yet
yet to put
on all
remorse, fear,
put on
fear, despair,
remorse,
appearance of serenity
serenity
and happiness.
happiness, cannot
longer.
cannot be endured much longer.
I
am well-nigh
If
discouraged.
I am
you.
too,
cease
to love
to
me-to
trust
me
well-nigh discouraged.
yon, too,
me-I
am alone.
I
me
I am
I have not another person
person in the world to whom I
could ao.
go.
"Tell-to
shall be well
Well
to God I
all
it shall
I commit all-whatever
whatever it
it may
he here, it
may be
there.
Vith
for your
With sincere gratitude
gratitude for
friendship, and with
your heroic friendship,
sincere affection,
though you
'me not,
love'me
alfection, even though
not,
you love
I
I ani
am yours
(though unknown to you),
you),
yours (though
(Signed)
V. B.
H. W.
(Signed)
;

—

—

—

—

This letter was
let
was to let

me know

me

that Elizabeth had written him,
him, con-

promise, without my
me of
trary
my permission,
permission, and also to inform me
trary to her promise.
his fears as to the change
Til1on's mind,
its clear statement of
mind. and its
change in Tilton's
the case as it
it then stood cannot be further elucidated

by
by me.

On the

25th of March I received a
a portrait
present from Mr.
portrait of Titian as a.a present

following note,
note, as a
a token of his confidence and
Beecher. with the following
"
"
" QQ ":
It
is
and
is
produced,
marked
spect.
spect.
produced,

re-

:

BEECHER

MOULTON.

TO MOULTON.
BEECHER TO

My

MY Dear
Di-:AR FRIEND
Friend
you.
to the store for
for you.
I have been doing
I
doing

»

Monday Morntno.
March 25,
Morvnkv
IIo1wrNo.]l[m'ch
25, 1872.
:~II sent on
portrait of Titian
on Friday
Saturday a portrait
Friday or Saturday
hope it
II hope
it may
may suit you.
you.
ten men's
men's work this winter-partly
winter partly to make up
up lost
:

—

—

—
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live under a cloud,
time,
every month that II
time, partly
cloud, feeling
partly because II live
feeling every
may be doing
my last work, and anxious to make the most of it.
it. When
"When
may
doing lily
Esau sold his birthright
birthright he found " no place
place for repentance,
repentance, though
though he
sought
it carefully
But I1 have one abiding
tears."
abiding comfort. II
sought it
carefully with tears."
have known you,
in you
you, and found in
one who has given
new meaning
you one
given a new
meaning to
friendship.
warm days
soon as warm
days come
come II want you
friendship. As soon
you to go
go to Peekskill
with me.
I am
am off in
in an hour for
T
for Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, to be gone
all the week.
gone all
" Life of Christ," for "" the
I
am urging forward my second volume of
I am
ot' "Life
urging
my
Christ,"
inan can
no man
night
can work,"
work."
night cometh when no
Vith much affection
atfection and admiration,
With
admiration, yours
yours truly,
truly,
II. IV.
H.
W. B.
"

After Tilton had written a
ministration, and in favor of
ministration,
with me
me the position
position taken by
by

campaign document against
against Grant's
Grant's
campaign

ad-

Mr. (}reeley's
Greeley's election,
election, Bcecher
Beecher discussed

Tilton. Beecher also gave
me a
gave me
a copy
copy of
his (Beeehers)
(Beecher's) speech
speech opening
in Brooklyn.
campaign in
Brooklyn. After
opening the Grant campaign
speech was
was delivered,
the speech
me the following note of May 17,
delivered, he sent me
following
May 17,
produce, marked " RR":
RR"
1872,
1872, which I here produce,
"

:

BEECHER
BEECHER TO MOULTON.
MOULTON.
May 17. 1872.
May
FRANK:-1I send you
Deaf. Frank
Mv
My DE_R
only copy
copy II have of my
my speech
you the only
speech at
Academy of Music on
Grant, and have marked the passage
the Academy
on Grant,
we
passage that we
night, and you
spoke about last night,
see just
said, and that I
you will sec
spoke
just what II said,
argued then _justas
just as I1 do now.
now.
argued
it back,
I shall be left
back, or I
left without a speech!
Pray
speech
Pray send it
I read '1`heodore`s
I
Theodore's on Grant. II do not think it
is ably
it just.
ably written;
It is
written
just. lt
it is
is a
a case
case of grape-shot.
it
it will overact;
is too strongit is
strong
overact; it
g1'ape»s7tot. Yet, I think it
feeling among
will be likely
likely to produce
produce a
a iceling
among those not already
intense, that
already intense,
it
Yours sincerely
is excessive.
ever,
it is
H. W.
II.
XV. B.
sincerely and ever,
speech I
Don't forget
Don't
my speech!
forget to send back my
:

—

!

;

About the time of this occurrence Beecher and Tilton met at my
my
In fact II cannot exhibit better the tone ot'
house on
on friendly
friendly terms.
of
Tilton's mind in the winter and spring
spring of 1871-72 than to produce
Tilton's
produce here
a
a letter,
letter, written to me
me at that time without date,
can fix
Hx the date
date, but II can
as early
early as that.

"
produced, and marked "" SS "
It is
is here produced,

::

TIETON TO MOUETON.
MOULTON.

TILTON

Railroad, Monday Morning.
RIVER RA11.RoAD,Mond1y
Hudson River
HUDSON
Morning.
which
while the train is
motion-which
is in motion
chirography.
accounts for the apparent
apparent drunkenness of this shaken chirography.
sits in the next seat. We are almost elbow to elbow in
Mrs. Beecher sits
palace car. She is
is white-haired,
white-haired, and looks a dozen years
years older than
the palace
full of pity
when I last had aa near view of her. My
My heart has been full
pity for
notwithstanding the cruel way
her,
way in which she has treated my
her, notwithstanding
good
my good
is written over
name. Her face is
name.
over with many volumes of human suffering.
suffering.
many
I do not think she has been aware
aware of
ot' my
my presence,
presence, for she has been
her eyes
eyes rooted to one
absorbed in thought
one spot.
thought-her
spot.
A suggestion
me, which I hasten to communicate.
suggestion has occurred to me,
going to Florida,
never return alive. If I am
is going
am ever to
She is
Florida, and may
may never
circulated, or which Mr.
be vindicated from the slanders which she has circulated,

—

DEAR FRANK
Frank :--I
— I am
am writing
writing
DIY Dear
My
:

We

A

—
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why would it
it
Bowen pretends
Bowen
Morse, why
pretends to have derived from her and Mrs. Morse,
a statement under oath (by
get from her and Mrs. Morse a
well to get
not be well
(by
easy and harmless)
evening's documents make easy
process as
as last
a process
such a
last evening's
harmless) of
they made
exact narrations which they
Inade to him and to others.
the exact
what they
they said before he gets
well to have them say
It would be well
'It
gets aa
say wl1at
it.
Speak to Mr. Ward
what they
say what
Vard about it.
chance to say
they said to him. Speak
wholly to you
ard him.
Of course,
course, I leave the matter wholly
you and
neighbor
this morning.
morning. My sullen neighbor
heavy-hearted this
unusually heavy-hearted
am unusually
I am
actually
keeps the dark and lurid past
past vividly
vividly before my mind. If she actually
keeps
guilty of,
of, I beknew the conduct which her priestly husband has been guilty
•

My

my

priestly

—

saving him,
blood or perhaps,
perhaps, saving
she would shed his blood-or
him, she would
wreak her wrath on
a look of desperation in
on his victims.
is a
victims. There is
desperation in her
revengeful.
or revengeful.
if she were
were competent
competent to anything
eye to-day,
as if
anything bitter or
eye
to=day, as
misjudge her mind. I hope
perhaps I misjudge
But perhaps
hope I do.
shall not be home till
till Thursday afternoon instead of morning, as
I shall
morning, as I
Thursday

lieve

—

said
leaving for
said-leaving

Washington
Vashington

at 9 r.
P. m.
M. that evening.
evening.

Theodore.
THEODORE.

Ever yours,
yours,

On the 3d of June,
1872, Beecher received from Mrs. Woodhull
IVoodhull the
June, 1872,
TT " :
date, which I here produce,
produce, marked ""TT
following
letter of that date,
following letter
"

WOODHULL

MRS. WOODHULL TO
TO
MRS.

BEECHER.
BEECHER.

48 Broad
BROAD Street,
3, 1872.
STREET, June 3,
Rev.
Henry Ward
IV ARD Beecher
REV. HENRY
BEECHER:
Dear SIR
against me
being now
waged in this
Sir :-The
me being
now waged
My
The social fight
MY DEAR
ight against
standing
becoming rather hotter than I can
can well endure longer,
longer, standing
city
is becoming
city is
past two weeks
unsupported
as I have until now.
now. Within
\`ithin the past
unsupported and alone as
hotel, and am
am now,
I have been shut out of hotel after hotel-,
now, after having
having obtained a
a place
down by
who
one, hunted down
females, who
place in one,
by aa set of males and females,
are
even, if they
are determined that I shall not be permitted to live even,
can
permitted
they can
prevent
it.
prevent it.
Now, I want your
position
my position
Now,
your assistance. I want to be sustained in my
House, from which I am
in the Gilsey
am ordered out and from which I do
Gilsey House,
and all
simply because I am
not wish to go
all this simply
am Victoria C. Woodhull,
Voodhull,
go-and
the advocate of social freedom. I have submitted to this persecution
persecution
just so
so long
long as
as I can
can endure to : my
business, my
my projects,
projects, in fact
just
my business.
everything for which I live suffers from it,
it, and it must
must cease.
Will you
cease.
W'ill
everything
you
lend me
your aid in this ??
very truly,
truly,
me your
Yours very
Victoria
VICTORIA C. Woodhull.
'VooDHULL.
:

:

—

—

:

The above letter was
was sent to me
me enclosed in aa note from Beecher of
"
"
date, which is
the same
Same date,
is here produced
produced and marked " UU":

UU

:

BEECHER

BEECHER TO
TO MOULTON.
MOULTON.

Monday
Evening, June 3,
MoNnAY EVENING,
3, 1872.
Mr. Moclton
Will you
you answer
answer this?
MR.
B_[oUI.roN:-Will
this ?
Or will you
you see
can do nothing?
that she is
is to understand that I can
nothing ? I certainly
not,
certainly shall not,
any and all hazards,
hazards, take a
a single
single step
at any
step in that direction,
direction, and if it
it brings
brings
trouble
it must come.
trouble-it
come.
drop me
Please drop
me a line to say that all is right
if in your judgment
say
right-if
your judgment
all
all is
is right.
Truly
W. B.
H. W.
right.
Truly yours,
yours,
Dear
My
MY DEAR

—

:

—

—

This letter of Mrs. Woodhull,
together with those before produced
Woodhull, together
produced
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asking Beecher to speak
suffrage convention,
convention, are
are all
all the letters
letters I
asking
speak at aa suffrage
letter no
have from her to Beecher. To this letter
was made.
no reply
reply was
publication of the tripartite
After the publication
tripartite covenant by
Wilkeson,
by Mr. Vill<eSon,
which II believe was
on the 29th of May,
story of the troubles
May, 1873,
1873, the story
was on
was revived,
revived, with many rumors,
between Beecher and Tilton was
many rumors, and those
claiming to be friends of Beecher were
were endeavoring, as
thought,
claiming
endeavoring, as Tilton thought,
prejudicial to him.
manner prejudicial
explain the terms of that covenant in flr manner
to explain
endeavoring to get
some clue to the
were endeavoring
get some
Some enemies of Beecher were
lying at the bottom of these scandals.
proofs
scandals.
facts lying
proofs of the facts
''tripartite covenant" was
was made,
publication of this
this "tripartite
After the publication
made, Tilton
reflected
comments of the press,
press, that the statement reiiected
deemed,
deemed, from the comments
some way
him. and he desired that in some
upon him,
way Beecher should relieve him
upon
imputation of having
from the imputation
having circulated slanderous stories about him
apologized, and by
by advice of
for
which he had apologized,
without justification,
justification,
prepared a
me to submit to Beecher to have him
a card for me
friends he prepared
original card I herewith propublish in his vindication. The original
prosign and publish
sign

UU

"
duce,
duce, marked " UU 1 ":
"

:

CARD FROM
A
FROM HENRY
HENRY
A CARD

WARD BEECHER.
BEECHER.

YVARD

A

by Theodore Tilton to llenry
Henry C. Bowen,
A letter written by
Bowen, dated Brooknarrating charges
1871. narratiug
January 1,
by Mr. Bowen against
against my
1, 1571.
my
lyn,
charges made by
lyn, January
public ina
in a community
community in which I am
character,
am aa citizen
character, has been made public
by no
clergyman, and thrusts upon
own, what I
my own,
and clergyman.
no agency
me, by
upon me,
agency of my
propriety invite for myself,
myself, namely,
namely, an
an opportunity
could not with propriety
opportunity to
following statements:
statements:
make the following
Tilton, that letter vas
I. By the courtesy of Mr. 'l'ilton,
was shown to me
me at the
I.
courtesy
By
it was
it was
was written,
was conveyed to Mr. Bowen,
time it
Bowen, two
two and
\'l'll.tl3l], and before it
conveyed
ago.
By legal
a
advisers, Mr. Tilton was
was urged
urged to
a half years
By
legal and other advisers.
years ago.
then, without delay,
publish it
it then,
delay, or aa similar statement explaining
publish
explaining his
sudden collision with Mr. Bowen,
unexpected retirement as
as
Bowen, and his unexpected
editor of the Union.
Union, and contributor to the Lzclependent.
although
Independent. But although
public standing
standing needed such an
Mr. Tilton's
Tilton's public
made,
an explanation to be made,
explanation
although he had my
my free consent to make it,
and although
it, yet he magnanimously
yet
magnanimously
refrained from doing
an unwillingness to disclose to the
so, through
doing so,
through an
unwillingness
public Mr.
aspersions concerning
Tilton's conMn Bowen's
þÿBO\' ¬1]'Saspersions
concerning myself.
myself. Mr. Tilton's
conpublic
my
feelings
reputation,
sideration for
and
for_ my feelings
reputation, thus evinced at the beginning,
beginning,
has continued to the end,
end, and I have never
grateful t.o
to him
never ceased to be grateful
an uncommon
accepting wounds to his own
reputation
for an
own reputation
uncommon manliness in accepting
for
preventing aspersions
aspersions on
o» mine.
lor the sake of preventing
surreptitious and unauthorized publication
'l`he surreptitious
II.
Sunday of
II. The
publication last Sunday
letter
a publication
knowledge either
Tilton's letter-a
Mr. Tilton's
publication made without the knowledge
long
of Mr. Tilton or myself
gives me
me the right
say that Mr. Bowen long
myself-gives
right to say
words, under his
ago
following Words,
charges in the following
ago retracted his mistaken charges
seal, dated
namely
own
own hand and seal,
-, namely;
given, I
voluntary statement,
statement, above given,
III. In addition to Mr. Bowen's
Bowen's voluntary
pronounce the charges
all, and to be
solemnly pronounce
charges to be false,
false, one
one and all,
solemnly
reason or
without any
or foundation in fact.
any color of reason
temporary misundermy differences with Mr. Bowen, and all temporary
IV. All my
growing out of these,
were
myself growing
these, were
standings between Mr. Tilton and myself
standings
justly, arnicably,
amicably, and in the spirit
spirit of mutual good-will.
good-will.
long
ago settled justly,
long ago
(Signed)
Henry VVARD
Ward BEECHER.
Beecher.
HENRY
(Signed)

—

—

--

,

;
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by Tilton,
felt much aggrieved
aggrieved at this claim upon
Beecher felt
feeling
Tilton, feeling
upon him by
all settled and adjusted,
that the matter had been all
adjusted, and he answered Tilproduced under
by the letter herewith produced
by
"
date June 1,
1873, marked " UU 2 ":
1, 1873,
application in this regard
regard
ton's application
ton's
"

UU

BEECHER

:

MOUETON.

BEECH ER TO MOULTON.

Sunday Morning,
June 1,
SUNDAY
MORNING, Jzme
1, 1873.
tranquil and the heaven is
DEAR Frank
My Dear
The whole earth is
is tranquil
BIY
FRANK:-The
is
bents one
one who has about finished his world-life.
I could do
serene,
serene, as befits
Saturday. My
nothing on
on Saturday.
was confused. But a good
nothing
My head was
good sleep
sleep has
crystal.
it like crystal.
no more
more resistance.
made it
I have determined to make no
Theodore's temperament
is such that the future,
even if
if temporarily
'l`heodore's
future, even
temperament is
temporarily
worthless, filled
earned,
charges, and
iilled with abrupt
earned, would be absolutely
absolutely worthless,
abrupt charges,
rendering
me liable,
day, to be obliged
obliged to stultify
or day,
all
liable, at any
rendering me
any hour or
stultify all
the devices by
we have saved ourselves. It is
is only
only fair
fair that he
by which we
should know that the publication
proposes would
publication of the card which he proposes
worse off than before.
leave him far worse
was made after my
agreement was
through you,
The agreement
was written.
letter, through
my letter,
you, was
it a
year. He
He had condoned his wife's
He
wife's fault.
fault. He had enjoined
He had had it
enjoined
ayear.
upon me
me with the utmost earnestness and solemnity
solemnity not to betray
betray his
upon
wife, nor
nor leave his children to a
a blight.
blight.
honestly and earnestly
I had honestly
wife,
earnestly
joined
was made and signed
Then, this settlement was
joined in the purpose.
purpose. Then,
signed by
by
was not my
my making.
it should wholly
him. It was
making. He revised his part
part so that it
wholly
him, and signed
it.
unquestioned and unblamed for more
more
suit him,
It stood unquestioned
Suit
signed it.
than a year.
year.
Then 'it
was published.
'|`hat which he
it was
Nothing but that. That
published. Nothing
public, excited him to fury.
charges me
me
private, when made public,
fury, and he charges
did in private,
was his
as one
one gracicuslypardoned
graciously pardoned by
by me! It was
with 'making
making him appear
appear as
till others saw
saw
was perfectly
perfectly content till
own
own deliberate act,
act, with which he was
on me
me l
charges a.
a grievous
it,
it, and then he charges
grievous wrong
wrong home on
I shall write for the public
is clear.
I am
am not in haste.
My mind is
public aa
My
day.
judgment day.
God will take
statement that will bear the light
light of the judgment
deep night.
it is
is deep
When II look on
on earth it
care of me
me and mine. When
night. When I
oh! that I
morning breaking.
look to the heavens above II see the morning
breaking. But oh
faithful, earnest,
sense of your
your faithful,
golden letters my
could put
earnest, undyundydeep sense
my deep
put in golden
wife, too,
too, has
Your noble wife,
friendship.
your disinterested friendship.
ing
ing fidelity,
fidelity, your
renews a
a.
is such as she that renews
been to me
God's comforters. It is
one of God's
me one
Now, Frank.
Frank, I would not have you
waning faith in womanhood. Now,
you waste
waning
man as T. T. there
a man
hopeless task. With such a
any
energy on
more energy
on aa hopeless
any more
With aa strong
strong
upon him. I'ith
any that depend
is no
is
no possible
depend upon
possible salvation for any
With
Vi1h generous
it.
nature,
does not know how to govern
iimpulses,
mpulses,
nature, he does,
þÿg ¬I1 ¬I'OllS
þÿg`0V ¬I'11it.
he cancanWith
Vith ardent affections,
is self.
self.
the undercurrent that rules him is
affections,he
praise.
repay him with admiration and praise.
not love long
long that which does not repay
upon with the
imposed upon
constantly imposed
is constantly
With
a strong,
strong, theatric nature,
Vith a
nature, he is
success.
is the way
a conp-d'e'iat,
a position,
great stroke,
idea that a
stroke, a
way to success.
position, aa great
coup-cl'état, is
good things
Besides these he has a hundred good
him, but these
things about him,
named traits make him absolutely
absolutely unreliable.
feeling
strong feeling
a strong
I have a
trying.
Therefore there is
is no
no use in further trying.
am spending
upon me,
me, and it
brings great
it. brings
it, that I am
my last
spending my
upon
great peace
peace with it,
preaching my
my last sermon.
sermon.
Sunday and preaching
Sunday
and
Dear, good
good God, I thank thee I am
am indeed beginning
Dear,
beginning to see rest and
everlasting
glory of everlasting
triumph. The pain
is but a moment; the glory
life is
pain of life
triumph.
Oh,
glory.
emancipation
full of beckoning
is wordless,
wordless, inconceivable,
inconceivable, full
beckoning glory.
emancipation is
Oh,
my beloved Frank,
there, and forever hold fellowship
Frank, I shall know you
fellowship
my
you there,
loving
with you,
past.
at
the
look
and
and
back
smile
Your
you,
past.
W B.
B
H. W.
:

—

!

!

_

lovingH
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preferred against
Meanwhile,
purpose of
were preferred
Meanwhile, charges
charges were
against Tilton for the purpose
having him dismissed from Plymouth
action, which
having
Plymouth Church. This action,
discovery of the facts in regard
regard to the troubles
seemed
seemed to threaten the discovery
Tilton, annoyed
annoyed both very
much, and I myself
between Beecher and Tilton,
very much,
myself
feared that serious difficulty
difficulty would arise therefrom.
Upon consultation
Upon

suggested a
a plan
by which that investigation
investigation
with Beecher and Tilton I suggested
plan by
substance, that a
would be rendered unnecessary,
a resoluwas, in substance,
unnecessary, which was,
alleging that
roll, alleging
by
its roll,
by the church amending
amending its

tion should be passed
passed

Tilton having
having voluntarily
voluntarily withdrawn from the church

some

some

four years
years

before,
before, therefore the roll should be amended

course had been suggested
suggested to
This course

me
me

by
name.
by striking
striking off his name.
a half
by
by Tilton about aa year
year and a

before in answer
answer to aa letter by
Beecher, dated December 3,
1871, marked
3, 1871,
by Beecher,
"UU 3":

"UU3":

BEECHER

MOULTON.

TO MOULTON.
BEECHER TO

Dear
My Dent
Mr

—

Friend
There are
or three who feel anxious to press
Fumxn :-There
are two or
_press
It will only
only serve to raise profitless
on
the case.
action on
case.
excitement,
proiitless excitement,
when we
we need to have quieting.
quieting.
There are
already complexities
complexities enough.
are already
enough.
want to run
run the risk of the complications
We
a
Ve do not want
which, in such a.
complications which,
no one
Once free from aa sense
body, no
no man
man can
one control.
can foresee and no
sense
body.
responsibility for him, and there would be a
of responsibility
a strong tendency for
strong tendency
kindly feeling
now is
membership, within. which now
is checked by
kindly
by the membership,
feeling to set in,
doctrinal
agreement.
out attendance,
sympathy,
or
attendance. sympathy,
agreement.
formal, and not vital
Since the connection is
'lt3.l or
or sympathetic,
is really
really formal,
sympathetic,
provoking irritating
why
all the risk of provoking
measit continue,
continue, with all
irritating measwhy should it
course of Wisme that this is the course
ures
Every day's
wisures??
Every
day's reflection satisfies me
it.
dom, and that 'l`.
T. will be the stronger
dom,
stronger and B. the weaker for it.
promptly ?
it.
Can't it be done promptly?
You said that you
Can't
you meant to effect it.
simply announcing
announcing
If a
a letter is
is written it had better be very short,
very short, simply
withdrawal, and perhaps
perhaps with an
an expression
Withdrawal,
wishes, etc.
expression of kind wishes,
You will know. I shall be in town
Monday and part
town Monday
part of Tuesday.
Tuesday.
you?
Shall I hear from you?
December 3,
3, 1871.
:

_

But when
charged
charged

the meeting
meeting of the church was
was
was held for that purpose it
purpose it was
there that Tilton had slandered the pastor.
pastor. Tilton therefore

took the stand,
stand, and said in substance that if
any slanders
if he had uttered
littered any
against
was ready to answer
answer
them,
as
was
his witness.
as
was
God
against Beecher he was
them,
ready
Beecher thereupon
thereupon stated that he had no
no charges to make,
make, and the

charges

dropped.
matter dropped.

put
so
put so

But when the resolution was
was passed,
being
passed, instead of being

as to exonerate Tilton. it
it

was declared in substance that,
that, whereas

was

certain charges
charges had been made against
against him,
him, and as he pleaded
pleaded to those

name be dropped
dropped from the roll.
name
roll.
This
'l'his action of the church very
exasperated Tilton,
thought
Tilton, who thought
very much exasperated
that Beecher should have prevented
result, and that he might
prevented such a result,
charges
non-membership, his
charges non-membership,

might

if he had stood by him fully and fairly as
have done so if
agreed.
by
fully
fairly as agreed.

In that,
that,

however, I believe Tilton was
was mistaken,
West,
Vifilliam F. West,
mistaken, because Mr. William
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did it
it against
of
against the
the wish of
against Tilton, did
the charges
charges against
folas appears
appears by
by the folBeecher and without any
any consultation with him, as
"
YY. ":
produced here, and marked " VY
letter of
1873, produced
of June 25,
25, 1873,
lowing letter
lowing

who preferred
preferred

"

:

MR. WEST
'VEST TO BEECHER.
MR.

NEW
New York,
1873.
Yoax, June 25, 1873.
Bnracumaz
REV. H. IV.
W. Beecher
Key.
of duty
duty as
as a member of Plymouth
Sm:-Moved
Moved by
DEAR
Dear Sir
by aa sense of
C. Bowen and
Henry C.
charges against
Church, II have decided to prefer
against Henry
prefer charges
call a
Halliday to call
a meeting
meeting
Tilton, and have requested
Theodore Tilton,
requested Brother Halliday
I may
in order that I
may make the charges
charges
ofthe
Examining Committee in
the Examining
of
before them.
like to be made acquainted
perhaps like
you would perhaps
Thinking that you
acquainted with
Thinking
was
Beach's house,
I called
evening at Mr. Beach's
last evening
called last
house, where II was
facts I
these facts
Peekskill.
informed that you
you had returned to Peekskill.
I
therefore write
early mail to-day.
by early
write you
I therefore
to-day.
you by
YVM.
F. Vns'r.
Yours very
Wm. F.
West.
truly,
very truly,
~

:

:

—

of Dr. Storrs and others, as I
I
Meanwhile, through
through the intervention of
called.
The acts of
of this
ecclesiastical Council had been called.
this
understood, an ecclesiastical
disPlymouth Church were
were very
very disin attempting
Council in
disfellowship Plymouth
attempting to disfellowship
to Beecher, and caused him much trouble, especially
action
the
pleasing
especially
pleasing
following letter,
of Dr. Storrs,
me in
in the following
of
letter, dated
Storrs, which he expressed
expressed to me
"
is here produced
produced and marked " V\` ":
March 25,
1874, which is
25, 1874,
"

WW

:

BEECHER TO MOULTOX.
[Confidential.]
[ContidentiaI.]

MY DEAR
am indignant
Frank :-I
— I am
beyond expression.
Dear FRANK
My
indignant beyond
expression.

Storrs's
Storrs's
his pretended
unspeakable outrage.
outrage. After his
pretended sympathy
course has been an unspeakable
sympathy
for Theodore he has turned against
Venagainst him in the most venand friendship
friendship for
manner--and
sincere.
and it
it is
is not sincere.
His professioiis
omous manner
professions of faith and
affection for
me are hollow and faithless.
for me
faithless. They
They are merely
merely tactical.
tactical. His
object is
is plain.
is determined \o
aconilict, and to use one
one of us
force aconilict,
object
plain. He is
tofm'/'e
That is
destroy the other if
to destroy
if possible.
possible.
is his game.
game. By
stinging TheoBy stinging
dore he believes that he will
will be driven into a course which he hopes
will
hopes will
man betrayed another he has.
ruin me.
me. If ever a man
am in hopes
hopes that
I am
betrayed
much. will
will be unwilling
flail in
Theodore, who has borne so much,
unwilling to be a Hail
Storrs's
There are one
Storrs's hand to strike at a friend.
one or two reasons,
emphatic, for waiting
waiting until the end of the Council before taking
taking any
emphatic,
any
action:
action
1.
'l`hat the attack on Plymouth
1. That
against ConPlymouth Church and the threats against
gregationalism
is likely
gregationalism were so violent that the public
public mind is
likely to be
absorbed in the ecclesiastical elements and not in the personal.
personal.
2. If Plymouth
2.
a blow at
is disfeiloivsldpped
it will
will constitute a.
dirfellow shipped it
Plymouth Church is
me
far severer
me and the church, far
severer than at him.
if Council does not cliqfvllnzvsliip
3.
3. That if
dWrtlowship Plymouth
then,
Church. then,
Plymouth Church,
undoubtedly, Storrs will go
off into Presbyterianism,
almost, withundoubtedly,
go off
Presbyterianism, as he almost,
out disguise,
disguise, threatened in his speech,
speech, and,
and, in that case,
case, the emphasis
emphasis
will be there.
4. At any
the
in
to make
4.
while
rages
wise
rate.
it
is
not
any rate,
fury
Council, it is
Council,
fury rages
any move
move that would be one among
many, as to lose effect in aa deany
among so many.
is over
gree, and after the battle is
one can
can more
more exactly
over one
exactly see what ought
gree,
ought
:

—

:

'

V
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I am
Meantime I
am patient
'patient as I know how to be,
be, but pretty
pretty
nearly
up with inward excitement, and must run
run away
day or
or
nearly used up
away for a day
or there will be a
a funeral.
sleep, or
two and hide and sleep,
Cordially and trustingly
trustingly yours,
yours,
W. B.
H. V.
II.
Cordially
March 25,
25, 1874.

to be done.

'

No

one can
can tell,
tell, under first
first impressions,
impressions, what the effect of such a

one

speech
speech

will be.

It
It owjlxt
ought to damn Storrs.

Vhile
While these proceedings
proceedings were
pending, Rev. Mr. Halliday,
were pending,
Halliday, the assistant
of Beecher,
me to endeavor to learn the facts
upon me
Beecher, called upon
upon him and upon
about the difficulties
Halliday
ditiiculties between Beecher and Tilton. I stated to Halliday
that I did not think that either he or the church were
were well employed
employed in

adjusted and settled
endeavoring to reopen
reopen aa trouble which had been adjusted
endeavoring
it was
was better,
judgment, for everymy judgment,
everyby the parties
it, and that it
better, in my
by
parties to it,
The
quiet.
body that the whole matter should be allowed to repose
repose in quiet.
body
Halliday and Beecher was
was communi.
communiresult of the interview between Halliday
unsigned, so that I caufollowing letter,
letter, undated and unsigned,
canme in the following
cated to me
handwriting, and is
is here produced
produced
is in Beechcr's
it is
Beecher's handwriting,
tix the date,
date, but it
not fix

and marked

"

"

XX

"
XX "

1
:

BEECHER

TO
BEECHER TO

MOULTON.
MOULTON.

—

m.
SUNDAY-A.
Sunday a. M.
night.
'I`.'s
Halliday called last night.
TVs interview with
Friknd
Fnnaxn :-Halliday
was
was the same
Belle, who was
It was
same with Belle,
satisfy, but disturbed.
him did not satisfy.
directly to unsettling.
present.
unsettling.
present. It tended directly
gave confidence.
very b(!7l('fiC1iClZ,
night was very
beneficial, and gave
Your interview last night
he looked after.
This must be

DEAR
My Dear

:

—

every effort.
effort.
if the foundation sinks under every
is vain to build it'
It is
by way
way of 49
if you return
to-morrow-il'
I shall see you
you at 10.30 to-morrow
by
you

—

Remsen.
steps he
stories, and the steps
felt about these stories,
The anxiety
anxiety which Beecher felt
in
me
and my
my
reposed
me
trust
he
the
with
together
quiet them,
took to quiet
reposed
them, together
behalf, may
may perhaps
endeavors to aid him in that behalf,
perhaps be as well seen from a
'73," which I
di1873, and diI believe to be June 25,
25, 1873,
letter headed "25,
"25, 'T3,"
kindly
compliand
myself,
meaning
Moltke,"
Yon
Dear
rected,
"My
}Ioltke,"
kindly
meaning myself,
complirected,

"My
me with
menting me
menting

the

name
name

having command of aa battle.
a general
of a
general having

It is
is here produced
produced and marked

YY ":
"YY":

"

BEECHER

BEECHER TO

MOULTON.
MOULTON.

'73.
25, "T3.
25.
says that
again. He says
seen Howard again.
Moltke: I have seen
Yon BIOLTIIEZ-I
DEAR Vow
LIY
My Dear
statement, but from
was not from Theodore that Gilkison got
it
it was
got the statement,
Carpenter.
Carpenter.
come
would come
you would
view?? I have told Claflin that you
Is he reporting
reporting that view
(to
night (to
9 to night
by
rate by
and at any
any
if he could be found,
if
with Carpenter
found,
Carpenter
about
Storrs.
anything
did
not
say
I
but
see Storrs),
say anything
Storrs),
Carpenter.
over to hunt Carpenter.
buggy over
my horse and buggy
I sent Cleveland with my
statements ?
making such statements?
guard about making
on his guard
Carpenter on
put Carpenter
Will you
you put
head-quarters.
coming from head-quarters.
From him these bear the force of coming
Beecher.
H. W. BEECHER.
ever,
Yours truly and ever,

—

truly
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the result
Meanwhile Halliday
Hailiday had had an
an interview with Tilton,
result of
Tilton, the
of
as unsettling
the matter between Tilton
was
which, as
Tilton and Beecher, w
as very
very
unsettling the
by Beecher, who communicated to
anxiously
to me, and who was
anxiously awaited by
r

also quite
alsc
quite as anxious that Tilton should take no
no steps
steps by
by which the
matter between them should get
into the
the newspapers
newspapers or
or be made in
in any
any
get into

manner

matter- of controversy.
controversy.

a
a

Yith
With

this view he stated
this
stated the situasitua-

tion on the
tion
the

the interview of Halliday
of the
Hailiday and Tilton in
same night
in the
night of
in great
following
is without date and vas
was written in
in pencil
pencil in
following letter, which is
great
is here produced,
haste,
ZZ "":
produced, marked ""ZZ
haste, and is
:

BEECHER TO

BEECHER TO MOULTON.
MOULTON".

SUNDAY
Sunday Nxonr.
Night.
MY Dear
DEAR
Mt

FRIEND:
Friend :

I.
It is
is that
1. The Eagle
to have nothing
nothing to-night.
to-night.
It
that meddling
meddling
Eagle ought
ought to
which stirs
stirs up
our folks.
folks.
Neither you
up our
nor Theodore ought
you nor
ought to be
troubled by
the
side
in public.
by
side which you
public.
you served so faithfully
t`aithl`ully in
2.
is adjourned.
2. The deacon's
deacon's meeting
Bell. It
adjourned. II saw Bell.
It was a
meeting II think is
friendly movement.
friendly
3.
only near, next danger
is the wornen-Morrill,
3. The only
women Morrill, Bradshaw, and
danger is

—

the poor,
poor, dear child.
child.
It'
oil' a month we can ride
If papers
papers will
will hold
hold off
ride out the gale
gale and make
safe anchorage,
anchorage, and then when once we are in
in deep,
we
deep, tranquil
tranquil waters we
will all
in a
will
all join
join hands in
a profound
sans Deo, for
genuine sans
for through
profound and genuine
through such
a
Divine
a wilderness only
Providence
could
have
led us
led
us undcvoured
undevoured by
by
only a
the open-mouthed
open-mouthed beasts that lay
in wait for
for our lives.
lives.
lay in
II go on 12 train
I am
train after
after sleepless
sleepless night.
night.
I
am anxious about Theodore's
Theodore's
interview with Hailiday.
me a
Will you
line Monday
a line
night or
Halliday. `Vill
you send me
Monday night
ot' M. P. Kennard, Boston, Mass?
Tuesday morning,
Mass. ?
Tuesday
morning, care of
I
till Friday.
I shall
shall get
get mails there till
Friday.
I
now produced
I have
nave now
all the letters
letters and documents
produced to the committee all
the subject
bearing upon
upon the
ot' this
subject matter of
this inquiry
bearing
in my
my
inquiry which II have in
possession, either from Beecher,
Beecher, Tilton,
Tilton, or Mrs. Tilton,
possession,
previous to the
Tilton, previous
Bacon letter,
is but one
one collateral matter ot'
letter, and there is
of which I
I desire to
speak.
speak.
I saw questions
questions put
eross~eXamination of Tilton,
put in the cross-examination
published
Tilton, as,
aspublished
in the Brooklyn
Eagle, and also published
published in the newspapers-with
Brooklyn Eagle,
newspapers— with how
much of truth II know not-that
not— that Mr. Samuel Willteson
Wilkeson had charged
charged that
Tilton's
Tilton's case in controversy
controversy with Bowen was for
for the purpose of blackmail-

purpose

ing him and Beecher,
Beecher, and that he (Wilkeson) knew that there
ing
th`ere had been
(Vilkeson)
no
crime ommitted against
no crimc
against Tilton or his household by
by Beecher. Beecher
never
never intimated to me
me that he thought
was any
any desire on
on Tilton's
Tilton's
thought there was
part
part to blackmail him ; and as I had the sole management
management of
ot' the money
money
controversy between Tilton and Bowen. which I have already fully
controversy
already fully
explained, I know there was
was no attempt on
explained,
Tilton's part
attempt on Tilton's
part to blackmail or
get
more than wlfut
wlfcit I believed his just
get anything
just due from Bowen. So
anything more
that I am
am certain Mr. Wilkeson
Vilkeson is
is wholly mistaken in that regard.
wholly
regard.
The question
Wilkeson knew or believed that any
question whether Willreson
otfence had
any offence
;

_
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lie knew of anything
depend upon
been committed will depend
upon the fact whether he
anything
Tilton's wife which called for apology
by Beecher or
or 'l`ilton's
that had been done by
apology
at the time he wrote the tripartite
tripartite covenant. It will be remembered that
tripartite covenant was
the tripartite
was made solely in reference to the disclosures
solely
which Bowen had Inade
made to Tilton and Tilton
'1'ilton had made to Bowen
Bowen; and
;

Tilton's letter sets forth that the only
'['ilton's
only disclosures he made to Bowen of

himself were
Beecher's acts towards himself'
were of improper
Beecher's
improper advances made to his
his
charge
order to save
save the honor of his
wife,
and
that
so
in
he
limited
wife,
charge

by the production
These questions
production of the letter
wufe.
wife.
questions will be answered by
April 2,
1872,
2,
of April
is marked
Vilkeson, which is
1872, written by
by Samuel Wilkeson,
"

AAA

" AAA "
":

WILKESON

TO
IVILKESON TO

MOULTON.
MOULTON.

Northern
Pacific Railroad
NY,
NORTIIIIRN PACIFIC
RAILROAD Company,
COMPANY,
|
Broadway,
Secretary's Office,
(WAY, V
sECRETARY'S
OI-*Flor-1, 120 BROADWAY,

"

New York,
April 2,
72.
2, l&t
New
1872.
Your, April
\
duty.
closing act of justice
Dear Moulton:
Now for the closing
My
BIY DEAR
BIOULTON :-Now
justice and duty.
apology which he holds
Let Theodore pass
pass into your
your hand the written apology
flames of the
it into the tlames
improper advances,
for the improper
advances, and do you
you pass
pass it
Theodore talk to
friendly
your room
tire in your
room of reconciliation. Then let 'I`heodore
friendly fire
Oliver Johnson.
artist, have made this whole affair
Carpenter, the artist,
I hear that he and Carpenter,
the subject
subject of conversation in the clubs.
Wilkeson.
Samuel
Sincerely
yours,
SAMUEL VILKESON.
Sincerely yours,

—

against blackmailno protest
This
letter, it
'l'his letter,
it will be observed,
observed, contains no
protest against
is
Bowen, and is
or Bowen,
upon Beecher or
own, upon
Tilton's part
part or
or my
on 'I'ilton's
on
my own,
Tilton's
hearing of Tilton's
of
of the tripartite
ot' the date ofthe
also, hearing
llfilkeson, also,
tripartite covenant. Wilkeson,

ing,
ing, either

very lucrative employment
a very
to procure
procure him a
employment in
enterprise with which he was
was connected,
a large
connected, as appears
appears from a letter
large enterprise
1"
"BBB 1":
produce, marked "BBB
dated January
1871, which I herewith produce,
11, 1871,
January 11,

troubles, kindly
kindly _offered
offered
troubles,

WILKESON

TO TILTON.
IVILKESON T0
Company,
Railroad COMPANY,
Pacific RAILROAD
Northern
Noariiamv PACIFIC
January 11,
11, 1871.
January
you with aa letter just
Tilton:— You are in trouble. I come
come to you
Dear
DEAR 'I`Ir.roN:--You
Just
platform
a platform
as a
as
services
your
secure
Jay Cooke,
Cooke, advising
him
to
secure
mailed to Jay
your
advising
upside
VVest upside
great West
New England.
England. Old England,
speaker
England, or the great
speaker to turn New
down about our Northern Pacific.
Don't
Keep quiet.
shan't be trampled
Pluck up
You shan't
quiet. Don't
up heart !
trampled down. Keep
_

!

talk.
time.

it will be a very
your time and it
PUBLISH. Abide your
DON'T PUBLISH.
DON'T
good
very good
Wilkeson.
Samuel WILKESON.
SAMUEL
it.
Take my
my word for it.

apology,
was dated after the letter of apology,
will be observed that this letter was
It will
Wilkeson could hardly
and after the letter of Tilton to Bowen, and \'ilkeson
hardly have
one whom he then knew or
enterprise one
an enterprise
grave an
desired to employ
employ in so grave
besides, his
believed to be attempting to blackmail his employer. And besides,

attempting

employer.

:
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seem

seem

to
to

me wholly
wholly

me
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inconsistent
inconsistent

with such an allegation.
allegation.
it just,
this connection, to
I think
fact which bears, in
think it
just, in
in this
to state
state a
I
a fact
in my
my
On the
upon this
this subject.
subject.
the 3d of
of May,
May, 1873, II knew that Tilton
mind, upon
Tilton
I took leave,
to
in want of
of money, and I
consulting him, to
was in
leave, without consulting
due-bill for
for that amount
for a
a thousand dollars,
send him my
my check for
dollars, and aa due-bill
in a
letter which I
to
a letter
signed by
by him, enclosed in
I here produce,
produce, marked
to be signed
"BBB
of which he returned to
"BBB2,"
all of
to me
an indorsement thereon.
me with an
thereon.
2," all
following
The following

is
is

the document:
document

MOULTON

MOULTON TO TILTON.
TILTOX.

New York,
YoRK, May 3,
3, 1873.
DEAR
a check for
Theodore: I enclose to
to you
Dear Tnnonoasz-I
for one thousand dollars,
you a
for
F.
enclosed.
Moultox.
for which please
F. D. MoUL'roN.
Yours,
sign the enclosed.
please sign

—

[Indorsement on
on above by Ti1ton.]
Tilton.]
[Iudorsement
»

DEAR
Dear
it.
ing it.
ing

Frank: — T
FRANK:-I

can't
can't borrow any
any
Hastily,
Hastily,

—

money for
money-for

I
of returnI see no way
way of
T.
T. T.

paper was returned to me, on the same
After the above paper
same day
day II sent
dollars, leaving
him the thousand dollars,
leaving it
it to be a matter as between ourselves
a money
and not a
money transaction.
this so far
far as Beecher is
I know, to the contrary
contrary of this
is concerned, that
I
Tilton never made any
in
on him for
for money
money or pecuniary
pecuniary aid
aid in
any demand on
He asked only
on form.
only that Beecher should interpose
interpose his
his
any way
way or*
any
power to protect
protect him from the slanders of those who
influence and power
friends
while Beecher himself.
Beecher's friends;
himself, with generosity
claimed to be Beecher's
generosity
had
which
always
Tilton
towards
his acts
kindness
and
always characterized his
and
own motion incontroversy, of his own
this unhappy
induring
unhappy controversy,
during the whole of this
in establishing
in aiding
establishing his enterprise
aiding Tilton in
enterprise of the
sisted,
through me,
sisted, through
me, in
1ne the sum
gave me
sum of live
five thousand
for which purpose
Age, for
Golden Age,
purpose he gave
manner as I
I deemed judicious
judicious to
in such manner
was to expend
expend in
dollars, which I was
in need personwas at any
any time in
if Tilton was
personenterprise along,
along, and if
keep
keep the enterprise
and
that
Beecher
myself
aid
him.
It
was
between
ally,
to
It
was
understood
myself
ally,
own voluntary
my own
this money
it came
came from my
this
if it
go to Tilton as if
voluntary
money should go
know— and he does
contributions for
for his benefit,
benefit, and that he should not know-and
for I do not believe he has
not know until he reads this statement, for
Beecher,
came from Beecher,
money came
that this money
source-that
it from any
derived it
any other source
an
an acannex
I annex
it.
I
it.
for
to
him
indebted
is in any
any way
or thinks that he is
way
it has been
far as it
sum, so far
expenditure of that sum,
count of the receipt
receipt and expenditure
;

—

expended,
expended,

"
"
"
in a paper
paper marked CCC ":

:

A
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Statement of Account.
1873.

May
May

2,
2,

received

May
Ma 3,
3, paid
paid

A - rtnrt

SoOOO
S 5 000

....

......................

....

^^
1

....

........

J|_1]§y'

July 11, paid...
paid.:.....
paid...
August 15,
15, pa1d.:.
August
September
12, paid
September 12,
P3101
paid
September 30,
30, pnlll
September
paid
December 16, paid
.

..

~
.

-

--

----

-

-

----

-

-

°

'

....

1874.

8
500
"J
™V
§U0
200
uu
^

R 0n
900
,

paid
February 24, paid
February
paid
30, paid
March 30,
paid
May2,
2, paid
May
paid
May
26, paid
May 26,

....
"

....
--

.....

'

--

....

Total

boO
000
150

........

.....

.

.

_

........

.-»---

-

-

-

-

--------

°V"

f190
J""
F00
-400
JUU

^

^ 455 °
-$4550

the
1874, from the publisher
30, 1874,
publisher of tte
annex two letters of March 30,
I also annex
a part of the
of a
expenditure
Golden Age,
Age. which will tend to vouch the" expenditure
respectively :
EEE " respectively:
are marked " DDI) " and «• EEE
They are
above amount. They
"

DDD

"

"

part

RULAND

MOULTON.
T0 MOULTON.
RULAND TO
York, March 30,
Age, New
Nasv YORK,
The Golden
Tm:
Gowns J\GE,
30, 1874.
[Private]
[Yrivaun]
is
is away,
away, and
spot.
Mr.
Moulton :-\Ve are in aa tight
D1-:AR Mn.
Dear
Mr. NIOULTON'
tight spot.
get the latter without the
paper.
Can't
no paper.
Uan't get
no money
we have no
we
money and no
paper, and the firm we
we have been or$400 for paper,
owe about $100
former. \Ve owe
Haven't
any more
more without
\\'lll'1Olll'| money.
dering
money. Haven't
dering from refuse to let us have any
W. Ruland.
yours,
0. VV.
RULAND.
Truly yours,
O.
\veek's issue. Truly
paper for this week's
any paper
any
over
will, to help
Torus,
I trust you
can do anything
If
yon can
lf you
us, I
you will,
help us tide over
anything for
the chasm.
:

— We

-1

We

SAME.
SAME TO SAME.
FROM SAME

FROM

The Golden
Tm:
GOLDEN Aoe,
NEW Yonlc,
York, March 30,
Aon, New
30, 1874.
am more
more grateful
Moulton :—
z--II am
Dear Mn.
Mr. Moumoy
DEAR
tell you
can 1911
grateful than I can
you for the
you came
came to the rescue
way you
rescue of the Golden Age
noble and generous
Age this
generous way
friend,
Truly your
afternoon. Truly
W. RULANIL
O. W1
0_
Ruland.
your friend,
I think proper
me
more than once said to me
proper to add further that Tilton more
that he could and would receive nothing
nothing from Beecher in
way of
the way
inthe

pecuniary assistance. I remember one
one special instance in which the
pecuniary
was discussed between us. Beecher had told me
subject was
was
me that he was
subject
furnish money
willing
money to pay
family in
pay the expenses
expenses of Tilton and his family
Willing to fUl'HiSh
abroad, in order that Tilton might
travelling abroad,
travelling
might be saved from the constant
state of irritation which arose
arose from the rumors
rumors he was
was daily hearing.
daily hearing. I
even
rather hinted at than informed Tilton of this fact,
repelled even
fact, and he repelled
the intimation of such a thing
anger.
thing with the utmost indignation
indignation and anger.
Therefore I only
only undertook the disbursement of this sum
sum at the most
voluntary request
of
earnest and voluntary
Mr.
Beecher.
request
As I`have
I have brought
brought before the committee the somewhat collateral
of Mrs. \Voodhull
Woodhull to Beecher to influence him into
of the letters ofMrs.
matter ofthe

—
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the
socially, which I
I thought
of her doctrines and herself
the support
herselfsocially,
thought but just
just
support ofher
equally just
just that I
I should make as a
part of
it seems but equally
a part
of my
my
to him, it
came
came into
into my
it was
was writwritmy possession
possession at the time it
for the purpose
friend in
in the West-and
West and not for
Til ton to a
a friend
purpose ot'
of
ten, from Tilton
his position
in regard
regard to Mrs. Voodhull
Woodhull and the
publication explaining his
position in
publication-explaining

statement a
a letter,
letter, that

—

—

his iluuily
family and Mr. Beecher.
injurious
against him and his
injurious publication
publication made against

The

1 "
" FFF 1
letter
"::
letter I
I here produce,
produce, marked "FFF
FRIEND IN THE
WES'1`.
THE WEST.
TILTON TO A
A FEIEND

174 LIVINGSTON
Street, Brooklyn,
Livingston S1'r:uE'r,
Baooitmrzv, December 31, 1872,
1872.
letter.
l1 aiu
FRIENDZ-I
DEAR Friend:
owe you
MY
you a long
am unwell and aa pi-igI owe
My Dear
prislong letter.
leaning back in
in leather-cushioned idleness, and writing
in the house,
oner in
writing
house, leaning
fire.
Perhaps
on
my chair-board before the fire.
on my
a
Perhaps you
you wonder that 11 have a
anything but aa hearthstone broken and crumbled, since the world
fire, or anything
fire,
And yet
my household is
is in
it is
told that my
in ruins.
ruins.
has been told
is more
more like
like
yet it
brimful of love and wit,
letter
wit, and sparkling
last letter-brimful
sparkling like
your
like a fountain
your last
in midwinter.
Nevertheless you
you are right.
am in
in trouble
hardly see a path
right. II am
trouble; and II hardly
path
it.
out of it.
is just
It is
years ago
It
ago to~day-this
to-day this very
the last
last of the yearyear
just two years
very day
day-the
his hammer, and with an unjust
Bowen lifted his
that Mr. Bowexrlifted
hlowismote
unjust blow
smote
asunder my
my two contracts, one
one vith
with the Lidependent
Independent and the other with
the Brooklyn
little suspects
Union. 'l`he
The public
this act of his
Brooklyn Umbra.
public little
suspects that this
his fear
fear to meet the consequences
on his
turned on
consequences of horrible charges
charges which
Vard Beecher.
he made against
I have kept
Henry Ward
I
quiet on the subagainst Henry
kept quiet
for two years
years through
ject
for the
through an unwillingness
unwillingfness to harm others even for
ject for
sake of righting
having trusted to time
righting myself
myself before the public.
public. But having
for my
for
I find that time has only
only thickened my
difficulties
my vindication. I
my difficulties
until these now
now buffet me
like a.storm.
me like
You know that.
that- Bowen long
long- ago
me the assessed pecuniary
pecuniary
paid to me
ago paid
damages
grew out ol'
of his breaking
breaking of the contracts,
me
damagges which grew
contracts, and gave
gave me
a written vindication of my
like an
for
course, and something
an apology
apology for
soinethiufr like
my course.
his. This settlement.
is final.
far as I
I am
am concerned,
final.
concerned. is
his.
settlement, so far
But Bowen's
proved
Bowen's assassinating
assassinating rlagg-ei~drs.vn
dagger drawn agraiust
against Beecher has proved
as unable as Macbeth's
"trammel up
Macbeth's to -'trammel
consequence." And the
up the consequence."
its
is that the air
air of Brooklyn
rife with stories against
is rife
against its
consequence is
consequence
Brooklyn is
chiel'
chief f-le-rffyman,
Woodhull scandal merely,
clergyman, not growing
growing out of the \'oodhull
merely, but
own
exhaled with ever-|`resh
like mephitic
vapors, from Bovven's
Bowen's own
ever-fresh foulness,
foulness, like
inephitic vapors,
chnvire
against Beecher.
charec against
like a
is a wild beast that no
man can
no man
Verily, the tongue
can tame, and like
tongue is
Verily.
wolf'
it is
now seeking
ofthe
wolf it
is now
the flock,
flock, toseeking to devour the chief shepherd
shepherd of
gether
my own
own pretty
gether also with my
pretty lambs.
WoorlhuU
For the last four or tive
ever since I saw
fi\-e weeks, or ever
saw the Woodhiill
hardly had a
a restful day;
libel, II have ha.rdly
day; and II frequently
frequently dream the whole
thing over at night,
morning unfit for work.
night, waking
thing
waking the next morning
Have you
is to suifer
Rave
any conception
it is
keenest possible
possible
suffer the keeuest
you any
conception of what it
injustice ? If not,
come and learn of me.
me.
not, come
injustice?
sorrow
To say
wrong and insult to my
say nothing
nothing of the wrong
wife, in whose sorrow
my wife.
I have greater
sorrow. I
being
greater sorrow.
1 have to bear the additional indignity
indignity of being
misconstrued by
many friends.
miseonstrued
by half the public
public and by
by many
For instance.
it is
is supposed
instance, it
supposed that I had aa conspirator's
ccnspirator's hand in this
unholy
business, whereas I
I am
am as innocent of it
it as of the Nathan
unholy business,

—

—

;

—

murder.

—

I
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It is
article was
was actually
actually written
written by me
is hinted that the libellous
libellous article
by me;
(being in
the north of New
whereas (being
New Hampshire)
Hampshire) II did
did not know of its
in the
its
week
after
it
had
existence till
a
convulsed
my
own city
city and family.
till a
it
my own
family. My
wife
named it
it in
in her letters
letters to me
never named
me lest
it should spoil my mood
wife never
lest it
for
spoil my mood for
public speaking.
was then toiling
day and night
night for
for Mr.
public speaking. (You
(You know 1I was
toiling day

My

(jlreeley's sake.)
tJlreeley's
sake.)

Then, too,
too, it
it is
is the sneer
sneer of the clubs that I have degenerated
an
'l`hen,
degenerated into an

free love;
love whereas the whole body
apostle of
of free
apostle
body
against this execrable theory.
a monument
a
monument against
theory.
;

writings stands like
of my
like
my writings

Moreover, it
it is
is charged that 1
I am
am in financial
relations
financial and other relations
Moreover,
charged
spoken to,
seen
with Mrs. Woodhull
to, nor
nor met,
met, nor
nor seen
Woodhull; whereas I have not spoken
a year.
nearly a
for nearly
her for
year.
of my
acquaintance with her is this
spring of
The history
this: In the spring
history ol'
my acquaintance
charged Beecher with the most
most hideous
Bowen charged
1871,
a few
fev months alter Bowen
IHTI, a
nature, and had slammed the door of the Indeknown to human nature,
crime known
was toiling
keep the
pendent
titce, and when I1 was
toiling like Hercules to keep
my face,
pendent in my
"VVoodhull, hitherto a
public, then it was
a
scandal from the public.
was that Mrs. Voodliull,
for me
ears, not
suddenly sent for
poured into my
my cars,
me. suddenly
me and poured
stranger to me.
total stranger
of her ovn,
own, namely,
namely, almost the same
same
a new one
scandal, but anew
Bowen scandal,
one ol'
the Bowen
When
it
printed a
ago.
Think of it!
a few weeks ago.
Vhen
identical
tale which she printed
identical tale
earthquake. Mrs. Woodhull
Voodhull sudone earthquake.
I
was doing
I was
suppress one
doing my
my best to suppress
do ? I
What was
Vhat
was I to do?
me portentous with another.
denly
portentous
denly stood before me
new avalanche until I could sekeep back the nev
all hazards to keep
resolved at all
was that she would publish
original Btorm.
My
curely
tie up
publish
My fear was
up the original st<-rm.
curely tie
catastrophe, I resolved (and,
prevent this catastrophe,
and, to prevent
what'she
she told to me,
what
me, and,
(and,
and
pure
with
fool's
innocent
and
yet
a
a fool,
fool,
a fool`s
as the result proves,
as
pure
yet
proves. like a
think
never
make her such aa friend of mine that she would never
motive)
motive) to make
important services
some important
So
renderetl her some
a harm.
S0 1I rendered
doing me,
me such a
of doing
put
ink), all with a
some labors of pen
a view to put
especially some
(including
pen and ink),
(including especially
me and mine.
an obligation to me
and hold her under an
obligation
glad surprise
surprise and astonishacting towards her I found to my
In so
so acting
my glad
as she had done
rose almost as high
ment
ment that she rose
high in my
my estimation as
Hooker,
Stanton, Isabella Beecher Hooker.
Cady Stanton,
Mott, Elizabeth Cady
with Lucretia Mott,
who has not met
Mrs.
Voodhull
women. Nobody
met ll
rs. Woodhull
and other excellent women.
Nobody who
impression which she is
is
adequate idea of the admirable impression
an adequate
can
can have an
persons.
Moreover,
felt that the
on
producing
on
serious
lloreover,
capable
of
persons.
IJ. felt
producing
capable
that,
outrageously unjust,
unjust, and that,
were outrageously
current denunciations against
against her were
public, and
position before the public,
a false position
put in a
like myself,
myself, she had been put
prospirit which this proaggravation of spirit
sympathized keenly
I syinpathized
keenly with the aggravation
nil I said in her defence.
This fact lent a zeal to all
duces.
months, and
known her for aa number of months,
it until after I had known
Nor was
was it
Nor
women
representative women
a dozen representative
when I discovered her purpose
purpose to libel a
my eyes
eyes to her real
opened my
suffrage movement,
movement. that I suddenly
of the sulfrage
suddenly opened
repudiated
was that I indignantly
it was
tendencies to mischief;
mischief; and then it
indignantly repudiated
seen her since.
never seen
her acquaintance,
acquaintance, and have never
Hence her late tirade.
am left to be the chief sufferer in the public
/ am
is over,
Well,
it is
public
Well, it
over, and I
estimation.
clouding
clearing but clouding
(which is not
not clearing
emergency (Which
What to do in the emergency
'What
daily) I have not yet
itself daily)
yet decided.
publish
coidd do would be to take from my
What I could
writing-desk and publish
my writing-desk
which, with
to-morrow morning
vindication, which,
morning' the prepared
prepared narrative and vindication,
legal advisers pronounce
facts and documents,
documents, my
complete.
pronounce complete.
my legal
great and small
explain and clarify
This would explain
clarify everything,
everything, both great
part of the whole
episode, which is
is but a minor part
Woodhull episode,
(including the IVoodhull
;

:

!

(including

—
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of honorable
only violate akind
a kind of
I publish
it I
I must not only
if I
case),
publish it
case), but if
had voluntarily
voluntarily imposed
imposed upon
I l1ad
upon myself,
myself,
obligation to be silent, which I
obligation
risk of being
but I must put
being smitten
put my old friend Bowen to aa serious risk

my

dead by
Beecher's hand.
by Beecher's
fate I
I cannot say;
tar Bowen would deserve his fate
say; but I
I know that
How far
all
all Plymouth
Plymouth Church would hunt him as a rat.
for me
me without
will unravel my
my skein for
perhaps the future will
Well,
own
Vell, perhaps
my own
happens to my
my weather-beaten self,
hand but
out whatever happens
you,
self, II wish to you,
hand;
happy New Year. Fraternally
yours,
0 prosperous
prosperous comrade, a happy
Fraternally yours,
'l`HsoDoRE '1`1r.'roN.
Theodore
Tilton.
letter (which
long letter
pays my debt to you),
P. S.
S.-Before
Before sending
sending this
this long
(which pays
you),
I have read it
supplement it
it by
my wife,
by sending
sending her
T
it to my
wife, who desires to supplement
little white cottage
its little
little red cheeks.
love and good-will
cottage and its
good-will to the little

my

;

—

The

first
first

my

intimation of
insanity of Tilton arose in this wise
ofthe
the insanity

::

Prior

was made ofa
of a statement by
to Sunday,
by a
29, 1874,
Sunday, March 29,
1874, a publication
publication was
(L'lZ`011. purporting
reporter
Brooklyn Union
reporter of the Brooklyn
purporting to be the result of an interview with Mr. Thomas G. Shearman, Clerk of

—

effect-I
effect
quote from
T quote

—

memory
that
memory-that

Plymouth Church,
Plymouth

to the

'l`ilton was
was insane,
Tilton
insane, and that he stated

—

that Mrs. Tilton had mediumistic fits-whatever
fits
whatever disease that may
may bebe
in which she had stated matters affecting
Beecher, and
affecting the character of Beecher,
to the statement of neither of them, for that reason,
reason, was
was any
any credit to
be given.
given.

This publication,
publication, as it
it tended not only
only to excite Tilton to a

defence of his sanity,
also, as coming
coming from thc
the Clerk oi'
of Plymouth
Plymouth
sanity, but also,
Church, might
might be supposed
supposed to be an authoritative expression
expression of its
its
pastor,
annoyed Beecher very
very much, and he wrote the following
letter,
pastor, annoyed
following letter,
"
2," which I
marked "
FFF
I herewith produce:
FFF 2,"
produce:

BEECHEK TO MOULTON.

BEECHER T0 MOULTON.

SUNDAY Night,
Sunday
March 29, 1874.
NIGHT, Jlfarc/L
there to be no end of trouble
trouble?? Is wave
wave to folfolwave in endless succession?
I was
low wave
was cut to the heart when C. showed
me
is beyond
me that shameful paragraph
Union. Its cruelty
cruelty is
beyond deparagraph from the Uizicm.
scription.
felt like lying
am tired
tired
tired-tired-tired
tired
scription. I felt
lying down and saying
saying: "II am
of living, or of trying
trying to resist the devil of mischief."
I would rather
mischief."
ofliving,
have had a
me a hundred times than against
javelin launched against
against me
ajavelin
against
those that have suffered so much.
The shameful indelicacy
bringing
indelicacy of
ofbringing
the most sacred relations into such publicity
fills me
me with horror.
publicity fills
But there are
are some
some slight
came when
slight alleviations. The paragraph
paragraph came
the public
engaged with the Council and with Theodore's
Theodore's letletpublic mind was engaged
it vill
ters.
I hope
hope it
will pass
pass without further notice. If it
it is
is not taken up
by
up by
other papers,
papers, it
it will sink out of sight
sight and be forgotten;
forgotten; whereas, if
if it
it be
assailed,
it may
it a conspicuity-that
it never
never would have had. But
assailed, it
may give
give it
conspicuityihzit itI shall write Shearman a letter,
1
letter, and give
give him my
full feeling
it.
feeling about it.
my full
I must again
again [be]
[be], as I have heretofore been,
for ajudibeen, indebted to you
you for
a judicious counsel on
new and flagrant element.
on this new
My innermost soul
flagrant
longs
for peace
if that cannot be,
be, for death.
death, that tuill
bring peace.
peace.
will bring
longs for
peace ; and lt'
My fervent hope
hope is
is that this drop
through out of'
of sight,
My
drop of gaii
gall may
may sink through
sight,
and not prove
prove a
a mortal poison.
ever,
W. BEECHER.
Beecher.
H. VV.
poison. Yours ever,
I have written strongly
strongly to Shearman.
Shearman, and hope
hope that he will send a
a.
letter to T. unsolicited. II am
am sick
head, heart and body,
body, but must
sick-head,
move
move on.
feel this morning
I feel
letting things
things go
by the run l
go by
morning like letting
MY DEAR
FRANK :-Is
My
Dear Frank
—Is
:

"

:

—

—

;

—

!
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The letter
of retraction,
proposed by
being forthcoming,
forthcoming-,
letter of
retraction, as proposed
by Tilton, not being

my

I felt
felt it
it my duty,
interest, to take such
I
duty, in his interest,

ineasures
measures

as should result

accordingly carried to him a
an apology
apology from Shearman to Tilton. II accordingly
laid it
article, and laid
it upon
having the article,
his desk in his
paper having
copy of the paper
upon his
copy
this article
said to him that it'
if the statements in
in this
article were
were not actuc
ffice, and said
c tiice,
Although it
ought to retract them. Although
it lay
lay on his desk
lie ought
ally made by
by him he
ally
did not mean
article and did
me that he had not seen the article
mean to see
he said
said to me
lie
if it
it was not true he must say
it, and if
it.
I
that he must see it,
say so.
it.
I told him thathe
in
in

an

He

it and wouldrft
wouldn't read it.
it.
didn't want to read it
said he didn't
said

I
I then left
left him.

saw Tilton and told him what I
I had done,
done, and he said,
Afterwards I saw
said,

We

" \'e will
will go
up together,"
go up
together," which

'~

did, and met Mr. Shearman.
we did,

we

in the
T.ilton
Tilton called his attention to the statement in

Mr.

Brooklyn Union
Brooklyn

as

concerning himself and his wife,
(Shearman), concerning
come from him (Shearman),
having
wife,
having come
other
subject
to mediumistic
medinmistic fits.
and
the
fits.
Said he,
one was crazy
that one
he,
subject
crazy
" Mr. Shearman, this
this is
is untrue, and it'
if you
correctly reported
"Mr.
reported
you are not correctly
if you
say so ; and if'
your simple
duty is
is to say
I
you have made such a statement I
your
simple duty
demand that you
you do not,
not, I
I shall
shall hold you
you retract and apologize.
apologize. If you
you
statement." Shearman
responsible in
way II can lor
for such injurious
in any
any way
injurious statement."
responsible
Union, and made an explanation
explanation in
then read the paragraph
in this
paragraph in the U7u`on,
repeated to somebody
somebody a story
probably have repeated
story which
wise: that he might
might probably
told him of the medinmistic
mediumistic states of Mrs. W`oodhull,
Tilton had told
Woodhull, and
made
the
mistake
of using
perhaps
have
using Mrs. 'l'ilton's
Tilton's name
name instead of
perhaps
Woodhull's. Tilton said to him,
Shearman, you
you know that
Mrs. \'oodhull's.
him, " Mr. Shearman,
you are deliberately
falsehood, and II won't
won't allow you
you
uttering falsehood,
deliberately uttering
you to think
that you
even that
you can
can deceive me
me by
makingby such a statement as you
you are making
now. You must make such an
an explanation
explanation of this statement in the
Union as shall be satisfactory
satisfactory to me,
I said before,
me, or,
or, as I
before, I
I shall hold you
you
responsible." During
During the Hrst
first part
part of this conversation Mr. Shearman
responsible,"
in a witness from his outer office,
called in
office, but when the conversation became earnest and Tilton began charging him with an
came
an untruth,
untruth, Shearman
began charging
;

"

bid the witness retire,
office.
left the office.
retire, which he did. Tilton and II then left
\'ithin a
a few days of
Within
procured the affidavit of
days ot' this interview Tilton procured
the reporter
reporter of the Union
Uzzfon. that the statement that Shearman had been

reported
fact make.
reported as making
making he did in fact

On March 30 Shearman sent

me
me

for delivery
ot' which I
I produce
produce a copy
copy under
delivery to Tilton a note, of
"
that date,
date, marked "
GGG."
GGG." The original
was delivered up to Shearman
original was

to

up

afterwards

:

:

SHEARMAN' TO
SHEARMAN
TO

TILTON.

Brooklyn, March 30,
BROOKLYN,
30, 1874.
DEAR
Dear SIR
Sir :-My
newspaper paragraph
paragraph
My attention has been called to a newspaper
which II have not seen,
I nm
seen, but which I
is to the effect that I stated
am told is
to a
a reporter
reporter that you
you had described Mrs. Tilton as having,
medinmhaving. in a mediumistic or clairvoyant
some
state, made some
extraordinary statements of a
clairvoyant state,
extraordinary
painful nature.
painful
I have for some
some years
a rule never to send corrections to
it a
years past
past made it
:

—
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no. matter how erroneous
anything relating
relating to
to myself,
myself, no
of anything
erroneous
newspapers of
newspapers
be.
such statements may
may be.
that this
this story,
But I
to saying
objection to
to you
you personally
no objection
story,
I have no
saying to
personally that
version of
if
appears to
to be
be an
an erroneous
erroneous version
quoted here, appears
of the
the one
if correctly
correctly quoted
and only
that
over a
a year
ago, viz.:
viz.
that
year ago,
only statement which II had from you over
attributed to Mrs. Tilton.
Mrs. Voodhull
exactly the
the thing
thing here attributed
did exactly
Tilton.
Woodhull did
I ever
ever repeated
in the presence
I
repeated that
that story
that I
story in
of any
I do not know that
presence of
any
I have done so
in question,
in the presence
for the paper in
question, but 1
so in
reporter
presence
reporter for
of course, by
of
by an
an unconscious mistake, have used
I may
of others, and I
may of
of another and wholly
in the place
wholly diflerent
name in
different person.
wife's name
your
place of
person.
your wife's
of my
If so, I
will assure
assure Mrs. Tilton of
that you
great regret
regret for
for such
beg that
you will
I beg
If
my great
T. G.
an
obediently,
T.
Shearman.
G. SHEARMAN.
an error. Yours obediently,
:

Vheu I
I took this
this note
"When

to Tilton he refused to
receive
to receive

saying "I
it, saying:
"I
it,
from Shearman. He knows it
it contains
it from him. You may
may carry
carry it
it back to
a falsehood and II cannot take it
to himTiltous
him Tilton's answer. Afterwards he subhim."
did so. and stated to
him." II did
stituted
for that note another, under date of
of April
stituted for
2, 1874,
is
1874, which is
April 2,
:

receive any
will not receive
any such note
will

here produced,
produced, marked

HH H
"EHH":
"

'°

:

SHE,-XRAIAN TO
SHEARMAN

TILTOX.

BROOKLYN.
Brooklyn, April
April 2,
2, 1874.
DEAR
SIR :-Having
Ikzion of
of Satin the Brooklyn
Having seen a paragraph
Brooklyn Union
Dear Sir
paragraph in
of a statement alleged
report of
alleged to have been made
last, containing
containing a report
urday
urday last,
me concerning
your family
yourself, I
I desire to assure you
by me
concerning your
family and yourself,
by
you that
this
is seriously
report is
this report
incorrect, and that II have never authorized such
seriously incorrect,
a statement.
It is
is unnecessary
said upon
what II have actually
repeat here what.
unnecessary to repeat
It
upon these
actually said
now satisEed
satisfied that what I
am now
say was
was erroneous,
subjects, because I
I ani
I did say
subjects,
and that the rumors
gave some credit were without t`oundarumors to which II gave
foundaI
an act of unintentional
tion.
deeply regret
tion.
I deeply
having been misled into an
regret having
earliest occasion to rectify
glad to take the earliest
am glad
rectify it.
injustice, and am
it.
injustice,
I
all that I
therefore, to withdraw all
I said upon
upon the occasion referred
I beg.
beg. therefore.
by me),
to as incorrect (although
(although then believed by
repudiate entirely
entirely
me). and to repudiate
me as untrue and unjust to all
imputed to me
the statement imputed
all parties
parties conunjust
Yours,
obediently,
SnE._tRn,i1v_
cerned.
T. G. Shearman.
Yours, obediently,
Esq.
THEODORE
Theodore Tilton,
TILTON, Eso.
:

In

—

negotiation did Mr. Shearman suggest
suggest
no part
part of that negotiation

to

me
me

that

Tilton's sanity,
sanity, and denied both to me
me and
were any
any doubts as to Tilton's
there were
to him that he had ever said anything
or that Mrs.
anything to the contrary,
contrary,

incapacitated from telling
was in any
any way
Tilton was
way incapacitated
telling the truth by
by reason
disability.
of mediumistic tits
Shear1nan's
fits or other physical
Shearman's action was
physical disability.

spread
it had come
communicated to Beecher
come to be spread
Beecher; but meanwhile it
;

about that Beecher had made a similar accusation as to the sanity
sanity of
lIr. and Mrs. Tilton to that of Shearman.
Mr.
A member of your
committee, Mr. Cleveland,
Cleveland, communicated the fact
your committee,
an indignant denial,
to Beecher,
Beecher, to which Beecher made an
appears by
indignant denial, as appears
by

A

his note to Mr. Cleveland,
it to me
me in a
a copy
copy of it
Cleveland, who communicated a
"
"
note under date of April
2, which I here produce,
April 2,
produce, marked " III " :
:
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BEECHER
TO CLEVELAND.
BBECHER TO
CLEVELAND.
[Copy.]
[Cow]
say that I am
am supposed
You say
supposed to have reported
Cleveland :—
Dear CLEVELAND
:-You
MY DEAR
reported
Council substantially
members of
ot' the Uouncil
same story that is
some members
to some
is
substantially the same
story
Shearman.
attributed to Shcarman.
me believe any such impossiHow
any human being
How can
can any
being that knows me
impossiany
any human being
lips to any
on the subject.
bility ?
never opened
l1 never
opened my
my lips
being on
subject. IL
bility?
say
me
and
by
word,
face
look,
intimation
that
or
man
to
lace ine
defy any
will defy
say
by word, look, or
any man
as dumb as the dead.
They
dure
I have been as
it.
I ever
ever alluded to it.
They that dare
liars, if
they mean
themselves, and the
of it
if they
mean to themselves,
it are
are liars,
to say
spoken ol'
say I have spoken
if they received it
it from
t`rom others.
bearers of
ot' lies
lies il'
they
sacrilege possible.
I have a
a feeling too profoundly sacred to make such sacrilege
possible.
feeling
profoundly

My

April 2,
2,
April

W. BEECHER.
Beecher.
H. V.

1874.

CLEVELAND

MOULTON.

TO MOULTON.
CLEVELAND TO
Esq.
Frank Moulton,
FRANK
BIOULTON, ESQ.
copy of a
Herewith you
a note received from Mr.
Dear Sir
Dean
SIR:--Herewith
you have copy
it speaks.
Beecher respecting
speaks.
respecting the matter of which it
Not seeing
seeing you
A. m..
M.. and leaving
Not.
leaving the city.
you when lI called this a.
city. I send
by Mr. Halliday.
before or after
Halliday. Mr. Beecher wants to see you
you before
afler the
by
II. M. Cleveland.
Truly yours,
yours,
evening.
meeting
H.
CL.svEi.AND.
Truly
meeting this evening.
:

Having
Having

—

retained the friendship
friendship of the principal
principal parties
parties to this con-

thought it
it proper
troversy
proper to produce
produce hereto~day, I have not thought.
troversy down to to-day,
ot' them excepting
with any
any letters that II have received from either of
excepting the
single
one exonerating
exonerating
single one

me
me from blame and showing
showing

Tilton's confiMrs. Tilton's

thought was
was due to myself to do because of the
dence in me,
me, which I thought
myself
her nor
nor have I produced
peculiar statement attributed to her;
produced any
papers
any papers
peculiar
it has broken out
since
it
a settlement of this controversy
proposals for a
or proposals
controversy
Dr. Bacon and the
publication of Tilton's
'l`ilton's letter to D1'.
afresh,
afresh, and since the publication
;

call
call of

furnished to
Beecher for fta committee
nor have I since then l`lII'I1lSll9(l
connnittce; nor
;

my

although called upon
upon by
by both,
any documents in my posparty, although
either party,
both, any
possame against
against the other.
I have enone might
use the same
session that one
might use

deavored to hold myself
them, and my
my
myself strictly
strictly as a mediator between them,
been, even
even 'l0\'Il
down to the very
all the
endeavor has been,
latest
hour,
to have all
hour,
very
arising out of
the publication
publication of
ofthe
the facts of their controversies
scandals arising
ofthe
so
ol` sight,
and wrongs
it best that it
it should be so
wrongs buried out of
sight, deeming
deeining it
done, not only
parties concerned and their families,
ot' the parties
done,
families,
only for the good
good of
the community
ofthe
but that of
community at large.
large.
If any
any evidence were
Il'
\'ere needed that,
ot' the parties,
that, in the interest of
parties, and
especially of Beecher. I was
prevent
was endeavoring
especially
endeavoring to the latest hour to prevent
publication of all
the publication
all these documents and this testimony,
testimony, and that I
one of the parties
parties in that endeavor,
retained the confidence of at least one
endeavor, I
produce
July 13.
meeting be1874, being
bc13, 1874,
produce a letter of July
being aa note arranging
arranging aa meeting
myself and Beecher in regard
regard to this controversy.
tween myself
is marked
controversy. It is

"JJJ":
"J.IJ":

:
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MOULTON.
TO MOULTON.
BEECHER TO
July 13, 1874.
July
little before.
a little
you at seven,
will be with you
Frank :-II will
seven, or a
Dear FRANK
My DEAR
MY
single
l1ave but a single
you, and have
more upon
put a straw more
I am
am ashamed to put
I
upon you,
it must soon
soon
long, as it
that the matter cannot distress you
consolation
consolation--that
you long,
more anxiety
vill be no
no more
is, there will
end
anxiety about the future,
future, whatever
end; that is,
yours and ever.
Truly yours
past.
for the past.
may be for
regrets
Truly
regrets there may
:

—

—

;

ll.
II.

W.
Beecher.
V._BE1-:cur-LR.

parties, or by
by
paper or fact supposed
any paper
is any
If there is
by either of the parties,
supposed by
any further
possession which will throw any
my possession
the committee, to be in my
shull be most willing
proyour inquiry,
willing to prolight upon
inquiry, II shall
subject of your
light
upon the subject
is any
any such;
such
although I do not believe that there is
I have it,
it, although
if I
it if
duce it
put to me
question which shall be put
me
proper question
any proper
am ready
and I am
ready to answer any
parties
their
ofthe
concerned
or
any
of
the
by
cross-examination
of
ofcross-examination
in the way
parties
by any
way
vill serve,
all
serve, so that all
any data II have will
memory or any
fully as my
counsel,
counsel, as fully
my memory
it
known, II deem it
if any
may be known. For if
the facts may
part of them be known,
any part
known.
As,
however,
be
knovn.
should
all
all
that
truth
and
right
to
but just
As,
however,
right
just

reports of
controversy has already
already arisen as to the correctness of the reports
controversy
if any
leave, if
any crosscross
committee, II must ask leave,
evidence taken before the committee,
by my
accompanied by
own steis to be had orally,
examination is
my own
orally, to be accompanied
nographer, who shall take down the evidence II may
may give
give as a necessary
necessary
nographer,
own protection.
measure for my
measure
protection.
my own
comment, the facts and docucommittee, without comment,
Leaving to your
Leaving
your committee,
presented,
ments herewith presented,

yours truly,
truly,
I have the honor to remain yours
I
Fmmcis
Francis D. Moulton.
DIOULTON.

journals
The following
following extracts from the New York journals

Moulton's statemanner in which Mr. IrIOl1liOl1'S
The G/'(l[)7LiC
public.
Graphic reprereprement was
was received by the public.
by

will
Will show the

manner

sents the sentiments of Mr. Moulton and his friends.

The other papers
papers quoted
quoted represent
general sentirepresent the general
ment of the better class of the American people:
people
{Daily
August 21,
21, 1874.)
(Daily Graphic,
Graphic, August
1874.)

This statement speaks
speaks for itself
itself. Here are original documents
original
that Beecher and his
his lawyers
lawyers supposed
supposed were
were destroyed.
destroyed. Here
are letters written in
in the heat of excitement,
presexcitement, or under the pressure of
great emergencies,
of` great
emergencies, showing
showing the Hutter
flutter of the heart,
heart, the

agitation,
agitation,

the anguish
anguish

—

of the writers-letters
writers
all
letters all

'indirectly

more
the more

valuable as testimony
testimony because they
on the case,
case,
they bear indirectly on
crime.
and presuppose
They
be
accounted
presuppose a
a revolting
can
for
revolting
They
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PEDESTRIANS READING
READING MR.
MR. MOU'LTON'S
MOULTON's STATEMENT.
STATEMENT.

in no
They
no other way.
no excuse and no
in
no meaning
way.
They have no
meaning but in
criminality they
the confessed criminality
they were
were written to conceal. Mr.
self-consistent,
Moulton's
explanations are simple,
Moult0n's accompanying
simple, self'-consistent,
accompanying explanations

and consistent with the

facts that
facts

have been brought
brought

light,
to light,

unprejudiced
no unprejudiced
and so stamped
stamped with the impress
impress of truth that no
mind can
can reject
reject the statement.

heir legal
þÿVl1{lt(3V ¬1t̀their
Whatever
legal value

may be,
effect is
is overwhelming.
be, their moral effect
may
overwhelming.

No
N0

one can read

first preacher
this statement without being
convincefl that the first
being convinced

preuchcr

in America has been guilty
guilty of
of' a foul and dastardly
wrong, and
rlastardly wrong,

it-.
hirle it.
clonliletl the original
eflbrts to hide
has doubled
original crime by
hy his efforts

If

is
these documents are genuine
and trustworthy,
trustworthy, Mr. Moulton is
genuine anil

;
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hefore the world as a generous,
vindicated, and stands before
amply
generous,
amply vindicated,
for
for
sacrificed
himself
years
sacrificed
chivalric
vho
has
man,
who
brave,
man,
years to
brave,

defend and sustain one who
a

libertine,
libertine,

now
now

appears
light of a
appears in the light

liar,

liar,

and a sneak.

full of revelations.
revelations.
These documents are full

Mrs. Tilton has

Mr. Moulton from the
told the World
told
world how she distrusted lIr.
and shrank from having
having anything
anything to do with him.

first,

first,

On

the

it appears
treated him as a warm
warm friend
other hand,
hand, it
friend;
appears that she treated
him
to
her
confidant,
and
urged
visit
her
him
visit
house;
made
house;
confidant,
urged

Ralph to
name of her youngest boy
even changed
changed the name
youngest boy from Ralph
as
an
of
her
for
Frank,
an
expression
regard
for
Mr.
Moulton,
Frank,
Moulton, and of
expression
regard
his kind oflices.
her gratitude
offices.
gratitude for his

And

friendship continued
her friendship

down to the time of her withdrawal from her husband.

distrust was
was on
side.
on the other side.

The

These documents show,
too,
show, too,

it was
how it
was that Mrs. Woodhull
Voodhull got
entangled in the
got herself entangled

meshes of this
this complex
it vas
was that urged
web, and who it
complex web,
urged and
entreated Moulton and Tilton to keep
eutreated
keep her from publishing
publishing her

version of the black and blasting
Version
blasting tale.
tale.

Blamed
Blzuned they
justly
they may
may justly

steps they
inveigle her into silence;
be for the steps
silence; but the
they took to inveigle
is plain,
reason of their efforts
efforts is
and
the
hand
that
pushed
plain,
pushed them
on is
is

on

ungloved.
now ungloved.

now

The community,
community,

corrupt and godless
her corrupt
godless theories.

one man,
as one
man, condemns

Vhat
What

of the

man
man who has

put them in practice
practice ?
'?
put

This journal
severely censured for its
its apparent
journal has been severely
apparent hosMr. Beecher in this
this contest.
It is
is the only daily
tility
only daily
journal
first has contended for a
_journal in New York that from the first
free,
investigation of this case
casein
in order that
that the
the
tree, full,
full, impartial
impartial investigation
truth should be known and
justice
be
done.
We
have
no
Ve
no
interest
interest
cmdjustice
sustaining Beecher,
in sustaining
in
Tilton, nor
nor any other man, save so
Beecher, nor Tilton,
any
man,
tility to

far as he deserves support,
support, and

we
we have no
no interest in the
any man
man except
downfall of any
except as truth and justice
justice require
require his exposure.
The truth is
is of more
more consequence
posure.
consequence than a thousand
Tiltons and Beechers rolled into one.
This paper
was started
started
paper was
and has been carried on
on from the beginning to tell
tell the truth,
beginning
truth,
without respect
to
persons,
positions,
or
respectabilities.
is
respect
persons, positions,
respectabilities. It is
the office
oliice and filnction
function of the Daily Graphic to expose all
shams
Daily/Graphic expose all
and smite down all
all hypocrisies.
falls, it
it will
hypocrisies. If Mr. Beecher falls,

;
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his own
own
be in
in consequence
consequence of his
through his own
own madness.
be through

folly.

folly.

he goes
If lie
down, it
it will
will
goes down,

If the arrow
arrow of almighty
justice
almightyjustice

it is
is because he has not worn
his quivering
worn the
rankles in his
heart, it
quivering heart,
of the clergyman,
righteousness under the surplice
of' righteousness
armor of
surplice ofthe
clergyman, but

while he has acted the priest.
played the libertine vhile
has played
priest.

it. If
is on the crime and not on the exposure
The curse is
exposure of it.
guilty of the acts with which he stands charged
charged 3
he has been guilty
all possible
for years
if he has resorted to all
if
possible arts and devices for
years to
if
if
has
his
he
now
turned
debaucheries
now
and
his
;
upon
tried
conceal
tried
debaucheries;
upon
to crush

man he has wronged
man
friend of
one friend
wronged and the one
if not self-destruction
who has kept
self-destruction ;
kept him from ruin if

both the

all others
all

;

impress of veracity
stamped
veracity and palpistamped with the impress
palpianxiety
and
agony
the
hearts that wrote
of
the
hearts
with
tating
anxiety
agony
turing
if a chain of circumstantial evidence
them,
them, are to be believed ;; if
send
any
man on earth to the gallows
enough
to
gallows for
strong
for a
any man
strong enough
binding
force whatever,
capital
any binding force
whatever, Mr. Beecher
capital offence has any
letters,
if these letters,
if

permitted to enter a Christian pulpit
pulpit again
ought
ought never to be permitted
again
hand
to
his
lay
his
on
on
his
mouth
and
bury
save
save as a penitent
his
lay
penitent
bury his
in the cushion
mouth in

" Unclean."
to cry
cry "Unclean."

To write this
this sen-

The transcendent abilities,
an indescribable pang.
tence costs an
abilities 7
pang.
the
genius,
unrivalled
eloquence
of
this
the indisputable
this
great
indisputable genius,
eloquence
great
pulpit
idol of the nation.
pride and idol
pulpit orator have made him the pride

Millions have listened to him with admiration,
admiration, and been thrilled

by
by

rapture or to tears.
speech to rapture
his
his speech

printed words have
His printed

delight and the religion
been the delight
religion of the people
people of America and

He has identified
for twenty
England
his name
name and
identified his
twenty years.
years.
England for
fame with this
this community,
his name
name is
is a household word.
community, and his
fall of such
The fall

all hearts
man from such a pedestal
pedestal smites all
thought.
The eye
the
glazes
at
thought.
eye glazes

a
a man

with unutterable sorrow.

in spite
itself
The heart weeps
weeps in
spite of itself

at

seems a
a national
what seems

is
fall is
proves that he is
But his fall
is inevitable unless he proves
been
yet
innocent by
by some
some evidence more
more decisive than has yet

calamity.
calamity.
offered.

{The llforld,
World, August
22, 1874.)
1874.)
(The
August 22,
Beecher's
Moulton admits that several thousand dollars of Mr. Beecher's
keep
Golden
to
Tilton
to
the
his
hands
through
money
went
keep
through
money
necessities.
He
pubTilton's
personal
necessities.
and
relieve
Tilton's
alive
to
Age
pubpersonal
Age
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refusing a
a loan from Moulton of
Tilton refusing

He invites the public
He
public to believe that Tilton did not

accept came
came from Mr. Beecher.
know the money
money which he did accept
of
vicarious
disposes
blackmail
confession
This
disposes of Moulton and

man lives whose repute
repute can
No man
No
can be harmed by the
by
allegations of men
men that have blackmailed him.
From that
allegations
society will prokind of damage
damage from such aa quarter
quarter civilized society
proits members,
even
if
it
tect all its
protect
if
men from the
even
it
cannot
members,
protect men
they do themselves.
damage
damage they
Innocent men
men have paid
paid
men have paid
paid blackmail. Guilty
Guilty men

Tilton.

We

no blackmailer ever aiiirmed
affirmed the innoWe presume
presume no
the
victimized
persons.
cence of
Moulton affirms that both
cence
persons.
Mr. Beecher and Mrs. Tilton confessed to him their criminal

blackmail.

charge was
That charge
was to have been expected.
expected.

What
VIiat

bring of the truth of that statement?
evidence does he bring
statement ?

None.

conversation.

What
Vhat

breach does he make in the thread of Mr. Beecher's
narBeecher's nar-

its explanations of the letters
published ?
rative and its
letters hitherto published?
explanations

None.
it
is
it is

What
new
VVhat new

letters
letters

bring into the case?
case ?
does he bring

Here

hush-moneys is
an interesting
interesting
that this confessed almoner of hush-moneys
is an

witness,
Unwittingly he throws
vhatever his untrustworthiness. Unwittingly
witness, whatever
flood of light
upon parts
a Hood
parts of the narrative which Mr. Beecher,
Beecher,
light upon
it or
or not,
left in twilight.
whether he knew it
not, had left
twilight.

respect of Mrs. Tilton.
First in respect

may thank
That person
person may
(published
to him (published

demonstrating by
by her letters
Mr. Moulton for demonstrating
request,
without her request,

by this
we
we suppose,
suppose, by

—

"
"
mutual friend/'
friend," this

beyond all
possible
chivalrous soul of honor)-demonstrating
honor)
demonstrating beyond
all possible
contradiction her utter incapacity
speak the truth about anyincapacity to speak
anyor anybody
thing
Many of the letters
presence of Tilton.
Many
thing or
anybody in the presence
in her handwriting
handwriting bear on
proof of her
on their face the proof

mere

mere

admitted, were
were extorted from her.
admitted,
especially in
But the truth bursts out in her letters
letters to Moulton,
Moulton, especially
" JJ," where she confesses to two falsehoods, left
that marked "JJ,"
falsehoods, left
says she
him in doubt whether the letter
a third,
let-ter itself was
was not a
third, says
imposwas obliged
obliged to lie
physical
him, and that "
lie to him,
it
was a physical impos"it was
"
"
in
sibility
coward
for
11er to tell
her
tell the truth."
am a perfect
I am
truth."
sibility
perfect

mediumship.
mediumship.

Some,
Some,

it
it is
is

his presence,
long
presence, not from any
his, perhaps,
perhaps, but from long
any fault of his,
."
years of timidity
years
timidity."
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The picture
f`orloru creature painted
picture which the forlorn
painted of herself in
Tilton, the fine fellow,
her denial,
denial, which Tilton,
fellow, has since tried to blur
letters
her
publishing
to
him,
is retouched in vivid
love
letters
by
him, is
by publishing

" mutual friend."
f`riend."
by the "mutual
colors by

plain that she was
It is
is plain
was a
a.
Tilton's
torture,
and
Tilton's
gave
the
matrix
for
impress
mere
mere
torture,
gave
impress he had
left.
left.

is to Moulton the
first letter
letter of
of' Mrs. Tilton is
1. The first

morning
morning

after recanting
recanting to Mr. Beecher her extorted confession to Tilton.

She asks him to destroy
request known
destroy both and to make her request
"
No new
Beecher."
new light falls on
on the
to Theodore and Mr. Beecher."
"to
light
reasonable
request,
a
this
was
a
crim. con. charge,
but
this was
request, which
charge,
Moulton disregarded.
it must be admitted that the dedisregarded. And it
it would have buried
of those two
two documents,
documents, while it
struction of`
scandal, would also have thrown Moulton out of office.
the scandal,
office.

He

period; but the
admits giving
later period;
giving Tilton the confession at a later

thereupon return
"mutual
"mutual friend"
friend" did not thereupon

to

Mr. Beecher Mrs.

Tilton's
same, though
though it
Tilton's letter recanting
it had been surrenrecanting the same,

on the ground,
dered to him on
ground, he himself says,
says, that he would
give up
not give
up the confession to Tilton and must needs have both
an extraordinary
extraordinary confession
This is
is an
to mediate with power.
power.
of betrayal
of' trust.
betrayal of

as placidly
Moulton confesses it
it as
as he conconplacidly as

fesses the vicarious blackmailing.
fesses
blackmailing.

"EE" letters
letters throw no
"DD,"
no light
on the crim.
DD," "EE"
light on
if' stamped
stamped on
on Mrs. Tilton by
con. charge.
con.
charge. The latter looks as if
by
Tilton's
which
of' a charge
neither
Tilton's boot-heel,
boot-heel, to clear himself of
charge
nor the public have any interest in.
in.
we
we nor
public
any
follow, alleged
alleged to be from Mrs. Tilton to
3. Three letters follow,
3.
it had been agreed that they should commuMr. Beecher after it
commuagreed
they
through
what
Beecher,
in
in
the
Plymouth
nicate only
Mr.
Beecher,
only through
Plymouth lingo,
lingo,
in
new
sanctuary
"a priest
the
new
of'
called "a
of
reconciliation,"
wit,
priest
reconciliation," to wit,
sanctuary
Moulton. That they
they do not disclose crim. con. may
may be inferred
2. The
2.

"

over to Moulton
fact that Mr. Beecher handed them over
from the fact

when he might
might have destroyed
destroyed them and nobody
nobody been the wiser.

Plymouth"" Church,
Church,
prays for
"getting back to old Plymouth
f`or "getting
first prays
The first
which is
(Heavenly) Father,-which
Father,
is misand she will thank the dear (Heavenly)

—

seducer.
The second
second
was
a priestly
was a
priestly sedncer.
her
two
papers,
have Moulton destroy
papers, and
destroy

if the pastor
piety if
placed
pastor
placed piety
asks Mr. Beecher to

BROOKLYX scf.>:DAL.
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heart
day at the injustice
night and day
bleeds night
their
heart bleeds
injustice of their

if the
the case was
was crim. con.?
" Injustice" to whom if
"Injustice"
have
that
Mrs.
Tilton
if
sent the letter
guilty
might
Tiiton
if
letter
Except
guilty might
Except
a
its
four
lines
be
"GG"
its
lines
would
to Mr. Beecher to make a case,
GG " to
case,
it is
conclusive in
in proof
is they
they are merely
merely
proof of no crim. con. As it
conclusive

existence."
existence."

that sense.
weighty
in that
weighty in

" HH," Moulton
last letter,
The last
letter, "I-IH,"

is
is

after reading
into it
it a sense which is
tells us,
us, after
is
shocked by,
by, he tells
reading into
neither
probable and which may
mean any
any one
one
neither necessary
necessary nor probable
may mean
of fifty
the indecency
indecency of Moulton's
Moulton's
things as well as the
fifty decent things

gloss.

gloss.
"
4.
letter "" II " throws no
4. The letter

new
new light
light on
on the
the main quesques"
JJ
is
letter we have already
The letter
letter "JJ"
is the letter
already alluded
"as an
an effort
effort made for
for truth " by
by a wretched thing
thing who could
"as
"

tion.
tion.
to

"

the presence
but lie
in the
lie in
presence of her master.
"
"
"
letter
5.
my husband's
husband's sake and
5. The letter " KK " begins,
begins, " For my
ohildren's I hereby
all my
my woman's
my children's
woman's soul that
that I
hereby testify
testify with all
my

KK

am

am

impure conduct alleged
alleged against
innocent of the crime of impure
me.
against me.

in his
his love I wish to
my husband a true wife;
wife in
I have been to my
"I bless
live and die."
bless him every
day for
faith
die."
"I
for his
his faith
live
every day
;

.
.

in
in

me which

me

.

swerves
swerves

.

not."
not."

Moulton says
says this
was a lie
this was
lie written

lie to people
to
to enable him to lie
say she
people and say
guilty of crim. con.
he knew she was guilty
"

"

was innocent when
Like the next letter,
letter,

lines run
Tilton's
run crooked under Tilton's
LL,"
its very
very lines
LL," its

torture.

The

little as the other proves
proves her guilt.
one proves
proves her innocence as little
guilt.
The last
Tiiton, "
last letter
letter of Mrs. Tilton,
MM," has no significance
significance in
"MM,"

one

respect
respect

A

to the

A few

main issue.
issue.

new letters
letters from Mr. Beecher

are brought forward by
brought
by
and
with
of
Tilton
Moulton,
letters
Mrs.
letters
Tiiton
the
comprise
all that
Moulton,
comprise all
new

he contributes to the ease,
case, except
except the effort
effort to construe them in
in
guilty sense contrary
contrary to that of the explanations
a guilty
explanations made in
in Mr.

Beecher's
Beecher's narrative.

It is
is notable that letters
frank, Huent,
fluent,
letters so frank,

gushing even,
proof
even, should nowhere contain the unmistakable proof
gushing
of the guilt
their
guilt which Moulton endeavors to put
put between their
Mrs. Hooker's
lines.
Hooker's letters,
lines.
letters, while showing
sister of
showing that a sister
Mr. Beecher,
Wood hull, believed
Beecher, who was intimate with Mrs. Voodhull,
him guilty,
guilty, contain a letter
letter from Mr. Beecher himself to his
sister
sister which is
is of interest.
interest.
It is
is two years ago nearly that he
years ago nearly
25
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"
If you
wrote, "If
you still
believe in
in that woman
still believe
woman you
help me.
wrote,
you cannot help
... I do not need much help.
help. I tread the falsehoods into the
dirt from whence they
they spring
spring and go
go on
on my
my way
way rejoicing
rejoicing.
.

.

.

.

....
.
.

I abide in
in peace,
myself to Him vho
who gave
gave himself
peace, committing
committing myself
for me
for
me.
The specks
specks of truth are mere
.
mere spangles
spangles upon
upon a
a
garment of falsehood."
falsehood."
garment
....
.
.

The other letters
letters of Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, as any
any one
one may
may see by
by running
them
out,
ning through
through the long-winded
long-winded statement and picking
out,
picking
no
new light whatever and show nothing but what has
no new
light
nothing
abundantly shown already-the
been abundantly
already
the desire of Mr. Beecher to
suppress the present
present outbreak.
But the letter
letter marked VW,
suppress

cast

—

WW,

if
if genuine,
way Mr. Beecher thinks Dr. Storrs
genuine, shows in what way
labored for the blessing
promised to peacemakers.
blessing promised
peacemakers.
All Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's and Mrs. Tilton's
Tilton's letters
letters

now made public
now
public

to prove
prove that Tilton and

go
go

common

common

Moulton fired
fired every
every shot in
their
in their
in the first
locker in
first Tilton indictment,
indictment, which,
which, indeed,
indeed, by
by

its omissions,
omissions, was
its
its garbling
was more
more damaging
damaging than the
garbling and its

published prove
whole letters
letters and documents since published
Not
be.
prove to be.
trustworthy testimony
item of actual evidence or trustworthy
testimony has been

one
one

new
brought
by Moulton which adds a new
brought forth by

difficulty
difficulty

or in-

explanation already
put forth
by Mr. Beecher
forth by
consistency
consistency to the explanation
already put

in his
his narrative and cross-examination.
Tribune, August
August 22,
(New York Tribune,
22, 1874.)
1874.)
(New
last given
Mr. Francis D. Moulton has at last
given to the public
public the

give to the committee.
statement which he refused to give

It is
is the

long labor and consultation with lawyers,
lawyers, and it
product
it is
is
product of long

seems to portend
put
solemnity which seems
portend ruin
put forth with an air of solemnity
and desolation.
ago,
a month ago,

Vhat
its effect
might have been its
What might
effect had it
it appeared
appeared

we will
we

conjecture; but
not stop
stop to conjecture;

coming so late,
late,
coming
suspicious, it
it will
will require
require a
and under circumstances so gravely
gravely suspicious,
it is
Certainly,
is very far from justivery
Certainly, it
very
justivery cautious examination.
of
friends
or
Mr.
Beecher's
or
the
Beecher's
exultant
prophefears
the
fears
fying
prophefying
was supposed to hold the
cies
cies of his enemies. The witness who was
supposed
the
posture
affairs substantially
leaves
situation
substantially
key
of
the
posture of affairs
key
in
who
in
Beecher's
innocence
Those
believed
Mr.
Beecher's
unchanged.
unchanged.
in it
still.
it still.
before will believe in

Those who waited for further

;
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longer.
developments
to wait a
a while longer.
developments must be content to

It
is
It is

missiles at the
discharged their
the assailants
assailants discharged
their worst missiles
that the
the
evident that

Mr. Moulton cites
cites very
very few addiof
and
none
that
documents
tional
any importance,
none that are half so
tional
any
importance,
He
letters already
their face
face as the
the letters
already published.
published.
damaging
damaging on their

engagement.
opening
opening of the engagement.

the theory
theory that
that TilTilquotes
quotes one or two which tend to confirm the

t0n's
was not adultery,
original charge
charge against
adultery,
ton's original
against Mr. Beecher was
makes
it
as clear
solicitation.
as day
that
but improper
He
it
solicitation.
clear
day that
improper
the subject
wife's honor rose and
Tilton's
subject of his
his wife's
Tilton's sensitiveness
sensitiveness on the
when
he lost
fell
his pecuniary
fortunes
began
lost his
his engageengagefell with his
fortunes
;
; began
pecuniary

the Independent
Brooklyn Union
Union;; slept
slept while
ments on
on the
Independent and Brooklyn
the
out
the $5000 paid
Age held out;
by Mr. Beecher to the Golden Age
paid by
became
when
the
was
money was all
all gone
ungovernable
and
gone and
money
ungovernable

Mr. Beecher (as
says) refused
(as he himself says)
If the public
public still
still cherish
cherish any
any delusion as

to furnish any
any more.
to
to

Mrs. Tilton's
Tilton's value

either side,
it will
will doubtless be dispelled
as a witness on either
side, it
dispelled by
by Mr.

Moulton's
citations from her contradictory
letters.
Moulton 's citations
contradictory letters.

If any
any

further proof
is wanted that
that Mrs. Hooker and her choice
further
proof is
panions eagerly
panions
eagerly believed

comby
by

com-

the scandalous story
published
story published

will be found in
in the batch of family
Woodhull, it
Mrs. \Voodhull,
it will
family letters
letters
the amazing
which Mr. Moulton takes the
amazing liberty
liberty of incorporating
incorporating
in his
Some very
his statement.
in
very curious light
is furthermore
light is
thrown upon
upon the business habits
habits of Mr. Henry
Henry C. Bowen,
Bowen, and
to have made already
$12,000
already $12,000 out of the

Mr. Tilton is
is shown

irnmoralities of Mr. Beecher,
alleged
Beecher, getting
getting
alleged immoralities

$5000 from that

gentleman himself,
himself, and $7000 from Mr. Bowen.
gentleman
things
things give
give

All these
Mr, Moulton's
Mr.
Moulton's statement not only
interest but
only interest

importance.
importance.

When we
we come

to inquire,
however, what evidence it
it supplies
inquire, however,
supplies

that is
is pertinent
issue
pertinent to the issue

we
we shall
shall soon
soon exhaust it.
it.
Mr.
Moulton tells
tells the story of his
his connection with the case substanstory
it has been told
tially as it
told before.
Many of the incidents are
tially
Many
repeated
as
Mr.
Beecher
described them,
them, only
only
repeated almost exactly
exactly

with a few half perceptible
perceptible touches Moulton gives
gives them a much
He declares,
declares, however,
however, that on
on the occasion of

darker coloring.
coloring.

the dictation
dictation of the famous apology
apology Mr. Beecher frankly
frankly confessed the crime of adultery.
fessed
adultery.
He declares that Mrs. Tilton
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made to him a similar confession.

"

" Mrs. Tilton," he says,
Tilton,"
says,

me and to another person to
to me
person
care to bring
do not care
bring into this consexual relations with
witli Beecher,
Beecher, and

"has more
"has
more than once
once admitted

—

my
knowledge whom I
my knowledge-whom
fact of her
the fact
troversy
troversy--the

—

never once
once denied them other than in
she has never
in the written
fhr
for
a purpose,
I
papers
prepared
which
have
already
purpose,
papers prepared
already exhibited ;
;

contrary, the tact
fact of such criminal intercourse being
on the contrary,
but on
being
by Beecher,
well understood by
Beecher, Tilton,
Tilton, and Mrs. Tilton to have
in the matter was
my whole action in
taken place,
was based upon
place, my
upon the

tact."
existence of that fact."

There is
is no
no other testimony on
testimony on the
simply the word of Mr. Moulton,
have simply
Moulton, fortifortimore
satisfactory
than
no
fied
no documents more
those
fied by
that
have
satisfactory
by
main issue.
issue.

Ve
We

Ve
We have heard aa great
great
in
other
letters
in
about
letters
Mr.
Moulton's possession,
Moulton's
deal lately
possession,
lately

published and discussed.
already
already been published

of passion,
letters of assignation,
assignation, letters
letters which bore the
passion, letters

letters
letters

in every
guilt in
every line;
line ; but if
unmistakable traces of guilt
if he holds any
any
it
his
evidence,
he
kept
his
in
such damning
has
it
in
desk
is no
damning evidence,
kept
desk;; there is
trace

it in
in this huge
of it
empties the
huge statement into which he empties

accumulation of
been

filth, meanness and hypocrisy whereof he
filth,
hypocrisy

the custodian.

manoeuvring
manoeuvring

Surely, after
after
Surely,
last
last word,
word, we
we

for the

all
all

this
this delay,
all
delay, all

has
this
this

in supposing
are justified
supposing
justined in

that the accusers have done their worst.

The issue,
issue, then,
then, is
is

between the word of Mr. Beecher on the one
one hand and the

word of Mr. Moulton on
on the other.
other.

In adjusting
adjusting the balance

between them,
we have,
course, to take into consideration the
them, we
have, of course,
character of the two men.
men.
We must also consider the circumVe
stances
life.
life.

of the two men.
men.

Mr. Beecher is
struggling for
for his
is struggling

If he cannot repel
charge, explain
explain his unfortunate
this charge,
repel this

give
letters, and give

letters,

pitiful
excuse for the cowardice and pitiful
a rational excuse

is
years, he is
last four years,
subterfuges
filled his last
seem to have filled
subterfuges which seem
He can never look an
ruined forever.
man in the
an honest man
face
face

again.
again.

His will

pulpit
fall as no
no modern pulpit
be such a fall

known, aa disgrace
can be no
no
has ever known,
disgrace from which there can

rere~

man, or else
He is
is an
an innocent man,
side the grave.
covery this side
covery
grave.
is not less
less
man. But the case of Mr. Tilton is
a
a desperate
desperate man.
critical, and Moulton
critical,

vill
will stand or fall
his friend.
fall with his

If they
they

chnrge which they
pressing
cannot substantiate the charge
they have been pressing
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against Mr.
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both irretrievably
irretrievably

are

ruined.

It would have helped
fair judgment
helped us to a fair
judgment of Mr. Moulit
credibility if
if he had explained
explained how it
tou's credibility
ton's

proposed
Mr. Beecher proposed

happened
happened that when

"
to " write for the public
public a statement [of
[of

light of the
the scandal]
scandal] that would bear the light

judgment day,"
day,"
_judgment
"
in dissuading
ou can
dissuading him,
You
can stand if
if the whole case
he wrote in
him, " Y

published to-morrow."
to-morrow."
were published

It would have been well,
well, also,
also, if
if

t»he charge
he had defended himself from tvhe
taking hush-money.
hush-money.
charge of taking

terrible accusation remains practically
That terrible
unanswered ; nay,
nay,
practically unanswered;

Mr. Moulton admits that he obtained $5000 from Mr. Beecher
Tilton's benefit,
benefit, and. spent
for Tilton's
it on
for
on the Golden Age
spent it
Age without
came from.
And Mr. Tilton apparently
came
apparently
had no curiosity
we have,
have, not
curiosity to know. On the other hand we
testimony,
suggestion of testimony
testimony bearing
bearing upon
upon the
testimony, but the suggestion
stories
credibility
of
old
stories
about
the
Mr.
Beecher.
The
immorcredibility
which
Bowen
pastor of Plymouth
Church,
wen
alities of the pastor
Mr.
alities
Bo
Plymouth Church,
some
are
some
years
ago,
brought
forwas
was accused of propagating
years ago,
brought forpropagating
in
Mr.
forcing
were
used
Tilton
by
again.
They
were
Bowen
ward again.
They
by
forcing
interThey were discussed at an
an intersettle his
his claim for $7()00.
to settle
$7000. They
in
Bowen
and
Oliver
Johnson,
December,
Tilton,
vie\v between Tilton,
view
Johnson,
December,
in which Mr.
prints a
a memorandum in
1870; and Mr. Moulton prints
1870;
"
this interview plainly
plainly
is made to say
Johnson is
say that " H. C. B. at this
to
B."
VV. B. had confessed his guilt
H.
C. B."
declared that H. W.
guilt
this statement is
incorrect, Mr. Bowen or Mr. Johnson will
If this
is incorrect,

telling
telling

Tilton where it
it

'

perhaps
perhaps say
say

so.

Meanwhile,
Meanwhile,

same patient
patient public
the case remains before the same
public

which has followed it
it so long
curiosity.
long with sorrowful curiosity.

credible weaknesses have been disclosed in
ders

have

progress.
progress.

In-

terrible blunit, and terrible
it,

made by
its
every stage
by the defence at every
stage of its
peoBut we
we mistake the wisdom and justice
justice of the peobeen

ple
if the great
great
ple if

preacher
preacher and

beloved pastor
pastor is
is condemned

stronger evidence than Mr. F. D. Moulton seems
without much stronger
seems
produce.
able to produce.

:
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XXV.
BESSIE TURNER'S
IDENCE.
TURNER'S EV
EVIDENCR
into his
MR.
his statement one of
Moulton having
Mr. MOULTON
having introduced into

—

—

Turner-examined
the witnesses-a
the comexamined by
the
a Miss Bessie Turner
by the
witnesses
comthat body
public her evidence,
is as
mittee, that
body at once made public
evidence, which is
mittee,
Moulton's statebeing from Moulton's
follows,
fhllows, the introductory
introductory extracts being

that ofthe
girl Bessie,
appended being
being that
of the girl
Bessie,
the testimony
ment, and the
ment,
testimony appended
as

before the committee:
committee
given
given before

will be observed that in
It
in the letter
letter of Mrs. Morse she says
says Tilton
It will
Tiltou
with the others away.
name of this
had sent
away. II purposely
purposely omit the name
was a reason why it
young
girl. There was
young girl.
vhy it was desirable that she should
by Mr. and Mrs.
away from Brooklyn.
given me
me by
be away
Brooklyn. That reason, as given
was this:
this
She had overheard conversations by
by them concerning
concerning
Tilton, was
Mrs. 'I`ilton's
Tilton's criminal intimacy
intimacy with Beecher, and she had reported
reported
family.
Being
these conversations to several friends ot'
of the family.
Being young,
young, and
ot' her prattling,
for the
it seemed proper,
proper, for
not knowing
knowing the consequences
consequences of
prattling, it
safety of the two families,
families, that she should be sent to a distance to
safety
was accordingly done.
She was
was put at a boarding-school
school,
school, which was
accordingly
put
boarding-school
at the West,
of' her stay
were privately
paid
Vest, and the expenses
expenses of
stay there were
privately paid
through me
me by
through
by Beecher, to whom II had stated the difficulty
difficulty of having
having
in Brooklyn,
the girl
agreed with us that it
it was
was best that
girl remain in
Brooklyn, and he agreed
she should be removed and offered to be at the cost of her schooling
schooling
The bills
bills were
were sent to me
me from time to time as they
a part
they became due. a
part
of them through
going away
through Mrs. Tilton. Previous to her going
away she wrote
"
"
V
the following
letters
M
rs.
Tilton
-marked
and
to
Mrs.
X"-and
—marked
they
"X" and they
following'
were
me by Mrs. 'l'.
were sent to me
T. as part
transactions:
part of these transactions
by
--

1

:

"

W

"

—

"

:

-_

TO MRS.
MHS. TILTON.
TILTUN.

T()

Brooklyn, January
January 10, 1871.
BROOKLYN,
l1Y
TILTON :~I
Mrs. Tilton
My DEAR
Dear Mas.
:— I want to tell
tell you
you something.
something.
Your
Mrs.
has
mother,
repeatedly
Morse,
attempted to hire me
mother,
me by
by offering
offering
repeatedly attempted
me
me dresses and presents
go to certain persons
persons and tell
tell them stories
presents to go
injurious to the character of your
your husband. II have been persuaded
persuaded that
injurious
the kind attentions shown me
me by
by Mr. Tilton for
for years
years were
were dishonorable
demonstrations.
I
I never
never at the time thought
thought that Mr. Tilton's
Tilton's caresses
were for such a purpose.
I do not want to be made use of by
by Mrs.
purpose.
Morse or any
one else to bring
bring trouble on my
friends, you
any one
my two best friends,
you and
your husband. Bye
Bye by,
by,
your
___

__
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By Mr. 'l'n,cr-Were
Tracy— Wero you
By
you formerly
formerly
family, in Brooklyn?
Brooklyn ? A. Yes,
sir.
Yes, sir.
family,

How long?
long?
Q.
Q. How

intimate in Mr. Theodore Tilton's
Tilton's

A. For eight
eight years.
years.

;
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When did you
for the last
you leave there for
last time?
lime ?
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A. In February,
February,

1871.

eight
you have been there eight
Q. And you
Q.

years,
then ? A. Yes,
Yes, sir,
sir, as near
years, then?
may have been longer.
can remember. It may
longer.
living when you
Vhere were
were they
you went to live
live with them?
them ? A.
Q. Where
they living
Mrs.
boarding
with
They
were
Morse,
Mrs. Tilton's
Tilton's mother,
mother, at No. 48
Morse,
boarding
They

as 1
1 can

Livingston street.
Livingston
they go
go
Q. Where did they

to

housekeeping ?
housekeeping?

A. At No. 174 Livingston
Livingston

street.

place of residence?
residence ? A. Yes,
Yes, sir.
sir.
Q. Their present
present place
they reside there continuously
continuously until you
Q. And did they
you left
left them?
them ?

A.

sir.
Yes, sir.
an adopted child
you an
sir ; I
Q. Were you
I was
was just
just the same
same as
adopted child?? A. Yes, sir
own family;
family Mrs. Tilton has been a mother to me
one of their own
me always;
always
she took me
me in when II was aa child.
child.
us whether Mr. and Mrs. Tilton lived happily or
you tell
tell us
Q. Will you
happily
otherwise when you
you first
first went with them ?
A. Vhen
?
first went with
When II first
it, their married life
life was
was apparently
them, as I remember it,
happy, and I
apparently happy,
did not see anything
anything for
for some
some time to the contrary.
contrary.
Mr. Wixstow-1`hat
Winslow—That was in 1863 ?? A. Yes,
Yes, sir.
sir.
Tiucv-How
How long
By Mr. Tracy
you been with them when you
you first
first
By
long had you
in their life
noticed infelicities
infclicities in
life?? A. II think about a year
year after they
they
lived in
street
about 1865.
in Livingston
Livingston street;
What did you
observe ? A. Well,
you observe?
was
Ylfell, I observed that Mr. Tilton was
Q. Vilhat
selfish man,
hard, very
a very
man, very
very hard,
very fastidious,
fastidious, very
difficult to please,
please,
very selfish
very dillicult
very dogmatical
dogmatical in his manner, very
very irritable and unsociable in his disdisvery
very happy
happy some
position; one day
some part
part of the
day he would be apparently
apparently very
position;
an hour, it
it may
be, he would be so cross and
day,
may be,
day, and then in about an
please him.
nobody could please
ugly that nothing
nothing and nobody
ugly
was always
was Mrs. Tilton? A. Mrs. Tilton was
same of
Q.
Q. How was
always the same-of
saw an}' change in her;
a
disposition; I never saw
her; she
lovely and amiable disposition;
a lovely
any change
saw in my
life, in
my life,
was
was the most devoted wife and mother that II ever saw
came home she always
always knew
word the moment he came
every
every sense of the word;
him), and she
(if he had not a night
his footstep
night key
key with him),
footstep and his ring
ring (if
was always ready
doing, and was
dropped her work, no
no matter what she was doing,
always ready
dropped
all
slippers and dressing-gown;
dressing-gown; all
bring his slippers
to minister to his comfort and bring
the time she was
was looking
looking out for his comfort and his pleasure.
pleasure.
otherwise ? A. Remarkably
Remarkably domesQ.
Q. Were her habits domestic, or otherwise?
especially considering
considering that she was
was the wife of a
a public
tic,
public
tic. considering
considering-especially
if Mrs. Tilton had been a gay,
gay, worldly
woman, fond of
man; if
man;
worldly sort of a woman,
going into society
society and of going
all that sort of thing,
thing,
going out at night
night and all
going
for remark;
remark but she is
there might
some cause for
very last person
is the very
person
might be some
anything like
in the world that ought
like that which is
is now
now
ought to be accused of anything
charged;
perfectly outrageous,
outrageous, and it
it.
charged; II never heard of anything
anything so perfectly
;

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

;
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is such a lovely
seems particularly
Tilton, because she is
particularly so with Mrs. Tilton,
lovely

seems

woman, and such aa devoted wife and mother;
mother she lives up
Christian woman,
up to
always, and has done so ; I think I can say
what she believes always,
say that there
;

;

picked with Mrs. 'l'ilton
Til ton in any
any respect.
respect.
could not be a flaw picked
Well, state whether or not the difficulty
continued
to increase from
Q.
Q. Vell,
ditliculty
first observed it
you first
it did,
the time you
it?? A. Yes,
Yes, sir,
sir, I think it
did, with Mr.
crying and sobbing
Tilton
'l`ilton; II noticed Mrs. Tilton crying
sobbing whenever she was
;

years (for
(for three years
years anyway)
for several years
him, and he had for
with him,
way
anyway) aa way
her he would go
room and talking very loud to her;
locking her up
of locking
go
talking very
up in a room
swearing at
in and lock the door,
door, and II would hear him scolding
scolding and swearing
;

I have heard her say
her. and then she would cry,
times,
say several times,
ery, and I
" Why, Theodore,
can; you
every
you know that II make every
"Vhy, 'I'heodore, I do the best I can
;

"

can ; " she would be remonstrating
can
remonstrating with
was praying
was not crying she was
if she was
him in that way
praying;
crying
way and crying
crying; or if
was
knew that he was
it, but I knev
a word to a soul about it,
course, I never said a
of course,

dollar go
go just
possibly
just as far as II possibly

;

;

years.
it for several years.
badly ; I have known it
badly
money and expenditures
Vas this abuse, then,
Q. Was
then, largely
expenditures of
largely about money
Q.
it was
was particularly;
No, sir,
the household? A. No,
sir, II don't know that it
particularly;
always noticed that he would lock
gentleman had been there I always
after*
aften any
any gentleman
her Mr. X. used to go
the door and have a long
go there Sablong talk with her;
up
had
always
her shut up
Tilton)
(Mr.
and
he
occasionally,
bath evenings
(Mr. Tilton) always
evenings occasionally,
was very jealous
room after Mr. X. went away
in the room
away; he was
very jealous of her both

"treating
treating her

;

;

;

with gentlemen
gentlemen and ladies.
don't think he
was he jealous
How was
Q. How
Q.
jealous of her with ladies? A. I don't
a
any one that did not show a.
one to like her,
wanted any
her, particularly
particularly any
any one
liking for him.
great liking
very
very great
seeing her shut in a
you remember seeing
you instance a time when you
Q.
Q. Can you
date; but
give the date;
A. Yes,
room
room after Mr. X. had left?
Yes, sir;
sir; I cannot give
little time before
some
some little
away.
had gone
gone away.

one Sabbath evening,
I left there,
there, one
evening, after Mr. X.

Q.
up??
Q. What did he say
say when he shut her up

her??
Did he scold her

A.

somesimply knew that som#shut, and I simply
that the doors were
were shut,
I cannot say
say that;
sobbing, and that I heard
was crying
was going
thing was
on, that she was
crying and sobbing,
going on,
thing
;

fist in her
one instance with his Est
loud I saw
saw him in one
very loud;
talking very
him talking
cowering
was eowering
I know she was
about,
but
was
it
was about,
what
it
know
don't
don't
I
face
face;
talking very
was talking
down very
fist, and that he was
very loud.
timidly under his fist,
very timidly
guess.
left ? A. About two years,
you left?
was that before you
long was
Q. How long
years, I guess.
Q.
domestic
about
their
that
you
remember
anything
further
there
Is
Q.
you
Q.
anything
can recall just
is anything
don't know that there is
affairs
affairs?? A. I don't
just
anything that I can
now which I have not stated.
now
occasionally ? A. Occasee Mr. Beecher there occasionally?
use to see
you use
Q.
Q. Did you
or three times a month ;
sir
I think he came
came perhaps
yes, sir;
sionally
perhaps two or
sionally-yes,
or two occasions.
one or
on one
I let him in on
anything in the conduct of Mr. Beecher and Mrs.
ever see anything
Q. Did you
Q.
you ever
;

;

—

;

;

—

;
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anything of
them, or anything
Tilton to indicate any
any marked affection between them,
saw anything.
never saw
A. No, sir
sir ;' I
anything.
Inever
sir.
Q.
No, sir.
Q. Not anything?
anything? A. No,

kind??
that kind

;

—

A. In the
was he generally received?
Where¬FB
was
þÿXVINSLOW-Vh
By Mr. Winslow
generally
By
back parlor.
parlor.
Tilton?? A. Yes,
Yes,
friends of Mr. Tilton
there
you use to see ladies there-friends
Q.
Q. Did you
there, and Miss Susan B.
very frequent
was a very
sir;
sir; Mrs. Stanton was
frequent visitor there,
was there on one
one
Anthony
Anthony and Miss Anna Dickinson and Mrs.

—

-

V.
occasion
occasion; then there were the Misses W.
;

itW. was there
there?? A. I think it
it that the oldest Miss IV.
Vhen was
was it
Q. When
Q.
left.
before
left.
I
was about two or three years
years
months, I think.
there ? A. Some months,
How long
Q. How
long did she stay
stay there?
her ? A. Yes,
seem to be very
Q.
Yes, sir
sir; he
Q. Did Mr. Tilton seem
very fond of her?
great deal
was with her a great
seemed to be very
her; he was
deal; he used
very fond of her
was very much taken with her in every
her he was
tc caress her and kiss her;
every
very
very
pleasant
her she hadcflowers
had flowers on
Mrs.
Tilton
it
made
it
on the
way
way;
very pleasant for her;
was very fond of flowers;
flowers
table and ficwers
flcwers in her room,
room, because she was
very
Mr. Tilton use
use to take her riding
riding aa great
great deal ; he often took her to the
it seemed to me
were so marked that it
me
theatre, and his attentions to her were
was very
Mrs. Tilton was
seem to think of
neglected; he did not seem
very much neglected
Mrs. Tilton though
W. was
unless somebody
around-unless
was around
somebody else
else
though while Miss V.
was
was there.
strangers were there how was
Vhen strangers
was his conduct?
conduct ? A. I noticed
Q. When
Q.
the
last
particularly
during
year
or
that
was
or
was
there
that whenever anyso
I
anyparticularly during
year
body was
was around that I could seem
seem to see thathe
that he made a special
body
special effort to
be very
very attentive to Mrs. Tilton
very plausible
plausible and very
very nice-I
nice I know
Tilton-very
I used to have my
eyes open
open pretty
wide
sometimes
I
never
said a
never
a word
sometimes;
my eyes
pretty
to anybody
anybody until I made statements to Mrs. Morse,
Morse, Mrs. Richards and
Mrs. Beecher,
day this would all
some day
all come
come out;
out 1
I
Beecher, but I used to think some
don't
d0n't refer to this scandal,
scandal, but to his treatment of Mrs. Tilton.
Was he attentive to other ladies that visited there besides this
A. IVas
Miss V.?
W. ? A. Well,
was never as marked,
marked, I think,
think, with
\'ell, his attention was
any other ladies that were
were there,
it was
was with Mrs. Stanton and
there, unless it
any
Miss Anthony.
Anthony.
was it
it with them
them?? A. He seemed to think a great
Q.
Q. How was
great deal of
Mrs. Stanton and Miss Anthony;
Anthony; I saw
saw her sitting
on his lap
on one
one
sitting on
lap on
was coming
coming into the parlor,
occasion when I was
parlor, and she jumped
up pretty
jumped up
pretty
;

;

;

;

;

;

t

;

;

—

—

—

;

;

quick.
quick.

Q.
Q.
Q.
him

Miss Anthony?
Anthony ?

What
\'hat was
was

A. Susan B. Anthony.
Anthony.

his conduct with Mrs. Stanton
Stanton??

Well, I never saw
A. Vell,
saw
caressing her,
her, but he used to be alone with her a great
caressing
great deal in his
study
play chess until two or three o'clock
o'clock in the morn.
morn
study; they
they used to play
ing frequently
frequently they
were up
up until after the family
bed
ing;
they were
family had gone
gone to bedquite. late.
quite_late.
;

;

;
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able to say
three
until two or three
you able
up until
say that they
Q. How are you
they sat up
awake
A.
I
was
Because
morning
quite
and heard the
?
was
I
the
morning?
quite

o'ciock in
o'ciock
in the

clock strike.
strike.
I can testify
testify on one occasion
retired ? A. Yes, sir.
sir.
I
Q. Before they
they retired?
three.
the clock struck two,
on another three.
two, and on

retired after
that??
they retired
after that
Q. And they

Q.
Q. Was your

room

room near

sir.
A. Yes, sir.
A. It
It was
was right
right next to Mr.

Mrs. Tilton's
Tilton's? ?

and Mrs. Tilton's.
Tilton's.
M r. Hill—
HIIIL-\vlllCll
attentive to?
By
W.
Which Miss IV.
W. was he so attentive
to ? A. Miss A. IV.
By Mr.
W.?? A. She was
afterward,
was there afterward,
Q. What about the other Miss W.
IV. ; she was sick
Miss B. W.
sick there, very
very sick,
sick, indeed.
indeed.
you to say
say that you
you never saw anything
Q. II understand you
anything between Mr.
;

Beecher and Mrs. Tilton that attracted your
A. No.
all ?
your attention at all
?
sir.
any manner,
attempt your
in any
your ruin? A. Yes,
Yes, sir.
Q. Did Mr. Tilton, in
mannerg attempt
Vill you
you state the circumstances? A. He did'on
did" on two occasions
Q. Will
while Mrs. 'l`ilton
don't remember where she went;
Tilton was
was avay;
away II don't
went Horace
was in
Greeley
in the house at the time
was in
in Schotime; II think Mrs. Tilton was
Greeley was
;

;

;

all alone,
harie
alone, except
except Mr. Greeley
Greeley and
harie; Mr. Tilton and II were there all
;

the servants
was there
Greeley was
servants; Mr. Greeley
;

visit
making
making a visit

to Mr. Tilton
Tilton; the
;

first
first

time II had been sleeping,
sleeping, and woke up
up and found myself
in
myself in
his arms.
his
VINSLOV_At
in the daytime?
By
— At night
daytime ? A. At night;
night or in
night I
I
By Mr. Winslow
hardly realized where II was;
was he must have lifted
lifted me
me out of my
my bed and
hardly
in his
voke up
put
me in
was Tasked
what he
I'asked vhat
I was
his; when I woke
put me
up and found where I
was doing
doing that for;
lonesome, and wanted me
me to
for; he said that he was lonesome,
;

;

;

I said that wasn't
with him ; I
come and be vith
wasn't right,
right, and I
I went back to my
my
it at the time
own room
was quite
quite
nothing said about it
room; there was nothing
time; II was
chillike one
young
a great
great deal,
deal, just
just like
one of the chilyoung and used to be with him a
me as he did other
combhis
dren,
his hair,
hair, and he used to kiss me
dren, and II used to comb
children frequently
thought in regard
regard to the
any impure
impure thought
frequently; II never had any
me II
man when he came
tried to get
get in bed with me
came to me
me a second time and tried
man;
very indignant,
room I went into
indignant, and as he would not leave the room
got very
got
I had never thought
locking
another and locked the door after me;
thought of locking
me; I
come back
left the house the next day
the door before
before; II left
day and did not come
come
own

;

;

;

;

;

;

until Mrs. Tilton returned
returned; afterwards
;

Mrs. Tilton told

me

me

that Mr.

if
Tilton had made a confession of this to her,
her, and she wanted to know if

it was
thought of telling
was so
I thought
this was so
yes, it
so; I
so; I said yes,
telling her several times,
this
thought, perhaps,
perhaps, this
trouble, and I thought,
but I knew she had a great
great deal of trouble,
;

;

more.
would trouble her a great
great deal more.

v

—

sir
Tracy Were both events near
near together
By General 'I'nAcr-Vere
Yes, sir;
together?? A. Yes,
By
near
together.
think pretty
together.
pretty
it during
Yes;
during the same
same absence of Mrs. Tilton? A. Yes;
Hill Was it
Mr. HILL-Vas
`

I
I

—

was absent this time. too.
Mrs. Tilton was
Q.
Q. Had she

Schoharie ?
come back from Schoharie?

come

A. No,
sir.
No, sir.

;
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Putnam's in the
1869-70 did you
you not go
Q.
Q. In the winter of 1869-T()
go to Mrs. Putnam's
West
Yes, sir.
sir.
West?? A. Yes,
long ? A. I left
left there in the fall,
you stayed
Q. And you
fall, I think,
think, and
Q.
stayed how long?
fall of 1870.
stayed nine months ; I think I
I returned late in the fall
stayed
Went out to
you return with Mrs. Tilton
Tilton?? A. Mrs. Tilton went
Q.
Q. Did you
her Mr. Tilton met us at Jersey
Mrs. Putnam's,
came back with her;
Putnam's, and I came
Jersey
City.
City.
What occurred after you
"IO from Mrs.
came back in the fall
fall of '70
Q. What
Q.
you came
Putnam's ?? A. Mr. Tilton met us
Putnam's
we came
came along
us in Jersey
City; as we
Jersey City
along he
;

;

;

was
was
was
was

Tilton, but I could see that she
very
very attentive and devoted to Mrs. Tilton,
troubled
spirits from the time she went
and
in
very
much
depressed
very
depressed spirits

—

into the house
house-from
from the time

saw him
Missshe saw
him; there was a Miss
;

for him ; she occupied
Tilton's seat at the table and
occupied Mrs. Tilton's
really rude to Mrs. Tilton
put on
great air
was really
on a great
air of authority,
Tilton; she
put
authority, and was
position that she occupied
seemed to want to give
an impression
impression of the position
give an
occupied

keeping house
keeping

;

;

everything went on
very well,
and of what she could do and would°do;
on very
would' do everything
well,
just where he wanted her
her;
just
;

but I could see that Mr. Tilton had Miss

---

;

was altogether
altogether on
side
breakfast, and
that she was
on his side;
she showed that at breakfast,
was very sweet and
all the time at the table;
table he was
was crying
Mrs. Tilton was
very
crying all
;

;

My

very polite
polite to her and said,
you have some
some of the
won't you
dear, won't
said, ""My dear,
very
" My dear,
of
this,
or somesomewon't you
broiled steak
dear, won't
? " "My
you have something
steak?"
this,
something

—

was crything of that?"
never letting
tears, though
that?"-never
thing
though she was
letting on to see her tears.
cryall the time;
through him all
couldnot
ing
not eat;
time; I
eat; I could see through
ing so that she could
was
him; something
was watching
was a villain behind
something told me
me that there was
watching him;

all
all

those actions;
actions they
were just
they were
just
;

that finally
finally
for effect
effect; II could see that;
;

;

she had gone
gone
Mr. Tilton looked at me
me very
said, "Bessie,
don't
Bessie, my
dear, don't
very sweetly
sweetly and said,
my dear,
is demented
you think Elizabeth is
I)on't you
you think she acts like a crazy
demented?? Don't
you
crazy
woman ? " I looked him square
square in the
was so indignant
tl1e eyes
woman?"
indignant that I
eyes; I was
Mrs. Tilton excused herself and left the table

soon as
; as soon

;

"

;

"
didn't
didn't know what to say,
it is
say, but I said,
is a wonder to me
me that
said, " No,
No, but it
she has not been in the lunatic asylum
ago ; "" he changed
changed counasylum years
years ago
;

tenance,
probably saw
saw that he was
was treading on
ground
tenance. and probably
dangerous ground
treading on dangerous

me
me about Mrs. Tilton
looked at me,
me,
Tilton; then Miss
" If I dared I would box your ears well for
much as to say,
you,"
for
say,
your
you," but
care for Miss
all
Mr. Tilton got
I did not care
at all;
got up
up at once,
once, before I
when he talked to

--

;

"

as

T

;

finished my
same floor
on the same
breakfast, and went into the front parlor,
my breakfast,
floor;
parlor, on
he locked one door,
door, and tried to fasten the glass
glass folding-doors
folding-doors; I could
;

see him

Tilton
Tilton;
;

the crack ; and could hear him talk very
very loud to Mrs.
was on
on the alert and was
I was
was going to watch him
him; I went to the
going

through
through

;

;

door and listened,
saw him with his fist
listened, and I saw
fist in her face,
face, and he said to
"
4i
"
her,
Damn it,
it, this girl
went in and said,
said,
her, Damn
girl shall leave the house ; " then IIwent
;

"You
"You

shan't damn Mrs. Tilton on
shan't
on my account.
is not the first time
It is
my
;"
you have had your
fist in her face
shan't do it
on my
it on
face; you
you
you shan't
your fist
my account ;"
"
;" said he, "" Damn
"
"
;"
said he,
Leave
room
I
said,
won't
"Leave
the
room
Damn
you,
leave
I
he,
;" said,
won't;"
he,
you,
;
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the roo1n;"
"I won't;"
me a
room;" II said, "I
won't;" then he struck me
a heavy
heavy blow with
force that it
it threw me
such force
me clear
clear across the room and knocked my
my head
against
doorpost II got
got up
up and recovered my
against the doorpost;
my senses, and went back
afraid he would knock her
tried to shield
shield her;
I was
was afraid
to Mrs. Tilton and tried
her I
;

;

over.

did you
Q. After her return did
you communicate to any
any one how he had
you? A. Yes, sir;
sir; to Mr.
you?
Richards, to Judge
Judge Morse, to Miss Isabella Oakley,
Oakley, to Mr. Beecher and

abused her and how he attempted
attempted to abuse
to Mrs. Bradshaw.

A. II told
told him how Mr.
did you
tell Mr. Beecher about it?
it ?
What did
you tell
Q. Vhat,
Tilton had abused her,
for
her, and that II had known of his abusing
abusing her tor

was to her, and that
years
I told
told him how ugly
ugly he was, how unkind he was
years; I
was representing
representing that
what II thought
everybody thought,
thought everybody
thought, and that he was
;

was all
he vas
in the wrong,
all in
was the abused one and that Mrs. Tilton was
wrong, and
that II thought
to
be
thought my
considering
my evidence ought
pretty
good,
ought
pretty good, considering that II
for eight
all about it,
had been there for
eight years;
years I`
told him all
I told
it, and then II said
that he
lie had offered to insult me,
ine, and stated the circumstances to him.
;

it also
also to Mrs. Tilton`s
Tilton's brother?
A. Yes,
sir.
Yes, sir.
Q. You stated it
When did you
last time
you leave there for
time?? A. On the 17th of
for the last
Q. Vhen
of

February,
1871.
February, ISTI.
Q. How

came you
you

came

to leave?
leave ?

A. Mrs. Tilton had tried
tried to cover all
all

me down;
knocking me
said her husband was
was
down; she said
knocking
in a
in
a passion
was saying,
if I
me if
I
passion and did not know what he was
saying, and asked me
would forgive
all this;
this I
I wanted to do anything
anything II could to help
help Mrs.
forgive him all
said, " Yes,
Tilton, and II said,
all right
Yes, that would be all
right;";" she seemed to be reconciled to him,
him, and II never thought
thought anything
anything about it
it for
for the time
being
on one
one Sunday
Sunday II was
was up
up in
in his study,
being; on
told me
lie told
me
think, and he
study, II think,
that Mrs. Tilton was
was going
going to do something
something nice for
for me;
me previous
previous to
" Bessie, how would you like
this time she had said to me,
me, "Bessie,
go to a
you like to go
school ?"
I
boarding school?"
said II would like
I said
like it
it very
very much,
boarding
much, but that the news
seemed too good
good tc be true
true; she said II might
might go
go anywhere
anywhere I wanted
to
was very
to; II thought
same time II wondered that night
thought that was
nice; at the same
very nice
night
how they
they go
go money
quick, because Mr. Tilton had been turned out
money so quick.
of the Independent,
no money, he said
Independefnt, and he had no
inquire into
said; II did not inquire
money,
thought of this to myself;
that, but II thought
me
myself; after Mrs. Tilton had talked to me
in this way,
way, Mr. Tilton,
Tilton, on
on Sunday
Sunday up
study, said that Elizabeth
up in the study,
was going
going to do something
something nice for me;
me that she had always
always intended
me to school,
to send me
school, and that the time had come
come when she would do it;
it;
a few days
it was
was decided where I
I should go
days after that it
go; Dr. i, who
was President of the seminary where I
was
I attended three years,
years, was
was a warm
warm
seminary
friend of Mr. Tilton, and he selected that academy for me
me to go
academy
go to.

this matter over about his
this

;

"

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Who selected it—
Mr. Tilton?
it-Mr.
Q. Vho
Tilton ? A. Yes, sir.
Q.
sir.
on the 7th
'Tth of February.
Q.
1871 ? A. Yes, sir.
Q. You went on
sir.
February. 1871?
you at the academy
Q. How long
Two years
long were you
academy?? A. 'l`wo
years and

,

a half.
half.
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any request
make any
request of you,
you, before you
you
Tilton make
A. She did.

left, about
left,

signing
signing aa paper
paper??

say to get
get you
What did she say
you to do it
Q. What
it?? A. She said that public
Q.
public
against
much
Tilton
opinion
was
very
much
that he was
was
Mr.
was her husband
Tilton;
against
husband;
opinion
very'
;

;

things that were
that she could not bear all these things
being said of him
were being
him;
Bowen was
was against him and turned him out of the Indepenthat Mr. Bowen
against
Indepen;

me to retract the statement I had made by
by signing
signing
me
" I hereby certify that all
was
all these stories about
was: "I
hereby certify
" I signed my name
lies
it, and I
Mr. Tilton and myself
are wicked lies;
myself are
signed my name to it,
was all a
a plot
plot of Mr. Tilton to get
afterward learned that this was
get me
me out of
dent,
dent, and she wished
this paper,
paper, which

:

"

;

way.
the way.
time ? A. No,
sir
Q.
I would not
No, sir;
Q. You did not understand it at that time?
have
gone under those conditions.
havegone
you ? A. No,
No, sir;
sir
signed
Q. But Mrs. Tilton had not said this to you?
I signed
Q.
Tilton, although
although I must
that statement to please
must say
that
at the
please Mrs. Tilton,
say
it.
time I felt
felt very
wrong about it.
very wrong
was this interview between you
How many
many days
Q. How
Q.
days was
you and Mr. Tilton in
;

;

the study
on
study on
days.
days.

Sunday
Sunday

left ?
you left?
before you

A. I think not

more than two

more

—

Sage How long
long did Mr. Tilton furnish you
Mr. SAGE_].`IOW
you with money
your
money for your
it; it
expenses?
it was
was Mr. Francis Moulexpenses? A. Mr. Tilton did not furnish it;
was furnished up
money it was
a year
year ago
ago last
ton that furnished the money;
up to a
;

—

January, 1873.
Christmas to January,
Christmas-to

—

Tracy Did Mr. Tilton in any
you
General TRACY-Did
any of these conversations tell you
what he had himself seen
Tilton ? A.
seen between Mr. Beecher and Mrs. Tilton?
(Tilton's)
He said that on
on several occasions when Mr. Beecher was
was in his (Tilton's)
library talking
improper liberties with her ; he
library
talking with Mrs. Tilton he took improper
saw
own library
were several instances in his own
said that there were
library which he saw
;

himself.
criminally ininany reason
reason for supposing
Q.
Q. Did he state any
supposing she had been criminally
timate with the other men
named ? A. No.
timatewith
men that he named?

any time on
day say
say that she had made any
on this day
Q. Did he at any
Q.
any confesregard to Mr. Beecher?
He said she had confessed
sion to him in regard
Beecher ? A. He
to him that she had been criminally
criminally intimate with Mr.

Beecher
Beecher; she
was present
can
that, and she said,
said, " Oh,
Oh, Theodore
Theodore! how can
present when he said that,
crying.
tell that child such base lies ?"
you
? " and then she burst out crying.
you tell
me
sir; it
By Mr. Winslow
it hurt you?
it hurt me
Q. Did it
Yes, sir;
VrNsr.ow-Q.
By
you? A. Yes,
fearfully I suffered from it
it for days ; what seems
seems to be the most ridicfearfully;
days
was that in a
a few minutes he said to me,
me, " Bessie,
ulous thing
Bessie,
thing about this was
"
trip so '?F
didn't you ? how did you
my
dear, you
come to trip
my dear,
you hurt yourself,
yourself, (l1(lI1'tY0ll?
you come
banged
and
What aa ridiculous thing
thing that was,
was, as though
though I had tripped
banged
tripped
" You must be a
a
my own
own head oi'
or knocked my
my own
own senses out!
out
I said
said: "You
my
;" the audacity
fool,
am one
one ;"
man, after doing
fool, or I am
doing that thing,
thing, trytryaudacity of the man,
perfectly
ing to make me
banged my
I had banged
own head ; it
it seemed so perfectly
my own
me think I
ing
;

"

was

!

—

;

;

"

"

!

:

;

; ;;
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ridiculous
ridiculous;

;

at this
this

that

man
man

same time he

has the most assurance of
of anybody
anybody II ever

sat down and wanted to take

me
me

knew
knew;

on his
his lap,
lap, but II
jerked myself
myself away,
away, and he said,
been a
Bessie, my
jerked
said, " Bessie,
a martyr
my dear, II have
martyr
have
for
;" then he tried
for years
tried to make me
me believe he was
was crying,
years ;"
crying, but II knew
he wasn't,
wasn't, and he said
said he wanted to talk
talk with ine
me about Mrs. Tilton,
Tilton, and
he spoke
spoke of her criminality
X1 and Mr.
criminality with Mr. Beecher and Mr. X
Y- and Mr. ZlZ
(naming three highly
respectable gentlemen,
gentlemen, one
(naming
highly respectable
of whom is
is an
an intimate sympathizer
No
Tilton), and he said, "No
sympathizer with Mr. Tilton),
wonder my
my hairs are going
going down in
in sorrow
sorrow to the grave."
said I
I didn't
didn't
grave." II said
same

on

"

Y

"

—

—

believe one word of it-it
it
was all
all wicked lies-and
it was
lies
and he talked,
talked, and talked,
talked,

and talked,
talked, and talked, and talked, and talked, but he did not make me
me
believe anything
morning he had the
Tilton; and that morning
anything about Mrs. Tilton
"
audacity
of his
his wife
wife and say,
up in
in the presence
presence of
did I
I
audacity to stand up
say, " Bessie, did
;

"

in word,look
offer to insult
ever, in
word, look or deed.
deed, offer
insult
ever,

"
you
did," II said,
you?? " " Yes, you
you did,"
"
know
did."
a
;"
He
liar
"you
You're a liar ;" he was
you
was very
very defiant,
said, "You're
"you
you did."
evidently thinking
thinking II would be afraid of him;
him; II think he has the idea
evidently

is some Apollo,
that he is
up to
ought to look up
god, that everybody
Apollo, some god,
everybody ought
and worship
life with that man.
Tilton, she has had a hard life
worship; poor
poor Mrs. Tilton,
you heard him say
anything about the paternity
say anything
Q. Have you
paternity of the
;

children?

said that none
except
A. Yes;
none ofthem
of them belonged
belonged to him, except
Yes he said
;

Florence.
was??
When did you
say that was
Q. IVhen
you say
returned from Mrs. Putnam's.
Putnam's.

Q.

It
It

It was on the very
very day
day that II
A. It

A. No, sir;
was the day
day when you
sir;
you "tripped"
"tripped" onthe
on the floor?
" tripped," but when he knocked me
this was in the
me over
over; this
tripped,"

not when II

"

;

—

fall
fall

of 1870-late
fall of that year.
1870 late in
in the fall
year.
Q. After that did he continue to abuse Mrs. Tilton?
Q.

A. Oh, yes;
yes; he
locked her up
up and scolded all
all night
night long;
long and she was
was crying
crying and crycrying and when she was
was not crying,
was praying.
ing;
crying, she was
praying.
;

;

away and take the children?
children ? A. I
I think
go away
Q.
Q. Did she leave him and go
she was
was afraid of him,
nights afterward she
him, and II think two or three nights

—

—

took the children
Morse's ; II went
Alice and Carroll-and
children-Alice
Carroll
and went to Mrs. Morse's
after, he came around and
her, and that same
same night,
night after,
with her,
night, or the night
;

if
her, and asked her if
got
on his knees and vowed how much he loved her,
got on
all that sort of nonsense;
nonsense
come back to his bosom again,
again, and all
she would come

Tilton, who was always
and poor
poor Mrs. Tilton,
him,
always ready
ready to trust and believe him,
believed him then and went back,
back, and he told her she had better go
go to
bed
bed
bed; she was tired and sat down a moment, and then she went to bed;
all this
this talk and all
all this
as soon
gone to bed he went over all
soon as she had gone
gone over before about Mr.
me again,
rigmarole with me
again, which he had gone
rigmarole
I did not believe
But I
and
Mr.
and
Mr.
Beecher,
Mr.
-,
-_-,
Beecher,
him; he
it was
I never
lie, and I
never would believe him;
was a wicked lie,
it; it
I told him I
it;
liberties with
improper liberties
taking improper
mentioned that he had seen Mr. Beecher taking
;

,

,

Mrs. Tilton before his

own
own

---_
.

library.
eyes, in the library.
eyes,
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A. In Mr. Tilton's
Tilton's library.
library.

library ?
Q. In what library?

regard to the other men? A. No,
in regard
Q. Did he say
say what he had seen in
sir,
sir, II think not.
live with him after
after she went back with him from
long did
did she live
Q. How long
left him again?
her rnother's,
again ? A. II think she stayed
mother's, before she left
stayed some
little
She went away
was gone
little time.
away the second time and was
gone eight
eight or ten
I went with her.
mother's.
days,
was staying
I
her.
days, and was
staying at her mother's.

was he having
Bowen??
Q. At that time was
having difficulty
difficulty with Mr. Bowen

A. Yes,

diiiiculties.
great difficulties.
very
very great
go
Q. Do you
you know what means Mr. Tilton resorted to to get
get her to go
back?? A. He resorted to every
means possible.
back
every means
possible.
sir
sir;;

Q. Did he send

for
for the children?

A. Yes,

sir
in
sir;; in

the first
first place,
place, he

sent Miss Annie Tilton, his only
Wanted
only sister,
sister, around to say
say that he wanted
his children;
I think,
children he sent her several times,
his
times, and,
and, I
came around
think, he came
;

himself several times.
you know whether he got
Tilton's abQ. Do you
got his children during
during Mrs. Tilton's
I think Florence went with him.
sence?
sence ? A. I
home??
go back home
Q. Did Mrs. Tilton go
Q.

A. Yes, sir,
I went with
sir, and I

her.
her.
after?? A. Yes,
soon
sir, soon
Yes, sir,
Q. Was she taken sick soon after
A.
it
sick?
Very
sick,
indeed
it
was
thought
Yery
sick
?
Q.
sick,
indeed;
Q. Very
thought
Very
;

after.
after.

that she would

live.
not live.
know?? A. Dr. Skiles.
Skiles.
her, do you
Q.
Q. What doctor attended her,
you know
that ? A. This all
all occurred on that one day
was that?
Q.
Q. When was
day that
fall of 1870.
went back, in the fall
intimacy between Mr. Tilton and
any acts of intimacy
Q. Did you
you ever see any
occasions,
up with her on several occasions,
Miss --?? A. He was locked up
I was going
room as I
going up-stairs.
coming out of her room
twice II met him coming
up-stairs.
night,
night? A. Once or twice at night,
daytime or at night?
Q.
Q. In the daytime
several times during
during the day;
daytime II have known that he
day; in the daytime

we

this

and
and

was

was

in her room.
room.

How
Q. How
Q.

there ?
did you
you know that he was there?
out.

in and I
A. I saw him go
go in

come
saw him come

saw

locked?? A. II heard them
Q. How did you
Q.
you know that the door was locked
I also
library
Tilton's library;
occasions II was in Mr. Tilton's
lock it
it on
on one or two occasions;
;

;

great
Anthony was
was there,
Miss Anthony
say
so
there, and they
they had great
say so;
talk,
heard
deal
and
I
was
of
there
a
great
trouble
many
words
passed
talk,
trouble; many
was
great
passed;
about being
something to Miss
say something
Mrs. Tilton say
husband,
being with her husband,

heard Miss

--

;

;

;

1

bedroom, that he
and she (Miss
(Miss ---)) said that he had been often in her bedroom,
if he wanted to,
day if
tirnes a day
it was
was none
none
twenty times
to, and that it
should go
go there twenty
whatever; II was not in the rooln,
of her (Mrs.
Tilton's) business whatever;
room, but I
(Mrs. 'l'ilt0n's)
heard Miss

---

—

make those remarks.

in Miss --'s's room
Where-in
room??
Q.
Q. Where

sitting-room.

A. No,
No,

sir
sir;;

Tilton's
but in Mrs. Tilton's
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XXVI.

HALLIDAY'S STATEMENT.
STATEMENT.
REV. MR. HALLIDAY'S
by the committee was
One
was
CNE of the witnesses examined by
Assistant
Halliday, the
Pastor of PlyPlyRev. Samuel B. Halliday,
the Bev.
made
no
secret
no
of
mouth Church. This gentleman
the
gentleman
committee, which were
statements he had made to the committee,
were
Tilton and Mr. Moulton had exMr. Tiiton
plicitly denied to him the truth of the Woodhull scanscan.
plicitly
to the effect that

a like character concerning the
dal and other stories of a
concerning

Tilton.
Henry Ward
Vard Beecher and Mrs. Tiiton.
These
Henry
aroused
considerable
having
discussion,
statements having
discussion, the
one
one of its
its
representatives
New York
Ibrk Tribune despatched
despatched
representatives
Halliday what truth there was
was in the asserto ask Mr. Halliday
Mr. Halliday
Halliday stated to the
tions credited to him.
Rev.

full statement
reporter that he had made a
a full
Tribune reporter
before the committee,
committee, but would give
give the story
story of Mr.
Tiiton, and Mr. Moulton's
Moulton's
Tilton,

denial to him,
him, in his

own
own

being in substance what he had said to the comcomwords, being
words,
mittee on
on the subject
subject:

—

" On the 18th of November-I
"On
November I think it
on Monday"
it was
was" on
Monday"-"
" Theodore Tiiton
said Mr. Halliday,
My
called
at
my
Tilton
My
Halliday,
my house.
acquaintance
very
with
Mr.
Tiiton
was
very
slight,
was
and
Tilton
was
I
was
very
acquaintance
very slight,

much astonished

—

to

so
receive a call
call from him,
him, especially
especially at so

early
hour between nine and ten o'clock.
o'clock.
early an hour-between

the customary
customary

After exchanging
exchanging

Good-morning/ Mr. Tilton
Tiiton began
'Good-morning,'
began at once to
unfold the object
by saying
by
saying that he had called by
object of his visit by
Tiiton
or at the request
request of Francis D. Moulton. Mr. Tilton
the advice or
had just
rang, and
sentence, when the door bell rang,
just finished this sentence,
soon af`tervard
afterward George
Bell,
a
of
Plymouth
AV.
soon
member
V.
Bell,
Church,
George
Plymouth Church,
entered the room.
He called upon
upon an
room.
an errand connected with
church business,
business, and having
it, turned to depart.
having concluded it,
depart.
Mr. Tiiton
stay, and I assented to the invitation.
Tilton asked him to stay,
'

"
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—

first said-that
said
that Mr.
repeated what he had first
Mr. Tilton then repeated
him
call
call
upon
me, and
to
Moulton had advised or requested
me,
upon
requested
me a denial of the "voodWoodcome to make to me
added that he had come
the
end
of
the
sofa,
Mr. Tilton sat upon
hull scandal.
sofa, where
upon

the window into
into the yard,
yard, and Mr. Bell
he could look out of the
I
remember
Mr.
Tilton's
exact Words
other
end.
Tilton's
word*
occupied
occupied the
He raised
his arm,
pointing to a large
raised his
large tree in
in
arm, and pointing

denial.
of denial.

'

for me
It
false as it
is just
it would be for
said
It is
me to go
go
yard, said:
my
just as false
my yard,
the tree in
say that the
in front of Mr. Halliover
over to New York and say
upon it,
it, representing all
flags upon
day's
day's house has 500 Hags
representing all the nations
:

ofthe
earth.'
of the earthf

'

"

if there was
Mr. Halliday
Halliday was
was anything
anything in
was asked if
in the sur-

roundings of the house or
roundings

trees to suggest
suggest this
this singular

comparisingular compari-

I-Ie
it appeared
appeared to be made by
He answered that it
by Mr. Tilton

son.

to illustrate
illustrate more
more forcibly how utterly

improbable
utterly improbable

forcibly

It
It

was.

was apt
apt

was

the scandal

for emphasis.
emphasis.
was an
an eccentric simile used for
to

employ strange
strange
employ

more
language more
language

Mr. Tilton
meaning
meaning and

forcible and emphatic.
forcible
emphatic.

tion of the scandal
tion

could make

his
similes to make his

lIr.
Mr. Tilton's
Tilton's contradicexplicit and emphatic
was as explicit
emphatic as language
language

it, and he protested
it,
protested

until
rant of its
its existence until

that he had been utterly
utterly ignoigno-

it
was published.
published.
it was

I-Ie
He reiterated his
his

topic of conversation for
denial, and the scandal was the topic
for over
denial,
was

half an hour.

In his
his conversation Mr. Tilton frequently
frequently inin-

grievance toward Mr. Beecher,
sinnated
sinuated that he had causes of grievance
Beecher,
related in
in the scandal.
though
though not of the character related

"I
"I en-

deavored,"
said he,
"to induce him to make some
he, "to
some specific
specific charge
charge
deavored," said
or

indicate the nature of his
hut
grievances
but he would not do
his grievances;
;

He emphatically
asserted
emphatically asserted

so.

said
said

Mrs. Tilton's
Tilton's

innocence, and
innocence,

'She is
'She
is as pure
pure as the light;
light; go
Beecher, he will
go to Mr. Beecher,
is as pure
you that
tell
tell you
that she is
gold or as an angel/
pure as gold-or
angel.' I do not
::

—

remember positively
these expressions
positively which of these
expressions he made use ofi
of.
rapidly, and neither Mr. Bell nor
myself
Mr. Tilton talked rapidly,
nor myself

could learn the nature of the alleged
wrong by
by Mr. Beecher.
alleged wrong
At length,
tired
of
his
hints
becoming
tired
his
and
innuendoes,
pressed
innuendoes, I pressed
length, becoming

him strongly
strongly for
for some
some

specific declaration of wrong
wrong done to him
specific
Then Mr. Tilton said,
said, 'You
'You go
go to Frank
he will confirm what I say,
will
show
and
you
say,
you docu-

by
by Mr. Beecher.

Moulton
Moulton;

;

Q6
26

`
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ray charges/
Mr. Tilton urged
urged me
me strongly
mentary
mentary evidence of my
charges] Mr,
strongly
he could
Moulton,
asked
then
and
Mr.
Bell
whether
Mr.
to see
lIoulton,
'No; he will
Mr. Tilton
'I`ilton answered: 'Nog
me.
not call
call there with tne.

Mr. Halliday,
Halliday, as the assistant
Mr. Tilton repeatedly
Church.'
Plymouth Church.'
pastor
repeatedly said that
pastor of Plymouth
his communications had been in confidence,
confidence, and I did not then
merely to
more of
ot' the interview than merely
feel
feel at liberty to mention more
not want

to see you,
you, but will

liberty

his authority.
contradict the scandal upon
2ll¥l0¥`ilyupon hiS
Mr. Bell and myselt
gone,
"After Mr. Tilton had
"After
myselt discussed

gone,

expressed
calling upon
the propriety
propriety of my
my calling
upon Mr. Moulton. I expressed
or docuinformation
or
the opinion
any
opinion that if Mr. Moulton had any
ments, he held them in a
a confidential
confidential relation. Therefore,
Therefore, I

ments,

felt
felt

great reluctance
great

question him

to question

about them.

Mr. Bell

Bl0Ult0I`l for
f0I` Mr.
MTfrom Mr. Moulton

urged that I
urged
Tilton's
Beecher what they
they might
:night have to substantiate Mr. Tilton's
away I had not decided
insinuations.
Boll went away
When
Vhen Mr. Bell

ought to ascertain
ought

not, but afterwards
or not,
upon Mr.
whether I should call
call upon
Hr. Moulton or
On.
so before that night.
I concluded to do so
that afternoon I
night.

called at Mr. Moul
ton's house,
Moulton's
house, but he

was
was not

at

The

home.

next morning
morning (Tuesday)
o'clock.
(Tuesday) I called again
again about 8 o'clock.

I sent

my

in my name,
a few minutes Mr. hfonlton
Moulton came
came into the
name, and in a
'
parlor, and,
and, shaking
shaking hands,
fparlor,
hands, said : ' I know what you want, Mr.

you want,

:

Halliclay,
I've been
Halliday, but I cannot talk with you
you this morning.
morning. I've
up
all
night,
all
and
must
go
to
New
New
York
as
soon
soon as I get my
up
night,
go
get my

Afterward, as
as we
we walked
to the door,
said
Afterward,
door, he said:
absurd a thing
thing it
it would
be for Plymouth
Plymouth Church to
notice this shameful scandal,
scandal, as between Mr. Beecher, whose

breakfast.'
breakfastf

How
'How

'

Beecher,

life
life

for twenty-five
is before them,
þÿtV ¬l"llf_§'-IGIVQyears
years is
them, and the accusations of

those bad

women
women

!'

Mr. Moulton then promised
promised to see me
me in
but
at
that
time
was
he
was again not at home.
7,
again
I called upon
on Wednesday morning, and again in the
upon him on
again
Vednesday morning,
evening,
but
could
not catch him at home.
On Saturday he
evening,

the evening
evening at

me
me word

!

'

7,

Saturday

be at home that evening until
evening
half-past mine;
nine; went to his house at once
once on
on the receipt of his
half-past
receipt
message,
and was
was shown into his study at the top of the house.
message, and

sent

that he would

study

top

After exchanging
said: ' Mr. Moulexchanging the customary
customary greetings,
greetings, I said
ton, I ha.ve
have no
no curiosity
gratify, and do not wish to see
ton,
curiosity to gratify,
:

'

'
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have, nor have you
anything
tell me
me anything
you tell
may have,
anything that you
you may
anything
know
unless
may
you
desire
that you
do
to
so;
but
Theodore
you
you may
so;

me on
on Monday
Tilton called
Tiltou
morning, and in the prescalled upon
upon me
Monday morning,
presr
had
a
tall;
long
talk
a
ence of Mr. Bell,
about
the VY
Woodhull
oodhull scandal,
Bell,
long
scandal,

ence

in the course
course of which he made many
many insinuations against
against Mr.
Beecher.'
Beecherf
"
44

Mr. Moulton
lIoulton replied
replied with great
denouncing the
great warmth,
Warmth, denouncing
Woodhull
Voodhull scandal as utterly
utterly baseless,
baseless, and not possessing
possessing the
He spoke
least shadow of truth.
least
in
the
highest
spoke
the highest terms of Mr.
said
and
that
Beecher,
he
was
was
one
of
the purest
Beecher,
purest and grandest
grandest
of men.

He said that it
it was
was perfectly
his life
life of
pertectly absurd,
absurd, with his

twenty-five
years before our community
community and the world,
world, to even
twenty-five years
notice the accusations of such women
women as were his accusers.
For
nearly
his contempt
nearly half an hour Mr. Moulton fairly hissed out his

fairly

for the scandal,
for
scandal, the wretches who wrote

contempt

people who
it, and the people
would heed it.
it.
He spoke
far
more
more
excitedly
spoke
excitedly than Mr. Tilton
had done. At length
length I said:
said
Mr.
lIr. IIoulton,
Moulton, Dr. Morrill (Who
(who
has since died)
me that Demas Barnes,
died) informed me
Barnes, the publisher
publisher
of the Argus,
Argus, told him in his (Mr.
(Mr. Barnes's)
Barnes's) parlor
parlor that fifty
fifty
men
men had been to see you about this affair, and that you invariyou
affair,
you
ably replied:
replied
'This
is a dirty
This is
dirty matter;
let it
it alone.
ably
matter; you
you better let
stir
The more
more
stir
it
you
it
the
more
more
it
it
smell/
will
smell.'
this Mr.
To this
you
it,

'

:

<

'

:

'It
is false.
excitedly replied:
replied
It is
Moulton excitedly
false.
:

Very
come
Very few come
to yon.
you.

Men

don't they
don't
they

'

It is
It
is

no
no such thing.
thing.

to me,
me, and to those who do I speak
speak as I have

Why

my partners
it.
go to my
go
partners and ask them about it.
Vhy
damned
cowards.'
cowardsf
of
are
a
me ? They
are
a
set
to me?
They

come
come

this
'I made an explanation
his exact language.)
quote his
(I quote
explanation of this
(I
language.) 'I
'
satisfactory
think
which
was
I
was satisfactory
Moulton,
Mr. hfoulton,
affair,' continued lIr.
atfairf
gentleman whom I reStorrs's church,
to Mr. Baxter,
church, a gentleman
Baxter, of Dr. Storrs's
Dwight
spect
spect ; but such sneaks as Dwight
despise." Dwight
Dwight Johnson I despise.'
business, a deacon in the church,
Johnson is
is in
in the insurance business,
church,
against
Mr.
year
a
and was
Hunter
was a
a candidate for Mayor
year ago.
Mayor against
ago.
Woodhull
Mr. Moulton,
you
disposed
the
I then said : 'Mr.
have
of
Il/'oodhull
Moulton, you
disposed
Mr. Barnes
story
am I to underBarnes; but what am
story as well as that of lIr.
specific
stand,
charges,
by
the
but
the innuendoes and instand, not by
specic charges,
Tilton, for confirmation of which he referred
sinuations of Mr. Tilton,
siiiuations
?
me to you
me
you '?'
'

;

'

:

;
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" Mr. Moulton was
that moment leaning
was at that
leaning on his right
right hand
hand,
the left
left side of his
his face
face toward ine,
me, his elbow resting
resting upon
upon the
table.
table.
Straightening himself up,
l1e brought
his fist
fist down upon
Straightening
up, he
brought his
upon
the table with a crash,
crash, and said:
said
'II know as much of this
this
:

'

affair as any
whole attair
any one
one does,
does, and I know that Mr. Beecher is
is

Mr. Halliday,
am not a member of your church,
Halliday, I am
your church,
is
do
wife
but my
you
suppose
if I thought
is;
Mr.
my
you suppose that if
thought that hfr.
man I would allow him to sit
Beecher was a bad man
sit as a
a guest
guest at
'
my wife,
my table with my
wife, as he does frequently
my
frequently ?

guiltless.

guiltless.

;

?

"After
"After some
some further conversation Mr. Moulton said
said:
Mr.
Mr. Halliday,
Tilton
is
is
friendly
to
Mr.
Beecher.
Halliday,
friendly
:

''

Why,
Vhy,

Vhen
When
Mr.
came back from campaigning
lIr_ Beecher came
campaigning in New Hampshire
Hampshire
morning of the election,
the morning
sofa
sitting on
on the sofa
election, Mr. Tilton was sitting
just where you
came in
in that door and Theodore
just
you are. Mr. Beecher came
sprang
grasping Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's hand in both
him, and grasping
sprang towards him,
his,
his, expressed
expressed the intensest

sorrow at the appearance
appearance of the scan-

his entire ignorance
and avowed his
ignorance in regard
regard to its
its publication,
publication,
and offered to do anything
anything in
to
effects of
in his power
destroy
power
destroy the effects
dal,
dal,

calumny, and sat down and wrote a
the calumny,
a card for
for publication,
publication,
which,
of' counsel,
counsel, was
never given
given to the
was never
which, however,
however, by
by advice of
public.
public.

I denied the scandal;
scandal; Theodore had denied

H. B. Stanton has denied

it
it;
;

all
all

it
Mrs.
it;
;

in it
named in
it have denied it
it

is in
except
Davis, and she is
in Europe.
Europe.
except Paulina Davis,

Now, what more
more
Now,

can be done?'
doue?'

" In the entire interview with Mr. Moulton his manner
"In
manner was
was
decided as that of any
want
man with
vith whom I ever spoke;
spoke; I Want
any man
say also that Mr. Moulton treated me
me courteously
to say
courteously and im-

as

pressed
pressed

me with his sincerity.
sincerity.

me

Up
Up

to the

morning
Tuesday morning
Tuesday

of

was an
an entire
lIoulton was
that week when I first
him, Mr. Moulton
first met him,

We

upon the subject
conversed upon
Ve have never couversed
subject
his great
through
I feel
feel sure
sure that Mr. Beecher will go
great
go through his
trial
trial with added lustre ;; but I and many
many others believed that

stranger
me.
stranger to me.

since.
since.

the denial of utter silence would have been the better course.
thirty years
None who have known of Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's thirty
years of labor

one
in the Christian work could ever
ever allow themselves to harbor one
that
believe
I
Tilton,
Mrs.
for
lIrs.
purity.
for
his
As
thought
against
Tilton,
thought
purity.

against

—

lie
a lie
lie lived to shield the misdeeds of her
her life
life has been a lie-a
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that any
husband from the world. I could not have believed that
any
Nothing seems
seems
man could have done as Theodore Tilton has. Nothing
man
permitting the
his last
last act of desecration,
him, and his
sacred to him,
desecration, in permitting
for
his eyes
for
eyes alone,
alone,
meant
pure
effusions,
wife's
his
wif`e's
of
publication
pure effusions,
publication
is only
only in keeping
is
against Mr.
keeping with his malicious accusations against

Beecher."

XXVII.
THE INVESTIGATING COMOF THE
THE REPORT OF

THE

MITTEE.
labors, the
THE committee having
The
having completed
completed their labors,
was to present
report, and
left to them was
only
thing left
present their report,
only thing

ask to be discharged
discharged from a further consideration of

the subject.
subject.

An adjourned
meeting of Plymouth
Plymouth Church was held
adjourned business meeting
August
receive
to
and act upon
upon the report
Friday evening,
on Friday
28,
evening, August 28,
report
the
charges
of the committee that has been investigating
investigating
charges made
courtesy of
of' the church the Society
By
against Mr. Beecher.
By courtesy
Society
against
on

were present,
congregation were
their numbers were
and congregation
were swelled
present, and their
Brooklynites not connected with Plymouth
by a great
Plymouth
great throng
by
throng of Brooklynites
sympathy.
and
meeting
was
interest
The
was held in the
except
by
sympathy.
except by
meeting
was filled'
filled' to overflowing.
building, which was
main church building,
overflowing.
The
temper
assemblage
was
most
ardent
enthusiastic.
of
the
was
and
temper
assemblage
was chosen
Mr. James Freeland was
chosen Moderator;
hymn
Moderator ; the 69th hymn
Plymouth collection was
of the Plymouth
was sung,
sung, and Mr. Garbutt led the

meeting in
following Report
in prayer.
The following
meeting
prayer.
Report of the Examining
Examining
Committee, which includes the Report
TnCommittee,
Report of the Committee of Investigation,
was then read by Professor Robert R. Raymond.
Vestigation, was
by
Raymond.
[It
will be borne in mind that the "Examining
Committee
"Examining Committee"
[It Will
"
is
is the standing
Committee
of
the
committee
of
,the
church
the
'f
standing
church;
" consists of
Investigation
appointed
of'
the
gentlemen
ere
w
were
who
Investigation
gentlemen
appointed
to examine the charges
charges against
body
latter body
against Mr. Beecher. The latter
made its
report to the Examining
Examining Committee,
its report
embodied
it
who
it
Committee,
in their own
the
to
own report
church.]
report
church.]
"

;

"

T
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EXAMINING COMMITTEE.
REPORT
COMMITTEE.
THE EXAMINING
REPORT OF
OF THE
The Examining
Examining Committee of Plymouth
Plymouth Church beg
beg leave
report that,
that, in consequence
consequence of the publication
to report
publication of certain stateby Theodore Tilton,
Tilton, the committee were
ments by
were requested by
requested

by

pastor of the church to authorize an
the pastor
an investigation by a
investigation by a sub-

committee into the imputations
imputations made against
against his character.
On the 6th of'
of July,
accordingly
appointed
the
1874,
committee
July, 1874,
accordingly appointed
Brothers II.
Sage and H. M. Cleveland such committee,
committee,
H. AY.
V. Sage
requesting them to associate with themselves Messrs. Claflin,
Claflin,
requesting
AYhite, who are not members of the ExWinslow,
Vinslow, Storrs and \'hite,

amining Committee. X0
Xo charges
presented to the
amining
charges having
having been presented
church nor
nor to the Examining
Examining Committee against
against our
our pastor, it
pastor, it

was
duty of the sub-committee simply
simply
was the duty

to ascertain whether

any foundation,
there was
was any
trial before
foundation, in fact,
tact, for charges
charges and aa trial
body of
the body
in
judgour _judgot' the church.
The sub-committee has,
our
has,
faithfully and impartially
ment, f'aitht`ully
discharged its
its duties,
ment,
impartially discharged
duties, and has

presented
report which is
is here annexed.
presented to us a report

REPORT
OF THE
REPORT OF
THE COMMITTEE
COBDIITTEE OF
OF INVESTIGATION.
Plymouth Church:
To the Examining
of .Plymouth
Ii'I3(L777,i')'l/il'lg Committee of
Dear
The pastor
pastor of Plymouth
Plymouth Church,
DEAR Brethren
BRETHREN:-The
Church, the
:

—

Henry Ward
Beecher, addressed to us
Rev. Henry
us a
Vard Beecher,
of
which
the
following
is
copy
a
1874,
is
a
1874,
following
copy:

letter, June 27,
27,
letter,

Brooklyn, Jtme
June 27,
27, 1874.
BROOKLYN,
Gentlemen
In the present
feeling, I owe
present state of the public
it to
Gnxrnmmy:-In
owe it
public feeling,
to
the
my
church
friends
and
and
Society
over
which
I
am
pastor
over
the
my
Society
am, pastor
some proper investigation made of the rumors,
to have some
rumors, insinuations or
proper investigation
charges
respecting my
my conduct,
compromised by
by the late publiconduct. as compromised
charges made respecting
publications made by
Mr.
Tiiton.
thought
that
Tilton.
I
have
both
the church and
by
thought
:

—

Society should be represented,
the Society
liberty of asking
represented, and I take the liberty
asking the
following
serve in this inquiry,
inquiry, and to do that which truth
following gentlemen
gentlemen to serve

and justice
may require.
of the gentlemen
justice may
require. I beg
beg that each ofthe
gentlemen named will
as if
it had been separately and personally sent to him,
consider this as
it' it
him,
separately
personally
namely
namely:

From

the

Church — Henry W.
Henry M.
V. Sage,
Storrs, Henry
Augustus Storrs,
Church-Henry
Sage, Augustus

Cleveland.

Horace B. (llatlin,
Claflin, John Winslow,
Winslow, S. V. White.
From the Society—Society-Horace
by an
yourselves by
an impartial
impartial and
you, when you
you have satisfied yourselves
I desire you,
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all sources of evidence.
evidence, to communicate to the
thorough examination of all
thorough
Committee, or to the church,
Examining Committee,
seem
church, such action as then may
Examining
may seem
to you
you right
right and wise.
Henry Ward
HENRY
NVARD Beecher.
BEECHER.

The committee named having
having signified
signified their willingness
Willingness to
matters
so
referred
to them,
them,
so
in
in the grave
Mr.
Beecher sent
grave
the
Examining
Committee
to
of
Plymouth
the following
letter
following
Examining
Plymouth

serve
serve

Church

:

July
6, 1874.
July 6,

Dear Brethren
DEAR
BRETIIREN

— I enclose to you
you a letter in which I have requested
requested

:--

:

I

in

a

gentlemen from the church,
church, and three from the Society
Plythree gentlemen
Society of Plyunimpeachable repute,
mouth Church (gentlemen
(gentlemen of unimpeachahle
repute, and who have not
any of
the trials through
ofthe
we have passed during
been involved in any
through which we
passed during
a thorough
year), to make a
all charges
of' all
the year),
thorough and impartial
impartial examination of
charges
against my
good name,
name, and to report
report the same
same to you;
or insinuations against
my good
you;
request that you
give to this committee the
now respectfully
you will give
and I now
respectfully request
authority
me that the reauthority to act in your
your behalf also. It seemed wise to me
your foregoing
quest should proceed
me, and without your
proceed from me,
foregoing knowledge,
knowledge,
quest
authority to act in your
it authority
and that you
give to it
you should give
your behalf in so far
investigation of the facts should be concerned.
as a thorough
thorough investigation

Henry
I{ENRY Ward
VVARD Beecher.
BEECHER.

Examining Committee duly
duly authorized the
Thereupon
Thereupon the Examining
in the letter
letter of June 27
committee named in

also.

to act in their

behalf

—

Your committee cannot here refrain from referring
Second.
SECOND.--XTOUY
referring
common
all good
common with
vith all
they
good
that
uncontrollable
circumstances
men feel,
it
necesmen
have
made
it
feel,
public manner
manner the unhappy scandal
sary
sary to discuss in the most public
unhappy

to the inexpressible
inexpressible regret
regret which they in

present inquiry,
inquiry.
subject of the present
is the subject
which is
as we
we found it
accepting the situation as
But accepting
it when we
we entered

imposed, we
upon the high
we have been
high and solemn trust thus imposed,
upon
from
beginning
with
impressed
the
grave imthe
profoundly
beginning
grave
profbundly impressed
before us.
portance of
of' the work berbre

portance
rumors were
were in
For a considerable time vague
vague and indefinite rumors

manner
manner the Christian integrity
integrity
But nothing
nothing had appeared
appeared from aa

vital
circulation,
circulation, touching
touching in aa vital
beloved
of our
our

pastor.
pastor.

responsible
known responsible

ot'
tangible form until the letter
letter of
source in a
a tangible

Rev. Dr. Bacon,
was pubBacon, which was
Mr. Theodore Tilton to the Eev.
Mr,
pubJune, 1874.
lished the 25th day
day of June,
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letter that moved Mr. Beecher
this letter
It
It was the appearance
appearance of this
request immediate investigation.
investigation. It will
two days
days afterwards to request

some proper
proper investibe seen by
request that some
by the terms of such request
for
the
him,
for
by
of
rumors,
asked
insinuations
is
gation
is
or
by him,
rumors,
gation
his
as compromised
the
his
conduct
compromised
made
late
charges
by
respecting
late
by
charges
respecting
publications
by Mr. Tilton.
publications made by

\'e
We

an impartial
thorough examiwere invited to make an
impartial and thorough

nation "of
all sources of evidence,"
"of all
evidence," and to advise such action

may
as may

seem right and wise.
seem
right

—

THIRD.*Il]
this investigation
Third. In conducting
conducting this
investigation

we have faithfully
we
faithfully

endeavored to make it
it thorough and impartial, and to obtain
thorough
impartial,
facts as are relevant to the inquiry
such facts
all attainable
inquiry from all
of evidence.
this purpose
For this
we have summoned or
purpose we
requested
following persons
requested the attendance of the following
persons to testify
testify be-

sources
sources

tbre
fore

the committee:

Tilton, Mrs. H. W.
Mrs. Elizabeth R. Tilton,
V.

Beecher, Samuel Wilkeson,
B.. Howard,
Howard, Theodore Tilton,
Tilton,
Beecher,
Wvilkeson, John R.

Samuel

E. Belcher,
Morse, Oliver Johnson,
Belcher, Mrs. N. B. Morse,
Johnson, Rev.

Storrs, D.D.,
R. S.
S. Storrs,
D.D., Dwight
Dwight Jolmson,
Johnson, Isaac H. Bailey,
Bailey, Mrs. Put-

nam,
nam,

John W.
Mason,
V. Mason,

Mary C. Ames,
W. Patton,
Ames,
V. V.
Rev. W.
Patton, Mary

Richard P. Buck,
Buck, Francis B. Carpenter,
Norton,
Carpenter, Albert F. Norton,

Thomas M. Vaill,
Vaill, E. M. Holmes,
Holmes, Hon. N. B. Morse,
Morse, Mrs.
Miss
Elizabeth
Mary
Bradshaw,
Richards,
B.
Joseph
A. TurBradshaw, Joseph Richards,
Mary
ner,
Charles
Corey,
M.D.,
Francis
V.
Dr.
Skiles,
M.D.,
MinW.
ner,
Skiles, M.D.,
Corey, M.D.,
ton, Miss Oakley,
Oakley, Mrs. Elizabeth A. Ovington,
ton,
Vifallace,
Ovington, Mrs. Wallace,
Benjamin F. Tracy,
Shearman, Benjamin
Tracy,
Rev. S.
S. B. Halliday,
Halliday, Thomas B. Shearman,

Francis D. Moulton,
Moulton,

Woodruff, John YV.
Harmon,
Franklin Voodruti,
W. Harmon,

Vard Beecher.
Rev. Henry
Henry Ward

Most of the persons
persons named have
have attended
fore the committee.

One

as

requested
requested be-

notable exception
exception is
is Francis B. Car-

penter.
Mr. Francis D. Moulton promised
ter.
testify fully,
pen
promised to testify
fully, but
short
statements
has failed
failed to do so. He has submitted three

in writing to the
in

writing

committee, consisting
consisting chiefly
committee,
chiefly of reasons why
why he
call of the
testify, at the call
testify,

declined to testify,
testify, and of promises
promises to

committee.

The committee have called him three times with

the results stated.
stated.
we have
In addition to the evidence of the persons
persons named we
examined a considerable number of letters
letters and other documen-
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way, was supposed
some way,
supposed to relate
relate to
We have held in
in the prosecution
prosecution

some

the subject-matter
inquiry.
subject-matter of inquiry.

sessions.
investigations twenty-eight
our investigations
of our
twenty-eight sessions.

—

Mr. Tilton,
Tilton,
Fourtrrr.-Mr.
Fourth.

in
his letter
letter to Dr. Bacon,
in his
Bacon, published
published

June, 1874,
knowledge came
day of June,
1874, states that knowledge
came to
on the 25th day
an offence
offence against
lnm
in 1870 that Mr. Beecher had committed an
him in
against
on

forbore
him, which he foroore
him,

to

name

name or

characterize; and
characterize;

in
the same
in the
same

letter introduced what he alleged
letter
letter
alleged to be extracts from a letter

January 1,
signed by
by Mr. Beecher and dated January
This
1, 1871.
signed
the whole of which appears
appears in
alleged
in Bfr.
Mr. Tilton's
Tilton's subletter, the
alleged letter,
sequent statement before the committee,
committee, has come to be known
sequent
"letter
Vhen
this
When
this committee commenced
as the "
letter of apology."
apology."
its labors there was therefore no
allegation before them except
no allegation
its
except
such vague
an offence of some
some sort said to have been
vague allusion to an
Tilton, and for
committed by
against Mr. Tilton,
for which,
which,
by Mr. Beecher against
same authority, he had
It
according
apologized.
will
It will
according to the same
authority,
apologized.

question before the committee,
thus be seen that the question
committee, then,
then, was,
was,

What,
if any,
any, offence
offence had Mr. Beecher committed against
against 1Ir.
Mr.
Vhat, if
Tilton '??

—

FIFTH.-At
Fifth. At an early
early period
investigation Mr. Tilton
period of the investigation
was called before the committee and made an
an extended written
in
a
sense
in
statement,
and
specific
charges,
statement,
specific charges, which showed that
the offence referred to in
in the Bacon letter,
letter, so called,
was, as Mr.
called, was,
was

now alleges, adultery wit.h
now
wife, Mrs. Elizabeth R.
alleges, adultery with his wife,
By this
this statement so made by
Tilton, the field
field of
By
by Mr. Tilton,
was somewhat enlarged by the alleged facts,
inquiry
letters and
inquiry was
enlarged by
alleged facts, letters

Tilton

Tilton.

circumstances therein set forth.
forth.

It is
is proper
this connection to state that the offence as
in this
It
proper in
Tilton
tour years
during some
recently
by
Mr.
some four
years and until recently
by
during

alleged
alleged

numerous persons, in
writing and otherwise,
otherwise, was
was an
an improper
numerous
improper
persons, in writing
Beecher
But
Tilton.
or
solicitation
Mr.
Mrs.
by
suggestion
or
solicitation
to
by
suggestion

to

passed and
purposes matured,
matured, this
this charge
charge passed
as time passed
passed and purposes

matured into another form and substance.
The offence committed by
by Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, as

alleged by
now alleged
now
by

in the third and fourth subTilton, is
substantially in
Mr. Tilton,
stated substantially
is stated

divisions of his
his statement before the committee.
in

pffaot, is
is

Qllibflt,

The charge,
charge,

evening of
that Mr. Beecher at his
his residence on
on the evening
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October 10,
thereabouts, committed adultery with
1868, or thereabouts,
10, 1868,
adultery
" act
Elizabeth R.
K. Tilton,
Tilton, wife of Theodore Tilton
Tilton;; that this "act
was
followed by
was fbllowed
by a similar act of criminality
same
criminality between the sanie
parties at Mr. Tilton's
Tilton's residence on
the subsequent
on
parties
subsequent Saturday
Saturday
evening,
by
other
followed
similar
acts
also
on
on various occaoccaevening,
by

from the autumn of 1868 to the spring
spring of 1870,
places
1870, the places
being
the
two residences aforesaid,
aforesaid, and occasionally other places
places
being
occasionally

sions,
sions,

to which

her pastor
or at
pastor would invite and accompany
her, or
accompany her,
which he would meet her by
by previous
appointment."
previous appointment."

The remainder of Mr. Tilton's
Tilton's extended statement is
is made
up
alleged
fact
and
of
citations
which
seems
of
fact
circumstances
he
seems
up
alleged
to consider relevant and important, as evidence sustaining his
important,
sustaining
charges
charges as above stated.

The committee have given
given the evidence their most careful
consideration, and find therefrom that in 1861 Mr. Beecher
consideration,
became editor,
editor, and Mr. Tilton assistant editor,
Indepeneditor, of the Lidepenthat
during
dent,
they
became
warm
intiand
this
relation
warm
and
intident,
during
they
On or
or about 1863 Mr. Tilton began
mate friends. On
to
urge
began
urge Mr.
Beecher to visit
house,
he
became
more
visit his (Tilton's)
and
more
inti(Tilton's) house,
Tilton's family.
family.
Pie
urged him to
mately
He urged
mat:ly acquainted
acquainted with Mr. Tilton's
writing in his study,
do much of his editorial writing
as it
was more
it was
more
study, as
convenient to write
vrite there than at the office
office of the Independent.
Independent.
Mr. Beecher visited his house,
up
house, and aa friendly
friendly relation sprang
sprang up
between the wife and family
Beecher,
Mr.
Mr.
of
Tilton
and
Beecher,
family
friendly
which continued down
dovn to December in 1870. That the friendly
relations existing
Tilton
Mr.
Beecher
and
Mrs.
were
between
were
existing
always
Tilton's
vith Mr. Tilton's
understood, and met with
always well known and understood,
any open
open trouble appeared
cordial approval.
approval. Some years
years before any
appeared
(Mr. Tilton's)
doebetween Mr. Beecher and Mr. Tilton,
Tilton, his (Mr.
Tilton's) docIndependent, of which he had become
trines as set forth in the Independent,
editor,
editor, aroused aa storm of indignation
indignation and opposition
opposition in the
this
widely
paper
was
After much disWest,
where
was
circulated.
Vest,
paper
widely
newspaper in
the
Advance
led
starting
of
this
to
the
cussion,
cussion,
newspaper
starting
while
Tilton,
supersede the Independent.
Chicago, to supersede
Lzdependent. Mr. Tilton, whiic
Chicago,
leading religious
editor of the Independent,
newspaper, had
religious newspaper,
Independent, aa leading
Scriptures
the divinity
the
and
of
deny the inspiration
come
come to deny
divinity
Scriptures
inspiration
time, also underwent a
views, about this time,
of Christ. His social views,
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radical change
change in the direction of free love. This marked
Tilton was a
religious and social views of Mr. Tilton`was
change in the religious
change

grief and sorrow
sorrow to Mrs. Tilton. Mrs. Tilton
great grief
of g1'eat
amounting almost to
very religious
seemed to be a Very
religious woman
woman-amounting
husband,
and when this change
enthusiasm
enthusiasmv-and
change occurred in her husband,

source
source

—

—

sympathy. She
naturally sought
she 11aturally
pastor for counsel and sympathy.
sought her pastor
husband's
suffering
course was
the
her
husband's
terms
was
set forth in strong
suffering
strong
during these
these years
It now
now appears
years Mrs.
appears that during
Beecher, and in July,
strongly attached to Mr. Beecher,
Tilton became strongly
July,

causing
causing her.

1870, confessed
1870,

overshadowing affection
an overshadowing
affection for
to her husband an

pastor.
her pastor.
1870, Mrs. Tilton sepaor about the 10th of December,
On or
December, 1870,
sepamother's
husband, going
rated from her husband,
going with her children to her mother's
visiting her she
Beecher, and on
on his visiting
She sent for Mr. Beecher,
sufferings and the abuse which
a statement of her sufferings
made to him a

house.

she had received at the hands of her husband,
husband, which greatly
greatly

shocked Mr. Beecher.
send to

He

permission to
asked and received permission

Mrs. Tilton his wife,
wife, whose judgment
judgment in such matters

own.
he considered better than his own.

advising
advising

Subsequently
Subsequently he agreed
agreed in

it was
was desirable that Mrs. Tilton
with his wife that it

should separate
separate from her husband.

Tilton, however,
however, subMr. Tilton,

sequently
by sending
sending for
his house by
sequently forced his wife to return to his
possession of the youngest
and obtaining
obtaining possession
youngest child,
was sick
child, who was
croup, during
during Mrs. Tilton's
temporary absence from
with the croup,
Tilton's temporary
mother's house.
She suffered a
her mother's
a miscarriage
day
miscarriage the next day
on the 24th,
after her return,
return, on
illness,
which
in a
a serious illness,
resulted
24th,

continuing
January, her physician
lst of January,
continuing until after the 1st
being
physician being
daily attendance on
on her from the
in daily
t-he 24th to the 30th of December, inclusive.
ber,

Early
Early

in

December this
this year,
year, owing
owing

to the

change in Mr. Tilton's
marked change
Tilton's religious
views, Mr.
religious and social views,
Bowen felt
felt constrained to give
give him notice that his services as
editor of the Independent
Independent would terminate at
a
ata

notice.

day named
day

in the

Subsequently to this
this notice,
on or about the 20th
notice, and on
Subsequently

of December,
December, Mr. Bowen had entered into a contract with Mr.
Tilton,
Tilton,

was
by
by which he was

to be editor of the

Brooklyn Daily
Daily
Brooklyn

Independent, for five years;
years;
Union and chief contributor of the Independent,
T
days after making
but within a few days
making this contract Mr. Bow
en
Bowen

/
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received such information of Tilton's
immorality as alarmed
Tilton's immorality
him, and led to an
an interview between himself, Tilton and Oliver
him,
himseli

Johnson, at the house of Bowen,
Bowen, on
on the 26th day
December,
Johnson,
day of December,
1870.
At this interview Mr. Tilton sought
sought to retain his place
place
and Bowen
Bowen's's confidence by
by oiiering
offering to join
an attack
_join Bowen in an

Beech er.
on Mr. Beecher.
This interview
inte1'viev resulted in the insolent
insoleut letter
letter which Mr. Tilsigned on
ton wrote and signed
on the 27th of December,
December, demanding
demanding that

on

Mr. Beecher leave Plymouth
Brooklyn.
That
Plymouth pulpit
pulpit and Brooklyn.
Mr.
Bowen,
on
his
evening
way
on
home,
this
delivered
letter
to
letter
Boven,
evening
way home,
Beecher, on
Mr. Beecher,
Mr. Beecher.
on reading it, expressed his astonreading it, expressed
receipt of such a
ishment at the receipt
a

Mr. Bowen then derided the

letter, and denounced
lette1',

its
its

author.

some account
letter, and gave
gave him some
of the reasons
reasons why
why he had reduced Tilton from the editorship
editorship

letter,

Independent to the subordinate position
of the Independent
position of contributor,
contributor,
saying
saying

Tilton's religious
religious and social views were
that Mr. Tilton's
were ruining
ruining

paper, and.
now considering
the paper,
vas now
and_ that he was
considering whether he could
consistently
retain
him
Brooklyn Union or
editor
as
of the Brooklyn
consistently

chief contributor of the Independent.
Imlependeizt.
time, Mr. Bowen wishing
Mr.
r.
time,
wishing M
freely given.
said
Mr.
Beecher
freely
given.

They
for some
some
They conversed for

Beecher's
Beecher's opinion,
opinion, which was
was

how Mr. Bowen
he did not see hov

could retain his relations with l[r.
Mr. Tilton.

Mr. Beecher spoke
spoke
lIr.

strongly of the threatening
letter and the revelation he had just
strongly
threatening letter
just

had

concerning
concerning

Tilton's domestic affairs.
Tilton's
affairs.

Tilton's
letter, and said
Tilton's threatening
threatening letter,

Mr. Bowen read

if trouble came
that if
came he

would stand by
comseems that Mr. Bowen comby Mr. Beecher. It seems
Tilton, on
municated to Mr. Tilton,
on the following day,
following day, the conversation
Mr.
had with Mr. Beecher and his intention to stand by
by him. lIr.
had
no
doubt
Tilton
lost
though
have
he
no
that
would
lost
Beecher,
Beecher, though
that
influence
was
decisive,
precipitated
saw
his
was
and
saw
his place,
decisive,
precipitated
place,
It now
now appears
overthrov.
Tilton's
Tilton's overthrow.
appears that on the 29th of Decemhaving learned the advice Mr. Beecher
ber,
1870, Mr. Tilton having
ber, 1870,
and
which was
was likely to bring him face to
Bowen,
gave
likely
bring
gave Mr. Bowen,
face with loss of place
wife, then
position, extorted from his wife,
place and position,
Mr.
implicating
Beecher
document
Beechermiscarriage,
a
ill of miscarriage,
ill
lying
implicating
lying
pastor, and accusing
evincing her love for her pastor,
a.
a document evincing
accusing him
an improper
solicitation.
of having
improper solicitation.
having made an

On the following
following

—

:
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he sent Moulton to Beecher,
Beecher, requesting
requesting an
an interview with

Moulton's house that evening.
Mr. Beecher at Moulton's
evening.
accordingly met Tilton at Moulton's
Moulton's house.
accordingly

Mr. Beecher

Tilton received

his hand,
him with aa memorandum in his
charge
hand, and proceeded
proceeded to charge
being unfriendly
him,
Mr. Beecher with being
to
seeking
with
him,
unfriendly
seeking his
spreading injurious
downfall, spreading
injurious rumors
rumors about him,
undermining
downfall,
him, undermining
him,
wen to dismiss him,
Bowen
his
him, and advising
advising Bo
him, injuring
injuring him in his
family
joining his (Tilton's)
in prorelations, joining
family relations,
pro(Tilton's) mother-in-law in
ducing discord in the house;
separation;
a
alienating
ducing
house; advising
advising separation; alienating
his wife's
wife's affection from him,
him, with gaining
gaining her love

more than
more
any
living
being,
with
corrupting
nature,
with
teachher
moral
any living being,
nature,
corrupting
ing
her
to
be
insincere,
lying
and
hypocritical,
and
ended
by
ing
insinccre, lying
hypocritical,
by

charging
charging
produced
produced

that he made wicked proposals
proposals to her.

Tilton then

a written paper
paper purporting
purporting to
to be a memorandum of a
previous, to him by
wife, of her
confession made,
July previous,
by his wife,
made, in July

love for Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, and that he had made proposals
proposals to her
of an impure
impure nature.

Mr. Tilton,
in the 22d subdivision of his statement before
Tilton, in
referring in time to December,
the committee,
December, 1870,
committee, referring
1870, states his

grievance and
grievance

complaint of Mr. Beecher touching
cause of complaint
touching

Tilton's
Tilton's business relations with

Mr. Bowen in these words
words:

"That he (Mr.
participated in a conspiracy
conspiracy to
"That
(Mr. Beecher)
Beecher) then participated
degrade
public
by loss
loss of
"place,
of place,
degrade Theodore Tilton before the public-by
on the 29th ,day
business, cmd
is clear that on
day of
and repute."
repute."
It is
business,

December, when the so-called memorandum of confession was
was
December,
inciting
cause
procured
of
step
chief
that
Mrs.
Tilton,
from
the
Tilton,
inciting
step
procured
Tilton's
part was
was his belief that Mr. Beecher had caused
Tilton's part
him "
loss of
business, and repute."
"loss
place,
of place, business,
repute."
impure proposals
Mr. Beecher says
fell upon
upon
says this charge
charge of impure
proposals fell

on
on

him like

a
a

thunderbolt.

Could it
possible that Mrs. Tilton,
it be possible
Tilton,

regarded as the type
type of so much moral goodness,
whom he had regarded
goodness,
should have made such false
false and atrocious statements? Tilton
requested Mr. Beecher to repair
his house,
repair to his
house, where Elizabeth
requested
was wait-ing
waiting for him,
lips the truth of the
was
him, and learn from her lips
Was had,
stories
stories in so far as they
had,
they concerned her. The interview was
charges of Mrs. Tilton,
and resulted in a written retraction of
of' the charges
Tilton,
postscript to the rewho seemed in great
great distress.
distress. In a sort of postscript
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traction she denied explicitly
explicitly that Mr. Beecher had ever offered

solicitations
any
any improper
improper solicitations

her, that being
to her,
being the only
only

charge
charge made

statement about the
the confession
by
Tilton, or referred
referred to in the StClf61'll@71if
confession in
by Tilton,
On the next evening
Beecher's
July.
July.
evening Moulton called at Mr. Beeche1"s
house, and went
up into his bedroom. He said that he and
Went up
house,
given the retraction.
Tilton had learned that Mrs. Tilton had given
said
was unfriendly, and would
the
act
was
and
He expostulated
unfriendly,
expostulated
already recanted
matters, and that Mrs. Tilton had already
not mend matters,
destroyed
That Tilton had already
his wif`e's
wife's
the retraction.
already destroyed his

Moulton claimed that Mr. Beecher
of' confession.
paper
paper of
difficulties could be settled without
all difiiculties
had acted unfairly.
unfairly. That all
first
first

papers,

it up.
give it
Moulsuch papers, and that Mr. Beecher ought
ought to give
up.
He
made
no verbal
no
ton was
was under great apparent excitement.
great apparent

threats,
threats,

it on
on the bureau near
laid it
displayed a pistol
near
but displayed
pistol and laid

which he stood.

after a few
given to him,
The paper
was given
him, and after
paper was
that
this
at
It is
this juncis an amazing pity
amazing pity
junc-

left.
moments'
moments' talk
tall; he left.

over to the police.
police. It would have
was not handed over
ture Moulton was
followed, which is
is deeply deplored.
saved much that followed,
deeply dep_lored.
was boundless.
Beecher's
distress at the situation was
Beecher's distress

peril
peril of

being
being

even
even falsely
falsely accused.

much that had occurred.
impending
impending
affection

He

Mr.
l/Ir.

He saw the

He blamed himself for
for

could not tell
tell how much of the

trouble could be attributed to Mrs. Tilton's
Tilton's undue

for
for

him, which
him,

it
it

was his duty
was
duty

to

have repressed.
.repressed.

" to avoid a public accusation and
desire," he says,
My earnest desire,"
says, "to
"My
public
it, and which have
the evils which must necessarily
necessarily flow from it,

"

now
now

resulted from

it,
it,

has been one
one of
of' the leading
leading motives that

explain my
these four years
years in this matter."
matter."
explain
my action during
during those
in a
was in
While
a morbid condition of'
Vhile he was
of mind,
mind, produced by these
must

produced by
difficulties, Moulton again called on
distressing difficulties,
manon him. His mandistressing
again
was kind and conciliatory.
ner was
ner
conciliatory.
He professed,
however, to beprofessed, however,

lieve that Mr. Beecher had been seeking
Tilton's downfall ;; had
seeking Tilton's
leagued
against him,
him, and by
leagued with Mr. Bowen against
by his advice had
near destroying
come near
Tilton's family.
expressed
destroying Tilton's
family. Mr. Beecher expressed
come
many
and
strong
regrets
at
the
misfortunes
family.
misf`ortunes
of'
that
of
many
strong regrets
family.

Moulton caught
caught up
up some
some of
of' these expressions
expressions and Wrote
wrote them
down,
saying
if
no
down, saying that if Tilton could see them there would be no
trouble in procuring
reconciliation.
procuring a reconciliation.

is
paper, which is
This paper,
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was intrusted by
by Mr. Beecher to Moul1871, was
dated January
1, 1871,
January 1,
reading
it, nor
it read to him.
was
keeping
nor was
it
without
This
it,
keeping
reading

ton's
ton's

" the apology," and sometimes "
the
paper, sometimes called "the
"the
apology,"
paper,

proper sense
sense Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's production,
production, or
is in no
no proper
or
confession/'
confession," is
man will believe,
No man
No
report of what he said.
for
ina correct report
a
believe,
" I humble myself before him
said: "I
stance, that Mr. Beecher said
stance,
myself
before
my
God."
sentence "Her
(Tilton)
as
I
do
"Her
before*my God." Another sentence:
(Tilton)
:

:

forgiveness
forgiveness

I have."

it was
was not said,
said, nor
Mr. Beecher states it
nor

it.
the semblance of it.

question arises in this connecPausing here,
very important
connechere,aa very
important question
Pausing
declares
It
To what does the apology
refer?
TilMrs.
apology
it refers to adultery, which
guiltless,"
and
yet
says
Tilton
it
ton "
says
yet
"guiltless,"
adultery,
Without now
now considering
lvithout
Mr. Beecher denies.
considering the weight
weight of
respective parties
are
are
entitled
where
credit to which the respective
there is
is
parties
believe,
them,
we
conflict
between
propose
we
and
to
show from
a conflict
them,
believe,
propose
original charge
was improper advances,
the evidence,
evidence, that the original
charge was
improper advances,
conspiracy deepened,
deepened, it
it was
and that as time passed,
was
passed, and the conspiracy
into
adultery.
enlarged
ihto
enlarged
adultery.
importance of this is
is apparent.
if the charge
charge
The importance
apparent. Because if
then
and
has been so changed,
both
are
conTilton
Moulton
are
changed,
fraud,
spirators,
vile
which
necessarily
and
of
a
a
ends
convicted
fraud,
spirators,
necessarily
controversy.
What is
is the proof that the
"That
in this controversy.
their influence in
proof
is said that it
charge in the first
first instance was
it
was adultery ?
adultery? It is
charge
was,
Tilton, in his
was, and that the memorandum in the hands of Tilton,
But this is
is denied by
effect.
wife's handwriting,
was to such effect.
handwriting, was
Wife's
by
tion.

paper is
is not
Tilton, and the written
Mr. Beecher and l1rs.
Mrs. Tilton,
both lIr.
Written paper
is said further that Mr. Beecher confessed the
It is

produced.
produced.

fact
fact of adultery.

adultery.

But

again,
this, again,

this,

is
is denied

him, and
by him,
by

such

alleged
is inconsistent with the retraction he received
alleged confession is

evening from Mrs. Tilton.
that evening

If he had confessed,
confessed, what ser-

Why procure
all it,
if, as
one at all
Vhy
procure one
alleged, Mr. Beecher had that evening
adultery
confessed
alleged,
evening
adultery to
Moulton, or to either
either?
Tilton and Moulton,
charge
? What,
was
was
the charge
then,
'Vhat, then,
of
preferred
on
evening
December
on
the
It
answer:
30?
We
answer:
We
preferred
evening
was improper
of
improper advances,
which,
course,
Mr.
Beecher
denied.
advances, which,
course,
Vhat
What occurred in the matter of retraction that evening,
all
evening, and all
the subsequent
subsequent conversations,
acts,
and
letters
of
the
various
letters
conversations, acts,
vice could the retraction render?
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in dealing
the scandal,
persons directly
directly concerned in
dealing with the
scandal, are conpersons
this viev,
sistent
with no
'no other.
The retraction
sistent with this
view, and with
retraction proother.
procured referred
ref`erred to improper
and
to
it
advances,
else.
Ts
to
nothing
else.
it
Is
improper advances,
nothing

if the
the main offence
offence had been charged,
likely, if

charged, Mr.

likely,

Beecher would

have been satisfied
ofa
satisfied with anything
anything short of
a retraction
retraction of that?

There is
is a

sort of
of' postscript
the
postscript to the

in which the
the
retraction,
retraction, in
is explicitly
charge of improper
improper advances is
explicitly denied-thus
denied
thus showing,
showing,
charge
we
this was
vas the charge that
we submit,
was in
in the mind ot'
of
submit, that this
charge that was
But
both Mrs. Tilton and Mr. Beecher,
no
other
offence.
and
no
offence.
Beecher,
last fbur
Tilton, in
four years,
look further: Mr. Tilton,
in the last
years, has many
many times
in
that
the
was
the lesser
verbally
and
writing,
charge
s.iid,
in
that
was
lesser
said, verbally
charge
writing,
is
that
ofifenee.
This
under
the
rule
where
a
comimportant
offence.
is important
rule that
comand
different
inconsistent statements of the
plainant
plainant has made different
is damaged,
offence
damaged, and in
in most cases
alleges, his credibility
offence he alleges,
credibility is
of
the
offence
In
the
written
statement
shovn
the
offence
shown to
destroyed.
destroyed.
vhich was
Dr. Storrs b_y
was made in
in Mrs.
by Tilton and Carpenter,
Carpenter, which
husband, who
handwriting, under the demand of her husband,
Tilton's
Tilton's handwriting,
dictated the precise
says he dictated
offence, the
characterizing the offence,
precise words characterizing
says
This
statement
Mrs.
Tilton
proposal.
was
an
impure
an
charge was
impure proposal.
charge
she
it
as
false
when
signed,
false
protested
says
retracted,
signed,
retracted, and says
protested against
against it
told him so. Dr. Storrs,
in
Storrs, in
and afterwards saw Dr. Storrs and told
committee, confirms the retraction. In the
a letter
letter to the committee,
"the true
prepared by
manuscript
Tilton, which he called "the
by Tilton,
manuscript prepared
This
advances.
was
stated
to be improper
was
olience
offence
the
story/'
improper
story,"
reading to newspaper
in the habit of reading
story" Tilton was in
"true
"true story
newspaper
seem,
it would seem,
others, without,
friends, and to others,
men, personal
without, it
men,
personal friends,
he
professed
hov
anxious
how
considering
discrimination, considering
much discrimination,
professed to

—

"

testifies that he
Mr. Belcher testifies
his secret.
be not to make known his
publicaafter the publicatV0 weeks after
ferry-boat about two
met Tilton on the ferry-boat

Woodhull scandal,
scandal, and they
of the Voodhull
tion ofthe
they talked the matter over.
non-committal,
was at first
first mysterious
He says
says that Tilton was
mysterious and non-committal,
his
in Brooklyn
their way
but on their
Brooklyn Tilton invited him into his
vay home in
Belcher,
Mr.
to
"true
was
exhibited
the
"true
story"
was
where
Belcher,
house,
story"
house,
until midlasted until
which lasted
was had vhich
and a
a prolonged conversation was

prolonged

all this
said or hinted by
was said
during all
this not one
one word was
by
night
night;; and during
OH
On
adultery.
Tilton that he believed Beecher had committed adultery.
'

v'
llc
s
mtl
his wife
contrary, he asserted his unshaken confidence in his
the contrary,
'

'

o

!
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improper solicitation,
only of the improper
solicitation.
purity,
complained only
purity, and complained

Ex-

is one
one of our
Belcher, is
our wellwho, like Mr. Belcher,
Supervisor Harmon,
Harmon, who,
Supervisor

reputable citizens,
known and reputable
citizens,

testifies to
testifies

substantially
substantially the

charge.
Til ton as to the nature of the charge.
experience with Tilton
experience

same
same
Mr.

testifies not only
Harmon goes
only that Tilton read to
further, and testifies
goes further,
was
there
was no allegation
in
which
him the "true
"true story,"
allegation of
story,"
first interview
his first
but that Tilton described to him his
December
30, and then inwith Mr. Beecher on
on the evening
30,
evening of
charged Mr. Beecher
formed Mr. Harmon that he at that time charged

adultery,
adultery,

explicitly
Mr. Harmon explicitly
which were numerous,
numerous, with

improper advances.
with the offence of improper
all his conversations,
states that in all
conversations,

years, he at
Tilton for
more than two years,
for more
complained.
as the offence of which he complained.

no time alleged
alleged adultery
adultery

no

The testimony
testimony before the committee shows similar

statements

a recent period.
by
by Tilton to various other persons
period.
persons up
up to within a
during four
The further fact that Tilton treated the matter during

years
an offence which could be properly apologized for
years as an
properly apologized for and
is
its present
forgiven
is wholly inconsistent with the charge in its
forgiven
wholly
present
charge

form.

Tilton,
Tilton,

in

lstatement, complains
complains

his
his written statement,

"
his (Tilton's)
Beecher "abused
(Tilton's) forgiveness/'
abused his
forgiveness."

case
case

that Mr.

It is
is believed no
no

of adultery
on record can
can be produced
an injured
injured
adultery on
produced where an

upon learning
learning of his wife's
husband upon
wife's infidelity
kept the fact to
infidelity kept
himself for
six
months,
and
then,
for
after private
private complaint
months,
then, after
complaint to the
receives and accepts
apology for the offence,
accepts an apology
offence,
and declares it
it forgiven
and this
this followed by
by a restoration of
forgiven-and
the courtesies of friendship.
friendship.
All this,
this, and other considerations
considerations
to be hereafter referred to,
to, show that in no
no event could fthe
the ofoffence have been the crime of adultery.
It
might
adultery.
might have been the

offending party,
offending
party,

charge of the
charge

—

lesser offence,
offence, but it
it is
is not conceivable that Tilton,
Tilton,

in view of his conduct,
conduct, believed even that.

Still further,
further, that
Still

the so-called
so-called apology
was not for the main offence Tilton himapology was
self in his cross-examination clearly proves. Mark his words
Words!

clearly proves.
says that the day
day after it
it was
was procured
was in Moulton's
lIoulton's
says
procured he was
room
room and there met Mr. Beecher, when the following scene
Beecher,
following
"
occurred
He (Beecher) burst out in an
occurred:
"He
an expression of great
He

:

(Beecher)

expression

great

sorrow to me,
me, and said he hoped
hoped the communication which he
had sent me
me by
Moulton
Mr.
was satisfactory to me.
was
by
satisfactory rue. He then
27
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and there 'told
told Mr. Moulton'
Moulton' he had done wrong
wrong; not so much
as
some others had (referring
as some
(rcferring to his wife,
wife, who had made statements
to Mr.
.Mn Bowen that ought
unmade);; and he there volunteered
ought to be unmade)
'

;

to

write

a
Mr. Bowen
a letter
letter to ]lIr.
concerning the facts
.Bowen concerning
_#Lots which he had
is clear light as to what the apology does not
Here is
light

misstated."
an'isstated."

apology

disposes of the apology
It disposes
apology forever as a paper
paper referring
referring
adultery.
to adultery.
It rcters
refers to nothing of the kind.
1£ the wrong
lf
nothing
wrong
done to which Mr. Beecher refers was
was adultery, how could these
refer to.

adultery,

"
He had done wrong
"He
; not so
so
wrong;
The absurdity
ot' such a claim is clear.
absurdity of

words
Words be used in reference

much

"
as some
some others " f
?

to

it,
it,

Those words and the apology
are susceptible
one conconapology are
susceptible of but one
They
refer,
as
Beecher
Mr.
says,
to
his
deep
regret
They refer,
says,

struction.

deep regret

for statements which he and his wife had, under certain
inforcertain-inf`orhad,

mation a
a few days
days before,
Bowen, which led him
hirn
before, made to Mr. Bowen,
a purpose
to execute a
purpose already
already entertained of removing Tilton

removing

Brooklyn Union
from the
the Brooklyn
(Lzion and the Independent.
appears
Lzdependent. It appears
also that the next day
Mr.
Beecher*
did
Beecher
the
letter
write
to Mr.
letter
day

Bowen which Tilton

says
write, and which
says he volunteered to write,

referred to Tilton's
Tilton's business troubles
troubles with Bowen.

Next consider lIoulton's
Moul ton's course
course with a
a view of still
still further
testing
was in
in his mind as well as
as in Tilton's
Tilton's as to the
testing what was
character of the offence.
If Moulton understood the charge
charge to
be adultery,
is entitled to the credit of the invention or
or
adultery, then he is
discovery that this crime could be the subject
subject of an
an apology,
discovery
apology,

and a
a ready
forgiveness and reconciliation on
on the part of the
ready forgiveness
part
did not
offender and the injured
Moulton
husband.
That
injured
offender
by
is
is
shown
believe or understand that the offence was
was adultery
adultery
by
the same
same class of evidence that has been cited in reference to
Tilton.

adultery.
adultery.

was no
no
He repeatedly
repeatedly declared to many
He
persons there was
many persons
setting
Fortunately
writing
in
we
have
statement
a
in writing setting
a
Fortunately we

Moul ton's estimate of the nature of the offence.
forth Moulton's
Mr. Beecher wrote
a letter dated June
hir.
Wrote a
which, among
in which,
things, he
among other things,

1873,
1, 1873,
1,

to Moulton

Tilton's threatcomplains of Tilton's
complains

ening
conduct, and declares his purpose
ening and inconsistent conduct,
purpose to
Tilton
who,
in
trying
to
satisfy
waste
no more
Waste no
more energy
Who, at this
energy
trying
satisfy
publication
tripartite
complaining
the
time,
was
of
of
the
was
time,
tripartite agreeagreecomplaining
publication
ment, so-called.
ment,

says,
In this letter Mr. Beecher says,

"My mind
"My

l
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not in
in haste;
for the public
shall write for
haste; I shall
public a

am

am

that will
will bear the light
ot' the
statement that
light of
will take care of

me and mine."
mine."

me

God

judgment
day.
_judgment day.

These are not the words of a

Moulton replies.
replies, on the same
same day.
day. Publicity
Publicity
no part of his profound policy, and he hastens to object.
was no
,profound policy,
part
object.
first he writes these words,
"If
words, "
At first
If the truth must be spoken,
spoken,
I know you
be.
if the whole case was publet it
it be.
publet
you can stand if
to-morrow."
this might
Apparently fearing
might rather tend
lished to-morrow."
Apparently
fearing this
publish the whole case than otherto determine Mr. Beecher to publish
and
other lines
he
these
lines with a
crossed
out
pencil and
wise,
a pencil
wise,

guilty
guilty mind.
was

In this new
effort on
new eiibrt
on the same
same paper
paper these
if the whole case were
"You can
can stand if
words occur: "You
were published
published

anew.
commenced anew.
to-morrow."
to-morrow."

Moulton

was
was

The

right.
right.

pity
pity

that

is
is

Mr.

more
publish forthwith,
Beecher did not publish
forthwith, and so become once more

free
free

and end the machinations of Tilton and the mutual friend.
friend.

else they
These two,
two, whatever else
they wanted or designed,
designed, did not
publicity.
believe their purposes
purposes would be then subserved by
by publicity.
kindly.
soon became gracious
gracious and kindly.
But what shall be
Tilton soon
now asserts for the first
first time that adultery
said of Moulton,
Moulton, who nov
adultery
'

offence?
was the ofi`ence?

was

it possible
possible this
Is it

man
man

is so low in his moral
is

ot' the gospel,
perceptions
gospel, and that
perceptions as to believe that a11 minister of
too of

"
Church, could "
stand"
"stand
his church and
Plymouth
before his
Plymouth Church,

world against
against the crime of adultery?
the World
adultery?

says
Tilton says
was possessed
his wife was
possessed of the idea that adultery
adultery with her pastor
pastor
all
was all

was

right,
right,

and no
no sin.
sin.

No.

That she did not discover her mis-

Paul, but Griffith Gaunt.
take from reading
reading Saint Paul,

But

we
we

this hallucination had reached and
andc tainted
no evidence that this
have no
the diplomatic
diplomatic mind of Moulton.

It is
is right
right that

we should

we

we do not believe the sinless character of adultery
say
adultery
say here that we
even known to Mrs. Tilton,
except
was a dogma believed in or even
was
Tilton, except
dogma
Voodhull school,
perhaps
school, of which her husperhaps as aa notion of the "Woodhull
shining
a disciple
band had become a
disciple and shining
sympathy.
no sympathy.
she had no

light, and

light,

with which

'

A

fair conclusion to be drawn from Moulton's
Moulton's
one fair
is but one
There is

letter of June 1

to

Mr. Beecher.

He knew that Mr. Beecher

impure advances,
advances, and that he
falsely accused of impure
had been falsely
suppress the scandal.
desired in his inmost soul to suppress

if the
Yet if
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simple
simple
said
he said

truth were published
"stand."
truth
published he could "stand."

Whatever Moulton may
may say
say
has been excited
certain
excited by
is
by certain exposures,
exposures, is

He

so.

now

n0v

Knowing this,
Knowing
this,

now, since
since his
his malice
now,

of little
of
little consequence.
consequence.
openly stands with Tilton,
Tilton, where he has secretly
secretly been
openly

from the beginning.
beginning.

We

Ve claim,
in view of these
claim, therefore,
these
therefore, in
facts
facts and circumstances,
circumstances, that
that the
the original
charge
of
impure
original charge
impure
advances, false
false though
though it
it was,
was, has been dropped
these acdropped by
by these
advances,
this late
cusers, and adultery
late day
substituted as an
cusers,
adultery at this
day has been substituted

We brand this
this performance
after-thought.
performance as a fraud that
that
after-thought.
all
to
end
as
to
the innocence of Mr. Beecher.
all controversy
controversy
ought
the
ought
the 'narrative
'narrative a little
Pursuing
little further
find Moulton,
further we
we find
Pursuing the
Moulton, who
first
friend after
appeared as Tilton's
Tilton's friend
first appeared
the so-called
after procuring
so-called
procuring the
friend
apology,
quietly
becoming
the
of
the
friend
both
the
parties
the
apology, quietly becoming
parties-the
mutual friend.
Mr. Moulton,
friend.
he
discloses
his
character
in
as
discloses
his
in
Moulton,
these proceedings,
a
these
appears
to
very
with
be
plausible
man,
more
proceedings, appears
very plausible man,
will than conscience.
vigor
conscience. One thing
thing is
is unfortunately
clear,
vigor of will
unfortunately clear,

—

that from this
obtain and hold the conthis time on he contrived to obtain
in his
fidence of Mr. Beecher both in
his ability
ability and purpose
purpose to keep
keep
was certainly
There was
room for
for an
an
certainly room

faith.
the peace
good faith.
the
in good
peace in
honest peacemaker.
peacemaker.

Mr. Beecher knew he had been falsely
falsely ac-

offence, and that a reputable
reputable
cused of an impure
impure offence,

woman
woman by
by
means had been induced to make the accusation. It
some means
is
It is
its force
force was
in a
withdrawn, and its
charge had been withdrawn,
true the charge
was in

some

sense

broken.

Still
fact remained;
remained ; he had been accused.
Still the fact

naturally felt
felt that the situation was
Mr. Beecher naturally
was critical.
critical.

For him,
fame, to be even falsely
falsely
him, a clergyman
clergyman of world-wide fame,
calamity.
accused was a calamity.

publicity would
prevent publicity
To prevent

save

a

—

light of results
He felt--and
felt
and in
results may
in the light
may
?
of
public
charge
he
?-that
right
that
such an ofofwas
a
we not say
say
public charge
right
it
in
letter
Moulton
his
letter
lIoulton
of
he
expressed
it
in
his
to
as
fence would,
would,
expressed

still
still

greater calamity.
calamity.
greater

—

"make
make a conflagration."
February
5, "
conflagration." For reasons of malice
February 5,
it became apparent
was preparing
revenge it
and revenge
apparent that Tilton was
preparing to
This, Mr. Beecher believed,
deadly assault upon
upon him. This,
make a deadly
_make
believed,
prevent by
all possible
duty to prevent
was his supreme
by all
supreme duty
possible honorable
Tilton's
deprecate
Til
ton's purpose,
purpose, and
to
Moulton professed
deprecate
professed
if Mr. Beecher would trust to him he could and would
declared if
a series
series of letters
began a
now began
letters and steps
steps
it. And so now
prevent it.
prevent

it was
it

means.

;
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the diplomatic
diplomatic mutual friend,
friend,
the direction
direction and advice of the
under the
Beecher
the
for
their
believed,
the
suppression
Mr.
as
object,
having
believed,
suppression
having for their object,

of the
in some
some measure,
if practicapracticathe restoration,
the scandal and the
restoration, in
measure, it'
employment.
position and employment.
ble,
ble, of Tilton to position

the means employed
In passing
employed to secure these
these
judgment upon
passing _judgment
upon the
four years
that all
it is
all through
these four
through these
fair to remember that
it
is fair
years

results,
results,

lIr. Beecher was
performing great
was performing
Mr.
labors, and had more and
great labors,
his
period ot'
of his
upon him than at any
greater
greater responsibilities
responsibilities upon
any other period
"
said;: "
matters
life.
me.
Moulton said
Leave these disagreeable
to
life.
disagreeable

will see that
that Tilton acts right.
I will
right.

will keep
in control.
I will
keep him in

in certain
is threatening
It
certain moods he is
is true,
true, in
It is
threatening and unjust.
unjust. But
is kind and reasonable."
As time passed
reasonable."
he soon recovers and is
passed

it was evident that Tilton was most troublesome when he
along
along it

The reference in
affairs.
in business affairs.
unprosperous in
was unprosperous
iu his
his
"'
business"
is
loss oi'
business"
of peace
and
is
statement to " loss
significant.
peace
significant. At
indicated
in
his letlettimes Mr. Beecher became discouraged,
as
in his
discouraged,
ters to

Moulton.
Moultou.

Much has been said,
justice, of the exsaid, and not without some justice,
traordinary
r. Beecher's
Beecher's letters.
of M
Mr.
letters.
traordinary words and tenor of'
interpreting
interpreting

in
But in

these letters
letters it
it must be remembered:
that
remembered First,
First, that
:

Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, under the excitement of deep
deep feeling,
strong
feeling, uses strong
words and emotional expressions.
expressions.

is and always
This is
always has been
marked quality
in
this
sore trouble he
quality of his
his mind.
Second,
in
this
Second,
was dealing
dealing with Tilton,
Tilton, who had shown himself at times fickle,
fickle,

a

malicious,
In the light
light of these
malicious, revengeful
revengetiil and mercenary.
mercenary.
facts
is not a letter
facts there is
letter from Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, nor an act of his,
his,

however ill
ill judged,
anxiety and
judged, through
years of anxiety
through these four years
grief, that cannot he
the plain
be accounted for
for upon
upon the
plain theory
theory that he
grief,
was fighting
fighting to suppress
suppress an outrageous
consisted
outrageous scandal which consisted
of a false
false accusation against
him
a
made
by
a
reputable
woman;
against
by reputable woman
and further,
further, that he was
was endeavoring to help a man
endeavoring
help man whom he
felt
felt he had unduly
unduly injured
in business matters upon
upon representainjured in
representations which he was
was afterwards made to believe, chiefly by Moulbelieve, chiefly by
ton,
were not well-founded.
ton, were

The statement of this
this branch of'
of the

case would not be

friendship
Tilton, which began
fi-iendsliip for Mrs. Tilton,
began in

comcom-

warm
her early
early womanwoman-

plete
reference to the fact
tact that Mr. Beecher had a
plete without ref`erence

warm
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hood,
reciprocating this friendship,
began,
Tilton, reciprocating
hood, and that Mrs. Tilton,
friendship, began,
came on,
her domestic troubles came
more than ever
ever to
ou, to look more

as
as

Mr. Beecher for sympathy
sympathy and advice.

feeling on
That this feeling
on

Tilton's part
part became,
strong as
Mrs. Tilton's
became, under the circumstances,
circumstances, so strong
influence
that
belongs
to diminish the proper
inllnence
every
good
to
proper
belongs
every good

husband is
is not unlikely.
unlikely.
events, and especially
especially in December,
In the course
course of events,
1870,
December, 1870,
Mr. Beecher received the impression
impression from Tilton and Moulton
Mrs. Til
estranged lIrs.
ton's affections from her husband.
Tiltou's
that he had estranged

The possibility
possibility that such

a
as this might
a. fact as
might be added to the

resting upon
responsibilities then resting
upon Mr. Beecher constituted,
constituted, as
his
expressed it
in
letter
of
he expressed
February
in
one of
part, one
it
letter
February 5,
5,

responsibilities

part,

" the environments that surrounded him."
"the
him."
occasion of deep
deep grief
grief and anguish.
anguish.
the owasion

This was
was to him

Mr. Beecher conceived

—

that possibly
he, the strong
strong
in his duty
possibly he had been derelict in
duty-he,

—

pastor
man
in
man and pastor-in

not repressing
once any
afiection
repressing at once
any undue affection
was
for him on
on the part of this distressed Christian woman
woman who was
part

yearning
yearning for sympathy
sympathy that she found not in her

own household.

own

our regret at two errors into
we cannot but express
And we
express our
regret

which it
it is
apparent Mr. Beecher fell.
is apparent
fell.
appalling disaster which seemed
While we
recognize the appalling
we recognize
Vhile
by a
a professedly
imminent when he was
was confronted by
professcdly injured
injured
impure
of
wife of an
the
part
on
of'
his
an
husband,
with
charge
on
a
vith
husband,
impure
part
a-charge
disaster which threatened to brand
a
proposal
from
her
him
her-a
to
proposal

—

through years
years of public
with infamy
name which,
which, through
public service as
infarny aa name
maintained
the most
philanthropist
God, had
philanthropist and minister of God,

—

an
yet we
esteem
we feel
feel that in an
world's esteem--yet
honored place
place in the world's
justly
work,
might
hour of
of' such demoralization as this calamity
work,
calamity mightjustly

men of
men
counsel
of a.
a
the
rely
upon
than
rather
own brotherhood,
brotherhood,
rely upon
the
character,
as
whose
little,
and
so
man
of
whom
he
knew
so
man
little,
character,
misjudged.
so sadly
sequel proved,
proved, he so
sadly mis_jndged.
sequel
Beecher's own
ovn statement,
is also apparent,
And it
it is
statement,
apparent, from Mr. Bcecher's

sought counsel from Christian
the pastor
pastor should have sought
his

ovn

V

vas plunged,
sorrow into which he was
in
in view of the profound
plunged, and
profound sorrow
feelings,
his
that
he had erred
to
expression which he gave
the expression
feelings,
gave
Mr.
family
the
with
relations
so closely
guarding so
his
in not guarding
fizmily of lIr.
closely

fear, in his
possibility for
tbr fear,
no possibility
Tilton that there could be no

own
own
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for him,
by Mrs. Tilton for
affection by
even, of an
mind even,
him,
an undue affection
his.
agency of his.
o* agency
through
friendship or
any heedless friendship
through any
in his
his statement before the committee,
Tilton, in
Mr. Tilton,
committee, speaks
speaks of
home."
"an ideal home." But
one of unusual harmony
his home as one
harmony-"an

—

appeared that it
it was
was anyclearly appeared
it clearly
upon
his cross-examination it
anyupon his
home.
harmonious
or
thing
happy
a
but
a
happy
thing

Tilton's
is material,
this is
The truth as to this
material, both as affecting
affecting Tilton's
Tilton
Tilt-on's
's domestic
character
of
Mrs.
the
showing
showing

credibility
credibility and as

life.
troubles, and the influences that reached her daily
daily life.
troubles,
accusing her
jealous
husband
painful testimony
Her painful
accusing
testimony reveals a jealous
influexerting a sensual influmen, and exerting
intidelities with different men,
of infidelities
ence upon
upon all.
ence
all. She declares that her husband had frequently
frequently
his dictation write,
or from his
compelled her,
her, when sick,
sick, to copy,
copy, or
write,
compelled
in
and,
her
confessions which she herself did not understand,
understand, and,
about.
little
little
At
times
he
despairing
of
mind,
cared
condition
mind,
despairing
ashamed
himself
up,
and
of
her, locked har
threatened her,
declared
her up,
was more
presence, when among
her presence,
more
society was
among friends whose society
attractive to him.
selfish
Her account reveals him full of selfish
exactions;
illness;
in her illness;
exactions; indifferent to her wants,
wants, neglectful
neglectful in
forcing disreputable
disreputable women
till
till
women into her society
she
sometimes
forcing
society

fled
fled

Mrs. Tilton
for peace
peace to the graves
graves of her children.
declares he did not hesitate to avow
right to commit adultery
avow his right
adultery
on
on

his lecturing
hc chose.
lecturing tours whenever he

and out,
out, we
find this
we Hnd

And yet,
yet, in season

man dribbling
dribbling out his charges
charges of dishonor

man

against his
is a dismal revelation from the "ideal
his wife.
This is
"ideal
against
"
home
but one
one cannot read it
it and believe it
possible that she
it possible
home-";
;

has invented this
this recital of her husband's
hnsband's character and life.
life.

This account of the domestic misery
misery of the Tilton family
is
family is
corroborated by
very
witnesses, and very
by the testimony
testimony of several witnesses,
fully
by
Miss
Elizabeth
A.
Turner,
is
who
now
twenty-three
is
now
fully by
Turner,
twenty-three
years of age,
was an
an inmate of the family
years
age, and was
family eight
years. This
eight years.
young
woman
is
woman
a
is
a
teacher
music
of
in
a
ladies'
seminary
a
ladies'
young
seminary in

Pennsylvania.
a person
is a
intelligence, and her
Pennsylvania. She is
person of unusual intelligence,
appearance
and
manner
before
manner
the committee impressed
all who
impressed all
appearance
heard her testify
testify that she was
was sincere and reliable, and well
reliable,
understood the facts
facts of which she was
was speaking.
speaking.

The condition of this family,
family, in connection with the distress-
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circumstances referred to,
history of
to, and that appear
appear in the history
one
one full of
of' peril,
peril,

ing
ing

difficulty, conspired
conspired to make the occasion
this difficulty,

Beecher, but to others whom he felt
not only
felt bound to
only to Mr. Beecher,
say nothing
of the great
protect
last moment,
great interests
moment, to say
nothing ofthe
protect to the last
Church,
interests
of
and
other
of
high
of' his beloved Plymouth
ot' high
Church,
Plymouth
if publicity
publicity should be
concern,
all of which must be involved,
involved, it'
concern, all
matter
scandalous
was seeking
seeking exfalse
and
that
was
the
given
to
given

frotn
pression from
pression
ton.

the heated and malicious mind of
of' Theodore Til-

Will innocent
Vill

men pay
pay black-mail?
black-mail ?

men

Will innocent men,
Vill
men,

fight as
as for their lives to suppress
clergymen, fight
an
and especially
suppress an
especially clergymen,
born of extortion,
even
it be horn
scandal,
even though it
falseinjurious
falsescandal,
though
extortion,
injurious

unhappily history
These are questions
questions that unhappily
history

revenge ?
hood, and revenge?
hood,

has too often answered in the affirmative.

is easy,
It is
easy,

now
now that

men Tilton and Moulton are,
of men
manner of'
we see
see what manner
we
are, to wonder
any interest of'
of his to their
that Mr. Beecher should intrust any
keeping.
keeping.

we
When
Vhen we

this sad story,
story,

look back upon
upon the record made by
by
upon the suffering
suffering
we
feel like visiting,
even upon
we feel
visiting, even

And this
our pastor, the severest censure.
head and heart of our
pastor,
him,
and
revere
and
love
that no
no
revere
know
we
we
him,

not the less
less because

is, we
might say,
man in all
is more
we might
say, beour land is
man
more beloved.
It is,
all our
cause he is
because in
in him centre so many
is so beloved
beloved-because
many and so
great
interests
of
church
and
humanity
because
of'
he
stands togreat
humanity-because

cause

—

—

day fhremost
foremost among
among men
eloquence and
men of master minds,
of' eloquence
minds, of
day
power,
no
that
we
would
him
uncertain
in
no
words for imwe
chide
power,
in
perilling so
so much and so often the precious
perilling
precious interests confided to
him by
unshalzen
we have unshaken
by the God who made him,
him, and who we
faith
faith to believe will deliver him from all
dangers.
all dangers.
The charge
easily preferred,
charge made by
accuser is
is one
one easily
by the accuser
preferred, and
not easily
disproved.
accuser to
is not enough for the accuser
It
is
easily disproved.
enough
" I make this charge, nov
be
disproved
or
be
say
now
let
let
it
he
or
it
"I
he taken
say:
charge,
disproved
legal,
as confessed."
both
ecclesiastical
and
confessed."
All tribunals,
tribunals, hoth ecclesiastical
legal, in
determining charges
charges of
in determining
of' this
this kind,
required, in
their wisdom have required,
kind,
unmistakably to
such proof
of' facts and circumstances as point
point unmistakahly
proof of
accused, and are
are not consistent with any
any theory
of the accused,
guilt ofthe
the guilt
theory
of the
Stowell, as cited hy
by Greenleaf,
one of'
Lord Stowell,
innocence.
of
of`iuno<~ence.
Greenleaf, one
jurisprudence,
on
and
especially
on rules
best writers known to our
ourjurisprudence,
especially
:

evidence, says
of evidence,
says:
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"
is inferred from circumstances that
case, almost,
'flu
Jn every
almost, the fact is
every case,
fair inference as a necessary
lead to it
it by
by fair
were
necessary conclusion ; and unless this were
were so held,
held, no protection
the case,
case, and unless this were
protection whatever could be
;

rights. What
"What are the circumstances which lead to such a
given
given to marital rights.
universally, though
conclusion,
though many
conclusion, cannot be laid down universally,
many of them of a
more
more frequent
occurrence, are to be found
frequent occurrence,
same time it
same
it is
is impossible
impossible to indicate them
they may
universally,
by the situation
universally, because they
may be infinitely
infinitely diversified by
parties, by
and character of the parties,
general manners,
manners, and by
by
by the state of general
many
circumstances, apparently
apparently slight
slight and delicate in
many other incidental circumstances,
themselves, but which may
bearings in
in decisions
themselves,
may have most important
important bearings
upon the particular
only general
general rule that can
can be laid down
particular case. The only
upon
subject is,
is, that the circumstances must be such as would lead
upon the subject
upon

more obvious nature and

more

of

books at the
in the ancient books;
;

the guarded
guarded discretion of a reasonable and just
just

man

man

to the conclusion;
conclusion;

is not to lead to a
it is
for it
a rash and

intemperate
judgment moving
upon
intemperate judgment
moving upon
appearances
equally capable
capable of two interpretations."
interpretations."
appearances that are equally

Greenleaf
illustrates the kind of evidence required to
Greenleaf' further illustrates
required

prove adultery
adultery as fbllows:
follows:
prove

may be proved
by the birth of a child and nonof the 'wife
nonwife may
proved by
being out ofthe
of the husband, he being
ofthe
of
of the realm.
Adultery
the
husAdultery
proved by
by habits of adulterous intercourse,
band may
intercourse, and by
by the
may be proved
"Adultery
"Adultery

access
access

A
maintenance, and acknowledgment
acknowledgment of a child.
child.
A married man
man
maintenance,
going into a known brothel raises a
a suspicion
adultery, to be rebutted
going
suspicion of adultery,
by the very
His going
going there and remaining
only
remaining alone
only by
very best evidence.
prostitute is
for some
is sullicient
sufficient proof
some time in a
a room
room with a common
common prostitute
proof of
going to such a place
woman going
the crime. The circumstance of a woman
place with a
birth,
birth,

man

man

proof of adultery."
furnishes similar proof
adultery."

useful.
pointed but useful.
These citations are pointed
precedents and principles
principles it
it is
is
Under the guidance
guidance of these precedents

nothing whatever disclosed by
is nothing
essential to observe that there is
by
parties have ever been
proves that the accused parties
the evidence that proves
circumstances,
such as in
suspicious
under
any
found together
circumstances,
any suspicious
together

some unusual house or

some

or consulting together
place, or
together in

place,

consulting

some
some

no
is no
There is
observation and exposure.
exposure.
direcdirecnor
that
nor
in
clandestine
correspondence,
attempts
in
of
of'
proof
correspondence,
attempts
proof'

secret way
way to avoid

arranged,
were, as a rule,
rule, opened,
opened, arranged,
Beecher's letters
letters were,
Mr. Beecher's
She testifies
testifies that she has read and anhis wife.
and read by
by his
in three months.
Such as
swered as many
many as one thousand in
office were opened
opened by
reached the Christian
Ch1'1`sti<m Union office
others, and
by others,

tion.

were opened,
those that went to the church were
opened,

by
by the direction of
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Beecher, by
being placed
by the clerk,
Mr. Beecher,
on the desk.
clerk, before being
placed on
letters.
No sort of restrictions
restrictions were
were imposed
imposed as to his letters.

The

suggestive of wrong-doing
are
usual facts and circumstances suggestive
wrong-doing are
utterly wanting
utterly
wanting

accuser,
by the accuser,
by

in this case.
in

upon ?
rest upon

What

case, as put
put
then does the case,
mere words and
mere

Upon
"fe answer,
We
ansver, Upon

assertions, supported
are the
no circumstances whatever that are
assertions,
supported by
by no
adultery.
usual indications of adultery.
Tilton
Til ton says
July
says he knows the fact
fact from his wife's
wife's confession,
confession, July
subsequent confession to Moulton and to
1870, and from her subsequent
3,
3, 1870,
is thus answered
ansvered: First,
her mother,
First, that
mother, Mrs. Morse. This is
in effect
it was,
confession, whatever it
was,
Mrs. Tilton says
says in
effect that this confession,
malicious
imperious,
husband,
an
was
an
was extorted from her by
husband, and
by
imperious,
sense,
were
means
that,
in
a
moral
were
fraudulent.
Pretences
by means that,
a
sense,
by
something to extricate Theodore
say something
were made that she must say
were
believe
was made to
perplexities.
out of his business perplexities.
She was
fact
conspiracy against
her
husband.
The
fact
that
was a conspiracy
there was
against
:

first conconMrs. Tilton withdrew the charge
charge when Mr. Beecher. first
Decemon
the
evening
of
on
it,
it,
evening

fronted her after he had heard of

together with the further
connection, together
in order in
in this connection,
ber 30,
is in
30, is
the charge
charge when
ofthe
fact that she has ever since denied the truth of

dominating intiuence
influence of her husband.
free from the dominating

She exex-

now see her
was adultery.
adultery.
charge was
We now
Ve
charge
expressions of _joy
joy that at
before the committee with expressions
speak thc
in the most solemn
the truth ; and in
can come
can
come and speak
proceeds to set
charge, and proceeds
she denies absolutely
absolutely the charge,

plicitly denies that the

plicitly

coming
coming
last she
last

manner

manner

;

this unfacts and circumstances which demonstrate that this
forth facts
plastic victim of extorted
woman has for years been the plastic
happy
years
happy woman

falsehoods.
fiilsehoods.

mother,
allegation that she confessed to her mother,
Tilton's allegation
Tilton's

mother, who testified
testified
by the mother,
is pronounced false by
Mrs. Morse,
Morse, is
pronounced
before the committee.

scandal, then,
then, is
is
The source of the scandal,

in such
vords of Mrs. Tilton,
alleged words
Tilton, which she explains
explains in
alleged

a
a.

all force and credit.
allegation of all
credit.
deprive the allegation
manner as to deprive
solemnly declares that whatever
Beecher, who solemnly
Mr. Beecher,
Then comes
comes Mr.
words, by
means, have been drawn from Mrs. Tilton
words,
by whatever means,
any and all
all impropriety
is innocent of any
by her husband,
husband, he is
by
impropriety
manner

towards her,
her, whether relating
relating to improper
improper advances or to
adultery.
adultery.
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course of Mrs. Tilfor the committee to defend the course
is not for
It is
any
theory
of
upon
responsibility,
human
Her conduct,
conduct, upon any theory
responsibility,

ton.

is
is

indefensible.

hope is
is that it
it may be made
Our hope
may

clear, as the

clear,

it may
reason to believe it
testimony affords much reason
be, that this
may be,
testimony
designing
was so beset by her
woman was
distressed
distressed woman
husband, when
designing husband,
by

in states of mind differiug
differing

little, it'
if at all,

all,

little,

from mental aberra-

sorrow and gloom,
illness and domestic sorrow
on by
brought on
tion, brought
tion,
by illness
gloom,
passively, to make a charge
ot' imher, at least passively,
as to induce her,
charge of
her
Beecher.
But
when
attention
by
was
Mr.
was
advances
proper
by
proper
had
she
done,
she
wrong
quickly
the
great
to
called
pointedly
done,
quickly
great Wrong
pointedly
penitence as follows
took it
it back in sorrow and penitence

:

:

" December 30,
"December
30, 1870.

" Vearied
Wearied with

"

sickness, I gave
gave
importunity and weakened by
by sickness,I
importunity

a letter

a

my

Ward Beecher, under assurances
Henry Vard
assurances that that
implicating' my friend Henry
implicating
me and
That letter
all difficulties between me
remove all
would remove
my husband.

my

I

now
now

revoke.

—

state of mind.

weakened

—

was persuaded
persuaded to it
almost forced
when I v'as
was in a
it-almost
a.
I was
forced-when
it and recall all
its statements.
I regret
all its
regret it
"
"
Tilton.
E. R. TILTON.

" I desire to say explicitly Mr. Beecher has never
never offered any im"I
say explicitly
any
but
has
solicitation,
always
me
in
manner becoming
me
a manner
treated
proper
solicitation,
always
becoming a
proper
" ELIZABETH
Elizabeth

Christian and a gentleman.
gentleman.

"

It.
lt.

Tilton."
Timex."

is medical testimony before the committee,
committee, given
There is
testimony
given by
by

two

physicians, Doctors Minton and Corey,
eminent physicians,
Corey,

to

the

power and domination by
effect that such cases of mental power
eli`ect
by a
a
strong will over a
a wife weakened by
husband of strong
by disease and
are not infrequent.
infrequent.
domestic trouble are

nent and

Dr. Corey,
is emiCorey, who is

has had large
experience
large experience

in mental diseases and
phenomena,
says
such
conduct
on
on
the
part of Mrs.
Tilton, when
Blrs. Tilton,
phenomena, says
part
subjected
the
influences
referred to,
to, is
is even
even consistent with
subjected to
an honest mind. We
an
ll' e observe that Moulton parades
letter
parades a letter
purporting
by Mrs. Tilton to him (J
purporting to have been written by
J),
(JJ),

in which
vhich

she says
is "a
(Til ton's)
"a perfect
says she is
perfect coward in his (Tilton's)
"
u it
presence,"
and
is
it
a
physical
tell the
is
to
tell
impossibility
for
me
fbr
me
presence,"
physical impossibility
truth."
truth."

"With
"Vith

In another
all
all

letter, same
same
letter,

my
woman's
my woman's

soul I

to

am

am

"KK,"
"KK,"

she says,
says,
innocent of the crime of

same,
same,

alleged against
impure
me."
In her statement,
statement, proagainst me."
proimpure conduct alleged
Carpenter, of December
cured under the direction of Tilton and Carpenter,

1872, and which
16,
16,1872,

was
by them
was taken by

to

Dr. Storrs,
Storrs, Mrs.
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Tilton shows that
that she was
was made to believe
believe that
conspiracya conspiracy
that a
" Six
was formed against
are
was
"Six
against her husband. Her words are:
is, after July 3, 1870), my husband
months afterwards (that
July 3, 1870), my
(that is,
:

felt impelled by the circumstances of a
a conspiracy
against him,
him,
felt
impelled by
conspiracy against

an interview with
a part,
in which Mrs. Beecher had a
part, to have an
Beecher." This refers to the interview of Tilton with Mr.
Mr. Beecher."

ill

Beecher,
procured by
on the evening
of December 30,
by Moulton on
30,
Beecher, procured
evening of

produced a
charge, in two
lines, in
a written charge,
two lines,
1870, when Tilton produced
1870,
It will be seen
was under
seen it
it was
the handwriting
handwriting of Mrs. Tilton. 'It
startling statements of conspiracy against her
the influence
infiuence of startling
conspiracy against

on this
husband that Mrs. Tilton was
was moved to appear to act on
appear
asking Mr.
subsequently in a
a letter
We find her subsequently
letter asking
occasion. Ve
sufferings she had caused him."
"forgiveness for the sufferings
Beecher's
him."
Beecher's "forgiveness

We
Ve

hear much from Tilton of confessions made by
by his wife
obliged
We are
are obliged
Ve

to him.

if at

all,

all,

to receive his statements

corroboration.
without corroboratiou.

point,
on this point,

on

occasion, when
But on
one occasion,
on one

testimony of
assailing his wife,
was assailing
we learn from the testimony
Tilton was
wife, we
A. Turner in what manner
manner Tilton's
Tilton's accusations
Miss Elizabeth A,

—

(Tilton) at
by his wife. Question
met by
were
were met
Question--"" Did he (Tilton)
any
that
to
day
say
had
made
confession
this
she
time on
on this day say
any
"
u He said she had
Answer
Beecher?"
Mr.
to
Answer-"
in regard

Beecher?

regard

any
any
him
concon-

criminally intimate with Mr.
fessed to him that she had been criminally
that, and
present when he said that,
Tilton) was
was present
Beecher; she (Mrs.
Beecher;
(Mrs. Tilton)
you tell
how can
Theodore, hov
tell that child such base
can you
'Oh, Theodore,
said, 'Oh,
she said,
When
lies?' and then she burst out crying."
]ies'?'
Question-""When
crying." Question
we
on the day
that
we
all oecurr-ed
occurred on
Answer " This all
that?"
Answer-"
as that
?"
w
was
day
r

1870."
fall of 1870."
went back in the fiill

witness

—

—

testifies
testifies

This was
was the day
day when this

scene of violence occurred.
a scene
that a

witness,
The witness,

wife, interfered to
was about to strike his wife,
believing
believing that Tilton was
is
This witness is
by
Tilton.
was knocked down
save her,
by
her, and was
sent
was
it is
is said by
the same
same person
by Tilton and Moulton was
person who it
her, because she had heard Tilof
rid
get
to
to boarding-school
her,
boarding-school get
is further said that Mr.
It is
against
Beecher.
charges
make
ton

charges against

away,
keep away,
town and keep
was so anxious to have her leave town
Beecher was
is no
no
is
There
expenses.
her
school
for
some $2000000
$2000
that he paid
expenses.
paid some
purpose.
another
quite
but
for
were paid,
$2000 were
purpose.
doubt the $2000000
quite
paid,

was
it was
saying that it
in saying
agree in
Miss Turner and Mrs. Tilton both agree
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away, because she had stated to
go away,
plan to have her go
Tilton's
Tilton's plan
her friends that Tilton had twice attempted
attempted intimate relations
with her while in bed and during
during the absence of Mrs. Tilton in
losing place
was fast losing
Tilton was
country.
the country.
position because
place and position
practices, and feared the publicity
of his
his social views and practices,
publicity of this
twenty
years
was
was
that
time
at
who
girl's statement,
twenty years of age.
age. The
statement,

girl's
supposing that Mr. Beecher would invest $2000
$2000000
absurdity of supposing
absurdity
Tilton
had
been
town
to
whom
leave
persons
to
get
apiece to get persons
apiece
persons
Such
transparent.
him,
is
is
against
scandal
peddling his
persons
against him, transparent.
peddling
somesome form of the scandal,
in some
to whom Tilton had talked in
scandal, somenumerous
numerous
too
to
shape and then in another,
one shape
in one
times in
another, were
by anybody
on each of them by
justify
an investment of $2000000
$2000 on
anybody
justify an
millions.
by millions.
whose wealth could not be counted by
was leaving
for
just as Miss Turner was
It should be noted that just
leaving for
aid
boarding-school, Tilton procured
from
of
her
the
the boarding-school,
with
procured
improper
wife,
letter
retracting
liberties.
his obliging
a
his
a
letter
liberties.
improper
obliging wife,
retracting
Here again
we find Tilton aa manufacturer of evidence.
again ve
It is
is not for us to pass
pass judgment
Mrs. Tilton uncharitably.
uncharitably.
on lIrs.
_judgment on
unparalleled trials.
Moulton quotes
She has suffered unparalleled
trials.
sayquotes her as saying
in a
a letter
him, as we
letter to him,
we have seen,
it was
was physically
ing in
seen, that it
physically
impossible for
for her to tell
tell the truth in
in her husband's
presence.
husband's presence.
impossible
It will be noted that the pretended
was
obtained,
confession
was
obtained_ in
pretended
that presence
presence ; and,
further,
it
it
was
was
when
was
away from
she
was
and, further,
away
;

him and from home at Schoharie that she stated her sin to be
like that of Catharine Gaunt,
Gaunt, an
an undue affection
affection for her pastor.

pastor.

In this letter
letter to her husband she says: "I
felt unfalteringly
says: "I felt
unfalteringly
that the love I felt
felt and received harmed no
no one,
you,
even you,
one, not even
"
until the heavenly vision dawned upon me."
"
And
Oh,
me."
again
:
heavenly
upon
Oh,
again
my
Theodore, though
though your
your opinions
are
not
restful
or
conmy dear Theodore,
restful
or
opinions
:

genial
my soul,
soul, yet
my integrity
integrity and purity
are a sacred and
genial to my
yet my
purity are
holy
thing
to
me.
Bless
God
with
me
for
Catharine
me
for
Gaunt,
holy thing
Gaunt I

and for
for all
all the sure leadings of an
an all
all wise and loving
leadings
loving Providence."
dence."
This letter
letter was written June 29,
29, 1871,
1871, about aa year
year
after the pretended
pretended confession. In no
no sense can its
its words be
construed as referring to adultery.
referring
adultery. Tilton,
Tilton, when before the
committee,
was first
first made to this
this Schoharie letletcommittee, when reference was
ter,
ter,

seemed to think that the oH`ence
offence in the story
story of Griffith
Grifiith
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Gaunt was
was adultery, and accordingly relied upon this
as
letter as
adultery,
accordingly
upon this letter
incontrovertible
incontrovcrtible evidence of
he
of' his
his charge.
was
In
mistaken.
this
was
mistaken.
charge.
is a
common law that aa married woman
It is
a principle of
woman cancanprinciple of' the common
or be held to commit a
not commit or
a crime perpetrated in the

perpetrated

presence
husband, and this upon
presence of her husband,
upon the idea that the husband's presence
presence and influence amount
band's
duress, and that
amount to duress,
that she is
is

therefore not responsible.
responsible.

Whether it
it is
Vhether
is necessary
excuse
necessary to invoke this rule of law to excuse
Mrs. Tilton or
or not,
not, we
lIrs.
we may see
ton was
was able to
Tilton
may see in what Til
extort from her without her volition or
or real assent,
assent, something

something

of the reasons
reasons which moved the early expounders of the Engearly expounders
English common
common law to assert the doctrine referred
þÿl` ¬f` ¬I'l` to.
¬(l
now reviewed,
Ve have now
as we
we could,
could, the evidence
reviewed, as briefly
evidence
briefly as
before us.
Tiiere
are
many
There are many facts and details we
we have not dis-

We

We have cited the more
Ve
more important of these,
these, and disimportant
cussed the salient points.
We
Ve
carefully
have
the
points.
carefully examined thc
evidence relied
on by
by the accuser
accuser to sustain the charges we
relied on
we are
cussed.

charges

asked to believe.
Finally, who
Finally,

is this accuser, that he makes so bold a
is
face ?
a face?
accuser,
may learn from the testimony,
We may
testimony, as
as well as
Ve
by common
as by
common report,
report,
descending to unpleasant
without descending
or personalities,
unpleasant particulars
personalities,
particulars or

that Theodore Tilton has in recent years
years become a
a very different
very

man from what he was
was formerly reputed
formerly reputed

man

to be.

He will hardly
hardly
He

deny
that.
deny that.

Both before and after his espousal
new mariespousal of the new
tal
tal philosophy,
were setting in which have
philosophy, signs
signs of degeneracy
degeneracy were
setting

made him
role, his

role,

a
a

discredited

man in this community.
community.

man

In the

new
new

culmination and downfall are well stated in recent

words
sketching his career,
career, says
Words by
an able writer who,
who, in sketching
that,
by an
says that,
"
"In
process of time he comes
comes before the world as
as the indorser
In process
of Victoria C. Voodhull,
Woodhull, and lends his name
a biography
name to a
of'
biography of
man's
reputation
anywhere
her which would have sunk any
for
any man's reputation anywhere

common

common sense.

again. "
rises again."
is
is

is a tomb from which no
a book is
no author
Such a.

Such is
is the accuser.

Ward Beecher.
Henry Vard
Henry

W^ho is
is the accused ?
Vho

It

Plymouth Church has
The pastor
pastor of Plymouth

Twenty-seven
clergyman with harness on
on forty years.
a clergyman
been a
forty years. Twenty-seven
which
pulpit
as all
all the
he
here
of these years
has
in
this
of'
been
years
pulpit
good deeds and to
world
to good
so often been stirred
World knows has so
a

eloquent ministrations.
better life
by his eloquent
life hy
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clear light
has been living
living in
in the
the clear
light of
of noonday,
noonday, before
before

his
before all
all men,
men, aa life
his people
life of
of great
great Christian
Christian usefulusefulpeople and before

incessant work.
ness and incessant
and love
love him.

None have known him but to
to admire
who
They
have been most intimate with him
They

abroad report
of his
report nothing
nothing of
his life
life or
or conversation
Ve are asked by
We
by Theodore
Tilton and his
Tilton
his coadjutor,
Moulton, to believe
believe that
that this
this man,
coadjutor, Moulton,

at home and
at

but what comes
purity of soul.
comes of
of purity
soul.

useful life
life and high
with his
his long
long and useful
high character
character to
to sustain
sustain him,
him,
of our confidence,
is unworthy
unworthy of
confidence, regard,
is
regard, or respect.
Christian
Christian
respect.
character
character and great
great services,
services, which are usually
usually considered
considered a
a
tower of strength
strength and defence when one is
is assailed,
assailed, are to go
go for
for

naught,
according to Mr. Tilton.
Tilton.
naught, according

this beloved
this

and eminent

Ve
invited to give
We are invited
give up
up

man and send
send him and his
his good
good name
name

man

into the
and fame into
Ve are to do
the vortex of moral destruction.
destruction.
We
this,
upon What?
what? Upon
wild, absurd and contradictory
Upon some wild,
this, upon
contradictory
assertions
all this
assertions of Mr. Tilton,
Tilton, who in
in all
this work does not succeed
in disguising
his malicious and revengeful
disguising his
in
revengeful designs.
designs.
No tribunal
tribunal administering
administering justice
justice ever held a charge
charge of adultery
tery proved
proved

alleged words,
words, written
by mere alleged
w ritten
by
r

or

spoken,
spoken,

that

denied and not connected with circumstances and appearappearpointing unmistakably
unmistakably to the guilt
guilt of the
ances pointing
the accused.
Upon
Upon
are

all the evidence,
a review of all
desire to find
find
evidence, made with an earnest desire
truth and justice
truth and to advise what truth
the truth
shall require,
require,
justice shall

we

we

feel
feel bound to state that,
our judgment,
in our
judgment, the evidence relied
relied
that, in
fails
on by
by the accuser utterly
utterly fails

on

to sustain
sustain the

charges
charges

made.

Ve
We

herewith submit a complete
complete stenographic
copy of all
all the
stenographic copy
before the committee,
irrelevidence before
committee, with some
some unimportant
unimportant or irrelevant exceptions.
exceptions.

STATEMENT

STATEMENT OF CONCLUSIONS.

—

FIRST.-'ire
Fikst. We find
find from the evidence that
that the Rev. Henry
Henry
Vard
Ward Beecher did not commit adultery
adultery with Mrs. Elizabeth R.
either
Tilton, either
Tilton,

at the time or times,
forth in
place or places,
places, set forth
times, place

third and fourth sub-divisions of )Ir.
the third
Tilton's statement,
Mr. Tilton's
statement,
nor
any other time or place
place whatever.
nor at any

—

SECOND.--Ve
Second. We find from the evidence that
that Mr. Beecher has
never
never

any unchaste or improper
comtsaitted any
committed
improper act with lIrs.
Mrs. Tilton,
Tilton,
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nor
or improper
improper remark,
remark, proffer,
proffer, or
or solicitanor made any unchaste or
solicitaany
tion to her of any
any kind or
or description whatever.
description

—

Third. If this were
errors ofjudgment
of judgment on
THIRD.-If
were a
a question of errors
on
question
part of Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, it
it would be easy to criticise, especially
the part
criticise, especially
easy
of
recent
criticism, even
in the light
events.
In such criticism,
even to the
light
censure,
extent of regrets
regrets and censure,

w
sure no
e are sure
man would join
we
no man
join
T

more
sincerely than Mr. Beecher himselff
himself.
more sincerely

—

Fourth. We find
Hnd nothing
FOURTH.-Ve
nothing whatever in the evidence that
impair the perfect
should impair
or
perfect confidence of Plymouth
Plymouth Church or
integrity of
the world in the Christian character and integrity
of'

Henry
Henry

Ward Beecher.
Vard
And

now let the peace
peace

passeth all
all understanding,
of God,
God, that passeth
understanding,
Plymouth
Church, and her beloved and
Plymouth Church,

now let

rest and abide with

pastor, so much and so
so long aiiiicted.
eminent pastor,
long afflicted.

Henry
HENRY W. Sage,
SAGE,
Augustus Storks,
AUGUSTUS
Srortns,

Henry
HENRY M. Cleveland,
CLEVELAND,

Horace
HORACE B. Claflin,
CLAFLIN,
John
Winslow,
JOHN VINSLOV,

Dated

S. V. White,
VH1'r1=;,
August 27,
Brooklyn,
27, 1874.
BROOKLYN, August

I

|

Committee of
of
Investigation.
Investigation.

J

of Investi[Having presented
Report of the Committee of'
[Having
presented the Report
Report
of
the
Examining
gation
as above,
above, the Report
Examining Committee to the
gation as
as follows:]
church concludes as
follows z]
_

The evidence taken has also been transmitted to us. Most
The publication
publication of the rere-

already been made public.
of it
it has already
public.

—

mainder will be considered by
one
by us at aa further meeting
meeting-one
settled
that nothing
point, however,
however, being
being settled:
nothing shall be withheld
point,
:

can afford a
a pretext
from publication
pretext for censure of the
publication which can
pastor
pastor of this church.

publishing evidence
The expediency
expediency of publishing

injurious to other parties
is a question which cannot be hastily
parties is
hastily
question
injurious

While we
our
we should have unhesitatingly done our
determined. Vhile
unhesitatingly
different
case
a
rejoice
duty
conclusion
been
reached,
we
in
diiferent
had
we
reached,
duty
rejoice
that, without one
to say
say that,
one dissenting voice,
this committee find
dissenting voice, this
of our
our
nothing
justify the least suspicion
suspicion ot'
nothing in the evidence to _justify

everything to justify
pastor's
justify and
pastor's integrity
integrity and purity,
purity, and everything
Society, a
Plymouth Church and the Society,
commend,
on the part of'
commend, on
part of Plymouth

:
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degree
if
greater, if
its pastor
degree of confidence and affection toward its
pastor greater,
possible,
it has ever
ever yet
felt to him.
possible, than it
yet felt

this committee to review his errors of
It is
is not the office
office of this

judgment
struggling
in managing
trouble, and struggling
judgment in
complex' trouble,
managing a complex
against
the
the
conspiracy
to
present
age.
most
infamous
known
against
conspiracy
present age.
us simply
culpability,
is for us
consider
what
moral
if
It is
to
if
any,
is
simply
culpability, any, is
and
this
find
developed
upon his part;
we
no proof, although,
part;
of
we
no
developed upon
proof, although,
under a delusion artfully
his enemies,
artfully brought
brought about by
enemies, our
by his
was for
pastor was
pastor

time made
we recommend

long
long

a

conclusion,
In conclusion,

we

to believe himself in fault.
fault.
to the

church the adoption
adoption of

following resolutions:
resolutions
the hillowing
laid before the Examining
Examining Committee
Resolved, That the evidence laid
any foundation for putting
putting the pastor
pastor of this
not only
only does not afford any

Henry Vard
Ward Beecher,
Beecher, on trial.
trial, but,
but. on
on the contrary,
church, the Rev. Henry
contrary,
ofhis
establishes, to the perfect
his church, his entire innocence
establishes,
perfect satisfaction of
all the charges
personal purity
respect to all
and absolute personal
charges now
now or herepurity with respect
against him by
tofore made against
by Theodore Tilton.
'l`hat our
our confidence in and love for our
our pastor,
Resolved,
pastor, so far from
Resolved, That
is heightened
heightened and deepened
being
unmerited suliersufferdiminished, is
being diminished,
deepened by
by the uxnnerited

we welcome him with a symings which he has so long
symborne, and that we
ings
long' borne,
more tender and a
a trust more
pathy
more unbounded than we
we ever felt
felt before
pathy more
to his public
us, to our
our church,
church, our families,
families, our
our homes,
homes,
public labors among
among us,
our hearts.
and our

P. W. Tallmadge,
D.
TAr,mt.».ncs,
Clerk of
of Examining
Examinifng Committee.

XXVIII.

PLYMOUTH

SCENE AT PLYMOUTH CHURCH.
SCENE
THE meeting
The
meeting

at

Plymouth Church,
Plymouth
Church, upon
upon

the occasion of the

presentation
of the report
committee, was one
one of the most
presentation ofthe
report of the committee,

remarkable ever held within
Within the walls ofthzt
of that edifice.
edifice.

Long
Long before

eight
o'clock, the hour appointed
appointed for the meeting,
meeting, a large
eight o'clock,
large crowd

had assembled in the street,
street, and was
was increased,
increased, as the time passed
passed
on,
fresh
by
When
the
arrivals.
Vhen
doors
were
were thrown open,
open, there
on, by

was
Was a rush for
for the floor
floor and galleries,
galleries, and in less
less than an
an hour
the vast interior of the church was
was filled
filled in
in every
every part.
A large
part. Alarge
part
persons who were not raeramempart of the audience consisted of persons
28
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bers of the congregation,
meeting
congregation, but had been drawn to the meeting

by
by

sympathy with Mr. Beecher.
their sympathy

The meeting
meeting was
was called to order at eight o'clock,
eight o'clock, and Mr.
Society, was
Freeland, the oldest member of the Society,
was chosen
James Freeland,
Moderator.

On the platform
platform were
On
were seated the members of the

committee, assistant pastor
Mr.
Shearman, the clerk,
Halliday, M
clerk,
r. Shearman,
committee,
pastor Halliday,
and several prominent
prominent members of the church.
Professor

Raymond
was
Raymond was

report of the two
chosen to read the report
two committees,
committees,

because of his excellence in elocution.
tigating
tigating Committee

The report
report of the Inves-

was presented
as the report
presented as
report of the subExamining Committee. Mr. Raymond
Raymond read
committee of the Examining
strong
could
a clear,
voice,
both documents in a
which
be heard
clear, strong voice,
in all parts
the
church,
reading
of
accompanied
and
his
church,
parts
accompanied
reading with
appropriate
emphasis,
which
more
gestures
grew
vehement
and
more
appropriate gestures
emphasis,
grew
as

was

he warmed up
up to his work.

by loud and
by

He

interrupted
was frequently
frequently interrupted

was

uncontrollable bursts of applause.
applause.

The first
first- of

report::-these outbursts greeted
following passage
passage of'
of the report
greeted the following
this juncture
juncture
Mr.
"It
"It is
is an
lIr.
Moulton
an amazing pity that at
amazing pity
police."
was
over to the police."
was not turned over

When the reader read
Vhen

" No one
believe, for instance,
instance,
report "No
one will believe,
these words of the report:
:

(Tilton)
myself
myself before him (Tilton)
"
my God,'"
God/ the audience broke into loud and
as I do before my
'
said, 'I
I humble
that Mr. Beecher said,

laughter.
derisive laughter.
finished, the attention of
reading was
When
was about half finished,
Vhen the reading
from the reader by
was partly withdrawn
the audience was
by the
partly

He had
congregation.
appearance
appearance of Mr. Moulton in the congregation.
presence
was not
his
door, and his presence was
entered the church by
by aa side door,
immediately
through the crowd
way through
pushed his way
immediately discovered. He pushed
quietly
some moments listening
up to the platform,
listening quietly
up
platform, and stood for some
report.
reading of the report.
an unmoved countenance to the reading
and with an
by the
one
one of the tables used by
length he obtained a seat by
At length
by

following note to
Here he wrote the following
press.
reporters
reporters for the press.
"
"
am
Moderator,
meeting
Mr.
MR.
officer
of
the
presiding otiicer
the presiding
BIODERATOR, I am
meeting:
:

word."
say a
a word."
here,
here, and want to say
audience,
now known to the entire audience,
presence was
was now
Moulton's
Moulton's presence
was
was aroused by what was
indignation was
feeling of indignation
general feeling
and a general
by
himin
presenting
effrontery
in
his
his
by the vast throng
considered by
effrontery
throng
presenting
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"
"
saw him,
was
When the committee saw
Vhen
him, there was

among them,
whispering among
a good
them, and Mr. Moulgood deal of hurried whispering
Little deference
discussed.
was sharply
ton's
ton's desire to speak
sharply
speak was

opinion.

Moderator's opinion.
to the Moderator's

was paid
paid

was

Shearman favored
Mr. Shearmau

of the committee did
Some members ofthe

speak.
permitting him to speak.
permitting

was very
positively determined that
of them was
very positively
Leaning
Moulton should not be heard.
forward, he said to
Leaning forward,
''
point
speak,
I'll rise to a point
If
Moulton
rises
to
the Moderator,
Moderator,
speak, I'll
object, but one

object,

"

recognize me.'
me.'
order, and I want you
of order,
you to recognize
the report,
it was
was moved
At the conclusion of the reading
of
reading
report, it

presented
that the resolutions presented

by
adopted by
by
by the committee be adopted

the church.

Upon
Upon

motion, Mr. W.
VV. H. Blair addressed the meeting.
this motion,
meeting.

agreement with the resolutions and the
He expressed
expressed entire agreement
upon the discharge
report,
complimented
the
committee upon
discharge of their
report, complimented
difficult
difficult

duty, and proceeded
proceeded
duty,

to

bespeak
bespeak

any who might
for any
might

"I
"J
may promise
"I may
an oppor"I
them
an
promise
opporI adjure
your
adjure them,
them, if
if any
name, to be heard.
your name,
any
speak
now,
or
forever
be,
to
after
fbrever
after
hold
their
peace."
be, to'speak now,
peace."

dissenting views a
patient hearing.
hearing.
a calm,
have dissenting
calm, full and patient

think,"
think,"

said the speaker,
speaker,

tunity, in
tunity,

such there

These sentiments received the heartiest

response
response

from the

meeting.
meeting.

Mr. Moulton

once rose to his feet,
at once
feet, and

endeavored to

prevented by
address the meeting,
was prevented
meeting, but was
by loud cries from the

Raymond, who at once
audience for Professor Raymond,
once replied
replied in aa
speech
of
considerable
length,
in
which
he
the case,
reviewed
speech
length,
case,
and sharply
sharply criticised both Moulton and Tilton. In the course
of his remarks he said : "" It would not do for Mr. Beecher to have
:

replied
once to the charges of Tilton,
replied at once
charges Tilton, and then to have called

upon Moulton to back up
his (Beecher's)
upon
up his
(Beecher's) statement. Moulton
had poisoned
his infernal lies."
lies."
poisoned the mind of the public
public with his
was at this moment
Moulton was
moment
form,
form, and close by
by Mr.

looking
looking

Raymond
Raymond

sitting near the

sitting

Raymond.
Raymond.

full in the
full

face, said to

face,

edge
edge

of the platplat-

He rose to his

and,
feet, and,

feet,

him, loudly
enough
him,
loudly enough

" You are
throughout
are a
a liar,
sirl"
throughout the church,
church, "You
liar, sir
Half
Half' the audience had risen with him,
him, so intense was
was the
excitement.
Mr. Raymond,
surprise by
by
Raymond, taken completely
completely by
by surprise

to be heard

!
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unlooked-for interruption,
Moulton's unlocked-for
1Ioulton's
paused, and :Moulton
Moulton
interruption, paused,
"
"
" In an
"
loudly,
his
repeated
are
liar,
a
sir
words
You
area
sir!
an
instant
repeated
loudly,
liar,
!

anger of the audience broke forth. Great confusion
the pent-up
pcnt-up anger
Men struggled
and excitement followed.
Moulton,
struggled to get
get at Moulton,
chastising him,
him, but were
were prevented
with the intention of ohastising
prevented by
by the
"
"
him out!"
out " "
He has no
no
Put 'him
Cries of "

density
density of the crowd.

!

came
came from all
all parts
was
parts of the house. Moulton was
self-possessed, and turned to
gentleman
a
near
him
cool and selflpossessed,
near
toagentleman
and said coldly,
coldly, speaking
speaking with reference to the threat to eject
eject
it, sir;
sir; you
can't do it."
him,
it."
A this moment
moment
can't do it,
A
him, " You can't
you can't
one could say
was so intense that no
no one
the excitement was
say what would
it seemed likely
be the result,
result, and it
likely that Moulton would pay
pay
!"
right here
herc!"
right

"

venturing into the midst of the people
dearly
people
temerity in venturing
dearly for his temerity
outraged.
feelings he had so
so cruelly
whose feelings
cruelly outraged.

Captain
Captain Byrne,
Byrne, of

police force,
the city
force, forced his way
crowd, and
way through
through the crowd,
city police
Moulton's chair,
chair, to protect
by }»loulton's
protect him from violence.
took his stand by
clothes, but wore
was dressed in plain
He was
wore his shield.
He
At the
plain clothes,
policeman in uniform pushed
moment a policeman
same
same moment
pushed through
through the
by his commander. Captain
Captain Byrne
throng,
Byrne
placed himself by
throng, and placed
"
Moulton,
"If
any
low
tone,
to
you
attempt
disturbsaid,
in
a
If
a
tone,
Moulton,
said,
you attempt any
you out."
Halliday came
ance,
came
Assistant Pastor Halliday
out."
ance, I shall take you
to the front of the platform,
a
few
words
asked
and
in
earnest
platform,
the audience to restrain their feelings
feelings and preserve
preserve order.
Pointing to Moulton,
down and
said, "Let
"Let him remain;
sit dovn
Moulton, he said,
Pointing
remain; sit
Eaymond
let him hear."
Mr.
was
successful,
let
hear."
His appeal
was
and
successful,
appeal
Raymond

resumed his remarks without further interruption.
interruption.
a
a

Raymond, upon
upon concluding
Mr. Raymond,
address, sat down under
concluding his address,
burst of applause,
and
Mr.
Shearman
read the resolutions
applause,

again
again to the church.

The motion for the adoption
adoption of the reso-

again.
lutions was
was made again.
signify it
erator,
"will signify
it
erator, "will

Mod#
"All those in favor,"
"All
favor," said the Mod-

by saying
by
saying aye."
aye."

There was
was a
a loud roar

of "aye"
"aye" from three thousand voices that shook the building
building to
"
"
Modsaid
the Mod~
the foundation.
a rising
vote,"
Ve must have a
rising vote,"
"
" All those in favor of this motion will sigerator, smiling.

We

erator, smiling.
nify it
it by
nify
rising;"" the whole
by rising
Mr. Moulton,
"Count
Moulton, rose. "Count
;

throng.
throng.

greeted this
A
A laugh
laugh greeted

sig-

audience,
audience, with the exception
exception of
voice from the
them,"
them," cried a Voice

sally.
sally.

The Moderator said there
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in the affirmative as
persons voting
were about three thousand persons
voting in
"
"
All those opposed/'
near as could be reckoned.
opposed," he added as
rise."
"will
the audience resumed their
their seats,
will rise."
There was a.
a
seats, "
in the midst of which one
hush of expectancy,
man rose to his
one man
his
expectancy, in
It was Francis D. Moulton.
He stood until
until the Mod-

feet.
feet

hisses broke from the conhim, and a storm of'
erator noticed him,
of hisses
gregation.
gregation.

Mr. Ovington
called to Moulton to sit
Ovington called
sit down,
down, and

appealed to the policeman
building.
appealed
policeman to put
put him out of the building.
"
"
member, and has no
He's
no right
vote," he
Hefs not a church member,
right to vote,"

added. In a moment the church rang
cries of
rang again
again with the cries
"
"Put
Put him out,"
in.
out," and a scene of indescribable confusion set in.
It

after Moulton had resumed his
was finally
his
Enally quieted
quieted after

seat, and

seat,

a vote of thanks to the committee and to the Council engaged
engaged
"
in the case was passed,
passed, Mr. Moulton again voting "
no."
no."

again voting

" Old HunThe organ
now burst forth ~into
organ now
«into the strains of "Old
dred,"
rising
high
above
the
confusion
which
broke out again
dred," rising high
again

last vote,
upon Moulton's
Moulton's last
vote, and the congregation
sing
upon
congregation began
began to sing
the doxology,
doxology, "" Praise God from whom all
all blessings
How."
blessings flow."

Moulton took his
lIoulton

hat to go,
go, and,
and, accompanied
Captain
accompanied by
by Captain
the
policeman,
moved
Byrne
and
towards
the
door.
Instantly
Byrne
policeman,
Instantly
there was
same direction by a number of the more
was a rush in the same
more
by
excitable portion
portion of the audience.
In the lobby
several
other
lobby
policemen
it was
was evident that their
their presprespolicemen were in waiting,
waiting, and it
passed
ence was necessary.
As
Moulton
the
hall
out
into
hisses,
passed
hisses,
necessary.
jeers,
side; but he passed
on every
insults met him on
passed along
along
jeers, and insults
every side;
silence.
in silence.
between his
his protectors
protectors i11
"
"
" Rush him
hell !"
him! rush him !"" "" Kill him i"" "
!"
Give him hell
!

!

!

was shouted by
angry crowd in waiting
waiting for
for him in the lobby.
by the angry
lobby.
"
" Iago I "
One lady
cried
out,
out, Iago
lady
In the lobby
lobby the police
police formed a cordon around Mr. Moulton,
Moulton,

was

"

!

who said he did not require
require their protection.
protection.

When he reached
Vhen

the passage-way
by the side of'
all the
passage-way by
of the church he found that all
protection he could get
was
was necessary.
angry crowd was
necessary.
An angry
protection
get was
waiting for him,
on
him, and but for a vigilant
on
the
watchfulness
waiting
vigilant
part of the policemen
policemen would have done him bodily
bodily harm.
part

He

"
was " rushed"
was
rushed" from the side doors of the church to a carriage,
carriage,
hustled into the carriage,
and
courage
it was
the
it
only
was
carriage,
courage of the
only
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policemen and the presence
Captain Byrne
prevented
policemen
presence of Captain
Byrne that prevented
personal
chastisement
on
Mr. Moulton receiving
spot.
on
the
receiving personal
spot. Yells
as
the
and shouts of indignation
followed
him
as
carriage
was
indignation
carriage was
rapidly away,
escaped from Plymouth
away, and he escaped
Plymouth meeting
driven rapidly
meeting
bones, thanks to policemen
policemen and their
alive and with
with unbroken bones,
ready
ready clubs.
by the more
It was
was greatly
more steady members of
greatly regretted
regretted by
steady
their more
more
excitable
Plymouth
brethren had given
that
Church
Plymouth
given
feelings
on
it vas
way
to
was admitted that
on this occasion ; but it
their
feelings
way
were extenuating circumstances to plead for the latter.
there were
latter.
extenuating
plead
outraged the feelings
Mr. Moulton had outraged
the
congregation
of
feelings
congregation to
an
an extent which can
can scarcely be understood by an
by
scarcely
by an outsider by
;

his treatment of their pastor,
pastor, and his appearance
appearance in their midst
under the circumstances was
was regarded
regarded by
by them as a deliberate
insult.

indignation got
got the better of their disHence their indignation

cretion.

XXIX.
XXIX.

MOULTON

EXPLAINS HIS ACTION.
MR. MOULTON EXPLAINS
Mr.
MR. Moulton's
MiOUL'l`ON'S appearance
appearance at Plymouth
Plymouth Church meeting having
having excited considerable comment,
comment, he addressed
ing
the following
it
following card to the public
explanation of it:
public in explanation

the Public:
To THE
PUBLIC:
I will

explain
explain

the reason
reason of my
my attendance at

Plymouth
Plymouth

evening.
Immediately after the publication
my
publication of my
Church last evening.
Immediately
left
I
the
city
extended statement of August
left
to
attend
to
21,
21,
city
August

some
England, not returning
New England,
yessome business affairs
affairs in New
returning until yesmorning.
terday
During
learned,
my
surprise,
my
I
to
absence
learned,
my surprise,
terday morning. During my
from the public
public prints,
prints, that I had refused to submit to crossexamination by
committee's forthcommittee, and that the committee's
by the committee,
coming
report
I immediately
fact.
coming report would state this for aa fact.
immediately sent
committee
by
by telegraph
telegraph the following
following message
message to the committee:
August 27.
Lowell, Mass.,
MASS., August
Lownni.,
"
"
Woodruff, 44 Front street,
Franklin WOODRUFF,
To Jeremiah
JEREMIAH P. Robinson
RoB1NsoN or FRANKLIN
street,
(the committee)
committee)
They (the
lino in the Boston Globe the following
I Linn
N. Y. :-I
following: They
have asked him (Moulton)
(Moulton) three times to submit to cross-examination
:

—

:

''
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I have neither received such
request.'
and he has as often ignored
ignored the request]
self ready
readynor made such declination, but have held and hold my
request nor
myself
request
W. Sage,
Sage, the chairman, of this at
to appear
appear on
on notice. Inform Henry
Henry VV.
"FRANCIS D. Moulton."
MoUL'roN."
"Francis
once
once.

message, and not wishing
wishing to delay
de^ay the
Having
Having sent the above message,
first
train
home
in
order
meet
the comtrain
first
in
to
I
took
the
committee,
committee,

their
appointed for
for the presentation
mittee before the time appointed
presentation of their
reaching Brooklyn
Brooklyn yesterday
yesterday
On reaching

report
report to the church.

morn-

morn-

my telegram
ing, I learned that my
promptly communitelegram had been promptly
ing,
to
Mr.
Mr.
Voodruff
Sage
by
Woodruff in
in perthe
previous
day
percated on
on
Sage by
previous day
committee, but none came.
message from the committee,
came.
I waited for a message
for the public
public reading
length, the hour having
At length,
having arrived for
reading of

son.

report, I went to the church to hear it.
it.
the c0mmittee's
committee's report,
same as that possessed
possessed by
speak was the same
any
right to speak
My right
by any
present, for
for I
1 have been a member of the
person there present,
other person

my wife a member of the
years, and my
for many
t he
congregation
many years,
congregation for
church.
l

of the report
its
report I was
was pained
During the reading
reading of
pained to hear its
During
felt it
it my
my duty,
it certainly
misrepresentations of me,
me, and I felt
duty, as it
certainly
misrepresentations
for the correction of these before the report
right, to ask for
was
my right,
was my
report
In
I
treat
the
might
meeting
order
that
to
vote.
was put
might
meeting with
put
fola brief note,
entire courtesy,
courtesy, I wrote to the chairman a
note, as follows
lows:
I

:

"MIL
"Mr. Monr:n_vros
Moderator

:

:

I

am

am

here and Want
want to say
a word.
say a
"

" FRANCIS
Francis

Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding

this

request,
request,

and

D. Moulton."
Monmor."

notwithstanding
notwithstanding

Mr.

any member of the church and conBlair's
Blair's speech
speech adjuring
adjuring any
aught
gregation
who
had
say against
against the report
gregation
aught to say
report to speak
speak
his peace,
ever after hold his
peace, and notwithstandthen and there,
there, or ever
Blair
with
Mr.
was not permitted
equal
right
himself,
ing
my equal right
himself, I was
ing my
permitted
to be heard.

young man,
proceedings a
a young
man, Mr. Raymond,
During
Raymond, whom
During the proceedings
once brought
brought to me
me saying
Mr. Beecher had once
saying that I could confer
IIr.
B.'s)
fling down upon
upon
absence, chose to fling
B.'s) absence,
and offensive words to my
in
dishonor,
in
reply
my dishonor,
reply to
it incumbent on me
me to characterize him in language
felt it
which I felt
language

his (Mr.
(Mr.
with him in his
me some
some
me

false
false

appropriate to the provocation,
provocation, and
appropriate
lish equivalent.
lish
equivalent.

for which I know no EngEng-
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Mr.

Raymond
Raymond

vaunted himself as
only member of the~
as the only
the-

who, with the exception
congregation
Beecher's lawyers,
lawyers,
congregation who,
exception of Mr. Beecher's

knew all
all the facts of the

case.
CHSQ.

to learn that I have a letter
letter

(Mr. R.)
writer says
says that he (Mr.
of the case.

Raymond will be chagrined
chagrined
Raymond
from Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, in which the
knows nothing
nothing whatever of
of' the
Mr.

facts

hearing which was
was last night
night denied to
I will add that the hearing

me
me

in the

expect
expect

place
place where I had the most right
right to demand and

I shall ask for from the public
public at large
large in a few days.
days.

it,
only delay
The only
delay
it,

in the publication
publication will arise

from the preparaprepa1'acopies ot'
of letters and papers,
tion of fac-simile copies
papers, including
including Mr.
Beecher's written certificate of Mr. Raymond's
Beecher's
Raymond's safe and trust-

worthy ignorance
vort'hy
ignorance

of the case.

years, for the sake of the innocent
I have sought
sought for four ycars,ti1r

expochildren of two families,
families, to shield Mr. Beecher from the expoadultery.
committee,
sure of his crime of adultery.
sure
But Mr. Beecher,
his
Beecher,
committee,

compel
me, for my
own selfcompel me,
my own
shortly do in
protection, to reveal him to the world,
world, as I shall shortly
protection,

church, have united
and his church,
still worse
worse
a still
a

light
light

to

than that wherein he

now stands.

now

Francis D. MoUL'roN.
Moulton.
FRANCIS

(Signed)
(Signed)

Brooklyn, August
August 29,
29,
BRoo1~:LYN,

1874.

—

are the folabove, are
Blair's remarks,
folP. S.-Mr.
S.
Mr. Blair's
remarks, referred to above,

lowing:
dissenting views in refer"If
"If there be any
any in this church that have dissenting
hearing. I
full and fair hearing.
ence
ence to the report,
calm, full
bespeak for them a calm,
report, I bespeak
name an
an opportunity
opportunity to be
your name
think,
sir, I may
think, sir.
may promise
promise to them in your

heard.

I adjure
adjure

be, now
now
them, if
if such there be,
them,

speak, or else forever
to speak,

peace."
after hold their peace."

following
Raymond's remarks are the following:
Mr. Raymond's
"
Plyonly man,
by a concurrence
ot' circumstances,
"II am
am the only
concurrence of
circumstances, in Plyman, by
a member of the
or in the United States to-day,
mouth Church or
to-day, not amember
happens to
a lawyer
committee, who happens
lawyer before the committee,
committee and not a
know all
all about it."
it."

Newreporter for
for one of the New
In a
a conversation with a reporter
scene
the
scene
said,
referring
Mr.
Moulton
to
York papers,
said, referring
papers,
at the church

::
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"
one of the worst exhibitions of moral cowardice I
"It
was one
It was
man against
man! yes,
one man
against
yes, one man
witnessed. I stood there one
ever witnessed.
the meeting
meeting
having charge
charge of the
three thousand, and yet those having
!

thousand,

yet

audience."
audience."
dared not trust my
my statement to the
the meeting,
attend
to
you
meeting, Mr. Moul"What
"Vhat prompted
prompted you
be
there,
to
right
a
vote, and
there, and to vote,
"Well, I had
ton
'?"
ton?"
right
"Vell,
facts
ofthe
facts
of
the
the
of
possession
in
in
put
being put
me upon
assist me
possession
would assist
upon being
case."
case."
"
"
in view
View of the present
do, in
propose to do,
present state of
you propose
Vhat
What do you
"
" I'll
preparing a statement,
I am
am preparing
statement, which
tell you.
I'll tell
affairs?"
affairs?"
yon.
in the
early
public
it
it
make
shall
shall
I
early ill
and
completed,
is
public
nearly
is
,

nearly completed,

letters from Beecher and a
fac-similes of letters
by fac-similes
accompanied by
week,
week, accompanied
published."
not yet
have
which
number of other persons,
yet been published."
persons,
if
choose—
if
Church,
I say, sir, that Plymouth
(Excitedly)— "I
Plymouth Church, I choose-

(Excitedly>-"

an indefeasible

say,

sir,

right, legal
legal and
right,

technical.

my

First,
First, because my

her; and,
is a member,
wife is
and, again,
again, because I
member, and I represent
represent her;
I really
went, however,
however,
really went,
but the
said,
might
be
said,
might
prompted
credibility
and
character
my
upon
attacks
repeated
credibility prompted
upon n1y
repeated
vindication."
in vindication."
me
me to attempt
reply in
attempt aa reply
"
"
Rayparticular statement did you
To what particular
you refer when Mr. Bay-

myself am
am
myself

a member of the church.

simply
simply as a

listener, to
listener,

hear what

"
" It referred
referred genliar in his harangue
? "
mond called you
you a liar
harangue?"
genmore specially
Raymond's attack upon
erally to Raymond's
upon myself,
myself, but more
specially to
erally
more about this
this scandal than almost
knew more
his assertion that he knev
his

Relative to that declaration let
let me
me say Mr.
any
any other person.
person.
say
letter
me with a letter
from
came
me
Raymond
to
came
Mr.
Beecher
to the
Raymond
effect that
effect

Raymond
Raymond was

his friend ;; he has not counted the
his

of the issue they
they have made with me,
am
me, and before I am
through
matter,
with
the
I
will
will
grind
powder,
Shearman
Mr.
to
matter,
through
grind
powder,
"
"
that I will !

costs

!

" Vill
Will you
you indicate what
vhat the tenor of your
forthcoming stateyour forthcoming
"
"
ment is?"
is'?"
It will deal less
less with Mr. Beecher's
Beeeher's relations to
"

women with whom Mr. Beecher
Mrs. Tilton than with other women
has indulged
indulged in criminal intercourse.

Mr. Beecher has con-

me and

name of
to another person
person ;; but the name
that other person
has
not
give
yet
been
given.
I
shall
person
yet
give the
given.

fessed adultery
adultery to

name

name

me

my forthcoming
statements, and that person
in my
person can subforthcoming statements,
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stantiate
declaration on that
that point.
I
my declaration
stantiate my
point.
I do not wish it
it forforstatement
that
was
belbre
that
of
my
prepared
gotten
that
previous
was
before
that
my previous
prepared
gotten
IIr.
It was the original
Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's was given
given to the public.
public. It
original stateme
me

comresponse
invitation of
ot the comresponse to the invitation
I
and
mittee to appear
substituted
them, but I withheld it,
it,
appear before
before them,
friendly motives toward
modified statement,
shorter and modiiied
a shorter
statement, from friendly

ment, written by
ment,
by

in
in

after such an
an exhibition
exhibition of friendship
IIr.
yet, after
friendship
Mr. Beecher
Beecher; and yet,
made
bitter
attack
toward him,
Beecher
bitter
personal
upon
a
me. I
1
him,
personal
upon me.
;

after the appearance
appearance of such a document I was
felt
was justifelt that after
_justiAnd
my
original
fied
making public
statement.
in making
now,
fied in
after
public my original
nov, after

last few days,
days, and especially
especially the spirit
the manifestations of the last
spirit

shown in
in Plymouth
Plymouth Church on Friday
proper seltl
selfFriday evening,
evening, a proper
that
I
should
Mr.
in
demands
that
I
show
up
Beecher
his
true
respect
in
his
respect
showiup

character."
character."
To another reporter
said: "
reporter Mr. Moulton said
Why, I've
I've kept
"Vhy,
kept
:

the doors of

Plymouth Church
Plymouth

open
for the last
last four years.
years. In
open for
these four years
come to me
years Mr. Beecher has come
each of these
me and asked
in Plymouth
Plymouth Church could go
sale of pews
pews in
ou.
whether the sale
go on.

Up

to

this act of bad faith
the time of this
faith toward
the

me by Mr.
me
by

his protector.
I protected
protector.
Beecher, I have been liis
protected him against
Beecher,
against
the Voodhull
Woodhull scandal. I protected
protected him against
against the Bacon
letter, and
letter,
friendship
friendship

character.

protected him against
Tilton's statement.
I even
even protected
against Tilton's

for Mr.
for

My
IIy

Beecher had been of a deep
deep and emotional

At the altar of Plymouth
Plymouth Church I held a dear

child while I consecrated it
it in
in baptism.
baptism.
died,
quently died,
quently

That child subse-

and thus I was bound to Mr. Beecher by
by the

tenderest memories.

He made a confession to

me of having
having had

me

this
criminal intercourse with a lady
his congregation,
congregation, but this
lady of his
was not Mrs. Tilton.
lady
lady was

Even after such confidential revela-

for peace,
my peace,
only
tions I held my
peace, and acted for
peace, influenced not only
personal friendship
friendship for Mr. Beecher,
by
by a desire
Beecher, but by
by my
my personal
."
the cause of morality
morality and Christianity."
Christianity

to

save

The Graphic,
August 29,
published the following
following
29, published
Graphic, of August

one of its
interview between Moulton and one
its reporters
reporters

:

:

was found at an
Mr. Francis D. Moulton was
an early
lIr.
early hour this
"
"
"
fresh
his
library,
looking
as
fresh
in
his
as
a
lark " after
his
after his
morning
in
a
morning
library, looking

"

:
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escape from the hands of'
of the Plymouth
Plymouth Church
adventure and escape
He was
The dramatic nalast evening.
letters.
was reading
letters.
evening.
mob last
reading
in
of
the
scene
created
his
the
appearance
by
ture
church during
during
by
appearance

the reading
already produced
reading of the report
proofs of its
its
report had already
produced proofs
public.
elfect
eifect on
on the public.
"
" This is
is what people in New York seem
seem to think of
of' it," said

people

"

it,"

" Hear this
t_his note :"

he.
he.

:

:— Hurrah for
Mouurox
Moultox :--Hurrah
for yonl
you
!

One amongst
amongst three thousand.

It was signed
signed by
best known
by one of the best

men
men

in
in New York.

Selecting another letter
letter from the pile, written by a New York
Selecting
pile,
by

lawyer
among the first
Hrst in his
his profession,
profession, he read as
lawyer that stands among
follows
follows:
If I had been at your
your house last evening
peremptorilyevening II should have pereinptorily
against your
closed the doors against
your going
meeting,
going to the Plymouth
Plymouth Church meeting,
if I
but if
1 could have known what was
happen there,
was to happen
there, II should have been
lirst to keep
the first
keep them open.
open.

Mr. Moulton said he had lately'
lately been in
in receipt
receipt of over two
in the matter.
hundred letters
letters indorsing
indorsing his course in
"I
"I thought
thought I ought
goto the meeting,"
continued,
ought to goto
meeting," he continued,
had
right
there, and that in
"I
knew
thoughtfully.
I
a
thoughtfully. "I
right to be there,
speak.
a special manner
special manner I had a right
right to speak.

A direct
direct attack
A

was
was

for consistency
regard for
my own
own
mere regard
made upon
me, and mere
consistency and my
upon me,
me to be present.
present.
I did not
I
self-respect would 'have
have prompted
prompted me
self-respect
expect the
expect

scene

that resulted.

I did not go
go armed.

If I had

upon by
by
incited by
known that I was
was to be pressed
by a mob incited
pressed upon
him!' and the like,
Shoot himl'
down!' 'Shoot
cries of 'Knock
him downl'
' Knock
like,
'

perhaps
it would have been otherwise.
perhaps it
that has happened
happened to

me

me

The pleasantest
pleasantest thing
thing

meeting
since the meeting

call from
was
a call
was a

If it
it had not been for his protection
protection and that
have happened.
would
of his men
tell what
men last
cannot tell
last night
happened.
night I cannot
seen me
He had seen
me enter the church and face the whole angry
angry
flinching, and had himself been called
partisan
partisan mob without Hinching,
Captain
Byrne.
Captain Byrne.

upon
upon

to

me out of the church.
put me
put

came
He came

to

me

me

of his

own
own

say that it
it was
pluckiest thing
thing he had ever seen.
accord to say
was the pluckiest
in the
He said (laughing)
I-Ie
I
man in
that
was
the
behaved man
was
best
(laughing)

view ?"
Now how is
is that from a policeman's
policeman's point
point of view?"
"No!"
and Mr. Moulton brought
fist down
"No!"-and
brought his clenched fist

church.

—

"

:
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upon the table with a blow that shook the glass
glass globes
globes in
in the
upon
chandeliers
certainly did not flinch.
flinch.
chandeliers-"I
" I certainly
I believe I was,
was, in
I went in there
fact,
man in the whole throng.
throng.
fact, the coolest man

—

me say
say it,
it, and
me
I came
came out again."
again."
"
" What
Vhat would you
Moulton, if
if you
you have said,
you had been
said, Mr. lIoulton,
"
"
allowed to speak
?
speak
having
something to say.
say.
having something

They would
They

let
not let

_

(laughing).
"Said'?
"Said? (laughing).

done.

Well, there's
there's one thing
Vell,
thing I would have

letter from Mr. Beecher,
in which
I would have read a letter
Beecher, in
man
man

Raymond, *'He's
He's a
a safe
he says
safe
says of this gentleman,
gentleman, Mr. Raymond,
them
them;

;

to

He

doesn't
you know
doesn't understand the facts as you
represents me
me in the church.'
church.'
And yet
but he represents
is
yet this
this is

conduct affairs.
aliairs.
the

man who pretends
man
pretends

my
my

statements.

all and to throw discredit on
to know all

And think of Shearman
Ghearman sitting
sitting there and

acquittal of an
the acquittal
an adulterer
adulterer!

indorsing
indorsing

!

left.
I have documents left.

I'll riddle this affair.
I'll
affair.

They treated me
me shamefully
last night,
They
shainefully last
night,

am in some
some degree provoked, but I
and when I think of it
it I am
degree provoked,
They were angered.
angered.
They lost
my temper.
lost their
lose my
do not lose
temper. They
They
in his
his impetuous
impetuous way)
heads,
way) they
they
heads, and (bursting
(bursting into aa laugh
laugh in
1

left."
haven't
haven't much heart left."
"
you know,"
know," said he,
pausing in
in the centre of the room
Do you
room
"Do
he, pausing
"
looking thoughtfully
his
and looking
at
his
listener,
that
still
retain
"that
I
still
a
a
listener,
thoughtfully

friendship for Mr. Beecher?
help it.
can't help
it.
I ean't
I find
find my
friendship
my
in
spite
of
myself
still
running
in
thoughts
the old channels.
thoughts
spite
myself still running
seems to be against the state of affairs in which
My resentment seems
My
against
right this wrong.
Yes I find
I found myself.
myself: But I shall right
wrong. Yes;
looking
in
a
myself
still
kindly
a
way
upon
Mr.
still
It is
is
Beecher.
myself
looking
kindly vay upon
my
nature
that
am
unable
my
a
of
I
am
to
rid
mind
of
the
a part
my
part
my
;

impression which a friend makes upon
upon it.
Perhaps it
is best.
it is
best.
it. Perhaps
impression
on
cannot
friendship."
the
I
a
am glad
on
whole
that
outlive
a
I am
glad
friendship."
room in deep
thought.
For a
a time Mr. Moulton paced
paced the room
deep thought.
his fine frank face lighting
again, his
Then he broke out again,
lighting up
up as he

turned toward his visitor.

Cushman?"
"Do
"Do you
"Do
'?" said he. "Do
you remember Charlotte Cushman
how
you
say
as
contemplated
remember
she
used
to
she
say
contemplated the
you
Duncan
murder of Duncan:
"
"

'
'

'Tis better to he
be that we
we would destroy
destroy
Than through
through destruction dwell in doubtful joy.'
joy.'

"
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"
"
find out the truth ot'
of that sentiment
will find
Plymouth Church will
Plymouth
The time will
it will
will come
come when it
will regret
its atits sorrow.
to its
regret its
destruction."
at
my
destruction."
tempt
my
tempt
"
" May
coming statement
May I ask you
you what the nature of your
your coming

will be?"
will
" I would rather,
"I
rather not anticipate.
anticipate.

Say
Say

about it
it if
if you
you

this
this

it will
will be very
characterise it.
it.
very simple
simple
think it
it necessary
Say
necessary to characterize
Say it
in its
documents."
direct in
its nature and sustained by
and direct
by documents."
will your
"YVhen
your next statement be ready?"
"When will
ready?"
"
" It
is ready
replied.
It is
now," he replied.
ready now,"

'

'

called to the remark of S.
S. V.
Moul ton's attention was
was called
Mr. Moulton's
to a
ot the Daily
that "" the
yesterday that
reporter of
Daily Graphic
Graphic yesterday
a reporter

`White
White

efforts ot
efforts
ot

were not to be compared
chasing a flea
flea were
an Irishman chasing
compared

an

committee's efforts
efforts to drav
full statement from Mr.
draw the full
to the committee's

Moulton."
Moulton."
In reply
stated that he had
reply to this
this Mr. Moulton distinctly
distinctly stated
request ot
of the committee that he
absolutely
absolutely complied
complied with the request
come before them and produce
should come
produce the documents referred

to

by Mr.
by

that he should say
nothing
Tilton in
in his
his statement,
statement, and that
say nothing

any statement for publication
further to the committee nor make any
publication
unless compelled
compelled to do so it
if his action toward Mr. Beecher was
questioned.
questioned.

The committee had ignored
his statement and had
ignored his

his
declined to cross-examine him on
on the ground that he made his
ground

statement public
public instead of to the committee.

reply that Mr. Beecher made
reply
nouncing him (Moulton)
nouncing
(Moulton) as

this he would
To this

his statement to the committee dehis

a blackmailer and a treacherous
Beecher's
man,
without
notifying
man, and the committee,
committee,
notifying Moulton of Beecher's
and, in
statement,
or _allowing
it, and,
in
allowing him to reply
reply to it,
it, published it,
statement, or
published
his
would
his (Moulton's)
committee
opinion,
any
statement
to
the
(Moulton's) opinion, any
Beecher's
have been inadequate,
it as Beecher's
gave it
inadequate, and therefore he gave
statement was
"If I had had reference
was given-to
given to the world.
World. "If

—

public opinion
my original
to public
presented my
original stateopinion I should have presented

No perperin my
my conduct."
conduct."
"
last night."
"Mr.
Moulton, I want your
your version of the aiT'air
affair last
Mr. Moulton,
night."
" that I was
in no
"I
was in
no
"I wish it
it understood,"
understood," said Mr. Moulton,
Moulton, "that

criticism.
ment,
myself from criticism.
ment, and might
might have saved myself
Jonal reason has influenced
gonal

sense

me

me

the cause,
through motive,
motive, presence,
action, of
cause, either through
presence, or action,
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performance which occurred in the church last
the disgraceful
disgraceful performance
church, seated myself
I went to the church,
myself in aa place
place tendered

night.
night.

me by
by

a
a gentleman of the press, and proceeded quietly to take
gentleman
press,
proceeded quietly
During the proceedings,
notes of what was
was being read.
proceedings, before
being read. During
me

speech by
the speech
by Mr.

man, I
Raymond,
young man,
Raymond, aa young

my

sent my request
request
permission to say
say a
a
to the Moderator of the meeting,
meeting, asking
asking permission

word.

opportunity for which I
was not considered
It was
considered;; the opportunity

although I had the right
speak as a
me, although
was denied me,
asked was
a
right to speak
the
right
which
besides
every
man
man
member of the congregation,
right
every
congregation,
has to defend himself when assailed.
assailed.

When I found myself
myself
Vhen

congregation by
one of the
placed
light before the congregation
by one
placed in a false light
speakers, Mr. Raymond,
Raymond,
speakers,

by calling
I resented his insult by
calling him aa.

liar."
liar."

you, do you
you
"Would
Vould Captain
Captain Byrne
Byrne have arrested you,
He
cause.
if
he
He
"Yes,
I
he
would
if
hc
had
had
think
Yes,
"

think?"
think ?"

"

is a faithis

officer.
ful oflicer.

during the
I did not see him at all in the church during

nor threats,
Neither dreading
threats, I quietly
dreading the hisses nor
quietly proproknowledge
had of his
only
I
my notes,
and
the
ceeded with my
notes,
only knowledge
gentleman of the press
whisper by
presence was
was through
by a gentleman
press
through a whisper
presence
Byrne,
me.
was behind me.
that the captain
Byrne, with great
great fidelity
fidelity to
captain was

tumult.

my house. I suppose
my carriage-step
carriage-step to my
suppose
his duty,
duty, rode upon
upon my
' suppose/
because
I
I
say
not
realize
did
me.
me.
he protected
say 'suppose,'
protected
danger."
any danger."
was in any
that I was

XXX.
SUES MR.BEECHER
MR.TILTON
MR. BEECHER FOR DAMAGES.
MRTILTON SUES
Tilton, having
Mr. TILTON,
MR.
bring suit against
against Mr.
having resolved to bring
comBeecher for the seduction of his wife,
wife, made his formal complaint through
counsel, Messrs.
through his counsel,
plaint
brought
and
the 20th of August,
August,
brought suit

Morris & Pearsall,
Pearsall, about
for the

sum of one
one hun-

sum

damage he had sus~
susdollars as the amount of the damage
dred thousand dollars
upon
him
claims
were
inflicted
were inflicted
injuries
which
he
the
tained by
upon
injuries
by
was as
reply was
was brief,
Beecher's reply
by
brief, and was
by Mr. Beecher. Mr. Beecher's
follows
follows:

—
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Court of
The City Court
qf Brooklyn:
Theodore Tilton,
Tilton, plaintiff,
Ward Beecher, defendantplaintiff, agt.
agt. Henry Vard
defendant
defendant answers
answers to
to the
That each and
the complaint: I.
I. That
Answer. The defendant
the said
the plain(except that
that the
in the
said complaint
contained (except
complaint contained
every allegation
allegation in
M. Richards were
and Miss Elizabeth
Elizabeth M.
tiff and
married on
were married
on October
October 2,
tiff
2, 1855,
as husband and wife
II.
and lived
is utterly
utterly false.
wife up to
to 1874) is
false.
II.
lived together as
never had, at
'l`hat
this defendant
at any place,
at any time
time or
or at
place, any unchaste
That this
defendant never
the plaintiili
with the
relations with
plaintiff, and never attempted
wife of
of the
the wife
attempted
improper relations
or improper
to have any such relations.
relations.
sought to
or sought

SHEARMAN
Shearman &
& STERLING,
Sterling,

Attorneys
for Defendant.
Attorneysfor
State of New Hampshire,
ss. :
State
Hampshire. County of Grafton, ss.:
says 1.
duly sworn, says:
1. That he is
Henry W'ard
Ward Beecher, being
being duly
is the
the dedeHenry
:

fendant
fendant herein, and resides
of Brooklyn, Kings
resides in
in the
the city
city ot
county, New
Kings county,
at the
the Twin Mountain House, Coos
is temporarily
temporarily residing
York, but is
residing at
is sixty-one
of age, and his
county,
sixty-one years
Hampshire. 2.
2. That he is
years of
his
county, New Hampshire.
a clergyman.
3. That the
occupation is
is that
that of
the foregoing
of a
answer is
is
occupation
clergyman. 3.
toregoing answer
HENRY
true of
of his
his own knowledge.
knowledge.
Henry XVARD
Ward BEECHER.
Beecher.

Sworn and subscribed before
before

me this
this 29th day
day ofAugust.
of August, 1874.
1874.
HARRY
Justice ofthe
Bingham, Justice
Harry Bxuci-mn,
Peace.
of the Peace.

me

S/ate
Hampshire, County
August 29,
Sf ate of New Hampshire,
Grafton, August
29. 1874:
of Grafton.
County Qf
Circuit Court ol
the said
I
hereby certify
certify that
that I
of the Circuit
I am
am Clerk of
of the
said
Ihereby
that Harry
county,
Harry Bingham
Bingham resides
resides therein, and is,
is. and was, at
at the
county, and that
of taking
time of
affidavit, a
a Justice
Justice of
of the Peace throughout
throughout
taking the foregoing
foregoing affidavit,
the said
said State,
State, and duly
by the laws thereof to take the said
said
duly authorized by
affidavit; and that I
I am
am well
well acquainted
acquainted with the handwriting
handwriting of
of the
affidavit;
said
believe that the signature
said Harry
signature to
to the jurat
Harry Bingham,
Bingham, and verily
verily believe
jurat
of the said
said affidavit
affidavit is
is genuine,
said affidavit
affidavit purports
genuine, and that said
purports to be
in all
all respects
taken in
respects as required
required by
by the laws of the State of
of New Hamp-

Hamp-

shire.
shire.

In testimony
set my
my hand and aliixed
affixed
testimony whereof II have hereunto set
official seal
said court, the date above written.
the official
seal of
of the said
written.
C.
Dole, Clerk Qf
C. A. Donn,
Circuit Court
the Circuit
of the
For Grafton County,
County, New Hampshire.
Hampshire.

Theodore Tilton
Tilton ag't
ag't Henry
Henry Ward Beecher ::
Please to take notice that the issue
issue in
in the above action will
will be brought
brought on
on
for trial
trial at the next Trial Term of the City Court of Brooklyn, appointed
for
City
Brooklyn, appointed
to be held at the County
County Court-house,
Court-house. in
in the city of Brooklyn, on
on the

city

first
first

Brooklyn,

Monday
Monday

of October next, at ten o'clock in
in the forenoon of that day,
day,
or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard.
~

September 7,
7, 1874.
September
To Moems
Morris & PEARSALL.
Prarsall.

Snmnnnv
Shearman & STERLING.
Sterling.

Due and timely
timely service
service of the notice of which the above is
is a copy
copy is
is
hereby
MORRIS
Morris & Pearsall.
here-by admitted.
PEARSALL.

September 7,
7,
September

1874.
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A

A counter notice of trial
trial was at the

same time served by
same
S:
by Morris &

Sterling, who also admitted due service
Pearsall upon
upon Shearman & Sterling,
thereoti
thereof.

Tilton's complaint
complaint and the
At the time of the service of Tilton's
in the Vhite
his answer thereto,
was in
White
of his
thereto, Mr. Beecher was
attack
his
annual
his
vhither he had gone
to
escape
of
Mountains, whither
Mountains,
gone
escape
to
which
is
fever,
is
subject.
he
hay
hay fever,
subject.
filing
Hling

XXXL
XXXI.

MR. MOULTONKS
MOULTON'S LAST STATEMENT.
MR. BIOULTON,
Mr.
Moulton, on

the

after the meeting
Plymouth
morning after
morning
meeting at Plymouth

of' his intention to publish
Church,
gave notice of
Church, gave
publish another statement

in
in

which he would

effectually
effectually ruin Mr.

produce documents which would
produce

Beecher,
report of the
Beecher, and overthrow the report

Investigating
Investigating Committee.

On the 11th of September,
put
September, he put
the New
lTew York

his purpose
by publishing
publishing in
purpose into execution hy
following statement:
Daily Graphic
Daily
Graphic the following
PUBLIC
the Public
To Tm:

::

I have waited patiently,
I
patiently,

perhaps
long, after giving
giving to the public
perhaps too long,
public the

exact facts and documents as they
they were
were given
given to me,
me, in the statement
prepared
for the Connnittee
Committee of Investigation,
prepared for
Investigation, of which they
they have made
no use;
no
use nor'
nor did they
call upon
me for any explanation, or try to test
upon me
they call
any explanation.
try
the coherence of the facts by
course, I held
which, of course,
cross-examination, which,
by cross-examination,
myself ready
felt myself
compelled to make an
an exposg
myself
ready to undergo
undergo after II felt
myselfcompelled
eacposé
;

ofthe
of the facts in full.
full.
I had
I

hoped
a
this, have made a
would, ere this.
hoped that Mr. Beecher himself would,

denial of any
intimation, insinuation,
insinuation, or averment in his statement that
any intimation,
I had acted in any
endeavored,
dishonorably towards him,
or had endeavored,
him, or
any way
way dishonorably

by
promise
cajolery or promise
by cajolery
any
in accordance with truth
withdrawal. in
money from him ; and as such a withdrawal,
any money
me to
as Mr.
M r. Beecher knows it,
it, would have rendered it
it unnecessary
unnecessary for me
take any
any further part
principals in this
part in the controversy
controversy between the principals
terrible affair,
felt myself
never would have felt
atlhir, II trusted that II never
upon
myself called upon
the nature of acto make further statements which,
if made,
be
in
must
which. if
made,
in the interests of Mr. Tilton, to extort or obtain
;

cusations against
against him.

myself that as a
Failing in this hope,
it seems to my
Failing
hope, it
my friends and to myself
me
Beecher and me
of
is
veracity
is
so
Mr.
question
sharply
between
raised
veracity
question
sharply
men and
well-meaning and confiding
and as there are a large
confiding men
large number of well-meaning
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desire,
women who desire,

women

if
if

possible,
possible,

to believe him,
him, and,
and,

although
although

449
if
if

the case

between us were to be determined only
the thinking,
thinking, scrutinizing
only by
by the
scrutinizing
it would not be necessary
people
country, it
necessary to add another word;
people of the country,
word;

prevent these good,
religious persons
yet, to prevent
astray in their
good, religious
yet,
persons from being
being led astray
convictions, not only
may maintain
convictions,
Beecher, but that I may
only as regards
regards Mr. Beecher,
feel I ought
the station in their minds which I feel
man of honor
ought to hold as aa man
purity of motive and action in this disgraceful
and purity
business, I propose,
propose,
disgraceful business,
by the aid of documents which I hold,
hold, and the necessary
by
necessary narrative to
make them intelligible,
by a comparison
Beecher's stateintelligible, and by
comparison of Mr. Beechers
ments with the documents heretofore published,
published, to show that it
it is
is imfor his statement to the committee to be true in many very
possible for
possible
many very
important particulars,
is not between
particulars, and that the issue of truthfulness is
important
his personal
mine, but between him and the facts themthem~
personal averments and mine,

selves.

From

his insinuations and inferences,
if not the direct statements,
inferences, if
statements,

feeling
my character as a man
man as well as my
feeling that my
my truthfulness as a witness
ness have been impugned,
impugned, II will
will endeavor,
endeavor, in the first
place, to reinstate
first place,

myself
so far as I may
showing at how late a day
day he held other and
myself so
by showing
may by
different opinions
entirely
entirely different
opinions of me.
It will be observed that
that. in my
prepared for
for the committee
my statement prepared
any documents or "any
I said that I refrained from producing
producing any
"any papers
papers

or
or

it has broken
proposals
oi this
t.his controversy
controversy since it
proposals for the settlement ot

Tilton's letter to Dr. Bacon and
publication of 'I`ilton's
out afresh,
afresh, and since the publication
was that in making
reason was
the call of Beecher for a committee ;"'
;" and the reason
making
it unjust
thought it
parties
the statement before the committee, I thought
unjust to the parties

arrangeto parade
parade before the committee the mutual concessions and arrange~
hoped, even
evenat
at that late hour,
I had hoped,
ments made by the parties whom I
hour,

parties

by

strife.
an adjustment
might
adjustment of the strife.
by an
might be saved from themselves by
Beecher's statement to the comcomI extract the following
following from Mr. Beecher's

mittee:
I never had a susBacon's letters.
Until the reply
letters.I
neyer had_a
reply of Mr. Tilton to Bacon's
sincerity with which he
good faith and of the sincerity
(Moulton's) good
picion
picion of his (Moulton's)
published,
and Mr. Moulwas published,
was
letter
that
when
and
me;
with
me
was dealing
was
;
dealing
counter-operation
no counter-operation
visiting him in reference to it,
it, proposed
on my
ton, on
proposed no
my visiting
staggered.
was staggered.
no help
-no
no documents, no
help-II was

—

—

"
was rightly
were true, he was
rightly
If this averment were
staggered," and he rightly
rightly " staggered,"
of peril,
hour
then
in
his
if I failed,
me for if
lost faith in me;
everything
failed,
peril, to do everything
was not the friend that
lay to his satisfaction to rescue him,
me lay
that in me
him, II was
was unto be,
me
me
acknowledged
be, and was
that
he
be,
or
I had professed to be,
acknowledged
;

professed

worthy
any other.
worthy of his confidence or the confidence of any
letter of appointment
Investigating
It will be observed that the letter
appointment of the Investigating
Brooklyn, June
bears date Brooklyn,
chairman, hears
is chairman.
Committee, of which Mr. Sage
Committee,
Sage is
publication of the letter from
by the publication
was drawn out by
27. 1874, which was
27,187-1,
same month.
Age on
on the 21st (?) of the same
Tilton in the Golden Age
29
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on the 13th
Beecher's statement was
was made before the committee on
Mr. Beecher's
first apAugust, wherein the accusation that I had deserted him at first
of August,
apNow,
I aver
aver that from the time of the preparation of the Bacon
pears.
Now,
preparation
pears.
was in
down to the 24th day
letter,
June, down
day of July,
July, I was
letter, before the 21st of June,
almost daily consultation
consultation with Beecher and his counsel,
counsel, at their request,
request,

daily

as
as

averting the storm
publication and averting
meeting
meeting that publication

to the best method of

August I enjoyed
imminent and until the 4th of August
that was
was imminent;
enjoyed his entire
so far as
as I ever
as any
much as
ever had so
as much
regard as
confidence and regard
any expression
expression
gave me,
came
him and,
came from him;
distrust, he gave
me,
and, instead of manifestations of distrust,
;

;

intervenwriting, the highest
both verbally
friendlyintervenpraise for my
my friendly
highest praise
verbally and in writing,
commendation because I can
can
oral commcndation
tion.
repeat one
one instance of his oral
tion. I repeat
we had been in
was present.
a witness who was
substantiate it by a
present. After we

by

subject, I walked
July, upon
consultation at my
on the 5th of July,
my house,
house, on
upon this subject,
Terrace,
Montague
past
up
conference,
the
with him,
Terrace,
him, still continuing
conference,
Montague
past
up
continuing
partner, standwhere we
we found Mr. Jeremiah P. Robinson,
Robinson, my
my business partner,

ing at his door. "We
spoke to him on
on some
some indifferent substopped and spoke
Ve stopped
ing
neck
my
ject, when Beecher,
arm
Beecher, putting
and his hand upon
his
arm
around
upon
ject,
my
putting
a truer friend
my
Robinson " God never
never raised up
shoulder, said to Mr. Robinson:
my shoulder,
up a
replied: "That
"That
to a
man than Frank has been to me."
me." Mr. Robinson replied:
a man
"

:

is true,"
true," and we
we passed
passed on.
on.
is
asking
Beecher, asking
On the 24th of July
July I received aa letter from Mr. Beecher,

me
me

papers
papers in order to aid him in makAs previous
previous to the 10th,
ing his statement to the committee. As
10th, when
ing
Tilton made his sworn
'|`ilton
svorn statement,
same request from
statement, I had refused the same
request
to return to him certain letters and

him II did not think it
it right
him,
right

me
me

Beecher, because it
to grant
it seemed
grant that of Beecher,

controversy as
as between them,
them. which I
controversy
was
a statement
was about to make a
own knowledge,
knowledge, I did not see
of facts which were
were within his own
see why
why he
should need documents to aid him if
if the statement was
was to be a
a truthful
gave a
one.
I gave
counsel, who brought
letter,
one.
a verbal refusal to his counsel,
brought me
me the letter,
and desired him to take the latter back to Beecher,
which he declined to
Beecher, _which
On that day
day I left
do. `On
left town on
imperative business and was
on imperative
was gone
gone until
day of August,
the 4th day
August, when I wrote Beecher a
answer
a letter giving an
giving an answer
request in form,
to his request
these
reasons,
letter
form, stating
which
reasons,
stating substantially
substantially
he has published,
published, together
together with a
a reply,
was the first manifestareply, which was
tion of unkindness of feeling
feeling II received from him.
It must be borne in mind that the point
whicli is
veracity which
is thus
point of veracity
raised between us
us is
is not whether my
adjustment of this
my efforts for the adjustment
controversy were
were wise or
or well directed,
it is true that I
controversy
directed, but whether it
to

to be taking
taking sides in the

ought not
ought

especially, as he
to do;
do; and especially,

made any
him, as
Upon that
him, or deserted him,
as he asserts.
any efforts to aid him.
Upon
point
so substantiated
fortunately for me,
me. so
answer. which are,
point let the facts answer,
are, fortunately
by documentary
documentary evidence that as to them there can
can be no
no doubt.
This
by
is exactly
is
exactly what I did do :
When I was
preparing a
a reply
was first
was preparing
first informed by
reply to
by Tilton that he was
:

—
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Dr. Bacon for
for publication,
hoped he would do no
publication, II said to him that II hoped
He said,
all the facts.
it would lead to an
an exposure
exposure of all
facts.
said, in
such thing,
thing, as it
leading
Congregationalist
of New
a
substance,
substance, that Dr. Bacon being
being
leading Congregationalist ofNev
if not refuted,
damage him there, if
refuted,
England,
England, his statement would seriously
seriously damage
man, and that he must reply
his character as a public
public man,
reply or be deemed
in his
knave"" that the Doctor had characterized him,
him, and be
dug and knave
the " dog
simply a " creature of Beecher's
forever held to be simply
Beecher's magnanimity
magnanimity ; " that
being present
he had given
given to Beecher, as I
I knew myself
myself from being
present at the
opportunity to repair
an opportunity
time, an
him,
repair the mischief which Bacon had done him,
letter to Bacon making
merely to write a letter
it clear that
asking Beecher merely
asking
making it
ol' Beecher's magnanimity.
was not the creature of
(Tilton) was
he (Tilton)
magnaniinity. II said to
pleaded the embarrassments of
him: " Do you
him
you remember that Beecher pleaded
doing such a thing
his situation,
situation, which hindered him from doing
thing as that with"

"

"

;

"

:

"Beecher hus
making a confession?" Tilton replied:
reality making
has
out in reality
replied: ''Beecher
simply vith
with reference to saving
himself, and thus
acted in this matter simply
saving himself,
tbr me
my own
own vindication by
myself."
me but my
leaves nothing
nothing for
by myself"
letter was
was being
being prepared
Vhile
While the Bacon letter
prepared II did not see

after
it, but after

it,

all the interests for
just to all
it was but
it
for which I
was written II thought
it was
butjust
thought it
its contents,
contents, and therefore accepted
caring that I
I should see its
was caring
inviaccepted an invi-

was

it read. I
Tilton to hear it
I again
great vehemcnce
tation from 'l`ilton
vehemence
again objected
objected with great

—

its publication
publication in the presence
presence of witnesses-one
witnesses one of whom
and warmth to its
Carpenter, who,
was Mr. Frank Carpenter,
brought by
Tilby 'l`ilfriend, had been brought
who, as his friend,

ton into the case
case

without my
my intervention.

it impossible
impossible
sion, finding
sion,
tinding it

alten
alter*

to control

After
After

considerable discus-

its
its publication,
publication, I
I then sought
sought to

the phraseology
it in
phraseology of the inculpating
in such a
inculpating portion
portion of it

manner

manner

still leave opportunity
as would still
opportunity for such a reply
might
reply from Beecher as might
satisfy Tilton and would prevent
prevent the disclosure
satisfy
all my
To all
replied
my arguments
arguments and urgings,
urgings, Tilton replied

of Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's acts.
that he would not hold

me responsible
me
responsible

at all
all for the consequences;
consequences; that he accepted
all
accepted them all
for himself alone,
alone, and that he could not take my advice upon
upon this sub-

my

my

ject,
ject, since Beecher and his friends had chosen to disregard
disregard my counsel

by continuing
by
continuing
induced him to

their attacks

upon
upon him.

After much persuasion
persuasion I

strike out the words in the letter as originally
originally writtenwritten

* Mr. Beecher has committed against me
"lIr.
revolting
against me and my
my family
family a revolting
crime "-and
crime"
and instead thereof to insert the words: "has
"has committed
against
me an
an offence which II forbear to name
name or charactf-rize;"
characterize " thus
against me

—

;

omitting the word " family,"
family," and substituting
substituting a
a softer word.
offence,"
Word. " oifence."
omitting
susceptible of various interpretations.
interpretations, instead of "revolting
crime"
susceptible
revolting crime
a<rninst the family,
family, which might
might have been regarded
capable of only
against
only
regarded as capable
"

"

"

one.

"

"Ihen
When thus modified even, II told Tilton that II would rather give
cive

him, from my
own pocket, five
my own
gold than to have
him,
pocket, tive thousand dollars in gold
him publish
publish it.
it.
During
composition of the paper,
paper, while my
my importuDuring the time of the composition
importunities with Tilton were going
nities
frequent consultations with
on, I had frequent
going on,
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regard to the letter,
letter, in
Beeclier in regard
Beecher
in which II told him that I should do
dc>
my
prevent its publication,
most
my power
power to prevent
publication, which I most

everythingeverything in
did,
assuredly did,
assuredly
fully
me
t'ully from me

as
as

as
as

He understood as
He
as
(Tilton) might
might be goaded
I had from Tilton that he (Tilton)
goaded in

more than one
one person
person can
can testify.
testify.

more

expose Beeclier
family.
self-defence to expose
Beecher for misbehavior toward his family.

The
'l`he

evening
was
evening that I caused the change
change in the phraseology
phraseology above stated was
it read,
a day
the first
or two before its
first time I1 had heard it
was a
its publiread, and was
day or
publi-

day that it
on the day
cation and afterwards,
went to press,
it went
afterwards, on
cation;
press, and before 1
again urged
it had gone,
gone, at the office of the Golden Age,
Age, I again
urged
every power
Tilton, with every
publish it,
not to publish
Tilton,
had,not
it, and
power of persuasion
persuasion that I had,
suggested certain other changes
Beecher's course
course
changes which would render Beecher's
suggested
;

knew that

it less difficult.
diliicult.
in regard
regard to it

Immediately
publication I sent for General Tracy,
Tracy, Mr.
Nr.
Immediately after the publication
evening,
come
where
come to my house in the evening,
I read
my
was much
letter, and he was
much incensed at its contents. I called his
him the letter,
phraseology that I had procured
procured f`rom
from
attention to the change
change in the phraseology
that
letter,
bad
as
it was,
would,
if
show
him
if
Tilton,
and
tried
to
this
had
it
letter,
was,
would,
'l'ilton,
arriving at a
met, be the means
means of arriving
properly met,
a final settlement and peace
peace
properly
between the parties
families, for which purpose
purpose I had
parties and safety
safety for the families,
letter, in order to show how I thought
made aa written analysis
of
the
letter,
thought.
analysis
it did not charge
might be reconciled. II showed him that it
parties might
the parties
charge aa
it quoted an
offence, for which it
an offence,
crime but an
quoted an apology,
apology, and that Tilton in
brought about
once been brought
a settlement had once
the letter itself stated that a
apology which he
upon the basis of that apology
between him and Beecher upon
deemed an
an honorable one,
one, and which would have been observed but for
the attacks upon him of Beecher and his friends,
friends, and the speech
speech of
counsel, to
Beecher's
Beecher's counsel,

upon
Yale, and the articles in the Independent,
Bacon to the students of Yale,
Independent,
given Beecher an
an opporopporwhich speech and articles Tilton had already
already given

speech

(Tilton).
so far as they
tunity
they related to him (Tilton).
qualify so
tunity to qualify
the case,
View of thé
case, but
Tracy did not accept
At first
first Mr. Tracy
At
accept this view
1

came
came

to

thinking over
over my remarks
a short time afterwards and said that after thinking
my
" had become converted to my
case."
The
lie "had
and plans he
my view of the case."

me
me

plans
was
question then was
question
agreed
agreed

with

me

me

an
the basis of an

Beecher to take in relation
Tracy, and he
matter I consulted with 'l`racy,

course for
as to the best course

upon
to the letter;
letter; and upon
that

this

we
we should undertake

upon
controversy upon
to settle
settle the controversy

"
offence."
"ofi`ence."

company
the letter I met Tilton in company
A few days
publication of theletter
days after the publication
represented the mistake
strongly represented
again strongly
friends, when I again
with three of his f`riends,when
by the
himself, by
especially towards himself,
made, especially
judgment he had made,
which in my judgment
family and his
himself, his family
publication; and told him that he owed it to himself,

A

my

publication;

especial degree,
an especial
me in an
friends, and to me
degree, as well as all other interests
friends,
suppress all
all further publicastill
to suppress
way
still
to
a
find
a
publicame
help
me
involved,
involved. to help
way
between himself and Beecher.
reconciliation
and
tion and to bring peace
peace
say nothing
more,
of a
a witness,
presence of'
nothing more,
witness, that he would say
said, in the presence
He said,
He
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reply to the letter,
and be satised
letter, and that he
if Beecher made no reply
satisfied if
after discussdiscussinsist upon
a
reply;
privately, insist
would not, publicly
publicly or privately,
upon
reply; and after
reply by
by Mr. Beecher II dictated to the
a reply
of silence or a
policy of
ing the policy
ing

present the following,
party
following,
party then present
in
Beecher should say
in substance in
say in
Beeciier
if not, that
or, if
letter, or,
reply to the letter.
reply

which I
I said
said I
I would

advise that

his
his church as a
his lecture-room to his

he should be silent,
silent, with either
either of
of
The
Tilton
satisfied.
expressed
himself
satisfied.
ton had already
which courses Til
already expressed
A."
paper
is marked " A."
paper is
"

MOULT()X'S
MOULTOX'S

STATEMENT FOR
PROPOSED BTATEMEXT
FOR BEECHER.
BEECHER.

PROPOSED

This church and community
unquestionably and justly
community are unquestionably
justly interested
the recent publication
publication by
by Theodore Tilton in
in answer to Dr.
Leonard Bacon, of
of New Haven.
It
otfence against
against 'l`heodore
Theodore Tilton,
is true that I
I have committed an
an offence
It is
and. giving
giving to that offence the force
his construction. I
force of his
I made an
an
I at the time declared full
apology and reparation
full
lie and I
apology
reparation such as both he
II am
goaded to his
and necessary.
necessary.
am convinced that Mr. Tilton has been goaded
defence by
by misrepresentations
my position
misrepresentations or misunderstanding
misunderstanding of my
position
towards him.
I
shall never
never be a party
reopening of this
this question,
question,
I shall
party to the reopening
which has been honorably
Theodore Tilton and mymyhonorably settled as between 'I'heodore
self.
I
is
self.
I have committed no crime; and if
Society believes that it
if this
this Society
it is
I should reopen
due to it
painful subject
subject or resign,
it that I
this already
already too painful
resign,
reopen this
II will
I know, as God gives
will resign.
resiirn.
I
power to judge
judge of myself,
myself,
me the power
gives me
that I
fitted to-day
am better fitted
I am
to-day through
through trials
trials and chastening
chastening to do good
good
than II have ever been.

through
through

._

This paper
now have,
paper II now
have, in the handwriting
of the gentleman
gentleman who took
handwriting ofthe
it down at the time, and who can testity
it
testify to the accuracy
stateaccuracy of this state~
'l`ilton pledged
Upon hearing
it read Tilton
final
peace and final
Upon
hearing it
pledged himself to peace
settlement,
if Beecher would either speak
settlement if
speak or write the substance of the

ment.

words above quoted
quoted or keep
keep silent.
silent.
Vithin
Within a
a day
day or two-I
two I think,
think, the next day-I
day I saw
saw Beecher at my
my
own
own house.
house, and in the presence
of a witness had a consultation in referreferpresence ofa
ence to the Bacon letter.
letter, and discussed the best way
way of meeting
meeting that
\'e first
letter. We
letter.
first considered the policy
was
policy of entire silence;
silence; next what was
best to say
in case anything
say in
anything was
was said;
said
and,
request, II gave
gave him a
and, at his request,
ofthe
the paper
copy
He said he would like
like to submit it
it
copy of
paper above set forth.
to a few of his friends,
saying at the same
same time: ''II will
it in my
my
friends, saying
will copy
copy it
own
own handwriting,
handwriting, and not give
give it
was fully agreed
it as yours."
yours." It was
fully agreed there
that he would make no reply
or take any steps in relation to the Bacon
reply
any steps
letter without consulting
letter
consulting me.
me. and that he would either keep
keep silence or
make a statement substantially
substantially like
like that which I had given
given him,
him, as
'1`ilton
Tilton had told me
me in the presence of witnesses that he was
was committed
presence
to peace
if Beecher should take either of those courses.
peace if
saw Tracy,
Tracy, and asked him if
I saw
if Beecher had submitted to him any
any
paper with reference to the Bacon letter.
letter. He said that Beecher had
paper
shovn him a
shown
a memorandum which looked like
like my
my handiwork. I asked

—

—

;

"
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He answered that he approved
of it
it in
in the
approved ot'
main, but made objection
words, " 1I have connnitted
committed no crime,"
objection to the words,
crime,"
saying that as adultery
adultery was
was no
no crime at common
common law there would be an
saying

him what he thought
it.
thought of it.

"

for criticism upon
opportunity
suliicient denial.
opportunity for
upon that word as not being
being a sufficient

He suggested
suggested

another doubt as to the propriety
propriety of the proposed
action,
proposed action,

because he did not know whether '1`ilton
Tilton would keep
keep faith or not.

I

thought he had already
already made a
in assuming
a mistake in
assuming
thought
everything against
if he should treat him with trust
against 'l`ilton,
Tilton, and that if
everything
replied
replied that 11

and confidence he would get
get trust and confidence in return. "" But,"
But," I
is
said, "Mix
"Mr. 'l'racy,
Tracy, the trouble with you
represent is
said,
you and the parties
you represent
parties you

everything from Tilton,
that you
you expect
are willing
'l`ilton, and are
expect everything
willing to do nothing
nothing
requires courage
yourselves that requires
courage and confidence."
confidence." He said he had had
yourselves
in his opinion,
Tilton, who had spoken,
a talk a short time previous
pre'ious with 'l`ilton,
spoken, in
opinion,

like
like an insane

man

man

because he had replied
replied to his remark that the world

having condoned his wile's
wife's offence by
would never
never forgive
forgive him for having
by saysay" 1 take a.
higher view than you
a higher
you or the world do upon
upon this question,
ing
question,
ing: "I
:

and 1I don't believe that II

am
am

to be

it will help
help the
wife's offence,
wife's
offence, or that it

family
against my
against
my family

blamed for
for having
having condoned my
my
has committed
connnitted the crime

man who

man

have."
plead that 1I have."
to plead

I said to
1

Tracy
thought
'l`racy that II thought

Tilton in assuming,
assuming, from such a reacting more
more foolishly
was acting
he was
foolishly than 'l`ilton
will get
I
get yourself
yourself and the
insanity.
I said : " You will
mark as that,
that, Tilton's
Tilton's insanity.
just such statements,
people
represent into trouble by
you represent
statements, which only
only
by just
people you
"

:

tend to incense;
incense they
peace."
they do not tend to peace."
;

Tracy
Tracy said that he did

you
"There you
peace.
peace. II replied:
replied: "There
failed in any
make a mistake again.
I never yet
again, for I
r-meraency, so
any emergency,
yet have failed
save all
lair to save
all
far as I know, to get
far
Tilton to acquiesce
was fair
get '|`ilton
acquiesce in what was

not believe that Tilton ever
ever intended

now go
parties, except
if yon
go
letter. and if
except in the matter of the Bacon letter,
you now
parties,
magnanimous
upon
being, and as rnagnanimous
is a reasonable being,
assumption that he is
upon the assumption
if you
yon do
as any
involved, you
can have peace,
any of
parties involved.
the other parties
ofthe
peace, and if
you can
spoke in this connot the responsibility
he upon
upon yourselves."
yourselves." He spoke
responsibility must be

Tilton impressed
impressed
versation of Tilton's
Tilton's great
great ability,
ability. and remarked that filton
by
actuated
man
him more
as
a
man
high
more and more
more strongly
by high purposes.
purposes.
strongly
agreeing to confer
We
'We parted,
But," said he,
he, " he lacks balance."
But."
parted, agreeing
further upon
topic.
upon this topic.
I met Mr. Beecher
July
5, after church services, I
On Sunday
afternoon.
July 5,
Sunday
"
41

"

left her at Mr. Howard's,
He left
Howard's, and
if he said anything,
I expected,
went with me
me to my
anything, that he
expected, if
my house. T
opportunity of Sunday
would have taken the opportunity
Sunday to make the statement to
course which II had prepared
his people
prepared with reference to the
people of his course
we reached
had
that
he
not so done. After we
Bacon letter,
had
learned
but
letter,
speak from
my
Vell, Mr. Beecher. you
you did not speak
my house I said to him, "Well,
had, because the
we talked over. II wish you
pulpit the words we
your pulpit
you had,
your
would have made
community
for
in
this
you
manifested
great
sympathy
community
you
great sympathy

walking
walking with his wife in the street.

"

such words acceptable."
acceptable."

"
"
you know
Well," said he,
"VVell,"
he, " you

we agreed
we
agreed upon
upon
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if I have made any
silence, and you
silence,
responsible if
'you are responsible
any mistake in not
said
I
adhere
still
well,"
I.
"I
still
I.
the policy
speaking."
"Very
to
well,"
speaking." "Very
policy of silence
through the pressure
as
as best;
best; but if
if you
say anything
pressure that is
is brought
brought to
you say
anything through
bear upon
judgment what I wrote out is
is best,
best, as Tilton has
upon you,
you, in my
my judgment
is said;
if that is
said
committed himself to a.
is said,
a settlement if
and if
if it
it is
said, and
further, so far as
as I am
am concerned I shall destroy
destroy
he demands anything
anything further,
I
everything
bearing
upon
every
and
subject
have
the
paper
if he
and
if
every paper
everything
bearing upon
subject;
it without any aid or
wants to open
open the fight
or conlight he will have to open
open it
any
was present, and Mr. Beecher asked
firmation
tinuation from me."
Moulton was
me." Mrs. Moultou
present,
her opinion
that.
opinion of what I had written for him to say,
say, and she told him that
was the only
it
it was
only hope
hope she had ever
ever seen for a
a settlement,
a
settlement, aside from a
frank and manly
manly confession on
part of his sin,
on his part
man's forforsin, and asking
asking man's
"

;

;

for it
it as
God's.
as he expected
expected God's.
He said to her that he would conit, but that I
was responsible for his having kept silence.
I was
it,
responsible
having kept
We
Ve then went together
Howard's house,
together towards Mr. Howard's
house, he going
going to find
Mrs. Beecher,
left there to continue his walk,
while
Beecher, whom he had left
walk, and whiU
going there we
we inet
Robinson, when the conversation took place
met Mr. Robinson,
place
going
Perhaps I should have added that the
that I have before related.
Perhaps
reason why
why he made the remark he did to Mr. Robinson was
was because II
beginning of the affair told Mr. Robinson of all
all the
had almost at the beginning
now made them
concerning Beecher as
as I knew them and have now
facts concerning
public, and had received from him valuable advice as to my
my conduct in
public.
before that time to
regard to them,
all of which I had communicated before
them, all
regard

giveness
giveness
sider

Mr. Beecher.
As

together,
we walked on
on together,

we

Beecher for the first
first time told

in the course of further conversation,
conversation,
me
me

appointthat he had acquiesced
zwquiesced in the appointf

ment of

expressed considerable
a committee of investigation,
investigation, at which II expressed
was
mistake,
was
but we
we would try to
told
him
thought
it
a
I
it
surprise,
and
mistake,
thought
try
surprise,

naming of the comeven with that.
Ile said he had had the naming
comget along
He
along even
get
ot' them.
names of most of
mittee himself,
me the names
I said
said: "
"II
himselt, and gave
gave me
committee."
hope Shearman will not have anything
hope
anything to do with this committee."
replied: " We
Ve have purposely
we do not want
He replied:
purposely left him out because we
any
is to
trouble."
it that will cause
said: " If this matter is
I said
cause trouble."
any element in it
go before a
investigation I think I shall employ
a committee of investigation
go
employ General
know, he
me in this matter. As you
you know,
Butler as my
my counsel to advise me
my counsel in another case,
was
was my
case, and I think well of his efforts in my
my
behalf*.
behaltl"
Beecher appeared
my suggestion.
pleased at my
may as well
appeared pleased
suggestion. I may
remark here,
here, once
once for all.
all, that I did not send for General Butler as
counsel until after Til
ton's sworn
'l`ilton's
sworn statement was
was prepared, and he arrived
prepared,
on
day it
it was
was delivered to the committee by
on the day
by Tilton,
Tilton, as will appear
appear
Butler's name
hereafter. As General Butler's
name has been connected more
or less
more or
:

"

"

:

7

'

with the progress
case, I may
progress of this case,
may as well state that from the time
he came
came into the case he has labored unceasingly
unceasingly to prevent
disany disprevent any
closure or
or publication
of the facts.
facts.
publication ofthe

He

possibly
has done everything
everything he possibly
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advisingcould, both in advising
could,

me and actingacting

me

`

with the other parties
parties to the concou-

to avert the consequences
consequences of the exposure
has been
exposure which lias
me has
phase that the affair has taken,
In every
taken, his counsel to me
every phase

troversy,
troversy,

made.
reconciled, and
difficulty reconciled,
always
try and have the didiculty
always been that I should try
parties, acting
acting
that I should hold myself
entirely
impartial
the
between
parties,
myself entirely impartial
as a
a
as

follow, and have
each which advice I have endeavored to follow,
friend to each;
;

only
are too well
f`rom that position
only been driven from
position by
by circumstances which are
or
that
never
counselled
with
I
never sent for him or
known. I will further say
say
the counsel for Mr. Beecher,
him,
ofthe
Beecher, until after
him, except
except at the solicitation of
August 4,
me his papers
Mr.
M
r. Beecher's
Beecher's letter of August
4, when he demanded of me
papers

and letters.
as many
many ofthe
of the docucounsel, as
It seemed to me
necessary toihave
to have able counsel,
me necessary
others, and it
a nature to implicate
it became
ments and papers
were ot'
of a
ments
implicate others,
papers were
might
use
important
know
how
far
to
I
be
liable
for
the
use
of their
important
might
»

contents.

on the
first statement before the committee on
Mrs. Tilton made her tirst
evening
evening

of July
ot'
8, without the
July 8,

knowledge
knowledge

of her husband,
husband, as both he

"
lie
Ile asked who the gentlesays, "
gentleof which she says,
and she say,
say, and because of'
himself,
and
her
good-by
rose,
dressed
bade
men were;
said
no
more,
men
no
himselt§
more, rose,
were;
good-by

forever."
forever."

July 9,
The next day,
9,
day, July

Tracy, and
saw General Tracy,
I saw

we consulted

we

ought to say
say with referas to how Tilton should act,
act, and as to what he ought
his wife before the committee of adultery
ence
ence to the denial of
ofhis
on Beechadultery on

Tracy and Tilton to meet .at
appointment with Tracy
an
at
I made an
appointment
Tracy told me
house that evening
on this subject.
me that Mrs.
subject. Mr. Tracy
evening on
Tilton had made a
very fine impression
a very
impression upon
upon the committee. I told
great impressiveness,
must convey,
convey, with great
him that he must
fact,
impressiveness, to Tilton this fact,
and of
spo"ken of
ot' the kindness with which she had spoken
of' her husband. I
might be quite
warned 'l`racy
Tracy that Tilton might
severe in his characterization
quite severe
er's
er's part.
part.

my
my

conduct, because he had allowed Mrs. Tilton's
of his conduct,
Tilton's statement to be

taken by
by the committee without his ('I`ilton's)
(Tilton's) knowledge,
knowledge, and called to
something that had happened
November, 1872,
1872, in regard
something
happened in November,
regard to

his mind

revelations that Tilton had made to him in confidence as
as to the WoodVoodhull story,
\'ood|-uff and myself
were present,
story, when Mr. Woodruff
myself' Avere
present, Tilton preprestatement : ''" You
facing
You are to receive certain conficontifacing them with the statement:

dences
if you
liberty to act as the
do, will you
dences; but if
yourself at liberty
you do,
you feel yourself
if we
we ever
come into collision?" to which you
ever come
counsel of Beecher it`
you re" Certainly not."
not." I said: "Mr.
plied,
" Mr. Tracy,
Tracy, Tilton thinks now
now your
plied, "Certainly
;

your

being
is a violation ot'
of that promise,
promise, and will ununbeing counsel for Beecher is
severe language in regard to it.
doubtedly use
use severe
it.
But since the interdoubtedly
language
regard
we are now
ests you
now in charge of'
are so
so grave,
you have at heart and we
charge of are
grave, you
you
conciliate him and not return his denunciations
had better endeavor to conciliatc
dc-nunciations
it'
Appeal as strongly
it` he indulges
as you
can to the great
iudulges in them. Appeal
strongly as
you can
great
still retains for his wife,
love I know he still
rouse the pride
wife, and try
try to rouse
pride which
family."
he has in her and his family."

:
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the interview, as
I had arranged,
arranged, and met as
Mr. Tracy
as I
to the
as I
I
Tracy came to
of Mr. Tilton, but received them with
had expected
expected the denunciations of
of language,
strength and pathos
language, with
great forbearance, and then, with strength
pathos of
great
tears flowing
eloquent and manly
his cheeks, he made so eloquent
manly an
an apflowing down his
apforce his
his wife's
wife's tenderness and gen~
genTilton, picturing
peal to 'l`ilton,
great force
picturing with great
peal
the connnittee,
tleness and apparent
committee, and her high
before the
apparent truthfulness before
high
tleness
'1'ilton was
was greatly
greatly moved and pacitied
pacified
of her husband, that Tilton
eulogy
eulogy of
for reconciliation
reconciliation and renewed peace
therewith, and seemed desirous for
peace
also that
that as the committee, to
wife's sake.
sake. Tracy
for his
his wife's
Tracy said
said to him also
for
that there was
an offence
offence committed by
felt that
his knowledge,
by Beecher
was an
knowledge, felt
his
that
would
he (Tilton)
any
undoubtedly
make
report
(Tilton)
him,
against
they
undoubtedly
any
report
against
of almost
offence this
of adultery
any offence
basis of
almost, any
this side
side of
adultery
could suggest
suggest upon
upon the basis

guarantee they
they would.
quite guarantee
indeed, that he could quite
—
-indeed,

in this
ofthe
this conversation, Tilton,
In consequence
the assurances in
consequence of
Tilton, who, as
left his
his home never intending
he informed us, had left
go back to it,
it, did
intending to go
told me,
a reconciliation
me, and there had a
reconciliation with
go back, as he afterwards told
go
is thus described in
in the statement of
his
of Mrs. Tilton to the
his wife,
wife, which is

committee:
committee
The midnight
following, I
was awakened by
I was
by my
standing by
by
midnight following,
my husband standing
In a very
bed.
I
very tender,
said he wished to see me.
bed.
I
tender, kind voice he said
his room,
instantly, followed him into his
room, and sitting
on the bed-side
arose instantly,
sitting on
he drew me
lap, said he was proud
me into his
me; that
proud of me, loved .me
hisvlap.
gave him such real
real peace
peace and satisfaction as to hear me
nothing ever gave
me
nothing
of; that,
meeting a member of the committee,
well-spoken of;
committee, he had
that, meeting
well-spoken
th-at he had been mistaken as to my
in seeing
learned that
seeing the ~comcommy motive in
mittee,
me that he had been thoroughly
mit.tee, and had hastened to assure me
thoroughly
wretched since his
his rash treatment of
me the night
night before.
before, etc.
of me
Then and there we
we covenanted sacredly
sacredly our hearts and lives--I
lives
I most
utterly
renewing my
my trust in
I loved.
in the one
one human heart I
The next
utterly renewing
ve were!
day
happy we
were
day how happy

my
my

;

—

!

When Tilton left
left my house that night
go home,
night he said that he would go
\'hen_'l'ilton
and,.
with Elizabeth,
Elizabeth, agree
agree upon
by the committee
upon a report
and,,with
report to be made by
which would be satisfactory
fact is
is conhrmed
satisfactory to them.
This fact
confirmed by
by _Mrs
Mrs.

my

in her
Tilton in
her-statement
'statement as follows

:

:

Theodore wrote a statement to present
present to the committee when they
they
all of which I
should call
call upon
upon him,
him, to all
heartily acceded.
I heartily

Mrs. Tilton evidently
w as one
one not
evidently did not understand that the report
report was
to be made by
by Tilton. He reto the committee by
by the committee but to
r

turned the next day
copied out as
day with such a report
report which he had copied
follows,
is marked B:
follows. and which is
B
:

Church,
undersigned, constituting
The undersigned.
constituting the committee of Plymouth
Plymouth Church,
to whom were
were referred certain recent publications
publications of Dr. Leonard Bacon
hereby present
and Mr. Theodore Tilton.
Tilton, hereby
present their unanimous report.
report.
The committee sought
sought and obtained a personal
personal interview with each
Tilton,
of the three following-named
Mrs. Tilton,
persons,
wit
to
wit:
Tilton.
Mr.
following-named persons,
and the pastor,
all of whom responded
pastor, all
questions of the
searching questions
responded to the searching
:
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committee with freedom and candor. Documents,
letters, and papers
Documents, letters,
papers
pertaining to the case
A
were carefully considered.
case were
A multiplicity
pertaining
carefully
multiplicity of
weighed, occasioned a
details, needing
a somewhat protracted
details,
needing to be duly
duly weighed,
protracted
investigation. The committee hope
investigation.
apparent tardiness of their
hope that the apparent
rectifying an
report
by rectifying
an erroneous
erroneous
report will be compensated
compensated to the parties
parties by
public sentiment under which they
they have all suffered misrepresentation.
misrepresentation.
public
The committee's
committee's first
Tilton,
was with Mrs. Elizabeth R. Tilton,
I. 'l`he
I.
first interview was
was given
•whose
given with a
a modesty and touching sincerity that
whose testimony
testimony was
modesty
touching sincerity

it.
Her straightforward
deeply
deeply moved those who listened to it.
straightforward narrative
purity of characwas
of her innocence and purity
was an
an unconscious vindication ot'
repelled with
ter, and confirmed by
ter,
by evidences in the documents. She repelled
idea that her husband was
warm feeling
was the author of calumnious
warm
feeling the idea.
against her or
hud ever
statements against
or had
ever treated her with other than chivalpaid a
a high tribute to his charrous
rous consideration and protection.
high
protection. She paid
prolonged
acter and also to the fortitude with which he had borne prolonged

injustice.
injustice.
Tilton, in his relations with
II. The committee further find that Mr. Tilton,
11.
voluntary
a just
the pastor,
cause of offence,
offence, and had received aa voluntary
just cause
pastor, had a
apology.
Mr. Tilton declined to characterize the offence for the followapology.
necessary evidence which should accomaccoming reasons
reasons: First,
First, because the necessary
ing
statement would include the names
names of persons who had happany
persons
hapany statement
pany any
pily escaped
next, that the apology
tongue of public
public gossip
gossip; next,
apology
escaped thus far the tongue
pily
difficult
details
cover a
its
of
designed to cover
a complicated transaction,
difficult.
was designed
was
complicated transaction,
statement and last,
exact or
or just
no possible
last, that no
good could arise
possible good
just statement:
Tilton, after conconsatisfying the public
on this point.
from satisfying
point. Mr. Tilton,
public curiosity
curiosity on
the committee
ofthe
respectfully called the attention of
cluding his testimony,
cluding
testimony, respectfully
spoken calumniously
calumniously of
to the fact that the Clerk of the church had spoken
contraCouncil, and had
hud since unqualifiedly
during the late Council,
Mrs.
rs. Tilton during
M
unqualifiedly contra,
T.)
as untrue and unjust, and he (Mr.
dicted and retracted his statements as
dictcd
unjust,
(M r. T.)
requested the committee to ratify
making
apology. making
ralily and confirm that apology,
requested
,

:

;

;

is hereby cheerreport, which is
same in their report,
honorable record of
ot' the same
hereby

done.
Bcecher's
Vard Bee(-her's
III. The committee further find that the Rev. Henry
Henry Ward
Tilton.
He
Ile also
statements of Mr. and Mrs. '|`ilton.
evidence corroborated the statcrncnts
ot' which Mr. Tilton had complained
said the church action of
complained had not been
by the church;
church
inspired
independently by
pastor, but had been taken independently
inspired by
by the pastor,
impression that Mr. Tilton had been in the habit of
popular impression
that the popular
owing mainly
T., and was
was owing
was unjust
against him was
speaking against
1lr.'|`.,
mainly to
unjust to Mr.
speaking'
against Mr. T.
ol' charges
the unwelcome introduction into the church of
charges against
counte- ¬~
doing, had received no
so doing,
no þÿ(J0lllll
persons, who. in so
mere handful of persons,
by
by aa mere
pastor.
He
or from the pastor.
mass of the congregation
nance
nance from the great
congregation or
great mass
press with an
an
the public
said that the apology
bythe
public press
apology had been invested by
by his own
own precipitancy and
having been led by
mystery that after having
undue mystery;
precipitancy
man
saw no
no singularity
into* wrong
folly into
singularity of behavior in a Christian man
wrong he saw
folly
always
He had always
(particularly
acknowledging his offence.
clergyman) acknowledging
(particularly aa clergyman)
offence. He
preached this doctrine to others,
applying
others, and would not shrink from applying
fully
fully

;

;

preached

it to himself.
it
to,
already referred to,
The committee,
committee. after hearing
hearing the three witnesses already
previously entertained concerning
any regrets
felt
felt unanimously
concerning the
regrets previously
unanimously that any
way to
letter to Dr. Bacon should give
'l`ilton's
publication of Mr. Tiltoii's
give _way
t_0
publication
opportunity which this
providential
acknowledgments
of
the
grateful
acknowledgments
opportunity
providential
grateful
testimony which
publication
unexpectedly afforded to draw forth the testimony
publication has unexpectedly
as
sufficient fulness,
fulness, as
the committee have thus reported
brief, but in suflicient
reported in brief,
a vexatious scandal.
explain and put
put at rest forever a
they
believe. to explain
they believe,
on the.
the testimony
are likewise of opinion, based on
committee are
The committee.
testimony submitted

this

opinion,
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that no
no unprejudiced court
to
could have
of inquiry
inquiry could
to them, that
have reviewed
reviewed this
this
unprejudiced court of
in person by its
thus presented
case
its principal
case as
as thus
presented in
principal figures
figures without being
being
the moral integrity
of character
with the
and elevation
elevation of
character
strikingly impressed with
integrity and
the committee cannot forbear
of
forbear to
of the
the parties
to state
state
accordingly the
parties; and accordingly
that
the Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, M
r. Theodore Tilton,
Mr.
that the
Tilton, and Mrs.
;

an especial manner
the latter)
Tilton (and
receive
Tilton
(and in
must and should receive
in an
especial manner the
latter) must
the
increased sympathy and respect
the increased
of Plymouth
respect of
Plymouth Church and congre(Signed)
gation.
gation.
(Signed)

Meantime Beecher had been engaged
in preparing
his
engaged in
preparing his

own
own statement
come down from Peekskill
come
Peekskill
for- that
that purpose
the Friday
for
purpose and also
also to
attend the
Friday evening
to attend
evening prayer-meeting
prayer-meeting
learned what had been done.
done. Very
the
the next day,
suppose had not
not learned
day, and II suppose
Very
early Friday
Friday morning
received the following
early
morning II received
following note, which II here insert,
insert,
marked " C "":

before
for
night before
for the
the night
the committee, and had the

°'

:

BEECHER TO MOULTON.
FRIDAY
"T4.
Friday MORNING,
Morning, July
July 10,
10, '74.
MY DEAR
this morning?
if so.
Dkar FRANK
Frank :-Can
Can you
you be seen this
and, if
so, when
morning? and,
and where?
after ten would suit
other hour
where ? Any
Any time after
suit me
me best,
best, but any
any other
I will
I came into
will make do.
last night.
I
do.
I
into town last
night.
Yours ever,
H. W. BEEGHER.
Beecher.

My

:

—

—

—

I
to him in
in substance
substance-for
I replied
for I
I have not a copy
having been
replied to
copy-having

—

late the night
believe I
in bed when
up very
night before
indeed, I
I believe
I was
was still
still in
before-indeed,
up
very late
I received it-that
I
it
that II was
was quite
busy, expecttired, and would have to be busy,
quite tired,
expect-

—

ing
ing

to meet

Tracy
Tilton again
day before Tilton should go
go
Tracy and 'l'ilton
again that day

In response
response to my
my reply
reply II received from Beecher the following
reply, marked " D"
D " ::
following reply,

before the committee in
in the evening.
evening.

"

T0 MOULTON.
BEECHER TO
MOULTON".

BEECHER

BIIY
FRANK z-My
My DEAR
Dear Frank
:— My papers
all here, and it
it would be far
tar more
more
papers are all
convenient to have you
if you
tired.
you here if
you are not too tired.
H. W.
Yours,
WV. Bnncrrun.
Yours,
Beecher.
In reply
I informed Mr. Beecher that I
this I
I was to meet Tilton at
reply to this
in consultation with
house,
house, that II would be in
witli him,
him, and advised him to
come there and meet him also,
come
also, as II hoped
hoped matters were in
in process
process of
adjustment,
same day
adjustment, and received from him on the same
day the following
following note,
note,
"
marked " E ":

my
my

"

:

BEECHER TO MOULTON.
BEECHER
MOULTON.

—

MIY
Dear Frank
FRANK 2-I
My DEAR
it is
is necessary to trouble you.
I do not know as it
yon.
I
only wanted to read you
I only
When
you the heads and outline of a statement. \'hen
I
I do speak
speak II intend to'be
to be believed.
Of course. I shall
shall not publish
publish until
I
I have seen you.
you. But time is
is short.
short,
crisis is
The crisis
is at hand.
II will
will not
go forward long
long as heretofore. Yhen
When I say,
go
say, will
will not,
mean cannot.
not, I mean
Events are
are masters,
just now.
masters. just
now.
There is
is no earthly
earthly reason for conference with Mr. T. It makes
nothing
better; everything
everything worse. The matter is
is in a nutshell.
nutg]oIl_ No
N0
nothing better;
light
is
only choice.
Yours gratefullv,
light is needed, only
VV. Beecher.
Bascfinn.
gratefully, H. W.
'74.
July
10, 74.
July 10,
:
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felt hurt at this note,
I
I frankly
note, because II believed that
frankly confess that II felt

in his behalf,
for the best in
acting for
II had been acting
were in
behalf, and that matters were

of adjustment.
process ot'
adjustment.
process

It seemed to

me

to be another cry
despair
cry of despair

me

on

on

I believed instead that he should have conferred with
his part,
part, whereas I

Tilton as his counsel had done.
'I`ilton's report
day of the 10th Tilton's
for the committee
During
report drafted for
During the day

was submitted to Mr. Tracy,
Tracy, who said that with a few
above quoted
quoted was
were not material,
it adopted
alterations, that were
material, he thought
thought he could have it
adopted
by the committee.
by
same day
the 10th of July
in response
On the evening
day-the
evening of the same
July-in
response to the
invitation of the committee,
committee, and in pursuance
pursuance of the policy
policy that had
in our conferences with General Tracy,
Tracy, Tilton appeared
been marked out in
appeared
Neither Tilton nor
before the committee and made a brief statement.

—

—

myself knew
myself

at that time what were
were the terms of the commission of the
were to be the extent and purpose
committee, or what were
purpose of their inquiry,
inquiry,
its purpose
was to endeavor to settle the trouble
was
supposed that its
but both supposed
purpose
for the purpose
full investigaa full
between Beecher and Tilton,
Tilton, and not for
purpose of a
investigaThis idea II had got
all the facts.
facts.
tion of all
got from Mr. Beecher in the con-

versation which II have before related

;

;

and II had therefore supposed,
supposed, as

we could get
get along
along with the committee.
tirst statement of Tilton before the committee not having
The first
having been

I stated to
I

him, that
him,

I thought
thought

we

me the subreported to me
its terms,
terms, but he reported
public, I
made public,
I cannot know its
sworn stateit made by
it as
as I find it
stance of it
preface to his sworn
by him in his preface
was addressing
same committee;
committee and as he was
July
addressing the
July 20 to the same
place before them,
same individuals as to the facts which had taken place
them, I
is as follows :
assume
it to be a
a true statement. It is
assume it

ment of

;

same

:

Hrst brief examination before your
on my
I call you
I
your
my first
you to witness that on
inquire into the
you not to inquire
committee II begged
implored you
begged and implored
the facts of
all possible
this case,
case, but rather to seek to bury
beyond all
possible revelabury them beyond
tion.

On the

complinew and double complimorning
11th, aa new
day, the 11th,
morning of the next day,

cation arose.

announceunexpected announcethe sudden and unexpected
first of
ofthe
It consisted first
M. that she meant
a. m.
o'clock A.
to her husband at six o'clock

ment by
by Mrs. Tilton

`her home and family,
to desert Tier
family, and in a few moments afterwards she
carried this intention into effect by going to make her abode with Mr.

by going

publication, in that
next. by
and Mrs. Ovington
by the simultaneous publication.
Ovington; next,
by
morning's
appointment of the committee by
morniuffs newspapers,
newspapers. of the letter of appointment
Beecher. dated the 27th of June previous,
previous, but which letter had been
That
7.
kept
July 7.
Tuesday, July
kept back and not sent to the church until Tuesday,
rumors,
proper investigation
"some proper
letter called to have "some
investigation made of the rumors.
compromised
respecting my
charges made respecting
insinuations,
insiuuations_ or charges
my conduct as compromised
;

....

I desire that
by the late publication
by Mr. Tilton.
publication made by
by
examthorough examimpartial and ll10I'0ll'l`lI
an impartial
yourselves by an
when you
you have satisfied yourselves by
Examining
the
to
to
of
evidence,
communicate
sources
all
all
of
ination
Examining
evidence,
ination
'

....
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to the
the church such
such action
as may then seem
Committee or
action as
seem to
or to
to you right
may
right

and wise."
wise."
to see
see me, and announcing to
the same
Tilton came to
same day
day Tilton
On the
me his
his
announcing to me
wifes
attention to
was
to the
the above publication,
wife's desertion
desertion and calling
calling my attention
publication, was
excited by
excited
these simultaneous events, which seemed to
to him to
to be part
by these
part
of a
a prearranged plan
also excited
to great indignaof action, and also
excited him to
of
plan of
indigna-

my

said that
He said
as he had
was again
again playing
that Beecher was
trick, as
playing him a,a trick,

tion.
tion.

settle the
the matter,
done before
attempted to
before when he attempted
to settle

by
now appointing
by now
appointing
to make examination of
the facts,
committee to
his w
wife
of the
facts, then getting
ife
getting his
the committee and exonerate him fully
before the
surreptitiously to
to go before
from
surreptitiously
fully
of adultery,
the charges
to desert
desert her
her hustempting her openly
the
openly to
charges of
adultery, then tempting
in the
the wrong, and
that he,
Tilton, had always
band, so as
as to
to show that
he, Tilton,
always been in
of his
his magnanimity;
was
that now Beecher
simply the creature of
magnanimity and that
was simply
a full
full statement of
of all
all the
should have a
facts and documents if
if it
dethe facts
it dehis
his
should
done
his
family;
wife,
his
wife,
or
that
stroyed
justice
be
at
him,
family;
justice
stroyed
known that if
if Plymouth
length and the truth be known;
length
Plymouth Church chose to
for its
to
its pastor
an adulterer for
the opportunity
opportunity to
accept an
pastor they should have the
accept
hc was going
his full
full statement.
do it;
statement, and
it; and that he
going home to prepare his
me to give
to do it.
give him the documents and evidence with which to
wanted me
it.
I was
to him, because
said that I
refusing to
to do so,
was a traitor
traitor to
Upon my
my refusing
so, he said
his friend.
II had gone
friend. II tried
this controversy
controversy in
in the beginning
beginning as his
into this
gone into
tried
said everything
to pacify
quiet him. assuring
assuring him that
everything II could to quiet
pacify him; said
as to the purpose
purpose of the committee, yet,
although we
we had been mistaken as
yet,
although
in his
as Beecher had named them all,
own interest
all, he had done so in
his own
interest and
would be surely
said that Beecher,
surely able to control them. He said
Beecher, by
by the
letter of appointment,
terms of his letter
challenged him before the world,
world,
appointment, had challenged
I told
told him that I
in the
challenge.
lie accepted
accepted the challenge.
I
saw nothing
nothing in
and he
I saw
letter
standing upon
prevented him from standing
upon the terms of the Bacon
letter which prevented
this
letter
said that this
letter that an
an offence only
only had been committed. But he said
was
on my part
for so believing,
indeed, called
called me
me a fool
fool for
was simply
believing,
simply folly
folly on
my part-indeed,
" If
in this
this emergency
and said:
If you
me in
said
you choose to desert me
my life,
life, I1
emergency of my
alone."
will stand by
I appealed
fight it
it alone."
will
by myself
myself and tight
I
appealed again
again to him for
his children's
children's sake,
sake, saying:
saying ""II cannot be in sympathy
sympathy with any
any course
will simply
yourof yours
yours that will
your household and yoursimply blast them and ruin your
self."
self."
But he was
was obdurate, and left
left me,
me, reiterating
reiterating his determination
man
to make a full
full statement of the facts.
facts. Indeed,
Indeed, II had never seen a man
this
so much changed as he had been in
in a
a` few hours. In reference to this
changed
change in Tilton II quote
Tilton's statement:
following from Mrs. 'l`ilton's
change
quote the following
a
a

r

;

;

—

"

:

:

I rose quietly,
say, "TheoI
quietly, and having
dressed, roused him only
having dressed,
only to say,
"_'l`heoIndeed
dore, I will
will never take another step
step by
The end has indeed
side.
your side.
dore,
by your
come
saying 11 was
come ! " He followed me
me to Mr. Ovington's
Ovington's to breakfast,
breakfast, saying
unduly
excited, and that he had been misrepresented,
perhaps, but leavmisrepresented, perhaps,
unduly excited,
leavWhlch
ing
me determined as before. How
Howto
to account for the change
ing me
change which
many
twenty-four hours had been capable
capable of working
twenty-four
working in his mind than many
years past,
past, I
for the eternities
elernities with their mysteries
I lfave
leave for
mysteries to reveal.
years
"

!

:

;

:
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change had,
indeed, been revealed to
The causes of the change
had, indeed,

me
me

a much
in a

shorter time.

upon this matter because I believed
call upon
I did not call
upon Mr. Beecher upon
all my
my energies
energies
was devoting
was in sufficient trouble already,
he was
devoting all
already, and I was
own course.
course.
keeping Tilton within the bounds of reason as to his own
keeping
11th I received an
an invitation from the comcomday the 11th--I
same day-the
On the same
is as follows,
13th, which is
follows, marked
on the 13th,
mittee to appear
appear before them on

to

—

—

y"
AAFH:

a

MOULTON.
TO MOULTON.
SAGE TO
Moulton. ESQ.:
Esq.
Francis
FRANCIS D. Mocnrox.

Brooklyn, July
July 11,
11, 1874.
BROOKLYN,

:

—

Dkar
The Examining
Examining Committee
DEAR Sm
Sir::-The

of

Plymouth Church (at
(at
Plymouth

the

appointed the following
Mr. Beecher)
gentlemen, viz.:
viz.
request of 1[r.
request
Beecher) have appointed
following gentlemen,
W. Sage,
church Henry V.
Sage, Augustus
Augustus Storrs,
Storrs, Henry
Henry M. CleveFrom the church-Henry
Society Horace B. Claflin,
White
land
Winslow, S. V. \'l1ite
Claflin, John Vinslow,
land; from the Society-Horace
investigate, in the interest of truth and justice,
justice, cer-a
a committee to investigate,
tain charges
charges made by
by Theodore Tilton in his recent letter to Rev. LeonWard
ard Bacon, which compromise
Henry \'ard
compromise the character of Rev. Henry
are informed that you
knowledge
Beecher. The committee are
some knowledge
you have some
of matters involved in the case, and instruct me
ol'
me respectfully
respectfully to invite
Monday evening
you to appear
evening next,
next, July
13, at eight
you
appear before them on Monday
eight
July 13,
Augustus Storrs,
o'clock, at the residence of Augustus
place, and
Esq., 34 Monroe place,
o`clock,
Storrs, Esq..
furnish them with such facts as are within
vithin your
thc
your own
own knowledge
knowledge in tht
investigation.
Very
truly yours,
matters under investigation.
Very truly
yours,
W. Sage,
H. \'.
C'/iairman.
SAGE, Chairman.

—

—

—

;

will
It will

be observed that the committee only
only desired that I shou/d
should

" furnish them such facts as were
were within my
"furnish
own knowledge
knowledge in the
my own
The
requirematter under investigation."
curious phraseology
investigation."
phraseology of this require-

ment would be quite
quite patent
patent

to any
any one, as the committee could hardly
hardly
in to be a personal
suppose that II had been called into
any intiintisuppose
personal witness of any
or
innocent,
and
macies,
and
Tilton,
between
Mrs.
my
Beecher
innocent,
Tilton,
macies, guilty
guilty
my
if so confined,
short; and
confined. would have been necessarily
statement, if
necessarily very
very short;
statement,
suppose that the invitation was
was so worded in order that
II might
might well suppose

I

might make no
no
might

disclosure.

return to my
on Monday
afternoon, at ten minutes to
my house on
Monday afternoon,
o'clock, I
I received the following
Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, marked "" G"
G" ::
six o'clo<:k,
following note from Mr.

On my
my

BEECHER
TO MOULTON.
MOULTON.
BEECHER TO
Monday,
p. M.
m.
BTONDAY, 5 P.
Dear Moulton
Will it
Mr
Moutrou :-Vill
it be convenient for you
My DEAR
call around
you to call
evening after half past
timc this evening
past six
here any
six?? I shall be in and can
can
any time
be secure from interruption.
you.
interruption. II need to see you.
W. Beecher.
H. W.
Truly
ever,
BEECHER.
Truly yours,
yours, and ever,
:

To which

—

H

"
"
replied in a
a note as follows,
I immediately
follows, marked " H ":
immediately replied
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BEECHER.
TO BEECHEH.
MOULTOX TO

MOULTON

Monday, 5.50 p.
m.
P. M.
NIONDAY,
p.m. 1
am almost tired,
I am
Str :--II shall be at home until 7.15 1>.M.
LIY
DEAR Sm
My Dear
tired,
no interruption
you. There will be no
go to you,
or would go
interruption here.
Francis D. lIOUL'l`ON.
Moulton.
FRANCIS
yours,
Truly
Truly ygurg,
appear before
an invitation to appear
me. I have an
grieved me.
Your last note grieved
tins evening.
your committee this
evening.
your
:

—

published in my
1 received the note heretofore published
reply to which I
In reply
my for"
"
as
follows
as
is
:
is
follows:
which
marked
JJJ,"
maikcu
statement,
mer
mer statement,
JJJ,"

July 13, 1874.
July
litile before.
seven or a little
I
you at seven
will be with you
single cona single
conyou, and have but a
more upon
am
am ashamed to put a
upon you,
put a straw more
you long,
long, as it
must soon
soon end ;
it must
solation— that the matter cannot distress you
solationfuture, whatever regrets
regrets
anxiety about the future,
more anxiety
no more
that is,
is, there will be no
W. Beecher.
H. W.
Bmzcni-ze.
Truly yours,
past.
there may
ever,
yours, and ever,
Truly
may be for the past.

:— I
Dear Frank
FRANK :-I
My
MY DEAR

.

on me
me and I read him
pursuance of this note Mr. Beecher called on
In pursuance
same evenevenwas to make
1nake to the committee that same
the statement which I was

approved
ing, and he approved
ing,

character, and declared it,
it, as
as I
1
its tone and character,
of its

parties so lar
far as I was
was concerned.
statei, honorable to both parties
therein stated,

I

opinion
same to Tilton,
same opinion
had also read the same
Tilton, and he agreed
agreed in the same
propriety of its
its tone.
as to the propriety

What I1 did say
already been pubpubVhat
say has already

closing part,
part, the advice to the committee
lished, and contains,
contains, in the closing
lished,
was
which II had before given
Beecher, which was
given to Beecher,

as

follows :
follows:

hitherto, the opinion
opinion that Mr. Beecher
T
now, as II have held hitherto,
I hold now,
against Mr. Tilton,
Tilton,
frankly state that he had committed an
an offence against
should frankly
apologize,
it was
necersary to apologize,
was necessary
for which it
apologize, and for which he did apologize,
a part
ot' which has been quoted
language of the letter,
in the language
letter, a
part of
quoted; that he
frankly that he deemed it
should have stated frankly
it necessary ii>1~lIr.
necessary for Mr. Tilton to
against Dr. Leonard Bacon which he did make,
mude the defence against
have made
and that he (Beecher)
(Beecher) should refuse to be a
a party
reopening of
party to the reopening
this painful
If he had made this statement he would have
subject.
painful subject.
truth, and it
more than the truth,
you
stated no
it would have saved him and you
no more
comthe responsibility
now that the cominquiry.
It is
is better now
responsibility of aa further inquiry.
mittee should not report,
report, and in the place
report Mr. Beecher
place of a report
that,
himself should make the statement which I have suggested;
suggested; or that,
if
report, the report
if the committee does report,
report should be a recommendation
a statement.
to Mr. Beecher to make such a
;

was somewhat hurried,
The interview was
hurried,

as I left
left him to go
go to the

corncom-

mittee.

some newspaper
newspaper a
Seeing in some
a supposed
supposed interview
inter-view of a committeeman,
Seeing
speak for Beecher,
Beecher, in which was
who claimed to speak
Beecher's
was reported
reported Beecher's
what I had said before the committee,
opinion
him,
committee, I called upon
upon him,
opinion of whatl
Beecher, in reference to that and other business,
business, and after the usual
Beecher,
kindly salutations II told him that II thought
were
thought his committeemen were
kindly
attempting to throw slurs or imputations
acting
imputations upon
upon
acting very
very foolishly
foolishly in attempting
I felt
facts, as
as I
felt certain that he did not authorize or
me, and recited the facts,
or
me,
He
told
that
me
he
not
seen
the
countenance the report.
me
had
seen
paper
report.
paper at

:
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all
nothing about it.
it.
all and knew nothing

`We
"SVe then commenced a discussion
discussion ofthe
of the

fact that Tilton
situation,
spoke ofthe
of the fact
situation, and II spoke

expressed regret
regret and sorrow.
at which he expressed

was preparing
preparing a statement,
I
I told
told him Tilton had deemed

of' the correspondence
the publication
of the
correspondence as
as to'
to" the appointment
appointment of
publication of

committee a challenge
challenge to him to come
come forward and make a
a full
full stateand that he regarded
regarded the act of
of his
his wif`e
wife leaving
leaving

ment of
all the facts
of all
facts;

;

his house a hostile
his
hostile one
-that
that
—

ment

prompted
inspiration
prompted by
by the committee under the inspiration
an interviewer
by an
by

—

He said-as
said
as had already
already been published
published

of'
of Beecher.

he had not authorized the publication
letter of
of appointpublication of the letter
appoint-

at all;
all
;

that he had intended to keep
keep things
things quiet
quiet in
in accordance

with my
now
my suggestion
suggestion; but that now
make a statement, which statement
took very
upon himself
very much blame upon

he thought
was compelled to
thought he was
compelled
he read to me,
me, and which, while it
it
as to his
his course towards Tilton and
all guilt,
his family,
guilt, but which thoroughly
his
thoroughly exonerated
family, of course denied all
expressed myself
myself to
Tilton from any
any dishonorable act towards him. II expressed
this statement,
with this
statement, and said
said that
pleased \'ith
Beecher, as II was, very
very much pleased
;

his, as
if
if it
it was
was made to the committee before Tilton should make his,

Beecher informed

me
me

he intended to do, II had no doubt that II could

Tilton to agree
agree to the statement proposed
proposed and to allow the
his disposition
whole matter to drop;
drop; and as evidence of his
disposition to do so, II
prevail upon
upon
prevail

might be
report which Tilton had once consented might
showed Beecher aa report
Beecher's statement exonerated him
provided Beecher's
the committee provided
Tilton's handwas in
in Tilton's
report was
f`rom any
(Tilton) from
any dishonorable act. This report
(Tilton)
"
"II ":
is marked "
of' which I
copy of
I showed Beecher, and is
writing, a copy
writing,

by
made by

BY TILTON.
COMMITTEE BY
PROPOSED REPORT OF COMMITTEE
PROPOSED
offence and apology
apology by
appointed to inquire
The committee appointed
by
inquire into the oitence
'l`ilton's letter to Dr. Bacon, respectfully
in Mr. Tilton's
Mr. Beecher alluded to in
respectfully
grave characthey find that an offence of grave
report that upon
upon examination they
report
against Mr. and Mrs. Theodore
by Mr. Beecher against
was committed by
ter was
parties, receiving
receiving
apology to both parties,
for which he made a suitable apology
Tilton, for
'1`ilton,
in return their forgiveness
report
good-will. The committee further report
forgiveness and good-will.
for the settlesettleway for
that this seems
seems to them a most eminently
eminently Christian way
all
the
concerned.
parties
reflects honor on
on all
differences and reflects
of difierences
ment of'
parties
"
"He
that?" I answered: "He
Vill Tilton agree
agree to that?
Said Beecher: "Will
mind;
that, and I
I hope
would have agreed
hope he will continue in that mind;
agreed to that,
am dealing
yet I
I am
statement, yet
is writing
for although
although he is
for
dealing with him as
writing his statement,
"

writing out
I have dealt heretofore,
heretof`ore, allowing
allowing him to exhaust himself in writing
publication,
the
using my
my influence to suppress
the statement and then using
publication,
suppress
it again."
again."
can do it
and II have no doubt I can
ought to make
The conversation then turned as to what reply
reply Tilton ought
if' it
it were
accepted
were accepted
me, if
first read to me,
to Beecher's statement,
statement, which he had first
stepped to his desk and wrote
Thereupon Beecher stepped
by the committee. Thereupon
by
of what he
for me
me to take to Tilton as the substance of'
out the following
f`ollowing for
was to use my
my very
very
statement, and I was
Bcecher's statement,
reply to Beecher's
should sayin
say in reply
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I could over Tilton to have him
all the influence I
best exertions and all

That paper,
by Mr.
paper, every
every word of which was written by
it.
agree
agree to it.
is no
opportunity for
for mistaking
mistaking its
its language,
language, II
no opportunity
Beecher, so that there is
" J "
It
have in
possession.
It is
is marked "J":
my possession.
in my
:

BEECHER'S
proposed
beecher's PROPOSED

STATEMEXT FOR
statement
for TILTON
tiltox TO
to MAKE.
make.

if striking
The statement of Mr. Beecher being
read, and if
striking favorably.
favorably,
being read.
then a word sent, substantially
substantially thus,
thus, to the committee:
I have been three years
years acting
acting under conviction that II had been
I
being the injurer.
injurer.
I learn
was under the imputation
wronged,
wronged, but was
imputation of bt-ing
from a friend
3-011 has reversed this
this and
in his
his statement to you
friend that Mr. B. in
willing, should he consent,
consent, to appear
appear before
has done me
am willing,
me justice.
justice. II am
statements. which I
felt it
I felt
it to be
him, and dropping
dropping the further statements,
you with him.
you
for my
painful domestic
settle this
this painful
duty to make for
own clearance, to settle
my duty
my own
my
finally and
difficulty
which never ought
ought to have been made public
dithculty-which
public-finally
amicably.
amicably.

—

—

I left
for Tilton in my
left Mr. Beecher with this
proposed statement for
my
this proposed

hand,
publish, not to make
persuade him not to publish,
hand, went to Tilton, tried to persuade
his statement to the committee on
20th, at which
on the evening
evening of the 20th,
time they
obdurate. and
him. but found him exceedingly
exceedingly obdurate,
they had summoned him,

busy
busy

in preparing
preparing his statement.

He again
again asked

me

me

for
for documents

and papers,
left him.
I refused,
refused, and I then left
papers. which I
Several publications
publications were
were made about this time as to what was to be
Tilton's statement, which caused great
great anxiety
the nature of Tilton's
anxiety to Mr.
this matter.
Tracy
on this
Accordingly,
Tracy and myself,
myself, who had consultations on
Accordingly,
Sunday, the 19th.
following note from Mr. Tracy
Tracy to
on Sunday,
lflth, 1I received the following
meet me,
evidently written in consultation with Beecher,
me. evidently
Beecher, because the
precisely the same
same water-mark and_is
paper bears precisely
and. is of the same
same texnote paper
ture as that of the notes which I
I had just
previously Teceived.from
receivedfrom Mr.
just previously
"
is here inserted,
inserted, marked " K ":
Beecher from his house. It is
"

'

*

K

:

TRACY TO Mourfrox.
MOULTOX.

TRACY 'ro

Brooklyn,
July 19,
Beooxnrx, July
19, 1874.
Mocrfrozv :
F. D.
I). Moulton
Will you
Dear Sm
Sir :-Will
you name
My DEAR
name a time and place
place to~day
to-day where I can
can
it important.
Yours truly,
B. F. TRACY.
see you
truly,
Tracy.
important.
you?? I think it
:

:

—

We

it was
was there determined between us, upon
We met,
upon my
my sugges~
suggesmet, and it
one
one more
more attempt
attempt to prevent
making his
prevent Tilton making

tion,
tion, that I should make

statement to the committee.

Previous to the reception
reception of this note,
note, at
suggestion, I
Tracy's suggestion,
I had summoned my
my counsel by
by telegraph
telegraph to meet
'l'racy's
New York on
on Monday,
Monday, the 20th. At the meeting
me
me in Xew
on Sunday
Sunday II
meeting on
found Tracy
Tracy impressed
impressed with the idea that the documents relating
relating to this
affair
affair had been destroyed,
destroyed, and that Tilton could not verify
verify by
by the origoriginals any
any statement from them. I answered him that that was
was not the

my

case that all
all the documents were
were in my hands with the single
single excepexcepcase;
tion of Mrs.
Mrs, 'I`ilton's
Tilton's confession,
confession, which had been returned to Tilton and
;

30
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destroyed, as Beecher knew;
knew and that II should f`eel
i'eel myself obliged to
destroyed,
myself obliged
before
produce
them
any
tribunal
which
would
compel
produce
any
compel testimony.
testimony.
On the morning
morning of the 20th,
20th, by
by arrangement
arrangement with Tracy,
Tracy, I went with
Tilton's house,
house, and there we
we both strenuously
my
strenuously and
my counsel to Tilton's
;

urgently argued
argued
urgently

with him against
against the making
making of his statement to the

\'e represented
committee that evening.
evening. We
represented to him that such a statement
would be ruin to himself,
it was
was not
Beecher, and that it
himself, his family,
family. and to Beecher.

community that so g1'eat
great a
a calamity
calamity
community
'l'ilton
happen as the exposure
exposure of all
all these iacts.
facts.
Til ton reiterated that
happen
Beecher; that he had given
he had been challenged
given his word to the
challenged by
by Beecher;
appear, and that if
if they
they were there he would
committee that he would appear,
for
for the interest of either or of the

should

if he should refuse to appear
so, and that if
do so,
appear Beecher's advisers would
was afraid to appear.
no facts and was
insist that he had no
appear. It was then sugsugif the committee did not meet that evening
evening and he
gested
gested to him that if
suffiheld himself in readiness to appear
them, that would be a sufiappear before them,
and
l1e
was
was
again persistently
such
answer to any
charge,
he
persistently urged
cient answer
urged to
any
charge,
again
a
it
a meeting
meeting of the committee could be prevented.
take that course it
prevented.

Tilton exhibited great
great reluctance even
even to that,
that,

whereupon
whereupon

tell him that I
course in thus
I should consider this course
to tell

I
I

felt
felt

obliged
obliged

presenting
presenting the

alfront to myself;
against Beecher a personal
myself, and that in such
matter against
personal affront
means in my power to prevent his statement
all the means
case
case I
I should take all
my power
prevent

being
being

effectual.
elTectual,

To
appeal, put
'I'o this appeal,
put

to him in the
tl1e strongest
strongest

language
language

I

Tilton finally
finally consented,
could command, 'l'ilton
consented,, first,
if tl1e
the committee
first, that if
were not present,
were
present, so that he might
might be excused from appearing
appearing before

them that evening,
publish his statement or let
let its
its contents
evening, he would not publish
be known until a future meeting
meeting of the committee,
suggested to
committee, when II suggested
him the course that had been agreed
agreed upon
by Beecher and the stateupon by
ment which had been prepared
by
might
Beecher
prepared by
might be submitted to the
committee and an amicable report
report made.
After getting
.After
Tilton's consent I drove around to
to Mr. Tracy's
house,
getting Tilton's
'l'racy's house,
took him into the -carriage,
carriage, and we
my
we drove to my
house
together,
together, with my
my

counsel.

When

we
we arrived there we
we narrated

to Mr.

Tracy what had
Tracy

taken place
place at Tilton's,
Tilton's, and he (Tracy),
was
course was
(Tracy), agreeing
agreeing that this course
an
an adjournment
till Wednesday
adjournment of the committee till
Vednesday
evening, and suggested
suggested that it
it might
evening,
might be difficult to find them before the
meeting,
it was
was understood that he himself would not be
meeting, in which case it
present on
on that evening,
evening. I
I undertook to see Tilton and have him agree
present
agree
that if
il' Traey
on until a subTracy should not be present
present he would refuse to go
go on
sequent
Tracy to be there to
on the ground
ground that he desired Tracy
sequent meeting,
meeting. on
cross-examine him after he had made his statement.

best,
get
best, undertook to get

purpose, and soon
soon after returned and
left my
Mr. Tracy
my house for that purpose,
Tracy left
left him a formal
reported
reported that he had called upon
upon the chairman and left
meeting of the commitnote,
present at the meeting
saying that he could not be present
note. saying
tee and requested
requested the

adjournment
adjournment; that he had been
;

to see another

—

:

!;
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failed to find
find him.
He
committee, Mr. Cleveland,
member of the committee,
Cleveland, but failed
if the committee held a
a meeting
meeting he would not
even if
saying that even
then left,
left, saying
be present.
present.

diiiieulties about getting
getting an
Tilton, stated the difficulties
an adjournment
saw Tilton,
adjournment

I then

arrangement not to
of the committee, and asked his acquiescence
acquiescence in the arrangement
if Tracy
was not there.
Tracy was
I made
I
deliver his statement to the committee if

him at dinner until after eight
efforts to detain hirn
o'clock in order that the
eight o'clock

He left
left my
my house after eight
eight
an hour after I sent a messensoon returning,
returning, in about an
being done,
done, who returned With
with
ger
ger to the committee to learn what was being
word, to the unspeakable
and surprise
the word,
counselunspeakable grief
griefand
surprise of myself
myself and my
my counsel
might adjourn
adjourn before he came.
committee might
o'clock,
o'clock, and not

soon

co-operated with
who had co-operated

me
me

in the interest of Mr. Beecher as I had re-

—

was reading his statement to the committee
quested him-that
him that Tilton was
committee!
quested
reading

lingering hope
Almost in despair,
hope of preventing
despair, but with aa last lingering
preventing the

unspeakably pernicious
public
exposure of this unspeakably
pernicious scandal,
scandal, and to make
public exposure
effort, I went down to the house of the committee and waited
one
one last eifort,

coming out of Tilton,
Tilton, and conjured
conjured him not to give
copy of his
coming
give any
any copy
for publication,
publication, hoping
statement for
hoping that the committee would see,
see, as I
did,
did, that the necessities of the welfare of the whole community
community required
required

the

it should not be made public
that it
got him to consent so to do
do;
public; and II got
;

and on the next day
day I was
present when he refused the request
request of a perwas present
perit to be published
published in the Herald.
sonal friend to allow it

The manner
manner

of

publication has been explained
explained in the card of Mr. Maverick,
its
its publication
Maverick, a publipublication made without Mr. Tilton's
or knowledge,
Tilton's consent or
knowledge, and to the indegrief of both of us.
scribable grief

saw nothing
nothing but strife
wretchedness, and
After the publication
strife and Wretchedness,
publication I saw
nothing was
was left for me
sternly aloof and allow
me to do but to hold myself
nothing
myself sternly
tight it
it out without the aid of any
any documents or
the parties
or knowlparties to iight
edge
my possession.
edge in my
possession.
by the hand of
On the 24th of July
July I received a note from Beecher by
same
written
on
the
same cross-lined water-marked paper as the note
Tracy,
on
Tracy,
paper
of Mr. Beecher of the 19th of July,
requesting that II would send him
July, requesting
papers and documents in my
the papers
is inserted,
inserted,
my possession,
possession, which note is
marked

"L"
L" :

"

BEECHER TO MOULTOX.
MOULTON.

BEECHER

Dear
My
MY DEAR

July 24,
24,
July

—

1874.

Moulton :-II am
ani making
Mr.
statement, and need the
Mn. BIOULTON
making out a statement,
origVill you
all the origyour hands. Will
letters and papers
papers in your
you send by
Tracy all
by Tracy
my papers?
papers ? Let them be numbered and an
inals of my
an inventory
taken,
inventory taken,
and I will return them to you
compare, get
can see and compare,
you as soon as I can
get
dates, make extracts or copies,
dates,
copies, as the case may
may be.
Will you
of
you also send me
all
letters
Vill
Bowen's heads of difficulty
all
me Bowen's
and
ditiiculty
sister, if
any are
are with you?
you ?
my sister,
if any
my
heard you
were sick. Are you
I he-ard
you were
grant you
you to see
again?? God grant
you about again
peaceful times.
Yours faithfully,
faithfully,
BEECHER.
H. W. Beecher.
peaceful
F. D. Moulton.
MoULroN.
:

_
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I said lo
to Mr.

Tracy
Tracy

that he had better take back that note,
note, as I could

up the documents to either party
not,
conscience, give
not, in honor and conscience,
give up
party to
against each other.
preparation of statements against
Mr.
aid them in the preparation

m

suggested
Tracy suggested
'|`racy
ihat that would
that

perhaps I
that perhaps

seem

seem

to

me

me

copies,
might
might send copies,

to send the originals,
originals, and that it

copied,
as I
copied, as

was about

was

to

which I answered

obligation as
same breach of
as
ol' honorable obligation
the same

impossible for
was
was impossible

me

me

to have them

to leave town.

an invitation
August 4,
home, August
I received an
4, 1
my arrival home,
On the day
day of my
it the next day,
asking me
only to
me only
come before it
from the committee to come
day, asking
Having
Tilton's
seen in
to
in
'1`ilton's
statement.
bring
documents
referred
the
Having seen
bring
no answer
answer
was said that Beecher had received no
it was
the public
public prints
prints that it
July 24,
from me
me to his request
24, I sent him the letter which has been
request of July
August 4,
4, explaining
published
explaining in form what II had said in
published of the date of August

through Mr. Tracy.
substance through
Tracy.
evening, a
a letter
At ten minutes to eleven of that evening,

was brought
brought to

was

me
me

W. Beecher,
handwriting,
Beecher, but not in his handwriting,
signed by
by II.
H. IV.
purporting
purporting to be signed
committee,
all the documents before the committee,
asking
production of all
asking for the production
but which afterwards Mr. Sage,
committee, certified
Sage, chairman of the committee,
is here inserted,
original, which is
"M" :
of the original,
a correct copy
copy ofthe
to be a
inserted, marked "M":

MOULTON.
BEECHER TO MOULTON.

BEECHER TO

Brooklyn, July
28, 1874.
Bnooxtviv,
July 28,
Investigation are waiting
The Committee of Investigation
Friend r:-The
waiting
Dear FRIEND
DEAR
closing their labors.
I, too,
too, earnestly
mainly
I,
you before closing
earnestly wish that
mainly for you
your mind and memory
come and clear your
you would come
memory of everything
everything that
you
you also to bring
letters and papers
all lctters
papers
my case. II pray
can bear on
can
on my
bring all
pray you
any light
light upon
relating
it which will throw any
it, and bring
upon it,
bring to aa result
relating to it
this protracted
protracted case.
reinvigorated, and that her need of your
Mrs.
your
rs. M. has been reinvigorated,
I
I trust that M
you.
will not be so
so great
great as to detain you.
care vill
care
Truly yours,
Beecher.
W. BEECHER.
H. W.
y0lll'S,
Truly
Moulton.
F. D. lIoUL'roN.
Sage, Chairman.
H. W. SAGE,
copy of original.
original.
Correct copy

My
BIY

—

The letter of Bcecher's
Beecher's of

August 4,
4,
August

published, was
was the
heretofore published,

Henry Ward Beecher of ununHenry
knowing that the harsh
knowing
portions of it
were the suggestions
it were
suggestions of others and not of his own
own mind.
portions
After receiving
receiving these notes of Beecher's,
Alter
Beecher's, I came
came to the conclusion
if Tilton also consented,
that if
full statement before
consented, I would make the full
first indication that I had ever
iirst
ever had from

friendliness,
very best reason
reason for
friendliness, and I have the very

"When I began
preVhen
began the preparation
statement
of
of
my
not
design
I
did
the
letters
Mrs.
to
include
paration
my
design
only a
a
brother, or
Hooker and her brother,
or Mr. Hooker,
Hooker, because,
because, as they
they had only
the committee which I have since published.
published.

drag
upon the controversy,
very unwilling
unwilling to drag
collateral bearing
was very
bearing upon
controversy, I was
the name
respect, into
highest respect,
name of Mrs. Hooker,
Hooker, for whom I entertain the highest
this matter.

having seen
seen in the newspapers
an attack in advance
newspapers an
But having

;
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I:Iooker's sanity,
inspired by
by the friends
friends of Mr. Beecher, and
upon Mrs. Hooker's
sanity, inspired
upon
his counsel, as
as I
I believe,
having asserted
Beecher, through
believe, having
through the advice of his
his brother and sister
I retained letters
of his
that I
letters ot'
sister that were not given into
into
I felt
part of the documents in
as part
in this
this controversy,
controversy, I
felt it
it at
my keeping
keeping as
my
once
should
lady's position
position and myself
myself that they
appear,
once due to the lady's
they
appear, and
inserted.
hence they
were inserted.
they were

After Tracy
I would go
published letter
letter that I
go before
before
Tracy had learned by
by my
my published
iull statement, he desired most earnestly
the committee and make a full
earnestly that
I should do no such thing,
bringing to bear every
I
argument that octhing, bringing
every argument
me therefrom,
curred to him to dissuade me
if I
therefrom, and among
I made
among others that if
it would have to come
the statement it
come out in
in the crossexarnination
cross-examination that
I had received money
for the use of Tilton,
Tilton, and that
money from Beecher for
Beecher's friends
friends would thereupon
Beecher's
charge of blackmail against
against
thereupon make aa charge

me.

—

my

whom

I told
told him in
I
in the presence
presence of my counsel-for
counsel for whom II had again
again

—

sent at his
his ('I'racy's)
(Tracy's) request-that
request that that would not

come out on

come

cross-

facts in
in regard
examination,
for the facts
money were
were already
already fully
fully disdisexamination, for
regard to the money
closed in
in my
my statement,
in that transaction there was
was nothing
statement, and that in
nothing

dishonorable on
on Beecher's
Beecher's part
part or my
my
light
day. Tracy
Tracy strongly
light of day.
strongly assured

own

own

I should fear
that I
fear seeing
seeing the

me

that I
I ought
ought not,
not, under any
any
letters and documents in my
disclose the letters
my possession
circumstances, to disclose
possession;
that I
I was
principle of honor and sacred obligation,
was bound, by
obligation, to
by every
every principle
and
that
it
for Tilton and
better, both for
keep
them
private
it would be better,
keep
private;
me

;

Beecher,
Beecher, that II should do

so.

Monday morning
some of
Monday
morning of some
most
friends
could
valued
some of my
friends
who
my
this proposition.
proposition. At that meeting
be got
lay before them this
meeting
got together,
together, to lay
were two honorable courses before me.
my
me.
my counsel advised that there were
as to personal statements,
lips
One was to seal my
personal statements. and produce
produce no documy lips
already been put
ments but those of which extracts had been made and already
put
At

on
his suggestion
suggestion I called a meeting
meeting on

Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's friends,
friends, and

it would be but just
committee, as it
part
before the committee,
that, a part
just to both parties
parties that,
whole
be
or to make a full
and
should
known;
the
full
being
of a paper
seen,
known;
being
paper

facts and documents,
all the facts
documents, both parties
parties having
complete
having
complete statement of all
in the meeting
my
consented. These alternatives were discussed in
meeting of my
less harm
it was
was determined that less
by a majority
friends, and by
friends,
majority of them it
community, to the families of the parties,
parties, and to the
come to the community,
would come
if I took the former course.
Yielding to the advice
parties
Yielding
parties themselves if
respected, I
I concluded to go
of those I so much respected,
go before the committee
simple statement of an
and make the simple
an intention not to take part
part in the
controversy, and producing
producing only
controversy,
only the letters which had in part
part been

Tilton's statement, reserving
reserving the right
before them in Tilton's
right to protect
own
protect my
1ny own
honor and purity of action in this matter if
if attacked,
attacked, as I have since
done.

purity

In order that the exact credit due to Mr. Beecher's
may be
Beecher's statement may
may
be
as
its value as testimony
fully
appreciated
compared
seen and its
testimony may
compared
fully appreciated
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with the facts and documents that I shall hereafter bring forward in my
bring
my
own
vindication, I am
own vindication,
am compelled to notice some
some other patent
compelled
patent misstatements in this special
made in behalf of Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, if
if
special plea
plea of counsel made
by himself;
himself; and one
not by
one of the first in order which claims attention is
is
" the only copy of Mrs. Tilton's conthe averment in his statement that "the
Tilton's cononly copy
"
" on
fession was
was torn in pieces
own presence
on the night
pieces in his own
presence
night of the 30th
of December,
1870, an
an act about which he could hardly be mistaken.
Deccmber,18T0,
hardly
" confession" was
On the contrary,
was decontrary, I have stated that that paper
paper of "confession"
livered into my
my hands the night
night of the meeting
meeting of Beecher and Tilton at
my house,
house, when Beecher was
was first charged
charged with his adulteries with Mrs.
my
Tilton
Tilton; and afterwards,
afterwards, when I demanded the recantation of him, he

reeantation

;

asked
will

me

keep
keep

him,

What

" \'hat will you do with it
?"
if I give
give it
it if
I answered
it up
answered:: "" I
you
up ?"
it
as I keep
it as
the
confession.
you
honorably
I will proIf
act
keep
you
pro"

me::

honorably

my

my

tect it
it with my life,
protect the other with my life."
life."
I may
lite, as I would protect
may
say here that at this remark I made reference to the pistol
be allowed to say

pistol

my

in my overcoat pocket,
pocket. which I

always
night, as
as emphasizalways carried in the night,
emphasizing
extremity of my
my defence ofthe
of the papers.
says,
ing the extremity
papers. Yet Mr. Beecher says,
"
He made no
"He
no verbal threats,
opened his overcoat and with some
some
threats, but opened
emphatic remark he showed
Why misrepresent?
misrepresent ? Is it
shoved a
a pistol."
it posemphatic
pistol." Vhy
pos-

once
a man
man who extorted aa paper
once to a
paper
from him with a
a pistol ?
Beecher's committee make a
point of this
a point
pistol? Yet Beecher's
prevarication in their argument
argument for the accused l
prevarication
sible that he
ho gave
gave his confidence at

!

tripartite covenant I handed back that
After the tripartite

at the request
wife, in order that she
request of his wife,

same
same paper
paper to Tilton
might
be
satisfied, and hersatisfied,
might

it.
self destroy
destroy it.

Now,
true ?
is true?
Now, which of these statements is
and acts answer.
ansver.

Let contemporaneous
contemporaneous facts

It will be remembered that that

meeting was
on Friday
night, the 30th
was on
meeting
Friday night,
a note,
me
me a
note, heretofore published,
published,
next Saturday
morning, in the following
words:
Saturday morning,
following words

December, 1870.
of December,
dated the

Mrs. Tilton sent

Saturday
Morning.
SATURDAY LTORNING.
Dear FRIEND
Friend FRANK
Frank :-II want you
Mv DEAR
me the greatest
greatest possible
possible
you to do me
favor.
one which I gave
gave Mr. Beecher
have, and the one
My letter which you
you have,
at his dictation last evening,
ought both to be destroyed.
evening, ought
destroyed. Please bring
bring
me, and I will burn them. Show this note to Theodore and Mr.
both to me,
Beecher. They
They will see the propriety
propriety of this request.
request.

My

:

My

—

E. R. Tu/rozv.
Tilton.
Yours truly,
truly,
"
"
The "letter
"letter"
referred to,
'I'he
of course, it
confession,"
it will be seen is
is the "
to, ofcourse,
confession,"

the only
only letter I then had of
hers referring
ofhers
referring to this matter.

And again,
again,

to show that I cannot be either mistaken or
or

untrue,
untrue, I

Tilton's note to Beecher of April
refer to Mrs. Tilton's
21, following,
following, heretofore
April 21,

published
published:

_

Friday,
April 21,
21, 1871.
FRIDAY, April
Mr.
Beecher
you use
your inAs Mr. Moulton has returned,
MR. BERCHER:-As
use your
returned, will you
fluence to have the papers
My heart bleeds
possession destroyed
destroyed?? My
papers in his possession
:

night and day
night
day

—

injustice of their existence.
at the injustice

:
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after he
Would not Tilton have caused such a paper
preserved after
paper to be preserved
in
This
was
put
in by
falsehood
it?
had founded an accusation upon
it
?
put
by
upon
as my
ray statement
Beecher's lawyers
lest Tilton might
Beecher's
copy, as
might produce
produce aa copy,
lawyers lest
its
had not then been published
published with its

documentary evidence.
documentary

in Beecher's
Beecher's statement
irom the truth occurs in
Still
Still another variation from
exIn his ex<
contrition."
letter of contrition."
in regard
in
regard to the destruction of the ""letter

planation
planation

follows :
ofit
speaks as follows:
of it he speaks

aftertill more
it till
more [sic]
I
did not trouble myself
I did
year after[sic] than aa year
myself about it
[of which hereafter]
up his case [of
ward, when Tilton began
hereafter] and
began to write up
memoranthis old memoranwas
up documents. II wondered what was in this
was lookinglooking up
suddenly
one day
certainty so one
it for
for greater
dum, and desired to see it
day II suddenly
greater certainty;_so
You promised to
for that memorandum, and said,
said, "You
asked Moulton for
to
promised
"Did
Did
me."
He seemed confused for a moment, and said, "
return it
it to me."
"
that
had
been
paper
the
1?"
replied
I
answered.
He
E?"
Certainly." I
paper
replied
"Certainly."
••That paper
said, "That
destroyed.
again, he said,
question again,
putting the question
my putting
destroyed. On "my
paper
"
two
next
years,
and during
was burned up
up long
years, in various
during the
long ago
ago ;
I had never
it as destroyed.
destroyed. I
spoke of it
ofhis
his own
conversations of
own accord, he spoke
this paper.
paper.
asked for
for nor authorized the destruction of this
;

"

"

;

Upon
Upon

my

I retained that
this point
point I have said in my statement that I
this
papers necessary
of the papers
as one
one ofthe
peace
necessary to keep
keep peace

"
"
letter of contrition"
contrition "
letter

I
between the parties,
parties, and I

that this
this was
was well known to Beecher,
Beecher,

now add
now

ovn mouth.
own

will be remembered,
It will
It
remembered,
more than a year
afterwards, that
year afterwards,
April, 1872, Mr. Samuel
up, that in April,
it
destroyed and burned up,
it had been destroyed
bookWilkeson, Beecher's
Beecher's friend and partner
Vilkeson,
publication of his book
partner in the publication
will knock their enterprise
and who thinks that Beecher's destruction will
enterprise
and I
it at last
last from his
I shall prove
prove it
so

far from Beecher believing,
believing, within
far

more

of the publication
"Life of Christ"
Christ" "'higher
kite," and
publication of the "Life
"higher than a kite,"

behalf in
who acted in the capacity
his 'behalf
in drawi-ng
drawing up
capacity of counsel in his
up the
me
me the following
letter, heretofore published
following letter,
published

—

covenant-wrote
tripartite
wrote
tripartite covenant

statement, dated the same
same day
in my
covenant:
my statement,
day with that remarkable covenant
Nonrnnnn
Northern PACIFIC
Pacific Railroad
RAI¥.ROAD Company,
Conrnxrr,
SI<:CRE'rARY's OFFICE,
Secretary's
Office, 120 BRQADWAY,
Broadway.
York, April
New YORK,
2. 1872.
April 2.
MY
DEAR Moulton:
for the closing
Now for
My Dear
l[oULroN:-Now
justice and duty.
closing act of justice
duty.
Let Theodore pass
pass into your
your hand the written apology
apology which he holds
for the improper
improper advances,
you pass
it into the ilames
flames of the
advances, and do you
pass it
tire in your
room of reconciliation.
friendly
Then let
let Theodore talk to
friendly fire
your room
Oliver Johnson. I hear that he and Carpenter,
artist, have made
Carpenter. the artist,
alfair the subject
this whole affair
subject of conversation in the clubs.
Sincerely yours,
Wilkeson.
Samuel V1Lr<r:soN.
SAMUEL
Sincerely
yours,

—

Did Beecher or his friend want

me

me

"
contrition
letter of contrition"
to burn a
"letter
a "

in April,
April, 1872, which Beecher avers I had told him and he believed
had been burned long
long previous
previous??

But again
again

in Beecher's
Beecher's letter of June

says "The
"The agreement
[tripartite covenant]
1873, he says:
agreement [tripartite
ivas made after
1, 1873,
1,
after
covenant] was
my letter through
through you
was written. He
it a year."
you was
He [Tilton]
[Tilton] had had it
my
year."
Yes, from January
1871, to April
Does Beecher really
1, 1871,
2, 1872.
Yes,
January 1,
April 2,
really
:
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believe himself when he says
says that I told him that letter was
long before
was long
burned up
seen his letter ol'
of June 1
I when this falsehood
up?? He had not seen
was
was told for him.
In view of such false statements,
is the anxiety
statements, is
anxiety of
his counsel to get
get his letters and papers
my hands,
so they
they could
hands, so
papers out of my
square
by them, at all wonderful
wonderful??
square their statements by
As bearing
bearing upon
want of veracity
As
veracity in the matter that we
we have
upon the want

just considered as
as to the destruction ol`
of the "letter
"letter of contrition,"
contrition," I
just
take leave to call attention to a
a like misstatement as to the original
original
preparation of
ol' this same
same "letter."
letter."
preparation
"

was written out according
I have stated that it was
according to the dictation of Mr.
As an
an honorable man,
looking only
only to a
Beecher.
a settlement between
man, looking
the parties,
parties, and at that moment
certainly without any
moment certainly
any other possible
possible
motive which could be imputed
imputed to me,
I could have only
only desired to reme, I
produce
exactly the words of Beecher,
Beecher, which I did do with exactness;
produce exactly
exactness;
and the mostmost cursory
phrases will show them to
und
cursory examination of the phrases
I am
have been his words and not mine.
am not in the habit of using such
using
language;
hardly
believe
myself
of composing
indeed
I
it. I
language;
hardly
myself capable
capable oi'
composing it.
" Humble myself before him as
should not myself
phrase, "Humble
myself have used the phrase,
1nyselt`bel'ore
my God."
God." I was
I do before my
was not used to that kind of expression, nor
expression, nor

Toward the poor
phrase, •'-"l`ovard
poor child lying
lying there praying
the phrase,
praying with folded
I never
never called a
a woman
woman of nearly forty years
nearly forty years old aa "poor
"poor

hands."
hands."

life.
I did not know that she "
child " in my
my life.
was lying"
child"
"was
lying anywhere
anywhere with
folded hands.
Beecher did,
did, because he says
says in his statement to the
"

"lay there white as
marble," like a
committee that she "lay
as marble,"
a statue of
ot' the old
world,
palm to palm.
palm, like one
one praying, thus reproducing four years afterworld, palm
praying.
reproducing
years
wards almost the identical phrase
phrase and picture
picture which he conveyed
conveyed to me,
me,
I could not have used
the phrase.
forgiveness," because I did not know whether
phrase, "II have her f`org-iveness,"
"letter of contrition."
and which I put
put in the "letter
"

not except
as he told me,
me. and if
if I had acted upon my
except as
upon my
This letter,
letter. after
being
prepared by
was read by
by him before he put
ine, was
being prepared
by me,
signature
put his signature
lie
he

had

it
it

or
or

belief in the matter I should suppose
suppose that he had not.
it,
to it.

—

The explanation
this paper
statement that ""this
'|`he
explanation put
put by
by Beecher in his statement--that
paper
mere memorandum
memorandum ot'
of points
to
be
used by
points
setting
by him [me]
[me] in setting
But they
were put
put into sentences by
forth my
my [his]
feelings
they were
by
[his] feelings.
as he [I]
my [his]
[his] words,
him [me]
them. not as my
words,
expressed as
[I] understood them,
[ine] expressed
but as
letters, to be used by
hut
as hints of my [his] figures and letters.
conmy [his] figures
by him in conTilton.
versing
It
is a
a
string
hastily
Tilton
is
mere
of
hints,
made
with
mere
hints,
string
versing
hastily
by an
representing to Mr.
an unpractised writer,
by
helps to his memory
unpractised writer. as helps
memory in representing
Tilton
all this explanation is
a mere
howlI felt towards his family"
'l`ilton ]lOV
family "-all
explanation is amerc
of explanation
afterthought
up for the purpose
purpose of'
alterthougrht made up
explanation merely.
merely. Beecher
always treated this letter as his own
own in all
all the after conversations we
we
always
subject.
had upon
upon the subject.
Wilkeson, Mr. Beecher's friend and acting
counsel, could
Mr. Samuel Vilkeson,
acting counsel,
was

was a
a mere

.

.
.
....

.
.
.
....

—
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of that
that paper
paper except from Beecher, as I
have known nothing of
I had never
never
else save Tilton
told him or anybody
anybody else
Tilton anything
anything of
of its
its contents, and both
told
it was
Vilkeson supposed
me to
Beecher and Wilkeson
supposed it
was delivered
delivered by
by me
to Tilton, as
as it
it
to be.
And in
in his
was
his letter
letter heretofore published,
be.
published, speaking
was intended to
in
speaking in
" the written apology which
it "the
the interest
interest of
Wilkeson calls
of Beecher, Vilkeson
calls it
apology
he holds for
letter of
improper advances."
advances." In Beecher's
for the improper
Beecher's letter
of June 1,
1,
letter that he (Tilton)
quoted, he speaks
of it
it as "my
just before quoted,
"my letter
(Tilton)
1873, just
speaks of
for the purposes
had over
of conversaover a
a year
purposes of
year;"" not °'aa memorandum for
an unpractised writer,
tion,"
did not represent
represent his
his
tion," written by
by an
unpractised writer, which did
•'

;

thought.
thought.
I have said
this was
said this
was an afterthought.
I
for so believing,
afterthought. The reason for
believing,
intrinsic evidence from the documents, is
is that when this
outside the intrinsic
this

controversy
being renewed because of
of the publication
publication and
controversy was about being
of Dr. Leonard Bacon which brought
it on
speeches
brought it
on again,
again, I
I was in
in conspeeches ol'
sultation with Beecher upon
of them.
upon what might
effect of
them, and prepremight be the effect
if Bacon went
if
w ent on
on he would surely
reopen the whole matter.
surely reopen
In that conversation Beecher said
me-and
said to me
and II remember his
his words
it was
was quite
exactly, because it
startling proposition-"
proposition il Can't
Can't we
we hit
hit upon
exactly,
quite a startling
upon

dicting that
dicting

r

—

Can't we hit
some plan
my letter
letter to Tilton?
Tilton ? Can't
hit upon
upon
plan to break the force of my
some form of note from you
you to me
some
me in
in which you
shall state that that
you shall
fact a
letter
in fact
a letter
letter at all,
letter was not in
all, but simply
simply a
a memorandum ofpoints
of points
for the purpose
by you
you for
purpose of expressing
expressing more
more
of my
my conversation made by
feeling toward
my thought
accurately my
thought and feeling
accurately

Tilton and his
his family?"
family ? "

I
I

"
of that,
will think of
until the necessity
said,
necessity
said, " II will
that, but we must wait, II think, until

arises
ought to do in
determining what II ought
in that regard."
arises before determining
regard."

He said,
said,

carefully and see
it over carefully
"I
will prepare
"I will
prepare such a note, and you
you read it
" Very well,
for you
II said,
sign it."
it is
is possible
it."
said, "Very
well,
possible for
whether or not it
you to sign
it, but as you
put the proposition
you put
will consider it,
prepare the note and II will
proposition
prepare
He never showed me
me such a note
true."
wouldn't be true."
now, of course, it
it wouldn't

if
if he prepared
it.
prepared it.
this lawyer's
Another instance to show how this
lawyer's statement of Beecher
words ""II never resumed my
my
in these words:
cannot be trusted. II find stated in
after my
intimacy with the family
my
intimacy
family; but once or twice II went there soon after
request."
reconciliation with Mr. Tilton, and at his request."
:

;

Is
true??
Is this
this averment true

I believed it
it substantially
I confess that I
substantially true

at the time I prepared
published statement, supposing
supposing that Beecher
prepared my
my published
his
instruction
to
letter
was acting
according
distinct
Mrs. Tilton in
in his letter
to
acting according

of February
promise to me
me to have
7, 1871, and in accordance with his promise
February 7,
no further communication with Mrs. Tilton except
through myselfl
myself. I
except through
extract as follows,
having been published:
follows, the whole letter
letter having
published
:

we have a common
In him [Moulton]
common ground.
ground. You and I may
may meet
TMoulton] we
in
The past
But is
is there no future
future-no
in him.
past is
no wiser,
wiser, higher,
higher,
is ended.
holier future?
priest in the new
new sanctufuture ? May
May not this friend stand as a priest
ary of reconciliation and mediate and bless you,
Theodore, and my most
ary
you, Theodore,

—

my

:

:

—
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fail of its
earnestness fail
its end. You believe
my earncstness
unhappy
unhappy self? Do not let my
gladly in Moulton`s
put myself
Moulton's
judgment. 1I have put
my judgment.
in my
myself wholly
wholly and gladly
I must meet you.
hands, and there [must
you.
\'ill
Will
Theodore's consent,
consent, but he has not read it.
it.
with 'l`heodo1°e's
is sent vith
This is
am very
all
very earnest in this wish for all
by his hands?
hands ? I am
it tome
to me by
you return it
you
a chance
even a
subjected to even
a letter ought
sakes. as such a
our sakes_
ought not to be subjected
H. IV.
W. Bkecher.
BEECHER.
unhappy friend,
miscarriage. Your unhappy
of miscarriage.
friend,
as his committee
me if,
Could Beecher have written that sentence of me
if, as
extorted a
a paper
paper from him with threats
days before II had cxtorted
reports, forty
reports,
forty days
ought to have been handed over to
by aa pistol,
say I ought
they say
by
pistol, for which they

police?
the police?

And

what, when I prepared
my statement what,
prepared
therefore I put
put forth in my
said
I said:

I believed to be true.

it,
it,

:

was conveyed
me from Beecher a request
same day
day there was
On the same
conveyed to me
request
might write to Mrs. Tilton,
all parties
to Tilton that Beecher might
Tilton, because all
parties
no communicahad then come
come to the conclusion that there should be no
Mrs.
Tilton
Beecher
and
or
except
Tilton
or
Beecher
and
tion between
except
with my knowledge
promise from
knowledge and consent, and II had exacted aa promise
Tilton or allow
Beecher that he would not communicate with Mrs. 'I`ilton
communication, vhieh
saw the communication,
which
her to communicate with him unless II saw
kept, but,
was, on
as I
I soon
soon found,
faithfully kept,
on his part,
promise,
believe, was,
part, faithfully
found,
but, as
promise, II believe,
was given
was not on
part of Mrs. Tilton. Permission was
was
on the part
given to Beecher
is his letter
following is
letter:
Tilton, and the following
to write to Mrs. Tilton,

my

—

February T,
which is
is the letter of February
1871, from which the above extract
7, 1871,
--which
any correspondence
correspondence
is made.
is
no
intimation that he received any
I had no
hands, and certainly
certainly that
from Mrs. Tilton that did not go
go through
through my
my hands,
made none
none to her,
her, or visited her. But since the preparation
preparation of that
my hands certain letters from him to
come into my
statement there have come
was unfaithful to his promise
me that he was
now show me
Mrs. Tilton that now
promise to

lie
he

clandestinely with her,
kept up
up his intercourse clandestinely
me,
me, and that he kept
her, in violaplighted faith to the wronged
promises, his plighted
wronged husband,
tion of his solemn promises,
own eminent and deadly
deadly peril,
knowledge of his
to his own
peril, without the knowledge
doing all
all which things there could have been but
wife
for doing
(Beecher's) wife-for
things
(Beccher's)

—

necessary, therefore,
on the question
one incentive. It becomes necessary.
therefore, on
question of veracas to the renewal of his intimacy
intimacy with Mrs. Tilton,
Tilton,
ity of his statement as
ity
compared.
that some
some of these letters should be compared.
friend
In her letter dated January
13, 1871,
1871, written to a female friendJanuary 13,

certainly will not be claimed to have been dictated by
Tilton
which certainly
by Tilton-

says :
Tilton says
Mrs. '|`ilton
faith
and
hope are very
bright, now
My
am off the sick-bed,
now that I am
sick-bed,
hope
My
very bright,
is a
a friend indeed.
and dear Frank Moulton is
(He is
case
is managing
managing the case
(He
We have weathered
with Mr. Bowen.)
storm, and IIbelieve
believe without
Weathered the storm,
Bowen.) II/'e
I
harm to our
our best .... These slanders
I
slandcrs have been sown
sown broadcast.
way and
quoted everywhere
everywhere as the author of them. Coming
am
Coming in this way
am quoted
form to Mr. Bowen, they
they caused his [Tilton's]
['l`ilton's] immediate dismission
Suffering thus,
thus, both of us,
us,
Union.
from both the Independent
Suffering
Independent and the Zhnon.
plans)
anxiety night
day
(I knew nothing
so unjustly
nothing of these plans)-anxiety
night and day
unjustly--(I
....

—

—
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miscarriage a disappointment
brought
brought on my
my miscarriage:
disappointment I have never before
it promised,
I
promised, you
I have had sorrow almost
known-a
known
a love-babe it
you know.
It
is my
my mother]
mother 1
It is
beyond human capacity,
capacity, dear
beyond
:

—

-..

it has been already
letter, as it
already published,
quote the whole letter,
published, and
I do not quote
to.
The peculiarity
may be referred to.
language of this extract
may
peculiarity of the language
find Mrs. Tilton on
should be noted.
We find
on the 30th of December sick in

We

bed with what she states to have been a miscarriage
miscarriage a few days
days before

—

know" a very
promised to be a " love-babe,
very curious expresof what promised
expreslove-babe, you
you know"-a
nearly forty
years old and the mother of six children,
woman nearly
sion from a woman
forty years
children,
"

specially when,
to describe a child begotten
when, as Mrs.
wedlock; specially
begotten in lawful wedlock
;

now asserts,
quarrelling
asserts, she and her husband had been fiercely
fiercely quarrelling
months, and,
even to blows. Within
for many
for
and, Bessie Turner testifies,
testilies, even
many months,
off her sick-bed,
arising from that confinement,
six weeks of her getting
confinement,
sick-bed, arising
getting off
lay white as marble,
eyes closed as in a
where Beecher says
marble, with eyes
says she lay
palm, like
like one in prayer,
trance,
trance, with her hands on her bosom palm
palm to palm,
prayer,
following invitation to Beecher,
Beecher, which I'
1 received from
she writes the following
l`rom his

Tilton

hand

now

::

IVVEDNESDAY.
Wednesday.
FRIEND:-Does
it used?
your heart bound toward all
as it
Friend: Does your
all as
till I
So does mine
mine! 1 am
am myself
tell you
again [sic].
you till
myself again
[sic]. II did not dare to tell
was
sung in my
my heart these four
weeks, and he
was sure
sure ; but the bird has sung
four weeks,
me never again
has covenanted with 1ne
"Spring has come."
again to leave.
"Spring
it would gladden
I thought
gladden you
you to know this,
Because I
this, and not to trouble
thought it
Ol' course I should like to
or embarrass you
any way,
way, I now
now write.
Of
you in any
Vlien dear
share with you
my joy,
beyond
When
you my
joy. but can wait for the beyond!
Frank says
1 may
says I
once again
go to old Plymouth
again go
may once
Plymouth I will thank the dear
Father.

—

Dear
MY DEAR
My

!

;

!

There can be but one meaning
phrases under such circummeaning in these phrases
till I
vms sure,
am myself again.
tell you
Iwas
"II am
sure,
myself again. I did not dare to tell
you fill
but the bird has sung
sung in my
my heart these
four weeks,
weeks, and he has covethesefour
"

stances.

nanted with

me
me

'

never again
again to leave.

'

Spring
come]
Spring has come,'

"

"

&c.

"

"

Of

course,
my joy."
you 'my
joy."
COMTSE. I should like
like to share with you
I assume
assume it
will not be claimed that Tilton extorted from his wife this
it will

Was this so significant
WVas
significant hint to

all right,"
come
come " when she was all
right,"
The reply
question will be found in two notes to
reply to that question
Elizabeth from Beecher,
Beecher, the shorter one enclosed within the other. The
first
first is
is as follows,
N ""z
follows, marked ""N

letter.
letter.

"

answered
answered??

:

BEECHER
BEECHER TO

MRS. TILTON.

The blessing
blessing of
upon you
you l Every
spark of light
light and warmth
ol' God rest upon
Every spark
in your
own house will be a star and a sun in my
my dwelling.
dwelling. Your note
your own
[sic] upon
upon winter,
an inward rebound tobroke like spring
me an
winter, and gave
gave me
spring [sic]
No
ward life.
life.
No one can
can ever
ever know-none
know none but God-through
God through what aa
dreary wilderness I have wandered!
wandered
was Mt. Sinai,
was
There was
Sinai, there was
dreary
the barren sand,
was the alternation of hope
sand, there was
despair that
hope and despair
marked the pilgrimage
pilgrimage of old. If only
it might
might lead to the Promised
only it
Land !-or,
on the border. Your hope and courage
or, like Moses,
Moses, shall I die on
hope
courage
!

—

!

!

—

—
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are
are like
like medicine. Should God inspire you to restore and rebuild at
inspire you
home,
doing- it
it to cheer and sustain outside of it
home, and while doing
it another who
sorely needs help
spirit, it
it will prove a life so
so noble as few
help in heart and spirit,
prove
are a
able
1 e to live
are
and,,in
in anotl
ive l an
another
world,
in woi
'ld the
t l ie emancipated soul mav utter
emancipated
'
may
thanks 1
If it
it would be of comfort to you. now
It'
now
then,
and
to
me
a
send
letter
a
of
me
then,
you.
true inwardness
the outcome
ivzwardness [sic]—
outcome ot'
of your
it would be safe,
life-it
[sic]-the
your inner life—
safe,
now at home here with my
for I am
am now
my sister;
sister; and it
it is
is permitted to you
permitted
you
[sic] and will be an
an exceeding
exceeding refreshment to me,
me, for your
experi[sic]
your heart experiences are
are often like bread from heaven to the
ences
thc hungry.
hungry. God has enriched
your
May not others partake?
partake ?
your moral nature. May

sorelylneeds

!

inlheart

1'

'

,

This is
is in Beecher`s
Beecher's handwriting,
or signature,
handwriting, but without direction or
signature,
but the note enclosed in pencil
us the direction of it,
it, as the words,
pencil tells us
words,
"
Your note broke like spring
"Your
spring upon
tells also to what note it
winter," tells
upon winter,"
was
was in reply to,
quotes the words
Tilton's, "
Spring
reply to, because that quotes
words of Mrs. 'l'ilton's,
"Spring

has come,"
come," asking
asking him to
The enclosure is
is on
on a
a slip
slip
duce here,
reserving
it for
here, reserving it

"share
share her joy,"
right" now.
all right
now.
joy," she being
being "all
of paper,
paper, marked O (but
(but which I do not propropresentation before another tribunal).
presentation
tribunal).

"

"

"

Was there ever
Was
a plainer
ever a
plainer case
case of renewal of
of intimacy,
say the least,
least,
intimacy, to say
Mark,
also, amid the prayers to God contained in the longer
Mark, also,
prayers
longer

than this ??

" with
note I3eecher's
Beecher's suggestion
can write him now
now "with
suggestion that Elizabeth can
he is
is living alone with his sister-i.
sister
i. e.,
e.. his wife is
is
away
living
1//ye away]I

—

1

safety.' because
safety,"

stood alone it
it would be all-sufficient
prove that he speaks
all-sufficient to prove
speaks
falsely
says
that
Beecher never
who
never visited Mrs. Tilton except at her
falsely
says
except
husband's
after- the settlement,
settlement, and fill
husband's request
fill my
request after'
my purpose,
purpose, but I do not
it in its solitude as
as a single
single act,
choose to leave it
reproact, and therefore I reproIf this

duce from my
my statement the letter from Mrs. Tilton to Beecher which
May 3,
bears date May
ISTI :
3, 1871
:

,

—

future, either for life
life or
death, would be happier
or death,
Mr.
happier
Br-:ncmnz :-My
MR. Beecher:
My future.
could II but feel that you
me while you forget me.
forgave me
you forgave
you forget me. In all the
complications of the past
was to entirely keep
sad complications
past year
year my
my endeavor was
entirely keep
myself alone,
alone, leaving
leaving you
suffering to bear myself
from you
all suffering;
ignorant
you forever ignorant
you all
weapons were
a large
of it.
My weapons
it.
were love,
love, a
large untiring
My
untiring generosity,
generosity, and nestwe both know. But now
hiding
now I ask forgivehiding!! That I failed utterly
utterly We
forgive;

ness.
letter, too,
Perhaps
extorted this letter,
wife.
too, from his wife.
Perhaps Tilton extorterl
Will Beecher,
italics are
are those of the writer.
Vill
The italics
sermon
Hrst sermon
Beecher, in his first
a spiritual
explain what sort of a
spiritual "weapon"
after his vacation,
vacation, please
please explain
"weapon"
" a poor dear child " of a
" nest-hiding " is,
woman " ""keeps
a woman
keeps
poor
71686-7iidi'ng" is, with which "a
"
"
as
leave
from
her
pastor
to
forever
suffering
so
ignorant of
as
him
all
all suffering
"forever ignorant
pastor
weapon, for in that case no
indeed, " nest-hiding
no
is a carnal weapon,
it,"
unless, indeed,
it," unless,
nest-hiding"" is
are indications in this note that perhaps
explanation is needed. There are
perhaps
explanation
may have been the reason
appointment, and may
keep his appointment,
reason
Beecher did not keep
"

"

"

"

"

for its
its writing.
writing.

Whether this note was
was answered I do not
"Vhether

produce documentary
now produce
documentary
whether
the question
question Whether

now

is it
upon
it necessary
evidence to show,
show, nor
nor is
necessary upon

—
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Beecher renewed his intimacy
settlement, because
intimacy with her after the settlement,
because II
produce another note
of January
January 20, 1872,
1872, undirected, but enclosed in
noteof
produce
"

Livingston street,
an envelope
Tilton, Livingston
street, Brookenvelope addressed " Mrs. Elizabeth Tilton,
":
lyn,"
post-mark of the same
same date. It is
is marked " P "
bearing the post-mark
lyn," bearing
"

:

BEECHER TO
BEECHEK
TO MRS. TILTON.

20 January,
January, 1872.
Now
Now may
may the God of Peace that brought
brought again
again from the dead our
Lord Jesus,
Jesus, that great
Shepherd ofthe
of the sheep,
through the blood of the
great Shepherd
sheep, through
everlasting covenant,
every good
good work
you perfect
perfect in every
covenant, make you
everlasting
work to do his
will, working
is well-pleasing
you that which is
will,
Working in you
sight through
well~pleasing in his sight
through
Jesus Christ.
'|'his
This is
is my
This World
prayer day
day and night.
night.
world ceases to hold me
me as it
it
my prayer
did.
I
I live in the thought
coming immortality,
immortality, and
thought and hope
hope of the coming
seem
seem to myself
standing on
on the edge
edge of the
myself' most of the time to be standing
other life,
any hour hear the call,
call,
may not at any
life, wondering
wondering whether I may
"
Come up
up hither."
"Come
hither."
I shall be in New
New Haven next week
Week to begin
begin my
my course of lectures to
the theological
theological classes,
classes, or preaching.
for Havana
preaching. My
My wife takes boat for
and Florida on
on Thursday.
Thursday.
I called on
on Monday,
Monday, but you
were out.
you were
I hope
hope you
you are growing
growing stronger
stronger and happier.
happier. May
May the dear Lord
and Saviour abide with you.
you.
Very truly
yours,
Very
truly yours,
W. Beecher.
Bnnoumz.
H. WV.
_

I again
call attention to the mixture of prayer
again call
prayer and business in this
note by
following words
words: "
My
wife
takes
boat for Havana and
by the following
"My
Florida on
on Thursday.
on Monday, but found you were
out."
were out."
Thursday. I called on
:

Monday,
you
But this is
is not the only note which establishes renewed intimacy.
only
intimacy. I
produce
unsigned, but enclosed in an
note, undirected and unsigned,
produce another note,
"
envelope
same day,
envelope postmarked
postmarked the same
day, directed " Elizabeth Tilton,
Tilton, care of
Theodore Tilton,
Tilton, Esq.,
Brooklyn." This is
is the only
Esq., Brooklyn."
only one addressed to
his care,
care, and its
its contents are such that a
a husband might
coming
might read as coming
from a pastor
was using the
pastor to his parishioner,
parishioner, except
except that the husband was

using
intimacy of
the pastor
ofthe
pastor with his wife for the purpose
blackmailing him.
intimacy
purpose of blackmailing
But why
why leave it
it unsigned
is here inserted,
unsigned?? It is
inserted, marked " Q " :
"

"

:

BEECHER

BEECHER TO
TO MRS. TILTON.

May 6,
6, 1872.
May
MY
My DEAR
Dear Friend
FRIEND :-I
was glad
glad to see you
I was
you at church yesterday.
yesterday. It
always a great
great comfort to me
me when you
always
ot' God's
God's
are, and a token of
you are,
:

_

is

—

psfavor.
avor.

my

I go
to-night to Norwich, N. Y., where
go to-night
granddaughter, six years
my granddaughter,
years
mother, my
Hat-tie, awaiting
own confinement.
mother,
my Hattie,
awaiting her own
I seem
seem to live amidst funerals. The air is
is heavy
heavy much of the time with
the odor of the grave.
grave.
"
I am
"
am again
again at work on
on the
Life," making
making haste while the day
lasts
Life,"
day lasts" the night cometh when no
"the
no man
man can
can work."
night
pray for you,
I pray
you by
you, that God would dwell in you
spirit of divine
by that spirit
by which we
love by
we are cleansed from anger,
impatience, and all
self-asserall self-asseiw
anger, impatience,
old,
is dying,
dying, and her
old, is

,
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tion, and kept
peace which passes
all undertion,
kept in the sweetness of that peace
passes all
it may
may please
standing. That it
lift you
all trouble,
standing.
please God to lift
you up
up out of all
trouble, and
keep you
to keep
wings, is
is my
my prayer
for you.
you. By
By
you under the shadow of his wings,
prayer for
his spirit
spirit animosity
may be utterly
your better self
self may
may be
utterly slain, and your
animosity may
clothed with the invincible spirit
spirit of a love which,
which, springing
springing from God
it his
and abiding
abiding in him,
him. will carry
his 'uz'ctory.
victory.
carry with it

And these letters,
letters, written too by
by a Christian
whom he now
now characterizes in his statement thus

minister to a
a
:

:

" I
"I

am

am

woman
woman

in that kind

in respect
was in
of divided consciousness that II was
respect to Elizabeth,
Elizabeth, that she
sinners."
a saint and chief of sinners."
was asaint
He knew all
all of her then he does
" refreshnow, unless indeed he does know more now,
now, and yet
yet he wants "refreshtrue inwardness."
inwardness."
ment"
ment" from her "true
I need not prolong
production of documents to
prolong this statement by
by the production
show that the intimacy
Tilton did not cease
intimacy between Beecher and Mrs. 'l'ilton
after January
solemnly settled the past
1, 1871,
past injury
1871, when he had solemnly
January 1,
injury with
me that it
it should cease, and when he now
promised me
the husband and promised
now
was

"

for all
it did cease, for
all these letters are
states it

subsequent
subsequent to his settlement

Tilton, and some
some of them more
more than a year
year after.
with Tilton,
after.
I call
no inferences as to the
call attention to the fact that II have drawn no

letters.
effect of these letters.
effect

I have
I

only
compared them,
them. shown the relations
only compared

parts to their surroundings,
of their several parts
surroundings, except
except that II do insist that
intimacy with his family
family not under the superthey show a renewal of intimacy
superthey
myself, which is
vision of either Tilton or myself,
is the point
point at issue between

me

Beecher and

me

in

regard.
this regard.

I
I

have avoided stating
stating in terms the

my

my

effect upon
statement,
upon my mind because in my former statement,

having
given only
having given
only

the results of conversations II have been criticised
criticised; and disbelief of the
;

I stated has been
facts I

attempted because I did not state the precise
attempted
precise
manner
manner of the admissions of the fact of sexual intercourse
with Mrs. Tilton by
"man of
that, being
by Beecher. It has been said that,
being a "man

words and

world," I drew inferences from his pure
the world,"
unguarded expressions
pure and unguarded
expressions
which they
authorize, and therefore as to these letters I have
they did not authorize,

the inferences to be drawn by
by those who read them in the light
light
now throw upon
which dates and facts now
upon them.
answer this
But to answer
direction, and to show the
criticism in another direction,
impossibility that I could be mistaken,
mistaken, not seeking
myself
impossibility
seeking to shelter myself
any supposed
supposed misunderstanding,
misunderstanding, but taking
all the burden of
under any
taking all
veracity
myself, I
I now
now proceed
give
proceed to give
veracity between Beecher, Tilton and myself,
portions as are
are necessary
necessary of some
some few
tew of the conversations in which
such portions
adultery
Beecher made confession of adultery:
I have before stated that the first
tirst confession was
was made on
night I
on the night
Tilton ; that I there told him,
went for the " retraction " of Mrs. 'l'ilton
him, Mr.
Tilton, and you
Beecher,
Beecher, you
you
you have had criminal intercourse with Mrs. Tilton,
injury to Tilton otherwise ;"
" and I say
have done great
my
great injury
say further in my
" that he confessed and denied not,
statement, "that
published statement,
confessed."
not, but confessed."
published
charge so explicitly
explicitly made by
by me,
As he did not deny
me, whatever
deny this charge
left
left

:

"

"

'

'

;

;

:
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inferences I may
times, he certainly
may have made from his words at other times,
certainly
Vhen speaking
speaking of the relarelacould not have mistaken mine at this time. When
of a
tions ofa

man and

man

woman, ""criminal
criminal intercourse"
a woman,
intercourse" has but one ''legal
"legal

a

even to a clergyman.
meaning," even
or literary
literary meaning,"
clergyman.

however, seems necessary
still further,
It, however,
further, which I do,
It,
do,
necessary that II should go
go still
and II say
on that evening
me his relations with
say that on
evening he confessed to me

language so vivid that I could not possibly
Mrs. Tilton in language
forget or mispossibly forget
take it.
it.

My

"
He said,
acts of intercourse with that
said, "My

woman
woman were

as

expression of my
natural and sincere an expression
my love for her as the words of
endearment which I addressed to her.
There seemed to be nothing
nothing in

we
what we

did together
together that II could not justify
justify to myself
myself on
on the ground
ground

other, and I think God will
of our love for each other,
will not blame
acts with her.

me
me

my

for my
for

it would be utterly
I know that at present.
present it
impossible
utterly impossible

man." This is
me to justify myself
for me
is impressed
impressed upon
my mind
justify myself before man."
upon my
because it
it was
was the first
first enunciation of a justification
justification of the doctrines of
ever heard.
free-love that I had ever

only on
on the occasion of handing
Not only
'I`ilton's "" retraction,"
retraction,"
handing back Mrs. Tilton's
me
me the .letter
,letter of contrition of January
1, 1871,
1871, did
January 1.

and when giving
giving

particularize with regard
he particularize
regard to the feelings
feelings that influenced him to do as
Mrs.. Tilton,
he did with Mrs.
with
Tilton, but in many
many of the conversations I held With
strongly adverted to the absorbing
absorbing love which he felt
him he strongly
felt for the

woman,
woman, and

to the joys
her. which he always
joys of his intercourse with her,
always

one occasion,
of that love. Indeed,
on one
Indeed. on
occasion, when speaking
speaking
seem to him that the little
pure did the intercourse seem
little red
it, he said so pure
they had been together
together seemed to him " almost a sacred
lounge
on which they
lounge on
justified because
justified

of

it,

"

thing."
thing."

is to avail anything
If my
my testimony
it
matter. I here commit it
testimony is
anything in this matter,
I then softsoftnow
now fully
me, which I
by me,
fully to the statement heretofore made by
details, the language
it best for
omitting details,
ened by
thought it
by omitting
language of which I thought
suppressed. And II call
morality should be suppressed.
call attention to the fact
public
public morality
anprevious statement that,
made in my
my previous
that, in the presence
presence of myself
myself and anforward of course
still feel reluctant to bring
witness, whom I still
other witness,
bring forward-of
language
Tilton both Mrs. Tilton and Mr. Beecher admitted in language
not Mr. Tilton-both
intimacy had existed bea continued sexual intimacy
not to be mistaken that a

—

—

it.
them, and asked advice as to the course to be taken because of it.
tween them,
or two out of the
giving an
an instance or
I trust I shall be pardoned
pardoned for giving
many
might cite of the inconsistency
inconsistency of Mr. Beecher with himmany that I might
self.
is that Mrs. Tilton had confessed to
self. The theory
theory of his statement is
"excessive love for
only his (Beecher's)
(Beecher's) "excessive
first place
her husband in the first
place only
was nothing
her," and he maintains stoutly
her,"
nothing
stoutly that in that confession there was
improper advances
advances"" to her.
more confessed than that he had made ""improper
more
" incriminating " him. Lastly,
was one
But. again
says the document was
one "incriminating
again he says
But,
Lastly,
gives an
he gives
an account of his interview with Mrs. Tilton when he got
got the
retraction.
This he describes in the following
words:
following words
"
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I
I added that he (Tilton)
improper suggestions
suggestions
(Tilton) said that II had made improper
"
her, and that she admitted this fact to him last July.
to her,
July. I said:
said "
Elizabeth, have you
you made such statements to him?"
him ? " She made no
abeth.
no answer.
answer.
ran
repeated the question.
down her cheeks,
I repeated
cheeks, and she very
very
question. Tears ran
slightly bowed her head in acquiescence.
acquiescence. I said: "You
"You cannot mean
mean
slightly
"
all that he has charged
charged?"
that you
She opened
you have stated all
opened her eyes,
'Z
eyes,
way to explain
began in aa slow and feeble way
explain how sick she had been,
and began
been,
importunity ; that he had confessed his own
how
hov wearied
wcaried out with importunity
own alien
loves,
loves, and said that he could not bear to think that she was better than
if she would confess that she
he ; that she might
might win him to reformation if
him, and that they
had loved me
me more
more than him,
go on
they would repent
repent and go
with future concord.
:

;

;

is
The point
point between us
us is
saw
ument which Beecher saw

my

this
this: I averred in my statement that the doc:

was
was her confession that he
wife.
"Which was
adultery with the wite.
A confession
Which
was it?
A
had committed adultery
or, as he deon his part,
only
part, or,
improper advances on
only of excessive love and improper
\`ithout stopping
stopping to advert
scribes it,
an " incriminating
it, an
incriminating"" confession. Without
Storrs,
to the fact that Mrs. Tilton in her confession which went to Dr. Storrs,
as

well as
as myself,
myself,

"

all that that implies,
implies,
a wife to him,
says
him, with all
says that he asked her to be a
singular fact appears
appears that she does not therein say
say she said no
no
and the singular

to

upon the likelihood of her making
him. need I advert upon
making aa negative
negative with

Let us now
now judge Mr,
if he took the initiative?
her great
great love for him if
judge Mr.
for
He went to Mrs. Tilton and asked her
He
Beecher by
own statement.
hy his own
if
if

all that her husband had charged,
charged, which he said
she had confessed all

advances/' She bowed her head in acquiescence.
were ""improper
improper advances."
acquiescence.
He
that?"
said: "How
now gives
gives the reason
?"
She nov
reason and says
says
said;
How could you
you do that
"

ovn
own alien loves,
loves, and said that he could not bear
" she might vin
was
was better than he,
he, and that "she
if
might win him if
him, and that they
me more
more than him,
she confessed she loved me
they would repent
repent
concord."
on in future concord."
and go
go on

'[`ilton
Tilton had confessed his
to think that she

Assuming
Assuming

this report
report of the conversation to be true,
reason
true, and the reason

am
am led to ask how would it
it
show that the husband,
tend to show
adultery to his
husband. who had confessed his adultery
given
conthssion, I
by Mrs. Tilton for her confession.
given by
7

as he
wife, had a
a wife as had
bad as
wife,

was
was because she confessed to him that she
tempted by
pastor
friend, and had refused his solicitahad been tempted
her
by
pastor and friend,
of the greatest
tions, under circumstances ofthe
can
tions,
greatest possible
possible temptation?
temptation? It can
Tilton's confession of "
he reconciled upon
only be
alien
"alien
upon the theory
theory that Tilton's
only
a declaration that he had not sinned in act with
loves" also included a
loves"
supposition, however,
however, both Beecher and Elizabeth reject
them. This supposition,
reject
Botli declare the same
scorn.
with scorn.
Both
same equivocal
equivocal words as hers as to Tilton
with Beecher,
mean adultery
adultery only.
Beecher, so
so "ex"exthen. her "love"
"love
mean
only. May
May not, then,
same thing?
true,
cessive," mean
the same
mean tl1e
is true,
cessive,"
thing? If that theory
theory as to themselves is
convincing
instead of convincing
a confession to Tilton by
would not such a
wife, instead
by his wife,
was as an
an adulterer,
him that she was
was as bad as he was
adulterer, tend to show to him
better than
all women,
that she was
was the best of all
women. and withstood temptation
temptation hetter
"Why confess her own
own entire worthiness in order
grandmother Eve
her grandmother
Eve?? \'hy
"

l
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contrary, does
unworthiness?? On the contrary,
convince her husband of her unworthiness
convince
was precisely what I
language plainly
precisely
language
plainly show that her confession was
fact??
was in fact
it was
confession, and what it
it was in the written confession,
have declared it
his CIOSScrossWhen called upon
il1.hiS
single other instance.
give a single
Let me
me give
upon in.
:
1872:-"I
phrases in the letter of June 3,
" I
3, 1872
examination to explain
explain his phrases
temperament
Theodore's
resistance.
more
Theodorefs
more
no
make
no
to
determined
have
temperament
absolutely
if temporarily
even if
is
earned, would be absolutely
is such that the future, even
temporarily earned,
any
me liable at any
abrupt changes
filled with abrupt
worthless, iilled
rendering me
changes and rendering
worthless,
we saved
we
by
all
the
devices
which
all
stultify
obliged
to
to
be
or day
hour or
by
stultify
obliged
day
fu
to

not this

—

—

"
says
he says
ourselves "-he

::

—

his whole style
me, but to him [Moulton]
Devices did not refer to me,
style
[Moulton]-his

of acting.
acting.
probably born
was born for war,
war, and Moulton probably
Q.
Q. Theodore said he was
diplomacy ? A. Yes.
for diplomacy?
Were the plan
Ci.kvei.and
Mr. Ur.x~;vn1.AND-Were
By
by which from time to
plan and method by
By Mr,
Moulton ?
suggestions or by
managed by
were managed
things were
time these things
by Mr. Moulton?
by your
your suggestions
effect,
time, generally
A. II made suggestions
generally without any
any effect,
suggestions from time to time,
upon
lar as it
it lias
has not been forced upon
affairs, so
so far
ol' alfairs.
course of
and the essential course
influences, has been of his (Moulton's)
outside influences,
fromoutside
us
us fron*
(Moulton's) procuring.
procuring.

—

answers
Again he answers
Again

follows::
as follows
to
tc another question
question as

—

" devices "
all the places
"-did
did that refer to all
Q.
Q. The "devices
places and arrangements
arrangements
It 1Ihad
had been
this:: It
taken ? A. It referred to this
steps that had been taken?
and steps
"

or
left to manage
left
"yes
simply myself,
myself, I should have said "yes"
manage this matter simply
" no." That would have been the whole of it
it; but instead of that the
inis a
a man
man that loves inMoulton's hands, and Moulton is
matter went into Moulton's
he
Montague said of somebody,
trigue in such a
a way
that, as Lady
Lady Montague
somebody, ""he
way that,
trigue
it from behind and
on it
carve a
would not carve
a cabbage
cabbage unless he could steal on
by a
do it
it by
device."
a device."
"

;

"
" device "
Let us
if this is
us see if
certainly did not manage
is true. I certainly
manage the "device
of getting
getting the retraction from Mrs. Tilton of December 30,
30, 1870. I did
not manage
"device" of the reconciliation with Bowen in 1870. I
manage the "device
manage the " device" of the tripartite
did not manage
sugtripartite covenant. I did not suggest
me to him to ascerClaiiin, and of his sending
gest his proposed
proposed letter to Claflin,
sending me
suggest
tain whether he had learned the " very
facts."
I did not suggest
very bottom facts."
" device " of putting the card in the Brooklyn Eagle denying the
the "device"
putting
Brooklyn Eagle denying
"
facts
only made it
I only
more intelligible.
facts-I
it more
"device
intelligible. I did not suggest
suggest the "device"
stop
mouth
of attempting
to
Mrs.
Hooker,
could
know
the
of
for
I
Hooker,
attempting
stop
nothing about it
it until Beecher came
came to me
me with it.
it.
nothing
I did not suggest
device" of his proposed
proposed card to Tilton by
suggest the " device"
by which
he should repudiate
sugVoodhull statement. I did not manage
manage or sugrepudiate the Woodhull
gest the "devices
"devices" of the two letters of February
1871, that I should
7, 1871,
gest
February 7,
a priest
priest at the altar of reconciliation,
be made a
it appears
reconciliation. because it
appears from
was then on
sick-bed.
the letters themselves I was
a sick-hed.
on a
suggest the
I did not suggest
"device"
Woodhull, for he wrote them and then
device as to his letters to Mrs. 'vVoodhull,
"

"

"

—

"

"

"

"

sent them to

me
me

my

approval.
for my approval.

"
I did not suggest
suggest the " devices " of

silence,
silence, or of writing
writing to Shearman to send letters of

31

"

explanation
explanation to Mr.

:
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Tilton,
nor the letter to Mr. Cleveland, of which he sent
'l`ilton, nor

of sending
Uleveland with his horse and
sending Cleveland

buggy
buggy

me

me a

copy; nor
copy;

hunt Carpenter,
to hunt.
Carpenter, in

order to shut up
up his mouth,
mouth, lest his statement should appear
appear "to
'-to have
come
come from head-quarters,"
head-quarters," as Beecher wrote me
me lie
he had done it.
it. Neither
did II manage
manage the " device,"
device," since the publication
publication of the Bacon letter, of
"

letter,

the proposed
proposed statement for Tilton to make to the committee in reply to
reply
the one which he (Beecher)
(Beecher) was
was to make.

These all,
as appears
appears from the letters and documents themselves,
all, as
themselves, are
are
the emanations of Mr. Beecher's
Beecher 's own
own
diplomacy to cover
cover up
up the fact
diplomacy
that he had given
given bad advice to the wife of his friend upon a
upon a misstatement of the truth as to aa domestic ditierence.
difference.
Is Mr. Beecher to be
" devices "" or rather, was
believed when he states all
all these were
were my
my
;
rather, was not
his state of mind better described by
himself
in his cross-examination
by
where he is
is asked to explain-what
explain— what indeed is
is unexplainable on
any other
unexplainable on any
theory
his letter of February
theory than the truth of his guilt—
1ST1?? 1
7, 1871
guilt-his
February T,
"

;

quote :
quote
same date to Mr. Moulton this occurs:
Q. In your
occurs
your letter of the same
"Would
"Would to God,
all hearts,
by his kind mediation,
hearts. and by
God, who orders all
mediation, Theodore, Elizabeth,
Elizabeth, and II could be made friends again.
again.
dore,
Theodore will have
'l`heodore
the hardest task in such a case."
Precisely
case."
mean ?? Why
Precisely what did you
you mean
Why
that last sentence?
sentence ? A. It is
all a
is all
a muddle to me,
me, as I1 don't
don't recall the
precise
working
ot
my mind.
precise working
my
:

" a muddle" in
It is
is indeed true that his mind is
all "a
is all

undertaking
undertaking to

carry
through the explanation
explanation made by
by his lawyers.
lawyers. Yet even
even this
carry through
"
" he cannot recall the workings of his mind," he does
poor
excuse,
that
excuse,
mind,"
poor
workings
not leave to himself,
himself, because in his written statement he says:
says : "" II labor

making
memory of
of states
making a statement. My
lily memory
than
memory
dates
mind
is
better
of
and
is
tenacious,
clear
'mind
and
of
tenacious,
memory
of
details ; " and yet
upon
yet in his cross-examination he utterly
utterly breaks down upon
" all a
" the state of his mind"
a muddle."
muddle."
it "all
mind " and declares it
"the

great disadvantages
under great
disadvantages in
"

;

push the analyanalyit be profitable,
it is
nor will it
is not my purpose,
But it
prohtable, to push
my purpose, nor
lawyers further. From these
Beecher's lawyers
sis of this statement of Mr. Beecher's
sis
specimens
specimens

of its
its inconsistencies,
inconsistencies, and from these contradictions of the

respective statements to be judged
our respective
judged
an interest in them.
men
men who take an
say is
is a prolix
sorry to say
am sorry
T
first given
I have here at first
prolix but faithgiven what I am
with the docutook
part,
which
1
in
every
act
ful narrative of
event
and
part,
ofevery
inception of the Bacon letter.
occurring since the inception
ments and papers,
papers, occurring
question of
upon the question
And I ask the judgment
judgment of every
every candid mind upon
Ward
veracity first
first herein stated,
stated, whether the statement of Henry
Henry "lard
veracity
was
(Bacon) letter was
that " when that (Bacon)
Beecher before the committee—
committee-that
it, proto
Moulton,
visiting
on
him
in
reference
published
on
my
and
Mr.
it,
proMoulton,
published
my visiting
was staggered,
help — I was
documents, no
— no documents,
no help-I
posed
no counter-operation
staggered,
counter-operation-no
posed no
came to
after
he came
statement,
his
subsequently published
Tilton subsequently
and when 'l'ilton
published
facts,
facts,

I shall leave the truth of

all good
by all
of by
good

"

committee, when that
this committee,

came out

came

never heard a word from
I never

Moulton
Moulton;

;
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thing ; 1 waited for him
nor did a
a thing;
nor visited me,
me, nor
never sent for
he never
me, nor
for me,
"
particular.
or in either particular.
general
true
can
in
be
something
or do something"-can
say or
general or
to say
2 1st of June
covers the whole period
His averment covers
period from before the 21st
lie himself
Does he not know that he
to the hour he made his statement.
as to what
handwriting
own
proposition
in
his
own
his
hands
handwriting as
my
placed in my
proposition
placed
committee,
Tilton should say in reply to his statement before the committee, writ-

—

say

reply

letter ?
publication of the Bacon letter?
the publication
more
more than three weeks after
own
my
own
to
statereference
in
my
house
visited
he
my
Does he not know
my
according to his
came
when he came
committee,
his
before
according
made
ment,
committee,
to
be
ment,

ten

July 13
13?? Does he not know that I wrote out
appointment ot
ol July
letter of appointment
by
words
of
the
view
him
my
for
by which he could shield himself from the
my
pulpit, which he
in his pulpit,
letter,
to be used in
Bacon
of
consequences
that
letter,
consequences
Does he not remember when he put
friends ?
copied out to show to his friends?
put
copied
July,
during that consultation of the 5th of July,
my neck,
neck, during
arms around my
arms
my business
letter, and in the presence
days after the Bacon letter,
fourteen days
presence of my
up to aa
best friend that God ever raised up
"best
me as the "
partner spoke
spoke of me
partner
can he stand before
vouched, how can
In view of these facts thus vouched,
man?" -In
man?"

his

falsifier and slanderer of
the community
community otherwise than as aa convicted talsiiier
"
" his only and best friend,"
save
all he could to save
was loyally doing
friend," who was
loyally doing all
only

him day
day by
by day
day ??

my own
own mind for Beecher but one
one
is in my
From this bitter issue there is
are put
turn that these statements are
escape, to which I gladly
put into his
gladly turn-that
escape,
own; and while that
lawyers and advisers,
by his lawyers
mouth by
advisers, and are not his own;

—

charge of ungrateful,
ungrateful, wicked lying,
lying, at
protect him from the charge
may well protect
may
of
statement
it disposes
his
to
the
committee
as evisame moment it
the same
disposes
controversy not being
or another,
dence in this controversy
another,
being the truth told by
by himself or
special plea
but the special
plea of his counsel.
my own
whatown mistakes
mistakes in acting
may have been my
acting for him;
him what,
Whatever may
;

the faults and foolishness of my
my advice in his
him
the years
years of his deadly
in
to
save
peril, thank God they
save
they
behalf,
behalf,
deadly peril,

ever
ever

may
may have been

no such terrible dilemma as this,
by which his charbrought
this, by
brought him into no
piety is
man of truth and Christian piety
a man
is forever gone
preacter as a
gone or his pre-

own behalf!
tended statement ceases to be evidence in his own
all these facts with another purpose also.
through all
gone through
I have gone
purpose also, and
may in some
some degree
myself with the public
is that I may
that is
degree reinstate myself
public from
charge of treachery
which, if
if true,
true.
the charge
treachery and broken faith to Mr. Beecher, which,
any word I might
own behalf as to any
ought to render any
any other
might say
say in my
my own
ought

charge
charge useless.
substantiating my
If II have not thereby
my truthfulness as
thereby succeeded in substantiating
witness, my
my purity
a
a witness,
my conduct towards
purity of motive and the loyalty
loyalty of my

Beecher — always acknowledging
acknowledging everything
Beecher-always
everything of unwisdom or want of
judgment in my
justly be alleged
my actions that may
alleged against
against me-all
me all that
may justly
judgment
I may
liberally
may say
say further in regard
regard to the charges
charges of blackmail so liberally
visited upon
upon me
by Mr. Beecher may
me by
may as well remain unsaid.

—

:
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As to the charge
charge of blackmailing
blackmailing upon
Beecher, II premise
premise
upon Rev. Mr. Beecher,
by
money transactions were
were had with him in this
by saying
saying that whatever money
regard
were had through
through myself
myself alone
if blackmail was
regard were
alone; and therefore it'
was
levied upon
upon Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, as he avers,
avers, it
it was
was done by my procurement
by my procurement
and consent,
am alone blarnable,
blamable, as I confirm his own
consent, and for which I am
own
;

statement that Tilton never
never spoke
spoke to him on
on the subject of money.
subject
money.
Beecher's account of the blackmailing
Beecher's
is substantially
as follows, bein"
blackmailing is
substantially as

follows, being

abbreviated from various parts
parts of his statement and cross-examination:
cross-examination

Money has been obtained from me
me in the course
course of these affairs in
Money
sums, but II did not at first
considerable sums,
first look upon
upon the suggestions
suggestions that
I
1 should contribute to Mr. Tilton's
'l`ilton's pecuniary
savoring of
pecuniary wants as savoring
blackmail This
blackmail.
'l`his did not occur
occur to me
me until I had paid
séooo.
paid perhaps
perhaps $2000.
Afterward II contributed at one
one time $5000.
After the money
$5000
money had been
paid over
over in tive
five $1000 bills—
bills-to
to raise which I
I mortgaged
paid
mortgaged the house I
live in—
in-I
lelt very
very much dissatisfied with myself
I felt
it.
myself about it.
Again
Again he gives
gives this account

of the $7000 in his cross-examination-

all the money that he says he ever paid
all
money
says
paid

::

By Mr. Cleveland—
Gnsvanawn-In
In your
your statement you
Q.
you have alluded to one
Q. By
one
payment
Have you
$5000.
you furnished any
payment of S5000.
any other money
money to those

A. I have furnished at least $2000 besides the $5000.
S5000.
you pay
pay that money?
money ? A. To Mr. Moulton.
Q.
Q. To whom did you
sums?? A. In various sums,
Q. In various sums
sums, partly
partly in cash and partly
partly
Q.
in checks.
any of those checks?
checks ?
A. I have several;
Q. Have you
several
I don't
don't
Q.
you any
many.
remember how many.
are they?
they ? A. I have some
some of them here ; one of June 23,
Q.
Q. Where are
23,
on the Mechanics'
Mechanics' Bank to the order of Frank Moulton,
1871, drawn on
Moulton,
handwriting; and one of November 10. 1871, payable
and indorsed in his handwriting;
payable
to the order of Frank Moulton and indorsed in his handwriting;
handwriting; and of
May
1872, to the order of Frank D. Moulton. and also indorsed in
29, 1872.
May 29,
handwriting.
Each of these that are marked for deposit
his handwriting.
deposit across
the face have been paid.
paid.
nearly as you
can recollect,
Q.
recollect, how much money
Q. As nearly
you can
money went into the
hands of Mr. Moulton? A. I should say
paid 37000.
say II have paid
$7000.
what use
use did you
you suppose
was to be appropriated ?
money was
Q.
Q. To \vhat
suppose that money
be
supposed that it
A. II supposed
was to be appropriated
Mr. Tilton
it was
appropriated to extricate l\Ir.T1lton
his difficulties
from this
difiiculties in some
some way.
way.
stop to inquire
or why?
Q. You did not stop
Q.
inquire how or
why? A. Moulton sometimes
" I wish you would send me
saying, "I
sent me
note, saying,
your check for so
so
me your
me a
a~note,
you
much."
respond to the demands of Mr. Moulton for money
you usually
Q.
Q. Did you
usually respond
money
months ? A. I always
during
during those months?
always did.
you come
one
come to pay
Q.
Q. Under what circumstances did you
pay the $5000 in one
it was
was represented to me
me that the whole difficulty
sum ? A. Because it
sum?
represented
difficulty
by that amount of money.
money, which would put
now settled by
could be now
put the
on a
footing; that they
a secure
Age on
secure footing;
affairs of the Golden Age
they would be able
safety of Tilton
going on
to <ro
on of them the safety
go right on,
on. and that with the going
would *be
thing.
be the settlement of the whole thing.
would be assured, and that would
pecuniarily.
save Tilton pecan-iarily.
was to save
It was
parties
parties??

;

;

_

_

appropriated?
_

-

_

$5000

:

:
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$7000 all that he
It will be observed that in this account of the $7000-all

—

Mr. Beecher does not allege
ever paid
claims he ever
paid-Mr.
allege that the thought
thought of
was in his mind until after he had paid
blackmailing was
$2000, or that
paid the 52000,
blackmailing
will
be
money.
It
will
also
observed that
ever asked him for any
Tilton had ever
any money.
cross-examination.
produces certain checks to the committee in his cross-examination,
he produces

give the several amounts of those checks but does the dates.
but does not give
being required
tell the whole truth, he
position of being
being in the position
But being
required to tell
entirely conceals
entirely

was paid for
a large
the fact that a
large portion
portion of the $2000 was
paid

now his swift witsupport of the girl
the education and support
Turner, now
girl Bessie Turner,
ness before the committee, contradicting
contradicting two written statements which
same facts,
have been published,
facts, wherein
by her relative to the same
published, made by
"
tells
wicked lie."
tells
before
the
committee
what
she
as
a
lie."
she designates
"wicked
designates
letter
See her letter:

TURNER TO ELIZABETH
ELIZABETH TILTON.

BESSIE TURNER TO

January
JANUARY 12.
lifted me
once lifted
me from my
The story
story that Mr. Tilton once
my bed and carried
attempted to violate my
own and attempted
is a
[sic] me
me screaming
screaming to his own
a
my person
person is
[sic]
Yours truly,
Bassm.
Bessie.
wicked lie.
lie.
truly,
was carried " sleeping," not " screaming."
She now
now says
says that she was
sleeping,"
screaming." For
twenty she slept
woman of twenty
woman
slept reasonably
reasonably soundly,
soundly, as she did not
was in his bed I
till after she was
wake up
up till
Beecher's advisers
Her character for truth and virtue has been by
by Beecher's
save him,
as the story
was first
thus forever ruined to save
first told,
no
told. no
him, because,
because, as
story was
" lifted from her bed and carried screaming to his
ever "lifted
girl was
was ever
young girl
screaming
young
a ruthless ravager
especially as the witness
own
by a
own " by
ravager and remained pure,
pure, especially
was interfered with.
nowhere suggests
suggests that he was
produced before the committee,
The checks which he produced
committee, which are not
doubt, to have been payments
no doubt,
payments on
published,
on her
published, will be seen, I have no
as their dates show them to be six months apart,
apart, as her halfhalt'account, as
with
due,
perhaps
a
single
bills
became
yearly
exception.
Let
say
me
me
due,
perhaps
single
exception.
yearly
say
if he will apply
principal of the Steubenville
to Mr. Beecher that if
apply to the principal
just how much he has paid
can find out just
paid there,
there, and Mrs.
(O.) schools he can
(O.)
tell him what became of the rest
can tell
rest. of the supposed
Tilton can
supposed two thouof the support
support of this girl
girl was
was arranged
sand dollars. All this matter ofthe
arranged
Beecher,
Tilton
doing
and
Tilton
nothing
it.
about
and a portion
by
Mrs.
Beecher,
it,
doing
nothing
portion
by
was paid
money was
appears by
of the money
herself, as appears
paid to Mrs. Tilton herself,
by the following
following
published statement:
statement
letter,
letter, extracted from my
my published
Tuesday,
January 18,
TUESDAY, January
18, 1873.
Be kind enough
Dear Francis
I
DEAR
FRANCIS :-Be
me $50 for Bessie.
1 want
enough to send me
"

"

young
a young

!

_

"

:

—

it in to-morrow's
to-morro\v's mail.
to enclose it

Yours gratefully,
gratefully,

Would

Elizabeth.
ELIZABETH.

ingenuous
required Mr. Beecher to state
state that
ingenuous truth have required
sum was paid
paid for this young
young girl's
girl's support
support in order to relieve
prevent the exposure
exposure of the recital of his
him from his difficulty
difficulty and prevent
large
this large

not

sum was
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own acts,
family, in the neighborhood
acts, which she had heard in the family,
neighborhood where
thoy were
likely to be taken up?
were most likely
up ? Did he not know the facts?
they
Will anybody
when he intimates in his examination that he
anybody believe him when
\Vill
possible that he never
never asked his dear friend Moulton
did not know ?? Is it possible
where this money
was going
to, especially as
is careful to instruct
going to,
money was
especially as he is
Moulton
to
"feed
out"
Instead,
$5000
"feed
the
to
out
Tilton?
he puts
35000
Instead,
Moulton
puts forward
the phrases
course of these
me in the course
phrases : " Money
Money has been obtained from me
own

"

"

:

sums
sums

affairs in considerable

voring
voring

;

;

but I did not at first
upon the sugfirst look upon
sug-

I should contribute to Mr. Tilton's
Tilton's pecuniary
pecuniary wants as sa"
thus putting
amount of the $2000
$2000 and $5000
$5000
of blackmail "-thus
putting the amount

gestions that
gestions

—

in his statement as
as if
if

they
pursame purthey went together
together to Tilton for the same

pose.
pose.
In order to give
give color to this allegation
blackmail,
ln
allegation of blackmail,

trumped up
trumped
up after
forging
insanity
the charges
charges against
Tilton
failed
and
had
of
letters
against
forging
insanity
them, l$eecher's
Beecher's lawyers
them,
lawyers make the following
following report
report of the conversation
question prepared
answer to a
a question
of July 5 in answer
prepared for that purpose
ofJuly
purpose :
:

regard to this matter whether
ever question
Q.
Q. Did Moulton ever
question you
you in regard
spoken on
one. or
expressed any
any anxiety
anxiety in
on that to any
or expressed
you
ever spoken
any one.
you had ever
it ?
did, not many
many weeks ago,
your mind about it?
ago, among
A. He
Ile did,
your
among the last
interviews I had with him.
publication of that Bacon letter? A. Yes;
Q.
Yes; I think it
Q. Since the publication
Sabbath-day after the appointment
appointment of this committee. I
was
was on
on the Sabbath-day
day, and on
on the afternoon of that day
day he saw
once on
preached but once
on that day,
saw
preached
You have never
me in aa conversation: "" You
never mentioned about
me
me and said to me
?
"
Yes, I had,
had, to one
two persons.
persons. IImensaid
one or two
men$5000 " IIsaid:
that S5000?"
"Yes,I
saying something
was saying
something to
tioned to Oliver Johnson for one. because he was
saying, and I incisome of 'l`ilton's
Tilton's friends were
were saying,
day about what some
me one
me
one day
mentioned that to him.
never repeated,
suppose, to
dentally mentioncd
him, which he never
repeated. I suppose,
dentally
said : "
"II will never
it
anybody." Moulton said:
never admit that
that; I shall deny
deny it
anybody."
always."
always."
:

;

is wholly mistaken,
if he does not
regard to this statement Beecher is
In regard
wholly mistaken, if
very well
falsify.
part of the conversation very
falsify. I remember that part

intend to

was: "General
General Tracy,
on that occasion to him,
and what I said on
him, which was:
Tracy,
anything
the payment
payment
never
say
must
never
about
says
that
yon
counsel,
your
counsel,
you
say anything
says
your
very much
Tilton, because that will go
go very
money on
on account of Tilton,
of any
any money
replied "" Only
ever said anything?"
anything ? " Beecher replied:
you ever
you. Have you
against
Only
against you.
never will
say anyany\vill say
it to himself,
Johnson, who will keep
to Oliver Johnson,
himself, and I never
keep it
was all
else."
That was
all that was
was said upon
upon the
it to anybody
thing about it
anybody else."
thing
keeping silence about that money.
matter of keeping
money.
especially and exactly
is seen
seen that I especially
Now when the fact is
forth, as
exactly set forth,
support as the $5000
Bessie's support
money paid
well the money
$5000
paid Mrs. Tilton and for Bessie's
prepared for the committee,
being called upon
in my
committee, without being
upon
my statement prepared
supposed it
it rested wholly
to so do by
anybody, and while I supposed
wholly between
by anybody,
myself, and Beecher himself says
it did wholly rest beBeecher and myself,
says it
wholly
was
tween him and Johnson, why
why should I have at the very
very hour that I was
making my
looking
probability of making
my statement before the
looking forward to the probability
"

:
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stated to Beecher that
thatI
I have made,
committee that
thatInever
I never would admit
made,stated
I
it
never
it to anybody,
frankly
confess
that
I
never
?
I
had
told it
it to anybody
anybody,
anybody?
frankly
and never
tell it
it to anybody,
anybody, not on
on Beecher's
Beecher's account,
never meant to tell
account, because
I
thought the advance of $5000 to the Golden
I thought

was an
Age was
an
Age

act of noble~
noble-

his part,
and generosity
part, and so said in my
on his
statement, and my
generosity on
my statement,
my
lest it
was
it should get
it secret was
was lest
get to Tilton that he was
only
keep it
only desire to keep
ness

my

under obligations
obligations to Beecher.

any
any circumstances whatever

or

It
It never occurred to my thought,
thought, under
in any
any form,
it could enter into the
form, that it

was an
an extortion of money
money from Beecher.
imagination
man that this was
imagination of man
I myself
had
advanced
sums in aid'
On the contrary,
aid`of
contrary, he knew that I
of
myself
me
me of any
improper intimacy
any improper
intimacy
My partners
My
partners had subscribed and
supporting the Golden Age.
advanced money
Many
money for the purpose
purpose of supporting
Age. Many
same tiling,
other prominent
prominent citizens of Brooklyn
Brooklyn had done the same
thing, and II
had no
no thought
doing anything
anything other and different
thought that Beecher was doing
from what the rest of us were doing
except that he had,
perhaps, an
had, perhaps,
doing-except
additional personal
personal motive-to
motive to sustain an enterprise
enterprise which we
all favored,
we all
favored,
and the results of which were
were looked upon
an honor to journalism.
upon as an
journalism.
own
It will
will also be observed upon
Beecher's own
upon a careful examination of Beecher's
It

never accused
Tilton's enterprise,
Tilton's
enterprise, who had never
wife.
with or advances towards his wife.

—

—

by ambiguous
statement,
although attempted
statement, although
ambiguous phrases,
attempted to be concealed by
phrases,
first came
came to me
me from him,
that the suggested
suggested payment
payment of $5000 first
him, and
me to him
was not made by
by me
him; and that part
part of his statement which
;

relates to what II told him in regard
regard to the kind friend who had made an

quite
advance to Theodore Tilton in cash and notes would have been quite

nearly
nearly

—

if he had added the rest of the truth which I then told
correct if

him-that
him that Tilton had refused to receive that advance from the party
party
offering
offering to make

Tilsame time that 'l`ilit; and that I also told him at the same

it

;

I was
it
ton, I
was sure,
any money
him, and therefore it
ton,
sure, would not take any
money from him,
was arranged between us that it
was
it
small
sums
should
be
given
sums
Tilton
in
to
arranged
given
as

coming
me,
coming from me,

as

I had already
already made him like advances.

Nor

did

the amount of S5000
seem to me
all extravat all
$5000 which Beecher subscribed seem
meat
agant for him to give.
give.
Having
many years
agant
Having been for many
years in the possession
possession

m

of a
a reputed
reputed income,
income, from his salary
salary and literary
labor, of from forty
literary labor.
forty to

a year,
having apparently
reasonably economical
year, and having
apparently reasonably
if not
man
man of very
very considerable if
accumulations, and I leave him
large
necessary accumulations,
fortune, from his almost necessary
large fortune,

tuousand
fifty thousand

fifty

living, I supposed
habits of living,
supposed him to be aa

it was,
to explain
was. with such ample
income. from which he ought
ought to
ample income,
why it
explain why
no known
prudence and no
have accumulated a large
large fortune with habits of prudence
explain how he had impoverished
extraordinary
impoverished himself
expenses. to explain
extraordinary expenses,
an extent as not to be able to raise
his-» credit to so great
and impaired
impaired his*
great an
paltry sum
sum of $5000 from among
the paltry
among his rich parishioners
parishioners without mortsupport others as
felt called upon
gaging his house, unless,
unless, indeed, he felt
upon to support
gaging

he did Bessie.
gentleman who has
name of another gentleman
will venture to mention the name
I will

488
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a staunch and fast friend of
in this controversy
controversy to be a
proposed it
ever he proposed
it to me,had
rne, had advised Beecher
Beecher,
Beecher, and who, before ever
whom Beecher,
Tilton, and to whom
that he ought
ought to subscribe in aid of '1`ilton,
Beecher, as he

shown himself

reported, made
reported,

give
the reply
reply that he had offered to give

it.
Tilton, but he would not receive it.
aid 'l'ilton,

I

now
now

money
money

in order to

refer to Mr. Thomas

Eagle, who has so loyally
Brooklyn Eagle,
Kinsella,
Kinsella, of the Brooklyn
loyally supported
supported Beecher
pulpit and
struggle for his pulpit
thi3 his final struggle
in this

good
name.
good name.

will also be observed that Beecher in his statement says
]t will
says that I

was

was

" feed out"
Tilton, which exactly
exactly comports
out " this money
to "feed
money to 'I`ilton,
comports with what
was to give
it
it
my statement that I was
I said in my
give to him from time to time

paid all of that sum
sum to
as I found he needed it,
it, and that I had not yet
yet paid
published statement shows. Why,
him,
then,
him, as the account in my
my published
Vhy, then,
knowledge and that statement by
money
with that knowledge
by Beecher that this money
speak ot'
of the "mollifying
"fed out,"
out," does Beecher speak
"mollifying effect" of
was to be "fed
was

now confesses he knew Tilton had not re$5000
Tilton, which he now
S5000 to Tilton,
that
Tilton
had had "his
why say
"his gold
ceived, and why
ceived,
gold jingling
say
jingling in his
solemn
on so solemn
pockets" for years?
flings on
years? Or are these insinuations and flings
pockets"
Tilton's mother,
"jokes" which Mrs. Morse,
mother,
only the "jokes
an
an occasion only
Morse, Mrs. 'l'ilton's
" he cracked from Sunday to Sunday, while he leaves his victim
says "he
Sunday,
Sunday
says
?" I quote
home, mourning
mourning for her sin ?"
suffering in cold and hunger
quote
hunger at home,
suffering
published
my former
in
27,
1871,
from Mrs. Morse's letter of January
January 27, 1871, published
my
"

statement
statement:
both, and II doubt not Florence [Tilton's
us both,
But this is
is a death-blow to us
[Tilton's
cracking your
your
you know when I hear of your
Do you
has hers.
daughter]
your cracking
daughter] lias
Sunday and think of the misery
jokes
misery you
you have
Sunday to Sunday
jokes from Sunday
psalmist: "There
no God."
is no
"There is
I think with the psalmist;
upon us,
brought upon
us, I
brought

Beecher's committee
one of his witnesses before Beecher's
is now
now one
Mrs. Morse is
marriage with her daughter,
spiritual marriage
a spiritual
adopted mother from a
and his adopted
daughter, as
" R " :
here
insert,
marked
which
I
"R"
letter,
following
the
will be shown by
insert,
letter,
following
by
:

MORSE TO BEECHER.

MRS. MORSE TO BEECHER.
MRS.

October 24.
now make.
me for the request
must pardon
:— Yon must
"Sox "" :-You
Dear "Sox
My DEAR
Mv
request I now
pardon me
am still
still
help me
me in any
you help
Can you
way by
by the first of November? I am
any way
rent of 500500andani
a rent
$1500
an income
one. with a
any one,
no prospect
ncome and an
alone." with no
alone.
prospect of any
expenses, I shall be by
is. with other expenses,1
$1000. The consequence
of 31000.
by the
consequence is,
agreed to pay
as I agreed
terribly behindhand,
behindhand, as
first of the month terribly
pay in monthly
monthly
instalments.
ir. any way [sic], excepting
upon you
you in
no claim upon
know full well I have no
I know
excepting
any way
I 11 could be relonely and isolated condition. If
for my
sympathy
your
lonely
my
your sympathy
it's too
so, for I'n1
I'm convinced it's
leased from the house I should gladly
gladly do so,
darling spent
say so. My
my rooms
rooms say
see my
All who have been to see
far out.
spent
My darling
all she had in the way
said all
me.
She said*
most of yesterday
way of money
money
yesterday with me.
was for food and all other household
week. which was
was
forty dollars per
was forty
per week,
given her by
was given
rent, and this was
expenses aside from rent.
by hand of Annie
expenses
anything of the amount it
it takes
Saturday. If yon
Tilton every
you know anything
every Saturday.
there's little left for clotheight people
to find food for eight
you must know there's
people you

'[sic],
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(T.) did not take any
fact
told me
any meals home from the fact
She 'told
me he (T.)
brain, and so he
she could not get
get such food as he liked
liked to nourish his brazh,
Moulton's.
Just think of that!
that
took his meals at Moulton's.
thought. Do come
will
I
am almost crazy
crazy with the thought.
come and see me. II will
I am
'•
calls it,
be mensecret of her life."
life/' as she calls
it. shall not be
promise that the "secret
promise
it's hard to bring
it up,
inbring it
tioned. II know it's
up, as you
you must have suffered infor
all will,
till released by
pray for
will. I fear,
by death. Do you
we all
you pray
tensely,
fear, till
tensely. and we
I never
more rebellious than now,
more
never felt
felt more
now, more
me?
me ? If not,
not. pray
pray do. I
it strange
strange yon
need of God's
you know II think it
God's and human help.
help. Do you
you
"
Ilfhen I
I have told darling,
felt if
if
call you
you '• son."
son." When
darling, I felt
me to call
should ask me
all concerned,
yourself and all
safety to yourself
me
yon could in safety
concerned, you
you
you would be to me
all this endearing
MOTHER.
mistaken ?
Mother.
name. Am I mistaken?
all
endearing name.

ing.
ing.

!

_

Am

This letter
letter bears date October 24.

II fix
fix the date to be in 1ST1,because
1871, because

it
was at that time that Mrs. Morse had the house for which she was
wa-s
it was
is the time when Tilton was
was allowing his wife
paying $1500 rent,
rent, and is
paying
allowing
was given
for household expenses.
forty dollars per
expenses. 'I`his
This letter was
given me
me
per week for
forty
Elizabeth's mother,
by Beecher as written by
mother, and is
by Mrs. Morse,
Morse, Elizabeth's
is a call
call
by
for money,
on him for
may explain
necessity for
for mortgaging
mortgaging his
money, which may
explain the necessity
house otherwise than by
by paying
paying $5000 to me.
me. It is
is the outside family
family
that is
always the most onerous
is always
man.
onerous to a man.
It
will be remembered that Elizabeth confessed that Beecher asked
It will
her to be his wife,
all that the name
name implies.
tells
wife, with all
implies. Mrs. Morse tells
him-and
him and she would not dare tell
tell him so if
if it
it was
was not so-"
" do you
so
you know
I think it
it strange
strange you
me to call
you should ask me
call you
you 'son.'
son.'
When
"When I have

—

—

'

told darling,
darling, I
I felt
felt if
if you
you could in safety
safety to yourself
all concerned,
concerned,
yourself and all
to me
all this endearing
me all
name. Am I mistaken?"
mistaken ? "
endearing name.
" Do come
The delicacy
adopted mother,
mother, who says:
says "Do
come and see
delicacy of this adopted

Am

you would be
you

:

me. I will promise
promise the 'secret
secret of her life.'
life.' as she calls it,
it. shall not be
mentioned."
will be appreciated,
appreciated, especially
especially because she knows it
mentioned," will
is cruel
it is
as you must have suffered intensely, and we
bring it
it up,
to bring
we all
all will,
up,
you
will, I
intensely,

me.

'

"
(,

till released
fear.
fear, till

by
by

death."
death."

—

Who

—

Who believes that this note to Mr. Beecher-a
Beecher a married man-accomman accom" secret " of a
for money,
panied
panied by
by aa demand for
money, with the reminder of the "secret"
daughter's liie.
li;'e. means
means only that Beecher once
once gave
gave some
some bad advice
daughter's
only
about a separation
separation between

man and wife,
which,
wife, which,

man

so

far as I know, never
never

place?
took place?
The trouble is.
persons who blackmailed him.
is. Beecher mistakes the persons
was Mrs. Morse and Bessie,
It was
nobody else,
else, and they
now reBessie, and nobody
they are now
paying him by
by testifying
behali
If such conduct as this goes
paying
testifying in his behalf.
goes

unpunished
unrebuked. unchristian men
men will
will be prone
prone to agree
agree with
unpunished and unrebuked,
- there is
the Psalmist and Mrs. Morse,
is no
no God."
God."
Morse, that "there
Upon
whole, there were very
relationships among
among these
Upon the whole,
very curious relationships
parties
by adoption,
adoption, which I think it
it would trouble a heraldry office
parties by
heraldry office to
make a family
family tree,
tree, and which seem
seem to have been a mystery even
mystery even to
Morse, for she says
Mrs. Morse,
says in her first
iirst letter which I have quoted
above,
quoted above,
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"
" The remark you
you
every day
day adds to
every
'What child?'
'What
child?' I

made

to

me
me

:

asked.

was
was an
an enigma to me,
me, and
enigma
Mrs. Beecher has adopted
adopted the child.'
'Mrs

at your
your door

the mystery:
mystery

'

Now I ask what
No\v

'Elizabeth.'
You said 'Elizabethl

was there in that remark?"
earthly
sense was
earthly sense

Mrs. Beecher had adopted
adopted

Elizabeth
adopted her mother,
mother, and wanted Elizabeth to
Elizabeth; Beecher had adopted
be all that a
a wife could be to him;
him and Mrs. Morse says
says she believes
;

;

he would be all
all the endearing
endearing

name

son can
of son
ca11 be to her.
her, and wants to
Query
arrangement, what relaQuery: Under this arrangement,
tion is
is Mrs. Beecher to Beecher if
adopted the child of his
if she had adopted
mother, and her husband had married the daughter
mother ?
mother,
daughter of her mother?
thought it
Who wonders that Mrs. Morse thought
a mystery ?
it a
Who
mystery?
men and women
women
I am
am not specially acquainted
specially acquainted with the habits of men
if they so obtained
by blackmail,
money by
who obtain money
blackmail, but I had supposed
supposed if
they
pleased with it,
it, and not have it
it doled out by
they pleased
money they
by
money
they did what they
was need,
need, without the
sums as
as he deemed there was
person in little
little sums
a
a third person
it came from,
knowledge
from, who obtained the
knowledge of the blackmailer where it
and
extortion.
by
money
threats
money by
" my confidential friend " told him that
Again,
says that
my
Again, Beecher says
paid,
was paid,
publish his statement unless another $5000
Tilton would publish
$5000 was
mean that II was
was that friend
which he refused to do. Does Beecher mean
friend??
He knows that I never
never sugIf he meant so,
so, why
so??
sugwhy did he not say
say so
ever believed that the matter
pay a dollar,
dollar, or ever
gested
gested that he should pay
might have been by
it might
could be composed
by the payment
by
payment of money,
money, as it
composed by
proper action if
a noble and courageous
other proper
if he had acted like a
man,
courageous man,
is
as I at one
as
one time hoped
might do and might
hoped he might
might be. This statement is
of
4th
on
me
in
he
learned,
insinuated to prejudice
me
on
the
advance
after
learned,
prejudice
ever raised up
August last,
last, he couid
eouid not use
use the best friend that " God ever
August
up
a man
man" to act dishonestly
dishonestly and falsely
serve his selfish
to a
purposes.
falsely to serve
selfish purposes.
charge is
is as false as
as another answer
The charge
answer made on
on cross-examination to
injure me
me by
showing that I opened
follows
letters, as follows:
injure
by showing
opened his letters,
name

know if she is mistaken.

:

"

"

"

"

:

Q.
Q.

—

By Mr.
Winslow Can you
M1'.W1NsI.ow-Can
By
you

hull's
threatening letter?
letter ?
hull's threatening

us what became of Mrs. Woodtell us
A. Mr. Moulton opened
it.
opened it.

The falsehood of this answer
can be shown in a moment.
answer can

That

—
—

threatening letter
as indeed both letters from Woodhull
letter-as
BeecherWoodliull to Beecher
threatening
were sent to me
was dated June 3,
were
was sent enclosed in a
1872, and was
me-was
3, 1872,
note from Beecher to

me
me

of the

same date,
date, with a
request
a request

same

to

answer
answer it,
it,

as
follows
as follows:

—

see that
Moulton
this ?
you see
My Dear
Will you
DEAR l\IoUr,r0N:-Will
you answer
DIY
answer this?
Or will you
not, at
she is
is to understand that I can
can do nothing?
nothing? I certainly
certainly shall not,
it brings
hazards, take a
direction, and if
if it
any
all hazards,
a single step in that direction.
brings
any and all
single step
right
is right
all is
trouble
it must
Please drop
drop me
trouble--it
must come.
come.
me a line to say
say that all
:

—

—

if, in your judgment, all
-if,
your judgment, all is right.
right.

yours,
Truly
Truly yours,

H. W.
NV. B.

—
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statements ?
Why
gospel make such reckless statements?
Why does this minister of the gospel
fall into such conwonder, when they
man wonder,
Again, let me
me ask,
ask, does any
they fall
Again,
any man
lawyers should
letters, that Beecher and his lawyers
own letters,
tradictions with his own

documents, in order that
possession of my
get possession
have desired so much to get
my documents,
escape these contradictions?
contradictions ?
square their statements and escape
they might
might square
they
all the negotiations
negotiations had with his friends
course of
And in the whole course
ot' all
publior his counsel as to the settlement of this controversy
controversy after the publia

one to say
say that the Word
challenge any
any one
word
cation of the Bacon letter,
letter, I challenge
presence, as a
a method
was ever used by
by me,
by Tilton in my
money was
me, or by
money
my presence,
True, before that publication
publication I said to TiltonTilton
settling this matter. True,
of settling

—

freely
that from my
what I say
say here openly
my own
own fortune I would
openly and freely-that
its publication.
gold to save
save its
publication.
give
And I also stated the fact
give $5000 in gold
Beecher and I also said to him that he had better
that II so said to Beecher;
;

(and I believed it
if that would stop
it (and
give
stop it
it much
give his whole fortune if
larger
necessary it
it
larger then than I do now),
now), in order to convince him how necessary
was, in my
my judgment,
controversy should not be reopened.
reopened.
was,
judgment, that this controversy

No letter will be produced,
say, from Tilton,
and, I know,
know,
No
Tilton, and,
produced, I venture to say,
me or from mine,
mine, asking
asking Beecher to take any
any course
none from me
course except
except
silence, and cover
own sins as well as he might
cover his own
might in this unto keep
unkeep silence,
only thing
thing that seems
happy affair
seems to me
blackmailing
me like blackmailing
aifair; and the only
happy
;

him
Tilton, is
is the plain
plain demand of
hiin because of his connection with Mrs. Tilton,
(and, as now
now appears,
appears, his adopted
adopted mother),
mother). Mrs. Morse,
Morse, that
her mother (and,
influence as a Christian minister to reappoint
reappoint her
he should use his inliuence
"And
dis'And Elizabeth was
was disbrother in the custom house at New York.

too."
appointed
not, too."
appointed that he did not,
seem to contain
produce certain letters of Mr. Beecher, which seein
now produce
I now
was
it was
thought it
charge that when he paid
answer to his charge
an
an answer
paid the $5000 he thought
doing
himself" for doing
"dissatisfied with liimself"
very much "dissatisfied
was very
blackmailing, and was
hlackmailing,
it.
it.

me,
it known to me,
was so dissatisfied he certainly
If he was
certainly did not make it
rememmoney from him. It will be rememas he says,
says, extorted the money

who had,

bered that the $5000
$5000

May, 1873.
paid on
on the 2d of May,
was paid
was

of the
'l`he
The 7th ofthe

very
very cordial invitation to visit him at his
date,
following letter of that date,
country, contained in the following
house in the country,
S ":
marked "S":

brought
following July
following
July brought

me
me

a
a

"

MOTJLTOX.
BEECHER
TO MOULTON.
BEECHER T0
m.
p. M.
1873— Monday, 77 P.
Peeksktll,
July 7,
PEEKSKILII, July
7, 1873-Moxnav,
evening,
Saturday evening.
have just
just arrived.
I called Saturday
up Tuescome up
you come
till Monday.
to learn that you
you would not return till
Monday. Can you
telegram.
or telegram.
or \Vednesday
Thursday ? Let me
me know by
by letter or
day
Wednesday or Thursday?
day or
The
7.
p. M.
m. 2,
The trains are a.
P.
m. 8,
10.45
9.10, 10.45;
4.15, 5.30, 6.20, and 7.
A. 11.
2, 4, 4.15,
8, 9.10,
you
if you
four P.
p. M.
good train
you come
come in the afternoon, you
is express
train: if
m. is
express and good
Forty-second
should allow forty-five
forty-five minutes from City
City Hall to reach Forty-Second
street station, and about one
your store.
one hour from your
I
care of you,
will take good
I have not seen
seen you
you since the card. I will
good care
you, and
will try
try and make
even if
even
if others don't
don't think so much of you
you as I do, lI will

FRANK :-I
Dear Frank
:— I
MY DEAR
My

;

:
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My vacation is
up. My
glad ? Next week we
is begun,
am I not glad?
expect
we expect
up.
begun, and am
company.
company.
is severe-no
severe no real soaking
soaking since the last of May,
The drought
drought is
May, and
things
are suffering;
suffering; but yet
country is
The birds are as
yet the country
is beautiful.
as
things are
good to me
David's harp.
harp. I only
only need some
me as David's
some one
one to talk to,
to, and that
good
one is you.
you.
one
Come when you
and, coming
coming or
or going,
going, believe me
me faithfully
can, and,
you can,
faithfully and
affectionately yours,
W. B.
yours,
H. V.
affectionately

—

seen that to complete
only wanted
It will be seen
complete his happiness
happiness he only

"some
some
"

—

one
to, and that one
who had just
just extorted
is you"
the man
one to talk to,
man vho
one is
you "-the
" dissatisfied with himself,"
money from his as
so that he felt
felt "dissatisfied
as blackmail so
himself,"
money
" Coming or
and to whom he says,
going, believe me
me faithfully and affecComing or going,
says,
faithfully
tionately
B."
W. B."
tionately yours,
yours, H. \'.
"

On the 9th
On

came another invitation in a
a letter of that date,
date, which I

came

M
insert,
insert, marked " T "": :

T

MOULTON.
BEECHER
TO MOU
BEECHER TO
LTON.
Thursday Evnmxe,
Evening,
THURSDAY
not come
on Saturday and
come on
Saturday
me, and
You must get
your comfort out of Nature and me,
get your
countenance elsewhere.
withholding of countenance
withholding
can lie
village in the morning,
lie
in the village
I preach
morning, but you
you can
preachvin

— Why
Dear Frank
FRANK :-Why
My
hIY DEAR
:

—
peace.
--in peace.

July, 1873.
9 July,
spend Sunday?
Sunday?
spend

not notice any
any

on
on the hill-side

in

gracious influences
open for all
evening will be open
all gracious
The afternoon and evening
or heavens distil.
distil. The birds are
are not yet
silent,
which forests hide or
yet silent,
Flowers are
are burnt,
pipes are
are somewhat feebler.
though
burnt, grass
grass
though their pipes
gone, blackberries
reaped, grapes
blackherries
grain reaped,
withered,
withered, grain
ripe, strawberries gone,
grapes not ripe,
abundant, also watermelons,
not come,
come, raspberries
watcrmelons,
good condition and abundant,
raspberries in good
water l
demijohn of—
of-water
and,
besides, aa demijohn
and, besides,
a letter,
letter, etc.
you a
you hear what
Do you
you and show you
see you
I want to see
if anything is
on hand.
Vill he publish
doing? Will
is doing?
Bowen is
publish?? Find out if
anything is on
Truly yours,
II. W.
H.
V. B.
Truly
yours,
train ;
if you shall come,
so that I may
Friday if
me aa line Friday
Send me
come, so
you
may meet the train;
own hack hire.
otherwise pay
your own
pay your
!

promises
seen, promises
This,
it will be seen,
This, it

me

me

every
entertain~
every inducement and entertain-

see his blackmailer and to
come. Besides he wants to see
ment if
if I would come.
"
"
to be blackmailed
For what purpose
blaekmailcd
show him a letter,
letter, etc."
purpose ??-to

—

hat Bowen is
is doing,
what
again? He also wants to know w
doing, and whether he
again?
blackmailer treated by
any statement. Was
"Tas ever
ever blaclnnailer
publish any
will publish
by his victim
punishment he threatens to put
put upon
upon his blackbefore?? The only
so before
only punishment
T

arrange his business that his victim can
if he will not so arrange
can
is that if
mailer is
him
driving
home
in
his
carriage,
and
him
have the chance of meeting
driving
carriage,
meeting
own hack hire.
he shall have to pay
pay his own
it is
July 14,
is not a
a full
14, 1873,
1873, which,
I also produce
which, if it
produce another letter of July
time, I had blackmailed
up to that time,
refutation of the charge
that, up
charge that,
him, or that he believed I had done
Beecher or aided in blackmailing
blaekmailing him,

charge of blackmail can
interest, a charge
never be concan never
anything
except in his interest,
anything except
tradicted.

U

"
It is
is here inserted,
inserted, marked " U "":
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BEECHER
BEECHER TO MOULTON.
MOULTON.

—

Dear FRANK
Frank :-II looked for you
MY
My DEAR
Saturday, and received your
you Saturday,
your note
tliis morning
Monday.
this
morning-Monday.
Howard writes that T. T. has sent to Mr. Halliday
Halliday a
a note announcing
announcing
that he did not consider himself for two years
years a
a member of the church.
is also a
a movement to let the other party
There is
party (meaning
(meaning Bowen)
go
Bowen) go
trial, and also to give
give him an
to trial,
an avoidance of trial by some
by some form of letter,
don't know what. I have not been consulted. I do not mean
mean to
ter, I don't
meddle. It is
is vacation.
Governor Claflin and wife,
wife, of Mass.,
Mass., will be
am getting
here this week. I am
writing again-at
again at work on
on my
getting at my
my writing
my
book. II despaired
more encouraged
am more
encouraged now.
it. I am
now. For a
despaired of finishing
finishing it.
thousand encouragements
for service that no
no one
one can
can appreciate who
encouragements-tor
appreciate
has not been as sore-hearted as I have been,
your honorable delicacy,
been, for your
delicacy,
for confidence and affection
affection-I
I owe
owe you
can neither exyou so much that I can
press
nor
nor
Not
pay
it.
has
it.
the
least
the
great-hearted
been
kindness
and
press
pay
greatfhearted
trust which your
shown, and which have lifted me
me out of
your noble wife has shown,
despondencies often,
often, though
despondencies
though sometimes her clear truthfulness has laid
me
me pretty
pretty flat.
fiat.
I mean
mean to run
run down some
some day.
beforehand, that I
day. Will let you
you know beforehand,
may
you, for to tell
tell the truth I am
am a
a little
little heart-hungry
may not miss you,
heart-hungry to see
you
now because I am
am pressed,
pressed, but because I love you,
you, and will
you; not now
ever be faithfully
yours,
Henry Ward
HENRY
'VARD BEECHER.
Beecher.
faithfully yours,
Peekskill, July
PEEKSKILI.,
14, 1873.
July 14,
:

—

—

—
—

;

This shows how utterly
utterly and confidingly
me, and
contidingly Mr. Beecher trusted me,
yet
yet he

now
now

states that I had

blackmailing him for years
been blackmailing
years and that
this
And yet
letter recites
yet

Tilton had been a co-conspirator
co-conspirator with me.
me.

that Tilton had written a note to the assistant pastor
pastor of the church that
he had not considered himself a
a member for two years.
years.

Again,
Again,

the letter shows that as to "
"the
the other party,"
Bowen, his
party," Bowen,

an avoidance of a trial by
together to give
give him an
church was
was colloguing
colloguing together
by
some form of letter for the slanders of Bowen, lest Beecher should be
some
was colloguing, because Beecher says he had
say the church was
I say
colloguing,
says
mean
mean to meddle.

injured.
injured.

not been consulted and did not

Mark, I call
call attention again,
Mark,
again,

to

it, to this letter in order
emphasize
emphasize it,

Beecher's opinion
that there may
was of the
no mistake as to what Beecher's
opinion was
may be no
man
was blackmailing
time, to the
now says
man who he now
felt was
blackmailing him at the time,
says he felt
" For a thousand encouragements, for service that no
phrases "For
no one
one can
can
phrases:
encouragements,
appreciate who has not been as sorehearted as I have been,
been, for your
appreciate
your
— " for confidence
"
blackmailing ??-"
honorable delicacy
what, delicate blackmailing
delicacy "-what,
affection, I owe
nor pay
and aifection,
owe you
you so much that I can neither express
it."
express nor
pay it."
Again, mark his promised
promised visit to the blackmailer in these words:
words
Again,
" To tell
heart-hungry to see you,
tell the truth,
you, not because I
am a little
little heart-hungry
truth, I am
:

—

"

am pressed,
pressed, but because I love
may be pardoned
I think I may
pardoned

am

my
my

faithfully yours."
you,
you, and will ever be faithfully
yours."
it is
letter, for in it
is
for lingering
lingering over this letter,

Henry
is
Henry Ward Beecher is
was I serving
Not only
only was
serving
all that I know
and knows all

vindication,
charge to which
vindication, from a black charge

driven, to save himself,
himself.
driven,

against
to make against

—

me.
me.

him at this time,
time, but my
my wife-who
wife
ho knew all
all
T
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—was saving
saving

him from despondencies
despondencies and threatened suicide,
suicide, and this
letter gives
"although," he says,
gives the thanks he felt for her efforts,
etiorts, "although,"
says,
"
sometimes her clear truthfulness has laid me
"sometimes
me pretty flat."
flat."
I have

-was

pretty

already
one of those exhibitions of her truthfulness when she
already given
given one
advised him to confess his sin,
sin, and ask forgiveness of man
man as
as he exforgiveness
pected
forgiveness of God.
pected forgiveness

Again I produce
produce a
a letter of October 3,18T3,
3, 1873, five
five months after the
Again
time when he says
was blackmailing
statement, he believed that I was
says in his statement,
blackmailing
"felt dissatisfied with liimself,"
himself," that he permitted
him and "felt
permitted it.
it.
is
It is

marked

V"

"
"V"

:

BEECHER
BEECHER TO
TO MOULTON.
MOULTON.
Friday
Noon, October 3,
FRIDAY Noon,
3, 1873.
Dear Frank
got back,
I have this morning
back, sound and fresh,
MY DEAR
FRANK :-I
fresh,
morning got
want to send mylove
my love to you
and want
to-morrow.
you and yours.
yours. I should see you
you to-morrow,
of town till
till evening.
you, my
but shall be out oftown
evening. God bless you,
my dear old fellow l
H. W.
V. Beecher.
Bsscrmn.

My

:

—

!

Let all the lawyers
blackmailing,
lawyers search all the annals of the crime of blackmailing,
overhaul every
report, and produce
produce another instance where,
live
where, five
every police
police report,
it was
months after it
was known to the victim,
victim, he addresses his blackmailer
" God bless you, ray dear old fellow 1""
with a
a "God
you, my
It will be observed that these letters which I have thus far produced
produced
!

upon this question
question were
were subsequent
was
upon
subsequent to the time he learned that he was
blackmailed. I now
now produce a letter of previous date,
16, 1873,
1873,
produce
February 16,
ofprevious date, February
enclosing
enclosing

a
a

W"

date, which is
check of that date,
is marked "
"W ":

BEECHER TO M
MOULTON.
OULTON.

BEECHER TO

Sunday
Morning, February
Suxmv Monivixo,
16, 1873.
February 16,
week, but
Frank :-II have tried three times to see you
My DEAR
Dear FRANK
MY
you this week,
the fates were
against me.
me. I wanted to store up
a little
little courage
were against
courage and
up a
hopefulness
hopefulncss before my
my three weeks' absence.
haunts, and shall meet great
cordiality.
I revisit my
great cordiality.
my old home and haunts,
your discretion.
I enclose check,
subject to your
check, subject
deeply I feel your
Should any
me, remember how deeply
your
any accident befall me,
your affection.
fidelity
fidelity and friendship,
long-continued kindness and your
friendship, your
your long-continued
always yours,
With kindest remembrances to Mrs. M.,
M., I remain always
yours,
Beecher.
H. W.
NV. Barzcnsn.
:

—

it shows that,
This discloses a
still more
a still
more singular
transaction, because it
that,
singular transaction,
in
mein
being called upon,
upon, the victim has tried three times to see me
without being
his
going
to
weeks,
failed.
but
He
was
absent
for
three
one week,
to
failed.
was
be
one
weeks,
week,
going
"
hopefulness "
courage and hopefulness
up aa little courage
old home,
home, and wanted " to store up
great
were to meet him with great
for the occasion,
occasion, although
although his old friends were
"
discretion"
your
to
discretion"says,
subject
cordiality.
enclose
a
I
check,
He
"I
check, subject
your
says,
cordiality;
don't Beecher prois, "Feed
my lambs while I am
that is,
"Feed my
am away."
proVhy don't
away."
"

Why

paraded before the
among those that he paraded
duce the check of that date among
made ? I wait
much of the $2000000
$2000 that made?
committee,
let us see how much
committee, and let

:
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hearts ache."
" other hearts
for
his reply before
further, lest
lest "other
ache." Not
Not conconbefore I
I speak further,
for his
that he
with expressions
tent with
while leaving, the
the note
note shows
shows that
of gratitude
tent
gratitude while
expressions of
He leaves
leaves it
it as
as a
a will.
makes a
case of
of accidental
accidental death,
He
a legacy
to me, in
in case
death,
will.
legacy to
that
died with
the memory in
heart of
fidelity, friendship
with the
in his
his heart
of my
my fidelity,
friendship
that he
he died
and long-continued affection.
affection.

Is
vindication that
that I
should pursue this
I should
this miserable
miserable
to my
Is it
it necessary to
my vindication
a
of
blackmail further?
further ?
of a
of blackmail
charge of
If
to obtain
obtain advantage to
oneself by
the unfortunate
to oneself
unfortunate situation
situation
If to
by using the

afterthought

will come
of
himself will
then Beecher himself
blackmail, then
come fully
fully within
another is
is blackmail,
within
of another
himself from Bowen
that description.
Bowen by using the
that
the
description. Beecher protected himself
to get the
the tripartite
that Tilton
Tilton had over
over Bowen to
of
power that
tripartite covenant out of

yet he puts
him, and yet
puts

the
the contrary
contrary light
the fact
fact in
in exactly
exactly the
light:

The domestic offence
(Tilton) alleged
alleged was very
offence which he (Tilton)
very quietly
quietly and
as to
to keep
keep my
feelings stirred
stirred up,
put aside,but
aside, but yet
yet in
in such a
a way
way as
my feelings
up, in
in
easily put
easily
order that
order
that II might,
be used to
to extract from Mr.
friends, be
my friends,
might, through
through my
of
Bowen $7000, thc
the amount
amount of aa claim
claim in
in dispute
among them. The check
dispute among
that sum
for that
in hand, Mr. Tilton
sum in
Tilton signed
an agreement of
of peace
for
peace and consigned an
sincere.
by me
as sincere.
accepted by
me as
cord, not made by
by me, but accepted
Mr. Bowen had made certain
of this
The precise
this is
is true.
true.
certain
precise contrary
contrary of
to write
a letter
Tilton to
thereby caused Tilton
write a
letter on
charges
charges against
against Beecher, and thereby
the 26th of
leave his
requiring Beecher to
to leave
his church and
of December,
December, 1870, requiring
carried to
Why should
should Tilton
Tilton have selected
to Beecher.
selected
city, which Bowen carried
Why
city,
a letter
letter if
to be
be the bearer of
of such a
Bowen to
if Bowen had not made the
letter to him were made, when
recites in
in his
his letter
statements which Tilton recites
of
five different
Oliver Johnson was
present, of
of five
different acts
acts and speciiications
specifications of
was present,

five different
different women?
adulterous intercouse with live
read by
That letter
dreadful accusations
was read
the dreadful
accusations made
letter was
by Beecher, and the

this matter was
was contempowere fully
fully known to him;
him and as this
contempoby Bowen were
by
raneous witn
accusations made by
wltn the accusations
by Tilton as
as to
his own
own wife, Beecher
to his
desired
I should endeavor to protect
protect him from these also, and indesired that I
in;

sisted
his
arbitration, of which his
agree to
to a reference to an arbitration,
sisted that I
I should agree
committeeman, Mr. H. B. Clailin,
Claflin, was
was chairman, and
committeernan,

friend and present
present
friend

Theodore's claim for
for damages
damages for
for breach of
of contract by
submit Theodore's
by Bowen
And after
after a full
full hearing,
hearing, in
in which all
all these so grave
grave
Beecher-one
one of which was
by Bowen to Tilton against
charges
was no
no less
less
against Beecher
charges by
their presence,
in Bowen's
Bowen's and their
presence, the arbitration
than rape-were
rape were stated in
agreed, first,
unanimously
pay Tilton $7000 for
for a
first, that Bowen should pay
unanimously agreed,
also made a condition that Bowen and
breach of his contract, and it
was also
it was
they would not thereafterwards resign a covenant that they
Tilton should sign
paper a majority
peat
majority of Bowen's
Bowen's
peat accusations which were annexed to the paper;
arbitration--who
who had been agreed
agreed to by
by me
friends on
on that arbitration
me because they
they
insisting upon
upon Bowen
Boven and Tilton signing
Beecher's friends
were Beecher's
friends-insisting
si@ing such
in behalf of Beecher before Bowen and Tilton could have their
a.
a covenant in
was done at the same
settled
all of which was
accounts
same day
day and
money
settled; all
money
to that arbitration.

—

—

;

—

;

—
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So that Beecher in fact used Tilton's
Tilton's position
position with Bowen to
a certificate
certificate of good
character,
that, too,
a
good character, and that,
too, after he
had agreed
advantages, and had also given
given
agreed to give
give Bowen three business advantages,
him aa certificate of good
church, in Februgood character and conduct in the church,
ary,
words
1870, which he renewed at this time in these words:
ary, 1870,
date.

Bowen
extort from Bowen

:

deeply regret
regret the causes
suspicion, jealousy,
I deeply
causes of suspicion,
jealousy, and estrangement
estrangement
us.
a joy
come between us.
joy for me
which have come
It is
is a
me to have my old regard
my
regard
Henry C. Bowen
Bowen and Theodore Tilton restored,
a
happiness
for Henry
and
a
restored,
happiness to
me
to
of
resume
the
old
relations
love,
respect,
and
reliance
to
each
and
me
resume
love, respect,
both of them.

to

it innocent,
How could Beecher,
Beecher, it
certificate as that
How
innocent, have signed
signed such aa certificate
Bowen upon
simple withdrawal of the charges,
charges, one
upon a simple
one of which de-

any averment
averment that they
rape, without any
they were
a brutal rape,
were untrue,
scribed a
untrue,
" know anything of
merely saying
? "
And
Bowen merely
them?"
And
anything ot' them
saying that he did not "know
charges privately
privately a
a year
yet, without even
beeven the withdrawal of those charges
yet,
year be~
Bowen, and after
fore,
after the
fore, after these statements had been made by
by Bowen,
" after hours of conference,
Beecher, "after
were well known to Beecher,
accusations were
confenence,
we shook hands;
hands "" and Beecher skated
was adjusted
adjusted and we
stated t'he
everything was
ttie
everything
;

Plymouth
spoke highly
Church, and spoke
Plymouth Church,
highly of his
was obtained again
adjustment was
Christian brother Bowen,
a new
new adjustment
Bowen, and a
again in
manner II have stated at the time of the tripartite
the manner
tripartite covenant. I do
under Beecher's
republish the documents which show all this*
not republish
this'under
own
Beecl1er's own
fact ot the reconciliation in

hand,
hand,

my

are already
as they
they are
lithopublished in my former statement and lithoalready published

graphed.
graphed.
so unusual,
unusual, so strange,
strange, so more
I agree
more startling
agree that these facts are so
startling
my bare word
than anything
if I should
fiction, that if
should state them upon
anything in fiction,
upon my
I should challenge
among those who know
challenge discredit everywhere
everywhere except
except among

me

me

well.

they probably
But that they
were well known to Mr. H. B. Claflin,
Clatlin,
probably were

one
one

of Beecher's
Beecher's committee,
committee, will appear
appear from a
a letter heretofore pubpubme, which I reproduce,
reproduce, as follows
lished from Beecher to me,
follows:

Monday.
LIONDAY.
I called last evening
as agreed,
MY Dear
DEAR Friend:—
FRIEND :-I
ou had
evening as
agreed, but you
stepped out. On the way
way to church last evening
evening I met Claflin. He
stepped
says
[Bowen] denies any
whisperings, and is
a
is in a.
says B. [Bowen]
any such treacherous whisperings,
right state. I mentioned my
He liked the idea. I
letter. He
right
my proposed
proposed letter.
(in the lecture-room).
read him the draft of it
it (in
Ile drew back and said
lecture-room). He
it.
a statement
I asked him if
better not send it.
if B. had ever
ever made him a
if there were
any charges
charges I did not know.
[sic] facts;
facts if
of the very
were any
very bottom [sic]
He evaded and intimated that if
hardly would be right
he had he hardly
He
ifhe
right in telling
telling you
ought to. I have
I think he would be right
me.
ing me.
right in telling
you-ought
point to
any note,
not sent any
note. and have destroyed
destroyed that prepared.
prepared. The real point
avoid is
is an
church, and then to a council. Tt
an appeal to church,
It would be a conflaconliaappeal
parties, for hidings
gration,
possible chance for parties,
evagive every
hidings and evagration, and give
every possible
healing anything.
sions, and increase an
an hundred-fold this scandal without healing
sions,
anything.
everything to
Meantime I confide everything
as I return.
I shall see
see you
you as soon
soon as
always have,
have, and with such success hitherto that I
as I always
your wisdom,
wisdom, as
your
a full
full
Don't
fail to see
see C. Claflin and have a
full trust for future.
Don't fail
have full
Yours, ever.
and confidential talk. Yours,

My

Clatlin.

;

—
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was not 'l`ilton's
Tilton's accusations that

I
point to avoid was " an
charge, but Bowen's,
Bowen's, and the real point
in charge,
I then had in
to
the
and
to
a council,"
and
with such an appeal
appeal
church
then
council,"
it
appeal
appeal it
"

would be a

"
"
conflagration."
conflagration."

In obedience to that letter
letter I had a confidential talk with Claflin,
Glaflin, and

"treacherous
told him of the "treacherous

him the name
name

whisperings" of Bowen, and also gave
gave
whisperings"
of the party
it was true
whom Bowen had said that it
party to whom

that Beecher had made confession to

him
and, as nearly
him; and,
nearly as I can
retracttlxe
the charges
charges
remember, that Bowen had not and did not intend to retract
against Beecher. Mr. Claflin deemed this so serious
which he had made against
;

that he thought
call on
thought it
it best to call
on Bowen with me,
me, and

we went, accomwe

Bowen's conversation to me.
panied by
gentleman who had reported
panied
by the gentleman
reported Bowen's
all exactly
and he repeated
repeated to Mr. Bowen in the presence
us all
exactly what
presence of us
Bowen had said to him, " and,"
and," said he to Bowen,
if you
say to the
Bowen, ""if
you say
"

contrary
you utter a falsehood."
falsehood."
CODl'l!`3.l`y you
" bottom facts,"
Now,
facts," known to
Now, to conceal these "bottom

me

me if
if

not to Claflin,
Clailin,

Beecher had inflwenced
influ'enced Claflirr
Claflin- to require,
require, as arbitrator,
arbitrator, the tripartite
tripartite

—

covenant
all Bowen's
covenant-to
Bowcn's charges
to which all
Tilton's letter
in Tilton's
forth_in
charges as set forth.
January 1,
of January
were annexed-as
annexed as a condition of the settlement of
1, 1871, were
money matters between 'l`ilton
Tilton and Bowen, which alone were referred to
money

—

that arbitration.

What
"hat

were those " bottom facts ??

were

"

"

"

So far

as Mr.

is concerned,
full liberty
concerned, II have his full
Beecher is
all that I may
liberty to disclose all
may
know,
will now
now be in posiin his public
public will
know, as put
put in
public statement, and the public
posi-

judge whether he really
tion to judge
should::
really meant that I should
Q. Has Moulton any
Q.
any
ot'
knowledge of any
any act of
knowledge

yours in paper,
ol' yours
secret of
in document, or in
paper. in
yours that you
yours
you would not have see the light
light this
hour ? A. Not that II am
hour?
aware of.
of.
am aware
you any
doubt ? A. II have none.
Q. Have you
any doubt?
upon him to produce
produce all
all he has and tell
now call upon
tell all
all he
Q. Do you
Q.
you now
knows ? A. II do.
knows?
-

lIoulton's statement in
in which he charges
[The passage
[The
passage of Mr. Moulton's
charges
a
Mr. Beecher with criminal assault upon
a
reputable lady
is
upon
reputable
lady is
omitted here because of the gross
of
gross indecency
language,
the
and
indecency
language,
fbi' which Mr.
lady for
because it
it is
is a libel
libel upon
upon the aforesaid lady
Moulton has been indicted by
by the Grand Jury
Jury of Kings
IIoulton
Kings
county.]
county]
if I had been inclined to blackmail
I submit that if

Henry Ward Beecher,
Beecher.
Henry

either for myself
myself or Tilton,
Tilton. Beecher knew,
public now
now knows,
knew, and the public
knows, in
a
a degree,
I
much
more
and
all-powerful
that
I
had
more
cogent
degree,
cogent
all-powerful facts in my
my

case
case

my

him of his fortune to purchase
purchase my silence than the
him
if II had been, as he alleges,
of Mr. Tilton,
Tilton, and that if
him,
alleges. untrue to him,

strip
possession
possession to strip
if I
or ifI

had been,
is alleged
alleged in the report
a
been, as is
committee, a
report of his committee,
32

" coadjucoadju-

"
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beginning" to extort money
money from
tor with Tilton,"
Tilton," "secretly
"secretly from the beginning"
Beecher through
through a
standing as a
a shield to him,
a series of years,
years, instead of standing
him,
protecting
any and everywhcn
every when against
consequences of his own
own
protecting him any
against the consequences
shielding him
receiving money
so shielding
wicked acts,
l`rom him to aid in so
acts, and only
only receiving
money from
first, to support and educate the girl Bessie lest she might injure him
-first,
girl
support
might injure
by
prattling in the church under the influences of Mrs. 'l`ilton's
Tilton's mother,
mother,
by prattling
Mrs.
says, in her letter in former statement,
Morse, who,
M rs. Morse.
who, Bessie says,
statement, prompromtell lies.
lies, which fact she relates under her own
ised her dresses to tell
own hand
and only
wrong
-and
some degree
repair the wrong
only otherwise to aid him in some
degree to repair
breaking
now admits he had done to Tilton in breaking
which he admitted and now
want might
might not
business, so
up his business,
so that the temptation
up
temptation of poverty
poverty and want
come
as an
an inducement to turn upon
come to him as
Beecher, the author of his
upon Beecher,
misfortunes ¬'SZ-'I
if I had been inclined to extort money from him,
;— I say
say if
þÿll1lSf'()l`IllI`l
him,
money
either Tilton or
might to-day
to-day have been the recipients
recipients of all
or myself
myself might
all the
salary,
Henry Vard
Ward Beecher,
Beecher, except
except
emohunents of Henry
earnings and emoluments
salary. earnings
living for himself and family.
family.
enough
enough only
only for aa reasonably
reasonably economical living

—

—

revelations, the question
question will,
In view of these terrible revelations,
indeed, well be
will, indeed,

Moulton, sustain Beecher,
Beecher,
been "How
"How could you,
asked,
as it
it lias
has been:
asked, as
you, Mr. Moulton,
things, so monstrous,
knowing
monstrous, horrible and revolting?"
revolting?" To
knowing all these things,
:

answer
I did not
answer that I
I began
began in the
high
man of brilliant genius
I met another man
interest of a
a friend.
genius and high
him,
older
I. who asked my friendship, which I promised
standing,
than
I,
him,
promised
my friendship,
standing,
came after disclosure,
me implicitly; and as disclosure came
v}1o trusted me
and who
disclosure,
implicitly;
stagger along
piled on
as fact piled
as
on fact,
fact, I could only
along under the load. These
only stagger
acts of guilt
done, many
before, and at
them, years
many of them,
years before,
guilt had already
already been done,
sorrow, tears
promised me
the time he promised
me most faithfully
faithfully and with sincere sorrow,
was
that
cheek,
all
was past, and his future should be
down
rolling
his
that
dovn
cheek,
past,
rolling
by those who knew
past had been deemed to be by
Ins past
bright
bright and holy,
holy, as lns
respect or
or love any
any party
much I might
cease to respect
hfm not. However much
him
party in
might cease
were
ache.
there
were
controversy, yet
hearts
to
There
were
innothe controversy,
were
other
yet
more than one
destroyed, families
one or three
to be
three-to
cent children to be destroyed,
families-more
Christianity and a shock to the moral
blight put
separated,
separated, and aa blight
put upon
upon Christianity
received, if
if I threw
sense of the community
it never
never before received.
community such as it
could, and now
down
it as best I could,
my burden
dovn my
now
burden; and therefore I have borne it
speak in defence of my
only speak
my own
own honor,
honor, which I have endeavored to
only
so that those who come
keep
come after me
me may
may not be overuntarnished, so
keep untarnished,
whelmed in this maelstrom of vice and wickedness,
wickedness, in which I have
submerged.
nearly been submerged.
nearly
objected to me
It is
is also objected
me that when I have been questioned in regard
questioned
regard
a denial of them
to these facts I have made a
himself,
them; and Mr. Beecher himself,
lawyers, have had the temerity
publish in his statement a
or his lawyers,
temerity to publish
despairing one
letter of mine to him of June 1,
answer to his despairing
one of
1873, in answer
1, 1873,
telling me
same date,
all hope,
me how he had lost all
the same
date, telling
hope, and intimating
intirnating to
facts, I
springing from the facts,
urgently springing
this question,
question. urgently

public
know them all at once,
once, as the public

now
now know them.

—

—

;

;

—
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his only
in words,
only refuge
frequently before in
words, that his
in writing,
refuge
in
writing, as he had frequently

suicide.
was suicide.
an allusion
Having made an
Having

it may
for
to Beecher's
Beechers suicide,
suicide, it
may be well for

me

me

his confession concerning
his proconcerning his
full circumstances of his
to state here the full
proin my presence
me-and
and repeated
told me
posed design. He told
presencerepeated to another in

—

posed design.

my

in his
his own
study a poison,
own study
poison, which he would
that he had within reach in
if the story
story of his crime with Elizabeth should ever come to the
take if
photographer's
visit which he had made to a pl1otographer's
He told me
me of a visit
public.

public.

glass
gallery, where he learned that one of the employes
employes had mistaken a glass
gallery,
taken and drunken it,
having
it, had
of
for a
a glass
and,
water,
poison for
having
of poison
glass
fallen
dead, with scarcely
fallen dead,
drop the glass.
glass. Beecher said that was
scarcely time to drop
some photoplea
under
and,
himself;
for
photowhat he wanted for himself; and,
making some
plea of making
of this
this
poison
from the
same
some
procured
he
experiments,
graphic
poison
procured
graphic experiments,
he told
told
photographer,
photographer, which ne

his crime should be made.

me he
me
And

if the revelation of
intended to use
use if

"
"
"it would be
And then,"
said, "it
then," he said,

simply
simply

will
you and II will
apoplexy but God and you
reported
reported that Beecher died of apoplexy;
vho blame me
havelooked
looked
me could have
death." If those who
know what caused my
my death."
;

in the
his grief-stricken
into his
grief-stricken face and listened to the tones of his voice in
but- in
in
was no refuge
great
refuge for him but
emergencies in which he said there was
great emergencies

felt impelled,
they would have
death, they
generous, as openopenhave felt
irnpelled, as II was, to as generous,
It would have taken a
It

I practised
hearted a service as I
practised towards him.

being witness of his sorrows,
harder heart than mine, being
sorrows, not to forget
forget his
sins.
sins.
"
"II have

[he writes]
writes]
[he

a

strong feeling
upon me,
me, and
strong
feeling upon

it
it brings
brings great
great

am spending
last Sunday,
it, that I
I am
spending my
peace
Sunday, and preaching
peace with it,
my last
preaching my
my
I
sermon."
if the whole
last sermon."
I did,
did, indeed,
him, "you
indeed, write to him,
"you can stand if

morrow."
case were published
published to morrow."

I did believe that,
if
I
that, if

.as
he had made,
made.,as

was advised to make,
full and frank confession of the whole
make, a
a full
he was
Whole truth,
truth,

as he had done to me,
accompanied
ine, accompanied

by such expressions
expressions of contrition
by
made
and repentance
as
had
to
his
he
me,
church
and the world would
me,
repentance
have forgiven
forgiven him,
then,
How much more,
more, then,
him, and he would have stood. How
must I believe it
it now,
preaching
public preaching
now, when he can stand before the public
the gospel
all the facts made known,
I.am
gospel of Jesus Christ with all
known, and Lam
driven 'by
by blows and assaults of his people
people from that which should be
the house of God, wherein his adulteries and hypocrisies
hypocrisies have been condoned by
by an admiring
admiring church
church!
all this,
this, I would not blame the deceived and worshipping
For all
worshipping Christians of that church,
grossly they
church, knowing
knowing how grossly
by
they have been misled by
those who have undertaken to exculpate
all hazards. They
They
exculpate Beecher at all
will at some
some time know. And when they
do, they
pardon the
they will pardon
they do,
strength
language
when
presence
my
denounced
in
of
their
I
strength my language
presence their orator
was addressingthem
addressing them by
name of ""liar."
liar."
He stood before them
who was
by the name
was the
vouching for the innocence of Beecher. and told them that he was
vouching
!

only
one, besides
besides the lawyers,
lawyers, who knew all
all the facts.
only one,

Poor deluded
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young man
When
man I
Vhen he reads the following letter from Beecher, dated
young
following
Beecher,
December 2,
2, 1873,
1873, he will find that Beecher purposely
purposely kept
kept him from
knowing all
all the facts,
facts, and only introduced him to me
me that he might
knowing
might tell
only
tell
to me
me what was
was going
on in the church. It is
as follows,
is as
follows, marked " X
going on
X :"
!

"

:

BEECHER
BEECHER TO
TO MOULTON.
MOULTON.
Little Falls,
LITTLE
_
_
FAm.s, N. Y.,
2, 1873.
Y., December 2,
My DEAR
Dear Frank
DIY
FRANK :—
:-I
you two letters for Banfield—
I send you
to choose
Banheld-to
from,— the one_extended,
one, extended, the other short and crisp.
from,-the
crisp. I hope
hope that light
light
is
is not far ahead ; the night
passes—
the
comes l
night passes-the morning
morning comes
__

;

I shall hear

return.

!

nothing from home
nothing

my

of the progress of
till I
progress
my affairs till

you to young
introduced you
young Raymond
Raymond because he is
is a
a personal friend,
personal friend,
acute,
acute, and safe should
.should you
Of course
weed.
course I have never
never exchanged
exchanged a
a
you need.
word with him
hiin as
as I1 have with you— and he represents me
in church
you-and
represents me only
only
action.
I hope
you thought
see Woodruff
VoodruE` about the matter I spoke ofhope you
of—
thought to see
I

word

spoke
lending money,
money, etc.
lending
Would not
not Robinson,
Vould
Robinson, who stands strong
strong in the Society
Society of Pilgrims,
Pilgrims.
be
he able to strike down in some
some degree
degree the folly,
folly, and hold back that folly
folly
of raniimg
as
Buck,
Johnson,
1~unni'ng headlong
etc. ?
I
headlong after such malignants
Buck,
malignants
Johnson, etc.?
only suggest.
suggest.
only
Give my
mother, and ray
hopes that she is
my love to the mother,
is rapidly
my earnest hopes
rapidly
recovering.
truly yours,
H. NV.
W. BPIECHER.
Beecher.
recovering. Ever truly
yours,
And when he reads Beecher's
And
Beecher's letter of February
1872 " If yon
5, 1872:
February 5,
:

[Moulton],
[Moulton],

me and
to whom

too,
cease to trust
too, cease

me

love me,
me, I

am
am

alone.

"

you

I have not

another person
I can
go " and again,
again, in his tescan go;"
person in the world
timony, where he says
says : " For he was
was the only man
on
the
globe
man
on
timony,
only
globe I could
talk with on
on this subject;
was shut up to every human being; I could
subject; I was
up
every
being;
go to my
wife
I could not go to my children,
not go
my wife;
go
my children, and I could not go
go to
my brothers and sisters;
sisters
I could not go
my church;
church he was
was the only
only
my
go to my
;

"

:

;

;

;

one
one person to whom I could talk ; and when I got that rebuff
rebutf from him,
him,
person
got
it
it seemed as
as though
me, and the letter was
it would kill
kill me,
was the product of
though it
product
;

—

thrown ""_will
will " young Raymond " really
"young Raymond really
think that he was
confidant of Beecher? He certainly
ever the coniidantof
certainly never
never
was ever
was a confidant of mine,
was
measuring him at a glance,
glance, I never
mine, for,
for, measuring
never had an
an
interview with him after Beecher introduced him to me.
me. Which will
Plymouth
Raymond did
believe, their pastor's
Plymouth Church believe,
pastor's statement that Raymond
and could know nothing
case, or believe young
young Raynothing of the facts in this case,
Raymond when he says
says he knows all
all??
Nay, even
exculpation npon
upon my
Beecher's
even more.
more.
Beecher's committee rest his exculpation
Nay.
my
guarded,
Halliday, in which,
interview with the Rev. Mr. Halliday,
which, in language
language guarded,
but intended to mislead that simple,
Beecher, his
hut
simple, confiding
confiding agent
agent of Beecher,
assistant,
me to
assistant, I spoke
spoke to him what Beecher desired and instructed me
say
aroused
even
that
simple-minded
man's
suspicions
when
had
been
old
even
man's
say
simple-minded
suspicions
by which
by
others and for that speech,
speech, by
by conferences with Tilton and others;
following
misled, I received from Beecher the following
I admit Halliday
was misled,
Halliday was
that mood into which I was
was

;

"

:
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Lord's day
me on the Lord's
letter, heretofore published,
letter,
day by
by aa Christian
published, sent me
giving his thanks for my
minister,
minister, giving
my prevarication
prevarication in his behalf to his
assistant:
assistant

Sunday,
SUNDAY,

Friend: — Halliday
DEAR FRIEND:-Halliday
MY Dear
My

A. m.
M.
a.

T.'s interview with
called last night.
night. T.'s
was the same
was
same with Bell,
him did not satisfy,
Bell, who was
satisfy, but disturbed. It was
unsettling.
Your interview last night
directly to unsettling.
lt tended directly
It
present.
night
present.
after.
was very
was
beneficial, and gave
gave confidence. This must be looked after.
very beneficial,
effort.
I shall
I
if the foundation sinks under every
is vain to build if
It is
every effort.
to-morrow if you
see you
you at 10.30 to-morrow-it'
by way
way of 49 Remsen.
you return by

—

men
ainours with a
men who had had amours
to protect
even under oath those amours,
deny
protect
deny _even
amours,_to
name which had been confided to their
fair fame and name
from exposure
exposure the fair
up any
means intending
by any
keeping. Not by
intending to set up
any such standard of
any means
keeping.
is sustained in Beecher by
morality,
by aa portion
portion of the press
press
morality, but which is
more
ought to stand by
which says
woman, under how much more
by the woman,
says he ought
had
placed,
in
been
charge
my
without
acting
was
when
was
I
temptation
charge
placed,
acting
my
temptation
fair name
name and high
women of fair
part, the honor of women
any guilt
my part,
on my
station,
high station,
guilt on
any
of
the
fame and reputation
ofthe
the
the welfare of a church, the upholding
reputation of
upholding

It has been held honorable for

reputable
reputable

woman
woman

to

well-being of Christianity
foremost preacher
world, the well-being
Christianity
preacher of the world,

—

itself, and
itself,

community all, and more,
my failure to
more, involved in my
community-all,
" volcano,"
every mortal eye
The
silent
hold the facts concealed from every
volcano,"
eye!
was walking,
says he was
on which he says
on
walking, might
might have been at any
any time caused
by my
jscandal-loving, Curiouslyto burst forth by
my imprudent
imprudent answers to scandal-loving,
curiouslyand
ministers
of
women,
or
the
gospel who were
were engaged
prying
men
men
women,
gospel
engaged
prying
out; and my
endeavoring to find out;
in endeavoring
silence, when their questions
my silence,
questions were
stating supposed
put
facts, would have been at once deemed
me, stating
supposed facts,
put to me,
the morals of the

"

!

assent.

any wrong
my concealment of these facts from the
But if
if there was
was any
wrong in my
labor
with Mr. Bowen,
Church
its leading
world, let Plymouth
Bowen, one of its
Plymouth
leading
members, who concealed them from the church,
church, in consideration of the
members,
publication of his pastor's
sermons in the Independent.
pastor's letters and sermons
publication
Independent. Let
Claflin, Beecher's
Beecher`s chosen committeeman,
Mr. Claiiin,
who, presumably,
committeeman, who,
presumably. had been
" very bottom facts," be dealt with
told the "very
is
facts,"
with; and,
and, indeed let him who is
;

among them all
all in that regard first
without sin among
regard first cast a stone.
I do not review or animadvert upon the report of the committee,
committee,
upon
report
every one
one has expected the result of its
because every
its labors from the beginexpected
begin-

No disclosures were
No
were made to them,
call
them, and they
they took care not to call
any witnesses who knew the facts except
before them any
except the parties
parties impliimplicated, and have clearly
clearly shown
shovn that it
cated,
it was
was a partizan tribunal,
organized
partizan tribunal, organized
ning.
ning.

—

me on
me
on the 5th of July last it
it was.
was.
July
weight will be given
no
given to its
no weight
its unsupported
opinions,
unsupported opinions,
however speciously
argued in a report
report which is
a rehash of the
is but a
speciously argued
statements of the accused criminals,
by
criminals, both written in whole or in part
part by
to acquit
as Beecher confessed to
acquit-as

By
men
By thinking
thinking men

his lawyers.
lawyers.
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I
was quite
I was
quite aware that I
was to
I was
to be struck down in
in case I
I did not side
side
not choose between Tilton's
Tilton's statement and
mine,"
mine," as he states he asked me
me to do.
do.
My friends
friends put
me the
put before me
consequences of
of my
my standing
consequences
rm in
j n what
w } iat Ij knew
^ new to be tthe
standing fifirm
truth and
j ie trutn
the right
the enmity,
right; that II must incur tl1e
felt the assaults,
enmity, as II have felt
assaults,
of
of Plymouth
Plymouth Church
financial interests
great financial
Church; that great
interests were
were involved in
in the
of that church,
standing of
church, whereby
whereby much gain
standing
comes-in
gain comes—
in money,
money, if
if from
nothing else-to
else— to some favored members thereof;
nothing
I feel
thereof; and I
feel that II have
'with
with Beecher, if
"II did
if "
did

;

;

a

to

right to say
if I
I could have been swerved from my sense of duty
say that,
that, if
right
my
duty
myself and to justice,
justice, every
every outside inducement urged
myself
urged me
me to stand

by
by

" Beecher's statement."
"Beecher's
statement."

Of course

I
I discerned that any
any statement

I should make must,
I
must be ruinous to Mr. Beecher,
if I
I made it
Beecher, and if
it I
I must
be taken as siding
siding with the falling
falling cause of my nearly
friend,
nearly ruined friend,
Theodore Tilton.
Tilton. And I
fair judgment
I appeal
judgment of all
all men;
men what
appeal to the fair
motive could I
in making
I have in
myself his
his ally
ally and the enemy
enemy of Mr.
making myself

my

;

Beecher,
impelled by
integrity of purpose
Beecher, except
all that makes up
purpose and all
except impelled
by integrity
up
the word " duty,"
duty," to stand by
by the right
right as II knew the right
right to be.
be.
I have,
I
however, the consolation of knowing
have, however,
knowing that II only suffer
suffer as
"

only

else suffers
sutfers who has dared to say
everybody
for the truth against
say a word for
everybody else
against
Beecher. Each and all
all in
in turn have been assailed by every form of
by every
obloquy and detraction as the new
new phases of the case required for
obloquy
phases
required for the

exculpation
First, it
it was
was heard through
exculpation of the accused. First,
press that
through the press
letters which Tilton put
the letters
his sworn
sworn statement were forgeries,
put in his
forgeries,
when it
it was
was supposed
originals would not be forthcoming.
supposed that the originals

forthcoming.

insane, and a labored analysis
Then, Tilton was insane.
all the maladies of
analysis of all
his family
family was
was paraded
paraded before the public
public to show that he was insane;
insane;
but the ""method
method in his
his madness " exploded
exploded that theory.
then,
theory. And then,
the last refuge
all that he 'had
refuge was
was that all
had done was for the purpose
purpose of
"

blackmailing
amd as all
all that was
was done was
was through
through my
Beecher, «and
blackmailing Beecher,
hand,
my hand,
ofcourse
of course. I
I must be destroyed,
new theory
theory of a
a conspiracy
conspiracy of
destroyed, or the new
fou'r
four years'
come to naught.
Everybody who should
years' duration would come
naught. Everybody

come forward to say
upon the subject
say a single
single word upon
subject unfavorable to the
accused has received the same
same treatment.
Mr. Carpenter
Carpenter is
is placarded
placarded
come

to the World
world through
through Beecher's
Beecher's statement as "a
"a kind of genial,
genial, goodgoodnatured fool,"
Beecher's sister,
fool," and Mr. Beecher's
sister, the amiable, intelligent,
intelligent, enthusiastic, and clear-headed Mrs. Hooker,
Hooker, now, happily
happily for her peace,
peace,
thusiastic,
abroad, who had become the recipient
of
the
knowledge
abroad.
recipient
knowledge of the facts

of Beecher's
Beecher's guilt,
guilt,

was placarded
insane and when she had advised
placarded as insane;

was

;

him to make a clear and full
full confession,
confession, in the interest of truth and jusjustice,
tice,

to rescue
rescue a

woman from jail
whom
jail whom

woman

Mrs.

inwas inHooker believed was
Hooker

having told simply
simply the truth,
truth, and threatened to disclose
carcerated for having
by Beecher's
pulpit if
if Beecher would not,
not, by
the truth from his pulpit
authority,
Beecher's authority,
me with his approbation, Tilton
and under his advice.
advice, conveyed
through me
conveyed through
approhation.
too, was
went to poor
was
poor Mrs. Hooker and broached the slander that she,
she, too,

:
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same source as
charged with being
being guilty
guilty of adultery
adultery from the same
charged
was told that his sister sunk down
was, and when Mr. Beecher was
was,

his wife
in tears

gross accusation,
success
gave up
and gave
accusation, he chuckled at the success
up under such a gross
Whatever "devices
"devices" were used to protect
protect Henryof the "device."
device."
Henry
fair
save himself,
himself, it
it was
was not one of mine to defile the fair
Vard Beecher to save
Ward
was ascertained what part
it was
part she would
fame of his sister. And, until it
was struck at in
take in the controversy,
wife, Mrs. Beecher herself,
herself, was
controversy, his wife,
William Beecher,
brother, Bev.
an interview
Rev. Villiam
his behalf by
Beecher, in an
by his elder brother,
Western paper,
following, the
published in a Vestern
paper, from which I extract the following,
published
know, denied.
been, so far as I know,
correctness of which has not been,
"

"

<

[Beecher] looks upon
upon the marriage
I believe he [Beecher]
sacredty as
marriage relation as sacredly
suifered great
fact, I know he has suffered
great trouble on
on account of
ot'
any one. In fact,
any
her, notwithstanding
his wife,
wife, and has endeavored to be faithful to her,
notwithstanding the
separated him from his kindred,
cost him. It has separated
sore
trials she has cost
sore trials
sisters, who were
were prevented
from his brothers and sisters,
prevented from coming
coming to the
on her account. Yet he bore with her, and in every
house on
every way
way endeavarrange matters so that they
ored to arrange
they might
might visit him. Still I think she
was faithful to him.
loved him and was
" his happy
this, Beecher appeals
Notwithstanding this,
Notwithstanding
appeals in his statement to "his
happy
"
the
reasons
of
reasons
why
he
could
as
one
have
unfaithful
as
one
home
not
been
to
home"
why
vow.
his marriage
marriage VOV.
paraded in the newspapers
Again,
it is
produced
is paraded
newspapers that Mrs. Beecher produced
Again, it
Tilton's letters,
all Mrs. '['ilton's
before the committee all
letters, having
having opened
opened them before
all of his
an opportunity to read them,
Beecher had had an
them, as she did all
opportunity
gains credence from the fact that he wrote
other letters,
letters, and this report
report gains
stopped all
all intimacy, as he had
to Elizabeth after he declares he had stopped
intimacy,
was now
promised
now permitted
do, " that she was
promised to do,
permitted to write to him because
"

was living
living alone with his sister,"
he
lie was
sister," and in another letter takes care to
inform her of the fact that his wife had sailed for Havana and Florida.
Tilton, too,
And Mrs. Tilton,
too, after having
having said and unsaid everything
everything in order
falsified and stultified
Beecher, after having
to save Beecher,
stultitied herself in every
every posposhaving falsified

so become useless hereafter as a witness
sible way
salvation, and so
way for his salvation,
<;
refreshment," only
under a divided consciousor " refreshment,"
only remains in his mind "under
"

was a
sinners."
a saint and chief of sinners."
ness
ness"" that "" she was

And
And

she is
is thrown

a worthless weed in this cruel paragraph
aside like a
report of his
paragraph of the report

committee
committee:
is not for the committee to defend the course of Mrs. Tilton.
It is
conduct upon
is indefensible.
responsibility is
upon human responsibility

Her

were before me,
All
escape,
A]l these attacks were
me, and I knew I should not escape,
although all
were called down
and I have not,
all the blessings
not, although
blessings of heaven were
upon
by Beecher in every
me. all
me by
note he ever wrote me,
all of which
upon me
every note.
breathed the fullest confidence in me
days
up to the 4th of August,
August, nine days
me up
statement, wherein he charges
before he made his statement,
me with a most conconcharges me
temptible
give up
temptible crime because I refused to give
up the papers
papers to him which I

:
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were my
knew were
only protection
for II had learned to know
my only
protection against
against him ; for
the selfishness and cruelty
man who sacrifices all
cruelty of the man
all for hirnscltl
himself.
;

And yet,
yet, in

I can
view of our relations for the past
past four years,
can scarcely
years, I
scarcely
even when at his request
request. I was
for his sake
all that he has put
keeping silent for
now, with all
put upon
me,
sake; and now,
keeping
upon me,
I
summon sutiicient
it is
is with difficulty
that
I
summon
sufficient
of resolution,
resolution, in anguish
it
difficulty
anguish
realize the fact that he turned upon
me,
upon me,
;

of spirit,
spirit, to enable
do.
pelled
pelled to do.

For

me
me

to put
put forth the statement that II

am now com-

am now com-

I here aver that II never
never have made public
I
was
public what was

was the evidence in my
the nature of
ol' Beecher's offence, or what was
possesmy possesþÿl'0'll1 ¬1'
statement prepared
so in
in my
sion to prove
it., until I1 did so
prove it,
my former
prepared for the
although statements were made in the newspapers
committee, although
committee,
newspapers to that
effect
which may
effect vhich
against
may have inflamed the mind of Beecher against

me.

me.

I
I had

was attacked,
my honor to silence except
pledged
attacked, and I have redeemed
pledged my
except I was
feelings and sense of justice.
my feelings
that pledge
pledge at whatever violence to my
justice.
in this
this subsequent
subsequent statement,
Nor have II ever made public
statement
public the facts in

now appear,
yet there has been a
newspaper report
until they
a newspaper
pubappear, and yet
they now
report pubto
a
a
but
which was
was gathered,
lishing
what
be
portion
of
them,
purports
them.
lishing
purports
portion
gathered.
l`rom me. On the contrary.
every and
from others and not from
contrary,II have taken every
them out of sight,
keep thein
sight, driven even
means that II could to conceal and keep
regard to them in such a way
men
men who asked me
me in regard
way as
stating to them any
to mislead them without stating
alfalsehood, alany absolute falsehood,
no doubt some
some ol'
of them, remembering
though II have no
though
remembering the impression
impression
they got
me, thought
thought that 11 have stated to them what has since
got from me,
they
published statement of
my published
of what has actually
been contradicted by
by my
actually been
all means
all

answer many
answer
many

to

known

I have heretofore explained.
to me,
me, and the reasons ot which 1
explained.
a correct judgment
necessary facts to form a
All the present
Henry
present necessary
judgment of Henry
own course
course and character are now
\'ard
my own
Ward Beecher.
Beecher, and my
now before the
public, and
public,

II submit to the candor and

judgment
all good
good men
men and
judgment of all
all
all the emergencies
emergencies in which I have been placed,
placed,
vhich seemed to me
I have not endeavored to do that which
I
me to be rio-ht and
right
proper,
faithfully and loyally
loyally to those whose interests II had in charge,
proper, faithfully

women whether under

women

charge,

and especially
'himselll pfeading
guilty to everyflling,
everything of want
especially to Beecher himself,
Want
pleading guilty
judgment and unwisdom in trying
trying to master the almost insurmountof judgment
insurmount_
difficulties which surrounded me,
able diliiculties
me, which can
can rightly be imputed
rightly
imputed

to

me.

me.

If the true interests of the Christian church are

promoted, under the
promoted.
existing and known facts,
light of
facts, by
by sustaining
sustaining Beecher,
Beecher, as the foremost
ofexisting
light
is a matter of concern to Christian people in
it is
man in it,
man
it, it
which my
people
my
will not be consulted
judgment will
But let them remember as they
judgment
they do so
the teachings
Mount
teachings of the Master from the Mount:
"
Ye have heard that it
"Ye
it was
was said by
by them of old time,
time, Thou shalt not
adultery.
commit adultery.
" But I say unto you, whosoever looketh on
on a woman
woman to lust after her,
you,
her,
say
adultery with her already
already in his heart.
hath committed adultery
"

:
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"
"
thee, pluck
pluck it
And if
eye offend thee,
it out and cast it
it from thee,
thee,
thy right
if thy
right eye
_'or
it is
is profitable
for thee that one ot'
of thy
:br it
thy members should perish,
perish, and
profitable for

not that

body
thy whole body
thy

should be cast into hell."
hell."

Francis D. Moultox.
Momxrox.

statement, the New Kirk
this statement,
York
Commenting
Commenting upon
upon this
follows
Qllibune of September
Tribune
September 12 wrote as tollows:
prolix communication to which
In the insufferably
insulfterably prolix

we

We

re-

Qbibune this
pages of the Tribune
luctantly
this mornmornnearly three pages
luctantly surrender nearly
presents not one
one tragment
fragment of fresh
ing,
fresh
ing, Mr. Francis D. Moulton presents
his former charges,
charges, and advances hardly
evidence in support
hardly
support of his
is by
by turns defiant
new statement. He is
defiant and apologetic,
one new
apologetic,

lachrymose
lachrymose and

malicious.

Nearly
Nearly

half his
his address

is
is

an

an

effort to convince the public
public that he acted toward Mr.
earnest effort

Beecher the part
part of a loyal
loyal friend,
friend, and halt'
halt' the remainder is
is
a
trivial examination of certain minor discrepancies
a trivial
discrepancies in
in Mr.
Beecher's
in no material
testimony which in
Beecher's testimony
affect the main
way affect
material way
Towards Mr. Hossiter
Rossiter Raymond,
Raymond, and some
some other de-

issue.
issue.

fenders of Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, he betrays
betrays a
a childish animosity,
animosity, and he
apparently under the delusion that
labors apparently
that the world at large
large is
is

concerned about the judgments
judgments which he and they
they have formed
of each other.

Throwing
Throwing

aside all
all this
this miserable rubbish,
rubbish, We
we

reduce what Mr.
l[r. Moulton really
really has to say
say about the scanmemory) the
dal to a very
He
(from
few
1.
gives
points.
1.
very
points.
gives (from memory)
can

his
words in
in which,
avers, Mr. Beecher confessed to him his
Which, as he avers,
the
conconasserts
that
that
He
relations
Tilton.
2.
improper
Tilton.
2.
Mrs.
relations
with
improper
person, whose
fession has been made in the hearing
fession
hearing of another person,

reproduces
name he does not give,
3. He reproduces
it is
is not Tilton. 3.
give, but it
Tilton,
the letters
r. Beecher and Mrs. Tilton,
letters which passed
passed between M
Mr.
given
after the alleged
after
letters which were given
alleged confession-the
snme letters
confession
the same
name

—

to the correspondent
copied into
Chicago Tribune and copied
correspondent of the C'/iicago

this paper.
this
4.
finally he declares that Mr. Beecher con4. And finally
paper.
fessed
fessed to him that he had committed adultery
adultery with another

woman, mentioned though not
Woman,

name
by name
by

in
Tilton \s threatening
threatening
in Tilton's

The first
upon
first and second allegations
allegations rest upon
in
word, and we
we have no
no hesitation in
lIoulton's unsupported
Mr. Moulton's
unsupported word,
into Mr. Beechcr's
saying that the
Beecher's
the language
language which he puts
puts into
saying

letter
letter to Mr. Bowen.
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He represents
represents this Christian preacher
preacher as
only
acknowledging
adultery
but
declaring
his
"God
only acknowledging
adultery
declaring that "God
That
would not blame him for it."
overtaxes
credulity.
it."
eredulity.
mouth is
is impossible.
impossible.

not

The third point
point refers to the so-called clandestine letters.
letters.
are
are not evidences of guilt.
guilt.

Far from it.
it.

They
They

We
Ve challenge
challenge

any
any
unprejudiced
person
them
without
being
impressed
read
theln
by
to
unprejudiced person
being impressed by
religious
spirit;
if
we
their deep
and
if
we are
are to take them for letters
deep religious spirit;
assignation
of assignation

we
we must suppose
suppose

that this

man
man and woman
voman were
were

saying grace
over their sinful indulgences
in the habit of saying
grace over
indulgences and
mingling
their
crimes
all
with
prayer
not
in
hypocritical
premingling all
prayer-not
hypocritical pre-

—

world, but in the secrecy
tence before the world,
guilty
own guilty
secrecy of their own
intercourse.
with
In the malignant
earnestness
which
Moulton
malignant
tries

to twist

an
an evil significance out of these innocent, albeit
innocent.,
significance

gushing sentences,
sentences, there is
is something of the devil's
devil's own
own temper.
gushing
something
temper.
depends
principally
upon
Moulton's
The fourth point
also
Mr.
Moulton's
point
depends principally upon
solitary
But here he brings
brings forward a solitary

credibility.
credibility.

what he considers documentary
documentary corroboration.
eorroboration.

scrap of
scrap
In the letter
letter

was a reference to an
an alleged crime
from Tilton to Bowen there was
alleged

of ravishment.

lady concerned in this story
From the lady
story a letter

is printed which Mr. Moulton would have us believe refers to
is
printed

Beecher's crime.
Mr. Beecher's
case.
ease.

We
'We

know

Now we
we know

the particulars
particulars of this

the incidents of
the trivial quarrel
ofthe
vhich
quarrel to which

the letter does relate.
relate,

charge to be
We know Mr. Moulton's
Moulton's charge
\'e

an
an atrocious calumny
calumny without aa shadow of justification
justification;; and
proper
at the proper

day
day

the truth will be established by
indisputable
by indisputable

evidence.
we shall not waste time and
But we

statement which will damn

temper in
temper

analyzing
analyzing

a
a

Francis D. Moulton deeper
deeper than

treachery that has been made by
by
any
any revelation of baseness and treachery
is
such
document
or
friends.
It
a
as
or
his
is
about
Mr. Beecher
man who allows his friend to make
one might
one
expect from the man
might expect
wife's honor,
merchandise of his wife's
honor, and acts as a broker in the
brutal, cruel,
cruel, cowardly,
transaction
transaction-brutal,
cowardly, infamous. Because his
actions have been misconstrued forsooth,
forsooth, this Bayard
Bayard of Brookgenerosity
by blasting
blasting the
reputation
his
for
save
lyn
must
save
reputation
generosity by
lyn

—

guest, pulling
a favored guest,
vhich he has been a
homes in which
pulling out the
keeping,
his
committed
to
honorable
letters
private
keeping, showing the
private letters

showinng
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brothers and sisters
sisters could say
ugly things
things brothers
world what ugly
say of one
the abin the
another,
another, what sentimental phrases
phrases wives could write in

the reputation
ladies
dragging the
reputation of ladies
their husbands,
of their
sence of'
husbands, and dragging
happiness of families which
whom he has never known and the happiness
filth of this
the
this unuureeking
have never wronged
wronged him through
reeking filth
through
not
been
would
nice
considered
It
have
nice
It
scandal.
paralleled
paralleled

in olden times
for a gentleman
business for
times;; but
gentleman in

it is
is all
all
suppose it
we suppose

prove that he
in
days when a husband undertakes to prove
in these
these days
is a cuckold.
showing that he is
is
dog by
by showing
is not a dog
right
right

stopped.
It is
this abominable business to be stopped.
for this
is time for

The

fresh attempt
their case,
attempt to
case, and every
have failed
failed in
in their
every fresh
failure
their
disasfailure
their
more
disasmakes
their
their
purpose
only
accomplish
purpose only
accomplish
accusers

trous.
a

The vord
word of Henry
good against
against
Henry Ward Beecher stands good

Tiltous.
lot full
full of Moultons and Tiltons.
ten-acre lot

The world will

assertions.
tolerate no more of their passionate
unsupported assertions.
passionate and unsupported
no more

If they
pastor
they have any
proof of what they
allege against
against the pastor
any proof.
they allege

of Plymouth
let them take it
it into
into acourt
justice
a court of
Church, let
ofjustice
Plymouth Church,

A

A suit
it can be weighed
sifted.
suit at law may
where it
may enable
weighed and sifted.
them to destroy
of
the
Mr.
Beecher,
though
character
Beecher, though nothing
destroy
nothing

will ever mend their
their own.

XXXII.

MOULTON

MR. MOULTON SUED FOR LIBEL.

FOR

THE
The immediate result of the publication
publication of Mr. Moulton's statement was
ton's
was the commencement, by the lady
commencement, by
lady
whom his infamous charge
against Whom
charge in
in the paragraph
against
paragraph
We have suppressed was
we
an action for
libel.
for libel.
suppressed was made,
made, of an
The New York Tribune
Iltbzme thus states the reasons which

led her to take this step,
step, in which she has the

sympathy
sympathy

all good
of all
citizens
good citizens:
:

Gen. Benjamin
Benjamin F. Tracy,
Tracy, Catlin &
&
Tracy, of the firm of Tracy,
(Gen.
Brodhead,
announced
yesterday
that
he
had
authorized
been
by
Brodhead,
yesterday
by
Miss Edna Dean Proctor,
Proctor, who resides in Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, to
begin
begin

against Francis D. Moulton for malicious libel.
a suit against
libel.
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accuses him of publishing
She accuses
letter of hers in his recent
publishing a letter
and
statement,
maliciously charging
it related to the com-.
comstatement,
maliciously
charging that it

mission ofa
of a crime with the Rev.

Henry Vard
Ward Beecher,
Henry
Beecher, thereby
thereby

injuring
honor, and
reputation for virtue and honor,
injuring her reputation

damaging
damaging her
that
She charges
statement
the
was
was
charges
untrue,
that
had
never
committed
she
never
the
crime;
that
the
untrue,
crime;
charges against
against her which purported
charges
purported to have been made by
by the
Rev. Mr. Beecher to Mr. Moulton in the latter's
latter's statement

to the extent of 00,§100,000.
000.00,000.Shechargesthatthestatementwas

were
by Mr. Moulton,
or known by
were invented by
by him to be false
Moulton, or
Wherefore she prays
lliherefore
that
he be dealt with
prays

particular.
in every
every particular.

according
according to law.

Mr. Brodhead has been engaged
engaged upon
upon the

summons
summons and complaint
complaint for several days
days past,
past, but up
up

a late
late
to a

night had not completed
completed them,
hour last night
they will not
them, so that they
They
be served until to-day.
will
contain,
to-day. They
contain, however, three

however,

The suit will be begun
begun in the United States District
Brooklyn, as
Court of Brooklyn,
as the plaintiff
plaintiff is
is living in Massachusetts,
living
Massachusetts,
York, and as
and the defendant in New York,
as that court only will
charges.
charges.

only

have jurisdiction.
havejurisdiction.

ordinary form of an
an order of arrest will
The ordinary

be issued,
alissued, and be handed to Marshal Harlowe for service,
service, al-

though
it is
is not intended
though it
finement,
finement,
it
it is
is not

as
as

to

have Mr. Moulton placed
placed in concon-

is possessed of a large amount
property, and
he is
possessed
large amount of property,
papers in the case will
The papers

believed would run
run away.
away.

District Court to-day
to-day before Judge
be filed in the DistrictBenedict,
Judge Benedict,

who

Moulton, through
through the
will inform Mr. Moulton,
must come
come before him and give bonds.
The
give

marshal,
marshal,

that he

subject
subject of indict-

ing Mr. Moulton has also been broached to the Acting
Acting Districting
Attorney, and so
application to go
so many
Attorney,
many persons
persons have made application
go
before t-he
the Grand Jury
Jury of Kings
county
complaints
make
and
Kings county
complaints
against Mr. Moulton for malicious libel,
ofiicials have
libel, that the officials
against
permit them to make their complaints.
concluded to permit
complaints.
no efforts on
There have been no
on the part of the Assistant Dispart
this case,
case, because they
they wished to avoid

trict-Attorneys
trict-Attorneys to open
open
being
any
any appearance
appearance of being

by
any personal
by any
personal feeling
feeling from
District- Attorney Winslow,
their connection with District-Attorney
was one
one
Vinslow, who was
Investigation to examine the charges
of the Committee of Investigation
charges
against
is brought
They state that if the case is
brought to
against Mr. Beecher. They
it will be because their duty to
the attention of the Grand Jury
it
Jury
duty
influenced
in Hnenced
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the people
people would not permit
permit them to refuse the applications
applications of
of'
persons who desire to make charges
charges against
against Mr. Moulton.
persons
that they
held
no
They
add
have
consultation
no
with Mr. WinsVinsthey
They

low on
on the subject,
subject, and that he has turned all
all matters relating
relating
to that subject
over to them.
subject over

It was stated,
however, that the
stated, however,

indictment proceedings
might be taken to the United States
proceedings might

Grand Jury
on the complaint
some friends of Miss Proctor
Jury on
complaint of some
It
It was
was esteemed better to make thc
the comcom-

and of Mr. Beecher.

before that body,
it not only
only has
jurisdiction in the
body, as it
hasjurisdiction

plaint
plaint

its members could not be charged
case, but its
charged with being
being influenced
case,

forming an indictment by
in forming
by the advice of District-Attorney
District-Attorney
Vinslow.
Winslow.

The offence is
is

a

misdemeanor according
according to the laws

of the United States,
States, and is
is made punishable
punishable by
by

ment

fine, imprisonimprisonfine,
prima
facie evidence
primafacic

or both,
fact of publication
is
publication is
both, and the fact

of malice,
malice, but General Tracy,
explaining the true story
Tracy, while explaining
story

letter of Miss Proctor,
in the case of Mr. Moulof
Proctor, said that in
of, the letter
ton it
it could easily be shown that his
his statement was
was shamefully
shamefully
easily
malicious, as he knew before he published
published the letter
letter that it
it
malicious,
related simply
simply to a business transaction. This fact,
fact, Mr. Tracy
Tracy
was brought
directly and prominently
added,
prominently to Moulton's
Moulton's
added, was
brought directly
notice by
were familiar with all
by Miss Proctor's
Proctor's friends,
all the
friends, who were
facts, when they
they learned that he contemplated
contemplated making
making use of
facts,
the letter
letter in his statement.
The suit
suit will be pressed
trial
pressed to trial
immediately.
immediately.

The circumstances of the controversy
controversy between Mr. Beecher

and Edna Dean Proctor,
rise to her letter
letter to Mr.
Proctor, which gave
lllr.
gave rise
Beecher in 1871,
have
long
well
been
the
understood
by
friends
1871,
long
by
of both,
both, and as stated by
by them appear
appear now
now of very trifling imvery trifling
and
are wholly of a private character.
portance,
They attract
private
wholly
They
portance,
public
public

interest through
through
interest

the forced

construction

which

Mr.

As long
ago
long ago
in the family
was residing
residing ilf
in Brooklyn
Brooklyn in
as 1858 Miss Proctor was
family

lIonlton
Moulton saw
saw fit
fit to give to Miss Proctor's
Proctor's letter.
letter.
give
of

Henry
Henry

C. Bowen.

Vhile listening
While
listening from Sunday
Sunday

to

Sunday
Sunday

sermons she took down brief extracts which
Beecher's sermons
to Mr. Beecher's
of striking
thought of'
she thought
large
striking interest. Having
Having accumulated a large
number of these extracts she consulted with Mr. Beecher with
regard
publishing them in the form of a book.
regard to publishing
¢

He was
was
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pleased with her plan
readily consented to her making
plan and readily
pleased
making
it that she might be able.
every
advantage
from
It was
it
was underevery advantage
might
stood, however,
however, that the length
stood,
length of the extracts should be limited
lines.
The book was
to about ten lines.
was published
published with the title
title of
" Life Thoughts," and proved to be a splendid hit; many editions
Thoughts,"
proved beasplendid hit; many
"

time, and Miss Proctor is
were sold in a
a short time,
is said to have
realized
dollars, to the great pleasure
roalizcrl several thousand dollars,
great pleasure of Mr.

were

Beecher,
was glad
prepare another Volume.
volume.
Beecher, who vas
glad to have her prepare
collecting materials for the second book,
While collecting
one
of
similar
a
one
Vhile
a
book,
character

was
by Augusta
was announced collated
by
Augusta Moore.

The

approval of
was claimed for this book by
pubof' Mr. Beecher was
by the pubapproval

was composed
composed of somewhat longer
longer extracts than the
this was
announced
Miss
Proctor knew of it
was
it

lishers.
lishers.

It

former.

When
Vhen

was

nearly ready
ready to have her secas she was
was nearly
for the first
first time,
time, and as

was much disturbed.
ond volume issued,
issued, was

were
Her friends were

likewise very
Beecher, and neither she
very indignant
indignant against
against Mr. Beecher,
their
disapproval
nor
they were
were slow to express
nor they
disapproval of what Mr.
express
recommending
supposed the volBeecher had done by
by recommending as they
they supposed

ume
ume of Augusta Moore.
Augusta

was that 1I1'.
Mr. Beecher
The result was

addressed to her along
a long letter
letter explanatory
explanatory of all the circumstances.

He

is said, that he had prevented the
it is
assured her,
her, it
said,
prevented

only after varipublication
time, and had consented to it
it only
publication for a time,
ous
ous reasons had been presented.
presented.

Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's letter somewhat

appeased
Proctor, but she concluded not to publish
appeased Miss Proctor,
publish the
second volume.

The letter which Mr. Moulton included in

reference, it
is
was written in 1871,
it is
his statement was
1871, and had reference,
before.
claimed,
years
wholly
many
this
difficulty,
occurring
to
claimed, wholly
difiiculty, occurring many years

While trouble was
was brewing
Vhile
Boven and
brewing between him and Mr. Bowen
Mr. Tilton,
Til ton, Mr. Beecher gave this note among
among other corregave
spondence
into
Moulton
's keeping.
Mr.
Moulton's
spondence
keeping.

Jury
On the 26th of September,
1874, the Grand Jury
September, 1874,
of Kings
county, New York,
an indictment of
Kings county,
York, framed an

Moulton, based upon
Mr. Moulton,
charges of Miss Proctor.
upon the charges
Says the Tribune
Yhibzme of the 29th
29th:
Says
:

" He is
charged with having
"He
is charged
maliciously
wickedly and maliciously'
having ''wickedly
Edna Dean Proctor. Two indictments were
libelled Miss Edna.
were
»
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last
in his last
appear in
lihels appear
alleged libels
him, and the alleged
against him,
found against
charges the Rev.
In that document Mr. Moulton charges
outrage
gross outrage
having committed aa gross
Hemy AVard
"Yard Beecher with having
Henry

statement.

woman, whose
upon a,
a Woman,
upon

name
name he failed

to

give
give

to the public,

public,

signed by
by
was signed
although he produced
produced a letter which he claimed was
although
referred
to.
one
was the one
her. Miss Proctor believes that she was
a. suit for
believing, she instituted through
So believing,
through her counsel a_suit
the matter before the
brought
and
Moulton,
against
damages
Moulton,
brought
damages against
last week.
on Thursday
Jury on
Grand Jury
Thursday of last

first indictment
The first

illicit
charge that Miss Proctor had illicit
is for the charge
against Moulton is
against

^Yard Beecher. The second
Henry \V{l1`(l
intercourse with the Rev. Henry
Ward
Henry "lard
charge
on
on
the
is
based
indictment is
charge that the Rev. Henry

was officially
Moulton was
oflicially inmorning
yesterday morning that
Winslow yesterday
District- Attorney \Vinslow
formed by
by District-Attorney
trial before the Court
pending trial
give bail pending
appear and give
he must appear
receiving this notification Moulton
after receiving
Soon after
of Sessions.
Sessions.

Beecher ravished Miss Proctor.

appeared
appeared

District- Attorney.
office of the District-Attorney.
at the office

present.
was not present,

was

W.inslow
Mr. Mfinslow

was informed that he would
The accused was

bail in
in $'20,000,
give bail
required to give
be required
§20,000, and that he would have
justify for
bondsmen,
to furnish two bondsmen, each of whom must _justify

$20,000.
$20,000.

Moulton said that he would like
like to consult
Mr. }Ioulton

depart, with
was allowed to depart,
with counsel,
counsel, and thereupon
thereupon he was
bail to-day
give bail
to-day or to-morthe understanding
understanding that he would give
row.

immediately proceeded
proceeded with Theodore Tilton to the
He immediately

latter's
latter's residence,
ex- Judge Morris was
was waiting.
waiting.
residence, where ex-Judge

Upon
Upon

Mr. Morris of what had taken place
their informing
said
place he said
informing .Mr.
required was
was too heavy.
that the bail
bail required
heavy.

He stated that in the

years' experience
course of nine years'
experience as District-Attorney
District- Attorney he had

of' misdemeanor in
in which more
never known a case of
more than
bail was asked.
Moulton replied
§5000 bail
replied that if
if the amount
$5000
never

•

T
required
ere oppressive
required w
were
oppressive he would ask for a reduction. He
left the house for
then left
for the purpose
consulting with his
purpose of consulting
and
is
no
counsel,
no
doubt
that
there
is
application
counsel,
application will be made to

have the bail
reduced*
bail reduced.*

Annexed will be found

a

copy of the
copy

indictments:
*

* Mr. )Ioulton's
bail was
was subsequently
subsequently reduced to $3000.
Moulton's bail
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THE
THE INDICTMENTS.
IXDICTMEXTS.
Kings, ss. :
State of
of New York,
York. County
County of
of Kings,
people of the State of New York in and for the body
The Jurors of the people
body
of the county
county of
upon their oath present
ol' Kings,
Proctor,
Kings, upon
present that Edna Dean Proctor.

now
or lately
nov or
lately of South Framingham,
Framingham, in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, is
is and was
mentioned, and at the time of the
was at the times hereinafter mentioned,
setts,
composing, writing,
publishing the false,
malifalse, scandalous,
scandalous, mahcomposing,
writing, printing
printing and publishing
cious, and defamatory
defamatory libels hereinafter mentioned,
an unmarried woman
woman
cious,
mentioned, an
of pure
good name,
character, and aa person
credit,
name, fame,
fame, credit,
pure and chaste character,
person of good
and reputation
was esteemed and respected
as such was
reputation ; and as
respected by
by and among
among
;

good and worthy
worthy citizens of the State of New
New York and of the Comall good

was in anywise
monwealth of Massachusetts to whom
whom she was
anywise known.

And the Jurors aforesaid upon
upon their oaths do further present,
present, that
one
now or
or lately
city
Brooklyn,
one Francis D. Moulton,
of
county
the
of
Moulton, now
lately
city
Brooklyn, county
Kings, well knowing
knowing the premises,
premises, then and there unjustly
unjustly and unlawof Kings,
fully and maliciously,
maliciously, devising,
devising, contriving
as in
as much as
fully
contriving and intending
intending as
the said
lay to defame.
defame, asperse,
asperse, scandalize and villily
sa.id Francis I).
villify
I). Moulton lay
the character of the said Edna Dean Proctor,
Proctor, and to insinuate and cause
cause
to be published
was a
a woman
woman of
published that the said Edna Dean Proctor was
impure and unchaste
uncliaste character,
character, and that the said Edna Dean Proctor
impure
had been guilty
gross and immoral conduct,
had, previous
conduct, and had had,
guilty of gross
previous to
same malicious publication, sexual intercourse with the
the time of the same
publication,
Ward Beecher
comRev. Henry
Beecher; and to provoke
provoke her and her friends to comHenry Vard
did, on
on or
1874, at the
mit a
or about September
a breach of the peace,
11, 1874.
September 11,
peace, did.
unlawfully and maliciously,
wickedly
city and county
York, unlawfully
maliciously, wickedly
city
county of New York,
and scandalously
conspire, write,
write, print
cause, and
print and publish,
publish, and did cause,
scandalously conspire,
published as aforesaid in a
procure to be composed,
written. printed
procure
printed and published
composed, written,
county of Kings,
circulation
Kings,
of
large
newspaper
in the county
certain public
large
public newspaper
wicked,
elsewhere, entitled T/ie
The Daily
and elsewhere,
false, wicked,
Daily Graphic,
G7'rzp71z`c, the certain false,
concerning the said Edna Dean
malicious and scandalous libel of and concerning

it
it

;

Proctor.

[Here
[Here

upon
Moulton's statement upon
from Moulton's
an alleged
an account of an
It contains an
alleged

follows an
an extract

is based.
which the suit is

a
interview between Moulton and Mr. Beecher in reference to a

woman
woman
states

named,
a retraction which Moulton
of' a
named, and aa copy
copy of
was procured
Beecher.]
was
procured by
by Mr. Beeclieix]
not

That the three marks

at the

foot of the said letter (the
(the letter of

the said
ofthe
and understood by
by the friends of
to the
that
name
was
Edna Dean Proctor to represent
her
name
was
subscribed
represent

were designed
retraction)
designed
retraction) were
foregoing
foregoing letter.
if

That
thereof, and which
'Phat the said Edna Dean Proctor was
was the writer thereof,
him, the said Francis D. Moulton.
then and there known to him,
Moulton, and

*Hct
was
act was
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defamatory article. "This
"This
persons who read said false and defamatory
to many
many persons
was not as successful in this retracdocument shows that Mr. Beecher was
dictate, as in the case of Mrs. Tilton
evidently did not dictate,
tion, which he evidently
Tilton;
tion,
was so much
much more
wording, was
more
its cautious wording,
itself, in its
and the retraction itself,
woman
be
woman
that might
charge
of
the
a
a direct charge
than
evidence
as
damaging
might
damaging
it should not see
was thought
it was
be, that it
contradicted would be,
thought best that it

now.
has not until now.
it lias
day, and it
light of day,
the light
was, Did he ravish this person?
question wus,
"The question
"The
person?

He

me
me

admitted to

force, only
no force,
the connection,
connection, but insisted that he used no
only dalliance. That
the
by
Bowen,
and
best Mr. Beecher
accusation had been repeated
Bowen,
repeated by

things injurious
injurious' to
"told Bowen things
was that she had 'told
get from her was
could get
was 'nearly beside
strongly,' and was
speaks strongly,'
'always speaks
Beecher; that she 'always
'nearly
Beecher;
'

represented rather my
my feeling
herself and used unmeasured terms, which represented
feeling
judgment.'
my judgment]
than my
was
"But
But what was
"

was the fact
desired to get
get denied was

itself, and that

itself,

fact

neither matter of 'feeling'
'feeling' nor
nor
was
the criminal connection, which was
sense in which the words are used in the retraction.
'judgment'
'judgment' in the sense

question of both feeling
feeling and
is a question
or dalliance is
But whether done by
by force or
is retracted
so much is
judgment, and so
retracted; and knowing
knowing the relations between
judgment,
only 'cordial
cordial and friendly,'
friendly,'
woman and Beecher to have been not only
woman
;

this

'

thercafterward very
but thereafterward
intiinate,II gave
gave credit to this version of his
very intimate,
Beecher, to confirm his stateintercourse, and particularly
intercourse.
particularly because Mr. Beecher,
brought to me
several letters from
me several
rarished her,
ment that he had not ravished
her, brought
still hold,
hold, showing
showing the continuance of friendly
relaf
her
ber to him, which I still
friendly relagive the lady's
lady's name,
I do not give
tions with her.
name, and withhold the photophoto-

needlessly to involve a
letter, because I do not wish needlessly
lithograph
lithograph of her letter,
escaped public
reputation which has thus far escaped
public mention by
by any
any of the
reputation
parties
controversy. If the facts stated here should identify
identify the
parties to this controversy.
if those who are interested in her feel
feel
person concerned with him. and if
person
grief, if
any one,
if upon
aggrieved, let them avenge
one, upon
avenge that grief,
upon any
upon the pastor
pastor
aggrieved,
Church, and not upon
upon me,
as II have been threatened it
Plymouth Church,
it
of Plymouth
1116, as
if I
I ventured
would be if

The

to state the facts of Beecher's
guilt in this case."
Beecher's guilt

then and there,
there,
said Francis D. Moulton (hen

meaning
meaning

to charge
charge that

was the writer of said
the said Edna Dean Proctor,
Proctor, who was

letter,, dated
letter
was the woman
woman concerning whom said communicaJanuary 10,
1871, was
10, 1871,
January
concerning
impressions were
were made,
made, and that said false,
scandalous, libellibeltions and impressions
false, scandalous,
defamatory matter which said Francis D. Moulton alleged
alleged was
was
ous, and defamatory
ous,
Vfard Beecher,
by the Rev. Henry
Henry Ward
Beecher, was
committed and confessed to him by
was
And so the jurors
jurors aforesaid,
on their oaths
as a matter of fact true.
aforesaid, on
say that he. the said Francis D. Moulton, in the manner
aforesaid, do say
manner
aforesaid,

maliciously and unlawfully
unlawfully write,
write, print,
print,
and form aforesaid,
aforesaid, did unjustly,
unjustly. maliciously
as aforesaid the false,
scandalous, malicious matters
utter and publish
false, scandalous,
publish as
knowing the said defamatory
false, to
aforesaid, well knowing
the
as aforesaid,
libel to be false,
tothe
defamatory libel

of her,
injury, scandal and disgrace
great injury,
her, the said Edna Dean Proctor,
Proctor,
disgrace ot'
great
33
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against the form and statute in such case
case made and provided,
and against
provided, and
Ptate of New
New York and their dignity.
against
the people
against the
people of the Ftate
dignity.
jurors aforesaid,
upon their oaths aforesaid,
And the jurors
And
aforesaid, upon
aforesaid, do further prepreMoulton, well knowing
knowing the premises,
premises,
that the said Francis D. Moulton,

sent

unjustly and maliciously
maliciously devising,
unlawfully and unjustly
devising, contriving
contriving and intendunlawfully
asperse,
Francis D. Moulton lay,
defame, asperse,
lay, to defame,
scandalize, and vilify
Scandalize,
Proctor, and
viliiy the character of the said Edna Dean Proctor,
it to be believed that the said Edna Dean Procto insinuate and cause it
by the Rev. Henry
Ward
tor had been carnally
carnally known and ravished by
Henry \'ard
as much as the said
ing
ing as

Beecher,
Beecher, and to provoke
provoke her and her friends to commit aa breach of the
September 11,
city and county
or about September
did, on
on or
peace,
11, 1874,
1874, in the city
county of
peace, did,
unlawfully, maliciously,
maliciously, and wickedly
aforesaid, unlawfully,
scanNew York aforesaid,
New
wickedly and scanpublish, and did cause
cause and procure to
dalously compose,
write, print
print and publish,
procure
dalously
compose, write,
published, as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, in a certain
composed, written,
be composed,
written, printed
printed and published,
having a
a large
county of Kings,
public newspaper,
large circulation in the county
Kings,
newspaper, having
public
falae, wicked,
elsewhere, entitled The Daily
and elsewhere,
wicked,
Daily Graphic,
Graphic, the certain false,

concerning the said Edna Dean
malicious and scandalous libel of and concerning
wicked, mischievous and scandalous libel,
Proctor,
libel, which the
Proctor, which said wicked,
intending and contriving
aforesaid, did on
Moulton, so
so intending
on
said Francis D.
D,Moulton,
contriring as aforesaidydid

year last aforesaid,
aforesaid, also maliciously
maliciously and unlawfully
day and year
or about the day
unlawfully
publish
cause and procure
so uttered and pubprocure to be so
pubpublish and did cause

utter and

aforesaid, is
is to be the tenor and effect as
city of Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, aforesaid,
lished in the city
follows,
is to say
follows, that is
say::

[The
[The
is
is

Moulton's statement,
extract from lIoulton's
appears above,
above,
statement, which appears

reinserted here.]
here.]

The

said Francis D.
1). Moulton then and there

meaning
meaning

to charge
charge that

Proctor, who was
the said Edna Dean Proctor,
was the writer of said letter,
letter, dated

January 10,
was
10, 1871, and that she was
January

the

woman
woman concerning whom
concerning

said

were made,
communications and confessions were
scandaf
made, and that said false,
false, scandaand defamatory
lous,
libellous,and
lous, libellous,
defamatory matter which said Francis D. Moulton
alleged was
was
communicated and
alleged

Ward
Beecher, was,
Vard Beecher,
was,
And so the jurors
jurors
And

by the Rev.
confessed to him by

Henry
Henry

matter of fact,
fact, true.
aforesaid do say
say that he,
he, the said Francis D. Moulton,
manner and form aforesaid,
ton, in the manner
aforesaid, did unjustly,
maliciously, and
unjustly, maliciously,
unlawfully
write, print,
print, utter,
utter, and publish,
aforesaid, the false,
as aforesaid,
false, scanunlawfully write,
publish, as
dalous, malicious matters as aforesaid,
defamatory
knowing the said defamatory
dalous,
aforesaid, well knowing
as a
as

false, to the great
great injury,
libel to be false,
injury, scandal,
scandal, and disgrace
disgrace of her the said
Kdna
against the form ofthe
of the statute in such case
Edna Dean Proctor,
Proctor, and against

against the peace
peace of the people
made and provided,
provided, and against
people of the State of
New York,
Jour: Winslow.
York, and their dignity.
John
1Vmsr,oW. District-Attorney.
District-Attorney.
dignity.

Miss Proctor has notified to her counsel to bring
bring a suit
published
Graphic,
which
the New York Daily
Daily Graphic,
published the

against
against
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statement of Mr. Moulton containing
containing her letter to Mr. Beecher,
Beecher,
alleges he maliciously
a false construction.
upon which she alleges
maliciously put
put a
upon
it is
says that it
is an
an aggravated case
One of her counsel says
aggravated case because,
because,
Graphic knew all the circumstances
as he is
is informed,
informed, the Graphic

Beecher, and
under which Miss Proctor s^nt
sent the letter
letter to Mr. Beecher,
it had no
aware that it
any such act as was
was
was
no reference to any
was well aware
against her and Mr. Beecher.
charged against
Her counsel assert that
charged
publication at any
any rate is
grossly
libellous,
maliciously
the publication
is grossly libellous, that it
it maliciously
injured
their client.
The
brought in the United
suit will be brought
injured
city, and the summons
summons and complaint
complaint be
States Court in this city,
corporation, no
Company is
a corporation,
served to-day.
is a
no
to-day. As the Graphic
Graphic Company
The damages
are
order of arrest will be issued.
claimed
damages
pushed Without
without delay.
delay.
0$100,000,
,0 0,0 ,0 0,andthesuitwil bepushedWithoutdelay. and the suit will be pushed

XXXIII.

LAST STATEMENT.
THEODORE
STATEMENT.
TILTON'S LAST
THEODORE TILTON'S
charges against
reply to the charges
Beecher's defence
In reply
IN
against him in Mr. Beecher's
Mr.
Tilton,
cross-examination,
and cross-examination,
on the 18th of September,
Tilton, on
September,
following statement
published
statement:
published the following
if I rightly interpret the public press, a
Throughout the country,
Throughout
country, if
rightly interpret
public press, a
admit
the truth of my
majority
of
candid
minds
my indictment against
against the
majority
many fair-minded
persons, animated
Henry Ward Beecher. But many
fair~minded persons,
Rev. Henry

by
by

doubt, have asked
a charitable doubt,

a

me
me

for

some

some

further confirmation of

statement, pubpubMy sworn
sworn statement,
My
July 20,
was not written for publication,
20, was
lished in the Brooklyn
publication,
Argus of July
Brooklyn Argus
it a
a greater
otherwise I would have cited in it
greater number of facts and proofs.
proofs.
was simply to read it
it
The only
simply
designed for that statement was
only use which I designed
whom I expected
Committee, before whom
Investigating Committee,
to the Investigating
expected to confirm its
(if such they
investigators (if
testimony as the investigators
charges by
they
charges
by such additional testimony
committee, consisting
could be called)
consisting of six
require. But the committee,
called) should require.
purpose,
appointed by
by him for the sole purpose,
trusted friends of the accused,
accused, appointed
acquittal, resented
pronouncing his acquittal,
guilt, but of pronouncing
discovering his guilt,
not of discovering
punish me
me for
favorite, and,
popular favorite,
my accusation against
and, to punish
against their popular
my
trying,
for
chamber
tribunal
a
into
a
star
making
it,
converted
their
trying, not
making it,
were mostly
him, but me.
me were
questions which they
me. The questions
him,
mostly irrelethey asked me
case, and the only
only part
vant to the case,
directly
part of my
my testimony
testimony that bore directly
my examreport of my
examon Mr. Beecher's
adultery they
on
Beecher's adultery
they cancelled from their report
allegation in this controversy.
one chief allegation
the one
controversy.
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One

ination.

of the committee's
said tome,
"If Mr. Beecher
to me, "If
committee's attorneys
attorneys said
this
The whole committee acted on this

is
I prefer
is guilty,
guilty, I
prefer not to know it."
it."

The chief witnesses who could testify
testify against
against Mr.
Joseph H. Richards,
Beecher notably Francis D. Moulton, Joseph
Richards, Martha B.
Beecher-notably
Bradshaw, Susan B. Anthony,
Emma R. Moulton,
Bradshaw,
Carpenter, Emma
Anthony, Francis B. Carpenter,
G. Bowen, Thomas Kinsella,
others-were
were either not willing
Henry
Kinsella, and others
willing
Henry C.

predetermined
predetermined plan.
plan.

—

—

to testify,
testify, or their
testimony
their testimony
a

was set aside as not being
being

was

officially

officially

before

it.
tribunal that did not wish to receive it.

left. by
Accordingly, my
my indictment against
against Mr. Beecher was left
by the
Accordingly,
my statement
committee to stand without other proof
proof than that which my
of July
afforded, unassisted by
by other witnesses. When the commitJuly 20 afforded,
1 answered no
no ;
tee asked me
if the statement contained my
me if
case, 1
my whole case,
giving only
only such dates and docunarrative, giving
for it
it was
was simply
simply a
a succinct narrative,
private inquiry,
I thought
thought sufficient for the committee's
ments as I
comrnittee's private
inquiry, and
more than sufficient to put
yet
put an
an impartial
right road
impartial committee on the right
yet more
;

to the whole truth.

its publication
publication several counterSince the date of its

denial, closely
folstatements have appeared,
Beecher's denial,
including Mr. Beecher's
appeared, including
closely followed by
by Mrs. Tilton's-both
Tilton's
both of which were
were untrue
untrue; then by
by the

—

committ.ee's
committee's

;

numerous publications
publications

numerous

last of
of one-sided testimony,
testimony, and last

all by
all
solely on these untruthful denials,
denials. to the neglect
neglect
by aa verdict based solely

positive allegations
of all
all the positive
side; so that the committee
allegations on the other side
;

accepted
accepted the

silly
silly

fictions
rejected the serious facts
Hctions of Bessie Turner,
Turner, but rejected

nor did they
of Mr. Moulton,
Moulton, nor
they even invite Mr. Bowen to appear
appear before

them
them;

;

all
all

proceedings and uncandid publications
which unfair proceedings
publications require
require of

minds, a reply
the sake
salce of some
some hesitant minds,
larger porreply which the larger
porcommunity have already
already made for themselves. II therefore
tion of the community

me, for
me,

following facts and evidences,
submit the following
evidences, arranged
arranged as far as convenient
chronological order,
in chronological
which, as it
it progresses
order, and making
making a narrative which,
progresses

etep
counteract, one
one by one,
step by
by step,
step, will aim to correct and counteract,
by one, the untrue
Tilton, and the unjust deductions of the
denials of Mr. Beecher and Mrs. Tilton,

unjust

committee.

showing the kindly
I.
I. I will begin
my personal
begin by
by showing
kindly nature of my
personal relations
Henry Ward
with the Rev. Henry
Vard Beecher down to July 3.
July 3. 1870, the date of
Mrs. Tilton's
Tilton's
confession of their criminal intimacy; disproving
by
disproving by

intimacy;

authentic documents
the charge
þÿd0Cl1m ¬mTS
was animated towards him by
charge that I was
by
or any
vindictiveness or
any other hostile feeling.
feeling.
First. During
to me, under
During his absence in England,
England, Mr. Beecher sent tome,
date of Sunday,
18, 1863,
Sunday, October 18,
1863, the long
long and memorable letter which
Mrs. Stowe afterwards incorporated
incorporated in her biography
biography of him. In this
letter he says
says ::

— ....

"My
"MY Drar
Theodore:
DE/in Tnsononnzor land,
Should I die on
on sea or
land, II
say to you
wanted to say
you who have been so near
near and dear to me,"
me," etc.
....

single phrase
phrase which I have italicised is
The single
is sufficient to show that
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left behind him a
land, having
having left
Beecher, while travelling
Mr. Beecher,
travelling in a foreign
foreign land,
men
men could have claimed,
claimed, and

greater
greater multitude of friends than most

all these one
seeking
one to be the custodian of his special
seeking to choose from all
special
for so doing
and secret thoughts,
reason for
thoughts, chose me. And his affectionate reason
doing
is
was " near
by himself to be that II was
near and dear to him."
is stated by
him.*
"

1

later, on the arising
political differences between
Second. Two years
arising of politicaldiiferences
years later,
resulting in my
my publicly
publicly criticising
criticising his course,
Mr. Beecher and me,
course, I
ine, resulting

private letter,
a private
addressed to him a
containing my
1865, containing
letter, November 30,
30,1865,
my
assurances that these differences did not becloud my
heartfelt assurances
my love for

him.

said
In this letter II said:
:

" If I should die leaving
I ask you
leaving you
alive, T
you to love my
you: alive,
my children for
father's sake,
sake, who has taught
their f`ather's
reverence you
you and to regard
taught them to reverence
regard
you, as
as the man
men."
man of men."
you,
"

greater force because I paid
it to Mr.
The above tribute derives the greater
paid it
when
we were
were at political
political variance and in public
public antagonism.
when we
antagonism.

Beecher

" Norwood," inyears later he sent
sent. me
me aa gift
copy of "Norwood,"
Third. Three years
ingift copy
thc following
own hand with the
own
following affectionate words:

scribed by
by his

To

—

'l`Hr:ono1<E Tilton
'l`n:roNTheodore
who greatly
begin and persevere
with
encouraged the author to begin
greatly encouraged
persevere-with
the afectionate
regards of
affectionate 'regards
qf

—

HENRY Ward
VARD Bi-:x-:cuER.
Henry
Beecher.
1868.
March 18, 1863.
warm
warm allusions which Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, in con~
conperiod, made to the good
good cheer with which
inspired him during
during the composition
composition of that book.
inspired

I distinctly
distinctly recall several

versations with

he said I

me
me

at that period,

A year
year later such was
Fourth. A
was the respect
respect in which I held Mr.
Beecher that II spent
spent more
more money
money than I could afford in order to possess
possess
his portrait,
first artist of our day.
day. The following
painted by
portrait, painted
by the first
following money
money

receipt
speak for itself:
receipt will speak

Received from Theodore Tilton.
by draft from Aurora. Illinois,
Illinois,
Tilton, by
dated February
February 25,
five hundred dollars,
payment in full
full for
25, 1869. five
dollars, being
being payment
portrait
Henry Vard
Ward Beecher.
Vu.
Wm. PAGE.
Page.
portrait of Rev. Henry
April
[Stamp
cancelled.]
1, 1869.
April l,
[Stamp cancelled]

Mr. Beecher acknowledges
acknowledges that he

—

sat _jifty
times for this portrait at
fifty fimesfor

pm~t1'ru`t

my request
charge that either he or
my
request-aa fact which puts
Bight the charge
puts to flight
Mrs. Tilton regarded
regarded me
admiring
me as his enemy,
enemy, or as anything
anything but his admiring
friend.
" Sanctum
published a volume called "Sanctum
Fifth.
Flflh. In the winter of 1869-70 I published
Sanctorum." which contained numerous
Sanctorumf'
numerous affectionate references to Mr.
Beecher. of which the following,
an editorial of mine in the
following. taken from an

Independent,
Dzdependent,

is
is a

—

sufficient specimen-one
specimen one of many:
many:

" With
\'ith grateful
back to
we look hack
grateful pride
pride we

"

good
good

man
man

in this
journal as a
a
thisjournal

our
our joint
joint connection with that
golden
life and labor."
golden period
period in our life

:
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Such words as the above are the unmistakable tribute of a friend
to a friend.

still later,
Villiam Lloyd
later, I received from William
Lloyd GarSixth. Coming
Coming down still
I quote
6, 1870, from which I
6,
quote the

April
rison a
letter dated Roxbury,
a letter
Roxbury, April
following
lines
following lines:

" You say
say of Mr. Beecher that he would honor the presidency
"You
presidency of
society."
any society."
any

This brief extract shows that I
myself,
I not only
only honored Mr. Beecher myself,
my friends honor him likewise.
sought to make my
but sought
May, l8T0,
public and fraternal correspondOn the 11th of May,
1870, a public
correspondSeventh. Ou
me in our
passed between Mr. Beecher and me
our capacity
capacity as presidents
presidents
ence passed

holding their public
meetings simultaneously
suffrage societies holding
simultaneously
of two suffrage
public meetings
still possess
possess his autograph
autograph letter sent to
in New York,
York, and II still
kindly
kindly occasion.

me

on that

me on

I
might multiply)
multiply) to
(which II might
I have given
given the above brief extracts (which
Mr.
Beecher
towards
my feeling
down
show the uniform friendliness of my
feeling
was made to me
me of his fatal
fatal assaults on
on
to the time when the discovery
discovery was

my

'1`ilton's extradisprove Mrs. Tilton's
the honor of my house. These evidences disprove
what
she calls °'" the
and
fictitious
charge,
wherein
speaking
of
ordinary
charge,
wherein-speaking
ordinary

—

" whose stings and pains she daily schooled herself to
last
years/' "whose
last ten years,"
stings
daily
pains
was
one of these "" stings and pains "" was
bury and forgive," she said that one

—
forgive,"-she

bury

stings

pains

daily threat that he lived
"almost daily
an "almost
the fact that her husband made an
always been Mr.
Beecher; that he [Mr.
to crush out Mr. Beecher;
[Miz T.]
'l`.] had always

—

children, and
path wife, children,
lay in his path-wife,
all that lay
I}eecher`s
Beecher's superior,
superior, and that all

charge
purpose." This charge
fall before this purpose."
be— should fall
if need be-should
reputation
reputation if
was a pure
towards Mr. Beecher was
part
my
on
on
maNce
malice
of
Tilton
Mrs.
by
pure
my
part
by
me of entertainequal truth have accused me
might with equal
invention.
invention. She might
daily hostility
period a secret and daily
same period
hostility towards Horace
during the same
ing during
ing
'i'ilton's
accepting Mrs. Tilton's
Greeley
Greeley or Charles Sumner. The committee accepting
falsely
and
verdict,
thereby
their
into
it
it
verdict,
incorporated
thereby falsely
false statement,
statement, incorporated
what they
they called
Beecher
Mr.
towards
exhibiting
with
me
me
charge
exhibiting
charge
never been
an accusation which has never
mind," an
"a
"a heated and malicious mind,"
11-up of
true

me

mg

present
the present
even
at tht?
¬V ¬I'l
and which þÿ
11111111111 being,
being, 21Il(i
any human
towards
fnwapds any
so
Ward Beecher. In so
Henry Vard
me
me towards the Rev. Henry
supposed
on this supposed
itself on
committee's verdict bases itself
as the committee's

is not true of
hour is
far,
far,

therefore,
therefore.

which
fact-which
fact—

is
is

report for lack of foundafalsehood— the report
a fact but a falsehood-the
not a

falls to the ground.
tion falls
ground.
evidences, the hardocumentary evidences,
by similar documentary
ought
ought next to show, by
July 3,
myself to July
3,
and
Tilton
'l'ilton
Mrs.
between
existing
myself
affection
mony
existing
mony and
publication of
by the publiCati0H
fully made by
But this argument
1870.
1970,
argument has been so fully
filling
wife, filling
private correspondence
myself and wife,
correspondence between myself
the voluminous private
I need
that I
August
13,
of
1874,
Tribune,
Chicago
Tribune.
13,
the
August
of
several pages
Chicago
pages
pluck merely
letters, and to pluck
merely aa few
here only point to that great sheaf of letters,

II.
II.

I
I

only point

great

—

:
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straws from them-just
them just enough
enough to remind the reader of their general
general

scope
tone
scope and tone:
HER HUSBAND.
TILTON TO
TO HER

MRS.

TILTON

—

1866.
live without your
April 16, 1866.-"
" I know not how I
I could live
your precious
precious
April

letter."
letter."
December 28,
1866.-"" Above all
all you
you rise
rise grandest,
grandest, highest,
best."
highest, best."
28, 1866.
1867.-"
What a delicious way
January
" 'What
you have of rebuking
rebuking and
7, 1867.
January 7,
way you
am the loveliest and
teaching me
pretending always
always that you
you think I am
teaching
me-pretending
wives."
best of little
little wives."
Vhen I
January 11,
1867.-""When
is sat'Yes, my
I look at you
I say:
my soul is
Il, 1867.
January
you I
say: 'Yes,
"
"
isfied-our
is perfect]
perfect.'
isfied
our union is
I86T.-" Your letter expressing
January 20, 1867.—"
great patience
patience toward me
me
January
expressing great
in reference to my
came yesterday, and I
I thank you
my finances came
all
yesterday,
you with all
all men."
my
you are magnanimous
magnanimous and generous
generous beyond
heart; you
my heart
beyond all
1867.-""The
The inspiration
life now
February 5,
now is
is the
5, 1867.
February
inspiration of my
my daily
daily life
upon your
thought
your dear face again."
again."
thought of looking upon
1867.
February 11, 1867.-"
" God bless you
you for the confession of your
your perfect
February
perfect
love for me."
me."
1868.
February 1.
"The supreme
I. 1868.-"The
supreme place
is yours
forever."
February
place is
yours forever."
1868.
February
"Oh.
nobly loved in your
7, 1868.-"
Oh, you
February 7,
you are truly
truly and nobly
your
home."
home."
idea
of
February
1868.
"The
a
faithful,
1868.-"'l`he
l`aithl`ul.
18,
true
marriage
will be
rnarriasre will
February
lost out of the world
certainly out of the literary
literary and refined world
worldworld-certainly
unless we
we revive it."
it."
March 15, 1868.
1868.-"If
is so delicious,
" If the thought
you is
delicious, what
thought of seeing
seeing you
"
"
will be the reality?
will
reality f
February 4.
darling. I must believe that this beautiful
" My darling,
4, 1869.
February
1869.-"My
home which you
given you
you have made for us must have given
you a greater
greater
tlTan we
we generally secure from earthly labors."
amount of satisfaction tlian
generally
earthly
February
1869.
I
1869.-"I
consecrate
myself
to
"
7,
you
so
long
I shall
as
February 7,
myself
you
long
live."
February 11,
1869.
"You will find a worn
worn and weary woman
11, 1869.-"You
February
weary woman thoronce again she may rest in your bosom."
oughly satisfied when once
oughly
again
may
your bosom."
February
"Among the terrible changes
changes of many
28, 1869.
February 28,
1869.-"Among
many hearths
God has kept
respect
love, admiration and respect.
kept us steadfast with aa glowing
glowing love,
for each other."
other."
March. 20, 1869.
March
am nearly beside myself thinking that in one
"I am
1869.-"I
nearly
myself thinking
am yours
yours and you
week II am
again."
you are mine again."
1869.
1869.-"
have
August
I
taken
"I
your
sentence
18,
letters,
August
With
l'l'i//4
yoursentenz-e in large
large letters,
Unbounded,' and hung
it over
Love U'nbou.mled,'
over my
my manlel-piece."
mantel-piece."
hung it
1870.
am
in
a
January
"-I
am
a
neat
1870.-"'I
little
little
hotel
3,
where the
January 3,
the hostess reads
more to see its editor than any
Independent, and wishes more
the bzdependent,
any other living
living
a
man. Such sentiment from this simple-hearted
man.
woman was
was like wine
simple-hearted woman
soul.''
to my
body and soul."
my tired body

daily
daily

—

—

—

—

—

;

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

_

—
—
—

—
—
—

MR.
MR.

'

''

TILTON (DURING
(DURING THE
THE SAME
SAME TIME)
TO HIS IVIFE.
WIFE.
TIME) TO

TILTON

—

1865.
January
love, I
I begin
9, 1865.-"Mysweet
begin to see.
" My sweet love,
as never
never before,
see, as
January 9,
before. that
the world,
ofthe
an honorable man.
the centre of
world. to an
is his own
ovn family, his \'llbiS
man. is
wile's
family,
children's play-places,
sitting-room,
nomic."
sitting-room. his childrt-n's
play-places, his home."
1865.-"
25. 1865.
is more
October 25,
more deeply rooted in my conviction
" Nothing
Nothing is
deeply
my
owe more
more to your
your pure
than that I owe
pure love and wifely
all
wifely example
example than to all
beside."
the world beside."

—
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1866.
"But
blows, I find in a little while
March 28,
But whichever wind blows,
28, 1866.-"
that you,
you, my
my dearest,
dearest, are
are my
anchor."
my sheet anchor."
December 6. 1866.
''If
you should ever
If you
me anything
1866.-"
ever appear to me
appear
anything less
than the ideal woman-the
woman the Christian saint that I know you
you to be-I
be
shall not care
care to live a
a day
day longer."
longer."
shall
1866.
December 12,
"'More
more you
12, 1866.-"
you grow
grow into the picture
More and more
picture of
wife."
the perfect
perfect wife."
1866.
December 14,
"I see you
you as the noblest of women."
14, 1866.-"I
1866.
December 18,
"II believe that
if you were
thatif
earth, but
on the earth,
18, 1866.-"
you were not on
heaven, I could not help
writing to you
in heaven,
a letter every
day."
help writing
you a
every day."
1867.
we should have achieved nothing
January
" If ve
3, 1867.-"
nothing besides a perJanuary 3.
per~
loving hearts,
hearts, we
fect
we shall have wrought
wrought out for ourselves
feet union of two loving
a heaven on
the
on earth,
the
zz
afterwards
earth."
earth. and perhaps
heaven
above
perhaps
January 21,
''Not
over my
1867.-"
Not a day
some
21, 1807.
passes over
January
day passes
my head but II have some
beautiful
transfiguration of yourself
soul, by
rare,
high
and
yourself before my
my soul,
rare, high
transfiguration
by
fills me
love, reverence
reverence and humility."
which I see an
an image
me with love,
image that fills
humility."
1867.
February
"I count your
me as thc
the chief reward
15, 1367.-"I
February 15,
your love for me
life."
pleasure of my
and pleasure
my life."
1868.—" 1I think sometimes that I have the sweetest family
January 10,
10, 1868.-"
family
January
that God ever
ever gave
gave to a
a man."
have
sent
has
been
like a
March 13,
letter
you
which
sont
13, 1868.
1868.-"" Every
Every
you
me, helping
helping me
sea of troubles."
buoy
me to swim in a sea
troubles."
buoy under mc,
1869.
won and
" My
March 4,
self-respect is that I have won
4, 1869.-'°
My chief title
title to self-respect
whom I have
woman whom
kept the unblemished love of the best and truest woman
kept
ever known."
ever
known."
January
"1 shall feel
on the sea until I
30, 1870.
1870.-"l
fecl like a sailor tossed on
Janua|'y 30,
one home."
home."
own house
there is
is but one
get to my
final haven of rest in my
house-there
get
my final
my own
love, and
ever-growing love,
"Accept my
April
my undivided and cver-growing
6. 1870.
April 6,
1870.-"Accept
fathci-'s sake."
sake."
kiss the children for their father's

—

—
—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

correspondence between Mrs.
Let it
I.et
thc above correspondence
it be borne in mind that the

testimony assigns
assigns
long period
period whieli
which her testimony
1he long
myself
myself covers the
" the ten years of sorrow,
namely, "the
ill-treatment of her
sorrow,
years
her-namely,
a room
locking her in a
room
pains," including
rilled with stings
stings and pains,"
filled
alleged locking
including my
my alleged
live!
together, and depriving
for days
depriving her of food and lire
days together,
rt-lations which the above
on the happy
throv aside light
To throw
light on
happy domestic relations

Til
'l`ilton
ton and

—

my

feigned
to my feigned

!

year,
a brief letter,
correspondence portrays,
letter, without year,
portrays, I will here add a
correspondence
on my
my lecturing
me
while on
by me
received by
my then officelecturing travels from my
1?-eecher's present
associate in the Independent
present editor of the
Inclepcndent and Mr. Beecher's

Christian Union:
Eiion .'
Clwistian

OLIVER JOHNSON

THEODORE

TO THEODORE TILTON.
OLIVER JOHNSON T()
Office, December 12.
Independent
Ixorzrrxxnrzsr OFFICE,
I wonder what you
Dear Theodore:
'l'm-zonoaa :-I
My DEAR
MY
give for aa chance to
you would give
me
since, kissed ine!
only an
an hour since,
woman who,
kiss the little
little woman
who, only
a
you make in leaving
fellow, it
it is
is a
a great sacridce
my dear fellow,
Ah. my
leaving such a
great sacrifice you

—

!

yours.
home as yours.
wife, and
receiving a visit from your
on receiving
was delighted
I was
your wife,
morning on
delighted this morning
you. She
hearing her say
gets from you.
hearing
say what beautiful love-letters she gets
spoke of you
on me
me through
seemed well,
well, and smiled on
you
through her tears as she spoke
is before you
separation that is
long season
season of separation
and the long
you
Oliver Johnson.
Jomvsozv.
lovingly,
Omvmz
Yours lovingly,
.....
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himself strikes
a similar
Mr. Beecher himself
at Mrs. Tilton's
strikes a
similar blow at
Tilton's pretence
of her:
of
ill-treatment of
her
of my
my ill-treatment
:

" She seemed to
"She
to

me [Mr.
an
[Mix Beecher says]
says] an

me

wife, looking
wife,
to her
her husband as
as one
one
looking up to

affectionate and devoted
affectionate

the common
common race
race of
far above the
of

men."
men."

of ill-treatment
Mrs. Tilton's
Tilton's charge of
ill-treatment is
is already
so universally
discredalready so
universally discredited
ited that
that II need not answer
answer it
it further.
further. Nevertheless, I
take a
I take
a just
just pride
pride
in
that my
my venerated mother, who recently
in mentioning
mentioning that
recently made aa journey
journey
from her
visit me
me in
did me
her country home to
in Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, did
to visit
me the
the sweet honor
that both she and my
to declare
declare that
my father,
in lately
lately looking
looking back over my
to
father, in
my
of life,
that I
I ever spoke
to
nearly
life, were unable to recollect
recollect that
spoke to
nearly forty
forty years
years of
of my
a single harsh word, whether as
either of
as child, youth, or
parents a
either
my parents
single
youth,'or
of them has re~
testify that never one of
man. My own children could testify
restroke from whip
ceived
ceived from me a
a solitary
or rod,
rod, nor ever
ever once
once a blow
solitary stroke
whip or
of the
the hand in
in corporal
offers from some of
corporal punishment.
of
of my
punishment. II have had offers
my
man.

the Independent
past
associates both in
in tl1e
Independent and the Golden Age
to testify
testify
past associates
Age to
that during
never once
of my
that
during the years
they never
years of
my daily
daily association with them they
me
me

my

Many

ofthe
of my house, including
relof the former inmates of
including relready
my uniform genready to testify
testify to my
gentowards Mrs. Tilton and towards all
tleness towards
in my
all other persons
tleness
persons in
my home.

saw

in
in anger.
anger.

atives. friends,
atives,
friends, and domestics, stand

my

my

I solemnly
As God is
solemnly aver that I
never laid
laid my hand on
is my
I never
ray witness, I
on my
of caress, nor
did I
I ever threaten her with violence,
wife save in
nor did
in the way
violence,
way of

all times posFurthermore, she has at all
posit being
means and resources, it
being well known to my
all my
of all
my means
sessed herself of
my
always for
of my
were spent
spent always
for the beautifying
earnings were
family
my earnings
beautifying of
my
family that my
in which my
for purposes
an
home, and never for
purposes in
my wife and children had not an

privation.
subject her to privation.
nor subject

nor

equal
myself.
equal share with myself.
I
insert here
will insert
I will
jointly
signed jointly
signed

the

following
following

extract

from a written statement

mother
by
my father and mother:
by my

:

`

Ketport,
J.. August
August 30,
KEYPORT, N. J.,
30. IST4.
1874.
further testify
we never
never heard of any
testify that we
any ill-feeling
ill»l`eeling bewife, nor any
complaint of ill-treatment
son Theodore and his wife,
tween our son
any complaint
we lately
for the first
lately heard ofit
of it for
firsttime
time in Elizaby him towards her. until we
by
testimony, which we believe to be untrue.
beth's
beth's published
published testimony.
(Signed)
Sims
Silas Times.
Tilton.
(Signed)
Etssnm Trnros.
Euselia
Tilton.
.
.

.
.

_
.

III.
III.

Also

we

Having
Having

my

thus (in
(in section I)
disposed of my alleged
I) disposed
alleged vindictiveness

(in section II)
my imaginary
brutality totowards Mr. Beecher, and (in
II) of my
imaginary brutality
Tilton`s confession,
come to Mrs. Tilton's
confession. July
now comc
3. 1870,
ward Mrs. Tilton,
Tilton, I now
1870,
July 3.

Rev.
wherein she narrated the story
story of her seduction by
pastor, the Kev.
by her pastor,
It is
is a
a requirement
requirement of truth that I should state

\'ard Beecher.
Henry Ward
Henry

out of which this confession sprang,
sprang, and
explicitly
explicitly the circumstances out
itself.
t}1e
the substance of the confession itself.

During
previous
During several weeks previous

to

July 3,
3, 1870,
1870,
July

Mrs. Tilton had been

—
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having gone
gone thither in a spirit
having
spirit of alienation. II had reher, to my
grief, a tendency
cently
my grief,
tendency to deceit and falsehood
cently detected in her,
pure nature. Accordingly
Accordingly a cloud was
was on her
foreign
foreign to her normal and pure
country,
in the country,
in

I neither knew nor
But I
nor suspected
suspected that her depression
depression

parting.
spirit
spirit at parting.

had its
its root in her relations with Mr. Beecher.
forfeit my
During
my respect
During her absence II wrote to her that she would forfeit
respect
truth-a
tell the truth
a letter which she afterwards
the moment she ceased to tell
saying that ""itit had pierced
reminded me
me of,
soul."
very soul."
of, saying
pierced her very
for
for
several
After her absence had been prolonged
weeks,
during
weeks,
prolonged
during which
passed between us,
only a slight
correspondence passed
came unexpectedly
unexpectedly
us, she came
only
slight correspondence
evening of July
to Brooklyn,
3.
reaching home about nine o'clock in the evening
Brooklyn, reaching
July 3.

—

I
surprise at seeing
seeing her,
I expressed
her, greeted
my surprise
greeted her with cordiality,
expressed my
cordiality, and
marked her improved
improved health and rosy
rosy look.
Vithin an
Within
an hour after her arrival,
arrival, sitting
in her favorite chamber,
chamber,
sitting in

wherein her infant son Paul had died two years
before, she made a
a tenyears before,
death, and then said that she had come
der allusion to his death,
come to tell
tell me
me a
long kept
kept in her heart in connection with that
secret which she had long

—

event-a
event a secret which she had

several months before,
a sickon a
before, while on

tell me,
bed,
courage. Since then the tone
bed, resolved to tell
me, but lacked the courage.
said, had improved
improved with her health,
mind, she said,
of her mind,
health, and,
and, having
having prayed
prayed
me the truth without fear,
tell me
fear, she had now
for strength
now come
come on
on purpurstrength to tell
a burden which,
which, if
if longer concealed,
pose
felt
pose to clear her mind of a
longer concealed, she felt
for her to bear.
boar.
would by
by and by
great for
by grow
grow too great

What

the secret

was which she was
was
was about

to disclose I could not con-

jecture.
jecture.
it she exacted from me
me a solemn pledge that.
Before disclosing
disclosing it
pledge that II would
injure the person
was about to speak,
not injure
person of whom she was
speak, nor communicate
making such a
a revelation,
revelation, for she wanted to into him the fact of her making
in-

in her
form him in

own way
way
own

that she had divulged
divulged to

me
me

the facts in the

case.

_

exacting these conditions,
conditions, to which I pledged
After exacting
pledged myself,
myself, she narmodesty and diffidence,
without
rated with modesty
shamefacedness
or
or sense
difiidence, yet
yet
history of her long
long acquaintance
guilt, a detailed history
of guilt,
Beecheracquaintance with Mr. Beecher

—

growing friendship
a growing
them-of
of a
of a passionate
friendship between them
passionate fondness which

—

began
her of the inadequacy
began to exhibit towards her-of
inadequacy of his
life and his consequent
consequent need that some
home life
some other woman
woman than Mrs.
Beecher should act the part
part of a wife to him-of
him of the great
great treasure
which he found in Mrs. Tilton's
of his proaffection-of
'['ilton's sweet and tender affection
prolength
he at length

—

testation of a greater
greater

homage
homage

—

woman —
many
many precious
precious

of her
any other woman-of
for her than for any

—

duty
argubody and of the
duty to minister to his mind and body-and
arguments
lI19ntS by
he
in
which
to
order
commended
her,
overcome
these
views
to
overcome
by
her Puritan repugnance
repugnance to them
finally, in an
an interthem; and she said that Hnally_
view between herself and Mr. Beecher at hie
his house.
house, not long
hr-r
long after her
death, and as a recompense
little I'aul's
Paul's death,
recompense for the sympathy
sympathy which her
;
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bereavement, she then and there
pastor had shown her during
during that bereavement,
pastor
yielded her person
yielded
person to his sexual embrace.
during my
stated, occurred October 10,
my absence
This event,
1868, during
10, 1868,
event, she stated,
me a memorandum in her
l1er diary
New England,
in New
England, and she showed ine
diary marked

memorable."
"A day
day memorable."
(while I was
on the next Saturday evening
She further said that on
was still
still
Saturday evening (while
absent) Mr. Beecher visited her at her home in Livingston
street, and
Livingston street,
absent)
consummated with her another act of sexual intimacy.
intimacy.
ensuing fall
fall and
She further confessed that at intervals during
during the ensuing

at that date with the words,
words, "A

spring following,
winter, and in the spring
acts
winter,
following, she repeated
repeated with him certain acts
though
criminal intercourse,
intercourse, yielding
to
him
seldom
of
ofcriminal
though solicited often.
yielding
Furthermore,
great particularity,
Furthermore, with great
particularity, she mentioned the several
places
interviews, which I cannot bring
bring myself
places of these interviews,
myself to chronicle

here.

was made
This confession was

by
by Mrs. Tilton voluntarily,
voluntarily, and not in

re-

sponse to any
any accusation by
never accused her of guilt
me, for I had never
sponse
by me,
guilt
either with Mr. Beecher or with any
person, nor
ever susany other person,
nor had I ever
her of such wrong-doing.
pected
was her confession made in
pected hcr
wrong-doing. Neither was
sickness, but
sickness,

a sound mind
It was
was the free act of a

in unusual health.

no longer
an accumulating
pressure of conscience no
resisted
under an
longer to be resisted;
accumulating pressure
her sin,
sin, as she described it
consisting not so
so much of her adultery
it to me,
me, consisting
adultery
as of the deceit which she was
was thereby
thereby compelled
compelled to practise
practise towards

her husband.

In Mrs. Tilton's
Tilton's published
July 24.
1S74, she admits that
24,1S74,sl1e
published statement of July
she made to
sl1e

mo
me

July, 1870,
a " confession."
confession."
in July,
1870, a
"

says
She says:
:

(namely, Catharine Gaunt's)
"A
confession with hers (namely,
"A like confession
Gaunt's) I had made
Tilton in telling
to Mr. 'l'ilton
telling of my
my love to my
my friend and pastor
one year
pastor one
year
before."
before."
too, the committees
committee's report
report concedes that Mrs. Tilton made a
a
So, too,
"
"
confession."
says ::
The report
report says

" It now
appears that Mrs. Tilton became strongly
strongly attached to Mr.
"It
now appears
Beecher.
1870, confessed
confessed to her husband an
Beecher, and in July.
cm overshadowing
July. 1870,
o1:er.s7iudowi1»g
affection for her pastor."
c1_1?"ectionf0r
pastor."

—

The above acknowledgments
the first
by Mrs. Tilton
first by
'l'ilton and the second
acknowledgments-the
by
committee
are
true
as
far
as
they
go.
Mrs.
Tilton did confess
the
committee--are
as
by
they go.

—

her love for her friend and pastor,
pastor, but she also confessed not only
Tier
onlyher
love for him. but his love for her
still further she confessed (and
(and
her;; and still

was the chief burden of her confession)
this was
confession) that this love resulted in a
sexual intimacy
intimacy extending
extending during
fifteen or sixteen months.
during Hfteen
stripped of its details but including
This confession,
confession, stripped
including its principal
principal fact,
fact,
was
was made by Mrs. Tilton,
Tilton, not only
me, but to several other persons,
by
only to me,
persons,
including
wife; and a
a similar confession was
was made
including Mr. Moulton and his wife;
not
only
by
Beecher,
to
me.
Mr.
Beecher,
by
only
1n_e. but to Mr. Moulton and his wife.
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Some of the confidants
Tilton intrusted this
this secret were
were
conlidants to whom
Some
whom Mrs. 'Tilton
lady friends of hers whose
lady

names

names

I

am

am

unhappy controversy.
unhappy
controversy. But
quoted
by
already
(I
already quoted by the public
public press
press (I

into this

not willing to be
be
not

the first
to drag
drag
the
first to
willing
persons has been
one of these persons
B. Anthony,
Anthony,
refer to Miss Susan B.

as one
as

whom Mrs. Tilton told her story
story in the autumn
autumn of 1870),
to whom
1870), I here ada letter from Miss Anthony
Anthony to Mr. Beecher's
duce a
sister,
a. portion of a
Beecher's sister,
portion
Hooker, of Hartford. It will be seen
seen from the date that the letter
Mrs. Hooker,
letter
fortnight after the publication
was
was written just
just aa fortnight
publication of the Woodhull tale

—two

years ago:
ago :
-two years

ANTHONY

TO MPS.
MRS. HOOKER.
B. ANTHONY TO
HOOKER.

SUSAN

SUSAN

Rochestkr,
16, 1872.
ROCIIESTEIR, November 16,
you is not more
more startling,
startling, not
not
The reply
reply of your
your brother to you
[a newspaper
newspaper reporter]:
as that to Mr. Watters
reporter]
\'atters [a
a falsehood.
falsehood, as
open a
so
so open
beginning to end?"
a fraud from beginning
end?"
Beecher, this is
"Of
is a
"Of course,
course, Mr. Beecher,
"Entirely."
"E/rt¢'1'ely."
any one
telling a
one dead for telling
a
you think if God ever
Wouldn't
ever did strike any
Vouldn't you
struck then?
then ?
lie,
lie, he would have Struck
parties involved,
sympathy with all the parties
deepest sympathy
I feel the deepest
involved, but most of
bleeds for her every
trembling Mrs. Tilton.
every
My
dear, trembling
'_l'ilton.
poor, dear,
all for poor,
My heart bleeds
arms, with her precious
precious comforts
comfortshour. I would fain take her in my
my arms,
away from the wicked
children and hide her away
earth her children-and
all
on earth-her
all she has on
gaze of
men.
ot' men.
gaze
.

.

.

.

.
_

:

—

—

.

-

»

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

feet the whole world of men
men as well
man. at whose feet,
a cultivated man.
For a
intellectual, social
moral, intellectual,
as of women
women sits in love and reverence,
reverence, whose moral.
blest, so
man, so
limit
so overflowing
for such a
so bln-st,
a man,
are without limit-for
resources
resources are
overflowing
accept the body
or a
a dozen
body ol`
of one
one or
with soul _foo¢l,°-for
food ; for him to ask or accept
revering
devotees,
tell
sinner
you
is
and
I
tcll
ond
he
is
the
his
reverent
of
if it
revei-ing devotees,
SZ-7Z7lCT-0¢Z.f
you
say 'it
not?
it is
shall say
is 'not
and who .shall
?
sin
be a
a, sin-aml

—

—

—

—

you for these
it would not write you
My pen
staggered; it
My
pen has faltered and stagirered
comes a letter from
l'l'0lIl Mrs. Stanton
p.m.
7 P.
M. Saturday,
days; and now,
three days;
now, 'i
Saturday, comes
Lewiston
how could she make that denial in the Levviston
asking how
reply to mine asking
in reply
Laving denied the Woodreport of Mrs. SIS
a report
S.'s having
[Referring to a
Telegram. [Relerring
Telegram.
supposed you
Susan. 11 had supposed
says: "Dear
Dear Susan,
hull story.]
enough
you knew enough
story.] She says:
years' þÿl{li0VlC(ilg'
twenty years'
knowledge before
them. I
papers to trust a friend of twenty
of papers
¬
paper.
Lewiston
made
in
the
statement
nor authorized the
never
never made nor
paper.
Woodhull put
put in my
language Mrs. "foodhull
never used the language
simply said I never
I simply
my
least,
language at least,
was clothed in refined language
moutli
mouth; that whatever I said was
many times since the
however disgusting
subject. II have said many
disgusting the subject.
save
what II did know would save
if my testimony
that if
denouement "that
my testimony of
do not
it.
You
give it.
compelled to give
feel (compelled
prison I should feel
Victoria from prison]
You_do
womankind. I
among wemankind.
is among
all the honor there is
Susan. all
monopolize, dear Susan,
monopolize.
prove
comes II shall prove
am sent,
run before I nm
sent, but when the time comes
shall not run
when
man \'l1011
a man
propose to shelter a
you. No. no
I do not propose
no!
myself
as true as you.
myself
stake."
is
is
at
stake."
voman's liberty
a woman's
a
liberty
to-night to
me tonight
you were with me
Now, my
my dear Mrs. Hooker. I wish you were
is determined to stand firm to truth.
me
with
me that Mrs. Stanton is
rejoice
rejoice
ot" my
my
Telegram true. I feel ashamed of
1
1 ought
ought not to have believed the TCl6f]7`Cl7TL
daughter Ilattie
Hattie
says her daughter
doubts,
doubts, or rather of my
my beliefs. Mrs. Stanton says
;

"

;

!

—
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" Why, mother,
to her:
to the
the two
two clergymen,
said to
heard
her "Why,
said to
and said
all she
she said
heard all
clergymen, and
as well
well have told
was true."
true."
whole thing was
the whole
told them the
you might as
:

than last
last winter, comply
more than
eomply
Hooker II cannot now, any more
No, Mrs. Hooker;
to reveal
reveal Mrs. T's
with
T's whole story.
with your request
request to
;

see his
brother will
Your brother
let us
us hope he will
will be able
able
his way
way out ! and let
will yet
yet see
shall suffer
to prove himself
that others
others _shall
willingness that
suffer for
for weakweakhimself above the willingness
to
or wickedness of
of his.
his.
ness or
to admit
If
will surely
then he will
has no
no new
new theories,
theories, then
If he has
surely be compelled to
either
those he has ; and, WlllCllor to
to preach
live or
whichfailed to
to live
that he
he has failed
either that
preach those
will acknowledge
either weak~
ever
acknowledge either
may choose, will
weakof the
the dilemma he may
ever horn of
ness
Affectionately yours,
both.
or both.
ness or
or wickedness, or
Atfectionately
yours,
Susax
Susan B.
B. ANTHONY.
Anthony.
!

;

letter from Miss
The above letter

only indicates
Anthony not only
indicates

that
that Mrs.
Mrs.

Tilton
also
sexual intimacy with Mr. Beecher, but shows also
confessed her sexual
Tilton confessed
that
(as Mr. Beecher disdisintimacy was
was brought
that this
this intimacy
brought about, not because (as
" thrust her afeclion
in his
Tilton "thrust
his statement),
honorably charges
charges in
affection
statement), Mrs. Tilton
honorably
on him unsought," but because he himself
the aggressor upon
himself was the
her
upon her
on
unsought,"
well from Mrs. Ti1ton's
full well
Tilton's truthful
truthful
good name. II know full
love,
love, honor and good
no possible
possible motive to
she could have had no
story told me
me at aa time when she
story-told
deceive-that
for a long
made the
the advances, which she for
long time
deceive that Mr. Beecher lnade
she, who instigated
the crimicrimirepelled.
It was
was he, not she,
instigated and achieved the
repelled. It
his
It
revered pastor,
pastor, who sought
It was
was he, the revered
sought out his
nality between them.
nality
trustful
spread his
his toils
toils about her, ensnaring
ensnaring her
trustful parishioner
parishioner and craftily
craftily spread
virtue
Tilton was
was always
always too
virtue and accomplishing
accomplishing her seduction. Mrs. Tilton
affection upon
of a lady
upon Mr. Beecher or
or any
any other
lady to thrust
thrust her affection
much of
after having
having possessed
possessed himself
unsought." And yet
man " unsought."
yet Mr. Beecher, after
a woman
of a
for years
woman at whose feet
feet he had knelt for
years before her surrender,
her
with
the
false
has finally
accusation
that she
false
turned
was has
upon
she was
his
iinally
upon
for which act on
his part
on his
tempter,
part II brand him as a coward
tempter, not he hers
hers;; for
of uncommon
uncommon baseness,
baseness, whom all
all manly
manly men, both good
good and bad,
of
bad, should
I
despise.
shall never permit
permit him to put
equally despise.
I shall
put the blame on
on this
this
equally
u She is
is guiltless,"
woman.
said in
shall never take
woman. "She
in his
his apology.
guiltless," he said
apology. He shall

—
—

"

back that word.

well knew that the motive to guilt
He well
guilt did
did not

come

come

from this
this gentle
lady's pure
gentle lady's
cleanly mind. I
repeat here what I
said
I repeat
I said
pure and cleanly
before the committee-and
committee and what II shall
shall believe to the end of
of my
life
my life-

—

woman
woman of
of pure
pure heart and mind, sinned against
against
rather than sinning,
sinning, yielding
man's triumph
only to a strong
strong man's
triumph over her
yielding only

that Elizabeth Tilton is
is a

conscience and will,
through no wantonness or forwardness of her
will, and through
own.
II have been told
told that I
I endanger
in the battle
endanger my
am
battle which I
I am
my success in
now
now Hghting,
fighting, by
making this
by making
this concession to my
my wife's
wife's goodness
goodness of motive.
But I
in
all this
this controversy
I am
am determined in
in all
controversy to speak
speak the exact truth in
all
all points
no indelicacy
Tilton's behavior ever
in Mrs. Tilton's
points ; and I know that no
indelicacy in
own.

;
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proceeded
her own
own voluntary
impulse or
suggestion; but that,
or suggestion;
on
proceeded from l1er
that, on
voluntary impulse
the contrary,
was made by her
contrary, her highly
highly emotional religious
religious nature was
by
pastor the means
means whereby he accomplished the ruin of his confiding
pastor
whereby
accomplished

coniiding

victim.
liberty to quote
I take the liberty
quote here a
a passage
letter
passage from a letter
Cady
Stanton
to
Moulton,
as
follows
Mr.
as
follows:
Moulton,
Cady

by
by Mrs. Eliza-

beth

STANTON TO
TO MR.
MR. MOULTON.
MOULTON.

MRS.
MRS.

STANTON

Tenafly,
J., September 2,
I874.
TENAFLY, N. J.,
September 2, 1874.
Francis
Moulton :
FRANCIS D. I`{0UL'I`0N
Dear Friend:
In your
your forthcoming
DEAR
you say
say or
FRIEND:-In
statement, whatever you
forthcoming statement,
fail
say, do not forget
forget as a
a brave knight
knight to bring
bring your
your steel on
fail to say.
on the
head of 'l`he
The Great Preacher "for
charge that Elizabeth Tilton
has base charge
"for his
thrust her love on
on him unsought.
unsought.
know, better than Susan or I do,
You know,
arguments by
do, the time and arguments
by
which he achieved his purpose.
purpose.
Alas alas
nothing of common
common justice,
justice, has
Alas!
alas! how little charity,
charity, to say
say nothing
woman in this tragedy
been shown woman
tragedy
Sincerely yours,
yours,
Elizabeth
Enrzsnarn CADY
Cady Stanton.
S1'AN'roN.
Sincerely

—

:

'~
••

!

!

.....

—

One of Mrs. TiIton's
Tilton's friends
long ago
a lady
friends-a
lady to whom she long
ago made her
says in one
an intimate to whom she says
one of her letters,
full confession
confession-an
letters,
as nearly
as before God;"
""Dear
open before you
am as
"Dear -, I am
God;" and in
nearly open
you as
"
no other woman
woman I ever
another,
still anever knew ; " and in still
another, ""II love you
you as no
"
chief
of
remain
darling,
the
human
me,
other,
"You
this
You
to
friends ;;"
"-this
other,
me, darling,

—

,

;

—

many letters from Elizabeth,
some of which contain
lady
Elizabeth, some
lady has received many
by the pronoun
by name,
allusions to Mr. Beechcr,
him,
Beecher, not by
name, but by
pronoun he or him,
behalf (not
(not in mine)
'l'ilton's
with an
an underscoring.
underscoring. In Mrs. Tilton's
mine) I have
an end to the idea that Mrs.
one of these letters,
been shown one
letters, putting
putting an
upon Mr. Beecher"
Beecher" unsought."
Tilton imposed
imposed her affection upon
unsought."
opens
thus
:
opens

MRS.
MRS.

TILTON
TILTON

Dear
My
BIY DEAR

TO
TO MRS.

The

letter

.

July
31, 1872.
July 31,

—

and
your heart prompt
" Does not your
prompt you
AND Good
you to
Goon --:-"Does
is it
it all on
this longing
say
on her side
a few
fev words to your
side--this
your 1-, or is
say a
longing to put
put
"
yon ??"
herself in communication with you
to-day I answer
This extract from your
your sweet note of to-day
answer rather strangely,
strangely,
:

,

—

perhaps,
yearn, nor
nor did I ever
all tenderness. I do not yearn,
ever yearn
perhaps. but with all
yearn
[i. e.,
e., your love], like his,
his, was
him, because yours
was so unexpected, a
him,
your love].
yours [i.
unexpected, a
a
gift
ever
too
high
perpetual
surprise,
new,
me
appropriate.
a
ever
for
me
to
new,
high
perpetual surprise, gift
appropriate.

for

"
The above letter utterly
utterly annihilates the idea that Mrs. Tilton " thrust

;" and no
upon him unsought
her affection
no man
man who ever sued for and
afection upon
unsought ;"
love, however wrongfully
obtained a
woman's love,
him, could
a woman's
wrongfully rendered to him,

proving himself capable
an accusation without proving
make such an
capable of aa baseness

which few men,
Women.
men, I believe,
believe, entertain towards women.
proof were
it was
was Mr. Beecher who solicited
any further proof
If any
were needed that it
Tilton's affection,
upon him
which
Mrs. Tilton's
him-which
affection, and not she who thrust hers upon

—

:

:
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Plymouth Church do-this
do this proof
proof
Plymouth

will
will be found

in
in the gifts
in the letters
letters which he wrote and in
this
gifts which he made to this
ever

grateful
grateful but never obtrusive

woman.

woman.

Touching
letters the
Touching these letters

statement:
con1mittee's
extraordinary statement
following extraordinary
committee's verdict contains the following

"There
correspondence, nor atf
is no proof
[they say],
say], clandestine correspondence,
at"There is
proof [they
in that direction.
direction. Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's letters
letters were, as a rule,
opened,
rule, opened,
tempts in

arranged, and
arranged,

read by
wife."
his wife."
by his

reply to the above (as
(as a single
single illustration
illustration of
of its
its untruth)
untruth) II need
In reply
after Mrs. Tilton deserted her home I
I found in
say that after
in a locked
say

only
only

collection of
away beyond
beyond chance of
of detection, a collection
of clancloset, hidden away
letters from Mr. Beecher to Mrs. Tilton;
destine letters
Tilton some
some of them unaddressed to her name
name and unsigned
unsigned by
by his,
his, revealing
designation
revealing their designation
only by
authorship only
by the envelopes,
envelopes, and their authorship
by the handwriting.
only
only by
handwriting.
In one of these letters,
in Mr. Moulton's
printed in
Moulton's recent statement,
letters, printed
Mr. Beecher says
says :
;

:

"

"

My

for Havana and Florida on Thursday."
wife takes boat for
wife
Thursday."

Tilton to write to him.
In another he asks Mrs. 'I'ilton
him, for
for he says:
says
"
"
It
safe.
It would be safe.
permitted
you.'*
permitted to you."

A

I
I

am now
am

at

home here with my
my sister,
it is
is
sister, and it

man who
— taking prompt
prompt advantage
advantage
who-taking

man

of the departure
departure of a lynxlynx-

"
" as a rule,
wife who, "as
rule, opens
opens and arranges
arranges and reads his letters
letters "this information to another lady
makes haste to send this
lady from whom he

eyed
eyed

—

will be safe
solicits
it will
safe now
now for
for her to write them-such
solicits letters,
them such aa
letters, saying
saying it
u thrusting her affections upon him
this lady
lady of "thrusting
cannot accuse this
upon
unsoug<ht."
unsougvht."

man
man

~

In like
like manner,
manner, just
just as the committee have denied Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's
clandestine letters,
letters, he himself has denied his clandestine gifts.
gifts.
He says
says
that the only
only gift-tokens
gift-tokens which he ever made to Mrs. Tilton were a
" brooch"
brooch " and "" a copy
copy of books."
books." I
I do not understand what he means
means
books."
Is it
it a copy
"a copy
of the English
by "a
copy of books."
"NorEnglish edition of "Norby
copy ofthe
"

wood,"
in three volumes?
volumes ?
wood," in

He made her such a

gift.
gift.

But since her

recent desertion of her home I
great number of books
I have found a great

given
given

to her

—

by Mr. Beecher,
by

suiiicient
library of themsufficient to make a small library

selves-a
I never saw before,
selves
a collection which I
before, nor did I know that he
had ever given
his own
given them to her. A few of these books-mainly
books mainly his
own

—

A

—

in his own
productions contain in
own handwriting
inscriptions addressed to
productions-contain
handwriting inscriptions
her expressive
regard and esteem. II transcribe the following:
following
expressive of his regard
MR.

BEECHER'S

GIFT

BOOKS TO

MRS. 'r1L'roN.

Edition, Ticknor & Fields, 1866. Inscription:
Inscription
Edition,
"
" Mrs. Theodore Tilton. with the regards of the author."
author."
regards

ROYAL Tiwrus.
Royal
Truths.
THE Sermons
The
Snmtoss

of

Henry Ward Beecher.
Henry

J. B. Ford & Co.,
Co.,
Edition,
Edition, J.
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Inscription in each
First and second series,
series, two volumes.
1869.
Inscription
volume :
11
Mrs. Elizabeth Tilton,
\'ard Beecher.
Tilton, with the regards
regards of Henry
Henry Ward
" February 8, 1870."
8, 1870."
"February
"

The Overture
Angels. Illustrated. Edition,
Edition, J. B. Ford & CO.,
Co.,
T1-is
Ovnmum: of
or ANG!-:1.s.
Inscription :
1870. Inscription
W. Beecher.
"Mrs.
Tilton, from her friend and pastor,
pastor. H. W.
Mrs. Elizabeth Tilton,
"

"February
8,
"February 8,

'70."
"TO,"

Lecture-Room Talks.
Co., 1870.
Lncrunn-Room
Tntxs. J. B. Ford & Co..
"
" Mrs. Elizabeth Tilton, from II.
V. Beecher.
II. W.
Tilton,
1870."
"April 9,
9, 187O."
"April

Inscription
Inscription:

:

& Co.,
Life
Jesus the
LIFE of
or Ji-:sus
'rm-: Christ.
Cnmsr. Illustrated. Edition,
Edition, J. B. Ford &
Co.,
Inscription
1871. Inscription:
"
Tilton, with the respects
respects and affections of her
"Mrs.
Mrs. Elizabeth R. Tilton,
Ward Beecher.
friend,
Vard
friend, Henry
Henry
"
"Brooklyn,
18T1."
Y., October 13. 1871."
Brooklyn, N. Y.,
"

Among
Among

—

gifts to her-one
her one of the few which she did not sehis other gifts

—

was a large
large water-color painting
my knowledge
crete from my
trailing
knowledge--was
painting of aa trailing
artist, and
arbutus, done from nature by
by a well-known New England
arbutus,
England artist,
follows
inscribed as follows:

Mrs. Elizabeth
Tilton,
EI.lZ.ABETlI TILTON,
For Mus.
From her friend,
f`riend,
W. Beecher.
H. NV.
Bsscnsn.
18, 1866.
October 18,

was,
The inkstand from which she wrote her letters to her husband was.
gift from Mr. Beecher.
learned, a
as I have learned,
a gift

during my
during
my

with flowers.

To these he added
'l`o

that

some flower-vases

some

to hold

them,
them,

of

He

fancy soaps,
gave her perfumes,
soaps, note-paper,
gave
perfumes. fancy
note-paper, and
same closet to which I have
away in the same
Moreover, hidden away
Moreover,

patterns.
various patterns.

envelopes.
envelopes.

I have also learned

kept her constantly
lecturing tours he kept
absence on
on lecturing
constantly supplied
supplied

alluded, I found a collection of photographs
alluded,
photographs of his face and figure
figure in
postures. Another of his gifts
various postures.
her, which I have found
gifts to her,
wrapped in a
a packet
packet wrapped
a white cloth like a
was a
a windsince her desertion,
desertion, was
which, on
ing-sheet,
opened, contained a
a religious
on being
ing-sheet, which,
being opened,
religious picture
picture .marked
in his handwriting,
representing a
29. 1866,"
the Virgin
a design
ofthe
1866," representing
handwriting, "July
"July 29,
design of
Virgin

Mary
holding
Mary holding

the dead Christ.

particularize these
I would not here particularize

clandestine letters and surreptitious
surreptitious gifts
gifts except
except that the committee
boldly denied the letters and Mr. Beecher the gifts, and both Mr.
have boldly
gifts,
Beecher and the committee have attempted to deceive the public, by

attempted

public by

the base defence that this misguided
was guilty
misguided but always
always modest lady
lady was
guilty
of an
an unwomanly boldness
foreign to her nature and impossible
unwomanly boldness-foreign
impossible in her
" thrusting her affections upon him unsought."
action
of "thrusting
action-of
unsought."
upon
IV. Immediately
Tilton's confession and her retirement
Immediately after Mrs. 'l'ilton's
into the country,
country, in the summer
summer of 1870. the tone,
tone of her letters to her

—

—

striking change.
husband underwent a
change.
astriking

shining
shining

These
were no
no longer
longer
'Phese letters were

a golden
golden chain of daily
links in a
messages of love and good-will,
good-will,
daily messages

THE
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Every
letter or note
Tribune.
series published
Chicago Tribune,
like
in the Chicago
Every letter
like the series
published in
allusion to the shipwreck
some allusion
now shaded by
was now
shipwreck which had been
by some
in her life
life and her home.
in
degrief, I
I deof her grief,
freighted with the burden of
These missives, thus freighted
might be lost
lost and
fear they
they might
for fear
I received them, for
as soon as I
stroyed
stroyed as
So far
I now
now
tell-tales of the writer's
far as I
writer's secret.
found, and thus become tell-tales
letter which I
during
I received from her during
every letter
destroyed every
remember, II destroyed
that II now
it is
now
fall of
is only
only by
of 1870, and it
by accident that
the summer and fall
'l`his
was
written
to her
to
that
This
was
period.
a
belonging
single
one
a
possess
period.
belonging
single
possess
wife to me.
me. Before
by my
my wife
a copy
of one written by
copy of
mother, and contained a
refer someletter
somethis remarkable letter-or
letter— or double letter-I
I must refer
producing
producing this
Tilton's mother, the Hon. Mrs. N. B. Morse.
unfavorably to Mrs. Tilton's
what unfavorably
by violent
years past
past been animated by
for years
lady has for
This eccentric lady

wrought

—

tits.
in hysterical
resulting often
often in
hysterical fits.
an uncontrollable temper,
hatreds and an
temper, resulting
by the throat and strangled
strangled
one of these she clutched her husband by
In one
in the face;
face
till he grew
till
grew black in
together and enacted a
family toguther
the family
this day.
She has
day.
maintains to this

him

;

after which the venerable
after

man

1nan

called
called

separation from her, which he
legal separation
legal
twice thrust her parasol
parasol like
like a
a rnpier
rapier

Often and
in her violence.
off the handle in
into my
into
breaking off
my breast, breaking
avowing her intention of taking
life.
me notes avowing
often she has sent me
taking my life.

my

stormy peculiarities
Her stormy
peculiarities

are

well known to our
family, and are partly
well
our family,
partly

for her conis not wholly
wholly responsible
responsible for
ground that she is
excused on the ground
late Dr. Barker,
View of her case which led
led her physician,
physician, the late
duct-a
duct a view
for treatment to an asylum
asylum for
of Brooklyn,
for the
Brooklyn, to recommend her for

—

insane.

One evening
evening in
in the summer
summer of 1870, Mrs. Morse (before
(before she received
this confession had already
though this
already been
from Elizabeth her confession, though
made to me)
spoke calumniously
calurnniously of a lady
me) spoke
is now,
lady who was then, and is
Mrs. 'I'ilton's
friend.
Tilton's most intimate and honored friend.
Mrs. Morse's
Morse's calumny
calumny
was
permitted a liaison with myself.
was that this lady
myself. II said to Mrs.
lady had permitted
in Mrs. Tilton's
Morse in
Tilton's presence:
presence "Madum.
"Madam, either you
retire from
you must retire
:

this house, or else
this

its master and his guests;
more respectfully
speak
respectfully of its
guests;
speak more
and for
for your
good behavior in
your good
in this
this respect
respect I
shall hold your
I shall
daughter
your daughter
responsible."
instantly and in
in rage
rage interpreted
interpreted this
this as a
responsible." Mrs. Morse instantly
against Mrs. Tilton. and turning'
counter-accusation against
towrtrds her, cried
cried
turning? towards
fiercely
fiercely

;:

"Elizabeth,
you been doing
doing wrong?"
Elizabeth, have you

"

There

was some-

was some-

question which struck Elizabeth mute
thing in
in the suddenness of the question
thing
and dumb ; whereupon
fell upon
upon her with another question
question :
whereupon Mrs. Morse fell
"
"
Is it
Beecher?
Mrs. Tilton suddenly
left the room.
room. Mrs. Morse
"Is
it Mr. Beecher?"
suddenly left

:

;

her, repeating
repeating her question
question until Elizabeth bowed her head in
following her,
in
following
Mrs. Morse then wrung
wrung her hands and exclaimed,
assent.
exclaimed, "Oh, my
my
God! my
God
my God!"
God "
days immediately
During
immediately ensuing.
During the several days
ensuing. Mrs. Morse,
Morse. who had
disclosure, held a few conversations with me, in
ill by
been made ill
in
by the disclosure,
!

!
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which she begged
me to be gentle
daughter, who,
who, she said,
said, had
begged me
gentle with her daughter,
any sin in her life.
life.
before committed any
feeling against
So violent was
Morse's feeling
against Mr. Beecher at this
period,
was Mrs. Morse's
this period,
that she threatened to cut
cut to pieces
the
oil-portrait
Page
of
him
which
pieces
oil-portrait
Page
had painted
painted for
consequence of which threat I removed this work
for me
me; in consequence
to Mr. Moulton's
Moulton's house,
of art to
it remains to this day.
house, where it
day.
Then, for
a short time,
time, Mrs. Morse showed me
me love and respect.
for a
Then,
respect.
gave me
With
if
on my
my head she gave
me her blessing, and said that if
Witli her hands on
blessing,
daughter had done me,
forgive the wrong
wrong which her daughter
me, I would reI could forgive
as I lived,
lived.
long as
mother's affection so
so long
was heartceive the mother's
She said she was
only to my
my leniency
broken and could henceforth look only
leniency towards Elizabeth
for any future comfort for either of them in this
this world.
any
me in my
was of short duraThis disposition
my mother-in-law was
disposition towards me
witli the conviction that I would follow
She soon
soon became seized with
tion.
situations, and would sue
men in similar situations,
a
common custom of men
sue for a
the common
daughter's name.
divorce, to the ruin of her daughters
name.
divorce,
expecting me
me to take it
measure, yet
yet expecting
it at
Finding
no such measure,
Finding that I took no
With
plan
thwart
me
it.
upon
a
to
great
moment,
a
in
it.
Vith
any
me
she
resolved
great
upon
plan
any moment,
amounting to genius,
genius, she condiplomacy amounting
cunning,
concunning, and with aa gift
gift for diplomacy
by inimaginary lawsuit for aa divorce by
defeating my
my imaginary
ceived the idea of defeating
ceived
bribing the young
young maid,
maid,
against me,
me, and hiring
venting
tales against
hiring and bribing
venting false tales
are the tales which Bessie referred to
propagate them. These are
Bessie,
Bessie, to propagate

never
never

;

said
Tilton, she said:
a letter to Mrs. Tilton,
years ago
four years
when, in a
ago when,
" Your mother, Mrs. Morse, has repeatedly attempted to hire me,
me, by
"Your
mother,
Morse,
by
repeatedly attempted
persons and tell them
go to certain persons
presents, to go
offering
me dresses and presents,
offering me
injurious to the character of your
stories injurious
yo1r husband."
is thus described by
Mrs.
were told is
rs.
The object
by M
object for which these tales were
1874
January 13,
friend, dated January
lady friend,
a lady
a letter to a
13, 1874:
Tilton in a
"
"
made
a cruel conspiracy
me in a
suffered much with me
My husband has sutfered
conspiracy 'made
My
cause,
a better cause,
an energy
mother, with an
of a
by
worthy of
energy worthy
my poor,
safering mother,
by my
poor, suffering
us, etc."
to divorce us,

carrying out of this
propagated in the carrying
The stories which Mrs. Morse propagated
a letter to Mr. Moulton,
in a
Tilton
Mrs.
by
Moulton, as
mentioned
are
conspiracy
are
by
conspiracy
follows
follows:
" The story that I wanted a separation was a
a deliberate falsehood
"The
separation
falsehood
story
of
mother, who said she would take the responsibility
poor mother.
my poor
coined by
resportszbtlzty of
by my
etc."
make,
this and other statements she might
might

extracts from familiar documents illustrate the machinaa
ingenuity of a
faintly portray
yet too faintly
Morse, yet
tions of Mrs. Morse,
portray the incessant ingenuity
husband,
to her husband,
unhappiness
of
cause
the
cause
woman who has been for years
woman
unhappiness
years

The above

especially
relations, and especially
family and relations,
to all
all her family
to her son,
to her daughter,
son, to
daughter,to

me.
to me.

I

prosupposed pro~
thwarting my
plan which Mrs. Morse devised for thwarting
The plan
'l`he
my supposed
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Tilton's
for
during Mrs. Tilton's
for divorce was
was carried forward by
by her during

in Ohio, in
of 1870.
more unabsence in
in the tall
fall of
Mrs. Morse was the more
was at that time acting
checked in
this scheme because she was
in prosecuting
acting
prosecuting this

my

experiment
friend. But her experiment
pretending to be my friend.
housekeeper and pretending
my housekeeper
my
of housekeeping
long. After a
a few weeks
friendship did not prosper
prosper long.
housekeeping and friendship
threats.
She prostrange insults and threats.
gave me
of calm behavior, she gave
me strange
proShe
as

voked a
a quarrel
away. She had a
quarrel with our servant Nora, and sent her away.
violent altercation with our other servant, Mary,
callMary, necessitating
necessitating the callin this
side with Mrs. Morse in
this conilict
conflict
a policeman.
policeman. As I
I did
did not side
ing
of a
ing of
like to cut
carving-knife, and said
said she would like
me with a carving-knife,
she approached
approached me

my

Unable to endure this
this treatment with equanimity,
I
equanimity, I
my heart out.
did.
quit my
ordered her to quit
my house, which she did.
Mrs. Tilton being
being still
still absent in
in the ¥Vest,
West, Mrs. Morse's
Morse's vacant place
place
by an elderly
elderly lady,
lady, Miss Sarah Ellen Dennis, who had been a
was taken by
friend
of our family
family for
for twenty-five
twenty-five years,
years, a
good and upright
upright woman,
woman,
friend of
a good

was

l1er
her grave.
grave. I
am able to 'dx
fix the time of Miss Dennis's
Dennis's coming,
I am
coming,
vrote from Brooklyn
my daughter
because my
daughter Florence then wrote
Brooklyn to her mother
in Ohio,
Ohio, October 26,
in
26, 1870, as follows:

now

in
now in

"
" Grandma is
is going
going to take charge
Bates's house. Father has
charge of Mr. Bates's
it he can
see it'
can get
get Cousin Ellen to come
gone to sec
come here. II hope
hope she will
will
gone
I like
much."
like her very
very much."
for I
come, for

As a point
point has been made by
by Mrs. Tilton and Mr. Beecher `of
of the
alleged indignities
high-minded and grave
this high-minded
housekeeper pracpracalleged
indignities which this
grave housekeeper

tised towards Mrs. Tilton
tised

on the latter's
latter's return from the West,
W'est, and as a

malicious accusation of an
an improper
improper intimacy
intimacy between this
this good
good
and

has been concocted by
by Mrs. Morse,
Morse, I

woman
woman

am

constrained to say,
say,
in behalf of the dead,
all who knew the late
late Miss Dennis will
in
will bear
dead, that all

myself
myself

am

gravity of character,
testimony
character, her devotion to her duties, and
testimony to her gravity
I am
experience ol'
of years;
am outraged-as
her sober experience
years and I
outraged as her relatives and
;

—

—

are-that
justly are
that her honored memory
friends justly
memory should thus be insulted
over her dust. Her only
kindly attempt
attempt to counonly offence consisted in a kindly

teract with wise tact some
some of the extraordinary
extraordinary mischiefs which Mrs.
Morse was preparing
for the future ruin of my
Dennis,
preparing for
my home. Miss Dennis,
shortly
publication of the Woodhull tale,
tale, wrote to me
me a note,
note,
shortly after the publication
dated December 3,
in which she said:
3, 1872,
1872, in
" Take the advice of
"Take
of a
a true friend. As you
long, don't
don't
you have waited so long,
rush into the papers
this horrible Vtloodhull
Woodhull story.
story.
yon deny
papers about this
If you
deny
rs. Wzlodhull
put M
Mrs.
Woodhull down,
it and put
it
down, then Mrs. Morse will
loill 'rise
rise up.
up. She tells
tells
these same tales herseyi
these
herself, and then quotes
quotes you
the author of them. This
you as
as the
is
for defending
is the reward you
you get
get for
defending Lib so rnanfully.
manfully.
The more
more you,
you try
try
to do the more
more /wr
Iwr mother will
will undo."
undo."

Morse's retirement as my
After Mrs. Morse's
my housekeeper,
housekeeper, to be succeeded
(at my
my daughter's
request) by
by Miss Dennis,
Dennis, I received from my
my motherdaughter's request)
(at
in-law an
almost daily
daily letter of abuse.
an alrn_ost
From these letters
will make a
letters I will
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spirit and temper
few extracts to show the spirit
temper of aa

no
lieve no

woman
woman

whom I bewith whom

man
man

possibly dwell long
long at peace.
peace. These extracts will
could possibly
moreover serve
serve to show how well Mrs. Morse understood her daughter's
daughter's
moreover

criminal intimacy
intimacy with Mr. Beecher.

making my
my
making

I have hitherto shrunk from

wife's mother testify
testify against
against her
wife's

own
own daughter,
daughter, but

since

wage against
against me
pitiless war
me aa pitiless
these twain have united to wage
war of falsehood
obloquy, I am
am forced in self-defeace
and obloquy,
sell-defence to exhibit these extracts from
Mrs. Morse`s
Morse's letters

:

FROM

ELEGANT

MR. TILTON.
EXTRACTS FROM MRS. MORSE TO
ELEGANT EXTRACTS
TO MR.

—

You

MORSE

This night
jail.
be in jail
.
night you
you should bein
tongue has not ere
ere this been taken out by
treacherous tongue
by the
roots is
a wonder."
is a
wonder."
slimy, polluted.
polluted, brawny
" Your slimy,
curses everything
-"Your
brawny hand curses
everything you
you touch.
Heep. This is
not original.
original.
is not
It is
is well underA perfect
perfect type
type of Uriah Heep.
your rotten house."
why I1 have been turned out of your
house."
stood why
-"" I have said you were
paper, and I woulcl
would
you were not worth the time and paper,
you ; but the hypocrisy
on you;
your course
never waste either on
course
never
hypocrisy and villany
villany of your
apparent, and the sight
has of late been so apparent,
sight of your
your base and perfidious
perfidious
revolting, I can
my opinion
opinion better this than any
person
you my
so revolting,
can tell you
any other
person so
way."
wa '."
you to your
" I can
can with the stroke of my
bring you
my pen
pen bring
your knees and
life
The
brand you
'l'he world would be better for the ridyou for life
you aside than
dance of such a villain,
no more
more of putting
villain, and think no
putting you
killing the meanest cur
runs the street. You diabolical,
infernal,
cur which runs
diabolical, infernal,
killing
you," etc.,
I would have killed you,"
etc., etc.. etc.
-"
Caroll
" You
You told Caroll
you.
You poor
fool !
You
Uaroll II hit you.
Carol] knew
poor deluded fool!
you
it."
you deserved it."
-"" Retributive justice has partially overtaken you.
Woman's rights
rights
IVoman's
justice
you.
partially
years ago
ago last summer:
have killed you.
summer: If
you. The remark II made three years
you
looking after woman's
gone for your
woman's rights
you had gone
your family
family instead of looking
rights
meetings,
you would not be obliged
obliged to look up
meetings, you
up your
your lost trunk. For
was told to leave the house and never
this I was
never enter it.
were
it. For this you
you were
a beggar
beggar suddenly.
predicted.
And this I call retrimade a
suddenly. Just as I predicted.
butive justice."
justice."
given her [Miss
[Miss Dennis]
going to
-"If
" If you
Dennis] the privilege
you have given
privilege of going
people and insinuating
insinuating her dark and damning
regarding your
people
damning facts regarding
your wife
and children,
children, it
it is
is a
a poor rule which won't
won't work both ways."
poor
ways."
name in the most distant manner
" 1 'never
never associated my
my child's
-"I
child's name
manner
with BL
B. [Mn
[Mr. Beecher].
The nearest I ever
ever came
was when Joseph
came was
Joseph
Beecher]. 'l'he
if
[Mrs.
Morse's sou]
son] questioned
me how much I knew of the matter
matter-if
Mrs. Morse's
questioned me
said, 'All
All I can
I thought
was implicated.
you all
can say
is. II will tell you
thought B. was
implicated. I said.
say is,
darling told me-she
just as
as she did on
my
me she bowed her head!
head' just
'dark
on that 'dark
my darling
face, compelled
and dreadful
night' when you.
you. with your
fist in her face,
compelled her
dread]"uln1'ght'
your fist
sickening
acknowledge this sacred secret. And that act,
to acknowledge
act, with all its sickening
details,
me to my dying day."
details. will haunt me
my dying day."
-"" My poor, dear child never
too relinever answered your
want-too
your bestial want
My poor,
gious by
by nature and grace
you, and this want he answered.
gions
grace for such as you.
Till this hour I can
swear that the only
only comfort I have taken has been
can swear
in the fact that he was
was a comfort and did sympathize
sympathize with her."
life, and he
all, and it
sorrow of his life,
"Mr. M-_ knows all,
it has been the sorrow
-"I~Ir.
suffering."
measure understands my
my suffering."
now
a small measure
now in a
-""

infernal
infernl villain
villain!!

.
.
....

Why your
Why
your

—

A

—

—
l"I

.....

—
—

—

—

—

'

—

—

—
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—" Do you
wag
your vile tongue
you suppose,
suppose, after your
tongue has been permitted
permitted to wag

-"
vile
to
after
will not.
poor, distracted
to E. D., that /would
No. I
I will
[would be silent? No,
My poor,
will ruin me and
child said,
Ma, 1I fear Ellen Dennis will
said, not a week since,
since, '.Ma,

My

me

'

my

"

forever.'
my children forever.'
martyred child
exposing the only
only deed which my
-"Yau
"You retaliate by
by exposing
my martyred
by the love
ever did whzch
love
which was
was not God-like,
God-lzlce, and this was brought
brought about by
and sympathy
man had for her ivretchedness
sympathy THAT
that man
wretchedness;; and how she ever
knew so
so well could not be trusted,
came to expose
to one
one. .she
she kneiv
expose him or herself
herself lo
mystery."
eternity
will not be long
enough to reveal the myslery."
eternity will
lung enough

—

I will
will not garnish
garnish this
this narrative with further writings
writings

from Mrs.
Bowen, the
other to myself
Brooklyn Union,
myself. Shortly
Shortly after my
my retirement from the Brooklyn
Bowen`s clerks, thinking
me an
one of Mr. Bowen's
public
thinking to give
give me
an illustration of public
sentiment touching
me the following
anonymous
my removal,
removal, sent me
following anonymous
touching my
scrap, which I
I discovered at a
a glance
handwriting
scrap,
glance to be in the familiar handwriting
of my
mother-in-law, Mrs. Morse :
my affectionate mother-in»law,

except
Morse, except

—

hers-one
to add two brief notes of hers
one to

Mr.

:

—

MR. BOWEN
Mr.
Bowen ::-II congratulate
Infidel, Liar,
Liar,
upon being
being rid of an Infidel,
you upon
congratulate you
Hypocrite, Unbeliever,
Unbeliever, Free-lover,
Free-lover, A Tyrant,
Tyrant, Knave,
Knave, and FOOL.
Hypocrite,
SUBSCRIBER.
January
Subscriber.
20, 1871.
January 20,

The

A

latest communication received

by
me from the author of the
by me

above letters was at the beginning
beginning of the present
present year,
year, and contains the
following confession and proposition
proposition :
following
:

Cnrxrox
Clinton Place,
January 29,
PLACE, January
29, 1874.
THEODORE
am more
more than willing
Theodore 1- ... II am
willing to agree
agree to this compact.
compact.
all in your
will agree
day, will
agree to do all
power to
It is
is this :: If you,
you, from this day,
your power
Tilton's] peaceful
peaceful and happy
happy (as
life [Mrs.
[Mrs. Tilton's]
make the remainder of her life
(as
past rs
reproach, giving
as the _feayul
concerned), shield her from
is concerned),
from reproach,
fearful past
far as
giving
I will,
will, for my
part, from this hour speak
speak
her the feeling of safety,
my part,
safety, etc.
lzertlzefeeling
well of you,
you, etc.
:

—

_

.

.

.
.

.

amplify needless illustrations of the character of Mrs. Morse,
Not to amplify
Morse,
will add only
letterI
only one
one more,
more, consisting
I had occasion to address
I will
consisting of a letter

to

Judge
Morse, her husband,
husband, two years
years ago,
ago, concerning
Judge Morse,
concerning her behavior

in my
house
my house:

JUDGE MORSE.
MORSE.

MR.
MR. TILTON TO
TO JUDGE

Livingston STREET,
Street, December 6,
174 LIVINGSTON
6, 1872.
Morse
HON. N. B. BIORSEZ
Hon.
My
DEAR FRIEND
new facts conFriend::-II regret
you with any
any new
My Dear
regret to trouble you
trials or mine growing
cerning
temper or mania of Mrs.
cerning your
your trials
growing out of the temper
Morse,
Morse, but I need your
your advice.
Mrs. Morse had not been in my
for two years
years or thereabouts
my house for
:

—

of my recollection),
recollection), when suddenly,
suddenly, a
days ago,
ago. she first
first
(to the best ofmy
a few days
(to
life, and followed
sent me
me a.a violent and insulting
threatening my
insulting letter, threatening
my life,
this with entering
I
stay in it.
it.
entering the house and insisting
insisting on her right
right to stay
had an
an interview with her,on
her on her 'first
first appearance.
treating her with
appearance, treating
expressing gladness
first
kindness and expressing
gladness at seeing
seeing her. They
were the first
They were
we had exchanged
words we
exchanged for many
soon afterwards
But she soon
many months.
traits, and in an
exhibited the old traits,
an aggravated
aggravated degree,
degree, with insults and
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outrages
my feelings
feelings of a
a character which self-respect
self-respect does not permit
outrages to my
permit
here to quote.
quote.
I have made no
no reply to her except to request her to leave the house;
house
reply
except
request
then,
on her refusing
refusing to do so,
so, positively to demand that she
then, afterward,
afterward, on
positively
should go
as
soon
as
possible.
as
soon
go
possible.
She.
therefore,
asserts
claim
live
her
to
in the house against
against my
my will,
She. therefore,
in
will,
proposing
third-story front room,
key to it,
room, to keep
it, and
proposing to take the third-story
keep the key
encamp herself as
member of the family,
having her meals sent to
as a member
to encamp
family, having
her in order that she may
may not be annoyed
sitting at the table.
annoyed with sitting
What I1 want to ask you
legal measure
any legal
whicli I can
can
Vhat
is there any
measure to which
is, is
you is,
quietly resort,
as to save
so as
save her from a public
eccenresort, so
quietly
public exposure
exposure of her eccentricities,
same time to protect
own house
my ovn
house??
tricities, and at the same
protect myself
myself in my
say still
I will
will say
still further that she does not hesitate to criminate her
daughter
glaring way
daughter in the most glaring
way; to say
only pleasure
pleasure she
say that the only
now
is in looking back on
(as she
now takes in the world is
on the time when (as
looking
says)
paramour; that she hopes
hopes she will
says) Elizabeth had the solace of aa paramour;
is determined to have what she
have five hundred others,
others, and that she is
family secret known and proven
proven to the world.
terms the family
Yours,
more sorrow
sorrow than patience,
patience,
Theodore Tilton.
Tnsononu
T1LToN.
Yours, with more

me
me

;

The eccentric,
uncontrollable, and mischiefmaking
mischief-making woman
woman whose
eccentric, uncontrollable,
peculiarities are sufficiently
extracts, devised a
peculiarities
sufficiently set forth in the above extracts,
plan in 1870,
as I have already
said, to divorce Elizabeth from me
1870, as
me in
plan
already said,
prevent my
supposed design
order to prevent
my supposed
design to divorce myself
myself from her. In
plan, Mrs. Morse,
during Mrs. Tilton's
furtherance of this plan,
'I`ilton's absence in the
Morse, during
West, not only
only circulated among
neighbors atrocious tales about
Vest,
among my
my neighbors
me— such as kicking
pregnant, knocking
knocking her with my
my wife while pregnant,
me-such
fist
kicking my
my fist
night,
but
she
home
drunk
etc.
coming
—
at
etc.-but
furthermore
to the floor,
floor, coming
night,
plying her with
plan of divorce by
undertook to win Elizabeth to this plan
by plying
equally false reports
letters filled
for exfilled with other equally
behavior-for
reports of my
my behavior
holding
orgies
in
house
with
strange
women,
ample,
that
was
I
my
was
women,
holding orgies
strange
ample,
my
making myself
myself a
my
a
and uttering
uttering drunken accusations against
against my
making
vilifying her with Mr. Beecher as
wife,
by vilifying
as one
one of his many
wife, by
many mis-

—

T

--

tresses,
tresses, etc.

although she was
Elizabeth,
was needful to Mrs. Morse's
Morse's design
Elizabeth, although
divorce,
design of divorce,
it.
could not be converted to it.

Nevertheless,
Nevertheless, under the powerful
powerful influence

mother's slanders concerning
of her mother's
me, my
concerning me,
my wife became alarmed at the
prospect
using her ruin as a prelude
prelude to my
She seemed to
my own.
own.
my using
prospect- of my
reflect her mother's idea that I was
was taking a sudden plunge to perdition,
taking
plunge
perdition,

sorrows, filling
filling my
drinking
my hard-working
life with
my sorrows,
hard-working daily
drinking to drown my
daily life
commit, hoping
wife's speedy
speedy death,
more sins than II had time to commit,
death,
hoping for my
my wife's

more

publish her infamy
infamy to the world as soon
as she should
threatening to publish
soon as
and threatening
be under the sod !
!

an earnest letter,
letter, full of allusions
Accordingly, Mrs. Tilton wrote me
me an
Accordingly,
previously confessed criminality
begging
own previously
to her own
Beecher, begging
criminality with Mr. Beecher,
remonstrating
me to be merciful to her in her brokenness of spirit,
me
spirit, and remonstrating
me for the bad state
with me
state of mind into which Mrs. Morse had described

me
me

to have fallen.

—

:
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Brooklyn Union, in Novemoffice of the Brooklyn
This letter
letter II received at the otiice
it twice over, and then destroying
I
I well remember reading
reading it
destroying

1870.
ber, 1870,

it on
it
on

the spot.
spot.

11 have since

come

come

into possession
possession of a copy
copy of it
it which

it in a
letter to her mother.
a letter
incorporating it
Mrs. Til
'l'ilton
ton made at the time,
time, incorporating
I have previously
previously alluded. It was
was
'l`his is
This
is the double letter to which I
me
for
the supposed
for
supposed recklessnoss
to
chide
recklessness
me
written from Marietta,
Ohio,
Marietta,
lapsed ever
ever
by her mother that II had lapsed
into which she had been informed by

Tilton's confession of adultery.
since the time of Mrs. Tilton's
adultery.

The

letter is
is as
letter

follows:
follows

TILTON TO

MRS. TILTON TO MRS. MORSE.
Marietta, Ohio,
[Written from Marietta,
Ohio,
[Written

to

Brooklyn.]
Brooklyn]

November, 1870.
you, my
my dear mother,
mother, impels
impels me
now and love to you,
me to
duty now
I
feel my
my duty
I feel
morning have written to Theodore,
vhich II this morning
copy which
you a copy
send to you
Theodore,
in conversation with him.
use not in
you destroy,
which II insist that you
destroy, and use
you you will do, Tm sure.
This-because
because of my
This
my trust in you-_1/ou,
_

—

Pm

FRIDAY Morning.
Friday
Monsrso.
you? My
Theodore what shall II say
My tongue
Oh, Theodore, Theodore!
say to you?
tongue and
pen are dumb and powerless,
aching heart to propowerless, but I must force my
my aching
propen
willingly chide,
chide. Isuffer
/suffer most when
your cruelty.
against your
test against
cruelty. II do not willingly
!

feelings.
my feelings.
you my
I discover to you
you are fulfilling
threat that "I
I shall
your threat-that
shall no
no
you not know that you
Do you
fuldlling your
"
saint ?
longer
longer be considered the saint?"
you. I have aspired
nothing save to do. through
is before you.
life is
My life
aspired to nothing
through
My
my best, and that not for
for human praise,
manifold infirmities,
inftrtnities, my
praise, but for the
Christ, my
my God.
feel towards Jesus Christ,
grateful love I feel
grateful
also, that when in any
any circle you
B's
you not know, also.
Do you
you blacken Mr. _B's
you blacken mine as well ??
name and soon after couple
name-and
couple mine with it
it--you
threats, my
by your
your threats,
When,
me, " Why,
Vhen, by
my mother cried out in agony
agony to me,
Vhy,
done, Elizabeth,
were
Elizabeth. my
what have you
my child?" her worst suspicions
you done,
suspicions were
then that from mylips
laid bare my
my lips and not yours
yours
aroused, and II laid
my heart then--that
dagger into her heart! Did not my
might receive the dagger
my dear child
she might
by insinuations, that her sweet,
enough by
sweet, pure
pure soul
[Florence] learn enough
[Florence]
till she broke out with the dreadful
secret, till
question? II
agonized
dreadful queséz°01t.?
agonized in secret,
blow
it hath been her death blow!
know not but it
say to my
brother " Mr. B. preaches
forty of
Vhen you
When
you say
preaches to forty
my beloved brother--"
every Sunday,"
Sunday," then follow with the remark that after my
my
his m-_ss every
death you
more ere
you have a
a dreadful secret to reveal,
any more
reveal, need he be told any
pass into his soul?
soul ?
the sword pass
" you are my indignant champion," are
After this "you
you? It is
is now
now too
myindignant champion," are you?
it is
late
you have blackened ray
character, and it
is for
ones that
for my
my loved ones
late; you
my character.
I suffer;
you, my
suffer; yea,
yea, for the agony
agony which the revelation has caused you,
my
cries ascend to Heaven night
all the
night and day
day that upon
own head all
upon mine own
fall.
anguish
anguish may
may fall.
Believe you
you that I would thrust a like
or
like dart into your
sister's or
your sister's
were there occasion?
mother's heart were
mother's
occasion ? No, no,
no. I
I would not. indeed.
So after my
will, to the bereaved hearts of those who love
you will,
my death you
me.
balm! In heathen lands the sins of our
our beloved
nie, add the poisoned
poisoned balm
are huried,
buried, and only
only their virtues are
are remembered I
Theodore, your
past is
is safe with me,
put away
away never
me. rolled up,
never to be
'l`l|eodore,
your past
up, put
it is
opened though it
big with stains of various hue
is big
hue--unless
unless you
you force
opened-though

—

—

—

"

—

—
!

m

;
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!

!

—
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my children and friends to discover it,
for the sake of my
it, in self-defence
or
or their defence.
Would you
a shadow on
were I to cast a
you
on any
you suffer were
lady whom you
any lady
so every
every
love? Certainly,
Certainly, if you
you have any
any manliness you
you would. Even so
word,
look, or
Mr.
though I be in nowise brought
brought
or intimation against
r. B.,
word, look,
B., though
against M
an agony
beyond the piercing
in,
is an
in, is
agony beyond
piercing of myself
myself aa hundred times. His
position
good name
name are
even thus do 1 agonize
me ; and even
are dear to ine;
agonize
position and his good
yea, agony
agony is the word-l'or
word for your
your good
good name,
you will only
only
if you
name. and if
-yea,
yourself to keep
always
value it
it
and
will
your
good,
1
be
helper.
am
it yourself
it
I
am
always
keep good,
your helper.
again I1 implore
you for your
sake, to whom you
Once again
children's sake.
implore you
your children's
you have
matter, that
buried left with me
duty in this matter,
a duty
me and my
that my
my Past be buried-left
a
you. his son.
He is
son. be like him?
Will you.
God. He
is merciful.
you are
responsible for her
are not responsible
Do not be alarmed about mother
mother; you
more that my
Do not think or
my ill-health is
is on
Do
or say
on
revelations.
say any
any more
My
my sin and its
its discovery.
lt is
is not true,
account of my
true. indeed.
discovery. It
My sins
delicacy and
Saviour, and his delicacy
and my
life's record I have carried to my
my Saviour,
my life's
even a
me passeth
a mother's
the love of
"the
or "
n1other's love or
tenderness towards me
passeth even
way is
him, Ilrust
i)i him. and though
is darker
I trust in
woman."
I rest
'rest in him,
woman."
though the way
a peace
si ill small voice " which brings to me
me a
than death,
death, II do hear " the still
peace
brings
prostration is
is
brought me.
No, my
never before brought
me.
life's
life's experience
my prostration
experience has never
cause those I love in
owing to the suffering
suffering II have caused you,
0\'lIl,'l'
you, and will cause
spirit of
if the spirit of forgiveness
the future if
forgiveness does not exorcise the spirit
spirit
yoxir fallen con~
conAnd add to this the revelations you
hate.
And
you have made of yourfallen
daily!
is that breaks my heart.
This
'|`hiS it
it is
am daily!
dition, witness of which I am
dilion,
my
you ?
thought of you?
praying "" at the thought
my praying
How can
can I but "" linger
How
linger at my
a
my darling.
stimulating
drinks, my
1 know many
all
Oh,
darling. ]
many a
Oh, do avoid all
stimulating drinks,
what or
or how the
saved, only
only you
heart-ache would have been saved.
you knew not what
from lack of
you froin
duty to you
was said
I have failed in my
said!
cruel word was
my duty
my
me to advise with you
speak of these things.
courage to speak
now, my
you now,
things. Allow me
courage
our
am your
surely I am
dearly
beloved, for surely
friend, and for the sake of our
your best friend,
dearly beloved,
you that since II have been conscious
precious
precious born and unborn. I tell you
everything
always in everything
of wronging
that, and always
only to know that,
wronging you
you I needed only
bring
alone, and strive to bring
wrong, repent
I utterly
repent before God alone,
utterly forsake the wron;_r,
reason of
fruit worthy
fortli fruit.
forth
you for the added reason
worthy of repentance.
repentance. Will you
soul's sake do the same?
your soul's
your
"
woman's
are not in the condition of mind to lead the '• woman's
I feel that you
you are
"
"
it and from
it
away
from
break
to
implore
you
movement,
and
I
suffrage
movement,
away
suffrage
implore you
one and everything
your friends Susan, Mrs. Stanton,
Stanton, and every
everything that
every one
your
responsibilities as husband and father.
a conflict with your
helps to make a
your responsibilities
helps
sorrowover you more
never yearned
is still
still spared
life is
you more in s_orrow~
yearned over
spared; my
my heart never
My life
But there must be aa turning
nov.
ing love than now.
turning to God that will lead
ing
your
springs of your
ways, so that the sources and springs
you
you to forsake forbidden ways,
my duty
Ieel it
it my
ere I shall feel
life be renewed,
renewed. ere
duty to return.
little, and with this small addition of strength my
I have gained
gained a little,
new dislractions
comfort you
is to fly to you and comfortfirst impulse
is
you in these
impulse
fly
you
its threatening
and its
threatening changes.
which come
come to you
changres.
through your
you through
your business
responsibilities
up your
fill up
husband, you
felt, dear husband.
long felt.
I have long
your responsibilities
you did not fill
that
you
Oh.
head.
chief
and
as
its
religious
you
towards the Independent
Oh.
Ltdepemlenl as its religious
you might
good you
might do tor
see and feel the amount of good
could be made to see
lor
joy
|0I' JOY
leap in my
Christ
(Thrist from that pulpit
my womb
my babe would leap
pulpit! Oh. my
ot
Of
serve him with the fervor
God, and serve
did your
your soul but awake to love God,
days.
early days.
the early
thoughts and
my thoughts
are my
here, these are
As I look out from ray
my retirement here,
my

me

—

—

—

my

;

"

"

!

My

;

strengtlrmy
new_distructions

do _f0I'

!

desires.
desires.

I shall

mourn
mourn

if
if

there seemeth to your
aching heart a harsh word.
your aching

I
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follow the written line,
will pray
God's spirit
it will not,
not, canso it
canline, and so
pray God's
spirit to follov
not offend.
Brooklyn and renew
renew my
my home-work.
I do not hesitate to return to Brooklyn
duty on
my duty;
Far be it from me
on the contrary, to have again the
me to shirk my
contrary,
again
family is the ambition I feel to gain
privilege
my entire family
gain in
privilege of being
being with my
health here. Forgive
long
the
Good-night.
letter.
Forgive
long
Good-night.
Your Dear
Yoon
DEAR Wife.
IVH-'E.
;

Postscript.
Postscript.

a line to 3-011.
mother, I will now
mourn greatly
greatly
now add a
Dear mother.
you. I should mourn
yet known to father : his head would be bowed
life was
if my
was to be made yet
my life
indeed to the grave.
it would soothe my
grave. I love him very
very much, and it
my
was greatly
heart could you
1
greatly touched by
I was
sayyou be restored to him.
by his saying
were
still
wife."
to
that
still
his
wife."
you
"you
were
ing
you
"you
sympathizing heart comfort you
great sorrow?
Would not his sympathizing
you in your
your great
sorrow ?
and Theodore's
came together,
Both your
letter
concerning your
'l`heodore's came
together, concerning
your
your
Joseph.
interviews with Joseph.
by reading
showing this letter to any
reading or
or showing
You will see that hy
any one
one you
you
is because I trust you, dear mother,
mother, that I send
my secret. It is
discover my
you,
know my
spirit completely toward you
may l{ll0\'
you this,
you may
my spirit
this, that you
you
you both.
completely
Confide not in your
your l`I10l.l1BI'";
mother " but I reply,
reply, "'l`o
"To
I have been told "
"Condde
"
whom on
?
on earth can
can I confide ?
our letters respecting
I think it
it pre-eminently wise for us to destroy
respecting
destroy our
pre-eminently
this subject,
Florry or
some one
one should pick
or some
up.
pick them up.
subject, lest Florry
Darling.
DARLING.
:

;

"

What
IVhat

a
a

letter !

The brief confession which Mrs. Tilton wrote of her criminal intimacy
intimacy
'1'he
by Mr. Moulton as
as held by
with Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, and which was
was referred to by
by
procured it
until I procured
it from him and returned to her to be destroyed,
destroyed,

him

a wife at her husband's
husband's
has been falsely
wrung from a
falsely called a confession wrung

command.

can hold against
no such accusation can
But no
letter,
against the above letter,

as plain
plain a
a daughter
a
which a
mother, and which contains as
daughter wrote to her mother,

confession of Mrs. Tilton's
language can
can
Tilton's intimacy
intimacy with Mr. Beecher as language

—

more veritable because made without
express a confession all
all the more
express-a.
any other controlling
controlling influences upon
design, and in the absence of any
upon the
design,
own conscience and sorrow,
save the pressure
pressure of her own
sorrow, as evinced
writer save
contemplation of the calamity
calamity which had _fallen
in her melancholy
melancholy contemplation
.fallen upon
upon
her honor and her home.
Tilton's truthful confession in the above letter four
In view of Mrs. Tilton's

years
vhat avail are
are her recent denials to the committee?
years ago.
ago, of what
The
practically impugned
'l`he committee themselves have practically
impugned the testimony
testimony

own attorneys
attorneys prompted
own
Tilton to make to them;
them and
prompted Mrs. 'l`ilton
Mr. Beeeher's
Beecher's own
journal, the Cla'rislz`an
Christian Union, soon
soon after the rendering
own journal,
rendering
published a conspicuous
of the verdict,
conspicuous editorial
editorial article on purpose
verdict, published
purpose to
Beecher's name,
forth, under the stamp
Mr.
following official
put
r. Beecher`s
name. the following
put forth,
stamp of M
by the Beecher party.
party. 'l`he
The Christian
'l`ilton's evidence by
rejection
rejection of Mrs. Tilton's

which their

;

Union
[]llZ'I)7'1. says
says:
"
" Th
wholly subject
suhject to the
weak, so wholly
so weak.
pom- woman
woman has been shown to be «o
is pamTin's
moment, that the
general public
public can
fhe moment,
/he general
can give
ovtside influence
strongest
give
influence at the
strangest outside
against Mr. Beecher."
testimony, either
Beecher.''''
for or against
bat little
Z/we weight
eztherfor
weight to her testimony,
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The above extract from the Christian
Clzristiazz Union invalidating
Tilton's
invalidating Mrs. Tilton's
Beecher's defence all Mrs.
testimony
necessarily blots out from Mr. Beecher's
testimony necessarily
criminality, and leaves him to be convicted
Tilton's recent denials of their criminality,
Tilton's
by
by

original, honest,
honest, dispassionate
dispassionate confession of their mutual
Mrs. Tilton's
Tilton's original,

sin, recorded in the above-quoted
sin,
above-quoted letter to her mother.
effectually disposes
principal points
letter, therefore,
This letter,
therefore, effectually
disposes of two principal
points of
points the committee state as
committee's verdict.
One of these points
the committee's

follows
follows:

(Mrs. T.)
allegation that she (Mrs.
"Tilton's allegation
"Tilton's
mother, Mrs.
T.) confessed to her mother,
the mot/zer,
mother, who testified before the comcom'pronounced false
Morse,
is pronounced
false by
Morse, is
bythe
mittee."
mittee."

together with the extracts from Mrs.
letter, above given,
Mrs. Tilton's
Tilton's letter,
given, together
letters, show that Mrs. Morse,
Morse's letters,
Morse's
Morse, in denying
denying to the committee that
adultery, wasa
wan a delibever made to her a confession of adultery,
her daughter
daughter had ever
uttered
perhaps,
pardonable,
by
because
half
erate
falsehood
by aa mother
eratefalsehood-half pardonable, perhaps,

—

daughter.
save her daughter.
to save

committee, in relying
on Mrs. Morse's
The committee,
M.orse's tesrelying on

basis, which now
now sinks and carries down with it
timony,
on a false basis,
it
timony, relied on
an unfathomed depth.
the committee's
committee's verdict into an
depth.

effectually settles
point in the verdict which the above letter effectually
The other point

following
is the following:
is

says the committee,
"'She' (Mrs.
committee, 'has
"'She'
'has always
Tilton), says
always denied
(Mrs. Tilton),
"
dominating influence
charge when
husband."
free from the dominating
of her husband.'
whenfreefrom
influence of
charge

the

"

was written "free
Tilton's above letter to her mother was
Mrs. Tilton's
".free from
from the
husband/' It was
her husband."
was written 578 miles from her
husband's presence.
presence. It was
was written not at his request,
request, but for his conhusband's
condominating injiuence
influence of
dominating
of

reproduce to him the feelimjs
It was
was written to reproduce
feelings excited in

demnation.

his wife's
wife's mind

by the contemplation
of her wrong-doing,
appeal
by
contemplation ofher
wrong-doing, and to appeal
him, from such a
a basis,
basis, against
the
moral
recklessness
she. then
which sho
him,
against
fall had produced
upon his religious
religious views and daily
believed that her fall
produced upon
daily
was written
life.
It was
life.
before Mr. Beecher knew that she had betrayed
betrayed
him, and,
course, before he had indicted his own
own equally
him,
and, of course,
agonizing
equally agonizing
"letter
was written before Mrs. Tilton had any
"letter of contrition."
any idea
It was
by a
a church committee who would ask her
of future public
public proceedings
proceedings by
was written before
truth, in order to save Mr. Beecher.
It was
to deny
deny the truth,
own falsehoods
Mrs. Morse expected
falsehonds to her
expected to be called upon
upon to add her own
was written with no
no suspicion
daughter's
same purpose.
daughter's for this same
purpose. It was
suspicion that
were thus to be exploded
joint falsehoods of mother and daughter
exploded
these joint
daughter were
own correspondence
by
correspondence I
by the counter-records of their own
committee's own
own witnesses falsify the comcomOn both these points
points the co1nmittee's
falsify
to

!

mittee's
mittee's

own verdict.
now
now requires
me
requires me

own

Candor

one
one point.
point.

to state that the

committee are correct in

says
Their
'l`l1eir report
report says:

:

'~
" This unhappy woman
plastic victim of
Tilton) has been the plastic
unhappy woman (Mrs.
(Mrs. Tilton)
extorted falsehoods."

:

:

:
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Mrs. Tilton
The committee are
correct in
view. Mrs.
Tilton has
are correct
in this
this view.
has indeed
indeed been
"the plastic
victim of
These are
of extorted
extorted falsehoods."
falsehoods."
are the
the falsehoods
"the
falsehoods
plastic victim
her during
cross-examination-"" extorted
extorted from her
during her
her cross-examinationextorted falsehoods
falsehoods"
extorted
which the
their verdict
in their
verdict as
as true, namely,
the committee reproduce in
namely, that
that she
she
was
victim to
ill-treatment," including deprivation
deprivation of
was a
a victim
my "ill-treatment,"
of " food
food and
to my
other hardships
under lock and key,"
imprisonment underlock
hardships from which
fire," " imprisonment
tire,"
key," and other

—

"

"

"

"

—

to the
the graves
she "fled
for peace to
"-"extorted
graves of
of her
her children
"fled for
children"
she
"extorted falsefalse"
Tilton's
Mrs.
own
hoods " never
Tilton's
never prompted by
own mind (if
(if she
she still
still remains
by

tender~hearted
the
kindly and tender-hearted
the kindly

woman whom
whom

woman

I
I knew, but extorted
extorted from

" plastic victim"
her
as the
the "plastic
Beecher's attorneys, who,
victim " of
of Mr. Beecher's
her as
who. having first
first
Beecher's defence, have since
her for
for Mr.
Mr. Beecher's
used her
since repudiated
repudiated the
the very
very testitesti-

mony
mony which they
they

thus extorted from her, pronouncing it
it worthless
thus
worthless even
even
was thus
thus extorted
extorted from this
this " plastic
plastic

for the
the base purpose for
for which it
it
for

"

victim."
victim."
I

V.
Y. II

now

nov

call
attention to
call attention
to the
difference of
of tone between Mrs. Tilton's
Tilton's
the difference

letter
letter to me, written before
confession of
of July
July 3,1870,
3, 1870, and those
before her confession
written
written after
it
comparing the
the extracts quoted
quoted (in
(in
as will
will be seen
seen by
after it-as
by comparing
section
section Ii)
the correspondence
correspondence published
in the Chicago Tribune,
Il) from the
published in

—

in Brooklyn.
wife's letter
letter from Marietta, Ohio, to
with my
to her mother in
Brooklyn.
my wife's
'l`his
correspondence subseall Mrs. Tilton's
Tilton's correspondence
subseThis same
same difference
difference is
seen in
is seen
in all

quent
quent

to her confession.
confession.
to

in the
All her letters
letters written from Schoharie in
the

—

of 1871
1871--of
letter and other penipeniof which the Catharine Gaunt letter
summer of
tential specimens
published exhibit a
a different
different
tential
specimens have been heretofore published-exhibit
is unconsciously
woman
by her own
own
unconsciously portrayed
portrait is
woman from that whose portrait
portrayed by
The
hand in
in the correspondence
Chicago Tribune.
in the
the Chicago
published in
correspondence published
of her pen
every touch of
pen in
in
life, which made golden
early
of her life,
golden every
early sunshine of
of her confession
date of
those happier
a permanent
happier years,
years, took a
permanent shade at the date
cloud. It
is impossible,
impossible,
It is
free from a cloud.
in
since been never free
in July,
July, 1870, and has since
to have been written
as the following
letter as
for instance, to imagine
a letter
imagine such a
following to
for
ending
in the Chicago
series in
me by
one of the series
to me
by Mrs. Tilton as one
Chicago Tribune, ending
1870:
July 3,
3, 1870
July

—

HUSBAND.
HER HUSBAND.
TO HER

MRS. TILTON TO

July 29,
July
29, 1871.
soul's
my soul's
"
respond to from my
I respond
letter I
Florry's letter
"Your
lines sent to me
in Florry's
me in
Your lines
depths.
depths.
H
"
YOUR °'*" YouR
"
"So
So you
you do not hate
Nor in all
period would she have written thus, dated Schoall that early
early period
harie, June 20, 1871:
1871
harie,

through
" My mind no
wandering through
daily wandering
lonely, daily
upon a lonely,
insists upon
no longer
longer insists
"My
past."
my PAST."

my

letter
last quoted
quoted letter:
in the last
said, as she does in
Nor would she then have said.

" The romantic love of the sexes doth not satisfy."
satisfy."

"
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July 4,
as follows, dated July
1871
4, 1871:
Nor would she have cried out as
follows,

u Oh, my dear husband, may you never
"
discipline of
weed the disczjaline
Oli, my
husband, may you never need
being
of being
by a
a good
g^od ?mh."
misled by
a good
as I have been by
man."
by 0.
good woman,
woman, as

penned this,
this, of the same
Nor could she have,
same date
have, in happier
happier days,
days. penned_
with the preceding
preceding:

_

"
"
year.
I thank you
you for
past year.
fur the sufferings
of the past
su_1ferings of
"

1
deliverer.

You have

been my
my

''

As aa farther
further

illustration of Mrs. Tilton's
Tilton's

state of mind,
mind,

prevailing
prevailing

intimacy with Mr. Beecher,
induced by
Beecher, by
by her confession
by her criminal intimacy
thereof to her husband,
husband, and by
by the shadowy
shadowy memories that followed
an incident
incident:
these sad facts,
facts, I will mention an
:

One day
1871,
October, 1871,
day in October,

during a
composition
a wearisome railroad ride,
ride, II beguiled
beguiled myself
myself with the composition
during
poem, which I sent in lead-pencil
a little
of a
lead-pencil to the Golden Age,
poem,
Age, and

which appeared
appeared in that paper
paper under the
Musings," containing
containing the following
stanza:
Musings,"
folloving stanza

title
title

"Sir Marmaduke's
Marmaduke's
of "Sir

:

" I clasped a
breast,
clasped a woman's breast,

"

As

if her heart I
1 knew,
if
knew,
Or fancied would be true
true;

—

Who

alas, she too lVho proved
proved-alas,
False like the rest."
rest."

On my
my return home,
home,

!

publishing the above,
above, I
after publishing

was
was piteously assailed
piteously

in her eyes,
eyes, reproached
who, with tears iu
Tilton, who,
by
me, saying,
0,
reproached me,
saying, " 0,
by Mrs. Tilton,
well
have
might
as
by
name."
me
Meanwhile,
Theodore,
called
me
name."
I
Theodore, you
Meanwhile,
by
you might
any offence against
my wife in the above
had not been conscious of any
against my
no public
public allusion had yet
publication, because no
yet connected Mrs.
Jlfrs. Tilton''
Tilton's
publication,
"

The Woodhull
\'oodhull story,
name
Mr. Bccc/Le'r's.
Beecher"**.
this,
'l`he
first did this,
name with .il[r.
story, which first
than a
a year afterward,
did not appear
till more
mo1'e
year afterward, namely,
appear till
namely, November
2,
November 2,
1872!l
1872
still further illustration of the excitable state of Mrs. Tilton's
Tilton's mind
In still

—

—

friendly or otherwise-to
otherwise to the scandal which Mrs.
at any
any public
public allusion
allusion-friendly
published, II may
mention
shortly after that publication
that shortly
Woodhull
publication
Voodhull published,
may
I

for the press
prepared
as the letter to " AIY
My CouPx.AINComplainpress the card known as
prepared l'or
I wrote it
it in my wife's
presence,
it to her
wit'e's
my
presence, and submitted it
"

ing
Friend."
ING FRIENU."

judgment.
pleased and satisfied. It
card, and seemed pleased
approved the card,
judgment. She approved
was
was designed
over her against
Wooddesigned to throw aa shield of protection
against Mrs. "Voodprotection over
Although that card has been extensively
hull's attack.
published, I beg
Although
extensively published,
beg
kindly phraseology
the favor of reproducing
it here,
here, in order that its kindly
reproducing it
phraseology

towards ray
carefully weighed,
weighed, and in order also that the
my wife may
may be carefully
she subsequently
subsequently made upon
upon it may
may be understood.

comment which
comment
The card was
was

as
as

follows
follows:

THE

THE

"
"

"
COMPLAINING
COMPLAINING FRIEND
FRIEND " CARD.
CARD.

No. 174 Livingston
LIVINGSTON Street,
STREET.
)
Brooklyn, December 27,
BnooKi.vN,
27, 1872. j
good
Thanks for your
FRIEND :-Thanks
bad
My
letter
of
BIY' Complaining
COMPLAINING Friend
had
adyour good
" How easy to give the lie
vice.
say, "How
lie to the wicked story,
You say,
easy
give
story, and
:

—

:
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is a
a whole
stop and consider. The story
story is
"
But stop
thus end it
forever!"
it forever
strange if
if
it would be strange
or more-and
more and it
statements— a hundred or
library
library of statements-a
give a
any are. To give
a
if any
correct, though
were not correct,
some of them were
some
though I doubt if
vague
general
encyclopedia of assertions would be as vague
general denial to such an encyclopedia
twenty-four
its twenty-four
Gazette, with its
and irrelevant as to take up
up the Police Gazette,
" This is
libel
all a lie."
lie."
is all
So extensive a libel
pages
illustrations, and say,
say,
pages of illustrations,
parts and,
and,
its several parts;
all, a special
if answered at all,
requires, if
special denial of its
requires,
only a
a denial of
it requires,
requires, in this particular
furthermore, it
furthermore,
particular case, not only
explanation of the things
things that remain
things
misstated, but aa truthful explanation
things misstated,
all,
story, if
if met at all,
unstated and in mystery.
words, the false story,
mystery. In other words,
Now, my
my friend,
friend,
by the true one. Now,
should be confronted and confounded by
somea sword,
sword, God's
God's mercy
is a
me to speak
you urge
urge me
mercy somespeak ; but when the truth is
you
my
If you
it sheathed.
times commands it
you think I do not burn to defend my
spirit within me.
me.
fiery spirit
But my
my
you know not the fiery
ones, you
wife and little
little ones,
all resentments.
charity, and quendies
a fountain
more a
fountain of
wife's
quenches all
of charity,
wUe's heart "is more
" Let there be no
ourselves alone,"
alone," and forsave to oznselres
no sujfering
She says
suffering sace
forsays ::
beginning she has
injury of
bids a 1.~z`nclicatio'n
vindication to the injury
of others. From the begznning
"Hash /"
I "
you
saying, "Hush
So,
my lips,
on my
stood with her hand on
So, when you
lips, saying,
manmore Christian manyou countervail her more
-prompt me
me to speak
prompt
speak for
for her you
public disMoreover, after all,
date of silence.
silence.
all, the chief victim of the public
Moreover,
is happily
long as this is
pleasure
is myself
myself alone, and so long
happily the case, I shall
pleasure is
it shoot
own breast,
my own
answer within my
keep my
my answer
try
patience to keep
breast, lest it
try with patience
through other hearts. Yours truly,
forth like
a thunderbolt through
like a
truly,
Theodore '1`n.'roN.
Tilton.
Tueonona
!

—

"

;

;

—

attempt on
part, with my
my wife's
wife's
which was an
an attempt
on my
The above card
card-which
my part,
telling a
lie, and yet at the same
same time
a lie,
knowledge and approval,
knowledge
approval, to avoid telling
yet
solely for the sake of the comtruth-I
I published
comto avoid telling
telling the truth
published solely
bring
to
Mrs.
Tilton
by
fort which I thought
its publication
would
thought its
bring
publication
by
showing to the public
public that she and I were of one
one mind,
mind, and that inferenshowing
tially,
say that the card
therefore, the scandalous story
false.
To say
story was
was false.
tially, therefore,
was
full
was hostile to Mrs.'I`ilton
Mrs. Tilton is
is to make a
was full
a misuse of the words. It was
of
approved it
it in manuscript.
manuscript. But no
no
friendliness to her. She had approved
offriendliness
sooner
sooner had the card appeared
in the Brooklyn
Brooklyn Eagle,
accompanied with
appeared in
Eagle, accompanied
some disparaging
some
comments, than Mrs. Tilton,
Tilton, although
although she
disparaging editorial comments,
herself had been a party
party to the publication,
publication, wrote and left
left on
on my
my desk
the following
following bitter and reproachful
reproachful note~the
own:
note — the italics being
own
her
being

—

HER HUSBAND.
HUSBAND.

MRS. TILTON TO
TO HER

December 28. 1872.
Theodore
one of my
my selfish days.
THEODORE :-I
I have had one
They are
are rare
rare indeed.
days. They
But your
Eagle of last night
night was
was so heartless. I did not
your note in the Eagle
hear when you
it
only realized it
it in print.
print.
you read it-only
it on
on seeing
seeing it
You should have sheltered me
me (a noble man
would) all
man would)
all the more
more be(a
:

—

—

cause the truth.
Innocence
nothing from
you.
from you.
Innocence demanded nothing
owe this great
To you
great injustice
I owe
exposure, such as Has
has never
never beyou I
injustice of exposure,

fore befallen a
a woman.
woman.
unrelenting these three years
Blow after blow,
blow, ceaseless and unrelenting
years !!
O cruel
cruel' spirit
of the devil of anger
anger and revenge!
revenge
spirit born ofthe

O

!

am.
You know what I am.
exposure has come,
Yet now
now that exposure
join
come, my
my whole nature revolts to join
standing with you.
with you
you.
you or standing
_
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a further illustration of Mrs. Tilton's
Tilton's extreme feverishness of mind
As a

scandal, I will mention the following
any public
at any
public allusion to the scandal,
following: The
was
signed
April
was
tripartite
covenant,
1872,
published May
2,
which
was
was
2,
1872,
covenant,
tripartite
signed April
published
:

May

31,
31,

days afterward the.
1873;
its publication
ap1873; and its
publication drew forth aa few days
the.ap-

Brooklyn Eagle,
pended
Eagle, June 2,
1873
2, 1873:
pended card from Mr. Beecher in the Brooklyn

MR.
MR.

BEECHER'S
EXONERATING MR.
MR. TILTON.
BEECHER'S CARD
CARD EXONERATING
TILTON.

Editor or
of THE
the BROOKLYN
Brooklyn EAGLE:
Eagle:
To the
'rue Enrron
2, 1873.
June 2,
Dear
Sir::-I
respecting the slanders which
I have maintained silence respecting
Dnxn Sm
some time past
me. I should not speak
now but for
have for some
past followed me.
speak now
the sake of relieving
relieving another of unjust
unjust imputation.
imputation. The document that
was
bearing my
name, with others,
recently published
my name,
was published
was recently
others, was
published bearing
published
without consultation either with me
Tilton, nor
me or
nor with any
or Mr. Tilton,
any authorus.
If that document should lead the public
public to regard
ization from us.
regard
as the author of the calumnies to which it
Theodore Tilton as
it alludes it
it
will do him great
unwilling that he should even
great injustice.
injustice. I am
even seem
seem to
am unwilling
be responsible
responsible for injurious
injurious statements whose force was
was derived wholly
wholly
from others.
H. \V.
W. Bkecher.
Bnncnsa.

—

agitation of Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's mind,
The agitation
mind, out of which the above card
grew,
well remember;
some traces of it appear
Beecher`s
grew, I vell
remember; and some
appear in Mr. Beecher's

gave to the committee during
reminiscences which he gave
examination;
during his examination
but the equally
same time has not
equally great
great distress of Mrs. Tilton at the same
yet
public, and will appear
appear in the following
following letter written by
yet been made public,
by
imputing to me
publication
her to a
me the publication
a friend who had rebuked her for imputing

covenant, although
although the bad business of publishing
was done
it was
of that covenant,
publishing it
by
friend, critic,
calumniator, Mr. Samuel "VVilkemy friend,
critic, and freely
Wilkeforgiven calumniator,
by my
freely forgiven
partner
Hotspur
of
a
Beecher's
son,
ofa
Mr.
Beecher's
son,
Hotspur
partner:

TO MRS.
MRS. ---.
MRS. TILTON
TILTON T0
Wednesday,
4, 1873.
VnnxnsoAY, June 4,
days of Saturday
Beloved: The terrible days
Sunday
Dearly BELOVRD2-TllC
My
DIY DEARLY
Saturday and Sunday
of soul wherein you
me yesterlast,
evil condition ot'
last, resulting
you found me
yesterresulting in the evil
over my
body to-day.
all over
I feel
feel sick all
day,
overcome me.
me.
utterly overcome
my body
to-day.
day, have utterly
Indeed I cannot afford to be ugly
ugly and wicked.
came, I bless God
That you
God; for II vomited forth all the wickedness
you came,
relieved,
though prrfoundly
care and I am
pnfoundly ashamed,
into your
your safe care-and
am þÿ'l'(!Ll-"'U
¬d. though
ashamed,
did ; yet
mind
th certain states of
Tl as
as I did;
judge and injure
that I
should judge
of mimi
Ishould
yet in
injure T.
me with horror that they exist.
in me
me demons,
there are
are roused in
fill me
demons, which jill
they
judge him!
T cannot _judge
him .l
so bad a
a heart as
as mine I
ivifh so
Surely
Surely wilh
By-bye,
hope he has had his last blow from
I sincerely hope
from me.
Mu.-By-bye,
Isincerely
.

—

;

—

E
F

.

heavily
I have given
preceding letters and extracts to show how heavily
given the preceding
exigenon her heart,
pressed on
guilty secret pressed
Mrs. Tilton's
Tilt.on's guilty
heart, particularly
particularly in exigenagonized
is much in her agonized
exposure and there is
cies when she feared exposure;
;

Beecher's similar strains of woe
woe
expressions
expressions to remind the reader of Mr. Beecher's
cause.
over the same
same cause.

July 3,
1870,
Having thus considered Mrs. Tilton's
VI. Having
3, 1870,
Tilton',s confession of July
closely about this
more closely
together with the various facts which cluster more
together
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take opporshall now
this case, I
now take
I shall
of this
single branch of
than about any other single
opporface to
face with Mr. Beecher, to
dealings face
to face
my dealings
tunity, before coming to my
tunity,
I
this with some explicitness,
explicitness,
I must
must do this
C. Bowen.
refer
to Mr. Henry
refer to
Henry U.
is that my
my accusame is
on me
of Mr. Beecher's attack on
key-note of
because the key-note
in my
my business troubles with Mr. Bowen.
originated in
tion
against him originated
tion against
first proposition
proposition which he
Beecher's elaborate statement, the first
In Mr. Beecher's
of his
basis of
his ensuing
argument, is
is in
in
ensuing argument,
lays
lays down, and which forms the basis

these words:
words

:

one
Tilton fell
"Four years
years ago,
ago, Theodore Tilton
"Four
of
of
fell from one

the
the proudest
ediproudest edi-

torial
torial chairs in
in America."

together with the whole arguarguI
shall show that the above statement, together
I shall
is so wholly
wholly untrue that I
I might
might
it,
it, is

ment that Mr. Beecher bases upon
upon

falser use.
put to a
a falser
language could not be put
almost say
say that language
1870 a period
period of
of fifteen
close of 1870-a
fifteen
of 1856 to the close
From the beginning
beginning of
in the Independent
in various
Bowen's employ
employ in
was in
in Mr. Bowen's
years
years-II was
Lzdependent in

—

—

How well
characters.
well I
chief.
employer
characters, from subordinate to chief.
I served my
my employer
of fourteen years
of my
publicly attested at the end of
my service,
he himself publicly
years of
in comin publishing
publishing an
edition of
of the Independent,
Independent, in
coman illuminated edition
when, in
memoration of
twenty-first year
was the year
year beof the twenty-first
its age-which
age which was
beyear of its
his own
fore
left
published over his
own signature
special eulogy
fore I
he published
my
I left-he
signature aa special
eulogy of my
to do justice
labors. In this
this article, which states that it
it was
labors.
was written "to
justice
to its
its present
present editor, Theodore Tilton,"
Tilton." Mr. Bowen looks back through
through
" approving his
years of service and records himself as "approving
his (Mr.
my
(Mr.
my fourteen years
Tilton's) every
every movement and suggestion,"
suggestion," etc. II could not have wished
'I'ilton's)

—

—

"

higher praise
praise from my
my employer,
particularly as covering
long a
higher
employer, particularly
covering so long
period of service.
period
1870-which
During the following
following year,
year, 1870
which was the last
last of my
my connection
During
with the Independent-I
Independent — I became temporarily
temporarily the editor also of the
Brooklyn
letter from Mr. Bowen,
Bowen, dated as late
late
Brooklyn Daily
Dazly Union. II have aa letter
as August
my labors in
in the Union,
11, 1870,
1870, concerning
August ll,
concerning my
Union, which the
writer begins
in the following
following extravagant
begins in
extravagant style
style:
Cr.
Woodstock, Ct.
Wooosrocx,
MY DEAR
MR. 'I'In'roN
Dear Mr.
My
Tilton :-If
If I
I had a seventy-four
seventy-four pounder,
pounder, II would tire
fire
it among
it
among these hills
hills and set them reverberating
reverberating in honor of your
last
your last
leader on
politics.
on politics.

—

:

:

—

is a fair
fair specimen
The above is
specimen of the cordial way
way in which Mr. Bowen,
during tifteen
fifteen years,
was prompt
prompt to approve
approve my
my course-a
course a degree
during
years, was
degree of
appreciation on his part
in spite
for which,
which, in
spite of my
my subsequent
subsequent disagreedisagreeappreciation
part for
ment With
with him, II always
always look back upon
upon gratefully.
gratefully.
first difference
My
My first
with Mr. Bowen
Bowen-a
— a trifling
one-occurred
trifling one
occurred shortly
shortly after he wrote the

—

—

above letter.

He had meanwhile

come
come to Brooklyn,
strong
Brooklyn, and taken aa strong
interest in
in the election of certain local candidates whom I
I had opposed.
opposed.
Moreover,
was a supporter
supporter of President Grant,
Grant, whom he entertained
Moreover, he was

at

Woodstock, and whom
-Voodstock,

I
I criticised in the Independent.
Independent.

After the
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Brooklyn
Brooklyn

over Mr. Bowen and I,
friendly conversation,
was over
election was
conversation,
I, in aa friendly

reviewed these differences,
growing out of my
diflerences growing
my indifferences, and other differences
religious belief.
creasing
two or
or three friendly
friendiy
After two
creasing heterodoxy
heterodoxy of religious
interchanges,
interchanges, he expressed
expressed aa desire to become himself the sole editor
just as he was
was its sole owner.
owner.
of the Independent,
Independent, just

To this end he

my

me
me

pen to the first page
page of that paper
lo
paper as
to transfer
as its spemy pen
spesame time he wanted me to sign
sign a
a contract
vhile at the same
cial contributor,
contributor, while

wanted

me

ensuing five years.
years.
pecuniary
for the ensuing
The pecuniary
proposed change
change to
inducements which he held out to commend this proposed
to edit the

Brooklyn Union
Brooklyn

an income of about 4,0004,000a
consisting of an
flattering, consisting
were flattering,
$14,000 aa
my mind were
my
legal and binding
arrangement took legal
binding form by
year
upvards. This arrangement
by
year and upwards.
myself, about the
the signing
signing of two contracts between Mr. Bowen and myself,

days afterwards,
afterwards, in pursuance
pursuance of these
Two days
20th of December,
December, 1870. Two
valedictory, accommy valedictory,
Independent, in publishing
arrangements, the Independent,
accompublishing my
arrangements,
eulogy
on
retiring
editor
on
following
the
its
editor:
it
panied
it
with
following eulogy
retiring
panied
:

MR.

BOVEN'S

TRIBUTE TO

MR. TILTON.

Independent, December 22,
[From the Independent,
1870.]
22, 1870.1
[From
publisher, and hereafter editor of the Indepeiident,
Independent,
The proprietor
proprietor and publisher,
Til ton's editorial relations to this
in view of the discontinuance of Mr. 'l`ilton's
is happy to announce
as indicated in the above valedictory,
announce to
paper, as
valedictory, is
happy
paper,

is not the fruit of any misunderstanding
change is
public that this change
the public
any misunderstanding
though involving
involving
between Mr. Tilton and himself. His retirement, though
official tie which has
parties, and sundering
sundering an
many regrets
regrets to both parties,
an ofhcial
many
largest mutual confidence,
is based on
on
always
confidence, is
always been marked with the largest
agreed.
reasons
reasons in the wisdom and propriety of which both are like agreed.
propriety
seven years
ably and successfully
successfully filled the
Mr. Tilton has for the last seven
years ably
good work for the
Independent, doing
doing a
a great
editorial chair of the Lidependent,
great and good
country and the world,
writing the leader in the editorial
world, and uniformly
country
uniformly writing
column.
If the paper
paper has been a power
if its
its utterances
among the people;
power among
people; if
have affected the policy
policy of the nation during
years of our
our
during the bitter years
war,
spirit of
if a
process of civil reconstruction
or if
a spirit
war, and during
reconstruction; or
during the process
broader Christian charity
charity has grown
all this has been
readers; all
grown upon
upon our
our readers;
due in no
no small degree
genius of Mr. Tilton.
degree to the genius
Perhaps
qualities
no other man
many qualities
man in the country
Perhaps no
country combines so many
Bold, uncomgained.
were needed to give
that were
uncomgive us
position we
we have gained.
us the position
Bold,
imagibrilliant, imagipromising, a master among
earnest; brilliant.
crisp, direct.
direct, earnest;
araon? men;
men; crisp,
promising,
as the needle to its
native,
blade, and true as
native, poetic;
poetic; keen as aa Damascus blade.
was surely designed
man, he was
pole in his sympathies
sympathies with the needs of man,
surely designed
pole
by Providence for the profession
profession he has chosen.
by
racy and
Our readers who have so long
long enjoyed
enjoyed the benefit of his racy
an opportunity
glad to know that they
gifted
opportunity of
they will have an
gifted pen
pen will be glad
as a
special contributor under his
a special
weekly in our
our columns as
meeting hirn
him weekly
meeting
perform this service in addition to
He has consented to perform
own
name. He
own name.
Daily Union.
Brooklyn Daz`l_y
his labors as editor of the Brooklyn
being
gratified in being
character, and gratified
new character.
welcoming him in his new
Cordially welcoming
Cordially
able to say
say that his editorial connection with the Independent
Independent termihimself,
perfect satisfaction to himself.
only with honor and with most perfect
nates only
future. etc.. etc.
plans for the future,
announce our plans
we
our next issue announce
we shall in our
Bowkn.
Henry
HENRY U.
0. Bowes.
'

;

:

;

~
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me above quoted,
me
quoted,

a reputed
reputed value of 3500;
gold watch of a
$500 and Oliver Johnson,
Johnson,
gold
then the managing
I had made a
Independent, to whom I
managing editor of the Independent,
similar gift,
note, December 29,
gift, sent me
me the following
29, 1870 :
following note,
"DEAR THEODORE:-DOH,t
buy a chain for
Theodore: — Don't buy
"Dear
for your
for I
I
your new
new watch,
watch, for

gave
gave

a

;

have ordered one
I want you
you to accept
a New Year's
one which I
Year's present
present
accept as a
from me."
me."
The above particulars
my retirement from the Independents
Independent's ediediparticulars of my
chair a retirement which Mr. Bowen said was
torial
was to my honor, and
torial chair-a
my

—

—

I believed was to my
which I
profit
I have thus been compelled
my profit-I
give
compelled to give
length, in order that the exact facts may
at tedious length,
may confront Mr.
false description
Beecher's
Beecher's false
event, when he said as above
description of the same event,
"Four
Theodore
Tilton
years
ago
"Four
quoted:
fell from one ofthe
of the proudest
ago
years
fell
quoted:
proudest

America"
edtlorial
editorial chairs in America."
own columns and by
own
by
own editors,
editors, touching
own
touching the circumstances of my
my retirement from that
I "l`ell:"--and
"fell:"
chair, show how I
and II may
editorial chair,
I would be
may add that I
fall.
happy
experience another such fall.
happy to experience
As soon
completed the above-mentioned arrangements
arrangements with
soon as II had completed
quoted, he
lie urged
Mr. Bowen, and they
urged
they had been announced as above quoted,
of
figure
Plymouth
Church
in
the
me
make a more
more prominent
Daily
me to make,
figure
Plymouth
prominent
Daily
Union,
Union, and remarked on my
meetings.
my non-attendance at the church meetings.
for not going
good reason
reason for
me to reply
I had a good
reply that I
This led me
going to
should'
never
sit
under
should
never
again
sit
I
Mr.
that
and
Plymouth
Church,
again
Plymouth
ministry.
Beecher's
Beecher's ministry.
first
reason, I
I reminded him first
give this reason,
me to give
Boven's urging
On Mr. Bowen's
urging me
clergyman
of his own
own oft-repeated
against Mr. Beecher as a clergyman
charges against
oft-repeated charges
dangerous to the families of
women, and dangerous
given to loose behavior with women,
given
little credence
times given
I had in past
that
said
I
his congregation.
given little
past
congregation.

The pieceding
preceding record,
Independent's
record, from the Independents

its
its

—

ill of my
pastor and friend
being slow to believe ill
friend;
my pastor
being
months
few
previously,
Tilton,
a
Mrs.
by
Tilton,
previously,
by
her, and that I should
of improper
by Mr. Beecher towards her,
improper behavior by
never
never again
again attend Plymouth
Plymouth Church.
me to know the exact nature of what
pressed me
instantly pressed
Mr. Bowen instantly
me, but I declined to put
Mrs. Tilton had told me,
possession
put him in possession
that Mr. Beecher had assaulted the honor of
of anything
anything further than that.
to these accusations,
accusations,

but that I had been informed

my
my house.
against
a flame of anger
This announcement fanned Mr. Bowen to a
anger against
seemed
pastor
his
against
grievances
past
own
own
his
All
pastor
Mr. Beecher.
past grievances against
library,
up and down his library,
He walked up
dating
adulteries, dating
many adulteries,
man guilty
denouncing Mr. Beecher as a man
guilty of many
denouncing
all the succeedthrough all
running down through
pastorate and running
Western pastorate
from his Vestern
preceding
had, in the preceding
ing
Mr. Bowen declared that Mr. Beecher had,
years.
ing years.
February, 1870,
month of February,
1870, confessed to him certain of these adulteries.

be rekindled into sudden heat.
to he

35
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Bowen pointed
library whereon
and Mr. Bowen
me the exact spot
pointed out to me
spot in his library
humbleness, had (as
said) acMr. Beecher,
Beecher, with tears and huznbleness,
(as Mr. Bowen said)
knowledged
guilt.
knowledged to him his guilt.
Bowen in this interview declared that he and I owed a duty
Mr. Bowen
duty to
matter, and that I ought
ought to join
just demand
society
join him in aa just
society in this matter,
ministry, to quit
quit the city,
on Mr. Beecher to retire from the ministry,
on
city, and to bewas intake himself beyond
the
whose
homes
he was
reach
of
the
families
beyond
vading like a
a destroyer.
destroyer.
vading
me
Mr. Bowen
Bowen challenged
challenged me

to write such a
a

an
demand, and begged
demand,
begged for an

opportunity
it to Mr. Beecher in person, saying that he would
person, saying
opportunity to bear it
compel its
its enforcesupport it
it by a
great volume of evidence,
evidence, and would compel
support
by a great
Moulton's statement. I wrote on
spot the note mentioned in Mr. Moulton's
on the spot
greatly.
ment,
whicli seemed to please
please Mr. Bowen greatly.
ment, and which

me
me

Just as I was
was

Henry
Ward Beecher is
is a
Henry ¥Vard
sermon
another
wolf in the fold,
ought never
never to preach
sermon
fold, and I know it
it; he ought
preach
endangers families
nor write another word in aa religious
nor
religious newspaper
newspaper; he endangers
and disgraces
religion ; he should be blotted out."
out."
disgraces religion
December,
on the 26th of December,
This interview with Mr. Bowen occurred on
partly in the presence
presence of Oliver Johnson,
was partly
1870,
1870, and was
Johnson, who retired
leaving
leaving

his house,
house, his last word to

was,
was,

"

"

;

;

;

it was
was ended.
before it

Mr. Moulton of this interview,
as he has
same day
On that same
interview, as
dayII informed Mr.Moulton
noticed in his narrative.
Tilton, who,
was then just
I also informed Mrs. Tilton,
who, as she was
just recovering
recovering from

miscarriage, received the intelligence
a recent miscarriage,
intelligence with great
great distress.

She

Bowen's long
long hatred of Mr. Beecher,
alarmingly of Mr. Bowen's
spoke alarmingly
Beecher, which
spoke
afresh, and said that if
if
now seemed to her to be about to break forth afresh,
now
Bowen and I should thus combine against
Mr. Bowen
against Mr. Beecher she would
an exposure of her own
wept, and reminded
run
a risk of an
own secret.
run a
She wept,
exposure
had given
me
before, to do her
me of the pledge
pledge which IIhad
given her six months before.
wrong. She said,
moreover, that Mr. Beecher might
pastor
no wrong.
said, moreover,
might not alpastor no
" for
together
my letter to him demanding
together understand my
demanding his retirement "for
knew," because she had not yet
reasons which he explicitly
reasons
explicitly knew,"
yet informed
him that she had made her confession to me.
was surprised
I was
me.
surprised at this infor
previous
in
the
telligence,
August
she
told
me
commume
that
she had commuprevious August
telligence,
nicated to Mr. Beecher the fact that she had told

me
me

story of their
the story

She went on
on picturing to me
me the heart-break which
picturing
coming collision between Mr. Bowen and Mr.
she would suffer if,
if, in the coming
divulged. I well remember the pitiful
Beecher, her secret should be divulged.
Beecher,
pitiful

sexual association.

which, for the children's
own, she pleaded
children's sake and her own,
accents in which,
pleaded her

me, and begged
cause
Beecher, and to
me to be gentle
cause with me,
begged me
gentle with Mr. Beecher,
also, to quench
my own.
protect
Bowen's anger
own.
anger; also,
quench my
protect him from Mr. Bowen's
Lying on
on her bed sick,
stop the battle
sick, she said that unless I could stop
Lying
;

which seemed about to open,
open, and could make peace
peace between Mr. Bowen
Beecher if not for their sakes at least for hers-and
and Mr. Beecher-if
hers and could mymy-

—

—
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man
man who had wronged
wronged me,
me, she would pray
pray
me to send for Mr. Beecher,
She then begged
Beecher,
begged me

selfbecome
self become reconciled to the
die.
God that she might
might die.

presence, to speak
speak to him without malice
me to see him in her presence,
desiring me
desiring
proceed in the matter
came, and to assure him that II would not proceed
when he came,
I
I declined such an
an interview as not
woman's chamber, nor
willing to subject
nor was
was I willing
for a
a sick woman's
comely
subject her to
comely for
conferring with her paramour
paramour in the presence
presence of her
the mortification of conferring

pulpit.
expulsion from the pulpit.
of his expulsion

husband.
Tilton, I notified Mr. Bowen that I
After this
I
this conversation with Mrs. Tilton,
intelliIn response
response to this intelli_
my editorial room
office, and
came into my
room at the Uition
Union otiice,
gence, Mr. Bowen came
gence,
me any
giving me
explanation, but exhibitinga
exhibiting a passion
asking or giving
without asking
any explanation,
passion

intended to see Mr. Beecher face to face.

like one
I had never
never witnessed in him before,
before, and speaking
speaking like
one who
such as I
desperation, he exclaimed in
divulged
was
in feat
fear" and desperation,
in a high
key that if
if I divulged
was in
high key

numerous adulteries as he (Mr.
(Mr. Bowen)
to Mr. Beecher the story
story of his numerous
Bowen)
(Mr. Bowen)
them. he (Mr.
had narrated them,
me from ever again
Bowen) would interdict me
again
entering
entering

his otiice
office or his house.

He then suddenly
retired.
suddenly retired.

Bowen's part
This unexpected
part I could not comprecompreunexpected exhibition on Mr. Bowen's
Bowen, who was
for I
I did not dream that Mr. Bowen,
an
hend; for
was so determined an
hend;
M r. Beecher,
Beecher, had meanwhile entered into sudden league
league with
enemy of Mr.
enemy
object of his hate,
nofc Mr,
Mr. Beecher,
the object
hate, in order to overthrow,
Beecher, but
overthrow, not
'

myself!.
myself l,
I
I informed Elizabeth at once
once of Mr. Bowen's excited interview.

She

believed that his excitement was
was only
only a further evidence of his ancient

She said that Mr. Beecher had often told

malice against
against Mr. Beecher.

her how greatly
greatly he feared Mr. Bowen.

appalled at the
She was
was now
now appalled
prospect of Mr. Bowen's
Bowen's violent assault on
on her pastor.
prospect
pastor. She renewed her
entreaty to me
me that II would prevent
coming confiict
conflict between the
prevent the coming
entreaty
two men.
Elizabeth's distress,
men. Elizabetlfs
distress, in view of this expected
conflict, it
it
expected contiict,
would be impossible
impossible to exaggerate,
it was heightened
still enby her still
exaggerate, as it
heightened by
feebled
fecbled condition. She begged
me to see Mr. Beecher without delay,
delay,
begged me
sake, to put
put him on
on his guard
and. for her sake.
against Mr. Bowen, and to
guard against
explain to him that though
though I had written the letter
letter demanding
demanding his reexplain
tirement from the pulpit,
I
had
to my
yet
that
I
wife's
afterwards
listened
ray wife`s
pulpit. yet

entreaty, and had promised
entreaty,
promised her that

I would not press
press the demand to

execution.
At her

own suggestion
own
suggestion

she wrote a
it
a note to Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, and gave
gave it

to me,
me, stating
was distressed at the prospect
prospect of trouble,
trouble,
stating therein that she was

and begged,
avoiding
begged, as the best mode of avoiding

it, that a reconciliation might
might
it,
She informed him in this
letter that she had made to me
me a confession,
confession, six months before,
before, of her
intimacy with him,and
sexual intimacy
him, and that she had hitherto deceived her husband

be had between Mr. Beecher and myself.
myself.

believing that her pastor
into believing
having been made.
pastor knew of this confession having
was distracted
She said she was

at

having
prayed
misery, and prayed
having caused so much misery.
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might
instantly unite to prevent
might instantly
prevent Mr.
damage
damage which he had threatened in instigating
instigating

that Mr. Beecher and her husband

Bowen from doingdoing

the

Beecher's retirement from the church.
Mr. Beecher's
This letter of Mrs. Tilton's
December,
'l`ilton's was
was written on
on the 29th of December.
during the remainder of that day
pocket during
my pocket
day and
it in my
1870. II carried it
the next until evening,
evening, and then resolved that I would accede to my
my
wife's request,
for her sake would prevent
wife's
and
exposure
request,
prevent the threatened exposure
of Mr. Beecher by
by Mr. Bowen.

all
all

Moulton, as he has stated,
stated, and put
accordingly went to Mr. Moulton,
put into his
I accordingly
conveyed
his
first
wife's
letter,
hands my
knowledge
which
to
him
first
letter,
my
conveyed
knowledge of her
described, brought
brought Mr. Beecher to me,
adultery. He
He then,
on
me, on
then, as he has described,
adultery.
Friday evening,
storm. which
30, through
Friday
evening, December 30.
through a violent wintry
wintry storm,
way as appropriate
on the*
appropriate to the disturbed
Mr. Beecher referred to on
the»way
hour.
VII. The interview which followed between Mr. Beecher and

me
me

I

shall relate somewhat in detail,
detail, because his recent distorted description
description
it is
of it
is mainly
pretence, and not the truth.
mainly aa pretence,

Mr. Beecher fills
fills his false
false

my

account with invented particulars
particulars of what he calls my complaint
complaint to him
" business troubles," "loss
pTace and salary,"
of my "business
troubles," "loss of place
like, with
salary," and the like,

my

complaints against
against him for his supposed
agency in bringing
bringing about
cognate
supposed agency
cognate complaints
" place and
whereas he forgets
results
forgets that I had not yet
yet lost
these results:
vhereas
lost my
my "place
:

yet
salary."
and had not yet
salary," and.

" business troubles,"
troubles," nor
come
nor did I
come into my
my "business

me from
then dream that he had conspired
displace me
conspired with Mr. Bowen to displace
was then pendthe Independent
Independent or the Union,
Union. or that any
pendany such disaster was
over my
ing
head, particularly
only aa few days
days before sighed
signed
ing over
my head,
particularly as I had only
me aa lucrative connection with those two
two new
new contracts securing
securing to me
for years
come.
years to come.
" lost my place "" that I held this interfirst "lost
was not because II had first
my place
"lose my
my place"
view with Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, for II did not "lose
place until after this
an " imperfect memory
interview was
was held.
Mr. Beecher confesses to an
"imperfect memory
of dates." This imperfection
imperfection of memory
My
memory has betrayed
betrayed him here. My
evening, Decemwas on
Decem~
on Friday
acknowledges, was
him, as he acknowledges,
interview with him,
Friday evening,
Saturday evening,
was not until Saturday
it was
But it
ber 30,
is correct.
30, 1870.
This is
evening,
closing
during
the
night,
o'clock
at
nine
at
December 31,
o'clock
31,
closing hours of the
night, during
came from Mr. Bowen. See the
year,
my notification of dismissal came
year. that my

journals
journals
It

was

"

Daily Graphic's
Dazly
Graphics

January 1,
Bowen, January
1, 1871,
M r. Bowen,
fac-simile of my
1871,
my letter to Mr.

said
in which II said:
:

"
evening [that
[that is,
31] your
"II received last evening
is, not December 30. but 31]
your sudden
my two contracts,
one with the Independent,
notice breaking
contracts, one
breaking my
Independent, the other
Union"
with the Brooklyn
Brooklyn Union."

as by
plainly proven,
It is
is thus plainly
mathematics, that my
proven, as
by mathematics,
my interview with
"lost
having "lost
Beecher which he says
on account of my
Mr. Beecher-which
says occurred on
my having
"
" lost my place and salary.''
occurred
I
salary
"-occurred
before
place
iny
and
salary."
salary
my
place
before
ugy place

—

—

"
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contracts-since
since both
both, were
I imagined
and before I
imagined that my
my two contracts
I— were to be summarily
fresh,
summarily broken.
fresh, and hardly
hardly aa week old !-were

new and

new

after my
night after
my interview with
on the night
Indeed.
received,on
even when II received,
Indeed, even
their fracture, I
I had no
suspicion
Bowen's notice of their
no suspicion
Mr. Beecher, Mr. Bowen's
using what he now
now admits
then that Mr. Beecher had meanwhile been using

me," and to entail
entail
decisive influence to overthrow me,"
"his
his decisive
to have been "
On the contrary,
contrary, II still
still supposed
supposed
salary."
loss of place
place and salary."
me "loss
upon
upon me
for he
me, for
that Mr. Bowen was
more the enemy
was more
enemy of Mr. Beecher than me,
"

had given
given

me abundant

me

reason to believe

reason

Beecher's
Beecher's written apology
apology to

me
me

so.

It
It

was not until after Mr.

was

his
thatI
that I learned from his

own humble

own

only of ruining
ruining my
guilty not only
my
and dust-covered lips
lips that he had been guilty
my public
me from my
displacing me
of displacing
public trusts.
home, but of
detail to this
'Sir. Beecher,
this interview with Mr.
Let me
little more
more in detail
me refer
refer a little
it.
misrepresented it.
thoroughly he has misrepresented
December 30, 1870.
1870, to show how thoroughly
me as opening
on that occasion a budopening to him on
Mr. Beecher describes me
I accused him of procurprocurpoints that I
touching three points;
get of particulars
particulars touching
get
••
"
not yet
had
come
"-whereas
downfall
"downfall
whereas
downfall
my
next,
my
ing
come;
yet
my
ing my
me-a
separate from me
a story
that he had advised my
my wife to separate
story of which II
in the Investigating
Investigating Committee
never heard until I
it in
I heard it
third,
Committee; and third,
:

—

;

—

;

Elizabeth— which was
proposals to Elizabeth-which
was
that I
improper proposals
I charged
charged him with improper
indeed true',
I informed him in detail of Elizatruth, for
for I
only half the truth,
true; but onlyhalf
beth's
adultery.
beth's confession of their adultery.
points, so that neither
I must be repetitiously
on each of these points,
repetitiously explicit
explicit on

reader's mind.
shall escape
of them shall
escape the reader's
" downfall," or "business
" business difficulties,"
difficulties," or
First, then,
then, touching
my "downfall,"
First,
touching my
1 repeat
yet suffered any
"loss of place
salary," 1
repeat that I had not yet
any of
"loss
place and salary,"
were in store
these losses,
losses, nor did I
I then suppose
suppose that such disasters were

for
for

me.
me.

"advice to my
separate from me.'*
as to his alleged
alleged "advice
my wife to separate
me," II
never to this day
day informed me
solemnly
me that
solemnly aver that Mrs. Tilton has never
gave her any
Mr. Beecher ever gave
an_y such advice, nor did she so inform the
like myself,
committee;
Moulton, like
committee; that Mr. Moulton,
myself never heard of such advice

Next,
Next,

we both heard of it.
having been given
given until we
our surprise,
surprise, during
during the
it, to our
having
present inquiry;
inquiry and that the only
only persons
persons who had,
had. as II supposed,
supposed, adpresent
vised Mrs. Tilton to leave me.
Beecher, but
me, were Mrs. Morse and Mrs. Beecher,
;

not Mr. Beecher.

Wliat
What evidence does Mr. Beecher

now give
give

now

to show that

he ever ad-

vised Mrs. Tilton to separate
separate from her husband ??

asked permission
permission [he
says] to bring
"IIasked
(that is,
is, to
bring- my
[he says]
my wife to see them (that
Mrs.
Morse and Mrs. 'Filtonl
Tilton).
[he continues]
My wife [he
continues] was
was exMy
Mrs._)lorse
Tilton. ... II felt
tremely
indignant tow-.irds
towards Mr. Tilton
felt as strongly
strongly as she did,
did.
tremely l1'1(1lQ'I1!lDI
but
b».t hesitated.
hesitated, as Inlways
do, at giving
I always do.
giving advice in favor
_favor of separation.
separation.
It was
was agreed
'final advice at
give her (Mrs.
Tiltonl final
agr_eed that my
my wife should give
(Mrs. Tilton)
another visit.
'l`he
Z1 final word,
The next day.
day. when ready
visit.
ready to go.
go. she wished a
"

see

....
.
.
.

....

but there was
was company,
company, and the children were
were present,
present, and so I wrote
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your view is
right, and
scrap of paper
on
a scrap
is right,
on a
paper: 'II incline to think that your
"
of support
separation and a settlement ol'
that a separation
wisest.'
support will be wisest.'
:

'

"

Admitting lor
for the þÿ
argument's
Admitting
¬I'g'\1T) ¬I1t'Ssake that Mr. Beecher may
may have written
did), the testimony
1
believe
paper
(though
of
I
do
not
he
such a
a scrap
of
paper
(though
did),
testimony ot'
scrap
of having
Mrs. Tilton makes no
no mention ot'
having received such advice from her
effect which she mentions she accords
pastor. '1`he
The only
only advice to this eifect
pastor.
wife, but not to Mr. Beecher.
pastor's wife,
Furto her mother and to her pastor's
given the advice which he pretends
thermore, if
if Mr. Beecher had given
thermore,
pretends to
would have eagerly
given, Mrs. Morse would have known of it,
have given,
it,\'0l1ld
eagerly

made

use
use

it, and would have urged (perhaps forced) her daughter to
of it,
urged (perhaps forced)
daughter
explicit testimony
over her own
own
Now, Mrs. Morse gives
Now,
testimony over
gives explicit

it.
upon it.
act upon

advice ; on
on the contrary,
uever gave
hand that Mr. Beecher never
any such advice;
contrary,
gave any
vfhich Mr. Beecher gave
gave concerning
only advice which
she shows that the only
concerning the

separation
proposed separation
proposed

husband

l!

separate from her
was,
was, that Mrs. Tilton should not separate
Beecher, indorsed in his
Beecher,

Mr.
Morse's letter to M
r.
I refer to Mrs. Morse's

by him January
January 27,
having been received from her by
as having
own handwriting
27,
handwriting as
apology.
Morse
speaks
his
Mrs.
a
weeks
after
only
a
few
1871,
1871, only
apology.
speaks in that
follows
as follows:
complainingly to Mr. Beecher,
letter complainingly
Beecher, as
(Mrs.
who
her
advises
one
else
/lim
one
"You
"You or any
(Mrs. Tilton)
Tilton) to live with him
any
by slow torture,
lie is
is doing all
can to kill her by
(Mr. Tilton),
torture, is
doing all he can
Tilton), when he
(Mr.
a friend"
anything but afriend."
anylhing
very time when Mr. Beecher
It will be seen
seen from the above that at the very
own

'

remorse and despair
despair for
pretends
suddenly thrown into remorse
pretends to have been suddenly
namely,
Elizabeth
advice
separate
from
given
me
having
bad
to
meadvice-namely,
separate
having given
was writing
him because he
Elizabeth's mother was
Elizabetlfs
chidehim
writing to Mr. Beecher to chide
advice, but just
given, not that advice,
just the opposite
had given.
Morse's letter
opposite! Mrs. Morse's
"killing her daughter
by
torture,"
and
accuses him
slow
accuses
accuses me
me of
ot' "killing
torture,"
daughter by
separation from such a
at the same
same time of advising
a
advising her against
against aa separation

—

!

'

brute !

!

—

all persons in
who of all
In the presence
ot' this letter of Mrs. Morse
Morse-who
presence of
persons
to procure
separation, and
the world was
was most solicitous
procure Elizabeth's separation,

question Mr.
most likely
likely to know on
who would be most
on which side of the question

—

respectfully submit that Mr. Beecher's
Beecher had advised
advised-II respectfullysubmit
Beecher's recent
recent.
was
given such advice,
pretended claim to have given
and pretended
advice, and that this advice was
subsequent
remorse
and
letter-writing,
of
the key-note
key-note to his four years
remorse
subsequent
letter-writing,
years
is whisked away
and the committee report
is
winds-and
is blown to the winds
away
report is

—

with it.
it.
Third, Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's statement that at this interview of December
Third,
is
proposals to Mrs. Tilton is
making impure
charged him with making
30, 1870,
1870, I charged
30,
impure proposals
truth,
part
of
far
is
only
a
true
so
as
it
goes,
lar
but
is
a part
ol'
the
said)
have
as
it
truth.
(as
I
said)
goes,
only
(as
namely, his
was this last topic,
for
I charged
forI
adultery. It was
topic, namely,
charged him with adultery.

criminal relations with Mrs. Tilton,
Tilton, and not at all my
troubles,
my financial troubles,
my wife to
yet come
nor
come upon me
advice to my
nor
his
since these had not yet
me;
upon
;

me,
separate from me,
separate

—

was his criminal
it was
of
ol' which I had not then heard
heard-it

:

;

:
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this only-that
only that constituted the
this, and this
association with Mrs. Tilton
Tilton-this,
interon that memorable night.
basis of my
night. This interbasis
my interview with him on

my object
object in
in holdTilton's request,
was held at Mrs. 'I'ilton's
repeat, was
request, and my
view, II repeat,
concerning the possible
exposure
to quiet
quiet her apprehension
possible exposure
apprehension concerning
ing
supposed to be an
through what both she and II then supposed
of her secret through
it was
ino- it

this end I
I
To,this
by Mr. Bowen. To,
imminent assault upon
upon Mr. Beecher by
inforined
informed Mr. Beecher of the confession which Mrs. Tilton had made to

me

me

it had become necessary
for her peace
necessary for
six
before, and which it
six months before.
peace

—

—

my
for her life
life-that
that Mr. Beecher should receive from my
perhaps even for
-perhaps
no
manage his case with Mr. Bowen that no
in order that he should so manage
lips in
lips
Tilton's
to the world.
of
Mrs.
Tilton's
therefrom
exposure
arise
would
danger
exposure
danger
only purpose,
purpose, and my
This was
was my
my purpose,
my only
purpose, in that interview, as Mrs.
right well.
well.
Tilton and Mr. Beecher knew right
false
light of these facts,
Beecher's false
facts, thus proved,
Now, in the light
proved, note Mr. Beecher's
statement of them as follows:
follows
u It was
"It
fallen into disgrace
until Mr. Tilton [lie says]
was not until
disgrace and
[he says] hadtofallen
assail me
me with charges
assail
thought It
it necessary
necessary
lost
lost his salary
salary that he thought
charges
in mind for
for six months."
months."
which he pretended
pretended to have had in

Against
Against

the above fallacious assertion I
I have set the counter testitesti-

will recapitulate,
namely
mony of incontrovertible facts,
facts, which II will
recapitulate, namely:
mony
on
VVhen
Friday, December 30,
When II resolved to meet Mr. Beecher on
Friday,
I had just
just made two new
new contracts with Mr. Bowen, signing
1870, I
signing them

an income as
days previous,
only
previous, from which II looked forward to an
only aa few days
Plymouth Church. When I sat
salary of the pastor
pastor of Plymouth
large as the salary
large
was in independent
on that night
for Mr. Beecher on
waiting
night II was
waiting for
independent circumfor years
increasingly so for
When
stances,
stances, and expected
years to come.
expected to be increasingly
me that night
thought — not the
no thought-not
brought him to me
Mr. Moulton brought
night II had no

—

"

"
"business
loss of
difficulties " or "
business troubles " or " loss
financial diliiculties
of " nnancial
rernotest-of
remotest
to
for
not
these
disasters,
nor did II then foresee
come
place," for I had
yet
disasters, nor
yet come
place,"
"

"

"
calmly " to him on
said, " talked calmly
on that night,
it
When I,
I, as he said,
them. VVhen
night, it
was
previously demanded his retirement from the pulpit,
"was because I
I had previously
pulpit,
wife's heart;
and because this demand had well-nigh
my wife's
heart for
well-nigh broken my
for no other reason,
agreed with her to meet him
whose sake alone,
alone, and for
reason, I agreed
face to face in order to inform him that I knew of his intimacy
intimacy with
say to him that,
her,
woman and
her, and to say
that, for the sake of this suffering
suffering woman
her children,
upon him to quit
pulpit
children, II would withdraw the demand upon
quit the pulpit
and Hee
flee the city,
city, and that Mr. Bowen should have no ally
me in his
ally in me
proposed war
war against
against his pastor.
pastor.
proposed
"

;

I

As God is
is my
judge, II solemnly
my judge,
solemnly aver that that interview did not
of
descend to points
finance,
but, on the contrary,
contrary, touched only
finance,
but,
points
only two
points
first, Mrs. 'l'ilton's
Tilton's ruin,
come through
Beecher
ruin, which had come
through Mr. Beecher;
points: Hrst,
Tilton's safety,
come through Mr. Beecher
second, Mrs. Tilton's
and,
and, second,
safety, which must come
through
:

and myself.
myself.
interview, from a little
In that interview,
little memorandum in my
giving dates
hand, giving
my hand,
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Tilton's long
and places,
places, I recited to Mr. Beecher Mrs. Tilton's
long story
story as she had
July, and which she had,
given it
it to me
me in the previous
on the previous
had, on
given
previous July,
previous
day,
29, which I had put
put into
day, reauthenticated in her note of December 29,
Moulton's hands to be the basis of
Mr. Moulton's
ol his summons
summons to Mr. Beecher to

meet

me
me

for the conference.

No

extraneous subject
subject did I introduce into

single-minded recital
was in my
that single-minded
one theme was
recital; for only
only one
thoughts;
my thoughts
no intruder should interrupt
me, or
or that Mr. Beecher
and in order that no
interrupt me,
;

;

hearing me.
me, I locked the door and put
should retire before hearing
put the key
key into
pocket.
my
my pocket.

message, I unlocked the door and said to Mr.
After I delivered my
my message,
you are free to go.
we understand each other,
go.
Beecher,
Now that we
If
other, you
Beecher, " Now
"

or disgrace
comes to Elizabeth or the children,
any
children, II shall hold
disgrace comes
any harm or
you, but if you
upon her,
you responsible.
her, I
spare you,
you turn upon
responsible. For her sake II spare
you
your name
world."
will
name dead before the whole world."
will smite your
speaking he hesitated to leave his chair,
When I ceased speaking
Vhen
chair, but sat with
up
iioor. At length
head, and with eyes
bowed head,
eyes riveted to the floor.
length looking
looking up
" Theodore,
Theodore, I am
said
Dante's
into my
my face he said:
am in a
a dream
dream-II am
am in Dante's

—

'°

:

Inferno."
Inferno."

You

"
pointed to the door and said again,
I pointed
again, " You are free to retire."

threshold, turned,
going out lie
on the threshold,
me in
In going
he stopped
in the
turned, looked me
stopped on
would permit
permit him to
lip whether or not I
face,
Iwould
face, and asked with quivering
quivering lip

was about to answer,
answer, "No,
more for the last time. I was
No,
more
grief, and her expressed
expressed wish that
remembering
my wife's
wiI'e's grief,
remembering my

see Elizabeth once
once

never." but
never."

'.*

presence, I felt
felt that she
this interview could have taken place
place in her presence,
asked, and so
would be better satisfied if
so
it' I gave
gave him the permission
permission he asked,
may go
you may
said, " Yes,
I said,
Yes, you
once, but you
go at once,
you shall not chide Elizabeth for
confessing the truth to her husband. Remember what I say
if yon
confessing
say; if
you
"

;

confession, or utter to her a word to
reproach that sick woman
woman for her confession,
reproach
upon her broken heart for betraying
you, I will visit you
weigh
heavily upon
betraying you.
weigh heavily
you
spared your
your life during
vengeance. 1I have spared
with vengeance.
during the last six months and
it again
am able also to destroy it.
am able to spare
am
me,"
spare it
again; but I am
destroy it. Mark me,"
" Elizabeth is
— she must
must hear no
added, "Elizabeth
is prostrate
no word of
I added,
prostrate with grief
grief-she
or reproach."
blame or
reproach."
;

"
said, "
"II am
am in a wild whirl l
Oh,
Theodore," he said,
Oh, Theodore,"
retired
words
he
from
the
room,
After these
room, and almost immediately
immediately
(as Mr. Moulton has narrated)
narrated) accompanied
accompanied that gentleman
gentleman to my
my
(as
(as Mr. Beecher admits)
fell upon
house,
house, where (as
admits) he fell
upon Elizabeth with
"

"

"

!

is, full
reproach, and procured
language," that is,
full of reproach,
"strong
procured from her a
"strong language,"

retraction which he dictated to her,
comher, and which she wrote at his complainly visible in her handwriting,
— her tremor and fear being
mand
mand--her
being plainly
handwriting, as
shown in The
T/te Daily
Graphz`c's fac-simile.
Daily Graphic's
my wife far from being
On my
evening, I found my
my return home that evening,
being in
styled her a marble statue
the condition Mr. Beecher described when he styled
on the contrary she was
was full
full of tears and
or carved monument
or
monument; but on
contrary
;

:
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reproached her in
her, had reproached
misery,
upon her,
saying that he had called upon
misery, saying
" struck him dead,"
violent terms, had declared that she had "struck
dead," and that
give him a
protection, he would be
a writing
writing for his protection,
unless she would give
" tried by a
"tried
by a council of ministers."

anger and grief,
me his manner
manner as full
mingled anger
grief, in
full of mingled
She described to me
was at one
one moment
moment so terrified by
by the look on
consequence
consequence of which she was
thought he would kill
kill her.
his face that she thought
nearly distracted at the thought
thought that her womanly
womanly and
grew nearly
She grew
only resulted in making
charitable effort to make peace
peace had only
making Mr. Beecher
if he had entered a second time into
I believe that if
her enemy
enemy and mine. I
presence that night
her presence
night she would have shuddered and fainted at his
to me
me of the agony which he expressed to her,
narrative
Her
approach.
her,
agony
expressed
approach.
heaped upon
upon her,
her, and of the bitterness with
of the reproaches
reproaches which he heaped

—

pastor to hcr
her husband-all
husband all
which he denounced her for betraying
betraying her pastor
lingers in my
a remembered horror.
still lingers
this tale still
my mind like a
facts, fortified
by documentary
fortified by
plain statement of facts,
The above plain
documentary evidence
interview
with
Beecher
Mr.
occurred before
that
my
proving
before and not
my
proving
puts an end to the folfolloss of place
after my
place and salary,"
salary," effectually
my "loss
effectually puts
after
committee's verdict
verdict-a
a passage
lowing
lowing passage
passage which constitutes
passage in the committee's
strange tribunal. The committee say:
say
one
one of the principal
principal findings
findings of that strange
"

—

on the 29th of December,
mem"It is
is clear that on
"It
December, when the so-called memwas procured
procured from Mrs. Tilton,
Tilton, the chief inciting
inciting
orandum of confession was
on Tilton's
Tilton's part
part was
was his belief that Mr.
cause of that step
cause
l1r. Beecher had
step on
place, business and repute."
repute."
caused him his loss of place,
conclusion, drawn by
false
The above conclusion,
by the committee from the false

facts

exploded, must be delivered over
which I have exploded,
over to the limbo of those

swore to
remarkable insurance policies
policies touching
touching which Mr. Beecher swore
profound and perfect
was on
being in profound
health, while at the same
same time he was
being
perfect health,
daily edge
edge of death from a
granda hypochondria
the daily
hypochondria inherited from his grand~
a. remorse consequent upon giving bad advice.
father,
father, and from a
consequent upon giving
is based upon
committee's verdict is
upon anVIII. About one-half of the committee's
falsehood, which I shall so completely
completely expose
expose
other equally
equally remarkable falsehood,
it will receive the ridicule of a
that I believe the authors of it

community
community

they
whom they

have attempted
by the
attempted to deceive. The chief argument
argument by
committee is
against Mr. Beecher was
is that my
my real charge
was simply
im~
charge against
simply " im"
" adultery " that they never
of
proposals,"
proper
not
never
my
chargheard
;"
proper proposals,"
adultery
they
my chargwith ""adultery"
adultery " until I trumped
trumped up
ing him witli
up this latter accusation as
ing
a conspiracy
conspiracy which Mr. Moulton and I were
were prosecuting
prosecuting against
part of a.
part
against
Without this
patience and for greed
gain
Mr. Beecher with slow patience
greed of gain!
argument,
report, they
committees report,
argument, which comprises
comprises one-half the committee's
they would
at
never
all.
I
shall
rip
never have been able to make a report
all.
But
report
rip this arguargu"

;

!

ment so

completely
completely

out of the report
report that that document will at

one

one

stroke he
be torn in twain,
is devoted to this fabrication
twain, and the half which is

paper.
will be cast aside as waste paper.
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First,
First, to do

injustice to the committee,
no
me give
no injustice
committee, let me
give them the
words, as
as follows
own
follows:
own words,

argument in their
chance of stating
stating their argument

show, from the evidence,
"We
(say they),
they), and propose
propose to show,
"Ve believe (say
evidence, that
original charge
the original
passed and
was improper advances,
charge was
improper advances, and that as time passed
conspiracy deepened
was enlarged
enlarged into adultery.
adultery.
the conspiracy
it was
The importance
deepened it
importance
apparent, because if the charge
charge has been so changed
changed then both
of this is apparent,
Tilton and Moulton are
conspirators and convicted of a
are conspirators
a vile fraud,
fraud. which
necessarily ends their influence in this controversy.
controversy. What
Vhat is
is the proof
necessarily
proof
(they
charge in the first
was adultery?"
Erst instance was
(they add)
add) that the charge
adultery?"
I cannot

understand,
except on
ground, how Mr. Beecher's
on one
one ground,
Beecher's lawunderstand, except

are attendants at his church rnd
(since they
acquainted with its
yers
end acquainted
its
they are
yers (since
have
boldness
had
the
to
assume
position
as
proceedings)
a
should
assume
a
such
position as
proceedings)

they must
must have known that I could disprove
disprove their fallaabove, since they
the
thc above,
Plymouth Church itself.
The.
by the official
official records of Plymouth
cious statement by
itself. The

on which I presume
ground on
one ground
was
presume they
they based their daring
daring assertion was
possessed no
papers in a cercopy of the papers
no official
official copy
their supposition
supposition that I possessed
Plymouth Church which Mr. Beecher,
proceeding in Plymouth
tain famous proceeding
Beecher, with
one

" attempt to keep me
hypocrisy, describes as his "attempt
a
a rare hypocrisy,
keep me from public
public trial
and his committee thought
Perhaps
Mr.
Beecher
by
church."
thought that
Perhaps
by the church."
" the papers had been burned."
But I shall not allow
case, too,
burned."
in this case,
too, "the
papers

him

"
"
as
so as
so
to escape
escape

Let

by
by

fire."
tire."

me explain
explain:

me

Tilton's confession in July,
A few weeks after Mrs. Tilton's
A
1870, and several
July, 1870,
apology, I communicated the fact of their
Beecher's apology,
months before Mr. Beecher's
our family,
criminal intimacy
family, Mrs.
grave and discreet friend of our
intimacy to aa grave
most
one
one of the best known and most
Martha B. Bradshaw,
Bradshaw, of Brooklyn,
Brooklyn,
same information was
was
honored members of Plymouth
Plymouth Church. The same

given
subsequently given
subsequently

to Mrs.

Bradshaw by
by Mrs. Tilton herself.

On the
On

information in the possession
Bradshaw, Mr.
possession of Mrs. Bradshaw,
relying on
on Mrs.
Plymouth Church,
William F. Vest,
West, a
a member of Plymouth
Willialm
Church, relying
circulating
me before the church for circulating
witness, indicted me
Bradshaw to be a
a witness,

basis

of this

Vest'S
Vard Beecher. Mr. West's
Henry Ward
scandalous reports
reports against
against the Rev. Henry
notoriety at the time,
a matter of notoriety
although a
time,
charges
specifications, although
charges and specifications.
never yet
have never
print for
published. I herewith commit them to print
yet been published.
Beecher's committee
the purpose
showing that the verdict of Mr. Beecher's
purpose of showing
official
allegation
central
chief
and
stands disproved
in
its
by the official
allegation by
disproved
committeemen,
Beecher's six committeemen,
Plymouth Church itself.
records of Plymouth
itself Mr. Beecher's

me not attempt
memories." Let me
"bad memories."
like Mr. Beecher himself,
attempt
himself, have "bad
this committee and their attorneys
to portray
mortification
of
the
attorneys at
portray
Plyby Plyadopted by
official papers
reading the following
papers adopted
copy of othcial
following correct copy

reading
mouth Church,
Church,

possession
my possession:
of which the originals
originals are in my
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TALLMADGE TO
TO MR. TILTON.
MR. TALLMADGE

Brooklyn, October 17,
17, 1873.
BROOKLYN,
TILTON :
Mn.
Tnsonoee Tilton
Mr. Theodore
ofthe
DEAR
meeting of
the Examining
of Plymouth
At a meeting
Dear S1R!_.-hi.
Sir
Examining Committee ol'
Plymouth
evening, the clerk ot'
of the committee was instructed to
this evening,
Church, held this
complaint and specifications
forward to you
you a copy
specifications made against
against
copy of the complaint
West, and was requested
any
F. Vest,
by Mr. William F.
you
requested to notify
notify you
you that any
you by
desire
offer
to
answer
committee
that
might
to
offer
the
answer to the charges
you
charges
you might
Thursday, October 23, 1373.
on or before Thursday,
may be sent to the clerk on
1873.
may
I hand you
charges and specifications
Enclosed I
copy of the charges
specifications reyou a copy
to.
Yours very
respectfully,
ferred to.
very respectfully,
D. W. '1`ALLiiAnGE,
Tallmadge, Clerk.
Clerk.
393 Bridge
Street.
Bridge Street.
:

:

—

COPY
COPY

charges and speci/icatiorzs
specifications made by
charges
by
Of
Tilton:
T/zeoclore
Theodore
against
Tilton:
against

the
the

William F.

ll/'est
West

I
circhurch, with
having cirI charge
Tilton, a member of this church.
charge Theodore Tilton,
withhaving
culated and promoted
promoted scandals derogatory
derogatory to the
integrity of
the Christian integrity
this church.
our pastor, and injurious
injurious to the reputation
reputation of this
pastor,

Specifications ::
Specyications

—

E. L. L.
In an interview between Theodore Tilton and the Rev. E.
First-In
First
Taylor,
Brooklyn Union,
Union, in
ofthe
in the spring
D., at the oiiice
office of
the Brooklyn
1871,
ot'1S71,
Taylor, D. D.,
spring of
the said Theodore 'l`ilton
Tilton stated that the Rev. Henry
Henry Ward Beecher
preached to several (seven
mistresses every
Sunday
eight) of his inistresses
preached
every Sunday
(seven or eight)
evening.
Dr. Taylor,
charge,
evening. Upon
being rebuked by
Upon being
by Dr.
Taylor, he reiterated the
the_charge,
it in Mr. Beecher`s
Beecher's presence
and said that he would make it
if desired.
presence it'
Vi1ness:
R1-rv.
AVitness
Rev. E. L. L. TAYLOR,
D.D.
Taylok, D.
D.
:

Second-In
Second— In aa conversation with Mr. Andrew Bradshaw. in the latter
part
November, 1873,
Tilton requested
1873, Theodore 'l`ilton
part of November.
requested Mr. Bradshaw not
repeat certain statements which had previously
to repeat
previously been made to him by
by
adding that he retracted none
none oi'
Mr. Tilton, adding
of the {1C('l1S2l_l()I1S
accusations which he
had formerly
formerly made against
against ,Mr.
but
Beecher,
that he wished to hush
,Mr. Beecher,
the scandal on
Beecher's account;
on Mr. Beecher's
account that Mr. Beecher was
was a bad man,
man,
and not a safe person
person to be allowed to visit
visit the families oi'
of his church;
church;
that if
if this scandal ever
ever were
were cleared up
up he (Tilton)
('l`ilton) would be the only
only
one of the three involved who would be unhurt by
it; and that he was
by it;
for Mr. Beecher's
silently
suffering for
Beecher's sake.
silently surTering
Witness
Witness:
Axnnnw Bradshaw.
BR,nsn.iw.
Andrew
;

:

Third
-At
an interview with Mrs. Andrew Bradshaw, in Thompson's
At an
Third—
Bradshaw.
'l`hompson's
dining-rooms
on Clinton street,
street, on
on or
or about the 3d day
dining-rooms on
day of Amrnst,
August, 1870,
Tilton stated that he had discovered that a
Theodore 'l`ilton
& criminal
crimi-nal intimacy
intimacy
existed between his wife and Mr. Beecher.
Afterward, in November,
At`terward_
Novcmher,
to
1872, referring
the
1872.
above
conversation,
Tilton
Mr.
conversation.
said
to Mrs.
referring
Bradshaw that he retracted none
none of the accusations which he had forformerly made against
against Mr. Beecher.
merly
Witness
þÿViiI1 ¬SS=
Mrs. Andrew
Mes.
Axrmnw Bradshaw.
Bnsnsnaw.
:

It will
will be seen
seen from the third specification
specification in the above document

that I was
was indicted
by
hy

Plymouth Church,
an attempt was
(lhurch, and that an
Plymouth
attempt was
because Ihad
Ihacl said,
said, on
on the 3d of August, 1870,
qf August, 1870,
that I had discovered A
a criminal
cnnnxsr. rxrnxacv
intimacy between ZIV.
Mr. Beecher and
bring
made to bring

me

me

trial
to trial
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Mrs. Tilton.
Jllrs.

The date mentioned in this specification,
specification, namely, the 3d
Sd
namely,

of
August, 1870,
was only
days after
1870, was
ot' August,
rnnzrr ons
Tillon's confession
only thirty
afler Mrs. Tilton's
corrfesswn of
of
year! What shall be thought
July
thought of the report
report ofa
of a so-called
of that year!
July 3 of

Investigating
Investigating Committee of

Plymouth Church which,
which, in order to mainPlymouth
false
tain and uphold
the
pastor's
denial
my
true
false
charge against
of
against him.
him,
uphold
pastor's
my
charge
defence, to falsify
falsify the records of his own
is
is compelled,
own church
church??
compelled, in his defence,
"What is the proof that the charge in the
The committee's
committee's question, "
'l`he
"What

question,

proof

charge

adultery ? " meets in the above official
instance was
was adultery?"
by
oiiicial document by
point-blank an
Plymouth
an answer
answer that I am
am almost tempted
Plymouth Church so point-blank
first

tempted

gentlemen
gentlemen

the epithets
epithets they
they have put
upon Mr.
put upon
say that for their own
me, and to say
Moulton and me,
by their
own verdict,
verdict, judged
judged by
" convicted of a vile fraud."
own church records,
ovn
fraud."
records, they
they stand "convicted
The above church record completely
nullifies one-half
'l`he
more than
one-half-more
completely nullies
to return to these six

—

—

committee's report!
report
half of the co1nmittee's
half-of
again to Mr. West's
IX. In order that I may
Vest's
may not need to refer again
specifications, l1 may
as well
charge and specifications,
vell append
my
may as
charge
append in this place
place my
on Mr. Bcechcr's
proper comment on
Beecher's extraordinary
owe him
proper
extraordinary claim that I owe

gratitude
gratitude

kept mc,
me, as he says,
a "
public trial by
for having
by the
having kept
says, from a
"public

church."
church."

Why
Vhy

did Mr. Beecher keep
keep

me

me

a public
by the church
from a
church??
public trial by

It

I, but he,
It was
was not I,
he, who feared to be
a Hercules to prevent
put forth the labors of
And
tried, and who put
ofa
trial. And
tried,
prevent aa trial.
for, unless Mr. Beecher's
case in that perilous
perilous hour
with good
reason: for,
Beccher`s case
good reason

was

was

me, but himself.
to save,
save, not me,
:

the present
six, on
had been conducted by
on their novel
bythe
present committee of six,
plan
guilty.
proven him guilty.
all hazards,
hazards, the trial would have proven
plan of acquitting
acquitting at all

With
Vith

sagacity, therefore.
wise sagacity,
therefore, Mr. Beecher sought
sought to keep
keep

save himself from that ruin.
trial in order to save

me
me from

that

I well remember how,
how, at

that time,
time, he spoke
nights, full of fear and
spoke of his anxious and sleepless
sleepless nights,

cunning attempt
apprehension at the possible
possible failure of his cunning
attempt to prevent
prevent
apprehension
pretend to
time, he had to pretend
the coming
coming on
of a trial which,
which, at the same
same time,
on ofa
invite
invite!

evidently sharing the conviction of Ihe
Furthermore.
Beecher. evidently
the
Furthermore, Mr. Beeclrer,
sltaring
charges and
no official
'Vest's charges
official copy
committee that I possessed
possessed no
copy of Mr. West's
West's fearful
indictment as
specifications, ventured to speak
fearftil 'indictment
speak of Mr. \"est's
specifications,
it
follows, namely,
follows,
namely, that it"
square issues upon
Presented no
upon which his (MT.
(MY. Beecher's)
no square
"Presented
Beecher's) guilt
guilt or
innocence could be tried."
tried."

And yet
yet what issue could be more
more pointed
pointed and direct? If a clergyclergyAnd
gives specificaof
accused
adultery,
the indictment gives
man openly
and
specificaopenly
adultery,

is
man is

a square
names,
case present
names. dates,
dates. and witnesses,
witnesses, does not the case
square
present a
affirm when I say
I know whereof I afhrm
say that Mr. Beecher feared and
"issues were
were not
prospect of that trial,
dreaded the prospect
trial, not because the "issues
so sharp
on the contrary,
contrary, because the issues were
were so
square," but,
but, on
square,"
sharp and

tions,
tions,

issue?

:

:
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" rough and ragged
their "rough
clear-cut
on their
ragged
clear-cut that he dared not cast himself on

edge."
edge."

Let

me
me

in this
this connection notice another point.
point.
in

'1'he
The committee have

original charge
arguing that the original
charge could not have been
way of arguing
a singular
singular way
" adultery," because (as they say) Mrs. 'I`ilton's
Tilton's written retraction inin(as they say)
"adultery,"

Vith
With an extraordinary
extraordinary inconsisinconsisfollowing remarks:
of reasoning,
reasoning, the verdict has the following
remarks
tency of
tency

proposals."
"improper proposals."
dicated only
only "improper

" It is
"It
is said,
said, further,
adultery.
further, that Mr. Beecher confessed the act of adultery.
is not consistent with the retraction he received
Such alleged
alleged confession is
it likely,
evening from Mrs. Tilton. Is it
if the main offence had been
that evening
likely, if
charged, Mr. Beecher would have been satisned
satisfied with anything
charged,
anything short of a
'!"
that?"
retraction of that

The logic
is most pitiable.
A
pitiable.
is charged
charged with
A clergyman
logic of the above is
clergyman is
"He goes
goes to the guilty
shall
adultery. 'He
woman, and demands that she shall
adultery.
guilty woman,
carries to her bedside paper,
He carries
give him a written retraction.
paper, pen,
pen,
give
and ink, and'compels
and^compels her to phrase
suit him exactly.
this retraction to suit
phrase this
exactly.
'What does he make her
her*say
"What
Merely that there was
was no adultery?
adultery? No,
'say ?? Merely

—

still more than this
he makes her say
this-that
even an
an
that there has been not even
say still
Having appealed
fears, having
having (as
attempt at such. Having
appealed to her tears,
attempt
admits)
(as he admits)

" used strong language
her,
"used
her," in
words, having
in other words,
strong language to her,"
having intimidated her,

bidding, he
to do his bidding,

to declare,
only that there was no
declare, not only
was not even
even an
an ""impure
impure proposal."
proposal." Is not
charge?
possible of the original
this the most comprehensive
comprehensive retraction possible
this
original charge?
Beecher's accuser-had
given to him a certificate that
Mr. Beecher's
accuser had given
Suppose
Suppose II-Mr.
Vould he not
proposal '?Z " Would
wife an " improper
improper proposal
my Wife
never made to my
he had never
acquitting
superabundantly—
abundantly
as abundantly-aye,
aye,
a
certificate
plead
such
superabundantly-acquitting
plead
Well enough
enough
charge of "adultery?"
him of the charge
adultery?" The committee know well
more
covers and more
impure proposals
a charge
that the retraction of a
proposals " covers-and
charge of " impure

compels her
compels

" adultery," but that there
adultery,"

"

was

—

—

"

"

—

"

"

adultery."
charge of *V*" adultery."
than covers—
covers-the
the charge

"

—

is unThe logic
logic of the verdict is

name of reasoning.
worthy ofthe
of the name
reasoning.
worthy
verdict—
sapient verdictparagraph in this sapient
The same
same may
may be said of another paragraph
gentleupon these six gentlecharge upon
am loath to charge
a statement of theirs which I am
if they
they had here
it seems as if
yet it
men
men as a wilful misrepresentation,
misrepresentation, and yet
by accident. The committee
purposely and not by
me purposely
misrepresented
misrepresented me
examination a mention made
my
of
report
garbled
own
their
own
from
quote
my
report
garbled
quote
me his
sending me
day after sending
the
on
fact that Mr. Beecher, on
me of the fact
day
by
by me
Moulton's house. The
at Mr. Moulton's
me
me
visited
Mr.
through
apology
Moulton,
apology through
words:
the following
following words
committee quote
my remarks
report of my
quote from their report
me,
sorrow to me,
"
great sorrow
"
expression of great
in an
an expression
Beecher) burst out in
(Mr. Beecher)
He (Mr.
by Mr.
me by
to me
lie hoped
and said he
hoped the communication which he had sent Mr. Moulton
me. He then and there told Mr. Moulton
satisfactory to me.
was satisfactory
Monlton was
Moulton
(referring to his
some others had (referring
wronjr; not so much as some
he had done wrong;
ought to be unmade),
wife,
wife. who had made statements to Mr. Bowen that ought
unmade),
concerning the
a letter to Mr. Bowen concerning
and he there volunteered to write a
misstutcd."
facts which he had misstated."
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captious use
use which the committee make of the above
Now notice the captious
Now
say
They
They say:

quotation.
quotation.

was
wrong to which Mr. Beecher refers was
"If
"If the wrong
He had
hud done
it, 'He
these words be used in reference to it,
others' ?? The absurdity
as some
as
some others'
absurdity of such aa claim is
'

adultery, how
adultery,

could

wrong not so
so much
wrong;
clear.''
clear."
;

anyas anywords, as
on my
The above comment which the committee make on
my words,
applino
has
no
themselves,
the
words
carefully
at
themselves,
looking
see
by
applibody
will
body
by looking carefully
" he had done
words, When Mr. Beecher said that lie
cation whatever to my
my words.
referring,
was
had
done,"
he
was
some
others
as
some
done,"
much as
referring,
me
so much
me wrong, but not S0
wrong,
adultery, but " to his wife,
of
his
crime
wife,
to
shows,
as the report
not
as
itself
adultery,
shows,
report
unmade." The
who had made statements to Mr. Bowen which ought
ought to be uumade-"
had
Mr. Beecher hild
if MFcommittee devote a
a laborious paragraph
paragraph to show that if
been "adulhave
adulcould
not
"wrong"
done less wrong
than
others,
this
others,
wrong"
wrong
own
carefully read their own
they had carefully
tery."
if they
themselves, if
tery." The committee themselves,
would have seen
seen
examination,
quotation
own report
quotation from their own
report of my
my examination,
"

"

"

"

first of
that Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, in the above-named interview with me,
me, spoke
spoke first
before,
night before.
me
me the apology
apology of the night

the crime for which he had written

an
and that he then made a
a totally distinct and separate
separate reference to an
totally

—

undo namely,
morning to undo-namely,
additional wrong
wrong which he had come
come that morning
concerning
Bowen concerning
the wrong
wrong of having
given slanderous reports
having given
reports to Mr. Bowen
myself;
wrong which,
which, Mr. Beecher said to me,
me, he had not committed
myself; a wrong
to so great
great an
an extent as his wife and Mrs. Morse had done. Promptly
Promptly
publication of the committee's
on the publication
report of my
pubon
my examination, I pubcommittees report
saying that this report
report had been garbled
lished a card saying
was incorrect
garbled and was
points.
at many
many points.
Among the points
designated to several memmemAmong
points which I designated
bers of the press,
upon me
me at the time,
was the bungling
time, was
press, who called upon
bungling
manner in which the above interview between Mr. Beecher and myself
manner

myself

was
was described.

Nevertheless,
even this bungling report, which the comNevertheless, even
combungling report.
mittee's lawyers
lawyers compressed
mittee`s
best, shows,
compressed into aa shape
shape to please
please them best,
even
as it
it stands, that the matter concerning which Mr.
even as
Mr, Beecher said
stands,

concerning

he had done less wrong
wrong than his wife was
was not adultery,
adultery, since that would
have been an
an imputation
imputation by
on the part of
by Mr. Beecher of criminality
criminality on
part
his wife,
wife, but had sole reference,
reference, as the report
report itself states,
states, to communications which Mr. Beecher and his wife had jointly made to Mr. Bowen
jointly
against
me, but in which Mr. Beecher had taken a
against me.
a less share than his
wife.
And yet,
And
on the filmy
yet, on
filmy basis of the above misrepresentation
misrepresentation of my
my
words,
words, the committee have belied their function as
as judicial
judicial inquirers
inquirers
by
an argument to accuse me
me of conspiracy against aa man
by founding
founding an
man

argument

conspiracy against
conspirator against
me, and whose conspiring
conspirator
against me,
conspiring had
already accomplished the ruin of my wife and the breaking up of my
already
accomplished
my
breaking up
my
who was
was himself

a
a

home.

say further
The committee say
further:
i

"In the written
"In
written statement of the offence shown to Dr. Storrs by
by Tilton

:

a

:
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Tilton's handwriting.
the
and Carpenter,
was made in
in Mrs. Tilton's
handwriting, under the
Carpenter, which was
says he dictated
dictated the precise
precise words characof her husband, who says
demand of
the charge
was an improper
improper proposal."
proposal."
the offence, the
terizing the
charge was
terizing

this stateI
will once again
a direct
direct negative
stateagain give
give the
the committee a
I will
negative to this
referred to,
letter above referred
did during
my examination. The letter
in
ment, as II did
to, in
during my
is as
Mrs. Tilton's
follows
as follows:
Tilton's handwriting,
handwriting, is
"December
"December 16,
1872.
16, 1872.
I informed my
In July,
duty, I
my husband that
July, 1870,
my duty,
1870, prompted
"In
by my
prompted by
friend and pastor,
IV. Beecher. my
pastor, had solicited
solicited me
my friend
me to be aa wife
wife
Rev. H. W.
"

to him, together
implies."
this implies."
all that this
to
together with all

The entire
is the first
first sentence,fwas
entire letter, of
of which the above is
sentence, was comby Mrs. Tilton, except
except only
only the above sentence, which was mine.
posed
posed by
II suggested
the above form of
of expression
suggested the
expression to her, because she was at
of conscience, and desired
that time in
in a delicate
delicate mood of
desired to confess the
whole truth to Dr. Storrs,
Storrs, in
in hope
hope thereby
thereby to end the troubles. She
said
tired of telling
said she had grown
grown tired
telling falsehoods,
if Dr. Storrs was
was to
falsehoods, and if
It was no unusual
give
ought to know the whole case. It
give wise counsel he ought

thing
for her to be in
in the state of mind which she exhibited on
on that
thing for
occasion. There was
was always
always an
an undercurrent of conscience running
running
all her thoughts,
through
thoughts, and she frequently
frequently lamented to me
me her sad
through all
fate to be condemned to "live
fate
''live a
a lie."
lie."
Accordingly, she sought
sought in
in the
Accordingly,
above letter
tell the whole truth-not
letter to Dr. Storrs to tell
I
truth not a part
it.
I
part of it.
was
was unwilling
unwilling that she should make such a damaging
damaging confession. She

—

insisted
insisted that she must cease her falsehood at

some
some time, and that that
this demand of her conscience that
was proper
proper time. It
It was
was to meet this
I
for her the sentence above quoted-a
I framed for
quoted a sentence not inconsistent

was a

—

" together with all
with the exact truth,
truth, because the words "together
all /hat
that this
this
implies"
might be as readily
readily taken to imply
imply that she had yielded
yielded to Mr.
implies" might
Beecher's solicitation as that she had rejected
Beecher's
it. Dr. Storrs,
in reading
Storrs. in
rejected it.
reading

the above letter, seemed to take for
for granted
granted from its
terms that Mrs.
its terms
Tilton had not yielded
yielded to this solicitation,
solicitation, and I
I did not undeceive him.
I
I repeat
opening sentence of the letter
letter was
was framed hy
by me
me exrepeat that the opening

—

to satisfy
satisfy Mrs. Tilton's
Tilton's desire to confess the whole truth-a
truth
desire on her part
part which 1I contemplated
contemplated with pain
pain and apprehension,
apprehension,
and from which I
I sought
by the above form of words. The
sought to shield her by
committee are guilty
little less
less than sharp
guilty of little
sharp practice
commenting
practice in commenting

pressly
pressly

this phraseology
on this
they have done in their verdict,
I was
verdict, for
for I
was
phraseology as they
explicit to give
give them the exact explanation
explanation which II have given
here,
explicit
given here.
But nothing
nothing is
is so astounding
me in the committee's
committee's report
report as the
astounding to me
following
on the same
same point
following statement bearing
bearing on
point :

"The
"The further fact [they
say] that Tilton treated the matter during
during
[they say]
four years
years as an
an offence
whzch could properly
be apologized
apologized for and forofence which
forproperly be
is wholly
given,
wholly inconsistent with the charge
charge in its
its present form."
form."
given, is

present
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The committee express
'l`le
express the
as follows:
follows
as

same
same idea in a
a still more
more specious
specious phrasephrase-

ology,
ology,

"If Moulton [say
[say they]
"If
charge to be adultery,
they] understood the charge
adultery, then
he is entitled to the credit of the invention or
or discovery
discovery that this crime
can be the subject
subject of an
can
an apology."
apology."

The above sentiment,
put forth by
committee, may
may possibly
sentiment, thus put
by the committee,
possibly
represent
club-house code of morals and of honor,
the
honor, but it
it seems
seems to
represent
me
a church committee is
me that a
is bound to hold that no
no crime or wrongwrongdoing
beyond the Christian forgiveness
forgiveness of those against
whom
doing should be beyond
against whom
it is
committed, and,
and, in particular,
it.
is committed,
present case
particular, that the crime in the present
should have reminded a
a churchly tribunal
of the immortal maxim
maxim of
cliurchly

Him who said of the
Him

woman

woman

adultery, "Neither
taken in adultery,
"Neither do I condemn

thee."
thee."

Plymouth Church committee abandons the
X. Since,
Since, however,
however, the Plymouth
Christian code of morality
on this*
more popupoputhis subject,
morality on
subject, and substitutes aa more
lar and cruel opinion
which
think
should be tempered
I
tempered with greater
I
opinion-which

—

greater

lenity towards women
Women who err-I
err— I
lenity

code of honor in such cases.

will

by the world's
world's
convict Mr. Beecher by

prime
prime law of conduct among
among what
man
man has received a
a lady's
exlady's extreme gift
is bound to protect her reputation and to shield her
gift he is
protect
reputation
every hazard of exposure.
against
any and every
What, then,
then, in view of this
against any
exposure. Vhat,
It is a
a

are called "men
"men of the world" that if
if a
a

" men of the world," accordlaw, is
obloquy which "men
is the just
measure of obloquy
law,
world,"
just measure
own etiquette
ing to their own
behavior, should visit upon
upon Mr. Beecher,
Beecher,
ing
etiquette of behavior,
having subdued a
a lady
lady to his sexual uses for a
who after having
more
a period
period of more
last, in a
a spirit
spirit of bravado and desperation,
than a
apa year, at last,
desperation, publicly
year,
publicly apmen, with two attorneys,
attorneys, to inquire
points
inquire into the
points aa committee of six men,

guilt, involving
facts of her guilt,
involving her inevitable exposure
exposure and ruin? Even
worldly-minded champion,
champion, Mr. Kinsella,
though accused
Beecher's worldly-minded
Mr. Beecher's
Kinsella, though

of the

proved more
seduction, has proved
forbearing
same kind of seduction,
more forbearing

same

to

his

victim.

(according to his sister,
giving his lifetime (according
Beecher, after giving
XI. Mr. Beecher,
sister,
philosophy after having
study of the free-love philosophy;
Mrs. Hooker)
having surHooker) to the study
house, in the corruption
own house,
reptitiously
corruption of aa
my own
practised free love in my
reptitiously practised
;

mother; after having
having confessed to Mr. Moulton and
Christian wife and mother;
that, Mr. Beecher
all that,
after all
one ;-after
adulterous alliances than this one

more
me
me more

;

—

years of my
goes
closing years
my connection
goes back in his fictitious defence to the closing
terms:
following
and
the
speaks
of
me
with the Independent,
me
in
following
Dzdependent,
speaks
" His (Mr. Tilton's) loose notions of marriage and divorce begin to be
(Mr. Tilton's)
begin
marriage
shadowed editorially."
editorially."
"

—

replies
one general,
To this I make two replies-one
general, the other specific.
specidc.

marIn general,
general, I say
never entertained loose notions of marsay that I have never
throughout
riage.
My
are
common
notions
of
marriage
are
those
which
common
throughout
riage. My
marriage
Christendom. But I rejoice
rejoice to say
say that my
my notions of divorce are at

:
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expressed in
in the
the statutes
own State, and are expressed
variance with the laws of my
my own
I
abrogation of
of the New
strenuously urged
urged the
the abrogation
I have strenuously
is for
for
York code of divorce (which
for one cause alone),
(which is
alone), and have asked for
of
Wisconsin.
of \'isconsin.

of the`more
liberal legislation
of New England
England and the
the substitution
substitution of
the more liberal
legislation of
West
first article
in particular
I wrote in
in the
the
particular that the first
article which I
reply in
Next, II reply
criticism for
calls
for what Mr. Beecher now
now calls
elicited any
any criticism
Independent that elicited
Lzdependent
" loose notions of marriage
of Mrs.
divorce." was a
a defence of
my "loose
marriage and divorce,"
my
But
Bu' if
if I
in my
my estimate
I was wrong
wrong in
more wrong than I,
more
for he went to the
I, for
wrong

trial.
in the McFarland trial.
Richardson in
of that case, Mr. Beecher was
was far
far

Richardson's dying
dying bed performed
performed a
a marriage
Astor House and at Richardson's
marriage cerebleeding sufferer
sufferer and a lady
mony between that bleeding
lady who was then the
mony
divorced (or
undivorced) wife of the assassin. Mr. Beecher cannot con(or undivorced)
for anything
anything that II said
said growing
growing out cf
of that case without still
demn me
me for
still
condemning himself. In proof
proof of this
this statement I
cite
severely condemning
more severely
I cite
of Mr. William
Villiam 0.
the testimony
O. Bartlett,
now one of Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's
Bartlett, now
testimony of
for a
a far
far more
more unpardonable
unpardonable seduction
lawyers, defending
defending Mr. Beecher for
lawyers,
more

than that whereof Mr. Richardson

was
was accused. Mr. Bartlett published
published
after Mr. Beecher's
on the day
day after
Beecher's performance
performance of the
marriage the following
biting characterization of Mr.
Astor House marriage
following biting
Beecher's conduct on
on that occasion:
occasion
Beecher's

in
Sim
in the New York Sun

WHAT

VHAT MR.

on

BEECHEIYS CHIEF
BEECHER'S
CHIEF ATTORNEY
ATTORNEY THINKS OF HIM.
ew York Sun,
the N
New
Sun, December

[From

1869.]
2, 1869.]
2,

" The Astor House in
"The
in this city
was the scene on
on Tuesday
Tuesday afternoon
.afternoon
city was
of a ceremony
seems to us to set at defiance all
ceremony which seems
all those sentiments
marriage which regard
regard it
respecting the relation of marriage
it as anything
anything intrinrespecting
prostitution.
sically superior
The high
high priest
priest of this occasion was
was
superior to prostitution.
sically
great and eloquent
Henry
Ward Beecher. ... As the great
eloquent John Whipple
Whipple
Henry lVard
vho enters the dwelling
dwelling of a
a friend and. under the protection
'He who
said :: 'He
protection
of friendship
corrupts the integrity
of
friendship and hospitality,
hospitality, corrupts
integrity of his wife or
by the common
common consent of mankind ought
daughter,
ought to be consigned
consigned to
daughter. by
gallows.'
an immediate gallows/
Consider, married men
an
men of New York! husConsider,
what
frail
fathers
frail and brittle
bands and fathers!
by
brittle tenure your
your homes are
by
If you
fail in business-and
business and it
yours.
it is
is said that ninety-five out of one
one
you fail
yours.
ninety-tive
fail-then
hundred business men
men fail
then your
your neighbor
neighbor may
may charm away
away your
your
Henry Ward
Vard Beecher stands ready
.wife, and the Rev. Henry
ready to marry
.wife,
her to
marry 'her
the 'Lirst
first libertine who will pay—
not in
in aifectioii.
affection, but in gold
gold and greenpay---not
greenbacks-the
frail charms
backs—the price
price of her frail
charms.
Yes, it
it is
is the pious,
pious, the popupopular,
Henry Ward Beecher,
lar, the admired,
admired, the reverend Henry
who
comes boldly
Beecher,
boldly
and even proudly
forward,
forward.
holding
by
the
hand and leading
leading Lust to her
holding by
proudly
triumph over
over Religion
Who can read the narrative and not wish that
Religion !
triumph
Church
Plymouth
were not sunk into the ground
peak of its
its
Plymouth
ground" until the peak
gable should be beneath the surface of the earth
?
earth?"
gable
.

.

.

.

.

_

.

_
.

!

—

—

....
.
.
.

!

Who

The above was
was the judgment
judgment of Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's present
present chief counsellor
Beecher's action in the celebrated case concerning
touching
concerning which,
touching Mr. Beecher's
which,
some comments of mine in the Independent, Mr. Beecher has now
for some
for
now
Independent,
36
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effrontery to accuse
the effrontery
"
rials " loose
rials

nie
me

of having
"shadowed
in my
in 1869, "shadowed"
in
having in
my edito"

divorce."
notions of marriage
marriage and divorce."
me
me with
am justly
justly

XII. Mr. Beecher with equal
equal inconsistency
inconsistency seeks to becloud
the odium which attaches to Mrs. Woodhull's
\'oodhull's

—

entitled to a severe
perhaps to
severe-perhaps

name.

name.

—

I
I

am

an unsparing
criticism, by
unsparing-criticism,
by the public,
public,

for having
having linked my
woman, and particularly
for havmy name
name with that woman,
particularly for
ing
portrayal of her life
life in the exaggerated
my pen
ing lent my
pen to the portrayal
exaggerated colors in
But among
all my
my
among all
stamped this brochure with their just
who have stamped
opprobrium, II
just opprobrium,
it half so
never yet
yet found any
one who has denounced me
for it
have never
me for
any one
shall have my
severely
myself. Nobody
Nobody shall
severely as II have condemned myself.
my consent
it in a biographical
which II once
biographical sketch.
once painted
painted it

critics
critics

to defend

me

me

for having
having written that sketch.

II refuse to be defended.

—

statement against myself-which
having made this explicit
myself which justice
But having
justice
explicit statementagainst

—

tell the precise
precise story
entitled to tell
story of my
my relations with
Beecher's relations with
Mrs. Woodhull, and to compare
compare these with Mr. Beecher's

I am
am
requires
requires-I

time, and to the same
same time,
same end.
same woman,
the same
woman, at the same
Mrs.
Tilton's
confession
Tilton's
after
to
me,
About a year
9.
me, and about a half a
year

Beecher's apology,
year after Mr. Beecher's
apology, and after Mr. Moulton had put
put forth
year
efforts to which Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's letters written durthe many
many strenuous efforts
new and sudden enemy of our safety
ing
witness, a new
enemy
ing this period
period bear witness,
safety
Woodhull, who
appeared before the public
public in the person
person of Victoria C. Voodhull,
appeared
quoted in my
my sworn
Tunes the card quoted
sworn
published in the lVorld
World and the Times
published
" distinguished clergyman in a neighboring city
that
a
saying
statement,
statement, saying
distinguished clergyman
neighboring city
was
was living
concubinage with the wife of another public
living in concubinage
public teacher in the
same city."
city."
same
publication of this card Mrs. Woodhull
On the publication
Woodhull-to
was-then
— to whom II was'then
a stranger
me and informed me
sent for me
me that this card referred to Mr.
stranger-sent.
Beecher and Mrs. Tilton.
II was
was stunned by
by the intelligence,
intelligence, for I
instantly
felt that the guilty
guilty secret which Mr. Moulton was
was trying
trying to
instantly felt
suppress
was in danger
danger of coming
coming to the surface. Taking
Taking advantage
suppress was
advantage of
on that occasion Mrs. Voodhull
my
Woodhull poured
poured fort.h
forth in vehement
my surprise
surprise on
the
more
speech
particulars
hundred
or
more
(most
which
untrue)
of
were untrue)
were
speech
particulars (most
that afterwards constituted the scandalous tale of November 2,
2, 1872.
Meanwhile the fact that she possessed
knowledge, and had the
possessed such knowledge,
it into my very face,
audacity
at,
me to seek Mr. Moulton at
fling it
my very face. led me
audacity to fling
some intiuence
influence must be brought
We felt
felt that some
once for counsel. We
brought to bear
woman to induce her to suppress the dangerous tale.
upon this strange
strange woman
upon
suppress
dangerous tale.
was the best influence that we
We
thought that kindness was
Ve thought
we could use.
view, and we
we alljoined
all joined in the
Mr. Beecher concurred with us in this view,
naturally (so
we supsuppolicy of rendering
rendering her such services as would naturally
(so we
policy
person who received them under obligations
posed)
put the person
obligations to the doers.
posed) put
Beecher joined with us and approved
In carrying
policy Mr. Beecherjoined
approved
carrying out this policy
Woodhull "s personal
acquaintance, and
our course. He made Mrs. WoodhuIl's
personal acquaintance,
kindly interest in her to maintain and increase her goodstrove by
goodby his kindly
"

—
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saw her but three times,
will. He says
"memory of
will.
times, but his "memory
says that he saw
myself have been in her presence
dates and details is
is bad ;"" and I myself
presence with
;

him more times than

that.

He took

uncommon pains
uncommon
pains

to impress
impress upon
upon

though II never heard them discuss
respectful consideration, and though
her his respectful
I once
any prolonged
extent,
once heard him say
other's views to any
each other's
say to her
prolonged
come when
the rules by
might
by which thoroughbred
thoroughbred
might come
brought to perfection
govern the relations of men
animals are brought
arid
men arid
perfection would govern

that the time

women.

women.

I declare explicitly
explicitly that Mr. Beecher fostered the acquaintance
I
acquaintance which
Woodhull. He
Mr. Moulton and II made with Mrs. Voodhull.
He urged
us to mainurged us

us not to lose our
our hold upon
it,
her he constantly
constantly
it, and begged
begged us
upon her;
ascendency which we
we held over
inquired
over her,
her, and always
always
inquired of us as to the ascendency
tain

;

said that he looked as much to our influence with Mrs. Woodhull to

publication as to any
any other possible
possible means
means
keep
keep back the scandal from publication
family and his.
of future safety,
safety, both for my
my family
his.
Vhen
an elaborate attack on
When Mrs. Stowe made an
on Mrs. Woodhull in the

Union, Mr. Beecher, who had not seen
Christian Union,
seen the proof-sheets
proof-sheets before
Cin-istian
in great
great distress until Mr. Moulton and II reported
in
reported to

publication, was
was
publication,

him that

we had seen Col. Blood (Mrs.
Woodhull's husband),
(Mrs. Voodhull's
husband), and had

we

urged him
urged

to publish
kindly instead of a revengeful
revengeful reply
reply to Mrs.
publish a kindly

Stowe's
Stowe's attack.

Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's gratification,
gratification, which he expressed
expressed at this

Woodhull and her husband to prevent
power with Mrs. Woodhllll
evidence of our power
prevent
was of no ordinary
mischief,
me on
on that
mischief, was
ordinary kind. Mr. Beecher said to me
occasion that every
every service which II could render to her was a service to
him.

Among
Among

—

rendered for his sake,
sake, because for
thus rendered-lbr
the services which II tlius

—

an elaborate pamphlet
pamphlet on
Til ton's
on
Mrs. 'l`ilton's-was
was the writing
writing of an
frage,
frage. which cost

me

me

biographical sketch
biographical

a

week of hard labor.

woman

woman

sufsuf-

Another service was
was the

alluded, and which, so far
far
to which I have already
already alluded,

day, for my
my task conconas II was
was concerned,
concerned, was the work of only
single day,
only a.a single
prepared by
by her hussisted only
already prepared
rewriting of aa sketch already
only in the rewriting
still possess.
possess. The third and
band, the original
band.
original manuscript
manuscript of which II still
preside at Steinway
Steinway
last public
public service which I
I rendered to her was to preside

llall
Hall on
an occasion when II had
on an

expectation that Mr. Beecher
some expectation

some

himself would till
fill the chair.

My
My

comprised between
was comprised
entire acquaintance
acquaintance with Mrs. Woodhull
VVoodhull was
1872—less than aa
April, 1872-less
May, 1871,
1871, and the month of April,

the month of

May,
city
year and during
was absent from the city
year--and
during aa great
great part
part of that time I was
never
on a lecturing
acquaintance with her II never
During my
my whole acquaintance
lecturing tour. During
an
heard from her lips
lips an
an unladylike
nor noted in her behavior an
unladylike word nor
not),
know
(and
I
unchaste act. Whatever she may
have
since
become
not),
may
(and
she was
Cady Stanwas then hiffh
in the esteem of Lucretia Mott.
Mott, Elizabeth Cady
high in_

—

persons whose judgment
ton. Isabella Beecher Hooker.
Hooker, and other persons
judgment of
story
final. '1`he
what constitutes a
The story
woman IT took to be sound and final.
a good
good woman

I
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Woodbull and me
me she herself has done
of
any ill-behavior between Mrs. Woodhull
of any
me the justice-unasked
the proper
by me-to
with
proper indignation
justice — unasked by
me — to deny
me
deny
indignation
belongs to an outrage
which belongs
outrage against
against the truth. II broke with her sudin the spring
denly in
1872, because she threatened to attack several of
denly
spring of 1872,
the lady
woman suffrage
suffrage cause, whom I knew and honlady advocates of the woman
ored.

full
In a frank conversation which I
I had with her at that time,
time, full

my
of vehemence on my
course, washed my
part. II denounced her proposed
my part.
proposed course,
hands of all
all responsibility
responsibility for it
it and he/',
her, and have never seen her since.
But in thus voluntarily
breaking my
acquaintance and co-operation
voluntarily breaking
my acquaintance
co-operation
vith Mrs. Woodhull,
with
Voodhull, II did not have the approval
approval either of Mrs. Tilton
or Mr. Beecher, both of whom felt
felt that II had acted unwisely
unwisely in parting
parting

from her so suddenly.
suddenly.

Mr. Beecher,
in particular,
particular, feared that the future
Beecher, in

would not be secure if
left unrestrained by
if Mrs. Woodhull were
were left
by Mr.
Tilton. though
grew to have a personal
Mrs. 'l`ilton.
though she grew
personal
antipathy towards Mrs. Woodhull, nevertheless took several occasions
antipathy
to show friendliness towards her,
her, and once
once sent her a gift-book
gift-book inscribed

Moulton or myself.
myself.

with the words:
words

:

'Fo my
"To
my friend,

"

Victoria C.
Woodhull.
C. Voodhull.
me
me

Moreover, Mrs. Tilton wrote to

ELIZABETH R. Tilton."
'I'n.'roN."
Elizabeth
from Schoharie, June 29,
1871,
29,1871,

in the
an article which II had written in
expressing her satisfaction with an
expressing
was
which
was
to
give
Mrs.
Woodhull
to
Woodliiill
the
object
of
an
honoraGolden Age,
object
give
Age,
suffrage movement.
was entitled
woman suffrage
This article was
ble place
place in the woman
" A
Women," and the women
women v/hom
whom I
A Legend
in it
I named in
it
Legend of Good \'ornen,"
\'ard
Julia
Ward
Mott, Elizabeth Cady
Howe,
Mary
were Lucretia Mott,
were
Hove,
(lady Stanton.
Si2IllOIl.
Mary
Wright Davis,
Davis, Victoria C. VoodLivermcre, Lucy
WoodA. Livermore,
Stone, Paulina \'right
Lucy Stone,
article II spoke
all those
hull,
hull, and Isabella Beecher Hooker. In this article
spoke of all
thought their lives and
persons in such complimentary
complimentary terms as II then thought
persons
"

labors deserved.

The article
was dated June 20,
article was
20, 1871.

Mrs. Tilton's
Tilton's

it contained the following
following words
words:
letter approving
approving it

:

seems an ingenious
'Legend' seems
ingenious stroke of policy
"The 'Legend'
"The
policy to control and
band."
together the fractious elements of that noble band."
hold together

—

letter, with such a
date namely, a year
In view of such a letter.
a date-namely,
year after Mrs.

—

'l`ilton's
Tilton's confession,
a year
Beecher's apology
confession, and a half a
year after Mr. Beecher's
apology-I
on the pretence
need not comment on
pretence that one of the causes of the trouble

scenes of December, 1870,
ending with Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's
which led to the scenes
1870, ending

—

Woodhull whom I never saw
was my
my relations with Mrs. Woodhtill-whoni
saw till
till
apology,
apology, was
afterwards, and whom
whom Mrs. 'I`ilton
Tilton herself was
half a
a year
was complimentcomplimentyear afterwards,
period as one
one of
ing
still later period
ing at aa still

a
"a
"

noble band."
band.'"

extraordinary statement that he besought
Beecher's extraordinary
besought
Mr. Beecher's

me
me

part
to part

is not only
from Mrs. Woodhull
"Ioodbull is
but even
even after I
had
Ihad
untrue, hut
only wholly
wholly untrue,
me to reher, which I did in the spring
parted from
from'her,
spring of 1872,
1872, he wanted me
parted
inliuence which he
new
my good-will
new my
good-will towards her for the sake of the influence
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—

for the
an influence for
thought
plans and purposes
purposes-an
thought II could exert over her plans
safety.
for his personal
suppression of the scandal and for
personal safety.
suppression
story, NovemIt was
after the publication
was not until after
It
publication of her malicious story,
publicly disdisbesought me
me to print
print a card publicly
ber 2,
2, 1872, that Mr. Beecher besought
sole object
wishing me
me to do
avowing Mrs. Woodhull
Voodhull; but his sole
object in then Wishing
avowing
IVoodhull's charge
my disavowal would be a denial of Mrs. Woodhull's
so was that my
charge
his character.
incriminating
incriminating his
I
personal relationship
history of my
relationship with
I have thus given
my personal
given an exact history
Woodhull, and of the motive which inspired
my services towards
Mrs. IVoodhnll,
inspired my
her. Now
Now that I look back upon
upon those days
sacrifices, my
days and sacrifices,
only
my only
for
I did not com`mit
the sake of prefolly
for
marvel is
is that I
commit acts of greater
greater folly
prefamily secret. I
I ought
ought to have known that
venting
my family
exposure of my
venting the exposure
av.
very nature, be successful,
successful, except
except for
such efforts
efforts could not, by
for a
by their very
Ve do not learn everything
short time. We
day. But,
But, however much
everything in aa. day.
for my
I am
am to blame for
WoodI
my association during
during a few months with Mrs. VoodBeecher
is not the man
man to criticise
criticise me
me for
Ward
is
for
hull, the Rev. Henry
hull,
Henry
it forward,
tirst person
participated in
in it,
it, for he participated
it, urged
forward, was the first
it,
urged it
person to ex;

press to
press

me
me

its discontinuance, and never asked
his regret
regret at its

"
u disavow"
disavow
that

"

wanted

me

me

to

dangerous
dangerous

woman

woman

me

me

to

until she published
until
published a story
story which he

for his own
own sake.
deny
deny for

I
will simply
Woocllnull differed in no
simply add that my
I will
my relations with Mrs. Woodhull
no
Beecher's relations with her,
kind,
except
her, except
kind, almost in no degree,
degree, from Mr. Beecher's
I saw
saw her more
more frequently
he, and was
was less
less smooth-spoken
smooth-spoken
that I
frequently than he.
face, and less
less insulting
to her face,
back; nor can Mr. Beecher
insulting behind her back;
now throw over me
me
now
without also covering
covering

Woodhull's darkened name,
the shadow of Mrs. Voodhull's
name,
his

own with
own

the same
same cloud.

my

In my sworn
fact that Mr.
sworn statement I made oath to the fact
Beecher confessed to me
rs. Tilton.
I will
intimacy with M
Mrs.
me his criminal intimacy
I

XIII.

state the substance of this confession,
confession, which

vas often renewed and
was

repeated.
repeated.

On the night
1870. during
night of December 30, 1870,
during my
my interview with him at
lIoulton's house,
Mr. Moulton's
house, he received my
denial, and
my accusation without denial,
confessed it
it by
manner and grief.
grief.
by his assenting
assenting manner
In the apology
Written January
sont
January 1,
1, 1871,
1871, which he sent
apology written

me through
me
through

Mr. Moulton,
was based on the fact that both Mr. Moulton
Moulton, his contrition was

and II had become acquainted
acquainted with his guilt.
guilt.

During the subsequent
subsequent personal
During
personal interview which took place
place between
Mr. Beecher and myself
a few mornings
Moulton's house a
myself at Mr. Moulton's
mornings afterward,
ward, Mr. Beecher in set terms spoke
spoke to Mr. Moulton and myself
myself of the
agony
sutfercd within the past
agony and remorse which he had suffered
past few days
days at
having brought
brought ruin and blight
having
blight upon
upon Elizabeth and her family.
family. He
buried his face in his hands and wept,
saying that he ought
ought to bear the
wept. saying
whole
blame, because from his ripe
office he was
was unparwhole blame,
ripe age
age and sacred otlice
unpar-

donably
culpable in leading
leading her astray.
astray.
donably culpable

He

assured

me

me

that during
during the
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years of his friendship
friendship for Elizabeth he and she had 'no
no sexual
earlier years
commerce with each other,
other, and that the latter feature of their intimacy
commerce
intimacy

over a
a year
had been maintained between them not much over
year and less than
a year
year and a
a
a half.

He

said to

me

me

—

—

would he would not
must do with him what I would-he
that I must

possibly restore Elizabeth
me but if
if I could possibly
resist me--but
Elizabeth to my
my love and reedge of his remorse
remorse dulled a
spect he would feel the keen edge
a little
little into less
spect
pain.
He asked me
me if
He
if I would permit
coming pew-renting
pew-renting to propain.
permit the comingproceed,
it
on his resignation he would write it
ceed. and said that if I insisted on
resignation

was my
enemy,
He reminded me
his wife was
me that
my bitter enemy,
that
might
own,
and
begged
his
be inshe
not
and would easily
become
own,
begged
might
easily
forthwith.
tbrthwith.

formed of his conduct.

He said that he had meditated suicide,
suicide. and could
He

exposure.
not live to face exposure.
give him
give
by death
by

my

give him my word that
me
me to give
secret, I would
to disclose his secret,

implored
He implored
He

ever compel
compel
if circumstances should ever

me

me

some measure,
advance, so
so that he might
notice in advance,
measure, either
might, take some
gaze. He
He said that
world's gaze.
or flight,
or
flight, to hide himself from the world's

sitting dizzy
dizzy
a sleep, and likened himself to one
one sitting
he had wakened as
as from a
sleep,:1nd

on the
and distracted on

yawning edge
edge
yawning

of hell.
hell.

He

said that he would pray
pray

broken,
Elizabeth, that her heart might
night
night and day
might not be utterly
utterly broken,
day for Elizabeth,
place in my
my
inspire me
and that God would inspire
me to restore her to her lost place

home and

esteem.

All this,
this, and
speak, including
including
speak,

more
more

like

it, took place in the interview of which I
it,
place

ill
work
voluntary proposition
proposition to mend certain ill
his voluntary

reports about me.
giving to Mr. Bowen false reports
which he had done in giving
me.
\lllcll
Shortly
to
come
my
to
for
I
come to
I
sent
Mr.
Beecher
afterward.
my house to
Shortly

an interview with
hold an

me
me

on the subject
subject which I shrink from mention-

on

a
me to state. In June. 1869,
ing
1869, a
here, yet
ing here,
yet which the truth compels
compels me
Tilton.
Tilton's
In view of Mrs. 'l`ilton's
child had been born to Elizabeth R. 'l`ilton.

subsequent
subsequent

—

namely, that sexual
July 3,
me, made July
disclosures to me,
3, 1870
1870--namely,

begun October 10,
186810, 1868
relations between Mr. Beecher and herself had begun
as to the authenticity
question Mr. Beecher as
I wished to question
date, in
authenticity of that date,
of the child.
order to settle the doubtful paternity
paternity ofthe

with

They
'I`h<-y

me
me

This interview he held

my

was present.
portion of it
it Mrs. Tilton vas
in my study,
present.
during aa portion
study, and during
both agreed
on the date at which their sexual commerce
commerce had
agreed on

begun— namely, October 10,
1868, Mrs. Tilton herself being
10, 1868,
being the
begun-namely,
diary.
her
before,
to
thority,
referring
again,
done
and
as
she
had
before,
diary.
referring again,
thority,

auau-

concernCertain facts which Mr. Beecher gave
gave me
me on
on that occasion,
occasion, concerntimes, the places,
ing
the times,
Tilton-the
places, the
ing his criminal connection with Mrs. Tilton

—

repugnance to
frequency,
frequency, together
together with other particulars which I feel a repugnanee
name
I must pass
pass over;
over but I cannot forbear to mention again,
name-I
again. as I

—

;

always took the blame to himhave stated heretofore,
heretofore, that Mr. Beecher always
self,
came before the
never imputing it
never till
till he came
self, never
imputing it to Elizabeth ; and never
Investigating
Investigating Committee did he put
unmanly pretext
put forth the unmanly
pretext that
;

Mrs. Tilton had "" thrust her affections

unsought."
on him unsought."

on
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1871 to the spring
from the winter of 1371
1874,
spring of 1874,

Mr. Beecher frequently
frequently made to

allusions,
me
me allusions,

in Mr. Moultoifs
Moul ton's presence,
presence,

said, God would
grief, which,
abiding grief,
to the abiding
which, he said,

never lift
lift from his soul

never

pure-minded a
a woman
as Elizabeth Tilton to
so pure-minded
woman as
having corrupted
corrupted so
having
chastity of friendhonor, and also for having
her loss of honor.
having violated the chastity
early and trusting
ship
trusting friend.
ship towards myself
myself as his early
on a human
Never have I seen such grief
grief and contrition manifested on
it on
seen it
on Henry Ward
as I have often seen
selfcountenance as
Henry Vard Beecher in his selffor

reproaches
reproaches

for

accomplished
having accomplished
having

Elizabeth's
Elizabeth's ruin.

The fact that he

greatly from constant fear of an
an exposure of his crime made
so greatly
suffered so
exposure
wrong he had done me,
me sometimes almost forget
me
me, and filled my
forget the wrong
my

peace with him~
a fervid desire to see him restored again
himbreast with a
again to peace
conjunction with Mr. Moulton
every effort which I made in conjunction
At every

self.

to suppress
suppress

gratitude
gratitude

inquiry
inquiry

into scandal,
scandal, Mr. Beecher used to thank

that was
was burdensome to receive.

me
me

a
with a

always put
He always
He
put himself be-

so dejected,
dejected, humble and conscience~stricken
conscience-stricken a mood,
if I
me in so
fore me
mood, that if
man than I was
was I1 could not have had the
a tenfold harder man
had been a
Vhen I wrote the letter to the church declining
heart to strike him. When
declining
trial, on
ground that I had not been for four years
appear for trial,
on the ground
to appear
a
years a
me the next day
day at Mr. Moulton's house,
member, he met me
house, and,
and, catching
catching
member,
" Theodore, God
right hand in both of his,
his, said with great
feeling, "Theodore,
my
great feeling,
my right
himself inspired
to
write
that
letter."
you
letter."
inspired you
same house,
house, he gave
When,
a later period,
gave me
me the tirst
first intiWhen, at a
period, in the same
" Theodore, if
Council, he said:
said
if you
mation of the coming
you will not turn
"'l'l1eodore,
coming Council,
me, and I shall owe
upon me,
me. Dr. Storrs cannot harm me,
owe my life
once
upon
my life once
:

kindness."
again
your kindness."
again to your
expressions and acts of Mr. Beecher
many different expressions
I could record many
like
like those which I have above given,
nevergiven, to show his perpetual
perpetual and never-

through fear of the exposure
exposure of his adultery,
relieved distress of mind through
adultery,
accompanied
really
accompanied by
by a constant and growing
growing fear that I could not really
forgive him,
punishment.
him, and must sooner or later bring
forgive
bring him to punishment.
say that I sometimes halt'
half suspected
I ought
suspected that Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's
ought to say
dejection and heart-break were
exhibitions to me
me of profound
were not real
profound dejection
being of the nature of appeals
but feigned,
sympathies, which
feigned, being
appeals to my
my sympathies,
readily aroused at the sight
knew) were
were always
(he knew)
of distress. But Mr.
(he
always readily
sight oi'
Moulton never
never admitted any
any doubt of Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's real penitence,
penitence, and
this was
was one of the reasons why
why Mr. Moulton sought
zealously to
sought so zealously
shield this sorrowful man
man from the consequences
sin.
consequences of his sin.
I close this section by.
declaring, with a solemn sense of the meaning
meaning
bydeclaring;
of my
lIr. Beecher's
I3eeeher's recent denial under oath that he comcomwords, that Mr.
my words,
mitted adultery
is known to him,
him, to her,
her, to Mr. Mouladultery with Mrs. Tilton is
me, and to several other persons
ton,
of perjury.
an act ot'
ton, to me,
persons to be an
perjury.
Perhaps there is
no single
is no
XIV. Perhaps
hypocrisy in Mr. Beecher's
Beecher'3
single touch of hypocrisy
statement that exceeds his following
following allusion to his domestic happiness:
happiness
:
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"
"
His (Mr.
(Mr. Tilton's)
affairs at home
home [says
[says Mr. Beecher]
Beecher] did not promise
promise
'l`ilton's) atiairs
sympathy and strength
that sympathy
strength which makes one's
one's house,
teen,
house, as mine has been,
refuge from the storm
in times of adversity,
storm and a tower of defence."
adversity, aa refuge

In

no
no ordinary controversy would
ordinary controversy

taking
up such an
an
taking up
mine,
in contrast with mine,

justified in
I be justified

allusion as
as this of
ot Mr. Beecher to his

own home

own

mine once
was. But the truth constrains me
once was.
Mr.
me to do so now.
now.
Beecher's purpose,
purpose, thus adroitly
the
is to set himself before thc
adroitly expressed,
expressed, is

as
as

light of a
public in the light
man \vho
who has so
so happy
home of his own
own that
a man
public
happy aa home
neighbor's wife.
he does not need to covet his neighbor's
contrary, as Mrs. Tilton has repeatedly
But, on
on the contrary,
But,
me, and
repeatedly assured me,

as
assured confidential
as she has 'assured
eontitlential friends to whom her confessions have

—

made, Mr. Beecher had a
a house which was
a wife
was not a
a home
home-a
made,
mate; and hence he sought
a mate;
a
more wifely
sought and found aa more
wifely
pictured to Mrs. Tilton the hungry
He often pictured
hungry needs
needs" of his
companion. Ile
companion.
heart,
heart, which he said Mrs. Beecher did not supply
supply; and he made his
ground of his application
poverty and barrenness at home the ground
application to Mrs.
poverty
been

who was
was not

;

a supplemental love.
afford him the solace of a
Tilton to atford
supplemental

was confidential with Mr.
Mr, Beecher,
days when II was
In the days
Beecher, he used to
against his wife,
wife, spoken
spoken never
unending complaints
never
my ears unending
pour in my
complaints against
pour
" O Theopain.
to
day,
He
me
one
but always
with
said
me
one
with bitterness,
bitterness,but
pain.
day,
always
"

dore, God might
dore,
might

me

if he would
strip all
all other gifts
gifts from me if
strip

a home like yours."
a wife like Elizabeth and a
yours."

a

only give
give me
me
only

day he walked the
One day

" I dread to go back to my own
house; I wish
go
my own house
me that when his
me up."
the earth would open
up." He told me
open and swallow me
on that occasion was
married, Mrs. Beecher's
Beecher's behavior on
was
was married,-Mrs.
daughter was
daughter

streets with

me
me saying,
saying,

"

;

wring his heart
such as to wring
heart; and when he described her unwifely
unwifely actions
an
scene he burst into tears,
that scene
tears, and clenched his hands in an
revenge. He has told me
take
the form of
a revenge.
would
feared
ofa
me
I
agony
which
agony
;

during
during

cruelty by
by Mrs. Beecher towards his late venerable
repeatedly of acts of cruelty
repeatedly
man
me once
once that she had virtually
father, saying
father,
virtually driven that aged
aged man
saying to me
complaints which Henry
Henry Ward
catalogue of the complaints
WVard
A catalogue
A
out of doors.
a chapter
me against his wife would be a
Beecher has made to me
chapter of miseries
against
such as I will not depict
page.
upon this page.
depict upon
of this woman,
of them have
some ofthem
Many ofhis
of his relatives stand in fear ofthis
woman, and some
Many
lately
years as one
one of Mr. Beecher's
I`$eecher's brothers lately
not entered her house for years-as
a private
seen from one
one of his sisters a
public print.
a public
testified in a
private
print. I have seen
Mr.
r. and Mrs. Beecher which
letter concerning
concerning the marital relations of M
reproduce here. And yet
it would be scandalous to reproduce
it
man, in order
yet this man,
ignorant public
one of human nature's
nature's most plausible
give to the ignorant
to give
plausible
public one
another's house,
paints a false
reasons why
man should not invade another's
reasons
house, paints
why a.a man
picture
refuge of his so-called happy
happy home.
picture of the sweet refuge
Beeeher's home-life is
is rough
my allusion to Mr. Beecher's
I know that my
rough and
it down there arises
is true
harsh, but I know also that it is
true; for as I pen
harsh,
pen it
a vivid recollection of the many years of my daily associain my
many years
my daily
my mind a

—

;
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during which he taught
tion with Mr. Beecher, during
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me
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sympathize with
sympathize

now
him for
being what he now
reason that his house,
very reason
for the very
house, instead of being
"
itself,
calls it,
storm," was
more often the storm itself,
calls
refuge from the storm,"
was more
it, " a refuge

refuge in
from which he sought
sought refuge
in mine.
This charge
me with blackmail.
charge wore
wore a
charged me
Mr. Beecher has charged
like an
an
cold and keen point
single morning,
soon melted away
morning, but soon
point for a single
away like
icicle in the sun. The angry
vitality that the
icicle
angry indictment had so brief a vitality
life
life Was
all gone
it before the committee wrote their verdict.
In
was all
gone from it
knowing that it
it
that verdict the committee did not repeat
charge, knowing
repeat that charge,
possible allusion
only the faintest possible
could not be sustained. They
They made only
to the subject,
innocent men
men have sometimes been
subject, by
by suggesting
suggesting that ""innocent
was
blackmailed," but they
they even
even neglected
blackmailed,"
neglected to mention that Mr. Beecher was

one of these.
as

subject of blackmail
Now, although
although the committee have dismissed the subject
too tenuous to be made a part
am not
not.
special pleadings,
pleadings,II am
part of their special
this outrageous
that this
outrageous pretence
pass into swift
pretence shall be allowed to pass

willing
willing

and easy
easy oblivion. II will
will do what the committee had not the courage
courage to
do-I
Beechcr's charge
do I will
will revive Mr. Beecher's
charge of blackmail,
blackmail, in order that I may
may

—

take apart,
apart, piece
piece by
by piece,
ingenious but fallacious argument
argument which
piece, the ingenious
he put
visionary indictment.
put forth to sustain this visionary

In the first
first place,
on 'such
such an extravaplace, before Mr. Beecher ventured on
gant
way for
misrepresenting me
for it
it by
me as :La
gant accusation he prepared
prepared the way
by misrepresenting
man
man

reduced to such poverty
poverty and desperation
desperation that I would be likely
likely to
As a preliminary
preliminary requisite
charge
requisite for the coming
coming charge

resort to blackmail.

Mrs. Tilton was
was instructed to say
say that I had deprived
deprived her of food and
fire -a
fire
showing a condition of distress not only
a .statement
part,
_statement showing
on her part,
only on
is said to break through
but on
on mine
great that (as
(as hunger
mine; a distress so great
hunger is
through

—

;

walls) would
stone walls)

presumably
tempt
presumably tempt

me
me

to commit murder,
murder,

highway
highway

robbery, or blackmail.
robbery,

But

happens
very time when (according
happens that at the very
(according to this dewas without the means
tire to my
means to furnish food and fire
family,
my family,
namely,
1870-71, I had several thousands of dollars in cash
namely, the winter of 1870-71,
to ray
on the books of an
an eminent commercial house in New
New
my account on
York-a
York a larger
larger sum
sum than I ever
ever had at any
one time in loose money
money
any one
even in my
prosperous days.
Icneiv of thzlsfart
Mr. Beecher knew
this fact
my most prosperous
days. And lllr.
at the time,
time, because when Mrs. Morse wrote to him the letter in which
she falsely
impudently said that if
paid I would
if my honest debts were
were paid
falsely and impudently
my
not be worth a cent,
by one of the cuscent, Mr. Beecher was then informed by
todians of my
no debts unpaid,
unpaid, and next that I
first, that I had no
my money,
money, first,
had several thousands of dollars in cash to my
my account.
it
it so

scription)
scription) I

was

—

I distinctly
therefore, that
declare, therefore,
distinctly declare,
by the persons
mouth bythe
persons who advised her

Tilton's
the story
story put
put into Mrs. Tilton's
to say
say that she had not the means
means

wherewith to feed and warm
warm herself and family, was
family, was aa fabricated statement put
be one
one of the necessary
preliminaries to the subseput forth to he
necessary preliminaries
quent charge
charge of blackmail.
quent
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misrepresenting
After thus falsely
falsely misrepresenting

me

as
mens

passing the
passing

winter of 1870-71

without food and

fire, Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's second preliminary
preliminary to the intended
fcire,
charge
charge of blackmail consisted in his saying
saying that in the following
following winter

was driven in disgrace
disgrace from the public
public platform,
of 1871-72 I was
platform, and that
lecturing engagements
my
were brought
brought to naught.
naught.
engagements were
my lecturing
he portrays
supposed distress at this time thus
portrays my
thus:
my supposed

In vivid language
language

:

says] returned from
following (1871-72),
"The winter following
(1871-72), Mr. Tilton [he
"The
from
[he says]
Engagements
cancelled, invitaEngagements had been cancelled,
spoke of
prejudice and 'repugnance
repugnance with
tions withdrawn,
zvitlzdrazo/v, and he spoke
qf the prejudice
indescribable.'
which he was
was everywhere
everywhere met as indescribu.b.`e."
the lectaringjield
lecturing field in despair.
despair.

opposite of the truth,
is not only
The above statement is
truth, but
only the direct opposite

when I first
first

defence, and be~
it in the midst of Mr. Beecher's defence,
came
upon it
became upon
that
was
it
namely,
it was
a step
it pointed
saw the end to which it
step in the
pointed-namely,
desperation to resort to black,
me a man
man in sufficient desperation
argument to prove
blackargument
prove me
coining such
mail—
I could not understand the mysterious
mail-I
purpose of his coining
mysterious purpose
unnecessary fiction
soon afterwards I saw
saw that,
'1`ilton's
an
an unnecessary
that, as Mrs. Tilton's
fiction; but soon
came first in order,
privations of food and fuel came
invention of her privations
order, so next
lecturing losses and
came
equally fanciful invention of my
came Mr. Beecher's
Beechers equally
1ny lecturing
fore I

—

saw

;

disgrace.
disgrace.

Both

—

winter, the
one occurring
occurring one
one winter,
of these alleged
events-one
alleged events

next— were
other in the nextwere to create the desperate
desperate determination of mind
part which was
on my
was
my part

on

to turn

were
were

not of

II need

me
me

into ablackmailer.
a blackmailer.

always remembering
remembering that they
them hers,
hers, always
(I
they
own prompting)
her own
prompting) have already
}1er
already been sufficiently
sufliciently answered.

Tilton's falsities
Mrs. 'l`ilton's

(I call
call

only
answer Mr. Beecher's.
]3eecher's.
only to answer

statement

And

if he does not blush for his
if

quoted when he reads the following
above quoted
following refutation of

it,

it,

then he must be lost to a
regard for that strict truth which should
a proper
proper regard
brings against
against
form the basis of any
any and every
every accusation which one
man brings
one man
another.

NOTE FROM
MR. TILTON,S
TILTON'S LECTURE
LECTURE AGENT.
AGENT.
FROM MR.

NOTE

Cooper Institute,
Coorne
lxsrrrorn, New York,
1, 1874.
YORK, September
September 1,
In reference to our
:-In
our books. T
I find that you
more lecyou filled
jilled more
engagements (luring
during the season of
ture engagements
1871-'72 than any
of 1871-72
any other of
of the one
hundred or more
htuulrccl
more lecturers,
readers, etc.,
on onr
our list,
lecturers, freaders,
etc., on
list, save one.
of your engagements
Only three ofyour
were cancelled,
were in
cancelled, and two of these were
Only
engagements were
West, where the great
great Cl1lC2lf_`fO
the West,
Chicago fire
paralyzed the lecture
tire had almost paralyzed
business.
All lecturers in the AVest
Vest that season
season suffered from cancelled
engagements.
seven places
ln seven
places you
you were
were called to give
lecture,
engagements. In
give a second lecture,
one place
and in one
Very truly
yours,
place aa third.
Very
truly yours,
American Literary
Literary Bureau.
Theodore 'l`1r,roN,
Tilton, Esq.
Charles
'l`nnoDoP.n
Mumford, l7z`ce-President.
Vice-President.
CHARr,Es Mexirono,
Esq.

Dear
Sir
DEAR SIR

:

—

me at
at my
request during
during a portion
portion of
my request
thought
that
if
she
were
thus seen
if
were
thought
(for

Mrs. Tilton,
Avho accompanied
accompanied
Tilton, who
the above-named lecturing
lecturing trip
trip

me

(for I

me, the stories against
way a
travelling with me,
against her would receive in that way
travelling'
following:
most effectual rebuff),
most
rebutf), wrote home the following:
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Massachusetts, March 1,
Watertown, MAssAcuvsn'r'rs,
1, 1872.
NVATERTOWN,
twenty engagements
engagements
Friend :_ .... Theodore has about twenty
Sweet
SWEET FRIEND
\Ve have
bring us home the last week in March. We
remaining,
remaining, which will bring
people, and always
exceedingly nice people,
met with exceedingly
always Theodore reinstates himself against
past year
year
grown up the past
against the prejudices
prejuclices grownup
seU
DEAR ELIZABETH.
Your Dear
Elizabeth.
Yoon
LIY
My

:

—

....

.....

It will
It
will thus be

my
Beecher's declaration that I had lost my
seen that Mr. Beecher's

prejudices against
up prejudices
myself
was heaping
engagements, and was
lecturing engagements,
against myself
heaping up
lecturing
Mumford, my
my lecturing
lecturing
flatly contradicted by
is flatly
wherever I went,
went, is
by Mr. Mumford,
more enenot' his hundred lecturers and readers I had more
says that of
agent,
agent, who says

save one;
person save
gagements than any
one; and Mrs. Tilton testifies
gagements
any other person
myself II was
was everyprejudices against
giving rise
rise to prejudices
of my
my giving
that instead ot'
against myself
every-

where clearing
clearing them away.
away.
its principal
Beecher's case when its
What becomes of Mr. Beecher's
principal statements
utterly baseless,
after another, seen to be utterly
are thus,
baseless, and therefore
thus, one afteranother,
utterly
utterly base ??

—

first instigating
instigating Mrs. Tilton to say
Beecher after first
Mr. Beecher-after
say that in the
of privations,
1870-71 our
onr house was a
a hovel ot'
permitwinter of 1870-Tl
privations, and then permit-

of 1871-72 II was
was hunted
himself to declare that in the following
ting himselfto
following winter ol`18'T1-T2
ting
deprived of my
livelihood
rny livelihood-had
had by
from the public
public rostrum and deprived
by these
misrepresentations plausibly
two misrepresentations
me, in his statement,
statement, to the
plausibly reduced me.
man whose next alternative would be to levy
condition of a man
levy blackmail.

—

After these progressive
indictment, Mr.
progressive preparations
preparations for his intended indictment,
Beecher next exhibits the

same cat-footed care in presenting ,his
same
succespresenting .his succes-

charges.

sive charges.

pretends,
Thus he cautiously
cautiously pretends,

before directly
directly preferring
preferring his main accu-

I made use
blackmail, that I
sation of blackmail,
of him to extort from Mr. Bowen
useof
sum of $'7000.
sum
$7000.
There is
is something
something to provoke
in this insinuation,
insinuation, for TI have
provoke a smile in
yet to hear of any
man. living
dead. who has been able to extort
yet
living or dead,
any man.
from Mr. Bowen a cent of money
money not justly
justly due.

the

What is
is the story
story of the $7000
-which I received from Mr.
87000 which
Mir. Bowen? It
was
a just
me and paid
was a
was
me, and that was
just debt which Mr. Bowen owed me
paid me.
me through Mr. Beecher's
matter but he did not pay
pay me
Beecher's inthe whole matter;
through
any other influence save
save the necessary
nor through
necessary obligation
fluence, nor
through any
obligation
devolving
owes money
money to pay
pay it.
The transaction was
was
a man
man who owes
it.
on a
devolving on
follows According to the contracts made between Mr. Bowen and
as follows:
December. 1870. TI was
myself in the latter part
was to edit the Brooklyn
Brooklyn
myself'
part of December,
an annual salary
salary of'
tive years,
Union for five
of $5200.
535200. together
together with ten
years. at an
profits
was to furnish to the Independent
ot' the profits;
and I was
per
cent, of
per cent.
In/Zepenrlemi a
weekly
an annual salary
making, from these two
$5200, making,
salary of $5200
weekly article at an
sources,
a yearly
upsources, a
yearly income estimated by
by Mr. Bowen at $14,000 and upfollowing provisions,
provisions, namely
wards. These two contracts contained the following
namely :
:

1

:

;

:
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They
'l`hey

could be annulled by
by the death of either party,
party, or by
by the consent

of both parties,
parties, or by
by one party
party givinggiving to the other half a year's
year's notice
of intention to do so, or at once by
party payingby either party
paying to the other a

forfeit
forfeit equal
equal to half a year's
income, say
557000. Mr. Bowen,
Bo\ven,
say about $7000.
year's income,
Mr.
Beecher`s
Mr.
through
influence
(as
Beecher's
Beecher admits),
admits), chose to terthrough
(as
Ile had a perfect
minate these contracts at once. He
perfect right
this on
on
right to do this
forfeit of ST000.
paying
stipulated forfeit
$7000. If these contracts had been terpaying the stipulated
in this
this manner
manner by me
minated in
Bowen, II would have
by me instead of by
by Mr. Bowen,
pay Mr. Bowen a half
been legally
year's income,
legally bound to pay
halfyear's
income, or $7000.
$7000 In
like manner,
manner, the contracts havingby Mr. Bowen,
having been terminated by
Bowen, he was
bound to pay
pay the same
same amount to me. 'l`he
The contracts showed on
on their
face exactly
exactly what they
they meant, and were as peremptory
peremptory as a note of hand.
'l`he only
The
only possible
possible doubt as to the precise
precise amount of money
money due under

them
to?

was,
cent. of the Uni0n's
Union'' s profits
was, How much did ten per
per cent,
profits amount
Bowen, who has a clever business faculty
for submitting
all
Bowen,
faculty for
submitting all

Mr.

arbitration, on
on the economical ground that arbitrators
money claims to arbitration,
money
ground
usually
compromise by
like a knife
usually compromise
two, like
cutting the disputed
by cutting
disputed claim in two,
through
peach giving each party
half sagaciously urged
me to arthrough a peach-giving
party half-sagaciously
urged me

—

—

This
'l`his proposition
first declined,
declined, fearing
proposition I first
fearing that my
my just
just claim
peach. This declinature I1 made by
would be cut in two like the peach.
by the ad-

bitrate.

Moulton, who was
was not willing that I
I should lose a penny
vice of Mr. Moulton,
willing
penny of
knew
Meanwhile
something
Mr.
who
just
due.
Bowen,
my just
something but not

my

everything
everything

naturally felt
Beecher`s relations with Mrs. Tilton,
felt
of Mr. Beecher's
Tilton, naturally

lawyer
that I would be sensitive about collecting
collecting my
through a lawyer
my claim through
and in a
a court,
court, from my
unwillingness to involve Mr. Beecher and thereby
thereby
1ny unwillingness
felt safe in dilly-dallyAccordingly Mr. Bowen felt
family.
my family.
compromise
Accordingly
dilly-dally~
compromise my
point
patience.
length I
of
beyond
my
payment
the
ing
concerning
patience. At length
payment beyond my point
ing concerning
firm of Reynolds
Reynolds & Ward,
Ward, of the law 'firm
instructed Mr. F. A.
A, \Vard,
\Vard, of
my claim at
sharp practice
Brooklyn,
practice and collect my
stop Mr. Bowen's sharp
Brooklyn, to stop
same time,
once in court. About the same
time, but wholly
wholly unconnected with this
an article for the Golden Age,
affair. I wrote an
correcting, in behalf of my
my
Age, correcting,
lecturer),
whom IT had just
western readers (among
travelling as aa lecturer).
just been travelling
(among whom
my retirement from the editorial chair of
some
some unfounded reports
reports that my

it was
was in De(as Mr. Bowen publicly
the Independent
publicly said it
Drdepencleut had not been (as
cause
some
was
was from some
cause not honorable
but
honor,"
my
"to
to
cember.
cember, 1870)
honor,"
1870)
my
The proof-sheet
'l`he
myself.
to myself
proof-sheet of this article I showed in advance to Mr.
name of Mr.
it disagreeably
who, seeing
Moulton,
Moulton, who,
disagreeably introduced the name
seeing that it
"

He showed it
suppress it.
it to
it.
on that account to suppress
me
me on
it
who shrank from the prospect
Mr. Beecher.
Beecher, who
publication because it
prospect of its publication
finding Mr.
Bowen's charges
charges against
contained Mr. Bowen's
Moulton, Ending
against him. Mr. Moulton,
conferred, at Mr.
full of trepidation,
Beecher greatly
trepidation, conferred,
greatly concerned and full
some mysteBeecher's
Beccher's request,
Claflin, who,
who, having
having some
mysterequest. with Mr. Horace B. Claflin,
un(which I am
am not able to this day to unover Mr,
Mr. Bowen (which
rious influence over
day
once and not permit
derstand),
my claim at once
permit
derstand), advised Mr. Bowen to settle my

Beecher,
Beecher, begged
begged
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me

to put
it into the courts,
legal proceedings
proceedings would reflect
put it
courts, since legal
reflect equally
equally
exhibiting their mutual grievances
by exhibiting
grievances in
on Mr. Bowen and Mr. Beecher by

me

a

glaring
light to the public.
public.
glaring light

It was
It
was wholly
Beecher's interest,
interest, and not in
in mine,
mine, that Mr.
wholly in Mr. Beecher's
legal advisers withheld my
Moulton and my
my legal
my claim of $7000 from a public
public
it over to private
private arbitration. The following
following letters
court,
letters
court, and handed it

will
will prove
prove this point
point to aa demonstration

::

TO MR.
MR. CLAFLIN.
MOULTON T0
CLAFLIN.

MR.
MR. MOULTON

Brooklyn,
April 1,
1, 1872.
BROOKLYN, April
After full
full consideration of all
MY
DEAR MR.
Mr. CLAFLIN;-After
Claflin
all interests,
My Dear
interests,
I have advised hiin
him to arbitrate,
arbitrate, etc
Theodore's, I
other than Tlaeodore's,
FRANCIS D. Moulton.
MouLroN.
Francis
Cordially
Cordially yours,
yours,
:

—

....

JUDGE REYNOLDS TO
LAw Offices
Orricns
Law

.

JUDGE REYNOLDS TO MR. TILTON.
or
of

Rnrxonns & \VARD,
Eeynolds
Ward,

|

April
j
1, 1872.
April 1,
Tilton :-On
On strictly
legal grounds
MY DEAR
Dear MR.
Mr. TILTON
grounds II should strenuMy
strictly legal
against any
you against
differously advise you
any submittance to arbitration of your
ously
your differI consider your
ences with Mr. Bowen. I
in law that there
your case so clear in
reason, so far as
as you
is no reason,
is
its prosecution
concerned, for diverting
you are concerned,
diverting its
prosecution
regular course.
from the regular
But there are weighty
moral
considerations
out
of the fact
arising
weighty
arising
that other parties
might be seriously
involved, which lead me
me to hope
parties might
seriously involved,
hope
your rights
rights through
you may
may secure your
through the proposed
proposed arbitration.
you
You can
only do so, however,
can only
however, by
money due
by obtaining
obtaining not only
only the money
personal vindication at the hands of Bowen. A trial
you but aa personal
trial of the
you
public court would afford such vindication,
case in a public
vindication, and if
if you
forego
you forego
that, Mr. Bowen must expect
you himself from the imputations
that,
expect to clear you
imputations
which his conduct has cast upon
upon you.
you. Yours very
very truly,
truly,
Gnoacn
George G. REYNOLDS.
Reynolds.
:

—

A

MR.

WARD
IVARD

TO MR. TILTON.

TO

Law Orrrcns
LAW
Offices or
of Rnvivonns
Reynolds &

Ward,
XVARD,

|

April
2, 1872.
}
Aprzl 2,
MY Dear
DEAR Sir
fully share in the reluctance which I
My
SIR :-I
I fully
I believe
Judge Reynolds
Reynolds has expressed,
expressed, that this matter should be left
left to arbiarbiJudge
:

—

tration.
The case is
is as clear as daylight,
daylight, and the arbitration is
is entirely
entirely in the
interest of a
a third party,
party, not yourself.
yourself.
I am
course as
am acting
as your
legal adviser;
adviser; if
if you
acting as the
acting of course
your legal
you are acting
party, I have nothing
eounsel of a
a third party,
nothing to say.
say.
Personally
Personally I would not consent to the arbitration unless Bowen would
full amount due under the contract,
pay the full
contract, and give
give a
a full
full justification
justification
pay
besides of your
your integrity.
integrity.
In other words, there is
is no nossible
possible object
object in arbitration,
arbitration, as all
all your
your
rights can
clearly established in a
can be clearly
a court of law.
rights
Yery truly
yours,
F. A. IVARD.
Ward.
Very
truly yours,

The

"
"
third party"
party" mentioned in the above letters

the Rev.

Henry
Henry Ward Beecher.

It

was
was none other than
was for
for Mr. Beecher's
sake for
Beecher's sake_for

was

—
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—

alone, not mine-that
mine that my
his alone,
my just
just claim against
Bowen was
was held
against Mr. Bowen
in abeyance
abeyance for a
a year
a half,
half, and was
was then finally kept out of court
year and a
finally kept

and settled privately,
Moulton's fear that a
a public lawsuit,
privately. through
through Mr. Moulton's
public lawsuit,
which Mr. Bowen seemed at one
one time to invite,
for the sake of the misinvite. tbr
mis~
it promised to disclose against M
chief which it
r. Beecher,
Beecher, would result in
promised
against Mr.
irretrievable damage
name.
Mr. Moulton's
Beeeher's name.
Moulton's special
damage to Mr. Beecher's
special
apprehension
Bowen, cherishing
was that Mr. Bowen,
apprehension was
cherishing aa secret hostility
hostility to his
pastor,
was tempting
tempting me
carry the case
case into court for the purpose
me to carry
pastor, was
purpose of

involving Mr. Beecher in a
a public scandal.
involving
public
When, therefore,
therefore, Mr. Beecher says
says that
When,

I

made use
use

of him to extort

Bowen, he speaks
speaks what is
is not true.
is, that
$7000 from Mr. Bowen,
The truth is,
just claim of $7000
my
long
it
was
except
before
it
was
$7000 would have been paid
my just
long
paid
except
Moulton's reluctance to give
for Mr. )loulton's
give Mr. Bowen an
an opportunity
use
opportunity to use
an indirect
indirect means
an
means of gratifying his supposed regratifying
supposed
vengeful feelings
against Mr. Beecher.
vengeful
feelings against
It was
was Mr. Claflin
persuaded Mr. Bowen to withhold the case
Clatiin who persuaded
casc

legal
proceedings as
as
legal proceedings

from court and submit it
it to arbitration.

The

were
three arbitrators were

Claflin, James Freeland and Charles Storrs.
Horace B. Clatiin,
They met at
Stores.
'l`hey
the house of Mr. Moulton,
Moulton, who was
during the interview. Mr.
was present,
present during

Bowen and I appeared
appeared before them.
made no
I
no claim for aa specific
Imade
specific
amount, but simply
simply laid my
table,
on the
amount,
table, and said,
said,
my two contracts on
" Here are
are two contracts,
mutually signed.
"Here
contracts, which Mr. Bowen and I mutually
signed.
Read
money is
is due me."
Bead them,
ho\v much money
me."
them, and judge
judge for yourselves
yourselves how
Mr. Claflin then took out his lead-pencil,
lead-pencil, asked how much

the profits
profits

Union were,
were, footed up
up the figures,
figures, requested
requested Mr. Bowen and
retire
minutes,
myself
front
parlor
for
few
the
a
to
into
a
us
minutes, summoned us
parlor
myself
of

the

having
back shortly
afterward, and announced that the arbitrators.
arbitrators, after
afterhaving
shortly afterward,
contracts, had unanimously
read the contracts,
me
unanimously decided that Mr. Bowen owed me
from
a
check,
pocket
his
a blank check,
filled
$7000. Mr. Bowen thereupon
took
$T000.
thereupon
pocket
it
it out on
it to me,
on the spot
$7000. and handed it
ITIS, saying
spot for ST000,
saying that the next
week's Independent
Independent should contain a handsome tribute to

me
me at the

head

of the editorial columns.

proposed tribute was
was printed I had meanwhile sent to Mr.
Before this proposed
printed

Bowen

my
a note asking
asking him to correct certain false reports
concerning my
reports concerning
me
In reply
to
note
he
me prithis
sent
prireply

a

retirement from the Independent.
Independent.
vately
following:
vately the following

MR.
Mr.
Theodore Tilton
Mn. Tuaononw:
Tn.'roN:

—

:

BOWEN

MR.
BOVYEN TO
TO MR.

TILTON.
TILTON.
,

Independent, your
Sir:
Sm:--II shall publish,
pleasure, in the Dzdependent,
your
publish, with great
great pleasure,
please
trust, will please
letter to me,
by such editorial remarks as,
as, I trust,
me, followed by

you and your
numerous friends.
your numerous
you
together as co-workers for many
many years,
hound together
\Ve have been bound
years, and I
moment, have I
you tliat
solemnly declare to you
now most solemnly
that never,
never. for one
one moment,
now
unfriendly feeling
single unfriendly
entertained a single
feeling towards you.
you.

We

:

:
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I rejoice
friends.
as friends.
that we may
rejoice that
I
may meet and clasp
clasp hands as
If I
wrong in
in the
most sincerely
regret it,
the past,
it,
If
I have done you
sincerely regret
past, I[1nost
you any
any wrong
Henceforth let
let us
us have peace
it.
ask you to overlook and forget
and ask
forget it.
peace
his own
doing his
own work in
in his
his own way,
as
good-will between us, each doing
and good-will
way, as
it
sight of
of God.
in the sight
it seemeth best in
Ve shall
as Christian
Christian friends;
friends and
now as
as friends,
shall meet now
friends, and, II hope,
hope, as
of mine shall
our friendly
no act of
relations.
shall disturb our
no
friendly relations.
am truly your friend,
Vitl1
yours, I
I am
for you
you and yours,
good wishes for
many good
With many
truly your friend,
HENRY C.
Henry
Bowen.
0. Bowns.

To-day

We

;

addition to
to the above letter,
In addition
letter, Mr. Bowen sent me, within aa day
day or

two, the following
following:
:

BOWEN TO

MR. BOWEN

MR. TILTON.

MR.
Mr. Trrrzononrz
Theodore TILTON:
Tilton
at any
Sm :--I
you to say
say at
any time, at your
your discretion, and
Sir
I authorize you
your retirement from the Independent
Independent and
on my
my authority,
authority, that your
for no
any desire on
unfriendly reasons, or any
on my
Daily
Union was for
no unfriendly
my part
Daily @zion
part to
reflect on your
reflect
your character or standing;
standing and furthermore, that whatever
tales or
exist to your
tales
may exist
or rumors may
regret and
your injury,
injury, II most sincerely
sincerely regret
condemn.
With a sincere
sincere desire
for your
your best present
present and future welfare and
desire for
family, I
your friend,
prosperity, and that of
of your
your respected
I remain your
respected family,
prosperity,
HENRY
Henry C.
Bowen.
C. BOWEN.
Brooklyn, Aprfl
April 3,
3. 1872.
Bnoortnrx,
:

:

—

;

letters from Mr.
Simultaneously
receipt of the above private
private letters
Simultaneously with the receipt
Bowen camo
came the Lzdependent,
its editorial
editorial
Independent, containing,
containing, at the head of its

columns, a very
very handsome personal
myself, which, as Mr.
columns,
personal tribute to myself,
I need not reproduce
quoted it
Moulton quoted
it in substance,
substance, I
In this
this
reproduce here.
here.
" my long
article
article Mr. Bowen referred to what he was
was pleased
style "my
long
pleased to style
V

brilliant services to the Independent"
and brilliant
in it:
it
]hdepe'nde11t," and he said in

"Ve have felt
felt too kindly
"We
kindly towards him to allow the
countenance the abuse heaped
heaped upon
upon him by
some other
by some

Furthermore, as if
if expressly
expressly to furnish

me

me

Independent
Independent
papers."
papers."

to

in
in advance with the best

possible material for answering
Beecher's charge
charge that II had extorted
answering' Mr. Beecher's
possible

money
(Mr. Bowen)
Bowen) spoke
spoke particularly
particularly
money from Mr. Bowen, he (Mr.

as

follows:
follows

" Our disagreement with him on
some religious
questions
on some
disagreement
religious and other questions
þÿllO1l ¬St»
does not prevent
prevent our recognizing
purposes and
and his chivalrous
recognizing his honest
purposes
heartAvell as those qualities
defence of what he believes to be true,
true. as well
qualities of heart
which make him dear to those who know him best."
"

charge that I
I
quoted Mr. Bowen's
Bowen's effectual answer
answer to the charge
I have thus quoted
to
quote Mr.
I
able
am
had wronged
wronged him in any
way;
but
am
happily
quote
way;
happily
any
will be still
Mr.
triumphant
Beecher's
own answer
answer to it,
still more
more triumphant!
Beecher's own
it, which will
was so gratified
gratified at my
Beecher was
my settlement with Mr. Bowen and the
!

encotnium
encomium

of

me

me

in the Indfpendent.
Independent, that he copied
it into the
copied it

next

eulogy of his own,
Christian Union, with an
an added eulogy
week's C111-zkfian
own, as follows:

!
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MR. BEECHER
BEECHER PRAISES
PRAISES MR. TILTON.
TILTON".
Beecher's
[From Mr. Beecher's
[From

article in the Christian Union,
Union, April
April 17,
1872.]
17, 18'I2.]
" This honorable testimony from Mr. Bowen [says Mr. Beecher] ought
"This
testimony
[says
Beecher] ought
misconceptions which have shaded the path
to clear away
away the misconceptions
path of this
have never parted
young writer. We hare
brilliant young
th-at time
our faith
parted with our
faith that
Theorlore Ziltrm
lilton the place
reconquer for
would
woidd reconquer
for Theodore
place in journalism,
journalism, literature
his talents and past
seroices entitle
>rm to which /tis
and ref
entitle him
past services
ref ,rm
or' trie
the estimation in which his principles and charUpon
testimony of*
Upon this testimony
principles
by a
a wise and strong
was closely
acter are held hy
man, who was
strong man,
closely associated with
him for fifteen
fifteen years
years in the conduct of the Independent,
Independent, the public
public must
judgment which they
they have permitted
needs put
put aside prejudices
prejudices of judgment
permitted to
cloud this young
young orator and writer. Those who know him best are the
is honest in his convictions,
most sure that he is
is fearless
t/ieii'
fearless in their
convictions, as he is
is manly
the ways
inw/lic/1.
utterance, and that he is
straightforward in t/te
which
utterance.
manly and st~raighUorwa'rd
ways in
num and for
him best
best for
he works for
for man
society.
for what seems to /tim
for society.
" We trust
will not grow
gold in
trust- that the gold
in the Golden Age
Age will
dim, but
grow dim,
its
in
it
will
refining
its
drops
the
fires,
it
will
that, dropping
shine with the lustre
that,
rehning tires,
drops in
dropping
purified."
of gold
gold seven times refined and purided."
.....

°°

We

by Mr. Beecher,
II leave the above article by
by
Beecher, written two years
years ago
ago by
own journal,
pen, in his own
own pen,
this very
own
journal, touching
touching the settlement of this
very

his

concerning the identical $7000
disputed
$7000
disputed claim with Mr. Bowen concerning

now
now

in

—

question
Beecher's
question-II leave this article by
by Mr. Beecher to confute Mr. Beecher's
money from Mr. Bowen!
Bowen
recent pretence
pretence that II used him to extort this money

Mr. Beecher's next step
prove me
black)I1'.Bcecher's
me a
ablackstep in the fanciful argument
argument to prove
to Mr. Moulton of
mailer is
is his mention of the payment
ofcertain
sums of
certain sums
payment to
$2000. I had nothing
money
amounting to 332000.
nothing to do with this money
money amounting
money or
ot it.
it.
part of
any part
any

But

happen
happen

II

to know that it
it went,
went, either in whole or

girl Bessie`s
Bessie's school bills
bills at the Steubenville
pay the girl
part, to pay
in part,
receipt signed
(See
Ohio.
signed by
by the principal.)
principal.)
(See receipt

Seminary,
Seminary,

my house a dozen years
came to my
bearing the
came
waif, bearing
years ago
ago as a waif,
knowing neither father nor
nor mother,
relative,
of McDermott, knowing
mother, nor relative,
birth, nor
nor her age,
age, concerning
all whom and
nor circumstances of her birth,
concerning all
This child
'l`his

name
name

which she remained in total ignorance
until, after many
efforts,
ignorance for years
years until,
many efforts,
name was
was Turner,
traced her parentage,
Turner,
parentage, and learned that her true name

I
I

which she has since borne.

was afflicted
in my
'l`his unfortunate child,
afflicted frefreThis
child, when she lived in
my family,
family, was
so that she sometimes passed
passed days
quently with strange
glooms, so
strange glooms,
days
quently
one in the house,
together in sullen silence without speaking
house,
speaking to any
any one
together
into
an
incessant
noise
and
night
an
at
bursting gayly
then bursting
noise;
gayly
night she would
nightmare which would control her so powerspecies of nightmare
fall into a species
often fall
powermoans and cries would alarm the house.
fully that her moans
fully
Anthony, who knew her well,
Miss Anthony,
well, describes her (though
(though I think aa
half-idiot, into whose head it
it was
was impossible to
as a " half-idiot,
little too roughly)
impossible
roughly) as
truth."
of
truth."
instil
inslil principles
principles
already
joint card,
My father and mother in their joint
card, from which I have already
My
J., August
1874, refer to this child as
quoted,
30, 1874,
August 30,
Keyport, N. J.,
quoted. dated Keyport,
;

"

`

follows
follows:
:

:

;

:
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"The
girl Bessie.
Bessie, before she was sent to boarding-school
West,
"The girl
boarding-school at the Vest,
well acquainted
were well
we were
acquainted with her
our house, and we
was often an
an inmate of our

was

We
We grieve
this girl
guilty of
character at that time.
was guilty
grieve to say
say that this
girl was
talsehoods and insults
including falsehoods
insults to us,
such ill
ill conduct in
in our family,
us,
family, including
forbid her entering
entering it
that in
in 1870,
it
house, we forbid
1870, when she went from our house,
again."
again."

letters used to contain frequent
wife's letters
My wife's
frequent allusions to her troubles
vexing a
a kind that Mrs. Tilton often
with Bessie,
Bessie, which were of so vexing
doubted the rightfulness
keeping such an eccentric child in
in the house,
rightfulness of keeping
house,

for fear
evil influence
for
fear of her evil
in
letter to
in a letter

me

me

on our children.

on our

For instance, Mrs. Tilton,
Tilton,

this troublesome girl
dated February
speaks of this
February 6,
6, 1867.
1867, speaks
girl

follows:
follows

as

Tilton] continues to be the only
only disturber of the
"Libby [says
"Libby
[says Mrs. Tilton]
for
Saturday and Sunday
peace of our household. Saturday
peace
Sunday are the time usual for
little girls
girls grow
less and less
less
her moods, and as the little
grow older she wins them less
herself, owing
owing to her unfortunate disposition.
disposition.
They do not love her
to herself,
They
am perplexed
get along
perplexed lest
lest my
grow irritairritanor get
along pleasantly.
pleasantly. II am
my children grow
them."
over them."
induence over
ble through
through her influence

The above expresses
frequent complaint
complaint of Mrs.
Mrs, Tilton against
against
expresses a frequent
woman
Bessie
my wife was aa kind-hearted and self-sacrificing
self-sacrificing woman
Bessie; and yet
yet as my
especially zealous to do good
persons she
good to lowly
lowly and unfortunate persons-she
-especially
;

—

—

permit herself to dismiss Bessie,
could never permit
helpless
Bessie, and send her forth helpless
into the wide world.

A

A thousand times over has Bessie expressed
expressed her

gratitude
gratitude to Mrs. Tilton and

me

me

for having
having rescued her from

horri~
some horri-

some

fancy would have been hers had not our
ble fate
fate which she used to fancy

proved
family given
given her a home. Nor do II believe that she would have proved
family
ingrate to me
Morse's ingeningenan ingrate
me had she not been made a tool in Mrs. Morse's
for working
for Elizabeth,
working out her scheme of a divorce for
Elizabeth, by
ious hands for
by
will be remembered that Bessie wrote
breaking down my
reputation. It will
breaking
my reputation.
January 20, 1870, saying
to Mrs. Tilton,
Tilton, January
saying:
"
"
Mrs. Morse has repeatedly
me dresses
attempted to hire me
me by
by offering
repeatedly attempted
QU"e1'ing me
tell them stories injurious
persons and tell
to go
go to certain persons
injurious to
the character 0 your
your husband."

presents
and presents

" bribed," Mrs. Tilton "deceived,"
" deceived,"
girl whom Mrs. Morse "bribed,"
The young
young girl
Tilton's letter to Mrs. P.,
P., dated November 8,
as is
is seen by
8, 1872, as
by Mrs. Tilton's
ws
follows
follo

:

" I have mistakenly
years that
"I
mistakenly felt
obligor! to deceive Bessie these two years
felt obliged
against me,
me, which he never has
husbaud had made false accusations against
my husband
my
one."
any one,"
to her nor any

— "bribed"
bribed
girl
by
The young
by Mrs. Morse and
young girl-"
"

—

" deceived " by
by Mrs.
"deceived"

easy instrument of either
became suddenly
suddenly one
either-became
one
Tilton,
Tilton, and always
always the easy
day the terror of both,
both, for she overheard a conversation between Mrs.
day

was made to Mrs. Tilton's
Tilton's sexual
myself, in which allusion was
Tilton and myself,
intimacy with Mr. Beecher.
intimacy
37

committee, in their verdict,
verdict, admit that
The committee,
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girl overheard this remark,
remark, for they
quote her as using
using the following
following
the girl
they quote

words

:

" He (Mr. Tilton) said she (Mrs. Tilton) had confessed to him that she
"He
(Mrs. Tilton)
(Mr. Tilton)
confessed
criminally intimate with Mr.
had been criminally
lllr. Beecher. She identified the date
at which she overheard the remark.
The question
question was
was put
'l`he
put to her,
her,
•When was
was that?'
answer, 'This
'When
that?' and the committee received her answer,
'This all
all
1870.' "
fall of 18703
on the day
occurred on
we went back in the tall
day that we

remark, the young
After overhearing
overhearing this remark,
young tell-tale went to several
family and reported
reported it
it with her prattling
members of the family
prattling tongue.
tongue. She
same.
also went to Mr. Beecher and did the same.

Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, in his state-

but, with that disregard
him; but,
ment, acknowledges
came to him;
ment,
acknowledges that Bessie came
disregard
the truth which characterizes his entire defence,
changes the story
of
story
ofthe
defence, he changes
tell, and makes it
it appear that her disclosure
which she came
came to him to tell,
appear
was not what the committee admit,
admit, namely,
namely, that she had heard of Mr.
Tilton, but quite
quite another tale.
Beecher's criminal relations with Mrs. Tilton,
Beecher's
The same
same reluctance which Mr. Beecher has since had to put
put the true
'l`he
Bessie's recent testimony,
testimony, he long
Bessie's errand into Bessie's
long ago
ago
story of Bessie's
story
our friends and relatives. Such a
it to our
having her tell it
a
manifested at having
dangerous to Mr. Beecher's peace.
Accordingly,
tell-tale
tongue was
was dangerous
tell-tale tongue
peace.
Accordingly,
Mr, Moulton undertaken the task of organizing
no
no sooner had Mr.
organizing Mr.
" devices " to this end
first
necessary
first
one
of
one
the
than
Beecher's
Beecher's safety,
necessary
safety,
Brooklyn. So she
a safe distance from Brooklyn.
was
was the removal of Bessie to a
was

"

"

a western boarding-school
boarding-school for
expense, in a
Beecher's expense,
was
was housed,
housed, at Mr. Beecher's
paid
which
Mr.
is all
Beecher
for Bessie is
all
The money
years.
a term of years.
paid
money
(until recently)
paying either
the money
recently) of his paying
money which I ever heard (until
family
indirectly in consequence
directly
consequence of his association with my
my family
directly or indirectly

with this scandal.
acts
and this wholly
tirst acts-and
one of her first
was put
After Bessie was
wholly
put to school one
sought to injure
injure her-was
her— was to
False statement that I ever sought
destroys the false

or

—

destroys

privileges, on
on
gratitude for her school privileges,
me aa letter of thanks and gratitude
write me
answer,
J was her benefactor. This letter I did not answer,
supposition that Iwas
the supposition
prudent to undeceive the child as to her pecuit not prudent
thought it
because II thought
pecu~

relationship
niary relationship
niary

knowledge of this
Beecher,
Beecher, believing
believing that her knowledge
only increase the very
very mischief which
it) would only
it)
wish to take to myself
myself an
Moreover,
an
Moreover, I did not Wish

to Mr.

fact (if
(if she should learn

sought to hide.
we
we all
all sought
expression of thanks for
expression

benefactions which another

man had made.

man

answer to her letter.
no answer
Accordingly,
Accordingly, I sent Bessie no
was made to Bessie by
a proposition
afterwards, however, a
Some time afterwards,
proposition was
by

friends, to the eifect
Beecher's friends,
effect that
s lady in Marietta, Ohio,
a
Ohio, one of Mr. Beecher's
lady
money enough
enough to support
town, who had money
support a
a
young hunchback in that town,
a young
girl who would marry
was
a girl
marry him,
him, was
difficult to find a
it diflicult
wife but who found it

marry her. The moment
moment I
willing
willing to take Bessie out of school and marry
"
"
giving her such good
good counsel
Bessie, giving
heard of this " device " I wrote to Bessie,
any
against marrying
as I thought
warning her against
marrying any
thought the occasion demanded, warning

:

:
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did not know or respect
one whom she did
love. In reply
letter
respect or
or love.
to this
this letter
one
reply to
school-girlish pages,
I still
me seven or
or eight
still possess,
she wrote me
possess,
eight school-girlish
pages, which I
" Mr. Tilton, my
" Steubenville, January
dated "Steubenville,
January 13,
13, 1873," beginning
my
beginning: "Mr.
and
letter
the
admonitions
it
dear friend,"
letter
the
acknowledging my
friend," acknowledging
which it
my
describing to me her astonishment at Mrs. --'s's proposal
contained describing
proposal
contained;
to her to
to marry
expressing her repugnance
repugnance to
marry the deformed stranger
stranger; expressing
her
letter
a
to me
such
and
ending
long
letter
person
disfigured
marry
a
me as
ending
long
disfigured
person;
marry
:

;

;

;

follows:
follows
" I should have written you many
"I
[she says]
says] and told
told you
you how
you many times [she
I
being here at school, but as II had writwritappreciated being
I enjoyed
enjoyed and appreciated
ten you
it, I
I dreamed you did
did not
you one letter
letter and you
you had not answered it,
care to hear how J
I was
along."
was getting
getting along."

much

In Bessie's
Bessie's letters
to my
corresponded regularly,
regularly,
letters to
my wife,
wife, with whom she corresponded
me kindly
kindly messages,
messages, and on one occasion spoke
spoke
me

she often addressed to

purpose to be introduced to me.
on purpose
I
this foolish
in part
trifles to relieve
girl in
relieve this
foolish girl
I mention these trifles
part from the

of sending
sending one of her schoolmates

odiuin which attaches
odium
gratitude
of a
gratitude of

to

man who

man

her of'
spoken with falsehood and inof having
inhaving spoken

never

showed her anything
anything but kindness, and

I know she would never have thought
of whom I
saying an
thought of saying
an ungrateful
ungrateful
to-do
word until
until taught,
taught, four
four years
do so by
by Mrs. Morse, who then ininyears ago,
ago, to
vented for
for a
a bad purpose
purpose the tales
tales which the young
young tale-bearer
tale-bearer has since
been instructed to repeat
repeat for
for a
a worse.
The habit of story-telling
story-telling which Mrs. Morse instilled
into this
this maid's
instilled into
maid's
mind is
is still
still further illustrated in the false
false statement which Bessie made
to the editor of the Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh Leader, a marked copy
journal,
copy of which journal,
of

August 21, 1874, has been
August

by
by

Bessie in
in that city,
city, as follows:
follows

sent to me,
me, containing
containing a statement made

" Her tuition and board,
"Her
board, she said, were paid
paid out of
of her
and that Mr. Tilton held $1000
guardian."
000000asherguardian." as her guardian."

own money,
own
money,

I never
never was
was her guardian,
I
any money
guardian, nor had she ever any
money of her own,
nor did II ever hold any
for her.
her.
any in trust for

nor

This story-so
story—so wholly
unnecessary and apparently
wholly unnecessary
any purapparently without any
purpose—is
piece with the other shallow and false
pose-is of a piece
false tales
tales which this
this
partly irresponsible
irresponsible girl
partly
girl has since promulgated
Stanton,
promulgated concerning
concerning Mrs. Stanton,
Miss Anthony,
myself.
Anthony, and myself,
It is
is not strange,
strange, however,
Bessie, under the influence
however, that Bessie.
iniiuence of the
deception
habitually practised
practised upon
deception lwbitually
upon her by
by Mrs. Tilton, and under the
inspiration of her own
inspiration
own native and unfortunate instinct in
in the same
same
direction, and having long ago fallen
direction,
Morse, and
having long ago Fallen into the snare of Mrs. Morse.
more recently
more
Beet-her's lawyers—
recently into the manipulation
is not
it is
manipulation of Mr. Beecher's
lawyers-it
I say,
say, that throiurh
all these influences she should have been
through all
fashioned into a wiliin<r
in their hands for the reproduction
willing tool in
reproduction

strange,
strange,
easily
easily

of the false
false testimony
long ago
a<ro fabricated,
testimony which Mrs. Morse long
fabricated, and which
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Mrs. Morse's
Morse's

own regard
regard

own

consistency has required
required that Bessie should
for consistency

repeat
afrcsh in the same
same old form.
repeat afresh
regret
My regret
My

is that this shallow-minded
is

girl,
girl,

in permitting
permitting herself to be

used by
by these people
people to my
name brought into the
/ter name'
discredit, finds her
my discredit,
general
in
which
they
ownruin
have
involved
their
own.
they
general

brought

How much of Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's $2000
spent on
Turner,
How
on Bessie Turner,
$2000 has been spent
know but I do know that almost every
every letter which Bessie
know;
has written to Mrs. Tilton for the last three or
or four years has asked for
years
also, that this money
came through
through Mr. Moulton l`rom
money;
from
know, also,
money; I know,
money came
I do not

;

Ward Beecher;
Beecher; and I know still
still further that the sole purpose
Henry
Henry \Vard
purpose
of* Mr. Beecher's paying this money, and the sole purpose of Mrs. Tilton's
ol'
'|`ilton's
paying
money,
purpose
keeping Bessie "" deceived,"
was because this girl accidentally overheard
deceived," was
keeping
girl accidentally
repeated to the committee,
four years
years ago
committee, and
ago the remark which she repeated
namely, a
which the committee admit,
a disclosure of the criminal intiadmit, namely,
macy between Mrs. Tilton and Mr. Beecher.
macy
must therefore put
I must
blackmail, so far at
put upon
upon Bessie the burden of blackmail,
say the whole or a
go, say
a large part of the aforesaid
least as the school-bills go,
large part
$2000.
$2000

Beecher's untruthful indictment against
me
The next step
step in Mr. Beecher's
against me
brings me
me to the mortgage.
mortgage.
brings
May, 18",
obtaining
1873, Mr. Beecher deceived his wife by
lst of May,
On the 1st
by obtaining
mortgage on
house and he has since attempted
signature to a
a mortgage
on his house;
her signature
attempted
helped
public by
by saying
$5000 which she thus helped
to deceive the public
saying that the $5000
by
for
extortion
an
a Brookl}-n bank was
was an
Mr.
Moulton
him raise from a
by
Brooklyn
blackmail in my
proving
my behalf. If Mr. Beecher had succeeded in proving
not) that I had used him to extort $7000
$7000 from Mr.
(which he did not)
(which
on
him
charged)
(as
likewise
sucthen
on
I
had
levied
he
Bowen,
and
that
Bowen,
charged) suc(as
might reasonably
amounting to $2000.
cessive assessments amounting
332000. he
he might
reasonably have
by rne,
me, to prove
me
on the basis of these two robberies of him by
expected,
prove me
expected, on
third.
of
Moulton,
a
through
Mr.
a
guilty,
Moulton,
guilty, through
a straightBefore Mr. Beecher made this charge
Moulton, with a
straightcharge Mr. Moulton,
blackmailer, had already
a blackmailer,
belong to a
forward honesty
already set
honesty which does not belong
receipt of $5000
acknowledgment or receipt
a plain
forth a
$5000
plain and business-like acknowledgment
by Mr. Beecher
sum
1873
being
a
a
sum
contributed
from Mr. Beecher in May.
by
May. 1873-being
is
Age. This is
unbeknown to me,
me, through
through Mr. Moulton. for the Golden Age.
Age,
not all
nil the money which Mr. Moulton contributed to the Golden Age,
money
way from Mr. Beecher for that purbut it
it is all
all which he derived in any
purany way
or dreamed that Mr. Beecher had made through
pose.
never knew or
through
pose. I never
it, as the general
first learned of it,
a contribution until I first
Mr. Moulton such a
general
owner of that
the
owner
be
ceased
to
after
had
I
public
did,
two
months
public did,
journal.
journal.
;

—

gave to me
me or to
a year
ofa
quarter of
last. a quarter
In June last,
vear before Mr. Moulton gave
goodits goodAge, with its
public this intelligence
the public
S5000. the Golden Age,
intelligence of the $5000.
debts, together
office fixtures,
list, oflice
will, -subscription list,
FIXTYLIQER, and debts,
together with Mr.
will,

subscription

;
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was sold by
me for
for a
by rae
Beeeher`s
Beecher's unknown share of contributed capital,
capital, was
mortification of feeling
mysum. II have thus been saved the mortitication
nominal sum.
feeling mypossessor of
for a
a day
time, even for
any time,
self at any
self
day or an hour, the conscious possessor
say that were 11 clothed
pride enough
enough to say
Beecher's money.
Mr. Beecher's
money. I have pride
perishing with hunger,
in the rags
hunger, I would not accept
accept a
rags of beggary
beggary and perishing
Had I known of this
penny
penny from Mr. Beecher for food or raiment.
gift to the Golden
Golden, Age
surreptitious gift
it to
man's
rnan's surreptitious
Age II would have returned it
"
perish with thee !
Thy money
saying, "
him,
him, saying,
"Thy
money perish
merely playing
bravado's
Mr. Beecher trities
trifles with the truth and is
is merely
playing a bravado's
"

!

gold in my
part
says I tinkled his gold
my pocket,
pocket, and sent him in
part when he says
good-will.
message, not in
return a mock message
I sent him that message,
message of good-will.
shortly after the
last summer,
one day
day last
summer, shortly
mockery,
earnest, one
mockery, but in earnest,
the publipubliwas bythe
covenant, followed as that was
by the pressing
cation of the tripartite
tripartite covenant,
pressing
West's threatening
of Mr. West's
rumors of a
charges, and these in turn by
threatening charges,
by the rumors
futurefcouncil.
Mr. Beecher was
was reported to me
me to be in a
future
council.
a state of proproreported
me to
found depression,
bordering on
begged me
on despair.
depression, bordering
despair. Mr. Moulton begged
speak some
some word to the stricken man
IIl1l.II.4t0
to prevent
speak
prevent him from sinking
sinking into
I
gloom.
with
Beecher,
remembered
a
Mr.
hopeless
I
favorite
text
which
a
Beecher,
hopeless gloom.
"heard him use
use years
I often 'heard
ago, and I sent it
it to him one
one
years ago,
written on
on a scrap of paper, thus:
paper, thus :

morning,
morning,

H. W. B.-Grace,
"H.
mercy, and
B.— Grace, mercy,
"

Sunday
Sunday

scrap

T. T."
T."

peace.
peace.

The next time I saw
saw him he told

me

me

that this line,
line, greeting
greeting him in

his pulpit,
all that
during all
through his mind during
pulpit, had shone like a sunbeam through

morning's
greatly it
it had
service, and that II would never know how greatly
morning's service,
He added also that the least word of kindness from me
cheered him. He
me
power to reanimate him like wine. This message
always
always had the power
message of
to Mr. Beecher has since been held up
up to ridicule by
by his attorneys,
attorneys,
me for sending
it he was
but when Mr. Beecher thanked me
was in no
no mood of
sending it
only of gratitude.
ridicule, but only
ridicule,
gratitude. I told the committee that I had sent to
despondency other messages
times of his despondency
of like import:
messages ol'
import
him at other tknes

mine

hope that so long
and II hope
long as I live I shall always
always be able

to do the

same
same

even to an
an enemy.
in similar circumstances,
circumstances, even
suspect that
enemy. Little did II suspect
a message
Beecher like a
a straw to a
a drowning
sending such a
in sending
message to Mr. Beecher-like
drowning

—

—

was thereby
lie
man I was
man-I
thereby furnishing
furnishing him with materials out of which he
charge against
me of blackmail.
would construct a future charge
against me
I must not forbear to mention that the suggestion
suggestion that Mr. Beecher
the
to
Golden
should contribute money
Age
came. not from Mr. Moulton
money
Age came,
who,
Eagle, who.
Kinsella, editor of the Brooklyn
Brooklyn Eagle,
but from Mr. Thomas Kinsella,
wife
a
of
similar
offer
of
a
a
husband
having
a
a
larger
made
sum
to
sum
the
larger
having
comnaturally felt,
whom he seduced,
perhaps, that all
all men
men who have comfelt, perhaps.
seduced, naturally
purchase
no alternative of safety except to purchase
mitted similar crimes have no
safety except
exposure.
with money
money their exemption
exemption from exposure.
myself the
the question
I have asked myself
question whether Mr. Beecher and Mr. Kin-
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gifts to entangle
entangle me
me in their toils,
by such gifts
sella deliberately
deliberately sought
toils, and
sought by
for
a charge
Such a
perhaps I would be rash if
if I were
were to acquit
acquit them of such
charge; t`or
perhaps
particular,
namely:
both
in one
one
against
the appearances
are
them
Mr.
are
particular,
namely:
against
appearances
are simultaneously
Beecher and Mr. Kinsella are
simultaneously to be tried in court as
simultaneously
blackmeanwhile
me of black~
seducers,
and
both
have
scducers,
simultaneously accused me
gentlemen thus made upon
me
The joint
mail. '1`he
upon me
joint attack which these two gentlemen
;

circumstances
following circumstances:
me to relate the following
me
comwas read to the commy Sworn Statement was
the Saturday
Saturday before my
it with much anxiety, Mr.
mittee, and while
were expecting
\vhile the public
mittee,
anxiety,
expecting it
public were
constrains

On

house, and in a long
my house,
Kinsella called at my
long and earnest interview with
appreciation of what he
lie
warm terms his appreciation
expressed in warm
me,
me, in which he expressed
character, begged
me to withhold
my high
called my
begged me
high intellectual and moral character,
He said to me
me ememfrom the committee my
forthcoming statement. He
my forthcoming
BeecluT
phatically
"Mr, Tilton,
case; Mr. Beecher
Tilton, I know the justice
your case;
justice of your
phatically: "Mr.
:

most foully
has himself admitted to me
guilt
he has wronged
me his guilt;
wronged you
you most
foully;
man his career
an old man;
is an
acknowledge it
it all.
all.
But remember that he is
I acknowledge
you will withhold
begun. If you
nearly ended,
Only just
is nearly
ended, and yours
just begun.
yours has only
;

;

you
spare this old man
man the blow which you
your forthcoming
statement, and spare
your
forthcoming statement,
never
your family
are about to strike him,
you and your
are
him, I will see that you
family shall never
want for anything
want
world."
anything in the world."
1
I

A

declined Mr. Kinsella's
Kinsella's polite
proposition.
polite proposition.

A few weeks afterward,
afterward. while the public
public

were
were

similarly expecting
expecting Mr.
similarly

Moulton's statement,
statement, Mr. Kinsella's
C.
)lonlton's
Kinsella's business partner,
\Villiam U.
partner, Mr. William
Kingsley, sought
Kingsley,
sought and

an interview with me,
urged
obtained an
me, in which he urged

my

me
me

use my influence with Mr. Moulton to secure
secure the suppression
to use
suppression of
statement, as Mr. Kinsella had sought
his statement,
sought the suppression
suppression of mine.

Kingsley freely
me Mr. Beechcr's
Beecher's guilt,
guilt, not from perperMr. Kingsley
freely admitted to me
only from assured belief,
sonal knowledge,
(as I understood)
belief, derived (as
knowledge, but only
understood)

from Mr. Kinsella. Mr. Kingsley's
Kingsley's argument
me was
was that if
if Mr.
argument with me
Moulton's
were added to mine,
mine, Mr. Beecher would be " struck
Moulton's statement were
" What, then,"
dead."
dead."
\Vhat, then," asked Mr. Kingsley,
Kingsley, " will happen
happen to Mr. Moulton and yourself?
Be
assured,"
said, " the world will never
forgive
never forgive
he
said.
assured,"
yourself?
either of you
your agency
Henry
Ward
\Vard
At
Beecher."
you for your
agency in destroying
destroying Henry
"

"

"

"

the close of this interview Mr. Kingsley
sympathy with
expressed his sympathy
Kingsley expressed
me
pecuniary losses which lie
me for the pecuniary
sushe said he knew I must have sustained,
growing out ofthe
of the calamity
calamity which Mr. Beecher had brought
tained, growing
brought upon
upon

my

name and popularity,
was perhaps a man
which, feeling
my name
popularity, after which,
feeling that I was
perhaps man
Legislature, Mr. Kingsley
Kingsley beto be dealt with like a member of the Legislature.

—

nignantly
and he repeated
repeated it
Moulton's presence
me-and
it in Mr. Moulton's
nignantly said to me
presenceonly to give
give him (Mr.
twenty-four hours'
that " I needed only
hours' notice and
(Mr. K.)
K.) twenty-four
"

happy to make
he would be happy
the shape
$5000."
shape of $5000."

Now,
Now, when

it
is
it is

me
me

a
a friendly token of his appreciation in
friendly
appreciation

remembered that Mr. Kinsella first suggested
suggested the idea

that Mr. Beecher should contribute money
money to the Golden Age,
Age, and that

:
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Kinsella's co-proprietor
co-proprietor of the Eagle,
Eagle, made to me
me aas
Mr. Kingsley,
Kingsley, Mr. Kinsella's
purchase the suppression
against
money to purchase
direct offer
offer of money
suppression of the truth against
put a new
large will
will put
new construction on
on
Mr. Beecher, II think the public
public at large
the joint
joint charge
charge which Mr. Beecher and the

me

me

Eagle have made against
against
Eagle

of blackmail!

it be
If it
If

thought strange
strange
thought

that the editor of the Brooklyn
Brooklyn Eagle
Eagle should

Beecher's adultery
adultery (as
(as Mr. Kinsella has often done
privately
privately admit Mr. Beecher's
at club-houses and card-tables),
card-tables), and that he should at the

same time

same

Beecher's innocence,
let it
it be renewspaper Mr. Beecher's
publicly
in his newspaper
innocence, let
proclaim in
publicly proclaim
in
this
membered that Mr. Kinsella is
is not the only
editor
in
this
neighborhood
neighborhood
only

opinion in
in private
one opinion
who, on this
this question,
question, expresses
expresses one
private and another in
public 1 Mr.
public
:

Kinsella shares this
this prerogative
prerogative with the editor of the New

York Tribune.
Finally," says
adding the cap-sheaf
argument,
Beecher, adding
says Mr. Beecher,
cap-sheaf to his argument,
"Finally,"
was made to one
square demand and threat was
one of my
"aa square
my confidential friends
if $5000 more was not paid,
that if
paid, 'l'ilton's
Tilton's charges
laid before
charges would be laid
the public."
public."
45

"

is struck at one
weapon, which he draws in these words, is
Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's weapon,
men-Mr.
Mr. Francis B. Carpenter.
Carpenter. As
of the most honest and truthful of men

—

soon
soon

in his
Carpenter heard this accusation in
as Mr. Carpenter

summer campingcamping-

summer

in the woods of Lewis county,
milea
State, twenty-five
county, in this State,
twenty-five miles
sent
New
York
the
following
a post-office,
he
to
from a
following message:
message:
post-otlice,

ground
ground

"
against
"This
This chan-ve
charge
D
against
ment."
ment.

me

lie !
me is
is a lie,

concocted since Mr. 'I`ilton's
Tilton's state-

is

Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, in order to communicate the impression
impression that Mr. Car~
Carman capable of machinations (though, on
man
contrary, his
capable
(though. on the contrary,

is a
penter is
a
penter

is of
character is

uncommon guilelessness
guilelessness and simplicity),
simplicity), made

folthe fol-

uncommon

lowing
singular statement concerning
Carpenter :
lowing singular
concerning Mr. Carpenter:

~
•

" I recollect [says Mr. Beecher] but one interview with him that had
"I
[says
Beecher]
Ile came
any peculiar
came to see me
me once when the Council
peculiar significance.
any
signicance. He
was in session and our
our document was
was
was published.
published. There was
was a phase
phase inini11 it
it that Tilton thought
troduced in
pointed to him. and that night
was in
night was
thought pointed
a
a bonfire flame and walked up
up and down the street with Moulton. II was
was
at Freeland's
Freeland's and in comes
comes Carpenter, with his dark and mysterious eyes.
Carpenter,
mysterious eyes.
on the sofa,
He sat down on
sofa. and, in
in a kind of
of' sepulchral
whisper, told me
me
sepulchral whisper,
of some
Says Il: That is
some matters.
all nonsense
is all
itmeant
meant
.
nonsense; that it
Says
and
and Carpenter
was rejoiced
it, and then went out."
Carpenter was
rejoiced to hear it,
:

.
.

.

;

.
.

.

.

.

Mr. Beecher's
bugaboo paragraph
Beecher's bugaboo
its omiparagraph about Mr. Carpenter,
Carpenter, with its
nous
blanks, shall be explained;
nous stars and blanks.
explained and the explanation
explanation will
prove
tell not only
prove little to the credit of a clergyman
clergyman who condescends to tell
only
great
evening's Brooklyn
great falsehoods but small. I had read in that evening's
Brooklyn Union
the document sent by
by Plymouth
was an
an
Plymouth Church to the Council. There was
allusion in that document,
prompted me
document. as there printed,
me to send
printed, which prompted
to Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, through
through Mr. Carpenter,
Carpenter, the following
following message
message:
;

:
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MR. TILTON T0
TO MR. CARPENTER.
CARPENTER.

t

Francis B. Carpenter
CARPENTER:
Mr.
MR. FRANCIS

Dear
My DEAR

—

No. 174 Livingston
LIVINGSTON Street,
STREET, 1
March
Marci: 25,
25, 1874. }

:

As you
Sir::-As
SIR
myself,
you are a friend both to Mr. Beecher and myself,
following paragraph
I request
request you
you to call his attention to the following
paragraph which
paper adopted
by his church this morning,
occurs in an
an official
official paper
morning, and
adopted by
Brooklyn Union
reported
m1Z.07Z this evening:
evening:
reported in the Brooklyn
" It was
us always
always to be indifferent when Sanballat and
given to us
was not given
Tobias mocked-still
mocked still less when our
our own
own familiar friends,
we
friends, in whom we
bread, lifted up
trusted,
our bread,
against us."
us."
trusted, which did eat of our
up the heel against
You will do me
me the favor to ask Mr. Beecher whether or not the
directly or indirectly
above allusion to Sanballat or Tobias was
indirectly
was pointed
pointed directly
myself.
Furthermore,
please say
say to him,
at myself.
behalf. that II will
him, in my
Furthermore, please
my behalf,
give
opportunity to undo such an
impression, if
it' he wishes to
an impression.
give him the opportunity
embrace it.
not, I shall feel at liberty
it.
If not,
it as I
I
liberty to take such notice of it
own self-respect
self-respect requires.
my own
think my
requires.
Truly yours,
Tueo.
TIIEO. Tilton.
TILTON.
Truly
yours,
"

—

bearing the above message
message to Mr. Beecher,
Mr. Carpenter,
on bearing
Beecher, received
Carpenter. on
Theodore;
from him. in reply,
"No, I did not refer to Theodore;
reply. the statement: "No,
are Storrs and Budington."
Budington."
for Sanballat and Tobias are

Carpenter came
away, Mr. Beecher,
came away,
Before Mr. Carpenter
Beecher, apparently
apparently forgetting
forgetting
answer, wrote another to be sent to me,
me,
lie had already
that he
one answer,
already made one
as

follows
follows:

MR.

BEECHER

BEECHER TO
TO

CARPENTER.

MR. CARPENTER.
MR.

— The paragraph
CARPENTER :-The
MR. Carpenter:
My
BIY Dear
DEAR Mr.
appeared in the
paragraph which appeared
was not in the copy read to the
respecting Sanballat and Tobias was
Union respecting
copy
by the copy
distributed, as you
printed copy
nor in the printed
Council, nor
Council.
you will see by
copy
copy distributed,
you herewith.
given
given you
were stricken out as having
original draft were
A number of things
A
having
things in the original
antagonists. This was
was among
towards our
our antagonists.
too much
among them. It
þÿIIlICllffeeling
¬ ¬ZZ'7Ig
protested against
it
Dioignt Johnson.
Jolmsofn. But II protested
Iiztrls and Dwight
was directed to Biuk
was
against it
printer.
When the
W'hen
was struck out before going
thought it
it was
and thought
going to the printer.
or twelve
it struck out of the ten or
morning I had it
came this morning
"revise
"revise""came
But nothing
it.
was
— and the regular
copies
nothing was
regular edition does not have it.
copies-and
nothing further from the
writer. and nothing
the mind of the writer,
further from t-he
it
certainly from my
thought
thought, than that it
my thought,
thought of the committee, and certainly
H. W.
cordially,
V. Beecher.
BEECHER.
referred to Mr. Tilton. Yours cordially.
respect for any
little respect
I have little
man, and particularly
clergyman,
particularly for a clergyman,
any man.
ditl
manner indicated by
trifle with the truth in the manner
by the two dif-

who can
can

answers which Mr. Beecher gave
ferent answers
Carpenter within the
gave to Mr. Carpenter

same
same hour.
against Mr. Carpenter
is as false as the
Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's whole charge
Carpenter is
charge against
spirit of the above note.
spirit
Cleveland, who has visited
Nor can
can I understand how Mr. Henry
Henry M. Cleveland,
and has always
Carpenter,
with
company
Mr.
times
in
many
office
my
always
Carpenter,
company
many
my
warm friend to both Mr. Carpenter
professed
Carpenter and myself,
myself, could
professed to be a warm
having received from Mr.
consent to be referred to by
by Mr. Beecher as having

:
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the Golden Age
associates in
in the
blackmail. My associates
of blackmail.
a proposition
Carpenter a
proposition of
the last
will
Cleveland
last year or
or more, whenever Mr. Cleveland
that during the
will testify
testify that
me (as he has
has called
called to
always expressed
expressed
he has
has always
done) he
has frequently
see me
lias
to see
frequently done)
(as

My

more
evinced an
a cordial
interest in
cordial interest
for me
me of
of a
a more
an esteem for
welfare, and evinced
in my
my welfare,
a
kind. He has
has repeatedly
the pleasure which
referred to
to the
than ordinary kind.
repeatedly referred

at his
he
his country residence.
residence.
take in
in my
Moreover,
to take
society, at
he professed
professed to
my society,
of the
of the
the proprietors of
the Christian
Christian
being one
one of
only
few months ago, 'being
only aa few
that that
in need of
of one
one hundred thousand
finding that
was in
that paper was
Union, and Ending

to
it forward, he intimated
intimated to
dollars
to carry it
dollarspto

me

me

his
intention to
his intention
to quit
quit Mr.

of my
publishing the
sinking
the time of
my publishing
sinking ship."
ship." About the
his pocket
Bacon letter,
Cleveland called
called on
letter, Mr. Cleveland
on me, and, taking
taking from his
said that
a
that if
wife, said
felt at
at liberty
liberty to
to read
read it
it to
to me,
letter from his
his wife,
if he felt
a letter

Beecher as
as

" a
"a

which he did
did not, II would be
glad to
that that
that good lady
lady sympabe glad
to hear that
sympaas thus far
of the
thized
side of
far developed.
developed. During
thized with my
the controversy
controversy as
During
my side
the
of the present
present committee, Mrs. Tilton
Tilton came
came home onthe
session of
on the
the session
Hrst meeting with it,
to me
it, and quoted
quoted to
me aa remark which
night of
of her first
night
of the whole committee,
the presence
to her, in
in the
presence of
Mr. Cleveland had made to
" Mrs. 'I`ilton,
don't know how much I
these Words:
in
Tilton, you
words "Mrs.
you don't
love your
I love
your
in these
this is
the gentleman
husband." And yet
gentleman who-having
who having aa pecuniary
yet this
is the
pecuniary
:

—
—

interest in
his business partner-undertakes,
partner undertakes, for
in Mr. Beecher as his
for the
interest
the
of a
desperate defence, to accuse
accuse his
his intimate friend,
furtherance of
a desperate
friend, Mr.
of being
being a conspirator,
of
conspirator, with me, another friend.
friend, in
in the heinous

Carpenter,
Carpenter,

of blackmail!
1 do not wonder that
crime of
blackmail
that neither Mr. Cleveland nor
1
nor
of his
his five
five associates
courage, in
in making
associates in
in the committee had the courage,
making
any of
any
!

of which they
their verdict,
to perpetuate
they grew so
so quickly
quickly
up their
verdict, to
charge of
up
perpetuate aa charge
ashamed.
Let me
me adduce a
particulars touching
this charge
of blacka few further particulars
touching this
charge of
black,
for it
it is
is not enough
mail
enough that
that the committee have abandoned it
they
mail; for
it-they

—

;

ought
it.
ought never to have entertained it.
" mentioned
after mortgaging
Mr. Beecher, after
his house,
house, May 1,
1873, "mentioned
1,18T3,
mortgaging his
that fact,"
says, " to Oliver Johnson."
fact," he says,
Johnson."
"

me
me to
to refer
refer to a striking
prostriking evidence of the prothis information
found effect
effect which this
namely,
conspiring in
in a scheme
information-namely, my
my conspiring
blackmail must have produced
of blackmail-must
produced on
Johnson's mind. Among
Among
on Mr. Johnson's

This statement leads

—

—

my

is a beautiful little
entitled
little book, printed
paper, entitled
on tinted paper,
my souvenirs is
printed on
"
"
In Memoriam," containing
spoken by
by me
me at the bicr
bier
containing a funeral tribute spoken
of Mrs.

Mary A. Johnson,
Mary

wife of Oliver Johnson.
Johnson, on
on June 1O,1ST2.
10, 1872.

—

—

It
a year
year afterward-May
afterward May 1,
1873 that Mr. Beecher mortIt was about a
1,1873-that
" mentioned the matter to Oliver Johnson."
gaged his house,
house, and "mentioned
Johnson." On
gaged
the ensuing
ensuing June 4 of that year,
year, when the mortgage
mortgage must have been
a fresh and recent topic
topic of reflection
reflection by
all who had been informed of it
by all
it
as a

blackmailing
operation, Mr. Johnson wrote
blackmailing operation,

from which I
I make the following
following quotation
quotation

:

me
me

an affectionate letter,
an
letter,
-
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....

My Dear
LIY
DEAR Theodore:—
THEODORE :I have often thought
thought that when I
should be dead I should wish you
you to speak
speak words of comfort to those
who love me,
pay a
a tribute to my memory.
me, and pay
my memory.
lovingly,
Yours lovingly,
Oliver
OLIVER Johnson.
JOHNSON.
....

a good
Mr. Johnson omitted a
accuse
good opportunity
opportunity in the above note to accuse
of blackmail,
if he then believed me
me guilty
guilty of it.
it.
blackmail, if

me
me

Moreover,
afterwards, Mr. Beecher neglected
a few months afterwards,
Moreover, a
neglected aa striking
striking
opportunity to expose
expose me,
on the 31st of October,
October, 1873,
just
when, on
me, when,
1873, just
opportunity
about six months after the mortgage,
mortgage, I ascended the platform
platform in PlyPlymouth Church and asked if
charges to make against
if the pastor
pastor had any
any charges
against
a
me,
as follows :
in
a most conspicuous manner
manner
me, and he replied
replied
conspicuous
:

"Mr.
Mr. Tilton asks me
me

"

if I have any charges to make.
if
any charges

If Mr. Beecher then knew

me
me

I have

none."

to be a
a blackmailer,
blackmailer, who had extorted

why did he not brand me
mortgage from him of S5000,
me for it
$5000, why
it on
on the
mortgage
me mobbed at once,
spot, and have me
same congregation afterwards
once, as the same
spot,
congregation
mobbed Mr. Moulton
Moulton??
a
a

forgotten that
It will not be forgotten

during
during the proceedings
proceedings of the CongregaCongrega-

my

spring of 1874,
tional Council,
Council, held in the spring
1874, aa year
year after my alleged
alleged extorthrough Mr. Moulton,
money from Mr. Beecher through
tion of money
Moulton, Mr. Beecher

denouncing so good
wrote a
a letter to Mr. Moulton,
Moulton, in which,
which, while denouncing
good a
same time took occasion to pay
as the Rev. Dr. Storrs,
pay a
a
Storrs, he at the same

man
man

myself in these words
tribute to myself
words:

:

" Tlicodorc, who
Theodore,

"

has borne so

much"
much,"

etc.

words, written a
a year after the mortgage
These are
are Mr. Beecher's
Beeeher's words,
year
mortgage!
pleadings
all Mr. Beeeher's
present
Against
pretences these words,
all
Beecher`s
words,
Against
present pleadings and pretences
" Theodore, who has borne so
so much,"
much," show that when Mr. Beecher
"'I`heodore,
thought
my forbearance,
me in private
forbearance, which gives
thought of my
thought of me
private he thought
gives the
lie
lie to

my

his public
pretence of my extortion.
public pretence
me
me to say further touching the charge of blacksay
touching
charge

It only
only remains for

—

impossible to attach for a day
day to aa man
man like Mr.
impossible
is above such infamy and whose wealth is
Moulton, whose honor is
is above
Moulton,
infamy
temptation that this charge
charge is
is the false defence of a desperate
such temptation-that
desperate
man who,
man
who, in thus basely
basely pretending
pretending that his best friend blackmailed
him,
guilt which would have made
him, thereby
thereby unconsciously
unconsciously confesses the guilt

mail a charge
mail-a
charge

—

blackmailing
possible.
blackmailing possible.

Wherefore,
charge of blackmail from
as the committee dismissed the charge
Vhereforc, as
their verdict,
it here.
verdict. so I dismiss it
" garbled his letters."
letters."
XY. Mr. Beecher says
says that I have "garbled
I prepreXV.
simply
sworn statement brief extracts from his letters simply
sented in my sworn
because I had not access to the letters complete.
comcomplete. But the letters com-

my

plete
severely
against him than the fragments
more
fragments which I
plete bear more
severely against
quoterT.
letters, not
public to judge
judge him by
I now
now ask the public
quotedf
by his complete
complete letters.
by
fall into far greater
extracts, for he will thus fall
by my
my extracts,
greater condemnation.

—
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quoted a few lines of Mr. Beecher's
When in
my Bacon letter I quoted
When
in my
Beecher's apology,
apology,
if I had added the remainder of that apology
said that if
apology the second

it was
it
was

explained away
away the first.
part would have explained
first.
part

it was
was found afterwards
But it

apology, when printed,
that the entire apology,
was tenfold weightier
weightier than the
printed, was
first extract.
In like manner
manner the brief phrases and
few lines in my
my first
phrases
gave in my
sworn statement from his letters were
paragraphs which I gave
were
my sworn
paragraphs
softened, but intensified,
intensified, by
by the publication
publication of the letters
not afterward softened,

in full.
full.

The

—

brief extracts were
were the wind
the complete
complete letters were
wind-the

the whirlwind.

I no
no

more garbled
garbled Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's letters by
making
by making

more

did, than I would garble
garble the decalogue
from them the extracts which I did,
decalogue
" Thou shalt not
it the single
single commandment,
commandment, "Thou
by
quoting to him from it
by quoting
adultery."
commit adultery."
Nevertheless, it
it is
is true,
true, as Mr. Beecher says,
Nevertheless,
says, that his letters have
"
He goes
goes so far as to say
they have been "
wicksay that they
" and this,
garbled
this,
too,
But
cannot
be
denied.
it
is
not
I
edly
it
is
who
too,
garbled;"
edly
Beecher's letters,
letters, it
it is
is Mr. Beecher himseltl
himself.
have garbled
For I
garbled Mr. Beecher's
"
garbled."
been "
garbled."
;

given of themthem
maintain that the pretended
pretended explanations
explanations which he has given

—

meaning against what he knows to be the facts to
their plain
plain meaning-against
refer
and against
sense of an
common
sense
which they
an intelligent
intelligent
against the common
they refer-and
a
is
garbling
of
a
all
this
is
heinous
kind.
public
all
is the man
Mr.
Beecher
is
man
garbling
public ;
is he who has tried to take out of them
letters. It is
garbled his letters.
who has garbled
meaning. It is
is he who has perverted
plain phrase3
their manifest meaning.
perverted their plain
phrases
against
against

—

;

into doubtful interpretation.
interpretation.

saw at a glance
glance that his letters,
Mr. Beecher saw
on being
straightletters, on
being read in aa straight-

manner by
by the public,
forward manner
adultery.
public, convicted him of adultery.

He
He knew

that unless these letters could be explained
something which they
explained into something
they

—

mean he would stand self-condemned-put
self-condemned put to death by
mean
by the point
point
man when he speaks to abide
is the part
part of a
a brave man
own pen.
pen. It is
speaks
Beecher's behavior towards his own
own letters proves
proves
by his words. Mr. Beecher's
by
cowards-a
pitiable of all
all cowards
man who dares not face
him to be that most pitiable
a man
handwriting.
his own
own handwriting.
did not
of his

own

—

is that these letters were written to express
His defence is
remorse
express his remorse
I
having
given
bad
advice.
have
already
to
Mrs.
Tilton
proven
having given
by
already proven by
testimony of Mrs. 'I`ilton's
Tilton's mother that Mr. Beecher never
the written testimony
never
Elizabeth, but gave
gave
gave just
opposite.
But
gave any
any such advice to Elizabeth.
just the opposite.
given such advice-namely,
advice— namely, that Mrs. Tilton should sepaeven
even had he given
sepahusband I hold that such advice,
rate from her husband-I
on the theory
advice, given
given on
theory
deprived her of food,
that her husband had deprived
personal liberty,
food, fuel,
fuel, and personal
liberty,
good and the giver
would not have been bad. but good;
giver of such advice would
it.
never need to have repented
repented of giving
giving it.
farther and say
say that,
that, granting
But I will go
granting such advice to have been
go further
bad, yet,
given,
given, and to have been bad,
yet, since Mrs. Tilton did not accept
accept this
it
since she did not separate
rejected it-since
advice, but rejected
advice.
separate from her husband and
before in other words,
home,
home, but remained with her family
words, since
family as before-in

for

—

;

—

—
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was not
followed by ill
advice was
not followed
consequences, but no
no
Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's bad advice
by ill consequences,
harm whatever caine
it
human reason
it is
is a
to say that
a mockery of human
came of it-it
reason to
mockery
say

—

spent four
four years of
contemplating the giving
he spent
giving of
advice
remorse in
in contemplating
of bad advice
years of remorse
which was
never taken,
taken, and which produced
effect of
of harm
harm or
ill
or ill!
was never
no effect
produced no
an explanation
explanation of Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's letters is
is "garbling" indeed!
Such an
garbling" indeed
given, as
Had
ever been given,
believe it
Beecher's alleged
it was
was
Had Mr. Beecher's
as I believe
alleged advice ever
Tilton's separation
not;
separation from her
this advice been followed by
not; had this
by Mrs. Tilton's
separation then ensued;
no such separation
ensued had a
a
husband at that time,
time, though
though no
place
between
permanent
sundering
actually
wife,
taken
husband
and
wife,
place
permanent sundering actually
clergyman's bad advice
induced without other cause
cause than simply
advicesimply aa clergyman's
"

!

;

made fatherless and
family of children,
children, made
involving
of a
a family
involving the scattering
scattering of
the divorce
comes by
divorce of
comes
bythe

orphanage which
by that worst
motherless by
worst of all orphanage

past four years,
during the past
as he
parents
seen all
all this during
parents; had Mr. Beecher seen
years, as
hid occasion to
might well have htd
during the next four,
see it during
will see
four, he might
repeat that the advice which
giving of such advice;
mourn the giving
advice but I repeat
mourn
;

;

is the best eviwas
was not
not followed
folloved ; and there is
all, nor
nor
ever
never gave
any
advice
one of
at
ever
wrote one
dence that he never
such
all,
gave any
his letters for any
any such reason.
reason.
"meaning from his letters.
he, then,
then, who has garbled
garbled away
away the 'meaning
It is
is he,

given
he pretends
pretends to have given

;

persuade the public
public to accept
Beecher's adroit effort to persuade
a false
Mr. Beecher's
accept a
plain meaning,
They
meaning,
They have aa plain

interpretation
interpretation of these letters is vain.

which no
They are
ever blot out. They
are all based on
can ever
on
no counter-explanation
counter-explanation can
between
a criminal intimacy
and
Mrs.
Tilton,
central fact
fact-a
himself
Tilton,
intimacy
by both parties
parties to her husband and to Mr.
which had been confessed by
Moulton. This simple
is the key which unlocks all the mysteries
simple fact is
key
mysteries
of these letters-if
letters
if mysteries they contain.
letters, notes and
All the letters,
mysteries they
memoranda refer to the crime of adultery,
adultery, to the fear of disclosure,
disclosure, and
consequent " devices " for the safety
safety of the participants.
to the consequent
participants.

—

one
one

—

"

"

When
Vhen

me
me

her confession of July
July 3,
was
it was
3, 1870,
1870, it

When,
Vhen,

following,
in her note of December 30,
30, following,

Mrs. Tilton made to

a
a confession of adultery.
adultery.

she said,
said, " I gave
a letter implieating
implicating my
Ward Beecher,"
Beecher,"
gave a
my friend Henry
Henry "lard
was an
it was
an implication of adultery.
When, in her second note of the
implication
Vhen,
adultery.
same evening,
evening, she said that Mr. Beecher had visited her bedside and
same
"

reproached her
reproached

for

having
having

disclosed his adultery.
adultery.

" struck him dead," it
dead," it

"

was because she had

was

When

Mr. Beecher cast himself upon
Mr. Moulupon Mr.l[oulton's
ton's strong
protection, it
it was
was because the wretched man
man
strong and faithful protection,

had been detected in his adultery.
adultery.

When,
\'hen, during
during the four years
years, that
followed the 1st
lst of January,
1871, hardly
passed which
or week passed
January, 1871,
hardly aa month or
did not witness Mr. Beecher in some
consultation with Mr. Moulton,
Moulton,
some

either

by
by letter

this adultery.
adultery.

or in perscn,
was
was to concoct measures
measures for concealing
person,
concealing
Mr. Beecher,
fearing
Beecher, conscious of
of his guilt
guilt and fearing

When
\'hen

detection,
fell often into hopeless
detection, fell
hopeless

gloom at the prospect
it
disclosure, it
gloom
prospect of disclosure,
was
was because the crime to be disclosed was
was adultery.
adultery.
When, from the
Vhen,
beginning to the end of Mr. lIoulton's
Moulton's relationship
relationship with Mr. Beecher,
beginning
Beecher,
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common plan
— in which I,I, too,
too, participated —
plan-in
participated-

a common
a

families of children
children from the consequences
was to
consequences
two families
this plan
to guard
guard two
plan was
When
to me
his letter
letter of contricontriadultery.
me his
When Mr. Beecher wrote to
of this adultery.

sought to placate
placate me
me into forgiveness
was because he sought
forgiveness of his
" all the other hearts that
When he asked me
me to remember "all
Vhen
was because of the misery
whicli two
two households and
would ache,"
ache," it
it was
misery which
suffer by the discovery of his adultery.
their wide connections would suifer
their
by
discovery
adultery.
When he wrote to Mrs. Tilton that Mr. Moulton had " tied up
When
up the storm
which was
it was
was because Mr. Moulton
was ready to burst upon their heads."
heads." it
ready
upon
skilfully held back Mr. BoWen's
Bowen's meditated proceedings
had skilfully
proceedings against
against Mr.
When Mr. Beecher wrote that it
it would "
kill
Beecher for adultery.
"kill
adultery. When
were not a
a friend to Mrs. Tilton's
honor," he meant
him if
if Mr. Moulton were
Tilton's honor,"
lady's honor,"
that this lady's
lady's " honor,"
every other " lady's
honor," was
was her repuhonor," like every
repuchastity, and he relied
on Mr. Moulton to keep
keep the world from
tation for chastity,
relied on
lady's pastor
pastor had soiled her "honor"
"honor" by
knowing that this lady's
by adultery.
knowing
adultery.
requested Mrs. Morse to call
call him her " son,"
When Mr. Beecher requested
son," which
When
did, and when she begged
come and see her,
her, pledging
pledging herself
she did,
begged him to come
daughter's secret,"
was
this mother
not to allude to her ""daughter's
it
was
because
tl1is
secret,"
" son " and daughter had committed adultery.
knew that this "son
When
daughter
adultery. When
" son
son " the troublesome information that "
this mother gave
twelve
"twelve
gave this
was the guilty
persons " had been put
secret, it was
put in possession
possession of this secret,
persons
guilty and
adultery. When
perilous secret of adultery.
Vhen Mr. Beecher shuddered at the likeperilous
" the bottom
lihood that Mr. Bowen had communicated to Mr. Claflin
Clailin "the
facts,"
was adulwas because the chief fact lying at the bottom of all was
it was
facts," it
lying
When
we hit upon
tery.
upon
YVhen Mr. Beecher said to Mr. Moulton.
Can't we
Moulton, " Can't
tery.
Tilton," it
it was
was because the
plan to break the force of my
some plan
some
my letter to Tilton,"
was his letter of contrition for his
letter whose force he
hc wished to break was
tion,
it
tion, it

was

adultery.
adultery.

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

adultery.
adultery.

" Would to God, Theodore,
When in his despair
When
God, Theodore,
wrote, "W'ould
despair he wrote,

Theodore would have the
hardest task in such a case,"
was because this "" hardest task "" would
case," it
it was
When
adultery.
forgiving a
paramour for their adultery.
a wife and her paramour
Vhen
consist of forgiving
Elizabeth

and I could be friends again.
again.

Beecher,
imploringly, both to Mr. Moulton and to Mr. Beecher,
Mrs. Tilton wrote imploringly,
" the papers should be destroyed," it
papers
that "the
was
was
those
because
it
papers
papers
destroyed,"
were records of adultery.
spirit, Mrs. Tilton
were
adultery. When, in brokenness of spirit,

womanly
wrote to ask her seducer's
seducer's forgiveness,
forgiveness, it
it was
was because of her Womanly
one of her
When, in one
Vhen,
a
was a
clandestine notes to him, she referred to ber
it was
her "
nest-hiding," it
"nestfhiding,"
having betrayed
betrayed him for his adultery.
distress at having
adultery.

expression
means
pleasantly reminding
more pleasantly
own poetic
poetic expression
means of more
reminding him of his own
February
for their adultery.
destroyer wrote to Mr. Moulton,
Moulton, February
adultery. When her destroyer
saying, "
any one could have passed
5, 1872,
"II would not believe that any
5,
1872, saying,
passed
through
experience and be alive or sane,"
my experience
sane," he confessed the agony
agony
through my
verge of public
punishment for adultery.
adultery.
of living
on the verge
When he
living on
public punishment
said to Mr. Moulton,
"You are literally
all my
comfort," it
my stay
it
Moulton, "You
literally all
stay and comfort,"

was

was

because this brave and tender friend was
was the barrier between the public
public
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of a
and the
the knowledge
knowledge of
a clergyman's
clergyman's adultery.
adultery. Vhe11
When Mr. Beecher, who
was
of sending
friend such love-letters
love-letters as
was never tired
tired of
sending to
his friend
as a
to his
a man seldom
" I would have fallen
a man, said
writes to a
said to
fallen on
the way
writes
on the
for
to him, "I
way but for
it was
his ever-grateful
the courage with which you inspired
inspired me,"
was his
me," it
ever-grateful
fate which punsaving hin1
one who was
was saving
him from the fate
acknowledgment to one
pun" keen suspicions
ishes
for adultery.
Vhen he bewailed
bcwailed the "keen
ishes clergymen
clergymen for
adultery.
When
suspicions
these were the dangerous
of a
with which he was
was pressed,"
pressed,'' these
suspicions of
dangerous suspicions
to whom public
their
congregation
rumor had carried
carried a horrible hint of
of their
congregation to
public rumor
Vhen lie
feared an " appeal
he feared
pastor's adultery.
appeal to the church and then
pastor's
adultery. When
a
it was because
council," and prognosticated
conflagration," it
a council,"
prognosticated thereby
thereby a " conflagration,"
he foresaw how the public
public mind would be influenced by
knowledge
by the knowledge
"

"

his adultery.
adultery.
of his

in daily
Vhen
When he portrayed
portrayed himself as standing
standing in
daily dread

friends who were
of
were
of those personal
personal friends

making
making

a

"

"

ruinous defence"
defence of
of him,
"ruinous

their clamorous statements of his
it
his innowas because he feared that their
it was

\'hen
cence would blunderingly
his adultery.
adultery. When
blunderingly lead
lead to the detection of
of his
of the damned,"
cried out that he was
was " suffering
he cried
damned," he
suffering the torments of
man to whom he had
his heart's
heart's anguish
anguish to the only
only man
was
pouring out his
was pouring
\'henhc
his
for
his
unburdcn
adultery.
he said that
remorse
for
When
unburden
his
liberty
to
adultery.
liberty
it was because
this burden to his
his wife
wife and children,
he could not carry
children, it
carry this
he wrote
his adultery.
adultery. Vhen
When lie
acknowledge to them his
l1e
he was ashamed to acknowledge
"

me without hesitation if
if you
Sacrifice me
to Moulton, saying,
clearly
you can clearly
saying, ""Sacrifice
happiness thereby."
his (Mr.
(Mr. Tilton's)
way to his
see your
thereby." he
safety and happiness
'l`ilton's) safety
your way
in expiation
name in
expiation of his adultery.
sacrifice of his good
alluded to the sacrifice
adultery.
good name

(Mr. 'l`ilton]
Tilton)
"II should be destroyed,
said of
he said
of himself, "
destroyed, but he (Mr.
was needed for
for his
his destrucall that was
was because all
saved," it
it was
would not be saved,"
Vhen
ol' his adultery.
the world should be told of
was simply
tion was
adultery. When
simply that thc
"Elizabeth and her children would have their future clouded,"
he said,
clouded,"
said, "Elizabeth
this ruined mother and her brood the black and
saw hanging
he
lie saw
hanging over this
Vhen
hangs over every
awt'ul.cloud
awful .cloud which hangs
guilty of adultery.
adultery. When
every matron guilty
if I
I could see that rebuilt which
pleasant if
"Life would be pleasant
he wrote, "Life

When

impossibility of reconstructing
tothe
the moral impossibility
shattered,"
reconstructing
shattered," he referred to
Vhen he compared
When
adultery.
by adultery.
home once broken by
compared himself to
"
for repentance,
birthright and found no place
place for
repentance,
Esau, who sold his birthright
it was
was because the unparcarefully with tears,"
it carefully
sought it
though he sought
tears," it
unparthough
VVheu
donable crime which this minister had committed was adultery.
adultery. When
faith
Moulton's wife as reviving
he spoke
waning faith
reviving "his waning
eulogy of Mr. Moulton's
spoke in eulogy
and
another
of
were
then
were
thoughts
his
because
was
was
it
it
womanhood,"
in womanhood,"
in
thoughts
overcome, and who afterweaker woman,
woman, whose moral nature he had overcome,
strong woman,
When the strong
woman,
wards had betrayed
adultery. Vhen
betrayed him for his adultery.
counselled
in
faith
waning
"his
"his
womanhood,"
restored
who had thus
waning
man's
" a frank and manly confession of his sin,
sin, asking
asking man's
him to make "a
manly
God's," and when he afterwards
as he expected
it,
forgiveness for it,
expected God's,"
forgiveness
flat"— all this shows how
"her clear truthfulness laid him flat"-all
wrote that "her

is
is
a
"

woman's rebuke for his adultery.
adultery.
he quailed
quailed before a virtuous woman's

When
When

:

;
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in such
to me
better man
man than he in
he said
said to
me that II " would have been aa better
stoop to the
circumstances,"
circumstances," he meant that II would have disdained to stoop
of using
wife of an
an intimate friend, or
or of
power
crime of
of seducing
using the power
seducing the wife
a. trusting
adultery. Vhen
parishioner into
into adultery.
corrupt a
When
clergyman to corrupt
of a clergyman
trusting parishioner
he said
wife's fault,"
fault," pointing
pointing me
my wife's
I had " condoned my
me to
said of
of me that I
this
constituting on
my part
part a pledge
pledge of forgiveness
as constituting
on my
this condonation as
forgiveness
in that
towards him, he wrote in
plainest possible
that word " condone " the plainest
possible
manner all
In like
Beeche-r's letters,
all Mr. Beecher's
confession of his
adultery.
like manner
his adultery.
letters,
when read in
in view of the one sad and guilty
guilty fact
fact which is
is the key-note
key-note
to their
their tragic
tragic meaning,
meaning, constitute a four years'
years' history
history of a mind
afliicted
fear and despair"-all
despair" all in
afflicted with " anxiety,
anxiety, remorse, fear
in consequence
consequence
"

"

'°

"

—

"

of
adultery.
of a discovered adultery.
If I
in reiterating
Be-echer's crime, it
If
explicit in
reiterating Mr. Beecher's
I have been thus explicit
it is
is
not for
for the

proved
proved
garble
garble

it
it

for II have suiliciently
sake of proving
proving it
it from his
his letters, for
sufficiently

without help
help from these,
only to show that II did not
these, but only

these letters
letters when I
pointed to them as proofs
I pointed
proofs of adultery
adultery; and
;

" wickedly
I
repeat that, if
if Beecher's
I repeat
Beecher's letters
letters have been (as
(as he says)
says) "wickedly
is he who has garbled
garbled," it
it is
garbled them. It
It is
is I
I who have restored
garbled,"

them to their
their true meaning.
meaning.

letter of my
now to a letter
my own-the
own— the Bacon letter.
letter. Why
Why
Let the facts
facts speak.
speak.
I
candidly judged
I wish to be candidly
judged by
by the following
following statement:
statement
Ever since 1870, when II quitted
quitted Plymouth
Plymouth Church because of its
its
pastor's
against my
year after
after year
persecuted
pastor's crime against
my family,
family, II had been year
year persecuted
by certain members and odicers
officers of that church-a
church a persecution
by
persecution which
its
pastor might
its pastor
ought to have prevented,
for which I
I always
always
might and ought
prevented, and for
XVI.
XYI. II revert

did I
I write it?
it?

—

held him responsible;
persecution includingincluding the introduction of
responsible; aa persecution
charges against
for slandering
me for
against me
charges
slanders,
slandering him, whereas the so-called slanders,
instead of being
being false,
were true;
true; a persecution
false, were
including the dropping
dropping
persecution including
roll in
of my name
name from the roll
in a manner
manner craftily
craftily designed
designed to cast opproopprobrium upon
me, under an
an appearance
official fairness by the church;
upon me,
appearance of official
church
by

my

a persecution
involving a public
my family
by Mr. T. G. Shearpersecution involving
public insult to my
family by
man,
church, for
for which he was
man, Clerk of the church,
was compelled
compelled to apologize;
apologize a
persecution including
including the presentation
persecution
presentation to the Brooklyn
Brooklyn Council of a
document in which Mr. Beecher and his church defended themselves
before that tribunal on the ground
ground that II had been dropped
dropped for "bring"bringing
on the Christian name,"
name," whereas I had been dropped
ing dishonor on
dropped because Mr. Beecher himself was the man
man who had " brought
brought dishonor on
on
the Christian name;"
persecution culminating
name;" a persecution
culminating at last
last in a public
public
implication
upon me
me by
implication cast upon
by the Moderator of that Council,
Council, the Rev.
Leonard Bacon,
D., who,
who, after carefully
Bacon, D. D.,
carefully studying
studying the records of
Plymouth Church in
in my
case, decided from these that I
I was
Plymouth
was proven
my case,
proven a
knave and dog,"
dog," and that Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's behavior towards me
me showed
him to be " the most magnanimous
magnanimous of men."
men."
;

"

"
II

"
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resolved no
no longer
This accumulation of wrongs
bear.
I ananI
wrongs I resolved
longer to bear.
Mr. Beecher,
to Mr.
Beecher, and told
told him that either
or I
to
I must
must
either he or
correct Dr. Bacon's
Bacon's misrepresentations
of my
conduct, since these
these
misrepresentations of
my conduct,
ruin me
would ruin
an easy
way by
by which Mr.
me before
before the world.
world. I provided
provided an
easy way
Beecher,
his guilt,
guilt, and even
even without a
a humiliahumiliaconfession of his
Beecher, without aa confession

this
nounced this

—

feelings, could assure
tion
to his feelings,
assure Dr. Bacon-and
Bacon and Dr.
Dr. Bacon the public
tion to

public-

part of a
a fair
honorable
that I
I had acted towards Mr. Beecher the part
fair and honorable

man.
man.
I
I waited three months

for Mr. Beecher to put this
(or some
for
some
put this plan
plan (or
did not choose to embrace the opportunity.
opportunity.
He neglected-perhaps
neglected perhaps disdained it.
it.
He

other)
effect.
other) into effect.

—

But he

—

resolved against Mr. Moulton's
Moulton's expostulations,
expostulations, but at the
I then resolved--against
self-respect
my self-respect--to
to rescue
dictate of my
rescue myself from the false position in

—

myself
position
Plymouth
placed me,
me, and to make
make aa
Plymouth Church and its pastor
pastor had placed
struggle to regain
regain my
good name
name which I had done nothing to forfeit.
forfeit.
struggle
my good
nothing
suggested itself to me
The best method of vindication which suggested
me was
was to
write a
a public
retirereason of my
public letter to Dr. Bacon giving
giving the true reason
my retirement from Plymouth
was that a
a wrong had been comcomChurch, which was
Plymouth Church,
wrong
mitted against
by
pastor,
me
which
quoted
me
a
the
in
evidence
of
I
a
against
by
pastor,
quoted few
which

his apology.
lines
lines from his
apology.
I well knew that I

`

could thus make the world see
see at a
a glance
glance (which
(which

was
magnanimity than
was less the creature of Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's magnanimity
was of mine.
I sought
sought and accomplished
he was
purpose, and this
accomplished this purpose,
only, by
by the Bacon letter,
letter, and did it
solely in self-defence.
it solely
only,
doing, I not only
Now, in so
so doing,
no wish to compromise
Now,
wife,
only had no
compromise my
my wife,
sought, while rectifying
but, on
contrary, I sought,
on the contrary,
my position,
position, to do the
but,
rectifying my
same by
by hers. To this end I introduced into the Bacon letter Mr.
same
Tilton, together
Shearman's apology
apology to Mrs. Tilton,
together with a
eulogistic reference
a eulogistic
Shearman's
lady of devout religious
religious faith and life."
own words,
words, as
as "a
"a lady
to her in my
life."
my own
The Bacon letter was
was thus a tribute to,
to, not an
an attack upon Mrs. Tilton.
upon
habitually
Mr. Beecher saw
saw by
by this tribute (and
(and by
by others which I habitually
paid
might be to cope
my wife)
cope with him,
that, however willing
him, I
paid to my
willing I might
wife) that,
was
No
other
man
endanger
was never
never willing to endanger
her.
No
man
in
the
world
knew
willing
strong an
so well as Mr. Beecher did how strong
so
an affection I have always held-~
always held
seen, by
long observation
always hold-for
hold for my
and shall always
my wife. He had seen,
by long
protection against
against any
any possible
sympathy for her,
of my
her, that his safest protection
possible
my sympathy
unwillingness to compromise
my unwillingness
compromise this
resentment of mine was
was always in my
always
tender and wounded woman.
woman.
letter, Mr. Beecher,
Bacon letter,
appearance of the Bacon
Accordingly, on
on the appearance
Beecher,
Accordingly,
it (which Mr. Moulton has
contriving various methods of meeting
after contriving
meeting it
(which
appointing
described), finally
adopted the bold and wicked expedient
expedient of appointing
finally adopted
described),
whom he first led into
lady whom
a committee to inquire
inquire into the acts of a lady
a
adultery, and whom
whom he then delivered up
up to a tribunal for examination
adultery,
astonishment, on
on her
sickening astonishment,
for her crime
forget my
my sickening
can I forget
crime! Never can
it
it

did)
did) that I

—

!
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by public
account, on
on the day
public proclamation
proclamation from Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's
account,
when, by
day when,
and
amid
published
pen,
the
of his partisans,
clamor
all the
pen,
published
partisans. he called all
world to witness that he had commissioned six committeemen lo
Z'71~
to inhis offence being
into his offence
being- also hers,
hers, so that an
an inquiry
inquiry
qfence-his

—

quire
quire

—

into it
it also involved equally
equally the ruin of both
both-but
but especially
especially (as
(as in all
all

such cases)
woman, albeit the lesser offender. On that ominous
Such
cases) the woman,
I
shuddered
for the fate of the woman
morning
I
for
woman whom Mr. Beecher was
morning
thus ruthlessly
ruthlessly exposing
exposing to the hazard of public
public shame.
Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's design
design in this public
"offence"" and
public inquiry
inquiry into his "offence
" apology " was
was to make a
a bold pretence that he had never
never committed

"apology"

pretence

"

" apology."
any " offence
nor ever
offered any
oiience " nor
ever otfered
any
any
apology."
To make this pretence
of
innocence
the more
more plausible
public.
pretence
plausible to the public.
"

"

_

previously arranged
arranged that
his agents
agents had previously

on this same
on
same day
day Mrs. Tilton
flight from her home to join
should take flight
join Beecher in his attack on
on me;
me;

and she has never
never recrossed my
my threshold since that hour.
Distinctly
it be borne in mind that Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's publication
publication
Distinctly should it
Tilton's desertion to him to sustain it,
challenge, and Mrs. Tilton's
of his challenge,
it, ocnamely, July
on the same
same morning,
morning, namely,
July 11,
curred on
11, 1874. On that morning
morning
at six o'clock
house, not to return to
o`elock she quitted
quitted the house,

an hour
it; and an

it

;

afterwards the daily
daily papers
papers were
were furnished to me,
containing, under
me, containing,
flaming head-lines.
head-lines, Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's commission to his Committee of'
of Inflaming
vestigation.
vestigation.

'

—

—

These two acts-one
acts
one by
by Mrs. Tilton.
Tilton, the other by
by Mr. Beecher
were
Beecher__were
same
same event;
on me--the
me the two assailevent; aa joint
joint attack on
striking their opening
ants striking
opening blows at the same
same moment.
Beecher's assault was
Mr. Beecher's
was the more
more public of the two,
it reached
for it
two. for
public
me through all
me
newspapers on
morning; but in order
first morning;
on that first
order that
through all the newspapers
Tilton's act towards me
me might
no force through
Mrs. Tilton's
through lack of prompt
might lose no
prompt
publicity, Mr. Ovington
publish a
a card in the Brooklyn
Brooklyn
publicity,
Ovington hastened to publish
announcing that Mrs. Tilton,
Tilton, on
Argus announcing
on the previous
previous Saturday,
Argus
Saturday, had
" parted from her husband forever."
forever."
parted
morning, the llth
That eventful Saturday
11th of July,
July, found me
me in the
Saturday morning,
life
strangest
my
situation
of
whole
life-a
situation
not forea
had
which
I
my
strangest
difficulty realize
seen, and which I could with diiiiculty
realize-a
a situation consisting
consisting
seen,
First, I had been publicly
publicly challenged
challenged by
of the following
by
following elements: First,
divulge to a church committee the story
Mr. Beecher to divulge
story of his criminality with Mrs. Tilton;
Tilton and second,
herself, by
open
second, Mrs. Tilton herself,
nality
by her open
paramour, had publicly
desertion to her paramour,
publicly seconded him in this audacious
demand.
What
What should I do?
reflection
the most agonizing
agonizing
do ? After two days
days of redection-the
it my
duty to accept
accept this challenge;
challenge; and
which I ever
ever endured-I
felt it
my duty
endured I felt
in one week afterwards I laid the facts before the committee in a docu-

—

parts
one and the
parts of one

"

—

—

;

—

—

as my Sworn Statement.
my
was not given
given to the
It will thus be seen
sworn statement was
seen that my
mv sworn

now known
ment now
33
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until the ninth day after
Tilton's desertiou
desertion from her
Mrs. Tilton's
committee until
day after Mrs.
husband, and after
after her publicly joining his
who were
his enemies,
enemies, who
were seeking
husband,

publicly joining

by
by

seeking'

their powerful ecclesiastical
enginery to crush out his
his little
remnant
their
little remnant
powerful ecclesiastical enginery

of
ot' a
a broken name.
name.

Had Mrs. Tilton remained with
Had
been
have been

made nor
nor
made;
;

my

me my sworn
sworn statement would never
never
me
of
making
did the thought
of
thought
making such aa statement enter

mind until
until after
after her desertion;
desertion; but at last,
last, when Mr. Beecher and
my mind
my
Mrs.
Tilton publicly
publicly turned upon
upon me
expose
Mrs.'I`ilton
me and demanded that I should expose
state
plain
truth,
them,
course
open
no
me
I
but
had
no
course
to
me
to
state
the
them,
open
plain truth, and to
by the consequences.
consequences.
let all
all the parties
parties abide by
desire, during the earlier
Mr. Moulton has shown how
how great
great was
was my desire,
during

my

little
how little
sessions of the committee,
committee, to shield
my wife
shield my
wife:: in other words,
words, how
how much
much in
in
own behalf and how
I demanded from the committee in my
my own

hers.
/ters.

proposed form
My proposed
My

by Mr. Moulton)
quoted by
Moulton)
(as quoted

their report
for
for their
report (as

follows
concluded as
as follows:

:

Henry Vard
Ward
"The committee cannot forbear to state that the Rev. Henry
"The
especial manMr.
(and in an
an especial
Beecher. M
Theodore Tilton,
manr. T'leodore
'I'ilton, and Mrs. Tilton (and
sympathy and respect
respect of
ner the latter)
'ner
la/ter) merit and should receive the sympathy
congregation."
Plymouth
Plymouth Church and congregation."
proposed
It was
was on
on the very next morning
morning after I wrote the above proposed
very
adopt,
and
report
the
it
kindly
and
charitable
for
committee
to
showed
it
report
adopt,
kindly

my

wife, who not only
only approved
it, but expressed
to my wil`e.
approved it,
expressed with tears her
name than I
more for her good
marvel that I should have demanded more
good name

was, I say,
say, on
very next
next morning
mine;
my
on the very
mine; it was.
morning after my
Tilton, in obedience to Mr. Beecher's
report that Mrs. 'l`ilton,
the above report
I}eecl1er'S
never since returned.
has never
advisers, deserted the home to which she lias
advisers,

had done for

writing
writing

made to the committee
repeat, therefore,
I repeat,
therefore, that the exposure
exposure which I made
was brought
mine, but vas
brought about by
public vas
was no
by
and to the public
no suggestion
ot' mine,
suggestion of
Tilton, who united in demanding
demanding it at my
my hands,
hands,
Mr. Beecher and Mrs. Tilton,
me no
who, by
by this demand,
no alternative but to comply or
and who,
demand, left me
comply or to
compliance being
to them ,~; my
refuse; my
my compliance
ruin
myself.
reluse;
refusal, ruin to myself.
being
my refusal,
two alternatives-both
alternatives
both almost
Forced to make choice between these tvo
feelings
my feelings-I
equally horrible to my
I at last determined not to be thus
equally
who, having
persons who,
by two persons
my past
brow-beaten
pardon and
brov-beaten by
having received my
past pardon
forbearance, seemed at last attacking
attacking my
very life.
life.
my
my continuous forbearance,
my very
one tact
public, therefore,
fact which I have thus
I ask the public,
therefore, to weigh
weigh the one
responsibility for the revelations which
namely, that the responsibility
forth, namely,
set forth,
vhich I
on me,
on Mr. Beecher and Mrs. Tilton.
have made rests,
I
rests, not on
me, but on
it.
wash my
my hands of it.
of events will now
now enable me
me to answer
answer two
XVI. This
'I'his rehearsal ot'
against me.
me. One is
this
I am
am asked
is this-I
points which have been made against
points
" Mr. Tilton,
you,
Tilton,
how
could
after
condoning
wife's
your
frequently
you,
frequently:
condoning your wit`e's
proclaim it
so late a
a day?"
day ? " My
it at so
years ago,
answer has
fault four years
ago, proclaim
My answer
this
is this:
it is
exposure, not of my
my
I made this exposure,
just foreshadowed,
been just
foreshadowed, and it

—

—

—

"

:

:
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compulsion
it because Mr. Beecher and Mrs.
compulsion; I made it
gladly
it.
it.
me to make it.
I did not volunteer it.
I would gladly

will, but from
free will,

compelled
Tilton compelled

;

me

sake of one. But when
shield both parties
have continued to shield
parties for the i^ake
a public
public league
league against
against me,
me, and in
Mr. Beecher and Mrs. Tilton made a
me to tell
tell the facts,
was either
community defied me
of the whole community
the face ofthe
facts, I was
by declining
declining it,
it, to deserve the
challenge, or,
or, by
accept their joint
forced to accept
joint challenge,
answer, and candid men
men and women
women
is my
my answer,
contempt of mankind. That is
contempt
it to be just.
acknowledge it
will acknowledge
just.
an equally plain answer
Next, I have an
Next,
equally plain answer to those critics who condemn
say, a blunder in condoning
condoning my
my wife's
wife's
committed,
as they
they say,
for having
me
1ne`for
having committed, as
first.
fault at first.
is : I am
am perfectly willing to accept this condemnaAnd my
my answer
answer is:
perfectly willing
accept
offer it
whether from foes or friends. Beall who choose to oH`er`it-whether
tion from all

—

right, and not wrong,
wrong, in forgiving
fore God I hold that I did right,
forgiving

woman
woman who went astray
through
astray through

a
a

powerful
temptation.
powerful temptation.

—

an erring
erring

an

regret beNo
No regret

my wife-which,
wife which, I am
my mind for this forgiveness
sure, I
am sure,
clouds my
forgiveness of my
dying-bed with pleasure,
pleasure, not with pain.
my dying~bed
shall look back to from my
pain.
I
her I forgave
forgave her for her
forgave
forgave this gentlewoman
gentlewoman because I loved her;
;

forgave her because I
I despise
children's sake
public sentiment
children's
sake; I forgave
despise the public
;

compels men
men to punish
punish
which condones such faults in men,
men, and then compels
women I forgave
because, even
them in women;
grievous error.
even after her grievous
error,
forgave her because,
;

woman
loving right
right rather than wrong,
woman loving
wrong, and seeking
seeking
rather than evil
forgave her because I tenderly
tenderly remembered
evil; I forgave

a
still remained a
she still

good
good

;

that Christ himself forgave
forgave a similar fault in aa

more wicked woman
woman-

more

and who was
was I
1 to scorn the law of his great
great example?
example ? No criticism of
can
prick
forgiveness
me
any pang.
of
Mrs.
Tilton
can prick
me
with any
my
all the
forgiveness
my
pang. If all
life had been as
as righteous
righteous as this good
good deed of charity-albeit
my life
charity albeit
acts of my
a
towards a

now be

now

a
a

woman who has since
am.
better man
man than I am.
woman

but poorly
poorly requited
requited

me

me

—

—

it
I would
for it-I

no Words
words of measured moderaXVII. I have only
only to add that I know no
tion in which to characterize

fitly Mr.
Eitly

Beecher's
Bceche1"s recent treatment of this

lady, whom he has flung
flung against
broken-hearted lady,
against the wall of

Church and dashed

Plymouth
Plymouth

First, he instituted a
a public
public committee
First,
adultery with him,
him, whereas he ought
ought to have proto inquire
proinquire into her adultery
tected her against
exposure then he beckoned her away
against this exposure;
away from her
husband's
husband's house,
house, making
making her very
guilt then
very flight
flight bear witness to her guilt;
give false testimony
he suborned her to give
husband, with a
testimony against
against her husband,

pieces.
to pieces.

;

;

destroy him before the world
view to destroy
then, with unparalleled
unparalleled baseness,
world; then,
baseness,
turned upon
upon the companion
companion of his crime and accused her of having
having
;

lie
he

been the tempter
tempter rather than the

tempted— declaring
tempted-declaring

that she had

" thrust her affections upon him unsought ; "" then he variously indicted
"thrust
upon
unsought
variously
"her needless treachery
her for what he called "her
treachery to her friend and pastor,"
pastor,"
;

<;
expressing
call her (as
says) "a
a saint or the
expressing his doubts whether to call
(as he says)
sinners," arguing
chief of sinners,"
arguing (as
(as he says
again)
that
she
must
be either
says again)

:
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" corrnpted to deceit or so broken in
in mind as to be irresponsible,"
de"corrupted
irresponsible," de-

bating
still further)
further) whether he should not
bating with himself (as
says still
(as he says
indignation upon
"pour out his indignation
up to contempt
"pour
upon her and hold her up
contempt;"" and
;

making
making

all
all these contemptuous
in his pubpubcontemptuous references to her in
a
lished statement,
his
statement, he prompted
committee
to
render
a
verdict
against
prompted
against
her in which they
even on
Beecher, even
they declare her conduct towards Mr. Beecher,
then,
then, after

their

own theory
theory

;

"utterly indefensible;"
of her innocence, to be "utterly
indefensible " and,
own journal,
all, he permitted
journal, the Christirm
permitted his own
stigChristian Union, to stigall,
matize her as a
testimony was
was of no
a " poor,
poor, weak woman," whose testimony
no value
either for
for or against
man who had tempted
falsetempted her to utter her falseagainst the man
hoods in his own
own behalf!
All this base and brutal conduct by
by Mr. Beecher towards Mrs. Tilton
in
and burning
me
to
prompts
him
fierce
me
speak
of
burning words. But II forbear.
prompts
speak
" Vengeance is
I
will repay,
Lord."
I have become so
mine, II will
"Vengeance is mine,
repay, saith the Lord."
own

last of
last

"

life that I
sorrows in my
I cannot wish for their infliction
used to sorrows
own life
my own
will not ask the
another
even
worst
enemy. II will
npon
man,
not
even
on
my
man,
my
enemy.
upon
public
any greater
upon Mr. Beecher any
greater condemnation for the
public to visit upon

loved, trusted,
trusted, and
desolation which he has brought
brought upon
upon those who loved,
seen him suH`er
suffer from his own
own selfserved him,
selil
him, than II have in past
past times seen

very crime for which he has
contemplation of the very
lias
contemplation
pity of the world. I
now
now been exposed
I know well
exposed to the scorn and pity
thoughts have bowed him in agony
enough how his own
own thoughts
dust;
enough
agony to the dust;
Wherefore, in contemplating
contemplating my
my empty
empty house,
is enough.
enough. Vherefore,
my
and this is
house, my
inflicted tortures in
inflicted

I thank Heaven that my
scattered children,
children, and my
my heart
my broken home, I4
man's remorse for having
having wrought
is
19 spared
spared the pang
pang of this man's
wrought a ruin
Theodore
can repair.
'fusonone Tnxros.
even Almighty
Almighty God can
Tilton.
which not even
repair.

Brooklyn, September
16, 1874.
BROOKLYN,
September 16,

great scandal case reduces itself
itself to a perAnd so the great
perTheodore
between
Tilton
sonal issue of veracity
and
veracity
on the one
Moulton, on
Francis D. Moulton,

on the other.
Beecher,
Beecher, on

side,
side, and

Henry Ward
Henry

opinion naturally
Public opinion
naturally sustains

man

who, for nearly
of pure
character, who,
upright character,
pure and upright
nearly
lived
conspicuously
years,
has
so
in
the
forty
light
conspicuously
light of
forty years,
the

man

life has been a
a monument
open day
the open
day and whose whole life
up
evidence,
Summing
Neic
the
New York
the
purity.
of purity.
evidence,
Summing up
Zhibune
Tribune thus states the conclusions of most reputable
reputable

persons
persons:
is a clergysin is
is laid is
man at whose door the shameful sin
The man
clergyname
man
man whose name

English lanIanhas been honored wherever the English

sc.=_ND.=L.
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life bear witness
sixty years
years of honest life
Over sixty
his paramour
The lady
lady denounced as his
paramour has been uni-

is spoken.
spoken.
guage
guage is
for hirn.
him.
for

mother, and a
as a
a fond wife and mother,
a

versally praised
praised
versally

woman

Woman

of

impulses that her hussuch strong
religious feeling
strong religious
feeling and devout impulses

band can
for her alleged
fall on
on the supposition
can only
only account for
supposition
alleged fall
did
with
a
minister
to be any
that she
sin.
adultery
any sin.
not suppose
suppose adultery
Mr. Tilton,
Tilton, on
on the other hand,
during the last
pursued during
last few
hand, has pursued
He has consortecl
years the most discreditable courses.
consorted with
years
loose
loose Women.
women. He has Written
nowritten a scandalous biography
biography of a notorious she-devil,
she-devil, and afterward confessed that he

knew

it
it to be

He has
lied about these very
charges.
has lied
very charges.
of
his
from
the
man
he
accuses
taken money
dishonoring
man
whom
money
dishonoring his
and
wife. His career has been an
aE`ront to social
social decency,
an affront
a
decency,

pack of lies.
lies.
a pack

a

He

his friends.
grief
friends.
grief to his

His character for veracity
veracity in particular
is
particular is

said by
by those who have known him long
long to be extremely
extremely bad.

AH
All

the presumptions
presumptions are against
against him,
only himself
him, and he has only

to blame if
if the

World
world refuses
refuses to take his
his word.

XXXIV.
IX MR. BEECHER.
BEECHER.
CONFIDENCE IN
PUBLIC CONFIDENCE
TILTON
Tiltox and Moulton assert that their attacks have
utterly destroyed
destroyed the reputation
Beecher, and
utterly
reputation of Mr. Beecher,
public confidence in him to its
its very
have shaken the public
very
foundations, and they
they have established
foundations,
they claim that they
all
The
all their charges.
Christian
Union
C'/zristicm
Zhzion thus states the
charges.
manner in which Mr. Beecher has been treated by the
manner
by

the progress
progress of this unhappy
unhappy affair.
affair. Its
Its
statements are all
all the reply
reply that is
is necessary
necessary to Tilton,
Tilton,

public during
during
public

Moulton & Co.
trial to which Mr. Beecher has been exposed he has
Since the trial
exposed
been heard to say, "" My experience reverses all
all that

frequently
frequently

say,
My experience
has ever been said of the inconsistency
inconsistency of human friendship
friendship in

adversity.
adversity.

Never

man had

man

such friends as I have!"
have "
!

Ever
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since this public
public accusation the daily
daily mail of Mr. Beecher has

been a
a most singular
singular and wonderful testimony
testimony to the steadfastness and purity
strength of that faith which a
a long,
purity and strength
long, con-

sistent life
life of goodness
inspires.
goodness inspires.

In view of these numerous
numerous
" It is
and daily
daily recurring
letters,
he
been
has
known
to
say,
is
recurring letters,
say,
almost worth while to have had so great
sorrow,
in
a
in
order
to
great sorrow,
have seen
seen this
this nobler side of human nature."
nature."
Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's
"

mail often numbers 60 or 70 letters
day.
letters a
a day.

It comes
comes from every
every
Very
Very recently
recently aa.

part
America, and,
and, indeed,
indeed, of the world.
part of America,

was received from Australia from a
letter was
a Methodist missionary
missionary
to exchange
papers with the Christian Union,
Union, and
exchange papers
speaking
with
feeling
of
the
great
of
usefulness
deep
Mr. Beechspeaking
deep feeling
great

desiring
desiring

er's
er's

weekly
weekly

ters

have

sermons
sermons

in their Australian missionary
missionary work.

—

which,
confidence, the writers
some,
which, with aa noble confidence,
writers-some,

churchly and literary
literary rank,
rank, others from among
churchly
among
who read and love him
professed their faith
him-professed

—

from the

Let-

England, in
been received from Canada and from England,

spirit
spirit

men high
high

men

in

the great
great mass
mass

in
in

him,
him, simply
simply

of piety
piety and purity
purity in his published
published writings.
writings.

letters which came
The testimony
came before lIr.
Mr.
testimony of hundreds of letters

published his
his vindication was
was of the writers'
Beecher had published
writers' ununshaken faith
faith in him,
him, from their knowledge
past history,
knowledge of his past
history,
they had received in his writings.
and the good
good which they
writings.

Many
Many

of these letters
enemies ; many
many
letters are from old political
political enemies;
name
was execrated. From
name was

once his
of them from places
places where once

Baltimore,
come noble
Baltimore, from Natchez,
Natchez, from New Orleans,
Orleans, have come
trust and encouragement,
encouragement, denouncing
oftrust
letters of
denouncing the slander with a
indignation,
and
his ingenerous
expressing
generous indignation,
expressing unshaken faith that his

nocence
affecting of these
nocence would be made to appear.
least affecting
appear. Not the least
poor, or
or obscure,
sorrowful peodesolate
and
from poor,
or
obscure,
peo-

letters are
letters

ple whom Mr.
ple

Beecher has been able to comfort.

same
That same

spirit which exposed
tender and merciful spirit
exposed him to the snares of

compassion for the
designing men
men has made him ever full of compassion
designing
Many of these
sorrowful.
weak,
poor
the
and
tempted,
the
Many
weak,
tempted,
poor
" You have enabled me
great sorunder
live
to
me
letters say,
great
say,
" But
"But
meaning of affliction."
affliction."
me the meaning
taught me
You have taught
row." "
"You
afflicmy
under
aiiiichave
lived
could
I
how
not
know
for you
my
you I
"

attempts to return
tion;"
tion
touching, earnest attempts
3" and then follow touching,
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the writer
In one case the
selection of
writer makes a selection

Beecher's own
own
passages from Mr. Beecher's
encouraging passages
comforting and encouraging
comforting
earnestly begs
affliction and earnestly
begs him to rewritings to
to people
writings
people under affliction

member them now.

It is
It
is

worthy
worthy

of' all
that members of
all denominaremark, also,
also, that
of remark,

tions
this tribute.
tribute.
tions havejoined
have joined in
in this

Baptist and
Baptist

Methodist brethbreth-

encouragement.
distant fields
fields of labor,
voices of encouragement.
ren, from distant
ren,
labor, send voices

A

A Jewish rabbi sends words of confidence and trust worthy
worthy aa
son

the Old Testament.
of the

finally, a man
And,
man writes:
And, finally,

in God nor
believe
believe neither in
nor in
in the Christian

"I
"I

religion, nor
nor in
in
religion,

but having
in you,
an
your statement I believe in
you, as an
having read your
will say,
honest man,
furthermore, that it
it has come
come nearer
say, furthermore,
man, and will
priests,
priests,

to

making me
me want
making

to be

than anything I have ever
a Christian thananything

a

read."
read."

Now

it
that Mr. Beecher has
abundantly that
it has been proved
proved abundantly

made great
this matter.
great mistakes in
in this

It has been proved
It
proved that
that

affection with unwise
unwise crehis affection
given his
his confidence and his
he has given

friends who have betrayed
dulity
seeming friends
dulity to seeming
betrayed him.

But for
for tVO
two

friends there have been thousands of constant ones.
treacherous friends

A cold-hearted,
Acold-hearted,

wary,
prudent
wary, prudent

man

man

never would have made

—

such mistakes as Mr. Beecher has
has-nor
nor such friends,
friends, friends
whose constancy
constancy and devotion may
may well renew our
our faith
faith in
in
human nature.
The Rev. Leonard IV.
W. Bacon writes from

Geneva,
Switzerland, to the publishers
publishers of the Christian Union
Geneva, Switzerland,
words that embody,
we believe, the belief
belief of very
we
very many:
many: "I
"I
believe,
embody,
never
never

have had a doubt of him.

me that

convinced

me

His power
power of patient
patient waiting
waiting

he knew himself to be right.
right.

shall not make haste.'
believeth shall
haste.'

Despite
Despite

'He
He that

'

the blunders of these

last
last four years,
years, I believe they
will be shown to be the most
they will
heroic and Christ-like of his
his life."
life."

of Mr. Beecher's most devoted friends thus states
One of*
'

the reasonable grounds
grounds for
for the confidence with which

throughout]

the people
people have clung
great preacher
preacher throughoiu
clung to the great
trials
his trials

z:

It is
is evident that the best sentiment of the

community
community

gravitating steadily
in Mr. Beecher.
steadily to a firm faith
faith in
gravitating

is
is

Consider-

X

.
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ing
extraordinary ingenuity
ing the violence and extraordinary
of' the attacks
ingenuity of
attacks
upon
him, the strength
strength which was
lent to them by his
was lent
upon him,
his own
own mis-

by

takes,
takes, and the difficulty of clearly
proving a negative
negative which
clearly proving
weighs so heavily
heavily upon
the
defence
in
in
a
such
weighs
it is
is remarkacase, it
upon
ease,
ble that
that the public
ble
public confidence in
in him
hiin is
is rallying so rapidly.

thepdifiiculty

rallying

rapidly.

there is
is still
still an amount of uncertainty and a desire
desire for
for a
uncertainty
fuller vindication which is
fuller
is wholly
to
any
wholly out of proportion
proportion
any
in the proofs.
weight in
proofs.
Ve wish to dwell for
We
for a moment on the
weight
causes which have given
given to the accusations a degree of credit

Yet,
Yet,

degreeof

wholly
in excess of their
their intrinsic credibility.
wholly in
credibility.
Mr. Tilton's
Tilton's charge
was openly
openly proclaimed
charge was
proclaimed

to the public
only
public only
But,
for years
previously, slanders had been disBut, for
disyears previously,
in a way
seminated in
in which it
it was
was impossible
impossible to meet them.
way in

in last
last July.
in
July.

Stories had been whispered
Stories
in the ears of influential
whispered in
influential men.
men. Vile
accusations were
vcre repeated "in
"in
confidence"
confidence"
to
those
who were
were
repeated
sure to give them wide and speedy currency.
Mr.
Beecher's
Beecher's
give
speedy currency.
absolute reticence
retieenee left
left his
his friends for
for a long
long time without even
his
his word of denial to oppose
oppose to these calumnies. In
Tn particular,

particular,

the seeds of slander were carefully
sown among
among newspaper
carefullysown
newspaper men,
men,
and a part
under
part of the press
press has treated the matter throughout
throughout
a bias thus covertly
covertly given
given in
in advance.

Then, the open
in a way
were made in
produce the
Then,
open assaults vere
way to produce
maximum effect,
and,
as
usual,
truth
was
in
was
slower
in refuting
effect, and,
usual,
refuting
than falsehood in
in asserting.
The publication
asserting.
publication in
in Tilton's
Tilton's letter
letter
"
to Dr. Bacon of the so-called
confession''
so-called "
confession" gave
gave a shock to the

befbre the slow process
seven weeks before
It was
was seven
of' a
a
process of
formal investigation
light the fact
fact that that paper
brought to light
investigation brought
paper
was signed
was
utterly perreading, and utterly
signed by
hy Mr. Beecher without reading,
perpublic
public mind.

verted his expressions.
expressions.

The delay
delay

in
in the explanation
explanation increased

ten-fold the practical
paper.
effect of the publication
publication of the paper.
practical effect
Mr. Tilton's
and
committee
instantly
Tilton's full
full story,
story, as told to the
instantly

apd

to make on
on
minds unaccustomed to scrutinize evidence
that is,
is, on
on the
evidence-that
great
beyond
mass of the community
an impression
great mass
utterly beyond
community-an
impression utterly
the weight
was
weight that would be allowed it
judge.
trained
it by
a
judge. It was
by
three weeks before Mr. Beecher's
Beeeher's statement could be set against
against
it, and everyday of that delay told in
in the accuser's
accuser's favor. Mr.
it,
everyday
delay

given
given

to the world,
world,

was
was so framed and colored as

—

—

—
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cross-exarnithe committee and the
the cross-examiabsolutely evaded the
Moulton absolutely
the
safe
channel
of
the
let
the
public
the
safe
of
press has
has let
through
and
nation,
public press
nation,
through
of
The
afteranother
stories.
whole
one
another
of
disgusting
stories.
loose
after
deluge
loose one deluge
disgusting
Throw mud enough,
illustrated the
saying, "Throw
the saying,
some
affair has
has illustrated
affair
enough, and some
Mr.
Beecher's
suffered less
Beecher's reputation
reputation has
has suffered
less
of
will stick."
stick."
it will
of it
from all
all the
using the
the word in
in its
its widest
widest sensesense
evidence
the evidence--using
his name
with a mass of
than from the
of his
name vith
of foulfoulthe mere connection of
be he in
his
has been pelted
in his
pelted with bad eggs,
ness.
man who has
A man
eggs, be
"

—

own behavior

ovn

the
mortals, is
is for
for a
a time in
in
the most immaculate of mortals,

his neighbors.
had
neighbors.
bad odor with his

But,
But,

their
apparent, their
charges
charges becomes apparent,
in
favor
of
of
feeling in favor of
revulsion
feeling

as

the falsehood of these
these

very foulness
foulness must intensify
the
very
intensify the
the
man
who
has
suffered
from
suffered
the man

them.
Ve
We

the causes which have,
of some of the
have spoken
for a
spoken of
have, for

lent
time, lent
time,

effect
undue
undue effect

That evievi-

accusatory evidence.
evidence.
to the accusatory

into the
weighed, resolves
resolves itself
itself into
the word of two
sifted and weighed,
dence, sifted
dence,

distrustbest reasons for
for distrustmen, both of whom the public
men,
public has the best
ing, and
ing,
a

Beecher's letters,
certain of Mr. Beecher's
letters, of which he has given
given
certain

explanation.
full
sufficient explanation.
full and sufiicient

establishes
establishes

dence which

weighed against
against
weighed
demonstration.

such

We

We

Ye turn

presumption
a presumption

a

proof,
proof, amounts to

now

now

to that
that evievi-

of innocence,
innocence,

that,
that,

an absolute moral

an

mean the evidence of character.
character.

mean

virtues and public
services have sometimes
Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's virtues
public services

spoken
been spoken

of,
of;

not as

his forgiveness
for his
for
forgiveness
rence

proof
his innocence,
innocence, but as ground
ground
proof of his

community.
by the community.
by

such a plea
that.
plea as that.

We

"re reject
with
ith abhorreject w
r

That a minister ofthe
of the gospel
gospel should

after being
guilty of adultery
retain
public charge
adultery is
his public
is repugretain his
charge after
being guilty
repugsentiment
and
of religion
religion
every
every conviction of
nant to every
every
right
right reason.

The worst enemies of the public
this
good in
in this
public good

—

—

happily very
discussion have been those journals
very few-which
few which
journals-happily
"Ohl we
he`s guilty,
effect: "Oh!
we guess
guilty, but he is
said,
in effect:
is a great
great
said, in
guess he's
a
let him go
a good
go on with his
his preaching
preaching
good fellow: let
"
it ! " The men
more fuss about it
and have no
no more
men who have written

preacher and
preacher

!

this tone have written their
in this

plainest instincts,
instincts,
to the plainest

own condemnation,
condemnation,

own

we will not

we

as insensible

say
say of religion,
religion, but of

decency.
morality
morality and decency.
Rejecting,
indignantly, the idea of condoning
condoning such an
then, indignantly,
Rejecting, then,
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is charged with on
offence as Mr. Beecher is
on account of any
any pubpubcharged
lic services or personal
personal merits whatsoever,
lic
whatsoever, we
we say
say that the tenor
Beecher's life,
of Mr. Beecher's
whole world may
may read it,
itself
it, of itself
life, as the vhole

an overwhelming
affords an
presumption that the charge
charge is
is utterly
overwhelming presumption
utterly
false.
false.

And before pressing
pressing the general
general argument,
argument, we
wish to
we vish
The original
original version

correct misapprehension
misapprehension on
on a
a single
point.
single point.

"
"
of this
this calumny
calumny pretended
pretended that Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, aa "progressive"
progressive
"
"
"
"
and "radical"
radical
thinker, sympathized
advanced"
docthinker,
sympathized with the " advanced

trine of free love. Without
V/ithout fully
fully believing
believing this assertion,
assertion, many
many
persons
among
who
the
class
vho
are
are
conservative
in
in
theology and
persons among
theology
politics
in their view a
vague feeling
Beecher, in
feeling that Mr. Beecher,
politics have a vague

"loose" thinker,
very
may be liable to strange
strange
thinker, may
very unorthodox and "loose"
upon
topics.
social
vagaries
Now,
while
vhile
Beecher
has
not
Mr.
Now,
upon
topics.
vagaries
adhered closely
closely

to the traditions

of orthodox theology,
theology, while he

sympathy with genuine
in ardent sympathy
has been in
genuine reforms
reforms in
in politics
politics
in society,
society, while he has been the advocate ofthe
and in
of the highest
highest
political equality
equality irrespective
personal
irrespective of nationpersonal freedom and a political

ality

ality or
or sex,
sex,

subject he has been absolutely
on one subject
absolutely conservative:

on one

family.
the relations of marriage
marriage and the family.

From his multitudi-

writings not one
nous writings
word can
can be produced
one vord
betrays the
produced that betrays

nous

slightest
slightest

riage
riage

sympathy
sympathy

tie.
tie.

with
tending to weaken the marvith anything
maranything tending

His whole teaching
teaching and

influence has tended to

maintain,
sacred ness and purity,
maintain, in utmost sacredness
purity, the Christian ideal

journal will bear witness
The readers of this
this _journal
we have been sometimes counted unorthodox in our
we

of the family.
family.
that,
that, while

theology, and
theology,
utors

to say
say

have said some
some things, and allowed our
our contribthings,
ran
more
ran counter to established ideas i11
more that
in

various respects,
never been a
in the paper,
a line in
paper,
respects, there has never
or contributed,
editorial or
contributed, that lent shadow of countenance to the

unholy
unholy theories that tend

to make the

marriage
less sacred.
tie less
marriage tie

In his paper,
his pulpit,
his life,
paper, in his
life, Mr. Beecher has
pulpit, and in his
in
in his
his
As he said in
consistent
this
been thoroughly
matter.
thoroughly
cross-examination:
cross-examination :

"

"II

on the New England doctrine in
stand on
England

is best for
for a man
man to have one
one
brought up,
up, that it
it is
was brought
which I vas
meddle
with
he
do
not
vith
stay
by
her,
and
that
he
that
wife,
and
wife,
stay by her,
free
every manifestation of the free
I abhor every
every
abhor
I
and
love doctrine that I have seen in theory,
theory,
every

his neighbors'
neighbors' wives.

known."
advocate of the free love doctrine that I have known."
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We

spoke last
Ve spoke
last week of the publicity
publicity in which Mr. Beecher
life has not always
has lived. But the real meaning
meaning of his life
always
been penetrated
even by those who admired him.
penetrated even
by

genius,
His genius,

his
power, have sometimes diverted attention
his wit,
wit, his oratorical power,
from the quality
which
underlies and ennobles his talents.
talents.
quality

That quality
quality is devotion

to the service of his fellow-men.

there has been one
one central
life of
central force in the life

—

If

Henry Ward
Vard
Henry

Beecher it
it has been this-the
this
the desire and purpose
purpose to help
help those
who needed help.
theology,
his whole public
his
help. His preaching,
public
preaching,
theology,

and private
private

life, have
life,

taken their color from this quality.
quality.

it and he has lived it.
it.
has taught
taught it

He

selfWhoever reads the self'Vhoever

disposiwritings will see
see this disposidisclosures which abound in his writings

as the mainspring
mainspring of his laborious
tion revealed as

highest source
source of his power.
power.
highest
"A love that does not count

"A

by what
by
ness
ness

it
can
it can

get,
get,

life, and
life,

the

all his preaching.
It shines out in all
preaching.

dear;
ifse{f dear;

itself

that is
is measured not

exquisiteby the exquisitebut give
is tested not by
give;; that is

is willing
its enjoyment, but by the degree to which it
it is
of its
willing
enjoyment,
by
degree

farther,
to szgfer;
suffer; and yet
yet farther,

objects of
by
by the remoteness of the objects

love from ourselves,
ourselves, and the degree
degree in which they
they are unable to

—

recompense us
love."
So, in a
this is
Christ's ideal of love."
a
us again
is Christ's
So,
recompense
again-this
serprivate
letter,
he
expresses
has
a
said
in
a
thousand
serwhat
he
private letter,
expresses
expression, the
mons. Vith
With infinite variety
variety and richness of expression,
mons.
is just this
same
ideal
his
teaching.
shines
everywhere
in
same
just
everywhere
teaching. It is
disposition
life. The
disposition which has inspired
inspired and moulded his life.
its public utstory of that life
life would have to be told,
whole story
told, all its
public
men
the
incidents
men and
terances garnered,
countless
drawn
from
garnered,

women
Women he

light
fully bring
bring to light
intercourse, to fully
has met in private
private intercourse,

quality in the man.
this quality
man.

can give
give one
or two illustrations
We can
one or
Ve

only.
only.

presented the Divine
Hardly any
any preacher
our time has presented
Hardly
preacher in our
Beecher
attractiveness
as Mr. Beecher;
and
character with such power
power
conception
is
ennobling
this
exalted and ennobling conception is
and the secret of
helpful element in the
sympathetic, helpful
largely to be found in that sympathetic,
largely
preacher's own
own disposition
disposition which enables him to conceive of
preacher's
No
sympathy in their truly
truly Divine forms.
beneficence and sympathy
so think of
man to so
mere
mere intellectual power ever
power ever enabled a man
by the presentation
men's hearts by
Christ and God,
God, and so draw men's
presentation of
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them,
does.
them, as Mr. Beecher does.

It is
is only through the life
life that
only through

is reached.
such truth is

however, not only
only at his abstract presentation
We must look,
presentation
Ve
look, however,
effects wrought
wrought on
of truth,
on his hearers,
truth, but at the effects
hearers, and at his

own
own walk and

conversation.

The only
only collective
can
collective test that can

is furnished by
fruits of his teaching
by Plymouth
Plymouth
be had of the fruits
teaching is

Church.

The impression
impression which aa casual observer sometimes

gets,
gets, that the

an audience gathered by the atis simply
church is
simply an
gathered by

is wholly
speaker, is
wholly away
from the truth.
traction of a popular
popular speaker,
away f1'om
judged by
quality on
The church may
may be _judged
by that quality
on which its
its pastor
pastor

—

good works.
dwell-its
its activity in
loves to dwell
activity in good

Its contributions

body in
far exceed those of any
any similar body
in the country.
country.
to charities far
among the largest
largest and most beneficent
Its mission schools are among
anywhere. And wherever its
its members have gone
to be found anywhere.
gone
all
have
all
land
-and
over
the land--we
and they
been
scattered
over
we appeal
appeal
they

—

—

to their

whether, not only
new associates,
associates, whether,
only in warmth of Chris-

new

disposition toward all
all charitable and helpful
tian feeling,
feeling, but in disposition
helpful
labor, they
labor,
they have

not

done honor

to their

mother-church and 'to
to

church, and to the Divine
is the heart of that church,
the pastor
pastor who is
strength.
pastor's strength.
Source of that pastor's

any other test of character is
trustworthy than any
More trustworthy
is the
That cannot be laid
laid at large
large
can
see one
can
one
thing:
while
public.
But they
two
men
men
before the public.
they
thing:
bitterly accused him,
near Mr. Beecher have bitterly
him,
who have lived near

life.
simple record of the daily
daily life.
simple

in proportion
near him in
just in
rest, just
for the rest,
for
proportion as people
people have been near

in him been strong.
life has their faith in
daily
strong.
daily life
is true,
true, been very
it is
not,
"judicial ";
not, it
very "judicial";

things
things

perhaps
perhaps

His church has
it
it has not in all
all

its love and trust
it has been white-hot in its
wise ; but it
been wise;

years has dwelt in its
twenty-seven years
its
man who for tventy-seven
it
impossible
have
it
is
to
said,
is
life,
we
poras
we
life,
said,
impossible
porgive an
an outline of'
of one
one
But we
we cannot forbear to give
large.
tray at large.
tray
fall
fall
our
immediate
to
within
happened
which
days
tVO days
or two
or
happened
sample ofthe
of the characterit merely
give it
knowledge. We
We give
merely as aa sample
knowledge.
scoundrel.
a sconndrel.
is called a libertine and a
man who is
istic life
life of the man
istic

toward the
midst.

On

man

daily
His daily

powersuccessive days,
days, Mr. Beecher delivered two of his powerof the
At the close ofthe

Divinity School.
ful lectures
lectures to the Yale Divinity

family who,
who, in sudden
a family
visit a
lecture, he took the cars to visit
second lecture,
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his presence.
for the comfort of his
and great
sorrow, had asked for
presence.
great sorrow,
man
man
behind
car, a
him,
an
a young
As he took his seat in the car,
him, an
young

add-ressed
stranger, leaned forward and addressed
entire stranger,

him abruptly:
abruptly:

in the Bible,
every word in
"Mr. Beecher! must I believe every
"lIr.
Bible, to be
"
" You must
" Well— what then?"
" No "
then ? "
"Vell-what
"Noi"
?"
a Christian
Christian?"
!

is in
in the Bible."
Bible."
truth that is
believe the truth
dering: "Now,
"Now,
dering:

After a
moment's pona moment's
pondo
Why
I
need
to
Why

about the Incarnation.

that?"
believe in that?"

open
In rapid
rapid sentences Mr. Beecher laid open
"
"II see. And now,
now, about

comprehension.
his comprehension.
the subject
subject to his

was swiftly
That, too,
too, was
?"
Conversion?"
Conversion
That,
swiftly discussed. The train
"
young
man rose to go,
the
go, saying
and
reached a
a station,
station,
young man
saying: " Mr.
"
my ghosts."
ghosts."
"II hope
laid my
hope they
they will never
Beecher, you
Beecher,
you have laid
:

again," was
rise
was the reply;
rise again,"
reply ; and they
they parted.
parted.

In another hour
Mr. Beecher was in the midst of a household upon
upon whom had
With
Vitli his very
just fallen a sudden and terrible bereavement.
very
just
came to their hearts.
peace and comfort came
a ray
The
entrance a
ray of peace
next

morning,
morning,

stood beside their
dead, and spoke
their dead,
he stood
words,
spoke words,

lifted them up
gentle, that lifted
tender, gentle,
sorrow
tender,
up out of the region
region of sorrow
last
the
very
at
until
last
radiance
of
shone
upon
and gloom,
heaven
very
upon
gloom,
life and
them, and .life
them,

He

all
its sorrows were
all its
were glorified in

glorified

the hope
hope of

pause, the household he had
left, without pause,
an hour or
comforted;; returned to the city;
or two for
comforted
city; snatched an

the hereafter.

left,

already darkened by
own affairs,
own
affairs, already
by the lowering
lowering of the present
present
same evening
people the wonted
cloud and that same
cloud;
evening gave
gave to his people
"Lecture-Room Talk."
instruction and cheer of his "Lecture-Room
Only
Talk."
Only a
and
followed
intermission,
Sunday
sermons.
its
two
day's
with
its
Sermons.
Sunday
day's intermission,
goes on.
And so the man's
man's life
life goes
had' such experience
experience of him-and
him and there
It is
is those who have hadof
them
all
over the land-who
land
who have held
all over
of thousands
are tens of'
Henry Ward
a faith like
to Henry
Vard Beecher in the darkest hours with a
They may
say who will that there is
is more
more of faith
adamant. They
may say
reason in that confidence.
It is
is such faith as a man
than of reason
man
wife
by
lifetime,
such
gives
for
a
who
has
been
a
to
the
his
side
lifetime,
by
gives
years
give to parents
parents who have through
faith as children give
many years
through many
happiness and virtue.
up into happiness
led them up
is not to be expected of the great world
That ardent faith is
expected
great
to dede'
Beecher,
ought not tf»
judging
Mr.
which is
is judging
Beecher, and his friends ought

his

;

—

—
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But that world,
world, in
in soberly
soberly weighing
weighing the evidence,
evidence,
full account of
must take full
ofthe
the significance
significance ofa
life whose characof a life
ter is
is thus written in
in broad letters,
letters, and vouched for by unby unnumbered witnesses. In one
one scale is
is to be laid
laid the testimony
testimony
life, and the word of such a
of such a life,
a man;
man and in
in the other
scale is
is the word
scale
vord of Theodore Tilton and F. D. Moulton,
Moulton, with

mand
niand it.
it.

;

whatever evidence their personal
personal character may
may afford as to the
value of their word.

XXXV.
XXXV.
BEECHER

MR. BEECHER BRINGS SUIT.

On the 3d of October,
ON
October, Mr. Beecher made aa formal complaint
complaint
against
against Theodore Tilton and Francis D. Moulton before the

Grand Jury
Jury of Kings
York, in consequence
Kings county,
county, New York,
consequence of
which both Tilton and Moulton were indicted for malicious
libel.
libel.
At an early
day Mr. Beecher,
Beecher, accompanied
accompanied
early hour on that day
by
Mr.
of
Cleveland,
the
Investigating
by
Cleveland,
Committee, Mr. Henry
Investigating Committee,
Henry
Beecher,
gentlemen, went to the CourtBeecher, and one or two other gentlemen,

House in Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, where the Grand Jury
in session,
Jury was
was in
session, and,
and,
after consultation with the District-Attorney, appeared
after
appeared before

District-Attorney,

the Grand Jury
Jury for the
the purpose
procuring the indictment
purpose of procuring
Tilton
by
body
that
of
Theodore
and
Francis D. Moulton for
by
body
malicious libel.
libel.

When,
Vhen,

at

later hour,
a later
hour, the foreman of the

Grand Jury
Jury presented
presented to the presiding
presiding judge
of General Ses_judge of'
sions the roll
roll of indictments found during
during the sittings
sittings of that

body, it
it was
was generally
among them was
was one
one
body,
generally understood that among
against
of the persons
The text of'
inof the inagainst each ofthe
persons mentioned.
dictment of Tilton contains two separate
The first
first
separate counts.
count, after
after
count,

reciting
facts establishing
jurisdiction, sets forth
reciting the facts
establishingjurisdiction,

the publication
publication in the Daily
Daily Graphic
Graphic of a certain

false,

false, seanscan-

dalous, malicious,
defamatory libel
Beecher, ""inlibel of Mr. Beecher,
indalous,
malicious, and defamatory

tending to assert and
tending
Henry Vard
Ward Beecher,
Beecher,
Henry
been guilty
guilty of adultery
adultery

cause
cause

in
in

it
it to be believed that the said

October, 1868,
the month of October,
1868, had

with and then had criminal intercourse

Tilton, who in
October, 1868,
with one Elizabeth R. Tilton,
in October,
1868, as well
as

aforesaid,
wrong aforesaid,
at the time of the wrong

was

was a

married woman,
woman,
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it
Tilton, and to cause
cause it
was the wife of him,
and was
him, said Theodore Tilton,
Henry Ward
Vard Beecher had admitted
to be believed that said Henry

him."
the fact of such adulterous intercourse to him."

As a
a specificaspecifica-

of this count of the indictment the interview between
is alleged
Mr. Beecher and Mr. Tilton,
Tilton, at which Mrs. Tilton is
alleged
Tilton
which
Mr.
of
course
to have been present
present and in the course
tion

upon the
they both confessed criminality
claims they
criminality and agreed
agreed upon
is specially recited as
commencement, is
its commencement,
as embodied in
date of its
specially
Til ton's second statement.
Tilton's

The second count recites the charge
charge

by Tilton against
of perjury
statement,
perjury made by
against Beecher in his statement,
defamatory,
"false,
scandalous,
malicious,
quotes as specially
and quotes
specially "false, scandalous, malicious, defamatory,
"
"
libellous," the passage
and libellous,"
I close this
passage in which Tilton says:
says:
my
declaring, with a
sense of the meaning
meaning of my
section by
by declaring,
a solemn sense

words,
words,

that Mr. Beecher's
Beecher's recent denial under oath is
is known

(said
to him (said

Henry
Ward Beecher)
Beecher) and
Henry W'ard

to her (said Elizabeth

(said

Tilton), and to several other persons,
persons, to be an
an act of perR. Tilton),
perpublished
was
Daily
was
also
in
the
jury."
This
and,
published
jury."
Daily Graphic,
Graphic, and,
"
in the words
Words of the indictment, "
to the great damage, scandal,

indictment,

great damage, scandal,
Beecher, contrary
contrary to
Beecher,
and against
against the peace
peace
of
the
people
of
the
State
New
York
of
t-he
and their dignity."
people
dignity."
The indictment of Moulton is
is similar in form to that of Til-

disgrace of the said Henry
Henry Ward
and disgrace
VVard
statute in such cases made and provided
provided

and, after reciting
ton,
ton, and,
reciting in general terms the efforts of Moulton

general

Beecher, quotes
to defame the character and fair fame of Mr. Beecher,
quotes
indictment, and as specially
tl1e indictment,
as a first
libellous,
Hrst count in the
specially libellous,

Moulton's statement,
portion of Moulton's
statement, already
already published,
the portion
alleging
published, alleging
night that Moulton went for
on the night
that on
tor the retraction of Mrs.
Tilton Mr. Beecher did not deny
deny the charge
charge of adultery
adultery with
subsequently, in specific
specific terms,
Mrs. Tilton,
Tilton, and subsequently,
terms, confessed the
same
justification of the doctrines of
same and enunciated a specific
specific justification

The second count of this indictment recites as
as libellibelMoulton's
of
lous the entire passage
Moulton's
in
statement
he
which
passage
accuses Mr. Beecher of having
confessed
to
him
that
he
had
having
free-love.

improper liberties
with a
a woman
taken improper
liberties 'with
woman whose name
name is
is not
statement, and who is
mentioned in the statement,
is described as having
having
enticed Mr. Beecher with what he is
is alleged
alleged in the statement
" a paroxysmal kiss."
to have denominated "a
kiss."

paroxysmal
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popular judgment of'
of Mr. Beecher's
The popularjudgment
course is
Beeeher's course
is well stated
5
by the Tribune of October 5:
by
The only
only measure
by which the light
light can
can be made to shine
measure by
the
places
of
the
Brooklyn
upon
scandal
was
dark
t-he
on
was taken on
places
upon
Brooklyn
Friday
Mr.
Beecher,
in
by
appearing
Grand
before
the
Jury
Beecher,
Friday by
appearing
Jury

procuring the indictment of Theodoro
and procuring
Theodore Tilton and Francis
The indictment
D. Moulton for the crime of malicious libel.

any technical point
point or
or any
any side issue. The
docs not rest on
on any
involving
raised
is one
one
question
of the case.
is
the
vital
merits of'
question
involving
Tilton is
is accused of malicious lying in charging Mr. Beecher
lying
charging
a criminal intimacy
witli perjury in
with a
intimacy with Mrs. Tilton,
Tilton, and with
perjury

intimacy.
his affidavit denying
denying such intimacy.

Moulton is
is indicted for

falsely saying that Mr. Beecher had confessed to him his crimifalsely

saying

person.
No
nal intimacy
No
intimacy with Mrs. Tilton and with another person.
on such an
an issue which shall not be deciscan be given
given on
verdict can

ive.

is innocent these
If Mr. Beecher is

men
men

are
are

guilty.
guilty.

If they
lf'
they

is condemned.
are acquitted
acquitted he is

middle ground.
ground.

no longer
longer be any
There can no
any
trial vill
will decide between the pastor of'
This trial
pastor of

Plymouth Church and his assailants. When it
it closes he will
Plymouth
pulpit, or
or they
they will have to go
go to jail.
is
have to leave his pulpit,
jail. It is
possible that the contest before a
a court of justice
justice can
scarcely possible
can
scarcely
a cloud ot'
of doubts and mystifica~
vith a
mystificaresult in a drawn battle,
battle, with
assurance
on
and
positive
If the
assurance
of
truth
on either side.
tions,
no
no
tions,
positive
may
finally
the
matter
case be now
now thoroughly tried,
be
case
may
thoroughly tried,
finally put
put to
rest.

can help
new floods of foul
While
fbul
Vhile no
no one
one can
help regretting
regretting the new
investigation will pour
upon
pour out upon
this judicial
evidence which this
judicial investigation

approve
we
we think there will be few who will not approve
forcing the present
present issue. There
the conduct of Mr. Beecher in forcing
the country,
country,

way of settling
no other way
was no
was
dispute. The suit of Tilton
settling the dispute.
adultery
derisory one
against
for
was
a
one from the beginBeecher
was
adultery
derisory
beginagainst
ning.
ning.

conTilton's confessed concame to trial the fact of Tilton's
If it
it ever
ever came

brought
of court. The libel suit brought
donation would put
put him out of'
brutally assaulted
Moulton by
vhom he had so brutally
against l[oulton
by aa lady
lady whom
against
principal question.
question.
did not touch the merits of the principal

The public
public

appear in the attitude
unquestionably looked to Mr. Beecher to appear
unquestionably
the
this unpreagainst
men
of
a prosecutor
of' a
men who have stirred
stirred up
unpreup this
prosecutor against
conpersonal conmerely personal
was not a matter of merely
cedented
cedentcd scandal. It was
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community is
directly interested in the issue
The community
is directly

cern.

If these

joined.
joined.

men tell the truth,
truth,

men tell

now

now

then Mr. Beecher should

not be allowed to pollute
religion by
pollutc the Christian religion
by his ministrations.
tions.

If they
they

escape
them to escape
filled
filled

lie,
lie,

it
it

would be a
disgrace
a general
general disgrace

permit
to permit

punishment
many months
punishment after having
having for so many

the public
public mind with such poisonous
poisonous defilement.

Mr.

Beecher might
might forgive,
forgive, if
if he chose,
chose, the crime against
against himself.

But he has no
no right to forgive the crime against the public
right
forgive
against
public
in that unwholesome familiarity
involved in
familiarity with the vilest forms
of domestic misery
propagated
misery which Moulton and Tilton have propagated
breadth
throughout
length
and
the
the
of
land.
Ten
thousand
throughout
length
immoral and obscene novels could not have done the harm
wrong to
which this
done, in teaching
this case has done,
teaching the science of wrong
thousands of quick-witted
quick-witted and curious boys
boys and girls.
girls.
nothing else which,
is the fate
It is
fate of Mr. Beecher and nothing
is to
which, is
by the result of this
trial.
this trial.
be decided by

We

Ve do not wish to prepre-

depart from that impartiality
we have mainjudge it,
it, nor
nor to depart
impartiality we
judge
tained since the miserable business began.
began.
Ve
We shall not relin-

quish
quish the hope
hope which

all cleanly
cleanly people,
people, that the
we share with all
we

most eminent
our time may
eminent' preacher
preacher of our
may prove
prove to be innocent
But the
are laid at his door.
of the disgusting
disgusting crimes which are

more important
any man's
man's fair
is more
we trust
truth is
fair fame,
fame, and we
important than any
may be ascertained in the strict
strict analysis
that the truth may
analysis of a
criminal trial,
trial, no
it.
no matter who suffers by it.
Ve
must repeat,
by
repeat,

We

appears to us,
us, Mr. Beecher is
is the only perit appears
however,
however, that as it
only perreputation can
can suffer materially.
materially.
The others have
son whose reputation
son

nothing
nothing

left
left to lose,

lose, and

little to gain.
gain.
little

If they
they established the

they could drag
Beecher's infamy,
drag him down to
fact of Mr. Beecher's
infamy, they
pedestal for
own level,
level, but could not make of his ruin a pedestal
own rehabilitation. Mr. Tilton has given
given a
of
a picture
ovn
picture of'
story makes him
himself which even
even to those who believe his story

their

own

their

something
repulsive.
something monstrous and repulsive.
statement

And Moulton in his last

depth of ferocious
showed a
a depth

is
depravity
depravity which is

The

particular case.
entirely
independent of the issue of this particular
entirely independent

question to be decided is
is not what
question

enough known.
That is
is well enough
court of justice
justice say
say
39

men they
manner of men
they

manner

now wait
The public
public now

merely what kind
merely

of

to

are.

hear a
a

man
man Mr. Beecher

is.
is.
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Panoramic Views of the Country
by the different Tribes,
Country as occupied
occupied by
Tribes, etc

,

etc.

5.
5.

A

6.
6.

Nearly One Hundred Thousand Marginal
Readings
Nearly
Marginal References and Readings

A Table of Contents of the Old and New Testaments, so arranged
arranged that
can be readily
to.
any subject
subject or occurrence mentioned in the Bible can
any
readily referred to.

arranged
arranged
7.
7.

in the centre of the page.
page.

A History
History of

the Translation of the Bible;
Bible ; and

New

Chronology
Chronology

Testament, with the Times and Places at which they
of the New Testament,
they

A

8.
8. A

Harmony
Harmony

of the Books
Booka

were

written.

were

of the Four Gospels,
Analysis of the Old and New
NeW
Gospels, and Analysis

Testaments.
The following are
are specimens
The
specimens of the letters that we
we have
have received
from agents
Clergymen, and
and from
agents -who
wvho are
nur Bibles.
are selling
Clergymen,
selling our

Oo
New Milford,
Milford, Susquehanna
Susquehanna Co

PUBLISHTNG CO.
NATIONAL PUBLISHING
GENTLEMEN :-You
"Gentlemen
— You get
get up
up

,
,

from

from

Pa.

"
BIBLE in the market.
fifty
get fifty
I can
the best Bible
can get
just been delivered in this County,
certificates to that effect.
effect.
A
A $12.
$12. Bible has just
County,
and persons
your $8.50
B'ble."
persons who bought
it are anxious to trade even for your
$8.50 Bible."
bought it
:

"
"
Yours, Respectfully,
Yours,
Respectfully,

FREEMAN."
MATTHEW
MATTHEW FREEMAN."

...___

—

Co., Mo.,
Mo., writes :-"" The
James, Phelps
our Agent
Agent at St. James,
Mr. J.
J. Barnes,
Barnes, our
Phelps Co.,
finest
me surprise
them the iinest
you sent me
surprise the people.
They pronounce
pronounce tlman
Bibles you
people. They
ever
-ever brought
County."
brought into this County."
:

From

ATonforl, D. D.,
Z)., Cincinnati,
J. G. .I[onfort,
Rev. I
Cincinnati, 0.

"This Family
"This
is of inestimable value.
Its pictures
Family Bible is
pictures impress
impress sacred
characters and scenes upon
imagination, and its maps,
upon the imagination,
marginal
maps, tables and marginal
or all
all Commentaries.
references make it
it the best ol
Let no
no family
family that can
can afford
well printed, handsomely
it be without this large,
handsomely bound and illustrated copy
it
large, wellprinted,
copy
of the Word of God."
God."

—

Morrison, of Eldorado,
Eldorado, O.,
J. L. Morrison,
0., writes :-"" Your Bible is
is the best-selling
best-selling
book II ever
ever tried.
I sold 115 copies
copies in Adams Township,
Township, and 75 copies
copies in
Township.
been
have
Newberry
I
engaged
selling
in
bv
books
subscription
Newberry Township.
engaged
selling
by subscription
past fifteen years,
for the past
your Bible gives
gives better satisfaction than any
any
years, and your
1 ever
so
book
ever sold."
oo
:

£01' 1;l}e

.

R

—

Rev. R. J. Kellogg
Kellogg writes :-""I
I have carefully
carefully examined the New Illustrated
Bible, published
Family Bible,
published by
Publishing Co.,
no hesitaFamily
by the National Publishing
Co., and have no
tion in pronouncing
it the best edition of the Bible I ever saw.
saw.
pronouncing it
Its numerous
numerous marginal
treatises, definitions and exmarginal references,
references, tables and treatises,
planations,
descriptions, Bible emblems and symbols,
symbols,
planations, Scriptural
Scriptural illustrations and descriptions,
of great
it ot`
make it
interest and value to every
great worth and unbounded interestand
every reader of the
inspired word."
word."
inspired
:

Chinnock, of North Bloomfield,
William Chinnock,
O., writes:—
writes :-""I
I really
Bloomfield, O.,
really like to sel
this Bible.
Every
one is
is delighted
delighted with it,
it, and it`
if it
is possible
it is
Every one
possible they
they will have
it.
I think it
it will have a
larger sale than any
it.
a larger
any other Bible evcr
ever published.
published.
My
sales in Orwell Township
Township foot up
of the other works."
72 Bibles and 39 copies
copies ofthe
works."
up '72

My

:— " I have sold 52 Bibles;
G. IV.
Ellis, of Linton,
Linton, Ind.,
Bibles 38 of them
W. Ellis,
Ind., writes :-"I
one Township.
Township. My
pleased with them.
My subscribers are all
One man
man
all well pleased
says
Bible, and do without one
one of
ot` the kind.
$25. for his 5$15.
. Bible,and owithoutoneot` hekind. Bible,
says he would not take $25.5.
$20."
Others say
they would not take $20."0."
say they
;

in

WE

APPEXD THE FOLLOWING REPORTS FROM AGEXTS.

IVE APPEND TI-IE FOLLOVVING REPORTS FROM AGENTS.

Jackson, Miss.,
days.
D. J.
Cox, of Jackson,
J. Cox,
Miss., sold 45 Bibles in three days.
Goodlett, of Dardanelle,
Dardanelle, Ark.,
eight days.
days.
R. P. Goodlett,
Ark., sold 68 Bibles in eight

Vansize, of Ada,
Ada, Michigan,
Michigan, sold 140 Bibles in four weeks.
Mrs. H. Vansize,
one week.
Davidson, of Gibson Co.,
Co., Tenn.,
W. L. Davidson,
IV.
Tenn., sold 66 in one

—

writes
Harris, of Larissa,
" I sold fifty-one
copies of .your
N. Harris,
your
Larissa, Texas,
Texas, writes:-"I
fifty-one copies
is the book to make money
on. 11
Bible last week.
It is
money on."
:

—

writes:
" Youi
C, writes:-"Your
Rev. W. H. Dickert,
Pomaria. Newberry
Co., S. C.,
Dickert, of Pomaria,
Newberry Co.,
Bible is
ever sold in the South.
pronounced the best and neatest bound book ever
is pronounced
a Bible for the money."
money."
The people
are astonished to see such a
people are
It is
is printed
printed from large,
large, clear

on
t} pe, on
new
new type,
r

for this Bible,
pages, and
Bible, and contains .150
^150 pages,

fine
paper made expressly
line white paper
expressly

over
over 450 fine Scripture
Illustrations,
Scripture Illustrations,

and is
is bound in the most handsome and substantial

In Arabesque
Edges,
Arabesque Leather,
Leather, Marbled Edges,
"

"
"

"

"

-

per Copy.
Copy.
at S
$ 8.50 per

-

at

-

"

"

Gilt

manner.
manner.

-

Gilt, Paneled Sides,
In French Morocco,
Morocco, Full Gilt,
Sides,

at

10.00

"

"

"

15.00

"

"

"

"

"

and

really
14 really
can often sell a
you can
demand, mul you
are always
always in flemruul,
Bibles are
buy no
no
persons who will buy
one to persons
valuable, handsome aml cheap
cheap one
vwlamble,
book*
other book.

who

and
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Address,
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to
containing terms to
f° r circulars containing
for
our Bible.
description of our
and a fuller description

CO,
PUBUSHING CU.,
NATIONAL
NATIGNAL PUBLISHING

Loiiis, Mo.
or, St,
Pa. Chicago,
Philadelphia,
St. Louis,
Chicago, I1L
Philadelphia, Pa.;
Ill.; or,
;

;

HISTORY- OF
HISTORY'
UF THE GRANGE MOVEMENT
M[]VEMEN"
THE
THERGRPAENGE
OR,

FARMERS'
FARMERS' WAR AGAINST MONOPOLIES.
IVIONOPOLIES.
Being
Being a Full and Authentic Account of the Struggles
Struggles of the American
Against the Extortions of the Railroad Companies.
Farmers Against
Companies.
Lv-

Iilxistra-ted.
\^itlx
Iilustrated 'svith

GO
Engravings and
Portraits.
60 Fine
Fine E11g1'av1ngs
and ;['01't1'iitS»
l-oool

The most
powerful movement
is, unquestionably,
THE
most remarkable and powerful
movement of the present
present day
day is,
unquestionably,
the war
Farmers of the United States are
are waging
Paging against
war which the L`2l.l`l1lCl'S
ol'
against the Monopolies
Monopolies of
long
robbing
the
kind that have for so
people and oppressing
so long been robbing
all kind:
people
oppressing the toiling
toiling porporcommunity.
an
early
tion
The
author
began
our
day
to
investigate
this
great
of
at
an
tion
our community.
movebegan
early day
investigate
great moveclosely watched its
ment,
its steady
lIis intimate acquaintance
ment, and has closely
development. Ills
steady development.
acquaintance with
officers
the leading
the
and
State
Granges,
whom
he
much
otlieers
of
the
National
from
whom
has
received
much
leading
Granges,
knowledge of
thorough knowledge
the Vcstcru
Western and Southern State-,
valuable assistance,
ofthe
assistance, and his thorough
States,
and of
Systems of our
the Railroad Systems
our country,
qualified him to write this
this work.
ofilie
country, peculiarly qualiiied
four parts
is devoted to
to a
of the
a discussion ofthe
w iich is
It is
is divided into
into four
parts; the first of which
i

Ipeculiarlv

;

RAILROAD MONOPOLIES.
RAILROAD
MONOPOLEES.
And treats of the Railroad System
States; its
its wonderful growth and
And
System of the United States;
growth
System; its failure to redeem its
prosperity; of the Defects
Defects of this System;
its promises,
its
prosperity;
promises, and its
stock
gradual degeneration
gambling.
into stock gambling.
degeneration i11to
gradual
and
showing
Railroads
rob
Greed
how
the
the
how
Railroad
Rapacity;
people;
Of
Ot'
ltapaeity; showing
people;
money from them,
them, and compel
they
compel them
them to submit to whatever wrongs
wrongs they
they may
may
they extort money
see fit
see
tit to

inflict
inflict upon
upon them.

Corruption among
brihe
Of Corruption
Officials ; of the efforts of Railroad Managers
Managers to bribe
among Railroad Oflicials
Legislative and Judiciary
demoralize the Legislative
and demtnulize
Judiciary powers
Govern¬l'11powers of the General and State þÿGO'
of
ments giving
the infamous Railroad Lohbies.
giving full details ofthe
Lobbies.
ments;
System showing
showing the enormous
enormous extent to which the people
people have
Of the Land Grab System;
been plundered
plnndcred by
by the Railroads.
devoted to an
Part III. is devoted
an account of
;

;

;

THE FARMERS'
WRONGS.
FARMERS' WRGNCS.

THE

are
And treats of the Agricultural
Agricultural classes of the United States
And
States; showing
showing how they
they are
•<! and
just dues of their labor, and the causes
causes of these evils.
overcharg -d
robbed of the just
0'('l't'llil-"_{
labor,
affeot
the
Farmers,
and
)f Railroa
Extortion ; showing
how
high
freights
oppress
aifeot
(lf
llailrozrl lixtortion
the
:diowing
Farmers,
high freights oppress
products.
of both land and products.
value ot'
how the Farmer is
is placed by a.
system at the mercy
.Middlemen showing
showing how
Of the Blitldl:-men;
mercy
placed hy a false system
is overcharged and rol»l>cd
dealers, upon
how he is
upon whom
by the dealers,
of the Middlemen
robbed by
whom he has
ofthe
Bliddleinen; how
overcharged
are
growing
they are growing
growing richer,
poorer.
richer, while he is
depend; how they
is growing poorer.
to depend;
sold; showing
showing
Agricultural Machinery
Machinery and Implements
are sold;
Of the Manner in which Agricultural
Implements are
for
thinking Farmers.
views
are l')'Cl'Cll2ll'ZCll
overcharged for them ; with sound practical
how
how7 Fanners
Farmers are
forthinking
practical
the views of the
Evils which come
come directly
directly home to the Farmers;
Of tlv.'
Many livils
Of
the Many
Farmers; giving
giving tl1e
remedying these evils.
agriculturists, and valuable suggestions
suggestions for
leading
for remedyiug
leading azriculturists,
;

(

1

;

;

;

;

Part IV.

devoted to
is devoted

a
a history
history of the

ORDER
OF PATRONS
HUSQBANDRY.
OR ER OF
OF HUSBANDRY.
PATRONS OF
establisllmellt
an account of its
progress the causes
Giving
its rise and progress;
causes which led to the establishment
Giving an
present condition,
of the Order,
condition, and future prospects.
Order, its present
prospects.
secure for
how it
as the Protector of the Farmers ; showing
showing how
it proposes
Of the Grange
Grange as
proposes to secure
object.
accomplish its object.
fairer return for their labor,
them a
a. tairer
labor, and its power
power to accomplish
how
better
it
shewing
makes
Farmer showing
it
as the Instructor and Guide ofthe
Of the Grange
of the Farmer;
Grange as
accomglorious accomwomen of its members
lofty aims and glorious
farmers and better
ht-tter men
men and women
members; its lofty
ilishment of them.
Iplishment
volume. The
topics embraced in this remarkable volume._
These are but few of the many
many topics
a work which no
produced a
subject from a
a practical
author treats his subject
practical stand-point,
stand-point, and has produced
worl;
which no
important and exciting
most important
who wishes to keep
keep himself informed upon
one,
exciting quesquesone, who
upon the most
without.
Je
tion of the day,
can afford to be
dav can
numerous
with
embellished
large octavo volume of 534 pages,
one large
It is
is comprised in one
pages
numerous
subscribers,
will be
Grangers, and will
he furnished to subscribers,
fine
engravings and portraits
Hue engravings
Lnfvd1'ng,r Grangers,
portraits of Leading
;

;

;

;
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LIGHTS AND
ANI] SHADOWS
SI-IADUWS OF
UF
LIGHTS
OR,

SIGHTS AND

M

ITW YORK
YORK LIFE
LIFE;

THE

CITY.
SENSATIONS OF THE GREAT CITY.
A WORK DESCRIPTIVE OP THE

MW

IN ALL ITS
ITS VARIOUS PHASES.
CITY OF NEW YORK IN
LOW

rrs
WRETCHEDNESS; ITS HIGH AND
PALACE5
fTS SPLENDORS AND VRETClIEDNESS;
AND LOYV LIFE; ITS MARBLE PALACES
AND
AND DARK DENS; ITS ATTRACTIONS AND DANGERS; ITS RINGS AND FRAUDS; ITS LEAD
LEAD-

DARK
ING MEN
MEN AND
AND POLITICIANS;
POLITICIAXS;

ITS ADVENTURERS;
ADVENTUREKS; ITS MYSTERIES

wlfru NEARLY
NEARLY
ILLUSTRATED WITH

ILLUSTRATED

2 00

AND CRIMES.

FINE ENGRAVINGS.

200 FINE ENGRAVINGS.

ot' all
this great
all the many
is the most wonderful of
many wonderful sights
New York is
country,
sights of this
great country
ot' incxhaustible
inexhaustible interest to the other portions
and is
is always
It is
is
always a.
a theme of
portions of the Union. It
changing, and growing
year.
Thousands
constantly changing.
growing more magnificent
magnificent and interesting
interesting every
every year.
constantly
who consider themselves well acquainted
numerous
City, by reason of their numerous
acquainted with the Great City,
it has changed
returning after an absence of but a few years,
visits to it,
it, find,
find, upon
years, that it
upon returning
changed to
anew
new
almost a
it 'ilumst
new city
to
them.
They
see
new
sights
every
time
an
they
an extent which makes it
city
They
sights every
they
tcll of every
more wonderful to tell
time they return home.
come to New York, and have something
come
siuncthing more
every timethey
long residence in New York, and very
The author of this work needs no endorsement,endorsement; his long
very
life in all
all its
its varied phases,
fit him for
intimate acquaintance
acquaintance with metropolitan
inetropolitan life
phases, peculiarly
peculiarly fit
a vivid and lif`e~like
a book;
book and he has produced
life-like picture
the preparation
preparation of such il
produced in this work a
picture
its
of the Great City,
Shaidows
with
bold
and
skilful
City, painting
its
Lights
and
Shadows
skilful
hand,
and
a
reprohand,
Lights
painting
reproits
brilliant
and
ivfiinlerful
Sensations
which
Sights
wonderful
graphicness
it
its
with
renders
ducing
a
it the
Sights
ducing
graphicness
most absorbing
absorbing and fascinating
fascinating book that has ever been written upon
subject.
upon the subject.
;

IT

IT

New

TREATS
TREATS

'

its growth
giving a concise and interesting
Of the City of New York;
Y/ork; giving
interesting account of its
growth and progress
progress
s.ett |.
einen t.
fiom its
its first
first settlement.
from
its gardens,
public? and private buildings of the city; of its
magaificeat public
Of the magnificent
gardens, parks,
parks,
public w.»|-las.
prisons, and public
wjrks.
marble paltci-~i,
palaces, prisons,
beautifiil ani]
wonrlcrt'ul street in thc
full accounts of its
and wonderful
the world,
its sights
Of Broadway; the mist beautiful
world, with full
sights
day and night.
by
by day
night.
showing of what it
fashiona'
it is
is composed,
York Sjciety;
Of
composed. and revealing
revealing a fearful story
story of fashionaggiety; showing
|~ issilmtioiis.
b e follies,
nllies. and dissipations.
ble
"
"
is plundered
showing how
how the city
men.
Of the " Rings " of New' York
York;; showing
city is
plunderecl by
by a few unscrupulous
unscrupulous men.
its miles of palaces,
its sights;
Of Fifth Ave
Avenue,
palaces. its people,
rlue, with its
people, and its
sights; showing
showing the interior of one of
the most
lu-ist fashionable
thshioimlilc mansions.
lll"||lSl013.
vith vivid sketches of the
Wall Street;
Street; how fortunes are
thc men
men and mysteries
Street; with
Wall
are
Of W'
ull Street;
mysteries of "Wall
mzulc and lost in u
made
a day;
day hov
how bogus
bogus stock companies
companies originate,
how the bubbles burst.
originate, and how
establishments
are
how
these
conducted.
showing
magnificent
Hotels ; showing
Of the Hotels;
uiagniticcnt
its lawns,
lakes, ranihlcs,
museums, and summer
rambles, statuary,
summer and winter sports.
Ot' the Central Park, its
Oi
liwne, lakes,
statuary, museums.
sports.
absorbing accounts of some
some of their most celebrated cases.
Of the Deiiéctives,
Detectives, with absorbing
complete description
description of Stewart's
Stewart's great
great retail store,
its attached,
Of Fasniongble
Fashionable S;.0i~e5,
Scores, with aa. complete
store, its
attaches,
'

'

'

New

O[`lN}_ew Ygi-klS

New
;

customers, amount
:im-iuut of sales,
sales, etc.

misery, suffering, and crime;
Of the Five Paints
Points and its History, a fearful account of misery,suf't`eriug,
crime; of the
dark dens
:lens and filthy
of the dwellers in this section.
liltiiy lanes of the Five Points;
Points; and Of
Thieves; the Pick-pockets,
Of Crime
Crime and
and Crilnirlals,
Criminals, with sketches of the Professional Thieves;
Female
Pick-pockets,
••
Thieves,
Thieves the "r`euces;
Fences; "" the Pawnbrokers;
Roughs, and others.
l'z°.wnhrckers; the Ruughs,
Thieves, River Thieves;
of actors,
actors, actresses,
girls and their mode of life;
life; Music and Beer Gardens.
Of the Theatres;
Theagreq; uf
actresses, ballet girls
ut' Houses of Assignation;
the Lost Sisterhood;
Of the Social
Sgginl Evil; of thc
Sisterhood; of
Assignation; of Street Walkers,
Walkers, Concert
Saloons
Girls
Balls, D
nice Houses,
Hill's; of Personals and MatriSaluous and Waiter Girls:
Maslied Balls,
Deuce
of Masked
Houses, and Harry
Harry Hill's;
of
monial Advertisements;
Abortionists
the
Midnight
Mission;
Murder;
the
and
their Victims.
Child
Aborticnists
Ailvertiseincnts;
Midnight Mission;
Murder;
the cellars,
its most appalling
appalling form.
Of the Poor of New York; of death in th.3
Of
form,
cellars, and suffering
suffering in its
gift
ot Sll/1']lGl`r4,
sharpen), male and fe1u¢le.and
victims of swindlers,
female, and their victims;
Of Black Mailers; of
Of
sivinrllurs, gift enterprises,
enterprises,
Johns," impostors,
mock auctions. '-Cheap
quack doctors,
doctors, clairvoyants,
Clietp Johns,"
impostors. quncl:
clairvoyants, and fortune tellers.
policy dealing.
gamblers and their victims;
victims; of lotteries and policy
Of
Of Gambling Horses;
dealing.
Houses; of ganiblers
Of the Custom
Of
House, its inside workings,
CQSZOHI House,
interesting details.
iuorkings. and many
many interesting
tragic death.
career :mil
and tragic
Of James
James Fisk,
Fisk, Jr.,
Jr , with a full account of his remarkable career
Of all that is great.
great, noble,
noble, mysterious,
shabby, and
mysterious, brilliant,
startling, genteel,
genteel, or shabby,
brilliant, startling,
is interesting
interesting iu
all that is
in the Great City.
City.
Nu
No volume ever
ever written concerning
concerning New York contains so much information of use and
fascinating work
interest to the reader.
is in all respects the most brilliant,
It is
brilliant, reliable and fascinating
rcspects
now offered to the public.
it does
so with
now
docs so
Though it
it discusses the darker sides of city
life, it
city life,
public. Though
delicacy
candor,
vices
of the city.
and
and
the
book
against
the
is
is an
an emphatic warning
candor,
delicacy
city.
emphatic warning against
;

;

New

;

~'

one large
In one
850 pages,
large Royal
Royal Octavo volume of 8oO
nearly
pages, embellished and illustrated with nearly
fine Engravings
places, life and scenes
New York
scenes in New
Engravings of noted places,
York;; and furnished to Sub
bound,
bound,
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SEXUAL
SCIENCE;;
SEXUALNGQCIENCE
'

INCLUDING

MANHOOD,
MANHOQD, WOMANHOOD,
QXOMANHOOD,

THEIR MUTUAL TnTER-RELATIONS
INTER-RELATIONS;

;

LOVE,
ITS LAWS,
LOVE, ITS
LA\VS, POWER,
POWER., ETC.
0. S. Fowler.
By Prof. O.
By

"

that great
" Sexual Science
Science"" is
is simply
simply that
of natural laws by which the
great code of
the Almighty
Almighty reto be
be governed in
the sexes
sexes to
in their
A
quires
their mutual relations.
is of
of
relations.
A knowledge of
of these laws is
quires the
the general
importance, and it
it is
is the
the highest
swells the
list of
disease
ignorance of them which swells
highest importance,
general ignorance
the list
of disease
lives which would otherwise be happy.
in the
the world, and wrecks so
and misery in
so many
many lives
happy.
THE WORK TREATS OF LOVE-MAKING AND SELECTION, showing how love
showing
be
ntfairs should
conducted,
the laws
lmca which govern
affairs
and revealing
mnle and female attraction
revealing the
govern male
conducted, and
should what
and repulsion;
repulsion;
qualities mnke
niiike a
a good,
good, and a
a poor,
or wife,
wife, and what giver
giver
qualities
poor, husband or
persons
select and reject;
und must not, intermarry.
forms, sizes,
may, and
intermarry.
persons should select
reject; what forms,
sizes, etc., may,
its
OF MARRIAGE, its_sacre\|ness
its sacredness and necessity,
laws
of
its
and
rights
perfect
miserable
and
necessity,
rights;;
perfect
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